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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST

TRANSLATED BY

VARIOUS ORIENTAL SCHOLARS

AND EDITED BY

F. MAX MÜLLER .

*** This Series is published with the sanction and co -operation of the Secretary of State for
India in Council.

REPORT presented to the ACADÉMIE DES INSCRIPTIONS , May 11 , 1883 , by M. ERNEST RENAN .

M. Renan présente trois nouveaux volumes de

la grande collection des “ Livres sacrés de l'Orient"

( Sacred Books of the East ) , que dirige à Oxford,

avec une si vaste érudition et une critique si sûre ,

le savant associé de l'Académie des Inscriptions,

M. Max Müller. .. . La première série de ce

beau recueil , composée de 24 volumes, est presque

achevée . M. Max Müller se propose d'en publier

une seconde, dont l'intérêt historique et religieux

ne sera pas moindre . M. Max Müller a su se pro

curer la collaboration des savans les plus éminens

d'Europe et d'Asie. L'Université d'Oxford , que

cette grande publication honore au plus haut

degré , doit tenir à continuer dans les plus larges

proportions une œuvre aussi philosophiquement

conçue que savamment exécutée. '

EXTRACT from the QUARTERLY REVIEW.

* We rejoice to notice that a second series of these

translations has been announced and has actually

begun to appear. The stones , at least , out of

which a stately edifice may hereafter arise , are

here being brought together. Prof. Max Müller

has deserved well of scientific history. Not a few

minds owe to his enticing words their first attrac

tion to this branch of study. But no work of his ,

not even the great edition of the Rig -Veda, can

compare in importance or in usefulness with this

English translation of the Sacred Books of the

East, which has been devised by his foresight,

successfully brought so far by his persuasive and

organizing power, and will, we trust, by the assist

ance of the distinguished scholars he has gathered

round him , be carried in due time to a happy com

pletiou .'

Professor E. HARDY, Inaugural Lecture in the University of Freiburg , 1887 .

Die allgemeine vergleichende Religionswis

senschaft datirt von jenem grossartigen , in seiner

Art einzig dastehenden Unternehmen , zu welchem

auf Anregung Max Müllers im Jahre 1874 auf dem

internationalen Orientalistencongress in London

der Grundstein gelegt worden war, die Überset.

zung der heiligen Bücher des Ostens ' ( the Sacred

Books of the East).

The Hon . ALBERT S. G. CANNING , ' Words on Existing Religions . '

“ The recent publication of the “ Sacred Books

of the East ” in English is surely a great event in

the annals of theological literature . '

Orford

AT THE CLARENDON PRESS

NEW YORK : 91 & 93 Fifth Avenue .

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS.



EDITED BY F. MAX MÜLLER.

FIRST SERIES.

VOL . I. The Upanishads. Vol. VII . The Institutes of Vishnu.

Translated by F. MAX MÜLLER. Part I. The Translated by JULIUS JOLLY. 8vo , cloth , $2.75 .

Khâsdogya- upanishad, The Talavakâra-upan- A collection of legalaphorisms, closely connected with one of

ishad , The Aitareya -âranyaka, The Kaushi- the oldest Vedic schools, the Kathas , but considerably adde i to

in later time.

taki- brâhmana-upanishad , and The Vâgasa
Of importance for a critical study ofthe Laws

of Manu.

neyisamhitâ -upayishad . 8vo , cloth , $2.75 .

The l'panishads contain the philosophy of the Veda . They
Vol . VIII . The Bhagavadgîtâ , with The

have become the foundation of the later l’edanta doctrines, and Sanatsugâtîya, and The Anugîtâ .

indi of Buddhism . Schopenhauer, speaking of the l'pan Translated by KASHINATH TRIMBAK TELANG.

ishads, says : “ In the whole world there is no study so beneficial

and so elevating as that of the Upanishads. It has been the
8vo, cloth , $2.75 .

solace ofmylife, it will be the solace of my death ." ( See also
The earliest philosophical and religious poem of India .

Vol. XV.) has been paraphrased in Arnold's ‘ Song Celestial.'

VOL. II . The Sacred Laws of the Aryas. Vol. X.VOL. X. The Dhammapada,

As taught in the Schools of Âpastamba, Gau- Translated from Pâli by F. MAX MÜLLER; and

tama , Vâsishtha, and Baudhâyana. Trans The Sutta- Nipâta ,

lated by GEORG BÜHLER . Part I. Åpas. Translated from Pâli by V. FAUSBÖLL ; being

tanıba and Gautama . Second Edition . 8vo .
Canonical Books of the Buddhists . 8vo , cloth ,

$2 75 . $2.75 .

The Sacred Laws of the Aryas contain the original treatises

on which the laws of Manu and other lawgiverswere founded.

The Dhammapada contains the quintessence of Buddhist

(See also Vol . XIV. )

morality The Sulta -Nipáta gives the authentic teaching of

Buddha on some of the fundamentalprinciples of religion .

VOL. III . The Sacred Books of China. VOL . XI . Buddhist Suttas.

The Texts of Confucianism . Translated by Translated from Pâli by T. W. Rhys DAVIDS .

JAMES LEGGE. Part I. The Shû King, The 1. The Mahâparinibbâna Suttanta ; 2. The

Religious Portions of the Shih King, and Dhamma-kakka-ppavattana Sutta ; 3. The

The Hsiâo King. 8vo , cloth , $ 3.25 . Tevigga Suttanta ; 4. The Âkankheyya Sutta ;

Confucius was a collector of ancient traditions, not the 5. The Ketokḥila Sutta ; 6. The Mahâ sudas

founder of a new religion . As he lived in the sixth and fifth

centuries B.C., his works are of unique interest for the study

sana Suttanta ; 7. The Sabbâsaya Sutta . 8vo ,

of Ethology. ( See also Vols . XVI , XXVII, XXVIII , XXXIX ,
cloth , $2.75 .

A collection of the most important religious, moral, and

philosophical discourses taken from the sacred canon of the

VOL. IV . The Zend -Avesta . Buddhists.

Tranlated by JAMES DARMESTETER . Part I.
VOL . XII . The Satapatha - Brâhmana, ac

The Vendidâd . Second Edition , 8vo , cloth,
cording to the Text of the Mâdhyandina

$ 3.75 .

School .
The Zend - Avesta contains the relics of what was the religion

of Cyrus , Darius, and Xerxes, and , but for the battle of Translated by JULIUS EGGELING . Part I.

Marathon , might have become the religion of Europe. Il Books I and II . 8vo , cloth , $3.25 .

forms to the present day the sacred book of the Parsis, the so

called fire -worshippers. Two more volumes will complete the

A minute account of the sacrificial ceremonies of the Vedic

translation of all that is left us of Zoroa ster's religion. (See

age. It contains the earliest account of the deluge in India .

also Vols. XXIII and XXXI. ]
[See also Vols. XXVI , XLI . ]

VOL. V. . Pahlavi Texts.
VOL. XIII . Vinaya Texts.

Translated by E. W. WEST. Part I. The
Translated from the Pâli by T. W. RHYS

DAVIDS and HERMANN OLDENBERG . Part I.

Bundahis, Bahman Yast, and Shâyast lâ

shầyast. 8vo, cloth , $ 3.25.
The Pâtimokkha. The Mahâvagga, I - IV.

The Pahlavi Texts comprise the theological literature of the

8vo, cloth , $2.75 .

revival of Zoroaster's religion , beginning with the Sassanian The Vina ya Texts givefor the first time a translation of the

dynasty . They are impor!ant for a study of Gnosticism .
moral code of the Buddhist religion as settled in the third

century B.C. [ See also Vols . XVII and XX . ]

VoLS. VI . AND IX . The Qur'an.

Parts I and II . Translated by E. H. PALMER .
VOL. XIV . The Sacred Laws of the Aryas,

Svo , cloth , $ 55.25 .
As taught in the Schools of Âpastamba, Gaut

This translation , carried out according to his own peculiar
ama, Vâsishtha, and Baudhayana. Translated

views of the origin of the Qur'ân , was the last great work of
by GEORG BÜHLER. Part II . Vâsishtha and

E. H. Palmer , before he was murdered in Egypt. Baudhâyana. Svo, cloth , $2.75 .

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS

and XL )



SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST.

Vol . XX . Vinaya Texts.

Translated from the Pâli by T. W. Rhys

Davids and HERMANN OLDENBERG . Part

III . The Kullavagga, IV-XII . 8vo , clotni,

$2.75 .

Vol . XV. The Upanishads.

Translated by F. MAX MÜLLER . Part II .

The Katha -upanishad , The Mundaka -upani

shad , The Taittirîyaka-upanishad , The Bri

hadâranyaka-upanishad, The Svetâsvatara

upanishad, The Prasña -upanishad , and The

Maitrayana -brâhinana -upanishad. Svo , cloth ,

$2.75 .

VOL. XVI. The Sacred Books of China.

The Texts of Confucianism . Translated by

JAMES LEGGE . Part II . The Yî King. Svo,

cloth , $ 2.7:). [ See also Vols . XXVII and

XXVIII)

Voi . XVII . l'inaya Texts .

Translated from the Pâli by T. W. Rhys

Davids and HERMANN OLDENBERG . Part II .

The Mahâvagga, V-X . The k'ullavagga I - III

8vo, cloth , $2.75 .

Vol . XXI . The Saddharma -pundarika;

or, The Lotus of the True Law

Translated by H. KERN . Svo, cloth , $ 3.25.

The Lotus of thetrue Law , a canonical book of the North

en Buddhists ,'translated from Sanskrit. There is a Chinese

translation of this book which was finished as early as the year

286 d.o.

Vol . XXII . Gaina -Sûtras.

Translated from Prâkrit by HERMANN JACOBI.

Part I. The Akârânga -Sûtra and The Kalpa

Sûtra . 8vo, cloth , $2.75 .

The religion of the Gainas was founded by a contemporary

of Buddha . Il still counts numerous adherents in India, while

there are no Buddhists left in India proper. ( See Vol . XLV . )VOL. XVIII. Pahlavi Texts .

Translated by E. W. WEST. Part II . The

Dâdistân - i Dînîk and The Epistles ofMânûskî

har . 8vo , cloth , $3.25

VOL . XIX . The Fo -sho-hing -tsan -king.

A Life of Buddha by Axvaghosha Bodhisattva ,

translated from Sanskrit into Chinese by

Lharmaraksha, A D. 420, and from Chinese

into English by SAMUEL BEAL . Svo , $2.75 .

This life of Buddha was translated from Sanskrit into

Chinese, A.D. 420 ) . It contains many legends , some of which

show a certain similarity to the Evangelium infantiae, fc.

Vol. XXIII . The Zend -Avesta .

Translated by JAMES DARMESTETER . Part II .

The Sîrôzahs, Yasts, and Nyâyis. 8vo , cloth ,

$2 70).

l'ol . XXIV Pahlavi Texts .

Translated by E. W. West. Part III . Dinâ - i

Maînôg -Khirad, Sikand -gûmânîk Vigâr, and

Sad Dar . Svo , cloth , $2.75 .

SECOND SERIES .

Voi . XXV. Manu.

Translated by GEORG BÜHLER. Svo , cloth ,

$ 5.25 .

This translation is founded on that of Sir William Jones,

which has been carefully revised and corrected with the

help of seven native Commentaries. An Appendix con

tains all the quotations from Manu which are found in

the Hindu Law books, translated for the use of the Law

Courts in India . Another Appendix gives a synopsis of

parallel passages from the six Dharma - sûtras, the other

Smritis , the l'panishads, the Mahâbhârata , &c .

Vol. XXIX . The Grihya Sûtras, Rules

of l'edic Domestic Ceremonies.

Part I. Sânkhâyana, Åsvalâyana, Pâraskara,

Khâdira. Translated by HERMANN OJDEN

BERG 8vo , cloth , $3.2.5 .

These rules of Domestic Ceremonies describe the home

life of the ancient Aryas with a completeness and

accuracy unmatched in any other literature. Some of

these rules have been incorporated in the ancient Law

books,

VOL. XXVI. The Satapatha - Brâhmana.

Translated by JULIUS EGGELING . Part II .

Books III and IV . Svo , clotlı , $ 3.25 .

VOL . XXX . The Grilya -Sutras, Rules of

Vedic Domestic Ceremonies.

Part II . Gobhila, Hiranyakesin , Apastamba.

Translated by HERMANN OLDENBERG . Apas

tamba, Yagña -paribhâshâ -sútras. Translated

by F. MAX MÜLLER. Svo, cloth , $3.2.5 .

Vols . XXVII AND XXVIII. The Sacred

Books of China .

The Texts of Confucianism . Translated by

JAMES LEGGE . Parts III and IV . The Li ki,

or Collection of Treatises on the Rules of Pro

priety , or Ceremonial Usages. Sro , cloth ,

$ 3 25 eachi

Vol. XXXI . The Zend -dresta .

Part III . The Yasna, Visparad, Àfrinagân,

Gâhs, and Miscellaneous Fragments. Trans

lated by L. H. MILLS. 8vo, cloth , $ 3.25.
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EDITED BY F.MAX MÜLLER.

VOL . XLI. The Satapatha-Brâlimana.

Part III . Translated by JULIUS EGGELING.

8vo, cloth , $ 3.2.5 .

Vol. XLII . Hymns of the Atharva - veda.

Translated by M. BLOOMFIELD . Svo , cloth ,

$ 5.2.5.

VOL . XXXII . Vedic Hymns.

Translated by F. MAX MÜLLER. Part I. Svo ,

cloth , 3.500 .

VOL. XXXIII. The Minor Law -books.

Translated by JULIUS JOLIY: Part I. Narada,

Brihaspati. Svo, cloth , $ 2.7:).

VOL . XXXIV . The Vedanta -Sûtras, with

the Commentary by Sankara karya . Part I.

Translated by G. THIBAUT. 8vo, cloth , $ 3.25 .

Vols. XXXV AVD XXXVI. The Ques

tions of King Milinda .

Translated from the Pâli by T. W. RHYS

DAVIDS. Part I. 8vo , cloth , $2 7.5 : Part II

Svo , cloth , $ 3.2.5 .

VOL . XXXVII. The Contents of the

Nasks, as stated in the Eighth and Ninth

Books of the Dînkard .

Part I. Translated by E. W. WEST. Svo.

cloth , $3.755 .

Vol. XXXVIII. The Tedânta -Sûtras.

Part II . 8vo ,

cloth , with full Iudex to both Parts. $ 3.2.7.

Vols. XXXIX and XL . The Sacred Books

of China.

The Texts of Taoism . Translated by JAMES

LEGGE . 8vo , cloth , $ i 2.) .

Vols . XLIII AND XLI . The Satapatha

Brâlumana .

Parts IV and V.
i In preparation . ]

VOL . XLV . The Gaina -Sûtras.

Translated from Prakrit, by HERMANN JACOBI.

Part II . The Uttarâdhyayana Sûtra, The

Sûtrakritânga Sûtra . 8vo , cloth , $ 3.25 .

Voi.. XLVI. Vedic Hymns. Part II .

Svo , cloth . $4.50 .

VOL . XLVII . The Contents of the Nasks.

Part II . [ In preparation .]

VOL. XLVIII.

· VOL. XLIX . Buddhist Mahâvâna Texts .

Buddhakarita .

Translated by E. B COWELL . Sukhâvati .

vyūha, Vagrakkhedikâ, &c . , translated by F.

MAX MÜLLER . Amitâyur -Dhyana- Sûtra ,

translated by J. TAKAKUSU . Svo, cloth . $ 3.25 .

Anecdota Oxoniensia.

known

ARYAN SERIES.

Buddhist Texts fromJapan. I. Vagrakkhe
Buddhist Texts from Japan. III . The

dikâ ; The Diamond - Cutter.
Ancient Palm -Leaves, containing the

Edited by F. MAX MÜLLER , M.A. S.nall 4to,
Pragñâ - Pâramitâ -Hridaya-Sûtra and the

Ushnisha-Vigaya - Dhârani.
$ 1.00 .

Edited by F. MAX MÜLLER , M A , and BUNYIU
One of the most famous metaphysical treatises of the

NANJIO , M. A. With an Appendix by G.
Mahâyâua Buddhists .

BÜHIER, CIE . With many Plates. Small

4to , $2 50 .

Buddhist Texts from Japan . II . Sukhâvatî- Contains facsimiles of the oldest Sanskrit MS. at present

l'yúha: Description of Sukhârti, the
Dharma-Samgraha, an Ancient Collection of

Land of Bliss. Buddhist Technical Terms.

Edited by F MAX MÜLLER , M. A , and Prepared for publication by KENJIU KASA

BUNYI VANJIO . With two Appendices: ( 1 )
WARA , a Buddhist Priest from Japan, and ,

after his death , edited by F. MAX MÜLLER

Text and Translation of Sanghavarman's and H. WESZEL Small 4to , $ 2.00 .

Chinese Version of the Poetical portions of the

Katyayana's
Suk hâvati- V'yûhia; ( 3 ) Sanskrit Text of the

Sarvânukramanî of the

Smaller Sukhâvati- V'yûha. Small 4to , $ 2.00 .
Rigveda.

The editio princeps of the Sacred Book of one of the With Extracts from Shadgurusishya's Com

largest and most influential sects of Buddhisni, number- mentary entitled Vedârthadipikâ Edited by

ing more than ten millions of followers in Japan alone. A. A. MACDONELL, M A ,Ph D. $4 00

VOLUMES SOLD SEPARATELY OR IN SETS .

For Sale by All: Booksellers Throughout The United States , or

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS (American Branch , )

HENRY FROWDE, 91 & 93 Fifth Ave. , NEW YORK.
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The University Association

PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL :

HON. C. C. BONNEY, LL.D.

President World's Congress Auxiliary .

CHANCELLOR :

RT. REV.SAMUEL FALLOWS , D.D ,LL.D .

Chairman General Educational Committee World's

Congress Auxiliary ; Ex -Supt . of Public Instruction

of Wis. , and Ex- Pres . III . Wesleyan University.

W. E. ERNST, Secretary and Treasurer .

VICE -PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL :

MRS. ELLEN M. HENROTIN .

President General Federation of Women's

Clubs of America .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

Is an outgrowth of the famous World's Congresses of the World's Columbian Exposition,

and is duly incorporated under the laws of the State of Illinois . Its object is to interest the

people in the pursuit of useful knowledge, and to bring to their homes and firesides the

result of the profound study and investigation of the trained specialists, in the different

branches taught by them , in the prominent Colleges and Universities of America and

Europe. Its aim is to furnish sistematic courses of study on popular branches , taught

in colleges and universities, but usually neglected in the public schools, at prices within

the reach of all classes .

Instruction.-For the regular Series , five yearly courses of study have been out

lined , as follows : History, Literature, Civics and Political Economy, Astronomy and

Geology. The courses in History and Literature ( twelve numbers each , same style as

this issue ) have been published complete, and have received the endorsement of leading

educators. Either or both courses can be furnished at once to students desiring to pursue

these branches. ( For lists of instructors see front of this issue. ) The other courses will

follow in due order.

Universal Religion is a Special Course, being one of several important subjects

which will be treated in special courses in the future. The World's Congresses of 1893

demonstrated that of all subjects in which mankind are interested , that of religion occupies

the chief place. The Religious ( 'ongresses were attended by larger audiences, they occu

pied a longer time, and commanded more profound attention than those of any other de.

partment of the World's Congress Series .

But for instruction on this subject of universal and absorbing interest, less provision

has been made in the educational systems of the world than for any other great and

important theme. Leading colleges and universities are now recognizing the need in this

direction by establishing departments for the special study of the Science of Religion .

Especial attention is called to the list of subjects to be treated and the names of

instructors as given on the following pages. The numbers of this course will be issued

monthly, and will contain from 72 to 100 pages. No expense will be spared to make this

the most complete treatise of the religions of the world ever issued .

The University Association will take great pleasure in considering any suggestions for

the improvement of this course which readers of this announcement may be pleased to forward .

Honors. — Each subscriber to this Course of Lessons will be presented with a Cer

tificate of Membership , duly signed by the officers of The University Association . On

passing a satisfactory examination at the close of the ('ourse, members will be entitled to

a Diploma, setting forth the work accomplished .

Expenses. The entire expense of this course, including Lessons, Certificate , Ex

aminations and Diploma, is but $ 3.75 ; the object being to make the expense so nominal

that its benefits may be within the reach of all classes .

For further information , address

The University Association ,

Association Building, 10 ..... CHICAGO ,



THIRD COURSE - SPECIAL

UNIVERSAL RELIGION .

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS :

Editor- in -Chief -EDMUND BUCKLEY , Ph . D.

Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago.

FIRST MONTH :

Origin of the ('ourse - By Hon.C.C. BONNEY, LL.D.

Principles of ( 'omparative Theology ---By F.

MAX MELLER, Ph.D., K. M , Professor of Philology ,

University of Oxford , England .

History of Culture ( Civilization . ) -- By Otis T.

Masox , Ph.D., Curator of the Department of 1n

thropology, National Museum , Washington , D. C.

Religions of the American Races- ByGEORGE

A. DogSEY, Ph . D., Assist. Curator of Anthropology,

Field Columbian Museum , Chicago , Ill .

Religions of Africa and Oceania By LEON

MARILLIER, M. .1 . , Lecturer on Religions, University

of Paris , France.

Religion of Australia - By C. STANILAND WAKE,

Ex -Director of the Anthropological Iostitute of

Great Britain and Ireland .

SECOND MONTH :

Chinese Religions --By Two Native Writers, trans

lated by Rev. GEORGE T. CANDLIN , Tientsin , China .

Japanese Religion - By a Native Writer, translated

by Rev. DANJO YEBIXA, Kobe, Japan.

THIRD MONTH :

Brahmanism - By Edmund Buckley , Ph.D., Docent

in Comparative Religion,University of Chicago, III .

Vaisnavism - By Pandit VISHWANATH , edited by

Rev. Robert å . Hume, A. M. , Ahmednagar, Initia .

Saivism -By Mr. P. SubramaNYA Alyfr, edited by

Rev. EDWARD P. HOL TOx,A.M., Manamatura , India .

FOURTH MONTH :

Hinayana Buddhism By a Native Writer, edited

by Col. HENRY S. OLcott, Madras, India .

Theosophy -- By Col. H. S. Olcott, Madras, India .

Mahayana Buddhism - By a Native Writer, trans

lated and edited byRev. D. Yebiya , Kobe , Japan .

Mazdeism and Parsism - By Eevad S. D. BH

RUCHA , Examiner in Avestan and Pallavi, Bombay
University

, Iudia .

SIXTH MONTH ::

Egyptian Religion - By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE ,

D.C. L. , Professor of Egyptology, l'niversity Col.

lege, London, England .

Babylonian - Assyrian Religion - By B. D. EERD

MANS, D. D. , Lecturer on Aramaic and Assyrian ,

l'niversity of Leiden, Holland.

Semitic Religion -- By GEORGE S. GOODSPEED ,

Ph.D., Associate Professorof Comparative Religion ,

l'niversity of Chicago, Il.

Islamism - By CHEIKH Aly Yousef, Cairo, Egypt.

( Under Correspondence ) .

SEVENTH MONTH :

History of Interpretation of the Old Testa

ment - By SAMUEL Ives CURTIS , Ph . D., Professor

of Old Testament Literature, Chicago Theological

Seminary, Chicago , Ill .

Mosaism , Prophecy and Judaism-By GEORGE

L. ROBINSON , Ph . D. , Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Exegesis, Knox College, Toronto ,

('anada ; and HERBERT L. WILLETT, Ph . D., Assist

ant in Semitics, University of Chicago , Ill . ( These

will be parallel accounts of this controverted topic

from different points of view . )

EIGHTH MONTH :

The Life of Christ - By S. D. F. SALMOND , D. D.,

Professor of Systematic Theology, Free Church

College, Aberdeen , Scotland .

The Lives of the Apostles-By HENRY L. Nash ,

D. D. , Professor of Literature and Interpretation of

the New Testament, Cambridge Divinity School,

Cambridge, Mass.

Biblical Theology - By ANDREW C. Zexos, D. D ..

Professor of Biblical Theology, McCormick Theo

logical Seminary, Chicago , Ill .

( ' hristianity Compared with Other Relig

ions - A symposium on this crucial topic by the

following scholars :

Count GOBLET D'ALVIELLA , Ph.D., LL.D. , Rector

of the University of Brussels, Belgium .

JOHN HENRY BARROWS, D. D., Haskell Lecturer in

the University of Chicago, Ill .

C.C. EVERETT, D. D., Professor of Theology. Har

vard Divinity School, Cambridge , Mass.

K. FURRER , Ph . D. Professor of Theology, Uni.

versity of Zurich , Switzerland .

GEORGE M. GRANT, D. D., Principal of Queen s

University, Kingston , Canada .

Joux P. PETERS, Ph . D., Rector of St. Michaels

Church , New York City , N. Y.

CHARLES M. TYLER, D. 1., Professor of History

and Philosophy of Religion , ( ' :rnell l'niversity,

Ithaca, N. Y.

FIFTH
MONTH :

Greek

Religion -By Arthur FAIRBANKS, Ph . D. ,

Instructor in Comparativo Religion , Yale Uni
versity , Conn .

Roman Religion --By Walter Miller , Ph. D. ,

Professor of Philology. Leland Stanford Junior
University , Cal .

Teutonie and Keltic Religions- By CHANTEPIE

DE LA SatssATE , D. D., Professor of the Science of

Religion , University of Amsterdam , Holland.



UNIVERSAL RELIGION—Continued.

NINTH MONTH :

Church History-By T. J. SHAHAN , D.D. , Professor

of Church History , Catholic University of America ,

Washington , D. C.; and by John F. HURST, LL. D. ,

President of the American University, Washington ,

D. C. ( This controverted topic is thus treated , as

are those in lessons 7 and 8, by parallel accounts

from different standpoints.

History of the Jews – By Gotthard Deutsch ,

Ph . D. , Professor of Jewish History, etc. , Hebrew

Union College , Cincinnati, Ohio .

TENTH MONTH :

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES :

Baptist - By A. H. NEWMAN, D. D., LL . D. , Pro

fessor of Church History, McMaster University,

Toronto , Canada .

Christian Science - By S. J. HANNA , Esq.

Christian-By J. J. SUMMERBELL, Editor of Her.

ald of Gospel Liberty , Dayton , Ohio .

( ' ongregationalist - By WILLISTON WALKER,

Ph. D., Professor of Church History , Theological

Seminary , Hartford , Conn .

Cumberland Presbyterian - By R. V. Foster,

D. D. , Professor of Biblical Exegesis , Cumber.

land University , Lebanon , Tenn.

Disciples - By Rev. R. B. Tyler , D. D., Grand

Rapids, Michigan .

Dunkard- By J. H. MOORE, Editor at the Breth

ren Publishing House, Mount Morris , nl.

Evangelical Association - By Rev. S. P.

SPRENG , Editor of the Evangelical Messenger,

Cleveland , Ohio .

Friends-By A. C. THOMAS, Professor of History,

Haverford College , Pa .

German Evangelical Synod of N. A.- By

Rev. F. MAYER , Ph . D. , Jackson , Mich .

Jewish - By A S. Isaacs, Editor of the Jervish

Messenger, New York.

Lutheran - By H. W. Roth , D. D. , Professor of

Church History in the Theological Seminary of

the Evangelical Lutheran Church , Chicago, Ill.

Methodist - By JAMES MUDGE, D.D. , Lecturer on

Missions, Boston University , Mass .

ELEVENTH MONTH :

M. E. Church, South- By W.F. BARCLAY , Esq .,

Louisville , Ky.

Mormons- By Elder F. D. RICHARDS, Salt Lakr

City, Utah.

Moravian - By J. T. HAMILTON, D.D., Professor

of Church History , Theological Seminary , Beth

lehem , Pa .

New Jerusalem - By Rev. L. P. MERCER, Chi

cago , Illi .

Presbyteri
an

- By Rev. W. H. ROBERTS, D.D.,

LL. D. , Stated Clerk of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in the United States

of America.

Presbyterian , South - By T.C. Johnson , D.D.,

Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Hampden

Sidney College, Virginia .

Protestant Episcopal - By Rev. G. W. Shinn ,

D. D., Newton , Mass.

Reformed Church , Dutch - By Rev.E.T. Cor .

VIN , D.D. , Greendale , Columbia County, N.Y.

Reformed Church , German - By J. H. DUBBS ,

D. D., Professor of History , Franklyn and Mar

sball College, Lancaster, Pa .

Reformed Episcopal- By SAMU'EL FALLOWS,

D.D. , LL.D. , Chicago, II ., Bishop Reformed

Episcopal Church .

Roman Catholic - By Rt . Rev. THOMAS O'GOR

MAN , D. D. , Bishop of South Dakota .

Salvation Army - By Major S. S. BRENGLE ,

Divisional Headquarters, New York City , X. Y.

Seventh Day Adventist- By Elder A.T. JONES,

Battle Creek , Mich .

l'nitarian - By J. H. ALLEN , D. D., Late Lecturer

on Ecclesiastical History , Harvard University,

Cambridge , Mass.

l'nited Brethren - By Rev. D. BERGER , D. D.,

Dayton , Ohio .

United Presbyterian - By Rev.A.G.WALLACE ,

D. D. , Sewickley, Allegheny, Pa .

Universalist - By I.M.Atwood , D.D., President

Theological Seminary, Canton , N.Y.

TWELFTH MONTH :

Science and Philosophy of Religion -- EDMUND

BUCKLEY, Ph.D., Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago , I.

In addition to the above, special papers relating to the subjects treated , will from time to time be published . To

avoid any semblance of impartiality the denominations will be treated alphabetically.
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The Permanent Memorial Art Palace , in which the World's Congresses were Held .
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A PREFATORY SKETCH OF THE WORLD'S CONGRESS WORK

AND THE WORLD'S PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS .

BY

CHARLES C. BONNEY LL.D. , Originator and General President of the World's Congresses

of the World's Columbian Exposition ; Counsellor of the Supreme

Court of the United States , etc. ,

VEN those who were opposed to the Parliament of Re

ligions agree that it was an event of tremendous im

portance and excited an unprecedented interest in the

subject of religion in all parts of the world . To meet

that interest and to satisfy the desire for knowledge

thereby aroused, THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION has

deemed it wise to prepare , at this time , an elaborate

and comprehensive course of lessons on the Religions

of the World which will enable all earnest seekers

after truth to find in an agreeable and accessible form

the most important facts in relation to the various

religions which have prevailed among mankind.

As THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION is an out

growth of the World's Congresses held at Chicago in
connection with the World's Columbian Exposition of

1893 , and as the present course of lessons on the Re

ligions of the World is a natural result of the Parlia

ment of Religions, a prefatory sketch of the Con

gresses and the Parliament seems necessary to a

proper,undersöanding of the nature, scope and purpose of the present undertaking.

The ideaof perpetuatingand extendingtheWorld's Congress work was embraced in
the original plan of that work,and was distinctly declaredat the close oftheWorld's
Congress season .

( Copyright, 1897, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at Chicago P. O. as Second-Class Matter )
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8 PREFATORY SKETCH OF

In one of the earliest announcements of the Congresses, issued in the autumn of 1889 ,

we proposed that in connection with the World's Columbian Exposition, the world of

government, jurisprudence, finance, science, literature, education and religion should be

represented in Congresses of Statesmen , Jurists, Financiers, Scientists, Literati , Teachers

and Theologians, greater in numbers and more widely representative of peoples, nations

and tongues" than any assemblage which had ever been convened ; and it was also said

that such Congresses, convened under circunstances so auspicious, would surpass all

previous efforts to bring about a real fraternity of nations, and unite the enlightened people

of the whole world in a general co -operation for the attainment of the great ends for which

human society is organized .

THE GENERAL OBJECTS.

The general objects of the World's Congresses we declared to be :

To establish fraternal relations among the leaders of mankind ; to review the

progress already achieved ; to state the living problems now awaiting solution ; to suggest the

means of further progress , to bring all the departments of human progress into harmonious

relations with each other in the Exposition of1893 ; to crown the whole glorious work by the

formation and adoption of better and more comprehensive plans than have hitherto been made

to promote the progress, prosperity , unity, peace and happiness of the world ; and to secure the

effectual prosecution of such plans by the organization of a series ofworld -wide fraternities,

through whose efforts and influence the moral and intellectual forces of mankind may be made

dominant throughout the world .

The following brief summary will indicate the magnitude of the World's Congress

work , and its general results:

As finally organized, the World's Congress Auxiliary consisted of 2,170 active
members, divided into 214 local committees of Organization.

To these local Committees of Organization were adjoined what were called Advisory

Councils, which consisted of eminent persons selected from the various participating

countries to advise and assist the Committees of Organization in selecting writers and

speakers for the different Congresses, and in perfecting the plans for them . The aggre

gate membership of those Advisory Councils was fourteen thousand three hundred and
twenty -eight.

As finally settled , the World's Congress work was divided into twenty departments

and two hundred and twenty -four General Divisions, in which Congresses were held .

These, in their chronological order , were as follows:

I. Woman's Progress, 25 Divisions; II . Public Press , 6 ; III . Medicine and Sur

gery, 6 ; IV . Temperance, 12; V. Moral and Social Reform , 15; VI . Commerce and

Finance , 10 ; VII . Music, 9 ; VIII . Literature , 9 ; IX . Education, First Series , 17 , Second

Series , 16 ; X. Engineering, 9 ; XI . Art , 5 ; XII . Government , 7 ; XIII . General Depart .

ment, 1 , besides 4 held out of their regular order and here transferred to their proper

places; XIV . Scierce and Philosophy, 13 ; XV. Social and Economic Science, 4 ; XVI.

Labor, 1 ; XVII . Religion , 46 (of which the marvelous Parliament of Religions was the

chief ); XVIII . Sunday-Rest, 1 ; XIX . Public Health , 1. XX . Agriculture, 11 .

The programmes show 125 sections, of which 29 were of the nature of General

Divisions.

These Congresses held 1,283 sessions, aggregating 753 days. The printed pro

grammes show 5,978 addresses delivered or papers read, including 5,454 formal contribu

tions, 131 Addresses ofWelcome,176 Addresses of Response, and 217 Agricultural Reports.

But these are much less than the actual number, for many papers and addresses were

admitted after the programmes were printed, and were inserted in corrected programmes

used by the presiding officers.

A carefully prepared alphabetical index shows 5,822 speakers and writers whose

names appear on the printed programmes, including 368 cases in which the name of the

paper to be read or subject discussed is not given . These participants in the Congresses

represented all the continents of the world , and 97 nations, states , provinces, territories

and colonies, besides 30 States and Territories of the American Union, making a total of

147 actually represented.

It is a noteworthy fact that not one of all the great array of speakers and writers

appeared at his own instance in any Congress in which he took part. No provision was
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made for any free debating society in the whole range of the Congresses.

trary, strict regulations were made and observed for the exclusion of every form of random

talk. The entire time at disposalwas allotted to those who where supposed to be most com

petent to instruct and advise . The speakers and writers for each Congress were carefully

selected by the Committee of Organization, with the advice of members of the Advisory

Council of the Congress involved. Participation in the several Congresses was strictly

regulated by the programmes formed by the Committees of Organization and approved by

the President. Those whose names appeared on the programmes, and those only, had the

right to be heard .

Of all these Congresses the most remarkable by far was the Parliament of Religions,

as the following Statements will show . “ The World's Congresses,” says the Rev. Dr.

George Dana Boardman, the dis

tinguished Baptist preacher and

theologian , “ were the crown of the

World's Columbian Exposition .

The Parliament of Religions was

the diamond in the crown. There

the intellectuality and there the

spirituality culminated . The Parlia

ament of Religions ! It was seven

teen days in session ; there were

three sessions each day ; one hun

dred and seventy papers were read .

These sessions were thronged the

total attendance being estimated at

about one hundred and fifty thou
sand . Glorious as was Jackson

Park , with all its manifold and

magnificent tokens of human art

and industry and science , the Par

liament of Religions was, to the

thoughtful, more attractive even

than Jackson Park . "

The Right Honorable Dr. F.

Max Müller, in an article on the

Parliament of Religions, declares,

without fear of contradiction, that

it stands unique and unprecedented

in the whole history of the world ;
Carroll Bon

and that itwill be remembered and

bear fruit when everything else of

the mighty Columbian Exposition

has long been swept from the memory of man . Señor Emilio Castelar , the distinguished

Spanish oratorand Catholic,inwriting of theParliament of Religions, declares that:
"From the beginning of the world untiltoday history has never recorded an event so
momentous as the union, under one roof and one leadership and for one purpose, of the

clergy of the world, representingthe chiefreligions whose dogmas and rites hold our
planet in touchwith theCreator, as the forces of affinity and attraction hold it in touch

with the universe ." " The logical deduction ,” says Senor Castelar, “ from all that
happened onthatnotable occasion is, that all the religions there assembled found a com

mon ground in Christianity ; all that were posterior to it followed in its footsteps, and

all thatwere anterior to it preparedtheway for it whether theywouldor no.”'

" The Independent,'' a leading organ of Christian thought, says of those who took
partin the Parliament ofReligions: “ That they constitute the most remarkablegroup of

leaders, thinkersand representative personswhocould possibly bebroughtforward to
makean expositionof everypossiblephaseof anythingnow in the world which is fit to be
called rational religion ,in any sense. It was one of the boldest steps ever taken in the
religioushistory ofthe world, when a few Christian believers conceived the plan of thus

bringing together representatives of all the religionsoftheglobe, and giving the globean
opportunity to hear what they had to say for themselves in comparison with each other,

"
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and in comparison with Christianity. It was a noble act of faith and showed a Christian

confidence whiclı was more than justified in the result , as the history of the Parliament

before us shows "

Rev. George T. Candlin , the able and eloquent Missionary at Tientsin, China, says:
" The Parliament of Religions was of the mountainous order of greatness . It suggested

infinitude and eternity. Like great events , like great deeds , like great men , it asks the

perspective of time to show that change , which wastes and scars all earthly things, will

grave deep and imperishable, as in granite, the record of its durability and abiding influ.
ence . Its purpose was not to chronicle past victories and record past progress, though

this of course it did , but to open the door to future and immeasurably greater ones. It

was a prelude , not a finale ; a promise, not a boast; a prospect , not a recollection ."

Rev. Dr. John Henry Barrows, the distinguished Chairman of the Committee of

Organization and historian of the Parliament of Religions, says in an admirable summary of

its results, in “ The Forum ” for September, 1894:

“ No other event ever awakened so wide and sympathetic an interest in comparative

religions, “ the highest study to which the human mind can now devote its energies.' The

spectacle itself gave vividness and reality to the vague popular notions of the ethnic faiths.

Scientific study of this theme has been confined to the few , and scholars are now grateful

that the Parliament has aroused such general interest in it on the part of educated people.

Through the daily press of Chicago, which gave fifty columns each day for seventeen

days to the proceedings of the Congress , and through the religious press of many lands,

the words spoken have already reached millions. The more permanent literary fruitage

of this Congress, giving its proceedings in books, with more or less fullness , has been

large , more than one hundred thousand copies of these various volumes having already

been taken . They have gone, not only into the great public libraries , into thehands of

preachers and scholars, but also into the homes of thoughtful people among the laity of
the six continents. "

The Chicago Tribune, reviewing the World's Congress work , and voicing the general

opinion of the public press, said :

“ At these Congresses have been gathered men of every rank and every race . They

constitute the most remarkable series of gatherings the world has known ; remarkable for

the popular interest taken in them ; remarkable for the high character of the speakers and

audiences; remarkable for the serious dignity of the discussions, and remarkable in the

value of their contributions to human knowledge."

If there were no other supreme feature of the World's Fair , these congresses would

have constituted one in which the Columbian celebration has surpassed all which have pre

ceded it, as the sunlight pales the rays of the full moon .

OBJECT OF DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION.

In organizing the Department of Religion we declared its object to be

" To unite all religion against all irreligion ; to make the Golden Rule the basis of this

union ; to present to the world in the Religious Congresses to be held in connection with the

Columbian Exposition of 1893 , the substantial unity of many religions in the good deeds of
the religious life ; to provide for a World's Parliament of Religions, in which their common

aims and common grounds of union may be set forth , and the marvelous religious progress of

the nineteenth century reviewed; and to facilitate separate and independent Congresses of
different religious denominations and organizations, under their own officers, in which their

business may be transacted , their achievements presented and their work for the future

considered."

The immense task of organizing the Parliament of Religions was entrusted to a Gen

eral Committee on Religious Congresses, of which the Rev. Dr. John Henry Barrows was

appointed the Chairman This committee consisted of sixteen persons, representing six

teen forms of religious faith . In selecting them , great care was taken to secure as

representatives of different religious bodies persons of strong and vigorous convictions ,

who would be acknowledged by their respective organizationsas worthy to speak in their

behalf. The committee, as originally constituted, consisted of the following persons :

Rev. Dr. John Henry Barrows, Chairman ( Presbyterian ); Rev. Prof. David Swing,

Vice-Chairman ( Independent) ; Most Rev. Archbishop P. A. Feehan (Catholic ); Rt. Rev.

Bishop William E. McLaren , D.D. , D.C.L. ( Protestant Episcopal) ; Rev. Dr. F.A. Noble
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( Congregationalist ); Rev. Dr. William M. Lawrence ( Baptist ) ; Rev. Dr. F. M. Bristol

( Methodist ); Rabbi E.G.Hirsch ,(Jew ) ; Rev. Dr. A.J. Canfield (Universalist ); Rev. Jenkin

Lloyd Jones (Unitarian ); Rt . Rev. Bishop C. E. Cheney ( Reformed Episcopal) ; Rev.

M. C. Ranseen ( Swedish Lutheran ) ; Rev. John Z. Torgersen (Norwegian Lutheran );

Rev. J. Berger (German Methodist) ; Mr. W. J. Plummer ( Quaker ); Rev. L. P. Mercer

(Swedenborgian ) .

To indicate the general scope of the Department entrusted to the charge of this Com

mittee , we suggested for its consideration the following themes:

The Idea of God , its Influence and Consolations .

b . The Evidences of the Existence of God , especially those which are calculated to

meet the agnosticism of the present time.

That Evils of Life should be shunned as Sins against God .

d . That the Moral Law should be obeyed as necessary to Human Happiness , and

because such is the Will of the Creator .

That the Influence of Religion on the Family of Life is to make it Virtuous and

Pure .

f. That the Influence of Religion on the Community is to Establish Justice , Promote

Harmony, and Increase the General Welfare .

That the Influence of Religion on the State is to Repress Evil , Vice and Disorder

in all their Forms, and to Promote the Safety and Happiness of the People .

That Conscience is not a Safe Guide, unless Enlightened by Religion and Guided

by Sound Reason.

i That of a Truth , God is no Respecter of Persons , but in every Nation he that

feareth Him and Worketh Righteousness is Accepted of Him .

j. That throughout the World the Substantial Fruits of Sincere Religion include the

following : Improved Personal Character ; Better Citizenship ; Better Business

Methods; Nearly all the Works of Charity ; Improved Domestic Order ; Greater

Public Peace , etc.

k.
That the Weekly Rest Day is Indispensable to Religious Liberty , and to the Gen

eral Welfare of the People .
1. The Triumphs of Religion in all Ages.

The Present State of Religion throughout the World , including its Marvelous

Advances during the Present Century.

The Statistics of Churches as an Answer to the Alleged Prevalence of Infidelity.

The Dominance of Religion in the Higher Institutions of Learning.

The Actual Harmony of Science and Religion ; and the Origin and Nature of the

Alleged Conflict between them .

9 . The Influence of Religious Missions on the Commerce of the World .

The Influence of Religion on Literature and Art.

The Coming Unity of Mankind in the Service of God and of Man .

That there is an influx from God into the mind of every man , teaching that there

is a God , and that He should be worshiped and obeyed; and that as the light

of the sun is differently received by different objects , so the light of divine

revelation is differently received by different minds, and hence arise varieties

in the forms of religion .

That those who believe in these things may work together for the welfare ofman

kind notwithstanding they may differin the opinions they hold respecting God ,

His revelation and manifestation ; and that such fraternity does not require the

surrender of the points of difference. The Christian believing in the Supreme

divinity of Christ may so unite with the Jew who devoutly believes in the

Jehovah of Israel ; the Quaker with the High Church Episcopalian; the Catho

lic with the Methodist; the Baptist with the Unitarian , etc.

M.
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OBJECTS OF THE PARLIAMENT OF RELIGION .

As finally stated by Dr. Barrows, adopted by the Committee of Organization and
approved by the President , the Objects of the World's Parliament of Religions were

declared to be as follows:

1. To bring together in conference , for the first time in history, the leading represen
tatives of the great historic religions of the world.
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2. To show to man, in the most impressive way , what and how many important
truths the various religions hold and teach in common .

3. To promote and deepen the spirit of human brotherhoud aniong religious men of

diverse faiths, through friendly converse and mutual good understanding, while not seek

ing to foster the temper of indifferentism , and not striving to achieve any formal and out
ward unity .

4. To set forth by those most competent to speak what are deemed the important

distinctive truths held and taught by each religion, and by the various chief branches of

Christendom .

5. To indicate the impregnable foundations of Theism , and the reasons for man's faith

in immortality, and thus to unite and strengthen the forces which are adverse to a material

istic philosophy of the universe .

6. To secure from leading scholars , representing the Brahman , Buddhist, Confucian ,

Parsee , Mohammedan, Jewish , and other faiths , and from representatives of the various

churches of Christendom , full and accurate statements of the spiritual and other effects of

the religions which they hold upon the literature , art, commerce, government, domestic

and social life of the peoples among whom these faiths have prevailed.

7. To inquire what light each religion has afforded , or may afford , to the other reli

gions of the world .

8. To set forthi, for permanent record to be published to the world, an accurate and

authoritative account of the present condition and outlook of religion among the leading
nations of the earth .

9. To discover , from competent meii, what light religion has thrown on the great

problems of the present age , especially the important questions connected with temperance,

labor, education , wealth and poverty.

10. To bring the nations of the earth into a more friendly fellowship , in the hope of

securing permanent international peace.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

For the Government of the Parliament of Religions, the following rules and regula

tions were prepared and widely published :

1. Those taking part in the Parliament are te conform to the limitations and directions

of the General Committee on Religious Congresses of the World's Congress Auxiliary, and

they are carefully to observe the spirit and principles set forth in the preliminary address

of this Committee.

2. The speakers accepting the invitation of the General Committee will state their

own beliefs and the reasons for them with the greatest frankness, without, however,

employing unfriendly criticism of other faiths.

3. The Parliament is to be made a grand international assembly for mutual confer

ence , fellowship and information, and not for controversy, for worship, for the counting of

votes, or for the passing of resolutions.

4. The proceedings of the Parliament will be conducted in the English language.

5. Preceding the meetings of the Parliament will be daily morning conferences, purely

religious and devotional, under suitable leaders , thus enabling those naturally affiliated to

worship together.

6. The evening meetings will be devoted partly to the practical problems of the age ,

partly to the meetings of non- Christian religionists who may desire to confer together, and

partly to the sessions of the Parliament of Christendom , at which all those who recognize

the moral and spiritual leadership of Jesus will discuss the relationship of all believers in

Him to one another and to the needs of the world .

From the rules and regulations prepared and promulgated to secure equal rights,

privileges, and protection to all participants in the World's Congresses of 1893, and to pro

mote liarinony and prevent injustice and discord , the following paragraphs are taken :

“ Unprepared discussion or miscellaneous debate would obviously be inconsistent with

a plan of which it is the chief object to procure the maturest thought of the world on all

the great questions of the age , in a form best adapted to universal publication. The time

at disposal after the delivery of a discourse will, therefore, be given to the most eminent

personspresent, who will speak on the call of the presiding officer,and to whom such previ

ous notice as may be practicable will be given :
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" The summaries of progress to be presented, and the problems of the age to be stated

in the World's Congresses of 1893 , will not be submitted to the vote of those who may

happen to be present , but will be offered for subsequent deliberate examination by the

enlightened minds of all countries, for unrestricted discussion in the forum , the pulpit and

the public press , and finally for the impartialjudgment of that exalted public opinion which

expresses theconsensus of such minds.

“ With this end in view , remarks of leaders , in elucidation of a subject, will take the

place of ordinary debate . Appropriate volunteer papers of special merit will be received

by the committees, and given such place in the proceedings as the circumstances may

allow.

" The object of the Congresses is not to attempt the impossibility of settling anything

by debate during the Exposition season , but to elicit from the leaders of progress in all

countries , convened in fraternal assembly, the wisest and best thought of the age on the

living questions of our time, and the means by which further progress may be made.

“ Controversy is excluded from the World's Congresses of 1893. Advocates will present

their own views, not attack the views of others. "

By far the most important of all the rules and regulations adopted for the government

of the World's Congress of Religions was that which excluded controversy and prohibited

strife. Each representative was asked to present the best things he could offer for those

in whose behalf he appeared , and was informed that the law of the assembly forbade any

attackon any other person , system or creed . This law made the success ofthe Parliament

of Religions possible. Without a faithful observance of this law, conflict and confusion

would have been unavoidable. How marvelously well this rule was obeyed during the

seventeen days of the Parliament was indicated by a remark of one of the oriental speak

ers , that the few notes of discord which had been heard only served to make the general

harmony the sweeter.

The printed book which contains the programmes of the Congresses held in the

Department of Religion of the World's Congress Auxiliary contains one hundred and

seventy -six pages. The programme of the Parliament of Religions occupies fourteen
pages. It is obviously impossible, in a brief sketch like the present, to attempt any

detailed account of the inspiring themes and illustrious names which these programmes
contain .

As we have elsewhere said , the Parliament of Religions was not a scheme to form a

new religion , was not a project to put the representatives of any form of faith in any false

position ,was not a trap set to catch anyunwary visitors to the World's Fair; but it

was,on the contrary, a friendly conference on the basis of the Golden Rule of Christ ;

a royal feast to which the representatives of every faith were asked to bring the richest
fruits and the fairest flowers oftheir religion . The supreme object of the festival was to

end religious strife and persecution, and to secure to every human being, as far and as

rapidly aspossible, the sacred right to worship God according to the dictates of hisown

At the opening of the Parliament of Religions great care was taken to re -state its basis,

spirit, scopeand purpose ,and to make such explanations as seemed expedient to guard
against misunderstanding and discord. In the course of the President's Opening Address

of Welcome we said :

In this congress the word “ religion” means the love and worship of God and the love
We believe the Scripture that “ of a truth God is no respecter of per

sons, but in every nation he that feareth God and worketh righteousness is accepted

of Him . "

We come together in mutual confidence and respect , without the least surrender or

compromise of anything which we respectivelybelieve to be truth or duty, but with the

hopethat mutualacquaintance anda free and sincere interchange of views on the great

questions of eternal life and human conduct will be beneficial.

As the finite can never fully comprehend the infinite, nor perfectly express its own

view of the divine, it necessarily followsthatindividualopinionsof the divine nature and

attributes will differ. But, properly understood ,these varieties of view are not causesof
discord and strife,but ratherincentivestodeeper interestandexamination .

Necessarily, God reveals himself differently to a child and to a man ; to a philosopher

and to onewho cannot read. Each must see God with the eyes of his own soul. Each

conscience .

and service of man.
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must behold him through the colored glass of his own nature. Each must receive liim

according to his own capacity .

The fraternal union of the religions of the world will come when each seeks truly to

know how God has revealed himself in the others , and remembers the inexorable law that

with what judgment it judges it shall itself be judged .

The religious faiths of the world have most seriously misunderstood and misjudged

each other from the use of words in meanings radically different from those which they

were intended to bear , and from a disregard of the distinctions between appearances and

facts, between signs and symbols and the things signified and represented. Such errors , it

is hoped , this Congress will do much to correct and to render hereafter impossible.

He who believes that God has revealed himself more fully in his religion than in any

other , cannot do otherwise than desire to bring that religion to the knowledge of all men ,

with an abiding conviction that the God who gave it will preserve , protect and advance it

in every expedient way . And hence he will welcome every just opportunity to come into

fraternal relations with men of other creeds , that they may see in his upright life the

evidence of the truth and beauty of his faith , and be thereby led to learn it , and be helped
heavenward by it .

When it pleased God to give me the idea of the World's Congresses of 1893, there came

with that idea a profound conviction that their crowning glory should be a fraternal con

ference of the world's religions. Accordingly , the original announcement of the World's

Congress scheme, which was sent by the Government of the United States to all other

nations, contained , among other great themes to be considered , “ The grounds of fraternal

union in the Religions of different peoples .

The programme for the Religious Congresses of 1893 constitutes what may with per

fect propriety be designated one of the most remarkable publications of the century. The

Programme of this General Parliament of Religions directly represents England, Scotland ,

Sweden , Switzerland, France, Germany, Russia, Turkey, Greece, Egypt, Syria , India ,

Japan , China, Ceylon , New Zealand, Brazil, Canada and the American States, and

indirectly includes many other countries. This remarkable programme presents,among

many other great themes to be corsidered in this Congress, Theism , Judaism , Moham

medanism , Hinduism , Buddhism , Taoism , Confucianism , Shintoism ,Zoroastrianism , Catholi

cism , the Greek Church , Protestantism in many forms, and also refers to the nature and

influence of other religious systems.

This programme also annnounces for presentation the great subjects of revelation ,

immortality, the incarnation of God , the universal elements in religion , the ethical unity

of different religious systems, the relation of religion to morals , marriage, education ,

science , philosophy, evolution , music, labor, government, peace and war, and many other

themes of absorbing interest . The distinguished leaders of human progress by whom

these great topics will be presented constitute an unparalleled galaxy of eminent names ,

but we may not pause to call the illustrious roll .

Let one other point be clearly stated . While the members of this Congress meet , as

men , on a common ground of perfect equality, the ecclesiastical rank of each , in his own

church, is at the same time gladly recognized and respected as the just acknowledgement

of his services and attainments.

But no attempt is here made to treat all religions as of equal merit . Any such idea

is expressly disclaimed . In this congress , each system of religion stands by itself in its

own perfect integrity, uncompromised, in any degree , by its relation to any other. In the

language of the preliminary publication in the department of religion , we seek in this Con

gress to unite all religion against all irreligion ; to make the golden rule the basis of this

union; and to present to the world the substantial unity of many religions in the good

deeds of the religious life .

Without controversy, or any attempt to pronounce judgment upon any matter of faith

or worship or religious opinion, we seek a better knowledge of the religious conditions of all

mankind , with an earnest desire to be useful to each other, and to all who love truth and

righteousness ."

It seems appropriate to close this sketch with a repetition here of my final words at the

last session of the Parliament of Religions. Those words seem to me to show the spirit

of the occasion , and the impression then produced by the events which had transpired ,

better than any new statement which could now be framed .
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“ WORSHIPPERS OF GOD AND LOVERS OF MAN :

The closing words of this great event must now be spoken. With inexpressible joy
and gratitude I give them utterance.

The wonderful success of this first actual Congress of the Religions of the World is

the realization of a conviction which has held my heart for many years . I became

acquainted with the great religious systems of the world in my youth , and have enjoyed

an intimate association with leaders of many churches during my maturer years . I

was thus led to believe that if the great religious faiths could be brought into relations of

friendly intercourse, many points of sympathy and union would be found , and the coming

unity of mankind in the love of God and the service of man be greatly facilitated and

advanced . Hence, when the occasion arose it was gladly welcomed and the effort more

than willingly made.

What many deemed impossible God has finally wrought. The religions of the

world have actually met in a great and imposing assembly ; they have conferred together on

the vital questions of life and immortality in a frank and friendly spirit , and now they part

in peace with many warm expressions of mutual affection and respect.

The laws of the Congress forbidding controversy or attack have, on the whole , been

wonderfully well observed. The exceptions are so few that they may well be expunged

from the record and from the memory. They even served the useful purpose of timely

warnings against the unhappy tendency to indulge in intellectual conflict . * If an unkind

hand threw a firebrand into the assembly, let us be thankful that a kinder hand plunged

it in the waters of forgiveness and quenched its flame.

If some western warrior , forgetting for the moment that this was a friendly conference

andnot a battle-field , uttered his war-cry , let us rejoice that our Oriental friends, with a

kinder spirit , answered , “ Father , forgive them , for they know not what they say .'

No system of faith or worship has been compromised by this friendly conference; no

apostle of any religion has been placed in a false position by any act of this Congress.

The knowledge here acquired will be carried by those whose have gained it, as precious

treasure to their respective countries, and will there, in freedom and according to reason ,

be considered, judged and applied as they shall deem right.

The influence which this Congress of the Religions of the World will exert on the peace

and prosperity of mankind is beyond the power of human language to describe. For this

influence, borne by those who have attended the sessions of the Parliament of Religions to

all parts of the earth, will affect, in some important degree , all races of men ; all forms of

religion , and even all governments and social institutions .

The results of this influence will not soon be apparent in external changes , but will

manifest themselves in thought, feeling, expression , and the deedsof charity . Creeds and
institutions may long remain unchanged in form , buta new spirit of light and peace will

pervade them ; for this Congress of the World's Religions is the most marvelous evidence

yet given of the approaching fulfillment of the apocalyptic prophecy, “ Behold I make all
things new ."

But great as the Parliament of Religions is in itself, its importance is immeasurably
enhancedby its environment and relations. It is the center and crown of a great move

ment which touches all the leading interests of humanity. It has been aided by , and is ,

in turn , beneficial to all these interests.

Religion is but one of the twenty departments of the World's Congress work. Besides

this augustParliament of the World's Religions, there are forty-five other congressesin

this department, besides a number of special conferenceson important subjects. ” Thus the

divine influences of religion arebrought in contact with Woman'sProgress, thePublic

Medicine and Surgery, Temperance, Moral and Social Reform , Commerce and

Finance, Music, Literature, Education ,Engineering, Art, Government,Science and Philo

sophy , Labor, Social and Economic Science,Sunday-rest, Public Health ,Agriculture and
other subjects embraced in a general department.

The importance of the Denominational Congresses of the various Churches should be

emphasized , for theyconservethe forces whichhavemade the Parliamentsuch a wonder

The establishment of a universal fraternity of learning and virtue was early declared

to be the ultimate aim of the World'sCongress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian

Exposition . TheCongress of Religions has always beenin anticipation , what it is now in

Press ,

ful
success
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fact, the culmination of the World's Congress scheme . This hour, therefore, seems to me

to be the most appropriate to announce that upon the conclusion of the World's Congress

series as now arranged , a proclamation of that fraternity will be issued to promote the

continuation in all parts of the world of the great work in which the Congresses of 1893
have been engaged .

And now farewell. A thousand congratulations and thanks forthe co-operation and

aid of all who have contributed to the glorious results which we celebrate this night.

Henceforth the religions of the world will make war , not on each other , but on the

giant evils that afflict mankind.

Henceforth , let all throughout the world , who worship God and love their fellowmen ,

join in the anthem of the angels :

“ Glory to God in the highest!

Peace on earth , good will to men !"

The great Parliament closed with the universal prayer , led by Rabbi Hirsch , the

benediction by Bishop Keane, of the Catholic University , and the singing of “ America "

by the audience.

From this lofty point of view, the religions of the world have been surveyed , and the

plans for the following course of lessons on Universal Religion have been arranged by The

UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION. This work is to be strictly governed by the law of the World's

Congresses of 1893 , which forbade controversy and prohibited strife. Each contributor

has been requested to set forth, as ably as possible, the merits of the subject committed to

his charge , without attack on any other system of faith , or any assault on any religious

organization.

In the way indicated, this course of lessons on the Religions of the World may be

made a noble and worthy extension of the World's Congress work in the Department of

Religion; for it will bring within the easy reach not only of religious leaders and teachers,

but of the people at large, such information of the various religious systems of the world

as will enable them to form an intelligent judgment respecting other forms of faith than

their own. Thus knowing the truth , the truth will make thein free from the bitterness

and strife which have unhappily so long and so widely prevailed . It will bring the rich

est treasures of great religious libraries and the best thoughts of great religious teachers to

the hands of all who may desire to obtain them .



THE PRINCIPLES OF THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION,

OR

COMPARATIVE THEOLOGY.

BY

F. MAX MÜLLER , Ph.D. , K.M. , Professor of Philology , University of Oxford, England.

1. THE HISTORICAL METHOD.

T has generally been supposed that the century through which

we have passed and which is soon to close upon us has been
chiefly distinguished by discoveries in physical science. But

though these recent discoveries in alniost every branch of

physical science have certainly been most important, and

which has made them so widely known and appreciated,

highly useful also for the necessities and comforts of life,

and though, chiefly owing to Darwin's influence, a more

philosophical spirit, has pervaded of late the whole treat

mentoforganic, and even of inorganic nature, it should not be

forgotten that during the same time historical science also has made

marvelous advances, not only through a more critical and what used

to be called a more pragmatic treatment of Latin, Greek and Hebrew

antiquity, but likewiseby the discovery of a new world represented

by literatures, the very existence of which was unknown in former days.

Our conception of the world to which we belong has been entirely

changed . Like Pompeii and Herculaneum , with their streets and mar

kets , their temples, and their private houses, whole periods in the

historical development of the human race have been brought to light,

the life of several almost forgotten branches of our race has been

restored, and the conviction has grown stronger and stronger that the

history of the humanraceforms one integral whole. Though divided into fam

ilies whichshare , if not a common blood, at all eventsa common language, common

customs, common traditions , nay, common mythological and religious names and
ideas , thewholehumanraceis known to be heldtogether by an eternal solidarity.

Nihil humanum anobis alienum putamus hasbeen theleading principle of modern

anthropology, or the science of inan. Even the most backward and degraded races

have been drawn within the sphere of human interest, their languages have in

some cases been studied with the same care as Sanskrit and Greek, and not a few

17
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Herder.

anaiogies have been discovered between their customs and beliefs and those of our
nearer relatives, such as Greeks and Romans and Hindus, Celts and Slavs. A

hope has even been expressed that these anal

ogies, at present of interest to the psychologist

only, may in time become strong enough to

prove a real genealogical relationship between

those who are still and those who are no longer

on the stage of primitive savagery:

And not only has the sphere of historical

research been extended far beyond its former

limits, but a new spirit is now entering all his

torical studies. Owing chiefly to the impulse

given even in the last century by such men as

Vico, Herder, Johannes von Müller and Hegel ,

history has ceased to be a mere chronicle of

events. What was called by former German

historians pragmatic as distinguished from

purely narrative history was a treatment of his

tory which tried to trace every event back to its

determining causes, to explain every movement

by the motives that inspired it and by the ob

jects at which it aimed. Thus the history of

the world has not only been enlarged, but has

been changed into a coherent and intelligible

whole, in which every link of the chain is connected directly or indirectly with

other links. It has become possible in this way to discover in many, if not in all

historical periods , an unbroken continuity , nay,

an intelligible purpose running through ali

ages, and to perceive , however dimly, the distant

goal to which the human race has been tending

from the very first. No doubt in the eyes of the

critical historians this treatment has its dangers,

which become most apparent in Hegel's philoso

phy of history, more particularly in his brilliant

treatment of the history of philosophy and re

ligion. Looking upon the historical progress

of philosophical and religious thought as an

evolution determined by inherent laws, he but

too often made the facts subservient to his

theory and then gave us a history, rather as it

ought to have been than as it actually was.

Strange to say, it has been thought that this

principle of historical evolution which in France

has found powerful supporters in Comte and

his school, in England in Mr. Herbert Spencer,

Buckle and others, was borrowed by the students Hegel.

of historical from the students of physical science,

more particularly from Darwin, Wallace, Haeckel and Huxley. But so far as I

have been able to watch the progress of the scientific spirit of the age, the very

contrary has been the case. The principles of historical evolution had been slowly

elaborated by the students of ianguages, mythology, customs, laws, religions and

even philosophy long before they wereextended to a study of organic nature. Nay,

if we are to be quite honest we cannot really claim the theory of evolution, whether

in history or in nature, as peculiar to our own century, unless we choose to ignore
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what had been achieved by men belonging by their education at least to the last

Century, particularly by Herder and his school. In one sense even Goethe was a

Pupil of Herder's.

I therefore thought it right many years ago, as soon as the popular and unrea

soning rage for evolution began , to point out that this magic word was only a synonym

of history, if properly understood. “ And who would dream of claiming thediscovery

of history , more particularly of pragmatic history , for our century ? Though at

first many hard names were used against

me for having dared to utter this home

truth , in the end simple facts carried the

day as they always do. One of the most

enthusiastic but also most honest prophets

of evolution, the late Professor Huxley,

has stated in the “ Encyclopedia Britan

nica ' in words that cannot be mistaken ,

that evolution and development are terms

employed in biology as general names for

the history of the steps by which any

living being has acquired the morphologi

cal and thephysiological character which

distinguish it. The late Henry Drum

mond repeats the same statement. “ Order

of events is history, and evolution is his

tory . " In exactly the same spirit the

students of the history of languages,

mythology, religion and philosophy, nay,

of political, economical and ethical sys

tems also, had been studying for years the

order and the steps by which any lan

guage, mythology, religion, or philoso

phy , nay, any political, economical or

ethical systems had slowly acquired the

force and the character which distinguish

each of them . It would , however, be

childish to attempt to establish any priority in favor of any individual philosopher

as the first discoverer of history or even of evolution . Such ideas belong to the

Zeitgeist; they dominate an age and inspire individual writers. It may be that

Darwin , however unconsciously , was influenced by the thoughts that ran through

the works of Vico, Heider, Hegel , or Bopp ; it is equally possible that more recent

writers on the science of language, mythology and religion , were inspired or encour

aged at least by the writings of Darwin. Weall owe a great deal to Darwin's deter

mined advocacy of the principles of evolution, and it seemsstrange that Mr. H.

Spencer should lately, through oneof his followers at least, have disclaimed any in
debted nesstoDarwin in the original conception of his synthetical philosophy.

is really important is not the priority of the individual, but the priority of

the ideas themselves, and here there can be little doubt that the principles of de

velopment(Entwickelung), evolution, order andcontinuity were recognized in the

historyoflanguage long before they were appliedbyDarwin andhisfollowersto
biology in its widest sense.

The real advance that was inade in our century beyond Vico, Herder, and Hegel ,

has been brought about, not so much bya new theory, as by a greater accumulation

of new facts, and,in consequence, a more accurate knowledge of the actualsteps
that led from every lower stratum to a higher one, steps not imperceptible or

merely postulated, but steps clearly perceptible and definite by which the human

.

Goethe.

What
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Charles R. Darwin .

mind has risen from the lowest elementary conceptions to the higher and more

complex thoughts of the present time, and this is likewise what seems to me,

though on this point I am very incom

petent to judge, to distinguish the move

ment inaugurated by Darwin, and to

mark the advance achieved by him

over all predecessors. Though the idea

of evolution was there long before him ,

what gives liim lis conspicuous place

in the progress of actual science is the

accumulation of ingeniously discovered

and well established facts, the substi

tution of perceptible and definite steps

in biological evolution in place of the

vague imperceptible degrees by which

Oken and Hegel imagined they could

reconstruct the evolution of nature or

the evolution of thought, and lastly his

recognition of such important factors in

evolution as the struggle for life and the

survival of the fittest. If now at the

end of our century we possess the out

line at least of a real science of man,

and of his ascent from the simplest be

ginning of language to the highest

summits of philosophical thought, if we know how the postulated homo alalus be

came by means of language the real homo sapiens,

such as we know him in history, we owe it chiefly to

a more comprehensive study of the facts of languages

on which alone the four great sciences of language,

mythology, religion and thought can be founded . If

it is language that makes inan, itwas but natural that

the science of language should have given a new

life to all the branches of the Science of Man, show

ing low the human mind in its endeavor to appre

hend and to comprehend the world by which it

found itself surrounded, proceeded naturally from

mere percepts to more and more general concepts

as embodied in the so-called roots of language,

and their numberless derivations, how afterwards it

was driven for a long time to poetical , metaphori

cal , mythological and religious expression of the

surrounding phenomena of nature, till it finally

reached the stage of abstract thought, and recog

nized in Kant's Critique of Pure Reason both the

extent and the limits of its powers. What this new

science of man or Anthropology aims at is not only
Herbert Spencer.

to show in a general way the progress of mental

evolution , but to discover the definite and successive steps, nay, whenever it is still

possible , the very individuals who were the first to take the really epoch -making

steps in the evolution of man or of the human mind.
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2. SCIENCE OF RELIGION .

The Science of Religion, or Comparative Theology * starts with a study of the

principal religions of the world . Like the sciences of language, mythology, and

thought it would liave been absolutely impossible before the beginning of this

century , and it is certainly our century which may bv right claim it as its own. It

is true the Jewish, the Christian and the Mohammedan religions had formed the

subject of learned studies for many centuries, and the sacred texts on which

thiese religions profess to be founded, the Old Testament, the New Testament and

the Koran had been carefully edited and

translated. We have only to look at the

immense folios on the Old and the New Tes

tament which fill ever so many shelves in

our libraries in order to see how much the

history of the Jewish and Christian religions

had occupied the thoughts of those who

came before us. Nor need the works of

modern scholars, inspired by what is often

contemptuously called the higher criticism ,

fear comparison with the works of the an

cient fathers or reformers of the church .

What detracts, however, from the value of

most of these works is the absence of the

historical spirit , and the unjustifiable way

in which tlre sacred texts of these religions

were violently torn away from those great

historical movements of human thought,

which alone could liave given life and

meaning to them . If we add to this that

all non -Christian religions were treated at

the same time in a totally unhistorical spirit

by being assigned to the devil as their

author, we can well understand why a his

tory of religion and a comparative study of

religions were impossibilities before the

time of the Reformation. It is all the more

interesting to observe onenotable exception ,

to see the intrepid scholarship dis

played by the famous Cardinal Cusanus in
the

fifteenth century. He seems to have been the first to study non-Christian

religions in the independent spirit of a scholar and an historian. He examined

the religions of the Greeks and Romans, of Jews, and as far as possible at the time,

of the Hindus and Mohammedans also. He actually acquired a knowledge of Arabic

in ordertoreadtheKoran in the original, and 'he devoted a wholebook, " De

Cribratione Alchoran ” to the sifting of 'the Koran , and an examination of

Mohammed'steaching, pointing out what seemed to him the many errors of the

prophet. And yet he was able to discover a certain harmony in all religions, as

faras they were known to him , and itwason this harmony that he built ahope of
universal religion, and of universal peace. He went so far as to say that “ even

those who worship many gods have borne witness to the existence of God, and

but of comparative philology. No onewould use comparativebones inthe sense ofcomparative
* Thenameof comparative religion should be avoided . We do not speak of comparative language

anatomy. If theology isthe science of religion ,comparativetheology is the natural nameforacom .

parative study of religions. If othernameswerewanted, hierology, as suggestedby Prof. Tiele,or
pistology would answer the purpose .

and
Ornament From a Koran of the Time of Scha'aban . ( From

a Ms. in the Vice - Regal Library at Cairo . )
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that in their many gods the polytheists worship after all the one Deity, though

they have divided it among many gods. It was the one God they worshiped in all

the other gods." We might also quote St. Augustine as a large -hearted judge of

non -Christian religions, for though he knew but a small number of religions, it

required greater courage in his time, when paganism was still a dreaded enemy, to

say what he said, “ that there was no religion which did not contain somegrains of

truth .” Since the revival of classical learning in Europe the ancient religions of

Greece and Rome have naturally formed the subject of many learned and volumious

treatises. Unfortunately these two mythological religions possess nothing that

could be called sacred or canonical

books, and even in their most an

cient records we meet them already

fully developed , no longer as grow

ingand expanding.

What was the true origin of

Zeus and Apollo the Greeks knew

as little as Virgil knew the first

germs of Jupiter and Mars, Yet

these are the questions which most

concern the students of mythology

and religion. It is difficult, if not

impossible, to draw a sharp line

between the religion and the my

thology, whether of Greeks or of

Romans, and we must often rest

satisfied to know no more of their

Gods than the legends and the

cult peculiar to each period in

their growth . The only means

we possess of knowing more of

their Gods than the Greeks and Romans knew themselves is comparison and

etymology. Much has been achieved in this research , but there remain many

names which admit, as yet , of no comparison and defy all etymology. We must

rest satisfied with having established the fact that the first step in the evolution of

the principal gods and heroes is to be found in their names, and that a considerable

proportion of their names admit of etymological interpretation . This conviction,

unwelcome as it was at first to classic scholars, and resisted as it is even now as a

dangerous innovation by a few of them , has imparted a new ciaracter to all myth

ological and religious studies, and has clearly established the fact that here as

elsewhere the legends and the cult of the gods can be accepted as the detritus only

of far more ancient religious and mythological thought. Though thelater history

of the cult of the gods, of worship, sacrifice , of public and private festivals, and

more particularly of the most ancient temples still preserved to us is full of interest

for understanding the later development of religious faith and myth among the

two classical nations , it would clearly be as hopeless to try to gain an insight into the

original character of the principal deities of Greece and Italy from whatwe know of

their cult in historical times as to try to discover the true genius of Christianity

from the magnificent pageants in St. Peter's at Rome or from the joyous celebrations

of the days of popular saints in the streets of Santa Lucia at Naples. This is not

meant to belittle in any way the value of the many learned treatises on the legends

and cults of Greeks and Romans published by the classical scholars of foriner cen

turies, but only to bring out more clearly the fundamental difference between their

ideas and what is now called The Science of Religion . That science, concerned as

it chiefly is with the origin , not only of Greek and Roman , but of all the religions

A Learned Man Absorbed in the Koran .
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and inythologies of the East which have become accessible to us in their sacred lit

eratures, with the genesis of their gods and goddesses, with the etymology of their

names, and with the beginnings and original intentions of their sacrifices and of the

various forms of praise, prayer and thanksgiving which in some cases gradually

developed into a regular ceremonial or cult, was simply impossible before the begin

ning of our own and the end of the last century, and may fairly be claimed as one

of the greatest conquests of our time.

A comparative study of the religions of the world required before all things a knowl

edge of the language in which each religion arose, and without which it would have been

impossible. No one would be bold enough to write on the gods of ancient Greece and

Peran

The Colonnades of St. Peter, Rome.

Rome without at least a smattering of Greek and Latin . How then could the religions

of India and ancient Persia have been studied without a knowledge of Sanskrit and

Zend , andhow could a comparative study of the principal religions and mythologies

of the world have been possible without a previous comparative study of the lan

guages in which they have become known to us ? Even with regard to the still exist

ing religions whether of civilized or uncivilized races which have been described to

us by missionaries and travelers or even by some of their followers, we see at once

the wide difference between the statements of mere casual observers unable to ask

questions or to carry on discussions on any authoritative documents, whether of a

literary or an oral character, and the really instructive accounts which we owe to

men likeDr. Hahn,Bishop Callaway, the Rev. W.W. Gill, or to Rāmmohun Roy,

Nila kantha Ghoreh, Bunyiu Nanjio, and others. When at the beginning of our

century the scholars ofEurope began to devote themselves to a study ofSanskrit
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and Zend, of Egyptian and Babylonian, there soon followed a complete revolution

in the ordinary ideas about the religions of the ancient inhabitants of India, Persia

(Media ), Egypt and Babylon . The decipherment of Vedic Sanskrit, of Avestic

Persian, of hieroglyphic Egyptian and cuneiform Babylonian received its real value

when it was seen how it could serve as a key to the literature and the religion of

ancient humanity. Before that time our ideas of the religion of Egypt and Baby

lon , of India and Persia were cliefly derived from Herodotus and other Greek

writers, but coinparison of their accounts with such accounts of the Egyptian

pantheon , as we now possess in the works

of Brugsch or Maspero, will best show the

difference which a knowledge, however

slight , of the ancient Egyptian language

has produced in a true appreciation of the

ancient religion of Egypt. The same re

mark applies to the religion of Babylon

and Assyria, though here there remains

much , undoubtedly, to be done before we

can reach the deepest roots of the religion

of the land of the two rivers. As we

know it at present from the works of

Maspero or Sayce, it seems so full of

what we should call secondary or even

tertiary ideas that we cannot but hope

that a fuller knowledge of the Akkadian

language and literature may in time dis

close to us a far deeper stratum of thought

and in it the real gerins of Mesopotamian

faith and worship.

The religions of China were known

even during the last century, thanks

chiefly to the conscientious labors of

James Legge , MA. , D.D. , L.L.D. Roman Catholic missionaries resident in

the capital of the Chinese Empire. Their

knowledge of Chinese was most creditable, and their translations of some of the

Kings ascribed to Confucius and Laotze enabled European scholars to from a fairly

accurate idea of the teaching of these two philosophers which consisted of moral

and metaphysical doctrines rather than of what we mean by religious dogma in a

more narrow sense. Still in this branch of Oriental scholarship also great progress

has been made by more recent scholars, such as Abel Remusat, Stanislas Julien ,

Professor Legge, Dr. Wylie, and others, so much so that what is called religious

cult in China, whether the ancient popular cult embodied in the writings of Con

fucius, or the more metaphysical and esoteric system ascribed to his contemporary

Laotze, or the worship ofFo, i. e. , Buddha; introduced in the first century from India

to China, may now be studied as readily by European students as the religions of

Moliammed or of the Old and New Testaments.

Remembering that all great religions had their origin in the East, and that the

sacred writings on which they profess to be founded are all composed in the ancient

languages of their respective countries, it may be easily understood why it was only

after the rise of Oriental philology in the beginning of our century, that a really

scholarlike study of their teaching became possible.
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3. RELIGIOUS LITERATURES OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES.
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We are now in possession of what may be called authentic religious literature for

the following countries:

1. Egypt. – Though we do not possess any of the sacred books which seem to

have been known to ancient Greek writers, the hieroglyphic and hieratic inscrip

tions and papyri, particularly

the so - called Book of the

Dead , are so full of religious
2003200LEAD

ideas, and the ancient tem

ples and pictorial represen

tations on their walls have

placed before us such living

pictures of their daily life

and their soleinn cult , that

it has been possible for hier

oglyphic scholars to give us

a fuller knowledge of the

religion, mythology and cult

of ancient Egypt than we

can ever hope to gain of the

religious faith and ceremo The Egyptian Judgment of the Dead.

nies of the ancient inhabi (Vignette of the 125th Chapter of the Book of the Dead. )

tants of Greece and Italy .

II. Babylon and Assyria . – The cuneiform inscriptions found in these Mesopotam

ian Kingdoms, though far less abundant than those ofEgypt, have likewise yielded,

not indeed what could be called a sacred

code, but so many hymns, legends, and

names of gods, goddessesand heroes, that

it has been found possible to trace the

general outlines at least of what consti

tuted their religion and sacrificial cult.

What seems strange is that wliile some

very competent scholars are now inclined

to look upon the Babylonian civilization

as more ancient than that of Egypt, we

find in the oldest Babylonian hymns allu

sions to an historical environment which,

according to our ideas, would indicate a

far more advanced progress in the arts of

civilized life than we find for instance in

the hymns of the Rigveda, which are com

monly assigned to a much later date. We

must not forget that brilliant as the pro

gress of Babylonian research has been,

these studies are as yet in their infancy ,

and, considering the ever- increasing

wealth of materials, hold out a hope of

much greater future discoveries than have

hitherto been achieved.

III . Palestine. — I need add nothing
Ancient Scroll of the Pentateuch . here about the Old Testament and the reli

gion of the Jews, beyond pointing out that

as both the Jewish and the Babylonian religions are of Semitic origin and composed

---

Tunes
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in a Semitic language, they often help to illustrate each other, and share many

things in common, such as the legend of the deluge, and, according to some

scholars, the legends of the Tower of Babel , of Paradise, and other halfhistorical

traditions of the most ancient Semitic world .

IV. Arabia . — There is one more Semitic religion, Islam , as founded by Moham

med in the seventh century A.D. Mohammed clearly borrowed most of his ideas

from Jews and Christians with whom he came in contact while trying to reform the

manners and superstitions of the wild tribes

of Arabia. Had his informants been able to

give him an account of the true doctrines of

Moses and Christ, it is not too much to say

that Mohammed might have been satisfied

with preachingJewish and Christian doctrines

instead of becoming the founder of a new

religion.

V. China .— 1 . Here we possess indeed the

literary documents on which the three recog

nized religious systems of the country profess

to be founded . The system of Confucius is

founded on the Kings. King, however, does

not mean what wemean by sacred book or

Bible, but simply a book recognized as

authoritative on all the subjects on which it

touches. Nor do these books derive their

authority from any supposed iniraculous reve

lation, but chiefly from their age. Confucius

who has often been quoted as their author,

decidedly declines that honor for himself and

clairns no more than to have been the collector

and preserver of these books, and in that

sense the restorer but not the founder of the

ancient religion of his country. To our mind

these books are not altogether religious .

Image of Confucius. They teach principles of morality and worldly

wisdom, besides those of religion , and Con

fucius actually warns the people not to have too much to do with the spirits, but

to honor their fathers and mothers, as a foundation of a well ordered social life.

2. Laotze, who was a contemporary of Confucius and the founder of Taoism,

is far more responsible personally for the Tao -te-King than Confucius for his

Kings, but he also represents his doctrine of Tao, Right or Reason , as a doctrine of

great antiquity , which he preached , but did not invent. This doctrine which was

originally highly metaphysical, and destined for the few rather than the many, has

become thoroughly vulgarized and degraded in the course of centuries, and we are

told that it is now professed by the least educated classes of the people of China.

3. The same may be said of the third established religion inChina. Buddhism

as introduced into the country in the first century A.D. , was chiefly founded on the

Mahâyâna School. This school presented even in India a secondary and on many

points corrupt form of Buddhism , and has been still further misunderstood and

degraded in China, Korea and Japan . For a scientific study of this branch of Bud

dhism we should depend on the Sanskrit originals rather than on Chinese transla

tions , but we can hardly expect the leaders of the various sects into which the

Mahâyâna Buddhism has been broken up in China, Japan and Mongolia to take

this view. In their eyes this doctrine, which for the sake of clearness I proposed

to call Bodhism rather than Buddhism , is the true and genuine doctrine of Buddha,
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or, as they call him , the great Bodhisattva, * nor can it be denied that it may have

answered the religious requirements of the great mass of the people far better than

the more or less agnostic teaching of the Buddha. Much still remains here to be

cleared up, how to account for the origin of the Mahâyâna school, for its divergence

from the religion ascontained in the Pali Tripitaka, and for the many things which

in spite of their differences the two sects share in common, often to their ipsissima
verba.

VI . India . — Here we possess the immense advantage that the Hindus themselves

have recognized certain ancient texts, not only as sacred but as canonical or invested ,

as we should say , with supreme authority, and in fact, infallible. Though we

cannot trace these texts in their present form back to more than the second mil

lenium before our era , there have been many changes in the Bralınanic religion

which we can watch through various periods of language and literature . Each of

these changes represents a religion by itself and
can be studied in its own Sacred Books. We have

to distinguish in India :

1. The religion of the Veda (the metrical hymns

or Mantras)

2. The religion of the Brâhmanas (prose ).

3. The religion of the Purânas and their modern

developments.

4. The religion of Buddha in its three modifi .

cations: (a) The Hînayâna ; (6 ) The Mahâyâna;

C) The Gaina sect.

1. The most ancient religion of the Veda has to

be studied in the ten Mandala of the poetic hymns

of the Rig Veda - Sanhitâ.

2. The religion of the Brâhmanas is contained

in the prose Brahmanas, and in the Sanhitâs of the

Yagurveda Sâmaveda, and Atharvaveda.

3. The later and more popular religion of India

has left its records in the Mahâbhârata, Râmâyana,

the legal Sâstras and the Purânas. The religious

beliefs and customs of the aboriginal inhabitants of

India , who are often alluded to in the Mantras, Brâhmanas, and in the Mahâbhârata,

etc. , have left no documents behind, and it is doubtful whether the superstitious

practices of some of the uncivilized races still inhabiting parts of India may be

accepted as survivals of their ancient religions.

4. Buddhism has to be studied in three distinct sacred canons : ( a ) The

Hinayâna in the Tripitaka or The Three Baskets ( Pali) ; (6 ) The Maliâyâna in a

number of texts written in the so-called Gâthâ dialect and in a corrupt Sanskrit

prose. These are sometimes comprehended under the name of Angas, i.e., members,

parts ; (c) The Gaina religion in its own Agamas.

VII. Persia . — The religion of ancient Persia (Media and Bactria) has been

rendered accessible to us by the discovery of MSS. of the so-called Zend-Avesta, and

by their first scholar-like decipherment by Burnouf and his successors. The Avesta

contains ancient and modern texts, the most ancient being the Gâthas. The later

development of the Avestic religion can now be studied in the Pehlevi literature,

dating from the Sassanian period.

Most of these sacred texts are now published in the original languages, and the

more important of them have been rendered accessible to the students of the history

Great Bronze Statue of Buddha , Japan .

has theessenceof that knowledge and becomes in time a Buddha. Philosophical as itwasin its first
conception, this branch of Buddhism has becomedeteriorated bymany superstitions.
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of religion by English translations published in the Sacred Books of the East.

Though it seems self-evident that for an accurate and scholar- like knowledge of the

great religions of the world, the books recognized as canonical and authoritative by

the followers of each religion are indispensable, doubts have been raised by various

scholars whether a religion lives really in its sacred books, or whether it does not

rather lie buried in them. We know that a large and important branch of Christians

set less value on the texts of the Bible than onthe traditions of the church , that its

priests actually dissuade the laity from reading the Bible, and that they hold certain

doctrines and enforce certain practices for which there is no or a very doubtful

authority in the Bible . According to them the church, the councils, the priest
hood, or the head of the priesthood should be

accepted as the recognized representatives and

infallible exponents of all religious truth .

Others, again, see the real life of a religion in

the faith of the individuals who profess to be

lieve in it. According to them any poor widow

has as much right to claim her faith to be

the true Christian faith , as the most powerful

preacher or the most learned professor. From

a practical point of view there may be some

truth in these ideas, but for historical purposes,

and more particularly for a comparison of

religions, such a view would simply be sub

versive of the scientific character of our studies .

All studies on religion, all comparisons of the

great religions of the world must be founded

on their sacred texts. Everything else is mere

waste of time and vexation of spirit. Though

at the Parliament of Religions at Chicago con

tradictions and conflicts between the repre

sentatives of different schools of the same

religion were by wise management prevented ,

we have seen some very acrimonious discus

sions break out afterwards. We ourselves

Fragments of a Clay Cylinder of Sargon (B.C. 722-705). should not accept every Christian bishop or
From the Library ofAssur -bani -apli. King of

ininister, nor every educated Christian layman

as an authority for the true doctrine of Christ,

unless he was prepared to give us chapter and verse from the Bible for every

stateinent made by him . In the same way no Buddhist, whether he comes from

Ceylon or Burmah, from China or Japan, whether he be a follower of the Hînayâna ,

the Mahâyâna, or the Gaina school, has any right to lay down the law with regard

to Buddhism , unless he is prepared to give us his reference to passages in the Vinaya,

the Sûtras, or the Abhidharma in support of his statements.

It was a well-known custom among the defenders of Brahmanism to appeal to

lost Sâkâhs or lost branches of the sacred scriptures in support of doctrines for

which there was really no authority in their extant Vedas. This was done for

the last time in the controversy on widow-burning carried on between Radhâ

kântadeva, Professor Wilson and myself. My answer to the learned Mahârâjah

was the old one given by their own medieval casuists that it is impossible to appeal to

skull as a witness in a court of law. If our study of the religions of the world, and

more particularly a comparative study of their fundamental doctrines is to lead to

any valuable or permanent results, we must no longer speak of what Hinduism ,

Buddhism , Parsism , of wisat Judaism or Christianity teaches, we must distinguish

between Mantras, Brâhmanas and Purânaș, between Mahâyâna, Hînayâna and

IN

Assyria , ( B.C. 668-626 . )
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Gaina Buddhism, between Gâtha, Yasna and Sassanian Parsism , between the Judaism

of the law and the prophets, and the Judaism of the Apocrypha, between the

Christianity of the Gospels, the Epistles, and that of the Ecumenical Councils. If

possible the ipsissima verba of theoriginals should always be produced, and though

I am well aware of the imperfections of all translations of ancient oriental texts, the

English translations offered in my S. B. E. may, I venture to say, be accepted for

the present as a sufficient authority. Strictiy speaking, no modern language can

give us the exact equivalents of the words and ideas current at the time of the com

position of these sacred texts. Wemust be satisfied with approximate accuracy,
and we should remember that the differences that have arisen between competent

oriental scholars in the interpretation of those ancient texts hardly ever effect their

fundamental doctrines. Unless these warnings are taken to heart our study of the

religions of the world will lead only to confusion, to acrimonious controversy and

strife, not to the discovery of those eternal truths which lie hidden in all religions.

Nothing can be more welcome for our purpose than that learned natives also

from eastern countries should give us their individual views oftheir own religions.

But it should bea condition sine qua non thatthey should always supporttheir
statements by references to their own sacred and canonical texts. No cardinal or

bishop, no minister or rabbi would desire exemption from this rule, nor are other

eastern religions without learned representatives who could substantiate their

statements by quotations from their own sacred codes and hold their own against

the best oriental scholars of Europe, nay, even correct their views by their own

more intimate acquaintance with their sacred texts , and their more living knowledge

of the present working of their religion .

LA FLORIDIANO, NAPOLI, March , 1897 . F. M. M.
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4. DEFINITIONS.

HE title of this course of lesssons shows that its subject is Universal

Religion . This title stands in strict analogy with those of the lesson

courses preceding this one, namely , Universal History and Universal

Literature. These three belong to the humanities, i.e., the activities

proper and peculiar to man , and must therefore be as universal both in

space and time as he is. The same concept is intended by the term comparative

religion , and, on the other hand, both adjectives are dispensable, since religion (not

a religion) is by definition both universal and comparative, just as are art, and

knowledge. Comparative theology relates properly only to dogmas, while religion

includes also ceremonies ( 1 ). Religion, then, is our topic, and of this we shall study

the history, science and philosophy, and in this order.

The historical consideration in all its variety and detail must precede all others,

in order to secure the facts in their setting of space and time. These facts are indis

pensable to an understanding and estimate of the various theories of the origin,

nature and value of religion ; and they alone can carry conviction in favor of new

truth against the tremendous forces active for the old . The mastery of facts

obscure , rare, previously overlooked — was precisely the secret of Darwin's success

in converting the whole scientific world to belief in a theory of evolution which

he did not invent, but adopted from his predecessors, Herder, Hegel , and Lamarck .

Such history will lead to a genealogical classification of religions into genera and

species , such as Aryan, Semitic, Mongolian, African, American, and Malayo

Polynesian, which are just the great world -wide genera. Then may follow science of

religion, or hierology, which will lead to a morphological classification of religions

according to standards of value or worth , such as truth, right, beauty , and welfare

( the four constitutional principles of man ). Hierology will furthermore yield certain

laws of coexistence and sequence. Thus, an important case of coexistence is the

inseparability of creed and cult; while the prime law of sequence is that of evolution ,

either progressive or regressive. Finally, the philosophy of religion will use
30
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analysis through psychology, and dialectic through metaphysics, to discover whether

the universal conclusions of hierology can be confirmed by self-evident or inferential

truth .

Before the history can be intelligently studied certain special definitions must be

given, though their full significance and adequate proof can appear only as the

field is traversed. No two writers quite agree on their definition of religion ; nor

should this excite surprise when it is remembered that the definition must include

religions varying so widely as Shamanism and Christianity. The

reader should specially beware of pitching his definition of religion

too high, in other words, of substitutingfor it the historic type of

religion, which for him is properly Christianity, or again of substituting

for it the philosophical ideal of religion ( 2 ) . Furthermore, the reader

must learn to do historically precisely what he should not do practi

cally , viz . , dissociate religion and morality, since these had separate

sources, and, for a considerable time, separate channels (3 ) . Special

difficulty is felt in including in one concept the two great classes of

religious ideas known as the naturistic and the animistic, and defini

tions vary mostly as either one is derived from the other, or both made

co-ordinate . Animism is the worship of departed human souls ( Latin

anima) and of nature- powers upon the type of or in material connec

tion with these souls (4 ). Naturism is the worship of nature -powers

simply as men (or animals) , without analysis into body and soul,

achieved by personification or the like (5) . Thus Professor E. B.

Tvlor, who gave currency to the term " animisin ," claims, “ as a

minimum definition of religion , the belief in Spiritual Beings."

These are primarily departed human souls, and derivatively nature

souls by analogy with or on the type of the former. On the other

hand , Professor A. Reville , who introduced the terin “ naturism , "

considers naturism the primary of animisin , and from this viewpoint

writes, “ Religion is the determination of human life by the sentiment

of a bond uniting the human mind to that mysterious Mind whose

domination of the world and of itself it recognizes , and to whom it

delights in feeling itself united .” The present tendency is to co -ordinate naturism

and animisin as sources of religion , ( 6) and this requires the definition somewhat

thus: Religion is the belief in and worship of supersensuous andsuperhuman being

( =beings or a being). Here supersensuous is meant to include both personified

nature-powers and departed human souls, while both possess superhuman power.

The notion of life, personality, soul, or spirit had, of necessity one way or other, its

source in man ; while the notion of superior power had its source in nature. Each

must be present to constitute a religious object ( 7 ) .

Ancestral Image

of the Bari .

( Ethnographical

Museum , Vienna.)

4 . DEFINITIONS
. “ By religion , we should always understand the

subject itself; by theology, the study or science of

( 1) Comparative Theology. - What is to be that subject . -F. Max Müller, “ Natural Relig .
understood by Comparative Theology ? I find ion , " p. 48 .

that English speaking authorsuse the appellation (2 ) The Etymological Definition of Religion .

promiscuously with Comparative Religion , but if - Many people still imagine that an etymology is

we wish the words to convey a sound meaning, in itself a definition . This was an impression which

we should at leastbeware of using these terms as prevailed widely in early times, before the true
convertible ones

Theology is not the same as
principles of etymology had been discovered ; and

religion ; and,to me, Comparative Theology signi- it prevails even now , though there is no longer any

fies nothing but a comparative study of religious excuse for it But even when an etymol

dogmas. Comparative Religion is nothing but a
ogy is unassailable on phonetic and historical

comparative study of the various religions in all
grounds, it can never give us more than the first

their branches. —- C. P. Tie'e, “ Parliament of starting point of a word. From a purely
Religions, " P.583 .

philological point of view it cannotbe denied that
ButProf. F. Max Müller thinks otherwise, as religio might have sprung from religare quite asthe following shows:

well as from relegere . The real objection
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to our deriving religio from religare is the fact

that in classical Latin religare is never used in the

sense of binding or holding back , Cicero's

etymology (relegere) is thereforedecidedly prefer
able , as more in accordance with Latin idiom .

Relegere would be the opposite of neglegere or

negligere, and as neglegere meant “ not to care,

relegere would naturally have meant “ to care,”
" to regard, " " ., " " to revere So much for

the etymology of religio, which in its first concep

tion can only have meant respect, care, reverence.

Historical Definition of Religion . - So far we

can watch the natural development of the word

religio in Latin . It began with the meaning of

care, attention, reverence , awe ; it then took the

moral sense of scruple and conscience ; and lastly

becamemore and more exclusively applied to the

inward feeling of reverence for the gods and to the

outward manifestation of that reverence in wor

ship and sacrifice. We have now to follow

the word religio in its later wanderings. Trans

ferred to a Christian soil , religion became really a

foreign word , and as such had to be defined by

those who used it , and chiefly by theologians

and philosophers. In all these passages,

what is intended by religio, as used in the Vulgato,

is a system of religious beliefs and worship ; no

longer what was meant by religio in its classical

sense . - F . Max Müller, " Natural Religion ,” PP .

29-42.

( 3 ) Religion and Morality . - One great ele

ment of religion , that moralelement which among

the higher nations forms its most vital part , is

indeed little represented in the religion of the
lower races. It is not that these races have no

moral sense or no moral standard , for both are

strongly marked among them , if not in formal

precept, at least in that traditional consensus of

society which we call public opinion , according to

which certain actions are held to be good or bad,

right or wrong: It is that the conjunction of

ethics and animistic philosophy, so intimate and

powerful in the higher culture, seems scarcely yet

to have begun in the lower. - E . B. Tylor , ' ' Primi.

tive Culture,'' pp.426, 427.

( 4 ) Animism . - At this point of the investiga

tion, we come fully into sight of the principle

which has been all along implied in the use of the

word animismı, in a sense beyond its narrower

meaning of the doctrine of souls. By using it to

express the doctrine of spirits generally , it is

practically asserted that the ideasof souls, demons,

deities and any other classes of spiritual beings

are conceptions of similar nature throughout, the

conceptions of souls being the original ones of the

series. It was best, from this point of view, to

begin with a careful study of souls, which are the

spirits proper to men , animals and things, before

extending the survey of the spirit-world to its
fullest range. If it be admitted that souls and

other spiritual beings are conceived of as essenti

ally similar in their nature, it may be reasonably

argued that the class of conceptions based on

evidence most direct and accessible to ancient

men is the earlier and fundamental class. To

grant this is in effect to agree that the doctrine of

souls, founded on the natural perceptions of primi

tive man, gave rise to the doctrineofspirits, which

extends and modifies its general theory for new

purposes , but in developments less authenticated

and consistent, more fanciful and far -fetched . It

seems as though the conception of a human soul ,

when once attained to by man, served as a type or

model on which he framed not only his ideas of

other souls of lower grade, but also his ideas of

spiritual beings in general, from the tiniest elf

that sports in the long grassup to the heavenly

Creator and Ruler of the World, the Great Spirit .

-E. B. Tylor, “ Primitive Culture,” pp. 109 , 110.

( 5 ) Naturism . — The “ Nature- souls,” aswemay

call them for the sake of brevity , are originally

nothing but the livingness and the active power of

the phenomena of nature conceived after the

analogy of animal and man as willing and feeling

living beings ( not exactly as persons). They are

not independent souls brought into a mere acci

dental connection with the phenomena; originally

they are not distinguishedfrom the latterat all,

far less separate from or independent of them.

0. Pfleiderer, “ Philosophy of Religion ,” p . 10.

( 6) Co - ordination of Naturism and Animism .

- Webelieve therefore that neither the Animists

nor the Mythologists possess the key for the pro

blem of the origin of religion . However , the expla

nations of both , though they do not fit the whole ,

still afford an account of certain series andgroups

of phenomena. They are therefore not failures,

but (on the other hand) are right only in their

reciprocal limitations.-- C . de la Saussaye, “ Lehr

buch der Religionsgeschichte.” 1 Ed ., V. I., P. 34 .

( 7) The Superhuman and Supersensuous in

Every Deity:-The sense of the infinite appears
in wonder and awe and fear before the transcend

ent powers of nature . The world confronts the

man ateveryturn with beings and energies beyond

and above his comprehension, and beyond and

above his power . He lives in the presence of the

infinite, which reveals itself on every side in the

inaccessible sky , in the great and silent forests, in

the ocean , in the impassable rivers, in the dawn

ing light , morning by morning, in thunder, light.

ning and storm , in the springing of plants from

theseed , the coming forth of grass, leaves and

flowers in the spring, and in all the mystery of

birth and life. Thuseverywhere and always con

fronted and awed by what transcends both his

comprehension and his strength, he feels himself

hemmed in , limited , dependent, in the grasp of

these resistless and incomprehensible powers.

His divinity is always superhuman .

On the otherhand, he knows in himself thought,

feeling and will ; from his own voluntary action he

gets his first knowledge of power or causal effici

ency . He naturally ascribes the effects which he

witnesses around him to a thinking. voluntary

power like himself. This tendency is discovered

now among the lower tribes of savages. One who

saw a watch for the first time supposed it to be

alive , and when it had run down and stopped , he

said it was asleep. A missionary to a savage

people sent a boywith fruits to another mission.

ary's family in the neighborhood with a letter

specifying the number. The boy had learned that

a letter communicated information. Therefore in

a retired spot on the way he hid the letter under a

stone and ate some of the fruits . He then took

out the letter and delivered it with the remainder .

When asked for what was missing, he was aston

ished , and wondered how the letter which was

hidden under a stone could have known what he

was doing. So the savage regards the transcend .

ent and incomprehensible powers,before which he

is awed , as intelligent like himself. In the sense

of his dependence he cries to them for help , and

considers by what offerings or service he can avert

their displeasure and gain their favor. - Samuel

Harris, " The Self-Revelation of God ," P : 17.
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5. DEFINITIONS CONTINUED.

A fetish is any singular object - stone, claw , feather, twig, etc. — believed to

harbor a spirit, and therefore usable in control of that spirit for magical ends. The

presence of this spirit distinguishes the fetish from an amulet, talisman, or magic

symbol , all which are also used in magic. The locomotive and the epistle can be

construed by the savage mind only

as fetishies, while the modern boy's

lucky stone corresponds to the

savage's talisman ( 1 ) .

This belief in and worship of

supersensuous and superhuman

being become, when defined and

established, a creed and cult (offer

ing , prayer, dance, etc. ), and these

two are inseparable, though their

ratio varies greatly in various
religions (2 ) Brahmanism is

mainly cult, Protestantism mainly

creed. The rate of change of the

two likewise varies greatly. Cult

remains unchanged for centuries

and even milleniums, while creed
Entrance to a Fetish - Hut , Lunda . ( After Buchner . )

slowly changes under changing

culture, though it may remain formally attached to the old cult . Consequently,

at any given period , the cult will give evidence for the remotest times preceding

it , the creed for nearer times, while the current belief must be gained from indi

vidual writers.

The relation between the belief and the worship is as follows: Belief in the

presence of superhuman and supersensuous being excites in mau the sense of

dependence. He hopes for good, and fears evil from them , and seeks to secure the

former and to avert the latter by means of worship (3) . Thus lie secures a joyous
sense of union with them. In accord with this analysis, the term god (without

capital) will mean any supersensuous and superhuman being, from the lowest kind,

such as a tree-god or ancestral-god, through greater powers, such as War-God or

Storm-God, to the monotheistic God.

Worship is done primarily by the offering of whatever objects are useful to man,

especially food — both animal and vegetable -- clothing, ornaments, and weapons.

Prayer and praise were originallythe natural accompaniments of offering, stating
the grounds or conditions upon which the latter are made . The dances that con

tribute to worship are lively to express joy, and slow to express grief.

Magic is another (mostly) religious element as pervasive as it is to us strange.

It is a supposed controlof events, exercised either by control of a spirit (fetishism ),

or by a pledge from a deity, or by mistake of a merely formal (especially analogical

or symbolical) connection for a real or causal one. The last case is rather primitive

science than religion, e.g., when a man eats some yellow root to cure jaundice. The

spell is a magic formula,the charm primarily a magicsong, but derivatively amagic

object, for which thetermamulet should be used, if it protect from evil , and talis
man, if it procure good.

It is important to notice that imagination shares with reasoning the production

of religious doctrine. Reasoning contributes principles anddogmas,while imagina
tion supplies symbols and myths. A symbol arises when a natural object has been

associated with a thought, ainyth when a nature-process hasbeen soassociated ( 4 ).

Thuswater variouslysymbolizes fertility, purity,andhumility ; and the course of
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the sun has formed the basis of a divine biography. The religious products of the

imagination are no more arbitrary or delusive than are its analogouis poetical

products of metaphor and allegory.

As myth is the literary deposit of naturism , so is legend of animism , especially

of its cult of heroes, whose deeds are magnified and sometimes inisunderstood as

they are orally transmitted from gen

eration to generation . Myth usually

forms the earliest stratum in a sacred

book ; then legend joins it , and later

dominates or absorbs it , and is in

turn ousted by history.

Closely connected with the defi

nition of religion is the problem of

its origin , which , however, cannot

be discussed until familiarity with

the various religions has been ac

quired (5) . It inust suffice now to

simply state the three leading views :

(a) That religion began in an im

mediate revelation from God to the

primitive human pair, which was

Magic -Implements, Amulets, Dice, etc. , from a Kaffir Sorcerer. later corrupted by all but one family

of men . (b) That religion began at

the lowest known form , and progressed continuously to the various grades now extant.

(c) That religion began in crude and vague forms, progressed to various levels

by search for the divine through nature and man, and then either degenerated ,

stood still , or progressed further.

G

5. DEFINITIONS CONTINUED. beings are held to affect or control the events of

the material world , and man's life here and here.

( 1 ) Fetishism . - Schultze has explained fetish- after; and it being considered that they hold inter

ism from four steps which the mindof the savage course with men, and receive pleasure or dis

took . First , what is easily explicable froin a pleasure from human actions, the belief in their

narrow range of ideas, the overestimate even of existence leads naturally, and it might almost be

small and insignificant objects which the savage said inevitably, sooner or later, to active reverence

observes with surprise ; secondly, the apprehension and propitiation . - E . B. Tylor, “ Primitive Cul

of these objects as living , feeling and willing ; ture," Vol. I., PP. 426, 427.
thirdly, their causal connection with fortunate or ( 4) Myth and Religion . — There is as yet noth .

mischievous events and experiences; finally, the ing specifically religious in these poetic imagina.

opinionthat these objects require religious rever- tions(myths ) ; but they hasten themomentin which

ence -C. de la Saussaje, “ Lehrbuch,” ad. Ed ., the spirit of man will feel itself in the presence of

Vol. I. , p . 15 celestial spirits analogous to itself, its superiors in

Of course, among the endless multitude of power, and masters of its destiny . Man is led by

objects, not as we should say physically active , but that means to think that there exists a relation

towhich ignorant men ascribe mysterious power , between these spirits and himself,and to behave

we are not to apply indiscriminately the idea of himself in the way which the feeling of this re

their being considered vessels or vehicles or instru- lation would suggest -A. Reville, " Prolegomena

ments of spiritual beings. They may be mere ofthe History of Religions," P.108.
signs or tokens or they may be symbolic ( 5 ) History Must Be Studied First. But

charms as an iron ring to give firmness whatever may be possible in other sciences, let no

or they may be merelyregarded in some one venture on the open sea of religious discus

undefined wayas wondrous ornaments or curiosi. sion without having the compass of history stead .
ties.-E. B. Ťylor, “ . Primitive Culture," Vol. II ., ily before his eyes. Let no one attempt to study

P. 144. Natural Religion without having served his

(2 ) Belief and Worship in Every Religion.- apprenticeship as a patient student of the history
Religions by which are meant the modes of divine of the religions of the world. I cannot sum up

worship proper to different tribes, nations, or com- the advantages of historical study and of the his

munities, and based on the belief held in common torical spirit in dealing with all the problems of

by the members of them severally. ... There life better than in the wordsof Mr. John Morley :

is no living religion without something like a " It gives us a view of the ground we stand on . It

doctrine . On the other hand , a doctrine, however gives usa solid backing of precedent and experi.

elaborate, does not constitute a religion.-C. P. ences. It teaches us where we are. It protects us

Tiele, Encyc. Britt., Art “ Religions." against imposture and surprise.” — F .Max Müller,
(3 ) Relation of Belief to Worship . - Spiritual " Natural Religion ," p . 278 .
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6. HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF RELIGION .

(From Mitford's

* Tales of Old Japan ." )

Leaving the history of the philosophy of religion to the last number of this

course, since its history is inseparable from its content, we will now sketch the rise

of the history and science of religion. In the earliest centuries of the Christian era,

the great Greek Fathers of the Church , Justin , Clement, and Origen, held such a

view of non -Christian thought that the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar cites them as

believers in “ ethnic inspiration.” But the later and Western Fathers disparaged

the whole life and literature of the heathen world , and it was left for the Renais

sance to adopt and extend the earlier conception . European thought of the Middle

Ages was based on an isolation which

was ended in the fifteenth century by the

restoration of classic (Greek and Roman)

literature, and soon afterwards the dis

covery of the globe and the opening of

the starry heavens. Little progress was

made during the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries , owing to preoccupation

with quarrels between Protestants and

Catholics, and fear ofthe dominant ortho

doxies. Greek mythology was studied

only as a commentary on its art . Again

the whole eighteenth century was pre

cluded from success in our historic disci

pline by its abstract rationalism. It sup
Terror in Passing a Place of Execution.

posed that the “ natural religion” (belief

in God andimmortality on philosophical grounds) which it preferred to the then

corrupted Christianity , was the primitive form of religion , once common to all ,

but later becoming degenerate. Dupuis, in his “ Original de Tous les Cultes' '

( 1801 ), a work famous in its day, errs in tracing religion to calculation and reflec

tion instead of to spontaneity . D. Hume (1711-1776 ) tried to show in his “ Natural

History of Religion ,” per contra, that religion arose in the energetic but irra

tional passions of the soul ( fear and hope) and from the fictions of the imagina
tion .

Not until our present century was any improvement made on these views. In

1823 the German Fr.Creuzer maintained in his “ Symbolik, etc. " the true religious

character of the Greek myths, and was the first to compare them with Oriental ideas.

He considered them relics of an original monotheism , and endeavored to extract
from them a deep significance. He thus belongs to the symbolical school. His

faults were that he selected his data, mixed periods, and was in general inexact.

Meanwhile Vico and Herder had founded the philosophy of history, and thereby

prepared the way for Hegel (1770-1831 ), who was the first to unite in the study of

religion the historic, scientific, and psychologic methods, and thereby indicated the

way that subsequent students have followed, though unable from lack of data to

traverse it for himself . In 1824 the Frenchman Constant writes in the same spirit,

while in 1825 the German K. 0. Müller, in his “ Prolegomens, etc., " wrote the

first work that still possesses material value. He laid down the valid principle that

the only sufficientexplanation of amyth was the history of its genesis, and thus

excluded fanciful interpretations of former writers . He likewise interpreted myth
in thelight of the folk -life amid which it arose, and distinguished between the

original myth and its elaboration by successive writers.

The next great advance was made by Professor F. Max Müller (1823– ), of

Oxford University , who applied philology to the interpretation of myths, and thus

founded the science of comparative mythology. Thus lie identifies

i
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Sanskrit, Greek , Latin , Teutonic,

Dyaus Pitar. Zeus Pater. Jupiter . Tyr..

This equation he declares the greatest historic discovery of the nineteenth century,

and the formula by which every student of ancient culture must be guided . More

over Prof. Müller showed the large modification of all thought by the independent

force of speech , so that myth may be largely explained as a “ disease of language.”

From 1856 when he published his “ Chips froin a German Workshop," until his

last article , which appears in this same number of PROGRESS, Prof. Müller has not

ceased to promote by pen and personality the study of the history and science of

religion . It is mainly owing to his efforts that the

epocli -inaking series of forty nine volumes, known

as the Sacred Books of the East, became possible.

His chief critic was Prof. W. D. Whitney of Yale

University. While the philological school is indis

pensable, it is also of limited use. Notably its

assured results are small , while others stand in

striking conflict with each other. Thus the self

same myth has been variously traced to a source in

the sun and in the tempest.

The auxiliary evidence needed has been sought

in anthropology. The foundation of this school

was laid by the “ Primitive Culture, " of Prof. E. B.

Tylor, also of Oxford University, in 1871 , which

remains to this day the standard and much quoted

work on its topic. Prof. Tylor assigns to the influ

ence of language only a secondary place, and seeks

the sources of myth in various directions , such as

the attempt to explain natural phenomena, the

attribution of inferred events to legendary or his

torical personages, and the composition of myths

to convey instruction . Under the added influ

ence of Mr. A. Lang ( “ Myth, Ritual, and Religion," 1887 ), this anthropological

school has greatly increased, until now folk -lore societies and journals are found

among every civilized people. The school unites in its interpretation of religious

creedand cult the ideas of mythology with the customs , rites and collateral habits,

which can best be learned from folk -lore.

Finally we must notice two text-books on History of Religion, which gather up

the results of the scores of specialists devoted to limited fields, and form the hand

books of all technical students of the subject. These are “ Outlines of the History of

Religion ” ( 1876),by Prof. C. P. Tiele, of Leiden University, and the later and fuller

“ Lehrbuchi der Religionsgeschichte " ( 1887 ), by Prof. C. de la Saussaye, of the

University of Amsterdam . The second edition of the latter, now appearing, com

bines thelabors of six specialists , under the editorship of Prof. Saussaye, and is at

the same time so compendious and authoritative that constant reference to it will be

made in the conduct of this lesson - series. For other and more special works the

reader should consult thebibliographies which will be supplied for each topic.

It remains only to notice three general conditions which have made possible the

study of religion :

1. The effort of man to understand not only the material world, but himself.

Hence has arisen the history and science of culture, a sketch of which has therefore

been provided as an introduction to this course.

2. The disengagement of religion as such from Christian theology, and study of

it as one of the elements of culture.

3. The advent of data made possible by the great increase of travel during the

nineteenth century, chiefly from commercial and missionary motives.

E. B. Tylor.
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW .

1. THE HISTORICAL METHOD.-Its Extension and Nature, Evo

lution , Zeitgeist, Darwin .

2. THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION.-Before the Reformation, Service

of Etymology and ofLanguage. _The East.
3. RELIGIOUS LITERATURES OF VARIOUS COUNTRIES.

Egypt, Babylon and Assyria, Palestine , Arabia, China,

India, Persia .

4. DEFINITIONS . - History, Science and Philosophy of Religion ,

Animism , Naturism , Religion .

5. DEFINITIONS CONTINUED.- Creed, Cult , God , Magic, Spell ,

Charm , Amulet, Talisman, Symbol, Myth, Legend .
6. HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF RELIGION . — The Fathers, The

Renaissance , Eighteenth Century , Creuzer, Hegel , K. 0 .

Müller, F. Max Müller, Tylor, Lang, Tiele, Saussaye .

Africa .

QUESTIONS.

1. What has historic science done in this century ? Distinguish

between chronicle and history. Identify history and evolution . Name

the chief contributors to the new historic method . What part has

philology played of late ? To what sciences has philologymade contribu

tions? What does anthropology more particularly aim at?

2. What detractsfrom the writings of the fathers and reformers ?
How can we know more about their gods than did the Greeks and Ro

mans ? Compare the later cult with the earlier belief in the case of the

Greek religion and of Christianity. Comment on the value of lan

guage here,and exemplify from the various countries. What was the

use of deciphering hieroglyphic and cuneiform? Has much study been

devoted to the Chinese language ? Where did all great religions have Idol Made of Grass Plait, from East

their origin ? What, in reference to language, follows from this ?

3. What have we in place of a full Egyptian scripture ? What
records have we from Babylon and Assyria ? What did Confucius bequeath us ? What Laotze ?

What is Bodhism ? Name the four religions of India ? What use have these various Scriptures ?

Why are scriptures the most reliable exponents of a religion ? Why not its creeds or its individuals ?

May we profitably compare Buddhism , Judaism , etc., as wholes ? Are the world's scriptures now gen

erally accessible in English ? (Compare further the paragraph about Prof. F. M Müller, in Lesson 6.)

4. Justify the title “ Universal Religion .''

Name its subdivisions. What does hierology afford ?

Define animism , naturism , and religion . Explain

the two elements present in religion . Illustrate

from Note 7. Contrast theology and religion . State

Prof. Tylor's views of the primitiverelation of

morality and religion . Explain animism and

naturism .

5. Define creed and cult. State the rationale

of religion . What things are offered to deities ?

What is magic ? What does imagination contri.

bute to religion ? What is a myth ? What usually

happens to legends ? State the three leading views

concerning the origin of religion . How does A.

Reville distinguish myth from religion ? What

did J. Morley consider the value of the study of

history ?

6. How did the fathers treat religion ?. De

scribe the symbolic school - the philological school

the anthropological school. State the three condi

tions for the science of religion .
Fetish in Lunda . Purpose Unknown.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1.. Read Lectures 8, 9 and 10 in “ Natural Religion,” by F. Mar Müller. Read the article on

Evolution in any cyclopedia not more than ten years old . Compare with this lesson the series for next

week on History of Culture.

2. Read Lectures 12 to 18 in “ Natural Religion,” by F. Max Müller.
3, Read Lecture 11 in the same. Beg your city librarian to grant you a brief inspection of the

entireseries of the S. B. E. It is epoch -making.

4. Search all accessible books for definitions of religion , and test them by the one given here.

5. Consult the Century Dictionary or a cyclopedia on these topics .

6. Read Chap. I. in Reviile's " History of Religion .”
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THE HISTORY OF CULTURE (CIVILI

ZATION . )

BY

OTIS T. MASON , PH.D. , Curator of the Department of Ethnology in the U. S. National

Museum , Washington , D. C.

7. GENERAL OUTLINE.

NTHROPOLOGY. - There are a billion and a half human beings

now living on earth . These together with all their ancestors

constitute a natural history group of the greatest possible interest,

named by Linnaeus Homo sapiens.

The comprehensive science which includes all accurate

knowledge about Homo sapiens in his relation to other beings, in

his subdivisions and his multifarious activities , is calied Anthro

pology, which may be defined as the natural history of man

and of his works. Anthropologists divide their inquiries about Homo sapiens into

two chapters, one concerning him as a member of the animal kingdom and the

other concerning his inventions or culture life. When they study the former they

investigate (a) the human embyro and the whole life of the individual, (6) the parts

of the adult form in their co -operation and in comparison with homologous parts

of all other animals, (c) the functionings of each part, (d) the application of weigh

ing and measuring to the body and to its activities, ( e) the nervous system in regard

to mentation, and lastly , the natural subdivision of Homo sapiens into varieties

called races. This subdivision of anthropology may well be termed anthropo

biology, since it studies mankind as animals chiefly. The following table sets forth

the subdivisions of Anthropobiology :

SCIENCE OF INVESTIGATES.

Ontogeny.. The embyro and the life of the individual .

Anatomy. The parts of the body in co -operation and in comparison.

Physiology.
..The functions of the body and its parts.

Anthropometry .Form , color, weight and proportion of the body or of its parts.

Psycho - Physics . The time and momentum of nervous ard muscular activity .

Anthropotaxis... ........The subdivisions of mankind and their phylogeny .

All of these subsciences relating to the structure and functions of the natural

man no less than to the most civilized man have to do also with culture. In a

38
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sense that will be made manifest later, the " promise and potency" of all cultures

are concealed in the nature of the undeveloped races, and no doubt conversely

many changes have been produced in man's physical nature by the sort of culture

in which he has lived. Especially is this true of the classification of races or

anthropotaxis, which forms the connecting link between anthropobiology and

ethnology, which last is the study of the activities of races. Based partly on biologi

cal characteristics and partly on language and other culture elements anthropologists

have worked out schemes of mankind .

The progress of mankind in the artificialities of life is called at one time “ cul

ture," at another " civilization ” ( 1 ). “ Culture" should be used for the sum ofartificial

ities among any people. One may speak of the culture of the Fuegians, the Akka

or the Nicobarese. But " civilization should be reserved for the acme of culture in

favored epochs or of all culture. Thus, in the nineteenth century, civilization is

the culture -status of the dominant races and nations, and there was a time

when it would have been proper to speak of the civilization of Egypt, Greece and

Rome.

The history of culture is revealed to us in several ways, all necessary to correct

opinions, and each of these is the foundation for a separate science.

METHOD OF RESEARCH . SCIENCE.

1. Through things antiquated, or dug from the

earth , in ....... Archæology.

2. Through the decipherment of records and inscrip

tions, in ....... Paleography and Epigraphy.

3. Through the beliefs, sayings and customs of un

lettered folk , in . Folk Lore.

4. Through studies on living races and peoples in all

grades of culture, in...... Ethnology.

5. Through written records, in ..... History

To study the unfolding of culture one must have a general knowledge of still

other sciences : of physics and chemistry, to follow progress through the

gradual mastery of natural forces and powers; of mineralogy, to identify and trace

the materials of industrial products ; of geology, to fix the age of relics and the

nature of culture environments ; of geography, to know the mutual effects of man

and the earth on each other, and to locate races, nations and peoples; of botany

and zoology, to comprehend man's place in nature, and his gradual domestication

of living forms.

Functional Anthropology . — The study of the artificialities of human life gives

rise to a number of important sciences as follows:

WHAT MAN DOES . SCIENCE.

1. To express his thoughts.. Glossology ( Philology .)

2. To supply his practical wants ... Technology.

3. To gratify his tastes ...... Æsthetology.

4. To co -operate in the activities and ends

of life ..
Sociology.

5. To account for phenomena.. ........ Inductive Science and Philosophy.

6. In presence of a spirit world ..... The Science of Religion or Hierology.

Each of these six classes of activities is called a humanity, that is an activity

proper and peculiar to man wherever and whenever found. Taken together they

constitute culture, and the story of their rise and growth , with the conditions
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or

involved , forms the history of culture , which is just the subject of this article. His

tory (usually limited to kings, wars, and politics) is only one phase of social activity

(No. 4 ). Ethnology includes culture , history and anthropotaxis.

The question is inooted whether certain phases of culture are theproductions of

a people moving upward or of one moving downward. In passing from the coast

inward the traveler constantly notices that he is going down hill, and that many

side roads are descending. This is a picture of progress as here interpreted. The

journey of the species as a

whole is upward, but many

times the most progressive

races have degenerative peri

ods, other peoples move

along for centuries on the

same contour, while count

less tribes have passed en

tirely out of sight ( 2 & 3).

Much confusion has been

caused among students of

progress by misunderstand

ings regarding the meaning

of the word savagery. The

ordinary use of the word

savage implies something

bloodthirsty and sensual.
But it is well known that

many of the lowest peoples

so called savages are

among the most peaceful of

mankind. Certainly all stu

dents of history will agree

that the first human beings

were naked , houseless, fire

less , inexperienced pension

ers on nature's bounty.

Each environment makes

it obligatory that its peoples

may be rich in one culture

product and poor in another.

Anyone culture -product,

therefore, cannot be assumed

as the rule or modulus for

Indian Drilling Turquoises. all . The control of natural

forces, and the degree of

artificiality to which a people have attained determine the elevation . In this respect

the grades of culture resemble the contours of the surveyor or vertical zones of cli

mate showing successively a great diversity of natural scenery.

Progress in civilization at large has been advancement in all lines of human arti

ficiality, or invention, from inexperience to experience, from simple biotic needs to

the endless refinement of modern desires, from human hands and natural objects to

complex and exquisite machinery, from group-society to civic , national and inter

national life, from natural ästheticism to co -operative and 'symbolic æstheticisin

from self- preservation to universal benevolence, from anthropomorphism in science

to the classification of cosmic phenomena and the discovery of the law of the con
servation of energy.
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7. GENERAL OUTLINE. of the one before it , and that repeated its prede

( 1 ) Definition of Civilization (Culture ). — " We
cessors '; as we say, they havemadeno progress. "

will now look at another word which is incessantly
Ratzel, “ HistoryofMankind," Part I., pp. 3 and 4.

used - ‘ civilization .' Many definitions of this
Grades of Culture.— " Human evolution is the

have been made, from that of the Turk drinking
evolution not of kinds of men, but of grades of

champagne , who remarked about it that, “after
men . The oak is a different kind of tree from

all , civilization is very nice , ' up to the most elab the beech; theacorn , the plantlet, and the old oak

orate combinations of art and science . It is no
are grades of the same thing . Now, clearly un.

doubt very comfortable to have a word which only
derstand me when I speak of kinds and grades.

implies a tendency, and to which every one can
Human evolution is serial evolution ; it is evolution

assign his own value ; but the day of reckoning producing grades; animal evolution is primarily

comes when it is brought into arguments as a
differential evolution producing kinds , while

term . Civilization really means simply the art of
secondarily it produces grades. The laws of evo.

living in a community,or the checks or counter
lution do not produce kinds of men , but grades

checks, the division of labor and the conveniences
of men ; and human evolution is intellectual , not

that arise from commonaction when a group of physical There are some slight exceptions to

men live in close relation to each other . Thiswill this, and in the early history of mankind some

perhapsbe objected to as including all , or nearly
important exceptions ; but gradually, as society

all , mankind in its scope. Quite true; all civiliza.
advances, evolution into kinds isreplaced by evo

tion is relative and not absolute. " - Prof. W. M.
lution into grades. Now, the effect of environ.

Flinders Petrie, " Sm . Rep.” 1895, Part I., 591.
ment is only one of the factors of evolution, there

( 2 ) Evolution.- " Progress,degradation ,survival,

revival, modification, areall modes of the connec

tion that binds together the complex net-work of

civilization. It needs but a glance into the trivial

details of our own daily life to set usthinking how
far we are really the originators, and how far but

the transmitters and modifiers of the results of

long past ages. Looking round the rooms we live

in , we may try here how far he who only knows

his own time can be capable of rightly compre

hending even that. Here is the honeysuckle of

Assyria , there the fleur-de -lis of Anjou; a cornice

with aGreek borderrunsround the ceiling; the style

ofLouis XIV. and its parent , the Renaissance, share

the looking-glass between them . Transformed,

shifted ,or mutilated, such elements ofart still carry

their history plainly stamped upon them ; and if the

bistory yet farther behind is less easy to read, we

are not to say that because we cannot clearly dis :

cern it there is therefore no history there ." — Tylor,

" Primitive Culture," Lond ., 1871, Vol. I.,P 16.

(3 ) Survival.- " Ourgrowth in intelligence and

culture , all that we call the progress of civilization ,

may be better compared with the upward shoot of

a plant than with the unconfined fight of a bird ;

we remain ever bound to the earth , and the twig

can only grow on the stem . Human nature way Primitive Umbrella in Guatemala .

raise its head aloft in the pure ether, but its feet ( From U.S. National Museum Report, 1894. )

must ever rest on the ground, and the dust inust

return to the dust. Hence the necessity of atter- being three : One is heredity, another is self-activ

tion to the geographical point of view. As for ity, and the last is environment. " - ). W. Powell,

historical considerations, we can point to races " Smithsonian Reports.” 1895, Part I.,p . 625.

which have remained the same for thousands of Solidarity of Culture . It is an error to sup

years, andhave changed their place , their speech, pose that in primitive life there is always to be
their physical appearance, their mode of life not found a lack in the number of diverse elements

at all, their religion and their knowledge only constituting the total life of the people . The

superficially. Herodotus tells usabout a race of question of progress in many cases is not one to

Troglodytes, who dwelt near the Garamantes, the multiply branches, but of perfecting the organic
inhabitants of the modern Fezzan . They were unity and co -operation among these branches.

active and swift-footed , and spoke a language There are as many separate divisions of a cluster

almost unknown beyond their own boundaries. of coral individuals as there are leaves on a tree,

Here wehave Nachtigal's Tebus or Tedas, who to but in the former there is little , if any , organic

this day inhabit the natural caverns in their rocks, unity among the parts, while in the tree or in the

are renowned far and wide for activity and fleet- cells of an animal there is a much greater co-oper

ness of foot , and speak a language which has ation . It is the same in the study of the progress

hardly extended itselfbeyond the walls of their of human society. Organizations exist in great

rocky fortress. Thus for 2,000 years at least, and nunibers even among savages, but they are not

forall we know much longer, they have lived in bound together in a solid community as the corre

just the sameway. They are todayno poorer, no sponding organizations in higher communities. A

richer, no wiser,no more ignorant, than they have good example of this difference is afforded in
been these thousands of years. They have ac. comparing the American Indians in their many

quired nothing in addition to what they possessed societies and the solidarity andwide extent of a

then. Each generation has repeated the history great modern fraternity ." - 0 . T. Mason .
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8. LANGUAGE.

As a means of tracking the course of culture in its developments and variations,

language must be studied in its origin, its growth and its classification ( 1 ) . The term

''speech ” or “ language' ' in such an extensive research must embrace all methods of

communication between minds, both on the plıysical and the psychological side.

On the physical side the eye and the ear are the special doorways of information,

though the other senses must not be neglected as receivers of thought or feeling or

desire. These receivers ofspeech as well

as the communicators of speech give

names to various forms (2). So there are

visible speech and audible speech , as well

as spoken and written language. Lan

guage to the eye comes through

1. Gesturelanguage or gesture speech

-the expression of thought or feeling

“ by facial movements or motions of the

body” * (3) .

2. Picture writing, which Colonel Mal

lery characterizes as a " mode of express

ing thoughts or noting facts by marks

which at first were confined to the por

trayal of natural or artificial objects." (4)

3. Written language, which in the

forms of its characters is " derived from

pictography and in their groupings stands

for spoken words or phrases. "

Language to the ear comes

1. In imitating the sounds and voices

of nature, the sound recalling the author

of the sound or some experience in con

nection with it.

2. In uttering sounds associated habit.

ually with definite feelings.

3. In the rhythin , melody and dyna

mic of instrumental sounds, as in the tapa

beater's signals of Samoa, the drum lan .

guage of Africa and in the Morse tele .

graph alphabet.

4. In the complex speech and reading

of races and peoples having some literary advancement in the utterance of gram

matic languages.

The eye and the ear being the special receivers of speech, the hand has as its

peculiar function the record of speech. If one could have watched the hands of all

who have attempted to put down what is thought or said he would know the whole

ontogeny of the material side of literature. This study cannot be neglected in the
curriculum of culture progress.

The vocal organs are essentiallythe creators of language, assisted by gestures

of the body and by outside devices. They have also differentiated language, and are

the centrifugal and dispersive part of the vocal machinery, as the ear, the eye and

the hand have been the conservative agencies. From this analysis arise the anato

iny of speech organs, the physiology of speech, the psycho-physics of speech , and

the ethnology of speech .

Note the various papers of Colonel Mallery in the Reports of the Bureau of Ethnology of the

Smithsonian Institution .

Former

Dyak Woman of Borneo .
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De Mortillet argues, from the absence of the mental tubercle or bonyexcrescence

into which the tongue is inserted from the Naulette jaw, the absence of the faculty

of vocal utterance. Indeed , there are those who believe in the existence of a Homo

alalus. This is not necessary. Culture does not start with absolute ignorance in

any sphere. The study of artificial speech commences just one stadium in advance

of this. Homo alalus was not Homo at all. Some have gone so far as to allege that

speechless man covered the whole earth , that innumerable languages developed at

first, and that the later condition is the result of infinite numbers of fusions.

Finally, the study of human progress as revealed in language cannot be pursued

without a close attention to the mind revealing itself in speech . All language of all

time and in all

grades, even in

the animal king

dom , is the ex

pression of rela

tion between

two ideas; it is

the utterance

of propositions.

There at
fff Si

u E
last only two

rah o

parts of speech ,

namely,(a ) what

is thought of,

and (6) what is

thought about
Pictographs in California --- From Tenth Report Bureau of Ethnology

it. The devices

of construction among various peoples in which they reveal their modes of thinking

are the best marks of language and of progress. In the last resort the student

finds language to be a study in the progress of psychology,

In speech the progress of culture has proceeded from simple utterances, undiffer

entiated grammar, sign language, and the rudest pictography to inultiplication of

roots, formal grammar, codes of signals, ciphers, and alphabets. This progress in

different culture-areas has been along three main routes leading to (a) monosyllabism ,

(6) polysyllabism or agglutination, and (c) inflection . It is not necessary to believe

that any one of these types of utterance is the primitive form out of which the other

two sprang, nor that there is an order of origin among them . Each one is the

result of linguistic processes going on in separate cominunities. It will be seen also

that in actual speech there are examples of each in the others.

The student will find that language has frequently been relied on to identify the

blood kinship of peoples . Where the family tree has been lost and tradition has

failed,the footstepsand starting point of a people have beenretraced by its language,

often the most enduring of characteristics. Thus Heinrich Winckler, of Breslau,

brings back the Japanese to Western Asia, and William Turner the Navajo in
New Mexico to their home in Alaska .

The most enduring relies of any people's language are the songs, rituals, and

legends connected with their religion, just as archæology reveals more of the sacred

than of the profane objects of past nations and tribes. It is also true that compara

tive philology owes to religion the recognition of the unity of the race and the

possession of parts of the Bible in many hundreds of tongues.

i

8. LANGUAGE .

( 1 ) Evolution of Language.— “ Language be

longs in essential principle both to low grades

and high of civilization ; – to which should its

origin be attributed ? An answer may be had

by comparing the methods of language with
the work it has to do . Take language all in

.
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all over the world , it is obvious that the processes used to the absolute exclusion of the other. With

by which words are made and adapted have far the voice, man at first imitated the few sounds of

less to do with systematic arrangement and scien . nature, while with gesture he exhibited actions ,

tific classification, than with mererough and ready motions, positions, forms , dimensions , directions ,

ingenuity and the great rule of thumb. Let any and distances, and their derivatives. It would

one whose vocation it is to realize philosophical appear from this unequal division of capacity that

or scientific conceptions and to express them in oral speech remained rudimentary long after ges

words, ask himself whether ordinary language is ture had become an art . With the concession of

an instrument planned for such purposes. Of all purely imitative sounds and of the spontaneous

course it is not . It is hard to say which is the more action of the vocal organs under excitement, it is

striking, the want of scientific system in the ex- still true that the connection between ideas and

pression of thought by words, or the infinite words generally depended upona compact between

cleverness of detail by which this imperfection is the speaker and hearer, which presupposes the

got over , so that he who has an idea does some. existence of a prior mode of communication ."

how make shift to get it clearly in words before Garrick Mallery, “ First An . Rep. Bur. Ethnol.,”

his own and other minds . The language by which p. 284 .

a nation with highly developed art and kuowledge ( 3) Gesture Speech.— " Gesture speech consists

and sentiment must express its thoughts on these in corporeal motion and facial expression. A play

subjects, is no apt machine devised for such special of feature whether instinctive or voluntary ,accentu

work , but an old barbaric engine added to and al- ates and qualifies all motions intended to serve as

tered, patched and tinkered into somie sort of ca- signs , and strong instinctive facial expression is

pability . Ethnography reasonably accounts at generally accompanied by action of the body or

once for the immense power and the manifest some of its members. But , so far as a distinction

weakness of language as a means of expressing can be made, expression of the features is the re.

modern educated thought , by treating it as an sult of an emotional, and corporeal gestures of in

original product of low culture, gradually adapted tellectual action . The former in general and the

by ages of evolution and selection, to answermore small number of the latter that are distinctively

or less sufficiently the requirements of modern emotional are nearly identical among men from

civilization .” — E . B. Tylor , “ Primitive Culture,'' physiological causes, which, however, do not

London, 1871, Vol. I., p. 216. affect with the same similarity the processes of

“ The problem in language is to express many thought. The large number of corporeal gestures

ideas and thoughts with comparatively few words. expressing intellectual operations require and ad

Again , in the evolution of any language, mit of more variety and conventionality. Thus
progress is from a condition where few ideas are the features and the body among all mankind act

expressed by a few words to a higher, where many almost uniformly in exhibiting fear, grief, sur
ideas are expressed by the use of many words; prise , and shame, but all objective conceptionsare

but the number of all possible ideas or thoughts varied and variously portrayed. Even such sim
expressed is increased greatly out of the propor- ple indications as those for ' no ' and ' yes ' ap
tion with the increase of the number of words . pear in several differing motions . While, there .

" And still again , in all of those languages fore, theterms sign -language and gesture-speech

which have beenmost thoroughly studied, and necessarily include and suppose facial expression

by inference in all languages, it appears that the when emotions are in question, they refer niore

few original words used in any language remain as particularly to corporeal motions and attitudes.

the elements for the greater number finally used . For this reason much of the valuable contribution

In the evolution of a language the introduction of of Darwin in his ' Expression of the Emotions in

absolutely new material is a comparatively rare Man and Animals ’ is not directly applicable to

phenomenon. The old material is combined and sign language.”– Ibid, p . 270 .

modified in manyways to form the new. (4) Picture-Writing.- " Picture -writing is a

“ First , by combination . mode of expressing thoughts or noting facts by

Second, by vocalic mutation . marks which at first were confined to the portrayal

Third , by intonation. of natural or artificial objects. It is one distinctive

Fourth , by placement. form of thought-writing without reference to

“ Combination is effected by juxtaposition, as in sound, gesture-language being the other and

Chinese; by compounding, as in house -top; by probably earlier form . Whether remaining purely

agglutination, as in truthful, and by inflection ideographic , or having become conventional , pic

where one of the compounds is so changed as not ture-writing is the direct and durable expression of

to be recognized . ideas ofwhich gesture -language gives the transient

“ In vocalic mutation , a new word is formed expression . Originally it was not connected with

from an old one by simply changing the vowel the words of any language. When adopted for

sound , as in man , nien . syllabaries or alphabets, which is the historical

“ The intonation consists in giving a new force course of its evolution, it ceased to be the imme

or direction by raising or lowering the voice, as in diate and became the secondary expression of the

asking a question. In the Chinese, eight distinct ideas framed in oral speech . The writingcommon

intonations occur . in civilization may properly be styled sound .

“ Placement is largely used in the English lan- writing, as it does not directly record thoughts.

guage to give different meaning to sentences ."- but presents them indirectly , after they have

j. W. Powell, “ First An . Rep. Bur. Ethnol. , ” ! passed through the phase of sound. The trace of

P. 3 . pictographs in alphabets and syllabaries is dis

(2 ) Origin of Speech.- " The preponderance of cussed in the present work under its proper head .

authority is in favor of the view that man , when ing and new illustrations are presented. It is

in the possession of all his faculties , did not choose sufficient for the present to note that all the varied

between voice and gesture , both being originally characters cf script and print now current are

instinctive , as they both are now , and never, with derived directly or indirectly from pictorial repre

those faculties, was in a state where the one was sentations of objects.- Ibid, pp. 25 , 26 .
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9. THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS.

By industrial arts are meant those that minister to the bodily wants of man

kind. They may be divided into five classes:

1. Exploitation. The material resources of the earth are secured from the

mineral, the vegetable and the animal kingdom .

2. Manufacture. The materials are changed in form. Out of them are made

the innumerable products of trades.

3. Transportation and Travel. The raw materials and the products are moved

on the backs of human be

ings, on animals, on water

transports, on wagons and

other land vehicles. Fur

thermore, men are carried

about by the samemeans.

4. Exchange. The chang

ing of ownership in the

products of industry in

volves the building of ware

houses and stores, the mak

ing of all sorts of packages,
and especially the invention

of the whole series of devices

for weighing, measuring,

valuing and paying.

5. Enjoyment. What is

commonly called consump

tion in works on political

economy were better styled

enjoyment, since the pro

ducts of the other arts are

not always used up, but

often preserved with the

greatest care. The arts of

enjoyment or of gratifying

desires are the processes of

using the productions of the

other fourclasses of activity.

Now , as regards these Primitive Loom . Showing Warp-beams , Harness and Battens .

activities the history of cul

ture is the account of the ever-increasing complexity in the tools and processes and

products of industry. As regards tools, there was a stone age (1) and a metal age,

and some writers subdivide these variously. There has certainly been from first

to last a rising scale of ingenuity in the devices for taking the place of the human

hand in making tools effective. The account of this is the listory of the evolution of

machinery. What a number of volumes it would require to describe what is known

of man's progress in this one division , and how many footprints have been erased !
Industrial arts also involve the domestication of natural forces more and more

efficaciously. The first human beings explored, manufactured, transported, traded,

and enjoyed without artificial aid. Nature supplied the unchanged material , the

tool, the vehicle, the mechanism of exchange, the covering of thebody, the shelter
and its furniture and all utensils. On the other hand the enlightened peoples of

this centuryscarcely employ an unchanged object. Even theirdrinking water is
filtered and sterilized .

1
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Now, in passing upward from naturism through many grades of culture to the

refined accommodation of civilization, the whole way has been marked by the

harnessing of natural forces one by one. This progress may be shown in a table thus :

Power of Industrial epoch of.

Man . The Hand.

Beast. Domestication .

Elastic Springs. Hunting

Fire. Metallurgy:

Wind. The Sail .

Water. Machinery.

Steam . Railroads.

Chemistry. Scientific Industry.

Electricity. Conservation of Energy.

Light. Photography or Photokinetics.

In the harnessing of these forces

there is a set of inventions which

have come into use that in them

selves form an excellent series for

gauging the progress of civilization .

They are called mechanical powers

and devices. The order of their

coming may have been as follows:

1. Weights, for hammers, traps,

and motion .

2. Elastic springs, in bows,

traps and machines.

3. The lever, in lifting, moving

and tightening

4. Inclined plane, in locomotion

and transportation.

5. Wedge, in riving and tight

ening

6. The sled, on snow and pre

pared tracks.

7. Roller, for loads, becoming

the wheel, the sheave and the ma

chine bearing

8. The wheel, for wagons and

carriages .

9. Wheel and axle, for wind

lasses, winches, etc. , with ratchets

and guides for directing and re

straining motion .

10. Pully, in tackle and for

changing motion.

11. Clamps, embracing all twist

ing and binding devices .

Navajo Unhairing Deerskin after the Sweating: A Primitive Method of

Tanning . ( From National Museum Report , 1889. ) 12. The Screw .

Along with this perfecting of

apparatus has gone the perfecting of invention itself, including progress:

1. In the things invented .invented. The earliest inventions were stones rudely chipped,

bones ground to a point or saplings twisted .

2. In the variety and number of materials involved. The first inventions were

monorganic ; the latest are polyorganic.

|
ынсвік
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Navajo Woman Spinning Yarn From Native Wool .

3. In the mental processes. The first inventions were happy thoughts, the

latest are the results ofintense, purposeful, co -operative thought.

4. In the rewards and benefits. The first inventors got bettered results and the

benefits were personal; the latest secure patents and are benefactors of the race.

5. In Society . The first inventions united a limited number to a slight extent ;

the latest unite all the world to the highest degree.

All the time culture is proceeding from naturism to more complete artificiality,

fromsimplemonorganism to polyorganism , from clumsiness to delicacy, from dis

comfort to comfort, from solitary work to cooperation, from personal weal to

commonweal, from polytheism to monotheism , acknowledging one master builder of

all. The word " artificial” is employed everywhere in this paper in a noble sense,

never to denote sham or hypocrisy. In culture this contrast between the creature
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man and the inventor inan, between the non-progressive and tne progressive man , is

the one ever - obtrusive characteristic. Man is the artificializing animal. All sorts

of useful substances were ever in the world ; man alone made tools of them.

Industrial arts receive their names from several concepts. If the concept be

raw material one finds leather -work, claywork or ceramic, textile work , woodwork,

stone work , inetal work , and so on . If the point of view be the function of the

individual or of the art, one reads of the mining art , farming, woodcraft, fisheries,

manufactures, art of exchange, of war and so on . There is positively no limit to

these, but there is only one way to pursue the study of them intelligently. There

is kinship and descent in arts, in utensils, in tools, in apparatus, in machinery, in

everything

In the industrial arts the progress of culture follows the same law of artificialism ,

from naturism to machinery , from nakedness to costume, from the cave and brush

shelter to the beautified home, from resting on the ground to couches of down , from

raw fruit and worms to the state dinner, from stones and shells and thorns to the

triphammer, the steam drill and plane, from barter to the systems of exchange and

universal commerce.

Human types, mainly

dolichocephalous, but

brachycephalous also in

some places.

Human types, at first

mainly brachycephal

ous in Europe. later

mixed and diversified

at
present every.

where.

as

Fire, at first known

only, later partly under

control - could be pre

served when kindied by

natural means.

Fire, under more com

plete control - could be

artificially kindled and

preserved .

9. THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS.

( 1. ) Classification of Prehistoric Remains.

1. Age of Stone .

1. Palaeolithic period , instruments of rough

or chipped stone.

A. Epoch of simple implements.

B. Epoch ofcompound implements .

II . Neolithic Period ; implements of polished

stone , pottery .

A. Epoch of megalithic constructions and

kitchen -middens.

B. Epoch of the early lake dwellings

II. Age of Bronze .

A. Epoch of later lake-dwellings.

B. Epoch of mound -burials.

III . Age of Iron.

Epoch of introduction ofiron manufacture

-Brinton , “ Iconographic Encyc.,” Phila ., 1886 ;

ii . p. 28.

THE STONE AGE.

PALAEOLITHIC NEOLITHIC

CULTURE . CULTURE

Climate, at first warni Climate, everywhere

(inter-glacial),then cold much at present ,

( last ice -age ) in the pres- though at first ( last

ent temperate zone of post-glacial period ) per

the Northern hemis . haps cooler. In general

phere and everywhere ice disappears with the

in the Alpine regions . appearance of neolithic

man in the teniperate

Food , at first mainly

vegetable, then animal

also, mostly perhaps

eaten raw ; obtained by

hunting and fishing

only .

Cultivated Plants,

Food, vegetable and

animal, the latter most.

ly cooked ; obtained by

hunting, fishing, stock .

breeding and tillage .

none.

as

Industries, limited to

the makingof chipped

stone inplements of

Chelléan, Solutréan and

other types ,

ground or polished ; ap

parently no pottery , but

later artistic sentiment

developed .

Cultivated Plants,

numerous, cereals , vege

tables, fruits .

Industnies, extended

to the making of polish

ed stone implements of

diverse types, spinning ,

weaving, inining, pot.

tery , but little artistic

sentiment at first.

never

zone .

Monuments, none in

the strict sense ; no

houses, graves ,
or

burial.

Monuments, monoli

thic , megalithic, etc ,

very numerous ; houses,

barrows , graves (burial)

PALAEOLITHIC NEOLITHIC

CULTURE . CULTURE .

Fauna : large pachy . Fauna : mainly as at

derms, feline andursine present, a few pachy

species, hyaena, rein- derms survive here and

deer,horse, elk , glutton , there (mammoth in Si

chamois, goat , all wild ; beria ); chief wild ani

some perish with the mals, wolf, bear, lion ,

increasing cold , isome aurochs, beaver, fox,

migrate south , some deer ; domestic animals

survive by adaptation everywhere abundant

to the changed environ- horse , ox, dog, sheep ,

ment and either with- goat , pig in temperate

draw northwards with zone , camel in Arabia

the retreating ice-sheet and Central Asia , liama

or take refuge in the in S. America .

Alpine Regions ; no do.

mestic animals .

Speech, at first per- Speech, perhaps every

haps inorganic , later where involved at first,

involved . later organic.

Religious Ideas, none Religious Ideas, well

( ? ). developed.

Social Groups, the Social Groups, the
family later the clan . family, clan and tribe.

-Keane, " Ethnology, " Cambridge, 1896, pp.110,111.
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10. THE FINE ARTS.

By fine arts are meant those artificialities that give pleasure to the mind through

the senses, especially through the eye and the ear. The progress of civilization in
the fine arts is measured as in the other divisions of culture, and as progress is graded

in nature,by an increase of complexity in structure coupled with more perfect uni

fication of purpose. The older writers noted this advance of unity in variety ( 1 ) , but

it becomes more intelligible in the light of science. In the lower savagery appear

efforts to please the ear by

rhythm , by melody or suc

cessions of different tones ,

by dynamics and by timbres;

and to please the eye, through

form , color , and motion.

Among savages there is in

dividual singing, and sing

ing in unison , but no attempt

at harmony. Authorities

differ upon the question

whether the so - called natural

scale, the diatonic scale , is

really fixed in the vocal ap

paratus. Upon the theory

of progress in culture here

assumed , this artificial se

quence of tones was acquired

after the invention of set

musical instruments. At

any rate the student of cult

ure finds himself in posses

sion , in the history of inusic,

of a regular scale of progress.

Musical instruments from

the beginning are divided

into those that are struck or

shaken , those that are picked ,

those that are rubbed, and

those that are blown ; or into

the drum and rattle class,

the pipe class and the lyre

class. Whether it be the

series which has been called

autophonous, or drum class, Types of Form and Decoration of Pueblo Pottery ,

or the stringed instrument,

or the wind instrument, the law of artificiality has held good in the perfection of

the individual, and in the elaboration of co -operation through bands and orchestras.

Finally, there seems never to have been absent from the human species a love of
fine speaking and composition. Literature is as old as man ; the aesthetic element

in language seems to have been with us as long as the stone axe or the hammer.

The Andamanese had both . When this literature chooses for its subject the adora

tien of gods and heroes and sets itself

Like perfect music unto perfect words, ”

we have the epic, the oratorio, the hymn sung by hundreds or thousands of trained

voices . The best music was always reserved for the gods.

.
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N
E

re
ce

Savage art shows itself to the eye in textiles , pottery, painting, etching, carv

ing, sculpture, architecture, adornment of the person, and dancing or the drama. In

this more than in other divisions of culture, the environmentcontrols the type.

The materials, the tools, the processes , the productions are of the region more than

the superficial reader supposes. This is true of peoples living in a primitive state

more than of the civilized. To the savage the enclave is small; to the civilized the

whole earth is one enclave. The interinediate peoples are to be set in a row accord

ing to the extent of their entrance into

the globe-embracing streams of aes

thetic artificiality.

Spectacular art has not met with

equal welcome in all parts of the human

abode. The kitchen utensils of savagery

are little adorned . Water vessels and

those for cooking stand wide apart in

this regard . The dining -room and the

sleeping apartments have been better

favored. The sitting -room or parlor

has always been the favorite meeting

place for artist and patron. In addition

to the family salon , the public salon

for the council of state, but above all

the meeting place of gods and men de

manded always the very best services

of architect, sculptor , engraver, painter,

ceramist, and landscape gardner. Per

fumes and costly viands crown the list .
Bowl from “ Arizona. Co -operation of Industry , Art and Religion .

( From Smithsonian Report, 1895. ) Viewing aesthetic art for the eye

from another point of view, that of

form and color, one encounters a mooted question , to -wit, What is the origin of

these forms, and the inotive of these colors and of their associations in the lower

races ? The answer is, they are inventions, within the limitations laid down in this

paper. They are at first happy thoughts, imitations of nature, arrests at the limits

ofthe materials, then becoming conventionalized, abbreviated, associated , trans

ferred , and idealized, as time passes and artificial life advances (2 ).

Thefine art of the lower senses follows the same system of branching artifici

ality. The wild frenzy of the tribal dance bears only a slight resemblance to a

modern terpsichorean function ; the odorous unguents with which the warrior in

savagery anoints his body are wholly utilitarian, to help him in hunting; his viands

are few in number, and the catalogue of dishes in each is meagre, but both these

last are the starting points of modern perfumery and cuisine. The procession of

state and the religious pageant are, as one would suppose, the acme of dramatic

artificiality. The progress of civilization in the fine art of sound is again from

naturism to artificialism , from intoning to chanting, from noise to mechanically

accurate tone, from monotony to melody, from shouting or reciting together to the

grand chorus, from the rattle to the drum corps and the xylophone, frointhe twang

ing bow to the string orchestra, from the conch to the endless variety of clarionets,
flutes and organs.

Infine art for the eye, this progress starts from monotony and lack of composi

tion , from limitations of materials, of tools , and want of knack, from hugging the

shore of nature's forms and colors and suggestions, and ends in the perfectorganisin

of brush -work , burin -work, chisel-work, and photography. The human hand-epoch

still largely survives here, the machine being useful only in expediting and putting

together (3) .
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10. THE FINE ARTS. environment of a people and their spirit is seen in

the comparison of the sculpture and architecture
( 1 ) Variation in Art.- " All human handiwork of Greece and of Egypt. The heaviness of Egyp

is subject to the sameoperation of external forces, tian art was occasioned by the presence of indocile

but the material on which these forcesact is also granite, the unparalleled excellence of Grecian

infinitely varied . The diverse racesand people of sculpture and architecture is due to the existence

mankind have different ideas and ideals, unequal of the whitest marble in the world in thickest

skill , varied materialto work upon , and dissimilar layers. Not only the quality of art lies in the

tools to work with . Everywhere the environment material, but art formshave sprung up in savagery

is different. So we get the bewildering confusion under the limitations of the material accessible .

of ideas which crowd upon us when inspecting a Hence the geometric lines on basketry and tex

large ethnographical collection or a inuseum of tiles, the lack of sharp outlines in pottery , the

thedecorative arts . rough style of sculpture before the file , the greater

" The conclusion that forced itselfupon me is that and more exquisite detail of carvings in wood ,

the decorative art of a people does , to a certain ex- ivory , and hardstone before the epoch of stone

tent, reflect their character." - Haddon, “ Evolu- sculpture. These limitations of materials and of

tools also make it difficult to set up a scale of

*2 StructureanSources Ornament.---Dr. H.

Colley March has introduced the term Skeuo

morph ' for the forms of ornament demonstrably

due to structure. Professor G. Semper was the

first to show that the basket-maker, the weaver ,

and the potter, originated those combinations of

line and color which the ornamentist turned to

his own use when he had to decorate walls, cor

vices, and ceilings.' So write M. M. Perrot

and Chipiez, but this statement is too sweeping .

A considerable amount of ornamentation is doubt.

less due to technique , but in Europe, Western

Asia , and North Africa plant forms have had a

great influence in the origin of designs, some of

which have been modified by passing through a

textile technique."' - Ibid , p . 75 .

( 3) Evolution of Art - * The changes which we
see taking place in the arts of the present day are

but the magnified reflection ofwhathas gone before

during long ages. Especially do we see the truth

of the time-honored saying, "Natura Artis Magis

tra ;' and it may be said with truth that the alpha

bet of every art has beeu learnt in the school of

Nature, while the grammar, too, is modeled upon

her teaching. Appreciation, adaptation , and, lastly,

creation , are stages in the developmentof art from

Nature's models, which follow one another in a

natural sequence .” - Henry Balfour, " The Evolu

tion of DecorativeArt ,” Lond., 1893, p. 128.
Evolution of Ornament.-- " It is seen that as

art progressed, animate forms were gradually

introduced into decoration, not because of their

capacity to beautify, buton account of ideographic
appropriateness ; that these life forms, when once

within the realm of decoration , were actedupon Carrying Frame in Lacework of the Papago. Origin of Point

by the mechanical forces of art, and gradually
lace . (From National Museum Report , 1896.)

reuuced to purely geometric shapes ; that each

one of these figures has in all probability a com- culture progress. It would be impossible to grade

plex genesis, since almost identical forms may the tribes and peoples ofthe earth by art stand

have been evolved by independent nationsthrough ards. The Eskimos excel in working ivory, the

any one , or through many of the arts, or that any Pacific coast tribes in wood carving, the California

creature extensively portrayed in any art ofany tribes inbasketry, the Pueblo tribes in pottery,

people may , through the mechanical conventions the middle Ainerican tribes in sculpture . Inthe

to which it was necessarily subjected, be trans- Eastern Hemisphere the same law holds. The

formed, by imperceptible steps, into any one, or Arctic peoples resemble the Eskimo and Athaps

into all of the typical geometric designs; and it cans, the Coreo- Japanese and the Chinese excel in

may be added that, as far as ideography and pottery, small carvings and embroidery, the bam .

symbolism are concerned, it appears from the boo dominates art in Southeastern Asia, and as in

above statement that ideas associated with any Central Anierica, so in the same latitude in Asia,

one of our conventional decorative forms may be viz . , in India, massive buildings in hammered

as diverse as are the arts the peoples, and the stone absorbed the aesthetic sense and handicraft .

original elements concerned in its evolution .”- Art motives in textiles, painting , ceramic, carv

Holmes, “ On the Evolution of Ornament,'' Am . ing, engraving , sculpture, architecture, and the

Anthrop ., April, 1890, P, 146. drama have been always and everywhere and in
Environment Influences the Quality and all grades of culture evoked by the environment.

Form of Art.- One of the most instructive illus- -Otis T. Mason , Curator of Anthropological Dpt.,

trations of this play and adjustment between the National Museum , Washington .
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11. SOCIOLOGY.

As in language and the arts progress has

been the law of development, so has it been

in the co-operations of human beings. The

organs of a plant are of two kinds, those that

sustain its life and those that produce the

seeds. The ends of society among men and

women are also of two kinds, those relating

to the activities and industries of life and

those relating to the family and kinship.

The co -operations of means to these ends form

one of the most interesting studies of progress,

embracing all forms of control or government

whatsoever, and every action of man done

co - operatively .

This may be the best place to draw atten

tion to the fact that each one of the five phases

of culture discussed in these lessons is an

element in all the others. Society is partly

an end in itself, and sociology is a study of

the structure and functionings of all sorts of

human associations; but society is also a

means to an end, and is to be studied as a

part of the science of that end, be it language,

industry, pleasure, knowledge or religion . In

primitive society kinship lies at the founda

tion of all artificial groupings of men and

women . The clan system extends even into

the spirit world and down into the animal

world , so that all creatures and all super

natural beings familiar to a people for a

great tribe or family.

As in other activities, so in social life the

underlying motives are human needs and

desires. Rather desires than needs, since we

here are more concerned with artificiali

ties than with mere biological cravings.

Society is continually inventing itself. As

the first implements were stones, shells,

thorns, vines and gourds, the second imple

ments were these same slightly modified, and

the third functioned in the same way, being

imitations made from different materials; so

in the progress of society among mankind

the earliest co-operations were the following

of natural processes, the next higher were
Arapaho Shield . - Use, Becoming Ceremony- (National

new plans hit upon , happy thoughts of versa

tile inan , still higher ones became more like

purposeful inventions, and last of all came legislation . Indeed, this very legislation

in society has had its own separate development, beginning with common consent

and finding its climax in the most comprehensive enactments and constitutions .

To the betterment of society at this point are devoted in our day civic centers,

social reform clubs, university extension courses, associations, and journals, the last

Museum Report, 1883. )
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named under able and serious management. Sociology in some form is now the

ruling science , affecting profoundly both ethics and religion.

Every want to supply which human beings become co-operative lies at the founda

tion of a separate social science, greater or smaller, all of which together constitute

sociology. Who co -operated to supply the want ? When did they co -operate, and

for howlong ? What was the structure of this organization and what its functions ?

What were its antecedents, its forebears, and what its consequents or descendants ?

How did it arise, and what was its history and modifications under different stresses

and encouragements ? The study of motives underlying organization and the

12

A Namagua Kraal , South Africa.

intellectual

processes involved therein bring sociology within the domain of psy
chology, but to the observer, the enumerator, and the photographer, sociology

resembles very closely the study of mechanical inventions. There are wants to

supply, resistances to overcome, co-operations of parts to attain , ends proposed, and

manor beast or physical energy supplying the dynamic or static force. Progress in
social life must be studied by the rules laid down in all other culture-fields. Its

elements are its own,investigatedin their own laboratory. Theirbehavior in union
follows the universal law.

The progress of society affords an excellent object lesson of the cultured life
supplanting the natural life. The ends of social life and co -operation in these ends

have allalongproceeded toward differentiation and betterment, the multiplication

of social structures and the better organization of these into a compact humanity. In

marriage,in war, in government,inreligion , as wellasinthearts of support and
the arts of enjoyment, the purely materialpasses into theintellectual and spiritual.

Only the races and nationsundergoing this change go forward.

Lewis H.Morgan unites the variousconditionsofculture into a scheme of
periods as follows:
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PERIODS. CONDITIONS.

1. Lower Savagery. From the infancy of the race to next

period.

2. Middle Savagery. From fish diet and knowledge of fire.

3. Upper Savagery. From the bow and arrow .

4. Lower Barbarism . From invention of pottery .

5. Middle Barbarism . Frem domestication of animals, cultiva

tion of maize, etc. , by irrigation , use

of adobe brick and stone.

6. Upper Barbarism . From smelting iron ore , with the use of

iron tools, etc.

7. Status of Civilization . From phonetic alphabet, with the use of

writing

He says , “ It does not affect the main result that tribes and nations on the same

continent and even of the same linguistic family are in different conditions at the

same time, since for our purpose the condition of each is the material fact, the time

being immaterial ” ( 1 ).

11. SOCIOLOGY . but the thorough adaptation of the desires of

each individual to the requirements arising from

( 1) The Evolution of Society. - In the first the coexistent desires of all neighboring individ

place the evolution of society , no less than the uals ?

evolution of life, conforms to that universal law of Let us now examine more closely the relations

evolution discovered by Mr. Spencer, and illus- between the community and the environment.

trated at length in earlier chapters. From the twofold circumstance that life is high

In the second place , the progress of society ex- according as the organism is heterogeneous, and

hibits those secondary features of differentiation also according as it is adjusted to surrounding

and integration which evolution universally ex- conditions, may be derived the corollary that the

hibits. Every man is his own butcher and baker, heterogeneity of the environment is the chief

his own tailor and carpenter, his own smith , and proximate determining cause of social progress.

his own weapon maker. Now the progress of Applying these considerations to history, it

such a society toward a civilized condition begins will be seen that, owing to the political isola

with the differentiation and integration of produc- tion of ancient communities, the hetero

tive occupations. Thateach specialization of labor geneity of their environments must have been

entails increased efficiency of production , which inconsiderable. Owing to the enormous hetero

reacting brings out still greater specialization , is geneity of the environment to which modern

known to every tyro in political economy . The communities are forced to adjust themselves,

contrast between the steam -engine of today and progress in later ages has been far more rapid and

thepulleys, screws, and levers of a thousandyears far inore stable than of old . But in these days

ago assures us that the growing complexity of the scarcely anything can happen in one part of our

objects which labor aims at is paralleled by the planetwhich does not speedily affect every other

growing complexity of the modes of attaining part . And we see that this increased heterogen

them . Turning to government, we see that by eity of the environment is caused by the integra .

differentiation in the primeval community some tion or growing interdependence of communities

families acquired supreme power, while others that were originally isolated.

sank , though in different degrees, to the rank of Our law of progress , if now enunciated , would

subjects. Next may be mentioned the differentia- be too general. It would cover alike the phe

tion of the governing power into the civil and ec- nomena of social and oforganic life .

clesiastical ; while by the side of these ceremonial It will thus be seen that the very same process ,

governmentgrows up insensibly as athird power , which has resulted in theformation of social ag

regulating the minor details of social intercourse gregates of a higher and higher order, has also

none the less potently because not embodied in resulted in the more and more complete subordi

statutes and edicts. Already in treating of the nation of the requirementsof the aggregate to the

evolution of life we saw that the ultimate and gen- requirements of the individual . We ob

eral formula needed to be supplemented by a de- tain the Law of Progress, which may be pro

rivative and special formula, which should de- visionally stated as follows:

scribe organic development in terms inapplicable “ The evolution of society is a continuous estab

to inorganic phenomena . lishment of psychical relations within the commu

The progress of a community , as of an organ- nity, in conformity to physical and psychical rela
ism , isa process of adaptation - a continuous es- tions arising in the environment; during which ,

tablishment of inner relations in conformity to both the community and the environment pass

outer relations. If we contemplate material civo from a state of relatively indefinite, incoherent

ilization under its widest aspect, we discover its homogeneity to a state of relatively definite , co

legitimate aim to be the attainment and main- herent heterogeneity; and during which the con

tenance of an equilibrium between the wants of stituent units of the community become ever more

men and the outward means of satisfying them . distinctly individuated . ” – John Fiske, “ Cosmic

And what is the consummation of moral progress Philosoply," pp . 209.224 .
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12. KNOWLEDGE.

Hindu Apotheosis of Machinery

The two words, " theory” and “ practice, " underlie all human activities and

have had a development parallel with the progress of culture . The entire sensible

world, comprising the geosphere, the hydrosphere, the atmosphere, the solar system ,

and the limitless cosmos, have awakened thought and stirred emotions in men.

The mineral, the vegetal , and the animal kingdom have at no time failed to sug

gest problems to thoughtful minds. The phenomena of day and night, of summer

and winter, of cloud and sunshine, of dew , frost, rain, hail, snow , thunder, light

ning, the rainbow, and the aurora, earthquake and floods, echoes, dreams and
shadows have demanded an explanation . The

sense of causation is as universal as the sense of

personality ( 1 ) . To explain satisfactorily all things

and all changes, each people, high or low, has its

quasi science, philosophy, history and theology,

Folk -lore, or the codification of these past items of

knowledge among uncultured peoples,is the archæ

ology of the mind. After the rise of writing addi

tional light falls on these beliefs of the past con

cerning man and the universe, and makes the his

tory of knowledge possible . The earliest sciences

are based on anthropomorphism . To all the un

lettered races every perceptible object is somebody,

alive, thoughtful and purposeful, and every imper

ceptible, intangible phenomenon is the result of

action by an unseen person. The reasoning is by

analogy from the activities of man . Echo is the

voice of a fugitive; the thunder is the beating of bronze shields; women weave

the thread of life, measure the length of each , and cut it off at the close. The

nuinber of these analogies in the different races and stages of culture is legion .

Since the action of these powerful persons affected man for good or ill, he very

naturally addressed them in persuasion or dissuasion , and thus began his outer
religious life or worship.

To win the mind from this childish explanation of the world has been the
peculiar inission of science. The first knowledge to be divorced from personality

was that of numbers, if, indeed, numbers were ever associated with personality.

The student of civilization will find no more pleasing theme of culture- progress

than tracing backward mathematics to the origin of number systems among savage

An early step in knowledge seems to have been a rude empirical acquaintance

with the properties of useful things. It has often been thought by explorers amat
ter of wonder that savages inevery enclave knewthe best minerals and their

locations, the best plants for each want, and had a use for every part of every

animal's body. Omitting the intermediate steps, the last one for any people to take
in scientificresearch is that of instrumental observation. Distrusting the senses

beyond their naturallimitations, observersproceed to measure time by thehundred

thousandth of a second; toweigh the likepart of a grain; to count and calculate

with engines; tosee with telescopes andmicroscopes; to hear byineans of artificial

progress of theory, however, has also been upward. At first, forces are

accounted many as well as personal.' The whole management of affairs has been
thought to bein the hands of countless individuals, a new set for every people or

In a later stage forces were held to be subtle entities ; gravitation , heat,

light, electricity ,chemism were at leastsomewhatifnot somebody. It isastonish

tribes ( 2 )

ear-
drums.

The progress of

location .
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ing to find how much usefulness, beauty, refinement and social organization have

existed among nations in this second stage of theory concerning forces (3). The last

stage of theory is that all physical forces are only various forms of one force, inde.

structible in amount, but manifesting itself in pulsations of different shapes and

sizes .

Man's concept of personality has not escaped progress any more than the sense

of personality has left the civilized man , but has been exalted , unified, and enlarged.

This thought leads to the notion of progress in religions. Theories of the world

and of life go hand in hand with beliefs in unseen personalities, the refinement of

which has kept pace with all other progress (4 ) .

12. KNOWLEDGE.

( 1 ) Mind and Circumstances.- " It is no more

reasonable to suppose the laws of mind differently

coustituted in Australia and in England, in the

time of the cave -dwellers and in the time of the

builders of sheet -iron houses, than to suppose that

the laws of chemical combination were of one sort

in the time of the coal-measures , and are of an

other now . The thing that has been will be ; and

we are to study savages and old nations to learn

the laws that under new circumstances are work

ing for good or ill in our own development."

Tylor, “ Primitive Culture," Lond. , 1871, Vol. I.,

p . 144.

( 2 ) Origin of Number.- “ Not a few tribes have

been found who could not count beyond two ; more

yet with three, four or five as their number limit,

while ten marks the boundary of the numeral

systems of a very great number of the primitive

races of the world . The assertion would seem ,

then , to be a safe one that the number sense is

never wholly lacking. It is evident also that

numerals must be among the earliest words to be

formed in any language. They express ideas

which are wholly concrete, which precede human

intelligence, and which are in many ways mani

fested by the higher orders of the brute creation .

The origin of number, therefore, must be con

ceded to lie beyond the proper limit of inquiry ,

and the primitive conception of number to be
fundamental with human thought.” Conant,

“ Smithsonian Report,” 1892, p . 583.

( 3 ) Knowledge and Virtue.— " Ifnotonly knowl

edge and art , but at the same time moral and po

litical excellence, be taken into consideration , it
becomes yet harder to reckonon an ideal scale the

advance or decline from stage to stage of culture .

In fact , a combined intellectual and moral measure

of human condition is an instrument which no

student has as yet learnt properly to handle.

Even granting that intellectual, moral and politi

cal life may, on a broad view , be seen to progress

together, it is obvious that they are far from ad

vancing with equal steps. It may be taken as a

man's rule of duty in the world that he shall

strive to know as well as he can find out , and to

do as well as he knows how . But the parting

asunder of these two great principles, that separa

tion of intelligence from virtue which accounts

for so much of the wrong -doing of mankind , is

continually seen to happen in the great move
ments of civilization .”— Tylor, · Primitive Cul

ture , '' Lond. , 1871 , Vol. I., p . 25 .

( 4 ) TheNew History .- " Wecan conceive a uni.

versal history of civilization, which should as

sume a point of view commanding the whole

earth , in the sense of surveying the history of the

extension of civilization throughout mankind; it

would penetrate deep and far into what is usually

called ethnography, the study of the human race .

For the further inquiry reaches into the depths of

prehistoric peoples and those that are outside of

history, the more will it meet , in every sphere and

on every level of civilization, with essentially the

same single formi , which long ago , before the

conditions existed for the development of numer

ous separate centers of civilization, was imparted

by one race to another over the earth ; and this it

will regard as in close connection with mankind
of today, with the race which has raised all its

great new creations upon that common foundation ,

of which many a fragment still remains unaltered

in its hands. At no distant future , no one will

write a history of the world without touching upon

those peoples which have nothitherto been

regarded as possessing a history , because they

have left no records written or graven in stone .

History consists of action ; and how unimportant

beside this is the question ofwriting or not writ.

ing, how wholly immaterial, besides the facts of

doing and making, is the word that describes

them . Here also ethnography will show the way

to juster notions.” Ratzel, “ History of Man

kind ," Part 1. , p . 5 .

The Dawn of Mind. — " This leads us , how

ever, to the fourth of the sources from which we

were to gather a hint or two with regard to the

past of Mind - the savage. No one should pro

nounce upon the Evolution of Mind till he has

seen a savage. By this is not meant the show sav.

age of an Australian town , or the quay Kaffir

of a South African port, or the Reservation In

dian of a Western State ; but the savage as he is in

reality, and as he may be seen today by any who

care to look upon so weird a spectacle . No study

from the life can compare with this in interest or

in pathos, nor stir so many strange emotions in the

mind of a thoughtful man . To sit with this in

calculable creature in the heart of the great forest;

to live with him in his natural home as the guest

of Nature, to watch his ways and moods and try to

resolve the ceaseless mystery ofhis thoughts-this ,

whether the existing savage represents this primi

tive savage or not, is to open oneofthe workshops

of Creation and behold the half-finished product

from which humanity has been evolved .

The world is getting old , but the traveler who

cares to follow the daybreak of Mind for himself

can almost do so still. Selecting a regionwhere
the wand of western civilization has scarcely

reached , let him begin with a cruise in the Malay

archipelago or in the coral seas of the Southern

Pacific. He may find himself there even yet

on spots on which no white foothas ever trod ,on

islands where unknown races have worked out
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their destiny for untold centuries, whose teening

peoples have no name, and whose habits and mode

of life are only kyown to the outer world through
a ship's telescope. As he coasts along, he will see

the dusky figures steal like shades among the

trees; or hurry past in their bark canoes, or crouch

in fear upon the coral sand . He can watch them

gather the bread-fruit from the tree and pull the

cocoanut from the palm and root out the taro for

a meal which , all the year round and all the cen.

turies through , has never changed. In an hour or

two he can compass almost the whole round of

their simple life, and realize the gulf between him.

self and them in at least one way–in the utter

impossibility offraming to himself an image of

the mental world of men and women whose only

world is this. ” - Henry Drummond, “ The Ascent

of Man , " pp. 142, 143 .
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7. GENERAL OUTLINE. - Anthropology , Culture , Humanities, Savagery, Progress.

8. LANGUAGE . - Eye,Ear, Gesture, Pictographs, Writing, Instrumental sounds, Progress.

9. INDUSTRY. - Exploitation, Manufacture,

Transportation and Travel , Exchange , En.

joyment, Forces of Nature , Mechanical

Forces, Inventions

10. THE FINE ARTS.– Definition , Music , Visi

ble Art, How Invented , Progress.

11. SOCIOLOGY. – Its Organs, Interrelation,

Progress, Motives and Machines, Periods.

12. KNOWLEDGE . - Nature's Contribution , Ex

planation, Anthropomorphism , Practice
and Theory .

LL

7 .

ties ?

8 .

QUESTIONS .

In what two ways does Anthropology
study man ?

What are their mutual influences ?

What sciences contribute to our knowledge of past
culture ?

Into what sciences may the science of
culture be divided ? Why are these called humani

Has culture-change beenfor the better or the
worse ?

Have the Troglodytes changed since the

time of Herodotus ? Hasevolution produced kinds,

orgrades of men ? How does organization differ

from multiplication ?
Tusayan Mealing -Stones. Origin of Roller -Mills.

What senses are avenues of speech ? Name
the three kinds of speech to the eye. State the four

sources of speech to the eye . What does speech reveal ? How has speech changed ? How is language

used inEthnology. Howin thestudyof Religion ? How isold material combined and modified to
form new ? Whatrelationexists between picture-writing andmodernscript?

Defineand classify the industrial arts. In what respect has change occurred here ? Name some

natural forces that have been harnessed .How hasinvention itself progressed ?
Define fine arts . How is progress measured here ?: Classify musical instruments. How

old is literature ? Name some forms of savage art. What is the origin of art- forms ? Specify the

originalsof somemodernmusical instruments. What is a skeuomorph Illustrate.

Name the two ends of society. How is each humanity related to the others? How have
improvements in society originated ? Comparesocial progresswithmechanical invention . Between

whatspheresdoes society change? Name theculture periods.
What do natural phenomena demand from man ?

What is folk-lore? Whatwasthe first basisof science ? Whathasmodernsciencedone ? Has progress
inali humanitiesbeen synchronous; e.g .,in knowledge and in virtue ? Explainthe " newhistory."
Describe the savage according toDrummond.

9 .

10 .

11 .

12.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

2.

Take stock of your present knowledge in the six humanities, in order to realize how much you
need to pursuethis course in Religion .

Note some changes in speech now taking place in ( 1) changes of meaning, (2) introduction of
nere words, (3 ) loss of old ones. How many of your acquaintances usemay and can with proper dis.

3. Grade the peoplesof the world according to inventiveness.
4. Seek cases of the principles stated herefrom someHistory of Art.

5. Search for thepresent-dayfactors in social change,
6. Which does society need more, increase of knowledge or closer conformity to what it knows ?

crimination ?



THE RELIGIONS OF NORTH AND

SOUTH AMERICA.

BY

GEORGE A. DORSEY, Ph.D. , Assistant Curator of Anthropology in the Field Columbian

Museum , Chicago, Ill .

A

13. INTRODUCTION .

T the time of the discovery of America, four hundred years ago, there

existed on the continent numerous groups of people, each differing from

its neighbor in one or more phases of culture or physical structure.

Among these groups some were very low in the scale of civilization ,

while others had reached a high plane of civilization. As the religions

of any people may be regarded as one of the many phases of culture, and as the char

acter of the religion of any particular people is very largely determined by the gen

eral status of its culture, we may expect to find many degrees or kinds of religion

among these varying aborigines of America.

It is well also to bear inmind the fact that the status of the religion of a people,

as well as the general status of its culture, is largely determined by environment,

by which is meant climate, fauna and flora, physiography, fertility of the soil , etc.

Now, as we have on the American continent regions which present wide diversities

of environment, we must be prepared to find equally wide divergences, not only of

culture, but of religion . The religion of the Eskimo, dwelling in the far north sur

rounded by eternal ice and snow, is not and cannot be the same as the religion of

the Guarani , who lives in the hot fertile plains of the Amazon basin, surrounded as

he is by luxurious vegetation and situated in a region where the necessaries of

life are provided by nature with a lavish hand. Likewise the religion of the

Quichuao, who dwell on the great plateaus and lofty valleys of the Andes of Peru ,

will reflect in large measurethe grandeur, subliinity and fierceness of their aerial

home, while the religion of their cousins, the Yuncas, who live on the coast valleys

of Peru, will reflectsomething of the joyousness and vivacity which would natur

ally be engendered by their surroundings.

But the study of the religions of the races of man has revealed the truth that

the human mind, wherever found or in whatever age, is constructed on a more or

less uniform plan , and so we find countless similarities and homologies running all

through the religions of the peoples of America. We find that the substance or the
58
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Eskimo

Group

North West

final result is nearly the same throughout the continent. The manner in which the

ultimate result has been reached of course varies ; there is a wide variation in the

manner in which the phenomena of religion are expressed, and even in the inter

pretation of these phenomena. Finally, it must be noted that in at least two

regions of America, Mexico and Peru ,the peoples had reached such a high phase of

culture that their religion is worthy

of special consideration, and a

lesson will be devoted to each of

these two peoples. In the preced

ing three lectures will be considered

in order, (a ) fundamental beliefs

or religious ideas in general ; (b) CoastGroup

the idea of a future life, with

special reference to the cultus of

the dead ; and (c) the material

expression of those religious ideas.

As the ground to be covered is

very extensive, reference cannot be

made, as a general rule, to special Mexican

tribes, but must be restricted to
Group.

comment
large groups which have much in

common . These groups are called
CentralAmericanfroup

culture - groups, and a reference to

themap shows that nine have been North America , showing Culture -Groups.

distinguished. These are : ( 1 ) the

Arctic , occupying the northernmost regions of America ; ( 2 ) the Northwest group,

occupying the coast from the Columbia river to the southern limits of Alaska; (3 )

the Plains group, occupying the Missisippi Valley; (4) the Pueblo group, occu

pying Utah, New Mexico and Arizona ; (5) the Mexican group ; (6) the Chibcha

group, occupying the United States of Colombia ; ( 7 ) the Peruvian group ; (8 )

the Amazon group, and (9) the Pampean group, occupying the entire region south
of Bolivia and Brazil . (Note maps carefully .)

Plainsbroup

Pueblo

Groups

13. INTRODUCTION. less than 2,000 Indians strive to maintain them

selves by agriculture from a barren sandy soil
The Tusayan Ritual .—The people concern . which a white farmer would despise .

ingwhom I shall speak arecommonly called the Ifthere is one physicai featurewhich may be

Mokis , although they prefer to be known as the said to characterize Tusayan , it is the paucity of

Hopi. They live in a region of Arizona, which water, or rather its unequal distribution in differ

from its discovery in the middle of thesixteenth ent seasons of the year .

century , has been designated Tusayan . TheHopi The character of animal life is also significant,

or Tusayan Indiansbelong to the so -called village for it is of such a nature as to exert a profound

or pueblo people - the peculiar culture of prehis- influence. A race dependent on animal food alone

toric Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah . would have starved for game. The great rumi

While whatI shallsayespecially concerns one nants, as the bison, which more than any other

group , it may in a general way be applied to the animal influenced the culture of the Indians of the

culture of a wide territory called the pueblo area great plains of the Mississippi, never visited this

of the southwestern part of the United States. In region. Nodomesticated animals made pastoral

a natural sequence a discussionof the effect of culture possible .There were small rodents,many
environmentwould follow a statement of the dis- rabbits and hares, and a scanty supply of antelope

tinctive charactersof the physical features which in distant mountains. Unpromising as was the

characterize surroundings; and in order that you soil for agriculture, the resources of the hunter

may have an idea of the climatic conditions of weremuch less, and in this region man was forced

Tusayan , let ustake a few moments to consider to become an agriculturist .

these peculiarities of the environment. In phys- It is, therefore, clear thatthe sedentary agricul.

ical featuresthis province is a part of thegreat tural life of the Tusayan Indian is the direct result

arid zoneof the Rocky Mountains, to whichin of organic and inorganic surroundings. Forced

former times was given the name of Great Ameri- from some reason unknown to me to live in a land

On all sides it is isolated by where animals were so few that he could not sub

dry deserts, a dreary extent of mountains,mesas, sist from the products of the chase, he found a

and aridplainsabout6,000 feetabove the level of possible food supply in plant life,andheaccepted
In this unpromising land a few the inevitable . He adopted the life which environ

can Desert.

the sea .
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yan ritual.

ment dictated, and accepting things as they were, solve even these into effects of environment, but

worked out his culture on the possible lines of their universality would seem to show that they
development. He raised crops of maize, melons, are not due to the special climatic condition of

and beans, cultivated and harvested various grains, aridity characteristic of Tusayan . I do not regard
but at times when other things failed found food it pertinent to my discussion to attempt to explain

in cacti and the meal ofpiñon nuts. Accepting the their origin , but we can better appreciate the Tusa

inevitable, man's ritual became a mirror of that

part of his environment which most intimately I havelimited inyself to showing that the arid
affected his necessities. The irregularity of the climatic conditions are reflected from the rites of

rains, and the possibility that the corn may not one tribe of Indians, and it would be instructive to
grow , developed the ritual in the direction indi. see whether these facts are of importance from the

cated. As long as the processes of nature go on comparative side. There are other equally arid
without change, no special rain or growth cere- regions of the globe where we might justly look
monials would develop. In a bountiful soil which for the same results if this climatic condition is as

powerful in themodification of cults as implied.

There are marked similarities in the climate of

Arabia , of Peru , and of Assyria , and as a conse

quence startling resemblances in their rituals.

Chibcha
But there are many differences; and we thus de

Braun tect that our analysis of causes has not been com

plete or ultimate, for we have limited it to but one

powerful element in the modifications of cere

izdi Group
monials.

Environment is a complicated nexus of influ

Gidup .
ences , organic and inorganic, threads of which we

can successfully trace a certain distance, but which

eludes as we go further . There are many effects
where causes remain to be discovered , and many

climatic influences on cults have yet to be clearly

discerned .

It would be lamentable if environment should

Pampen become a word to conjure with , or if we should use

Group. it to cover ignorance of that which we cannot ex

plain . I have tried to show that one highly com

plicated ritual is so plastic that it responds to

climatic conditions, but there are elements in it

due to some other unknown cause.

So environment is a potent influence on the cul

ture of man , but there are laws, as yet not clearly

made out , back of it which control the evolution
of man .

When in the struggle for existence the fittest

South America , showing Culture -Groups.
came to be measured by degrees ofintelligence,

and no longer by superiority of bodily structure,

never fails the farmer, where the seed dropped in climatic conditions were still powerful to modify

the ground is sure to germinate, and the rains are and stimulate thought. The increase in intelli

constant , no ritual would originate to bring about gence due to these agents did not develop a new

what was sure to come. But let natural processes species, for, to whatever heights he rises, man still

be capricious , awake in a primitive mind the fear remains Homo sapiens. If, then , the specific

that these processes may not recur , let him become identity of all individual men on the globe today

conscious that the rains may not come, and he is true , the superstitions which we have studied

evolves a ritual to prevent its failure . He is abso- are errors of minds like our own, but imperfectly

lutely driven to devise ceremonials by which to developed and modified by environment. In her

affect those supernatural beings whom he believes mistakes, said the great naturalist Geoffroy St.

cause the rain and the growth of his crops . The Hilaire , nature betrays her secrets. By a study of

cults of a primitive people are products of their erroneous workings of the mind and their probable

necessities, and they become complicated as the causes we can discover the nature of mind. Below

probability of their needs not being met are un- all ceremonials among all men , savage or barbar

certain . The two needs which sorely pressed the ous, may be traced aspirations akin to ourown,

Hopi farmer were rain to water his crops and the since they spring from our common nature. Until

growth and maturity of his corn . My problem , some philosopher shall arise who can so analyze

therefore, is to show by illustrations that the two environment as to demonstrate that the great

components, rain -making and growth ceremonials, religious teachers of man , who, suddenly appear

characterize the Tusayan ritual, as aridity is the ing, have stimulated the race to great bounds in

epitome of the distinctive climatic features of the progress, were solely the productsof surroundings,

region in which it has been developed. wemay believe that there is another most potent

There are , as before stated , certain elemental influence behind environment controlling the

components of all cults which are as widespread as development of culture . Throughout all history

man , and apparently exist independentlyof clim- man , from his own consciousness, has recognized

atic conditions. These elements are psychical , that controlling influence to be higher than envi.

subjective, and occur wherever man lives in ronment , and no science nor philosophy has yet

deserts, islands, forests, plains, under every degree succeeded in banishing the thought from his

of latitude and temperature. A more profound mind.-J. Walter Fewkes, " Smithsonian Report

ph losophical analysis than I can makemay re- for 1895 ," pp . 634, 685, 686, 699, 700 .

09
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14. GENERAL RELIGIOUS BELIEFS.

When we examine the religion of any primitive people, we find that it resolves

itself into , first, certain beliefs concerningthe supernatural, and secondly, ritual or

the rites and ceremonies attendant upon the beliefs.

The fundamental belief of Americans, as of nearly all primitive peoples, is that

all nature is animated; that every object, both animate and inanimate, lives and has

a soul or spirit ; and primitive man acts accordingly. It is outside our purpose to

attempt to describe the manner in which such ideas arose; we are concerned here only

WMDL

Conjuring a Meteor by the Bororo of Brazil . The central figures are offering cigars to induce the meteor not to harm them .

with the beliefs themselves. The belief in the existence of a human soul seems to

have been universal in America. The Eskimos thought that the soul could leave

the body in the night, go hunting, dancing or visiting. Among most of the Ameri

can tribes it was held that the soul could detatch itself from the body and wander

about more or less at will . Some tribes had clearly defined notions of the appear

ance of the soul , knew how it looked , its color, and even its dimensions. Animals

as well as men had souls , and this belief extended so far that domestic animals

were almost always slain, that their souls might accompany the souls of their dead

masters . Even the trees, the flowers, the stones, all objects of nature, to the Indian

think and feel. The voice of nature is to him something real and tangible. The

flowingof the river, the voice ofthe wind , the roar of the billows, and the waving

to and fro of the tree are not the results of natural forces, but are looked upon as

the actions of so many beings. And the Indian is constantly struggling to escape

their enmity, or courting the favor of their power.

But his belief in souls is not confined to the material objects of this earth ;

there are higher spirits or souls. There is even among the Plains Indians a word

which signifies whatever is wonderful or mysterious or superhuman . There exists

a Spirit World from which revelations are received at times by means of dreams.

But higher still is the pantheon of souls or gods who dominate the universe.

These gods are usually the personified forces of nature, such as the Wind, Rain, or
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Thunder God , or the Gods of the Four Quarters. Sometimes one of the gods stands

foremost in veneration of the Americans, sometimes another ( I ). But rarely does one

God exceed another in ethical qualities. Among some few tribes there existed a

more or less clearly defined idea of monotheism . The chief god might be the Great

Spirit or, as with the Mexicans and Peruvians, the Sun. He it was who created

and peopled the world , and to him were their prayers addressed. With some of the

Brazilian tribes the Supreme Being is Tupa, the Father or Thunder ; he it was

who gave them fire and their edible roots. The Tampean Indians venerate not so

much a beneficent God as the Evil Spirit .

To the American Indian all nature is not only animate, but can be explained.

He asks the cause of liis existence ; how he came into being ; how was the earth

created ; what makes the stars to shine ; what means the peculiarity of this animal,

the plumage of that bird ? And lie has an answer for all tliese questions. At times

his answer is very long ; it is a tale or myth. The mythology of America is

extremely rich and beautiful, and is well worthy of close study. These myths

have been carefully analyzed, and are found to be very much the same for all

America. The most common myth is that of the national hero, who is generally

regarded as the author of creation , and the father and benefactor of mankind. He

gave to the people their clothing ; taught them the arts of agriculture, of weaving

and of hunting ; gave them their laws and taught them their religion . But the

myth also recounts how he is one of two or four brothers, born of a virgin mother.

He overcomes the other brother or brothers after a long conflict. He appeared in

the East , is of white complexion, with long beard and clad in flowing robes. He

hias returned to the East and there he rests from his labors, but is expected to return .

The Indian , in such a myth as this, is at first simply attempting to explain the

phenomena of light and darkness, the four quarters, the dawn, etc. In a similar

manner he accounts for all the phenomena of nature. But in the course of time the

myth loses its original meaning, and becomes to liim a veritable Book of Genesis,

and is incorporated as part of his religion .

14. GENERAL RELIGIOUS BELIEFS .

( 1 ) Quetzalcoatl , the Hero of Tula.— “ But it

was not Quetzalcoatl the god, the mysterious creator

of the visible world , on whom thethoughts of the

Aztec race delighted to dwell, but on Quetzalcoatl ,

high priest in the glorious city of Tollan (Tula) ,

the teacher of the arts, the wise lawgiver, the vir.

tuous prince , the master builder and the merciful

judge.

Here, again , though the scene is transferred

from heaven to earth and from the cycles of other

worlds to a date not extremely remote, the story

continues to be of his contest with Tezcatlipoca, and

of the wiles of this enemy, now diminished to a

potent magician and jealous rival , to dispossess
and drive him from famous Tollan.

No one versed in the metaphors of mythology

can be deceived by the thin veil of local color

which surrounds the myth in this its terrestial and

historic form . Apart from its being but a

repetition or continuation of the genuine ancient

account of the conflict of day and night, light and

darkness, which I hive already given , the name

Tollan is enough to point out the place and the
powers with which the story deals. For this

Tollan , where Quetzalcoatl reigned , is not by any
jeans, as some have supposed , the little town of

mula, still alive , a dozen leagues or so northwest

from the city of Mexico ; nor was it , as the legend

usually stated , in some undefined locality from six

hundred to a thousand leagues northwest of that

city ; nor yet in Asia, as some antiquaries have

maintained ; nor, indeed, anywhere upon this

weary world; but it was, as the name denotes, and

as the native historian , Tezozomoc, long since

translated it , where the bright sun lives, and where

the god of light forever rules so long as that orb

is in the sky. Tollan isbut a scyncopated form of

Tonatlan, the Place of the Sun." - D . G. Brinton ,

" American Hero-Myths,” pp. 82, 83.

Tlapallan.—The original home of the Toltecs

was said to have been in Tlapallan - the very same

Red Land to which Quetzalcoatl was fabled to have

returned; only the former was distinguished as

Old Tlapallap - Hue Tlapallan-as being that from

which he and they had emerged . Other myths

called it the Place of Sand, Xalac, an evident refer.

ence to the sandy sea strand , the same spot where

it was said that Quetzalcoatl was last seen, beyond

which the sun rises and below which he sinks.

Thither he returned when driven from Tollan , and

reigned over his vassals many years in peace .

We cannot mistake this Tlapallan , new or old.

Whether it is bathed in the purple and gold of the

rising sun or in the crimson and carnation of his

setting, it always was, as Sahagun tells us, with

all needed distinctness, “ the City of the Sun , ”

the home of light and color , whence their leader,

Quetzalcoatl had come, and whither he was sum.
moned to return . - Ibid ,p . 89 .

Dr. Brinton proceeds to relate stories about

Quetzalcoatl, which also prove to be nature .

myths .
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15 . IMMORTALITY AND CULTUS OF THE DEAD .

What becomes of the soul after death ? According to the belief of practically

all the American tribes , the soul lives on under conditions similar to those known

here. But while in America the belief in a future life is almost universal , there is

only the faintest conception of an immaterial spirit . The Indian heaven is simply

a happier earthly existence; indeed it is a happy hunting-ground . Sometimes the

location of the home of the departed is in the depths of the ocean , or in deep and

rocky caverns. To some of the Plains Indians, accustomed to suffer from cold,

heaven is a warm and delightful place where the buffalo is ever to be found, and

where summer reigns eternal . With other tribes the location of the region of the

spirit world is placed vaguely in the Far West, or the Under World, while the

Peruvians believed that after death they went beyond the mountains and the sea .

The belief in an under world is not uncommon in America. With some tribes the

idea prevails that the soul enters the bowels of the earth , and the Tacullis believe

that the soul can return in human

form to visit friends. The souls of

the braves of the Lower Mississippi

tribes dwelt in the sun , as did also

those of the Mexicans. Still other

tribes , as those of the Plains group,

held to the loftier conception that

the happy hunting- ground was in

the sky, where the souls travel

along the “ Path of the Dead. "

But their future life is not univers

ally held by Americans to be of a

joyous nature. The land of Mictlan

ofthe Mexicans is gloomy, and there

eternal joy does not prevail. Nor

with some tribes arethe blessings

of a future life to be enjoyed by all . The souls of Amazons who in life were

cowards are to dwell in waste and barren lands, while the souls of the effeminate

and worthless descend to the Evil Spirit to suffer torment. But with practically all

American aborgines the good Indian is the good warrior or the good hunter.

They had not reached the point of making an ethical distinction between good and
bad .

Holding, as a general rule, a firm belief in some form of future life, the Indian

made material provision for that life. In no other part of the world are the burial

rites more varied or interesting than they are in Ainerica. All tribes have some

ceremony which accompanies the disposal of the dead, and in practically every

instancethis ceremony has as its underlying motive the preparation of thebody for

the future state; and the fact that this future existence is simply a continuation,

under more favorable circumstances, ofthis life, is amply illustrated by an examina
tion of the various burial customs.

With some tribes , as the Eskimo and Northwest group, the dead are wrapped

in blankets, provided with food and implements, andplaced above the ground ,
sometimes in coffins hollowed out of large trees. With many of the Plains

Indians the dead are placed on scaffoldings. But by far the greater number of

tribes in other parts of America bury the dead in the ground. In the Ohio and

Lower Mississippi Valley earth mounds, often of great size, were heapedover the

graves ( 1 ) . Among the Chibchas the carefully wrapped bodies were placed in niches

in long, winding subterranean passages,which often extended to a great distance
into the sides of the hills. A similar custom was that of the Quichuas of leru,

Indian Mounds at Marietta , Ohio .
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while the Yuncas of Peru excavated deep graves in the earth which were often care

fully lined with rock or adobe brick . With the dead were placed dishes of food ,

jars of water or drink of some sort, hunting and fishing implements, and instruments

of war ; the dog was killed and placed beside his master, and occasionally, as among

the Chibchas, the wives of the chief were killed and placed beside the dead husband.

So complete is the set of accompanying objects in the graves of the Peruvians that

it becomes easy to determine the position or rank of and the amount of wealth pos

sessed by the owner during life.

Various ceremonies attended the burial . There were lamentations and fastings,

and sometimes bodily mutilations on the part of friends and relatives, or at the

death of a chief or ruler certain dances which often lasted through many days

and nights. These funeral ceremonies are of various natures. They may be for

the purpose of hastening the soul of the departed on its long journey, or of prevent

ing the return of the the soul ; or they may be ofthe nature of vows and penances
and promises to lead a better life. But through all the various cults of the dead in

America runs the theme of a future life ( 2 ) .

11

15. IMMORTALITY AND CULTUS OF means of determining angles , for a cord and a

THE DEAD. bundle of stakes would be a sufficientset of instru .

ments to lay out any of them . ”—E. B. Tylor,

( 1 ) Mound -Builders.- " In districts where the “ Primitive Culture," Vol. I., P. 56 .

pative tribes known in modern times do not rank (2) Gitchi Gauzini was a chief who lived on the

high even as savages, there formerly dwelt a race
shores of Lake Superior, and once, after a few

whom ethnologists call the Mound -Builders, from days' illness , he seemed to die. He had been a

the amazing extent of their mounds and enclos- skillful hunter, and had desired that a fine gun ,

ures , of which there is a single group occupying which he possessed, should be buried with him
an area of four square miles. To have constructed when he died. Butsome of his friends not think

ing him really dead , his body was not buried ; his

widow watched him for four days ; he came back

to life, and told his story . After death, he said,

his ghost traveled on the broad road of the dead

toward the happy land , passing overgreat plains

of luxuriant herbage, seeing beautiful groves,and

hearing the songs of innumerable birds, till at

last, from the summit of a hill, he caught sight of
the distant city of the dead, far across an inter

mediate space, partly veiledin the mist, and span.

gled with glitteringlakes and streams. He came
in view of herds of stately deer, and moose , and

other game, which with little fear walked near his

path . But he had no gun , and remembering how

he had requested his friends to puthis gun in his

grave, he turned back to go and fetch it . Then

he met face to face the train of men, women and

children who were traveling toward the city of

the dead . They were heavily laden with guns,

pipes, kettles, mats and other articles; women

were carrying basket-work and painted paddles,

and little boys had their ornamented clubs and

their bows and arrows, the presents of their friends.

Refusing a gun which an overburdened traveler

offered him , the ghost of Gitchi Gauzini traveled

back in quest of hisown, and at last reached the

place where he had died . There he could see only

a great fire beſore and around him, and finding

the flames barring his passage on every side, he

made a desperateleap through , and awoke from

his trance . Having concluded his story , he give

Peruvian Mummy Pack. his auditors this counsel, that they should no

longer deposit so many burdensome things with

such works the Mound -Builders must have been a thedead , delaying them on their journey to the

numerous population, mainly subsisting by agri- place of repose, so that almost everyone he met

culture , and indeed vestiges of their ancient complained bitterly. It would be wiser, he said ,

tillage are still to be found. The civilization of only to put such things in the grave as the de

these people has been , however, sometimes over- ceased was particularly attached to, or made a

rated . " Their earth works did not require, as has formal request to have deposited with him.

been thought , standards of measurement and Tylor, “ Primitive Culture," Vol. I., p. 481.

RANDY Tani
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16. RITES AND CEREMONIES.

In wliat manner does the American exhibit his religious belief ? First, by means

of prayer ( 1 ). But prayer in America , as with all primitive peoples, takes the form of
sacrifice . The Indian prays for rain , for success in war or in the chase, but he does

not ask something for nothing. He offers something in exchange, he sacrifices

something. The idea of " I giveyou, you giveme has prevailed
very largely in America . The gift may be the glow of a fire at

night, or the fragrant fumes of tobacco, the breaking of a vessel,

the killing of a favorite dog, or even , as among the Mexicans, the

slaughter of innocent children or women , so powerful had be

come the idea of an avenging, blood -thirsty godwho must be ap

peased at any cost. The American also believed in the efficacy

of amulets and charms, but this idea did not prevail to such an

extent as it did in other parts of the world , in Africa for exam

ple. To prove that this form of belief did prevail in America,

however , we have only to examine the medicine-man's bag of

the Plains Indians, or the bags suspended from the necks of the

mummy packs in Peru. Here we find bits of liair,

curiously shaped pebbles, etc. These objects were sup

posed to contain certain mysterious powers. They could

prevent disease, cure the sick, give success in the hunt

and in war, ward off evil spirits, and in many ways con

tribute to the comfort or happiness of their possessor.

From stones and other objects of nature which

bear a likeness to the liuman forin, to the fashioning of

stone and wood into a more perfect representation of Prayer-Stick of the Tusayan Indians.

it, is an easy though slow process. We find in many

parts of America, especially in Mexico and Peru, countless images of spirits or gods,

sometimes of colossal size, and executed with great faithfulness. These images

or idols , as they are usually called , often took the place of the deity they are sup

posed to represent, and to themwere offered vows; before these their devotees muti
lated themselves, and of

fered sacrifice. Special

slirines were built in which

these idols were housed,

and to this motive more

than to any other are we

indebted for the finest

works of architecture in

America.

The Indians of the Plains

had their sacred tent , the

Amazon tribes their sacred

glade in the forest, while

throughout the Ohio Val

ley still survive those won

Altar of the Antelope Priests in the Snake Dance of the Tusayan Indians. derful enclosures and cere

monial mounds which are

not surpassed by any similar earth works in the world. These sacred places might

represent the serpent, as the famous serpent in Ohio, or they resembled animal or

bird forms, as in Wisconsin. Could we but picture the scene which must have

been enacted whenthese altars were dedicated, we should have a vision of barbaric

splendor which has seldom been surpassed . Over the altars were made mighty
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fires, and upon these fires were sacrificed countless numbers of pearl beads, costly

gold and silver and copper ornaments, obsidian implements, and images and figures

cut froin mica, carved in bone, or moulded in clay.

With such rites and ceremonies as these there must needs be a leader, and we

find throughout America a powerful priesthood . The priest may be the spiritual

chief alone , as is most usual, or he may have combined with his spiritual power

secular authority as well. This condition prevailed to the fullest extent both in

Mexico and Peru. Indeed, in Peru the king or inca was supposed to be of

divine ancestry. Of the names given to the priests by Europeans those of “ shaman ”

on the northwest coast and “ medicine man " in the Plains, are the most common .

So powerful was the shaman that the name shamanism has been applied to the religion

of the Northwest Coast Indians. But throughout the whole of America the priest

is well nigh all powerful. He it is who performs the ceremonies at the birth of the
child, who initiates the youth into manhood , who performs the funeral rites . He

announces the time of the chase and the auspicious time for war. He commands

the rain and the seasons , administers to the sick , wards off disease and evil

spirits. In some of the Pueblo tribes there exist mysterious secret societies among

the priesthood, entrance into which is possible only after long ceremonies of initiation .

These societies in some respects are unique in the history of the primitive religions

of the world. The priest is the leader of the dance, a function which is almost uni

versal in America. Dances are of all sorts, but are in nearly every instance religious

in their nature, and often conifected with sacred myths. The priest , clad in

his sacred robes of office and arined with his symbol of authority, the drum or

rattle , is a familiar figure to all students of aboriginal Ainerican history.

16. RITES AND CEREMONIES.

( 1 ) Indian Prayer and War Song.-A Nootka In

dian , preparing for war, prayed thus : “ Great

Quahootze, let me live, not be sick , find the

enemy , not fear him , find him asleep, and kill a

great many of him .” There is more pathos in

these lines from the war - song of a Delaware :

" O Great Spirit there above ,

Have pity on my children

And niy wife.

Prevent that they shall mourn for me.

Let me succeed in this undertaking ,

That I may slay my enemy

And bring home the tokens of victory

To my dear family and my friends,

That we may rejoice together.

Have pity onme and protect my life,

And I will bring thee an offering ."

The following two prayers are among those re

corded by Molina , from the memory of aged men

who described to him the religion of Peru under

the Incas , in whose rites they had themselves

borne part. The first is addressed to the Sun , the

second to the World-creator :

" O Sun ! Thou who has said , Let there be

Cuzcos and Tampus, grant that there thy children

may conquer all other people. We beseech thee

that thy children the, Yncas, may be conquerers

always; for this thou hast created them . "

" O conquering Uiracocha ! Everpresent Uira
cocha ! Thou who are in the ends of the earth

without equal. Thou who gavest life and valor

to men , saying, 'Let this be a man!' and to women ,

saying , 'Let this be a woman ! ' Thou who madest

them and gavest them being ! Watch over them

that they may live in health and peace. Thou

who are in the high heavens, and among the

clouds of the tempest , grant this with long life,

and accept this sacrifice, O Uiracocha !" — Tylor,

“ Primitive Culture," Vol. II., pp. 366.7.

Aztec Prayer. – Among the senii-civilized

Aztecs, in the elaborate ritual, which from its early

record and its original characteristics seems to

have at least a partial authenticity, we mark the

appearance of ethical prayer . - Ibid, p . 373 .

Tusayan Altar. ( See cut, page 65 ).- The altar

of the Antelope priests is of especial interest to

us in considering the rain -making motives of the

ritual . It consists of an elaborate mosaic or pic

ture made of six different colored sands spread

on the floor and surrounded by a border of the
same material.

The picture represents sixteen semi-circular

figures of four different colors, the symbols of rain

clouds of the four cardinal directions. From one

side of this composite picture are drawn parallel

lines representing falling rain . This sand picture,
with accompanying fetishes , is known as the rain

cloud altar, the home of the rain clouds.- ). W.

Fewkes, “ The Tusayan Ritual,” p . 694 .

Tusayan Prayer Stick . ( See cut , page 65) . —

Seated about this altar for seven consecutive days

the Antelope priests daily sing sixteen songs to

consecrate prayer sticks , which are later deposited

in shrines to the rain gods. These prayer bearers

consist oftwo sticks painted green and tied together

midway in their length . At the point where they

are bound is fastened a small packet of sacred meal,

while to the same is also bound a feather of the

wild turkey. This feather is aptly chosen, for the

turkey is associated in their mythology with a

time or place when the surface of the earth was

muddy, and as they say the black tip of thefeather

was colored by the turkey dragging his tail in the

black mud . To this prayer bearer is likewise

attached two herbs - one niale, the other female

plants which love the water. - Ibid , pp. 694, 695 .
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17. THE RELIGION OF MEXICO.

On the central plateau of Mexico arose an indigenous civilization which in some

respects was the most worthy of admiration ofany in America. Warlike and

aggressive, the Aztecs had extended their sway on every side ; they built towns and

cities and roads, brought agriculture to a high condition, had an elaborate system

of law and government, and a complicated system of religion , the basis of which

was nature worship. But it is the grandeur of its temples, the number, and power

of its gods, the extent of its mythology, the elaborateness of its rites, and the influ

ence of its priesthood that make the Aztec religion so interesting and in some ways

unique. The center of this religious system is the temple. This is not an enclosure,

in the common usage of the word , but a pyra

mid built in successive steps or terraces , and

terminating in a broad , level platform at the sum

mit . On this summit was placed the altar, and

here were performed the human sacrifices which

render the Aztec religion so repulsive to us.

Connected with the temples or teocallis, " abodes

of the gods," were structures which sheltered the

priests and the paraphernalia used in religious

ceremonies. On some of the temples were sanctu

aries which enshrined the idols or gods .

To carry on this religion required the services

of large numbers of priests and priestesses, whose

influence was very powerful. These were divided

into various orders, each having its proper dress .

Their rank depended generally upon the power of

the god in whose service they were. In some

districts the high priests were related to the king.

The power of the priests extended not only over

all purely religious affairs, but embraced as well

many civil and domestic functions. They anointed

the king and conferred with him in all important

matters of state. They performed the rites atten
dant

on the birth of the child ; they superintended his education , performed

marriage ceremonies, and officiated at funerals . They administered oaths and

vows, imposed fasts and penances and heard confessions.

In the religious system of the Aztecs, first in order came the various gods, and

chief among these wasthe Sun, and Aztecs called themselves the “ Children ofthe
Sun. "

Although no temples were specially devoted to the Sun -god, yet all temples

to whatever divinity dedicated, were also his. Other important gods were

Huitzilipochtli, the God of War (1); Tezcatlipoca, the Omniscient; Tlaloc, the God of

Water or the Thunderer; and the inventive Quetzalcoatl. But the gods were almost

numberless, a fact which is best explained by the supposition , that as the Aztecs

extended their sway they incorporated into their pantheon the gods of the conquered .

Many ofthese gods form the centers of elaborate myths, that of Quetzalcoatl, the

Light- god, being themost important. Inaddition Aztecs worshipped the moon and

stars , the sacred fire, certain animals and precious stones . Therewere special gods

of familiesandprovinces,ofranks and occupations and even of vices. A species of

an cestor worship also prevailed, for all the dead were worshipped and considered as

gods ; images of them werepreserved in order that their memory inight be retained .

Preparations for a future life were made on an elaborate scale, each receiving

treatment peculiar to the manner in which he died , for this deterinined to a certain

extent the conditions or place of the soul in the other world. With the dead were

Mexican Idol .
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placed food and drink , and all objects supposed to be useful in the future world.

Wives and concubines even were killed and buried with the dead . At the funeral

incense was burned, and the mourners sang and danced. Offerings to the dead and
mourning were kept up for long periods, four years being the maximum limit. As

to the final resting place of souls there were three beliefs. The souls of those who

died in war or captivity went to the House of the Sun and their bodies were

cremated ; those who died from lightning, dropsy, etc. , or who had been drowned,

were buried and their souls went to the Land of Tlaloc ; while the bodies of all

others were buried and their souls went to the Land of Mictlan, the Home of the

Dead. The first class, or those who went to the House of the Sun, for

four years enjoyed the most intense happiness and then they departed to enter into

the clouds or animate some bird. The Land of Tlaloc was considered a most

delightful spot in every respect , it was a celestial paradise. The Land of Mictlan

was in the far north ; it was enshrouded in darkness, but there was no suffering.

Existence here also was continued for only four years , after which the souls departed

to the “ nine hells. "

That there was to be an eternal existence of the human soul does not seem to

have been clearly believed, but a vague idea of the transmigration of souls was

undoubtedly one of the tenets of their belief. This idea, however, never reached

in Mexico, or in any part of America, the prominence which it held in the faith of

peoples in parts of theold world .

17. THE RELIGION OF MEXICO.

( 1 ) Narrative ofBernal Diaz.- " Montezuma in

vited us to enter a little tower, where in a kind of

chamber , or hall , stood what appeared like two

altars covered with rich embroidery .” ( What

His body was girt with things like great

serpents, made with gold and precious stones, and

in one hand he held a bow, and arrows in the

other. And another little idol who stood by him ,

and, as they said , washispage ,carried a short lance

for him , and a very rich shield of gold and jewels.

And Huichilobos had his neck hung round with

faces of Indians, and what seemed to be the hearts

of these same Indians, made of gold , or some of

them of silver, covered with blue gems; and there

stood some brasiers there, containing incense made

with copal and the hearts of three Indians who had

been slain that same day ; and they were burning,

and with the smoke and incense they had made

that sacrifice to him ; and all the walls of this ora

tory ware so bathed and blackened with cakes of

blood, as was the very ground itself, that the

whole exhaled a very foul odor .

“ Carrying our eyes to the left we perceived

another great mass, as high as Huichilobos. Its

face was like a bear's, and its shining eyes were

made of mirrors called Tezcat. Its body was cov

ered with rich gems like that of Huichilobos, for

they said they were brothers. And this Tescate .

puca” (the mutilated form under whieh Bernal

Diaz presents Tezcatlipoca ) “ was the god of hell ”

(this is another mistake, for Tezcatlipoca was a

celestial deity). “ His body was sur

rounded with figures like little imps, with tails

like serpents ; and the walls wereso caked and the

ground so saturated with blood , that the slaughter

houses of Castile do not exhale such a stench; and

indeed we saw the hearts of five victims who had

been slaughtered that sameday.... And

since everything smelt of the shambles, we were

impatient to escape from the foul odor and yet

fouler sight.” - A. Reville, “ The HibbertLectures"

for 1881, PP. 52, 53 .

Both in Mexicoand in Central America symbols

of the serpent and of the cross are very common .

The latter , which so surprised the Spanish con.

querors, is now believed to refer to the Wind-god.

Ĉ . de la Saussaye, “ Lehrbuch,” etc., Vol. I, p. 195 .

Sacrificial Knives of Obsidian . From Mexico .

Bernal Diaz compared to altars were the two

Teoicpalli (orseats ofthe gods), which were wooden

pedestals, painted azure blue and bearing a ser

pent's head at each corner ) . “ The first

[ idol], placed on the right,we were told , repre
sented Huichilobos, their god of war" (this was as

near as Bernal Diaz could get to Uitzilopochtli),

" with his face and countenance very broad , his

eyes monstrous and terrible; all his body was cov

ered with jewels, gold and pearls of various sizes.
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passes it.

18. THE RELIGION OF PERU.

The culture of Peru alone rivals that of Mexico ; indeed in many respects it sur

Less fierce and cruel, but equally aggressive, the Peruvians were more

humane in all the affairs of life thaa the Mexicans, and devoted themselves more

largely to the pursuit of agriculture, and the details of domestic and civil life. In

early times the Inca gens of the great Quichua stock had gained control of the

government, andby the time of the Spanish Conquest had established an absolute

monarchy . Their reign was, however, tempered with prudence and justice. This

welding together of the elements of the new empire , had not taken place so long

before as to have obiliterated in the minds of the national bards the memory of

more primitive times, and from the writings of the early

Spanish historians we are able to form a picture of the

early tribal religion , as well as the more stately court

religion of the tiines just prior to the Conquest. The

early religion had as its fundamental element the wor

ship of the dead, and may properly be called ancestor

worship , and this was particularly a tribal worship. Each

gens or Ayulla was supposed to possess the mummified

body, or malqui, of the founder of the gens, and his spirit

was worshipped in the abstract under the name of the
pacarina. There was also an individual family worship

of ancestors, whose mummified bodies were often pre

served for a long period . To these ancestors they sacri
ficed.

One of their curious beliefs was, that when the

fire emitted a spark it indicated that the souls of their

ancestors suffered hunger and thirst, and so they put

food into the fire that they might eat. In addition to

the family pacarina, each individual had his personal
object of worship. These objects might serve also as Gold Idol From Peru .

amulets, and have already been spoken of.

Oneof the notions of the Peruvians was that they came originally from caves,

andthese also theyworshipped. They believed that before their arrival the valleys

were peopled by evil spirits who were driven to the high mountains, but for a long
time afterwards these evil spirits would occasionally descend into the valleys and

carry off women and children, and cause disease and death. As their religious con

ceptions were materialistic , however, they could engage in a hand-to-hand conflict
withthese spirits until finally they were driven away by armed men .

The soul after death , they believed , went to Upa -marca, the Dumb-Land, to

reach which it had to cross a broad river by means of a narrow hair bridge . From

these primitive ideas wemustcarefully distinguish the sun -cult, which was the chief

trait of the religion at the time of the Spanish Conquest. Some time before this,
however, one of the moreenlightened and philosophical rulers had, after long

study, convinced thenation thatthe Sun could notbethe chief deity of the uni

verse, but that there must be some god yet more powerful behind the sun who

commanded him to perform his labors. So there arose among the more enlightened

a form ofmonotheism , which forits beauty and purity was unique in American

To this Supreme Being they addressed prayers filled with lofty emotions,

and to him they offered vows and performed sacrifices, although they inade no idol

to represent him , for he was the Unknown God ( 1 ) .

In Peru we find also a powerful priesthood, temples for the idols , and convents
for the priests and nuns.

Of religious ceremonies there were great numbers, but

human sacrificesdidnot mar religion as it didin Mexico. The Peruvians con

tented themselves with burnt offerings and the occasional slaughter of a dog or of a

religions.
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llama. ( 2 ) Especially interesting are the festivals, which were a great feature of their

religion . There were festivals for the sowing and reaping of crops, and for each

month of the year. For some of the more important festivals thousands would

gather in the capital , Cuzco, coming oftentimes from regions hundreds of miles
distant.

Nowhere in America were the dead prepared for the grave with so great care as

in Peru . No provision was omitted which might contribute to the happiness and

comfort of the soul in the future world , and it is owing to the intenseness of this

feeling that we are enabled to reconstruct a picture of Peruvian ancient life that is

at once vivid and instructing. In Peru, for the first time, we find a well-defined

notion of a future reward for good behavior in this life. The good after death

ascended to the upper world in the House of the Sun , where they were rewarded by

a life of rest and contentment, while the souls of the wicked descended into the

lower world, the House of Supay, the Lord of the Dead , where they suffered and

were punished for their life of evil. The myths of the Peruvians do not differ

materially from those of other peoples of America, although they are unequaled in

their extent and beauty.

?

18. THE RELIGION OF PERU .
decked the fields and woods with flowers, whose

time was the gloaming and the twilight , whose

( 1 ) Viracocha,the Supreme God.- In the mythol messengers were the fleecy clouds which sail

ogy of the Quichuas , and apparently also of the through the sky , and who, when she shakes her
Aymaras , the leading figure is Viracocha. His

clustering hair, drops noiselessly pearls of dew on
august presence is in one cycle of legends that of the green grass fields .

In the prayers for the dead , Illa Ticci was

appealed to to protect the body, that it should

not see corruption nor become lost in the earth ,

and that he should not allow the soul to wander

aimlessly in the infinite spaces, but that it should

be conducted to some secure haven of contentment,

where it might receive the sacrifices and offerings

which loving hands laid upon the tomb . Were

other gods also called upon , it was that they might

intercede with the Supreme Divinity in favor of

these petitions of mortals .

To him , likewise, the chief priest at certain

times offered a child of six years, with a prayer

for the prosperity of the Inca , in such terms as

these :

" Oh , Lord , we offer thee this child , in order

that thou wilt maintain us in comfort , and give us

victory in war, and keep to our Lord, the Inca,

his greatness and his state, and grant him wisdom

thathe may govern us righteously.

Combat Between the Man of the Earth and the Man of the Sea .
Thus Viracocha was placed above and beyond

all other gods, the essential First Cause , infinite ,

incorporeal, invisible, above the sun , older than

Infinite Creator, the Primal Cause ; in another he the beginning , but omnipresent, accessible, bene

is the beneficent teacher and wise ruler ; in other ficent.

words, he too , like Quetzalcoatl and the others Does this seem too abstract , too elevated

whom I have told about , is at one time God , at notion of God for a race whom we are accustomed

others the incarnation of God . to deem gross and barbaric ? I cannot help it .

As the first cause and ground of all things, The testimony of the earliest observers, and the

Viracocha's_distinctive epithet was Ticci, the living proof of language, are too strong to allow

Cause , the Beginning, or Illa ticci, the Ancient of doubt. The adjectives which were applied to

Cause , the First Beginning, an endeavor in words this divinity by thenativepriests are still onrecord ,

to express the absolute priority of his essence and and that they were not a loan from Christian the

existence. He it was who had made and moulded ology is conclusively shown by the fact that the

the Sun and endowed it with a portion of his own very writers who preserved them often did not

divinity, to-wit , the glory of its far -shining rays; know their meaning, and translated them incor .

he had formed the Moon and given her light, and rectly .

set her in the heavens to rule over tlie waters and Another misapprehension is that these natives

the winds, over the queens of the earth and the worshipped directly their ancestors. Thus, Mr.

parturition of women ; and it was still he, the Markham writes : " The Incas worshiped their

great Viracocha, who had created the beautiful ancestors, the Pacarina, or forefather of the Ayllu ,

Chasca, the Aurora , the Dawn, goddess of all or lineage, being idolized as the soutor essence of

unspotted maidens like herself, her who in turn his descendants. " But in the Inquiry above

a
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quoted it is explained thatthe belief, in fact, was

that the soul of the Inca went at death to the

presence of the deity Viracocha, and its emblem ,

the actual body , carefully preserved, was paid

divine honors in order that the soul might inter

cede with Viracocha for the fulfillment of the

prayers .

The niore interesting, in view of this lofty ideal

of divinity they had attained , become the Peruvian

myths of the incarnation of Viracocha , his life and

doings as a man among men .

These myths present themselves in different,

but to the reader who has accompanied me thus

far, now familiar forms. Once more we meet the

story of the four brothers, the first of men . They

appeared on the earth after it had been rescued

from the primeval waters , andthe face of the land

was divided between them.-D. Brinton, “ Ameri

can Hero.Myths, ”pp. 170-178.

(2 ) Description of Pachacamac . - The lord of

Pachacamac and the principal men came out to re

ceive the captains and the Christians, and showed

a desire to be friends with the Spaniards. The

captain went to lodge with his followers, in some

large chambers in one part of the town . He said

that he wished to go and see the idol they had and

he went . It was in a good house, well painted, in

a very dark chamber with a close , fetid smell .

Here there was a very dirty idol made of wood ,

and they say that this is their god , who created

them and sustains them and gives them their food .

At the foot of the idol there were some offerings of

gold, and it was held in such veneration that only
the attendants and servants, who, as they say ,

were appointed by it were allowed to officiate be

fore it. No other person might enter, nor is any

other considered worthy even to touch the house.

They come to this devil from distances of over

three hundred leagues, with gold and silver and

cloth . Those that arrive go to the porter and beg

that their gift may be accepted. He enters and

speaks to the idol, who says that he consents Be
fore any of his ministers may enter to minister to

him , they say that they must fast for many days and
refrain froni women.- Estute ,p. 81 .
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW .

13. INTRODUCTION.–Variations in Culture in America; The Influence of Environment on Culture

and Religion ; The Culture-areas of America Defined .

14. GENERAL BELIEFS . - Animism ; The Gods; The Myths .

15. CULTUS OF THE DEAD . - The Future Home of the Soul ; Its Location , Future Lif: a Con

tinuation of this Life ; the Disposal of the Dead .

16. RITESAND CEREMONIES. – Prayer ; Sacrifice ; Idols ; Temples and Altars ; Priestliood .

17. THE RELIGION OF MEXICO.- Peculiarities of Mexican Reli .

gion ; the Altar-temples ; the Priesthood, their Functions ; Gods ;
Beliefs ; Burial-customs; Home of the Dead .

18. THE RELIGION OF PERU.- Primitive Worship of Ancestors ;

Later Sun worship , and Monotheism ; Priesthood; Sacrifice ; Fes

tivals ; Prayer ; Burial-customs ; Mythology.

QUESTIONS.

What relation does religion bear to “ culture" ? Why should en.
vironment be considered inthediscussion of the religion of any people ?

Contrast the religion of Mexico with that of Peru in relation to environ
ment .

14. What is meant by animism ? From what source did the higher
gods rise ? What is the most common myth in America ?

15. What is the nature of the future world in the belief of the
American ? How manykindsofmortuary customs dowe find in Amer
ica ? What were the variouspurposes of the funerals ?

16. What is the attitude of the American toward his god ? Why does

heperform sacrifice ? Were idolsuniversal in Americanreligions?Name
the kinds of temples in America . In what region were priestly ordersmost elaborate ?

1? , What are the distinguishing features of the Mexican religion ?

Whyis the Mexicanpantheonso extensive ? Namesome of the more im
portant gods.

Stone Idol, Yucatan .

18. Define pacarina , malqui. What featuredistinguishesthe Peru

vian religion from that of the other peoples of America ? Was human sacrifice ever practiced in

Peru ? In what respect was the prayer of the Peruvian superior to those generallymadebyother
?

How do we benefit by Peruvian burial customs ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY .

1. Look up the tribes of each “ culture -group " and determine what they have in common.
2. ReadBrinton's "American Hero Myths

3 Read Tylor's « Primitive Culture," chapter XII., and see why the belief in a soul necessitales
a belief inthe continuance of the soul after death .

4 Study thepriesthond of the Pueblo tribes, as described by Fewkes and Cushing.
5

Investigate the subject of human sacrifice and cannibalism inMexico.

6. Trace the development of Monotheism from Polytheism , andstudy the subject of prayer in
Peru in the “ Rites andLawsofthe Incas."
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THE RELIGIONS OF AFRICA AND

OCEANIA .

BY

LEON MARILLIER, M.A. , University of Paris , Joint Editor of the “ Revue de l'Histoire des

Religions."

19. NATURE GODS-FETISH WORSHIP AND SORCERY IN WEST

ERN AFRICA.

N the limited space which we have at our disposal, it is impossible to think

of giving an exposition, however summary, of the religious beliefs and

rites of all the different races which inhabit Africa, many of which rites

and beliefs are only incompletely or imperfectly known. We propose

here to sketchbroadly onlythe religions of the negroes of western Africa

and those of the tribes of southern Africa, the Hottentots and Bantous, concerning

which we have an abundance of documents, not, however, perfectly trustworthy.

The mythology of the negroes is as incoherent, fragmentary and unstable as the

savage nature itself. At the side of aboriginal myths and beliefs are found those of

Mohammedan or Christian origin, but strangely disfigured and amalgamated with

local traditions , and infiltrated with childish superstitions. It seems that the ten

dency to Monotheism which several travelers have found to exist in the religions of

the blacks is to be attributed to exterior influences, but its existence at present can

not be denied .

In the religion of the majority of tribes which are spread along the coast of

Senegal as far as the Congo, there is a supreme god , sometimes identified with the

sun, oftener with the sky, to whom the creation of the world is ordinarily ascribed

and about whom are grouped inferior gods, the great forces of nature personified,

the lightning, the thunder, the rainbow , etc. ( 1 ) . It seems that the supreme god is the

dispenser of rain, and when he is worshipped, which is only exceptionally, the rites

are generally designed to obtain from him a supply of rain . The sea also is

regarded as a great divinity , and in some places on the coast of Guinea human sac
rifices are offered to it. Lakes, rivers and springs are also worshipped, and among

certain tribes libations are made to the earth, wife of the fecundating sky. Birds,

supposed to be spirits of the air, are frequently worshipped, especially birds of prey.

Forests and trees, certain animals, such as the elephant, monkeys, crocodiles, lions,
72
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leopards, are ordinarily deified. They

are looked upon as animated by souls

like the human soul , but more

powerful. Of all these god -animals

the most generally worshipped is

the serpeni. Among several negro

tribes totemic beliefs are found

associated with this worship.

The spirits which animate the

trees, the waters, the beasts or the

stones, in short, every object which

manifests a force or a power, is con

ceived of as separate from the plant,

the animal, the stone or the river in

which it is incarnated , and it can

also , like the souls of the dead, be

constrained by sacrifices or can itself

choose to inhabit any small material

object, which then becomes a fetislı

and is worshipped because a god re

sides there. Objects which attract

attention by their singularity or their

novelty are considered fetishes. They

protect those who possess them and ETHNOLOGICAL

receive offerings and sacrifices in PHILOLOGICAL MAP

exchange for this protection . The A FR'I CA
fetishes are assigned generally to

those who have made or purchased

them , and at the side of the indi

vidual and domestic fetishes are the

public fetishes of the tribe or of the state. They are only efficacious through the

spirit which animates them , being very different in this respect from the amulet

which, by its inherent magical force, wards off dangerous

influences , or the talisman which communicates immediately

to its possessor a magical power. "Also prayers are offered to

fetishes.

In the infinite number of spirits with which the world is

peopled there are good and bad , benevolent and harmful spirits,

a dualistic conception which is found in almost all the religious

beliefs and rites of the Blacks. The co-operation of the spirits

by which nature is everywhere animated can be secured by the

sorcerer, who will work good or evil according as he submits

himself to good or evil spirits. The rites accomplished by the

sorcerer have in theniselves a constraining efficacy and force,

but they derive a part of their power from the personality of the

sorcerer considered as a half divine -being. He is generally

regarded as having the power to change himself into an

animal . He is at the same time healer, diviner and caster

of lots. Beside the sorcerers , there are in certain more per

fectly organized negro states , real priests, who direct and cele

brate the public worship, and in the majority of tribes secret

religious associations where magical rites are practiced , and

whose members seem , in certain cases, to have adopted more refined beliefs than

Showing the General Distribution of the

INDIGENOUS RACES

And the Position of the various

LINGUISTIC FAMILES

WoodenIdol from the
Niger,

those of the masses.
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19. NATURE GODS-FETISH WORSHIP Another society names itself after Obbatalla , who

AND SORCERY IN WESTERN AFRICA.

shaped the human body , but could not breathe in

thelife, which is rathera breath from the mouth of

God . Obbatalla is plainly primitive man elevated to
( 1 ) Deities of Western Africa . Mawu , the demiurge , and is still represented, now as an armed

highest god of the Ewe tribes , is considered knight and now as a nursing woman, and named
creator and preserver of the world . He has at his now Orishanlo, the great Orisha or Spirit, and
side a lightning-god and a thunder- god. On the now Iyangba , the Fruitful Mother. The same
contrary Vankompon, the highest god of the deity appears again as a cosmical primitive being,

negroes on the Gold Coast, himself rules the light- namely as primitive ancestor, or as companion to
ning and thunder, but A. B. Ellis has shown that the Thunder-god , Shango.

Vankompon was based upon European ideas. The society of Isa has selected the Guardian

Heaven-gods, who are worshipped throughout the god of the Palmnuts and of Health , who bears also

Ewe country , are Khebioso, who, by his lightning the titles : Guardian of Secrets , Protector ofMar

flash, executes the judgments of Mawu, Dso, the riages , and Helper of Parturient Women. A sect
fire -god , and Auyewo, the rainbow-god . feared for its deeds of violence is that of Shango

or Jakuta, the Slinger, which sprang from a

mixture of religious ideas accompanying nature.
myths. His mother is the Water; his father the

Moon ; his grandfather the Desert or the Heaven

plain ; his elder brother Nature ; his younger

brother the Symbol of War and of the Smithy; his

wives the Rivers; his slave the Darkness. He

protects the good, but slays the bad and hurls

them into the abyss. Every piece of property

provided with a wisp of straw , the token of his

protection , is inviolable, and whoever does not

heed it incurs the vengeance of the priests of

Shango. The latter preserve thunderbolts as

precious sacred objects.

The Yoruba speak of a common seat of the gods

in the city Ife where the sun and moon ever rise

again from the earth in which they have been

ᏱᏍᎩ.
buried . Ife is also the scene of the creation of

mankind. Shango, likewise, caine into being

here, plainly as a late born scion of the gods. At

first he was mortal, and not until his assump

tion into heaven was he crowned with immor

tality .

The mythic poetry , in which an active imagina
Fetish of Uncertain Use in Lunda .

tion imparts to its picture of the world the most

glaring colors possible , fashions not firin but shift.

ing figures which, like cloud -shapes, easily change

In Dahomey and the western Ewe countries their form. Thus Shango appears also as hunter,

Lissa or Dsi is the sun-spirit , and Gleti or Dsinu as fisher, as warrior, and in some legends he has

the moon -spirit. In Waidah the sunk down to a king who was generally hated for

the war-god is called Bo,' in Togaland Njikpla, his cruelty .

who rides through the clouds and showers down The Ibo, who dwell along the lower Niger,

the shooting stars ; while on the Gold Coast and name their god Tshuku or Tshi, i.e. , Heaven .

on the western Slave Coast each locality has its | They join with this name the notion of creation

special sea -spirit ; in Waidah Wu passes as sole and preservation , of providence and of retribution .

ruler of the ocean . Noli and Avrikiti are subor. Tshuku has two eyes and two ears, one in heaven

dinate to him . At the head of the female deities the other on earth, so that he sees and hears

stands Nna, the mother of all that is. everything ; and he never sleeps . ... In

Thenatives of Ague name the highest being old Calabar, likewise, Tshuku passes no longer as

Olorun, Heaven -king, but worship besides him a heaven-god, but as the most famous divining

Shango, the Thunder . spirit who dwells in wild solitude in a cave, the

That they possess a higher idea of the Heaven approach to which is guarded by a waterfall dash

god is perhaps attributable to the circumstance ing over it . The name for god is Abasi-Ibum,

that their kindred , the Voruba , in great degree con . i.e., Almighty God, who created all things, the

fess Islamism . Even the still heathen Voruba de- waters and mountains, the fish , the birds, and the

fend themselves against the charge of idolatry by beasts of the wood.

the excuse that they view and worship the under- The moon is the most revered of all the heavenly

gods only as mediators and interceders with bodies. In some regions of the Beuin coast the

Olorun. custom obtains of offering two human beings at
In Abbeokuta are religious societies which place each new moon . R. F. Burton observed how in

themselves under the protection of a particulargod Beuin City a woman was slain and her corpse left

or spirit , and are solicitous about the worship of as booty for vultures. The people expected a

him. One of these believes on the only true God special blessing for this deed . The moon -spirit,

who made the world and man . The first man is Ilogo, who maintains supremacy among all the

called Okikishi or Fame ; also Obbabifish or Lord guardian spirits in South Guinea , is probably to

of Speech , his wife Lye or Life. The primitive be viewed as an ancestral spirit transferred to the

pair descended from heaven and had a numerous moon.- W. Schneider , “ Die Religion der Afrikan .

progeny . Sin entered the human race with war. ischen Naturvölker," pp . 35, 36, 37 , 38, 48 .
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20. THE WORSHIP OF THE DEAD AND HUMAN SACRIFICES IN

WESTERN AFRICA.

Belief in the survival of the soul is universal in all western Africa . The other

life is considered a continuation of the earthly life; the dead retain in the other

world the rank and power which they possessed in this world. The king remains

king and the slave a slave. Good and evil actions do not appear to exert any

influence on the destiny of the soul . Although the souls of the dead, especially

those of sorcerers, chiefs and persons of high rank or great wealth , are supposed to

be in vested with quasi-divine power, incessantly exerting an influence, whether for

good or evil , on the phenomena of nature and the events of human life, yet they are

not, it appears , ranked among the gods. The

political and religious chiefs are moreover dur

ing their lifetime regarded as endowed with

supernatural powers, and they are frequently

worshipped and honored like the gods. They

are the supernatural protectors and guardians

of the tribe and of the state , and continue to

exercise these functions even more fully after

their death ( 1 )

In all this region the cult of the dead pre

sents itself under three principal forms,the wor

ship of ancestors, of chiefs and deceased sorcer

ers and priests , and of the souls of the dead

who liaunt the solitudes of the forest, animat

ing nature (everywhere in touch with spirits)

and becoming incarnated in material objects,

which then become protecting fetishes . The

worship paid seems sometimes intended to ap

pease the anger of these spirits, sometimes to

gain their good will . It is ritualistic in char

acter and consists of prayers and invocations ,

offerings and sacrifices . Everything which can

be useful to the dead is buried with them ; food,

arms, implements, and ornaments. Domestic

animals and frequently men are immolated on
House- Idol of the Fan. ( After Du Chaillu) .

their tombs. To this sort of conception must

be ascribed the custom of human sacrifice which is very widespread in that

region of Africa . It is essentially a funeral rite and the human hecatombs

offered by the Ashantees or the Dahomeys in honor of dead kings have no

other signification . However, these sacrifices appear also in the worship of the

gods, especially those having the form of animals and in the worship of the
sea.

Moreover, these souls are often thought of as incarnated in certain animals, who

thereby acquire a character especially sacred. The immortality of the human

victims has a double signification. The slaves and women who are sacrificed are

supposed to render to the person in whose honor they were immolated the same

services which they performed on earth. On the other hand, among the tribes at

present or formerly cannibal, the bodies of these victims serve as food to the souls of

the dead and to gods, conceived in the image of men , as anthropophagous. The

dead, together with the inferior spirits , animals and fetishes , are real objects of

worship, but they are feared rather than reverenced, and it is to the superior gods,

and perhaps to the benevolent ancestral spirits , that are addressed the prayers which

seem to satisfy the heart of the inconstant and capricious Black.
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20. THE WORSHIP OF THE DEAD AND

HUMAN SACRIFICES IN WESTERN

AFRICA .

( 1 ) The Destiny of the Soul according to the

Tshi of the Gold Coast . - There are on the Gold

Coast believed to be two kinds of asrahmanfo

(ghosts ); the ghosts of those who have met with a

sudden death or those who have been killed in

battle or whose career has been unexpectedly

terminated by some fatal accident , and on the

other part the ghosts of those who have died of

old age or disease. The first are called lingering

asrahmanfo because they linger about their former

habitations for a period of one or two months

better than the whole of Srahmanadzi.” When

the world is in darkness there is light in Srahman

adzi and vice versa . There an old man becomes

young, a young man a boy, and a boy an infant.

They grow and become old. But age does not

carry with it any diminution of strength or wast

ing of the body. When they reach the prime of

life they remain so and never change more.

Another view , however , very commonly held, is

that each Srahman is of the age at which the living
man had arrived . Every Srahman does in Srah

manadzi that which he was accustomed to do when

he was a living man in the world . An agricul.

turist cultivates the soil , a fisherman fishes, and a

slave waits upon and attends his master. A chief

in the world is a chief in Srahmanadzi and a slave

DiBells

Novibidos

Cemetery and Sacred Tree in Mbinda .

before making the journey to Srahmanadzi, the is a slave . Asrahmanfo have the same passions,

land of the ghosts . " While so lingering they are appetites, needs and necessities as living men .

occasionally seen by man , clad in white and streaked Thereforein the grave with the corpse are placed

with white clay ; they linger because they have food and drink , tobacco , pipes , gold -dust, trinkets

died before completing their proper term of life, and clothes, according to the wealth and position

and for the samereason , the road toSrahmanadzi of the deceased . The two first are for use during

is dark and gloomy to them and difficult to find . the journey to Srahmanadzi, and the remainder

On arriving there, however, they recover health in on arrival there. The spiritual portions of these

a month or so . The ghosts of those who die of articles are made use of by the asrahmanfo.

old age or of disease proceed at once to Srahman- From this belief in a continuance of the former

adzi, because they have completed their time. life in the next world naturally and deductively

Consequently they are never seen by the living . follows the custom of putting persons to death at

The road to Srahmanadzi is plain to them , but the decease of a man of rankto enable those sacri.

they are sometimes for two or three years before ficed to continue a ghostly aitendance . A chief

they recover health . Srahmanadzi is like the who has been accustomed to be waited upon by a

world above, with towns, villages, forests, moun . number of attendants during life, will , the natives

tains , rivers , etc. It is believed to be beneath the argue , require and expect a similar attendance in

earth and to be less bright than the world of the Srahmanadzi. - A. B. Ellis, “ The Tshi-speaking

living . A proverb says : “ A corner in the world is Peoples of the Gold Coast ,"' pp. 156 , 158, 166 .
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21. THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA.

Street in a Bechuana Town .

The native tribes who

occupy the southern portion

of Africa belong to two dis

tinct races, the Bantous and

Hottentots. The mythology

of the Bantous (Amazulu,

Bechuanas, Ova-Herero) is

of extreme poverty ( 1 ) . Wor

ship is paid principally to

the souls of the dead, especi

ally among the Amazulu.

Ancestors who have died re

cently are especially honored

and invoked. Their souls

dwell in vast subterranean

or celestial regions where

they lead a life siinilar to that

which they led on earth ( 2 ),

but they frequently appear

ainong the living, ordinarily

in the form of animals, most

often in the form of serpents, who are treated with superstitious respect. Their

worship consists of offerings of food and the immolation of animals, accompanied by
ritualistic prayers. Human victims are sometimes sacrificed to the souls of chiefs.

The soul of a dead man is dreaded

in proportion to the power which

he possessed during his lifetime .

The Amazulu attribute the origin

of the world and of inankind to

Unkulunkulu, at the same time god

and hero -civilizer, common ancestor

of all the human race. He is prob

ably a nature god transformed
after

wards into an ancestral god (3 ) . In

the traditions collected by Calla

way, another god figures in com

pany with him , a god not clearly

defined, who does not seem to re

ceive any worship, Ulixo, Lord of

the Heavens and of the Thunder,

sometimes confounded with Unku

lunkulu, who is invoked for rain .

Black bulls whose bones are burned

outside the kraal are sacrificed to

him . To this double divinity cor

responds the Molimo of the Bechu

anas and the Ovakuru Meyuru of

the Ova -Herero. Among the Kaf

firs, the spirits of running waters ,

represented under the form of an

animal, in particular the crocodile

A Zulu Sorcerer. ( From a Photograph at the Mission - House, Berlin . ) are ranked near these gods. Ainong
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the Damaras, trees and fire are often worshipped. Among all the Bantou tribes, and

especially among the Bechuanas, totemic beliefs, institutions, and customs are found.

Magical rites are universally practiced for the purpose of bringing misfortune or

death upon enemies, of warding off disease from one's self and family, of assuring

success, victory in war, increase of flocks and fertility of fields, and especially to pro

cure a supply of rain . The use of amulets and talismans whose action rests on the

principle of “ sympathetic magic ” is very general , also rites of purification destined
to wardoff dangerous influ

ences. There is no moral sig.

nification attached to them.

The destiny of the soul is

independent of the good or

evil deeds done in this life.

In the mythology of the

Bushmen , the most degraded

or least developed branch

of the Hottentot race, ani

mals play the most impor

tant and almost exclusive

rôle. A purely human figure

can hardly be said to exist

in their myths, and among

celestial bodies the moon

alone is worshipped. Their

principal god is Cagn, the

insectmantis. The worship,
Chief with Wife among the Mountain Damaras. (After a photograph in possession

as among the Hottentots,

consists in ritualistic dances.

The Bushmen , like the Bantous and the hottentots, are not fetish worshippers in

the manner of the negroes, but they make use of amulets and talismans. Sorcery is

held in honor among them ; for sorcerers are supposed to possess the power of con

juring the rain, the wind, the thunder and all those natural phenomena which

Bushmen look upon as the actions of persons resembling men and animals.

The souls of the dead are looked upon with dread, and everything that is necessary

to the deceased is buried with him. They do not seem to be the objects of a real

worship.

The Hottentots (Khoi-Khoi) who devote themselves especially to the breeding of

flocks, have raised themselves to the level of a civilization superior to that of the

Bushmen, who live only from the productsofthe chase, but their mythology also is

almost defaced. (4) The principal figure of their legends is Hatsi-Edib, who, it seems,

must be identified with Tsui i goab, an ancestral god, a dead sorcerer deified , who

appears to have been amalgamated in a sort of syncretic conception with a nature

god, the remembrance ofwhich has been lost and in whom some mythologists claim to

have discovered the dawn and others the moon. Heperforms the functionsof demiurge

and plays a predominant rôle in certain etiological myths of the Hottentots which

have come down to us. His adversary and enemy is Gaunob, who is engaged in a

perpetual struggle with him. Rites in honor of the souls ofdead , especially thoseof

the chiefs, are also celebrated . Certain animals, e.g., the praying mantis, are objectsof

superstitious veneration , as also are the spirits of fountains commonly represented

under the form of serpents. Sorcery is held in honor among the Hottentots,
as also among their brother-tribe, the Bushmen . In the Hottentot legends,

animals play the most important rôle, being endowed with all the attributes of

human beings. Celestial bodies and natural phenomena are regarded as living

beings.

of the Mission - House in Banuen .)
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21. THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTHERN

AFRICA .

of reeds in this world . And men sprang from

Unkulunkulu by generation . Allthings

as well as Unkulunkulu sprang from a bed of

reeds ; everything, both animals and corn, every
thing coming into being with Unkulunkulu . He

looked on the sun , when it was worked into a form

as a potter works clay, and said : “ There is a torch

which will give you light so that you may see.”

He looked on the cattle and said : “ These are

cattle and let them be your food ; eat their flesh

and milk . ” He looked on wild animals and said :

“ That is such an animal, that is an elephant, that

Zulu Chief in his Grave.

( 1 ) Myths of the Ovaherero Concerning the

Origin of Things. – The Ovaherero, the Rev. H.

Reiderbecke says, have a kind of tree , Ygdrasil, a

tree out ofwhich men are born . The tree,

which still exists, though at a great age , is called

the Omuinborombonga tree . Out of itcame, in
the beginning, the first man and woman . Oxen

stepped forth from it too, but sheep

and goats sprang from a flat rock . Black people

are so colored, according to theOvaherero ,because

when the first parents emerged from the tree and

slew an ox , the ancestress of the Blacks appro

priated the black liver of the victim . The Ovakuru

Meyuru, or “ Old Ones in Heaven ," once let the

skies down with a run , but drew them up again

when most of the mankind had been drowned .

The remnant pacified the “ Old Ones ” by the

sacrifice of a black ewe, a practice still used to

appease ghosts by the Ovaherero .--" South African

Folk - Lore Journal," II. pt . V., P. 95, cited by

A. Lang. " Myth, Ritual and Religion,” I., p.

176 , 177

( 2 ) The Subterranean World of the Dead in

the Belief of the Amazulu .-Once upon a time ,

Umkatshana arose in the morning to go to hunt

with his dogs; he started a buck , his dogs drove it ;

it wentand entered a hole and the dogs went in

too and he too went in . He went on and on with

the buck until he came to the people who are

beneath the place where they dwell . He saw

cattle ; when he arrived the people were milking .

He said : “So then there are people who live

here . " They said : “ This dog of ours, who is

driving it ? " They said when they looked : “ Ah !

there is a man . ” And then he met with his own

friends. They said to him : “ Go home! Do not

stay here.” So he went home again .

It is said in another tale , belonging to the same

type: “ At length in front he saw itbegan to get

light; he heard dogsbarking and children crying ;

he passed on , he came upon a village, he saw

smoke rising and said : “ How ? what place is this ?

I am following the porcupine, I am come to a

dwelling . ” Whereupon he returned , walking
backwards and returning on hispath and said :

"Let me not go to these people,forI do not know

them; perhaps they will kill me.” He saw a great

country. He fled and went day and night , saying:

" Perhaps they have seen me.” At length he

crossed that river which he crossed whilst he was

pursuing the porcupine; he passed the pool which

hepassed atfirst ;atlength hewentout ofthehole .

Hewondered on comingout; for at the place from
which he came, he saw all things resembled those

which are above: mountains, precipices and rivers.

Everywhere among the people of all

tribes, there is abelief in the existenceofheavenly

men (abantubezulu ) and of a king of heaven ,

whom they supposeto be the creator of lightning,
thunder and rain . • They have a notion

that not only earth, heaven, and waterhave their

man-like inhabitants, but that also underground

there are those who are still occupied with the

busy cares and necessary labors of life . They are

supposed to be the departed dead and lead a very

material kind of existence.- Rev. Can . Callaway,

“ Zulu Nursery Tales,” PP. 317, 318, 319.

( 3) Unkulunkulu . It is said Unkulunkulu had

his origin in a valley where there was

is a buffalo ." He looked on fire and said : “ Kindle

it and cook and warm yourself and eatmeat when

it has been dressed by fire. He looked on all

things and said : So and so is the name of every

thing .” — Callaway, " The Religious System of the

Amazulu ," p . 41 .

( 4 ) Hottentot Myths.—The moon sent once an

insect to men , saying : “ Go thou to men and tell

them , “ As I die, and dying live , so you shall die ,

and dying live .' ” The insect started with the

message, but whilst on his way he was overtaken --

by the Hare , who asked : “ On what errand are

thou bound ? ' The insect answered : “ I am sent

by the Moon to men to tell them that as she dies,

and dying live , they also shall die , and dying live.”

The Hare said : “ As thou art an awkward runner,

let me go.” With these words, he ran off and

when he reached men , he said : “ I am sent by the

moon to tell you , · As I die, and dying perish , in

the same manner ye shall also die and come

wholly to an end .' Then the Hare returned to

the Moon and told her what he had said to men .

The moon then became so enraged with him that

she took up a hatchet to split his head ; falling

short, however, of that , the hatchet fell uponthe

upper lip of the Hare and cut it severely . Since

that day the Hare's lip is slit . The Hare, being

duly incensed at having received such treatment,

raised his claws and scratched the Moon's face,

and the dark parts which we now see on the sur.

face of the Moon are the scars which she received

on that occasion. - W . Bleek, “ Hottentot Fables

and Tales,'' p 69-72.a bed
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22. THE WORSHIP OF THE DEAD.-MAGIC ININ POLYNESIA,

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA, AUSTRALIA.

The religious conceptions of the Oceanians or South Sea Islanders, like those of

the majority of uncivilized peoples, seem to have a double origin, the worship of the

dead, and the deification of heavenly bodies, the sky, the earth , the sea , the winds,

the lightning, the volcanoes, and

in general all the great forces of

nature, and all the great natural

phenomena.

Although of entirely distinct

origin , the divine beings who be

long to these two categories often

have similar attributes and func

tions , and it often happens that

an ancestral god is set over such

or such a department of nature,

or that a tribe gives itself to the

worship of some deified natural

force instead of worshipping its

ancestors. The widespread wor

ship of animals, plants and of

stones anterior perhaps both to

the worship of the great objects

and phenomena of nature and to

the worship of the dead, is closely

connected with both of them , for

even if the animal plant, or rock ,

is sometimes worshipped for itself,

on the supposition that it is in

vested with some marvelous or

supernatural property, yet it is

also frequently worshipped as the

M
abode of some god or departed

hero. The belief in the survival

of the soul is universal among

Samoan Woman . ( From Godeffroy Album . ) the South Sea Islanders , and is

found among the Blacks of Aus

tralia , the Papuans of Melanesia, as well as among the Maoris of New Zealand,

the Samoans and Hawaiians, and among the Micronesians. Life after death is

generally considered as a continuation of the life here on earth ( 1). The idea of

rewards and punishments distributed in the other world by a just judge is

lacking. Good or bad actions do not generally exert any influence on the

destiny of the soul , which instead depends upon the social position of the de

ceased , the manner of his death , the fulfillment or non - fulfillment of certain

funeral rites (2 ) . Oftentimes all the dead have the same destiny. Immortality, or a

life after death more or less prolonged, belongs generally only to chiefs, nobles or

priests. The dissolution of the body is in certain cases, after a longer or shorter

time, followed by a series of successive deaths, which finally ends in the annihila

tion of the individual . Sometimes the souls are reunited to their bodies in one or

several subterranean, submarine, or celestial abodes, sometimes they haunt the ashes

or burial place of the deceased, sometimes they remain among the living as disem

bodied spirits, and finally they are sometimes reincarnated in animals orin natural

or artificial objects. The first form of. belief prevails more generally in Polynesia,
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the third in Australia. The belief in the incarnation of spirits in plants and

animals is very common in Melanesia. The dead do not all exert the same influence

after death. A deceased chief or sorcerer is capable of deeds which are impossible

to the spirit of a common person. The souls of departed heroes or mighty men are

generally worshipped with offerings and ritualistic prayers. This cult which was

probably contemporaneous with the worship of the forces of nature, and which had

almost supplanted it at the time when Oceania was colonized by the Europeans,

does not assume everywhere the same form . Iu Polynesiaand particularly in the

Society Islands, where the worship of the (nature) gods had

probably superseded the worship of protecting spirits repre

sented principally under the form of animals, the former has

been superseded by the worship of chiefs and powerful per
sonages, with which are combined domestic rites in which

the soul of the ancestor occupies the place formerly held by

the protecting spirit. These rites are often propitiatory and

hence have for a long time been accompanied by human

sacrifices. The dead are looked upon sometimes as evil

spirits and sometimes as tutelary spirits, but as deities whose

protection it is necessary to gain by offerings. In Micro

nesia , the worship of the dead is essentially an ancestral

worship. The belief in the incarnation of spirits in stones,

trees, fish and birds is widespread. In Melanesia, where the Ancestral Image from Nias in

worship of the dead is everywhere predominant, except per
Malay Archipelago . (Dres

den Museum ) .

haps in the Fiji Islands, it is to the souls of the powerful, of

men invested with a superior magical force (mana), that worship is particularly paid.

In Australia it is a question rather of a friendly veneration and fear of the dead,
rather than of a veritable cult. This cult, however, exists in close connection

with magical rites. It implies also in many cases re

ligious cannibalistic practices.

Throughout the length and breadth of Oceania magic

of various orders is und in use . Sometimes it rests

on the principle of “ sympathetic magic," sometimes it

presupposes the intervention of the souls of the dead

or of spirits, sometimes it derives its efficacy from the

personal mana of the sorcerer . Especially in Australia

and in Melanesia, there is 110 organized priesthood (except

in the Fiji Islands) ; consequently the rôle of sorcerer

becomes of especial importance. Magic is employed to

heal diseases, to ward off attacks of the enemy, to cause

the death or illness of one's enemies, to procure rain , (4)
Talisman from Borneo . (Dresden Mu

seum ) . to insure good luck in hunting or fishing, to cause an

increase of cattle, to render the fields fertile and for pro

tection against the anger of the dead. In Polynesia and in Micronesia, where

regular ceremonial practices existed , they were almost always accompanied by

incantations in New Zealand, Karakia ) which exercised on the will of the gods a

constraining action.

22. THE WORSHIP OF THE DEAD.

MAGIC IN POLYNESIA, MICRO

NESIA , MELANESIA , AUSTRALIA .

All the Egis, or nobles, have souls which after

their death pass to the island of Bolotoo, where

they rank with the gods, but are endowed with

lesspower. They are classed there, not according

to their conduct in this world , but accordingto

the position which they occupied The Mataboles,

a middle class, also go to Bolotoo after their death ,

and live there as mataboles or servants of the

gods , but have not the power, like the Egis, of in.

(1) Life After Death Among Tonga Islanders .

-Men, according to an ancient tradition , came

from Bolotoo, an island said to be northwest of

Tonga, and which is the residence of the gods .
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spiring priests . The Mooas (another middle class) , face, the thighs, the arms and the belly and eaten

in like manner, go to Bolotoo, according to some, by the relatives in order to keep the memory of

but this is not the general belief. As to the Tooas, the dead . Then the men paint themselves with

i.e. , the class to which the common people belong, charcoal and fat, marking a black ring round the

they have no souls, or if they have , it perishes mouth . The women do likewise, besides painting

with the body and their existence is completely two white stripes on their arms, which marks dis

aunihilated by death . The soul is the most spir- tinguish those who have partaken of the late

itualpart of the body . Immediately after death , deceased, the other men smearing themselves all

if it belongs to the category of immortal souls, it over with white clay to testify their grief. The

is found in the island of Bolotoo with the same grave is covered with earth and a long stack of

features and form thatthe living body had. The wood placed over it . The first night after the

gods and deceased nobles sometimes render them. burial the women dance round the grave, crying

selves visible to the living. and screamingincessantly till sunrise, and so con

Some persons are favored by the gods with their tinue for a week or more . Should the weather be

inspirations. The god who inspires them is cold when a native dies , fires are lighted near the

present in the person of the inspired priest , who grave , so that the deceasedmay warm himself, and

often they place food for him to eat . Invariably

after a death they shift their camp and never after

speak of or refer to the defunct.– The Native

Tribes of South Australia,” 1879, p . 273 .

( 3 ) Sympathetic Magic.-" The principal key

to the understanding of Occult Science is to con .

sider it as based onthe Association of Ideas, a

faculty which lies at the very foundation of human

reason , but in no small degree of human unreason

also. Man , as yet in a low intellectual condition,

having come to associate in thought those things

which hefound by experience to be connected in

fact, proceeded erroneously to invert this action ,

and to conclude that association in thought must

involve similar connection in reality . He thus

attempted to discover , to foretell, and to cause

events by means of processes which we can now

see to have only an ideal significance. By a vast

mass of evidence from savage, barbaric and

civilized life, magic arts which have resulted from

Ancestral Image from New Guinea (British Museum . )
thus mistaking an ideal for a real connection may

be clearly traced from the lower culture which

they are of, tothe higher culture which they are
in . Magical arts in which the connection

becomescapable of foretelling the future. Virtue

is rewarded and vice punished by the gods, but in
is that of mere analogy or symbolism are endlessly

this life only .
numerous throughout the course of civilization .

At Bolotoo, the souls of the dead lead an ideal
The Zulu may be seen chewing a bit of

existence. All sorts of plants and trees are found
wood , in order, by this symbolic act , to soften the

heart of the man he wants to buy oxen from , or of
in the island , loaded with the finest fruits and

the woman he wants for a wife . " -E. B. Tylor,
flowers, which as fast as they are plucked , are Primitive Culture," Vol. I., op . 115-118.
replaced by others. These piants and trees are

immortal and exhale a most delicious perfume.

The island is filled with countless multitudes of
( 4 ) The Making of Rain . — They dig a hole;

birds of the most beautiful varieties . Dogs are
they build above the hole a conical hut and
the old men crowd there . The women are

found there in abundance. None of these animals
called to look at the hut, which they ap

die, except as they are killed, to furnish food for
proach from the rear, then dividing, some one

the gods. They are then instantly replaced by
way and some the other, go round until they reach

others, always the most perfect of their species

“ Histoire des Naturels des Iles Tonga, etc.,” W.
the entrance, each looking inside, but passing no

Mariner, Vol. II ., pp . 168, 180 .
remark . Then, they return to their camp. Two

men are bled and the blood flows on those sit

ting round , during which time the two men throw

(2 ) Funeral Rites of theDicyeries (Australia ) handfuls of down, some of which adheres to the

-At death , the big toes of each foot are tied to- blood , the rest floating in the air. During that time

gether and the body is enveloped in a net. Three two large stones are placed in the centre of the

men kneel down near the grave , while some other hut, these stones representing gathering clouds.

natives place the body on the heads of the kneel- The men who were bled carry the stones away

ing men. One of the old men , usually the nearest for about fifteen miles and place them as high as

relative, now takes two light rods, stand- they can on the largest tree about. In themean

ing about two yards from the corpse; then, beating while the men remaining gather gypsum , pound it

the coomya together, he questions the corpse , fine and throw it into a waterhole .

inquiring how he died, who was the cause of his The walls of the hut are then pierced by the men

death aud the name ofthe man who killed him , as with their heads and afterwards the hutis thrown

even decease from natural causes they attribute to down by pulling out the beams. The piercing of

a charm or spell. The men sitting round act as the hut with the heads symbolizes the piercing of
interpreters for the defunct. The corpse is put into the clouds, the fall of the hut, the fall of the rain.

the grave, but , before it , the fat is taken from the _ “ The Native Tribes of South Australia,” p . 277.
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23 . NATURE MYTHS AND DIVINE AND HEROIC LEGENDS OF

POLYNESIA. TABOO.

c
e

Although the cult of the dead had become predominant in the religions of

Oceania and especially in those of Polynesia, at the time of the European coloniza

tion , yet the adoration of the great deified objects and forces of nature existed

beside it, and appears to have played at an anterior epoch in the official and public

religion of the Maoris (in the Society or Hawaiian Islands, for example, where

volcanic deities were found ), a role more important perhaps than the worship of

ancestors and the terror inspired by the malevolent souls of the

departed. Sometimes the gods had assumed a human or animal

forin , sometimes they were identified with natural objects, e.g.,

the sea or the sky, but they were always conceived as endowed

with life and intelligence like persons. It was in the myths of

the gods, in the legendary adventures which were attributed to

them , that the aborgines sought the explanation of the great

natural phenomena.

Mythology was thus for the non -civilized peoples invested

at the same time with the functions wliich among us are divided

between science and religion. In the hymns of New Zealand ,

for example, by the side of mythical explanations, appear

attempts at metaphysical explanations which seem to make of

thought the origin of things. The most widespread of these

myths in Polynesia is that of the separation of the earth and

the sky, who are conceived of as the ancestors, in the human

or animal sense of the word , of all that exists . ( 1) The Maoris of

New Zealand assign to them as sons, gods of various forms ,

Tungaroa, God of the Sea, Father of Reptiles and Fishes, Táne

Mahuta, God of the Forests, represented as a tree , Tavohēri

Matea, God of the Winds, who with his father inhabits the

open spaces of the sky, and who is continually at war with his

brother, Táne Mahuta, gods in the form of plants, wild and

cultivated, and finally Tumatanenga, the God of War, the

only one resembling a human being. TheseThese “ departmental

gods ” held, however, in the mythological legends a place less

important than the great hero - civilizer, Maui, who, although

of divine origin, and perhaps identified with some star (the sun

was called Maui's eye), was conceived of in the image of a man

and endowed with all his attributes. (2 ) It is he who takes the

sun in a snare, and by dint of blows compels it in the future to

follow its course at a slower and more regular pace. It is he

who drew New Zealand from the bottom of the sea and who

stole the fire in the subterranean world. To him is attributed

the invention of barbed javelins and fish hooks, and the intro

duction of death among men . The myths relating to Maui are
( Christy Collection ) .

found throughout almost all the length and breadth of Polynesia,

as are also the myths of Tangaroa, who under different names (Tangaloa, Taaroa ),

often invested with the functions of Demiurge, plays a preponderant rôle in the

creation, or rather genesis, of the world , and sometimes also holds the place which

Maui occupies in the legends which are usually connected with the mythic cycle

of this last god. The origin of human beings and of the gods themselves even

is often ascribed to a feminine divinity of indeterminate form , Po, Night, who is con

ceived of as the mother of all things.

Another grand figure in the Polynesian mythology is Táne, to whom may be

Idol from New Zealand
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attached the original signification of God of the Winds. It is necessary to mention

also Mam, the God of Death , Bongo or Lono without doubt originally God of the

Rain and the Storm , Rua or Ru, God of the Angry.Sea, to whom certain legends

attribute the elevation of the sky, which formerlywas near the earth , and who is

sometimes invested with the attributes of the Creator. Beside these gods were agri

cultural divinities, such as l’Alo - Alo of the Tonga Islands, the divinities belonging

to certain archipelagos, such as Oro, who was worshipped with human sacrifices,

those of the Society Islands, Pele, and the group of volcanic divinities belonging to

the Hawaiian Islands, the secondary

astral divinities (the moon, etc. ),

and the innumerable geniï of the

mountains, waters and woods. There

are also numerous myths relating

to eclipses, stars, the rainbow ,

clouds, the milky way, the deluge,

the origin of different plants and

animals, social rites and institu

tions, the invention of instruments,

the useful arts and tattooing.

Mention must here be made of

the prohibitions and religious in

terdictions, to which taken collec

tively the name of taboo is given ,

and which have attained in Polyne

sia , and especially in the Hawaiian

Islands, and in New Zealand, their

fullest development, but which are

found extended to a greater or less

number of persons , objects or ac

tions, and observed with a severity

more or less rigorous, in all parts of

Oceania . Of these interdictions,

some are the direct result of the

sacred or impure ( for originally these

two notions were confounded and

have been but slowly differentiated )

character of the persons, objects or

acts ; others are dictated by a chief,

for the proprietor of a house or field ,

to protect his property from the cu

Warrior of the Solomon Islands . pidity or malice of another. The

object of the general taboos is to

guarantee from invisible contact beings wliose health and life are important to the

safety and prosperity of thetribe, the chiefs and the priests, forexample, to preserve

the most important acts of individual, family and social life from dangerous influ

ences , and on the other hand to afford protection against the often dangerous influ

ence and contact of these powerful personages, reservoirs of supernatural force, the

priests, chiefs and members of secret religious associations, to feeble beings, such as

women and children whom another collection of tutelary regulations was at the

same time to preserve from the supernatural perils afforded by the consumption of

certain articles of food, the accomplishment of certain arts, the handling of corpses

and certain objects. The violation of the taboos ordinarily brought with it its own

penalty, the sickness, madness or death with which the transgressor was magically

afflicted . But if by reason of his superior mana the sinner escaped the wrath of

( From Godeffroy Album . )
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those whom he has irritated (e.g. , the souls of the dead , in penetrating within a

funeral enclosure or his “ totem , of which he has eaten the flesh in a sacrilegious

repast), their vengeance will fall upon the members of the tribe, and this is the

raison d'être of the social and penal sanctions which guarantee respect for taboos

Sacrificial Knife from Easter Island . (Berlin Museum . )

If

ofall kinds, both public and private. To taboo an object is really to render it to

its proprietor, to render it dangerous for any one to handle it against his wish .

thistaboo is violated with impunity the supernatural vengeanceof the proprietor or

of the spirits who will assist him in default of the culpable , descend upon all those

belonging to him , unless they afford due justice.

23 . NATURE MYTHS AND DIVINE AND he rends them not apart . So, next, Tangaroa ,

HEROIC LEGENDS OF POLYNESIA .
the God and Father of Fish and Reptiles,rises up,

TABOO .
that he may rend apart the heavens and the earth;

he also struggles, but he rends them not apart .

( 1 ) The Separation of Heaven and Earth.-Men
Lo, next, Haumia -likitiki, the God and Father of

the Food of Man which springs without cultiva.
had' but one pair of primitive ancestors; they

tion , rises up and struggles, but ineffectually . Lo,
sprang from the vast heaven that exists above us,

and from the earth which lies beneath us. Accord.
then , Tumatauenga, the Godand Father of Fierce

Human Beings, rises up and struggles , but he , too,
ing to the traditions of our race , Rangi and Papa,

fails in his efforts. Then, at last, slowly uprises

orHeaven and Earth , were the source from which,
Tane -mahuta, the God and Father of Forests, of

in the beginning, all things originated . Darkness

then rested uponthe heaven and upon the earth , and
Birds, and of Insects, and he struggles with his

they still both clave together, for they had not yet
parents; in vain he strives to rend them apart with

been rent apart, and the children theyhad begotten
his hands and arms. Lo, he pauses ; his head is now

were ever thinking amongst themselves what
firmly planted on his mother, the earth, his feet he

might be the difference between darkness and
raises up and rests against his father, the skies; he

light which had never broken upon them , but it
strains his back andlimbs with mighty effort.

ever continued dark .
Now are rent apart Rangi and Papa and with

At last the beings who had been begotten by
cries and groans of woe they shriek aloud,

Heaven and Earth , worn out by the continued
" Wherefore slay you thus your parents ? Why

darkness , consulted amongst themselves, saying,
commit you so dreadful a crime as to slay us, as to

" Let us now determine what we should do with
rend your parents apart ? ” But Tane-mahuta

Rangi and Papa , whether it would be better to
pauses not ; he regards not their shrieks and cries ;

slay them or to rend them apart.” Then spoke
far, far beneath him he presses down the earth ;

Tumatauenga, the fiercest of the children of
far, far above him hethrusts up the sky.-G. Grey.

Heavenand Earth, “ It iswell, let usslaythem .” formsthemostimportant collectionofMaori myths
“ Polynesian Mythology, ” pp. 1-4 . This work

Then spake Tane-mahuta, the Father of Forests

and of All Things that inhabit them , or that are
that has appeared.

constructed from trees, " Nay, not so . It is better ( 2) The Miraculous Fishing of Maui. - Maui

to rend them apart, and to let the Heaven stand being always up to some mischief, his brothers had

far above us, and the Earth lie under our feet. become afraid of him , and would not let him go

Let the sky become as a stranger to us, but the out with them on the sea to fish . But having

earth remain close to us as our nursing mother. " provided himself with a line, and having the jaw

The brothers all consented to this proposal, with bone of his ancestor in his possession for a fish .

the exception of Tawhiri-ma -tea, the Father of the hook , he went in the night into the canoe and hid

Winds and Storms, and he, fearing that his king- himself in the basket with the fishing lines. Early

dom was about to be overthrown, grieved greatly in the morning his brothers came and launched

at the thought of his parents being torn apart. the canoe , and paddled out to the fishing ground.

But at length their planshaving been agreed on , Then, to their astonishment and dismay, they

lo , Rongo-ma-tane, the God , and Father of the found Maui under the fishing -tackle.- Wohlers,
Cultivated Food of Man, rises up that he may rend Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand

apart the heavens and the earth ; he struggles , but Institute, VII. ( 1875) p . 13 .
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24. NATURE-MYTHS AND DIVINE AND HEROIC LEGENDS IN

MICRONESIA, MELANESIA, AND AUSTRALIA. TOTEMISM.

In Micronesia, as well as Polynesia, there was formerly a complicated myth
ology, and the worship of nature -gods, three centuries ago, had not been entirely

effaced by the ancestral worship of the dead ; but the legends had undergone more

profound alterationsthan in the Polynesian archipelago. ( 1 ) They present moreover

some close analogies with the Polynesian legends, and an attempt has been made to

prove that they are related. One of the most interesting of these inyths is that of

the god Puntan, who lived in empty space before the creation of the world, and

whose body formed the universe . Other myths relative to the origin of the world

and of man , the conquest of fire, the origin of death , the adventure of the first

human pair, etc. , are found , especially in the Palaos Islands. There should be

mentioned also lunar myths and myths relative

to the formation of the islands out of portions of

the body of a gigantic woman , Kovap, who was

broken in pieces by a fall.

In Melanesia, the majority of the legends and

myths relate to the destiny of the soul and the

other life . However, in the Fiji Islands a whole

legendary cycle has been formed about the person

of the god Ndengei, half rock and half serpent,

who dwells in a cavern at Véti-Tevu, and who by

his function of creator, seems to correspond very

nearly to the Polynesian Tangaroa. Like the

Atlas of the Greek traditions, he supports the

world on his shoulders, and by his movements

earthquakes ‘are caused . To him is attributed

the invention of fire, and the deluge which , ac

cording to tradition , submerged the whole archi

pelago . Sacrifices of men and of animals are

Fijian Gentleman . (From Godeffroy Album . ) offered to him , and his worship is closely allied

with the superstitious veneration of serpents. The

gods are supposed to manifest themselves incarnated in different animals, fisla,

reptile, birds, etc., the shark, the land-crab, the eel , etc. , being especially honored .

In connection with Ndengei should be mentioned another reptilian god, Raitu

mabalu, Lord of Liſe, God of the Harvest, Thangavvalu, a terrible giant sixty feet

in height, winged, half human monsters, with fingers armed with claws, dwarfs,

spirits of the waters, of stones and forests, and finally the gods of the country of the

dead. In certain traditions an Ove is mentioned, a sort of supreme god, creator of

all men , who dwells in the sky or in the moon . Romantic legends and numerous

etiological myths where animals play the principal rôle are found. Living men

as well as dead heroes, animals and natural objects are frequently invested with

divine attributes. The priests and the aged chiefs in particular are quite often re

garded as gods. The naturalistic character of these myths is less clear than in

Polynesia, and these divine beings are to a greater degree and more generally

anthropomorphised or theriomorphized.

In the rest of Melanesia, beside creation myths, which seem to have been influ

enced by Polynesian myths, are found mutilated traditions relating to celestial gods,

like Ove of the Fiji Islands, and traces of sun-worship, beside numerous legends

relative to the Vui, spirits which are most often represented as incarnate in rocks,

or as the souls of the dead in the bodies of certain animals. These Vui are wor

shipped with incantations and magic, and appear to have had under their control

the principal phenomena of nature. The most important of the Vui is the civiliz
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ven .

Sacred Place in New Guinea .

ing hero of the Banks Islands, I Gat,who canbe compared to the Tagaro of the

New Hebrides, and perhaps to the Polynesian Tangaroa, and to whom is attributed

the creation of man. (2 ) There are eleven brothers, divine like him, and for

associate in all his adventures he has another Vui, Maravoa, who is a spider

endowed with supernatural powers. He has as adversary Yasavara, whom

he finally gets rid of by hurling

him against the solid vault of hea

Yasavara is now changed

into a stone, on which sacrifices are

offered .

The myths of Australia have

ordinarily a character particularly

childish . (3) Only the souls of

the dead receive any sort ofworship,

but certain animals , wicked spirits ,

real or imaginary, and the sorcerers

are objects of veneration . It is to

Pund - jel, sometimes conceived

under the form of a bird, the falcon

eagle , sometimes under that of an

old man, that the natives of Vic

toria attribute the creation, or at least the arrangement of the world . He has a

wife anda family, and carries a great knife in his belt with which he hollows out
the streams and the valleys. He is aided in his work by the crow. He creates

inen in modeling them out of clay. Pul-ly -byan, his brother, who rules over the

rivers and the sea, created women by beating up the waters until they became a

thick mud. They have both of them instructed the blacks in all the useful arts.

Pund -jel gave men the spear and taught them to kill the kangaroo with it. Pul.

ly -byan gave women implements for pulling up roots and taught them their use.

Pund-jel has as enemy, the jay, who chased him to the very summit of the heavens,

opening the great bags of wind which he possesses. He was once swallowed by a

god who later became the moon,but who was com

pelled to vomit him up while yet living. The thunder

is considered his voice. In Australia are found legends

relating to the conquest of fire by men , the origin of

death , the origin of various customs and of various

animal species, of a deluge, etc.

The characteristic feature of Australian religious

customs is the existence of totemism , a respect paid to

certain animals regarded as the protectors or secondarily

as the ancestors of a tribe . There are plant totems

Melanesian Sea -Deity . as well as animal totems, and it is forbidden to the

members of a totemic clan to eat of their totem or to

kill it, if it is an animal. The totem is not a god, but it is on the way towards

divinity. Analogous beliefs are found among the redskins , the natives of southern

and western Africa, the Melanesians, the Polynesians, the natives of Siberia, the

non -Aryan tribes of India , etc.

24. NATURE -MYTHS AND DIVINE AND

HEROIC LEGENDS IN MICRONE

SIA , MELANESIA AND AUSTRALIA .

TOTEMISM.

(1 ) Myths About Origins (Caroline Islands) .

- Ligobund, daughter of the most ancient

of the celestial spirits , Sabucor and his wife
Halmelul, and sister of Eliulep, who is

worshipped as the “ Great Lord of Heaven ,”

finding herself pregnant in the midst of the air,

descended to earth and there brought forth three

children . She was astonished to see the earth

arid and unfruitful, and at once , by means of her

all -powerful voice, covered it with grass, flowers
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and fruit trees, enriched it with all sorts of ing to the west, and called out to Gat that it was

verdure, and peopled it with thinking, reasoning crawling away . “ It will soon be gone, ” said he,

beings. In the beginning death was not known ; and if you see a change on the face of the earth,

it was nothing but a short sleep . Men quitted that is night.” Then he let go the night. " What

this life the last day of the moon's decline, and is this coming out of the sea,” they cried, “ and

entered again as soon as it began to reappear covering the sky ? " " That is night,” said he ;

above the horizon , as if waked up from a peaceful " sit down on both sides of the house, and when

sleep. But a certain Erigiregers, an evil spirit, you feel something in your eyes lie down and be

afflicted becauseof humanhappiness procured for quiet. ” Presently it was dark , and their eyes

them a kind of death againstwhich there was no began to blink . « Gat ! Gat ! what is this ? shall

resource, oncedead, no one ever appeared again . we die ? " “ Shut your eyes," said he ; " this is

- " Lettres Edifiantes, Etc.,'' IV ., p . 697. it , go to sleep.” When night had lasted long

(2 ) Origin of Night. - Gat had a mother who enough the cock began to crow and the birds to

was a stone that burst asunder and brought him twitter ; Gat took apiece of red obsidian and cut

M

Men from the Caroline Islands . ( From Godeffroy Album . )

forth . He had no father and he was born on the

road. He grew up and talked at once.
He soon

began to make things — men, pigs, trees, rocks, as

the fancy took him . But when he had made all

sorts of things he still knew not how to make

night, and the daytime was always light. Then

said his brothers to him , “ Hallo ! Gat, this is not

at all pleasant; here is nothing but day ; can't

you do something for us ? ” Then , seeking what

he could do with the daylight, he heard that there

was night at Vava , in the Torres Islands, so he

took apig and tied it, and put it into his canoe,

and sailed over to Vava, where he bought night ,

gong , from I Gong , Night, who lived there.

Others say that he paddled to the foot of the sky,

to buy night from Night, and that Night black

ened his eyebrows, and showed him sleep that

evening, and taughthim in the morning how to

make the dawn . Gat returned to his brothers

with the knowledge of night , and with a fowl and

other birds to give notice of the time for the

return of light. So he bade them prepare them.

selves bed -places; and they platted cocoanut
fronds and spread them in the house. Then for

the first time they saw the sun moving and sink .

the night with it ; the light over which the night

had spread itself shone forth again , and Gat's

brothers awoke. After this he occupied himself

again in making things.-- " The Melanesians,"

R. Codrington , pp. 196, 197.

(3 ) How the Black Fellows Lost and Re

gained Fire . - Once Bowkan, a good spirit, was

very angry with the Blacks and took their fire

from then , but the Bimla -Mrit (the fire-tail finch )

went off and stole fire froin Bowkan without his

knowing it , and brought it to the Black fellows,

and that is why his tail is red . Another account
is this : Onceupon a time the Blacks were down

at the lakes-a big lot of them , they were driving

fish with their net. The gins would not give any

of the fish to Bowkan . He was very wild with

them , and took all their fire . All the mob of

black gins ran after him , but could not get the

fire back. A crow was there and caught up a

black snake ( Thoon -ya -rack ), which he threw at

Bowkan . Bowkan was so frightened that he

dropped the fire and the gins recovered it.

“ Aborigines of Victoria ,” Brough Smyth , I. ,
P. 478
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RELIGION OF THE AUSTRALIAN

ABORIGINES.

BY

C. STANILAND WAKE , Ex -Director of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and

Ireland .

i'r was customary at one time to regard been closely studied by W. A. W. Howitt , claim
the black race of the great island- to be descended from Tundun, the son of Můngan

continent of Australia as quite desti- Ngaur, a supposed spirit often spoken of as “ Our

tute of any form of religion , the test Father , ” and also the “ Master. " According to a

of which was the belief in the exist- legend common to the Dieri and other tribes of

ence of a god and the practice of Central Australia, theGood Spirit , Moora Moora,

ceremonies consequent on such a created men out of lizards, and afterwards di.

belief. The natives of Australia, when first rected the division of the tribe into family groups

discovered by Europeans, were in a very low distinguished by totemic names. But Moora

condition of culture, and they were thought to Moora is the name given to the deceased ancestors

be too degraded to have any idea of religion. of the tribe , hencethe Great Spirit may be re

Enquiry by competent observers

has shown , however, that simple

as are their arts and barbarous

as are some of their customs, they

have well defined tribal organiza

tions, combined with family or

" gentile ” associations which

have been compared to those of
Greece. Their social relations,

moreover, are governed by laws

which condemn acts such as theft,

homicide, and trespasses on the

rights of others in general ; and

which include elaborate regula

tions as to marriage and kinship,

intended to prevent the possi

bility of marital unions being

formed between near blood rela

tives, such unions being regarded

withthe utmost abhorrence .These

laws have all the binding charac

ter which can be given tothem by

custom , perpetuated through

many generations, but they are

sanctioned also bywhat is equiva

lent to “ divine command ."
Australian Bushmen .

Under different names a Great

Spirit is recognized by the Blacks throughout | garded as a kind of generalized great ancestor.
thewhole of Australia, so far as their beliefs have The Australian aborigines, like all other primi

been ascertained. To him is ascribed the origin tive races, people naturewith spirits . These spirits

of their institutions, laws and arts, and he is are not merely endowed with human attributes;

looked upon as the Father of the tribe , and usually they are supposed to have, at one time, inhabited

as the creator of the first men and animals. The human bodies. Many of the stars, for instance,

Great Spirit is supposed to be presentduring the Jupiter, Arcturus, Castor and Pollux , are identified

initiatory ceremonies, in the courseof which the with men who lived in the " early age,” men who

youths are instructed in all the lore and laws of are called the Old Spirits , and are sometimes said

the tribe, and taught that if they infringe any to have been destroyed by a deluge in consequence

of the commands of the Master, as he is also of disobedience to the commands of the Master

called, there expressed , they will be punished Spirit . The stars in Orion's belt and scabbard are
with disease and death . Although not usually young men dancing in a corrobboree, and the

named as the actual ancestor of the tribe, there Pleiades are girls beating time to the dance . Even

are indications that this Master Spirit may the animals, which play so important a part in the

have been at one time so considered . Thus native mythology , are often said to have been men

Bund-jel, the Supreme Being of the Victoria originally. After dark the whole country is
Blacks, is referred toas the first man , and he is believedto swarm with spirits, those of the un

said to have created everything,and then the buried dead and the dead of hostile tribes, and no

second man, Kar-ween, for whom he also made man will go out in the dark without carrying a

two wives . The Kurnai of Gippsland , who have light to keep off the spirits . The sorcery doctors
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are thought to be instructed by the spirits of The religious ideas of the Australian Blacks are

deceased doctors, who initiate them into the thus intimately connected with what is termed

secrets of their office, and afterwards aid them in nature -worship , but nature as reflected from their

curing diseases or canceling spells, as well as in own minds. Its activities are those of beings like

inflicting disease or death onmen belonging to themselves, beings who are thought to have lived

strange or hostile tribes. If a sorcerer offends the on the earth at one time as men , and whose present

spirits they cause the magic bones and stones power corresponds to that which they then exer

carried in his “ medicine " bag to be transferred to cised ; hence it is not surprising that everything in

nature is classed by the Australian aborigines in

one or other of their totemic divisions.

Enchantment of Ingnas (Spirits ). -Disease

and death , ill -success in hunting, loss of personal

property - in fact, most of the misfortunes which

can befall a man-are all attributed to the power

which hostile tribes possess over the spirits and
demons which infestevery corner of the land .

• Souls of departed black men who, fromsome

cause , have not received the rights of sepulture,
and in consequence are constrained to wander

about the place of their death.—" Trans. Ethnol.

Society of London ," Vol. III ., p . 235.

The Story of Bund - jel, the Creator. - Bund -jel

was the first man. He made everything, and the

second man (Kar-ween ) he made also , as well as

two wives for K'ar-ween . But Bund -jel made no

wife for himself, and after the lapse of time he

came to want Kar-ween's wives. Kar -ween watched

his wives very jealously, and was careful that

Bund-jel should not get near them . Bund jel,

however, was clever enough to steal both of the

wives in the night, and he took them away . Kar

ween, taking some spears with him, pursued

Bund -jel, but he couldnot find hini , nor could he

find his wives. But in a short time Bund -jel came

back, bringing with him the two women . He

asked Kar-ween to fight on the following day , and

he proposed that if Kar-ween conquered he should

have the women , and if Bund-jel conquered that

they should be his . To this Kar-ween agreed .

ButKar-ween had in his mind a different plan.

And this was his plan : To make Ingarguill (a

corrobboree ). Kar -ween spoke to Waung (the

crow) , and asked him to make a corrobboree. And

many crows came, and they made a great light in
the air, and they sang

Mene-Nar-in -gee

Targo BarraTargo

Burra mene lang -go

Wah !

While theywere thus singing, Bund -jel danced .

Kar-ween took a spear andthrew it at him, and

Man of New South Wales . ( After Ratzel . ) wounded him a little in the leg, but not in such a

manner as to hurt Bund-jel much . Bund -jel,

the bag of another doctor,and then he sickens and however, was very angry, and he seized a spear

dies. The Good Spirit of the tribe usually hasa and threw it at Kar -ween . It was so well thrown

malignant counterpart, who is sometimes nearly that it wentthroughthejoint ofKar -ween's thigh .

related to him . At times they are associated, as And Kar -ween could walk about no more. Kar .

light and darkness, or thunder and lightning ; and ween became sick . He became lean as a skeleton ,

occasionally a third being, by some tribes spoken and therefore Bund- jel made Kar-ween a crane,

ofas two spirits existingas one, is introduced . and that bird was thereafter called Kar -ween .

The Australianaborigines have stories to explain Bund -jel was the conqueror. The two women

various natural phenomena,such as the rising and became his wives, and he had many children .

"setting of the sun , the waning of the moon, and After this Ballen -ballen (the jay) , who at that

the season of great heat. By some of the tribes time was a man , had a great many bags full of

the GoodSpirit is thought to travel aboutin the wind, and being angry , he one day opened the

whirlwind, andby others the whirlwind is identi- bags, and madesuch a great wind that Bund-jel
fied with an Evil Spirit, who can be destroyed by and nearly allhis family were carried up into the

throwing boomerangs at it , although this does not heavens. - " Aborigines of Victoria," R. Brough

preventhim from appearing again in another or Smyth , Vol. I., P , 425-7.

similar form . The Evil Spirit represents the des. Murdoo (Family ) Legend of the Dieyerle.

tructive power in nature, as the Good Spirit,who After the creation, fathers, mothers, sisters, and

sends rain to make the grass grow andto fill the brothers, and others of the closest kin , inter

water springs, represents its constructive power . married promiscuously, until the evil effects of
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these alliances becoming manifest, a council of the

chiefs was assembled to consider in what way they

might be averted , the result oftheir deliberations

being a petition to the Moora Moora [Good Spirit ] ,

in answer to which he ordered that the tribe

should be divided into branches, and distinguished

one from the other by different names, after objects

animate and inanimate, such as dogs, mice, emu,

rain , iguana , and so forth , the members of any

such branch not to intermarry, butwith permis.
sion to mingle with another. Thus the son of a

dog might not marry the daughter of a dog , but

either might form an alliance with a mouse, an

emu, a rat , or other family : - " The Native Tribes

of South Australia" ( The Dieyerie Tribe, by S.

Gason ), P , 260.

Season Myths.—The aborigines of Australia

say that Yurree and Wanjel, who are the stars we

call Castor and Pollux, pursue Purra the Kan

garoo (our Capella ), and kill him at the beginning

of the great heat , and the mirage is the smoke of

the fire they roast him by. They say also that

Marpean - K'urrk and Neilloan (Arcturus and Lyra)

were the discoverers of the ant-pupas and the eggs

of the loan bird, and taught the aborigines to find

them for food . Translated into the language of

fact, these single myths record the summer place

of the stars in question, and the seasons of ant.

pupas and loan -eggs, which seasons are marked by

the stars , who are called their discoverers.

“ Primitive Culture," Ed. B. Tylor, Vol. 1., P, 357.

Tharamulun, the Supreme Spirit. - He, it is

said , taught the Murring all the arts they knew ;

lie instituted the ceremonies of Initiation of

Youths; he made the original Mŭdji (a whirling

instrument that makes a loud buzzing sound]
ordered animal nanies to be assumed by

men ; and directed what rules should be observed

as to the food permitted or forbidden to certain

persons . Tharamulùn himself watched the

youths from the sky , prompt to punish, by sick

ness or death , the breach of his ordinances.

This name of Thara -mülün is to them so sacred ,

that even in speaking to me of it , when no one

else was present but ourselves, the old men have

done so in almost whispers, andhave used elliptical

expressions to avoid the word itself, such as " He, "

" the inan ," or the name I told you of.-- " On

Some Australian Beliefs, " W. A. W. Howitt ( Jol.

Anth , Inst. Vol. XIII, P, 192, 3 ) .

FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

19. NATURE GODS - FETISH WORSHIP AND SORCERY IN WESTERN AFRICA . – Nature

deities, Animal deities. Fetish , Magic, Sorcerer, Priest, Societies.

20. THE WORSHIP OF THE DEAD AND HUMAN SACRIFICES IN WEST AFRICA . - Future

Life , Cult ofthe Dead , Human Sacrifice,Cannibalism , Fear and Reverence, Srahmanadzi.

21. THE RELIGIONS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA.-Cult of the Dead , Unkulunkulli, Magic , Bush
men , Hottentots .

22. THE WORSHIP OFTHE DEAD.-MAGIC IN POLYNESIA , MICRONESIA , MELANESIA,

AND AUSTRALIA . - Cult of the Dead, Cult of Nature , Commingling, Future Life, Kinds of

Worship ,Magic.

23. NATURE MYTHS, AND DIVINE AND HEROIC LEGENDS IN POLYNESIA , TAB00.

Myths, DepartmentalGods, Hero -Gods, Taboo, MaoriMyth about Heaven and Earth .

24. NATURÉ MYTHS, AND DIVINE AND HEROIC LEGENDS IN MICRONESIA , MELANESIA

AND AUSTRALIA, TOTEMISM .-- Ndengei, Difference from Polynesia, Vui Pund -jel, Pul.

ly -byan, Totemism .

QUESTIONS.

19. Specify the major nature -deities, Specify the minor. Which is the favorite animal-god ? What

is a fetish ? Distinguish from the amulet. What dualism exists among the Blacks ? State thepowers

and functions ofa sorcerer ?

20 . What belief, is universal in Western Africa ? How is destiny in the future life decided ?

What service can the chiefsperform after death ? Name the three forms of the cultofthe dead. Why
are humanbeings offered? Which deities are rather feared , and which reverenced ?

21. What class of deities is mainly worshipped ? Why are serpents worshipped ? Who was
Unkulunkulu ? For what is magic used ! Whatplays the chiefpart in the religion of the Bushmen ?

Describe theprincipalfigureinHottentotlegend ?
22. Name the two sources of religious ideas among the Oceanians ? How are both forms con.

nected with the minor nature-worship ? What governs the future destiny of the soul ? State the three
possible relations of the soul to the body after death ? What is mana ? What is Karakia ? Describe

the makingof rain ?

23. What changes have taken place in Polynesian religion ? How were natural phenomena

explained ? What double service did mythology perform ? How are earth and sky understood ? Who

is the chief divine figure, and tell his achievements ? Name some sources of the numerous myths ?

State the various purposes of taboos ?

24. Name some myths current here ? Who is the chief figure among the Fijians ? What animals
and what men are deified ? Who are the Vui ? Describe thetwo creators as conceived by the Austra .

lians ? Relate the picturesque myth of the Origin of Night ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

19. The present function of nature in religion.

20. The presentfunction of deceased parents in religion.

21. The present function of magic, asin the case of the horseshoe and the mascot.

22. Contrast and compare ideas of the future life among the Oceanians with those current
among modern Americans.

23. Compare and contrast taboo with modern ideas of sacredness.

24. Relate the “ Origin of Night” lo a child , and note the appreciation given it.

1
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GLOSSARY
AND

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION

1

a as in fat. o as in pot .

ā as in fate . Ő as in pote.

ä as in father . ö as in move .

a when obscure. u as in tub .

e as in met . ū as in tube.

ē as in mete . ü Place the lips for oo , but say ee .

i as ip pin . oi as in joint.

i as in pine. ou as in proud .

g hard as in get . i French nasalizing n .

The chief sources of our knowledge about Oceanians, Africans and Redskins are the reports of

English observers, who, of course , wrote down names in English letters. These , therefore, need no

key, and are omitted from this glossary .

onAbhidharma ( a-bhi-dhär'ma ).—A Book

Metaphysics among the Buddhists .

Alviella (äl-vēl'la ).- Cf. Biography of Con
tributors .

Atharvaveda ( a -t'här -vä -vā'dä ).- One of the
Vedas.

Avesta (ä-ves/ tä ).-The scriptures of the ancient
Persians.

Ayllu (il'lö ).- Cf. Note 1 to Lesson 18 .

Ayulla (i -yöl'lä ) .-A Peruvian gens .

Brahmana (bräh'ma-na ).— The secondary

stratum of Indian scriptures.

Brugsch (bröksh ) , 1827-1894. - German Egyp

tologist.

Bunyin Nanjio (bön'yu nän'jeo ).- A living
Japanese linguist.

Chalchihultzli (chẳlºchẽ wet/zle) .–A Mexican

deity .

Chibchas (chēb'chäs).- A tribe of South Ameri.
can Indians .

Comte (kont ), 1798-1857 . – French philosopher.

Confucius (kon -fu'shius ), 550-478, B.C.-Chinese

philosopher .

Creuzer ( kroit'zer ) , 1771-1858 .—German hier.

ologist .

Cusanus (kū - zā'nus) , 1401-1464 . - German eccle

siastic and philosopher .

Cuzco (köz'ko).-A city of Peru .

Damara (dä-mä'rä ).— Two tribes in S. W. Africa.

De Mortillet (da-mõr'-tēyā ' ) , 1821.– A French

archæologist.

Deutsch (doitsh ) . -Cf. Biography of Contribu.

tors .

Dupuis (dü-püē ' ) , 1742 1809.-French hierolo .

gist .

Eedmans (ārd'mäns) Cf. Biography of Contri.
butors.

Eskimo (es'ki-mo).— A people of N. America.

Gaina (ji'nä ) .-A small seci in India similar to

the Buddhists .

Gatha ( gä’t’hä).-A dialect used in the Mahây.

âna scriptures.

Gitchi Gauzini (get -chēgou -zē'nē ).- An Indian
chief.

Goethe (ger'te ),1749-1832 . - German poet.

Guarani (gwä-rä-nē').— A race of South Ameri
can Indians.

Haeckel (hek'el ) , 1834.-A German naturalist .

Hawaiians (hä-wè'yans) - People inhabiting a

group of islands in the N. Pacific .

Hegel (hā'gel) , 1770-1831. — German philosopher.

Herder (her'der ), 1744-1803.-German critic and

Hinayana (hi-na-yä'na). --Southern school of

Buddhisni.

Homo Alalus. - Latin, Non -speaking man.

Homo Sapiens .-Latin . Intelligent man .

Primitive Eye-Shades , Mackenzie River.

Aztecs (az'tecs).— A tribe of Mexican Indians .

Bantou or Bantu (bän'tö).-A tribe in South
Africa .

Bechuana (be-chwän '-ä) .—Region in South

Africa .

Bernal Diaz (ber -nälldē'äth ), 1498-1593.-A

Spanish soldier and author.

Bharucha (bha-rö'chä ) .-Cf Biography of Con.

tributors.

Bopp (bop) , 1791-1867 . - German pbilologist.

poet.
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Sangita (säi'ge-tii ).-Text ofany Veda.
Santa Lucia (san'tä lö.chē'ä ) (English Saint

Lucy ) . - Church in Naples.

Sastra ( shas'trä ). - A text book among the

Hindus.

Saussaye(sõs'sā ) 1848 -.- Dutch hierologist.

Sayce ( sās) 1846 – .-English philologist.

Shamanism (sham'an-izm ) . – The religion of the
barbarous tribes of Siberia , etc.

Supay ( sö'pi).—The Mexican Hades.

Sutra (sö'tra).- A book of rules in India .

Taote King ( tä'o -ta -king').— Name of a Chinese

scripture.

Teocallis (tā-o-käl'- yēs).- Temples in Mexico.

Huitzilopochtli (wēt'-zēl- o -poch'tlē ).— Mexican

god.

Hume (hūm ), 1711-1776 . – Scottish philosopher.

Illaticci (ēl'lä- tēs'sē ).-An epithet of Viracocha.

Islam ( is'lam ) , " submission ." - An alternative

name for Mohammedanism .

Julien (Zhü -lyan ') 1799-1873.- French sinologist.

Koran (kõ-räp '). — The scripture of the Moham

medans.

Lamarck (lä-märk ') , 1744-1829 . – French natur

alist.

Laotze (lä'o tsā '), born 604 B.C.- Chinese phi

losopher.

Legge ( leg ) , 1815.- Scottish sinologist .

Mahabharata (ma-hä-bhä'ra-ta ) . — One of the

two great epics of Inilia .

Maharaja (mä-hä -rä'jä ).- An Indian prince.

Mahayana (ma-hä-yä'ua).- One ofthe two great

schools of Buddhism .

Malqui (mäl’kē).- A Peruvian mummy .

Mandala (män'dä-lä ) .-A division ofthe Sanhita

of the Rigveda .

Maoris (mä'ö -riz ).– The aborigines of New Zea

land .

Maspero (mäs-pe-ro '), 1846—.-French Egypt.
ologist .

Mictlan (mēk-tlän ').— " Place of the dead .”'

Mohammed (mo-bám'ed) the Praised One, 570

632.- The founder of Islamism .

Montezuma (mon -tē -zö'mä ), 1390-1464. Chief

of Ancient Mexico.

Müller ( mül'ler ' , F. Max , 1823—.- A German

English philologist .

Müller (mül'ler), J. von , 1752-1809. – Swiss lis
torian .

Nihil humanum a nobis alienum putamus:

Weconsidernothing that is human foreign to us.

Nila kantha Ghoreh (nē'lä känt'hä ghoʻra ).

A Hindu scholar.

Oceania ( o -se -a'ni- ä ).- One of the divisions of

the world, comprising the Islands in Malaysia,

Australasia and Polynesia .

Ova -Herero ( ō -vä-he-ral-ro ).- A Bantu tribe.

Pacarina (pä-kä-rēl vä ).-A spirit among the
Peruvians.

Pachacamac (päch -ä -kä'mäk ).--A port of Peru .

Papuans (pä pö -äns ). — The people of Papua or
New Guinea

Pehlevi (pā'la-ve).-An ancient Persian dialect .

Pueblos (pweb'lős).- A tribe of North American
Indians.

Purana (pö -rä'na ).- Later scripturesof India .

Quetzalcoatl (kāt-zäl-ko -ät'l).– Mexican god.

Quichuas (ke-civöräs). — Theaborigines of Peru .
Radhakantadeva (rä'dhä -kän'ta -dā'vä ). А

Hindu scholar.

Ramayana (rä -mä'ya-na). – One of the two

great epics of India .

Ramirez (rä-mē'reth ) 1765-1823 . - A Spanish
general in Peru.

Rammohun Roy (räm-mö hun'roi ) 1774-1833. —
Theistic reformer in India .

Remusat (rā mü-zä' ) 1788-1832. – French sinolo

gist.

Reville ( rå-vēl ' ) 1826 — .- French hierologist.

Rig Veda Sanhita (rig vā'dä sää'he-ta ) . — The

text of the Hymn Veda.

Sahagun ( sä -ä -gön') 1499-1590. — A Spanish mis
sionary and historian.

Sakhas ( shäk'häs).– Branches of the Hindu
scriptures.

Samaveda ( sä -mä -va'dä ).-One of the Vedas .
Samoans (sa -moans). - People inhabiting a

group of Islands in the South Pacific.

uehta

Sorcerer of the Nyam -Nyam. (After a photograph by R. Buchta ) .

Tezcatlipoca (tāth - kät-le -po'kä).- Mexican god .

Ticci (tēs'sē ). -Anephitet of Viracocha.

Tici Viracocha ( tērsē vē rä ko'chä ).- Supreme

deity of the Peruvians.

Tiele (tē'la ).- A living Dutch hierologist.

Titicaca ( te te kä'kä) . — The largest lake in

South America.

Tlaloc ( tlā-lõk ' ) . - Mexican god .

Tlapallan ( tlä-pä'l -lan ) .-A mythical place .

Tollan (tol'lanl.- A mythical place.

Tonatlan (tö -nä'tlän ).- Place of the sun .

Torquemada (tör-kā-mä'thä ) 1545-1617 ) . - A

Spanish historian.

Tripitaka (tri-pi'ta-ka ). — Scriptures of the
Southern Buddhists.

Tula (törlä ) .-An ancient town in Mexico .

Uiracocha (we-rä -ko'-chä ).-- Supreme deity of
the Peruvians.

Upa -marca (ö-pä-märkä) . - The Peruvian
Hades.

Veda (va'da ) .-The earliest scriptures of the

Indians.

Viracocha (vē-rä -ko'chä ).- Cf. Uiracocha.

Vico ( vē'kö ) 1668-1744.- Italian philosopher .

Wylie (wi'le ) . - English sinologist .
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A Model of Candor for the Truthseeker.

The general inclinations which are naturaliy im

planted in my soul to some religion , it is impos

sible for me to shift off; but there being such a

multiplicity of religions in the world, I desire now

seriously to consider with myself which of them

all to restrain these my general inclinations to .

And the reason of this ny inquiry is not , that I

am in the least dissatisfied with that religion I

have already embraced; but because ' tis natural

for all men to have an overbearing opinion and

esteem for that particular religion they are borni

and bred -up in . That therefore, I may not seem

biased by the prejudice of education, I am re

solved to prove and examine them all, that I may
see and hold fast to that which is best.

Indeed , there was never any religion so barbarous

and diabolical, but it was preferred above all other

religions whatsoever by them that did profess it ;

otherwise they would not have professed it.

And why, say they , may you not be mistaken as

well as we? Especially when there are, at least ,
six to one against your Christian religion ; all of

which think they serve God aright; and expect

happiness thereby as well as you . And

hence it is that in my looking out for the truest

religion , being conscious to myself how great an

ascendancy Christianity holds over me beyond the
rest , as being that religion whereunto I was born

and baptizew ; that the supremeauthority has en
joined and my parents educated me in ; that which

everyone I meet withal highly approves of, and

which I myself have, by a long -continued profes

sion , made almost natural to me; I am resolved to

be more jealousand suspicious of this religion than

of the rest, and be sure not to entertain it any

longer without being convinced by solid and sub

stantial arguments of the truth and certainty of it .

That, therefore , I may make diligent and impartial

inquiry into all religions and so be sure to find

out the best, I shall for a time look upon myself

as one not at all interested in any particular religion

whatsoever, much less in the Christian religion ;

but only as one who desires , in general, to serve

and obey Him that made me in a right manner,

and thereby to be made partaker of that happiness

mynature is capable of. -Bishop Beveridge, “ Pri.

vate Thoughts on Religion ,” Part I. , Art. 1 .

This admirable statement was well chosen by

Prof. F. Max Müller as a prelude to the Sacred

Books of the East, for the perusal of them in any

other spirit would prove of dubious benefit . As

the value of a judgment depends in part upon its
source, the reader will like to learn that W.

Beveridge, 1637-1708 , was Bishop of St. Asaph,

Wales. He was very learned , earnest and devout,

and justly esteemed. He has been styled the

great reviver and restorer ofprimitive piety .”

Need for the Study of Religions . — The high

merits of heathen systems, set forth with every

degree of exaggeration , pass into the hands of

Christian families, in books and magazines and

secular papers . Apostles of infidelity are sent out

to heathen countries to gather weapons against

the truth . Natives of various Oriental lands , once

taught in our mission schools perhaps, but still

heathen, are paraded on our lecture platformis,

where they entertain us with English and Ameri

can arguments in support of their heathen systems

and against Christianity. Young pastors, in the

literary clubs of their various communities, are

surprised by being called to discuss plausible papers

on Buddhism , which some fellow member has con

tributed , and they are expected to defend the truth .

Or some young parishoner has been fascinated by

a plausible Theosophist, or has learned from Robert

Elsmere that there are other religions quite as pure

and sacred as our own . Or some chance lecturer

has disturbed the community with a discourse on

the history of religious myths. And when some
anxious member of a church learus that his re

ligious instructor has no help for hiin on such

subjects, that they lie wholly outside of his range ,

there is apt to be somethingmore than disappoint

ment: there is a loss of confidence .

It is perfectly evident that in an age like this we

cannot propagate Christianity under glass . It

must grow in the open field where the free winds

of heaven shall smite and dissipate every cloud of

error that may pass over it , and where its roots

shall only strike the deeper for the questionings

and conflicts that may often befall it. Error can .

not be overcome either by ignoring it or by the

cheap but imbecile scolding of an ignorant pulpit.

-F. F. Ellinwood , “ Oriental Religions and Chris

tianity ,'' pp. 35-37;

Sympathy Needed in the Study of Religions.

- This leads us to consider the second condition

for the serious study of the comparative history of

religions; it is the necessity of penetrating one's.

self with the spirit of the people who form the

object of particular research. It is necessary, as

it were, to think with their mind , and to see with

their eyes, making entire abstraction of one's own

ideas, under pain of seeing everything in a false

light as one sees nature through a colored glass ,

and of forming religious ideas the most erroneous.

and often even the most unjust. What European

could, for example, form an exact notion of the

Sadasat. the being -pon -being of the Brahmans

(which is not that of Hegel), or the Khi of the

Chinese , or of the Dharma of the Buddhists, if he

had not upon these concepts precise and com

plete ideas ? Now to acquire them one must make

tabula rasa of his own conceptions, and dream

with these peoples.-- Mgr. C. D. d'Harlez, “ The

World's Parliament of Religions," p . 620.

Respect Due to Non -Christian Religions.

There has prevailed in our time an indiscrimi

nate carelessness in the use oftermsin dealing with

this subject. The strong language which the Old

Testament employed against the abominations of

Baalism , we have seemed to regard as having

equal force against the ethics of Confucius or

Gautama. " Heathenism " is the one brand which

we have put upon all the pon -Christian religions.

I wish it were possible to exchange the term for a
better .

We may judge of the bearing of the common

term heathen as applied to non -Christian nations,
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when we consider that the Greeks and Romans An Ancient Clock . – The clepsydra in the watch

characterized all foreigners as “ barbarians ,'' that tower in Canton consists of four covered copper jars,

Mohammedans call all Christians “ infidels ," and the top of each of which is level with the bottom

the Chinese greet them as “ foreign devils " The of the one above it ; the largest measures 23 inches

missionary enterprise as a work of conciliation high and broad, and contains To catties, or 97 !

should illustrate a broader spirit -F. F. Ellin- pints of water ; the second is 22 inches high and

wood, " Oriental Religions and Christianity ,” p 63 . 21 inches broad ; the third is 21 inches high, and

Christian missionaries in Japan haveof late with 20 inches broad ; and the lowest 23 inches high ,

oneconsent ceased to use the approbrious term and 19 inches broad . Each is connected with the

heathen , out of respect to the gifts and graces of other by an open trough along which the water

the estimable people of that land . trickles. The wooden index in the lowest jar is

Value of Hierology.-- What is the value and
set every morning and afternoon at 5 o'clock , by

importance of a comparative study of religions?
placing the mark on it for these hours even with

What lessons has it to teaclı ? I may answer, first ,
the cover, through which it rises and indicates the

that the results of hierology form part of the great time. The water is dipped out and poured back

body of scientific truth , and as such have a recog

nized scientific value as helping to complete a

knowledge of man and his environment ; and I

shall attempt to show that a serious study by an

intelligent public of the great mass of facts already

gathered concerning most ofthe religions of the

world will prove of great value in at least two

directions— first, as a means of general ; second,

as a means of religious culture . Matthew Arnold

defines culture as the acquainting ourselves with

the best that has been known and said in the

world, and thus with the history of the human

spirit .” This is a nineteenth century use of the

word .-E ;R. Sunderland, “ The World's Parlia
ment of Religions,” p. 622.

Is Religion Possible ? —It has often been said ,

What can be the good of an historical study of

religious questions ? We do not want to know

what Manu , cr Buddha, or Socrates, or Christ

thought about the questions which trouble us.

We want to know whether apy living man can

give us an answer that will satisfy the require.

ments of our own age, or prescribe a remedy which

will cure the complaints of our own society . The

burning question of the day is uot what religion

has been ,or how it came to be what it is . The real

question is the possibility of any religion at all ,

whether natural or supernatural; and if that ques Industry of Ashantee Women, Africa .

tion has once been answered in the negative, as it

has been by some of the most popular philosophers into the top jarwhen the index shows the comple

of our century , why not let the dead bury the tion of the half day; and the water is renewed

dead ? every quarter. Two large drums stand in the room ,

Ido not wish to prejudge any of these questions; on which the watchmen strike the watches during

and in choosing for my own task a careful study the night. Probably a ruder contrivance to divide

of the historical development of religious thought time can hardly be found the world over ,-- Mac

among the principal nations of the world, I claim

for it at first no more than that it may serve at
gowan , “ Sm. Rep.,” 1891 , p . 610.

least as a useful preparation for a final solution of A Modern Clock.-In my room in the Patent

the difficult problems whichthe great prilosophers Office there hangs a Connecticut clock of ordinary

of our age have placed before us. It would be pattern and quite imperfectly regulated. Its

strange indeed if in religion alone we could learn variation of perhaps half a minute a day, however,

nothing from those who have come before us, or gives me no concern , since being connected by

even from those who differ from us. My own ex- wire with the transmitting clock at the Naval

perience has been, on the contrary, that nothing Observatory, it is every day, at noon, set to accu
helps us so much to understand and to value our rate time. At the moment of 12 o'clock there

own religion as a study of the religions of other comes a stroke on a little bell and simultaneously

nations, and that nothing enables us better to deal the three hands, hour, minute and second ,

with the burning questions of to -day than a know- whether they may have gained or lost during the

ledge of the difficulties inherent in all religions . preceding twenty -four hours, fly to their vertical

These questions which are placed before us as the position . At the same moment and controlled by

burning questions of the day have been burning the same impulse, the ball, visible on its lofty staff

for centuries. Under slightly varying aspects from all the ships in New York Harbor, drops,

they belong to the oldest questions of the world, and the seamen compare their chronometers for

and they occupy a very prominent place in every their coming voyage . The same signal is sent to

history of religion. If there is continuity any- railway offices and governs the clocks on thou

where, it is tobefound in the growth of religious sands of miles of track and determines the starting

opinions - F.Max Müller, " Natural Religion ," and stopping and speed of their trains. ” - F . A.

Seely , “ Sm . Rep.," 1889, p . 377.
Pp . 221 , 223
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3. The Industrial Arts.
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Harris (George) . The Theory of the Arts. 1869.
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Starr ( Frederick ). Some First Steps in Human

Progress .

4. The Fine Arts .

Balfour (Henry ). The Evolution of Decorative

Art . 1893 .

Blaserna ( Pietro ). The Theory of Sound in its

Relation to Music . ( Internat . Sc . Series ) .

Collier (John ). Primer of Art. 1882 .

Haddon (Alfred C. ) . Evolution in Art as Illustrated

by the Life-histories of Designs. ( Contemp. Sc .

Series ). 1895 .

Jones (Owen ) . Grammar of Ornament. 1878 .

Posnett ( H. M.). Comparative Literature. (Inter

nat . Sc. Series) .

Rayleigh ( Baron ). The Theory of Sound . 1894 .

5. Sociology.

Gomme ( G. L. ) . The Village Community. (Con

temp. Sc. Series ) .

Maine ( Henry Sumner ). Lectures on the Early

History of Institutions. Ancient Law .

Drummond ( J. ) . The Ascent of Man.

Starcke (C.N.). The Primitive Family . ( Internat.

Sc . Series) .

Kidd ( B. ) . Social Evolution . 1894

Fiske ( John ). Outlines of Cosnic Philosoplıy. 16
Ed . 1895 ,

Ward ( Lester F.). Dynamic Sociology. 1883 .

Psychic Factors of Civilization. 1883.

Small ( A. W. ) . and Vincent ( G. E. ) . The Study of

Society .

6. Knowledge.

Pearson (Karl ) . The Grammar of Science. (Con .

temp. Sc . Series ) . 1892.

Spencer ( Herbert ) . Illustrations of Universal

Progress. 1864. Also “ The Order of Discovery

in the Progress of Knowledge,” in Youmans'

Modern Culture. 1867.

Whewell (Wm. ) . History of the Inductive Sciences .
1837 .

Ueberweg ( Frederick ) . History of Philosophy.
1875.

General Works for Non -Civilized Peoples.

Réville (Albert ). Les Religions des Peoples non

civilisés . 1883.

Spencer (Herbert). Descriptive Sociology ( not al

ways based on the best sources, and arranged

quite according to doctrinnaire viewpoints) .

For North and South America .

Acosta ( Jos ) . Natural History of the Indias.

Bancroft ( H. H. ) . Native Races of the Pacific

Coast.

Bandelier ( A. ) . Mexico.

Brinton ( D. G. ) . The American Race ; Essays of

an Americanist; Myths of the New World ; Amer.

ican Hero -Myths.

Catlin (George ) . Manners, Customs, etc. , of the

North American Indians.

Fewkes (J. W.). Various papers in the Jour. of

American Folk -lore, American Anthropologist,

and Jour, ofAmerican Ethnology.

Markham ( C. R. ) . Rites and Laws ofthe Incas.

Matthews (W. ) . The Mountain - Chant.

Payne ( J. ) . The History of America . Vol. I.

Reville ( A. ). The Native Religions of Mexico
and Peru .

Schoolcraft ( H. R. ) . Expedition to the Sources

of the Mississippi River.

For Africa.

Callaway (Bishop ). The Religious System of the

Amazulu . 1884.

Ellis (A. B.). The Tshi-speaking Peoples of the
Gold Coast. 1888 .

Fritsch ( G. ) . Die Eingebornen Süd Afrikas.
1872 .

Macdonald ( J. ) . Religion and Myth . 1893 .

For Oceania .

Codrington (R. H.). The Melanesians . 1891.

Dawson ( J.). The Australian Aborigines .

Grey ( G. ). Polynesian Mythology , etc. 1855 .

Gill ( W. W. ) . Myths and Songs from the South
Pacific . 1876.

Smyth ( R. B. ) . The Aborigines of Victoria .
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BRIEF SKETCHES OF A FEW OF THE INSTRUCTORS FOR

UNIVERSAL RELIGION .

Coro

-

vount Goblet d'Alviella , born in 1846 . at the Bombay University. Author of the follow

He has received the degrees of LL.D. , ing works :

Ph.D., etc. He is a member of the " A Short Sketch of Zend Grammar, " 1863.

Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain , and " The Pahlavi Pand-Nameh of Adarhâd Mârâ .

was Hibbard Lecturer in 1891. He is a professor spand,” with translation , notes , and glossary. A

in the University of Brussels, where he has prize essay , 1886.

also been Rector since 1896. He was Director of “ Nirang-e-Risteyân (a Gujerati work des

the “ Revue de Belgique,” 1874-1890 ; a National cribing the Parsee ceremonies of the dead ) . А

Representative, 1878-1884, and a Senator, 1892- prize essay, not yetpublished.

1894. He became a member of the Belgian * The Notices of the Ancient Iranians in the

Academy in 1890, and President in 1897. Besides History of Herodotus, compared with Avesta and

writing numerous reviews, articles , and brochures,

he has published the following works, which have
been translated into English : " Sahara and

Lapland, Travels, etc.," 1874 ; “ India and Hima

laya," 1877; “ Contemporary Evolution ofReligious
Thought, in England, America and India ," 1885 ;

“ The Migration of Symbols,” 1894 ; “ Lectures on

the Origin and Growt!ı of the Conception of God ,

etc.," 1892 .

John Henry Barrows was born in 1847 , and

was graduated from Olivet College , Michigan , in

1867. After three years' devotion to theological

studyand preaching, he spenta year traveling in
Europe, Egypt, andPalestine . From 1875 to 1881 he

was pastorof the Eliot CongregationalistChurch ,of

Lawrence, Massachusetts. He came to Chicago in

1883, and for fifteen years was pastor of the First

Presbyterian Church of that city. He received his

Doctor's Degree from Lake Forest University in

1881. He was chairman of the Committee of

Religious Congresses during the World's Fair, and

for three years has been Haskell Lecturer in the

University of Chicago . In 1896 he spent seven

months in Germany at the University of Göttin

gen, and during the winter of 1896-7 delivered the

first course of Barrows Lectures in India and
Edmund Buckley , A.M. , Ph.D.

Japan. His published works are : “ History of the

World's Parliament of Religions,” “ TheGospels

are True Histories," " I Believe in God," "Life of PahlaviWorks.” A prize essay not yet published.

Henry Ward Beecher ," and “ Christianity , the “ A Brief Sketch of the Zoroastrian Religion

World Religion .” and Customs," written for the World's Parliament

Edmund Buckley , born 1855, and graduated of Religions at Chicago , A.D. 1893.

from the University of Michigan in 1884. He A graduated series of " Zoroastrian Morals,” in

studied further, 1884-6 , in Berlin and London , five books, for Zoroastrian children in Gujerati.

and was Professor of Philosophy in the Doshisha Samuel Ives Curtis, born in 1844, was gradu

College, Kyoto, Japan, 1886-1892 . He spent the ated from Amherst College 1867 ; Union Seminary

following year in travel through China, India, 1870 . He took the degree of Ph.D. at Leipzic,

Egypt, Palestine, and Europe , and for 1893-4 was 1876, where he enjoyed special instruction under

Fellow iu Comparative Religion at the University Prof. Franz Delitzsch ; and of Licentiate of Theol

of Chicago,where he graduated with the degree of ogy, Berlin , 1878. Iowa gave him D.D. 1878,

Ph.D. in 1894 , since which time he has been Docent Amherst 1883. In 1878 he was called to Chicago to

in Comparative Religion . Besides various reviews a professorship which was soon limited to the Old
and articles, hewrote · Mongolian Literature " for Testament . In 1882 he was invited to Andover,

PROGRESS, and “ Die Mongolen ” for the “ Lehr- but declined . He was pastor of the Alexander

buch der Religionsgeschichte," edited by C. de la Mission , New York, 1869-1872, of the American

Saussaye, in 1897 . Chapel, Leipzig, which he was instrumental in
Ervad Sheriayi Dadabhai Bharucha was born establishing , 1874-1878 . He has been President

1843, acquired and practiced the full knowledge of of the ChicagoCity Missionary Society nine years.

priesthood under his father, the late Mobed Notwithstanding heavy service in raising funds
Furdoonji , of Broach . At the age of thirteen for the seminary and city missions, not to mention

began to study Persian and Arabic under Sayyed earlier dissertations, translations and books , he

Kutub -ud-din, Rafáee of Broach . Passed the F.E.A. has been contributor of articles to the “ Bibliotheca

examination of the Bombay Universityin 1874 . Sacra,” “ Presbyterian Review ," " Current Discus

Lecturer of the " Rahnumâi Sabhâ,” of Bombay, sions in Theology, " " The Expositor " ( London ) ,

from 1885-1896 . Examiner in Avesta and Pahlavi - The Biblical World ” and “ The American
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78-126 PP:

Journal of Theology," " Schaff's Herzog, " " John- mouth Coʻlege , 1886-1887 , 1890-1891 ; Assistant

son's Encyclopedia ,” “ The People's Bible and Professor of German and Logic , Dartmouth Col

" The Bible in Literature," besides other publi- lege, 1891-1892; Lecturer on Sociology , Yale

cation's.
Divinity School, 1892-1895 ; Instructor in Com

Gotthard Deutsch , born 1859 , attended the parative Religion , Yale University, 1895 — .
Rabbinical Seminary at Breslau and took at the He has published: " The Dative Case in

same time a historical course at the University, Sophokles," Trans. Amer. Philol. Asso ., XVII . ,

and graduated from the University at Vienna in
“ Ethical Worth , a study as to the

1881. In 1881 he was called to Brünn, where he Basis of Ethics, 55 pp. “ Present Tendencies in

gave instruction in Jewish religion at the higher German Philosophy," New Englander , April , 1891,

schools of that city , and left this position in 1887,
when he was elected to the rabbinical chair of Buix

in Bohemia, whence he was called in 1891 to fill

the chair of Jewish history and philosophy of

religion in the Hebrew Union CollegeofCincinnati.

Besides numerous articles in German, Hebrew

and English periodicals,hepublished : “ Die Sym

bolik in Cultus und Dichtung bei den Hebräern,'

1886 ; " Paradigmentafeln zur hebr. Grammatik ,"

1886; " The Share of the Jewish People in the

Culture of the various Nations and Ages,” 1894;

" The Scroll of the Law," ' 1895 ; “ Epochs ofJewish

History, " 1895 ; " Andere Zeiten , " a novel, 1896 ;

" The Theory of Tradition,'' 1897.

George A. Dorsey is Assistant Curator of

Anthropology at the Field Columbian Museum .

Hewas graduated from Harvard University in 1890

and at once entered the Graduate School, complet.

ing his course in 1894 by receiving the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of Anthro

pology:

In 1891-1892he conducted archæological explor
ations in South America on behalf of the World's

Columbian Exposition , and during the Exposition

was superintendent of American Archæology in

the Department of Ethnology. Dr. Dorsey was in

1894 made Assistant in Anthropology at Harvard ,
Leon Marillier, M.A.

and in 1895 wasappointed Instructor. In June,

1896, he entered upon his work in the Field Colum
PP . 33.5-313 . “ The Ethical Teaching of Sopho

bian Museum .
kles, ” Internat. Jour. Ethics, Vol . II. pp . 77-92.

His writings consist of papers on various phases
“ Local Cults iu Homer ,“' American Philol. Asso .,

of the Anthropology of Peru and the Osteology of XXVI., pp . 19-22 , and The New Worl IV . , Pp :

the North American Indians.

716-726 . Classification of Social Phenomena ,'

C. C. Everett was born in 1829, and graduated
Bibliotheca Sacra, 1896 , pp . 133-144. “ Intioduc

from Bowdoin College in 1850.He was Instructor tion
to Sociology:" NewYorkandLondon,1896,

and then Professor of modern languages at Bow

pp . 275). “ Tire Form of Philosophical Discussion

Before Sokrates,” Amer. Phil. Asso . , XXVII . , pp .
doin College , 1853-1857. He graduated from Har 43-46 . “ Attitudes of Worship in Greece, " The

vard Divinity School 1859, and settled over Inde
Biblical World , 1897, pp . 98-111.

pendent Congregational Church in Bangor 1859 K. Furrer is Pastor of St. Peter's Church in

1867.He has taught as Professor in Harvard Zurich , and also Professor oftheHistory of Religion

Divinity School since 1869, and served as Dean of

the school since 1878. He has received the degree

in the l'niversity of Zurich . He is author of

of D.D. from Bowdoin and Harvard . His prin

numerous reviews and articles, especially upon

Palestine, and is a member of the Committee of

cipal books are “ Science of Thought,” “ Fichite's

Science of Knowledge.” “ Poetry , Comedy and
the German Union for Palestine Exploration .

Duty,” and “ The Gospel of Paul. ''

George S. Goodspeed graduated at Brown Uni

versity, A.B., in 1880, aud from the Baptist Union

B. D. Eerdmans, Lecturer for Aramaic and Theological Seminary in 1883; the same year he

Assyrian at theUniversity of Leiden, was a pupil i took thedegree of Master of Arts at Brown Uni
of Prof. Tiele , and studied at the Universities of versity . After serving four years in the ministry

Leiden, Strassburg, Leipzig and Heidelberg. He in California and Massachusetts, he was appointed

took his degree as Doctor of Divinity in 1891, and Assistant in the Semitic Department of Yale Uni

has written on the cult of Moloch and the star- versity in 1888 , and took the degree of Ph.D there

cult in the Assyrian period of the Israelitic history , in 1891. He studied the following year in the

on the origin of the feast of Hasan and Hosein , University of Freiburg, in Baden ; in 1892 he was

on various Biblical subjects in the “ Theologisch appointed Associate Professor of Comparative

Tydschrift," and is now publishing one of the Religion and Ancient History in the University of

Scriptures of the Mendeans, « The Relations of the Chicago, and in 1895 the University Recorder. He

Kings." is associated in the editorship of the “ Biblical

Arthur Fairbanks has studied and given in- World ” and “ The American Journal of The

struction as follows: A.B. , Dartmouth College, ology ," published at the University of Chicago .
1886 ; Ph.D., Freiburg, in B. 1890 ( after study at Geo. M. Grant, after graduation as M.A. ,

Union Theol. Seminary, Yale Divinity School, I became minister ofSt. Matthew's Church, Halifax,

Freiburg University ); Instructor in Greek , Dart. N.S. Since 1878 he has been principal of Queen's
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University, Kingston, Can . , where also he has Published works : “ The Theatre of Thoricus,"

given instruction in philosophy. Besides numer- 1887 , “ Latin Prose Composition for College

ous contributions to periodical literature, he has Use, ” Part I. , 1890 ; Part II., 1891; Part III . , 1894 .

written " Ocean to Ocean ,” and “ The Religions “ On the Pronunciation ofGreek and Latin Proper

of the World . '' Names in English ,” 1894. " A History ofthe Akro

John F. Hurst, D.D. , LL.D. , born 1834. gradu. | polis of Athens," 1893. “ Pausanias and His

ated at Dickinson College, 1854 , student of theology Guide-Book , ” 1895. “ The Life and Work of

in the Universities of Halle and Heidelberg, 1856-7 ; Overbeck , " 1897. " Scientific Names of Latin and

served in pastorates 1858-66; Professor of Theology Greek Derivation, ” California Academy of Sci

in the Mission Institute , Bremen , Germany, 1866-8, ences, 1897. “ Steller , de Bestiis Marinis ,” 1897 .

and in the Martin Mission Institute , Frankfort-on- Frederick Max Müller was born in Germany,

the-Main , 1868-71 ; traveled in Europe, Egypt,and 1823, and graduated from Berlin University with

Syria, 1871 ; Professor of Historical Theology in the degree of Ph.D. Since 1854 he has been Pro

Drew Theological Seminary , 1871-80, and Presi. fessor of Comparative Philology in the University

dent of the same 1873-80; elected Bishop, 1880 ; and of Oxford, England ; is also a foreign member of

chosen as Chancellor of the American University,

1891 .

He has written numerous works, among which

are these : “ History ofRationalism , " 1865; Out

line of Bible History,” 1872; “ Outline of Church

History , ” 1875; “ Our Theological Century,'' 1876 ;

“ Theological Encyclopedia and Methodology,
1884; " Indika,” 1891; and “ Short History of the

Christian Church , ” 1892 .

Leon Marillier was graduated from the Uni

versity of Dijon, France, in 1881, and then for three

years studied philosophy and science at theUni
versity of Paris, where he became a fellow in 1885,

and then for another three years studied science

and the history of religion . From 1887 to 1890 he

lectured there on religious psychology, and the

non -civilized religions .He has composed or trans

lated into French many works in the realm of

psychology ,religion,and anthropology. Since 1886

he hasbeenjoint editor with Jean Reville of the

“ Revue de l'Histoire des Religions ” (Review of

the History of Religions) , a journal of international

importance.

Otis T. Mason , born 1838, was graduated A.M.

from Columbia College, Washington , in 1861. In

1872 began Professor Mason's official connection

with theSmithsonian Institution . He prepared an
W. M. Flinders Petrie , D.C.L.

abstract of Klemm's teachings in his " Cultur

geschichte " as the basis ofthe museum administra- the French Institute , and has been both Hibbert

tion then contemplated . Afterwards wrote out a and Gifford Lecturer . His most important works

classification for the Centennial Exhibit of 1876 , are the following: “ Vedic Hymns” ; “ Upani

and edited the Anthropological Department of the shads ” ( 2 vols . ) ; Dhammapada ' ' ; “ Buddhist

“ American Naturalist, " and of “ Harper's Annual Mahāyāna Texts " (these four works form five

Record .” The bulk of Professor Mason's writings volumes of the famous Sacred Books of the East) ;

have been published by the Smithsonian Institu- History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature , ” 1859 ;

tion. The last of them , " Primitive Travel and “ India : What Can It Teach Us?" 1892; “ Kant's

Transportation ,” sets forth the method of his Critique of Pure Reason, Translated ,” 1881 ; " On

study. It will be seen that only the procedures of the Origin and Growth of Religion , " 1882;

natural history are allowed in ethnological studies . “ Chips from a German Workshop," 1867-75;

Two popular works by Professor Mason have ap- “ Selected Essays on Language, Mythology and

peared, " Woman's Share in Primitive Culture , Religion ," 1881 ( this replaces the " Chips, etc.,

and “ Origins of Inventions." At present he is which has long been out of print); “ Lectures on

preparing for the press an elaborate work on the the Science of Language,” 1891 ; “ Tlie Science of

Mechanic Arts of the American Aborigines . ” . Thought,” 1889; and finally four Gifford Lectures :

Walter Miller graduated from the University " Natural Religion,” 1890 , ” Physical Religion ,'

of Michigan , Master of Arts, 1884; Student at the 1891 , “ Anthropological Religion ,” 1892, and

University of Leipzig, 1884-1885; Member of the “ Psychological Religion ,” 1893.
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, John P. Peters graduated from Yale College,

1885-1886; Instructor in Greek in the University A.B. , in 1873 ; took degree of Ph D. at Yale in

of Michigan, 1886-1887; Instructor in Latin in the 1876 ; studied Semitic languages in the University

University of Michigan, 1887-1888; Acting Assist- of Berlin 1879-1881; in 1885 appointed Professor
ant Professorof Latin and Sanskrit in the Univer- of Hebrew in the University of Pennsylvania ; in
sity of Michigan , 1888-1889 ; Student at the Uni- 1886 published the first volume of “ Scriptures,

versity of Leipzig, 1889-1891; Senior of the Royal Hebrew and Christian , ” and in 1889 the second
Archæological Seminary, Leipzig, 1890-1891 volume .

(prize-winner three times); Associate Professor of In 1888 Dr. Peters went to the East as Director
Greek in the University of the State of Missouri , of the University of PennsylvaniaExpedition to
1891-1892; Professor of Classical Philology in the Babylonia , and remained until 1890, returning to
Leland Stanford Junior University , 1892.

Constantinople , however, in the year 1891, to
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work up the objects found by this expedition ,

and to secure a share of them for the University

of Pennsylvania Museum . The expedition was

an eminently successful one. The narrative of

this work by Dr. Peters , entitled “ Nippur; or,

Explorations and Adventures on the Euphrates,

will appear this year.

Ou his return from Constantinople in 1891, Dr.

Peters resigned the Professorship in the Divinity

School in Philadelphia , and removed to New

York to become a resident assistant of his father

at St. Michael's Church , wlion he succeeded

in 1893.

W.M. Flinders Petrie was born in 1853, and

educated privately. He was engaged in mapping

and measuring ancient British earthwork ( 1874

1880 ) , and has devoted much time to the recovery

of ancient measurements from monuments . For

the last sixteen years he has regularly devoted the

winters to exploration in the delta and valley of

the Nile, where he discovered and excavated the

city of Naukratis, and later excavated Tel-el

amarna, Tanis, Koptos, and the Nekropolis at

Thebes, and opened and identified the oldest his

toric pyramid , that of Medum . For several years

he has been Professor of Egyptology in University

College , London, England , and has been honored

with the degree of D.C.L. He is the author of

numerous works on archæology and Egyptology
which describe his wonderfulexplorations. Of

these themost important are “ Stonehenge, etc.,''

1880 ; “ Tanis , ” 1885 ; “ A Season in Egypt,” 1888 ;

“ Hawara, Biahma and Arsinoe,” 1889; Nau

kratis, ” 1890 ; “ Tel- el-amarna ,'' 1894.

G.L. Robinson graduated at Priuceton College

in 1887 , was instructor in the Syrian Protestant

College, Beirut , Syria , 1887-1890, Student of Theo

logy in Princeton Seminary 1890-1893, Hebrew

Fellow from Princeton in Berlin University, 1893

1894, and Leipzig 1894-1895), where he graduated

Ph.D. in 1895. He became pastor of Roxbury

Presbyterian Church , Boston , in 1896, and soon

after Professor of Old Test . Literature and Exege

sis, Knox College, Toronto, Canada.

S. D. T. Salmond was educated at the Uni

versity of Aberdeen . After graduating there

studied theology in the Free Church College ,

Aberdeen , and also in the University of Erlangen ,

Bavaria. He was appointed Assistant Professor of

Greek in the University of Aberdeen , and elected

Professor of Systematic Theology and Exegesis of

the Epistles in the Free Church College, Aberdeen,

in 1876. He is editor of “ The Critical Review , "

and of a series of “ Bible Class Primers. "

He translated “ Gregory Tliaumatugrus, Dio .

Archelaus," Hippolytus,'' etc., for the

Aute - Nicene Library , " and the “ Harmony of

the Evangelists ” and other writings of Augustine.

He is author of the “ Bible Class Primers "

“ The Life of the Apostle Peter ,'" " The Life of

Christ, " the “ Parables of Our Lord , ” the

“ Sabbath ,” and the ' Shorter Catechism ," also of

commentaries on I. and II . Peter ( in Schaff's

“ Popular Commentary ' ), and “ Jude ” ( in the

“ Pulpit Commentary ”'); and of " The Christian

Doctrine of Immortality,” of which the third

edition is now in the press.

P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye was born 1818 ,

educated at Leiden , Rotterdam , and finally at the

University of Utrecht, where le obtained the degree

of “ Doctor Theologiæ " in 1871. After further study

at German Universities he ministered to a small

congregation of the Dutch Reformed Church , 1872

to 1878 . In these years he wrote many papers and

reviews, chiefly on biblical theology and on the

relations of science and religion , for a Dutch

theological review founded by him and Professor

J. J. T. Valeton . In 1878 he was appointed Pro

fessor of Science and Religion at the newly

founded University of Amsterdam , and still re
mains there. In 1888 he was elected a member of

the Royal Academyof Sciences ofthe Netherlands.
His chief work is the · Lehrbuch der Religions

geschichte," 1887-1889.

Professor Saussaye is furthermore co -editor with

Professor Valeton of a homiletual periodical, and

is now preparing a “ Teutonic Mythology for

the American series of “ Hand . Books on the His

tory of Religion

C. M. Tyler is a graduate of Yale , in class of

18.5 .), He was commissioned by Governor Andrew

as officer in the army of Potomac, and served

through battles of the Wilderness, Spottsylvania,

Sancho Ford , Coal Arbor, and around Petersburg.
He was

next pastor of South Congregational

Church in Chicago, and for vineteen years of the

First Congregational Church of Ithaca N. Y. He

was appointed in 1891 to the Chair of History and

Philosophy of Religion and Christian Ethics in

Cornell University. Hecontributed in 1893 to Dr.

Otto Pfleiderer's new “ Geschichte der Religions

Philosophie ” the last chapter, Die Religions

Philosophie in Nord Amerika,” the editorial form

being Dr. Pfleiderer's . He wil soon publish a

little book entitled “ Grounds of Religious Belief,
Historical and Ideal."

C. Staniland Wake, Ex -Director of the Anthro

pological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland

and Member of the General Committee of the

British Association for Aid of Science has pub

lished the following books: “ Chapters on Man,"

1868; “ The Evolution of Morality," being a His

tory of the Development of Moral Culture ( 2 vols . ) ,

1878; " Serpent-Worship " and other Essays, 1888 ;
· Tlie Development of Marriage and Kinship ,

1889 ; “ The Great Pyraniid ," 1882 ; “ Memoirs of

the International Congress of Anthropology ,"

Chicago, 1893. He has also written numerous con

tributions to learned journals.

Herbert Lockwood Willett has studied anal

taught as follows: A.B., Bethany College , 1886 ;

A.M., ibid , 1887 ; Graduate Student, Yale Univer.

sity , 1890-1891; Pastor Dayton , O., 1887-1893 ; non

resident Professor of Hebrew and Old Testament

Literature, Bethany College, 1892-1893; Graduate

Student, the University of Chicago, 1893-1895 ;

Instructor Bible Chairs, Ann Arbor, Mich ., 1893

1895 ; Ph.D., the University of Chicago , 1896 ;

Instructor Bible Chair, University of Virginia,
1897 ; Assistant in Semitics, and Dean of the Dis

ciples' Divinity House , the University of Chicago ,

1897 -

Andrew C. Zenos was born 1855 at Constanti

nople, and educated at Robert College, Constanti.

nople, Princeton College and Theological Semi

inary, graduating at the latterin 1880. He received

the degree of D.D. from Princeton in 1888 . He

was pastor of Presbyterian Church , Brandt, Pa . ,

1881-1883; Professor Greek Language and Liter

ature in Lake Forest University, 1883-1888 ; Pro

fessor New Testament Exegesis and Literature ,

Hartford Seminary, Hartford, Conn. , 1888-1891 ;

Professor of Biblical and Ecclesiastical History,

McCormick Theological Seminary , 1891-1894 and

of Biblical Theology, 1894. He edited Xenophen's

Anabasis ” (Boston , 1888 ) ; and published '" Ele

ments of Higher Criticism ,” 1895; “ Compendium

of Church History,"' 1896 .
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TNE CENTURY

and

Gyclopedia
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*
*

Di
ct
io
na
ry

What you need , no matter

what other books you may possess

We give here a few illustrations , showing information of the most useful and desirable

kind given in The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia , but

not in other works of reference

&
&
&

You are going to the theatre to see one of Shakespere's plays, Othello or King Lear ,

and wish to be posted. You look in vain in other works of reference for these entries.

You look in The Century and get just the description you need .

You are planning a journey and wish information about the cities you intend to visit ,

London , Paris, Rome, or in this country, Chicago, or Washington. Open The Century

and you find entries and descriptions of all the famous buildings, galleries, statues,

arches, parks, etc. , of these cities. No other work of reference has such entries .

You meet in your reading some foreign name, a Turkish city , a province in Cuba,

the president of France, the leading statesman of China. You wish to know the pronun

ciation. Othe encyclopedias do not tell you . The Century does. It pronounces allnames .

You want to know about some book, song, or poem ; what the plot and who wrote

it . Perhaps a classic, as Milton's Paradise Lost , or Shakespere's Macbeth. Perhaps a

modern work, as Poe's Raven , or Scott's Ivanhoe. You find each of these, as well as all

other famous books,songs and poems in The Century but not in other works of reference.

We should like to give other examples, but have space only for a short list of famil

iar subjects , all entered in The Century, not one of which is to be found in the best-known

encyclopedias: Roentgen or X -Rays, Battle of the Clouds,Battle of the Books, Constitu

tion, or Old Ironsides, Fair Maid of Perth , Faerie Queene , Iron Duke, Iseult , Jane Eyre ,

Mrs. Jarley, Mount Jefferson , John Bull , Old Hundred , Old Lady of Threadneedle Street,

Pinafore , Place Vendome, Regent Diamond , Sage of Concord , Sherman Bill , Trilby Vig

ilant or Valkyrie . Who does not wish for information on such topics ?

You are interested in history or politics and want information about the McKinley

Act , the English Reform Bills, The Red Rose, the Treaty of Madrid . Here again The

Century is the only work of reference to which you can turn with a certainty of finding

what you are after. The entries mentioned, common as they are , are not given in other

works of reference , but are in The Century .

These examples ( we might give thousands ) show that T Century is a complete

work of reference, supplying, not only scholarly knowledge, but plain , everyday infor

mation , and , further , that it is the only complete work of reference.

The Cedtury Dictionary and Cyclopedia contains 1.50,000 encyclopedic articles; no other work has one .
third as many: It containg 500,000 definitions ; no other work approaches this number. It contains 300,000

quotations ( eight times as many as any other ), 8,000 illustrations (far more beautiful and numerous than

in any other ), 100double-page maps (no other work has such perfect ones ). In short, it is the only work of

reference ever published that is complete in every department of knowledge, and that meets all wants.

THIS GREAT WORK IS PUBLISHED BY

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The Century Co. of New York.

If you do not possess a set of The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia , you can join one

of the few clubs that are now being formed , each member of which secures a set at a reduc

tion of over 40 per cent . , and has the privilege of paying for it in small monthly payments.

For terms, illustrated descriptive pamphlet, etc. , address

H. E, HOOPER , 9 Decker Bldg. , Union Square, N. Y.

***** *****》
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BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

New Rugs

Old Carpet

* from &

g

AT SMALL COST

We make old carpet into handsome

American , Moorish, Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Floor

Covering.

USEFUL

& DECORATIVE

CHEAP

They will last a lifetime . Write 'for

particulars . 'Form clubs and

freight charges.

Metropolitan Rug Works

155 S. WESTERN AVE , X CHICAGO

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO ...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

with the safety clause , which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

dure the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD.

Date Assets Ins . in Force

Dec. 31. 1893 $23,290.27 $ 1,380,000.00

1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00

1895 57 195.93 4,827,000.00

1896 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest record evermade byany company at

same age , showing that the plan is meeting with

approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moultoo, 2d Vice-Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat .

Bank

Thos. B. Ackers, Credits, M. D. Wells & Co.

Jas. W Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L.A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres. & Cashier Fort Dear

born Nat. Bank .

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marst all Field & Co. ,

(Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U. S. Express Co.

C. E. Hambleton , Life Insurance.

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens , President .

L. A. Goddard . Treas. F 0. Lowden , Counsel .

Geo. F. Butler , Medical Director.

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary .

Liberal contracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
reliable agents .

Write for termsand territory. SECRETARY .

說 张 张 张

save

N.B.- Special attention given if you mention
" PROGRESS .'
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AT ONCE to make application for our Special and Strictly

Confidential Offer , by which they may earn Gold Standard

Dollars for themselves , and Subscriptions for us . This

offer will be made to a limited number of applicants only .

The First 100 Kindergartners to Register themselves

for this purpose will be given SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS.

50,000 mothers are hungry to get hold of literature which will help them train their

children , and at the same time be a source of comfort and culture to themselves.

50,000 club women are waiting for some one to put literature into their homes which

will provide a systematic course of reading on child-nurture .

Thousands of young wives are looking for a home magazine which will prepare them

in practical ways for child- rearing.

Thousands of teachers the

still -hunt for a fresh , inspirational , steady

headed school journal , which is up-to date FILLS ALL OF THESE REQUIREMENTS .

without being faddish .

Apply at once for our CONFIDENTIAL OFFER, which promises remuneration for

the small outlay of a two -cent stamp.

KINDERGARTEN LITERATURE COMPANY,

WOMAN'S TEMPLE, CHICAGO.

洞察KKKKKKKKERETEK KERETERETEREKEKEKEREKEKKEREREREREKEKKER
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CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL.

Skeen, Aitken & Co.

Printers

and

Publishers

Two Years Undergraduate Study with LL . B. Degree Admits to

the Bar Post -Graduate Courses lead to Degree of LL.M.

and D. C. L. FALL TERY BEGINS SEPTEMBER 6 , 1897.

ADVISORY BOARD.

Hon. B. D. Magruder, Justice of Supreme Court of Ill .

Hon. John D. Crabtree, Justice of the Appellate Court of II !.

Hon . Shelby M. ( ' ullom, V. S. Senator from Ill .

Mon, John R. Tanner , Governor of Ill .

Hon. W. HI. Seaman, Judge of United States Circuit Court.

Hon. Richard S. Tuthill, Judge Circuit Court, Chicago.

Hon . John C. Black, U.S. Dist. Attorney , Northern Dist., I : ! .

FACULTY.

George W. Warvelle . LL.D., Dean , Prof. Constitutional Jurispru .

John J Tobias, LL . R., PD., Prof. of Political Science . [ dence.

J. D. Andrews, LL.M. Prof. of Legal Procedure.

Geo . Mea. Miller, A. M. , LL.B., Prof. of the Law of Torts.

A. B. Melville, LL, B., Prof. of Equity and Crimes .

A. J , Hirschl, A. B. , LL . B. , Prof of the Law of Corporations.

Francis W. Walker, LL. B. , Lecturer on Corporations ,

Hon . L. D. Condee , LL, B. , Lecturer on Municipal Corporations.

Hon, Samuel S. Page , LL , B. , Lecturer on Pleading and Practice.

Hon . c. Porter Johnson, LL . B. , Lecturer on Legislative Powers .

William S. Forrest, A. B. , LL . B., Lecturer on Criminal Law .

For Catalogue address JOHN J. TOBIAS, Secretary

115 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO , ILL .

328-334 Dearborn St.

Chicago

Estimates

given on all

kinds

of work

'PHONE HARRISON 314.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

600-601 Ashland Block ,KENT

COLLEGE D

OF

LAW.

STUDY LAW AT HOME.

Faculty composed of members of Chicago Bar;

thorough course leading to degree : endorsed by

40 leading law schools . Inder same management

as Chicago Columbia College of Law , a resident

school. For particulars address ,

Chicago Correspondence School of Law ,

Reaper Block, Chicago .CACAO

IPLOMA admits to the Bar .

Two year's course . Im .

proved methods combining

theory and practice. The school

of practice is the leading feature

and enables our graduates to en•

ter at once upon actual practice .

EVENING SESSIONS

FOR EACH CLASS.

Students can be self -supporting walle studying.

We can assist students in securing suitable

employment.

SEND FOR SUMMER OUTINGS

along the line of the Nickel Plate Road. Three

through trains daily between Chicago, Fort

Wayne, Cleveland , Erie, Buffalo , New York

and Boston. Unsurpassed facilities for the com

fort of the travelling public. All the delicacies

of the season served on dining car.
Call on or

address J. Y. Calahan, Genl. Agent, 111Clark

St. , Chicago, Ill . Depot, 12th and Clark Sts.
MARSHALL V. EWELL, LL.D., M.D., Dean .

A Andrews' Typewriter & Piano Chair

STUDY LAW at HOME

$ 10,000

Absolutely Indestructible .

ONLY $5.00.

Office Desks , $ 10 up : Folding

Beds , Opera Chairs,Globes and

School Supplies, etc., made by

The A. H. Andrews Co.

300 Wabash Ave. Chicago.

Take a

Buckeye Bell Foundry Is the estimated value
E.W.Vanduzen Co.Cincinnati,Ohio . Law Course

Best Pure Cop- Church Bells & Chimes. of a Legal Education.

Highest Grade, Pure Tone Westminster

Bells. Founders of Largest Bell in America .
Any diligent and earBy Mail
nest man or woman ,

FOR THE O. A , R. ENCAMPMENT,
with a fair education,

may easily acquire this knowledge through the

to be held at Buffalo , N. Y. , August 23d to 28th

inclusive , tickets will be sold over the Nickel

Plate Road at $ 10.50 for theround trip . Good
Western Correspondence

going August 21st , 22d and 23d .

The Nickel Plate Road is the short line be .
School of Law

tween Chicago and Buffalo , and is equipped

with themostmodernly constructed day coaches
CATEST and best methods. Special attention is

and luxurious sleeping and dining cars . Colored

given each student, The faculty has been

carefully selected from the best practicing

porters are in charge of the day coaches , and lawyers of the Chicago bar. The legal ad

the facilities for the comfort of patrons is un.
vice alone is worth the price of your course .

This School prides itself on doing the most scholarly
surpassed . Commander- in -Chief Clarkson has and satisfactory work of any school that teaches by

selected this line for the transportation of him- correspondence.

self and staff, and respectfully invites his com
The maximum of value is offered for the mini

mum of cost.

rades to join him .
Write to -day for circular of informa

tion .

Mr. J. Y. Calahan , General Agent , 111 Adams W. T. TERRILL, Secretary.

Street , Chicago , 111. , will be pleased to furnish
Association Building, Chicago .

all in formation in regard to train service , etc.

Depot 12th and Clark Streets . INPYYxxarrrrrrrr !
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PHICAGO BUSINESS COLLEGE
The leading and most successful commercial school in America. Unequalled facilities and

equipment. superior accomodations and advantages, the best lighted and ventilated college

rooms Thorough Courses-Able Teachers - Individual Instruction-Rapid Progress
Thorough Preparation - Tuition and All Expenses Low .

THE FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS COLLEGE IN AMERICA.

Each year hundreds of young men and women are prepared for good employment and success

in life. Endorsedby leading professionalandbusinessmen. Situations Secured forStudents.
Students may enter at any time. Catalogue and full particulars sent free. Address .

65 TO 71 WABASH AVENUE. GONDRING & VIRDEN, PRINCIPALS.

CHICAGO COLLEGE OF LAW
LAW DEPARTMENT LAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY .

HON. T. A. MORAN, LL D., DEAN. Session each week

day evening. For information address ELMER E. BAR

RETT , LL. B., SEC'Y, 226 Athenæum Building, Chicago.

THE LAW Is the quickest avenue to business

tend to practice it or not. Investigate the special

advantages of the

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF LAW .
HOWARD N.OGDEN, Ph.D.,DEAN. I'ndergraduate Course
[ two years ) admits to bar. Graduate Courses lend to de

grees LL.M., D. C. L.and Ph . D. Ertension instruction

by correspondence. Special Commercial Lau Course.

Address or call . 704 JOURNAL BLDG . Chicago.

Chicago Preparatory School.

PR
RIMARY, Intermediate, and College Prepara

tory Departments. Boarding Department for

young ladies. Special attention paid to the

teachingof languages. Both native and American

teachers provided for modern languages, and two

daily recitations given - one for the grammatical

study of the language, and the other for conversa

tion . A special latin class for children from 7 to 10

years of age. Students prepared for University and
other examinations.

For further information , address

Chicago Preparatory School

3715 Langley Ave., Chicago .

Ongraved to
Franklin "

THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD

has been selected by Commander-in -Chief

Clarkson for the transportation of himself and

staff to the G. A. R. Encampment, to be held

at Buffalo, N. Y. , August 23d to 28th . Tickets

will be on sale August 21st , 220 and 23d , at rate

of $10.50 for the round trip .

This will afford an opportunity to the com

rades now living in the great West and North

west to once more visit the home friends , and

A GUARANTEE :
shake hands with those with whom they fought

shoulder to shoulder in the great Civil War.

OF PERFECTION
For full information , call on or address J. Y.

Calahan , General Agent , 111 Adams Street ,

Chicago , Ill . , or H. Thorne , C. P. & T. A. , 111

HIGHEST AWARD Adams Street , Chicago, Ill .

WORLDS COLUMBIAN

EXPOSITION **********************

CHICAGO 1893
Mediocrity always Copies Superiority .

DIPLOMA OF HONOR

INTERNATIONAL

EXPOSITION

ANTWERP 1894

THE LEADING ENGRAVING ANDDESIGNING First made in 1865 ,

has been imitated more

HOUSE in AMERICA
than any soap made.

Ask your grocer for

ESTIMATES AND SAMPLES UPON APPLICATION Dobbins' Electric

Soap , all other Elec

ENGRAVING AND
trics , Electricity , Mag
netics, etc., are imita

ELECTROTYPING tions. Dobbins

Electric Soap is neversoldin chips, only sold

341-351 DEARBORN STREET.
DOBBINS SOAP MFG. Co. ,

Philadelphix .

• CHICAGO

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS

DOBBINS'

ELECTRIC

SOAP.
CO.

in bars .
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INVESTIGATE !
THE

We claim much for the

Compound Oxygen
1 reatment.

But wedo so knowing whereof we affirm . The evidence is

at hand , andwe court investigation. If you wish to con

vince yourself that this remedy will cure, has cured , and

does cure diseaseswhichmanyphysicians pronounceincur

able, prolongs life, andmakes existence tolerable to many

who have lost all hope, and leaves no evil effects, write us

and we will send gladly and freely all the evidence you may

desire . If you area sufferer , it will pay you to look into

the matter. Book of two hundred pages, with records and

testimonials of remarkable curesofasthma , bronchitis,

consumption, neuralgia, nervous prostration , rheumatism ,

catarrh , and various other forms of disease, sent free .

HomeTreatment is sent out by express to be used at home.

Office Treatment is administered here. Consultation free .

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN,

1529 Arch Street, Philadelphia , Pa .

San Francisco, California . Toronto, Canada.

GRAND

CANON

COLORADO

RIVER

OF THE

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes

to match, embossed in any color, with

any initial or two-letter monogram ,

Jike cuts, post paid ....... $ 1.25 .

50 engraved visit .

ingcards with plate

for $ 1.25 . Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postal note with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programs are beautiful.

Estimates furnished free.

SCHULKINS & COMPANY ,

196 S. Clark St. , CHICAGO.

IN ARIZONA

TITANOFCHASMS

TWO HUNDRED MILES LONG

OVER A MILE DEEP

AND PAINTED LIKE,

A FLOWER

REACHED VIA THE

SANTA FE ROUTE .

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED

BOOK MAILED FREE

W.J.BLACK , G.P.A ..

TOPEKA , KANS

C.A.HIGGINS, A.G.P.A ..

CHICAGO .

密密密密密密密密密密堡密密密密密密密密密密密

A KNOWLEDGE

Of economic and politico - economic questions and their practical bearing

upon American conditions is more important to American citizens to -day

than is the scholarship implied in a college degree.

The Republic hangs in the balance, and its permanence and prosperity

will depend upon the education and

good sense of the people upon these

subjects , particu larly the questions

of MONEY, PRO TECTION AND

LABOR. To this educational work

Gunton's

Magazine
AND

Gunton's Magazine
ofAMERICAN ECONOMICS

is especially devot
POLITICAL SCIENCE ed . It rests not

upon popular names but upon carefully thoughtout ideas, principles and facts .

It aims to be strictly scientific in method, modern and accurate in data ,

and American in sentiment .

It is in reality a Magazine of American Economics and Political Science .

25 CENTS A NUMBER .

$ 2.00 A YEAR . GUNTON'S MAGAZINE, Union Sq . , New York.

密密密密密密密密密密来本来密密密密密密密密密
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CI
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DERGUT

HALON

TOLEDO

CHX
D

MONON,

Are You Seeking Rest and Recreation toric route crossing the Alleghany Mountains.

For full information, call onor address Mr. G.

during the summer months ? If so , send for W. Hayler, District Passenger Agent, C. H. &
Summer Outings along the line of the Nickel D. Ry., or W. J. Nichols , Traveling Passenger
Plate Road, from which you will be able to

Agent, C. H. & D.Ry., No. 2 WestWashington
select quiet and picturesque resorts with good Street, Indianapolis , Ind .

fishing and bathingfacilities. Elegantly equip

ped coaches,luxurious sleeping cars andunes: SPECIAL RATES TO
celled dining car service. Three through trains

AMILTON &

DAYTON

RY THE
daily between Chicago and the East. Address

J. Y. Callahan , Genl. Agent, 111 Adams St. , Tennessee
Chicago, Ill.

Centennial
SEA SHORE EXCURSION .

Xahrille, Tenn.

On July 29th and August 19th agents of the
CH & D MayI to Oct

C. H. & D. Ry, will sell tickets from Indianapo
31, 97.

dis to Atlantic City, Cape May, Sea Isle and

Ocean City at $ 13.00 forthe round trip . Tickets Excursion
ticketsat vers

good to return 12days. Two trains daily via
low rates dur

C. H. & D. and B. & 0. route, with through ing the Con

sleeping cars , buffet dining cars, via Washing tennial.

Private Carsmay be rented for any special trip to the

tonand Baltimore, connecting with parlor car
Pacific Coast , any oftheEastern , Northern orSouthern

trains for the Sea Shore, Philadelphia and New Resorts.Every convenience - drawing , sleeping and dining

York . This is the most picturesque and his- rooms. First-class waiters andcooks.Particularsof any

C. H.& D. Agt .or D. G. EDWARDS,P.T.M., Cincinnati, o

ENRHEUREN ERREHE

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

Buns TwoSolid Vestibuled Trains Daily between St. Louis and Chicago.

IA NORD PECIAL REERECLINING CHAIR CARS,Pullman

Buffet Parlor Cars, Pullman BuffetOpen

TRAIN . and Compartment SleepingCarg. See that

AYLIGHT PECIAL your ticket between St. Louis and Chicago
Readsvia Illinois Central Railroad . It can be

obtained of your local TiekotAgent.

A. H. HANSON , G. P. A. Illinois Central Railroad, CHICAGO, ILL.

TOLEDO

DETROIT
CHIC

AGO

ST. LOUIS

5. CINCINNATI

C
I
T
Y

CENTRAL

De
KIGET

SEE
VAULT

ROUTE

DAY TRAIN ,

THREECREAT TRAINS

THB CHICAGO ,

A GREAT RAILWAY MILWAUKEB

& ST . PAUL RAILWAY CO . owns and oper

ates 6,169 miles of road .

It operates its own Sleeping Cars

andDining Cars.

It traverses the bestportion of the

States of Illinois, Wisconsin , North

ern Michigan, Iowa, Missouri, Min

nesota, South and North Dakota.

Its Sleeping and Dining Car ser
BIC FOUR ROUTE

vice is first-class in every respect.

It runs vestibuled , steam -heated

and electric - lighted trains.

It has the absolute block system .

It uses all modern appliances for

the comfort and safety of its patrons.

Its train employes are civil and

obliging “ Knickerbocker Special"

It tries to give each passenger
BT. LOUIS , INDIANAPOLIS , CLEVELAND , CINCINNATI.

" value received " for his money, and

Its General Passenger Agent asks " Southwestern Limited ” .

everyman , woman and child to buy
CINCINNATI,COLUMDUS, CLEVELAND ,

tickets over the Chicago, Milwau .

kee & St. Paul Railway - for it is “White City Special
a Great Railway .

CINCINNATI, INDIANAPOLIS AND CHICAGO .
GEO.H.HEAFFORD , Gen. Pass . & Ticket Agt.

CHICAGO , ILL .
M.B. fogalls, Pres. B.O. McCormick . Pass. Trafie Mgr.

TERRESTRE Warren J, Lynch , A.G.P. & T.A. CINCINNATI, O.
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THROTTLE

THE

-HABITNo other soap

SOis used by

families.many

That undermines health. If com

mon coffee disagrees with your

system , drink POSTUM .
This new table

beverage is made from nature's

grains. Its use in place of com

mon coffee means health , strength

and muscle.

Millions Praise POSTUM .

9914 % Pure,

THE PROCTER 6 GAMBLE CO

AT GROOERS.

SOAP
POSTUM CEREAL CO ., Ltd.

Battle Creek , Michigan

The $5.00А

Bit of

Travel

T
U

FALCON

CAMERA

Is & valuable factor in ones education but to make

it most valuable, one should travel where three

things obtain :

FIRST - Where history has reared herland-marks

of great deeds done.

SECOND - Where Nature has lavished unusual

beauty of scenery .

THIRD - Where one can travel with great econ

omy of time, least expenditure of nervous

force, greatest comfort and luxury .

Have you such a journey in mind ?

Have you thought of the great SOUTH with

its famous gcenery, world -famed battle -fields, and

the comfortable trains of the

FOR 3% X 8% PICTURES .

Uses

Our

Light

Proof

Film

Cart

ridges

For 12

Expo

sures

and

LOADS IN DAYLIGHT.

Improved safety shutter, set of three stops ,

fine achromatic lens, view finder andsocket

for tripod screw . Booklet Free.

$ 2,853.00 In Prizes for EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Kodak Pictures.

$ 1.475.00 in Gold .
ROCHESTER , N. Y.

QUEEN & CRESCENT ROUTE.

You may want to know something more about it

before you start - that's a natural desire .

Wewant to sendyou illustrated and descrip

tive matter if you'll give us your name.

W. C. RINBARSON , Gen'i Pass. Agt .,

CINCINNATI, O.
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Cbird Course - Special
Oct. 1897 .

$ 3.75 Per Naar

..Universal 'fReligion ...
CHANCELLOR : PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL
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THIRD COURSESPECIAL

UNIVERSAL RELIGION

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS :

Editor - in - Chief - EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph. D.

Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago.

SIXTH MONTH :

Egyptian Religion - By W. M. FLINDERS Petrie,

D. C. L., Professor of Egyptology, University Col

lege, London , England .

Babylonian -Assyrian Religion - By B.D. EERD.

MANS, D.D., Lecturer on Aramaio and Assyrian,

University of Leiden , Holland .

Semitie Religion - By GEORGE S. GOODSPEED,

Ph.D., Associate ProfessorofComparative Religion,

University of Chicago, Ill.

Islamism - By CHEIKH ALY YOUSEF , Cairo , Egypt.

( Under Correspondence ).

FIRST MONTH :

Origin of the Course- ByHon.C.C.BONNEY, LL.D.

Principles of Comparative Theology - By F.

MAX MÜLLER, Ph.D., K.M. , Professor of Philologs,

University of Oxford , England .

History of Culture ( Civilization . ) - By Otis T.

Mason , Ph.D., Curator of the Department of An

thropology, National Museum , Washington , D.C.

Religions of the American Races - By GEORGE

A. DORSEY, Ph. D. , Assist. Curator of Anthropology,

Field Columbian Museum , Chicago, Ill.

Religions of Africa and Oceania - By LEON

MARILLIER, M.A.,Lecturer on Religions, University

of Paris , France .

Religion of Australia - By C. STANILAND WAKE ,

Ex -Director of the Anthropological Institute of

Great Britain an Ireland.

SECOND MONTH :

Chinese Religions - By YUNG KWAI, A. B. , China ,

SEVENTH MONTH :

History of Interpretation of the Old Testa

and EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph . D.

Japanese Religion - By GEN YOSHIOKA, Japan, and

EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph. D.

THIRD MONTH :

Brahmanism - By EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph.D., Docent

in Comparative Religion, University of Chicago, Ill.

Vaisnavism - By PANDIT VISHWANATH , edited by

Rev. ROBERT A. HUME, A.M., Ahmednagar, India .

Saivism - By Mr. P. SUBRAMANYA ATYER, edited by

Rev. EDWARD P. HOLTON , A.M., Manamadura, India .

FOURTH MONTH :

Hinayana Buddhism - By a Native Writer, edited

by Col. HENRY S. OLCOTT, Madras, India .

Theosophy By Col. H. S. OLCOTT, Madras, India .

Mahayana Buddhism - By a Native Writer, trans

lated and edited by Rev. D. YEBINA, Kobe, Japan .

Mazdeism and Parsism - By ERVAD S. D. BHA

RUCHA, Examiner in Avestan and Pahlavi, Bombay

University, India .

FIFTH MONTH :

Greek Religion - By ARTHUR FAIRBANKS, Ph.D.,

Instructor in Comparative Religion, Yale Uni

versity , Conn .

Roman Religion - By WALTER MILLER, Ph . D.,

Professor of Philology, Leland Stanford Junior

University, Cal.

Teutonie and Keltie Religions - By CHANTEPIE

DE LA SAUSSAYE, D.D., Professor of the Science of

Religion, University of Amsterdam , Holland.

ment - By SAMUEL IVES CURTIS, Ph . D. , Professor

of Old Testament Literature, Chicago Theological

Seminary, Chicago , ni.

Mosaism , Prophecy and Judaism - By GEORGE

L. ROBINSON , Ph. D. , Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Exegesis , Knox College, Toronto ,

Canada ; and HERBERT L. WILLETT, Ph . D., Assist

ant in Semitics, University of Chicago , Ill . ( These

will be parallel accounts of this controverted topic

from different points of view .)

EIGHTH MONTH :

The Life of Christ - By S. D. F. SALMOND , D.D.,

Professor of Systematic Theology, Free Church

College, Aberdeen, Scotland .

The Lives of the Apostles - By HENRT L. NAS .

D.D. , Professor of Literature and Interpretation of

the New Testament, Cambridge Divinity School,

Cambridge, Mass.

Biblical Theology - By ANDREW C. ZENOS, D. D ..

Professor of Biblical Theology, McCormick Theo

logical Seminary, Chicago , Ill.

Christianity Compared with Other Relig

ions-A symposium on this crucial topic by the

following scholars :

Count GOBLET D'ALVIELLA , Ph.D., LL.D., Rector

of the University of Brussels, Belgium .

John Henry BARROWS, D.D., Haskell Lecturer in

the University of Chicago, Ill .

C. C. EVERETT, D.D., Professor of Theology, Har .

vard Divinity School, Cambridge, Mass .

K. FURRER, Ph. D. Professor of Theology , Uni

versity of Zurich , Switzerland.

GEORGE M. GRANT, D. D., Principal of Queen's

University, Kingston , Canada .

JOHN P. PETERS, Ph . D., Rector of St. Michael's

Church, New York City , N. Y.

CHARLES M. TYLER, D.D., Professor of History

and Philosophy of Religion , Cornell University ,

Ithaca, N. Y.



UNIVERSAL RELIGION - Continued.

NINTH MONTH :

Church History-By T. J. SHAHAN, D.D. , Professor

of Church History, Catholic University of Ameriea ,

Washington , D. C.; and by John F. HURST, LL.D. ,

President of the American University , Washington ,

D. C. ( This controverted topic is thus treated , as

are those in lessons 7 and 8, by parallel accounts

from different standpoints.

History of the Jews– By GOTTHARD DEUTSCH ,

Ph . D. , Professor of Jewish History, etc. , Hebrew

Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ELEVENTH MONTH :

M. E. Church , South- By W.F. BARCLAY, Esq.,

Louisville, Ky.

Mormons-By Elder F. D. RICHARDS, Salt Lake

City , Utah .

Moravian-By J. T. HAMILTON , D.D. , Professor

of Church History , Theological Seminary , Beth

lehem , Pa .

New Jerusalem-By Rev. L. P. MERCER, Chi

cago , n .

TENTH MONTH :

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES :

Baptist - By A. H. NEWMAN , D.D. , LL.D. , Pro

fessor of Church History, McMaster University ,

Toronto , Canada.

Christian Science-By S. J. HANNA , Esq .

Christian - By J. J. SUMMERBELL , Editor of Her .

ald of Gospel Liberty, Dayton , Ohio.

Congregationalist- By WILLISTON WALKER,

Ph . D. , Professor of Church History, Theological

Seminary, Hartford, Conn.

Cumberland Presbyterian - By R. V. FOSTER,

D. D. , Professor of Biblical Exegesis, Cumber.

land University, Lebanon , Tenn .

Disciples - By Rev. R. B. TYLER, D. D. , Grand

Rapids, Michigan.

Dunkard - By J. H. MOORE, Editor at the Breth

ren Publishing House, Mount Morris, Di.

Evangelical Association - By Rev. S. P.

SPRENG, Editor of the Evangelical Messenger,

Presbyterian - By Rev. W. H. ROBERTS , D. D. ,

LL.D. , Stated Clerk of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in the United States

of America.

Presbyterian, South-By T.C. Johnson , D.D. ,

Professor of Ecclesiastical History , Hampden

Sidney College, Virginia .

Protestant Episcopal-By Rev. G. W. SHINN,

D. D. , Newton , Mass.

Reformed Church , Dutch - By Rev. E.T. COR

VIN , D. D. , Greendale, Columbia County , N. Y.

Reformed Church , German - By J. H. DUBBB,

D. D. , Professor of History , Franklyn and Mar

shall College, Lancaster, Pa.

Reformed Episcopal - By SAMUEL Fallows,

D.D. , LL.D. , Chicago , I., Bishop Reformed

Episcopal Church .

Roman Catholic-By Rt. Rev. THOMAS O'GOR

MAN , D. D. , Bishop of South Dakota .

Salvation Army- By Major S. S. BRENGLE,

Divisional Headquarters, New York City, N. Y.

Seventh DayAdventist- By Elder A.T.JONES,

Battle Creek , Mich .

Unitarian - By J.H. ALLEN , D.D. , Late Lecturer

on Ecclesiastical History, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.

United Brethren - By Rev. D. BERGER, D. D. ,

Dayton, Ohio.

United Presbyterian - By Rev. A. G. WALLACE,

D. D. , Sewickley, Allegheny, Pa .

Universalist - By I. M. ATWOOD , D. D. , President

Theological Seminary, Canton , N. Y.

TWELFTH MONTH :

Science and Philosophy of Religion - EDMUND

BUCKLEY , Ph.D. , Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago, ni.

Cleveland , Ohio .

Friends - By A. C. THOMAS, Professor of History,

Haverford College, Pa.

German Evangelical Synod of N. A.-By

Rev. F. MAYER , Ph. D. , Jackson, Mich.

Jewish-By A. S. ISAACS, Editor of the Jewish

Messenger, New York.

Lutheran - By H. W. Roth , D. D. , Professor of

Church History in the Theological Seminary of

the Evangelical Lutheran Church , Chicago , Ili.

Methodist-By JAMES MUDGE, D.D. , Lecturer on

Missions, Boston University, Mass .

In addition to the above, special papers relating to the subjects treated , will from time to time be published. To

avoid any semblance of partiality the denominations will be treated alphabetically.
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CHINESE RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES .

BY

YUNG KWAI , A.B. (Yale) , Delegate of the Chinese Government to the World's

Congresses at Chicago, 1893 .

1. CONFUCIAN CEREMONIES .

HINA is the land of Confucius. I do not claim that every Chinese prac

tices what Confucius teaches. I mean to say only that the spirit of Con

fucius pervades the whole system of Chinese society , and controls the
national life of one-third of the human race. What a mighty force that

is ! If you are inclined to doubt my words, ask

any schoolboy in China what he thinks of Confucius, and he

will tell you that Confucius is the greatest teacher the world

has ever produced.

Ask any laborer at the plough or any tradesman at the

counter, and you will get the same answer. In fact, from

the emperor on the throne down to the meanest tiller of

the soil, there is no one throughout the length and breadth

of the land but feels a certain pride in ranging himself

among the followers of the great sage.

Now, Confucianism is not a religion in the strictest sense

of the word. It confines itself only to man's relation to man .

Though it does not deny the existence of God and the spirit

ual world, it maintains that inan has enough to do in this

living world without troubling himself about the dead. The

keystone of Confucianism is the five social relations. Out of

these five relations are evolved the rights and duties of every

What are the five relations ? They are sovereign and

subject, parent and child, elder and younger brothers, hus .

band and wife, and friends. “ Affections should govern the Sun - God (MuséeGuimet,Paris .)

relation between parent and child ; justice, that between

sovereign and subject; distance, that between husband and wife; precedence, that

between the old and the young and truthfulness, that between friends.” Such is

Confucianism in a nutshell.

Most Chinese may be called Confucianists as far as their preference goes.

there are Christians of various shades of belief and unbelief, so there are Confucian .

( Copyright, 1897, by The UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second - Class Mail Matter. )

As

103



104 THE STUDY OF

ists and Confucianists. Since the teachings of Confucius are ethical rather than

religious, the ceremonies practiced by a Confucianist consequently have more of a

socialand political than a religious significance.

All Chinese observe in their everyday conduct certain rules of propriety which

Confucius inculcates. Everybody knows that the Chinese hold their parents in the

greatest respect. It is exceedingly rare that Chinese children refer to their parents
in their speech in any other than the most respectful terms. The respect for age,

which is a national characteristic of the Chinese, is derived from a transfer of that

respect which one has for one's own elders to somebody's else elders.

The separation of the sexes is a peculiar feature of Chinese society strongly

insisted upon by Confucius. To such an extent is this carried at the present day

that when a man unexpectedly comes face to face with his brother's wife, etiquette

requires one to retire before the other.

The various marks of respect paid to the dead have a decidedly ceremonial char

A son, upon the death of his father or mother, at once changes his garments

froin those of gorgeous hues and finest silk to those of somber white and coarsest

hemp. He allows his hair to grow , and his

beard to remain unshaved. For seven times

seven days the bare ground serves as his

bed by night and his couch by day. No

outward sign is wanting to show the utter

casting down of the soul. If he happens

to hold an office under the government, he

surrenders it at once in order that official

cares may not add further bitterness to his

cup of sorrow . Then he spends the next

three years in retirement, communing with

nature and grieving over his irreparable

loss. As a Confucianist, he may hold that

he knows nothing about the hereafter, but

he believes that the spirits of his ancestors

hover about their former habitations. The

worship of ancestors is but the natural out

come of this intense respect to parents.

Every family has a shrine dedicated to the

departed dead . Wooden tablets are used

to indicate their invisible presence.

stated intervals, offerings of fruit, wine and

meat are placed before these. Then the

members of the whole household , from the

Kongtze.
oldest to the youngest, each in his turn ,

pay homage to the beloved dead by thrice

falling down on their knees and nine times bowing their heads to the ground.

This is what may be called ancestral worship in private families.

2

At

2. CONFUCIAN CEREMONIES (CONTINUED.)

As each family has an ancestral shrine of its own , so each clan has spacious

public halls for the worship of their common ancestors. Twice a year, in spring

and in autumn, the different families belonging to the same clan unite in one place

for public worship. On the large tables before the tablets are placed the offerings

whole pigs roasted to a turn , fat and unblemished sheep, tiny cups of wine, fruits,

cakes, pastry of every kind, and delicacies in their season.
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From a bronze censer rise the fragrant odors of burning incense, and tallow

candles of bright colors and large dimensions lend their flickering light to the scene.

The head of the clan, chosen on account of his age, position and influence in the

community , usually acts as high priest on such occasions, and takes his place accord

ingly . The other members of the clan all range themselves in regular order on
either side of him and behind him according to the rules of precedence governing

such cases. Their part is simply to follow their leader. Standing apart from the

rest of the performers is the master of ceremonies, whose duty consists in calling out
in a stentorian voice what the others should do. At his word they kneel down, bow

their heads to the ground the required number of times, and rise to their feet again.

At his word musical instruments strike up, cannons are fired, libations are poured

to the ground, and written prayers are read . At his word the

whole troop marches in procession to other parts of the hall and

goes through a similar performance. The whole ritual gives to

the scene a certain solemnity which cannot but produce a deep

impression on an observer. Ancestral worship is one of the

things that make blood count for so much in China.

The 106th day from the winter solstice is specially set apart

by the Chinese for an annual excursion to the family tombs.

Whole cities often turn out to do honor to the occasion. All

Alock to the hillsides where most of the dead are buried. All

the tombs are swept and put in order. The old and the young

generally make a pleasant day's outing of it. Frequently,mem

bers of the same family stock from different parts of the country

unexpectedly meet over the grave of their common ancestor.

These pleasant surprises and extemporaneous reunions serve

to keepfamily traditions alive and add strength to ties of blood .

Confucianists look upon the arrival at manhood, the solemn

ization of marriage, thedisposition of the dead, and the offering
of sacrifices as the four most solemn acts of life. As children

are subject to the authority of their parents as longas they live,

the arrival at manhood under such circumstances has no mean

ing, and is seldom observed nowadays. The ceremony of

marriage as practiced to-day, however,retains a great manyof its ancient features.

Before the marriage ceremonies can be performed, certain preliminary formali

ties have to be complied with . These are the six formal acts which must needs be

gone through with in order to make a betrothal binding . The firstof these formali

ties is called “ the making known of the choice.” It is worth while to note here

that the most interested parties to a betrothal generally have the least to say about
what steps to take. It is the parents of the couple that have charge of the whole

affair, and they may be depended upon to talkover thematterin amostbusiness

like way and make the best bargain possible. The initiative is usually taken by

the young man's parents or guardians sending a go -between to thegirl's family

to open the negotiations. A certain amount of presents is always necessary to pave

the way. The employment of go- betweens is a relic of the past. In ancient times,

there used to be a high officer of state whose duty it was to keep a register of all the

marriageable youths and maidens in the country. That office was early abolished ,

and the duties that had been performed by a public officer were taken up by private

individuals. As there cannot be any marrying and giving inmarriage without the

intervention of some third person , from the Chinese point of view ,so go-betweens

prove to be a social necessity. The second formality is the ascertainment of the

girl's name. " It is the universal custom in China that families having the same

surname cannot intermarry. The desired information concerning the girl is usually
obtained from a red card furnished by her family . A comparison of the young peo

Moon -Goddess. (Musée

Guimet , Paris .)
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ple's ages and other important points constitute the third formality, which isknown

as “ the determination of the probability of a happy union .” Oracles are consulted.

If a favorable answer is received, then presents are sent to the girl's family in accord

ance with the requirements of the fourth formality, called the proposal.” The

acceptance of the presents by the girl's family renders the betrothal at once
binding

Neither party is now allowed to withdrawfromthe engagement without the con
sent of the other. “ The naming of the wedding day ” is the fifth formality. This

is a prerogative of the bridegroom's family. After the wedding day is fixed, it is

customary for the bridegroom to send presents of jewelry, eatables and other things

to the bride according to the means of his family. On the wedding day, a covered

sedan chair, decorated with carvings and bright with red and gold, is dispatched

with a band of musicians to fetch the bride .

This constitutes the sixth and last formality preliminary to the ceremony of mar

riage. In ancient times the bridegroom used to go in person to bring the bride
home. Now this is seldom done. The dispatch of a bridal chair seems to satisfy

all the requirements of custom .

3. CONFUCIAN CEREMONIES (CONTINUED). TAOIST CEREMO

NIES.

These six formal steps preliminary to every legal marriage have been handed

down to the present day from the remotest times. They are generally observed

throughout the length and breadth of the land, though it frequently happens

that two or even three of these steps are taken at the same time. Moreover,

different parts of the country observe these formalities, usually with local varia

tions. The arrival of the wedding chair generally finds the bride ready to start

for her new home. She is dressed in garments of the brightest red , with her

face veiled with pendants of pearl hanging down from the brim of her headgear.

With feelings of anxious joy, not perhaps unmingled with regret at leaving the

scene of her childhood, she takes her place in the sedan chair, and the procession

starts amidst the firing of crackers and the thunders of musical bands. In the

meantime preparations are hurried forward at the bridegroom's home for the

reception of the bride. The wedding feast is ready. The invited guests are assem

bled. The groom has on his official robes. There is an air of festivity about the

whole place. The arrival of the procession is an interesting moment. The bride,

of course, is the central figure and cynosure of every eye. This is frequently the

first meeting between the bride and the groom. Neither priest nor magistrate is

needed to solemnize the union. In the presence of the invited guests, they eat out

of the same trencher and drink out of the same cup, and henceforth they are man and

wife. The presentation of the bride to the groom's parents and ancestors winds up

the ceremonies. But the relatives and friends of the groom's family, as a rule, keep

up the feasting and merrymaking for a few days longer. So much do the Chinese

make of marriage.

Taoist Ceremonies . — Taoismı derives its name from the word “ tao, " reason, and,

according to the literal interpretation of the term , may be called Rationalism . The

Chinese distinguish the Taoists from the Buddhists by the way they wear their hair.

The Buddhist shaves his whole head, and the Taoist allows his hair to grow long

and braids it into a knot on the top of his head. The people look upon the Taoists

as a class of mystics, and wonderful powers are attributed to them . They are sup

posed to have a certain control over the spiritual world. On this account, their ser
vices are frequently called into requisition in case of sickness or death. This being
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a source of profit to them, they are the last persons to disabuse their victims of the

belief.

When a disease baffles the skill of the medical profession , nine cases out of ten,

a Taoist is called in to try his art . He takes a careful survey of the situation, and

his practiced eye at once seeks out those spots where malignant spirits are apt to

make themselves at home. To render them harmless, he drawsmagical lines round

about, and scatters mystic figures with an unsparing hand. These are supposed to

have the power of striking terror into the hearts of the Satanic host. If these coer

cive measures do not seem to have the desired effect, then more gentle methods are

employed. Offerings of paper articles, such as gowns, robes, ornaments, money

and the like, are burnt to coax them into amiability. It is safe to say that more

money is spentevery year in China to propitiate evil spirits than to relieve the suf

ferings of the living. In case of death , either Taoist or Buddhist priests, or both ,

are employed to offer up prayers for the departed and facilitate hispassage to the

lower world. They usually take their places at the dead body's feet for this pur

pose,and keep up a monotonous chant as long as they are paid for it.

There are, of course, Taoists of a higher order. These, however, generally

spend their days in seclusion, and seldom appear in public. It is said that some of

them have attained to such

perfection in the practice

of their art that they can

by some secret
process

transmute the baser metals

into gold or prepare from

the elements a compound

which has all the virtues

of an elixir of life . In

other words, they are the

alchemists of China.

The most prominent

feature of Taoism of the

present day seems to be

that it holds out to its de

votees the reward of im

mortality. This result is

believed to be attainable
Chinese Marriage Procession.

by mortifying the flesh

and purifyingthe spirit . There are storiesin circulation to-day of eminent Taoists

that remain in a sitting posture day after day facing a blank wall with the view of

shutting out all the uncleanness of this world from their sight, and submit to a

system of diet which reduces little by little the amount of nourishment necessary

to sustain life in the body until they can inure themselves to live on nothing more

substantial than air. Then it is commonly believed that they can prolong their

existence indefinitely. The accounts of the exploits of some Taoists read like fairy

tales, and most of them are undoubtedly such .

3. CONFUCIAN CEREMONIES (CON- only men of ability and virtue can give complete
exhibition to the idea of sacrifice.

TINUED) . The sacrifices of such men have their own bless

The Nature of Sacrifice . Of all the methods ing ; not indeed what the world calls blessing.

for the good ordering of men , there is none more Blessing here means perfection; it is the name

urgent than the use of ceremonies. Ceremonies given to the complete and natural discharge of all

are of five kinds, and there is none of them more duties. When nothing is left incompleteor im

important than sacrifices. properly discharged ; this is what we call perfec

Sacrifice is not a thing coming to man from with- tion, implying the doing everything that should

out ; it issues from within him , and has its birth in be donein one's internal self, and externally the

his heart. When the heartis deeply moved, ex- performance ofeverything according to the proper
pression is given to it by ceremonies; and hence, method.— “ Li Chi." II., p . 236 .
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THE CHINESE RELIGIONS.

BY

EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph.D., University of Chicago.

4. RELIGION OF THE UGRO-FINNS.

HE Mongolians, the Semites , and the Indo-Kelts form the three great historic

races of mankind. The Mongolians comprise two great families and

fournations, besides some mixed peoples in Further India . The first

family is the Ugro-Finnic, comprising the Finns, Lapps, etc. , in northern

Russia, and the Ostjaks and Samoyeds in Siberia. The other family ,

called the Turko-Tartar, comprises several Turkish tribes in South Siberia, the

Yakuts in the basin of the Lena, the Tunguses west ward from the Amur river, the

Mongols, the Kalmucks, and the Manchus, in short, nine-tenths of the Siberian

aborigines. All are barbarians, and are gradually dying out in competition with

the immigrating Russians, who now number three millions, and occupy the best

lands from the Caspian Sea to the Sea of Japan. The four nations, which all

have risen to the semi-civilized grade of culture, are the Tibetans, the Chinese, the

Koreans, and the Japanese.

Of the Ugro -Finns, all the tribes in Siberia, and the Lapps in Russia remain bar

barians and Shamanists, a term we shall study in the next lesson. But the Finns,

under the influence of their superior neighbors, the Scandinavians and Lithuanians,

developed during the ninth and tenth centuries of our era a beautiful poetry and

mythology, which has been collected and translated during the present centuryby E.

Lönnrott, and appeared in various works of which the bestknown is the “Kalevala. ' '

The author of the runes, or folk -songs, collected here is the Laulaya, who is just the

old shaman or sorcerer that has exchanged his tambourine for a harp, and elevated
some of his conceptions, though he still conjures spirits in the oldtime way. His

poetic form is very simple , so that he can improvise at will , while the many min

strels give rise to manyvariants of the same myth.

Religionwith the Finns comprises an exceedingly naive and picturesque nature

worship, and , as ever, companying with that an ancestor worship, which here, how

ever, receives less attention than the nature cult.

There is no general creator, but various makers of various things, such as a

bird's egg, a woman impregnate with the wind , and a deity that rubs his hands or

knees. (1 ) The deities are indefinite, stiff personifications of various spheres of

nature, without free human movement or moral qualities.

Ukko(the Ancient) held, as heaven -god, the highest rank, though he exercised

no controlover his fellows. The highest attributes given to him were borrowed

from the Christain God , and make an odd mixture with the older ideas. (2 ) His

spouse was Akka, though there was also an Earth goddess. Then there were

divine pairs presiding over the waters, the forests, and the underworld , and single

gods over the sun, moon , and stars. ( 3 )

Besides these deities there were free spirits that animated persons and objects or

processes in nature. But in general , everything, whether animal or tree, is naively

treated as animated and rational . (4 ) The greatest of the numerous evil spirits was

Hiisi. ( 5) The Finns had sacred places, idols, offerings, and festivals. One of the

festivalswas devoted to their ancestors, the others connected with husbandry. The

motive of the “ Kalevala " is quite secular, being the capture of a precious magical

box, the Sampo, the symbol of wealth .
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The magic of the Finns is exceedingly ingenuous and in quite general use. The

power ofmusic,of heat in forging iron , and of herbalremedies are all referred to magic.

(6) In another case an animistic summons to fishes has been followed by success, and
has become fixed as a magic song. ( 7 ) The boastings of the heroes, and the magical

means they propose to use, suggest the talk of children , or fairy stories ; difficulties

may be by nature insurmountable, but magic easily overcomes them ; while there

appears no adaptation of means to end , no insight, research or wisdom , but all

cru de wonders. Moon and stars can be reached from a tree , ( 8) and a man can

transforın himself into a pike. (9)

4. RELIGION OF THE UGRO-FINNS.

( 1 ) Cosmogony .

And the eggs fall into ocean

All the fragments come together,

Forming pieces two in number,

One the upper, onethe lower,

Equal to the one , the other.

From one-half the egg , the lower,

Grows the nether vault of Terra :

From the upper half remaining,

Grows the upper vault of Heaven.

From the white part came the moonbeams,

From the yellowpart the sunshine .

- " Kalevala , ” p.9.

(2 ) The Supreme God.

Ukko, God of love and mercy ,

God and Master of the heavens,

Come thou hither, thou art needed,

Come thou quicklyI beseech thee,

Lend thy hand toaid thy children,

Touch this wound with healing fingers,

Stop this hero's streaming life blood,

Bind this wound with tender leaflets.

--Ibid , p . 118 .

(3 ) Nature -god .

Mistress of the woods , Mielikki ,

Forest-mother, formed in beauty,

Let thy gold flow out abundant,

Let thy silver onward wander.

-Ibid , p. 186.

(6 ) Magic.

Go not hence to Wainamoinen ,

There with him to offer battle;

He will charm thee with his singing ,

Will bewitch thee in his anger.

- Ibid , p . 28 .

Grandly sang wise Wainamoinen,

Till the copper bearing mountains,

And the finty rocks and ledges

Hear his magic tones and trembled;

Mountain cliffs were torn to pieces,

All the ocean heaved and tumbled .

-Ibid, p. 37

Ilmarinen starts the bellows,

Gives three motions of the handle ,

And the iron flows in streamlets

From the forge of the magician,

Soon becomes like baker's leaven ,

Soft as dough for bread of barley.

-Ibid , p.110 .

Bits of bark chipped from the oak tree,

Many herbs of healing virtues;

Steeps them one day then a second,

Three long days of summer weather,

Days and nightsin quick succession ;

Then he tries his magic balsam .

-Ibid , p. 119.

( 7 ) Magic Song .

Spake these words of magic import:

Come ye fish of Northland waters

To the regionsof my fish net,

As my hundred meshes lower.

- Ibid

(8) The Sky No Higher Than a Tree.

Ilmarinen hastens forward

That he may behold the wonder,

Spies the Bear* within the fir-top,

Sitting on its emerald branches ,

Spies the gleam ofgolden moonlight.

Spake the ancient Wairamoinen,

These the words the singer uttered :

' Climb this tree dear Ilmarinen ,

And bring down the golden moonbeams,

Bring the Moon and Bear down with thee

From the fir -tree's lofty branches.
-Ibid , p . 130 .

(9 ) Transformation
.

Then the singer, Wainamoinen
,

Leaped a pike, upon the waters,

Quickly swam the rapid river,

Ĝained the frigid Pohya -border,

Then his native form resuming.

Walked he as a mighty hero,

On the dismal isle of Louhi .

-Ibid , P, 707

* The constellation bearing that name.

( 4 ) Compact With the Bear.

Thou, O Otso , forest apple,

Woodland bear, with honeyed fingers,

Let us make a lasting treaty,

Make a vow for future ages,

That thou wilt not kill my cattle ,

Wilt not eat my milk providers;

That I will notsend my hunters,

To destroy thee and thy kindred,

Never in the days of summer,

The Creator's warmest season .

-Ibid , p. 516 .Ø. 516.

(5 ) The Arch Demon.

Swiftly flew the stinging hornet,
Gathered all the Hisi horrors,

Brought the hissing of the serpent,

Brought the venom of the adder,

Brought the poison of the spider,

Brought the stings of all the insects.

--Ibid , p. 113.
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5. RELIGION OF THE TURKO-TARTARS.

All the tribes comprised in this family were previously Shamanists, though only

the Tunguses remain so as a whole. The Mongols have mostly become Buddhists,

the Turks, Mohammedans, and the Manchus a mixture of Confucianists and Bud

dhists. The native religion of these peoples is best known to us through the

researches of the Russian ethnologist,

Wilhelm Radloff, among the barbari

ans living on the Altai mountains (47

N. Lat. 90 E. Lon . ), though even their

belief shows traces of Buddhist and

Christian influence.

The great gods of the Turko - Tartars

are the mutually opposed nature -powers

of Light and Darkness. Below these

stand the Spirits of the Earth, and

lower still the local deities of fire, trees,

stones , etc., besides the ancestral spirits.

The Light-gods dwell in various super

imposed heavens, an idea borrowed

from Buddhism . In the highest lives,

Tengere Kaira Kan , the Heaven God,

Shaman Conjuring Spirits . ( After Radloff.) and in the sixteenth other Tengere. ( 1 )

In the third heaven dwell the seven

Kudai (gods), and with thein the ancestral spirits that mediate between men and

gods. The Spirits of the Earth are seventeen in number, called Kane (Princes),

each of whom rules in beneficence over a separate region of the land . Below earth

are the nine tiers of the underworld, each inhabited by some kind of Dark-gods, the

ruler of whom is Erlik Ran , the

Powerful, who is the terrible foe

of huinanity. He is propitiated

with offerings, and called “ Father

Erlik ,” since all must yield to

him in death at last. Every man

has two recording spirits that ac

company him through life, and to

Erlik's judgment seat, whence he

passes to heaven or hell, in the

latter case only until friends in

heaven rescue him . The Two Sides of the Shaman's Tambourine. ( After Radloff .)

But by far the most prominent

and interesting figure in this religion is the shaman or priest, after whom it was

therefore named Shamanism. (2 )

While anyone is competent to worship the Kane or Earth -gods, only the shaman

can convey an offering to the Light-gods or lead a departed soul into the underworld .

These visits of the shaman are rendered possible only by the aid of his ancestors,

whose spirits he first of all conjures into the magic tambourine which he always

carries. This office is hereditary, for it depends upon a constitutional epilepsy, the

first attack of which forms the call to his office. When great misfortunehappens or

threatens, the shaman is summoned, who first inquires from his familiar spirit the

cause of the evil , and then directs an animal sacrifice to one or other of the gods.

For Bai Ilgen a white horse is crushed to death and flayed. The skin with head

and feet attached is elevated on a pole towards heaven , while the flesh is eaten . No

blood must be spilled and no bone broken . Then the shaman, with great dramatic
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talent, which is further enhanced by his ecstasy, represents to his quaking audience

a journey through the various heavens, where he obtains information upon all

desired topics, and finally presents the offering. To purify a hut that has been con

taminated bya death, the shaman must capture the soul of the deceased, and convey

it to the underworld . Even Radloff was deeply impressed with this wild scene

enacted at night in the forest gloom by an actor whose weird and convulsive move

ments were closed by anepileptic swoon. Indeed the numerous impersonations, the

poetic form of the speech ,and the places supposed to appear, justify a comparison

with the Divine Comedy of Dante. (3 )

Divination is very common and practiced through (a) the position of the sacri

ficed entrails, (b) natural phenomena, (c) the arithmetical play of pebbles, etc. , (d)

the ecstatic visions of the shaman .

5. RELIGION OF THE TURKO - TAR- the hut into another. Only after long effort and

TARS.
struggle did he succeed in seizing the soulof the

deceased between tambourine and stick , and then

( 1 ) Tengere . — This is the Altaian form . Others in pressing her with the tambourine against the

are Tengri, Tonri , Tari, etc. , all derived from a root ground. His song now grew louder and stronger,

tang, to shine . The Yakuts still use the name for but ever and anon interrupted by the gentle whine

thevisible heaven, and we shall see later that the
of the prisoner.

Chinese do the same with T'ien , thenameof their " Now the shaman turned the tambourine front

supreme god , who is probably related to the above. side to the ground and struck it so that the blows .

( 2 ) Shamanism .-- This term should be confined
sounded dull and hollow, as if they came from

to its use here as the proper name of the religion
deep in the earth . Thesong also grewduller, and

of the Turko- Tartars, and not extended to other assumed at last a gurgling tone , for the shaman

religions, as if it denoted a peculiar class . This it
was receding from the hut and had entered on the

does not , for the practices of the shaman are world
way to the underworld, to the home of the dead .

wide among barbarians, though nowhere so elabo
At the same time the song grew softer, and passed

rated as here. at last into a whisper . He signified finally with

( 3) Purification from a Ghost. – Fourteen days one violent blow thathe had reached the kingdom .

after death , especially one from an epidemic where of the dead . Now begins a conversation with the

it is feared others may follow , some powerful

shaman is summoned to abduct the soul of the

deceased, which hovers round the house , unwill.

ing to depart until it can take with it another

member of the stricken family. Such is the super.

natural theory of the Altaians devised to account

for theepidemics that frequently decimate them ,

really by reason of their exceeding filthiness. “ As

it grew dark , the dull blows of the shaman's tam.

bourine sounded at some distance. I stepped to the

door of the hut and saw how the shaman with

measured tread , pouring out his uniform monoton.

ous song, circumambulated the hut at the distance

of abouta hundred paces, and from time to time

struck heavily upon his tambourine. Gradually

the circle of the shaman grew smaller and smaller,

until finally be strode close along the outer side of

the hut wall, and at last stepped through the door The Horse -Sacrifice. ( After Radloff.)

into the but now lightedby a brightly burning

fire . He then approached the fire, and held the
tambourine over it in all directions so that the previously deceased relatives, who decline to

sinoke streaked both inner and outer sides of it . receive the new soul. The shaman seeks to per

Then he solemnly took his seat between the fire suade , begs and prays them , but in vain . Then he
and door,and began a monotonous, droning song seizes the brandy flask and distributes to the dead

that was jerked out in short, broken tones. The the water of life. They receive it gladly, and soon
song grew softer and shorter,and the blows on the begin a confused hum which gradually becomes a

tambourine gentler and gentler, until at last the lisping tone , for the brandy is working. The dead

song passed into a soft whining wail and whisper. sing and cheer, and finally allow the new soul to

Thereupon the shaman carefully and be smuggled among them . Now the song of the

walked with a sliding, gait round the fire, shaman growslouder, since he has left the realm
called the name of thedeceased and turned his of death and is again nearing the upper world.

head on all sides as if he were seeking her. Some- Arrived above, he jumps suddenly upandpasses

times he speaks in a falsetto voice, in order to imi- into violent ecstasy. The song becomes atlast a

tate her voice, whining and begging him to leave wild scream , while the shaman dances in wild
her near her relatives.

Mercilessly the springs around the hut, until at last , bathed in

shaman presses her, by the might of his tambour- sweat, he falls unconscious to earth .''- Translated

ine, which he had filled with many and mighty from Wilhelm Radloff," Aus Sibirien ,” Vol.11 ..
spirits before entering the hut , from one corner of pp. 52-54.

rose
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6. THE CHINESE CULTURE.

We learned in the section on “ Functional Anthropology " (p . 39) that religion

shared its noble diginity as “ a humanity, that is an activity proper and peculiar to

man,” with five other activities; and we learned further (p . 52) that " each one of

these phases of culture is an element in all the others. " The application of this

principle of inutual influence to the case before us, that of Chinese religion ,

requires us to take a survey of the other five culture- elements in order to discover

how far Chinese religion has been influenced by them , or can be traced to conditions

of heredity and environment common to it with them.

Peter

Feeding Silkworms , and Sorting Cocoons.

The Chinese language belongs to an archaic form , the monosyllabic, where

every word is a root without inflection or even agglutination. Its visible expression

is not by an alphabet, but by over twenty thousand distinct ideographs, which are

symbols, either natural as so now written wy for mountain, or – where such

failed, as of course very soon happened - arbitrary . Very early literary activity

arrested the language at this intermediate stage of evolution. The use of these

word -roots as one or other part of speech requires an invariable order in the sentence ,

viz.: subject, verb , complement, while every word that qualifies another must

precede it. This lack of inflexion in words, and of flexibility in the sentence, has

favored historical , descriptive and reasoned compositions, and has narrowly restricted

free literary ones. In these qualities it supplies a remarkable example of that

adaptation of language to mind which is universal. The immense number of

homonyms resulting from the comparatively few sounds at disposal to represent the

twenty thousand ideographs give rise to a dull monotony in the rhymes of Chinese

poetry and a troublesome ambiguity in its colloquial .

To Chinese industry Europe owes silk , tea, china, and perhaps printing, which

the Chinese invented in the eighth century , while they have made paper since the
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second century B.C. They invented also the mariner's compass and gunpowder,

but used the latter only for fireworks. The Grand Canal and the Great Wall are

monuments of gigantic labor, but not of great skill . During the milleniums since

these inventions were made the Chinese mind has devised nothing new .

In all forms of art also Chinese progress ceased long ago . Its architecture

allows no pretensions, its sculpture is crude, its painting lacking both in perspective

and chiaroscuro, its music is elaborate but ineffective, its poetry narrowed by the
nature of the language, and its dramas and novels filled with disconnected and

arbitrary events.

TheChinese have preserved political continuity since the twenty- fourth century
B. C. , and are therefore incomparably the oldest nation upon earth . They have also

ex panded by growth and conquest until they include about four hundred millions,

which again forms by far the largest nation upon earth. It is in part these unique

facts that prompt that lofty pride and stubborn conservatism that come as such a

surprise to us. For milleniums the Chinese have met only barbarians who subinit

ted to their arms and borrowed their culture. What wonder, then , if they prove

slow to treat differently not simply our religion, but rather our whole culture ? ( 1 )

Yet this enormous extension in time and space has carried social culture no higher

than to the patriarchal stage , in which both family and government stand arrested,

to the great detriment of personal liberty and individual character, those precious

possessions of the West. (2 ) That lack of personality in the Chinese so frequently

remarked by Western writers is partly cause (by being an hereditary trait) and

partly effect of the patriarchal stage. Another barbarous trait appears in weak

nationalism . The Chinese masses, though passionately attached to family, clan and

province, have little or no patriotism for China as a whole, while their weak loyalty

appears in the easy change of Chinese dynasties.

Finally , the state of knowledge in China shows the same relatively low stage of

culture, usually designated semi-civilized in comparison with our own fuller civili

zation , (which is sometimes designated enlightenment) while full civilization

still remains our goal. The Chinese excel in the composition of histories or

rather annals, and of vast encyclopedias. They have never devised either gram

mar, logic or mathematics, a failure that of course tells disastrously upon all

science and philosophy. Even the fundamental notion of cause seems to be

only obscurely apprehended by the Chinese mind, which , if questioned, often

reasserts the bare fact instead of its cause , while, if left to itself, generally fails

to propound the question of cause at all . It is this lack of scientific curiosity ,

of free intellectuality, in contrast to immediately useful factual knowledge, that

has occasioned the arrest of Chinese development, which has long since reached

the limits possible on its principles. Education in China is powerfully stim

ulated, not by the provision of schools, but by awarding all official positions to

the successful competitors in state examinations on the classic literature. The sole

aim is to secure the best intellects for the service of the government, and to this

plan much of the stability of China is owing. Since women cannot fill offices

their education is quite neglected , as is that of the masses, whose whole mental con

dition is very low.

In temperament the Chinese are stolid , phlegmatic, gentle, peaceful , practical,

industrious, prudent, contented and patient. Their endurance is great; and they
have o no nerves. ” They have been contrasted as muscular with the brainy

Hindus.

6. THE CHINESE CULTURE

( 1 ) Christendom but not Christianity Ob
noxious to the Chinese.-Before starting, Mr.

Ward (American Minister to China in 1859) had

forbidden his interpreters to speak to the natives

on the subject of religion , but on second thoughts

he withdrew the embargo, saying that he had no

wish to be held up to odium before the eyes of the
American people . My experience was , as I
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assured him , that the more freely I spoke to the

Chinese on the subject of their religion the more

friendly they showed themselves. The presenta

tion of the claims of Christianity has never in any

case excited a tumult ,mobs andoutbreaks having

always been connected with anti-foreign feeling, if

not with magical superstitions. A residence built

on high ground will give as much umbrage as a

church . - W . A. P. Martin, “ A Cycle of Cathay,"

pp . 196 , 197

The testimony of missionaries is uniform that

the common people are well disposed until they

are stirred up by members of the official classes. -
Ibid , p . 449 :

( 2) The Patriarchal System .-The framework

of Chinese society rests on a patria potestas as

extreme as that of ancient Rome. Filial piety,

which means paternal authority, is the ground .

law of the empire. The head of the family is a

diminutive type of the divinely appointed head of

the state . Sons and grandsons , instead of being

scattered to the winds by a centrifugal force, are

expected to cleave to the ancestral tree , and,

banian -like, take root in its shade. The family is

therefore more complex than with us, the grand

sire reigning over it with the power of a monarch ,

thrashing or maltreating his offspring, who con

tinue to be minors as long as he lives. When

several such units of one stock are combined in a

class , with temple , cemetery , and glebe-lands in

common , the power of their elders, is such that if

they do notdefy the magistrate they can at least

dispense with his services. They donot shrink in

certain cases from inflicting a death penalty. I
have known a youth to be drowned by order of

such a council ; prodigals and other incorrigible

offenders are sometimes buried alive , care being

taken in such cases that the corpse shall bear no

trace of a wound ; otherwise official interference

will be inevitable .

There is no country like China for honie rule of

this description , and it extends to villages, especi.

ally where they consist of one or more clans .

Schooled in these patriarchal institutions, the

people in rural districts grow up with a thorough

indifference, if nothing worse, toward their man.

darins ; nor beyond the payment of a moderate

tax do they concern themselves about the govern

ment. It is said of the Emperor Yao, who lived four

thousand years ago , that, being on a tour of in

spection, he heard an old man singing to the sound

of his lute :

“ I plow my ground and eat ,

I dig my well and drink ;

For king or emperor

What use have I ? "

An emperor of the present day , if he made such

tours , might in many a place have the same ex.

perience , and, like the venerable Yao , rejoice to be

forgotten . - Ibid , pp. 334 , 335 .

FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW.

1. CONFUCIAN CEREMONIES.- Religion , Ethics, Ancestor-Worship.

2. CEREMONIES CONTINUED . - Ancestral, Offerings, Ancestral-cult, Visit to the Tombs, Mar.

riage Formalities.

3. CEREMONIES CONTINUED. -Ceremonies for the Sick , Ascetic Practices.

4. THE UGRO-FINNS.—The Literature , Creation , Ukko, Magic,

5. THETURKO - TARTARS . - Heavens, Earth , Hells, Shaman , Dante .

6. CHINESE CULTURE.-Language, Industry , Art , Society, Knowledge .

QUESTIONS.

1. What do the Chinese think of Kongtze ? In what sense is Confucianism religious, and in what

sense not ? How do the Chinese treat elders ? What is their etiquette on sex ? Describe the mourning

rites, and the ancestor -worship .

2. What offerings are made to the ancestors ? Describe the ancestral ceremony . Describe the

annual visit to the tombs . State " four formalities " preliminary to a marriage.

3. When are Taoist priests usually summoned ? What methods do they then use ? Describe the

asceticism of some Taoists.

4. Name the three historic races. State the componentpeoples of the Mongolian race . Character

ize the Finnic religion . Name some grounds of their magic.

5. Whence are derived the greatgods? Describe the shaman , his offering to Bai Ilgen , and his
descent into hell .

6. Why study culture ? What does Europe owe to China ? Have the Chinese any just grounds

for their national pride ? Describe the mental traits , education , and temperament of the Chinese.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Mr. Yung K'wai's qualified denial that Confucianism a religion is commonly made by the

“ literati.” Indeed, it now constitutes Chinese orthodoxy, since the government examinations in the

classics require conformity to the materialistic commentary upon them writen by Chu Hsi, twelfth cen .

tury, A.D. But reference to lessons 8-11 will show that such materialism is neither Sinism nor original
Confucianism .

2. Compare and contrast these marriage " formalities ” with the American usage.

3. Consider how the medical missionary unites monotheism and medicine against this exorcism .

4. Read in the account on Ethnology in any recent encyclopedia the section on the Mongolians.

5. Compare the hells of shaman , of Dante, and of current religious belief.

6. Compare this Chinese “ type ” with the American. They are antipodal.
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7. HISTORICAL SETTING, AND SCRIPTURES.

The Chinese are distinguished for their historic sense. Professor W. A. P.

Martin writes that “ Besides these dynastic histories, there are typographical his

tories of provinces, prefectures, districts, and even of towns and villages, in number

and extent to which we have no parallel . ” The confidence induced in us by these

present conditions is extended to very remote times through the recent confirma

tion by astronomers of eclipses recorded in the Chinese annals. Thus, an eclipse

that happened in the reign of Chung-kang, 2159-2146 B.C., has been identified by

Professor Russell , of the Imperial College, Peking ; while Professor Knobel , of Cain

brid ge, England, has endorsed Chinese records on the basis of the Hia calendar. ( 1 )

1

辑 是 性 兒 設 兒 孔報

護套 不適濟结

名 兒 學 理 资 战 五 成

阅 化 而 盖 與常客

列效能天同陳歲

國相也值感强時

與 由其 是 豆 客

8

Kongtze , when a Boy , Playing at Religious Ceremonies.

The earliest times (what might be styled primitive) , of course, are hidden from us

here as everywhere else, but it is interesting to retrace our steps with security as

here for nearly five inilleniums.

About the twenty -fifth century B.C. probably some political disturbance drove the

" hundred families that subsequently became the rulers of China from the region

south of the Caspian Sea, probably from Mesopotamia, (2) eastward along the south

ern slope of theTien-shan range, through the Mongolian Desert until they reached

the north bend of the Yellow river in latitude 41°, which is the garden of China.

Similar migrations have occurred in more recent times in Asia, as with the Ottoman

Turks westward , the Kalmucks eastward, and the Scythians southward. As with

all emigrants known to us , whether in Asia or America, the invaders found the

land preoccupied, and in this case with peoples of a culture only little inferior to

their own in any sphere, and in some even superior. But the Chinese proved able

to gradually master these aborigines, and to acquire their culture where superior.

It was at that time that the “ black -haired race," surrounded by " hordes of the

north, of the south , of the east, and of the west,” began to call their nation the

“ Middle Kingdom, ” which still survives, though no longer appropriate.(3)

The chief epochs to be remembered are the following: The reign of Yao, 2356

2255 B.C. , with which the Shu -King “ Book of History,” begins its record , and
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that of Shun, who is constantly cited in company with Yao, as the “ sage kings "

of old. One of Shun's first public acts was to sacrifice to Shang-ti and other nature

and ancestor deities , of whom we shall hear later. In this reign occurred the great

flood, through the rising of the Yellow river-still known from recurrences ofthis

disaster as “ China's sorrow ” —so that people had to flee to the mountains.

Legend attributes the flood to a rebel's breaking the banks, and poetry tells how

" He broke the pillars of heaven , and destroyed the supports of the corners of the
earth ."

In 1765 B.C. began the second dynasty in the person of King Tang, who

had recently ruled a neighboring state. Again , in 1126 B.C. , disorder invited a

conqueror, Wu, the king of Chau, who, with his father Wan , formed the types of

Chinese virtue so often cited by Confucius. Even yet nobler was the Duke of

Chau, younger brother of the king. But this dynasty fell in turn a victim to lux

ury , and when, in the sixth century B.C., Laotze and Kongtze ( Confucius), the

two greatest lights of China, appear, the feudal lords are defying the central court,

and desolating the country with civil war. No one checked this disorder until

225 B.C., when the Chief of Tsin , in the northwest, mastered all rivals . His grand

son, Chi Hwang-ti 246 B.C. , abolished feudalism and made himself first Emperor

of China. Since then one dynasty has succeeded another until now the twenty

first occupies the throne. (4 )

The scriptures of the Chinese consist of the Five King or “ Classics,” and the

Four Shu or “ Books.” These inust now be briefly described .

The oldest and most honored is the Yi King or “ Book of Changes.” Chinese

legend attributes its nucleus to Fu -hsi, supposed to have lived in the thirty -fourthi
century B.C. This nucleus consists of a whole and a broken line , so combined as

to produce eight so-called trigrams. Thus a whoie line (-) and a broken one (--)

were placed over themselves, and each of them over the other, which gives

The same single lines placed successively over these double ones

gives the famous eight trigrams, thus ,

--

Combinations of these eight make sixty-four hexagrams, each of which figures

forms the subject of a comment written by King Wan, and enlarged by the Duke

of Chau , in the twelfth century B.C. These comments apply the changes in the

constitution of these hexagrams to the changes in nature and in the fortunes of

inan . This application is made partly according to a natural symbolism , and where

that fails, partly by arbitrary rulings. The leading motion of the whole is a dual

ism where the whole line is light, male, etc. , and the broken line is darkness,

female, etc. Modern Confucianists have read most of the discoveries of modern

science into these vague notions. The best trait of the work is that politico-ethical

wisdom which is constantly taught, and this is characteristic of all the other

scriptures too. So indispensable is divination to the conduct of life, both private

and national, that this Yi King was spared when every other scripture was burned

by Shi Hwang- ti.

Another great classic is the Shu King or “ Book of History," which consists of

selected governmental archives from the seventeenth to the seventh century B.C. The

constant inculcation of politico -ethical conduct renders it probable that the work

was compiled as a moral guide for rulers, who must show reverence to Heaven and

ancestors by following their good examples. Nor is this content “ mere ethics,"

but is ever connected with the righteous government of Heaven. The modern

reader is perhaps most surprised to find the people repeatedly mentioned as the

proper object of the ruler's care, if he fulfill hisduty, but as themeans of his down

fall, if he do not. The people groan under ill-government until Heaven hears

their cry, and sends some deliverer, quite in the style of the Hebrew people.
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The third of the canonical books is the Shi King a selection of folk -poetry

made by Kongtze in the sixth century B.C. from a larger and much older one. The

poetic form is very simple and the content various, including narrative and descrip

tive poems of the people and the court, and songs used at the offerings to gods and

ancestors , which last date from the twenty -second to the nineteenth century B.C.

The fourth classic book is the Li Chi, or “ Book of Ceremonies, " and constitutes

the chief source for our knowledge of the Chinese religion . It consists of directions

and examples for conduct in every sphere of life, and remains to -day the directory

for every Chinese. Though not put into its present shape until the second century

A.D. , it was formed by gradual accretion between the twelfth century B.C. and the

former date. In its insistence on fixed ceremonial, whether religious, political or

social , it presents a leading trait of the Chinese mind which decries all individuality,

originality and innovation .

The fifth and last of the King called the Chun Chiu is nothing more than

dry annals of the feudal state of Lu written by Kongtze.

Though not included in the above five canonical books, the Hsiao King or

Book of Filial Piety , should be cited here as of equal authority. It purports to

record instruction given to a pupil by Kongtze, and can be traced backwards to less

than a century after the death of that great Chinese sage .

The classics of second rank , the Four Shu, are the “ Confucian Analects, ''

which afford us biographical notes and brief sayings of Kongtze ; the “ Great

Learning ” and the “ Doctrine of the Mean," both probably written by a nephew

of Kongtze and devoted to a statement of Confucian principles; and finally the

“ Works ofMencius,” who lived 371-288 B.C. and ranks as the greatest teacher

froin the school of Kongtze.

It has sometimes been stated that these Chinese classics are hardly to be called

sacred books, because, forsooth , they contain much history, ethics and social rules;

but such a ruling as this would deprive us of not one, but all sacred literatures. It

is , moreover, true that the Chinese religion expresses itself more in the ceremonial

and ethical than in the mystical, meditative and devotional elements; but all these

belong equally to religion , though few . if any , people or even individuals have held

them in perfect proportion .

No literature of the world, either sacred or secular , has exercised aninfluence at

the same time so long and widespread and powerful as have these Classics upon the

Chinese people. Yet their authority is unsupported by any claim of inspiration,

though , in general, as we shall see later, Heaven's will is communicated to man in

many ways. The Chinese scriptures are thus simply a record of revelation .

The distinction observed in these lessons between Sinisin and Confucianism is

based on only time limits, and even those overlap. Moreover, the collecting and

editing by Kongtze of the four King (while he wrote the fifth ) make it possible,

and many other considerations makeit probable , that Kongtze suppressed much of

which his judgment did not approve. However, it is equally plain that he inserted

nothing , and,therefore, for whatever is extant. the time limit applies , and should

certainly be observed.

7. HISTORICAL SETTING AND SCRIP- ( 3 ) Aborigines of China . — The most accessible

TURE. notices of these aborignes may be found in Douglas'

“ China , ” pp. 6 , 175-176 , 217 , and 393-394 . Much
( 1 ) In the reign of Chung-kang , the fourth in research is yet needed here.

succession (2159-2146 ), occurred an eclipse of the ( 4 ) Chinese Dates.- Notice that the important

sun , which Professor Russel , of the Imperial Col- dates occur in the third century and its multiples.

lege, has succeeded in identifying after a laborious Thus,

calculation of no fewer than thirty-six eclipses.— Yao and Shun in twenty - fourth century .

W. A. P. Martin in his “ Cycle of Cathay,” P : 252. Wan and Wu in twelfth century .

( 2) Many interesting details in support of this Kongtze and Laotze in sixth century .
view will be found in “ China” by Prof. R. K. Chi Hwang-ti in third century .

Douglas. The discovery is due to the researches While Buddhism entered China in the first cent
of the late Prof. Terrien de Lacouperie . tury A.D.
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8. SINISM AS NATURE-WORSHIP.

Sinism affords us very many and indubitable deities of the two great classes ,

nature - deities and ancestor-deities. ( 1 ) Far above all the other nature -deities stands

Tien or Heaven, sublime and noble. The ideograph used to write down Tien means

Great One, obviously in reference to the vast expanse of heaven. In the Imperial

worship still maintained in great state at Peking, Haitu or Earth is revered by

offerings less only than those presented to Heaven , and occasionally the couple are

mentioned together in the

scriptures as recipients of a

common worship ; but the

very natural and world -wide

notion of a cosmogonic mar

riage between the two rarely

appears. In fact, neither

with Tien nor with the other

nature-deities is the myth de

veloped into a story, whence

comes at the same time the

poetic bareness and moral ex

cellence of the deities in

Sinism . Fancy is pruned,

and conscience flourishes.

The concept of Tien is re

markably free from crude

anthropomorphisms. Noth

Temple on the Northern Altar of Heaven . ing is said of his limbs or

weapons, but much of his

compassion and justice . ( 2 ) He is not even figured as a body, but identified with

the sky, just as Heaven , our poetic term for God, sprang from heaven (sky). (3)

But the sacred texts repeatedly use Ti “ Ruler " and Shang -ti “ SupremeRuler "

in freest interchange with Tien . The opinion of somesinologues that Shang -ii serves

as a more personal name for Tien is plausible, but cannot be proved by its usage in

the texts. (4) It seems, therefore , that Dr. Legge, the translator of the Chinese

classics, is misleading when he translates Tien hy Heaven , but Ti and Shang -ti by

God. However near to monotheism the conceptmay stand, the Chinese term should

have been retained . This deity , other than and yet deemed worthy to coalesce with

Tien, is probably the deified founder of the first Chinese dynasty , and thus offers a

striking instance of the frequent union between naturism and animisin . (5) The

analogy here is striking, since heaven supplies in the movements of its orbs the chief

examples of natural order, while the ruler is the head and guardian of the political

order. Again , each is supreme in its own sphere, Tien in nature, and Shang - ti in

society ; and two supremes tend to annul each other, or as here to coalesce.

This union of naturism and animism is of great importance, and will be

met again and again. If not the creator, this Tien or Shang-ti was the

source of all things and certainly exercises providence and sovereignty in the

world . (6) All the exalted politico -ethics of the scriptures finds its sanction in him . ( 7)

Heaven speaks in no special wise, makes no choice of individuals (8 ) , but reveals it

self in the customary course of nature. (9) Disturbances here are warnings to the

rulers to rectify affairs of state . This close relation between Heaven and the Chinese

State is referred to in the terms, “ Heavenly Flowery Kingdom ," and " Heavenly

Dynasty," which have given rise to the contemptuous epithet, “ The Celestials,

used by Europeans. Heaven also makes its will known through the vox populi. (10 )

These three, Heaven, Earth , and Man, sliould stand in constant harmony with each
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other. Thus, when the longest day arrives that divides the growth of Spring from

the decay of Autumn, “ superior men give themselves to vigil and fasting ”); and

" at the equinox, they make uniform the measures of length and capacity ; equalize

the steelyards and their weights; " Hence the sage forms a ternion with

Heaven and Earth , and stands side by side with spiritual beings, in order to the

riglit ordering of government."

The justice of Tien referred to above is supposed to be executed in this present

world . ( 11 ) Heaven is occasionally mentioned as the abode of departed souls , but

is nowliere described ; while hell is conspicuous only by its absence. Deformed

and otherwise afflicted people , while not treated with cruelty, are also not sympa

thized with, because supposed to have been punished for some secret sin. We find

in the scriptures a Chinese Job, whom , however, his friend can persuade to

acknowledge his guilt. ( 12 ) Fulfillment of the will of Heaven is one chief source

of happiness. ( 13 )

The attitude of the Chinese mind to the problem of freedom in presence of Tien

is unsurpassed, by reason of its including the two elements, fate and freedom , that

no human thought can combine, while it lays emphasis upon the freedom . The

texts available here are so forceful and helpful that several are quoted in the notes.

The last of these quotations comprises an entire speech made by the Duke of Chau

(twelfth century B.C. ) , and therefore affords another example of the elements which

constitute the Shu K’ing. ( 14)

8. NATURE-WORSHIP .

( 1 ) Inclusive Statement of Various Deities.

Thus it was that the ancient kings were troubled

lest the ceremonial usages should not be generally

understood hy all below them . They, therefore,

sacrificed to God ( i.e. , Shang -ti) in the suburb of

the capital, and thus the place of heaven was

established. They sacrificed at the altar of the

Earth inside the capital, and thus theyintimated

the benefits derived from the earth . Their sacri.

fices in the ancestral temple gave their funda

mental place to the sentiments of humanity.

Those at the altars of the hills and streams served

to mark their intercourse with the spirits breath

ing in nature. Their fine sacrifices of the house

were a recognition of the various business which

was to be done.— “ Li Chi," vol I., P. 385 .

( 2 ) The Compassion and Justice of Tien.

Ye numerous officers who remain from the

dynasty of Yin , great ruin came down on Yin

from the cessation of forbearance in compassionate

Heaven, and we, the lords of Chan , received its

favoring decree . - " Shu King . " P. 196.

Where the sovereign's virtue is pure his enter

prisesare all fortunate ; where his virtue is waver

ing and uncertain , his enterprises are all unfortu

nate. Good and evil do not wrongly befall men ,

but heaven sends down misery orhappiness ac

cording to their conduct.— “ Shu king,' p . 101 .

(3) Tien and Haitu are Living Persons.

“ Why," they ( the Chinese) have often been

asked, " should you speak of those things which
are dead matter fashioned from nothing by the

hand of God as living beings ? Heaven and earth

are surely not persons." " And why not ?" they

have replied. The sky pours down rain and sun

shine. The earth produces corn and grass. We

see them in perpetual movement, and we may
therefore

say that they are living . ” —J. Ed
kins, “ Religion in China , ” P :95;

On account of this identity in name between

Heaven and heaven, the first verses of Genesis

cannot be translated into Chinese without peri

phrasis. - Happel, “ All-chinesische Religion,'' p.4.

( 4 ) Tien and Shang-ti are Synonymous. –

And thus it was that, while Heaven ( Tien ) ex

erted a great establishing influence, preserving
and regulating the House of Yin, its sovereigns

on their part were humbly careful not to lose the

favor of God (Shang-ti) and strove to manifest a

good-doing corresponding to that of Heaven

(Tien ).— ". Shu King," p. 197.

( 5 ) Origin of Shang -ti.-- Some have supposed

that the title Ti was given to ancient Chinese

emperors when they were deified , but one might

equally well suppose that our titles Seigneur,

Dominus, Herr and Lord had likewise been bor.

rowed from God by earthly potentates, whereas

the reverse was the real order. Chinese diction

aries gave " ruler of the empire" as the first

meaning of Ti . The Shang often prefixed to Ti

means oldest or first as well as supreme. This

well acoounts for the rule according to which only

the emperor may sacrifice to Shangti, since in

general only a man's descendants may worship

him , and for the presence of the tablets of the

emperor's more recent ancestors with that of

Shaugti during the sacrifice .-Summarized from

De Groot , “ Les Fêtes à Emoni," PP. 678, 679.

There are strong reasons for the inference that

the early sovereigns of the Chinese worshipped

the spirits of their deified ancestors under this

term (Shang -ti). — Wells Williams' “ Syllabic

Dictionary ,"p. 881.

The former king was always zealous in the

reverent cultivation of his virtue , so that he was

the fellow of God.— “ Shu K’ing ," p . 99. The

emperor is the mate of God because he rules on

earth as does God in heaven , and because associ.

ated with God in the great sacrifices.- Note by J.

Legge in loco .

I think of my ancestors , who are now the

spiritual sovereigns ; when they made your fore
fathers toil, etc. - "· Shu k'ing,” P : 109 .

( 6 ) Sovereignty of Tien or “Shang - ti. - Rey
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erently obeying the determinate counsel of Heaven , Zze went to condole with him and said , “ I have

I pursue my primitive work to the East to give heard that when a friend loses his eyesight, we

tranquility to its men and women.— “Shu King ,” should wail for him . " Thereupon he wailed, and

p . 135 .
Zze -hsia also wailed and said , ' o Heaven , and I

( 7 ) Tien Observes Man , have no guilt ! Zang-Zze was angry , and said,

With revereuce I will go
'Shang, how can you say that you have no guilt ? '

Where duty's path is plain .
(Zang-Zze then proceeds to remind his friend how

Heaven's will I clearly know ;
he sinned in pride , in neglect of duty, and now in

Its favor to retain
losing his eyesight.) Zze -hsia threw down his

Is hard ; let me not say
staff, and bowed, saying , “ I was wrong , I was

“ Heaven is remote on high ,
wrong." – " LiChi'' 1., pp. 135-6.

Nor notices men's way. ” ( 13 ) The Will of Heaven. of the five

There in the starlit sky sources of happiness -- the first is long life; the

It round about us moves, second, riches ; the third , soundness of body and

Inspecting all we do, serenity of mind ; the fourth , the love of virtue ;

And daily disapproves and the fifth , fulfilling to the end the will of

What is not just and true . Heaven.— “ Shu king, ” p . 119 .

“ Shi King, " quoted in “ Religions of China,"
His desire in all this is to serve his ruler . If he

p . 114
succeed in doing so and obtaining his ruler's ap

( 8 ) Tien is no Respector of Persons. - Oh !
probation , he feels that he has done right; if he

do not so succeed, he still feels that he has done

Heaven has no partial affection ; only to those

who are reverent does it show affection. The
right: prepared to accept the will of Heaven con

cerning himself.— " Li Chi." Il. , p . 338.
people are not coustant to those whom they

cherish ; they cherish only him who is benevolent. ( 14 ) Fate and Freedom . - Calamities sent by

The spirits do not always accept the sacrifices that Heaven may be avoided, but from calamities

are offered to them ; they accept only the sacri- brought op by oneself there is no escape.— “ Shu

fices of the sincere.—" Shu king ," P.99 . king . " P. 98.

Oh ! it is as on the birth of a son , when all de

( 9) Nature Reveals the Will of Tien . - There

fore when the lessons for men are not cultivated ,
pends on the training of his early life , through

which he may secure his wisdom in the future, as
the masculine phenomena in nature do not pro

if it were decreed to him . Now Heaven may
ceed regularly; as seen in the heavens, we have

have decreed wisdom to the king ; it may have
the sun eclipsed . When the obedience proper to

decreed good fortune or bad ; it may have decreed
women is not cultivated , the feminine phenomena

a long course of years ; we only know that now is

in nature do not proceed regularly; as seen in the with him the commencement of his duties . Dwell
heavens, we have the moon eclipsed .— “ Li

Chi,'' vol . II., p . 433 .
ing in this new city , let the king now sedulously
cultivate the virtue of reverence . When he is all

O pitying Heaven , why see we thee devoted tothis virtue, he may pray to Heaven for

in terrors thus arraved ? a long-abiding decree in his favor.— “ Shu King , ”

Famine has come. The people flee, p . 187.

And homeless roam , dismayed. The Duke of Chau spoke to the following

In settled spots, and far and near,
effect: “ Prince Shih , Heaven, unpitying, sent

Our regions all lie waste and drear. down ruin on Yin . Yin has lost its appointment

to the throne, which our house of Chau has re

“ She k'ing , " P. 348 .
ceived . I do not dare, however, to say , as if I

( 10 ) The People Reveal the Will of Tien.- knew it, ' The foundation will ever truly abide in

God was not for Yin , as appeared from the mind
prosperity: If Heaven aid sincerity,

and conduct of our inferior people, in which there
Nor do I dare to say, asif I knew it, The end

is the brilliant dreadfulness of Heaven.— “ Shu will issue in our misfortunes.' Oh ! you have

King ,” p. 1972
said , ( ) Prince, ' It depends on ourselves.' I also

Therefore Man is the heart and mind of Heaven
do not dare to rest in the favor of God , not fore .

and Earth , and the visible embodiment of the five
casting at a distance the terrors of Heaven in the

elements. He lives in the enjoyment of all favors, present time, when there is no murmuring, or dis

the discriminating of all notes of harmony, and the obedience among the people ; the issue is with

enrobing of all colors.-- " Li Chi." I., P.382.
Should our present successor to his fathers

Heaven compassionates the people. What the
prove greatly unable to reverence Heaven above

people desire , Heaven will be found to give effect
and the people below , and so bring to an end the

to . “ She K’ing ,'' p . 127 . glory of his predecessors, could we in the retire

ment of our families be ignorant of it ? The favor
( 11 ) Chinese Theodicy is Earthly. - Accord

of Heaven is not easily preserved; Heaven is diff.
ance with the right leads to good fortune; follow

cult to be depended on . Men lose its favoring

ing what is opposed to it , to bad ; the shadow , and

the echo.— “ Shu King, '' p . 47.
appointment, because they cannot pursue and carry

out the reverence and brilliant virtue of their fore

On this account God no longer protected him ,
fathers . Now I, Tan , the little child , am not able

but seut down the great ruin which we have wit
to make the king correct. I would simply con

nessed . Heaven was not with him , because he
duct him to the glory of his fathers , and make

did not make his virtue illustrious . Indeed, with

regard to the overthrow of all states , great and
him , who is my young charge, partaker ofthat."

He also said , " Heaven is not to be trusted , our

small, throughout the four quarters of the king
course is only to seek the prolongation of the vir.

dom . in every case reasons can be given for their

punishment.- " Shu king," pp. 197-8.
tue of the tranquilizing king, that Heaven may

not find occasion to remove its favoring decree

( 12 ) The Chinese Job. - When Zze -hsia was which king Wan received . ”— “Shu King ," pp .

mourning for his son , he lost his eyesight. Zang- 205-6.

nien .
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9. SINISM AS NATURE WORSHIP (CONTINUED) .

WORSHIP

ANCESTOR

Besides Heaven and Earth, many other nature gods are worshipped by the

Chinese. ( 1 ) These are not controlled by Heaven , though, of course , all are inferior

to it , and one set of them, the earth -gods, assume a natural gradation which pre

scribes limits for their worshipers. Thus, below Heaven and Earth , to whom only

the Emperor may sacrifice, stand the Spirits of the Land and Grain , to whom only

a feudal lord may sacrifice, while the commonalty were restricted to sacrificing to

the Spirits of the Ground, which they tilled . ( 2 )

Furthermore only the greater nature-powers—sun , moon , constellations, clouds,

rain , wind , and thunder - are worshipped in company with Heaven at the Imperial

Altar in Peking, while the

host of ininor nature deities

are left to local cults. Thus

Sinism includes many gods ,

and they stand in a graded

system with Heavenat the

top. It is therefore plainly

a polytheism . This view

has long been held by Pro

fessor C. P. Tiele , and J. J.

M. de Groot, but the oppo

site has been so warmly

supported by Professors de

Harlez and J. Legge, that

a brief survey of their rea

sons is called for. Prof.

Legge claims proper

monotheism for Tien on
Meeting the Spring.

the following grounds:

a Nature spirits other than Tien were worshipped only “ as doing service to

man on behalf of God.” — “ Religions of China,'' pp. 18, 43-46 , 89-90, 254.

b Many things are predicated of Heaven " true only of the true God .” — Ibid.

p . 27

c Spirits, though worshipped, are not called gods, and therefore no inore exclude

inonotheism than do the angels and saints of Roman Catholicism . — Ibid p . 52. ( 3 )

In objection to these grounds we notice about a that it receives no support from

the ancient texts, in lieu of which Professor Legge is driven to quote from a ritual

composed 1538 A.D. , though Christian ideas may have been learned from the

Nestorian Mission before the ninth century, and from the Catholic Mission in the

thirteenth century. We notice about b that, though happily true, the same is true

of all gods great and small; their attributes are really true ouly of the Absolute .

As to c, what Professor Legge translates God is properly “ Ruler ” or “ Supreme

Ruler," which was explained in last lesson as a personal name, and is therefore not

applicable to any class. Much confusion would have been spared readers, had the

name Shang -ti been simply transferred to the English translation , just as are those of

Vishnu, Shiva, and others. (4) The analogy with Roman Catholicism is quite

invalid , since the latter permits only reverence, not worship of the saints and angels.

Finally, one should notice that Professor Legge by no means supposes that

Chinese monotheism was derived from the Hebrews, for he explains both Tien and

Ti as native myths. (5 ) The treatment by Professor de Harlez adds nothing essential
above that of Professor Legge.

To return to the minor nature gods, we find that the Chinese assume their

a
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existence to account for active phenomena, and worship them from a sense of

dependence. (6 ) Notice further how little individualized these nature spirits are.

No stories are told of them , but they are held as the bare mental counterpart of

this or that nature-power. They are invisible to sense, but very real , and pene

trate and pervade all things. Like Shangti they promote righteousness, and are
none of them evil . Sinisin knows no Satan .

All observers agree that the dominant religious form in China is ancestor wor

ship De Groot agrees with Doolittle that, “ There are two objects of worship, as

the Chinese aver , to be found in every family, viz .: the ancestral tablet and the

kitchen god. ” Prof. Martin thinks its influence “ has been deeper than all other

religions combined. ” It alone is enforced on the community by the State, so

that even Mohammedans (in the northwest of the empire ), Taoists , and Buddhists

(including priests) are required on penalty ( for priests one hundred lashes and

remandment to secular life) to obedience, sacrifice, and mourning rites for parents.

The poorest hamlets will provide a temple for this cult. The first rites of a inar

ried pair are those to Heaven and ancestors. This cult of parents has fourished

equally and in closest connection with duty to parents (filial piety) which, accord

ing to the Chinese, is the prime virtue. Again it is intertwined with the entire

social life, ( 7 ) and dominates whole towns. (8 ) It even supplies a powerful relig

ious motive to marriage and propagation , since one's happiness in the future life

depends upon the offering of his descendants . ( 9 )

The moral effect of this ancestor worship has been variously judged. Professor

Martin credits it with supplying the only light on the future the Chinese possess,

and with supplying a common deterrent from baseness, as also the scriptures testify.

( 10 ) He even recommends control, instead of abolition by Christianity , but the

missionaries are unanimous in demanding the latter. Rev. A. H. Smith attributes

it to fear and self-love, quoting the Chinese proverb , “ Trees are raised for shade,

children are reared for old age.” He also regards it as the prime cause of that

leaden conservatism that closes China to the world . ( 11 ) E. Faber's charge that it

sometimes involves worship of bad parents is annulled by the Chinese practice of

selecting only the good qualities for remembrance . ( 12)

Mr. John Fiske has noticed how ancestor cult accompanies the patriarchal social

system . Both belong only to the lower stages of culture, and both seem immoral

to the higher, though they are really only unmoral. Ancestor worship has been

treated above as practiced by the commonalty, though the royal practice varies but
little from it .

9. NATURE WORSHIP (CONTINUED ). altars to the Spirits of the Land and Grain.
“ Li Chi” 1. , p . 385.

ANCESTOR WORSHIP.
The fortunate day is chosen, and orders are

given to thepeople to sacrifice at their altars to

( 1 ) Various Nature -Gods.-- By burying a the Spirits of the Ground . - Ibid , p . 259.

sheep and a pig at the (altar of ) Great brightness, ( 3 ) Roman Catholicism.- As well might we

they sacrificed to the seasons. (With similar) vic- argue that Roman Catholicism is not monotheistic,

tinis they sacrificed to (the spirits of ) cold and because of the place which is held in it by angels

heat, at the pit and the altar, using prayers of and saints, as that the religion of China is not so

deprecation and petition ; to the sun , at the ( altar because of the inferior worship given in it to var .

called the ) royal palace; to the moon, at the (pit ious spirits, real or fictitious. - ). Legge, “ Relig

called the) light of the night; to the stars at the | ion of China, ” p . 52.

honored place of gloom ; to ( the spirits of ) flood ( 4) A Protest.-In the preface to the third

and drought at the honored altar of rain ; to the volume of the Sacred Books of the East

( spirits of the) four quarters at the place of the I have spoken of the Chinese terms Ti and Shang

four pits and altars ; mountains, forests, streams, Ti , and shown how I felt it necessary to continue

valleys, hills, and mounds, which are able to pro- to render them by our word God , as I had done

duce clouds, and occasion winds and rain , were all in all my translations of the Chinese classics since

regarded as (dominated by ) spirits.--" Li Chi,” II. , 1861. My doing so gave offence to some of our

p. 203 .
missionaries in China and others; and in June,

( 2 ) Rank Among the Gods.— The rule is that 1880, twenty -three gentlemen addressed a letter to

only the Son or Heaven sacrifices to Heaven and Professor E. Max Müller, complaining that , in

Earth , and the princes of states sacrifice at the ¡ such a work edited by him , he should allow me to
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as

two

give my own private interpretation of the name or

names in question instead of translating them , or

transferring them . - Yi King,' p . 20.
(5 ) Origin of Tien and Ti. — The earliest

Chinese adopted Tien or Heaven the

name for the Supreme Power , which arose in

their minds on the contemplation of the order of

nature, and the principles oflove and righteous

ness developed in the constitution of man and

the course of providence,and proceeded to de

vise the personal name of 'Ti or God as the ap

pellation of this; and neither Taoism , nor any
other form of materialism , has succeeded in

eradicating the precious inheritence of those

terms from the mind of peasant or scholar .

-Notes by Dr. Legge to “ Li Chi" I., PP 387-8.

(6 ) Ground of Worship. mountains,

forests, streams, valleys , hills , and mounds, which

are a ble to produce clouds, and occasion winds and

rain , were all regarded as spirits.— " Li Chi” II .,

p . 203

As to the sun and moon , the stars and constella

tions, the people look up to them , while forests,

streams, valleys, hills, and mountains supply

them with the materials for use which they re

quire, Only men and things of this character were

admitted into the sacrificial canon . - Ibid , p . 209

17 ) The Purpose of Ancestor Worship . - The

object of all the ceremonies is to bring down the

spirits from above, even their ancestors; serv .

ing also to rectify the relations between ruler and

ministers; to maintain the generous feeling be

tween father and son , and the harmony between

elder and younger brother; to adjust the relations

between high and low; and to give their proper

places to husband and wife.— “ Li Chi"I., P. 371.

Emolument, rank , felicitations, and rewards

were all transacted in the ancestral temple ; and

it was thus that they showed submissive defer

ence . _ “ Li Chi” II. p . 233 .

The inscriber (on the sacrificial tripod ) dis

corirses about and panegyrizes the virtues and

goodness of his ancestors, their merits and zeal,

their services and toils , the congratulations and

rewards given to them , their ſame recognized by

all under heaven ; and in the discussion of these

things on his spiritual vessels, he makes himself

famous and thus he sacrifices to his ancestors. In

the celebration of his ancestors he exalts his filial

piety. That he himself appears after them is

natural . And in the clear showing of all this to

future generations he is giving instruction.

Ibid, P: 251 .

( 8 ) Prominence of Ancestor Worship.- The

worship of ancestors strengthens the ties ofkinship

and binds together those family and tribal groups

on which the government somuch relies for the con

trol of its individual subjects. The family temple

serves for a church , theatre, school-house, coun .

cil room , and indeed for all the varied objects re

quired by the exigencies of a village community.

Domains attached to it for the maintenance of the

sacrifices are held as common property : and glebe

lands are often appended which are devoted to the

support of needy members of the widely ex
tended connection . I have seen a town of twenty

five thousand people , all belonging to the same

clan , and bearing the same family name. A

conspicuous edifice the center bore

the name of She-tsu-miao , i.e. , Temple of

Ancestor . Here the divergent

branches of the family tree met in a common root ;

and all the citizens, under the cloud of incense

arising from a common sacrifice, were led to feel

the oneness of their origin , though separated, it

might be, by half a millenium . - W . A. P. Mar

tin, “ The Chinese, " p . 266 .

(9 ) Purpose of Marriage. The ceremony of

marriage was intended to be a bond of love be.

tween two families of different surnames, with a

view , in its retrospective character, to secure the

services in the ancestral temple; and in its

prospective character , to secure the continuance

ofthe family line. — " LiChi” II., p. 428 .

The man who worships his forefathers, and

believes in their conscious existence, naturally

desires to leave offspring who shall keep the fires

burving on the family altar, and regale his own

spirit with periodical oblations.— W '. A. P. Mar

tin , “ The Chinese," p . 266 .

( 10) Spirits Observe Men .

When mingling with superior men ,

In friendly intercourse, oh ! then

How mild your face ! what harmony !

All wrong and error , how you flee!

When in your chamber, 'neath its light,

Your conscience keep as pure and bright.

Say not, ' No one can see me here ;

The place is secret .' Be in fear.

The spirits come, but when and where,

No one beforehand can declare.

The more we should not spirits slight,

But ever feel as in their sight.

- “ Shi K’ing , " 3 , 3 , Ode 2.

( 11 ) Ancestor Worship Mischievous . — That

tenet of the Chinese doctrine which makes filial

conduct consist in leaving posterity is responsible

for a long train of ills. It compes the adoption

of children , whether there is or is not any ade
quate provision for their support It leads to

early marriages, and brings into existence millions

of human beings, who , by reason of the excessive

pinch of poverty, can barely keep soul and body

together. It is the efficient cause of polygamy

and concubinage, always and inevitably

It is expressed and epitomized in the worship of

ancestors, which is the real religion of the Chinese

This system of ancestral worship, when

rightly understood in its true significance, is one

of the heaviest yokes which ever a people was

compelled to bear. As pointed out by Dr. Yates,

in the essay to which reference has been already

made, the hundreds of millions of living Chinese

are under themost galling subjection to the count.

less thousands of millions of the dead . " The

generation of to -day is chained to the generations

of the past." Ancestral worship is the best type

and guarantee of that leaden conservatism to

which attention has already been directed . Until

that conservatism shall have received some mortal

wound, how is it possible for China to adjust her

self to the wholly new conditions under which she

fiuds herself in this last quarter of the century ?

And while the generations of those who have

passed from the stage continue to be regarded as

the true divinities by the Chinese people, how is

it possible that China should take a sivgle real

step forward ? – A. H. Smith , “ Chinese Character.

istics ,” pp . 183-184.

( 12 ) Bad Ancestors . - Those ancestors must

have had good qualities and also bad. But the

idea of an inscription (on a sacrificial tripod ) is to

make mention of the good qualities and not of

the bad ; such is the heart of a filial descendant;

and it isouly the man of ability and virtue who

can attain to it.- " Li Chi ' ' II ., p . 251.

curse .

race .

near

our First
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10. SINISM AS HERO WORSHIP. ESCHATOLOGY . CULT.

The worship of public benefactors after death is well recognized in Sinism .

Among others we notice the “ Father of Cookery , " the “ Father of War," the

“ Father of Husbandry ," and the “ Spirit of the Furnace," who is an " old wife . ''

She and Earth are the only female deities known to Sinism . That the cats and

tigers were not overlooked is another barbarian trait. ( 1 )

The Chinese eschatology or doctrine of the future life is simply that of continued

existence. Its condition of comfort or misery depends on the offerings of the son ;

DB

HI

LS

i

AFTER A CHINESE PAINTING
AntV, .

Imperial Worship at the Altar of Heaven .

the place is stated to be heaven in references made to kings and notables, but is

onlyvaguely defined for the commonaity. ( 2) The duration is not limited , but as

the ancestor grows more remote his cult gradually yields to those more recently

deceased . When the Chinese heart was chilled by doubt as to survival after death ,

it took refuge in its spontaneous impulses. (3 ) No word is spoken about a hell or

retribution . Indeed it would be superfluous, since reward or punishment overtakes

man in this world at the hands of Heaven and the other gods ; moreover, it would

conflict with ancestor worship, since one could not well pray to an ancestor in
hell .

Having sketched the religious ideas or doctrine of Sinism , we must now notice

the religious acts or cult, which in the Chinese estimate is by far the more important,

and is therefore prescribed in great detail . Yet Sinism has no priest , but entrusts

its cult to the father of the family or of the nation, as we should expect under a

patriarchal government. In the Emperor's cabinet was a “ Minister of Religion , '

under whom stood many officials for the state sacrifices, while every father is also

priest for his household cult . Church is not yet freed from state , nor has been

until this day. Nature gods had no temple, so that offerings due them were pre
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sented on altars before heaven , mountain or river. But ancestral gods already hact

temples of a size and splendor varying according to the rank of the deceased, who

was represented by a tablet or wooden strip bearing his name, and in which his soul

was believed to repose. (4) The commonalty placed the tablets in “ the back

apartment." The most notable sacrifices in China were and are that of the

Em peror to Heaven and Earth, (5 ) and those by sons to their deceased parents. (6 ).

The descriptions of these given in the scriptures show them to have retained up to

that time (the millenium B.C. ) much of their original simplicity, but the sacrifice

to Heaven and Earth as now performed is most imposing, and beyond compare the

grandest sacrifice on earth . The Altar of Heaven in Peking is double , one altar being

pa ved with marble in three terraces (entire height is 25 feet, diameterof highest terrace

59 feet), and the otlier on the north of the former bearing upon it a lofty temple.

A stone's throw southeast of the south altar stands the porcelain furnace in which

the offerings are consumed . At the winter and summer solstices, the beginning of

spring, and great occasions, such as a coronation or conclusion of a war, the

Emperor sacrifices here in person to Heaven . The tablet inscribed Hwang - tien

Shang -ti ( “ August Heaven, Supreme Ruler '') is then placed , facing south , on the

highest terrace, while the tablets of the Emperor's ancestors are arranged in two rows

facing east and west. On the second terrace stand eastward the tablets of sun , planets

and stars, while westward stand those of mioon , rain , wind , etc. Accompanied by two

thousand grandees and attendants he proceeds to the enclosing park , where he passes

several hours of the evening in silent meditation before a copper man who has three

fingers of his left hand laid upon his lips to teach silence. At midnight he bathes,

dons his sacrificial robes, and mounts the altar, while princes and attendants take their

places below. After presenting incense before the ancestral tablets , he prostrates him

self three times and knocks his head upon the ground nine times before the tablet of

Heaven, in all which the attendant worshipers follow his example. He then kneels ,

with a heifer behind him , before the table upon which lie twelve rolls of blue silk

and a jade sceptre, and offers them . Next hepresents many bowls of cooked meat,

cereals, fruits and vegetables, followed by a cup of wine, before the various tablets ,

after which he reads a prayer suitable to the occasion , which he then places in a

casket beside the sceptre. Certain officers then present the “ cup of blessing" and the

" meat of blessing " to the Emperor, who, after partaking, repeats the three prostra

tions and nine knockings to expresshis thankful reception ofthem . Finally all the

offerings - prayer, silk, viands, and heifer now slain — are then burnt up in the

furnace. Solemnity is secured throughout these proceedings by accompanying

music and slow dances from a numerous corps , as well as by a ceremoniousness, in

detail, which would require pages to describe.

The Imperial worship of Earth is substantially the same as that just described

to Heaven , but with it is naturally associated that of mountains, rivers and seas ,

instead of heavenly bodies , as is the case with Heaven. The numbers of every

thing used for Heaven are odd, and the color is blue, while for Earth numbers are

even and color yellow. ( The loess soil in North China is a light brown , which

imparts its colorto the Yellow Sea . )

Though only the Emperor and court could participate in this sacrifice to Heaven ,

any commoner might pray and burn incense to him , as indeed was and still is com

monly done at the new and full moon .

In China, as elsewhere, ancestor cult had led to the burying alive of servants

and wives with the deceased. Not later than the sixth century B.C. it had sub

stituted for them figures in wood or straw, though occasional reversions to the earlier

practice still happened, and may even now when war provides the victims. In 1854

rebel prisoners were sacrificed to the names of the fallen soldiers, while their hearts

were eaten by the living ones. Nature worship also sacrified a human victim to

allay floods and draught, or to found a bridge, etc.
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10. HERO WORSHIP. ESCHATOLOGY.

CULT.

( 1 ) Hero-Cat and Hero-Tiger.-The ancient

wise men had appointed all these agencies , and it

was felt necessary to make this return to them .

They met the representatives of the cats , because

they devoured the rats and mice which injured

the fruits of the fields, and those of the tigers, be

cause they devoured the wild boars which de

stroyed them
They met them and made offerings

to them . — “ Li Chi," I.. pp . 431, 432.

( 2 ) Eschatology.- Wheu the(burial) mound

was completed he bared his left arm ; and moving

to the right, he went round it thrice , crying out ,

" That the bones and flesh should return again to

the earth is what is appointed. But the soul in its

energy can go everywhere ; it can go every

where." _ “ Li Chi,'' I., p . 193.

Thus they looked up to heaven whither the

spirit was gone and buried the body in the earth .

The body and the animal soul go downwards ;

and the intelligent spirit is on high . Thus, also ,

the dead are placed with their heads to the north ,

while the living look towards the south. ( The

spirit went to the northern part of heaven, be

cause that was the darker.) — " LiChi," 1.,p . 369.

( 3 ) Hope for the Future. — The offerings to

the unburied dead are placed in plain unorna

mented vessels , because the heartsof the living

are full of unaffected sorrow . It is only in the

sacrifices ( subsequent to the interment) that the

principal inourner does his utmost ( in the way of

ornament). Does he know that the spirit will

enjoy his offerings ? He is guided only by his

pure and reverent heart.- " Li Chi," I. , p . 168 .

( 4 ) Ancestral Tablets. — The sacrifice is

offered on the day of interment; they cannot

bear that the departed should be left a single day

without a place to rest in . On that day the offer:

ings , previously set forth by the coffin , are ex

changed for the sacrifice of repose. The continu

ous wailing is ended, and they say, “ The business

is finished .” On that day the sacrifices of mourn

ing were exchanged for one ofjoy. The next day

the service of placing the spirit-tablet of the de

parted next to that of his grandfather was per
formed . - " LiChi I., " p . 171 .

( 5 ) Sacrifice to Hwang-t’ien Shang-ti - At

the great border sacrifice , he welcomed the arrival

of the longest day. It was a great act of thanks

giving, and the sun was considered as the resi .

dence of the Spirit of Heaven. The space marked

off for it was in the southern suburb - the place

most open to the brightness and warmth of the

heavenly influence. The sacrifice was offered on

the ground which had been swept for the purpose

- to mark the simplicity of the ceremony. The

vessels used were of earthenware and of gourds

to emblem the natural productive power of heaven

and earth . The place was the suburb , and there

fore the sacrifice was called the suburban or

border. The victim was red , that being the color

preferred by the Chau dynasty ; and it was a calf –

to show the estimation of simple sincerity .

The people watered and swept the road, and

turned it up afresh with the spade; at the top of

the fields in the neighborhood they kept torches

burning - thus without special orders complying

with the wish of the king. On that day the king

assumed the robe with the ascending dragons ou
it as an emblem of the heavens. He wore the cap

with the pendants of jade -pearls, to the number of

twelve, which is the number of heaven . He rode

in the plain carriage because of its simplicity.

From the flag hung twelve pendants, and on it

was the emblasonry of dragons, and the figures of

the sun and moon in imitation of the heavens.

Heaven hangs out its brilliant figures , and the

sages imitated them . This border sacrifice is the

illustration of the way of Heaven .

If there appeared anything infelicitous about

the victim intended for Shangti, it was used for

that intended for Chi. ( Chi was the founder of

the Chau family then reigning in China, and

therefore associated by ancestor worship in this

service to Heaven .) That intended for Shangti

required to be kept in its clean stall for three

months. That intended for Chi simply required

to be perfect in its parts . This was the way in

which they made a distinction between the spirits
of Heaven and the manes of a man .

All things originate from Heaven ; man origin

ates from his great ancestor. This is the reason

why Chi was associated with Shangti at this sacri.

fice. In the sacrifices at the border there was an

expression of gratitude to the source of their

prosperity, and a going back in their thoughts to

the beginning of allbeing.– “ Li Chi,” 1.. pp.

427-137:

( 6) Ancestral Sacrifice . - Sacrifices should not

be frequent lest irreverence ensue, nor infrequent

lest indifference follow . But with the sadness of

autumn the wise man will fancy that he once more

parts with his departed, and with the joy of spring
seems to welcome them again . The severest

vigil and purification is maintained and carried on

inwardly; while a looser vigil is maintained ex.

ternally. During the days of such vigil, the

mourner thinks of his departed; how and where

they sat ; how they smiled and spoke; what were

their aims and views ; what they delighted in ,

and what things they desired and enjoyed. On

the third day of such exercise he will see those for

whom it is employed.

“ On the day of sacrifice , when he enters the

apartment, he will seem to see the deceased in the
place where his spirit-tablet is . After he has

inoved about and performed his operations, and is

leaving at the door, he will seem to be arrested by

hearing the sound of his movements, and will sigh

as he seems to hear the sound of his sighing.

“ The superior man , while his parents are alive ,

reverently nourishes them ; and when they are

dead , he reverently sacrifices to them ; his chief

thought is how to the end of life not to disgrace

them .

" The temple and its apartments having been re

paired , the walls and roofs having been put in

order, and all the assisting officers having been

provided, husband and wife, after vigil and fast
ing, bathe their heads and persons and array

themiselves in full dress. In coming in with the

things which they carry , how grave and still they

are ! how absorbed in what they do ! as if they

were not able to sustain their weight , as if they
would let them fall . Is not theirs the highest

filial reverence ? He sets forth the stands with the

victims on them ; arranges allthe ceremonies and

music ; provides the officers for the various

ministries. These aid in sustaining and bringing

in the things, and thus he declares his mind and

wish , and in his lost abstraction of mind seeks to

have communion with the dead in their spiritual

state , if peradventure they will enjoy his offerings,

if peradventure they will do so . Such is the aim

of the filial son in his sacrifices .” — “ Li Chi, ” II.,

pp. 210 , 211 , 214 .
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11. KONGTZE. HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER.

Every great religion has found a great prophet. That of Sinism was Kongtze

(Latinized form is Confucius ), and his influence upon it was so profound that it is

commonly called after him Confucianism , though the latter terin should be kept

for the doctrine of the Master and of his immediate disciples. There can be no doubt

as to liis eminent character, while his followers (some three hundred millions) yield

precedence in numbers only to Christians.

Kongtze was born in the feudal State of Lu, 551 B.C. , where his father was an

officer eminent for stature, strength , and bravery, and of distinguished lineage.

His much younger mother married the hitherto childless officer from a sense of duty

to her parents. Legend runs that his mother, in obedience to a vision , went to be
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Kongize Ordering the Execution of a Rich Scoundrel .

confined to a cave, where fairies attended the nativity. His father's death when

Kongtze was but three years old left him to poverty and his mother's care . At

fifteen “ his mind was set on learning” ; at nineteen he married a woman whom later

he was obliged to divorce, and his only son , who also proved unworthy, was born

the year after. At twenty-two he was able to attract to his instruction young men

of aspiration, and from that time disciples never failed him , a chosen number fol

lowing him wherever he went, while others came to consult him on occasion . His

beloved disciple was Yen Hui, whilethe boldest was Tze Kung. In 517 B.C., he

visited the capital of the Chau dynasty, and there met the mystic Laotze.

Great political corruption had kept Kongtze out of office, but at fifty -one

years of age he becaine magistrate of a city and as such worked wonders in reform .

Hebecamethe idol of the people and was celebrated in song. But a neighboring feudal

chief, fearing the growing power of Lu , sent to its Marquis a present of horses and

women , which so debauched him that Kongtze, then fifty -six years old, abandoned

the court he could not reform , and for thirteen years traveled from one feudal state

to another, ever disappointed in finding a ruler that would adopt his counsels. Often

endangered from attack or want, Kongtze never failed in his serenity and trust in

Heaven. Finally he was enabled to return to Lu, where after editing the scriptures,

he died in disappointment 478 B.C.
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Kongtze and a Disciple.

Kongtze was no recluse, but constantly sought, as we have seen , to control

human affairs. Nor was he ascetic , though temperate in all things, and patient

under unavoidable deprivation . ( 1 ) Nor again was he a religious mystic, but was
dominated by historic sense and practical wisdom . He declined to discuss the

supernatural, and the future state , and ignored the current magic. (2 ) Yet he believed

in Heaven , ( 3 ) from whom , indeed, he received his commission, (4) and shared in

the household and court religious services . (5) He gave China, if not the golden ,

yet the silver rule of conduct, and many another precious moral insight. (6 ) The

forin of this rule is negative, but other statements show that Kongtze could conceive

the duty positively. (7 ) He also possessed the rare trait of humility (8) and was

conscious of his moral weakness. (9 )

The chief limitation of Kongtze appears in his dependence upon rules as con

contrasted with principles. He felt this himself and freely acknowledged it , in com

paring himself with Laotze. He was the Chinese Moses, and Chinese pharisaisin

is the result. If compared with Socrates , he suffers from lack of that scientific

method and philosophic insight which led to Plato and Aristotle, thinkers that have

no analogues in China. With the Indic thinkers he stands in striking contrast.

His influence grew steadily after his decease , and to this day he rules China as

the “ Throneless King.” ( 10) The secret of his success lay in his conformity to

the Chinese mental type, of which he is the highest expression. As such his influ

ence will never cease, whatever new ones may supplement it. The sober sense of

the literati has never permitted his deification , though many so - called temples have
been erected in his honor. He has inspired China for two milleniums, and may

prove inspiring even to us .

11. KONGTZE. HIS LIFE AND CHAR

ACTER

( 1) Contentment. - With coarse rice to eat ,

with water to drink , and my bended arm for a pil

low, I have still joy in the midst of these things.

Riches and honors acquired by unrighteousness

are to me as a floating cloud.— " Analects,'' p. 157.

The Master said , “ Dressed himself in a tattered

robe quilted with hemp, yet standing by the side

of men dressed in furs, and not ashamed ; ah ! it

is Yew who is equal to this . ” — Ibid . p . 173.

( 2 ) Relative Agnosticism of Kongtze . — The

subjects on which the Master did not talk were,

prodigious things ( i.e. , thaumaturgy or magic) ,
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men .

feats of strength (mere brute force, not skill ) , dis

order, and spiritual beings . --Ibid, p . 158.

There were four things which the Master taught

--letters , ethics, devotion of soul , and truthful

ness. -Ibid, p . 158.

Ki Lu asked about serving the spirits of the

dead. The Master said , “ While you are not able to

sirve men,how can you serve their spirits ? ' Ki Li

added , “ I venture to ask about death ? ” He was

answered, " While you do not know life, how can

you know about death ?" - Ibid ,p . 185.

The Master said , “ How uncultivated you are ,

Yu ! A superior man in regard to what he does

not know , shows a cautious reserve . ” — Ibid , p.200 .

( 3 ) Kongtze was Religious .-By pretending
to have ministers when I have them not, whom

shouid I impose upon ? Should I impose upon

Heaven ? -Ibid. p . 173 .

There are three things of which the superior

man stands in awe. He stands in awe of the

ordinances of Heaven : He stands in awe of great

He stands in awe of the words of sages.—

Ibid, p. 235 .

He who offends against Heaven has none to

whom he can pray : -Ibid, p . 130.
The Master said , “ Alas! there is no one that

knows me.” Tsze-kung said , “ What do you mean

by thus saying - that no one knows you ?” The

Master replied , " I do not murmur against Heaven.

I do not grumble against men Mystudies lie low,

and my penetraiion rises higli. But there is

Heaven ; that knows me . ” — Ibid, p . 218.

( 4 ) Kongtze Commissioned by Heaven .-The

Master said , " Heaven produced the virtue that is

Hwan T'uy - what can he do to me ? ” —

Ibid, p. 158.

The Master said , " If my principles are to ad

Vance, it is so ordered . If they are to fall to the

ground, it is so ordered. What can Leaou do,

where such ordering is concerned ?” – Ibid , p. 218.
The Master was put in fear in K’wang. He

said , “ After the death of King Wan ,was not the

cause of truth lodged here in me ? If Heaven had

wished to let this cause of truth perish , then I , a

future mortal, should not have got such a relation
to that cause . While Heaven does not let the

cause of truth perish , what can ' the people of

K’wang do to me? ” — Ibid, p. 108.

( 5 ) Kongtze Observes Religious Rites.

Whenever the prince senthim a gift of undressed
meat, he would have it cooked , and offer it to the

spirits of his ancestors. - Ibid, p . 180.

Although his food might be coarse rice and

vegetable soup, he would offer a little of it in sac

rifice with a grave , respectful air. - Ibid , p .

(6 )Ethical Maxims of Kongtze.- Tsze-kung

asked , saying, “ Is there one word which may serve

as a rule of practice for ali one's life ? " The Mas

ter said , “ Is not RECIPROCITY such a word ? What

you do not want done to yourself do not do to

others.” — Ibid , p . 226.

The Master said , “ Is virtue a thing remote ? I

wish to be virtuous, and lo ! virtue is at hand.”

in me .

The Master said , “ T'ae-pi may be said to have

reached the highest point of virtuous action .

Thrice he declined the empire, and the people in

ignorance of his motives could not express their

approbation of his conduct.” - Ibid, p . 162 .

The Master said , “ The path is not far from man .

When men try to pursue a course, which is fir

from the conimon indications of consciousness,

this course cannot be considered the PATH .

The Master said , “ In archery we have some

thing like the way of the superior man . When the

archer misses the center of the target, he turus

round and seeks for the canse of his failure in him

self ."

The way of the superior man may be compared

to what takes place in traveling , when to go to a

distance we must first traverse the space that is

near, and in ascending a height, when we must

begiv from the lower ground . - Ibid , pp . 290, 291 .

( 7 ) The Art of Virtue. - Tsze-kung said , “ Sup

pose the case of a man extensively conferring ben

efits on the people, and able to assist all , what

would you say of him ? Might he be called per

fectly virtuous ?” The Master said, “ Why speak

only of virtue in connection with him ? Must he

not have the qualities of a sage ? Even Yao and

Shun were still solicitous about this. Now the

man of perfect virtue, wishing to be established

himself, seeks also to establsh others ; wishing to

be enlarged himself, he seeks also to enlarge

others. To be able to judge of others by what is

nigh in ourselves; this may be called the art of

virtue .” — Ibid , p. 152.

Fan Ch'e asked about benevolence . The Mas.

ter said , “ It is to love all men . ” He asked about

knowledge. The Master said, " It is to know all

Fan Ch'e did not immediately understand

these answers . The Master said , “ Employ the

upright and put aside all the crooked ; in this way

the crooked can be made to be upright.” — Ibid ,

P. 198. ( The meaning is , love the evil according

to their needs, and therefore chastise then . Such

chastisement springs not from hatred, but from

love , and thus we can love the crooked , and so all

men .)

( 8 ) The Humility of Kongtze.—The Master

said , “ A transmitter and not a maker, believing in

and loving the ancients , I venture to compare my

self with our old Pang .” — Ibid , p . 153 .

The Master said , “ The sage and the man of

perfect virtue; how dare I rank myself with them ?

It may simply be said of me, that I strive to be

come such without satiety, and teach others with

out weariness.” Kung -se Hwa said , “ This is just

what we , the disciples, cannot imitate you in ."

Ibid , p. 160 .

The Master said , “ The superior man is modest

in his speech , but exceeds in his actions. " -- Ibid ,

P. 216 .

( 9 ) Kongtze Confesses his Moral Weakness .

--The Master said , “ The leaving virtue without

proper cultivation; the not thoroughly discussing

what is learned ; not being able to move towards

righteousness of which a knowledge is gained ;

and not being able to change what is not good:

these are the things which occasion me solici

tude." -- Ibid , p . 153.

( 10 ) Kongtze as Moral Hero.-- On the tablet

in the temple at Peking stand the words:

Great art thou , ( ) perfect sage !

Thy virtue is full ; thy doctrine is complete.

Among mortal men there has not beeu thine equal !

men .

-Ibid , p . 159 .

The man who in the view of gain thinks of

righteousness ; who in the view of danger is pre

pared to give up his life; and who does not forget

an old agreement, however far back it extends:

such a man may be reckoned a COMPLETE man .
-Ibid , p.211 .

The Master said , “ I have not seen one who

loves virtue as he lovesbeauty ." - Ibid ,p.171 .
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12. CONFUCIANISM.

After the great man comes the compiler, systematizer and commentator, to whiclr

rule Kongtze affords no exception. To the compiler we owe the "Analects, " which

forin our chief source for the person and sayings of the Master ; to the systematizer

we owe the three brief essays which reduce the notions of Kongtze to such sys

tem as we find there, while the coinmentator has been at work ever since.

Of these three, the “ Doctrine of the Mean, ' ' and the Great Learning, ” were proba

bly written by a grandson of Kongtze, while the " Book of Filial Piety '' was composed

by some follower within a century ofhis death. Each reproduce doctrines of the Mas
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Kongtze Leaving the Court of Lu , when the Singing- girls Arrive.

ter, frequently in his very words, and the content of each is just that ethics — both

individual and national--that we have met so uniformly before.

Man, though born for uprightness, has various affinities for it. “ Those who are

born in possession of knowledge are the higliest class of men . Those who learn

and so readily get possession ofknowledge are the next class . Those who are dull

and stupid, aud yet succeed in learning, are another class next to these. While

those who are dull and stupid and yet do not learn are the lowest of the people. ” The

first and second are called respectively sage (or saint) and superior man, and the

texts say much of each. The sage is the moral hero of antiquity, idealized by pos

terity. Kongtze's paragons of virtue were the “ sage-kings of antiquity, ' ' to whom

later Kongtze was officially added as last of the last of fourteen. Such men are

supposed perfect in every respect, and can therefore be called the equals of Heaven.

( 1 ) Notice, in the quotation just referred to (a) the purely moral grounds — apart

from any theory of incarnation — upon which the equality is based; and (6) the

universality which such an ideal rightly claims in the remarkable fourth paragraph.

Christianity, Buddhism , and Islamisın hare often been declared the only religions

capable of universality, but only quantitative distinctions can be made in this respect.

We shall ineet another universal trait in Lesson 13 , note 9.

The condition of the superior man is more attainable, and his type is the particu

lar creation of Kongtze . (2) Learning makes his beginning and must be accom
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panied by thought. “ Learning without thought is labor lost ; thought without

learning is perilous.” But learning is more profitable. “ I have been the whole

day , ' ' said Kongtze, “ without eating, and the whole night without sleeping, occu

pied with thinking. But it was of no use. The better plan is to learn. Without

it benevolence becomes folly, wisdom vagueness, sincerity recklessness, etc. Heaven

should be known; and the lack of knowledge of man is far greater cause for regret

than being unknown by men . But true knowledge is conscious of its weakness as

well asofits strength .” (3) Sincerity of thought or of intention corresponds roughly

to our term conscience. The cultivation of the person forms the transition from

self-improvement to influence over others, which must beexercised by model speech
and conduct. He should be contented , resigned, humble and persevering ; ( 4) and

should cultivate the state of equilibrium and harmony, otherwise translated as the

constant mean . (5) His rule of conduct towards others should be reciprocity.( 6)
Virtue is the first principle of man's nature, and joy is the effulgence of virtue. But

virtue conforms to no invariable model, and is necessarily limited by the capabilities

for good possessed by each individual. To one really in earnest virtue is not far to

seek, and when found is a treasure of great price . Benevolence is the root of virtue,

and while finding its highest development in the attachment to relatives, extends to

all men . (7 ) And even though politics be corrupt, his friends misunderstand , and

foes endanger him , he will still pursue his high aim of relieving the people. (8 )

It is particularly to be notedthat it is such a superior man to whom are due the

duties of the “ five relations " which will forin the topic of next lesson , and which

have been very generally decried as one-sided . Not only so , but these mutual

duties are explicitly stated in one and the same sentence. (9 ) The error lay not here,

but in (a) the deficient or exaggerated conception of the respective duties, the

emphasis being laid upon that of the weaker, and (6) the permission of legal enforce

ment only to the stronger in each relation . In short, the error is quantitative.

12. CONFUCIANISM. humanity, and know the transforming and nur

turing operations of Heaven and Earth ; shall

(1) The Ideal Sage.It is only he, possessed of this individual have any being or anything beyond

all sagely qualities, that can exist under heaven , himself on which he depends ?

who shows himselfquick in apprehension , clear in Call him man in his ideal, how earnest is he !

discernment, of far-reaching intelligence and all- Call him an abyss, how deep is he ! Call him

embracing knowledge , fitted to exercise rule; Heaven , how vast is he !

magnanimous, generous, benign, and mild , fitted Who can know him , but he who is indeed

to exercise forbearance; impulsive, energetic, quick in apprehension, clear in discernment, of

firm , and enduring, fitted to maintain a firm hold ; far-reaching intelligence, and all-embracing knowl

self-adjusted, grave, never swerving from the edge, possessing all heavenly virtue.- ). Legge,

Mean ; and correct, fitted to command reverence: “ Life and Teachings of Confucius,” PP: 315-8 .

accomplished , distinctive, concentrative, and Hence the sage forms a ternion with Heaven

searching, fitted to exercise discrimination . and Earth , and stands side by side with spiritual

All-embracing is he and vast , deep and active beings, in order to the right ordering of govern

as a fountain , sending forth in their due season his ment. — “ Li Chi” I. , P: 377 .

virtues. ( 2 ) The Superior Man . - The ancients

All-embracing and vast , he is like heaven . wishing to be sincere in their thoughts, first ex

Deepand active asa fountain, he is like the abyss . tended to the utmost their knowledge. Such

He is seen , and the people all reverence him ; extensica of knowledge lay in the investigation of

he speaks, and the people all believe him ; he things. Things being investigated, knowledge

acts, and the people are all pleased with him . became complete. Their knowledge being com

Therefore , his fame overspreads the Middle plete, their thoughts were sincere. Their thoughts

kingdom, and extends to ali barbarous tribes . being siucere, their hearts were then rectified .

Wherever ships and carriages reach; wherever the Their hearts being rectified, their persons were

strength of man penetrates; wherever the heavens cultivated . Their persons being cultivated , their

overshadow and the earth sustains; wherever the families were regulated. Their families being

sun and moon shine; wherever frosts and dews fall: regulated , their States were riglıtly governed.

all who have blood and breath unfeignedly honor Their States being rightly governed, the whole

and love him . Hence it is said , “ He is the equal empire was made tranquil and happy.- ] .Legge,
of Heaven ."

“ The Life and Teachings of Confucius," p . 266.

It is onlythe individual possessed of the most (3 ) True Knowledge.- " Yew , shall I teach you
entire sincerity that can exist under heaven , who what knowledge is ?” said Kongtze. “ When you

can adjust the great invariable relations of man- know a thing, to hold that you know it ; and

kind, establish the great fundamental virtues of when you do not know a thing, to allow that you
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do not know it ; this is knowledge . " ' R. K.

Douglas, “ Confucianism and Taoism ," P : 95 .

( 4) The Superior Man.— The superior man

does what is proper to the station in which he is ;

he does not desire to go beyond this .

In a high situation , he does not treat with

contempt his inferiors. In a low situation, he does

not court the favor of his superiors. He rectifies

himself, and seeks for nothing from others, so that

he has no dissatisfactions. He does not murmur

against heaven , norgrumbleagainst men .

Thus it is that the superior man is quiet and

calm , waiting for the appointments of Heaven ,

from which grow all the human actings in the

world , and this HARMONY is the universal path

which they all should pursue.

Let the states of equilibrium and harmony

exist in perfection, and a happy order will prevail

throughout heaven and earth , and all things will

be nourished and flourish . - Ibid, pp . 283.4.

Chung.ne said , " The superior man embodies

the course of the Mean ; the mean man acts con

trary to the course of the Mean .

• The superior man's embodying the course of

the Mean is because he is a superior man , and so

always maintains the Mean . The mean man's
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while the mean man walks in dangerous paths, acting contrary to the course of the Mean is be

. looking for lucky occurrences. cause he is a mean man , and has no caution . "

The Master said , “ In archery we have some- The Master said , “ Perfect is the virtue which is

thing like the way of the superior man . When the according to theMean ! Rare have they long been

archer misses the center of the target , he turns among the people, who could practise it ! ''

round and seeks for the cause of his failure in The Master said , “ I know how it is that the

himself.” -- J. Legge, “ Life and Teachings of path of the Mean is notwalked in : The knowing

Confucius,”'p . 291. go beyond it, and the stupid do notcome up to it.

(5) The State of Equilibrium and Harmony. | I know how it is that the path of the Mean is not

-What Heaven has conferred is called THE understood : The men of talents and virtue go

NATURE ; an accordance with this nature is called beyond it , and the worthless do not come up to it .

THE PATH of duty ; the regulation of this path is * There is no body but eats and drinks. But

called INSTRUCTION . they are few who can distinguish flavors.”

The path may not be left for an instant . If it The Master said , “ Alas ! How is the path of the

could be left, it would not be the path . On this Mean untrodden ! ”

account , the superior man does not wait until he The Master said , “ Men all say , ' We are wise ; '

sees things , to be cautious , nor till he hears things, but being driven forward and taken in a net , a

tobe apprehensive , trap, or a pitfall, they know not how to escape.

There is nothing more visible than what is Men all say, ' We are wise;' but happening to

secret , and nothing more manifest than what is choose the course of the Mean , they are not able

minute. Therefore, the superier man is watchful to keep it for a round month ."

over himself, when he is alone . The Master said , “ This was the manner of

While there are no stirrings of pleasure , an- Hwuy; he made choice of the Mean , andwhenever

ger, sorrow, or joy, the mind may be said to be in he got hold of what was good, heclasped it firmly,

the state of EQUILIBRIUM . When those feelings as if wearing it on his breast, and did not lose it.” —

have been stirred , and they act in their due de Ibid, pp . 285-7

gree, there ensues what may be called the state of ( 6 ) See Lesson 11 , note 6 .

HARMONY. This EQUILIBRIUM is the great root ( 7 ) Benevolence due First to Relatives.
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Benevolence is the characteristic element of hu

manity, and the great exercise of it is in loving
relatives . Righteousness is the accordance of

actions with what is right, and the great exercise

of it is in honoring the worthy. The decreasing

measures of the love due to relatives, and the steps

in the honor due to the worthy , are produced by

the principle of propriety:-Ibid, p . 299.

( 8 ) Philanthropy in Spite of Danger.- The

scholar considers leal heartedness and good faith

to be his coat of mail and helmet; propriety and

righteousness to be his shield and buckler; he

walks along, bearing aloft over his head benevo

lence; he dwells, holding righteousness in his

armis before him ; the government may be vio.

lently oppressive, but he does not change his

course ; such is the way in which he maintains

The scholar lives and has his associations with

men of the present day , but the men of antiquity

are the subjects of his study. Following their

principles and examples in the presentage , hewill

become a pattern in future ages . If it should be

that his own age does not understand and en

courage him , that those above him do not hurry

him , and those below do not push him forward , or

even that calumniators and flatterers band together

to put him in danger, his person may be placed in

peril , but his aim cannot be taken from him .

Though danger may threaten him in his under

takings and wherever he is , he will still pursue his

aim , and never forget the afflictions of the people ,

which he would relieve - such is the anxiety which

he cherishes. — “ Li Chi," II. , pp . 405-6 .

( 9 ) Duties are Mutual.- What are the things

which men consider right ? Kindness on the part

of the father, and filial duty on that of the son ;

gentleness on the part of the elder brother, and

obedience on that of the younger ; righteousness

on the part of the husband, and submission on

that of the wife ; kindness on the part of

elders, and deference on that of juniors ; with

benevolence on the part of the ruler, and loy .

alty on that of the minister; these ten are the

things which men consider to be right.-- " Li Chi,"

I., op . 379-80.

himself.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. HISTORICAL SETTING AND SCRIPTURE . - Immigration, Aborigines, Chief Epochs, Yi , Shu ,

Li Chi , TheFour Shu, Natureand Influence of Scriptures:

8. SINISM AS NATURE WORSHIP . - Tien and Haitu, Ti and Shangti, Harmony between

Heaven, Earth , and Man ; Justice, Freedom .

9. NATURE WORSHIP CONTINUED . ANCESTOR WORSHIP . – Major and minor nature gods,

Professor Legge's View, Refutation, Ancestorworship , Moral effect, Patriarchate.

10. SINISM AS HERO WORSHIP , ESCHATOLOGY. CULT . - Hero deities, Eschatology, Father,

-Priest, Tablets, Altarof Heaven , Imperial worship , Earth, Human sacrifice .

11. KONGTZE, HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER . – Kongtze, Birth , Biography, Doctrine, Limitation,
Influence.

12. CONFUCIANISM . - Sources, The Sage, The Superior Man , Five relations.

QUESTIONS.

7 . What early era is confirmed by an eclipse ? Whence did the Chinese originate ? What was

the character ofthe aborigines they dispossessed ? Namethe four chief epochs ? Of what do the scriptures
consist ? Describe the Yi King. Name some inerits of the Shu King: What Chinese trait does the Li

Chi exhibit ? Are these scriptures religious ? Were they considered inspired ?
8 . Who are the highest nature-deities ? Characterize Tien . Why should Ti not be translated

God ? Why do we call the Chinese “ Celestials " ? What three terms should harmonize ? How do the

Chinese solve the problem of life ( theodicy ) ? How that of freedom ?

9. Prove that Sinism is polytheistic. State three reasons for considering it monotheistic. Refute

these. Why are theminor nature gods supposed to exist ? Specify instanceswhere ancestor worship is
dominant . Whatis its moral effect ? Does it involve the worship of ancestors as wicked ? To what

socialgrade of culture does it belong ?

10. On whatdoes the condition in the future life depend ? How was doubt met ? W’ho officiate at

religious rites ? What was the use of the tablet ? Describe the Altar of Heaven, and the Imperial

worship there . How might the commoner approach Heaven ? When are human victims still sacrificed ?

11. How many followers has Kongtze ? When born ? Parentage ? Occupation ? What made
him the idol of the people in Lu ? Why did he abandon its court ? How long did he itinerate ? What
was he in respect to philosophy, religion, and morality ? What was his chief limitation ? What is his

present famé ?

12 Name the four sources for Confucianism . State the four classes of men . Describe the Sage.

Describe the Superior Man . What conduct is due such a man from others ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Find the analogues in the Old and New Testament to the various Chinese scriptures.

2 ;, This lesson suggests a host of topics for comparative study, from which the student inay select
to suit his other sources .

3. Do any Christian churches afford an annual occasion for celebrating the Blessed Dead ?

4. Compare this sacrifice on the Altar of Heaven with the burnt offering atJerusalem .

5. Compare Kongtze with Socrates and Bishop Butler,as the latter twoare described in any recent
encyclopedia .

6 Compare the Superior Man with Christian in Pilgrim's Progress "
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13. CONFUCIANISM (CONTINUED ).

The superior man, as described in the previous lesson, can rule a family or a

state, and to him therefore conduct is variously due in the “ five relations ” of father

and son , older brother and younger brother ( Chinese has single words for these, to

it, important terms), husband and wife, ruler and subject, friend and friend. The

chief of all these duties, and indeed the root of all the others, is filial piety, ( 1 ) as is

necessarily the case in a patriarchial community. The comprehensive definition

runs that filial piety consists in serving our parents when alive according to pro

priety; in burying them when dead according to propriety ; and in sacrificing to

them according to propriety . Many details of the duty are given. A son should

not promise anyone to die with him , so long

as his parents live . He must not live under

the same heaven with the murderer of his

father. He should not only choose , but di

vorce or retain , his wife at any time in accord

with his parents' wishes. (2 ) He must live

in the same house with his father and have

no private goods. (3) He shall not imperil

himself or speak an evil word, lest he dis

grace them . (4) He must ever yield the

best place and food to them , and im

plicitly and respectfully serve them . (5 ) In

case the parents be faulty, the son may re

monstrate, but must never get angry , even

if beaten . (6) Filial piety is human ; ( 7 ) is

the precondition of knowing and serving

Heaven ; (8) and is nothing less than univer

The virtue has even excited the

sober Chinese to exaggeration, as witness

the “ Four and Twenty Ensamples of Filial

Piety .” One of these, whose parents had

no mosquito net , went to bed early and lay

quiet all night, in order that the family

mosquitos might gorge themselves upon him ,

and leave his parents in peace ! Another

disrobed and lay upon the ice to open a hole

through which he might catch perch for his
Filial Piety. (Lai -tza acting like a child , to make his

irascible stepmother!parents forget their old age . )

These burdensoine precepts on filial piety

are observed to this day, most in the letter, and others in the full spirit . Cases

are known to occur where sons have excised pieces of their flesh to feed as a

medicine to a sick parent , or have even substituted themselves for a father con

demned to capital punishment. Mourning rites for either parent , properly for

three years, but shortened to twenty-seven months, take precedence of all other

duties. Commonly the son spends every night of this long period in a hut erected

near the grave, but a few spend days also there. One in government employ must

resign office for that period .

As is inevitable, the excessive estimate of this duty is secured at theexpense of

others. The son is sacrificed to the father, ( 10) and the daughter and wife are sacri

ficed to the son , as we shall soon see . Ancestor worship, with its attendant evils of

early marriage, concubinage, and conservatism, receives from it moral support. The

missionary of Christian faith and scientific culture has grappled with it , and its

doom is sealed .

sal. ( 9 )
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Little is said about the grade of the relation between ruler and subject, but that

between older and younger brother is put next that between father and son , though

nowadays Chinese moralists complain that the love for wife and children surpasses

that of brother for brother. Per contra, woman has no claim to fraternal any more

than to paternal regard, since she involves nothing but care and danger before mar

riage , and expense at that time. Not until she becomes a mother can she claim

respect by the law of filial piety. ( 11 )

The fourth relation , that between husband and wife is often faultily conceived .

" Of all people,” remarked Kongtze, " women and servants are the most difficult to

manage. If you are familiar with them they become forward, and if you keep them at

a distance they become discontented .” Affection is due the wife, but she must follow

her husband, and otherwise her father or son . ( 12 ) Both polygamy and concubinage

(with purchased slaves, costing froin six to thirty -five dollars) are allowed , though

of necessity rare . The husband may divorce the wife on seven grounds, ( 13) but the

wife never thehusband. Women are confined to separate apartments from the age

of ten , and foot-binding is probably a device to keepthem there, so that women of

the upper classes are as much confined in China as in India. Etiquette forbids a

wife ever to appear in public with her husband, and to show more than her wrists to

a doctor. She is universally ignorant , but not stupid ; and morally women are

China's better half - modest, graceful , and attractive. They often prefer nunnery or

cemetery to union with vicious husbands, but are generally rulers inside the house,

and suffer there mostly when young from the exacting mother-in-law. They may

participate in the religious rites . (14)

The fifth and last relation , that of friend to friend , is the only one where equal

meets equal. The prime virtue here is fidelity. ( 15 )

A final word on sexual morality should be added. Sexual irregularities between

women and those outside the family having been precluded by the confinement of

women as shown above, special rules were needed only for conduct inside the family,

which as constituted in China contained many members related only by marriage , or

not at all . Careful rules of this kind are given in the texts . (16 ) Beyond one

warning from Kongtze to flee lust in youth, no exhortation is made to man on this

score in the texts . Sexual virtue was guarded from the side of the women , and

where that failed men seeined to have been left free to their impulse in moderation .

13. CONFUCIANISM (CONTINUED) .

( 1 ) Filial Piety is Fundamental.—The master

said : “ Now filial piety is the root of all virtue, and

the stem out of which grows all moral teaching.

Sit down again , and I will explain the subject to

you . Our bodies — to every hair and bit of skin -

are received by us from our parents, andwemust

not presume to injure or wound them ; this is the

beginning of filial piety . When we have estab

lished our character by the practice of the filial

course , so as to make our name famous in future

ages , and thereby glorify our parents ; this is the

end of filial piety. It commences with the service

of parents ; it proceeds to theservice of the ruler ;

it is completed by the establishment of the char

acter ."-" Hsiao King ,” pp. 466-7.

To the Occidental, fresh ' from the somewhat

too loose bonds of family life which not infre .

quently prevail in lands nominally Christian, the

theory of Chinese filial conduct presents some very

attractive features. The respect for age which it

involves is most beneficial , and might profitably be

cultivated by Anglo-Saxons generally. In West
ern countries , when a son becomes of age he goes

where he likes , and does what he chooses. He

has no necessary connection with his parents, nor

they with him . To the Chinese such customs

must appear like the behavior of a well -grown

calf or colt to the cow and the mare, suitable

enough for animals, but by no means conformable

to li as applied to human beings. An attentive

consideration of the matter from the Chinese

standpoint will show that there is abundant room

in our own social practice for improvement, and

that most of us really live in glass houses, and

would do well not to throw stones recklessly.

Yet , on the other hand, it is idle to discuss the

filial piety of the Chinese without making most

emphatic its fatal defects in several particulars.
A. H. Smith , “ Chinese Characteristics," p . 182.

( 2 ) Filial Piety Requires Divorce.- If he

very much approves of his wife, and his parents do

not like her, he should divorce her. If he do not

approve of his wife , and his parents say. She

serves us well , ' he should behave to her in all

respects as his wife, without fail even to the end

of her — “ 457

(35 Filial Piety Controis Property.- A son
and his wife should have no private goods, nor

animals, nor vessels ; they should not presume to

borrow from , or give anything to , another person .

If any one give the wife an article of food or dress,

a piece of cloth or silk , a handerchief for ner
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girdle, an iris or orchid , she should receive and ( 10) Filial Piety Sacrifices the Son . - Paul

offer it to her parents - in -law. If they accept it , wrote to the Corinthians: “ The children ought

she will be glad, as if receiving it afresh . If they not to lay up for the parents, but the parents for

return it to her she should decline it , and if they the children " I never quoted these words in a

do not allow her to do so, she will take it as if it circle of Chinese friends without their encounter

were a second gift, and lay it by to wait until they ing a storm of opposition.- ). Legge “ The Reli

may want it. - Ibid , p. 458. gion of China, ” p . 258.

( 4 ) Filial Piety á Constant Motive. - A son (11) Love to Mother . — The service due to a

should not forget his parents in a single lifting up father is employed in serving a mother, and the

of his feet, norin the utterance of a single word . love is the same for both . ( But ) in the sky there

He should notforget his parents in a single lifting are not two suns , nor in a lan two kings , nor in a

up of his feet, and therefore he will walk in the state two rulers , nor in a family two equally hon

highway and not take a by -path ; he will use a ourable:-one ( principle ) regulates (all) these con

boat and not attempt to wade through a stream ; ditious. Hence, while the father is alive, the

not daring with the body left him by his parents, sackcloth with even edges is worn (for a mother) ,

to go in the way of peril . He should not forget (and only) for a year -showing that there are not

his parents in the utterance of a single word , aud (in the ſumily ) two equally honourable. — “ LiChi,”

therefore an evil word will not issue from his II., p . 467.

mouth , and an angry word will not come back to ( 12 ) The Wife .–They ate together of the same

his person . Not to disgrace his person , and notto animal, and joined in sipping from the cups made

cause shame to his parents may be called filial of the same melon ; thus showing that they now

piety.— Li Chi” II , p . 229. formed one body, were of equil rank , and pledged

( 5 ) Respectful Obedience. - When with their in mutual affection. — “ Li Chi''II., p.430. This

parents, sons and their wives, when ordered to do is certainly a case where the principles of a people

anything, should immediately respond and rev- are better than its practice .

erently proceed to do it . In going backwards or In passing out from the great gate of her

forwards , or turning round, they should be careful father's house, he precedes, and she follows, and

and grave ; while going out or coming in , while with this the rightrelation between husband and

bowing or walking, they should not presume to wife commences . The woman follows the man ; in

eructate, sneeze , or cough , to yawn or stretch her youth she follows lier father and elder brother ;

themselves , to stand on one foot, or to lean against when married she followsher husband ; when her

anything, or to look askance. They should not husband is dead , she follows her son . " Man ''

dare to spit or snivel , nor, if it be cold, to put on denotes supporter. A min by his wisdom should

more clothes, nor, if they itch anywhere , to scratch be able to lead others.— " Li Chi ” I., p. 441.

themselves.— “ Li Chi " 1., p . 453. ( 13 ) Grounds of Divorce . - 1. Disobedience to

( 6 ) The Case with a faulty Parent.- If a her fither-in -law ormother -in law ; 2. barrenness;

parent have a fault, the son should with bated 3. lewdness ; 4. jealousy; 5. leprosy ; 6. garru

breath , and bland aspect , and gentle voice , lousness; 7. stealing.

admonish him . If the admonition do not take ( 14 ) Woman at the Sacrifice. - Her governess

effect, he will be the more reverential and the taught her to watch the sacrifices, to

more filial ; and when the father seems pleased, he supply the liquors and sauces, to fill the various

will repeat the admonition . If he should be dis. stands and dishes with pickles and brine, and to

pleased with this, rather than allow him to commit assist in setting forth the appurtenances for the

an offence against anyone in the neighborhood or ceremonies. - " Li Chi," I., p . 479 .

countryside, the son should strongly remonstrate. ( 15 ) Duty to Friends . - The scholar when he

If the parent be angry and more displeased ,and hears what is good , tells it to his friends, and when

beat him till the blood flows, he should not pre- he sees what is good, shows it to them ; in the
sume to be angry and resentful, but be still more view of rank and position, he gives the precedence

reverential andmore filial.-- "LiChi” I., p. 456, to them over himself; if they encounter calamities
(7 ) Filial Piety is Natural. - Such is the mind and hardships , he is prepared to die with them ; if

of the filial son, the real expression of human feel- they are long in getting advancement, he waits

ing, the proper method of propriety and righteous. for them ; if theyare far off, he brings them to

It does not come downfrom heaven, it does gether with himself. Such is he in the employ

not come forth from earth ; it is simply the expres- ment and promotion of his friends. — “ Li Chi , ”

sion of the human feelings.- " Li Chi” II., P.379. II ., p. 407.

(8 ) Heaven Known Through Father . —The (16 ) Sexual Rules.-Thus male and female in

Master said, " Anciently the intelligent kings served giving and receiving, do not allow their hands to

their fathers with filial piety , and therefore they touch ; in driving his wife in a carriage , a husband
served Heaven with intelligence; they served their advances his left hand ; when a young aunt, a

mothers with filial piety , and therefore theyserved sister , or a daughter has been married, and returns
Earth with discrimination .” — “ Hsiao King," P.484. to her father's house, pomalemay sit on the same

( 9) Filial Piety of Universal Worth . — Zang- mat with her ; a widow should not wail at night;

tze said : “ Set up filial piety , and it will fill the when a wife is ill, in asking for her, the nature of

space from earth to heaven ; spread it out and it her illness should not be mentioned. In this way

will extend over all the ground to the four seas ; it was sought to keep the people ; and yet there

hand it down to future ages, and from morning to are those that become licentious, and introduce

evening it will be observed; push it on to the east- disorder and confusion among their kindred.

ern sea , the western sea , the southern sea , and the “ Li Chi," II., p . 298.

northern sea, and it will be everywhere the law for When a man goes into the interior of a house ,

men , and their obedience to it will be uniform . he should not whistle nor point . If he have

There will be a fulfilment of the words of the ode : occasion to move in the night , he should use a

From west to east , from south to north , light; and , if he have no light, he should not stir .

There was no uusubmissive thought." On the road, a man should take the right side, and

_ “ Li Chi ” II., p. 227. a woman the left.- "Li Chi, " I., p . 455.

ness.
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by him .

14. LAOTZE AND HIS TAOTE CHING.

We have now to enter the august presence of the thinker whom Kongtze him

self was impelled to acknowledge his superior. The two thinkers were not simply

different, but entirely opposed, Kongtze being the typical ceremonialist, and Laotze

the typical mystic of the Mongolianrace. Quite contrary to the case with Kongtze,

very little is known about the life of Laotze. The trustworthy facts are that he was

born about 604 B.C. , was keeper of the archives at the capital of the Chau, where

Kongtze visited him , that in advanced age he left his country by one of the western

passes and was heard from no more , and that the famous Taote Ching was written

Later, many legends of the

usual marvelous type marked his person

ality, until now he is worshipped by

Taoists as their supreme God .

Many things combine to make the

Tao Te Ching one of the hardest books

to understand in the world. The Chinese

language, always ambiguous, is particu

larly so in the philosophical realm . Then

the pregnant thoughts are couched in

aphorisms, which, as in the case of tlie

Indian philosophies, were probably meant

only as bareformulæ to be explained by

the teacher. Again , most of the aphor

isms are also paradoxes, and finally , the

various topics, namely, the world, man,

morality and politics, are all treated in

reference to Tao, variously translated as

Reason, Word, Logos, Way, Nature and

God. Professor Legge simply transfers

the word Tao, so that his translation

reads like a continuous enigma, challeng

ing attention at every step. In the face

of such difficulties, it is only the exceed

ing beauty , nobility, and profundity of the Laotze. (After Pauthier. )

work that have induced some seven or

eightEuropean scholars to attempt a translation and exposition of it. An under

standing of it is much assisted by familiarity with Brahmanic and other mysticism .

Prof. R. K. Douglas even supposes that Laotze derived his doctrine from India ; but,

if So, he thoroughly assimilated it to the Chinese mind, while his references to

Chinese antiquity render an entire originality quite as likely. In any case, Tao is

sufficiently distinguished from the Indic Brahmă by the characteristically Chinese

emphasis laid upon the moral elements of this concept as contrasted with the ontolo

gical in Brahmă. It is useless to seek a finite notion which will correspond with Tao.

Its range can be covered only by an Absolute or Infinite that unfolds its mysterious

nature into the personal Shang- ti, the rational world and moral man . It is one of

those numerous attempts made by daring and rational man to solve the problem of

his existence ; to penetrate the inystery of his origin , of his present welfare, and his

future destiny. From the theistic standpoint, one may say that Tao is the

mysterious essence of God's nature - neither making nor made by him — abstracted

from him and then posited as a precondition of him. Theism, on the contrary,

knows nothing but one God and source of all , in whoin principles, personality,

and power are all combined.

But Laotze wishes to find some cause for the Tien and Shang- ti that satisfied
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Kongtze, and devised Tao as at first forinless and changeless and even non -existent,

but later source of all things, which it pervades and rules , until it withdraws them

again into itself. ( 1 )

After introducing his Tao, Laotze passes from one theine to another without

logical sequence, but all supposed to exemplify the working of Tao, and all belong

ing as usual with the Chinese to the moral and political realis. Laotze is no phil

osophic dreamer, but, like his contemporary Kongtze, was offering a remedy for

the troublous times in which they lived. The remedy proposed was a return to

Arcadian simplicity, such as existed before rules and laws were devised or needed .

With this pessimistic and reprehensible rejection of noble human culture, ( 2 ) he

constantly blends the rejection of the really base ambition , pride, loquacity and

greed which are commonly its by-products. (3 ) The forgotten, obscure and weak

part is vindicated, and thereby inany a pure gem brought to light, though often

embedded in dull earth . (4 )

Ibid ., P 49

14. LAOTZE AND HIS TAOTE CHING .

( 1 ) Tao . – There was something undefined and

complete, coming into existence before Heaven

and Earth. How still it was and formless, stand

ing alone, and undergoing no change, reaching

everywhere and in no danger ( of being exhausted ).

It may be regarded as the Mother of all things.

I do not know its name, and I give it the desig

nation of the Tâo ( the Way or Course ). Making

an effort (further) to give it a name I call it The

Great.

Great , it passes on ( in constant flow ). Passing

on , it becomes remote. Having become remote,

it returns. Therefore the Tâo is great; Heaven is

great; Earth is great ; and the (sage) king is also

great . In the universe there are four that are great ,

and the ( sage ) king is one of them .

Man takes his law from the Earth ; the Earth

takes its law from Heaven ; Heaven takes its law

from the Tâo . The law of the Tâo is its being

what it is.— “ The Texts of Taoism ," I. , p . 67 .

The (state of) vacancy should be brought to the

utmost degree, and that of stillness guarded withi

unwearying vigor. All things alike go through

their processes of activity, and (then ) we see them

return (to their original state). When things ( in

the vegetable world ) have displayed their lux

uriant growth , we see each of them return to its

This returning to their root is what we call

the state of stillness; and that stillness may be

called a reporting that they have fulfilled their

appointed end

The report of that fulfillment is the regular, un

changing rule. To know that unchanging rule is

to be intelligent ; not to know it leads to wild

inovements and evil issues. The knowledge of

that unchanging rule produces a ( grand ) capacity

and forbearance, and that capacity and forbearance

lead to a community ( of feeling with all things ).

From this community of feeling comes a kingli

ness of character; and he who is king-like goes on

to be heaven - like. In that likeness to heaven he

possesses the Tâo. Possessed of the Tâo, he en

dures long; and to the end of his bodily life, is

exempt from all danger of decay. -Ibid. , pp. 59-60.

( 2 ) Repress Culture.- Not to value and em

ploy men of superior ability is the way to keep

the people from rivalry among themselves; not to

prize articles which are difficult to procure is the

way to keep them from becoming thieves; not to

show thein what is likely to excite their desires

is the way to keep their minds from disorder.

Therefore the sage , in the exercise of his gov.

ernment, empties their minds, fills their bellies,

weakens their wills , and strengthens their bones.

He constantly ( tries to ) keep them without

knowledge and without desire, and where there

are those who have knowledge, to keep them

from presuming to act (on it ) . When there is this

abstinence from action , good order is universal.

( 3 ) Foster Contentment .-When the Tâo pre

vails in the world , they send back their swift

horses to (draw ) the dung carts. When the Tão

is disregarded in the world, the war -horses breed
in the border lands.

There is no guilt greater than to sanction am

bition ; no calamity greater than to be discontented

with one's lot; no fault greater than the wish to

be getting. Therefore the sufficiency of content

inent is an enduring and unchanging sufficiency .
-Ibid . p . 88-89.

( 4 ) Traits of the Tao.-The thirty spokes unite

in the one nave ; but it is on the empty space ( for

the axle ) that the use of the wheel depends.

Clay is fashioned into vessels ; but it is on their

empty hollowness that their use depends. The

doors and windows are cut out ( from the walls ) to

form an apartment; but it is on the emipty space

(within ) that its use depends. Therefore, what

has a (positive) existence serves for profitable

adaptation , and what has not that for (actual) use.

fulness.- Ibid ., pp . 54-55 .

The movement of the Tâo

By contraries prcceeds;

And weakness marks the course

Of Tâo's mighly deeds.

-Ibid. , P 83.

The softest thing in the world dashes against

and overcomes the hardest ; that which has no

(substantial) existence enters where there is no

crevice . I know hereby what advantage belongs

to doing nothing ( with a purpose ).

There are few in the world who attain to the

teaching without words, and theadvantage arising

from 1101 -action.- Thid .,p . 87.

It is the way of Heaven not to strive , and yet it

skillfully overcomes; not to speak, and yet it is

skillful in (obtaining ) a reply; does not call, and

yet men come to it of themiselves. Its demonstra

tions are quiet, and yet its plans are skillful and

effective . The meshes of the net of Heaven are

large, far apart, but let nothing escape - Ibid .,

p. 116 .

root .
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15. LAOTZE AND KONGTZE.

The most characteristic traits of these two greatest prophets of China can be best

seen in their contrast. Kongtze seemed proud ( 1 ) to Laotze, who repeatedly com

mended humility (2 ) ; and on the occasion of their meeting at the Chau capital ,

Laotze severely rebuked Kongtze, then thirty -four years old, to his face. When the

latter complained of his failure in reforming men , Laotze replied , “ If it be known

that he who talks errs by excess in arguing, and that he who hears is confused by

too much talk , the Tao can never be forgotten ."

A fundamental difference appears in reference to desire . Kongtze conformed to

his national type of ethics , which would allow the satisfaction of normal human

desire, except in purification for religious rites. (3) Laotze, on the other hand,

makes the permanent suppression of all artificial desires a prime requisite . (4)

an
問所禮史為 日 于叔孔問

以節故周 老老入子體

交 知柱子 子子 周 老

下曾朱問 內

子 體

敬

L

Kongtze Visiting Laotze .

Another contrast appeared when Laotze saw Kongtze busied in study and

inquired what he was reading. “ The Yi-King, ” replied Kongtze, “ the sages of

antiquity used to read it also .” ' “ The sages were able to read it," answered Laotze,

" but you , to what end do you read it ? What is the groundwork of the book ? ”

“ It treats of humanity and justice," answered the Sage. “ The justice and

humanity of the day are no more than empty names ; they only serve as a mask to

cruelty, and trouble the hearts of men ; disorder was never more rife than at present .

The pigeon does not bathe all day to make itself white; nor does the crow paint

itself each morning to make itself black . The heaven is naturally elevated, the

earth is naturally gross ; the sun and the moon shine naturally ; the stars and planets

are naturally arranged in their places; the plants and trees fall naturally into classes

according to their species . So, sir, if you cultivate Tao, if you throw yourself

towards it with all your soul, you will arrive at it . To wliat good is humanity and

justice? You are like a man who beats a drum while searching for a truant sheep.

Master, you only trouble man's nature." (5)

Here Laotze shows himself the true mystic. Knowledge was to come by direct

insight, and virtue by spontaneous impulse. On the other hand Kongtze believed
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in learning , ( 6 ) and in the nurture and preservation of virtue by means of the strict

observance in every detail of ceremony, whether religious or social . (7 ) They

supply the very body by which right can be preserved . ( 8)

But Tao is not to be thius obtained or preserved. " If Tao could be offered to

men , there is no one who would not wish to offer it to his prince ; if it could be pre

sented to men , there is no one who would not wish to present it to his parents ; if it

could be announced to men , there is no one who would not wish to announce it to

his brethren ; if it could be transınitted to men, there is no one who would not wish

to transinit it to his children . Why, then, are you not able to acquire it ? This is

the reason : it is that you are incapable of giving it an asylum in the bottom of your

heart." (9) Such openness and immediacy of vision into life forms the impregnable

stronghold of him that can claim it.
Kongtze could not, and therefore wisely

resorted to his forte. “ I have edited the Book of Odes, ' the Book of History ,' the

' Book of Rites, ' the ' Treatise on Music ,' and the ‘ Book of Changes,' and I have

composed the 'Spring and Autuinn Annals ; ' I have read the Maxims of the

Ancient Kings ; ' I have brought to light the splendid deeds of the Sages, and yet

no one deigns to employ ine . It is difficult, I see , to persuade men ."

“ The six liberal arts," replied Laotze, “ are an old heritage from the kings of

antiquity . That with which you occupy yourself results only in obsolete examples,

and all you do is to walk in the footprints of the past, without producing anything
new.

Kongtze retired from this interview discomfited, and for three days uttered no
word. “ At his voice," said he, “ my mouth gaped wide, my tongue protruded ,

and my soul was plunged into trouble."

Fortunate was it for China that Kongtze regained sufficient confidence in the

principles he was himself fitted and called to proclaim ; for, while his countrymen

have proved able to assimilate them , they have neglected or inisunderstood those of

his more rarely gifted rival .

The rareness of that gift appears plainly in Laotze's enunciation of that supreme

ethical insight that we may call the diamond rule. ( 10) Here it was attained by a

Mongolian, as we shall later see it was by a Semite and by an Indo- Kelt, and thus

for the three great historic races . But it is remarkablehow little it hasbeen prized

in China, from Kongtze down to the present. On being asked by a disciple what

he thought of the principle, that Sage decidedly repudiated it in favor of justice, ( u )

or at best restricted its application to relatives. (12)

But is it not possible that we have read into this obscure Chinese essay a supreme

ethical ideal which is not really there ? It is not, for it is contained in two passages,

both unambiguous, and the blessed result of the rule is given, i.e., “ Thus all get to

be good. ” Finally, Laotze plainly commends self- sacrifice, ( 13 ) and states its

reward. ( 14)

15. LAOTZE AND KONGTZE. will ; these are all un profitable to you. This is all

I have to say to you . ” —R. K. Douglas, “ Con .

( 1 ) Pride. - On another occasion when Confucius fucianism and Taoism ," p. 177.

had been enlarging on his admiration for the (2 ) Humility.—The highest excellence is like

ancients , the cynical recluse cut him short by say- that of water . The excellence of water appears in

ing, “ The men of whom you speak , sir , have, its benefiting all things , and in its occupying

with their bones, already moulded into dust, and without striving to the contrary, the low place

only their words remain . Moreover, if the superior which all men dislike. Hence itsway is near to

man gets his opportunity, he mounts his car and that of the Tao.- " The Texts of Taoism , " I.,

takes office; and if he does not get his opportunity, P. 52 .

he goes through life like a wisp of straw rolling Therefore the Sage holds in his embrace the

over sand. I have heard that a good merchant, one thing of humility, and manifests it to all the

who has his treasure -house well stored , appears world . He is free from self-display, and therefore

devoid of resources, and that the superior man of he shines; from self assertion , and therefore he is

perfect excellence has an outward semblance of distinguished; from self-boasting , and therefore

stupidity. Put away , sir , your haughty airs and hismerit is acknowledged ; from self-complacency,

many desires, your flashy manner and extravagant and therefore he acquires superiority. It is be .
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that the sages knew that the rules of ceremony

could not be dispensed with , while the ruin of

states, the destruction of families , and the perish

ing of individuals are always preceded by their

abandonment of the rules of propriety.— “ Li

” I. , . 388,

cause he is thus free from striving, that, therefore,

no one in the world is able to strive with him.
Ibid . p . 65.

But I have three precious things which I prize

and hold fast. The first is gentleness ; the second

precedence of others.

With that gentleness I can be bold ; with that

economy I can be liberal; shrinking from taking

precedence of others , I can become a vessel of the

highest honor. Now -a days they give up gentle

ness and are all for being bold; economy, and are

all for being liberal ; the hindmost place, and

seek only to be foremost - (of all which the end

is , death ,

Gentleness is sure to be victorious even in

battle , and firmly to maintain its ground . Heaven

will save its possessor, by his ( very ) gentleness

protecting him . - Ibid ., p. 110.

(3 ) Sacrifice. – Hence a superior man , unless for

a great occasion , and unless he were animated by
a greatreverence, did notattempt this purification.

While it was not attained , he did not take precau

tions against the influence of (outward ) things,

nor did he cease from all ( internal ) desires . But

when he was about to attempt it , he guarded

againstall things of an evil nature , and suppressed

all his desires.-- " Li Chi," II ., p . 239.

( 4 ) Colour's five hues from th ' eyes their sight

will take ;

Music's five notes the ears as deaf can make;

The flavours five deprive the mouth of taste ;

The chariot course, and the wild hunting

waste

Make mad the mind; and objects rare and

strange,

Sought for, men's conduct will to evil

change.

Therefore the sage seeks to satisfy ( the craving

of ) the belly , and not the ( insatiable longing ofthe)

eyes. He puts from him the latter , and prefers to

seek the former.- " Texts of Taoism ,” T., p . 55 .

( 5) R. K. Douglas, Confucianism and

Taoism ," P. 183.

( 6 ) Learning. – The master said , " The

superior man, extensively studying all learning,

and keeping himself under the restraint of the

rules of propriety, may thus likewise not overstep

what is right.” - J. Legge, “The Life and Teach

ings of Confucius," p. 152.

( 7) Value of Ceremonies. While the rules of

ceremony have their origin in heaven, the move

ment of them reaches to earth . The distribution

of them extends to all the business (of life ). They

change with the seasons ; they agree in referenee to

the (variations of ) lot and condition. In regard to

man , they serve to mature (his nature ). They are

practiced by means of offerings, acts of strength,
words and postures of courtesy, in eating and

drinking , in the observances of capping, marriage,

mourning, sacrificing, archery , chariot-driving ,

audiences, and friendly missions.

Thus propriety and righteousness are the great

elements of man's (character ); it is by means of

them that his speech is the expression of truth and

his intercourse (with others) the promotion of har,

mony; they are (like) the union of the cuticle and

cutis, and the binding together of the muscles and

bones in strengthening ( the body ). They consti

tute the great methods by which we nourish the

living , bury the dead , and serve the spirits of the

departed . They supply the channels by which we

can apprehend the ways of Heaven and act as the

feelings of men require. It was on this account

that the French Sinologue , P. Callery , has declared

that “ Ceremonial sums up the Chinese spirit.

for it , ceremonial is the man .” To this

J. Legge retorts (“ Li Chi,” I. , p . 12.). " In hun.

dreds of other passages the same thing in insisted

on—that ceremony without an inspiring reverence

is nothing. I do not deny that there is much

attention to forms in China with a forgetfulness of

the spirit that should animate them . But where

is the nation against whose people the same thing

may not be charged ?"

(8 ) Ceremonies Embodied.—Thus, rules of

ceremony are the embodied expression of what is

right. If an observance stands the test of being

judged by the standard of what is right , although

it may not have been among the usages of the

ancient kings it may beadopted on the ground of

its being right — " Li Chi.” I., P : 390.

(9 ) R. K. Douglas, “ Confucianism and Toa
ism , " P. 181.

( 10) 'The Diamond Rule.- It is the way of the

Tao to act without thinking of acting ; to conduct

affairs without feeling the trouble of them ; to taste

without discerning any flavor; to consider what is
small as great , and a few as many ; and to recom

pense injury with kindness. - “ The Texts of

Taoism ," I., p . 106 .

To those who are good to me, I am good ; and

to those who are not good tome, I am also good ;

and thus all get to be good. To those who are

sincere with nie , I am sincere ; and to those who

are not sincere with me, I am also sincere ; and

thus all get to be sincere.- Ibid , p. 91 .

( 11 ) The Rule of Justice.- Someone said ,

“ What do you say concerning the principle that
injury should be recompensed with kindness ? "

The master said , “ With what they will you re

compense kindness, Recompense injury with

justice, and recompense kindness with kindness."

-- ). Legge, “ Life and Teachings of Confucius,”

P. 217 :

( 12 ) Cf. " Texts of Taoisin ,” vol. I, p. 92 .

( 13 ) Self -Sacrifice .-- Heaven is long enduring

and earth continues long. The reason why heaven

and earth are able to endure and continue thus

long is because they do not live of or for them.

selves . This is how they are able to continue and

endure.

Therefore the Sage puts his own person last ,

and yet it is found in the foremost place ; he treats

his person as if it were foreign to him , and yet that

person is preserved . Is it not because he has no

personal and private ends, that, therefore , such

ends are realized ? — “ The Texts of Taoism .”

I., p . 52.

( 14 ) The Reward of Self - Sacrifice .

Therefore a sage has said,

“ He who accepts his state's reproach,

Is hailed therefore its altars' lord ;

To him who bears men's direful woes

They all the name of king accord . ”

- Ibid, P : 170.

The sage does not accumulate (for himself) .

The more that he expends for others, the more

does he possess of his own ; the more that he gives

to others, the more does he have himself. - Ibid .,

p. 123 .
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16. TAOISM.

If the reader has marveled that the religion of an entire race could be solely staid

and proper, practice nothing but solemn sacrifices, and teach nothing butmoral

philosophy, while it remained free from the fancy, impulse, revelry, and coarseness

that are usually associated with the antique, he may now find that he was right.

Besides the Sinism , Confucianism , and philosophies we have already reviewed, there

is a religion called Taoism , influenced by and even bearing the name of Laotze's

principle Tao, but as much older than he as is Sinism than Confucianisın.

It is doubtful whether certain passages in the Tao Te Ching were meant as

metaphor or as magic. ( 1 ) But probably its doctrine of a return of the individual

to Tao excited later on the hope to attain immortality, inade sometimes by moral

因 上生母二年 周 尼
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邱 首 乃 皆 聖 之 九
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Woman Praying to Mount Ni for a Son .

conduct, but commonly by magical elixirs. Even an emperor, Chi Hwangti , dis

patched a fleet, in the third century , B.C. , to discover the Golden Isles where

spirits dispensed the elixir of life. Next to life stand riches, and the Taoist priests

claimed also to transmute metals, and thus probably laid the foundation of an

alchemy that extended westward until it reached Europe. ( 2 ) Said Li Shan Kun to

the Emperor Wu, 140–86 B. C.: “ I know how to harden snow and to change it

into white silver; I know how cinnabar transforms its nature and passes into yellow

gold.” During the three centuries before our era , emperors and people alike

neglected labor to search for immunity from death and poverty, while morality sank

to a low level . By various mechanical devices the magicians made it appear that

they walked on fire, floated on water, trod on knives, and raised tempests ; they

also predicted the future, and knew the immortals of the Fortunate Isles. When

one disappeared, it was given out that he had been carried to Paradise, and

Taoist writings record the names of many persons so honored. Amulets were sold

and effigies used through which to afflict enemies. Later on , and showing some

influence from Buddhism , occurs a treatise prescribing rules for the suppression of

all consciousness, in order to attain to immortality. (3 )

Besides this magic, which , along with divination,it has retained to the present,
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Taoisin includes most of the national hero and lower nature worship. It may be

broadly distinguished as materialistic, while Confucianism is ethical, and Buddhism

inetaphysical and eschatological. The ethics that it still inculcates stand in no rela

tion to any of its deities , while on the other hand the gods of Riches, Longevity,

War and Learning, who all bestow only natural good, belong to its pantheon.

The gods of Taoisin serve as a good index to its heterogeneous origin. Thefirst

idols seen in its temples are three huge images representing the San Ching, “ Three

Pure Ones, ”whoare none other than a triplication of Laotze, done to correspond

with a rival Buddhist triplet. But these three are sunk in contemplation, whence

the Taoist looks to Yu Hwang Shang Ti, " Gemmeous Sovereign God ,'' to superin

tend mundane affairs. They identify him with Shang -ti of Sinism , but his real

source was a magician of the Chang family , living in the seventh century A.D.

The five elements—metal , wood , water, fire and earth—have souls which rose to

become the five planets and thus divine. Many stars also are deified . The Thunder

god can assume many shapes, and so ,can the Dragon-king, who represents water in
its various forms, and therefore has numerous temples besides seas and rivers. The

serpent passes as a manifestation of this diety , and as such was worshipped by Li

Hung Chang on the occasion of a flood at Tientsin in 1874. Sun Cult survives in

the bonfires at the Spring Festival , when Taoist priests, after scattering rice and salt

on the fire, traverse it with bared feet, often semi-nude and with knives thrust

through their cheeks. (4) The favorite place for these fires is before a temple of the

God of Production . Inhis honor are held processions with lanterns, cars adorned

with branches, and priests bloody with self-inflicted wounds. (5) Licentious pro

cessions and festivals have long since been suppressed in accord with the politico

ethical nature of the dominant Confucianism (Cf. note 3). The moon is associated

in curious myths with the frog, hare, cassia tree , and a woodcutter. (6 ) The spiri

tual types ofmany animals also are worshipped .' The most popular shrines in Pe

king are those of the fox , while the snake, liedgehog, and weasel compete for the

second place. ( 7) The cassia, willow, banyan, pine, and peach trees are all sacred. (8)

We noticed before that the ancestral tablets and an image or picture of the

Kitchen -god were found in every Chinese house. The household gods comprise

these and certain others chosen variously according to locality , trade, and individual

preference, Images and tablets all stand in an open shrine facing the front entrance

to the house. The Kitchen -god, who probably represents an ancient Fire-god,

makes an annual report to the Lord of Heaven upon the conduct of those committed

to his charge .

16. TAOISM.

(1) The Tao Te Ching.–But I have heard that he

who is skillful in managing the life entrusted to him

for a time travels on the land without having to

shun rhinoceros or tiger, and enters a host without

having to avoid buff coator sharp weapon. The

rhinoceros finds no place in him into which to thrust
its horn , nor the tiger a place in which to fix its

claws, nor the weapon a place to admit its point .
And for what reason ? Because there is in him no

place ofdeath.-" Texts of Taoism " vol. I., P.92.

Let him keep his mouth closed , and shut up

the portals (of his nostrils), and all his life he will

be exempt from laborious exertion . Let him keep

his mouth open and (spend his breath ) in the pro

motion of his affairs, and all his life there will be

no safety for him . - Ibid, P: 95 .

( 2) Alchemy. - The evidence is collected by
Prof. W. A. P. Martin in his “ The Chinese," pp.

( 3 ) As to what should be done in a day , when the

eating and drinking has been arranged , let one sit

straight with his mouth shut, and not allow a

single thought to arise in his mind. Let him for .

get everything, and keep his spirit with settled

purpose. Let his lips be glued together, and his

teeth be firmly pressed against one another. Let

him not look at anything with his eyes, nor listen
to a single sound with his ears . Let him with all

his mind watch over his inward feelings. Let

him draw long breaths, and gradually emit them ,

without a break , now seeming to breathe, and now

not . In this way any excitement of the mind will

naturally disappear, the water from the kidneys

will rise up , the saliva will be produced in the

mouth , and the real efficaciousness becomes at.

tached to the body. It is thus that one acquires
the way of prolonging life.

During the twelve hours of the day let one's

thoughts be constantly fixed on absolute Purity.

Where one thought ( of a contrary kind ) does not

arise , we have what we call Purity; where noth.
ing (of a contrary kind) enters the Tower of Intel

ligence ( = the mind ), we have what we call the

Undefiled. The body is the house of the breath ;

188-193:
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the mind is the lodging of the spirit. As the

thoughts move, the spirit moves ; as the spirit

moves, the breath is distributed. As the thoughts

rest , the spirit rests ; when the spirit rests, the
breath is collected .

The true powers of the five elements unite and

form the boat-like cup of jade (after partaking of

which ), the body seems to be full of delicious

harmony. This spreads like the unguent of the

chrismal rite on the head . Walking, resting , sit

ting , sleeping, the man feels his body flexible as

the wind, and in his belly a sound like that of

thunder. His ears hear the songs of the Immor

tals , that need no aid from any instrument ; vocal

without words, and resounding without the drum .

The spirit and the breath effect a union and the

bloom of childhood returns. The man beholds

scenes unfolded within him ; Spirits of themselves

speak to him ; he sees the things of vacuity, and

finds himself dwelling with the Immortals. He

makes the Great Elixir, and his spirit goes out

and in at its pleasure . He has the longevity

of heaven and earth , and the brightness of the sun

and moon . He has escaped from the toils of life

and death.- " Texts of Taoism ," II., pp. 269-271.

( 4 ) The Spring Festival. - We read in the

“ Histories of the North ” (composed in the seventh

century A. D.), “ I, myself, have seen that in the

capital, and outside also in the outer districts , on

the evening of the full moon in the first month,

they place theatres near one another and prome

nade by groups in the streets filled with people and

in the obstructed roads, that the drums shook

heaven with their rolling, and torches lit up the

earth . They carried masks like the faces of

animals, men dressed themselves as women; sing

ing girls and comedians gave themselves , by all

kinds of ingenious devices, a strange appearance

and odd form . They took pleasure in obscene talk

and delighted in vile insults , and all the spectators,

equally those in the houses and outside, did noth

ing to shun them . High scaffolds obstructed the

roads, and great curtains reached up tothe clouds;

people dressed themselves with care, and decorated

and adorned themselves; carriages rolled along

and horses neighed , and everywhere appeared
stalls with food and wine . Men andwomen

mixed without order, and without any taking

account of ranks and classes ; they made no differ.

ence between blacks (the Chinese) and whites ( the

aborigines): misconduct sprang up , and thieves

and brigands began there . I demand in

consequence that proclamation be made every

where in the empire that all that is prohibited

from this moment: that will be excellent. " - ). J.

M. de Groot , " Les Fetes Annuellement Célébrées à

Émoui,” p. 140-1.

( 5 ) Propitiating a God .—Thirty or more young

men, from fifteen to forty years old, walk painfully

slow and with measured tread, stopping at times

for a few minutes to get their balance . Each one

has his arms extended at right angles from his

body and propped up by a beautifully polished

stick reaching from hand to hip. From the fleshy

part of each lower arm was suspended by an iron

hook , sunk in the flesh , a steel censer full of burn

ing incense . It was a strange, a sad sight! For

probably ten consecutive hours these intelligent

lookingmen bore that torture with the hopethat

that would atone for some of their own or their

relative's sins, or secure the favor of the god of

medicine on behalf of some sick friend, or in ful.

fillment of a vow conditionally given on the restor

ation of some loved one to good health . Are the

heathen more ready to suffer for their faise gods

than we are to endure hardness for Christ's dear

sake , though there is in the latter suffering at

once a pleasant beneficent ministry and reasonable

ness and afterward an eternal joy ?

The day's proceedings were closed by an event

more tragic than anything I have mentioned . In

front of the temple where the god was visiting was

dug a deep, wide pit , into which an imniense
amount of incense was thrown and fired . There

the grand oblation of the day was offered. A poor

wretch who was intensely anxious for the recovery

of a near relative - some said it was his mother-in

order to propitiate the god and save the life ofthat

relative by giving his own, leaped into theflaming

pit and was speedily consumed . Ofcourse his “ good

and glorious deed ” was applauded, and his tablet

will be worshiped from henceforth by all his rela

tives.—“Missionary Herald ,” for Nov , 1888 , P.520.

(6) Moon Myth .-Chineseand Indian legends

agree in no respect more strikingly than with

regard to the creatures by which themoon is said

to be inhabited . These are the hare and the frog

or toad . The hare is employed by genii in pound .

ing the drugs which compose the elixir of life.

A cassia-tree is said to grow within the moon

and a man named Wu Kang is alleged to have

been condemned to the endless taskof hewing it

down . As fast as he dealt blows with his ax , the

trunk of the tree closed again after the incision .

Immortality is conferred upon those who eat of

the leaves of this tree . The old man of the moon

is popularly said to tie together with an invisible

cord the feet of those who are predestined to a

betrothal. - W . F. Mayers, “The Chinese Reader's

Manual," pp . 288-9. These myths arephallic.

( 7 ) Fox Cult.— There was a little cabinet, and in

it a tablet with an inscription ofwhich the following

is a translation : “ To the fox immortal of the

spacious hall, the protector of the law, who effi

caciously inspires." Singular worship that

the highest words of our faith , "Ask and ye shall

receive, " form the invariable motto for a fox teni.

ple ! - Rev. J. Macintyre in " Journal of the Royal

Asiatic Society, ” China Branch , Vol. 21.

The fox has the powerof transformation at his

command, and frequently assumes the human

shape. At the age of fifty he can assume the form

of a woman, at one hundred that of a young and

beautiful girl When one thousand years old,

he is admitted to the Heavens and becomes the

'celestial fox .' He is the courser upon which

ghostly beings ride.-W. F. Mayers, “The

Chinese Reader's Manual," p . 61 .

(8 ) The Sacred Peach.- The most ancient

superstitions of the Chinese attributed magic vir

tues to the twigs of the peach tree ; and the fabulists

of the Hun Dynasty added many extravagant

details to the legends already existing. They de

scribed the peach -tree of the gods as yielding the

fruit of immortality. One of the later

panaceas ofthe Taoists was said to be composedof
the gum of the peach tree mingled with the

powdered ash of the mulberry , which not alone

cured all diseases, but also conferred the boon of

immortality .- W. F. Mayers, “ The Chinese Rea .
der's Manual, ”|214.

The Sacred Willow . - The singular custom pre

vailed in North -western China of abstaining

throughout the whole of the third month in each

year from the use of fire. At this time eggs dved

in divers colors were universally eaten ; and willow

twigs were placed above the doorways. - W . F.

Mayers, “ Chinese Reader's Manual,'' p . 80.
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17. TAOISM (CONTINUED) .

Besides the above mentioned nature-gods, Taoists worship certain culture-gods

who preside over the various callings of men. Thus students revere Wan -chang

as God of Literature. He was an official of the Chau Dynasty, but has since often

appeared in the person of celebrated scholars. Twice a year sacrifices and prayers

are offered to him by representatives of the Emperor. He thus shares the official

cult with Kongtze, and indeed his temples often adjoin colleges. Again , soldiers
worship Kwanti as God of War. He was a soldier of fortune under the Han

Dynasty in the second century B.C. , and received no special notice until the twelfth

century A.D. , when it pleased the emperor to canonize him . After this he was often

advanced, until in 1828 the then emperor deified him upon the ground of repeated

supernatural interposition in favor of the Imperial

troops. ( 1 ) Tsai- shin, the God of Riches, is second

to none in rank , and is especially worshipped by

tradespeople at the close of the year.

Besides these great gods, there are innumerable

spirits of whom the Chinese stand in daily terror. ( 2 )

Unlike Sinism , Taoism has priests , who are prob

ably cognate with the shamans of Siberia, but it

copied the example of Buddhisın in its monks and

pope, monasteries and temples, and has even some

times united with Buddhism in the conduct of relig

ious services. Like Buddhism also, it has been alter

nately favored and persecuted by the reigning dynas

ties. Taoist priests conduct the worship of the city

and state-gods, but their chief business is the magical

purification of streets, houses, and persons, from evil

spirits, and the preparation of paper amulets, which

may be seen everywhere pasted on doorways for pro

tection from those spirits. At some epochs under

the influence of Buddhism and by the enactments of
Wan-Chang: God of Letters . (Musée

government, marriage has been proscribed Taoist

priests, but they have persistently practiced it, and do

so now, in spite of the prohibitions in the penal code of 1879. However, their calling

is not hereditary, and they are recruited from the lowest classes. They are both

ignorant and immoral, and generally despised by the literati. Especially the

nunneries are considered haunts of every vice . One should carefully distinguish

from these priest-magicians the monks who observe Laotze's principles by their

celibacy, seclusion and devotion to mystical communion. Taoist popes of the

surname Chang and with the title of Heavenly Master have lived on the Lung -hu

mountain in the province of Chiang -hsi (Eastern China) since the first century

A.D. They are elected by lot from among the members of the clan , and the

spirit of the first pope is supposed to have reincarnated itself in all his successors.

The Taoist pope exercises neither power nor influence of a temporal kind, but is

considered the most powerful exorciser of spirits in China .

The most distinguished writers of the Taoists after Laotze was Chwang tse, who

lived in the fourth century B.C. He declined offers of court appointment, and

devoted himself to satirizing the doctrines of Kongtze, and defending and explain

ing those of Laotze , whichhe did with great ability . During the twenty -three

centuries since then no able work has appeared, but an anonymous tract , composed

about the eleventh century A.D. , has had, and still enjoys, an immense popularity,

so that it, and not the Tao Te Ching, must now be considered the Taoist scripture.

It is the Tractate of Actions and their Retributions," and subscriptions towards

Guimet , Paris .)
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the gratuitious distribution of the work is deemed a great act of merit. Its two hun

dred and twelve brief statements fall into five sections . The first of these states the

principle that happiness and misery follow virtue and vice; ( 3) the second that
"spirits in heaven and earth ,'' in the Great Bear constellation," and " within man's

person, execute this earthly theodicy by deducting some days from his life for

every transgression, (4) the third specifies the virtues he must practice and their

reward in becoming an “ Immortal;'' (5) the fourth, and by far the longest, contains

the vices he must shun ; (6) and the fifth provides for repentance, and enacts a new

rule of theodicy. (7 ) The tract is characteristically Chinese and agrees with Sinism

in its emphasis on morality and its belief in earthly theodicy, but the doctrines of

the " Inmortals ” in the third section probably originated with Buddhism . These and

other incongruities give no trouble to the average Chinese. The most popular re

ligious work in China next to the “ Tractate " is the “ Book of Secret Blessings.

Its five hundred and forty -one words express brief moral rules, with a flavor

equally of Taoism , Confucianism and Buddhism , by all of which indeed it is ap

proved. (8) In subsequent centuries Taoism further adopted from Buddhism its doc

trine of hells , and plastic representations of these may now be seen in its temples.

(called by foreigners Chamber of Horrors) ; but properly speaking the Confucianists.

are right when they say of it , “ What the sect of Tao chiefly attend to is the preser

vation of the breath of life ."

ܙܙ

17. TAOISM (CONTINUED).

( 1 ) Supernatural Interposition of Kwanti.

After the suppression of the Mahommedan rebel

赤
住
民

established, his majesty Kwan -te has often glori
ously displayed spiritual and divine aid .

Chang Ling, the command -in -chief, reported

last yearthat when the rebels, headed by Chang

kihur, advanced towards Aksu , and were attacked

by our troops, a gale of wind suddenly arose, fill

ing the air with flying sand and dust . The rebels .

saw in the distance a red flame illuminating the

heavens, and they were either slain or taken

prisoners.

On another occasion, whilst Chang Ling was

leading on the Imperial forces at Hwan river, the

rebels annoyed the camp during the whole night ,

till a violent tempest arose, which enabled our

troops to dash in among the rebels withoutbeing

perceived, when an innumerable multitude of them

were taken and had their ears cut off.

The next morning the rebels all confessed that

they saw in the midst of a red flame large horses .

and tall men , with whom they were utterly unable

to contend; and hence they were obliged to flee.

It is therefore right to increase our sincere

devotion to Kway -foo -tsze, irr hope of insuring his .

protection and the tranquility of the people, to

tens and hundreds of thousands of years.

I therefore hereby order the Board of Cere

monies to prepare a few words to add to the title

of Kwan foo-tsze, as an expression of gratitude

for the protection of the god. Respect this.

R. K. Douglas, " Confucianism and Taoism ,” op.
281-2.

(2 ) Spirits . - Spirits may assume the forin of

snakes and foxes , of men and women , and entrap

the unwary, or they may take demoniac posses

sion of their victims, and produce sickness , melan .

choly and frenzy. They haunt houses and frequent

thickets . Their sounds, weird and eerie , areheard

in the darkness of the night , when the wind is .

howling about the roof, orthe rats and mice are

holding revel on the floor or behind the wainscot

in the crevices of the walls . - J. Legge, “ The

Religions of China ,'' p . 196.

( 3) Theodicy. – The Tractate says, “ There are

no special doors for calamity and happiness in

men's lot ; they comeas men themselves call them..

Kwanti , God of War.

lion under Chang -kihur in 1828, the emperor pub

lished the following decree:

Ever since the tripod of our dynasty was firmly
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his

1

Their recompenses follow good and evil, as the
shadow follows the substance."'.-" The Texts of

Taoism ," II. p . 235.

( 4) Spiritual Agents . - Accordingly, in heaven
and earth there are spirits that take account of

men's transgression, and , according to the light

ness or gravity of their offences, take away from

their term of life . When that term is curtailed ,

men become poor and reduced, and meet with

many sorrows and afflictions . All ( other) men

hate' them ; punishments and calamities attend

them ; good luck and occasions for felicitation

shun them ; evil stars send down misfortunes on

them . When their term of life is exhausted
they die .

In case of every man's transgressions, when

they are great,twelve years are taken from his
term of life; when they are small, a hundred days.

Transgressions,great and small, are seen in sev

eral hundred things. He who wishes to seek for

long life must first avoid these. — “ Texts of

Taoism ," II, pp . 235-6.

( 5) Virtues that Lead to Immortality.- Is

way right, he should go forward in it; is it

wrong, he should withdraw from it .

He will not tread in devious by -ways; he will

not impose on himself in any secret apartment.

He will amass virtue and accumulate deeds of

merit. He will feel kindly towards(all) creatures.

He will be loyal , filial, loving to his younger

brothers, and submissive to his elder. He will

make himself correct and (so ) transform others.

He will pity orphans, and compassionate widows;

he will respect the old and cherish the young;

Even the insect tribes, grass, and trees he should
not hurt .

He ought to pity the malignant tendencies of

others; to rejoice over their excellences; to help

them in their straits ; to rescue them from their

perils; to regard their gains as if they were his

own , and their losses in the same way ; not to pub

lish their shortcomings; not to vaunt his own

superiorities; to put a stop to what is evil, and

exalt and display what is good; to yield much and
take little for himself; to receive insult without

resenting it , and honor with an appearance of ap

prehension ; to bestow favors without seeking for

a return , and give to others without any subse

quent regret : this is what is called a good man .

All other men respect him ; Heaven in its course

protects him ; happiness and emolument follow

him ; all evil things keep far from him ; the spirit

ual intelligences defend him ; what he does is

sure to succeed; he may hope to become Imma

terial and Immortal . He who would seek to be

comean Immortal of Heaven ought to give the

proof ofthirteen hundred good deeds ; and he who

would seek to become an Immortal of Earth

should give the proof of three hundred.- " The

Texts of Taoism , " II., p. 237-8.

(6 ) Vices that Shorten Life and Blast Poster

ity.- (Only the more notable cases are given ). If

he regard his wickedness as a proof of his ability,

and can bear to do what is cruel and injurious;

if he maltreats the orphan and oppresses

if he sacrifices the public

weal to his private advantage; if he

cooks animals for food, when no rites require it ;

if he sees a beautiful woman and formis

the thoughtof illicit intercoursewith her; is in
debted to men for goods or money, and wishes
them to die ;

if he sees others meeting

with misfortune, and deigns to speak of their mis

deeds; or seeing them with bodily imperfections,

he laughs at them ; or when their abilities are

worthy of praise, he endeavors to keep them back ;

if he by artifice and deceit seeks for pro

miotion ; if he murmurs against Heaven

and finds fault with men ; reproaches the wind and

reviles the rain ; recklessly hurries to join

associate fraternities; is led by the words of his

wife or concubine to disobey the instructions of

his parents ; if he gives and afterwards

repents that he has done so ; or borrows and does

not return ; if he indulges his lustful de

sires without measure; if he mixes

spurious articles with the genuine, and thus

amasses illicit gain ; if in his liking for

driuk he is rude and disorderly : if a

woman is not gentle and obedient; if the husband

is not harmonious with his wife, if the wife does

not reverence her husband; if he is always fond of

boasting and bragging; if she is constantly jealous
and envious ; if he kills newly born chil.

dren or brings about abortions; in the case of

crimes such as these the Spirits presiding over the

life , according to their lightness or gravity, take

away the culprit's periods of twelve years or of one

hundred days. When his term of life is exhausted,
death ensues. If at death there remains guilt un.

punished , judgment extends to his posterity. -
" The Texts of Taoism ." II. , pp. 238-244 .

( 7 ) Repentance .-If one have, indeed , done

deeds of wickedness, but afterwards alters his

ways and repents, resolved not to do anything

wicked , but to practice reverently all that is good

he is sure in the long run to obtain good fortune ;

this is called changing calamity into blessing.

Therefore the good man speaks whatis good, con

templates what is good, and does what is good ;

every day he has these three virtues : at the end

of three years Heaven is sure to send down bles

sing on him . How is it that men will not

exert themselves to do good ?- “ The Texts of

Taoism ," II, pp. 245-6.

( 8) Secret Blessings .-Be upright and straight

forward , and renew your heart . Be compassionate

and loving . Be faithful to your master, and fili

ally pious to your parents. Honour your elder

brethren, and be true to your friends. Help the

unfortunate ; save those who are in danger; and

set free the bird taken in a snare . Have pity

towards the orphan and the widow ; honour the

aged, and be kind to the poor. Feed the hungry ;

clothe the naked; and bury the dead . Use just

weights and measures, and do not overtax the

people. Succour the sick , and give drink to the

thirsty . Redeem the lives of animals, and abstain

from shedding blood. Be careful not to tread upon

insects on the road, and set not fire to the forests,

lest you should destroy life. Burn a candle in

yourwindow to give light to the traveler, and

keep a boat to help voyagers across rivers. Do
pot spread your net on the mountains to catch

birds, nor poison tlie fish and reptiles in the

waters .

Publish abroad lessons for the improvement of

mankind , and devote your wealth to the good of

your fellow -men . In all your actions follow the

principles of Heaven , and in all your words follow

the purified heart of man . Have all the Sages of

antiquity before your eyes , and examine carefully

your conscience. What good thing will be with .

held from him who practises “ secret benefits " ? --

R. K. Douglas, “ Confucianism and Taoism " pp.

272-3

the widow ;

.
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18. MAGIC AND DIVINATION . THE RELIGIOUS COMPOUND.

Besides the exorcism of evil spirits magical means are in general use. Thus, a

youth was once seen burning incense before a hated stepmother in order by thus

worshiping her to cause the decease which alone would render it proper ! The first

clothes ofa child should be cut from those of an old man to insureto it longevity.

The bows of junks are provided with two painted eyes, that they may see where

to go. Sailors caught in a storm cast a paper model of their craft into the water

to appease the storm god. No one will look into a mirror in a strange house lest

The Harvest Thanksgiving .

he should leave a part of himself there! During an eclipse, officials and commonalty

join in producing a terrible din to scare away the monster attacking the sun or

moon. As neither has ever yet been devoured, the means is regarded as efficacious!

Another species of magic is geomancy (fangshui), according to which the suita

bility of house or grave depends on supposed magnetic currents, the azure dragon

and the white tiger, and the like. This folly is strong enough to forin the chief

obstacle to civil- engineering in China. A telegraph pole would usually disturb

the fang-shuiof a place, and a railway that of a cemetry.

Divination is equally general . The analogues of our old Zadkiel's almanacs are

still published in China, and that too by the Imperial Board of Astronomers. In

them are specified the lucky and unlucky days for all sorts of actions. Portents are

derived from the varying aspects of the planets. The ancients divined the outcome

of an action from the lines of cleavage produced on a tortoise -shell by roasting.

Otherwise the stalks of the millfoil might be used as lots to direct to one or other

of the hexagrams described in lesson seven. Notice carefully that divination

was used only in doubtful cases , i.e. , where natural indications failed, and in accord

with morality . ( 1 ) Common sense could displace it even in those cases. ( 2 ) But
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popular practice overruns such barriers, and no doubt involves much mischief.

Horoscopes are drawn also from the physiognomy, from the palm , and by mesmerism ,

clairvoyance , and spiritualism . ( 3)

We have already noticed how dissimilar Taoism was from Confucianism, and

must now anticipate a later topic enough to state that Buddhisın forms a third

religion in China. The attempts made to estimate (no census was ever made, of

course) how many followers each of these religions has rest upon a complete mis

apprehension of the case. These religions exist not beside, but through one another.

In general the men — and especially all that can read and write—would claim to be

Confucianists, that being above all reproach,while only their priests are exclusive
followers of either Buddhism or Taoism , though womenaffect especially Buddhism ,

in spite of opposition from their husbands. The fact is that the three religions are

complementary each to the others, and hence the people turn to each in turn. Thus,

they celebrate their marriages by the Confucian rites; seek the guidance of a Taoist

priest when building a house, when sick , or to secure success in business ; and finally

employ the Buddhist burial service. (4) Confucianisin is moral , but hard and cold ;

Taoism is religious , but earthly ; while Buddhism throws light on man's future. Each

has in turn been patronized by emperors, who then surpressed one or both of the

others, but now for several centuries they have settleddown to the modus vivendi

described above, so that the popular view of them is san- kiao i-kiao, " the three doc

trines are one.” There are even found “ temples of the three doctrines," where idols

of Buddha and Laotze stand on either side of Kongtze. Confucianists never wor

ship Kongtze, nor represent him by an idol , but by a tablet. The commonalty

notice no inconsistency between the rivals, and ask about any religion , not “ Is it

true?” but “ Is it good ?” Tested thus, the three religions are good, in that all incul.

cate morality of a high order.

18. MAGIC AND DIVINATION . THE

RELIGIOUS COMPOUND.

( 1 ) Checks Upon Divination . - Divination

by the shell is called pu ; by the stalks , shi. The
two were the methods by which the ancient sage

kings made the people believein seasons and days,

revere spiritual beings, stand in awe of their laws

and orders; the methods also by which they made

them determine their perplexities and settletheir

misgivings. Hence it is said, ' If you doubted , and

have consulted the stalks, you need not any

longer think that you will do wrong.- " Li Chi”

1.,2.94.

There was no divining twice about the same

thing with a double mind. In asking about what

had been referred to the tortoise shell or the stalks,

two things were to be considered , whether the

things asked about were right , and what was the

diviner's own mind. On the matter of right he

might be questioned , but not on what was in his

own mind.— " Li Chi” II ., P. 71.

" To this the priest of Tao replied, as he sat sur.

rounded by his boxes of medicines , arranged in

pigeon holes , with his recipe -book on the table

before him, from which he selected the appropriate

nostrum under the guidance of the oracle, ' If the

person who comes to worship is wicked atheart,
he will not be heard ; the oracle will fail. " - ).

Edkins, “ Religion in China,” p. 63.

( 2) Divination and Duty:-Shih Tai-chung
died , leaving no son by his wife proper, and six

sons by concubines. The tortoise shell being con

sultedas to which of them should be the father's

successor, it was said that by theirbathingand

wearing of their girdle -pendants the indication

would be given . Five of them accordingly bathed

and put on the girdle-pendants with their gems.

Shi Chi-ze, however, said, 'Whoever , being en

gaged with the mourning rites for a parent , bathed
his head or his body, and put on his girdle -pend

ants ? ' and he declined to do either, and this was

considered to be the indication. The people of

Wei considered that the tortoise shell had shown

a true knowledge.- " Li Chi” I., p . 181.

(3 ) Spiritualism .-A peach stick bent at the

end must be cut after repeating a spell , and then

fastened into a cross -piece ofwood about six inches

long . After offerings and prayer, a medium then

supports the crosspiece with his palms so that the

stick just touches some red sand strewn on a table.

After someformalities questions are proposed , and
to them the stick immediately writes responses in

thesand. When the ideographis rightlyinter

preted, the magic pencil writes, “ That's it.” When

the company flatter the spirit supposed to direct

the pencil, it writes on the sand , “ It's ridiculous.”

“ The motions of the pencil are quite extraor

dinary , and apparently not produced by the

niedium on whose open palms the handle of the

pencil rests , and who merely follows the spontane

ous movements of the magic pencil." —R. K.

Douglas,“ China , ” PP. 312-5.

The Religious Compound.It is not uncom

to meet with learned disquisitions upon

the question as to the number of Buddhists and

Taoists in China . In our view this question is

exactly paralleled by an inquiry into the num

ber of persons in the United Kingdom who use

ten -penny nails as compared with the number

of those who eat string-beans . Any one who

wants to use a ten -penny nail will do so if he

mon
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can obtain it , and those who like string-beans and

can afford to buy them will presumptively consume

them . The case is not different in China as re

gards the two most prominent “ doctrines.” Any
Chinese who wants the services of a Buddhist

priest , and who can afford to pay for them , will

hire the priest, and thus be “ a Buddhist." if he

wants a Taoist priest he will in like manner call

him , and this makes him “ a Taoist." It is of no

consequence to the Chinese which of the two he

employs , and he will not improbably call them

both at once , and thus be at once “ a Buddhist "

and “ a Taoist . ” . Thus, the same individual is at

once a Confucianist, a Buddhist , and a Taoist ,

and with no sense of incongruity. Buddhism

swallowed Taoism , Taoism swallowed Confucian .

ism , but at last the latter swallowed both Buddh.

ism and Taoism together, and thus “ the three

religions are one!" -- A. H.Smith, " Chinese Char .

acteristics,” P. , 294.

THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. CONFUCIANISM CONTINUED.–Five Relations, Filial Piety, Mourning Rites , Results, Husband

and Wife, Sexual Morality.

14. LAOTZE AND HIS TAOTE CHING.- Laotze and Kongtze , Taote Ching, Tao , Brahmă, Culture,
Ethics.

15. LAOTZE AND KONGTZE . — Two Prophets, Learning contra Insight, Ceremonist contra Mystic,

Editor contra Seer , Kongtze's Place, Diamond Rule.

16. TAOISM.- General Nature, Taote Ching, Elixir of Life, Philosopher's Stone , Materialism , San

Ch’ing, Yu Hwang Shang Ti , Planets , Dragon king, Sun cult , Animals, Trees, Household

gods.

17.: TAOISM CONTINUED.-Wan-Chang , Kwan- ti , Tsai- Shin , Spirits , Priests , Monks and Pope,

Tractate of Actions and their Retributions.

18. MAGIC AND DIVINATION . THE RELIGIOUS COMPOUND.- Exorcism , Junk, Model boat,

Mirror, Geomancy , Divination , Spiritualism , The Religious Compound, State support.

QUESTIONS ,

13. Name the five relations. Which is regarded as chief ? Why ? Specify some particular duties

that filialpiety involves. Namethree merits of filial piety . Instance some exaggerations. What do

the mourning rites include ? What counts can be made against filial piety ? Specify particulars about

the fourth relation. State the strength and weakness of the Confucian position on sexual virtue.

14. Compare Kongtze and Laotze. Facts about Laotze. Why is the Taote Ching hard to under

stand ? Is it worth trying ? How does Tao differ from Brahmă. Define Tao. Define it from the

theistic standpoint. Characterize the content of the Taote Ching. What is its attitude to human culture ?
What vices does it specially condemn ? Name the three precious things.

15. Contrast Kongtze and Laotze. How did Kongtze prize scriptures and authorities (sage-kings)?

What did Laotze think of the outcome of this method ? Specify particulars wherein Laotze was à
mystic and Kongtze a ceremonialist. What cannot be done with Tao ? What does Tao demand ?

How did Kongtze react ? Was any place left to Kongtze ? What place ? Repeat the diamond rule .
What is the reward of self-sacrifice ?

16 . Contrast Taoism with Sinism and Confucianism . Has the Taote Ching encouraged Taoism ?

How ? Describe the Taoism ofthe three centuries B.C. Contrast Taoism with Buddhism . Who is the

supreme god ? What is the function of Yu Hwang Shang Ti ? What was his source ? How is the

serpent related to the Dragon -king ?, Wherein does Sun cult survive ? What animals are worshiped ?
What gods appear in every Chinese home ?

17 . Name and describe three culture-gods. What is the relation of Taoism to Buddhism ? Describe

the priests, the monks, and the pope. Name the contents ofeach section in the Tractate.

18. Describe some magical practices. How does geomancy influence progress ? How was divina
tion practiced ? Whatchecks were put upon it ? Explain the religious compound. What is the reason

for the existence of these three ? How is each related to the State ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. How far does the ethics of Christianity differ from , and the morality (actual practice) of

Christendom agree with , the Confucian view of sexualrelations?

2. Commit to memory and for one month put into practice the three precious things quoted in

Note 5. Such blessedness will accrue that neithermemory nor practice will ever again fail.

3. Those readers who are not captivated by the exceeding force and beauty of these rare insights of

Laotze must be religiously and ethically dead. They would better muse over them until the fire burns

within and consumes every prejudice, indifference, and reluctance to acknowledge, cherish , and obey these

snpreme principles. Did the reader expect that such good could come out of despised China ? Can he

fail to compare it with the teachings of Jesus, whatever theory oftheir relation he may accept ? Should

not the harmony --and we shall see later thattwo or three other master voices will join it - have at any

rate one effect, to confirm us in the higher life ? Certainly commit to memory both forms of the

Diamond Rule.

4. Compare the Spring festival with the old English May Day.

5. Specify somefunctions of the prophet,priest, monk and pope.

6. Indicate three phases in Christianity ihat correspond to the three religions of China .
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SHINTOIST CEREMONIES .

BY

MR. GEN YOSHIOKA , OKAYAMA , JAPAN .

19. INDIVIDUAL CEREMONIES.

VERY Japanese child should be governed throughout his life by the

Ujigami or “ Clan -god.” On the twenty-first day after its birth , the

child should be presented in the Temple of the Ujigami by his father,
and there receive an amulet which he always carefully preserves. After

this ceremony the mother becomes ceremonially clean ; that is , she inay

again attend the temple.

Marriage is not a religious ceremony for the Shintoist, and neither priest nor

official need be present. The bride and groom , in the presence of the parents of

each , simply drink wine from the same cup three
times three.

The purpose of the funeral is to secure a rest

ing place for the soul of the deceased , some

say in Takamaga hara, “ Plain of High Heaven ,"

others elsewhere . The eldest son is master of

the ceremonies. In turn after him , all those

present bow before the coffin, and gohei ( sticks

with paper pendants) are presented, as to a God .

A new name is also bestowed, and food , flags

and flowers are presented. Solemn and anti

que music is played. All

this is done at the house,

and other ceremonies are

performed at the grave,

where, besides a grave-post,

a branch of evergreen sakaki

is placed . During this ab

sence, priests cleanse the

house by scattering rice,

salt, and water . On their

return , all who attended the

coffin to the grave also wash

hands and mouth to purify
The Temple of the Sun - Goddess in Ise. (This is the holiest shrine in Japan ).

131
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themselves. The deceased is celebrated on each seventh day after until the forty

ninth day, and later on the first, third, fifth , tenth , twentieth, etc. , anniversary.

Besides this, there is observed a general festival for the dead at the time of spring

and autumn. Then prayers and food are presented to the deceased, and afeast

is made for the living .

Public Ceremonies. — These are performed in or about the shrines. The Shin

toist shrine or Miya forms a strong contrast to the Buddhist temple or Tera, and no

Japanese thinks of confounding the two. Every magnificence that architecture,

painting and sculpture can devise has been provided for the Tera ; but the Miya

has only a thatched roof, plain , uncolored wooden walls, and contains no paintings

or sculptured idol . Still everything it has is the very best of its kind, and the

Boys Carrying a Festival Car.

whole looks pure, simple and antique. Then their situation is beautiful , being sur

rounded by trees in some secluded spot. After passing through the gate in one or

more fences, the worshipper bathes his hands in a laver standing before the temple,

and then mounts some steps into the worship -hall, where, bowing down quietly

before the god, he claps his hands to call the god's attention, bows again two or

three times, and then prays, either according to some forın he knows, or, if he have

any special need, in his own words. No one can fail to be impressed with awe, as

he feels himself in the presence of the gods.

Every shrine holds a grand annual festival, when, besides the procession in

which the god is given an outing, there are races, shows, wrestling, toy and candy
stores, and old - fashioned music.



SHINTOISM , THE ETHNIC RELIGION

OF JAPAN .

BY

EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph.D. , University of Chicago.

20. SHINTOISM IN ITS DOCTRINE.

HE doctrine of Shintoism must be sought in the Kojiki, or “ Record of

Ancient Matters, ' ' which contains an account of the origin and fortunes

of the world, of the gods, and of nobles and priests, all which are

interpreted as Japanese. The Kojiki was compiled 712 A.D. at the

command of the then emperor, and enshrines for us to this day the most

faithful and full picture of barbarian culture that has escaped the tooth of time.

The original Japanese barbarian, as he was before the varied Chinese culture,
the rigid Confucian morals,

and the Buddhist elaborate

creed and gorgeous cult

had shaped him into the re
fined and noble man he now

is , appears in this Kojiki in

all his unblushing coarse

ness, and murderous treach

ery ; but, at the same time,

quite as primitive in his

simple and picturesque

view of nature as ani

mated and divine, and in

his conception of the re
lation in which he stood

to those divine •beings.

Not that the primitive Jap

anese did, or that the mod

ern Japanese do, transgress

in coarseness or treachery

to any uncommon degree.

These are simply universal

traits at the lower culture

levels. Those who think

differently merely misjudge

the Kojiki in comparison

with the expurgated or un

published literature of

China, India, and Europe.

The texts demonstrative of

this statement are accessi

ble, but are obviously un Shintoist Priest Carrying a Large Gohei .

suited to general publica

tion. The Japanese theory of origins begins properly with Izanagiand Izanami, “ Male

Who-Invites and “ Female-Who-Invites," a primitive creativepair that still survive,

L
E
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as every Japanese child knows, in folk -lore and folk-cult. The Kojiki relates in sec

tions 3 to 10 how this pair begot the various islands — which , Japanese commentators

explain , have grown enorinously since, ---and the deities of Japan. This crude

conception is detailed with such coarseness that no quotation can be given
here . The original production of all things is explained on the type of the

present animal reproduction , which theory is just part of the inuch misunderstood

and misjudged phase of religion called phallicism, which is by no means licentious,

but just man's first crude cosmology. ( 1 ) After the death of his wife, in giving birth

to the Fire-god, Izanagi visits her in Hades, and , while washing from the pollution

thus incurred, produces numerous deities from the garments he casts off, from the

parts of the river he visits, and especially three great deities,Amaterasu - O -Mi-Kami

from his left eye, Tsuki- Yomi- no-Kami from his right eye, and Take-Haya-Susano
no -Mikoto from his nose .

While such lore satisfied the unreflecting folk , and does so to this day , Yasumaro,

the compiler of this folk - lore into the Kojiki, has attempted to account in turn for

this creative pair by making them successors to a series of abstract deities mostly

devised for this purpose and never actually worshipped . ( 2 ) The ideal scheme of the

series is apparent, for the cosmologist has worked backwards from his concrete crea

tive pair with ever increasing abstractness. Thus Izanagi and his sister -wife (after

the fashion of the Incas and Pharaohs) procreate children , while the four preceding

pairs simply succeed each other, and the seven deities preceding those are only single;

for the phrase " were born alone and hid their bodies'' means they were unmarried

and invisible. Thus their reality is reduced as much as possible to ease the problem

of origin .

The Rev. T. Matsuyama, a Christian pastor of Kyoto, has translated the second

sentence of section 1 , “ These three deitieswere one and invisible," and considers it

a relic of primitive monotheism . The exposition of these sections given above

shows that Mr. Matsuyama's theory is as gratuitous as his translation is unwar

ranted . A similaraccount of Shintoism was presented at the Parliament of Religions

by the Rt. Rev. R. Shibata, though he allowed that it was a “ reformed ” view.

It is not unlikely that its innovations were suggested by Christian monotheisin rather

than by the “ Spirit of Mount Fuji” ; for, ten years before the founding of the sect

to which Mr. Shibata belongs, Saint Xavier was preaching up and down the eastern

coast ofJapan. Professor K. T. Kume, of the Tokyo University, recently attempted

to prove , but also without success, that the Lord in the Center of Heaven was

identical with the Chinese Tien .

20. SHINTOISM IN ITS DOCTRINE.

( 1 ) Phallicism .--Advanced students may con

sult withadvantage here my monograph entitled

" Phallicism in Japan," which is obtainable only at

the University of Chicago Press. The topic has

been much abused by amateurs, and is unsuitable

for detailed exposition in a work meant for general

circulation ,

( 2 ) The Earliest Deities.--The names of the

Deities that were born in the Plain of High

Heaven when the Heaven and Earth began were

the DeityMaster -of-the-August-Center-of-Heaven,

next theHigh -August-Producing -Wondrous-Deity ,
next the Divine -Producing -Wondrous-Deity.

These three Deities were all Deities born alone,

and hid their persons. The names of the Deities

that were born next from a thing that sprouted up

like unto a reed -shoot when the earth , young and

like unto floating oil , drifted about medusa -like,

were the Pleasant-Reed -Shoot- Prince -Elder- Deity,

next the Heavenly-Eternally-Standing -Deity.

These two Deities were likewise born alone , and

hid their persons.

The five Deities in the above list are separate

Heavenly Deities.

The names of the Deities that were born next

were the Earthly-Eternally-Standing -Deity, next

the Luxuriant-Integrating -Master-Deity . These

two Deities were likewise Deities born alone , and

hid their persons. The names of the Deities that

were born next were the Deity Mud -Earth Lord ;

next his younger sister the Deity Mud -Earth Lady;

next the Germ -Integrating- Deity, next his younger

sister the Life -Integrating-Deity; next the Deity
Elder-of-the-Great-Place, next his younger sister

the Deity Elder- Lady-of- the -Great Place ; next

the Deity Perfect-Exterior, next his younger

sister the Deity Oh -Awful-Lady; next the Deity

the Male -Who-Invites, next his younger sister the

Deity the Female -Who- luvites.-- " Kojiki,” PP , 15
to 18.
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21. SHINTOISM (CONTINUED).

Of the three great deities that sprang from Izanagi's eyes and nose, Amaterasu

O -Mi Kami, or “ Heaven-shines-Great-August-Diety," and Take-Haya-Susano-no

Mickoto, usually abbreviated to Susano or " Impetuous Male,” figure largely in the

Kojiki and are still worshipped at innumerable shrines throughout the land, while the

glorious Amaterasu, theSun -goddess,standssupreme among themyriad deities, and
is considered the ancestress of the Imperial line. Her origin in nature-myth

is unmistakable .
She sprang from the eye of her nature-father Izanagi ; darkness

prevails when she hides in her cave dwelling; the cock that crows in the morn is
her attendant animal ; the

mirror with eight (semi

cardinal) points is her sym

bol; she restores light to

the world ; and is still daily

worshipped from the sum

mit of Mount Fuji by thou

sands of pilgrimswho make

its toilsome as cent, there

to greet Amaterasu - O -Mi

Kami, as she begins day

for the world upon the

Land of the Rising Sun. ( 1 )

The Japanese have never

forgotten her nature origin ,

as they have that of most

of their deities, but still

hail her with general clap

ping as she rises, and stand

facing her to address their

prayer.

Usually the sun is masculine, but here , as with the cognate Turko- Tartars,

feminine. All her mythic doings are in relation to her brother Susano, the Rain

storm -god, in contrast with whom she is the quiet, calm sun.

Susano was born from the nose of Izanagi , since from it issues the breath ,

the nearest analogue of the storm . He abandons his appointment “ to rule over

the sea-plain ," i.e., the rain -storm blows up in the southwest monsoon from over

the sea .
" His weeping dries up all the rivers and seas,” an apparent contra

diction and a standing puzzle to the Japanese commentators, but plain enough,
when the rains flood the country and hide the boundaries of rivers and lakes

a thing of annual occurrence in Japan. He mounts with great noise heaven

wards to the great terror of his sister, Amaterasu, and devastates the country,

whereupon Amaterasu retires into a cave and thus plunges the land into “ eter

nal night . " In nature-fact, the rain -storm rises from the horizon with thunder,

obscures the sun, and spoils the carefully terraced and irrigated rice - fields of

Japan . Another episode of the same struggle describes certain Torrent Prin

cesses born from Susano's sword , while Gods of Luck , of Heaven , and of Life

arise from Amaterasu's jewels ; i.e. , waterfalls notably increase after rain , and
nature smiles when the sun reappears. For his misconduct Susano is expelled,

whereupon he kills the Food -Goddess, from whom then spring the various cereals;

and then in Izumo he kills the serpent with red eyes, bloody belly, and eight heads

and tails , by first making him drink wine from eight vats arranged upon a platform ;

i.e. , rain destroys the planted seed from which can then grow the new crops, and

extinguishes fire, for which purpose it is to this day stored in tubs placed along the

Mount Fuji . “ The Peerless Mountain , "
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house ridge (the platform of the myth). From the tail of this serpent Susano

extracts the inarvelous Herb -Quelling-Great-Sword, famed in subsequent story ;

i.e. , the steel sword is forged in the fire. (2 ) “ When he began to build the palace

of Suga, Pure,' clouds rose up thence;" i.e. , clouds encompass the elevations where

tarns form , and here the “ Impetuous

Male ” at last rests in peace, for in the

usage of the Kojiki the erection of a

palace closes the career of a hero. ( 3)

The rule of Susano over Izumno de

scends through six generations to 0

Kuni-Nushi or “Great Country Lord."

The following specifications from

the Kojiki account of Okuninushi will

plainly show that his origin lay in

moon -myth . He has eighty brethren

( stars) with whom he competes for the

hand of a princess, and wins her by the

help of a hare (a world-wide mythologic

companion of the moon ) that he had

benefited. The eighty deities, enraged

at this, roll a red hot stone upon him

and thus kill him. (Sunrise conceals

the moon. ) Hereupon Princess Cockle

Shell and Princess Clam restore him to

life. (The Chinese also connect shell

fish with the moon , probably through

the tides, which were very early associ

ated with the moon , though the correct

reason was of course not known.) Okuni

thus becomes a beautiful young man ,

The Teapot Turning Badger. ( From " Tales of Old Japan . " ) and wanders off," only to be again

caught and tortured by insertion into

the cleft of a tree , which on withdrawal of the wedge crushes him to death.

( Phases of the moon .) Again restored to life, he visits the “ Nether-Distant-Land, '

whence he is pursued by a deity so far as the “ Even-Pass -of-Hades." (New moon

appears once more on the horizon. ) He then slays his eighty brethren . ( Stars fade

when the moon appears. ) (4 ) Throughout his course he carries on amours, marry

ing in all eight women . ( So ever with the “ inconstant moon." ) Finally Ama

terasu requires him to abdicate in favor of her scion . (Sunrise conceals the

moon .) (5)

The nature-origin of Okuninushi has been quite concealed by the identification

with him of the last ruler of the Izumo tribe before its submission to the Kyushu

one. He and his son, Koto- Shiro -Nushi, are now extremely popular as gods of

wealth , under the names Daikoku and Ebisu . The former is seated on rice bales;

the latter holds a fish .

If we now add the name of Sukuna -Hiko, or Little Prince, a medicine-god bear

ing a pot in his hand , and that of Saruta Hiko, a god of uncertain origin , we shall

have noticed all the deities figured on the sacred scroll sold to pilgrims at the Izumo

O Yashiro, the sacred shrine of Okuninushi.
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21. SHINTOISM (CONTINUED ).

( 1 ) Amaterasu . - So while ( the other two Dei.

ties ) each [assumed his and her ] rule according to

the command with which their father] had

deigned to charge them , His-Swift - Impetuous

Male -Augustness did not (assume the) rule [of]

the dominion with which he had been charged,

but cried and wept till his eight-grasp beard

reached to the pit of his stomach . The fashion of
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seas.

ness :

1

1

his weeping was such as by his weeping to wither

the green mountains into withered mountains ,

and by his weeping to dry up all the rivers and
For this reason the sound of bad Deities

was like unto the flies in the fifth moon as they

all swarmed , and in all things every portent of woe

arose . So the Great August Deity the Male -Who

Invites said to His Swift-Impetuous-Male -August,
“ How is it that , instead of ruling the land

with which I charged thee , thou dost wail and

Weep ? " Hereplied, saying : “ I wail because I

wish to departto mydeceased mother's land, to
the Nether Distant Land .” Then the Great

August Deity the Male-Who-Invites was very

angry and said : “ If that be so , thou shall not

dwell in this land,” and forthwith expelled him

with a divine expulsion .

So thereupon His-Swift-Impetuous-Male-August
ness said : “ If thatbe so, I will take leave of the

Heaven -Shining-Great-August-Deity, and depart.

[With these words] he forthwith went up to

Heaven , whereupon all the mountains and rivers
shook, and every land and country quaked. So

the Heaven-Shining-Great-August Deity, alarmed
at the noise , said : “ The reason of the ascent

hither of His Augustness my elder brother is

surely no good intent. It is only that he wishes

to wrest my land from me."

So thereupon theHeaven -Shining-Great-August
Deity , terrified at the sight , closed [behind her]

the door of the Heavenly Rock -Dwelling, made it

fast, and retired. Then the whole Plain of High

Heaven was obscured and all the Central Land of

Reed -Plains darkened. Owing to this eternal

night prevailed. Hereupon the voices of the

myriad Deitieswerelikeunto the flies in the fifth

moon as they swarmed , and a myriad portents of
woe all arose. While she was thus

speaking, His Augustness Heavenly -Beckoning

Ancestor-Lord , and His Augustness Grand -Jewel

pushed forward the mirror and respectfullyshowed

it to the Heaven -Shining-Great-August-Deity,

whereupon the Heaven -Shining-Great-August

Deity, more and more astonished,gradually came

forth from the door and gazed upon it, whereupon

the Heavenly -Hand-Strength -Male -Deity, whowas

standing hidden , took her august hand and drew

her out, and then His Augustness Grand -Jewel

drew the bottom-tied rope along at her august

back , and spoke, saying : Thou must not go

back further in than this ?" So when the Heaven

Shining -Great-August -Deity had come forth, both

the Plain of High Heaven and the Central-Land

of-Reed -Plains of course again became light.–

" Kojiki,” pp. 44-5, 54, 58-9

( 2) Susano. - So, having been expelled (His

Swift-Impetuous-Male-Augustness ), descended to

a place (called ] Tori-kami at the head -waters of

the River Hi in the Land of Idzumo .

" I had originally eight young girls as daughters.

But the eight-forked serpent of Koshi has come

every year and devoured (one ) , and it is now its

timeto come,wherefore weweep. ” Then he asked

him : “ What is its form like ? [ The old man]

answered, saying : “ Its eyes are like akakagachi;

it has one body with eight heads and eight tails.

Moreover on its body grows moss, and also chamæ

cyparis and cryptomerias. Its length extends

over eight valleys and eight hills, and if one look

at its belly, it is all constantly bloody and in

flamed.” (What is here called akakagachi is the

modern hohodzuki). Then His-Swift-Impetuous

Male-Augustness said to the old man : “ If this be

thy daughter, wilt thou offer her to me pa He

replied, saying : “ With reverence, but I know

not thine august name. Then he replied,

saying : “ I am elder brother to the Heaven

Shining-Great-August - Deity . So I have now

dow descended from Heaven . ” Then the Deities

Foot-Stroking- Elder and Hand-Stroking Elder

said : “ If that be so, with reverence will we offer

( her to thee). ” “ Do you distill some

eight- fold refined liquor. Also make a fence

round about; in that fence make eight gates, at

each gate tie [ together] eight platforms , on each

platform puta liquor-vat, and into each vat pour

the eight-fold refined liquor, and wait. ” So as

they waited after having thus prepared every

thingin accordance with his bidding, the eight.

forked serpent came truly as [the old man] had

said , and immediately dipped a head into each

vat , and drank the liquor. Thereupon it was in

toxicated with drinking, and all [the heads] lay
down and slept . Then His -Swift-Impetuous

Male. Augustness drew the ten-grasp saber, that
was augustly girded upon him , and cut the ser

pent in pieces, so that the River Hi flowed on

changed into a river of blood. So when he cut the

middle tail, the edge of his august sword broke .

Then, thinking it strange, he thrust into and split

[the flesh] with the point of his august sword and

looked , and there was a sharp great sword (within ) .

So he took this great sword, and, thinking ita

strange thing, he respectfully informed the Heaven .

Shining -Great-August-Deity. This is the Herb

Quelling Great Sword . - Ibid , pp. 60, 61-63.

( 3) I have preferred here toquote frommy con
tribution to the New World for December, 1896,

rather than to make a paraphrase without im

provement .

( 4 ) Okuninushi. — Thereupon the Princess of

Yakami answered the eighty Deities, saying : “ I

will not listen to yourwords. I mean to marry

the Deity Great-Name Possessor.' ” So the eighty

Deities , being enraged, and wishing to slay the

Deity Great-Name-Possessor, took counsel to

gether, on arriving at the foot of Tema in the land

of Hahaki, and said to him ]: “ On this mountain

there is a red boar. . So when we drive it down ,

do thou wait and catch it . If thou do not wait

and catch it , we will certainly slay thee." Hav

ing [ thus] spoken , they took fire, and burnt a

large stone like unto a boar, and rolled it down.

Then , as (they ] drove it down and [he ] caught it ,

he got stuck to and burnt by the stone, and died.

Thereupon Her Augustness his august parent cried

and lamented, and went up to Heaven, and en
treated His Divine -Producing-Wondrous-August

ness, who at once sent Princess Cockle -Shell and

Princess Clam to bring him to life. Then Princess

Cockle -Shell triturated and scorched [her shell ] ,

and Princess Clam carried water and smeared

[him] as with mother's milk, whereupon he be

came a beautiful young man , and wandered off.

Hereupon the eighty Dieties, seeing [ this] , again

deceived him , taking him with them into the

mountains , where they cut down a large tree, in

serted a wedge in the tree, and made him stand in

the middle, whereupon they took away the wedge

and tortured him to death . Then on Her August

ness his august parent again seeking him with

cries , she perceived him , and at once cleaving the

tree, took him out and brought him to life , and

said to him : “ If thou remain here, thou wilt at

last be destroyed by the eighty Deities. ” — Ibid,

pp. 69-71.

(5 ) Quoted from the New World as explained
in pote 3.
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22. SHINTOISM CONTINUED).

After the Kojiki has dealt in turn with the deities before mentioned, it describes

how Amaterasu sent deputations from Heaven to demand from Okuninushi his

abdication in favor of her own scion Ni- Nigi- No -Mikoto, known in subsequent

rituals as the “ Sovereign Grand -child . " This, after much delay, Okuninushi

gives, and Ninigi descends with a retinue in great pomp from Heaven . ( 1 ) The

reader should notice several things in

this important passage of Note one .

First , Ninigi descends, not, as consis

tency would require, to Izumo, but to

Kyushu, some two hundred miles to

the south. Again, Ninigi brings with

him the jewels, mirror, and sword that

have since then formed the Japanese

regalia, and is accompanied by certain

deities identified as ancestors of priestly

(Nakatomiand Imibe) and noble families.

Lastly, notice how the statement that

the point of descent was “ opposite to

the land of Kara " ( = Korea) betrays the

identity of heaven with that country.

There remains to this day an odd bit

of monumental evidence for this iden

tity. Two animals, identical in appear

ance and function , in that they guard,

one on either side, the entrance gates

of some Shinto shrines, bear the names

Koma- inu " Korean -dog, " and Ama - inu

" Heaven -dog.” Their use is to scare

away evil spirits . We therefore see the

conquering Kyushu chieftain tracing his

lineage to the beneficent Amaterasu ,

while the conquered Izumo chieftain is
Demons Taking Vengeance on a Woman for Her Cruelty . (From

traced to the turbulent Susano, expelled

from Heaven for misconduct (p . 155) .

Thus the divine right to rule, always claimed by the Japanese emperors and

allowed by the people, is based upon a divine descent " in lineal succession

unbroken for ages eternal." The Imperial oath, prefixed to the Constitution of
Japan promulgated in 1890, appeals to the “ Imperial Founder of our House,”

namely Jimmu Tenno, thegreat grandson of the Ninigi, who was in turn suppositi
tious “ sovereign grandchild " of Amaterasu - O -Mi-Kami. ( 2 )

The Kojiki then proceeds to relate how Jimmu Tenno sailed northeastwards

along the Inland Sea, landed at Osaka, and subdued the savages found there . The

Izumo deity , Okuninushi, now known as the “ Great Deity of Miwa,” continues

prominent in the cult, and even becomes supposititious father of the maiden whom

Jimmu makes his chief empress. His function since abdication and death has been

to rule the realm of the “ invisible," by which is meant the world of thought and

secret action , which escapes the notice of the earthly ruler. The tutelary gods of

every province must report to Okuninushi's famous shrine in Izumo — the second

holiest in Japan-every October — hence called everywhere, except in Izumo, the
" godless month ” -upon the condition of each individual's soul. Okuninushi then

punishes or rewards by means of the natural good and evil that befall inen . Later

Okuninushi becomes a ruler of the dead . The mythical element now gradually

ܙܙ

“ Tales of Old Japan . " )
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decreases , and legend passes into annals which can be confirmed from Chinese

sources, until the Kojiki ends with the fifth century A.D.

Mention should now be made of a nature -deity that played only a secondary part

in the Kojiki and yet has come to great honor, namely, Toyo-Uke-Bime, “ Abundant
Food Goddess," usually represented with a rice -sheaf in her arms. She was

slain by Susano; that is, seed perishes in germinating under the influence of rain.
Her commoner name is Inari, after her

temple near Kyoto, and which served

as the model for the thousands of tiny

way -side shrines found everywhere in

Japan. The foxes flanking these shrines
are sacred in their own right.

Besides these great nature-deities are

many others, “ eighty myriads ” in all ,

of lower rank . Thus we read of gods

of the Wind, of Pestilence, of Rivers,

Wells, and of Fire . The last survives

in many ways. A " Goddess of the

Kitchen Range " is worshiped in house

holds; people rekindle household shrines

and fires from the braziers kept burning

before temples on New Year's Eve, while

traversing the bonfire in honor of the

sun has become a test of moral purity. (3 )

Again, of animals, beside the fox already mentioned , the snake is widely wor

shiped. The sacred tree is the evergreen sakaki, and the sacred number is eight.

The Japanese word that we translate “ deity ” is kami and simply means.

superior." It can therefore properly include many objects to which we can apply

" god " or " goddess ” only with violence. (4)

The Kojiki recognizes “ evil deities ” only thus in general , and these are offset

by a class of “ rectifying deities.” They are heard of only once. Misfortunes are

traced to one or other of the great gods, e.g. , the Great Deity of Miwa, or the Wind
Gods.

The Feast of Inari Sama.

22. SHINTOISM (CONTINUED) . this Deity is the Deity of the August Gate. The

next , the Deity Hand-Strength -Male, dwells in

( 1 ) The Descent from Heaven . - Then joining Sanagata. Now His Augustness the Heavenly.

tohim HisAugustness Heavenly -Beckoning-Ances- Beckoning-Ancestor-Lord ( is the ancestor of the

tor-Lord , His Augustness Grand-Jewel, Her Au- Nakatomi Chieftains), His Augustness Grand

gustness Heavenly-Alarming-Female, Her August. Jewel ( is the ancestor of the Imibe Headmen ),

ness I -shi-ko-ri-do -me, and His Augustness Jewel- Her Augustness the Heavenly -Alarming-Female

Ancestor, in all five chiefs of companies, they sent ( is the ancestress of the Duchesses of Saru ); Her

him down from Heaven . Thereupon they joined to Augustness I shi-ko -ri-do-me (is the ancestress of

him the eight-feet ( long ) curved jewels and mirror the Mirror.Making Chieftains), His Augustness.

that had allured ( the Heaven -Shining-Great-Au- Jewel-Ancestor (is the ancestor of the Jewel-Ances.

gust-Deity from the Rock- Dwelling, ) and also the tor Chieftains).

Herb-Quelling-Great-Sword , and likewise the So then [the Heaven -Shining-Great-August

Deity Thought- Includer,the Hand-Strength -Male- Deity and the High -Integrating-Deity ) com

Deity, and the Deity Heavenly -Rock -Door-Opener manded His Augustness Heaven's-Prince -Rice-ear.

of EternalNight, and charged him thus: “ Regard Ruddy-Plenty ; and he , leaving the Heavenly Rock .

this mirror exactly as if it wereour august spirit, Seat, pushing asunder the eight-fold heavenly

and reverence it as if reverencing us.” Next did spreading clouds, and dividing a road with a

they say: “ Let the Deity Thought- Includer take mighty road -dividing, set off floating shut up in

in hand our affairs, and “ carry on the govern- the Floating Bridge of Heaven , and descended

ment. " These two Deities are worshipped at the from Heaven onto the peak ofKuzhifuru which is

temple of Isuzu . The next , the Deity of Luxuriant- Takachiho in Tsukushi . So His Heavenly Great

Food, is the Deity dwelling in the outer teniple of Wondrous Augustness and His Augustness

Watarahi. The next, the Deity Heavenly -Rock- Heaven's -Round -Eyes, both taking on their backs

Door-Opener, another name for whom is the Won- the Heavenly rock -quivers, taking attheir side the

drous-Rock -True -Gate -Deity, and another name for large mallet-headed swords, taking in their hands

whom is the Luxuriant-Rock -True-Gate -Deity,- the Heavenly vegetable -wax -tree bow, and clasp

ܙܙ
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can hold an anchor !

ing under their arms the Heavenly true deer- the situation; their lay brethren often fell ludi.

arrows, stood in his august van in respectful attend. crously below it . .

ance. So His Heavenly-Great-Wondrous- August- Indeed , the procession was as humorous as hu

ness ( is the ancestor of the Ohotomo Chieftains), manity . All sorts and conditions of men , women,

His Augustness Heaven's -Round -Eyes ( is the and children went over first and last . All were

ancestor of the Kume Lords ) . Thereupon he said : gain to religion , for nothing showed more con

“ This place is opposite to the land of Kara. spicuous than the buoyant power of faith. It was

One comes straight across to the august Cape of not the sole, but the self that trod there, stripped

Kasasa , and it is a land whereon the morning of social covering. In the heat of the moment

sun shines straight , a land which the evening the walkers forgot their fellow -men and walked

alone with their god. Character came out vividly

in the process, like hidden writing before the fire.

Now a sturdyjinrikisha man , persuaded that the

crossing would bring him fares, went over as a

matter of business , and in his wake a small boy,

unable to resist so divive a variety of tittle -ties on

thin ice, followed for doubtless a very different

Then a family in the order of etiquette

ventured successfully along in a line . Now a dear

old grandam , bent by years to a question mark of

life , hobbled bravely across notwithstanding; and

now a fair little girl, straight and slim as an ad

nisation point , performed the feat vicariously, but

I doubt not aseffectively , in the arms ofone of
the priests. A touch of the fine in all this

that tended to film the eyes, and lend the scene

Votive Picture . (The teeth have become so strong that they a glamour which , if not strictly religious , was its
" Missionary Herald " 1883.) very close of kin .

To the coldly critical eye of science two things

sun's sunlight illumines . So this place is an ex. conduce to the performance of this feat. Oneis

ceedingly good place.” Having thus spoken, he thie toughness of the far eastern sole. The far

made stout the temple -pillars on the nethermost Oriental inherits a much less sensitive nervous

rock-bottom, and made high the cross-beams to organization than is the birthright of a European,

the Plain of High Heaven, and dwelt there.- and his cuticle is further calloused to something

Kojiki,” pp. 108 , 113. not unlike leather by constant exposed use. This

( 2 ) The Imperial Oath . - We, the Successor to leaves the distance to be traversed between the

the prosperous Throne of Our Predecessors, do natural sensitiveness and the induced insensitive

humbly and solemnly swear to the Imperial Foun- ness considerably less than it would be with us.

der of Our House and to Our other Imperial The intervening step is the result of exaltation .

Ancestors that , in pursuance of a great policy co

extensive with the Heavens, and with the Earth ,

We shall maintain and secure from decline the 納
ancient form of government .

That we have been so fortunate in Our reign ,

in keeping with the tendency of the times, as to

accomplish this work , We owe to the glorious

Spirits ofthe Imperial Founder of Our House and

of Our other Imperial Ancestors .

We now reverently make Our prayer to Them

and to Our Illustrious Father, and implore the

help of Their Sacred Spirits, and make to Them

solenin oath never at this time nor in the future to

fail to be an example to Our subjects in the obser

vance of the Laws hereby established .

May the Heavenly Spirits witness this Our

solemn Oath .

(3 ) Walking the Fiery Bed.-The original old
priest once more led off. Taking post at the bed's Votive Picture . ( The donor has made a safe voyage. " Mis

northern end, he piously clapped hishands, mut
sionary Herald , " 1883. )

tered a few consecrated words, and then salting

his soles by a rub on the mat , stepped boldly on to Byfirst firmly believing that no pain will be felt

the burning bed and strode with dignified uncon and then inducing a state of ecstasy whose pre

cern the whole length of it . He did this with- occupation the afferent sensation fails to pierce, no

out the least symptom of discomfort or even of pain is perceived . - P. Lowell, “ Occult Japan ,” pp.
notice of his own act. 53-4, 55, 60 .

In their order the others followed , each crossing ( 4 ) Kami.- " The word kami is applied to all

with as much indifference as if the bed were the kami of heaven and earth , and also

mother-earth . When all had gone over , all went to birds, beasts, plants and trees, seas and moun

over again . tains , and all other things whatsoever which

It was now the turn ofthe laymen. The passing possess powers of an extraordinary and eminent

of the priests had been a pageant , dignified and character, or deserve to be revered and dreaded . "

slow ; the procession of the common folk was its -A. Hirata in Trans. Asiatic Soc . of Japan,"

burlesque. The priests had seemed superior to Appendix, Vol. III.

奉
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23. ANCESTORS AND HEROES. THE CULT.

The absorption of Shintoism by Buddhism was completest in ancestor -worship,

by reason of the superiority of Buddhism in doctrines about the future life . Thus

the family ancestraltablets were deposited in Buddhist shrines and temples, whereas

in China they were kept separate. Each district , however, has managed to retain

an Uji-gami; or Family -god, and to him the new -born child is presented for adoption.

Hero -worship is maintained mostly in the Ryobu shrines. The chief case of

this class is the popular Tenjin Sama., “ Heaven Spirit Lord ,'' originally none other

than the great minister and scholar , Michizane, whose death , 903 A.D. , was followed

by portents. Another case

is Hachiman San, an apoth

eosis of the Emperor Ojin

300 A.D. — as God of Wa

The magnificent temples at

Nikko - one of the sights

of Japan — are devoted to

the worship of Ieyasu, the

Japanese Napoleon, and his

grandson, Ivemitsu. Sey

eral distinguished persons,

among them the scholar

Motoori, have been apotheo

sized during the present

reign . Until the revolu

tion in 1868, two living

persons were regularly

treated as divine: the Em

peror, still called Tenshi

Sama, “ Heaven -Son

Lord," descendant of Am Virgin Priestesess who Officiate in the Kagura .

aterasu, and the High Priest

of Izumo Temple, being the seventy-sixth generation from Okuninushi, and until

1868 styled Iki.-gami, or “ Living God."

The Yengishiki, or Ceremonial Law, compiled 927 A.D., from much older

sources, is a worthy companion to the Kojiki. It contains twenty-seven rituals,

which consist, not of free petitions, but of statements of the grounds upon which

the offerings — which are the essential thing — are made, namely, the reception of

some natural good. ( 1 ) The fanious Obarai affords a single exception to this quest

for natural good. It enumerates various moral and ceremonial Offenses, and states

that when the priest shall request all the gods to hear, cut some branches and

rushes into shreds for subsequent dispersion , and make certain offerings, to be later

thrown away, the Gods in heaven and earth will listen , while the Gods of the Rapids,

Sea , etc. , will carry the offenses away. ( 2 )

In a Kaijo " Purification Rite, ' ' prepared in 1874, but on ancient models, the

applicant is measured with a rod , brushed with a branch of sakaki, and breathes on

a straw manikin. These three articles are then tied up in a jar, which is thrown by

the applicant into the nearest river. This ceremony, like the Obarai, is properly

magical, though it may become symbolical so soon as the personal condition of re

pentance arises.

The chief rituals are those observed for the New Year, the praying for Harvest

on February 4 , that for deities connected with the Imperial Family on June 15 , that

for Firstfruits, September 15, that for Harvest, November 23 , and the Obarai, on
June 30 and December 31 .
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The Kagura is a popular occasional ceremony , a peace- offering of food, music,

and posture -dancing made to any deity by the temple attendants at the request and

expense of any worshiper.

The priests marry ; their office is hereditary, but they may at any time abandon

it , and they wear distinctive dress only when officiating. They make no personal

The Dance in the Kagura. ( In the Rear Stands the Altar to Amaterasu ; in the Front Sit the Beneficiaries of the Ceremony. )

pretensions to sanctity or authority. The shrines probably originated in ancestor

cult, and were later adapted to nature-cult, which was originally in the open .

They preserve to this day many features of a barbarian hut. Besides several sub

sidary buildings , there is the main shrine, which contains two chambers. In the

closed and dark rear one is preserved the “ soul-substitute, " a sword, mirror or

other personal belonging, and in this chamber the deity is believed to reside, in

token of which a pillow is often placed there.

1 )

23. ANCESTORS AND HEROES. THE

CULT.

( 1 ) Harvest Ritual. — He says : " Hear all of you,

assembled kannushi and hafuri .”

He says : “ I declare in the presence of the sovran

gods , whose praises by the WORD of the sovran's

dear progenitors augustness and progenitrix, who

divinely remain in the plain of high heaven , are

fulAlled as heavenly temples and country temples.

I fulfil your praises by setting -up the great OFFER

INGS of the sovran GRANDCHILD'S augustness,

made with the intention of deigning to begin the

HARVEST in the second month of this year, as the

morning sun rises in glory. "

He says: “ I declare in the presence of the

sovran gods of the HARVEST . If the sovran gods

will bestow in many-bundled ears and luxuriant

ears the late-ripening harvest which they will be .

stow , the late-ripening harvest which will be pro

duced by the drippingof foam from the arms and

by drawing the mudtogether between the oppo

sing thighs, then I will fulfil their praises by set

ting-up the first fruits in a thousand ears and many

hundred ears, raising high the beer -jars, filling

and ranging -in -rows the bellies of the beer-jars,

I will present them [ i.e., the first-fruits,) in juice
and in ear. As to things which grow in the great

field -plain - sweet herbs and bitter herbs ; as to

things which dwell in the blue-sea -plain — things

wide of fin and things narrow of fin ,down tothe

weeds of the offing and weeds of the shore ; and

as to clothes — with bright cloth , glittering cloth ,

soft cioth and coarse cloth will I fulfil praises.
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and purified , so that there be no remaining of

fense; like as Shinato's wind blows apart theman

ifold clouds of heaven, as the morning winds and

the evening wind blow away the morning mist

and the evening mist, as the great ships which lie

on the shore of the great port, loosen their

prows and loosen their sterns to push out into the

SEED
热

f

受
降

者

And having furnished a white horse, a white boar

and a white cock , and the various kind of things

in the presence of the sovran god of the HARVEST,

I fulfill his praises by setting up the great OFFER

INGS of the sovran GRANDCHILD'S augustness. "

He says: “ Parting the words, I declare in the

presence of the From -heaven - shining-great-DEITY

who sits in Ise. Because the sovran great DEITY

bestows on him the countries of the four quarters

over which her glance extends, as far asthe limit

where heaven stands-up like a wall, as far as the

bounds where the blueclouds lie flat, as far as the

bounds where the white clouds lie away fallen ;

the blue -sea plain as far as the limit whither come

the prows of the ships without letting their poles

or paddles be dry , the ships which continuously

crowd on the great-sea -plain: the road which men

go by land , as far as the limit whither come the

horses' hoofs, with the baggage-cords tied tightly,

treading the uneven rocks and tree - roots and

standing -up continuously in a long path without

a break : making the narrow countries wide and

the hilly countries plane, and as it were drawing

together the distant countries by throwing many

tons of ropes over them , because she does all this,

he will pile-up the first-fruits like a range of hills

inthe great presence ofthe sovran great deity, and

will tranquilly take to himself the remainder."

" Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan,"

Vol. VII ., Part II, pp . 109-111.

( 2 ) The Obarai, or Great Purification .

Amongst the various sorts of offenses which

may be committed in ignorance or out of negli

gence by heaven's increasing population, which

shall come into living in the country which the

Sovereign Grandchild's augustness, hiding in the

fresh Residence, built by stoutly planting the

House -pillars on the bottommost rocks, and ex

alting the cross-beams tothe plain of high heaven ,

as his Shade from the heavens, and Shade from

the sun , shall tranquilly rule as a peaceful country ,

namely , the country of great Yamtato, where the

sun is seen on high, which he fixed upon as a
peaceful country , as the center of the countries of

the four quarters thus bestowed upon him

breaking the ridges, filling up, watercourses, open

ing sluices, double sowing, planting stakes, fay
ing alive, flayingbackwards, and dunging,

cutting live flesh , cutting dead flesh , leprosy,

proud flesh , the offense committed with one's own

mother, the offense committed with one's own

child ; the offense committed with beasts,

calamities of crawling worms, calamities of a god

on high (- lightning ), the offenses of killing beasts

and using incantations, may be disclosed . ( The

high priest then arranges the sacrifices, and, turn

ing round to theassenzbled company, waves be

fore them a sortof broom made of grass, to sym

bolize the sweeping away of their offenses.

He thenrecites a ritual inviting all the gods to lis

ten to what follows .) When he has thus repeated

it (the ritual ) , the heavenly gods will push upon

heaven's eternal gates, and clearing a path with

might through the manifold clouds of heaven will

hear;and the country gods, ascending to thetops of

the high mountains, and to the tops ofthehills,and

tearing asunder the mists of the high mountains

and the mists of the low hills, will hear.

And when they have thus heard , the Maiden

of-Descent-into -the Current, who dwells in the

current of the swift stream which boils down the

rayines fromthe tops of the high mountains, and

the tops of the low hills, shall carry out to the

great sea -plain the offenses which are cleared away

H
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Implements for Purification Rite.

great sea -plain , as the trunks of the forest trees,

far and near, are cleared away by the sharp sickle,

the sickle forged with fire; so that there cease to

be any offense called an offense in the court of the

Sovran Grandchild's Augustness to begin with,

and in the countries of the four quarters of the
region under heaven .

And when she thus carries them out and

away, the deity called the Maiden -of-the-Swift

Cleansing, whodwells in the multitudinous meet

ings of the sea -waters, the multitudinous currents

of rough sea -waters shall gulp them down .

And when she has thus gulped them down ,

the Lord -of-the- Breath - Blowing Place, who dwells

in the Breath-Blowing-Place,shall_utterly blow

them away with his breath to the Root Country,

the Bottom Country.

And when they have thus been got rid of, there

shall from this day onwards be no offense which is

called offense, with regard to the men of the offices

which serve in the court of the Sovran , nor in the

four quarters ofthe region under heaven .

Then the high priest says: “ Hear all of you
how ... he deigns to sweep away and purify

with the general purification, as the evening sun

goes downon the last day of the watery moon of

“ ó diviners of the four countries, take (the

sacrifices) away out to the river-highway, and

sweep them away." - E. Satow , in “ Westminster

Review " for July , 1878.

this year .
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Pilgrims Bound for Mount Fuji . (The straw mats will protect from rain . The fans bear the names of famous hotels.)

24. THE CULT (CONTINUED) .

The Japanese have never been enslaved by any notions analogous to the Chinese

fang-shui, here, as in other respects, preserved by their fine sense from absurd
extremes. Yet magic runs a fair course here ; protective amulets are common on

walls and persons; and foes were injured by torture of their effigies. Rice, salt, the

gohei, andthe sakaki are the common purifiers. Spells were in use , and rituals had

to be repeated without faults.

Divination also was common. The primitive way was by observing the cracks

on a deer's shoulder blade after roasting. Or, after sacrifice to the Road -god, one

mightdraw an omen from the conversation of a passer by. Both are now obsolete,
but divination through a medium in trance -possession is quite common .

The

medium trains himself by solitude , bathing, and fasting, and usually forms the

center of a club. At a seance, after prolonged chanting by a company of eight, the

medium takes a gohei between his hands, and is soon seized with a quiver, then with

a convulsive throe, and finally subsides into a continuous quiver, with his eyeballs

rolled up. In this state he will answer any questions put by an assistant, as if he

were some god or other. Normal consciousness is restored by giving water to

drink and rubbing the arms and body. This possession trance differs from the

western hypnotic-trance only in the expectation with which it is entered, viz. , that
a god will possess him. The abnormal nervous conditions are alike. ( 1 )

All Japanese funerals, even those ofShinto priests, have for centuries been con

ducted according to Buddhist rites. The Shinto funeral, as revived since 1868,

1
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includes induction of the soul into a tiny shrine to be kept on the “ god -shelf;" the

worship of the soul now become a kami; and the burial of the corpse. Anciently

the corpse was buried, after much mourning, with food, implements, horses, and

retainers, both alive . Increasing humanity secured the substitution for these last

two of their life-size effigies in clay, specimens of which are still preserved in Tokyo

and the British Museum.

Every Japanese visits at least once one of the great shrines of his land , so that

au untraveled Japanese is rarely met. These pilgrimages are made in parties on

foot, and form occasions of great recreation as the beautiful country is leisurely

traversed, and of pleasure-taking, for the great temple -towns are thronged with

theaters, shows, and brothels. ( 2)

Shintoism uses no idols. The deity is represented in the opened ante -cham

ber of a temple, by a gohei, “ august offering," a wooden wand suspending from

its top a sheet of white paper cut into strips. Originally an offering of cloth , it

became a sign of consecration, haraibei, or a symbol, and later a seat of deity ,

a shintai, " god's body,'' whenever a deity is caused to descend into it, kami-oroshi,

by the invocation preceding a ceremony .

Every house, except those occupied by members of two exclusive Buddhist

sects, is provided with a kami-dana, “ god-shelf,” which supports several tiny wooden

shrines, one of which may contain paper amulets from some famous temple, partic

ularly that of Amaterasu in Ise Province, another a gohei, and a third little images

of Daikoku and Ebisu . Offerings of food, wine, and sakaki are made on the second,

fifteenth, and twenty -eighth dayof each month, and a lamp is lit every evening.

The ethics of Shintoism are as characteristic of barbarism as its other traits. The

infrequent preaching of the priest always appeals to the examples of the gods. For

positive rules he refers to the commands of the Mikado, who, it must be remem

bered, rules by divineright ; and where these fail, to the dictates of the heart. (3)

The imported Confucianism was modified so that the duty of retainer to feudal lord

took precedence of all others, even of filial piety.

24. THE CULT (CONTINUED).

( 1 ) A Seance of Trance - Possession . - After the

purification of the place, the next duty of the offi.

ciators is the purification of their persons. For

this purpose they all go out to the well or to the

bathroom to bathe, and return clad in the Ontaké

pilgrim dress, a single white garment stamped

with the names of the Ontakégods, with thename

of the mountain itself, and with the sign of their

ko or pilgrim club. For, as we shall see more par

ticularly later , all Ryobu adepts, whether priests

or laymen, are enrolled in some ntaké pilgrim

club. This solitary garment is bound about the

waist by a white girdle .

In its full complement the company consists of

eight persons. There is, first, the man whom the

god is to possess . He is called the nakaza , or seat

in -the-midst. Equal to him in consideration is the

man who presides over the function and who is to

talk with deity, the exorcist, so to speak, called
the maeza , or seat-in -front. Next in religious

rank is the wakiza , or side-seat . He is one of the

shiten, or four heavens, specialized as thetoho, or

eastern side , the hoppo , or northern side , the

nambo, or southern side , and the saiho, or western

side . Their duty is to ward off evil influences from

the four quarters. In addition to these six there

is a deputy maeza and a sort of clerk of court .

Severally clapping their hands, the performers

now enterupon the ceremony proper. This con

sists of two parts : a general purification service,

separated by a pause and a rearrangement from
the communionservice itself. The one is an essen

tial preface to the other.

When the last man is fairly launched upon the

general incantation , the maeza starts one of the

purification prayers (harai), into which the others

instantly fall. The prayer chosen to begin with is

usually the misogi no harai. It is a chant chiefly

in monotone, only occasionally lapsing for a note

into the octave or the fifth . Every now and then

a chanter sinks into a guttural grunt as if mentally

fatigued, very suggestive of a mechanical dulling
of the mind .

The harai over, or rather bridged by some of the

company, the maeza starts another, the rest take

it in swing, and the eight are off again together.

In this manner prayer after prayer is intoned, and

uta or songs chanted in likecadence between .

Shakings of the shakuji, a small crosier with metal

rings, emphasize the rhythm , and the pilgrim bells

rung at intervals point the swift processional chorus
of the whole .

Then the gohei-wand is brought down

from the shrine and stood up in the midst.

The men take their seats for the descent of the

god. Up to this time they squat on their heels in

the usualJapanese fashion; from now on they sit

with folded legs , which some say is the exalted

seat of old Japan , and others ascribe to Buddhist

influence. The maeza seats himself first, opposite

and facing the shrine, folds his legs in front of

him , and , drawing his dress over them , ties it to
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gether from the sides and then brings the farther

end up and ties it to his girdle . This is the usual

Japanese mode of tying up a bundle. The others

do the same, the shiten seating themselves at the

four corners, and the deputy maeza and clerk by

the side of the maeza . The nakaza is as yet un

seated , officially speaking.

All face the gohei and go through a further short

incantatiou . Then the wakiza reverently re

moves the gohei-wand and holds it while the

nakaza seats himself where it was , facing from the

ing the nakaza on the back , with or without the

ceremony of previously writing a cabalistic char

acter ( a Sanskrit one ) there , the maeza wakes him

up. One of the others gives the man water from a

cup, and when he has been able to swallow it , the

rest set to and rub his arms and body out of their

cataleptic contraction . For at first it is practically

impossible to take the wand from his unnatural

grasp .

From the moment he claps his hands each be.

gins upon a chain of finger-charms, of theeffective
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Ancestral Shrine with Offerings. Ancestral Shrine with Offerings.

shrine, tucks himself in as the others did , and uncouthness of which it is difficult to convey any

closes his eyes . After someprivate finger-twist- idea in words . Their uncanny character is dis.

ings andprayer on the part ofthe nakaza and the tinctly the most impressive thing in the function .

maeza, the nakaza brings his hands together in Theyare calledinmusubi, or seal-bindings, which

front of him and the maeza, taking thegohei-wand describes their intent , and incidentally their ap

from the wakiza, places it between them . Then pearance. In form it is playing holy cat's -cradle

all the others join in the chant , and watch for the with one's hands, but in feeling it is the most in .

advent of the god. tense actionimaginable . The fingers are tied into

For a few minutes, the time varying with the impossible knots with a vehemence which is al.

particular nakaza, the man remains perfectly mo- most maniacal; and the tying is timed to conse

tionless. Then suddenly the wand begins to crated formulæ that , in consequence of the per

quiver; the quiver gainstill all at once the man is former's exaltation , take on much of the emotion

seized with a convulsive throe — the throe, as we of a curse .

say in truth , of one possessed . In some trances The several twists typify all manner of acts .

the eyes then open , the eyeballs being rolled up The position of the fingers in one symbolizes a
half out of sight ; in others the eyes remain shut. well , raising which above the head and then up
Then the throe subsides again to a permanent setting it souses one with holy water. Another

quiver, the eyes, if open , fixed in the trance look . represents a very realistic pull , which constrains a

The man has now become the god . good spirit to enter the performer. A third com

The maeza , bowed down , then reverently asks pels evil spirits to avaunt; and so forth and so on .

the name of the god , and the god answers ; after There is quite an esoteric library on the subject,

which the maeza prefers his petition, to which the and so thoroughly defined is the system that the

god makesreply . When he has finished asking several finger- joints bear special names.

what he will and thegod hasfinished replying, the The seal-bindings are themselves sealed by a yet

nakaza falls forward on his face. simpler digital device wroughtwith one hand, and

The maeza concludes with a prayer ; then strik- called cutting the kūji, or the nine characters. It
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consists in drawing in the air an imaginary five

barred gate , made of five horizontal bars and four

verticalposts. This gate is to keep out the evil

spirits. The reason there are nine strokes and not

ten , which is the far -eastern dozen , is due to the

far-eastern practice of always providing an enemy

with a possible way of escape. If the Japanese

devils could not thus run away it is said they

would become dangerous. For, as a far- eastern

proverb hath it :

The cornered rat

Will bite the cat. "

can .

)

-P. Lowell, “ Occult Japan," pp. 129-132, 133-5,

136-7

The Subjective side of Trance Possession .

-We now come to the subjective side of the

trance, the first point being thegetting into it ; the

cause, that is, as distinguished from its occasion.

Entrance is effected , in fact,in the simplest possi

ble manner. It consists in shutting the eyes and

thinking of nothing . From the moment the

nakaza takes the gohei-wand into his hands, at

which time it will be remembered he closes his

eyes , he makes his mind as much of a blank as he

He entered the holy ring as usual and remem

bers hearing the others repeating the prayers

fainter and yet more faint, like singers departing

into the distance, and then he was aware of being

rudely and irrelevantly shaken by the rest . They

were bringing him to. Possession had been like

the unconscious dropping off to sleep ; coming to

himself again like waking in the morning, only

that he felt dull and tired . He was told by the

company that he had nodded , brandished the

wand, and become perfectly rigid .

All agree in the sense of oppression which is

their last bit of consciousness before going off and

their first on coming to . It is for this the maeza

slaps the nakaza repeatedly on the back at and

after the moment of waking .

Possession begins, they say, at the gohei. The

hands that hold it arethe first parts of the man to

be possessed. In the incipient cases they are all

that are visibly affected . “ As the control deepens

the cataleptic condition creeps on , like paralysis,

till it involves all of the body not actually in use

by the god .

Possession ends much as it begins. The sub

ject's arms and hands are the last part of him to

lose their induced catalepsy. After the man is

well waked and to all intents and purposes him

self again , it is difficult to take the wand away
from him . Only after being rubbed and kneaded

will the fingers let go their hold .

In the trance itself the anesthesia is usually

marked . I have repeatedly stuck pins into the

entranced at favorably sensitive spotswithout the

god's being aware of the pricks. - P. Lowell, " Oc
cult Japan, " pp. 174-180.

( 2 ) Pilgrimages. — The third peculiarity about

these pilgrimages consists in their being probably

the most unreligious in the world. Speaking pro

fanely, they are peripatetic picnic parties, faintly

flavored with piety; just a sufficient suspicion of it

to render them acceptable to the easy-going gods.

For a more mundanely merry company than one

of these same pilgrim bands it would be hard to

meet , and to put up at an inn in their neighbor
hood is to seem bidden to a ball . They are far

more the “ jolly compagnie " of “ fayerie

Chaucer tells us of than the joyless “ Iymytours

that displaced it .

The Japanese go upon pilgrimages because they

thoroughly enjoy themselves in the process, the

piety incident to the act simply relieving them

from compunction at having so good a time.

Sociability is the keynote of the affair from start

to finish . - Ibid , pp. 198-9;

The brothels mentioned in the lesson are not ex

amples of sacred prostitution, but simply go

where men do congregate, in the absence ofany

proscription to the contrary. Shintoism is here

as yet unmoral.

( 3) Ethics . — The foundations upon which the

Ancient Learning is based are the writings in
which the Imperial Court has recorded the facts of

antiquity . Most people are wont to suppose that

the only way to attain to a knowledge of right

conduct is to read books full of precepts, but they

labor under a mistake. Precept is far inferior

to example , for it only arises in the absence of

example , while it is unnecessary when example

exists. (As Laotzŭ says, “ When the Great Way

decayed , Humanity and Righteousness arose. ” )

In order to spur on a warrior to valiant deeds,

rather than show him a book which says, “ When

yougo to battle strive to be first, do not lag be.

hind others, ” show him a book in which are writ

ten the facts about ancient heroes who led the way ,

fought bravely and achieved renown . The facts

willsink deeply into his heart, and he willsay to

himself, “ When the occasion arises, I will dis

tinguish myself like such an one of antiquity,”

but the mere exhortation will scarcely stir his

emotions,- A. Hirata ( Cf. close of Lesson 20), in

“ Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan ,”

Vol. III. Appendix, p . 40 .

The “ Holy Men " of China were merely suc

cessful rebels. The Mikado is the sovereign ap

pointed by the pair of deites,Izanagi and Izanami,

who created this country . The Sun - goddess never

said , Disobey the Mikado if he be bad, ” and

therefore, whether he be good or bad, no oneat.
tempts to deprive him of his authority. He is the

immovable ruler who must endure to the end of

time , as long as the sun and moon continue to

shine . In ancient language the Mikado was

called a god , and that is hisreal character. Duty

therefore consists in obeying him implicitly, with.

out questioning his acts.

Human beings, having been produced by the

spirit of the two Creative Deities, are naturally

endowed with the knowledge of what they

ought to do and what they ought to refrain from .

It is unnecessary for them to trouble their heads

with systems ofmorality. If a system of morals

were necessary,men would be inferior to animals,

all of whom are endowed with the knowledge of

what they oughtto do, only in an inferior degree

to men . If what the Chinese call Benevolence,

Righteousness, Propriety , Retiringness, Filial

Piety, Brotherly Love, Fidelity and Truth really

constituted the duty of man, they would be so

recognized and practiced without any teaching ;

but as they were invented by the so-called “ Holy

as instruments for ruling a viciously

inclined population, it became necessary to insist
on more than the actual duty of man . Conse

quently, although plenty of men profess these doc.

trines, the number of those who practice them is

very small. Violations of this teaching were at.

tributed to human lusts . As human lusts are a

part of man's nature, they must be a part of the

harmony of the universe, and cannot be wrong

according to the Chinese theory.- N. Motoori ( Cf.

close of Lesson 20 ) , in “ Transactions of the Asiatic

Society of Japan,” Vol. III . Appendix , pp. 24-5.

Men "
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

19. SHINTOIST CEREMONIES. — Clan -god , Marriage , Funeral , Tera, Miya , Worship, Festival.

20. SHINTOISM IN ITS DOCTRINE. - Kojiki - its date and traits. Origins in folklore and philoso

phy (a la Yasumaro). Monotheism .

21. SHINTOISM (CONTINUED ).- Amaterasu , Susano , Okuninushi , Sukuna -Hiko.

22. SHINTOISM (CONTINUED ).- Ninigi, Heaven and Korea, Divine right , Okw.inushi, Inari,

Fire Cult, Kami , Misfortunes.

23. ANCESTORS AND HEROES. THE CULT.-Ancestors , Heroes, Living gods , Ritual, Obarai,

Kaijo , Ka gura, Priest, Shrine .

24. THE CULT (CONTINUED ).- Magic, Trance -possession, Funerals, Pilgrimage, Gohei, Kamidana,

Ethics.

QUESTIONS.

19. Describe the birth ceremony. Is the marriage ceremony religious or social ? Describe the

fnneral. On what subsequent days andyears is the deceased celebrated ? Contrast the miya with the
tera . Describe the act of worship. Describe a festival.

20. What does the Kojiki contain ? What value has it ? Of what is it typical ? What is its

theory of origins ? What method is there in this cpparent madness ? ( Analogy.) How did Yasumaro

supplement this crude lore ? Discuss the monotheistic theory.

21. Prove Amaterasu a sun -deity. Specify the traits common to Susano and the rain -storm . ( The

analogy is much closer to one familiar with the " tsuyu ” or “ rainy season of Japan . It depends on

the southwest trade wind or monsoon .) Specify the traits common to Okuninushi and the moon .

(Moreover, Okuninushi displaced Tsuki- Yomi-no-k’ami of Lesson 20whose name shows him to be the

moon.god of theKynshu clan .) To what class of gods did Sukuna -Hiko belong ?

22. How is the nature-worship of Amaterasu connected with the ancestor -worship of theImperial

family ? How is divine right to rule affected ? Who was Jimmu Tenno ? Prove ihe identity of

Heaven and Korea . Why did Okuninushi assume rule over the invisible ? How common is the cult of

Inari San ? What does kamimean , and how do we translate it ? Whence comes evil ?

23. What has becomeof the ancestor cult ? Name three ancient hero-gods. What living persons

were considered divine ? What is the nature of the rituals ? Describe the Obarai. Describe the Kaijo.

Describe the Kagura. Describe the priest. Describe theshrine.

24. Instance some magical practices. Describe trance-possession. What was the occasion of

human sacrifices ? Where does the soulabide ?. Characterize the pilgrimage. What are the two uses

of the gohei ? How is the kami-dana used ? When are offerings made it ? What are the ethics of

Shintoism ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . With the prominence and picturesquenessof ceremony here, contrast the entire absence ofcere
monyamong the Quakers.

2. This sexual theory of origins is as natural and striking as it is insufficient. How has it been
improved upto our day ? Can we entirely escape anthropomorphism ?.

3. Relate the nature myths contained in Notes 1, 2, and 4 to a child , andmark the interest and sal

isfaction manifested. The child stands at the barbarian culture grade.

4. Compare and contrastthese views of Heaven and the State with your own view .

5. Compare the Kaijo with theJudaic rite of the scapegoat.

6. Compare this possession -trance with the Western hypnotic trance. ( This is done very well in

P. Lowell's “ Occult Japan .”

(NOTE. — The cuts on pages118 and 173 have been reproduced from " A Cycle of Cathay, ” Copy

right 1896, by courtesy of the publishers, Fleming H. Revell & Co. )

ALACARITAS

DELL
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GAZETTEERT

wagand GLOSSARY.
a
n

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat. i as iu pin . ū as in tube.

å as in fate. i as in pine . ü Place the lips for oo , but say ee .

ä as in father . o as in not . oi as in joint.

a when obscure . ō as in note . ou as in proud .

e as in met . ö as in move . g as in get .

ē as in mete . as in tub. i French uasal n .

N. B.-Great diversity appears among writersas to both the English letters used to represent
Chinese sounds and the way of combiningthese , whether with hyphens or not . Letters and marks

will be reduced to a minimum in this list .

11

Sörömé.

Akka (äk'kal .-Finnic goddess .

Ama- inu (ä'mä-ē'nö ).— “ Heaven -dog ."

Amaterasu - O -Mi- Kami (ä'mä- tā - rä'sö.-O -mē.

kä'mē ).-Shintoist sun goddess.

Bai Ilgen ( bi-il'gen ) . —Tartar God .

Chau (chou ). -Chinese dynasty.

Chiang -hsi (chyang-hsē ).- Chinese province.

Chỉ Hwang-ti (che-hwāngte).– Chinese Em
peror.

Chun Chu (chön -chö).— Chinese anpals.

Chwangtse ( chwängſtz ).— Disciple of Laotze .

Daikoku (di'kökö ).- Shintoist god .

Ebisu (ā'bē-sö ).- Shintoist god .

Erlik (ār'lik ).—Tartar Satan .

Fang-shui (fung'shö'ē).-Chinese geomancy.

Gen Yoshioka(gen yo'she-o'kä ). -Writer of

Lesson 19 .

Gohei (go -hā'ē ).- Shintoistsymbol.

Hachiman San (häche- män sẵn ).- Shintoist

god.

Haitu (hi'tö ).- Earth .

Haraibei (hä -ri-bā'e ). — " Purifying gift. "

Hiisi (hērē-sē).-Finnic Satan .

Hsiao King (hseou ' king).-Chinese Book of

Filial Piety.

Hwang - tien Shang- ti (hwäng'tē'en shäng'tē) .

-Chinese Supreme Deity.

IkiGami(ē kē-gä'mē).- Shintoist " living god . ”

Imibe (ē'me-bā ).- Japanese priestly clan .

Inari ( ē-nä'rē ).- Shintoist goddess.

Izanagi (e'zä -nä -gē ).- Shintoist god .

Izanami ( ē'zä -nä’mē) –Shintoist goddess.

lyemitsu ( é'ya-me'tsö ).- Japanese Shogun .

Iyeyasu (e'yā-yä'sö ).- Japanese Shogun.

Jimmu Tenno (jim'mö-ten'no).— First Japanese

“ earthly emperor. ”

Kagura ( kä'gö-rä ).- Shintoist rite .

Kaijo (ki'jo).-Shintoist ritual .

Kalevala (kä'lā - vä'la ).- Finnic epic .

Kami (kä'mē).- Shintoist gods .

Kami-dana (kä'mē-dä'nä).- Shelf for the gods
in Shintoism .

Kane (kä'nā ).– Tartar gods.

Kara ( kärä).-Korea.

Kojiki (kö'je -kē).- Shintoist scripture.

Koma-inu (ko'mä-e'nö). - " Korean dog ."

Kongtze (kong'tz ).- Chinese sage.

Koto - Shiro -Nushi (ko'to -shē'ro -nö'shē ). –

Shintoist god .

Kudai (kö-di').-A class of Tartar gods .

Kwan-ti (kwän-tē ) .–Taoist god .

Laotze (lou’tz).—Chinese mystic .

Li Chi (lē-chē).- Chinese classic .

Lung-hu (lung-hö ).– Chinese mountain ,

Matsuyama (mä'tsö -yä'mä).- Japanese pastor.
Michizane (merché-zä'nā ).- Japanese scholar.

Miya (mē'yä ).- Shintoist shrine.

Nakatomi (nä'kä-to'mē). Japanese priestly

clan .

Ninigi-no-Mikoto (ne - nē'gē-no mē-ko'to) .

Japanese legendary chieftain .

Obarai ( o'bä -ri').- Shintoist ritual .

Okuninushi( o-kö'nē -nö'shē).- Shintoist god.

Ryobu )ryo'bö ).- Shintoist sect.

Sakaki (sä-kä'kē) .-Sacred tree .

San Ching (sän-ching ).– Taoist idols.

Saruta-Hiko (sä'rö-tä he'ko).- Shintoist god.

Shanguti ( shäng'tē ).—" Supreme ruler ."

Shi King ( shē'king ).--Chinese classic.

Shibata (shē bätä).-Shintoist priest.

Shintai (shin'tī) . -" God's body."

Shu (shö).--Chinese books of second rank .

Shu King (shö'king).--Chinese classic,

Sukuna -Hiko (sö'kö-nä-hē'ko.-Shintoist god .

Susano ( sö’sä nö').- Shintoist god .

Takamagahara (tä-kä'mä-gä-hä'rä). Heaven ,

according to Shintoism .

Take-Haya -Susano-no -Mikoto ( tä’kā-hä'yä .

sö'sa'no -no-Me-kõ'to ).-Rain -storm God.

Tao ( tou ) . — The Absolute of Laotze.

Tao Te Ching (tou'tā ching' ).–Book written by
Laotze .

Tengere Kaira kan (ten'ga-re ki'rä kän ).— Tar

tar god.

Tenjin Sama ( ten'jin sä'mä). --Shintoist god.

Tenshi Sama (ten'shē- sä'mä ).— Title of the

Japanese emperor.

Tera ( tālrä ) .-Buddhist temple.

Ti (tē ). -- .“ Ruler.

Tien (télen ).- “ Heaven ."

Toyo-Uke-Bime (to'yö-ö'kā-bē'mā). --Shintoist

goddess.

Tsai- shin (tsi-shin ).—Taoist god.

Tsuki-Yomi-no-Kami ( tsö'kē-yo'mē-no-kä'

mē ).- Shintoist Moon -god .

Ujigami (o'jë -gä'ue).-Japanese god .

Ukko (ök'kö ).– Finnic god.

Wan -chang (wän -chäng ).— Taoist god.

Yengishiki(yen -gē-shē'kē).— ShintoistBook of
Rites .

Yi King (yē'king ).- Chinese classic .

Yu Hwang Shang Ti ( yö'hwäng- shäng'tē ). -

Taoist deity.

Yung Kwai (yöng kwi).-Writer of Lessons 1-3.
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History of Religion in Japan . - The Chinese

and Japanese should be far more carefully and

widely distinguished from each other than is com

monly done, for they vary as widely as two peoples

belonging to the same race well can . In Lesson

7 it was shown that the Chinese stock came from

Western Asia, settledabout the northern bend of

the Yellow river, and only slowly subdued and

absorbed the surrounding tribes . It may have

been owing to the pressure consequenton this ex

pansion that two related tribes in the remote

Korea immigrated to Japan, one landing in

Kyushu, its most southern island , probably about

the second century B.C. , and the other in the prove

ince of Izumo, on the western coast of the main

island , several centuries earlier . The island of

Tsushima , or · Port Island,” formed the conven

ient half-way house on this voyage. Both the

Kyushu and Izumo tribes found the Ainus in pos

session of the land , but their influence was almost

nil , either upon the physical or mental traits of the

Japanese . They were savages, using only stone

implements and weapons, and therefore easily

exterminated by the steel-weaponed invaders, who

deified and still remember by name several of their

invincible swords. In the rare cases where the

barbarian invaders consorted with these savage

aborigines , their racial difference - for the Ainus

are not Mongolians, but, among other differences,

the hairiest people in the world - precluded sur
vival of their descendants beyond the third gener

ation . These Ainus , now limited to about fifteen

thousand in the northern Yezo and Kuriles, are

rapidly dying out , as unable to bear modern peace
as they were ancient warfare.

The Kyushu tribe expanded chiefly northwards,

where it met, subdued, and coalesced with the

related Izumo tribe. This union was effected by a

chief since known as Jimmu Tenno, about the first

century BC . His imperial line has now for two

milleniums occupied the Japanese throne, and is

therefore incomparablythe oldest ruling family

in the world , though ” China is the oldest nation .

Its divine descent and right to rule have under no

circumstances ever been called in question .

From about the third century A.D. Chinese

culture slowly filtered into Japan , and in the sixth

and seventh centuries after the advent of Budd

hism , about 550 A.D. , burst in like a flood . This

advent of Buddhism begins the second period of

Shinto , as the native religion was now called to

distinguish it from the missionary faith . This

period proved to be one of complete arrest of de

velopment, and of absorption by Buddhism , ex

cept in the provinces ofIse and Izumo, respect

tively cult- centers of the Kyushu and Izumo tribes .

The Buddhist priests made slow progress until they

identified the Shinto deities as avataras of ancient

Buddhas, which enabled them to assume control

of most of the shrines and modify the cult of

Shinto into a sect called Ryobu Shinto , while the

various Buddhist sects grew mightily with the

growth of the people .

As the advent of Buddhism determined the

second period of Shinto , so did the revival of Con.

fucianism in Japan during the seventeenth century

determine its third period which was one ofresus.

citation . This historical, nationalistic and anti

Buddhistic Confucianism inspired the Japanese

literati to investigate their own past , whence

began a politico-religious movement which issued

in 1868 in the disestablishment of Buddhism in

favor of Shintoism , the overthrow of the Shogu.

nate , that since the twelfth century had exercised

imperial power, and the opening of Japan to
foreign intercourse. The literary leaders in this

great movement were the scholars Mabuchi ( 1697 .

1769 ) , Motoori ( 1730-1801), and Hirata ( 1776-1843 ).

Since this “ revival of pure Shinto,” in 1868,

Buddhism has slowly reasserted itself, though

never to state patronage, while Shinto has shrunk

in importance, and Confucianism has simply van.

ishedat sight ofWestern science , politics and law .

Meantime, by the Constitution promulgated in

1890 , a religious liberty is grantedevery Japanese ,

which had been practically conceded for more than

a decade.

The foregoing sketch shows how far the re

ligious compound is found in Japan . Here, of

course, Shintoism replaces Taoism . Buddhism

had a dominant influence in Japan for an entire

millenium , which it never enjoyed in China ; Con .

fucianism was only secondary , and Shintoism

came last in influence during historic times .

Besides the Ryobu sect noticed above, several

others have arisen at various periods under the

influence of Buddhist, Conſucian or Christian

doctrines. The most interesting of these sects are
the Zhikko, the Kurozumi and the Tenri . The

first and second can be well appreciated from the
selections given below . The third , which forms

at the same time the most recent and popular, has

so little literature and is so shifting in its beliefs,
that nothing more need be stated here than that

its success - like that of the Kurozumi - has arisen

chiefly from the promise of bodily healing it
afforded .

The Kurozumi Sect . - Kurozumi Sakyō was

born in 1780in theprovince of Bizen , which is on

the largest of the islands of Japan . From his early

years he was remarkable for piety and filial affec

tion. While still a child he firmly resolved that,

for the sake of the joy it would give his parent , he

would strive to gain the praise and esteem of men .

When about twenty years old , there arose in his

mind this thought: He who steadfastly refrains

from acts which in his heart he knows to be evil

will become a kami." From that time he exer

cised the greatest circumspection concerning his

conduct, carefully avoiding all known wrong. In

the autumn of 1812 he lost both of his parents,

there being an interval of only seven days between

their deaths. This affliction caused so much

grief that he hiaiself became ill . His disease de.

veloped into consumption, and in the spring of

1814'it seemed to all that he had not much longer

to live. It was while awaiting the death which he

supposed to be inevitable that hemade this vow :

“ When I die and become a kami, I will devote

myself to the work of healing the diseases of man

kind.” As a preparation for his departure, he

worshipped first the sun , then the celestial and
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terrestrial kami , also his ancestors , and especially

his parents , to whom he returned thanks for the

many favors which during their lives they had

heaped upon him . Having done this, he calmly

awaited the approach of death . Now , however, a

new thought entered his mind : “ By grieving over
the loss ofmy parents I have inflicted injury upon

my own soul, and have become filled with the

negative, gloomy spirit ( in -ki). This is the cause

ofmypoor health. If, now , my soul can only im

bibe the positive, cheerful spirit ( yo-ki) the dis

ease will of itself disappear. True filial piety
should lead me to incessant care for the nourish

ing of my own soul." From that time he com

menced the practice ofconsidering everything he
saw or heard as a blessing bestowed by Heaven,
andas such to be received with gratitude. When

in this wayhe applied himselfearnestly to the
nourishment of his soul , he began to recover his

health . Here was the great crisis in the history

of Kurozumi, and hence it is frequently referred to
in books and sermons.

For a better understanding of the thought which

exerted so great an influence upon Kurozumi, and

through him upon others, it is necessary that

something should be said concerning the words

" yo -ki” and “ in -ki.” The syllable “ ki” may

perhaps be best translated “ spirit,” always bear

ing in mind the original meaning of that word .

As found in the Kurozumi books, it seems to cor

respond very closely with the Greek word aveûna.

" Yo " is in Chinese philosophy the male or posi.

tive principle, while " in" is the female or negative
principle in nature. “ Yö ” is often used forwhat

is bright or cheerful; “ in , " of what is shady or

gloomy. The sun is " tai-yo," or the “ great yo,”
and isconsidered by the Kuroxumi sect to be the

source of yo-ki , so that an imbibing of the sun's

rays, its light and heat, is an imbibing of vitality
and cheerfulness. This connection with the sun

needs to be constantly remembered in our study of

a system which makes the sun -god its great object

of worship. No single wordssuffice for a constant

translation of the terms “ yo-ki” and “ in -ki.” In

this paper they will usually be rendered “ positive

spirit ” and “ negative spirit ” ; sometimes the

sense can be more clearly expressed by the words

" cheerfulness ” and “ gloom .”

One day , soon after the events already narrated ,
Kurozumi crawled out from his bed , and, though

as yet he had hardly the necessary strength , he

bathed himself and then commenced to worship

the sun . At once, just as frost vanishes before the

morning sun , so did his illness depart, leaving
him in perfect health . At the time of the next

winter solstice, while again engaged in worship

ing the rising sun , the positive spirit so pene

trated his breast that he was filled with thoughts

of joy and gratitude. Unconscious of what he did,

he continued to drink in the sunlight , until his

heart suddenly became pure, and he for the first

time “ laid hold on that life which vivifies the

universe.” He was at that time thirty - five years
old .

Not long after, a maid-servant suffering from

an attack of colic was driven almost crazyby the

pain . Kurozumi, moved with pity , breathed out

uponherthe positive spirit with which he himself

was filled , and the girl was immediately healed .

From that time he commenced the practice of

breathing upon those who requested his aid , while
he also taught them to care for the welfare of the

soul as well as for that of the body. Those suffering

from chronic diseases experienced instant relief,

and were thus led to investigate the teaching of
their benefactor.

Kurozumidied in 1850. Even by those who do

not accept his doctrine he is praised for his upright

life, and for his earnestness in seeking to lead others

to righteousness. One act of gross immorality has

been reported to me through a meniber of the

household in which it is said to have occurred .

The charge is socontrary to the prevailing opinion

of Kurozumi's character that I am inclined to give

him the benefit of the doubt, and to hope there

was no ground for the accusation .

The sect, though of such modern origin , has

gained a large number of adherents, especially

arnong the peasantry. Its success is largely attrib

utable to the healing ofdiseases, which its be

lievers profess to accomplish by means of various

rites. There can be no doubt that , as in more or

less sinilar methods of treatment found in west.

ern lands , there have been remarkable cures.

These are made the most of, the facts are often

exaggerated , while failures attract little atten.

tion.

Kurozumi leſt for the direction of his disciples

seven commandments, as follows:

“ 1. Thou who was born in the Land of the

Gods shalt not be without a constantly believing
heart.

" 2. Thou shalt not yield to anger nor grief,

“ 3. Thou shalt not become so self-conceited as

to despise others.

“ 4. Thou shalt not in seeing the wickedness of
others increase thine own .

“ 5. When in health thou shalt not be slothful

in business .

“ 6. Thou who hast entered the Way of Truth

shalt not have thysoul devoid of truth . [i.e. , Prac.

tice must agree with profession .]

“ 7. Thou shalt not let slip the daily blessings,

The following extracts are taken from a book

entitled “ A Short Explanation of the Seven Com
mandments '' :

“ 4th Commandment. “ Thou shalt not in see

ing the wickedness increase thine own . ' The fol

lowing are sayings of Kurozumi :

" When a man ill - treats us, we in our hatred

and anger may seek to requite the evil , Thus we

are led to acts worse than his , and ere we are

aware, the wickedness of our own hearts has in.

creased . '

" . Those who do evil are ignorant of the Way,

and henceare to be pitied . We, remembering

our blessed religion , must try without ill - will or

anger to instruct them . Thus the wicked may be

converted so that they shall walk with us in the

ways of righteousness.

" Overlook the faults of men ; see only their

excellencies, and make these an example for your

own guidance . '

“ 'If you requite another's evil deeds with the

same, then both fall into sin and together receive

punishment from Heaven , An old story tells of

a hen with two heads , one of which waspeacefully

inclined, while theother was selfish . În picking

up food the selfish head would snatch and gobble

down everything that was found. For a while

the peaceable head patiently endured this , but at

last could bear it no longer. Seeing something

poisonous fall to the ground , it pretended that it

was going to eat it . The selfish head snatched

away the morsel; but no sooner had it swallowed

the poison than it became weak and paralyzed , at

which the other head exclaimed , “ I am glad of

it.” In a few minutes, however, the poison circu
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not . ' ”

>

On ap

lating through the body reached this head also, so gods , the god in your own soul will be manifested

that it too died . ' ', in power. As the proverb says, “ Though we ask

The following sayings of Kurozumi are drawn for nothing more than a sardine's head, its recep
froni various sources : tion depends upon our faith ,' and the divinity

“ I amn like one who wades first into the stream within our soulis called out by this earnest faith .

to see whether it can be forded . Let all of you This divinity is an emanation from the Sun-god .

follow close behind me.” " * An unbeliever will say with a sneer , 'So then,

“ What I say is not drawn from books. I simply when you talk about receiving divine help for the

speak as Heaven directs . When my own thoughts cure of disease, all you mean is , that a man's own

incline ine to say “ East, ' I say West '; when I state of mind is the cause of his recovery , and the

am about to say • It is , ' I am forced to say , It is power of the gods has nothing to do with it . ' I

reply that this state of mind is true faith , and

· Though in every dewdrop dwells a moon , the therein is the wonderful principle of the working
true moon in the sky is but one. The moon , the together of the gods and men . In one of his

sun , and I myself all come from one soul , and I letters Kurozumiwrote , “ He that has life in him.

must not think of them as distinct beings." self, so as to call out the life of the universe , read.

[From a letter] " I thank you for the prayers ily obtains divine aid .'. Also in one of his ser

you offered on my behalf during my recent illness. mons he told the following story :

I myself did not pray. I simply submitted every- " ' A certain man owned a charm that had proved

thing to Heaven's will . If I was no longer of any very efficient in curing toothache . He often lept

use to tire world it would have been right had I it to his friends, and as the applicants became

died , while if I can be of the least use here I shall numerous he kept it in his tobacco-box , where he

rejoice to live ." could always have it handy to give tothose who

" There is nothing which men part with so re- desired it . One day , a man to whom it had been

luctantly as self; but from reluctance to part with lent brought it back , saying with great joy that,

self they lose self. ” thanks to the efficiency ofthe charm , his tooth

“ If I give up myself, the whole wide world is had immediately ceased aching. After he had

mine. " gone the owner of the charmi happened to notice

“ While out walking the other day, I saw a that the paperin which it was enclosed looked a

number ofpeople gathered about a well. little different from the original wrapping, and on

proaching Ifound that a cat having fallen into the opening it hefound that there was nothing inside
water, some men had managed to get her into a except a fish -hook . He then opened the drawer

bucket so as to draw her out. Just as they got of the tobacco-box , where he found the box safely

her to the top, and put out their hands to take lying , for in some way the fish -hook had been

her, the cat, in fright , leaped out from the bucket , lent in its place . Nevertheless, because of sincere

and, falling to the bottom of the well , was drowned . faith on the part of the borrower he had been
Heaven and the gods are always guardingmen , cured . The man was in fact healed by his own

but they , in theirignorance of this,take things state of mind, and you might think this a suffi

into their own hands with results as disastrous as cient explanation ; but the truth is that men are

those following the leap of the cat ." all endowed with a divine , omnipotent supernat,

The following sermon, preached by a disciple of ural power, asmay be learned from this incident .' »

Kurozumi, upon the text , ' Have a cheerfulspirit,” The following is from a sermon on the text,

may furnish some points for comparison with vari- • Becomefree from desire ” :

ous doctrines of " mental healing , ' ' “ faith -cure,” * Kurozumi said , “ A believing heart is the aim

of religion, and when a man has put forth all his

“ A cheerful spirit ( yo -ki) is a state of mind own strength he must , over and above that , seek

where one is filled with courage, happiness, firm- for divine help. Some believers who have found

ness, and bravery. In common parlance, a man is it difficult to keep the commandment, ' Thou shalt

often said to have a cheerful spirit when, in a dis- not yield to anger nor grief,' have at last,by offer

solute manner, he sings and dances about ; but ing prayers and vows to the gods, gained the re

such actions simply show that he is indulging his quired strength . When a young man I was

selfish desires. Though he may appear to be hav- troubled with dyspepsia. Many articles of food

ing a fine time , and to be very jolly , it is not true caused me great distress; yet they looked so

cheerfulness; it is only a depraved kind of enjoy . tempting that I found it hard to restrain myself

ment . A truly cheerful spirit is a vivifying influ . from eating them . One day I heard Kurozumi

ence , which comes from forgetting one'sown selfish use the following illustration in a sermon : ' A rat

desires , and freeing one's self from the influence of once found a horseradish -grater to which some paste

human passions . It is the positive, cheerful spirit was adhering. On tasting the paste he found it so

of light and warmth with which the Sun-god sweet that he forgot the pain of his tongue, and so

nourishes all nature. This spirit coming from the kept lapping away , lapping away , until his body

Sun-god congeals and becomes the heart of man , was all grated up and nothing was left but the tip

which thus has power to move the body. When of his tail . This is a good illustration of the way

a man's heart is courageous, joyful , and filled with inen are led astray by their desires . ' The story

the cheerful spirit , his diseases are healed , and taught me that there was no help for me unless I

good fortune attends all his affairs, but when the obtained divine aid . I got an artist to paint me a

gloomy spirit fills him so that he is constantly picture of the rat and the grater, put it where I
worrying , this gives rise to ill-health ." could always see it , and was helped by its teach

The following extracts from another sermon : ing to recover from dyspepsia . For persons like

“ Faith is the one open road between gods and myself, who have not strength to banish human

No matter how many prayers you repeat, desires, it is necessary to cling closely to the

if in your heart there is timidity and doubt as to gods.

whether an answer will be given, then there will The Zhikko Sect.-- The Zhikkô (practical) sect,

be po manifestation of divine power If only there as the name indicates, does not so much lay stress .

is faith , then , laying aside all question about the upon mere show and speculation as upon the

etc .:

men .
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realization of the teachings. Its doctrines are The one-sidedness and incompleteness of semi
plain and simple, and teach man to do man's civilization lie on the side of intellectual progress,

proper work . Being a new sect, it is free from while on the material side development sets in
the old dogmas and prejudices, and is regarded sooner. Two hundred years ago, when Europe

as a reformed sect . The scriptures on which and North America had not yet taken the giant

the principal teachings of the sect are founded strides which steam , iron, and electricity have
are Forukoto -bumi, Yamato -bumi and many rendered possible, China and Japan caused the

others. They teach us that , before heavens and greatest astonishment to European travelers by
earth came into existence , there was one absolute their achievements in agriculture, manufactures,

Deity called Ame-no-mipakanushi-no-kami . He and trade , and even by their canals and roads,

has great virtue, and power to create, to reign which have pow fallen far towards dilapidation.

over all things ; he included everything within But Europeans , and the daughter races inAmerica

himself, and he will last forever withoutend. In and Australia, have in the last two hundred years
the beginning the One Deity, self-originated, took not only caught up this start, but gone far ahead .

the embodiments of two Deities, one with the Here we may perceive the solution of the riddle

male nature , and the other female. The inale presented by Chinese civilization, both in the

Deity is called Takami-musubi-no -kami, and the height it has reached and its stationary character,

female Kami-musubi-no-kami. These

two Deities are nothing but forms of

the one substance , and unite again in

the Absolute Deity. These three are USUARIE
called the “ Three Deities of Crea.

tion. ” They caused a generation of

Deities to appear, who in their turn

gave birth to the islands of the Japan

ese Archipelago, the sun and moon,

the mountains and streams , the Di.

vine Ancestors, etc. , etc. So their

virtue and power are esteemed won.

drous and bountiful.-- " Parliament of

Religions, ” pp. 452-3.

Mr. Shibata then follows with au

excellent bit of mountain worship

transformed to suit his new would -be

monotheism . Remember that Mount

Fuji is in and by itself divine to all The Chinese Emperor at the Plow.

Shintoists.

According to the teachings of our sect we ought and indeed by all semi-civilization What but the

to reverence the famous mountain Fuji, assuming light in free , intellectual creation has made the

it to be the sacred abode of the divine Lord, and west so far outrun the east ? Voltaire hits the

as the brain of the whole globe. And, as every point when he says that Nature has given the

child of the Heavenly Deitycame into the world Chinese the organsfor discovering all that is useful

with a soul separated from the one original soulof to them , but not for going any further. They have

Deity, he ought to be just as the Deity ordered (in become great in theuseful, in the arts of practical

sacred Japanese," kannagara ”) and make Fuji the life ; while we are indebted to them for no one

example and emblem of his thought and action . deeper insight into the connection and causes of

For instance , he must be plain and simple as the phenomena , for no single theory .

form of the mountain, make his body and mind Does this lack arise from a deficiency in their
pure as the serenity of the same, etc. We should endowments, or does it lie in the rigidity of

respect the present world with all its practical their social and political organization , which

works more than the future world ; pray for the favors mediocrity and suppresses genius ? Since

long life of the Emperor and the peace of the it is maintained through all changes of their

country, and, by leading alife of temperance and organization, we must decide for the defect in

diligence, co -operating with one another in doing their endowments, which also is the sole cause

public good, we should be responsible for the of the rigidity in their social system . No doubt

blessings of the country. - " Parliament of Reli- the future alone can give a decisive answer, for

gions," p .453. it will in the first place have to be shown whether
The Chinese Problem . - As the essential feat . and how far these races will progress on the

ure in the highest development of culture, we ways of civilization which Europe and North

note the largest and most intimate interdepen- America vie in pointing out to them ; for there

dence among themselves and with past genera- has long been no doubt that they will or must

tions of all fellow - strivers after it ; and as a set foot on them. But we shall not come to the

result of it , the largest possible sum of achieve- solution of this question if we approach it from

ment and acquisition . “ Between this and the the point of view of complete civilization, which

opposite extreme lie all the intermediate stages sees in the incompleteness of China and Japan

which we comprise under the name “ semi-civiliza- the signs of a thoroughly lower stage of the

tion.” This notion of a " half-way house ” deserves whole of life, and frequently at thesametime signs

a few words . When we see energetically at work of an entire absence of hope in all attempts at a

in the highest civilization the forces which retain , higher flight. If they possess in themselves only

as well as those concerned with extending and the capacities for semi-civilization, the need of

reshaping, the building , in semi-civilization it is progress will bring more powerful organs to their

essentially the former which are called into activ- head and gradually modify the mass ofthe people

ity, while the latter remain behind and thereby by immigration from Europe and North America .

bring about the inferiority of that state of things. This process may have first raised to its present
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ese

height many a civilized race of to -day ; we may

refer to the Russians and Hungarians, and to the

fact that millions of German and other immi.

grants have stimulated in many ways the progress

of these semi-Mongols in Europe. - F. Ratzel,

· The History of Mankind ," pp. 25-7 .

Chinese and Japanese.- People are fond of

drawing comparisons between theChinese and the

Japanese. Almost all seem agreed that the Jap

anese are much the pleasanter race to live with- .

clean, kindly , artistic . On the other hand , the

Chinese are universally allowed to be far more

trustworthy. “ I know , ” says a late manager of

the Hongkong , and Shanghai bank in Shanghai,

“ of no people in the world I would sooner trust
than the Chinese merchant or banker.

For the last twenty - five years the bank has been

doing a very large business with Chinese in

Shanghai, amounting, I should say , to hundreds

of millions of taels , and we have never met with a

defaulting Chinamian ." Woefully different from

this is the tale told by the European bankers and

merchants in Japan . They complain , it is true ,

not so much of actual, willful dishonesty—though

of that, too, they affirm there is plenty-as of pet

tiness, constant shilly -shallying, unbusinesslike

ness almost passing belief. Hence the wide diver

gence between the impressions of the holiday

making tourist , and the opinions formed by the
commercial communities at the open ports. Ja

pan, the globe-trotter's paradise , is also the grave

of the merchant's hopes. Another deep -seated dif

ference between the Chinese and the Japanese is

that the former have race pride , the latter national

vanity . The Chinese care nothing for China as a

political unit , an abstraction , an ideal to die for if

need be; but they are nevertheless inalienably

wedded to every detail of their ancestral civiliza.

tion . The Japanese, though they have twice at

intervals of a millenium thrown everything na

tional overboard , are intense nationalists in the

abstract In fact, patriotism may besaid to be

their only remaining ideal . No Chinese but

glories in the outward badges of his race ; no Japan

but would be delighted to pass for an

European , in order to beat Europeans on their own

ground . The Japanese, too , are brave ; they are

also unpractical. The Chinese, eminently practi.

cal folks, follow the doctrine that

He who fights and runs away

Will live to fight another day .

The characteristic in which the Chinese and Jap.

anese most agree (and other Far-Eastern peoples,

-the Koreans, for example - agree in it also) is

materialism . That is where the false note is struck ,

which, when long residence has produced famil.

iarity, jars on European nerves and prevents true

intellectual sympathy.

Mr. Walter Dening, whose acquaintance with

modern Japanese literature and with the men

who produce it is probably unrivaled, writes as

follows:

“ It is well known that one of the most marked

characteristics of the Japanese mind is its lack of

interest in metaphysical, psychological,and ethical

controversy ofall kinds. It is seldom you can get

them to pay sufficient attention to such questions

to admit of their understanding even their main

outlines. "
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[ These volumes will be reproduced verbatim et literatim and without any abridgement.
The above order will be changed, however, works in two or more parts appearing in natural

sequence . )
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Our FIRST BOOK containing Volume I. — The Upanishads, Part I. Volume XV . - The Upanishads, Part II.

Two volumes in one , at less than half the original cost , will be issued November 15th , 1897 .

THE CHRISTIAN LITERATURE CO. , 13 Astor Place, New York

Please enter my subscription to your proposed edition of The Sacred Books of the East,

in twelvez'olumes (each containing twovolumes of the original edition ), as per your announcement.
I agree to remit two dollars and fifty cents ( $ 2.50 ), promptly, on receipt of each book , the first to be

delivered about November 15th , 1897, and one book each three months thereafter.

N.B .-- In case Book I. is not as represented , I reserve the right to cancel this order as to remaining

books within ten days after receiving said book .

Name. P. O. State

THE CHRISTIAN LITERATURE CO.Please fill out above order blank

Circulars with specimen pages on application
13 Astor Place , New York



THE SACRED BOOKS — THEIR IMPORTANCE AND VALUE.

The UPANISHADS contain the philosophy of the

Veda. They have become the foundation of the later

Vedânta doctrines, and indirectly of Buddhism ,

Schopenhauer, speaking of the Upanishads, says :

" In the whole world there is no study so beneficial

and so elevating as that of the Upanishads. It has

been the solace of my life , it will be the solace of my

death . "

The Zenda -Avesta contains the relics of what was

the religion of Cyrus, Darius, and Xerxes, and but for

the battle of Marathon , might have become the religion

of Europe. It forms to the present day the sacred

book of ihe Parsis , the so -called fire -worshippers.

The Pahlavi Texts comprise the theological litera

ture of the revival of Zoroaster's religion , beginning

with the Sassanian dynasty. They are important for

a study of Gnosticism .

The INSTITUTES OF VISHNO . A collection of legal

aphorisms , closely connected with one of the oldest

Vedic schools, the Kathas but considerably added to

in later time . Of importance for a critical study of

the Laws of Manu .

The DHAMMAPADA contains the quintessence of
Buddhist morality . The Sutta-NIPÁTA gives the

authentic teaching of Buddha on some of the funda

mental principles of religion .

CONFUCIUS was a collector of ancient traditions , not

the founder of a new religion . As he lived in the

sixth and fifth centuries B.C. , his works are of unique

interest for the study of Ethology .

Extracts from The INTRODUCTION of Prof. F. MAX

MÜLLER.

“ To watch in the Sacred Books of the East

the dawn of the religious consciousness of man ,

must always remain one of the most inspiring

and hallowing sights in the whole history of

the world .”

“ Plato is strange till we know him ; Berkeley is

mystic , till for a time we have identified ourselves

with him . So it is with these ancient sages , who

have become the founders of the great religions of

antiquity. They can never be judged from without ;

they must be judged from within ."

“ But to the patient reader these same books will ,

in spite of many drawbacks, open a new view of the

history of the human race , of that one race to which

we all belong , with all the fibres of our fesh , with

all the fears and hopes of our soul."

“ Shall we say , then , that they were forsaken of

God , while we are His chosen people ? God forbid !"

• But that Schopenhauer should have spoken of the

Upanishadsas ' products of the highestwisdom ' ...

may , perhaps , secure a more considerate reception for

for these relics of ancient wisdom than anything I

could say in their favour."

Special Offer to Readers of PROGRESS

A Timely Book for STUDENTS OF

UNIVERSAL RELIGION'sgot to go
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The World's Religions
A COMPREHENSIVE POPULAR ACCOUNT

OF ALL THE PRINCIPAL RELIGIONS OF

CIVILIZED AND UNCIVILIZED PEOPLES ;

Describing their Doctrines, Rites, Priesthoods, Sacred Books and Moral

Teachings, together with Lives of their Founders, Great Teachers

and Reformers. Illustrated with over 300 full page and

other Engravings of Churches, Mosques , Temples,

Monuments, Religious Ceremonies and Customs,
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G. T. BETTANY, M.A., B. Sc.

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY

REV . JOHN HALL, D.D. , LL.D.

Chancellor of the University of the City of New York, and Pastor

of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church .

Published at $ 5.00
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A Great Discovery.

Without doubt a remedy for diseases incurable

by the use of drugs would be of incalculable
value . Does such a remedy exist ? We

answer confidently , Yes, B OTHE COMPOUND OXYGEN TREATMENT

For further information, proofmost convincing

send for book of 200 pages, sent free , or call

and see us . Skilful physicians in attendance

to give attention to every case brought to

their notice , either personally or by letter .

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN ,

1529 Arch St. , Philadelphia, Pa.

San Francisco , Cal . Toronto , Can .

VESTIBULED

TRAINS
TO

$

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes
to match, embossed in any color, with

any initial or two -letter monogram ,

Jike cuts, post paid .81.25 .

50 engraved visit.

ing cards with plate

for 81.25. Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postalnote with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programs are beautiful.

Estimates furnished free.

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,

196 S. Clark St. , CHICADO.

NEWYORK

PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE

WASHINGTON

Stop over allowed at

WASHINGTON

轻

BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE
New Rugs

Old Carpet

from &

AT SMALL COST

.6

66

We make old carpet into handsome

American, Moorish, Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Flour

Covering.

USEFUL

DECORATIVE

CHEAP

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO ...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

with the safety clause , which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance ; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD.

Date Assets Ins. in Force

Dec. 31. 1893 $ 23,290.27 $ 1,380,000.00

1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00
1895 57.195.93 4,827,000.00

1896 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest record evermade byany company at

same age, showing that the plan is meeting with

approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moulton , 2d Vice - Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.

Bank .

Thos. B. Ackers . Credits, M. D. Wells & Co.

Jas. W Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres. & Cashier Fort Dear.

born Nat. Bank.

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marst all Field & Co.,

(Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, Geaeral Agent U. S. Express Co.

C. E. Hambleton, Life Insurance .

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens , President.

L. A. Goddard , Treas. F. 0. Lowden , Counsel.

Geo . F. Butler, Medical Director .

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary.

Liberalcontracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
relinhle agents:

Write for termsund territory. SECRETARY .

save

They will last a lifetime. Write for

particulars . Form clubs and

freight charges.

Metropolitan Rug Works

155 S. WESTERN AVE. , X CHICAGO

N.B .-- Special attention given if you mention

“ PROGRESS."

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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DID YOU KNOW THAT

MACBETH was a real person ?

HAMLET only a mythical or semi-historical character ?

KYHBER PASS , where the English are fighting in India, was

traversed by Alexander the Great 2,000years ago ?

COLUMBUS died thinking that America was a part of Asia ?

GOLF was played long before America was discovered ?

BEDLAM , madhouse, comes from Bethlehem, Christ's birthplace ?

CZAR and KAISER are both derived from Cæsar, the Julius

Cæsar of our school days ?

GLADSTONE entered Parliament a Tory in 1832 , no less than 65
years ago, and was prime minister four times ?

PAGAN really means belonging to the country, " while CIVIL

means " belonging to the city " ?

SHAKSPERE may have held horses at the theater doors, but

he was not guilty, as tradition says, of deer-stealing ?

KNAVE once meant boy," with no implication of dishonesty ?

CUBA is longer than from Canada to Alabama ?

BOOM was first used in the political sense of " ' going with a

rush " by a St. Louis editor in 1878 ?

GIRL originally signified a child of either sex, male or female ?

CALIFORNIA BIG TREES are taller than the Capitol at

Washington and live over a thousand years ?

VILLAIN originally meant simply " farm servant" ?

For particulars how to secure

the great work now

at the

Everyone ofthese facts is taken from TheCen

tury Dictionary and Cyclopedia . There is

no one other work in whichthey can all be found .

The Century Dictionaryand Cyclopedia

contains thousands of such facts and statements.

It has 150,000 Encyclopedic Articles ; no

other work has one- third as many. It has 500,

000 Definitions ; no other work approaches

this number. It has 300,000 Quotations,

eight times as many as any other ; 8,000 Illus

trations , far more beautiful and numerous than

those of any other ; 100 double-page Maps

no other has such perfect ones. In short, it is

the only work of reference that is a Complete

Reference Library and that meets all wants.

Wholesale Price

address at once

H. E. Hooper, 33 Union Square,

New York.

Mention Progress.

For Illustrated pages and particulars of the work , address

THE CENTURY CO.,

Union Square , New York.

Whenwriting to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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IVORY A NERVE

FOOD

Is found in

POSTUM CEREAL

FOOD COFFEE

Are your cut glass

and china dull

looking ? Were they

washed with common

rosin soap ?

is sticky.

Ivory Soap washes

clean .

Rosin A ten days' change from coffee to Postum

convinces most people.

NATURAL FOOD , not stimulants ,

makes a Healthy Mind

and Body .

THE PROCTER & GAMELE COCINTI

SOAP

EYE the grocer who would palm off on
you a package without the Red Seals

and the words, It makes red blood .

VISITORS TO LINCOLN

The $5.00
PARK IN CHICAGO

FALCON

CAMERA

Will be delighted with the souvenir

book of this beautiful spot now being

distributed by the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway Company. It is a

magnificent publication of 96 pages

full to overflowing with delicious hall

tone pictures of one of Creation's most

charming places of resort for citizens

of the Great Republic.

No stranger visiting Chicago should

be without a copy of the “ Souvenir

of Lincoln Park ." It can only be

procured by enclosing twenty -five (25 )

cents, in coin or postage stamps, to

FOR 3% X 3% PICTURES .

Uses

Our

Light

Proof

Cart

ridges

For 12

Expo

sures

and

GEO. H. HEAFFORD ,

LOADS IN DAYLIGHT.

Improved safety shutter, set of three stops ,

fine achromatic lens, view finder and socket

for tripod screw . Booklet Free.

$ 2,853.00 in Prizes for EASTMAN KODAK CO .
Kodak Pictures .

$ 1,475.00 in Gold .
ROOHESTER , R. V.

General Passenger Agent,

410 Old Colony Building, Chicago, III.
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THIRD COURSE_SPECIAL

UNIVERSAL RELIGION

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS :

Editor - in - Chief - EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph . D.

"Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago .

SIXTH MONTH :

Egyptian Religion - By W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE,

D.C.L., Professor of Egyptology, University Col

lege, London , England .

Babylonian - Assyrian Religion -- By B.D.EERD

MANS, D.D., Lecturer on Aramaic and Assyrian,

University of Leiden , Holland .

Semitic Religion - By GEORGE S. GOODSPEED,

FIRST MONTH :

Origin of the Course - By Hon.C.C. BONNEY, LL.D.

Principles of Comparative Theology -- By F.

MAX MÜLLER, Ph.D., K.M. , Professor of Philology,

University of Oxford , England .

History of Culture (Civilization .) - By Oris T.

Mason , Ph.D., Curator of the Department of An

thropology, National Museum , Washington,D.C.

Religions of the American Races - By GEORGE

A. DORSEY, Ph . D. , Assist. Curator of Anthropology,

Field Columbian Museum , Chicago, Ill.

Religions of Africa and Oceania - By LEON

MARILLIER, M.A., Lecturer on Religions, University

of Paris, France.

Religion of Australia - By C. STANILAND WAKE,

Ex -Director of the Anthropological Institute of

Great Britain and Ireland .

SECOND MONTH :

Chinese Religions - By YUNG KWAI, A. B. , China,

and EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph . D.

Japanese Religion - ByGEN YOSHIOKA , Japan, and

EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph. D.

THIRD MONTH :

Brahmanism - By EDMUND BUCKLEY, Ph.D., Docent

in Comparative Religion , University of Chicago, Ill.

Vaisnavism-By PANDIT VISHWANATH , edited by

Rev. ROBERT A. HUME, A.M.,Ahmednagar, India.

Saivism - By Mr. P. SUBRAMANYA AIYER , edited by

Rev.EDWARD P.HOLTON, A.M., Manamadura , India .

FOURTH MONTH :

Hinayana Buddhism - By a Native Writer, edited

Ph.D., Associate ProfessorofComparative Religion,

University of Chicago, D.

Islamism - By CHEIKH ALY YOUSEF, Cairo, Egypt.

(Under Correspondence ).

SEVENTH MONTH :

History of Interpretation of the Old Testa

ment - By SAMUEL IVES CURTIS , Ph. D., Professor

of Old Testament Literature , Chicago Theological

Seminary, Chicago, Il.

Mosaism , Prophecy and Judaism - By GEORGE

L. ROBINSON, Ph . D., Professor of Old Testament

Literature and Exegesis , Knox College, Toronto ,

Canada ; and HERBERT L. WILLETT, Ph.D., Assist

ant in Semitics, Universityof Chicago, Ill. ( These

will be parallel accounts of this controverted topic

from different points of view .)

by Col. HENRY S. OLCOTT, Madras, India .

Theosophy - By Col. H. S. OLCOTT, Madras, India .

Mahayana Buddhism - By a Native Writer, trans

lated and edited by Rev. D. YEBINA, Kobe, Japan .

Mazdeism and Parsism - By ERVAD S. D. BHA

BUCHA , Examiner in Avestan and Pahlavi, Bombay

University , India .

FIFTH MONTH :

Greek Religion - By ARTHUR FAIRBANKS, Ph . D.,

Instructor in Comparative Religion , Yale Uni

versity , Conn .

Roman Religion - By WALTER MILLER , Ph . D.,

Professor of Philology, Leland Stanford Junior

University, Cal.

Teutonic and Keltie Religions - By CHANTEPIE

DE LA SAUSSAYE, D.D., Professor of the Science of

Religion, University of Amsterdam , Holland .

EIGHTH MONTH :

The Life of Christ - By S. D. F. SALMOND, D.D.,

Professor of Systematic Theology, Free Church

College , Aberdeen , Scotland.

The Lives of the Apostles - By HENRY L. NABE .

D.D., Professor of Literature and Interpretation of

the New Testament, Cambridge Divinity School,

Cambridge, Mass.

Biblical Theology - By ANDREW C. ZENOS, D.D.,

Professor of Biblical Theology , McCormick Theo

logical Seminary, Chicago , Iul.

Christianity Compared with Other Relig .

ions - A symposium on this crucial topic by the

following scholars :

Count GOBLET D'ALVIELLA, Ph.D., LL.D., Rector

of the University of Brussels, Belgiam .

JOHN HENRY BARROWS, D.D., Haskell Lecturer in

the University of Chicago, Ill.

C.C. EVERETT, D.D. , Professor of Theology, Har

vard Divinity School, Cambridge, Mass.

K. FURRER, Ph. D. Professor of Theology, Uni

versity of Zurich, Switzerland.

GEORGE M. GEANT, D. D., Principal of Queen's

University, Kingston, Canada .

JOHN P. PETERS, Ph. D., Rector of St. Michael's

Church , New York City, N. Y.

CHARLES M. TYLER, D. D., Professor of Histos

and Philosophy of Religion , Cornell University .

Ithaca , N. Y.



UNIVERSAL RELIGION — Continued.

NINTH MONTH :

Church History-By T. J. SHAHAN, D.D. , Professor

of Church History , Catholic University of America ,

Washington , D. C.; and by John F. HURST, LL. D. ,

President of the American University , Washington ,

D. C. (This controverted topic is thus treated , as

are those in lessons 7 and 8 , by parallel accounts

from different standpoints.

History of the Jews -- By GOTTHARD DEUTSCH ,

Ph . D. , Professor of Jewish History, etc., Hebrew

Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio .

ELEVENTH MONTH :

M. E. Church, South-By W.F. BARCLAY , Esq .,

Louisville , Ky .

Mormons - By Elder F. D. RICHARDS, Salt Lake

City , Utah .

Moravian- By J. T. HAMILTON , D.D. , Professor

of Church History, Theological Seminary, Beth

lehem, Pa .

New Jerusalem - By Rev. L. P. MERCER, Chi

cago , Ili.

TENTH MONTH :

CHRISTIAN CHURCHES :

Baptist-By A. H. NEWMAN , D.D. , LL. D. , Pro

fessor of Church History, McMaster University,

Toronto, Canada.

Christian Science- By S. J. HANNA , Esq .

Christian - By J. J. SUMMERBELL, Editor of Her.

ald of Gospel Liberty , Dayton , Ohio.

Congregationalist - By WILLISTON WALKER,

Ph . D. , Professor of Church History , Theological

Seminary, Hartford , Conn.

Cumberland Presbyterian-By R. V. FOSTER ,

D. D. , Professor of Biblical Exegesis , Cumber

land University, Lebanon , Tenn.

Disciples-By Rev. R. B. Tyler , D. D. , Grand

Rapids, Michigan .

Dunkard - By J. H. MOORE, Editor at the Breth

ren Publishing House, Mount Morris, Ill .

Evangelical Association -- By Rev. S. P.

SPRENG , Editor of the Evangelical Messenger,

Cleveland , Ohio .

Friends-By A. C. THOMAS , Professor of History,

Haverford College, Pa .

German Evangelical Synod of N. A. - By

Rev. F. MAYER , Ph . D. , Jackson , Mich .

Jewish-By A. S. Isaacs, Editor of the Jewish

Messenger, New York.

Lutheran - By H. W. Roth , D. D. , Professor of

Church History in the Theological Seminary of

the Evangelical Lutheran Church , Chicago, Ill .

Methodist-By JAMES MU'DGE, D.D. , Lecturer on

Missions, Boston University, Mass.

Presbyterian - By Rev. W. H. ROBERTS, D, D. ,

LL. D. , Stated Clerk of the General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church in the United States

of America .

Presbyterian, South-By T.C. Johnson , D. D. ,

Professor of Ecclesiastical History, Hampden

Sidney College, Virginia .

Protestant Episcopal - By Rev. G. W. SHINN,

D.D. , Newton, Mass.

Reformed Church , Dutch- By Rev. E.T. COR

VIN, D.D. , Greendale, Columbia County , N. Y.

Reformed Church, German-By J. H. DUBBS,

D. D. , Professor of History, Franklyn and Mar

sball College, Lancaster, Pa .

Reformed Episcopal - By SAMUEL FALLows,

D.D. , LL.D. , Chicago, M., Bishop Reformed

Episcopal Church .

Roman Catholic - By Rt . Rev. Thomas O'GOR

MAN , D. D. , Bishop of South Dakota.

Salvation Army- By Major S. S. BRENGLE,

Divisional Headquarters, New York City, N. Y.

Seventh Day Adventist-By Elder A.T.JONES,

Battle Creek , Mich.

Unitarian - By J. H. ALLEN , D. D. , Late Lecturer

on Ecclesiastical History, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.

United Brethren - By Rev. D. BERGER, D. D. ,

Dayton , Ohio .

United Presbyterian - By Rev. A. G. WALLACE,

D.D. , Sewickley, Allegheny, Pa .

Universalist- By I. M. ATWOOD, D. D., President

Theological Seminary, Canton , N. Y.

TWELFTH MONTH :

Science and Philosophy of Religion - EDMUND

BUCKLEY, Ph.D., Docent in Comparative Religion ,

University of Chicago , m .

In addition to the abovo , special papers relating to the subjects treated , will from time to time be published . To

avoid any semblance of partiality the denominations will be treated alphabetically .
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CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL.

Skeen, Aitken & Co.

Printers

and

Publishers

Two Years Undergraduate Study with LL . B. Degree Admits lo

the Bar. Post -Graduate Courses lead to Degree of LL.M.

and D. C. L. FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEABER 6 , 1997.

ADVISORY BOARD.

Hon , B. D. Magruder, Justiceof Supreme Court of Ill .

Hon . John D. Crabtree, Justice of the Appellate Court of Il !.

Hon , Shelby M. Cullom , U.S. Senator from II.

Hon . John R. Tanner, Governor of Ill.

Hon. W. II. Seaman , Judge of United States Circuit Court.

Hon . Rlehard S. Tuthill, Judge Circuit Court, Chicago.

Hon , John C. Black , U.S. Dist. Attorney , Northern Dist. , III .

FACULTY.

George W. Warvelle , LL . D., Dean , Prof.Constitutional Jurispru.

John J Tobias, LI. R. , Ph . D., Prof, of Political Science . (dence,

J. D. Andrews, LL.M., Prof. of Legal Procedure.
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BRAHMANISM AND HINDUISM.

BY

EDMUND BUCKLEY , Ph.D. , University of Chicago.

1. INDIA : ITS PEOPLE, HISTORY AND CULTURE.

N passing from China to India, the student should beware of supposing

that, because both peoples belong to the Orient and stand at the same

culture-level, he will meet the same mental traits in both . The precise

opposite is rather the fact; and attention to this aspect of India and its

culture — not overlooking, of course, fundamental human identities with

China, as with the rest of the world—will frequently prove suggestive.

India consists of three great districts : the Himalayas with its slopes on the

North , the valleys of the Indus and the Ganges in themiddle, and the hills and

plateaus of the Dekhan southwards from the Vindhya Mountains. Every varietyof

climate is found there, but the vast bulk of the people live in tropical heat. The

average temperature for June in Delhi is ninety - five degrees Fahr., and the annual

average for Madura is eighty -two. Rice grows in the low plains, and wheat in the high

ones , but the staple food of the people is millet, the most prolific of all the cereals.

The gigantic Himalayas and the vast Indian Ocean have barred steady intercourse

withthe rest of the world until the Modern Age, though three great gateways have

admitted invaders from prehistoric times. The first of these is the valley of the

Brahmaputra (Brahma's son) River, on the northeast, through which the yellow

Kolarians entered from Tibet and drove the aboriginal black Dravidians to the

Dekhan, where forty -six millions of them still speak their own languages. It may

be, however, that these Kolarians were the first comers, and were driven east and

west as the Dravidians made their way southward. What is certain is that, about

1500 B.C. , tribes of fair -skinned and “ beautiful nosed ” Aryans entered India

through the Khaiber and Bolan Passes on the northwest, and drove before them both

Dravidians and Kolarians, partly exterminating them and partly making them low

caste artisans, laborers and out- castes. In the end the greater part of these aborigines

mixed with the Aryan invaders and now form the mass of the Indian people, while

comparatively puré descendants of Aryans and aborigines number each only about
eighteen millions of the entire population of two hundred and fortymillions. This

admixture of aborigines with the conquering Aryans proved largely determinative

of both the social and religious Hindu of later times, and must be constantly borne
in mind.

The invaders consisted of large families, in which the father was in turn farmer,

priest and warrior; but in conflict with the aborigines they differentiatedinto three

classes, which subsequently hardened into the three “ twice born ” higher castes,

(Copyright, 1897, by TạE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second -Class Mail Matter. )
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namely, the Brahmans or priests, the Kshattriyas or warriors, and the Vaisyas or

farmers. Only these three might be present at the sacrifices of the deva or shining

gods. The Vaisyas tended to diminish by aspiration upwards, but in later times by

absorption into numerous mixed castes, so that now they are extinct. This left the

Brahmans and Kshattriyas to contend for the supreme place in the commonwealth.

It was attained by the former, and thus the character of the Indians as the most

religious people of the world assured , though at the expense of most of the other

humanities. In spite of garbling by the Brahmans, Indian scriptures bear witness

to the exercise of religious functions by the Kshattriyas. Thus no Indian names

are greater than those of Visvamitra, Manu and Gautama Buddha, who all sprang

from the Kshattriya caste.

Finally, however, the Brahmans prevailed , especially in the Ganges valley, the

“ Middle Land," and have controlled not only the religion, but the philosophy, law ,

literature and science of India to the present day. It is this monopoly ofall the men

tai humanities that explains the persistence of their control under all the shocks of

time. The priestly supremacy of the Brahman caste has often been assailed , was for

several centuries overthrown by Buddhism , and has for centuries been shared in the

Hindu sects by other “ twice-born ” castes ; but for twenty-two centuries Brahmans

have been the counsellors of Hindu princes, and the teachers of the Hindu people.

They represent the Aryan culture of India ; and the story of the attacks made upon

them with their resultant modifications nearly coincides with the culture-history of

India . Sir W. W. Hunter divides these attacks into six epochs : “ First, the religious

uprising of the half -Brahmanized Aryan tribes on the east ofthe Middle Land , initiated

by the preaching of Buddha in the sixth century B.C. , culminating in the Buddhist

kingdoms about the commencement of our era, and melting into modern Hinduism

about the eighth century A.D .; second , warlike inroads of non-Brahmanical Aryans

or other races from the west, commencing with the Greek invasions in the fourth

century B.C. , and continuing under the Greco-Bactrian empire and its successors

(Scythian or Tartar hordes from Central Asia ), to probably the third or fourth cen

tury A.D.; third, the influence of the non -Aryan tribes of India, and of the non

Aryan low-castes incorporated from them — an influence ever at work , indeed by far

the most powerful agent in dissolving Brahmanism into Hinduism, but represented

in a special manner by the non-Aryan kingdoms about the seventh and eighth cen

turies A.D.; fourth , the reaction against the low beliefs, priestly oppression and

bloody rites which resulted from this compromise between Brahmanism and aborig

inal worship, a reaction which received an impetus from the preaching of Sankar

Acharya, who founded a philosophic Sivaite sect in the eighth or ninth century,

and received its full development under a line of great Vaishnava reformers from the

twelfth to the sixteenth centuries A.D.; fifth , Mahometan invasions and the rule of

Islam, 1000 to 1765 A.D.; sixth, the English supremacy, and the great popular up

heaval which it has produced in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries."

Indian culture has for three milleniuins developed on the civilized grade with a

variety and excellence surpassed only by Europe under its scientific culture of the last

two centuries.

The classsic Indian speech , Sanskrit, the Indian alphabet, and the Indian

grammar, each belong to the most perfect productions of its class, while the gram

mar remained unsurpassed down to the present century . In art , their skill, patience

and taste have enabled them to teach something to the West and to still excel

where machinery is not used.

It is to their mechanical skill that Europe owes cotton cloth (calico is derived from

Calicut, and shawl and chintz are also words of Indian origin ); and, where machinery

is not involved, some Indian manufactures are still unsurpassed. In sculpture and

painting Indians learned much from the Greeks, and early invented music, but

have retrograded in all since about the tenth century ; music and the dance are func
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tions of their unfortunates, and as such shunned by the pure matron . However, in

all species of literary art the Indians have contributed their full quota to the world's

inasterpieces. In politics and with that in history and biography again , the Indians

have proved notable failures, as they have also in science . Even in medicine, after

the Brahmans had taught both Greeks and Arabs, they degenerated on account of

increasing reluctance to touch blood which caused ceremonial impurity. Astronomy

ſared better; but Indian devotion has been given to the mental sciences, logic, meta

physics, law and theology, in each of which , as we shall see , marvels have been

accomplished. Religion in particular is allowed by all students of India to have

Hindu Women at the Well .

been its great achievement. Here may be studied in full operation at this present

day every phase of religion from tree and serpent worship up to spiritual pantheism,

and that with a practical consistency which as a whole is unrivaled elsewhere.

India has been rightly characterized as God-drunk and priest-ridden, while the

mechanical and fine arts have been left to the low castes , and science has been

neglected.

The most conspicuous mental trait of the Indians is a well nigh boundless imagi

nation, exercised without that consummate restraint by other elements that rendered

Greek products so nearly perfect. This extravagant fancy has spoiled the Indian

appetite for sober reality, and stands in striking contrast with the Chinese empiri

cism. It belongs to the youthful age and the barbarian culture -stage, along with

such other Indian traits as the passion for jewelry, its doll-like treatment of idols

quite as if living beings, its noisy music, general sensuousness, and often sensuality.

Sultry climate and vegetable diet have brought about in the course of milleniums

a decrease in energy , while lack of scientific control of nature has not reduced the

labor requiring to be done. But the same causes have produced in the Indian great

passive endurance, and resignation to his lot , whatever that may be.
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2. THE VEDAS AND DEVAS.

The earliest religious compositions of the Indians that have come down to us are

called Vedas. They consist of three classes, quite distinct both in content, and time

and place of composition. These are the Mantras, hymns, mostly of prayer and

praise; the later Brahmanas, ritual rules and learned comments ; and the still later

Upanishads, theological discussions. The Mantras, which are alone often loosely

designated Veda, are again to be divided into four collections (samhita ), called

respectively Rig-veda, Sama-veda, Yagur-veda and Atharva-veda. The first comprise

the original hymns, 1,017 in number, the second and third are mere liturgical

rearrangeinents of the first, while the last is distinguished for its incanta

tions.

Veda, the class name for all these writings , means “ knowledge ” ( cognate with

Greek oda, Latin videre, German wissen, and the English wit), and generations

subsequent to those which composed it regarded it as sacred

both in nature and origin. It proceeded like breath from the

Self- existent (Brahman) to inspired sages (Rishis) who, in

turn , transmitted it orally to their decendants, the Brahmans,

whose peculiar property it has ever remained. Centuries

later it was committed to writing, but has to this day re

mained unread by the Hindu masses, though upheld as

infallible, and used in ritual .

The Rig -veda is by far the most important of its class.

Its hymns reveal to us the Aryans “ Nobles, " as they called

themselves, scattered in various tribes throughout the Punjab,

about 1500–1000 B.C., sometimes warring with each other,

but generally united against the aboriginal Blacks. The

chiefs were elected ; woman was honored, sometimes even

composing hymns, and always worshiping with her spouse ;

widows were not burned on their husband's funeral pyre ;

agriculture was practiced , but the chief wealth and also the

medium of exchange was cattle; beef was eaten and beer

drunk, while their language was an early form of Sanskrit .

These culture elements, including religion, possess a par

ticular interest, because they point both backwards to a

Vishnu, One of the Sun -Gods. proto -Aryan culture, in which our own ancestors shared , and

forwards to the culture of Hinduism , which differed from it

in every point here specified. The common ancestry of these Indians with Persians,

Greeks, Romans, Slavs, Teutons and Kelts, so as to form what has been variously

called the Aryan, Indo -European , or Indo-Keltic race, was the wonderful dis

covery of philology only some fifty years ago, though it had been true for some five

thousand years! In reading the Vedic hymns, therefore, we meet the earliest

religious compositions of therace to which we ourselves belong.

Yet the very existence of so refined a language, and again the elaborate and

artificial rhetoric employed , show that we have not reached entirely primitive

religion , as indeed we have not elsewhere. But this does not hinder the Rig

veda from enshrining many factors in the origin and growth of religion . No

science was present to hide the gods from view with its secondary causes. The

nature powers all seemed living, and therefore adorable. Though enough time has

elapsed since the origin of these gods for their attributes to become somewhat mixed,

so that sometimes a definitive decision upon a god's prototype in nature cannot be

reached, as with Varuna and the Asvins, yet unmistakable single nature-elements

appear in all the gods, while some of them are traceable in their entirety to single

nature-powers, as is the case with Agni ( fire) and Soma (wine). In any case, all

JU
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are so plainly nature-gods, that there is positively no ground for seeking an expla

nation of them in a primitive tradition or the like.

Their class name was deva, derived from a word meaning " shine," " heaven , "

etc. (cognate with Latin deus, and English divine), and therefore meaning " the

Shining Ones.” The early hymns also call the gods asuras, “ living ones,” but

later hymns change this use into a name for evil demons, enemies of the gods, and

this usage remainsever afterwards.

Vedic theology spoke of thirty-three chief gods, and classified them according to

their location in Heaven, in Air or on Earth. No one of these gods is master of the

others, but each is chiefin his own sphere. This has given occasion to the extrava

gant Indian to praise each

in turn , as if he were su

preme or sole, a practice

that Professor Max Müller

has thought deserving of a

special name, henotheism

( one-god -ism ), and which he

regards as a preliminary

stage to the later Indian

monotheism , and still later

pantheism . Professor Hop

kins prefers to designate it

pantheistic polytheism, and

Professor Lehmann syncret

ism ; but these, with others

like Muir and Barth , all

agree on a transition from

polytheism to a qualified

monotheism and then to

pantheism , which ends this The Gyan Kup, a Sacred Well at Benares.

first cyle of Indian evolution

named Vedism and Brahmanism , though new elements subsequently enter, and thus

begin Hinduism. ( 1 )

Before we proceed to sketch these major nature -gods in their picturesque and

impressive personality, we should recognizethe crowds of religious objects popular

with the common folk , such as minor deities or demons of mountains, of rivers, of

animals, and of plants, devils, elves and spukes, who all required to be propitiated

or worshiped. Even articles manufactured by the Indians themselves were personi

fied and addressed in hymns, as were plough and furrow , weapon and war -car, and

later chiefly the cultus -implements.

In general thehigher gods resemble men in bodily appearance, in need for food

and drink, in their emotions, and naturally also in their conduct, mixed of good
and evil. But they possess immortality, omniscience, and omnipotence, though by

no means uniformly , and are commonly well disposed towards man, whose afflic

tions spring from the demons.

2. THE VEDAS AND DEVAS.

( 1 ) Henotheism . - If we knew nothing else of

the religious poetry of the Veda, we might, after

readingsuch praises bestowed upon thesun , feel

inclined to say that the old Brahmans worshiped
the sun under various names as their supreme

deity ; and that in that sense they might be said

to worship one God only, to be, in fact, mono

theists. Nothing, however, could be further from

the truth . In this one evolution , no doubt , the

sun assumed the character of a supreme deity,

but even in the passages which we have quoted
there is hardly an assertion of the sun's supremacy

that could not be matched in the hymns addressed

to other Devas.

This is the peculiar character of the ancient

Vedic religion which I have tried to characterize

as Henotheism or Kathenotheism , a successive be .

lief insingle supreme gods, in order to keep it dis

tinct from that phase of religious thought which

we commonly call polytheism , in whichthe many
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gods are already subordinated to one supreme god ,

and by which therefore the craving after the one

without a second has been more fully satisfied. In

the Veda one god after another is invoked . For

the time being, all that can be said of a divine

being is ascribed to him . The poet, while address

ing him,seems hardly to knowof any other gods .

But in the same collection of hymns, sometimes

even in the same hymn , other gods are mentioned,

and they also are truly divine, truly independent ,

or, it may be, supreme. The vision of the wor

shiper seems to change suddenly, and the same

poet who at one moment saw nothing but the sun ,

as the ruler of heaven and earth , now sees heaven

and earth , as the father and mother of the sun and

of all the gods.

Let us now see what became of this Vedic heno

theism in its further development .

First of all, we find that several of these single

deities , having sprung from one and the same

source , have a tendency, after a very short career

of their own, to run together. Dyaus was the

sky as the ever-present light. Varuna was the

sky as the all -embracing. Mitra was the sky as

lighted up by the light of the morning. Sûrya

was the sun as shining in the sky . Savitri was

the sun as bringing light and life. Vishnu was

the sun as striding with three steps across the

sky ; Indra appeared in the sky , as the giver of

rain; Rudra and Maruts passed along the sky in
thunder-stornis ; Vâta and Vâyu were the winds

of the air; Agni was fire and light, wherever it

could be perceived , whether as rising out of dark

ness in the morning, or sinking into darkness in

the evening. The same applies to several of the

minor deities .

Hence it happened constantly that what was told

of one deity could be told of another likewise ; the

same epithets are shared by many, the same stories

are told of different gods.

And not the solar deities only , such as Sûrya,

but Indra, the rain-god , the Maruts, the storm

gods, were all called the sons of Dyaus, or the sky;

and as the sky was conceived as the husband of

the earth , the earth might become the mother of

all the gods.

When the sun rose, it was supposed not only to

lighten , but to reveal and spread out heaven and

earth ; and from that it was but a small step to

representingheaven and earth as brought back to

us, or made for us, by the sun . The same achieve

ment , however, was likewise ascribed to Indra ,

to Varuna, and to Agni, who is the light of the

sun , and to Vishnu ,the god who measures the

world with his three steps.

From another point of view, Agni is suposed to

bring back the sun, and the same feat is by other

poets ascribed to Indra, to Varuna , and to Vishnu .

Though the great battle against darkness and

the clouds is chiefly waged by Indra, yet Dyaus

also wields the thunderbolt, Agni destroys the

demons of darkness , Vishnu, the Maruts, and

Parganya, all take part in the same daily or yearly

battle .

The old poets saw all this as well as we do, and

they often go so far as to declare that one god is

identical with the others. Thus Agni , really the

godof fire, is said to be Indra and Vishnu,Savitri,

Pûshan , Rudra, and Aditi ; nay , he is said to be

all the gods.-F.Max Müller , ' Origin and Growth

of Religion , ” pp. 276-277, 295-297 ..

Syncretism . - A certain syncretism of the ideas

about the gods is very striking in the Vedic belief.

Since the god addressed on a particular occasion

is celebrated as supreme , not only the excellencies

of many other gods are frequently attributed to

him, but also their characters, functions, and

events are inserted into his picture in a quiet, un.

critical manner. Thismixture of divine predicates

renders it very difficultto form a determinate idea

of the single individualities of the gods. One can

hardly regard this peculiarity as a preliminary to

monotheism ; it rather bears in its bosom the later

pantheism . Only in quite late cosmogonic hymns

do we find indications of a real monotheism ; but

these depart from the old Vedic circle of ideas

both in their age and their kind.-E. Lehmann in

“ Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschichte ," 11., p. 76 .

Pantheistic Polytheism. -Long before there

was any formal recognition of the dogma that all

gods areone, various gods had been identified by

the Vedic poets. Especially, as most naturally,

was this the case when diverse gods having differ

ent names were similar in any way , such as Indra

and Agni, whose glory is fire; or Varuna and

Mitra, whose seat is the sky . From this casual

union of like pairs comes the peculiar custom of

invoking two gods as one . But even in the case

of gods not so radically connected , if their func

tions were mutually approximate,each in turn
became credited with his neighbor's acts . If the

traits were similar which characterized each , if the

circles of activity overlapped at all , then those
divinities that originally were tangent to each

other gradually became concentric , and eventually

were united . And so the lines between the gods

were wiped out, as it were, by their conceptions
crowding upon one another. There was another

factor , however, in the development of this uncon.

scious, or , at least, unacknowledged, pantheism .

Aided by the likeness or identity of attributes in

Indra , Savitar, Agni, Mitra, and other gods, many

of which werevirtually the same under a different

desiguation, the priests, ever prone to extrava

gance of word , soon began to attribute , regardless
of strict propriety, every power to every god .

With the exception of some of the older divinities,

whose forms, as they are less complex, retain

throughout the simplicity of their primitive char.

acter, few gods escaped this adoration, which
tended to make them all universally supreme, each

being endowed with all the attributes of godhead.

Onemight think that no better fate could happen

to a god than thus to be magnified . But when

each god in the pantheon was equally glorified,

the effect on the whole was disastrous. In fact, it

was the death of the gods whom it was the inten

tion of the seers to exalt . And the reason is plain .

From this universal praise it resulted that the in.

dividuality of each god became less distinct; every
god was become, so to speak, any god, so far as

his peculiar attributes made him a god at all , so

that out of the very praise that was given to him
and his confreres alike there arose the idea of the

abstract godhead, the god who was all the gods,
the one god . As a pure abstraction one finds thus

Aditi , as equivalentto " all the gods," and then

the more personal idea of the god that is father of
all , which soon becomes the purely personal All.

god. It is at this stage where begins conscious pre .

meditated pantheism , which in its first beginnings

is more like monotheism , although in India there

is no monotheism which does not include devout
polytheisın .

It is thus that we have attempted elsewhere to

explain that phase of Hindu religion which

Müller calls henotheism . - E. W. Hopkins, "Re

ligions of India ," Pp. 138-39.
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3. THE VEDIC DEITIES .

The Vedic deities afford peculiar interest to students of religion because the

preservation of abundant ancient texts makes it possible to trace their temporal suc

cession and logical relations as can be done nowhere else.

Dyaus Pitar, “ Father Heaven," is undoubtedly one of the oldest Indian gods;

for his cognates in Europe—Zeus Pater in Greece, Ju -piter in Rome, Tyr in
Germany - show that he was known to the undivided Indo-Keltic race as it roamed

the plains of Western Asia. The word dyaus is used frequently for the material

heaven or sky ; but Heaven, and always in company with Prithivi, “ Earth ,'

receives comparatively little attention in religion. Generally the two appear as

Father and Mother of all things,

but this sexual inetaphor is not

prominent.

The origin of Aditi remains

uncertain, but she is undoubtedly

very ancient and most beneficent,

while the eight Adityas, her sons,

were all distinguished for their

moral traits , which culminate in

the person of Varuna, the noblest

god in the Vedic pantheon, the

peer of the Chinese Tien , and like

him in his freedom from myths and

his source in heaven , for Varuna is

just the “ Encompasser, " that is ,

the sky or heavens. He is far

sighted and thousand-eyed (sun and

stars), wears a golden mantle, rides

in a car, sits in his heavenly mansions with a thousand columns and doors, and is

universal monarch . His functions, both physical and mental, are the sublimest

conceivable. By his magic power he measured out the earth , which together with

heaven he had established . He placed the sun in the sky, herb on the rock , and

the wind is his breath . He makes the rivers flow, and gives the precious rain . (1 )

But quite as naturally does Heaven (the scene of the regular movements of the

luminaries) preside over order and right, and is so vast that none can flee him, so

observant that none can elude him . He knows not only the flight of birds and the

path of the ships, but the secrets of men's hearts, for his spies traverse the earth .

( 2) The sinner he binds in fetters ( like the spies, probably in analogy with the

earthly ruler, and not based on a nature type) ; but to the penitent he is gracious,

and to the righteous grants immortality at the last . (3 ) In the hymns to Varuna

the prayer for forgiveness from guilt always occurs, as does in the hymns to all

other gods that for worldly good. No one can fail here to be reminded of the

attributes ofJehovah , and those who wish to do so may trace the comparison further

through the references given in the “ Rigveda " by Kaegi.

The deities thus far mentioned belonged to the Asuras, and none of them long

remained intact . They were suited to the previous relatively quiet conditions of the

Aryans, but were gradually debased or replaced, as the Indians fought their way

into their new home, by the more active Devas. Continuous victory induces a

joyful confidence in the warlike Indra, while Agni and Soma grow greater with

their clients, the Brahman priests, and Prajapati absorbs the traits of Varuna.

The chief god of all the Devas and the national god of the Vedic Indians is

undoubtedly the mighty Indra of gigantic size and unconquerable force, who rides

through the sky, and wields the thunderbolt. He is the storm - god of the Indian

A Brahman Family in Southern India .
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monsoon , whose mighty achievement it is to smite with his lightning Vritra,

“ Hinderer," the vast cloud dragon that bars the path of the rain needed from high

heaven ( remember that Varuna sent the rain ). The terrific violence of the Indian

storın is well reflected in the story how the Maruts fled at the thunderous snorting

of Vritra and left Indra to quell him alone. He is inspired for the fearsome fray by

draughts of the intoxicating soma juice, which is therefore an indispensable offering,

if one would secure his favor. All this naturally fitted him to become the war-god

of the invaders, and as such his enemies are the Dasyus, properly aborigines, but

mythically demons of the land . Heeven held back the river , and delayed the sun

in its course. (4) He has both the vices and the virtues of the warrior: sensuous,

and sometimes sensual, rough, hasty,

gluttonous, yet brave, jolly , generous,

and a foe to the haughty. (5 )

At the head of the Maruts that sup

port Indra stands Rudra, the Mountain

and Forest god of evil fame, and interest

ing to us because he survives in the later

Shiva.

The deities belonging to the realm of

light are naturally numerous. First , the

Asvins or " Riders' represent some nature

pair, such as the evening and morning

star. They preside over marriage and

childbirth . Ushas, the “ Dawn,” hurries

after the Asvins, her brothers, exposing
HSheppaa Dale

her charms to all beholders. Like her

cognates, the Greek Eos and the Latin

Aurora, she received no worship, and

belonged rather to poetry . Vishnu, destined to greatness later on, figures here as

a dwarf (the setting sun) that traverses the sky with three steps (morning, noon ,

and afternoon). Savitri, “ Stimulator," represents the golden, active sun, while

Surya represents the sun-disk. (6) Pushan is yet another sun -god, this time as con

ceived by shepherds, and consequently a plebeian and comical figure.

Indra , Caves of Ellora .

3. THE VEDIC DEITIES.

( 1 ) Varuna , the Creator.

His works bear witness to his might and wisdom ,

Who fashioned firm supports for earth and heaven ,

Who set on high the firmament uplifted,

And fixed the stars and spread out earth's ex

panses.

He mingled withthe clouds his cooling breezes,
He gavethe cow her milk , the horse his spirit,

Put wisdom in the heart, 'in clouds the lightning,

The sun in heaven , on the rock the Soma.

The sun's sure courses Varuna appointed ,

He sent the streaming waters flowing onward ,

The mighty path of days he first created ,

And rules them as the riders guide their horses.

-Kaegi, “ The Rigveda ,” pp. 62 , 63.

( 2 ) Varuna, the Omniscient.

The mighty Varuna, who rules above, looks down

Upon these worlds, his kingdom , as if close at

hand.

When men imagine they do ought by stealth , he

knows it .

No one can stand or walk or softly glide along

Or hide in dark recess, or lurk in secret cell ,

But Varuna detects him and his movements spies.

Two persons may devise some plot, together sitting

In private and alone; but he, the king, is there

A third- and sees it all . This boundless earth is

his,

His the vast sky, whose depth no mortal e'er can

fathom .

Both oceans find a place within his body, yet
In that small pool he lies contained . Whoe'er

should flee

Far, far beyond the sky , would not escape the

grasp

Of Varuna, the king . His messengers descend

Countless from his abode — for ever traversing

This world and scanning with a thousand eyes its

inmates.

Whate'er exists within this earth, and all within
the sky ,

Yea, all that is beyond, King Varuna perceives.

The winkings of men's eyes are numbered all by
him .

He wields the universe, as gamesters handle dice.

May thy destroying snares cast sevenfold round
the wicked ,

Entangle liars, but the truthful spare , O king !

-M . Monier-Williams, " Indian Wisdom ,' p . 16.
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(3) Varuna, the Forgiver and Rewarder.

If we to any dear and loved companion

Have evil done, to brother or to neighbor,

To our own countryman or to a stranger,

That sin do thou , O Varuna, forgive us.

Forgive the wrongs committed by ourfathers,

What we ourselves have sinned in mercypardon ;

Myown misdeeds do thou , O God , take from me ,

And for another's sin let me not suffer.

If ever we deceived like cheating players ,

If consciously we've erred , or all unconscious,

According to our sin do not thou punish ;

Be thou the singer's guardian in thy wisdom .

Drawn by thy ruddy, Ribhu- fashioned steeds,

Speed to the charge, escorted bythe Maruts.

Vainly the demons dare thy might ; in vain

Strive to deprive us of thy watery treasures.

Earth quakes beneath the crashing of thy bolts.

Pierced, shattered , lies the foe - his cities crushed,

His armies overthrown, his fortresses

Shivered to fragments; then the pent-up waters,

Released from long imprisonment, descend

In torrents to the earth, and swollen rivers,

Foaming and rolling to their ocean home,

Proclaim the triumph of the Thunderer.

-M . Monier -Williams, Indian Wisdom , " pp .

17, 18 .

* *

Thee I will follow , jealous god , and serve thee ,

Faithful and true, as slaves a kindly master.

The god gives light to minds devout, though simple,

The wisea wiser one conducts to blessing.
*

Go forth, go forth upon the path so ancient ,
By which our fathers reached their home in heaven .

There Varuna shalt thou behold , and Yama,

The princes both , in blessedness eternal.

-Kaegi, “ The Rigveda,” pp. 67 and 69 .

( 4 ) Indra Rules Rivers and Sun.

The mighty stream , with flood o'erwhelming all

things,

Thou heldest back for Vâyya and Turviti ;

Obedient stood the rapid flood, O Indra,

And through its bed thou mad'st an easy path

way. The Ghats at Benares,

And Indra restrained the waters also for Yadu

and Turvaça when they desired to cross the stream ;
( 6 ) Surya, the Sun-God .

and even all the gods could not withstand Indra
Behold the rays of Dawn , like heralds lead on

when he prolonged day into the night, and the
high

sun unharnessed his chariot in the midst of
The Sun, that men may see the great all-knowing

heaven (day).—Kaegi, “ The Rigveda,” PP. 44 , 45 .
god.

Thestars slink off like thieves , in company with

(5 ) Indra , the Storm -God . Night ,

Indra, twin brother of the god of fire, Before the all- seeing eye , whose beams reveal his

When thou wast born , thy mother Aditi presence,

Gave thee, her lusty child , the thrilling draught
Gleaming like brilliant fames, to nation after

Of mountain-growing Soma—source of life
nation .

And never-dying vigor to thy fame. With speed , beyond the ken of mortals, thou , o

Thenat the thunderer's birth, apalled with fear,
Sun ,

Dreading the hundred - jointed thunderbolt Dost ever travel on , conspicuous to all .

Forged by the cunning Tvashtri- mountains Thou dost create the light , and with it dost illume

rocked,
The universe entire ; thou risest in the sight

Earth shook and heaven trembled . Thou wast Of all the race of men , and all the host of heaven .

born Light-giving Varuna ! thy piercing glance doth

Without a rival , king of godsandmen
scan

The eye of living and terrestrial things. In quick succession all this stirring , active world ,

Immortal Indra ,unrelenting foe And penetrateth too the broad ethereal space,

Of drought and darkness, infinitely wise, Measuring our days and nights and spying out all

Terrific crusher of thy enemies,
creatures.

Heroic, irresistible in might ,
Surya with flaming locks, clear-sighted god of day ,

Wallof defence, to us thy worshipers,
Thyseven ruddy mares bear on thy rushing car.

We sing thy praises, and our ardent hymns
with these thy self-yoked steeds, seven daughters

Embrace thee, as a loving wife her lord. of thy chariot,

Thou art our guardian , advocate, and friend ,
Onward thou dost advance . To thy refulgentorb

A brother, father, mother, all combined . Beyond this lower gloom and upward to the light

Most fatherly of fathers, we are thine Would we ascend, O Sun , thou god among the

And thou art ours ; oh ! let thy pitying soul
gods.

Turn to us in compassion, when we praise thee ,
-M . Monier -Williams, “ Indian Wisdom ,” p . 19 .

And slay us not for one sin or for many. The celebrated Gayatri, a short prayer to this

Deliver us to -day, to-morrow , every day. Sun-god , has become the most sacred of all Vedic

Armed for the conflict, see ! the demons come- texts, and is used to this very day by every Brah

Ahi and Vritra , and a long array man in his daily devotions. It runs as follows:

Ofdarksome spirits. Quick,then , quaff thedraught “ Let us meditate on that excellent glory of the

That stimulates thymartial energy, divine Vivifier. May he stimulate our under

And dashing onward in thy golden car, standings . ”
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1

4. VEDIC DEITIES (CONTINUED) .

Indra was preëminently the god of the warrior class; that of the priest is Agni (Latin

ignis), and next to Indra he is the most prominent of all the Vedic gods, being cele

brated in not less than two hundred hymns. The Indian imaginationhas wrought out

into forms of wondrous beauty and deep meaning this element of fire , which indeed

has helped the religious reflection of every people, while children still delight to " play

with it. " The appearance and functions of Agni are easy to trace, because his

prototype was so closely ob

servable by all in the house

hold and the sacrificial fire.

He sleeps in wood , from

which he springs anew

whenever the offerer whirls

the firedrill; so soon as born

he devours his parents ( the

two pieces of the drill), or,

otherwise, his mother can

not suckle him , or, again,

he is born from ten maidens

(the fingers that whirl the

drill) . He dwells in the

sun , and can also, as light

ning, spring from the waters

through the clouds above;

whence his triple form .
Worship of Parashurama by a Smarta Brahman. This earliest Indian trinity

supplies the basis of much

speculation , and the pattern of numerous subsequent trinities, as we shall soon see.

Born first in heaven, he descended to earth to become the vital fire in plants, ani

mals and inan . Agni stands nearer humanity than any other god, being " house

lord , ” or “ guest, " or " immortal,” who has taken his abode among men. Such

terms, together with those of kinsman, friend, and father, arise from the use of fire

in the household cult, which was prior to the public one. For the same reason

lie is the god of their fathers, whilst he also guides the soul to the realm of the dead,

because Indian practice consigned corpses to the flames.

From his use in sacrifice, again, he becomes the heavenly messenger that sum

mons the gods to the sacrifice or conveys the sacrifice to them. Nobler still , he is

celebrated as the divine counterpart of the earthly priesthood , both as Brahman or

praying and Hotri or offering priest, appointed both by gods and men. He is the

great priest, as Indra is the great warrior, but is a later and higher development
than is he.

Finally Agni is the divine seer or prophet, possessing all knowledge and wisdom,

and an inspirer of wisdom in others. He forgives sin , averts the wrath of Varuna,

and confers immortality on man at the last. ( 1 )

But , if the might and mystery of fire supplied the basis for a wondrous God,

how could it prove otherwise with the equally mysterious and mighty soma plant

whence was pressed the intoxicating Vedic drink ? Of course, like agni, it was

personified and deified, and, from likeness of conditions with Agni, was de

veloped in a closely parallel way, standing indeed next to him in importance. As

many as one hundred and twenty hymns are dedicated to him , being mostly incan

tations sung as the soma was pressed by the stones into the vat , in which it was

offered to the gods. Much of the Vedic theology about soma depends on details of

its preparation which we cannot stay to describe; but the modern's experience still
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renders easily intelligible that Soma was considered both himself immortal, and the

drink of iminortality for gods , as later for men ; that he was medicine god , lord of

speech (in vino veritas) and a great fighter. The exhilarating effect of soma upon

the gods occasioned the transfer to him of many of their attributes. Again as a

fluid, and also because mixed with water, Soma becomes Lord of Waters in many

ways. As such his original and true home would be in Heaven , whence he was

brought to earth by the eagle Agni ( lightning ). The cult of Soma before the

Indians had parted from the Iranians ( Persians) is clearly evidenced ; and indeed

there are even indications that a beverage was held divine by their and our com

mon ancestors on the high Asiatic plain, though then a honey -drink, mead (San

skrit madhu ). As soma juice is yellow and is passed through a sieve , it was asso
ciated with the yellow moon passing through clouds.

But if the sacrificial fire and wine are divine, so too is the liturgy that

accompanies them . Hence arises Brahmanaspati or Brihaspati, “ Lord of Prayer."

He is a later priestly production , a spiritual Indra and Agni, and a forerunner of

the great Brahma.

Towards the close of the Vedic period (1500-1000 B.C. ) philosophy begins to

influence theology, and there appear signs of scepticism especially in regard to

Indra, who, it will be noticed , had no constantly visible seat, as had the other

deities. Hence a demand for faith (shraddha, Latin credo, English creed ) especially

in his behalf. Again attempts were made to discover a single supreme deity that

could account for both world and gods. Such an one seemed to appear in Visvakar

man and Prajapati, both which terms had been already used as epithets of other

gods. The former, the “ Allmaker," is figured as a germ resting in the lap of the

fertilizing waters ; while Prajapati, “ Lord of Creatures,” was figured as a golden

egg. ( 2 ) Another device to account for the universe purported that Purusha, “ Male

Person," was himself dismembered to provide its parts. This materialistic fancy

reminds one of the Chinese Panku andthe Japanese Izanagi. (3) In characteristic

fashion, however, the Brahman has modified his account into a sacrificial partition

of the primitive giant's frame. The reference to early Semitic tradition that some

older scholars have supposed here is therefore quite unfounded. These ideas are

still crude, and a nature-myth of the sun and dawn incorporated into Prajapati

makes him guilty of incest, to the great scandal of a subsequent generation. The

highest mark reached in the Vedas was expressed in a hymn that is simply an

interrogation, though the ability to put it shows plainly what progress the princi

ple of unity had made by the close of the Vedic age. (4)

4. VEDIC DEITIES (CONTINUED) .

( 1 ) Agni , the Fire God .

Great Agni , though thine essence be but one ,

Thy forms are three ; as fire thou blazest here ,

As lightning flashest in the atmosphere,

In heaven thou flamest as the golden sun .

And yet this orphaned god himself survives ;

Although his hapless mother soon expires,

And cannot nurse the babe , as babe requires,

Great Agri , wondrous infant, grows and thrives.

Smoke-bannered Agni, god with crackling voice

And flaming hair , when thou dost pierce the

gloom

At early morn , and all the world illume,

Both Heaven and Earth and gods and men rejoice.

It was in heaven thou hadst thy primal birth ;

By art of sages skilled in sacred lore

Thou wast drawn down to human hearts ofyore ,

And thou abid'st a denizen of earth .
In every home thou art a welcome guest ;

The household's tutelary lord; a son,

A father, mother, brother, all in one ;

A friend by whom thy faithful friends are blest .

Sprung from the mystic pair, by priestly hands

In wedlock joined , forth flashes Agni bright;

But , О ye Heavens and Earth , I tell you right,

The unnatural child devours the parent brands.

But Agni is a god ; we must not deem

That he can err, or dare to reprehend

His acts, which far ourreason's grasp transcend;

He best can judge what deeds a god beseem .

A swift-winged messenger, thou callest down

From heaven, to crowd our hearths, the race

divine,

To taste our food , our hymns to hear, benign .

And all our fondest aspirations crown .
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Thou, Agni, art our priest , divinely wise.

In holy science versed ; thy skill detects

The faults that mar our rites , mistakes corrects,

And all our acts completes and sanctifies.

Thou art the cord that stretches to the skies,

The bridge that spans the chasm , profound and

vast ,

Dividing Earth from Heaven , o'er which at last

The good shall safely pass to Paradise .

But when, great god , thine awful anger glows,

And thourevealest thy destroying force,

All creatures flee before thy furious course ,

As hosts are chased by overpowering foes.

Thou levelest all thou touchest; forests vast

Thou shear'st like beards which barber's razor

shaves ,

Thy wind-driven Aames roar loud as

waves,

And all thy track is black when thou hast past .

But thou , great Agni , dost not always wear

That direful form ; thou rather lov'st to shine

Upon our hearts with milder flame benign ,

And cheer the homes where thou art nursed with

ocean

care .

Yes, thou delightest all those men to bless,

Who toil , unwearied, to supply the food

Which thou so lovest, logs of well-dried wood ,

And heaps of butter bring, thy favorite mess.

Though I no cow possess, and have no store

Of butter-nor an axe fresh wood to cleave ,

Thou, gracious god, wilt my poor gift receive

These few dry sticks I bring ; I have no more .

Preserve us, lord, thy faithful servant save

From all the ills by which our bliss is marred ;

Tower like an iron wall our homes to guard ,

And all the boons bestow our hearts can crave.

And when away our brief existence wanes,

When we at length our earthly homes must quit ,

And our freed souls toworldsunknown shall flit ,

Do thou deal gently with our cold remains.

And then thy gracious form assuming, guide

Our unbornpart across the dark abyss

Aloft to realms serene of light and bliss,

Where righteous men among thegods abide.

- J. Muir, “ Original Sanskrit Texts,” pp. 221-3 .

(2) Prajapati, Lord of Creatures.

What god shall we adore with sacrifice ?

Him let us praise, the golden child that rose

In the beginning , who was born the Lord

The one sole Lord of all that is-who made

The earth , and formed the sky , who giveth life,

Who giveth strength , whose bidding gods revere ,

Whose hiding-place is immortality,

Whose shadow , death ; who by his might is king

Of all the breathing, sleeping, waking world

Who governsmen and beasts, whose majesty

These snowy hills, this ocean with its rivers

Declare; ofwhom these spreading regions form

The arins; by whomthe firmament is strong,

Earth firmly planted , and the highest heavens

Supported , and the clouds that fill the air

Distributed and measured out ; to whom

Both earth and heaven , established by his will ,

Look up with trembling mind; in whom revealed

The rising sun shines forth above the world .

Where'er let loose in space, the mighty waters

Have gone , depositing a fruitful seed

And generating fire, there he arose,

Whois the breath and life of all the gods ,

Whose mighty glance looks round the vast expanse

Of watery vapor - source of energy,

Cause of the sacrifice - the only God

Above the gods. May he notinjure ' is !

He the Creator of the earth - the righteous

Creator ofthe sky , Creator too

Of oceans bright,and far -extending waters.
-M . Monier- Williams, Indian Wisdom , "

p . 33

(3 ) Purusha, the Giant. Purusha has a

thousand heads a thousand eyes, and a thousand

feet. He transcended this whole (universe) ,

whatever has been , and whatever shall be.

As soon as born he extended beyond the earth,

both behind and before. When the gods offered

up Purusha as a sacrifice, the spring was its

clarified butter, summer its fuel, and autumn the

[accompanying) oblation . From that

universal sacrifice sprang the hymns called Rich

and Sāman, the metres, and the Yajush . From

it were produced horses, and all aninials with

two rowsof teeth, cows , goats, and sheep. When

they divided Purusha , into how many parts did

they distribute him ? The Brāhman was

his mouth ; the Rājanya became his arms; the

Vaisya was his thighs ; the Sūdra sprang from his

feet. The moon was produced from his soul; the

sun from his eye; Indra and Agni from his mouth ;

and Vāya from his breath. From his navel came

the atmosphere ; from his head arose the sky ; from

his feet came the earth ; from his ear the four

quarters; so they formed the worlds.- ). Muir ,

"Old Sanskrit Texts,” V., pp.368-72.

( 4 ) The Mystery of Creation .

In the beginning there was neither nought nor

aught,

Thenthere was neither sky nor atmosphere above.

What then enshrouded all this teeming Universe ?

In the receptacle of what was it contained ?

Was it enveloped in the gulf profound of water ?

Then was there neither death nor immortality,

Then was there neither day, nor night, nor light,

nor darkness,

Only the Existent One breathed calmly , self-con

tained.

Nought else than him there was --nought else

above, beyond .

Then first come darkness hid in darkness , gloom

in gloom

Next all was water, all a chaos indiscrete,

In which the One lay void , shrouded in nothing

Then turning inward he, by self-developed force
Ofinner fervor and intense abstraction , grew.

And now in him Desire, the primal germof mind ,

Arose, which learned men, profoundly searching,

say

Is the first subtle bond, connecting Entity

With Nullity . This ray that kindled dormant life,

Where was it then ? before ? or was it found above ?

Werethere parturient powers and latent qualities,

And fecund principlesbeneath , and active forces

That energized aloft ? Who knows ? Who can

declare ?

How and from what has sprung this Universe ? the

gods

Themselves are subsequent to its development.

Who, then, can penetrate the secret of its rise ?
Whether 'twas framed or not, made or not made ;

he only

Who in the highest heaven sits, the omniscient

Lord

Assuredly knows all , or haply knows he not .

--Ibid , p. 22 .

ness.
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5. THE VEDIC CULT, ETHICS , ESCHATOLOGY.

senses.

•

The hymns, through which we have just become acquainted with the Vedic

deities, were not the free religious effusions of primitive shepherds, as was once

thought , but were composed to accompany offerings to the gods. Thus the offering

is the original religious act, and in Vedism it wasalso the central one. It was the

medium of exchange with the gods, and sanctified and secured daily life and especial

occasions, and even the regular course of nature. Its origin was in heaven , where

the godswrought by sacrifice, where sun and lightning were the fires, rain and
rivers the libation, and thunder the hymn.

The Vedic offering was properly a feast for the gods, who were invited to take

their places on the sacred grassspread before the altar either in the house or out of

doors, for the temple was as yet unknown, and were then served in abundance with

cakes and dumplings, milk and butter, fat and flesh, above all with the precious

soma, while incense, music, dance and the hymns of praise gratified the higher

The celebrants expected in return for all this that the gods would guard

them from enemies and demons, sickness and bad weather, but bestow uponthem

riches, long life, and children, while spiritual good, except the clearing from sin,

is not mentioned. " Here is the butter
where are thy gifts ? ” The

prayers seldom breathe devotion or fervor, and never humility, while the word

" thank ” is unknown to the Vedic speech.

Offerings were distinguished asprivate when only one fire was used, and as

public when three were used the original, and still more commonly used, was the

former , the sacred house fire, kindled with the firedrill by the householder at his

wedding, and thereafter maintained in reverence, never blown upon with the mouth,

or usedfor warming the feet, but regarded as the brilliant guest from heaven who

mediated between it and earth . The lawgiver Manu wrote, “ The first birth is from

the natural mother, the second from the sacred thread, the third from due perform

ance of the sacrifice.” Here, at morning and at evening, the householder with his

wife and children cooked and offered food to the immortals. He might also perform

the public service, but usually the increasingly complex ritual required here the

service of priests at the orderand expense of the beneficiary. There was the prayer

reciter, the singer, and the operator, while the Brahman supervised the whole, lest

any fault render the whole invalid ; for the utmost care was needed in executing the

elaborate details — preparation ofthe place and altar, lighting the fire, cooking the
food, and pressing the soma. The priests had to wash, anoint, and robe themselves,

and observe numberless rules during the ceremony—measured steps and attitudes,

various calls ormysterious silence , and especially had to repeat the hymns and pas

sages without the least failure. The beneficiary and his wife were also required to

prepare by a purification through bathing, fasting, and continence, usually only for

two days,but, in the case of the greater offerings, for weeks or months.

The 'chief public offerings were as follows : The Fire-offering performed every

morning andevening,asbefore all great offerings,and consisting of a libation ofhot

The new or full Moon offering, every fourteen days, which was typical of all

and, like the Fire-offering, embodied in all greater offerings. Here cakes and butter

were presented, and a meal shared by thebeneficiary and priests. Still richer were

the offerings at the three (Indian ) seasons, Spring, Rains,and Autumn. Forthese new
periodsnew fire was made from the drill,witha symbolic meaning. At the Rains

offering a ram and a eweweremade from dough and wool, probably meantto ren

der the herds fruitful; and similar magic with images was frequent in other off

First-fruits were offered at the barley and rice harvests . At the two solstices

and the rainy season, instead of the usual vegetable offering, a male goat was

strangled , divided, cooked,and shared by men and gods, the omentum especially
beingreserved forthe latter.

milk.
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The greatest of all the annual ceremonies was the Soma-offering at Springtide, a

genuine folk feast to which crowds came. But the " king of the offerings' was the

great horse -sacrifice, undertaken by an entire people at the command of their kiug,

for the protection of the land . For an entire year the consecrated horse roamed the

land watched by four hundred youths. Immediately after the slaughter of the horse,

the queen had to lie beside it, in symbolism of the devotion of the land to the sun.

Anciently human sacrifice was included here. The folk inade the occasion one of

great merrymaking.

Besides this nature -cult appears the equally ancient ancestor-cult. It consisted

in conjuring the ancestors from their abode in the earth to a place purified and

strewn with grass, where the celebrant, bended on his left knee, sprinkles purifying

water and then lays on theground three dumplings, saying, “Here, O Fathers, enjoy

each one his part, " adding a wish for long life . Thenpresenting ointment and

clothes, he prays, “ Reverence to your sap and strength , reverence to your life, to

your wrath and terror ; may you be the best in yon world,

and we in this.” Finally the Fathers are sped with the

words, “ Arise, ye Fathers, traverse the mysterious old path ;

give us riches and fortune, and praise our gifts among the

gods." Worship of the house-fire, and prayer to Agni to

blot out all sin follows.

We have already seen how Indra needed the soma -juice

to nerve him for the attack on Vritra . Indeed, the notion

was general that the offering formed the support of the gods,

and this in time led to the belief that a faultlessly performed

offering compelled the gods to give their aid . “ Devotion

rules the gods.” “ The offerer chases Indra, like a deer ; he

holds him fast as a fowler does the bird ; the

god is a wheel that the singer knows how

to turn . " Furthermore, the Vedic offering

bore to a grave degree the char

acter of magic. Especially was

the Rains-offering really rain

making Where only demons

are concerned, the

magic is unmistak

able , for the Atharva

veda a bounds in

spells for securing

every good, and ban

ishing every ill that

could accrue through

them , as also through

animated plants and

things. The content

of the latter is usual

ly , “ Do thou , O

Plant, preserve from
harm ," etc. Some

times the magic is

symbolic, as in the

following love

charm : “ As the

wind twirls around

Devotions on the Ghats of the Ganges at Benares. the grass upon the

J.Produk
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ground, so I twirl thy mind about, that thou mayest become loving, that thou

mayest not depart from me, ' ' etc. In general the Atharva -veda records the religion

of the Vaisyas, as the Rig -veda does that of the two upper classes ; but, as usual,

the commonalty found no historian till long after their social betters, and the col

lection accordingly dates after the Rig-veda.

Evidence for the ethical ideas of the Vedic people must be gathered from stray

passages in the hymns. A maiden, wife and widow were well honored and pro

tected in their relations with men , probably beyond the usual barbarian level, ( 1 )

while the exposure of aged people and weak infants, with human sacrifice, quite

conforms to that level. With such a god as Varuna in mind, conscience toward the

gods could and did come into play. The adultress, for example, inust confess her

sin before approaching the altar. Yet, often , both sin and its removal are conceived

in a ceremonial and not yet wholly moral way. The emphasis upon the duty of

truth is remarkable, and this with courage, piety to gods and ancestors, and liber

ality to priests form the chief traits of the Vedic good man, while inorality generally

seems to have been conceived as justice , and not higher, which gives it a formal and

stiff character.

The disposition of the dead was by burial , later by burning, and to these two

methods correspond the two notions of the future life ; one in the under world , the

other in the upper. Continuous existence in company with the blessed dead is as

sumed in both views. The king of these dead is Yama, the first man (with Yami, his

sister) , and the first to die, consequently the guide for all his descendants to the home

he has prepared , whence, moreover, they can watch their children , and afford them

help and comfort. ( 2 ) Later this home was placed in heaven with Varuna and the

righteous, while those guilty of great crimes were destined to hell , though this side

of the future is only rarely and obscurely noticed. The joys expected in heaven are

simply the enlarged reflections of the sensuous ones sought on earth, with the spir

itual joy of reunion to the fathers.

Veda .

of men ,

5. THE VEDIC CULT , ETHICS, ESCHA

TOLOGY.

( 1 ) Sexual Morality . - In this connection it is

particularly interesting to see how they have
treated the myths which relate themanifold inter

marryingthat formsthe basisofallmythologies,
the union of a male divinity with a female being,

conceived almost always as irregular,and very

often incestuous . This union lies no less at the

basis of a great number ofrepresentations in the
Alĩthe gods there are conceived as beget.

ters of offspring,males or bulls;they are loversof
the Waters, theMothers , the Gnás (genetrices). of

the Apsaras, the Undine class, of Apya Yoshi,the

wife of the waters, whoiscapricious and wanton ,

and theyare at once theirsons andhusbands. It

would,however, be difficultto extract fromthe

Hymns a chapter ontheamours ofthe gods.With

very few exceptions,everything is resolved into

brief, rapid hints, isolatedfeatures, ormere sym
bols. Withthe exception of Aurora , thegoddesses
here haveonly afeatureless physiognomy, and the

mostconspicuousgodsare hardly alluded to in

these stories.Once only is Indrâņi,thewife of Indra,
the unchaste Venus; once onlyis there mention

made of the relations of Varuņa withthe Apsaras,

of whom ,however, heis, agreeably to hisorigin ,

the true lover. In'this capacityhe gives place to
the Gandharva, a being purelymythical. In this

there certainly'appears a touch of moraldelicacy,
which itwould be unjust notto acknowledge. In

the dialoguebetweenYamaandhis sister Yamî,
for instance, the attempted incestis spurned , and

yet it is almost certain that originally Yama yielded

to the temptation .-A . Barth, “ The Religions of

India , ” pp. 27-8.

(2 ) King Yama.

To Yama , mighty king , be gifts and homage paid .

He was the first of men that died , the first to brave

Death's rapid rushing stream , the first to point the
road

To heaven , and welcome others to that bright

abode.

No power can rob us of the home thus won by thee .

O king, we come; the born must die , must tread

the path

That thou hast trod , the path by which each race

In long succession , and our fathers, too , have

passed .

Soul of the dead ! depart; fear not to take the

road

The ancient road - by which thy ancestors have

gone ;

Ascend to meet the god- to meet thy happy fathers,

Who dwell in bliss with him . Fear not to pass the

guards ,

The four-eyed brindled dogs - that watch for the

departed .

Return unto thy home,O soul ! Thy sin and shame

Leave thou behind on earth ; assume a shining

form

Thy ancient shape - refined and from all taint set

free .

-M.Monier -Williams, “ Indian Wisdom ," pp. 21-2 .
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6. THE BRAHMANAS.

To the Mantras or Hymns of each Veda there was added aprose composition,

called Brahmana, for the purpose of explaining to the Brahmans the very complicated

sacrificial ceremonies described in theprevious lesson. As these Brahmans formed

for three milleniums the most powerful hereditary class of men in the world, the

view of their mental condition afforded by these writings has been highly prized.

Time has moved forward to about the eighth century B.C. , and the Indian immi

grants have reached the confluence of the Jumna and the Ganges. No new hymns

are composed, while the old ones are assuming a sacred and infallible character,

and change in the vernacular, leaves their language intelligible only to the priests.

But the most important change made, and thekey to the entiresituation, is that in

the Brahman. He now calls himself a " human god," ( 1 ) while, as we shall soon

see, familiarity with the original gods has bred some con

tempt for them . We shall see in the Laws of Manu how

strict a discipline this high position of the Brahman entailed

upon him , but can gather from these Brahmanas evidence

only for his puerilities, pedantry and pride , except that he

must not be blameworthy. (2 )

The gods are the same as in the Vedas, but their wives

now receive a cult separate from them , while Prajapati is

confirmed as chief of the gods, and indeed as source of gods,

asuras, and men equally. The term asura, “ living one,''

once a synonym of deva, “ shining one,” is now used for

the dark powers, in struggle with the devas and worsted

only by the craft of the latter. (3 ) In the myth just quoted,

daylight yields to night-darkness, and is saved by sun, who,

though a dwarf at night, rises again, and with three steps

(morning, noon, andafternoon) crosses the entire heaven.

It is characteristic of the Brahmanas that the rising of Vishnu is attributed to Agni,

the flame of the morning sacrifice, and patron god of the priests. This feat is then

used to support a false etymology which , however, glorifies the altar, and this

in turn serves asa basis for magical triumph over rivals, both which procedures are

common traits of the Brahmanas.

The true and original ground of sacrifice, namely as food for the gods, is plainly

stated, and with that the order of value of the various animals, man being at the

head . (4) But other passages show that images in metal, earth and dough were some

times subsituted for these living victims. This change, as also the one from larger

to smaller animals, arose from the increasing need for economy, rather than from

humanity (except in case of the man) or the belief in rebirth .

The abundant evidences for the belief in magic have a special interest here,

because the belief is entertained by the highest( Brahman ) class, not merely by the

lower ones, and is therefore a trait of the age. Thus, if the cartcreaks at the sacri

fice, it is the voice of evil spirits, and must be averted by a formula ; and if the

sacrificer mutter the words, “ Let such an one die," he will surely die. Myths,

low estimate of the deities, bloody, including human sacrifices, magic, and great

vulgarity in sexual references, all prove that the Aryans in India have not yet risen

above the barbarian culture and therefore stand only one stage above the savage

aborigines. To charge them with superstition , silliness, cruelty , or obscenity,

simply shows lack of historic sense.

The virtues inculcated also rise no higher than those common to barbarism ,

namely, murder, adultery , theft, and abortion, though the proscription of gluttony,

anger, and procrastination are signs of progress. The insistence on truthfulness is

continued from Vedic times, andindicates an Indian characteristic.

Brahman in Position for Sun

Worship .
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The common view of the future life comprises heaven and hell , but occasional

references to a rebirth on earth are made.

It is in one of the Brahmanas, namely the Satapatha, that the first Indian account

of a flood occurs. ( 5 ) The elements common to this account and that in Genesis

(ship and mountain) naturally suggest derivation from a common Babylonian source,

which is possible, though the differences in the stories , the absence of any other

loans from Babylon, and the prevalence of floods in India as elsewhere, point the
other way .

6. THE BRAHMANAS. side : " . With the Trishtubh metre I enclose thee !"

on the north side : “ With the Gagatî metre I en

( 1 ) The Brahmans are Gods.—The reason why close thee !"

he gives fees to priests is this : Having thus enclosed himon all (three) sides,

Verily , there are two kinds of gods; for, indeed , and having placed Agni (the fire) on the east side,

the gods are the gods; and the Brâhmans who they went on worshiping and toiling with it (or

have studied and teach sacred lore are the human him , i.e. , Vishnu , the sacrifice). By it they ob

gods. The sacrifice of these is divided into two tained (sam - vid ) this entire earth ; and because

kinds: oblations constitute the sacrifice to the they obtain d by it this entire (earth) , therefore it

gods ; and gifts to the priests that to the human ( the sacrificial ground ) is called vedi (the altar) . For

gods, the Brâhmans who have studied and teach this reason they say , “ Asgreat as the altar is, so

sacred lore . With oblations one gratifies the great is the earth; ' ' for by it (the altar) they ob

gods, and with gifts to the priests thehuman gods, tained this entire (earth ) . And verily he who so

the Brâhmans who have studied and teach sacred understands this, wrests likewise this entire

lore . Both these kinots of gods, when gratified, (earth ) from his rivals, excludes his rivals from

place him in a state of bliss (sudhâ ). sharing in it . “ Satapatha Brahmana," I., pp.

Even as seed is poured into the womb, so the 59-60.

officiating priests place the sacrificer in the (heav- (4 ) The Ground and Order of Animal Sacri

enly ) world , when he now makes gifts to those fices.-Now when he slaughters those animals, he

who , he hopes, will make him go thither. Such , prepares a home for Agni; for nowhere but in his

then (is themanner ) of gifts to priests. — “ Satapa- home does one enjoy himself. But the homemeans

tha Brahmana," I., PP. 309-310. food ; it is that he lays down in front, and when

(2 ) Brahmans Must Be Good .—The Bahishpa- Agni sees that, he turns unto him .

vamâna chant truly is a ship bound heavenwards: There are a man , a horse , a bull , a ram , and a he

the priests are its spars and oars, the means of goat ; for such are all the animals (used for sacri

reaching the heavenly world . If there be a blame- fice). Animals are food : he thus lays down in front

worthy one, even that one ( priest ) would make it whatever food there is ; and seeing that, Agni turns

sink; he makes it sink , even as one who ascends unto him .

a ship that is full would make it sink . And, in- A man (purusha) he slaughters first, for man

deed , every sacrifice is a ship bound heaveuwards: is the first of animals; then a horse , for the horse

hence one should seek to keep a blameworthy comes after man ; then a bull, for the bull (orcow )

(priest ) away from every sacrifice. — “ Satapatha comes after the horse ; then a ranı, for the sheep
Brahmana," II., PP. 310-311. comes after the cow ; then a he-goat, for a goat

(3 ) Contest of the Devas and Asuras . - The comes after the sheep ; thus he slaughters them

gods and the Asuras, both of them sprung from according to their forın , according to their excel

pati, were contending for superiority. Then lence . — " Satapatha Brahmana , " III., pp. 165-6 .

( 5 )

" To usa lone assuredly belongs this world ! " , brought to Manu water for washing, just as now

They thereuponsaid : “ Well, then, let us divide also they (are wont to) bring (water) for wash
this world between us; and having divided it , let ing the hands. When he was washing himself, a

us subsist thereon !" They accordingly set about fish came into his hands.

diviaing it with ox-hides from west to east . It spake to him the word , “ Rear me, I will save

The gods then heard of this,and said: “ The thee !" “ Wherefrom wilt thou save me ?” “ A

Asuras are actually dividing this earth : come, let flood will carry away all these creatures : from that

us go to where the Asuras are dividing it . For what I will save thee !" " How am I to rear thee ?” .

would become ofus,if wewere to getno share in It said, “ As long as we are small, there is great

Placing Vishnu ( in the shape of) this very destruction for us ; fish devours fish . Thou wilt

sacrifice, at their head,theywent (to the Asuras) . first keep me in a jar. When I outgrow that, thou

They then said :“ Letus share in this earth along wilt dig a pit and keep me in it . When I outgrow

with yourselves! Let a part of it be ours!" The that, thou wilt take me down to the sea , for then

Asuras replied rathergrudgingly: “ As much as I shall be beyond destruction .”

this Vishnu lies upon, and no more , we give
It soon became a ghasha ( a large fish ); for that

you ! ,

Now Vishnu was a dwarf. The gods, however,
grows largest (of all fish ). Thereupon it said , “ In
such and such a year that flood will come. Thou

were not offended at this, butsaid : " Much indeed shalt then attend to me( i e . , to my advice ) by

they gave us,who gave uswhat is equal in size to preparing a ship; and when the flood has risen

thou shalt enter into the ship , and I will save thee
Having then laid him down eastwards, they en- from it."

closed him on all (three ) sides with the metres, After he had reared it in this way, he took it

saying (Vâg . S.1. , 27), on thesouth side, “ With down to the sea . And in the same year which the

the Gayatri metrel'enclose thee!" on the west fish had indicated to him , he attended to (the ad

it ? "

the
sacrifice.”
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vice of the fish ) by preparing a ship ; and when whilst thou art on the mountain . As the water

the flood had arisen , he entered into the ship. The subsides, thou mayest gradually descend !" Ac.

fish then swam up to him , and to its horn he tied cordingly he gradually descended , and hence that

the rope of the ship, and by that means he passed ( slope) of the northern mountain is called " Manu's

swiftly up to yonder northern mountain . descent." The flood then swept away all these

It then said, “ I have saved thee . Fasten the creatures, and Manu alone remained here.- " Sala

ship to a tree; but let not the water cut thee off, patha Brahmana,” I., pp. 216-8 .

FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW.

1. INDIA : ITS PEOPLE, HISTORY, AND CULTURE.- Districts of India , Climate , Food, Gate

ways, Invaders, Castes, Epochs of History , Culture -spheres, Traits.

2. THE VEDAS AND DEVAŠ . – Mantras, Brahmanas, Upanishads, Inspiration , Vedic Culture,

Devas and Asuras, Henotheisni, Lower Deities .

3. THE VEDIC DEITIES.- Dyaus and Prithivi , Varuna, Devas and Asuras, Indra and Vritra, Ash
vins, Ushas , Vishnu, Savitri, Surya , and Pushan .

4. VEDIC DEITIES (CONTINUED ).-Agni, Soma , Brahmanaspati, Visvakarman, Prajapati , Final
Stage .

5. THE VEDIC CULTS, ETHICS, AND ESCHATOLOGY.–The Offering, as Private, and as Public,

Priests, Ceremonies, Chief Public Offerings, viz . , Fire, New and Full Moon , Three Seasons,

Harvests, Solstices, Soma, and Horse Sacrifice , Ancestor-cult , Magic, Ethics, Disposal of the
Dead , Future Life .

6. THE BRAHMANAS. — Their Nature, Conditions at the Time, Brahmans, Prajapati, Sacrificial

Animals, Magic, Barbaric Traits , Flood .

QUESTIONS.

1. Specify the three great districts of India . What is the temperature,and what the food products

of the country ? What people colonized India from the northeast ? What peoples from the northwest ?

Where is the Dekhan . Who now inhabit it ? How many pure Aryans and pure aborigines now

survive ? Why is the aboriginal element important ? How were the Aryans divided ? Which class

wasdominant ? Why ? Specify the si r epochs of Indian history. State the attainments ofthe Indians

in the six culture -spheres : speech, mechanics, art, society, science , and religion . What are their chief

mental traits ?

2. What are the earliest scriptures of India ? Name the three classes of these. How was the Veda

esteemed ? Describe the culture revealed by the Rig-veda. How primitive wasall this ? Distinguish
devas from asuras. Describe henotheism . What minor deities were recognized ?

3. Name the European cognates of Dyans. Describe Varuna in full. Trace these attributes to

their two sources in nature and in man . Contrast asuras and devas. Describe the conflict of Indra and

Vritra . Whatwas the moral characterof Indra ? Name the European cognates of Ushas. Character

ize the foursun -gods.

4. Trace the deeds and traits of Agni to their prototypes in nature. How did religion silence

moral scruples concerning Agni's murder of his parents ? ( Answer lies in note 1 , stanza 4 ) . Compare

Somawith Agni. What traits ofSoma cun moderns still readily comprehend ? What primitive drink

was thought divine ? (Note that our word “ spirits” arose from a similar idea) . Explain Brahmanas

pati. To what philosophical demand did Visvakarman and Prajapati answer ? What was the highest

mark reached in Vedic religious thought ?

5. For what purpose were the hymns written ? What was the nature of the Vedic offering ? What

did the offerer expect ? Describe the family worship." and the public worship. ” How many priests

were required for a public offering ? Sketch the public offering. Name some of the chief twelve public

offerings. Describe the ancestor cult. Repeat the love-charm . What were the chief traits of the good

man ? Who was Yama ? Whatjoys are expected in heaven ?

6. What was the purpose of the Brahmanas ? How had conditions been changed ? What is now

the claim of the Brahman ? Who has become chief god ? Name the sacrificial animals in their order of

value. Give an instance of the spell. Name somebarbarian traits of this period . Discuss the problein

ofthe Vedicflood .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

Find par

1 . Use any accessible source on Indian culture, such as the encyclopedias under " India , " or Sir Il '.

Il '. Hunter's masterly work , “ A Brief History of India .”

2. Compare these exaggerations of henotheism with the hyperboles of all imaginative composi
tions, secular or sacred , and with the ertravagancies of modern American speech.

3. Commit to memory the beautiful and sublime hymn to Varuna , as given in note 2.

allel passages in the Psalms, Job, and Paradise Lost.

4. The prototypes of the famous hymn in note 3 are gestation, desire, and generation. Identify

these several élements . Desire was particularly apt in thisusage, since it turnsfeeling into action .

5. Examineyourilliterateacquaintances for spells,charms, magic, or other so - called superstitions,
and report to the editor if you discover anything definite .

6. Recall any parallels you can to the priestly position at this period.
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7. THE UPANISHADS :-BRAHMAN.

اباماتو
36867

The term Upanishads means either something mystical that underlies the sur

face, or something esoteric taught to a pupil who sits near his master. It designates

certain additions made to theBrahmanas, explanatory of the origin of the universe

and of the nature and relations of the Absolute, as also of the world and of inan .

In short, these writings constitute the first Indian attempt at metaphysics, but with

a deep religious purpose, and not as mere indifferent speculation. * of the 150 that
stand on record, the oldest date from about the seventh century B.C. , if not a century

later. They are of special interest for several reasons. First, they reveal to us the

most influential element in the formation of the character and opinions of Gautama

Buddha. Especially does the personality of Nachiketas

in the Katha Upanishad resemble him . Second, they

close the Veda, which alone the Hindus call shruti,

" heard ,” namely, by revelation , as distinguished froin
smriti, “ remembered,” nainely, traditional matter. Thus

their systematized doctrine was known later as Vedanta,

" End of the Veda." Third, they alone exercise any

influence upon the thinking men of modern India , such

as Ram mohun Roy . These men recognize in it qualities

of depth, devotion , insight, and conviction that " find

them ,” or appeal to them , even after acquiring famil

iarity with the scriptures of other peoples . Fourth , they

have even influenced the course of European philosophy

through the agency of Schopenhauer, who declared his

preference of them even to Erigena and Spinoza. Fifth ,

the pantheism they mostly inculcate has ever since re

mained the dominant, though not exclusive, philosophy

of the Hindu people.

A few hymns of the Vedas indicated a dawning sense

of the insufficiency of the nature - gods there celebrated ;

and towards their close the gods Brahmanaspati, Vis

vakarman and Prajapati appear. The last is the prom

inent deity of the Brahmanas, though others are recog
nized.

But the Upanishads offer an entirely different scene .
Here is only one

God,
“ One only without a second," as his father taught Shvetaketu. This unique

being is named Brahman, and formstheculminationofa lorg growth frombrahma,

," and later " prayer, " as the word of power (probably with magical impli

cations ), through Brahmana, “ the (personal) pray- er," and Brahmanas-pati, " the

Lord ofPrayers,” to Brahma (personalandmasculine) the equal of Prajapati, and

finally Brahmaor Brahman (neuter,notasdenying,butas transcendingallsexual

The quest of the Upanishads is for some being that stood at the absolute begin
ning andnow includes the whole, and they find this wondrous being in Brahman ,

Power," otherwise named Purusha , “ Soul," but preferably Atman , “ Self” ; that

is the Great Self or Over-soul. (1) Thislastname,“ Seif,” especially suitsthe

identification, which the Indian thinker posited between the Infinite God and finite

man, so that indeed itis sometimeshard to tell whether self (small initial) or Self is

Such atman was distinguished from the manas, “mind," or " soul,” of

every day experience, and is translated byWilliams " spirit.” This Brahman or
Atman isthe Existent, without qualities,inscrutable, andimmanent in gods, nature

and man alike ,the only one withouta second. (2)' Aslifepermeates allbranches
of a tree, tissue constitutes allfruit, and salt pervades saltwater, so the Existent

is present in every being, and thou Shvetaketu art it.” The love of anything,

A Brahman .

" power,

qualities).

meant.
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however noble, should be regarded only as a means to loving this Self. (3) Notice
that no distinction of good and bad is made here. The difficulty of attributing

evil things to an imminent god is not dealt with in these Upanishads.

This one Self dwells in man as his self and can be perceived there by the lower

merely human powers, the heart , soul, or mind : such is the second great thought

of the Upanishads. (4) The self is distinguished as the jivatman, “ individual self,”

the Self as the paramatman, " world self.” It is precisely because of this in

dwelling, or what is the same thing, the essential identity of self and Self, that the

former is enabled to know the latter, both being the only complete and invisible

things in the world . ( 5 )

7. THE UPANISHADS :-BRAHMAN . settlement between thee and that Kâtyâyaî (my

other wife ).

( 1 ) Atman.- This word originally meant breath , Maitreyî said : My Lord , if this whole earth , full

and as such is coguate with the German athmen . of wealth, belonged to me , tell me, should I be

" to breathe,” as with the Greek átuós , “ smoke,” immortal by it ?

from which the English word “ atmosphere” is No, replied Yâgñavalkya ; like the life of rich

derived. Atman soon come to mean life or body , people will be thy life . But there is no hope of

and later still essence or self, and was used as a immortality by wealth

reflexive pronoun. And Maitreyî said : Whatshould I do with that

( 2 ) Brahman , the Existent.-He (the Self) can- by which I do not become immortal ? What my

not be reached by speech , by mind, or by the eye. Lord knoweth (of immortality ), tell that to me.

How can it be apprehended except by him who Yâgñavalkya replied : Thou who art truly dear

says: “ He is " ? to me, thou speakest dear words Come, sit down,

By the words " He is,” is he to be apprehended, I willexplain it to thee, and mark well what Isay.

and by (admitting ) the reality of both (the invisible And he said : Verily , a husband is not dear,

Brahman and the visible world, as coming from that you may love the husband ; but that you may
Brahman ). When he has been apprehended by love the Sell, therefore a husband is dear.

the words “ He is, ” then his reality reveals it- Verily, a wife is not dear, that you may love the
self. wife; but that you may love the Self, therefore a

When all desires that dwell in his heart cease , wife is dear.

then the mortal becomes immortal, and obtains Verily , sons are not dear, that you may love the

Brahman . sons ; but that you may love the Self, therefore

When all the ties of the heart are severed here sons are dear.

on earth , then the mortal becomes immortal – here Verily , wealth is not dear, that you may love

ends the teaching.- " Upanishads” II, p . 23. wealth ; but that you may love the Self, therefore

A mortal who has heard this and embraced it , wealth is dear .

who has separated from it all qualities, and has Verily , everything is not dear that you may love

thus reached the subtle Being, rejoices, because he everything ; but that you may love the Self, there

has obtained what is a causefor rejoicing - Ibid , fore everything is dear.- " Upanishads," II ., pp .

p.io. 108-10.

He who knows the bliss of that Brahman , from ( 4 ) Self in the self.-- That god , the maker of

whence all speech with the mind turns away un- all things, the great Self, always dwelling in the

able to reach it , he never fears.— Ibid ,p . 56 . heart of man, is perceived by the heart , the soul ,

And wiren they say , Sacrifice to this or to that the mind; they who know it become immortal. --

god , each god is but his manifestation, for he is all Ibid , p . 253

gods. – Ibid , p . 86 . (5 ) Brahman known only through the self or

The god who is in the fire, the god who is in the spirit.-- And when by means of thereal nature of

water, the god who has entered into the whole his self he sees, as by a lamp, the real nature of

world , the god who is in plants, the god who is in Brahman, then having known the unborn , eternal

trees , adoration be to that god , adoration! -Ibid, god , who is beyond all natures, he is freed from all

P. 243 fetters.-- Ibid, p . 243 .

That which is the subtile essence, in it all that He cannot be seen , for, in part only , when

exists has its self. It is the true . It is the Self, breathing , he is breath by name ; when speaking,

and thou, O Shvetaketu , art it.— “ Upanishads” I, speech by name; when seeing, eye by nanie; when
P. 108. hearing , ear by name; when thinking , mind by

In the beginning, my dear, there was that name All these are but the names of his acts . And

only which is ( TÒ öv), one only, without a second. he who worships (regards) him as the one or the
Otherssay, in the beginning there was that only other, does not know him , for he is apart from this

which is not ( rò un ov ), one only , without a second ; (when qualified )by the one or the other ( predicate ).
and from that which is not , that which is , was born . Let men worship him as Self, for in the Self all

But how could it be thus, my dear ? the father these are one . This Self is the footstep of every:

continued . How could that which is, be born of thing, for through it one knows everything . And

that which is not ? No, my dear, only that which as one can find again by footsteps what was lost ,

is , was in the beginning, one only , without a thus he who knows this , finds glory and praise. -
second.-- Ibid , p . 93. Ibid. p. 87.

(3 ) True to theSelf.--Now when Yâgñavalkya His form cannot be seen , no one perceives him

was going to enter upon another state , he said : with the eye. Those who through heart and mind

Maitreyî, verily I am going away from this my know him thus abiding in the heart, become im

house (into the forest ). Forsooth , let me make a mortal.--Ibid, p . 251.
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8. THE UPANISHADS :—SALVATION AND METEMPSYCHOSIS.

This identity of Brahman and the human spirit is of the utmost moment, for

recognition of it secures salvation from this sorrowful life, and from rebirth into it,

or even into heaven, which could afford only relative satisfaction ; whereas the old

method of sacrifice secured merely earthly good and a subsequent life in heaven .

Indeed the winning of this knowledge, towhich the later years should be devoted

in retirement, is itself a spiritual offering, ofa deeper meaning and greater efficacy.

The Self cannot be gained by the Veda, nor without strength, earnestness, and

meditation, which involve renunciation of family ties and comforts. But the reward

is great ; the painful distinctions of society and the sting of conscience are equally

left behind as facts

belonging only to

the finite mind or

soul , while eternal

peace awaits the

spirit. ( 1 ) Notice

the method here :

Social inequalities

are not reformed,

nor sins forgiven ,

but both are simply

abandoned with the

sphere which

they belong. That

sphere is Maya ,

" Illusion ," (2 ) a

notion only indi

cated here, but de JFERDER
veloped in the Ve

danta philosophy, a
The Fountain Square, Jaipur.

notion which com

prehends all ordinary experience, and must be shaken off by a meditation so deep

that consciousness of everything external is lost , and the spirit is joined ( yoga) to

mwanajeaas!

DIEET

IIUUUN

to

Brahman . (3)

Thus far have been grouped the mental aspects of this system , but these are

often accompanied by a purely materialistic aspect. The seeds of a fig consist in

turn of invisible seeds which constitute its essence or being. Again , Brahman dwells

in the cavity of the heart, whitherman can lead his spirit and so gain union with

Brahman. Again, the human self, the spirit, can be felt making its way through

the arteries as a pulse, and can even be seen , by a second person, in the
eye,

while

after death it escapes the body and resorts to the sun. Other Upanishads transcend

these crude views. Thus one, the Khandogya, after rejecting mirror, pan of water,

eye, dreams, and sleep as revelations of theself, declares that it is the true agent

now animating the body.

Thus we may behold in these Upanishads religious philosophy in its very birth

and growth, and this must account for and thus excuse the inexactness and crudi.

ties thatmar it. The mixture of sense and folly that so surprises us is not intimate,

however, for the sense usually begins when the Kshattriya speaker appears. The

Brahman speakersdealmostly with obsolete mythology and magical sacramentarian

ism ; the Kshattriya standsas philosopherand prophet for the new thought. The
Brahman'smerithere asalways was to adopt the good he was unable to create. The

racial youth , hereat work on philosophy, is often repetitious, illogical , vague and

metaphoric, but he is talented , makes such mistakes as only an explorer can, and
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has been matched in philosophy only by the wouderful Greek, where also a similar

mixture of sense andfolly has beennoted by A. Lang.

The Indians were well aware of the new departure made in these Upanishads,

and named the way of salvation described there jnana-marga, “ knowledge-way,” in

distinction from the previous karma-marga, 'work -way,'' of the Vedas and Brahnianas.

This distinction is of great importance, and will reappear later.

But perhaps the most fundamental and characteristic of all the Indian ideas that

first obtain expression in the Upanishads is the rebirth or transmigration of souls ,

or briefly metempsychosis. Inthe Brahmanas rebirth upon earth is mentioned in a

general way in antithesis to life in heaven ; but in the Upanishads it is stated in

full; while in the later laws of Manu many details are added, and it has remained

the common belief of all schools and sects in India ever since. Sir Monier -Williams

has well characterized it as the nightmare and daymare of the Indian thinker. No

historic evidence of its rise has yet been obtained, but its growth in India implies

its rise there, whence probably it was derived by the Greeks, Pythagoras and Plato .

Metempsychosis rests upon the notion of the complete kinship of man with animals,

plants, and even stones below him , but also and equally with spirits, demons, angels,
deities, and even Brahman or Self above him . The notion would easily flourish

at a culture-stage where deities are but magnified men , while inonkeys are be

lieved able to talk , but wise enough not to do so, lest they should then be compelled

to work !

However, when the doctrine of metempsychosis appears, it is already joined with

a belief in retribution . Goodness enables a person to rise in the scale of being;

badness compels him to sink . Thus, again, a inan's present lot is easily explicable

as the result of conduct in a former existence, while his future destiny will be de

termined by his conduct in this. The former view solves the vexing problem of

theodicy, how God can justify himself in respect to his government of so unfair a

world ; the latter supplies a powerful motive to morality. (4 )

Guilt and merit are equally recognized in such a scheme of life. When the two

are mixed , the person moves up or down the scale , according as one or the other

preponderates. When merit is exhausted by residence in heaven, the man must

return to earth . Thus the series is endless, with constantliability to sinking, through

painful rebirths, into miserable lower forms of life. Virtue , with its rewards, entails

equally with vice , with its punishments, this perpetual change and its uncertain

outcome. Only one way of escape is possible, and that is absorption out of the vicis

situdes of life into Brahman , in whom all distinctions, whether intellectual , sensitive

or moral , vanish, because all really belonged to Maya, " Illusion." Such a high aim,

however, was rare, and prominence in the “ Laws of Manu ” is given to the lower

aims and deterrents, which are assigned on a principle of poetic justice. ( 5) Persons

suffering from marked congenital defect were considered plain cases of retribution ,

and accordingly to be despised by the virtuous.

The veryobvious objection tometempsychosis, that a man should then remember

his previous births , was of course made. The failure was explained by the pain suf

ered at each new birth , while recollection was promised on special conditions.

8. THE UPANISHADS : - SALVATION

AND METEMPSYCHOSIS.

( 1 ) The Reward of Gaining the Self.-- Then a

father is not a father, a nother not a mother, the

worlds not worlds, the gods not gods, the Vedas
not Vedas Then a thief is not a thief, a mur

derer not a murderer, a Kândâla niot a Kândâla,

a Paulkasa not a Paulkasa , a Sramana not a Sra

mana , a Tâpasa not a Tâpasa. He is not followed

by good, not followed by evil , for he has then

overcome all the sorrows of the heart. — “ Upan .

ishads ” II. , p . 169 .

He who knows the bliss of that Brahman , from

whence all speech , with the mind , turns away

unable to reach it, he fears nothing.

He does not distress himself with the thought,

Why did I not do what is good ? Why did I do

what is bad ? He who thus knows thesetwo ( good

and bad ), frees himself. He who knows both,

frees himself. This is the Upanishad .-- Ibid , p . 63,

There is one eternal thinker, thịnking non

eternal thoughts, who, though one , fulfills the
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desires of many. The wise who perceive him the moon to the lightning. There is a person not

within their self, to them belongs eternal peace , human,

not to others. — Ibid ,pp . 19-20 . He leads them to Brahman (the conditioned

(2 ) Maya or Illusion .-- That from which the Brahman ). This is the path of the Devas.

maker (mâyin ) sends forth all this, the sacred But they who living in a village practise (a life

verses, the offerings, the sacrifices, the panaceas, of) sacrifices, works of public utility, and alms,

the past, the future, and all that the Vedas declare they go the smoke, from smoke to night, from

-in that the other is bound up through that mâyâ. night to the dark half of the moon, from thedark

Know then Prakriti (nature) is Mãyâ (art),and half of the moon to the six months when the sun

the great Lord the Mâyin ( makeri; the whole goes to the south . But they do not reach the

world is filled with what are his members. year.

If a man has discerned him , who being oneonly , From the months they go to the world of the

rules over every germ (cause ), in whom all this fathers, from the world of the fathers to the ether,

comes together and comes asunder again , who is

the lord , the bestower of blessing, the adorable

god, then he passes for ever into that peace . - Ibid ,

pp. 251-2.

( 3 ) Yoga , or Ecstatic Union with Brahman.

And thus it has been said elsewhere: He who has

his senses hidden as in sleep, and who, while in

the cavern of his senses (hisbody) , but no longer

ruled by them , sees, as in a dream , with the purest

iutellect, Him who is called Pranava (Om), the

leader, the bright, the sleepless, free from old age,

from death , and sorrow, he is himself also called

Pranava , and becomes a leader, bright, sleepless,
free from old age, from death, and sorrow . And

thus it is said :

Because in this manner he joins the Prâna

(breath ), the Om , and this Universe in its manifold

farms, or because they join themselves (to him ),

therefore this ( process of meditation ) is called

Yoga (joining ).

The oneness of breath , mind , and senses, and

then thesurrendering of all conceptions , that is

called Yoga . - Ibid , £ 323.

If a wise man hold his body with its three erect

parts (chest, neck , and head ) even , and turn his

senses with the mind towards theheart, he will

then in the boat of Brahman cross all the torrents

which cause fear
A Jogi.

Compressing his breathings let him , who has
subdued all motions, breathe forth through the
nosewith gentle breath Let the wise man with- from the ether to the moon . That is Soma, the

out fail restrain his mind, that chariot yoked with king. Here they are loved (eaten) by the Devas,
vicious horses .

yes, the Devas love (eat ) them.

When Yoga is being performed, the formswhich Having dwelt there, till treir (good) works are

come first, producing apparitions in Brahman , are consumed , they return again that way as they

those ofmisty smoke, sun , fire, wind, fire - fies, came, to the ether, from the ether to the air.

lightnings, and a crystal moon. Then the sacrificer, having become air, becomes

as earth , water, light , heat , and ether smoke; having become smoke, he becomes mist.

arise , the tivefold quality of Yoga takes place, then Having become mist, he becomes a cloud ; hav

there is no longer illness, old age, or pain for him ing become a cloud , he rains down . Then he is

who has obtained abody, produced by the fire of bornas rice and corn , herbs and trees, sesamum

and beans. From thence the escape is beset with

The first results of Yoga they call lightness, most difficulties. For whoever the persons may be

healthiness, steadiness , a good complexion, an that eat the food, and beget offspring, he hence

easy pronunciation , a sweetodor, and slight ex- forth becomes like unto them .

cretions. - Ibid, pp. 241-3 . Those whose conduct has been good, will quickly

When the five instruments of knowledge stand attain somegood birth , the birth of a Brâhmana,

still togetherwith themind,and when the intellect or a Kshatriya, or a Vaisya. But those whose

doesnotmove, that is called the highest state . conduct has been evil, willquickly attain an evil

birth , the birth of a dog, ora hog, or a Kandàla.

(4) Metempsychosis.-- Those who know this - “ . Upanishads," I., pp. 80-84.

(even though they still be grihasthas,house- (5) Poetic Justice.- Men who delight in doing

holders) andthosewhoin the forestfollow faith hurt become carnivorous animals ; those who eat

and austerities (the yânaprasthas,and ofthe pari- forbidden fruit, worms, thieves, creatures consum

Wagakas those who donot yet know theHighest ing their own kind ; those whohaveintercourse
Brahman) go to light (arkis), from light to day, with the lowest women, Pretas ( famished ghosts) .

from day to the lighthalf of the moon, from the For stealing grain a man becomes a rat
light half of the moon tothe sixmonthswhen the

for stealing a deer or an elephant, a wolf;
sun goesto the north , from the six months when for stealing a horse, a tiger ; for stealing fruit and

the sun goes to the north to the year, from the roots, a monkey ; for stealing a woman , a bear,

year to the sun , from the sun to the moon , from “ Laws of Manu ,” pp. 497-8.

When,

Yoga.

Ibid , p . 328 .
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9. THE SYSTEMS OF PHILOSOPHY.

The diverse elements latent in the Upanishads were soon developed into six dis

tinct schools of philosophy, some knowledge of which is necessary for an under

standing of the subsequent Buddhism and Hinduism . Philosophic enquiry was

pursued mostly by the Kshattriya caste, and only later appropriated by the Brah

mans. In consequence of this some of the systems are unfavorable to religion,

though all agree in their first principle , the eternity of both spirit and matter ; and

in their last aim , to emancipate that spirit from its bondage to that matter, in other

words from metempsychosis, that bugbear of the Indian mind. This, in turn,

implies common possession of a psychology, as follows: The spirit (atman) becomes

។ TATA

ACT

OMA
thepana Rale

The Temple at Sriringham .

active only when joined with a subtile body which has, besides its external sense

organs, an internal organ, mind (manas), which alone can perceive, know , or will.

The spirit is accompanied by this subtile body in all its rebirths into this or that

gross body - man, bird , tree, etc.-- until it regains its original condition. It is this

union with the body that occasions to the spirit all its misery, whether in pain

or pleasure (because always mixed with pain), and involves it in rebirths where its

conduct may be rewarded or punished - an endless series of woe. ( 1 )

The Nyaya system includes the only logic ever devised independently of

Aristotle. " The Vaisheshika is an extension of the Nyaya, and possesses no special in

terest for us, but the Sankya does, from its being the forerunner in different ways both

of Buddhism and Hinduism. The Sankhya is indeed the oldest and simplest of the

Indian philosophies, for it would interpret this cosmos of mind and matter on the

ancienttype of father and mother. Withthis clue, the way out of itsmazeof strange

and obscure notions is easily found . This sexual type had already formed the chief

basis for the cosmogonies in the Vedas, and will appear again in the dual deities as

described in the Puranas and Tantras. The terms in this dualism are Prakriti and

Purusha. The former is eternal , a first cause . “ From the absence of a root in the

root, the root (of all things) is rootless. Even if there be a succession of causes

(one before the other), there must be a halt at some one point ; and so Prakriti is
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only a name for the prinal source of all productions. From this germ of nature

arise spontaneously twenty-three other entities. Unlike all these is Purusha or

Spirit, which neither produces (i.e., bears, for it does, as it were, beget) nor is pro

duced, but it is for it that Prakriti does its work, as a blind man carries a lame one.

" There is a ruling influence of Purusha over Prakriti, caused by their proximity,

just as the loadstone (draws iron to itself). That is, the proximity of Purusha to

prakriti impels the latter to go through the steps of production . This sort of

attraction between the two leads to creation, but in noother sense is Purusha an

agent or concerned in creation at all . Prakriti is threefold, of sattva, " goodness or

purity''; rajas, " passion or activity,” and tamas, “ darkness or ignorance," held

in equipoise. With these three gunas or cords Prakriti binds Purusha to herself,

and according as one or the other prevails is the individual that is thereby produced

divinely noble, humanly selfish, or bestially ignorant. Purusha is many, but like

Prakriti in being eternal . Salvation comes to a Purusha so soon as it becomes

aware of its essential difference from Prakriti and the gunas. During life Purusha

can avoid the mere reflexion of sorrow , which is all that really falls upon it, while

after death it can become absolutely unconscious. Such a system has no need for

Brahman or any other god, and is therefore atheistic ; or, since the existence of such

a supreme being is not denied, but only considered incapable of proof, the system

may be called agnostic.

The Yoga system is generally regarded as a branch of the Sankya, wut is rather

a religious method than a philosophical one. It prescribes as the means of reunion

with Ishvara, “ Lord ,” complete suppression of both thought and feeling till the

mind becomes like a crystal when uncolored by adjoining objects. This suppression

must be secured by eight practices : 1. Forbearance; 2. ceremonies ; 3. postures;

4. peculiar breathings; 5. restraint of the senses ; 6. steadying of the mind ; 7. dhyana,

" contemplation ; 8. samadhi, “ profound meditation,” really trance. Those who

hold Shiva as the Supreme Being add to this mental asceticism a bodily one, which

in variety and intensity alınost surpasses credibility. Such are gazing at the sun

until blindness ensues, sitting between hot fires, sleeping on spiky beds, and hold

ing the arın aloft until fixed and withered .

The Mimansa is limited to exegesis and apologetic for the Vedas. The Vedanta,

the sixth and last of the orthodox systems, is pure pantheism and the most important

of all , both from its closer conformity to the Upanishads, and better adaptation to the
national character, then as now. It secures its monism simply by declaring the

sensible world to be Maya, “ Illusion ." " Brahma is true, the world is false, the

spirit is only Brahma and no other. ” ' Brahma is to the world what yarn is to cloth,

earth to a jar, and gold to a bracelet. He is Existence, Knowledge, and Joy , but

yet without action, consciousness or emotion ( i.e., he is the abstractions , but has

not the concretions, which is just ideal- ism , as apposed to real-ism ). Each human

spirit is not a part, but the whole of Brahma. Salvation comes when the spirit

can recognize this identity. Moral purification would not secure salvation , since it

affects only the mind, and not the unalterable spirit. ( 2)

Perhaps the most characteristic fact about all Indian philosopuy is its refusal to

the Charvaka system of a place with its six regularschools. Charvakism was blank

materialism , opposed equally to religion , idealism and metempsychosis, and as such
quite alien to the national mind , which indeed produced it but only to utterly

repudiate it. (3)

9 .

that

THE SYSTEMS OF PHILOSOPHY.

( 1) Happiness Unattainable.-- For the truth is

any attempt to establish happiness as the
summum bonum , since it is inevitably accom

panied by various causes of pain, is only like the

man who would try to grasp a red -hot ball of iron

under the delusion that it was gold . In the case

of objects of enjoyment got together by rightful

means, we may find many fire- fly like pleasures ;

but then how many are the rainy days to drown

them ? And in the case of those got together by
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wrong means, the mind cannot even conceive the The universe within , without, abiding
future issue which will be brought about . Let Always, for ever similar in all,

our intellight readers consider all this, and not Perfect, immovable, without affection,

attempt to disguise their ownconscious experience. Existence, knowledge, undivided bliss,

Therefore it is that we hold it as indisputable that Without a second, One, supreme am I."

for him , pre -eminent among his fellows, who, The perfect consciousness that “ I am Brahma"

through the favor of the Supreme Being, has, by Removes the false appearances projected

the regular method of listening to the revealed By Ignorance, just as elixir, sickness.

Shruti, etc., attained into the knowledge of the The universal Soul knows no distinction

real nature of the soul , for him the absolute abo- Of knower, knowledge, object to be known.

lition ofpain is the true Liberation .— “ Sarva -Dar. Rather is it enlightened through itself

sana -Samgraha,” translated by Cowell and Gough, And its own essence, which is simple knowledge .

p. 171. When contemplation rubs the Arani

(2 ) Vedantism , Of soul, the flame of knowledge blazing up

Knowledge alone effects emancipation . Quickly consumes the fuel ignorance .

As fire is indispensable to cooking, The saint who has attained to full perfection

So knowledge is essential to deliverance . Of contemplation, sees the universe

Knowledge alone disperses ignorance , Existing in himself, and with the eye

As sunlight scatters darkness—not so acts ; Of knowledge sees the All as the One Soul .

For ignorance originates in works. When bodily disguises are dissolved ,

The world and all the course of mundane things The perfect saintbecomes completelyblended

Are like the vain creation of a dream , With the one Soul , as water blends with water,

In which Ambition , Hatred , Pride, and Passion As air unites with air, as fire with fire.

Appear like phantoms mixing in confusion . That gain than which there is no greater gain ,
While the dream lasts the universe seems real , That joy than which there is no greater joy,

But when ' tis past the world exists no longer . That lore than which there is no greater lore,

Like the deceptive silver ofa shell, Is the one Brahma-this is certain truth .

So at first sight the world deludes the man That which is through , above, below , complete,

Who takes mere semblance for reality . Existence, wisdom , bliss , without a second,

As golden bracelets are in substance one Endless, eternal, one - know that as Brahma.

With gold , so are all visible appearances That which is neither coarse nor yet minute ,

And each distinct existence one with Brahma. That which is neither short nor long , unborn ,

By action of the fivefold elements Imperishable, withoutform , unbound

Through acts performed in former states of being, Byqualities , without distinctive marks,

Are formed corporealbodies, which become Without a name-know that indeed as Brahma.

The dwelling-place of pleasure and of pain Nothing exists but Brahma; when augḥt else

The soul inwrapped infive investing sheaths Appears to be, ' tis like the mirage, false.

Seems formed of these , and all its purity -M. Monier Williams, “ Indian Wisdom ," pp .
Darkened, like crystal laid on colored cloth . 120-3, being part of a tract in verse attributed to

As winnowed rice is purified from husk , the great Shancara Acharya, ninth century A.D.

So is the soul disburdened of its sheaths ( 3 ) Charvakism .

By force of meditation , as by threshing . No heaven exists, no final liberation,

The soul is like a king whose ministers No soul, no other world, no rites of caste,

Are body, senses, mind, and understanding . No recompense for acts; the Agnihotra ,

The soul is wholly separate from these, The triple Veda , triple self -command,

Yet witnesses and overlooks their actions . And all the dust and ashes of repentance

The foolish think the Spirit acts, whereas These yield a means of livelihood for men

The senses are the actors, so the moon Devoid of intellect and manliness.

Is thought to move when clouds are passing o'er it . If victims slaughtered at a sacrifice

When intellect and mind are present, then Are raised to heavenly mansions, why should not

Affections, inclinations, pleasures, pains The sacrificer immolate his father?

Are active ; in profound and dreaniless sleep If offerings of food can satisfy

When intellect is non-existent , these Hungry departed spirits, why supply

Exist not ; therefore they belong to mind . The man who goes a journeywithprovisions?

As brightness is inherent in the sun , His friends at homecan feed him with oblations.

Coolness in water , warmness in the fire, If those abiding in celestial spheres

E'en so existence, knowledge, perfect bliss , Are filled with food presented upon earth,

And perfect purity inhere in soul . Why should not those who live in upper stories

The understanding cannot recognize Be nourishd by a meal spread out below ?

The soul , nor does the soul need other knowledge While life endures let life be spent in ease

To know itself, e'en as a shining light And merriment; let a man borrow money

Requires no light to make itself perceived . From all his friends and feast on melted butter.

The soul declares its own condition thus: How can this body when reduced to dust

“ I am distinct from body , I am free Revisit earth? and if a ghost can pass

From birth , old age, infirmity, and death. To other worlds, why does not strong affection

I have no senses ; I have no connection
For those he leaves behind attract him back?

With sound or sight or objects of sensation . The costly rights enjoined for those who die

I am distinct frommind, and soexempt Are a mere means of livelihood devised

From passion , pride, aversion, fear, and pain . By sacerdotal cunning - nothing more.

I haveno qualities, I am without The three composers ofthe triple Veda

Activity and destitute of option , Were rogues, or evil spirits, or buffoons.

Changeless, eternal, formless, without taint , The recitation of mysterious words

For ever free, for ever without stain . And jabber of the priests is simple nonsense .

I , like the boundless ether , permeate - Ibid , pp . 133-4 .
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10. THE LAWS OF MANU.

1The determination of the date of compilation of these laws is a matter of great

difficulty, and cannot be made nearer than between the fifth century B.C. and thefifth

century A.D. The second century B.C. would be a safe compromise, and is favored

by Prof. G. Bühler, the translator of them into English . Certainly some centuries have

elapsed since the composition of the Upanishads, for they, with their forerunners,

the Brahmanas and Mantras, are now classed together as Veda and distinguished

as Shruti or Revelation from all subsequent religious literacure which is called

Smriti or Tradition. Manu is the last literary monument of Brahinanism , and indeed

contemporaneous with the rise both of Buddhism and Hinduism , both of which , how

Annual Festival at Combaconum .

ideal .

ever, it ignores. It is the most important and ancient specimen of a large class of legal

literature, and still constitutes the chief authority in Indian law. It grew out of

earlier domestic rules, called Smarta Sutras ; is certainly a compilation of several

previouscodes made by someunknownBrahman, who attributes his laws to a

mythical Manu ; and at first prevailed only among the Manavas living northwest

from Delhi, whence, however, it spread graduallyover India , though alwayswith
accommodation to local customs, as a precondition of acceptance. It is probable

that many of the ruleswere never executed, being inserted simply to complete an

These “ Laws of Manu ” comprise very diverse material , such as religion and

philosophy, lawand private morality,both of whichreceive the sanctionofreligion.
We find here the working out of the religious and philosophical principles of the

Veda intopractical life, first and chiefly thatof the Brahman, but largely of the
lower and mixed cases.

The religion presented in the “ Laws of Manu ” is based upon the Veda. Its

eternity andinfallibility ,with the duty and expiatory effect ofaknowledge of it,

are insisted on in the strongest language. ( 1 ) It follows from this that the deities

worshipedare those of the three successivestrata ofthe Veda — Mantras,Brahmanas,

and Upanishads;andthe particularly interesting thing is that deities of later logical

and psychological origin , like Prajapatiand Brahman,have not ousted the earlier
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nature -deities, like Indra or Agni, but stand close beside them . The directions

given to a judge for charging witnesses of all four castes show that the new gods are

now known to the commonalty, though only Brahmans, and that in old age, are

directed to practice the austerities that produce absorption into Brahman, who is

here also called Purusha . This same passage shows, too, how the Upanishadic doc

trine of identity between the finite spirit and Infinite Spirit was applied in the inoral

sphere in a thoroughly wholesome way. Notice that Yama, the Vedic god of the

dead, is used representatively for Purusha, “ the sovereign ruler of them all , as is

proper upon Upanishadic principles.”' ( 2 ) A quite new god is Dharma, “ Law ”

or " Justice," and obviously suited to moral requirement, as Prajapati was to a

cosmological one.

The cult of the age is just the inherited one unchanged ; for the psychological

god , Brahman, could never be worshiped other than by meditation, limited here to

aged Brahmans. Much space is given tothe definition of very severe penances,

and the specification of the offences for which they arerespectively appointed . (3 )

The most important of the social rules was that of caste, which receives in the

Laws of Manu its fullest and strictest expression. Originally nothing more than a

class distinction based upon occupation, and laterupon subjugation of the aborigines,

it had by this time hardened into exact rules enforced with severe penalties against

intermarriage, or even eating in common . At the top of this system stood the Brahinan,

sacred and even divine ; (4) and believed to possess a supernatural power, especially

through his curse, still dreaded throughout India . (5) The Brahman's person was

inviolable, even for crimes requiring the death of other men .
Their sole proper

avocations were conducting the offerings, both public and private , and teaching the

Veda. Their support was well provided for by the rule that the efficacy of all

repetitions of theVeda and all rites depended upon the gifts with which they were

accompanied. Later the Brahmans were allowed to enter other avocations. Such

privileges were not secured without stern conditions, promoting intellectual, moral

and religious excellence. The Brahman's entire course of life was divided into

four periods (asramas ), and the strictest rules provided for each. First, as a student

he must remain with a chosen teacher for from 9 to 36 years, according to his ability ,

until he has gained a thorough knowledge of the three Vedas. In the boy's eighth

year he was invested with the sacred cord , a threefold strand of cotton hanging over

the left shoulder, by his teacher (Guru ), who then initiated him into the daily use of

the Savitri or holy prayer, and admitted him to the performance of certain rites.

When his long instruction and stern discipline (6) are completed, he returns home,

marries , and thus begins the second asrama, that of householder.

10. THE LAWS OF MANU .

( 1 ) The Infallible Veda.

The Veda is of patriarchs and men ,

And e'en of gods, a very eye eternal ,

Giving unerring light; it is beyond

All finite faculties, nor can be proved

By force of human argument- this is

A positive conclusion. Codes of laws,

Depending on the memory of men

Not grounded on the Veda-heresies

And false opinions, all are held to be

Barren and worthless and involved in darkness.

Whatever doctrine rests not on the Veda
Must pass away as recent , false , and fruitless.

The triple world and quadruple distinction

Of classes and of Asramas, with all

That has been , is , and ever will be, all

Are through the Veda settled and established.

By this eternal Veda are sustained

All creatures : hence we hold it as supreme

Chief instrument of happiness to man .

Command of armies, regal dignity ,

Conduct of justice and the world's dominion ,

He merits who completely knows the Veda .

As with augmented energy the fire

Consumes e'en human trees , so he who knows

This book divine burns out the taipt of sin

Inherent in his soul through former works;

For he who apprehends the Veda's truth ,
Whatever be his Order, is prepared

For blending with the great primeval Spirit,

E'en while abiding in this lower world .

-M . Monier-Williams, “ Indian Wisdom , ' p . 215 .

( 2 ) Purusha (Atman or Brahman ) in Man's
Heart as a Witness and Judge. - The witnesses

being assembled in the court in the presence of

the plaintiff and of the defendant, let the judge

examine them , kindly exhorting them in the fol

lowing manner :

" What you know to have been mutually trans

acted in this matter between the two men before
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us, declare all that in accordance with the truth ;

for ye are witnesses in this (cause ).

“A witness who speaks the truth in his evidence,

gains (after death) the most excellent regions (of

bliss) and here (below ) unsurpassable fame; such

testimony is revered by Brahman ( himself).

" He who gives false evidence is firmly bound

by Varuna's fetters, helpless during one hundred

existences : let (men therefore) give true evidence.

" By truthfulness a witnessis purified, through

truthfulness his merit grows ; truth must , there

fore, be spoken by witnesses of all castes (varna ).

" The Soul itself is the witness of the Soul , and

the Soul is the refuge of the Soul; despise not thy

own Soul, the supreme witness of men.

" The wicked , indeed, say in their hearts, ' No

body sees us ; ' but the gods distinctly see them

and the male within theirown breasts .

" The sky , the earth , the waters, (the male in )

the heart , the moon, the sun , the fire, Yama and

the wind , the night , the two twilights, and justice

know the conduct of all corporeal beings. ”

The ( judge), being purified, shall ask in the

forenoon thetwice-born (witnesses) who ( also have

been ) purified, (and stand) facing the north or the

east, to give true evidence in the presence of

(images of) the gods and of Brâhmanas.

Let him examinea Brâhmana (beginning with )

" Speak ,” a Kshatriya (beginning with ) "Speak

the truth ,'' a Vaisya (admonishing him ) by (men

tioning ) his kine , grain ,and gold ,a Súdra (threat

ening him) with ( the guilt of ) every crime that

causes loss of caste .

( Saying) “ Whatever places (of torment) are as

signed (by the sages) to the slayer of a Brâhmana ,

to the murderer of women and children, to him

who betrays a friend, and to an ungrateful man,
those shall be thy (portion ), if thou speakest

falsely .

“ ( The reward ) of all meritorious deeds which

thou , good man , hast done since thy birth , shall

become the share of the dogs, if in thy speech

thou departest from the truth.

“ If thou thinkest, О friend of virtue, with re

spect to thyself, “ I am alone,' ( know that) that

sage who witnesses all virtuous acts and all
crimes, ever resides in thy heart .

“ If thou art not at variance with that divine

Yama, the son of Vivasvat,who dwells in thy
heart, thou needest neither visit the Ganges nor the

(land of the ) Kurus.” — “ Laws ofManu,” pp. 268
270 .

( The words “ the male,' " the sky, ”

earth ,” etc., above,would have been better ren

dered by “ Purusha,” “ Dyaus,” and “ Prithivi,'

etc. , since the personalized nature-powers are

plainly meant.]

(3 ) Penances. - Penances, therefore, must always

be performed for the sakeof purification, because

those whose sins have not been expiated , are born

(again ) with disgracefulmarks. - İbid .,p.440-41.

( 4 ) Brahmans Are Divine. - As the Brấhmana

sprang from (Brahman's) mouth , as he was the

first-born, and, as hepossesses the Veda, he is by

right thelord of this whole creation .

A Brâhmana, be he ignorant or learned , is a

great divinity, just as the fire, whether carried
forth ( fortheperformance of a burnt oblation ) or
not carried forth , is a great divinity.

Thus, though Brâhmanasemploy themselves in
all ( sorts of ) mean occupations,they must be hon
ored in every way ;for(each of ) them is a very

By hisorigin alone a Brâhmana is a deity even

for the gods, and (his teaching is) authoritative

for men , because the Veda is the foundation for

that. - Ibid ., pp. 24, 398-99, 447 .

(5 ) Brahmans Are Powerful. - A Brâhmana

who knows the law need not bring any (offence)

to the notice of the king; by his own power alone

he can punish those men who injure him .

His ownpower is greater than the power of the

king : the Brâhmana, therefore, may punish his

foes by his own power alone .

Let hiin use , without hesitation, the sacred

texts, revealed by Atharvan and by Angiras;

speech , indeed , is the weapon of the Brâhmana;

with that he may slay his enemies.- Ibid , p. 436.

( 6 ) The Student Period.- But a student who

resides with his teacher must observe the follow

ing restrictive rules, duly controlling all his

organs, in order to increase his spiritualmerit .

Every day, having bathed , and being purified ,
he must offer libations of water to the gods, sages

and manes, worship (the images of ) the gods, and

place fuel on (the sacred fire ) .

Let him abstain from honey, meat, perfumes,

garlands, substances (used for) flavoring ( food ),

woman , all substances turned acid , and from doing

injury to living creatures.

From anointing ( his body ), applying collyrium

to his eyes, fromthe use of shoes and of an um

brella (or parasol ), from (sensual) desire, anger ,

covetousness, dancing, singing, and playing (mus

ical instruments).

From gambling, idle disputes, backbiting , and

lying, from looking at and touching women , and

from hurting others.

Let him always sleep alone; let him never waste

his manhood ; for he who voluntarily wastes his

manhood, breaks his vow.

Let him fetch a pot full of water, flowers, cow

dung, earth , ard Kusa grass, as much as may be

required (by his teacher),and daily go to beg food.

A student, being pure, shall daily bring food
from the houses of men who are not deficient in

(the knowledge of ) the Vedaand in (performing)

sacrifices, and who are famous for (following their

lawful) occupations.

Let him not beg from the relatives of his teacher,

nor from his own or his mother's blood-relations;

but if there are no houses belonging to strangers,

let him go to one of those named above , taking

the last-named first.

Or, if there are no (virtuous men of the kind )

mentioned above, he may go to each (house in

the village,being pure and remaining silent ; but

let him avoid Abhisastas ( those accused of mortal

sin ) .

Having brought sacred fuel from a distance, let

him place it anywhere but on the ground, and

let him , unwearied , make with it burnt obla

tions to the sacred fire, both evening and morning.

The teacher is the image of Brahman, the father

the image of Pragapati (the lord of created beings) ,
the mother the image of the earth , and an (elder)

full brother the image of oneself.

That trouble (and pain ) which the parents un .

dergo on the birth of ( their children ) cannot be

compensated even in a hundred years.

Let him always do what is always agreeable to

those (two) and always (what may please) his

teacher ; when those three are pleased, heobtains

all (those rewards which) austerities (yield ).

Obedience towards those three is declared to be

the best ( form of ) austerity: let him not perform

other meritorious acts without their permis

sion .

" the

great deity .
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11. LAWS OF MANU (CONTINUED) .

It was the duty of the Brahman householder to perform daily the five great

devotional acts, namely: 1. To Brahman by repetition and teaching of the Veda;

2. to the ancestors by a libation of water ; 3. to the Vedic gods by oblations of but

ter ; 4. to aerial goblins by

rice grains scattered on the

housetop or the ground ; 5.

to men by hospitality. Of

these the first was consid

ered most efficacious. ( 1 )

These offerings not only

subserved the spiritual need

of the three other castes ,

but maintained the natural

sources of food. ( 2 )

The duties of hospitality

were fully laid down , and

guarded from abuse by re

ligious impostors. Origi

nally, meats were offered

to the gods because they

were eaten by men ; but

now that increased syin pa

thy for all sentient life has

prohibited meat for the three

higher castes , special rea

sons — only specious of

course — are devised to jus

tify its use for the gods.

So much , then , for the

Brahman householder, whose

religious life was governed

by the Mantras and Brah

manas. But just as those

two stages of the Veda were

followed by the Upanish

ads, so was the householder

order or stage by the hermit

order, and later its intensi

A Brahman Sannyasi . fied form , the mendicant or

der, both which are just the

application of the psychology and metaphysics of the atma or spirit . When , there.

fore, “ the householder sees his skin wrinkled , and his hair white, and the sons of

his sons, then he may resort to the forest." There he was to observe the absti

nences from all luxuries and even comforts, practice the austerities by which he

could “ dry up his bodily frame," and study the Upanishads by which he could

unite with the Atman . (3 ) Finally, when tired of this hermit life, he may proceed

to the fourth and last order, that of the bhikshu , “ beggar,” or sannyasin ,

" renouncer," which differs from the former by requiring the renunciation of all

home ties for the wanderer's life. ( 4 ) Here he may hope by abandoning “ all the

pairs of opposites,'' i.e., all forms of ordinary human experience which invariably

involve distinction, plurality; mixture, and therewith misery, to repose in Atman

( Brahman) alone. This complete renunciation includes resentment, of course , and

4727.
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thus involves the diamond rule of conduct ( cf. p . 140) . Not even in religious and

extravagant India was it likely that all Brahmans would consent to such heroic

discipline, and accordingly provision was inade for a milder course conducted at

home, but likewise leading to Brahman. (5) It is altogether likely that this com

promise was commonly made, for only thus would the ascetic's body be recoverable

for cremation in the sacred funeral ceremonies. Indeed all the directions are intro

duced with a may, not a shall. Certainly the subsequent narrative Epics and the

present practice evidence the practice of Yoga only by lower castes. That the

compromise has not yet quite died out may be seen by the preceding picture of a

recent sannyasi, who had been primeminister to a native prince.

Twelve sanskaras, “ purificatory rites," from hereditary sin are prescribed for all

three higher castes . (6 ) They begin even before birth and close with marriage,

which is therefore a religious duty for all. The feeding an infant with rice between

the fifth and eighth month , the cutting off the hair except one lock on the crown in
the third year, and the investiture with the sacred cord are still observed . It is

especially this investiture that confers the second and spiritual birth . ( 7 ) All these

rites, except investiture with the thread, were performed for females also, but with

out recitation of the sacred texts. As for the “ four orders” described above,

" serving her husband ” was the woman's equivalent for studentship (for she did

not learn to read, as she still does not ), and household duties that for the house

holder's worship. (8) Sudras, the aborignal caste, might use only the rice-eating

and marriage rites. The marriage rite varies according to the caste and contract,

but a common rite is prescribed in which , among other picturesque symbolisms,

the pair are sprinkled with rice and water, and are finally blessed by Brahmans.

As with the Chinese, the funeral and the later ancestral rites, shraddhas, are the

most important of all . At a funeral the relatives bore the deceased with his sacri

ficial fire and implements to a purified place near his abode, where, after exorcising

evil spirits from it , the pyre was prepared and the corpse laid upon it. Then the wife

lay down on the pyre beside her dead husband, until either his brother or pupil or

old servant made her rise, while repeating the Vedic text : " Rise up, O woman,

come back to the world of life; thou art lying by a dead man ; come back. Thou

hast sufficiently fulfilled the duty of a wife and mother to the husband who wooed

thee and took thee by the hand.” The sacrificial implements and portions of the

sacrificial animal (for the sustenance of the deceased) were then placed in the dead

hands, and the pyre lighted . During the burning, portions of Vedic hymns were

repeated. (9) It is then certain that the soul , invested with a subtle body, ascends

in the smoke to heaven . After purification the mourners return home. Some days

later the bones and ashes are collected into a vase and buried in the ground, while

someone repeats the Vedic hymn, “ Go to thy Mother Earth ," etc. The special

shraddha performed soon after was accompanied with much feasting and costly gifts

to the officiating Brahmans. This should be repeated each month, and subse

quently each year. In the adjoining picture, the feet of the corpse are laid in the

sacred Ganges to insure salvation . The two columns on the right commemorate

notable cases of sati, “ devoted wife," who allows herself to burn up with her
husband's corpse . This odious custom found no authority in the Vedas or these

Laws of Manu, but sprang up soon afterwards.

11. LAWS OF MANU (CONTINUED ) . at the proper time ; for they declare that to be

one's highest duty ; (all) other (observances) are

(1 ) Repetition of the Veda Surpasses All called secondary duties.— “ Laws of Manu,” pp .

Other Rites.-But , undoubtedly, a Brâhmana 16, 152.

reaches the highest goal by niuttering prayers only; ( 2 ) Offerings Control Nature.--An oblation

(whether) he perform other ( rites ) or neglect them , duly thrown into the fire, reaches the sun ; from
he who befriends ( all creatures) is declared (to be) the sun comes rain , from rain food , therefrom the
a (true ) Brâhmana. living creatures (derive their subsistence ).

Let him , without tiring, daily mutter the Veda As all living creatures subsist by receiving sup
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portfrom air, even so (the members of ) all orders

subsist by receiving support from the householder.

Because men of the three (other ) orders are

daily supported by thehouseholder with ( gifts of )

sacred knowledge and food , therefore (the order

cf ) householders is the most excellent order.

Ibid ., p. 89.

( 3 ) The Hermit Order . - A twice -born Snâtaka,

who has thus lived according to the law in the order

of householders,may, taking a firm resolution and

keeping his organs in subjection, dwell in the

forest, duly (observing the rules given below ).
When a householder sees his (skin ) wrinkled ,

and (his hair) white, and the sons of his sons,

then hemay resort to the forest.

Abandoning all food raised by cultivation , and

all his belongings, he may depart into the forest,
either committing his wife to his sons, or accom

panied by her.

Taking with him the sacred fire and the imple

ments required for domestic ( sacrifices ), he may

go forth from the village into the forest and reside

there, duly controlling his senses .

Let him offer those five great sacrifices accord

ing to the rule, with various kinds of pure food fit

for ascetics, or with herbs, roots and fruit.

Let him wear a skin or a tattered garment ; let

him bathe in the evening orin the morning; and

let him always wear (his hair in) braids, the hair

on his body, his beard , and his nails (being un

clipped ).

Let him either roll about on the ground , or

stand during the day on tiptoe , ( or) let him alter

nately stand and sit down ; going at the Savanas (at

'sunrise, at midday , and at sunset) to water in the

forest ( in order to bathe ).

In summerlet him expose himselfto the heatof

five fires, during the rainy season live under the

open sky, and in winter be dressed in wet clothes,

( thus ) gradually increasing (the rigor of ) his aus
terities.

When he bathes at the three Savanas ( sunrise ,

midday and sunset ) , let him offer libations of

water to the manes and the gods, and practising

harsher and harsher austerities, let him dry up his

bodily frame.

Having reposited the three sacred fires in him

self, according to the prescribed rule , let him live

without a fire , without a house, wholly silent , sub

sisting on roots and fruit.

Making no effort ( to procure) things that give

pleasure, chaste, sleepingon the bare ground , not

caring for any shelter, dwelling at the roots of

trees .

Or ( the hermit) who dwells in the forest may

bring ( food, froni a village, receiving it either in a
hollow dish (of leaves) , in (his naked ) hand , or

in a broken earthen dish , and may eat eight

mouthfuls.

These and other observances must a Brâhmana,

who dwells in the forest, diligently practise, and

in order to attain complete ( union with ) the ( su

preme) Soul, (he must study) the various sacred
texts contained in the Upanishads.

Or let him walk , fully determined and going

straight on , in a northeasterly direction , subsist

ing on water and air , until his body sinks to rest .

-Ibid , pp . 198-204.

( 4 ) The Beggar Order . - But having thus passed

the third part of ( a man's natural term of ) life in

the forest, he may live as an ascetic during the

fourth part of his existence, after abandoning all

attachment to wordly objects .

Let him always wander alone , without any com

panion , in order to attain ( final liberation ), fully

understanding that the solitary (man, who) neither

forsakes nor is forsaken , gains his epd .

He shall neither possess a fire, nor a dwelling,

hemay go to a village for his food, (he shall be)

indifferent to everything, firm of purpose, meditat.

ing (and) concentrating his mind onBrahman.

A potsherd (instead of an alms-bowl), the roots

of trees ( for a dwelling), coarse worn -out garments,
life in solitude and indifference towards every.

thing , are the marks of one who has attained

liberation ,

Lethim not desire to die , let him not desire to

live ; let him wait for (his appointed ) time, as a

servant waits for the paymentof his wages.

Let him go to beg once (a day ) ; let him not be

eager to obtain a large quantity (of alms); for an

ascetic who eagerly seeks alms, attaches himself

also to sensual enjoyments.

Let him not be sorry when he obtains nothing,

nor rejoice when he obtains ( something ), let him

( accept) so much only as will sustain life, let him

not care about the (quality of his) utensils.

Against an angry man let him not in return

show anger ; let him bless when he is cursed , and

let him not utter speech , devoid of truth , scattered
at the seven gates.

By the restraint of his senses, by the destruction

of love and hatred , and by the abstention from

injuring the creatures , he becomes fit for im

mortality.

Let him reflect on the transmigrations of men ,

caused by their sinful deeds , on their falling into

hell, and on the tornients in the world of Yama.

On the separation from their dear ones, on their

union with hated men , on their being overpowered

by age and being tormented with diseases.

On the departure of the individual soul from

this body and its new birth in (another) womb,

and on its wanderings through ten thousand
millions of existences.

Let him recognize by the practiceof meditation

the progress of the individual soulthrough beings

of various kinds, (a progress) hard to understand

for unregenerate men.

Making over (the merit of his own) good actions

to his friends and (the guilt of) his evil deeds to

his enemies, he attains the eternal Brahman by the

practice of meditation .

He who has in this mayner gradually given up

all attachments and is freed from all the pairs (of

opposites), reposes in Brahman alone.

All that has been declared (above) depends on

meditation ; for he who is not proficient in the

knowledge of that which refers to the Soul reaps

not the full reward of the performance of rites.

Let him constantly recite (those texts of ) the

Veda which referto the sacrifice, ( those ) referring

to the deities, and ( those ) which treat of the Soul

and are contained in the concluding portions of
the Veda (Vedânta ).- Ibid , pp . 204-213 .

(5 ) The Compromise Order.- By twice -born

men belonging to (any of) these four orders, the

tenfold law must be ever carefully obeyed .

Contentment, forgiveness, self control, absten

tion from unrighteously appropriating anything

( obedience to the rules of) purification , coercion of

the organs, wisdom , knowledge ( of the supreme

Soul), truthfulness, and abstention from anger,
( form ) the tenfold law .

Those Brâhmanas who thoroughly study the

tenfold law , and after studying obey'it, enter the

highest state.

A twice-born man who, with collected mind ,
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Burning Ghat at Benares.

son .

follows the tenfold law and has paid his ( three) in the proper order, but without (the recitation of )
debts , may , after learning the Vedânta according sacred texts.

to theprescribed rule, become an ascetic . The nuptial ceremony is stated to be the Vedic

Having given up (the performance of) all rites, sacravient for wonien (and to be equal to the ini
throwing off the guilt of his ( sinful) acts, subdu- tiation ) , serving the husband (equivalent to ) the

ing his organs and having studied the Veda , he residence in (the house of the ) teacher, and the

may live at his ease under the protection of his household duties (the same) as the (daily ) worship

of the sacred fire. — Ibid ., p . 42 .

He who has thus given up (the performance of)

all rites, who is solely intent on his own (particu ( 9) Funeral Hymns.

lar) object, (and) free from desires, destroys his Open thy arms, 0 earth, receive the dead

guilt by his renunciation and obtains the highest With gentle pressure and with loving welcome .
state . - Ibid , pp . 215-16.

Enshroud him tenderly, e'en as a mother
(6 ) Purificatory Rites.—With holy rites, pre- Folds her soft vestment round the child she loves .

scribed by the Veda, must the ceremony on con- Soul of the dead ! depart ; take thou the path

ception and other sacraments be performed for The ancient path-by which our ancestors

twice -born men, which sanctify the body and
Have gone before thee ; thou shalt look upon

purify ( from sin ) in this ( life) and after death . The two kings, mighty Varunaand Yama,
By burnt oblations during (the mother's) preg . Delighting in oblations; thou shalt meet

pancy, by the Gâtakarman (the ceremony after The fathers and receive the recompense

birth ), the Kauda (tonsure ), and the Mauñgiban Of all thy stored -up offerings above .

dhana (the tying of the sacred girdle of Mungu Leave thou thy sin and imperfection here ;

grass) is the taint, derived from both parents, re- Return unto thy home once more; assume

moved from twice-born men . - Ibid ., pp. 33-34 . A glorious form . By an auspicious path

(7) The New Birth . – Thus has been described Hasten to pass the four-eyed brindled dogs

the rule for the initiation of the twice-born , The two road -guarding sons of Saramā ;

which indicates a (new ) birth and sanctifies; Advance to meet the Fathers who, with hearts

learn (now) to what duties they must afterwards Kindlydisposed towardsthee, dwell in bliss

apply themselves.— Ibid .,p. 42, With Yama; and do thou, o mighty god ,

(8) Female Rites. — Thiswhole series (of cere- Intrust him to thy guards to bring him to thee ,

monies)must be performed for females ( also) , in Andgrant him health and happiness eternal.

order to sanctify the body, at the proper time and -M . Monier -Williams, “ Indian Wisdom , " p . 197
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12 . THE LAWS OF MANU (CONTINUED) . THE ABORIGINAL

RELIGIONS.

That a man's condition in the future life depend upon his inerit and guilt in this

has been often implied before, but is plainly stated in Manu . ( 1 ) This law, low

ever, does not preclude the expiation of sins by penances, which are carefully speci

fied, or by confession, repentance , austerity , reciting the Veda, and liberality. ( 2)

The tenfold law binding on all twice born men was given in Note 7 of the pre

ceding lesson . The absence of analogues to the first three commandments ofthe

Mosaic Law permit polytheism and idolatry ; but the omission of the fifth command

ment would be wrongly supposed to imply neglect of that duty. Of vices a “ ten

fold set ” is given that spring from love of pleasure , and an “ eightfold set ” that

spring from wrath , while both sets are traced to greed . (3 ) . The example of the

gods is cited as a motive to virtue only once, and in reference to a king's duties.

This exception proves the general rule of silence on this topic .

The duties and rights of wife and children are determined by the patriarchal

system , as was the case in China. The father can make no testament, but must

leave his estate to be divided according to law. The son can hold no property dur

ing his father's lifetime, and is liable for his debts. The wife also could hold no

property. All members of the family may be beaten by the father in chastisement

for faults. (4 ) . Again , a twice-born man , after marrying a woman of equal caste ,

might proceed to marry another froin each caste below ; but the rule was for one

wife. (5 ) Rape was punislied corporally , and adultery with death , except in the case

of a Brahman, who could only be banished, whatever his crime was.

Woman's part in the sacred rites was stated in the previous lesson. Her salva

tion will be secured by obedience to her husband alone. (6) Maiden sisters received

from each brother a quarter of his share, when the paternal estate was divided. A

wife could be “ superseded " for bad conduct or disease, but not so a husband, who

indeed was in any case to be worshiped as a god. ( 7 ) A man might remarry, but a

woman not. When the deceased had been childless, the brother -in - law was ap

pointed to beget one son with the widow. Woman is never independent, is harshly

judged, but must be honored, and, if need be, cared for by the king. (8) She needs

guarding against evil inclinations, but her own prudence better serves that end than

confinement in a house . (9) Finally , a European writer has declared that Indians

classed women below cows. Manu , at any rate , classes the sacred cow with the

mighty Brahman , and women with children. ( 10)

Before proceeding to the study of Hinduism , it will be well to notice the religions

of those aborigines that were mentioned in Lesson 1 , and that, as all students are

agreed , deeply influenced the rise of Hinduism , as they still do its condition and

prospects. To this end I select some passages from the excellent sketch given by

Professor Hopkins. ( 1 )

12. THE LAWS OF MANU (CONTIN

UED). THE ABORIGINAL RELI

GIONS .

( 1 ) Merit and Guilt . - Giving no pain to any
creature, let him slowly accumulate spiritual

merit , for the sake (of acquiring) a companion to

the next world , just as the white ant ( gradually
raises its ) hill.

For in the next world neither father, nor mother,

nor wife, nor sons, nor relations stay to be his

companions; spiritual merit alone remains (with

him ).

Single is each being born ; single it dies ; single

it enjoys (the reward of its) virtue ; single ( it suf

fers the punishment of its ) sin .

Leaving the dead body on the ground like a log

of wood, or a clod of earth , the relatives depart

with averted faces; but spiritual merit follows the

( soul).

Let him therefore always slowly accumulate

spiritual merit, in order (that it may be his ) com

panion (after death ); for withi merit as his com

panion he will traverse a gloom difficult to

traverse. - “ Laws of Manu ," p. 166.

( 2 ) Expiation of Sins.- I will (110w) describe to

you those means, adopted by the gods, the sages,

and the manes , through which a man may remove

his sins.

A fast for twelve days by a man who controls

himself and commits no mistakes, is called a Parâka

Krikkhra, which removes all guilt .

1

1

1
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By confession, by repentance, by austerity , and

py reciting ( the Veda) a sinner is freed from guilt ,

and in case no other course is possible , by liber
ality .

In proportion as a man who has done wrong,

himself confesses it , even so far he is freed from

guilt , as a snake from its slough .

In proportion as his heart loathes his evil deed ,

even so far is his body freed from that guilt .

He who has committed a sin and has repented ,

is freed from that sin , but he is purified only by

(the resolution of) ceasing (to sin and thinking) “ I

will do so ro more .”

born men (wives) of equal caste are recommended ;

but for those who through desire proceed ( to marry

again ) the following females, (chosen ) according to

the ( direct ) order (of the caste ) , are most ap

proved .

It is declared that a Sûdra women alone (can be)

the wife of a Sûdra, she and one of his own caste

( the wives) of a Vaisya , those two and one of his

own caste ( the wives) of a Kshatriya, those

three and one of his own caste (the wives) of a

Brâhmana.

He only is a perfect inan who consists (of three

persons united ), his wife, himself and his off

1

a
l
a
t
e

Shaiva Temple at Madura.

If his mind be uneasy with respect to any act,

let him repeat the austerities (prescribed as a

penance) for it until they fully satisfy (his con

science ).— Ibid, pp . 473, 474, 477 .

( 3 ) Prohibition of Vices. - Hunting, gambling,

sleeping by day, censoriousness, (excess with,

women, drunkenness, (an inordinate love for ),

dancing, singing, and music , and useless travel

are the tenfold set (of vices) springing from love

of pleasure.

Tale-bearing, violence , treachery, envy, slander

ing, (unjust) seizure of property, reviling, and as

sault are the eightfold set(of vices) produced by

wrath,

That greediness which all wise men declare to be

the root even of both these (sets) , lethimcarefully

conquer ; both sets (of vices) are produced by that .

-Ibid, p . 223

( 4 ) Patriarchal Punishment. - A wife, a son,a

slave, a pupil , and a ( younger) brother of the full

blood, who have committed faults, may be beaten

with a rope or a split bamboo. - Ibid , p .306.

( 5 ) Marriage . - For the first marriage of twice

spring ; thus ( says the Veda), and (learned , Brâh .

manas propound this (maxim ) likewise , “ The hus.
band is declared to be one with the wife. "

Neither by sale nor by repudation is a wife re

leased from her husband; such weknow the law to

be, which the Lord of creatures ( Pragâpati) made
of old .

“ Let mutual fidelity continue until death ; ' this

maybe considered as the summary of the highest
law for husband and wife .

Let man and woman , united in marriage, con .

stantly exert themselves, that ( they may not be)

disunited (and ) may not violate their mutual

fidelity . - Ibid , pp. 77, 335. 345.

( 6 ) Woman's Salvation . No sacrifice, no vow ,

no fastmust be performed by women apart ( from

their husbands) ; if a wife obeys her husband ,

she will for that ( reason alone) be exalted in

heaven . Ibid , p 196.

( 7 ) Husband and Wife . - She who drinks spirit

uous liquor , is of bad conduct, rebellious, dis

eased , mischievous, or wasteful, may at any time

be superseded ( by another wife ).
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A barren wife maybe superseded in the eighth spring, wealth , hill -god , and smallpox-god. All

year, she whose children ( all ) die in the tenth , she their religious feasts are excuses for excess both in

who bears only daughters in the eleventh , but she drinking and otherwise . One of their beliefs is

who is quarrelsomewithout delay. that there is a river of hell , which flows around a

She who shows disrespect to (a husband ),who is slippery rock , up which climbs the one that would

addicted to (some evil) passion , is a drunkard , or escape torment. Their method of sacrificing a

diseased , shall be deserted for three months (and human victim is to put him into the cleft of a tree,

be) deprived of her ornaments and furniture . where he is squashed , or into fire. They seemto

Though destitute of virtue, or seeking pleasure have an odd objection to shedding blood for this

( elsewhere), or devoid of good qualities, ( yet ) a purpose, and in this respect may be compared with

husband must be constantly worshiped as a god by the Thugs Another very interesting trait is the

a faithful wife . - Ibid, pp. 341, 196 . religion which is intertwined with business, and its

(8 )Woman's Position. In childhood a female peculiar features . Victims offered either to the

must be subject to her father, in youth to her hus. sun or to the war-god serve to mark boundary

band , when her lord is dead to her sous; a woman lines. Great is the patience with which these vic.

must never be independent . tims, called merias, are waited for. The sacrificer

For women po (sacramental) rite ( is performed ) captures fit specimens when they are young , and

with sacred texts , thus the law is settled ; women treats them with particular kindness till they are

(who are) destitute of strength and destitute of almost grown up . Indeed , they are treated thus

(the knowledgeof ) Vedic texts, (are as impure as) by the whole village. At the appointedtime they

falsehood ( itself ), that is a fixed rule . are slowly crushed to death or smothered in a mud

Women must be honored and adorned by their bath , and bits of their flesh are then cut out and

fathers, brothers, husbands, and brothers-in - law , strewn along the boundarylines. Boys are pre

who desire (their own ) welfare. ferred, but either boys or girls may be used . This

Where women are honored, there the gods are sacrifice is sometimes made directly to the

pleased ; but where they are not honored, no sacred “ Boundary-god,” an abstraction which is not

rite yields rewards. unique ; for, besides the divinities recorded above ,

Where the female relations live in grief, the fam- mention is made also of a “ Judgment-god .'

ily soon wholly perishes ; but that family where Over each village and house preside the Manes of

they are not unhappy ever prospers . good men gone ; while the “ father is god on
In like manner care must be taken of barren earth ” to every one . They usert to destroy all

women , of those who have no sons , of those whose their female children , and this, together with their

family is extinct, of wives and widows faithful to national custom of offering human sacrifices, has

their lords, and of women afflicted with diseases. been put down with the greatest difficulty by the

-Ibid , pp. 195, 330 , 85, 257 . Britishi, who confess that there is every probability
( 9 ) Woman'sCharacter. Women must par- that in reality the crime still obtainsamongthe re

ticularly be guarded against evil inclinations , moter clans. These Khonds are situate in the

however trifling (they may appear) for, if they are Madraspresidency, and are aborigines of the East
not guarded , they will bring sorrow on two fam- ern Ghāts . The most extraordinary views about
ilies.

them have been published . Despite their acknowl.

Women confined in the house under trustworthy edgedbarbarity, savageness,and polytheism , they

and obedient servants, are not (well) guarded ; but have been soberly credited with a belief in One

those who of their own accord keep guard over Supreme God, " a theism embracing polytheism ,"

themselves, are well guarded . —Ibid,pp. 328-9. and other notions which have been abstracted

( 10) Woman and Cows.- Dying, without the from their worship of the sun as “ great god . "

expectation of a reward , for the sakeofBrâhmanas They that do not worship Tari do not practice

and of cows, or in the defence of women and human sacrifice . Thus the Çivaite sacrifice of

children, secures beautitude to those excluded man to the god's consort is very well paralleled by

( from the Aryan community, vâhya ).- Ibid, p. 416 . the usage that obtains among them . The Khond

( 11 ) Aboriginal Religions.- Gouds: These sav. priests may indulge in any occupation except war;

ages, mentioned in early literature , are the most but some exercise only their priestcraft and do

numerous and powerful of the wild tribes, and ap- nothing else . The chief feast to the sun -god is

pear to have been less affected by outside belief Salo Kallo (the former word means “ cow -pen "';

than were any other, except the related Khonds. the latter, a liquor) , somewhat like a soma- feast.

Their religion used to consist in adoring a repre. It is celebrated at harvest time with dancing, and

sentation of the sun , to which were offered human drinkiog, “ and every kind of licentious enjoy-.

sacrifices . As among the Orāons, a man of straw ment. " Other festivals of less importance celebrate

(literally, is at the present day substituted for the the substitution of a buffalo for human sacrifice

human victim . Besides the sun, the moon and ( not celebrated , of course , by the Tari worshipers).

stars are worshiped by them . They have stones The invocation at the harvest is quite Brahmanic ;

for idols, but no temples. Devils, witchcraft, and “ O gods, remember that our increase of rice is

the evil eye also are feared . They sacrifice ani- your increase of worship ; if we get little rice we

mals, and , with the exception of the Rāj Gonds, worship little.” Anong lesser gods the “ Foun

have been so little affected by the Hindu respect tain -god ” is especially worshiped , with a sheep or

for that holiest of animals, that they slaughter a hog as sacrifice. Female infanticide springs from

cows at their wedding -feasts, on which occasion a feeling that intermarriage in the same tribe is .

the bacchanalian revels in which they indulge are incest ( this is the meaningof the incest- law above ;

accompanied with such excess as quite to put them it might be rendered “ to marry in the tribe " )

upon the level of Çivaite bestiality . The Sunthāls: These are immigrants into the

The Khonds: Evenmore striking is the religion West Bengal jungles, and have descended from

of the Khonds. Their chief rite is human sacri . the North to their present site . They are called

fice to the earth -goddess, Tari ; but, like the Gonds, the finest specimens of the native savage. The

they worship the sun as chief divinity. Other guardian of the tribe is its deceased ancestor, and

gods among them are the river god , rain -god, his ghost is consulted as an oracle. Their race
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god is the “ Great Mountain ," but the sun repre

sents the highest spirit ; though they worship

spirits of every sort , and regard beasts as divine ;

the men revering the tiger, and the women, ele

phants. The particularly nasty festival called the

bandana, which is celebrated annually by this

tribe, is exactly like the “ left-hand " cult of the

Çaktas, only that in this case it isa preliminary to

marriage. All unmarried men and women indulge

together in an indescribable orgie , at the end of
which each man selects the woman he prefers.

Of the Savāras or Sauras of the Dekhan the most

interesting deity is the malevolent female called
Thākuāni, wife of Thākur. She was doubtless

the first patroness of the throttling Thugs (thags

are thaks, assassins), and the prototype of their

Hindu Kāli . Human sacrifices are offered to

Thākurānī, while her votaries , as in the case of

the Thugs, are noted for the secrecy of their crimes.

Bilth -rites, marriage-rites, funeral rites ( all of

blood ), human sacrifice , tabi (especially among

the Burmese) , witchcraft, worship of ancestors,

divination , and demonology are almost universal

throughout the wild tribes. In most of the rites

the holy stone plays an important part, and in

many of the tribes dances are a religious exercise.

--E. W Hopkins, Religions of India ," pp.

526-7, 528-9, 532-3-535.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. THE UPANISHADS: BRAHMAN . – Upanishads, Reasons for interest, Gautama Buddha, Shruti,

Rammohun Roy , Schopenhauer, Pantheism , One God, Brahman , Atman , Indwelling, Knowl.

edge of the Atman .

8. THE UPANISHADS: SALVATION AND METEMPSYCHOSIS.-Salvation , The Self, Maya ,

Materialism , Crudities, Kshattriya, Karma and Jnana ; Metempsychosis, Its culture stage, Retri

bution, Escape.

9. THE SYSTEMS OF PHILOSOPHY.-- Common Views of all Systems, Psychology, Nyaya, San

khya, Yoga, Vedanta, Charvaka .

10. THE LAWS OF MANU.—Relations to the Past , Formation , Contents, Religion , Yama, Dharma,

Penance , Asramas.

11. THE LAWS OF MANU ( CONTINUED ).- Devotional Acts, Meat-eating, Hermit, Beggar, Com .

promise, Sanskaras, Woman, Funeral .

12. THE LAWS OF MANU ( CONTINUED ).- Expiation, Tenfold Law , Patriarchate, Man and
Woman, Aborigines .

QUESTIONS.

7. What does Upanishads mean ? What did these writings constitute ? State some reasonsfor

taking special interest in them . Have they exercised any influence on Europeans ? What innovation

did they make ? What is Brahman ? What is Atman ? What is the second greatthought of the Upan
ishads ? How can Atman be known ?

8. How is salvation secured ? How can the Self be gained ? What is Maya ? State somemate

rialistic aspects of the Atman doctrine. Account for the crudities present. Whatpart did the K'shattriya

take ? Distinguish karma from jnana. Definemetempsychosis. Upon what notion does it rest ? Where

does it easily flourish ? How connected with retribution ? How are guilt and merit recognized ?

Where is the way of escape ?

9. In what do all the systems of philosophy agree State the common psychology. Characterize

the Nyaya. What servesas a type to the Sankhya system ? How are Purusha and Prakriti related ?
Name the three gunas. Why is the Sankhya not theistic ? What does Yoga prescribe ? Specify some

ascetic methods. Describe the Vendanta system .

10. What was the epoch of Manu ? How formed ? What does it contain ? Upon what is its religion
based ? What moral use was made of the Atman theory ? Who was Yama ? Dharma ? State some

penances. Describe the Brahman's social position . How was his life divided ? Describe his student
life.

11. State the fivedevotional acts . Relate the history of meat-eating. When was the Brahman to

resort to the forest ? Why ? State the rules for the bhikshu . State the setting of the diamond rule.

What was the compromise method? Name three sanskaras. What was woman's religious duty ? De

scribe a funeral.

12. Name the various methods of expiation . To what vice are all others traced ? How are the

duties and rights of women and children defined?. Specify some examples. Contrast some duties of

man and woman . State some customs of the aborigines .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Confirm the correctness of the philosophy in Note 5 , by reference to any modern work on theism

or theology

2. Trace the decline of metempsychosis in Greek thought .

3. Contrast the failure of Charvakism in India with the success of Materialism in Europe.

4. State the Western equivalentfor the moral use of the atman theory.

5 Discuss the relalive meritsofthe Indian and American conceptions of old age.

6. Compare the “ tenfold law ' with the “ ten words ” (which is the Hebrew phrase for what we

call the ten commandments ).
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13. HINDUISM.

While Brahmanism was religion chiefly for the highest caste, or Brahians, and

Buddhism for the military caste, or Kshattriyas, Hinduism resulted from the fusion

of these two with the crude and varied beliefs of low castes and outcastes, including

hero worship, and even animal, plant and stone worships. Reference to Lesson i

will remindhow from the fourth century B.C. the Aryans in India were in turn

attacked by Greco -Bactrians and Scythians, whose monarchs, or those of native

Shudra extraction, reduced Brahmanic influence to a minimum , and compelled its

compromise with rival beliefs. It was thus that Buddhism could flourish in India

from about 500 B.C. to about 500 A.D. , when it yielded to the Vaishnavism that had

caught its spirit of charity and fraternity. Shaivism had arisen during the same

period, and these two have formed ever since the chief divisions of Hinduism .

Vaishnavism is just exclusive worship of the Vedic god Vishnu; and Saivisin that

of the god Rudra, later known as Shiva; while each is exalted by his sectaries to

the position reserved in Brahamism for Atman, and at the same time believed to

have appeared upon earth in some tangible shape, such as a man , animal, plant or

stone. Thus pantheism , polytheism and polydemonism coalesced into a personal

pantheism , and later, as with Ramanuja, atrue monotheism . In early Hinduism ,

the other Vedic gods appear, but with weakened powers. Agni remains the priest of

the gods, but no longer wins battles for men . Varuna and Indra descend to earth

and fight in battle, but to little purpose. None the less , however, is Indra's Heaven

still the hope of the dying warrior. The creator Brahma received 11o cult, but

survived in creed as the third and inferior member of the trimurti, “ three forms,"

a device of later and perhaps Christian origin , made in order to reconcile the con

Alicting claims of the supreme Brahmanic god with Vishnu and Shiva. ( 1 ) The

notion never attained any importance in Hindu speculation or faith , and may be

compared with another combination, this time a dual one between Vishnu and

Shiva, under the title Hari- Hara. In the cut on page 215 Shiva is represented as

the supreme member of this trimurti, but the rival Vaishnavas claim the supremacy

for Vishnu . Only Surya, one of the sun gods, retained an active cult, especially ini

western India, as he does to this day.

Concomitant with this change to a personal Supreme in the conception of deity,

there arose another in the relation of the worshiper to him ; namely, the previous

karma -marga, or way of works, and jnanamarga, or way of knowledge, yielded

place , or, more exactly , precedence to the bhakti-marga, or way of faith , trust, or

devotion to the personal deity. The goal of such bhakti is either the particular

heaven of the god worshiped, or absorption into the god . The insistence in the

texts upon the latter view shows how firmly fixed and how decidedly preferred was

the former in the popular mind. In either case metempsychosis continues to be

the belief of all parties. The founders of the various Hindu sects have invariably

opposed caste distinctions, but with varying success. Some excuse their retention

of caste on the ground that “ it is well enough for God to ignore social distinction,

but not for man ;" while others ignore it only while in the sacred precincts of their

temples.

The scriptures of Hinduism well represent its slow growth and composite origin .

The famous Mahabharata, “ Great (war of the) Bharatas," the Iliad of the

Indians and the longest epic poem in the world , originally consisted of poetic

legends of the war between two rival families , the Kauravas and Pandavas, which

raged near the present Delhi. These were collected about the fifth century B.C., but

during the entire millennium following additions and interpolations of an ethical and
religious nature were made until the whole became the comprehensive though often

inconsistent Bible equally of Vaishnavas and Shaivas. A second great epic, the

Ramayana, “ Adventures of Rama,'' narrates the war waged by Rama against the
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mana
2.

aborigines of southern India as far as Ceylon. It stands second in faine only to the

Mahabharata, compared with which it is rather later, much shorter, and more

unitary, being attributed to a single poet, Valmiki. It is distinguished for the

general elevation and purity of its content above all other Indian writings, sacred or
secular.

But the scriptures prop

er and peculiar to the vari

ous sects are the eighteen

Puranas,“ Ancient (stories),”

which were composed dur

ing the millennium after

the Mahabharata, namely,

from the fifth to the fifteenth

centuries A.D. They ex

press an intensified sectari

anism, and a weakened

moral and religious spirit.

The typical Parana amounts

to a popular encyclopedia,

for it includes such topics

as creation , geography of

earth, heaven , and hells,

astronomy, rites and social

rules, heroic legends, and

directions for future salva

tion . All are mere elabo

rations of the original ma

terials found in the Vedas,

Manu and Epics, and pos

sess no literary merit .

Finally , the
Tantras

have been written during

the last few centuries, com

monly in the interests of

the secret cults to be de

scribed later. Rama and Sita , with Hanuman (on the bottom , left .)

It is all the more impor

tant , in view of the fabrications and abominations that will meet us later on, to notice

here those religious and ethical principles found scattered throughout the two great

Epics, and which should therefore be regarded as the common property of all Hindu

sects. They are generally enunciated by sages like Vidura , "wisest of the wise,”

or by rishis like the “ Son of Atri.” In both cases the speakers are credited with

divine descent, and also regarded as inspired. Their ethics has therefore religious

sanction very much in the degree and manner of the Proverbs of Solomon. We

meet the diamond rule again here, and now commended to all , not only to the
ascetic . (2)

In the ninth century A. D. the old Brahmanism was revived, and given its final

exposition by the great Shankara, whose followers are called Sinartasand still form

a small though influential sect.

13. HINDUISM.
Prajapati. · Mahabharata quoted in Hopkins'

Religions of India , " p. 412.

( 1 ) The Trimurti. - Having the form of Brahmă (2) Religious and Ethical Maxims from the

he creates; having a human body ( as Krishna) he Epics.

protects; in the nature of Shiva he would destroy. Whate'er the work a man performs,

These are the three appearances or conditions of The most effective aid to its completion

Ran1366 As & |
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The most prolific source of true success-

Is energy without despondency.

- " Rāmāyana," V., xii. 11 .

A wife is half the man , his truest friend ,

Source of his virtue, pleasure, wealth - the root

Whence springs the line of his posterity.

_ “ Maha -bharata , ” 1. 3028.

An evil-minded man is quick to see

His neighbor's faults , though small as mustard

seed ;

But when he turns his eyes towards his own ,

Though large as Bilva fruit , he none descries .

-Ibid , I. 3069.

Conquer a man who never gives by gifts ;

Subdue untruthful men bytruthfulness;

Vanquish an angry man by gentleness;

And overcome the evil man by goodness.

-Ibid , 111. 13253.

Triple restraint of thought and word and deed ,

Strict vow of silence, coil of matted liair,

Close shaven head, garments of skin or bark ,

Keeping of fasts, ablutions, maintenance

Of sacrificial fires, a hermit's life,

Emaciation - these are all in vain ,

Unless the inward soul we free from stain .

- Ibid , III, 13115 .

Two persons will hereafter be exalted

Above the heaveus -the man with boundless

power

Who yet forbears to use it indiscreetly ,

And he who is not rich and yet can give.

-Ibid , V. 1028.

Sufficient wealth , unbroken health, a friend ,

A wife of gentle speech , a docile son ,

And learning that subserves some useful end

These are a living man's six greatest blessings.

-Ibid, V. 1057

Repeated sin destroys the understanding,

And he whose reason is impaired repeats

His sins. The constant practising of virtue

Strengthens the mental faculties, and he

Whose judgmentstronger grows, acts alwaysriglit .

-Ibid, V. 1272.

Bear railing words with patience, never meet

An angry man with anger, nor return

Reviling for reviling, suite not him

Who smites thee ; let thy speech and acts be

gentle. -Ibid , V. 1270, 9972.

Do naught to others which if done to thee

Would cause thee pain ; this is the sum of duty.

– Ibid, V. 1517.

When men are ripe for ruin , e'en a straw

Has power to crush them , like a thunderbolt .

-Ibid , VII. 129.

A king must first subdue himself, and then

Vanquish his enemies. How can a prince
Who cannot rule himself, enthral his foes ?

To curb the senses, is to conquer self.

-Ibid, XII. 2599.

Who in this world is able to distinguish

The virtuous from the wicked ? both alike

The fruitful earth supports, on both alike

The sun pours down his beams, on both alike

Refreshing breezes blow , and both alike

The waters purify . Notso hereafter

Then shall the good be severed from the bad ;

Then in a region bright with golden lustre

Centre of light and immortality

The righteous after death shall dwell in bliss ;

Then a terrific hell awaits the wicked

Profound abyss of utter misery

Into the depths of which bad men shall fall

Headlong, and mourn their doom for countless

years . -Ibid , XII. 2798.

Enjoy thou the prosperity of others,

Altliough thyself unprosperous ; noble men

Take pleasure in their neighbor's happiness.
-Ibid , XII. 3880.

Even to foes who visit us as guests

Due hospitality should be displayed ;
The tree screens with its leaves , the man who fells

it . –Ibid, XII. 5528.

What need has he who subjugates himself
To live secluded in a hermit's cell?

Where'er resides the self-subduing sage,

That place to him is like a hermitage.

– Ibid , XII. 5961 .

Do good today , time passes, Death is near,

Death falls upon a man all unawares,

Like a ferocious wolf upon a sheep .

Death comes when his approach is least expected.

Death sometipies seizes ere the work of life

Is finished , or its purposes accomplished .

Death carries off the weak and strong alike ,

The brave and timorous, the wise and foolish ,

And those whose objects are not yet achieved .

Therefore delay not; Death may come today.

Death will not wait to know if thou art ready ,

Or if thy work be done . Be active now,

While thou art young, and time is still thy own .

This very day perforni tomorrow's work,

This very morning do thy evening's task .

When duty is discharged, then if thou live ,

Honor and happiness will be thy lot ,

And if thou die, supreme beautitude.

-Ibid , XII. 6534.

This is the sum of all true righteousness

Treat others as thou would'st thyself be treated .

Do nothing to thy neighbor, which hereafter

Thou would'st not have thy neighbor do to thee .

In causing pleasure , or in giving pain ,

In doing good , or injury to others,

In granting, or refusing a request,

A man obtains a proper rule of action
By looking on his neighbor as hiniself.

-Ibid , XIII. 5571.

Before infirmities creep o'er thy flesh ;

Before decay impairs thy strength and mars

The beauty of thy limbs; before the Ender,

Whose charioteer is sickness, hastes toward thee ,

Breaks up thy fragile frameand ends thy life,

Lay up the only treasure : do good deeds ;

Practise sobriety and self-control;

Amass that wealth which thieves cannot abstract ,

Nor tyrants seize , which follows thee at death ,

Which never wastes away , nor is corrupted .

– Ibid , XIII. 12084.

Heaven's gate is very narrow and minute ,

It cannot be perceived by foolish men ,

Blinded by vain illusions of the world ;

E'en the clear -sighted who discern the way ,

And seek to enter, find the portal barred

And hard to be unlocked . Its massive bolts

Are pride and passion , avarice and lust .

- Ibid, XIV. 2784.

- Translated byM. Monier -Williams in “ Indran

Wisdom ," pp . 442-451 .
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14 SHAIVISM AND SHAKTISM.

The Hindu Shiva may be traced back to the Vedic Rudra,

“ Red, ” the god of the red lightning, father of the Maruts or

Storm -gods, whose hoine was among the blue clouds of the

giant Himalayas, worshiped from terror of his destructive bolt,

and called Shiva , “ Gracious,'' to deprecate his wrath . Later he

attracts to himself the destructive qualities of fire from Agni,

and other traits from crude aboriginal cults, especially that of

reproduction . This composite origin accounts for his many

sided character. First, he is the dreaded god of destruction in

whatever sphere; his haunt is the graveyards, and his aspect

terrible, with three eyes, skulls round his neck , and snakes

round his body. But , again , he isgod of reproduction, gracious,

and helpful , or even a reveler devoted to women and wine ;

lastly , he is patron god of ascetics . ( 1 ) To millions in India he

is Mahadeva, “ The Great God,'' or Ishvara " The Lord," trust

in whom will save from the woes of rebirth , either in his eternal

heaven, Kailasa, or absorbed into himself. But he has fewer

exclusive worshipers than has Vishnu , to whom even Shaivas

sometimes turn in the hour of death .

Both sides of Shiva are reflected and even enlarged in his

wife of many names : Parvati “ Mountain - daughter,'' Durga

“ Inaccessible, ” Kali “ Black ," or Shakti “ Power," i.e., the Shiva as Androgyne.

magic power of Shiva. She is represented now as a terrible

form with gaping mouth , bloody tongue, and equipped with weapons, or again as

a gracious woman, intercessor with Shiva. Parvati is represented by idols, but

Shiva always and only by the linga or phallos, the coarse but apt symbol of that

reproductive power witnessed everywhere in nature. The symbol is conventionalized

into a mere shaft, resting on a circular base the yoni which represents his spouse,

Parvati. It is estimated that not less than thirty millions of these symbols exist

throughout India, varying in size from those a dozen feet high in thetemples to

the tiny ones carried as amulets. Sometimes Shiva is rep

resented as androgyne or combining in himself both the

male and female forces of nature.

Shiva is taken as sole and supreme god by two very

different classes . By most Brahmans, because of his mys

tic and ascetic traits ; but also by the numerous low

castes, because of his essential kinship with their own

aboriginal demons previously worshiped in fear, many of
whom indeed have been identified as forms of Shiva and

Parvati. The religious murders and licentiousness of

Shaivism are just survivals from the native cults on their

amalgamation with Brahmanism . The cult is cheap, since

it consists mainly in administrating water and leaves to the

linga; their literature is poor, and their sect steadily wan

ing before its rival Vaishnavism . Among a peoplewhere
everyone is religious, it belongs mostly to the intellectual

and moral dregs of society.

With Shiva are associated two minor deities , Ganesha

and Skanda, as his sons, delegated to control the hosts of

spirits, both good and evil, that Shiva rules. Since failure

in any undertaking is attributed to the mischievous inter

Shiva as Trimurti, with the Linga
ference of spirits , Ganesha is in constant demand to insureYoni .
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success, and is invoked at the beginning of all enterprises . His image, smeared

with red paint , in token of success, maybe seen throughout India. His elephant

head symbolizes sagacity .

A large part of the following of Shiva worship exclusively his wife as Shakti,

and are then called Shaktas. These are again divided into those of the right hand

and those of the left. The foriner are distinguished by their bloody sacrifices of

animals still carried on , e.g. , at Kalighat, whence the English “ Calcutta ,” and

originally of the nobler animal, man . The rites of the left-handers sometimes

include licentious orgies, and are executed only in secret, while few openly profess

belonging to them . ( 2) It was to Kali's temple that the infamous Thugs conveyed

their offerings, when they had decoyed and murdered some hapless traveler. These

monsters were suppressed by the British only so recently as 1840, and were described

by Reynolds as “ mostly men of mild and unobtrusive manners, possessing a cheer

ful disposition .” This last trait depended no doubt upon the religious sanction

obtainable from Kali, who delights in blood, especially human .

14. SHAIVISM AND SHAKTISM . another, and into the space of the sky . “ I am
eternal and not eternal , discernible and undiscerni.

( 1 ) Shiva.-He assumes many forms of gods ( as ble; I am Brahma, I am not Brahma , I am the

Brahmā, Vishnu, Indra, Rudra), and of men, of eastern , western , southern , northern ( breaths, etc. ,

goblins, demons, barbarians, tame and wild beasts, Comm . ); I am below and above the regions, and

birds, reptiles, fishes, with manyvarieties of human the intermediate regions, I am male, ennuch , and

disguises, etc. He is the soul of all the worlds, all- female, I am the Sāvitri , I the Gāyatri, I the Trish

pervading, residing in the heart of all creatures , tubh, Jagati, and Anushtubh (metres), I am metre,

knowing all desires . He carries a discus, a trident , I am the household , the southern , and the āhava.
a club, a sword , an axe He has a girdle of ser- niya fires, I am true, I am the earth (or cow ), I am

pents, earrings of serpents, a sacrificial cord of Gauri , I am the eldest, I am the chief, I am the

serpents, and an outer garment of serpents' skins. most excellent, I am the waters, I am brilliancy, I

He laughs, sings , dances charmingly, and plays am the Rik, Yajush , Sāman , Atharvāngirases, I
various musical instruments. He leaps, gapes, am the undecaying, I am the decaying, I the

weeps, makes others weep ; speaks like amadman mysterious, I the secret, I dwell in the forests, I

or a drunkard, as well as in sweet tones . He laughs am the pushkara (sacrificial jar ) , the filter, theend ,

terrifically . He is both visible and invisible , on the middle, the outside, the front , and light , -I
the altar, on the sacrificial post, in the fire, a boy, alone He who knows me only , me , to be all,

an old man, a youth . He dallies with the daugh- knows all the gods. By my own energy I satisfy

ters and the wives of the rishis , with erect hair, the earth with rays (or the cow with cows) , the

obscene appearance, naked , with excited look . Brahmans with Brahmaphood ,oblations with obla .

He is one-faced , two- faced , three -faced , many- tions, life with life, truth with truth , righteousness
faced .

with righteousness.- Mahabharata , translated by

Then Phālguna ( Arjuna ) beheld the god Mahā . J. Muir, “ Original Sanskrit Texts," pp.191-2,

deva , Girisa, bearer of the trident, resplendent, 231-2, 359.

together with his goddess. Falling on the ground

on his knees, and bowing his head , the son of (2 ) Shakta Cult . This is the Cricakra , “ the

Prithā, conqueror of hostile cities, propitiated holy circle," or the Púrņábhisheka, “ the com
Hara (Mahādeva) in these words : “ God with the plete consecration,” the essential act, or rather

spirally-braided hair, lord of all the gods, extin- foretaste of salvation, the highest rite of

guisher of Bhaga's eyes , god of gods, Mahādeva this delirious mysticism . For there is something

( the great god ), blue -necked , wearer of matted else than licentiousness in these aberrations.

hair, I know thee to be of causes the supreme, The books which prescribe these practices

Tryambaka, the mighty, the refuge of the gods. are, like the rest, filled with lofty specu

From thee this world has been produced . Thou lative and moral reflections , nay , even with ascetic

art invincible by the three worlds, including the theories; here, as well as elsewhere, there is a pro

gods, Asuras, and men . Adoration be to Siva in fession of horror at sin and a religiosity full of

the forın of Vishnu, to Vishnu in the form of Siva , scruples; it is with pious feelings, the thoughts

to the destroyer of Daksha's sacrifice, to Hari- absorbedly engaged in prayer, that the believer is

Rudra, to him with the frontal eye, to Sarva, the to participate in these mysteries, and it would be

beneficent, the wielder of the trident , the bearer to profane them to resort to them for the gratifica.

of the bow, the sun , the Mārjaeiya, the disposer. I tions of sense. In fact, a Câkta of the left hand is

propitiate thee , divine lord of all creatures, lord of almost always a hypocrite and a superstitious de

troops , benefactor of the world, cause ofthe causes bauchee; but there can be no doubt that among

of the world (i e .,ultimate creator of the immediate the authors of these contemptible catechetical

creators ), who transcendest Pradhāna and Purusha books there were more than one who sincerely

(matter and spirit ) , the supreme , most subtile, believed he was performing a work of sanctity.

Hara ” Statistical sciencehas naturally little or nothingto
The gods went to heaven . They asked Rudra, say in regard to such observances. No Hindu with

“ Who art thou ?" He said , “ I alone was before any self-respect will confess that he has any con

(all things ), and I exist , and I shall be . No other nection with the Vâmâcârins . - A . Barth , “ Re.

transcendsme. " He entered into one space after i ligions of India ," PP. 205-6.
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15. VAISHNAVISM.

Vishnu, in himself and his two incarnatious, Rama and Krishna, has been for

some two millenniums the supreme and sole God of a majority of the Indian people,

especially the middle classes, who liave preferredit to Shaivism because of its humaner

aspects — inherited from Buddhisin . The sects of the present day are nearly all

divisions of Vaishnavism ; the only incarnations widely worshiped of those of

Vishnu; while the modern prophets and the best modern literature are also Vish

nuite. Vaishnavism is character

istically Indian in being many

sided and absorptive.

While, in the fusion of Brah

manism with the aboriginal cults,

Rudra - Shiva attracted to himself

the bloody and licentious ele

ments, Vishnu as distinctly drew

the humaner elements of care and

beneficence. ( 1 ) The very diverse

cases , enumerated in his ten ava

taras, " descents " orincarnations,

all bear this character, and indeed

are nothing else than the Vedic,

heroic , aboriginal , and Buddhist

elements appropriated for Vishnu

by the device of incarnation .

Vaislinavisın indeed stands ready

to accept Jesus Christ as another

avatara of the all -pervasive and

eternal Vishnu . As Vishnu, in

this respect also unlike Shiva, is

worshiped chiefly through his in

carnations, these inust be now

surveyed . The fisli avatara ,

through which Vishnu savedManu

from the flood, the tortoise, boar,

man - lion , dwarf, and Parashurama

avataras may be dismissed with a

bare mention. The seventh ava Krishna and Devaki .

tara was into the great Rama, the

model son , brother and husband, son of a king of Oudh, and banished by him into

the southern forests, where his model wife Sita (an avatara of Vishnu's wife, Lak

shmi) was abducted by Ravana, king of Ceylon, but afterwards recovered by Rama

assisted by Hanuman, chief of an aboriginal tribe compared, by the Aryans to

monkeys. This heroic story forms the topic of the Ramayana epic, and is a house

hold word throughout India. All sects revere Rama; and no name is oftener given

to children, or oftener invoked at death -beds and funerals. ( 2 ) No Hindu ever feels

shame for Rama, as he inust sometimes for the next avatara, Krishna.

Krishna, “ Dark , " was originally tribal hero and sun -god of the Pandavas, an

aboriginal tribe whose attack on the Aryan Kauravas is narrated in the Mahabharata.

The tribe coalesced with the Aryans, and their god was construed into an avatara

of Vishnu. Krishna's legend runs as follows: He was born of Devaki, and his life

soon sought by the tyrant Kansa. His father fled with him , and consigned him to

the care of a herdsman , with whom Krishna grew up, joining in the merry sports

of the country. A favorite idol of Krishna represents him at this age playing

2

na

ܙܙ
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was

with a ball. While still a boy, Krishna miraculously destroyed the serpent Kaliya,

and lifted Mount Govardhiana to shelter the herdsmen from the wrath of Indra.

His youth was spent in sensual dalliance with the Gopis or milkmaids, and

finally he was slain in mistake by an arrow which pierced his foot. Thus Krishna's

character falls far be

low the noble Rama's,

but is even more pop

ular with the pleas

ure-seeking masses,

who have made Krish

na their exemplar in

many vulgar and licen

tious practices. The

better minds, however,

have construed these

legends into an alle

gory of the soul with

its sin and sorrow.

In the ninth avata

ra Vishnu, it

claimed, appeared as

the great Buddha, in

order, out of his com

passion for animals, to

put an end to the

Vedic sacrifices. Thus

did Hinduisin appro

priate the noble work

of its rival , Buddhism.

The tenth avatara

lies still in the future,

and will be Kalki

armed with a sword

for the deliverance of

the now oppressed fol

lowers of Vishnu , the

inauguration of a new

age.

The philosophical

and theological views

of Vaishnavism find

expression in the fa

The Boy, Krishna, with his ball and swing .
mous Bhagavadgita,

“ Song of the Blessed

One,” regarded by Vaishnavas as a kind of New Testament. It was originally a

Upanishad of the usual pantheistic type, but was later modified to suit the personal

pantheism directed to Vishnu, and yet later expanded to suit lis incarnation in

Krishna. But it seeks also to make Vishnu center of the Sankhya and Yoga sys

tems. The result of such eclecticism is much repetition and inconsistency; though

two points are made plain. Krishna is the Universal Spirit ( Brahman or Atman,

but now personal), and especially the best in everything. (3) Man should not act

from ordinary motives, which will result in merit or guilt , and thus in metemp

sychosis, but from devotion to Krishna , which will result in union with him. (4)

These notions are differenced from the Vedanta and Yoga philosophical systems only
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by the element of personality, but the change is only nominal, for all desire must

be quelled, just as in the older systems. The conception of salvation is still purely

negative.

Weber and Lorinser, two German scholars, have attempted to demonstrate a deri

vation of the episodes in the infant life of Krishna, as related in the Puranas, and

of many ideas in the Bhagavadgita from the New Testament. Early Christian

missions eastward renderedsuch borrowing possible, but most scholars consider the

correspondences accidental, and the ideas naturally developed from the preceding

systems. Professor Hopkins thinks the episodes were borrowed, but that the ideas

were native. (5 ) . Reference to note 3 will show how kin to the undoubted native

part the supposed Christian ideas are.

None e'er may know 'Thee , God without a birth ,

Yet born in many a mortal form on earth .

God without passions, slayer of Thy foes,

Awake for ever, sunkin deep repose !

Thou hast a pleasure in the joys of Sense,

E'en in the midst of sternest Abstinence ;

Thou canst look on unmoved, yet come to aid ,

And save from woe, the peopleThou hast made,
What though in Scripture many away we see

That leads to Bliss , they all unite in Thee:

Thus holy Ganga's branching stream is poured ,

By many a channel, to her Ocean lord .

To those that fix on Thee their heart and mind,

And trust in Thee , with every wish resigned,

Thou art the way that leads to endless joy .

15. VAISHNAVISM.

( 1) Vishnu the Supreme. — The great sagę

Bhrigu, one of the ten Maharshis or primeval

patriarchs created by the first Manu, was asked

which God was greatest. He said he would

endeavor to ascertain , and first went to Brahma;

on approaching whom , he purposely omitted an

obeisance. Upon this, the god reprehended him

very severely, but was pacified by seasonable

apologies. Nexthe entered the abode of Siva in

Kailāsa , and omitted to return the god's saluta

tion . The vindictive deity was enraged, and

would have destroyed the sage , but was conciliated

by his wife Pārvati. Lastly , be repaired to Vai

kuntha, the heaven of Vishnu, whom he found

asleep with his head on Lakshmi's lap . To make

a trial of his forbearance,he boldlygave the god

a kick on his breast, which awoke him . Instead

of showinganger, however, the god arose, and ,

on seeing Bhrigu, inquired tenderly whether his

foot was hurt , and then proceeded to rub it gently.

“ This." said Bhrigu, " is the nightiest god; he

overpowers by the most potent of weapons - sym

pathy and generosity ” —Bhagavata Purana, in

· IndianWisdom ,” pp. 334-5.

The Address to Vishnu.

Glory to thee in triple form adored ,

Creator, Saviour, and destroying Lord !

Each of these forms, unchanging God ! is thine,

E'en as the mystic Triad may assign;

So to the rain -drop, coming pure from Heaven ,

Where'er it falls, a different taste is given .

Boundless ! the world before Thee bounded lies ;

No wish hast Thou, but bidst the wish arise .

Victor, unvanquished ! Never seen ! from Thee

Spring all the creatures that the eye can see.

Though far away , Thou dwellest in each heart ;

With no desire , in Penance bearest part .

Full of compassion, Thou canst feel no woe ;

Ancient of Days, but age canst never know .

Omniscient Lord , but known to none art Thou ;

Subject to none , to Thee all creatures bow .

Maker of all things, Self-existent still;

One , yet the wearer of all forms at will .

Praised in the seven great hymns, for Thee are

spread

The seven vast Oceans for Thy wondrous bed .

Thy mouth the seven- fold flame that blazes high ;

All the seven worlds to Thee for refuge fly .

All from Thy four- fold mouth , O God, proceed:

The holy lore that seeks the four -fold meed;

Time , with its Ages four, from Thee began ;

From Thee , with four-fold caste , the race of Man

O light , that dwellest in the humble breast,

Sought by pure hermits for eternal rest !

The Kalki Avatara of Vishnu .

Which none can lose again , nor time destroy .

By none that lives Thy glory may be told ,

Whose shade on earth men's wondering eyes be
hold .

What tongue can tell Thee ? That Thou art , alone,

Is from the pages of the Veda known .

The pearls are brighter than the Sea , the Sun

Is , in pure lustre, by his rays outdone;

So are Thy deeds more glorious than the praise

Our feeble tongues, O Lord, to Thee can raise.

What must their gain , who serve Thee truly be,

When souls are cleansed by the mere thought of

Thee !

For the World's good Thy mighty deeds were

wrought;

All things are Thine , and Thou canst wish for

nought :

Now if no more in praise of Thee we speak ,

Thy glories fail not, but our tongues are weak .

-Kalidasa, about the third century A , D . , and

India's greatest poet . Translated by R. T. H.

Griffith , in “ Idylls from the Sanscrit,” 97-9 .
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( 2 ) Rama as Avatara of Vishnu .

They ceased : and Ráma thus began:

“ I deem myself a mortal man .

Of old Ikshváku's line, I spring

From Daśaratha Kosal's king."

He ceased : and Brahmá's self replied :

“ O cast the idle thought aside.

Thou art the Lord Náráyan, thou

The God to whom all creatures bow .

Thou art the Saviour God who wore

Of old the semblance of a boar;

Thou he whose discus overthrows

All present , past and future foes ;

Thou Brahmá, That whose days extend

Without beginning, growth or end :

The God who bears the bow of horn ,

Whom four majestic arms adorn ;

Thou art the God who rules the sense

And sways with gentle influence;

Thou all-pervading Vishnu, Lord

Who wears the ever-conquering sword ;

Thou art the Guide who leads aright,

Thou Krishna of unequaled might.

Thy hand, O Lord , the hills and plains ,

And earth with all her life sustains ;

Thou wilt appear in serpent form

When sinks the earth in fire and storm .

Queen Sítá of the lovely brows

Is Lakshmí thy celestial spouse.

To free the worlds from Rávan thou

Wouldst take the form thou wearest now .

Rejoice : the mighty task is done:

Rejoice, thou great andglorious one .

The tyrant slain , thy labors end :

Triumphant now to heaven ascend .

High bliss awaits the devotee

Who clings in loving faith to thee,

Who celebrates with solemn praise

The Lord of ne'er beginning days.

On earth below, in heaven above

Great joy shall crown his faith and love.

And he who loves the tale divine

Which tells each glorious deed of thine

Through life's fair course shall never know

The fierce assault of pain and woe ." .

" The Ramayana,” translated by R. T. II.

Griffith , V. , pp . 278-9 .

( 3 ) Krishna (Vishnu )the Omnipresent. - Well,

then , o best of Kauravas! I will state to you my

own divine emanations; but ( only ) the chief (ones),

for there is no endto the extent ofmy ( emanations).
I am the self, O Gudâkesa ! seated in the hearts of

all beings. I am the beginning and the middle

and the end also of all beings. I am Vishnu

among the Adityas, the beaming sun among the

shining (bodies ); I am Marîki aviong the Maruts,

and the moon among thelunar mansions. Among
the Vedas, I am the Sâma- veda . I am Indra

among the gods. And I am mind among the

senses .

Of created things I am the beginning and the

end and the middle also, O Arguna ! Among

sciences, I am the science of the Adhyâtma, and

I am the argument of controversialists. Among

letters I am the letter A , and among the group of

compounds the copulative compound. I myself

am time inexhaustible, and I the creator whose

faces are in all directions . I am death who seizes

all, and the source of what is to be. And among

females, fame, fortune, speech , memory , intellect,

courage, forgiveness. Likewise among Sâman

hymns, I am the Brihat -sâman , and I the Gâyatri

among the metres. I am Mârgasirsha among the

months, the spring among the seasons ; of cheats

I am the game of dice; I am the glory of the

glorious ; I am victory , I am industry , I am the

goodness of the good. I am Vāsudeva among

the descendants of Vrishni, and Arguna among

the Pândavas. Among sages also I am Vyâsa ;

and among the discerning ones, I am the dis
cerning Usanas. I am the rod of those that re

strain , and the policy of those that desire victory .

I am silence respecting secrets , I am the knowl.

edge of those that have knowledge. And , O

Arguna ! I am also that which is the seed of all

things. There is nothing movable or immovable

which can exist without me. O terror of your

foes ! there is no end to my divine emanations.

Here I have declared the extent of ( those ) emana .

tions only in part . Whatever thing (there is ) of

power, or glorious, or splendid, know all that to

be produced from portions of my energy. Or
rather , O Arguna ! what have you to do , kuowiug

all this at large ? I stand supporting all this by

(but ) a single portion (of myself ).- “ Bhagavad
gita , " etc., pp. 88, 90-1 , in Sacred Books of theEast.

( 4 ) Salvation By Krishna (Vishnu).— Thestate

of mind consisting in firm understanding regard

ing steady contemplation does not belong to those,

( Son of Prithâ ! who are strongly attached to

(worldly) pleasures and power, and whose minds

are drawn away by that flowery talk which is full

of (ordinances of specific acts for the attainment

of (those) pleasures and (that) power, and which

promises birth as the fruit of acts ( that flowery

talk ) which those unwise ones utter, who are en.

amoured of Vedic words , who say there is nothing

else , who are full of desires, and whose goal is

heaven . The Vedas (merely ) relate to the effects

of the three qualities; do you, O Arguna ! rise

above those effects of the three qualities, and be

free from the pairs of opposites, always preserve

courage , be free from anxiety for new acquisitions

or protection of old acquisitions, and be self-con

trolled. To the instructed Brāhmana, there is in

all the Vedas as much utility as in a reservoir of

water into which water flows from all sides. Your

business is with action alone; not by any means

with fruit . Let not the fruit of action be your

motive ( to action ). Let not your attachment be

( fixed ) on inaction . Having recourse to devotion ,

O Dhanañgaya ! perform actions, casting off ( all )

attachment and being equable in success or ill

success ; (such ) equability is called devotion . Ac.

tion , O Dhanañgaya ! is far inferior to the devotion

of the mind . In that devotion seek shelter.

Wretched are those whosemotive (to action is ) the

fruit (of action ) . He who has obtained devotion in

this world casts off both merit and sin . Therefore

apply yourself to devotion; devotion in ( all ) actions

is wisdom . The wise who have obtained devotion

cast off the fruit of action ; and released from the

shackles of (repeated) births, repair to that seat

where there is no unhappiness. When your mind

shall have crossed beyond the taint of delusion,

then will you become indifferent to all that you

have heard or will hear. When your mind, con

founded by what you have heard, will stand firm

and steady in contemplation, then will you acquire

devotion . - Ibid ., pp. 47-9 .

( 5 ) Vaishnavism and Christianity.- The pos

sible connection is discussed in . Muir's " Metrical

Translations from Sanskrit Writers, " pp . xiii - xiv ,

in Williams' “ Indian Wisdom ," and in Hopkins'

“ Religions of India ."
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16. THE VAISHNAVA SECTS.

Vaishnavisin boasts a line of reformers stretching from the eighth century A. D.

to the present day, each of whom founded some one ofthe sects that now constitute it .

In spite of the great Shankara's defence of pure pantheism in the ninth century

A.D., all these reformers have advocated the theistic conception of Vishnu . Of the

four chief Vaishnava sects, the Ramanujas and Madhvas take Rama as their ishta

devata, “ chosen deity," while the Vallabhas and Chaitanyas take Krishna, and

the choice is symptomatic of the intellectual and moral elevation respectively

possessed.

In the twelfth century A. D. , Ramanuja taught in Southern India that God ,

human soul, and nature possess a real and not illusory difference from each other.

Purushottama “ Best of

Spirits” made the world ,

and inanifests himself in

various ways (avataras,etc. )

for the testing of men. He

is exempt from sin ; and,

when his votary has, by

temple -worship, weaned his

heart from the world , he

will bestow upon that votary

likeness to himself in his

own eternal spliere, exempt

from further rebirth . ( 1 )

In the thirteenth century,

this sect split into two

parties on the problem of

man's dependence on
Vishnu . The Vada-galais

Temple Orchestra and Dancers (Devadasis ).

approximate Arminianism

in declaring that the human spirit lays hold of the Supreme Being by its own will ,

effort and act, just as a young monkey clings to its mother. This is the markata

nyaya, “ monkey theory. ” The opposing Ten-galais approximate Calvanism in

their claim that the human spirit remains passive until acted on by the Supreme,

just as a kitten is transported by its mother-cat. This is the marjara-nyaya, “ cat .

hold theory.” No western sectarians ever fought more rancorously than have these

Vada -galais and Ten -galais over their transcendent problem . While no Indian likes

to be seen eating, and the kitchen is only less sacred than the household chapel,

the Ramanujas go to the extreme of locking their kitchen doors, for the glance of

even a high -caste Brahman would defile everything, and require its rejection . The

lineal descendant of Ramanuja, who stands at the head of the sect, makes periodical

visitation of his diocese, when youths and maidens have branded on breast ,

arms, etc. , with a golden instrument, the discus and shell symbols of Vishnu .

In the thirteenth century Madhva taught a dualism of Vishnu and human souls ,

while nature was an outcome from the former. This dualism was especially directed

against the Vedantic ionism , and some interesting and quite valid reasoning was

used. ( 2 ) The theism of Madhva, as of Ramanuja, differs from Christian theism

chiefly in making the Supreme the substantial as well as the efficient cause of the

world . Its great glory is that it escaped the abstract and barren monism of

Vedantism equally with the negations of Buddhism . Where the former posited

mere being, and the latter mere becoming, Ramanuja posited a real cause.

We now reach the Krishnaites . In the sixteenth century Chaitanya stirred all

Bengal by his eloquence in behalf of devotion to Krishna, and the abolition of
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caste . (3) Devotion admits five progressive grades : 1. Calm contemplation of

the Supreme; 2. Active service ; 3. Personal friendship; 4. Filial attachinent ; 5 .

Tender affection, like that of a girl for lier lover. Ecstatic union with Krishna

should be induced by incessant repetition of his name, singing and dancing. Chai

tanya himself was able to frequently swoon away in paroxysms of emotion, which

at last affected his reason , but secured his deification after death as an incarnation

of Krishna (= Vishnu) . Such efficacy attends Krishna's name that even accidental

or malicious repetitions of it will save the speaker.

Vallabha taught in Central India about 1520 A.D. that, since the human soul

was a spark from the Supreme, the body that contained it should be reverenced and

even fostered, rather than abused by asceticisın . His followers have conforined to

the invariable Indian trait of extravagance, and have become the Epicureans of

India. Their religious chiefs are called Maharaja, “ Great King. " They dress in

the costliest raiment, feed on the daintiest viands, and abandon themselves to every

kind of luxury and even sensuality. Their ishta -devata is Krishna, while a boy,

sporting with the milkmaids. While the better Vaishnavas interpret this as an

allegory of love between the Supreme and man , (4) the Vallabhas have taken it in

a gross and material sense, and have“ degenerated into the most corrupt practices.

They consider their Maharajas representatives of Krishna, and worship them in the

temples, while the latter worship the Krishna idol . His saliva, fragments left from

his meals, the dust on which hehas trodden , and the water in which his feet have

been washed, charanamrita, " feet-nectar, " are all eagerly devoured by his votaries ;

and, indeed, women yield to his caresses in the belief that they will thus secure

heavenly bliss to theinselves and their families! There are some seventy Maharajas

throughout India, and a celebrated law -suit in Bombay has proved their profligacy.

The Vallabhas mark the culmination of a spiritual decline in Vaishnavism which

had set in with the death of Chaitanya, though not elsewhere so marked as among

the wealthy bankers and merchants that naturally constitute the bulk of these

votaries of a religion of pleasure .

In the early part of this century Svami Narayani led a moveinent counter to the

corrupt Maharajas, and his disciples now nuinber a quarter of a million, including a

thousand celibate clergy, who itinerate in pairs under many hardships . Two arti

cles of their creed guard against the sensual tendency in Krishnaism . (5 ).

16. THE VAISHNAVA SECTS. six attributes, called Vásudeva. His attributes

are exemption from sin , and the rest. That he is

( 1 ) Ramanuja Sect. — The tenets of Rámánuja exempt from sin is attested in the Vedic text :

are as follows:-Three categories are established , Passionless, deathless, without sorrow , without

as soul , not -soul, and Lord ; or as subject, object, hunger, desiring truth , true in purpose . (5.) The

and supreme disposer . Thus it has been said “ internal controller," the actuator of all spirits,

Of this world the efficient and substantial cause according to the text: Who abiding in the soul ,

is the Deity , known under the names Purushottama rules the soul within . When by worshiping each

(best of spirits ) , Vásudeva ( a patronymic of former embodiment a mass of sins inimical to the

Krishņa ), and the like . end of the soul ( i.e. , emancipation ) have been

“ Vasudeva is the supreme absolute spirit , en- destroyed , the votary becomes entitled to practice

dowed with auspicious attributes, the worship of each latter embodiment.

“ The substantial cause , the efficient of the Devotion is meditation on the Deity . When the

worlds, the animator of spirits. ” vision of the visible world has been brought to a

This same Vásudeva , infinitely compassionate , close by knowledge accumulated by the merit of

tender to those devoted to him , the Supreme such worship, the infinitely compassionate Su

Spirit, with the purpose of bestowing various preme Spirit, tender to his votaries, bestows upon

rewards apportioned to the deserts of his votaries the votary devoted to his lord and absorbed in

in consequence ofpastime, exists under five modes, his lord , his own sphere infinite and endless,

distinguished as adoration ” (archá),' 'emanation " marked by consciousness of being like him, from

(vibhava ), “manifestation " (vyúhal, “ the subtile” which there is no future return to the sorrows of

(súkshma ) , and the “ internal controller. " ( 1 ) transmigratory existence ). — “ Sarva- Darsana- San

" Adoration '' is images and so forth . ( 2.) “ Emana- graha, ” translated by Cowell and Gough, pp 66,

tion " is his incarnation , as Ráma, and so forth . 78, 79 and 80

( 3. ) His “ manifestation '' is fourfold , as Vásudeva, ( 2 ) Madhva Sect . — Difference (duality ) is also

Sankarshaņa, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha. (4. ) ascertained by inference . Thus theSupreme Lord

" The subtile ” is the entire Supreme Spirit , with differs from the individual soul as the object of its
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Lurketh in its lines a wonder

Which the wise alone will ponder:

Though it seemeth of the earth ,

Heavenly is the music's birth ;

Telling darkly of delights

In the wood , of wasted nights,

Of witless days, and fruitless love,

And false pleasures of the grove ,

And rash passions of theprime,

And those dances of Spring-time;

Time, which seems so subtle -sweet,

Time, which pipes to dancing- feet,

Ah ! so softly - ah ! so sweetly

That among those wood-maids featly

Krishna cannot choose but dance,

Letting pass life's greater chance.
)

obedience; and he who is to be obeyed by any

person differs from that person ; a king, for in
stance, from his attendant .

Nor should suggestion be made that individual

spirit is God in virtue of the text : He that knows

the absolute becomes the absolute ; for this text is

hyperbolically eulogistic , like the text , Worship

ing a Bráhman devoutly a Súdra becomes a Bráh
man, i.e., becomes exalted.

Illusion is defined to be the will of the Lord, in

virtue of the testimony of many such passages as : --

“ The great illusion , ignorance , necessity , the

bewilderment,

" The originant, ideation , --thus is thy will

called , 0 Infinite.

" The originant , because it originates greatly ;

ideation, because it produces ideas.

And it is declared that thegrace ofVishņu is won

only through the knowledge of his excellence, not
through the knowledge of non -duality, Nor is

there in this doctrine any confliction with texts

declaratory of the identity (of personal and imper

sonal spirit) such as , That art thou ( for this pre

tended identity) is mere babbling from ignorance

of the real purport.

" The word That, when undetermined , designates

the eternally unknown ,

" The word Thou designates a knowable entity ;

how can these be one ?").

And this text (That art thou ) indicates similarity

( not identity) like the text , The sun is the sacrifi

cial post. Thus the grand revelation :--

" The ultimate unity of the individual soul is

either similarity of cognition ,

“ Orentrance into the same place , or in relation

to the place of the individual ;

" Not essential unity, for even when it is emanci.

pated it is different,

" The difference being independence and com

pleteness (in the Supreme Spirit), and small

ness anddependence (in the individual spirit ) .”
-Ibid, pp. 90-1, 93-4, 96

(3 ) Chitanya Sect. - What ever is accomplished

by works, by penance, by divine knowledge, by

suppression of the passions, by abstract meditation,

by charity, by virtue, by other excellences, all this
is effected by devotion to mie ; Paradise, Heaven,

beatitude, union with the Supreme Spirit , every

wish of the heart is obtainable by devotion to me .

- " Bhagavata Purana ' ' XI.

Yet the winds that sigh so

As they stir the rose

Wake a sigh from Krishna

Wistfuller than those;

All their faint breaths swinging

The creepers to and fro

Pass like rustling arrows

Shot from Kama's bow :

Thus among the dancers

What those zephyrs bring

Strikes to Krishna's spirit

Like a darted sting .

And all as if - far wandered

The traveler should hear

The bird of home, the Koil ,

With nest -notes rich and clear ;

And there should come one moment

A blessèd fleeting dream

Of the bees among the mangoes

Beside his native stream ;

So flash those sudden yearnings,

That sense of a dearer thing,

The love and lack of Radha

Upon his soul in Spring .

But may He guide us all to glory high

Who laughedwhen Radha glided, hidden , by ,

And all among those damsels free and bold

Touched Krishna with a soft mouth , kind and

cold ;

And like the others, leaving on his breast ,

Unlike the others, left there Love's unrest ;

And like the others, joining in his song ,

Unlike the others, made him silent long.

( 4 ) Krishna and the Gopis as a Spiritual Alle

gory .

Beautiful Radha, jasmine-bosomed Radha,

All in the Spring-time waited by the wood

For Krishna fair, Krishna the all-forgetful, -

Krishna with earthly love's false fire consuming-

And some one of her maidens sang this song:

I know where Krishna tarries in these early days

of Spring ,

When every wind from warm Malay brings fra

grance on its wing ;

Brings fragrance stolen far away from thickets of

In jungles where the bees hum and the Koïl flutes

He dances with the dancers, of a merry morrice

All in the budding Spring-time, for ' tis sad to be
alone .

Mark this song of Jayadev !

Deep as pearl in ocean -wave

What skill may be in singing,

What worship sound in song,

What lore be taught in loving,

What right divined from wrong .

Such things hath Jayadeva–

In this his Hymn of Love,

Which lauds Govinda ever,

Displayed; may all approve!

- “ The Indian Song of Songs'' ( Gita Govinda),

translated in " Indian Poetry” by Edwin Arnold,

Pp.9, 14 , 21, 97 .

the clove,

her love ;

one ,

( 5 ) The Narayana Sect . - If by the great men

of former days anything unbecoming has been

done, their faults must not be imitated , but only

their good deeds.

All males and females who go to Krishna's

temple should keep separate and not touch each
other.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ISLAMISM AND17. HINDUISM UNDER

CHRISTIANITY.

The fifth in the apostolic succession from Ramanuja was Ramananda, who itin

erated in Northern India, during the early part of the fourteenth century, preaching

the one God as Vishnu. Ramanuja had addressed chiefly the twice -born castes and

written the learned Sanskrit ; but Ramananda appealed to the masses, and the liter

ature of his sect was the

chief contribution to the

new Hindi vernacular. One

of Ramananda's twelve dis

ciples, named Kabir, origi

nally a believer in Moham

medanism , which had now

become widely extended in

Northern India, surpassed

all other Vaishnava reform

ers, and demonstrated afresh

the remarkable elasticity of

Hinduism , by denouncing

the cherished idol-worship,

rejecting the Shastras

(Manu and other law -books)

and Puranas, and with them

every distinction of caste,

religion , and sect , and by

demanding above all moral

conduct in every sphere of

life. Conscience should

limit even the authority of

the guru , “ teacher, " which

otherwise is absolute over

the disciple. His ishta

devata was Rama, as was

Regnty
natural ; but he freely ad

mitted that Mohammedans

worshiped the same god

Shivas Bull . A Monolith in the Temple of Tanjour. under another name. ( 1 )

Kabir's most famous

follower was Nanak, who in the sixteenth century founded the Sikh religion,

which , though meant to reconcile Hindus and Mohammedans, is really more

pantheistic than monotheistic. The sect was of small account until its tenth chief,

Govind, abolished caste, and converted the sect into a nation of warriors against the

persecuting Mohammedans. The baptismal water was stirred with a two-edged

sword , and every Sikh carried a sword by his side . Govind rejected all scriptures

and ceremonies of both Hindus and Mohammedans, and led the Sikhs to a propa

gation of their faith by means of the sword , which indeed they were also to wor

ship. Govind appointed , instead of a successor, the Sikh scripture, now called

“ Lord Granth ," to serve as center of authority after his decease . This work, which

abounds equally in noble ideas and religious twaddle, is treated by dressing, fanning
and worshiping, precisely as other Hindus do their idols . The Sikhs worship Vishnu

under his great avataras as the Supreme, though, as usual with Hindus, in a pan

theistic sense. They are gradually resuming the Hindu ceremonies which Nanak

rejected, and will probably soon re-enter the tolerant Vaishnava pale .
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The inonotheistic movement, which began in India some two millenniums ago,

and was much strengthened by the presence of Mohainmedanism , has received

a new impulse from the British occupation , and during the present century expressed

itself in the Brahma-Samaj and its like. Raimohun Roy (1774-1833 ) was the ac

complished and devoted founder of the modern theistic movement in India, and

probably the first earnest investigator of comparative religion that the world has

seen . He was trained in Vaishnavism , but, repelled by the fables of the Puranas,

and averse to the Koran, he turned to the Upanishads, and subsequently to the

Buddhist Tripitaka and the Old and New Testaments — all of which he read in their

original languages with the sole desire of learning the truth . He strenuously

denounced idolatry, and began the agitation against widow burning, which ended in

its abolition by the British in 1829. In 1830 he founded in Calcutta the Brahmiya

Samaj, “ Society of Believers in God .” The trust deed of the building requires its

use for the worship of the One Eternal , Unsearchable, and Immutable Being, the

Author and Preserver of the Universe, to the promotion of piety, morality, and

charity, and the strengthening of the bonds of union between men of all religious

classes and creeds. Noimage, print, picture, portrait , or likeness was to be admitted,

or sacrifice offered there, nor anything revered by others spoken of contemptuously.

Yet Rammohun Roy had no purpose of founding a new sect , system , or church, but

simply a new worship of the one God. His use of congregational worship was a

complete innovation to Hinduism , and of inestimable benefit. In 1830 he sailed for

England on a political mission, being thus the first native of rank and influence to

cross “ the black water," and died there in 1833 .

His not unworthy successor was Debendra -nath Tagore, who, in 1844, organ

ized Indian Theists into the Adi Brahma-Samaj, which, in 1847 , numbered seven

hundred and sixty-seven adults . Its mission was declared to be the purification and

fulfillment, but not the destruction , of the old religion. Others judged this an un

worthy compromise, and, under the leadership of Keshab Chandar Sen, founded in

1866 the Brahma -Samaj, which gloried in having severed every link which con

nected it with the old religion . The sacred thread, the worship of ancestors, seclu

sion of women , child -marriage, and widow-celibacy were now all abandoned. The new

creed was based simply upon the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man.

Mr. Sen visited England in 1870, and preached in Baptist, Congregational, and

Unitarian churches, besides lecturing much. By 1877 the number of Samajes in

India had increased to one hundred and seven . In 1879 four teachers were ordained

by Mr. Sen, among whom was Mr. Mozoomdar, who still labors in India . In 1881

and 1883 Mr. Sen published manifestoes, and changed the name of his society to

Church of the New Dispensation. ( 2 ) He died in 1884.

17. HINDUISM UNDER THE INFLUENCE veracity ; keep clean your inward man , and repel
oppression to a distance.

OF ISLAMISM AND CHRISTIANITY . Many there are that talk , but few that take care

to be found : let him pass on without regard , who
( 1 ) The Sakhis of Kabir.-My word is from the practices not what he professes .

first; meditate on it every moment; you will flour- No act of devotion can equal truth ; no crime is

ish in the end liketheJoár plant,which shews ex- so heinous as falsehood ; in the heart where truth
terrally but beards and leaves.

abides, there is my abode.

Without hearing the word, it is utter darkness; All have exclaimed , Master, master , but to me

say, whither shall anyone go? without finding the this doubt arises: how can they sit down with the

gate way ofthe word, man will ever be astray . master, whom they do not know ? -11 . H. Wilson ,

With the five elements is the abode of a great “ Select Works, ” pp. 83-90.

mystery; when the body is decomposed, has any ( 2 ) The Rite of Initiation . - Uuto both boys

one found it ? the word of the teacher is the and girls suitable education shall be given em

guide.

bracing all branches of general knowledge.The dwelling of Kabir is on the peak of a moun . 2. And when they are fit special instruction
tain , and a narrow path leads to it; an ant cannot shall be given in the essential and elementary

put its footupon it,but the pious'man maydrive principles of the New Dispensation by the family

priest or some other competent teacher nominated
If you are a true dealer , open the market of by him .
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3. When the boy has attained the age of sixteen

or about that time, previous to marriage, he shall

be formally admitted into the Church of the New

Dispensation , on being declared qualified .

4. The rite of initiation shall take place in the

local tabernacle on the usual day appointed for

service or on special days, or in the family sanc

tuary , or at some other place suited to the occa

sion .

5. On the day appointed the candidate shall

solemnly enter the bath -room , aud there wash and

cleause himself by holy ablution .

6. After he has been anointed water shall be

poured over his head and body, and he shall say in

his mind, Glory to Sachchidananıa.

7. Then out of a new and bright metallic vessel ,

bearing the inscription of the flag of the New Dis.

pensation, water shall be poured over his head by

the officiating priest, and the candidate shall say

within himself, As the Lord of water purifies the

body, so may He purify my heart and make it

clean; and as this santijal (water of peace ) com

forteth my body, so may the water ofgrace bring

peace to my soul !

8. At the conclusion of the ceremony of water

baptism the candidate, the priest and all around

shall say unitedly, Peace, Peace, Peace .

9. Dressed in a new suit of pure white linen

with a yellow gairic cloth hanging around the

neck , the candidate shall be conducted into the

tabernacle in due time, and he shall occupy the

seat in front of the vedi reserved for candidates for

initiation .

10. After theintroductory service the minister

shall say: Let the diksharthi, or candidate, who

desireth admission in the holy Church of God , be

brought before me.

11. The spiritual instructor or the father or an

intiniate friend of the candidate shall stand for

ward with him before the vedi as his sponsor, and

say, Revered minister, unto thee I commend this

candidate named Sri for admission into

the Church of the New Dispensation, and I declare

him qualified to the best ofmyknowledge.

12. On the presentation of the candidate the min.

ister shall thus interrogate him : Hast thou , O dik .

sharthi, made up thy mind to join the holy Church

of the New Dispensation ?

The candidate shall say, Yes.

Minister : Dost thou know and believe in the

essential priuciples of the New Dispensation ?

Candidate : Yes .

Minister: Art thou called by the Lord to join
His Church ?

Candidate: Yes .

Minister : Art thou resolved to submit to the

discipline of the Church and to bear witness unto

the truth in thy daily life ?

Candidate : Yes ; so help me God .

Minister: Dost thou believe that God is one ,

that He is infinite andperfect, almighty, all -wise,

all -merciful, all-holy, all-blissful, eternal and om

nipresent, our Creator, Father, Mother, Friend,

Guide , Judge and Savior ?

Candidate : Yes.

Minister : Dost thou believe that the soul is im

mortal and eternally progressive ?

Candidate: Yes .

Minister Dost thou believe in God's moral law

as revealed through the commandments of con

science, enjoining perfect righteousness in all

things ? Dost thou believe that thou art account.

. able to God for the faithful discharge of thy mani.

fold duties , and that thou shalt be judged and re .

warded and punished for thy virtues and vices here

and hereafter ?

Candidate: Yes ,

Minister: Dost thou believe in the Church Uni

versal, which is the deposit of all ancient wisdom

and the receptacle of all modern science, which

recognizes in all prophets and saints a harmony, in

all scriptures a unity and through all dispensations

a continuity , which abjures all thatseparates and
divides and always magnifies unity and peace,

which harmonizes reason and faith , yoga and

bhakti, asceticism and social duty in their highest

forms, and which shall make of all nations and

sects one kingdom and one family in the fullness of

time ?

Candidate : Yes.

Minister : Dost thou believe in natural inspira

tion, general and special ? Dost thou believe in

providence, general and special ?
Candidate : Yes.

Minister : Dost thou accept and revere the

scriptures ?

Candidate: Yes, so far as they are records of the

wisdom and devotion and piety of inspired geniuses

and of the dealings of God's special providence in

the salvation of nations, of which records only the

spirit is God's, but the letter man's.

Minister : Dost thou accept and revere the

world's prophets and saints ?

Candidate: Yes, so farasthey embody and reflect

the different elements of Divine character , and set

forth the higher ideals of life for the instruction

and sanctification of the world . I ought to revere

and love and follow all that is divinein them , and

try to assimilate it to my soul , making what is

theirs and God's mine.

Minister : What is thy creed ?

Candidate : The science of God , which enlight

eneth all .

Minister : What is thy gospel?

Candidate : The love of God which saveth all.

Minister : What is thy heaven ?

Candidate : Life in God , which is accessible to all .

Minister: What is thy Church ?

Candidate : The invisible Kingdom of God , in

which is all truth , all love, all holiness.

Minister : Then avow thy faith in the presence

of God Almighty.

Candidate: This day the I ,

do in the presence of the Holy God solemnlyavow

my full faith in the essential principles of Pure
Theism and enter the Church of the New Dispen .

sation . So help me God .

Minister: In the name of God I charge thee to

eschew all manner of untruth and sin and secta

rianism , and lead a life of faith and purity , love

and devotion, unto the glory of God and of His

holy church .

Candidate: Most Merciful God , grant unto me

Thy redeeming grace that Imay magnify Thy truth

andprove worthy of Thy Church.

Minister: May the Lord bless thee and be with
thee for ever !

The minister shall then present unto the can.

didate the Flag of the New Dispensatiou , and two

of the members of the congregation shall stand

torward and present unto him on behalf of the

Church, a copy of Spiritual Texts , a copy of the

New Samhita and a carpet for daily devotion , and

embrace him withbrotherly love .

The candidate shall then bow reverently before

the Lord , and the whole congregation shall say,

Peace, Peace , Peace .

_ " The New Samhita ," PP . 13-46.

of 188 ,
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18. THE CULT OF HINDUISM .

Small and portable idols are recorded as early as the fourth century B.C. Soon

after houses were built at cross-roads to shelter them , and thus the temple instituted ,

which has retained its essential features and even size to this present, though gigan

tic extensions in courts, gateways, and tanks have been made to it . Its front

chamber receives the worshipers ; its small and dark rear one, the idol with lights and

attendant priest . It stands in a square court surrounded with a veranda in which

pilgrims may reside for a day or two. Worship is not congregational, but indi
vidual . The worshiper walks round the temple a set number oftimes, always with

his right side next it ; then enters the front chamber, rings a bell to call the atten

tion of the deity, presents his offering, either makes a prostration or raises his hands

to his forehead , mutters his inaudible and brief prayer, gets a glimpse of the idol ,

and leaves. Worshipers come and go in quick succession , particularly at festivals.

The temple ministrant is usually a Brahman , except in Shaivite temples in

South India . He knows

nothing but his liturgy and

rites, while learning and

authority reside in other

priestly orders who live near

in a matha or college. The

rites consist of service ren

dered the idol , precisely as

if it were alive. Every day

it is waked from sleep,

bathed, anointed and per

fumed , robed in gorgeous

garments and decorated with

jewels, daiutily fed, put to

sleep for the afternoon nap,

again fed, and finally dis

robed and put to bed !
Sometimes the idol changes

his residence for a season ,
Sacrificing a Kid in the Temple of Kali at Calcutta .

which requires a procession

to accompany his car. Often his spouse is brought to him , or their wedding is
re - celebrated . In short, these Hindu masses, not yet risen above the barbarian

culture - level, treat their idol precisely as the child everywhere does its doll or

toy -soldier -- personifies it . The primary function of the devadasis, “ god

slaves," was to assist at these functions by their posturing and singing, but

they have commonly been corrupted into tlie slaves of sensual men . It should

be noticed that sacrifice, whichwas the central rite in Vedic and Brahmanic

timnes, has yielded precedence under Hinduism to idol worship, though itself per

sists as a part— the meal— of that worship . After the priests have partaken

of this food, it is distributed to the worshipers , who eat it as a sacrament. That

eaten in common by votaries of the famous temple of Jagganath binds them for

a fixed time closer than everblood relation. Vishnuite sacrifices are bloodless,

Shivaite are bloody, butthe animals are not slain in the temples, as they are in

those of Kali, which stream with the blood especially of goats. This change

of centre from sacrifice to idol-worship results from that completer personification of

the deities, especially through their associationwithhuman heroes, which marks

The more famous temples are goals of pilgrimages which are the special occupa

tion of ascetics,and madean occasionalduty by all who wish to accumulate merit.

Hinduism .
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Of all tliese places the most sacred is Benares, where are some two thousand temples

and half million idols under the control of an arrogant priestcraft . Here is the Gyan

Kup, “ Knowledge Well, " and the Manikaranika Tank, bathing in which cleanses

from all sin. Gaya is resorted to chiefly for the performance of ancestral rites. While

most Benares temples are devoted to Shiva, that at Puri, its nearest rival , belongs

to Vishnu, adored here as Jagannatha, “ The World -Lord," whose fame as

Juggernaut has reached even Western lands. The temple belonged originally to

Buddhism , but was seized by Brahmans, and its symbols converted into the shape

less idols of Jagganatha. Some hundred thousand piigrims, most ofthein women,

gather at his great car festival . As at Mecca , the destruction to life is like that

at a great battle, not from religious grounds, but from the privations involved . The

income of this temple is $ 350,000 a year. But all the large temples are

situated in the soutlı, where the Moslems' iconoclastic zeal could not reach

thein . Suchi are those at Madura, Tanjore and Trichinopoly, all places of immense

fame.

Festivals are observed at the year's seasons, and in honor of the chief deities .

Such are the New Year's Festival ; the Holi, a carnival for Krishna ; the Durga

puja, when goats, sheep and buffaloes are sacrificed, and the Charak -puja, when

ascetics pierce their tongues with knives, and swing from liooks, both in propitia

tion of the awful kali, spouse of Shiva. All these festivals conforın to one type.

An idol is set up in a household court or temporary building, before which wor

ship is presented by a priest, and thereafter amusements by professional singers,
dancers and actors . These last are dressed and painted to represent the deities, and

enact their lives — the exploits and amours of Krishna, the quarrels of Shiva and

Parvati, the noble deeds of Rama and Sita - throughout the livelong night. Songs,

dances and plays alike often pander to the sensual tastes of the masses that witness

them , and unusual license of word and act is permitted on the streets. Processional

cars and temples are sometimes covered with representations of the sensual joys of

Heaven . Saner persons in every sect refrain from the profanity and obscenity of

these rude festivals . Besides attending the festivals, every religious Hindu fasts

once or twice a month , and on certain annual occasions.

Every houseinold still keeps a room or corner devoted to its preferred gods, which

are represented there either by small idols or symbolic stones. The household cult

varies widely according to caste , sect, locality, and choice.

Most of the minor nature worship has been preserved intact in remote localities,

or elsewhere associated with the major deities. Thus the bull is sacred to Shita,

the monkey to Vishnu . Serpents and several kinds of trees are sacred. As linga

and yoni represent Shiva and Varvati, so do shalgram (a pebble) and tulasi ( a plant)

Vishnu and Parvati. The latter usually grows in household courts, and women

circumambulate it every day. “ No village is so small,no spot so lonely, that sacred

symbols will not be found there. On the tops of hills, in woods, indeed under

almost every rock and noteworthy tree may be seen tiny shrines, or rude idols , or

merely plain stone or wood heaps, all which are distinguished by streaks of red

color, as the abode of some deity or other. "

The observance of these festivals and of the household cult, with the belief in

metempsychosis, are the religious bonds of the people to Hinduism . A fourth bond,

that of caste , is social, and enforces the others when they fail . There are at

present not fewer than 3,000 castes which have separate names, and regard them

selves as distinct classes. Each caste restricts marriage within its own liinits, and

serves both as a trade-guild and mutual assurance society, so that no poor-law is

needed in India. The severest social penalty that can be inflicted upon a Hindu is

to be out -casted.

What Hinduism will do in presence of western science and law and the Chris

tian religion constitutes the problem of India's future . Science is shattering its
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polytheism and metempsychosis, and law its caste ; while Christiansty includes its

best aspirations without its foibles.

THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. HINDUISM . - Brahmans, Kshattriyas, Low-castes, Invasions, Buddhism , Shaivism , Vaishnavisnı ,

Vedic gods , Trimurti, Hari-Hara , Bhakti-marga, Mahabharata , Ramayana , Puranas, Tantras,

Ethical maxims.

14. SHAIVISM AND SHAKTISM . — Shiva, Rudra , Agni , Mahadeva, Ishvara, Parvati , Durga, Kali ,

Shakti , Linga, Low Classes, Survivals, Shaktas, Right hand, Left hand.

15. VAISHNAVISM.-Sects, Avataras, Rania , Krishna, Buddha, Kulki , Bhagavad-gita , Krishna and

the New Testament.

16. VAISHNAVA SECTS. – Ramanuja , Tengalai, Vada

galai , Madhva , Chaitanya, Hindi, Stages of Bhakti ,
Vallhabha, Maharaja .

17. HINDUISM UNDERTHE INFLUENCE OF MOHAM

MEDANISM AND CHRISTIANITY.- Kabir, Nanak ,

Granth , Govind, Militarism , Rammohun Roy , Keshab
Chundar Sen , Samajes .

18. THE CULT OF HINDUISM . - Idols, Temples, Worship ,

Pilgrimage, Great Temples, Festivals , Lower nature
worship.

QUESTIONS

DRONE

13 . To what classes was Hinduism specially suited ?

Whatwas the occasion of the Brahman's compromise ? Name

the chief divisions of Hinduism . What is Vaishnavism ?

What is Shaivisın ? What has become of the Vedic deities ?

Discuss the trimurti. What did Hari-Hara represent ? What

is bhakti ? Describe the Mahabharata Describe the Rama.

yana. Describe the Puranas. Slate the chief ethical maxims
found in the Epics.

14 . Trace the history of Shiva from Vedic times. State

his three types. What do Mahadeva and Ishvara mean ? Com

pare his following with that of Vishnu . State somenames of

Shiva's spouse. By what is Shiva represented ? How many

such symbols are found in India ? Why is Shiva sometimes rep.

resented as andrógyne ? What two classes follow Shiva ? Ac
count for the vicious elements in Shaivism . Who are Shaktas ?

Who are Thugs ? Ganesha .

15. What is the religion of a majority of the Hindus.
Characterize Vaishnavism . What is an avatara ? Name the last four avataras. Sketch the Rama
avatara How does Krishna differ from Rama ? What will Kalki do ? Describe the Bhagavad

gita .. Discuss the relations of Krishna with theNew Testament.

16. What was Ramanuja's doctrine ? Give details from the notes. Distinguish Tengalai from

Vadagalai. Characterize the Madhvas. What classesdidChaitanyareach ? State the several stagesof

bhakti. On whatprinciple didVallhabha rest ? How did his followers misconstruehistheory ? With
what result ?

17. What was the aim of Kabir ? What religion did Nanak found ? What did Govind do with

it ?How is theGranth treated ? Sketchthe life of Rammohun Roy. Whofounded the Brahma

Samaj ? What great reform didMr. Senoriginate? Inwhatother respects did lieabandon Hinduism ?
Whatprogress havethe Samajas made ?

18. When were idols first used ? Describe a temple. How has it been modified since ? Where

are the largest temples ? Why ? Describe theworship . To what culture-stage doesit belong ? Who

mon tofestivals
go on pilgrimages ? DescribeBenares. State somefacts about thefestival at Puri. State thetype com

Who are devidasis ? How inuch do Hindus fast ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

... Find parallels for the ethical maxims of the Epics from the Bible and modern poetry,
2. How doesmodern theismconceive the destructive and mischievous forces in nature ? '

2. The insufficiency of pantheism tothespiritual needs of man.
4. Compare bhakti withChristianmysticism in the Middle Ages.

5. Compare the New Dispensation creed, cited in Note2,withthe revised and new creeds of Chris

6. The Indian mind is certain to form its own conception and creed concerning Christianity. In

what respects are these likely to divergefrom the European ones ?

tian
denominations.
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PANDIT VISHWANATH OF AHMEDNAGAR, revised by Professor A. B. Kathavate,

Deccan College, Poona.

19. VAISHNAVISM IN ITS CREED .

The creed of Vaishnavism is contained in various Puranas, especially the Bhaga

vata P. and the Vishnu P. A Purana properly deals with five topics, namely , (a )

creation , (6) secondary creation, ( c) races of mankind, (d) ages of the world, ( e) his

tory and biography. We will treat briefly and in turn of these five topics.

( a) There is a distinction between the Supreme soul ( paramātmā ) and the indi

vidual soul (ātmā ).

( 6) There are different accounts of the origin of the universe.of the origin of the universe. The following is

an abridged account from the Vishnu - Purāna:

Purusha (spirit) is the first form of the Supremne. Pradhāna or prakriti is the

first principle of Nature. Intellect is first produced, and it becomes three -fold, man

ifesting three elementary essences, satwa (goodness), rajas (passion ), and tamas

(darkness). There are also five elementary substances. These combined with intellect

and the three qualities formed an egg, which rested on the waters. It was the abode

of Vishnu (which means one pervading all things] in the form of Brahma. The

egg broke and brought forth continents, seas , planets , gods , demons and mankind.

Vishnu, as the personification of rajas or passion, is Brahma, the creator of the uni

As the personification of satwa or goodness he is the preserver.

sonification of tamas or darkness he is the destrover, Mahesh or Shiva. At the

close of the four ages ( yugas), which together make up a kalpa or period , everything

is destroyed . This destruction of the universe is called pralāya. After such a

destruction, Vishnu in the form of Narayan [ one whose seat is in the waters raises

the earth from beneath the waters, which then floats upon the surface. See Vishnu

Purana, Book I. , Chaps. I.-IV.

The following account of creation is found in some texts of the Bhāgavata

Purāna : Vishnu was lying on the leaf of a banyan tree ( ficus sacra ). He said

“ Bhuh," and the earth cameinto being. Then he said " Bhuvah ,” and a world above

the earth was created . Then he said " svar," and the heavens came into being.

Then he said “ mahar " and a world above the heavens was created . Then he said

verse . As the per

230
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“ janah," " tapas, " and lastly “ satyam ” and after each word a new world arose.

Then Vishnu went and lived in the highest world, satyaloka, where by his own will

he became pregnant , and from his navel sprang á lotus flower, in which was born

Brahma, the creator. He had four mouths, from which he immediately uttered the

four Vedas; by the power of these he created all chārāchāra, i.e., the organic and

inorganic world. Several mythological accounts of this kind are given even in the

same Purāna (Bhāgavata ), going into the details of the universe, identifying as it

were rivers, mountains, and other things with the various parts of the body of God.

Thus in Bhāgavata Skanda, Part II.,Chap. V. , 25 to 33. “ They say the soleofhis foot

became pātāl ( the lowest world) , the heels and the toes became pasātala ( the next

lowest world), the excellent ankles of that creator of the world became mahātala,

the two eyes became the heavens, and the eye-balls became the sun ; the

hair of his eye-lids became the divine and the mortal day ; his veins became rivers,

and the hair on his person became trees.” However, the sacred books called the

Upanishads, which are more philosophical compositions, in some cases do not go

into such details and are inore dignified, e.g. , he thought, “ May I produce these

worlds ?" and he produced them .

(c) There are conflicting accounts of the origin of men and castes. Vishnu

Purāna ( I. Book , Chap. V.) says that asura (demons) were born from the thigh of

Brahma when darkness pervaded his body ; that sura (gods) were born from his

mouth when pleasure pervaded his body ; that pitris (progenitors of men ) were born

from his side when he thought of himself as the father of the world ; and that inen

in whom foulness predominated were produced from him when he assumed the

quality of passion . In the sixth chapter the same Purāna says that the Brahmans,

Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Shudras were born from the mouth, breast, thighs and feet

of Bralımā. A slightly different account of the production of the four castes is

found in the Rigveda, Ashtak VIII . , Chap. IV.: “ The Brāhman was his mouth ;

his arms were made the royal caste (Kshatriya ); Vaisya ( the trading class) was his

thighs, and Shudra (the serving caste) was born from his feet .”

(d) The origin and suppression of evil. - In Chapter Sixth of the First Book the

Vishnu Purāna gives the following account of the origin of evil: At first created

beings were perfect. Hari [one of the names of Vishnu ) dwelt in their sanctified

After a while that portion of Hari which was identical with kāla ( time).

created sin , which was at first feeble. By and by it gained strength, and men began

to feel pain from heat, cold , etc. Then manual labor was begun. Sacrifices were

offered, but the more sinfulmen opposed sacrifices and reviled gods and good men .

In more argumentative books the sufferings of creatures and the differences

which exist between their powers of knowledge and of action, being found to be

unjustifiable in any other way, are referred to their own good and bad actions per
formed in time without beginning, and to the unlimited power of Vishnu to see and

reward and punish the same. The immortality of gods and the destruction of de

mons is also described as resulting from the favor or anger of Vishnu, due to their
meritorious acts or sins.

Thefollowing verses of the Bhagavadgita state when and why Vishnu assumes
incarnations from time to time for the destruction of evil: “ Whenever, 0 Arjuna,

religion fails and irreligion prevails, I create iyself.” “ In order to protect the good

and to destroy the sinful and to establish religion, I incarnate myself in every age.”

According to Hindu belief, there have been innumerable ages ( kalpas ) , in each

ofwhich there have been ten principal incarnations ( avatāras) of Vishnu and numer

ouis partial incarnations (aunshāvātāras). In the present age (kalpa) there have been

already nine incarnations and the tenth or Kalki avatāra is yet to appear at the end

of it. The nine which have already appeared were the fish , tortoise, boar,man

lion, dwarf, Parashurām (a Brahman carrying the battle -axe as his weapon ), Rāma

( a Kshatriya of that name), Krishna, and Buddha.
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( c) The principal means by which the Vaishnava expects to secure mukti or final

liberation from the binding of this world are four, as follows:

I. Bhaktimārga (Devotion ). There are nine modes of it :

Listening to, and singing the greatness of Vishnu ; reinembering him ; serving

the feet,i.e. , rendering menial service to him or to his image; worship; salutation;

perfect obedience; love ; perfect consecration of self. This last is explained by some

Vaishnava authorities as perfect knowledge of self.

II. Yogāmārga (application of the whole mind to Vishnu ). This to a certain

extent is identical with the ninth or last means of bhakti. In this the devotee con

centrates all his attention on Vishnu. In the Bhāgawata Purāna a simile founded on

popular belief is used to illustrate the attainment of liberation by the devotee through

this means. There is a worm which is slowly and constantly preyed on by a cer

tain insect. In constant fear the worm unceasingly thinks of the insect until at

last it loses consciousness of

everything, even of self, and

changes into the insect. So

the devotee by means of

yoga or application forgets

everything else and attains

nearness and likeness to

Vishnu . But according to

Vaishnavism the distinction

between the servant and the

served remains forever. For

the practice of this yoga the

aid of saints who are pro

ficient in bodily and mental

COMUNE
exercises is absolutely neces

sary . It is available only

to few , according to their

special merit.

III. Kārmāmārgā (reBrahma the secondary Creator springing from Vishnu who reclines on the Serpent

Eternity , while Lakshmi chafes his feet . Hanuman and Garuda . ligious acts). This has been

partly described already in

the first part. Further it consists of several more complicated and difficult

sacrifices which require the recitation of Vedic mantras, and the different processes

which are justified and explained in the Brahmanas.. Men of Biõhman caste alone

can perform sacrifices ( vajnas) on behalf of themselves or men of Kshatriya caste.

Vaishnavas never kill animals in sacrifices.

IV. Jñanāmärga (knowledge ). This is the final means of absolution . " Abso

lution can be through knowledge only. ” This knowledge may be acquired either

by the practice of one or all of the three means mentioned above, or even at once by

the favor of saints, in which case, too, its dependence on the three ways main

tained by orthodox thinkers, by referring to efforts made in previous states of

life.

It will be seen from the above that liberation is really attainable by good deeds,

and true knowledge, and love of the supreme being ( Parameshwar ); but as the

whole of mankind is not fit to comprehend the supreme being with his high quali

ties , various smaller deities are mentioned in the Puranas and other sacred texts, and

several religious works are laid down for several classes of men , and for the ignorant

men of the highest class who are expected to improve their understanding by these

means so as to be able to grasp higher truths. It is for this that a very high posi

tion is assigned to the Brahman preceptors and other gurus who possess the highest

knowledge, and they are mentioned as objectsof respect to lower classes , andeven

God in his incarnations is mentioned as regarding the Brahinan as his God .
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20. VAISHNAVISM IN ITS CULT.

The main distinction between Vaishnavism and Shaivism philosophically is

that the Vaishnava believes in the dwaita , i.e., in a distinction between the

Supreme Soul ( Paramātmā) and the individual soul ( Atmā ); the Shaiva and all

other Hindu sects believe in the Adwaitu, i.e. , in the identity of the Supreme soul

and Individual soul. To the average man the difference between the two sects is

that the Vaishnava regards Vishnu ; the Shaiva regards Shiva as the deity to be

chiefly worshiped. The Shākta are a numerous sect worshiping the goddess Kali,

representing Shakti, “ Energy. " In

Western India there is a large body

called Smārta, whose beliefs and practices

are a mixture of the others.

The Vaishnava gains the summum

bonum by devotion to the Supreme Soul.

The great authority, Vyāsa, says, Achāra

prathamo dharma, i.e. , “ In religion

practice is the first duty .” Hence cere

monies ( vidhi ) are most important. If

a Brāhman lives the usual course of life,

sixteen sanskāra (purificatory rites) have

to be performed upon him .

The principal daily ceremonies are

sandhya (ablutions), pujā (worship ),

tarpan (pouring water in the name of

gods, sages, and all ancestors) , japa

(repetition of incantations taught by the

Guru), pāth (reading some sacred book),

Vaishwadeva (making an offering of

cooked rice to the gods, and otlier spirits,

including the dogs of Yama and crows).

The principal monthly ceremonies

and observances are ekādashi (fasting on
Krishna with Radha . At the bottom right is Garuda .

the eleventh day of both the light and

dark halves of every month ), and darshya shrāddha (a ceremony on the last day

of every month in honor of deceased parents ).

The principal annual ceremonies and observances (vrata ) are shrāvani ( revision

of past studies in the Vedas on the fifteenth of the month Shrāvan ), shrāddha ( cere

monies on the anniversaries of the dead parents), mahalaya ( ceremonies in the

month of Bhadrapad in honor of deceased ancestors). mahāekadashi (fasting on the

eleventh of the light half of the month Ashādh and of the month Kartik), ananta

chaturdashi (feasting on the fourteenth of the light half of Bhadrapad in honor of

the divine serpent, Shesh ),l'aikuntha-chaturdashi (visiting a temple of Vishnu or
his incarnations at midnightof the fourteenth of the light half of Kartik ), jayanti

(festivals on the birthdays of incarnationsof Vishnu and his devotees , such as are

believed to be themselves incarnations of other gods) , gurupuja (a special day of

We will now describe the chief ceremony in each of these four classes except

the third . The chief purificatory rite ( Sanskara, maunji-bandhan ( thread -ceremony)
is investing a boy witha sacred threaci when he is eight years oldor eight years
from his conception . By birth even a Brāhman is a Shudra. This ceremony

makes him a twice-born (Dvij ) .
The study of the Vedas makes him a scholar

(Vipra). When he truly knowsBrahma he becomes a Brahman . The steps of this

ceremony are : ( a ) Worship of the sun by the boy ; ( b ) teaching him the Gayatri

honor to one's guru).
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formula “ Let us meditate on the excellent light of the divine creator [the sun]

who may inspire our minds” ; (c) making over the boy to the guru . The object of

this ceremony is that the boy may learn how to live properly. The chief thing is

to place him in charge of a guru for twelve years, during which period of timehe

is to learn the Vedas and how to live correctly.

Puja or worship. — The daily puja of a guru (priest) .

Puja or worship is always carried on with an idol. Vaishnavas also always have
a peculiar black stone called shalagram found in the river Gandaki. An idol is

required in order to concentrate the worshiper's inind on the deity. First, the

worshiper must bathe and put on silk cloth , or cotton clotlı , if it has not been

touched by any one since it was washed. Repairing to the small room or recess

where the idols are kept, he sits on a board , with the utensils for worship near by.

Then he brings to mind the form of the god and , in order to invite his presence,

says : “ I salute Vishnu , whose appearance is peaceful, who sleeps on the serpent,

from whose navel springs the lotus, who is the god of gods, who is the support of

the universe, whose beautiful cloud -colored body resembles the sky, who is the

husband of Lakshmi [the goddess of wealth ], whose eyes are like the lotus flower,

who is conceivable only to yogis [ i.e., those well versed in concentrating their

minds byyog -practice ], who saves from the fear of wordly ties, who is the only

inaster of all worlds." Then he repeats a sankalpa, i.e., words expressing purpose,

such as “ As specified before [at ablutious] today, on this particular day of this par

ticular month , at this prahar ( a period of three hours) of the day, at this ghati (a

period of 24 minutes), in this first part of kaliyuga ( the present degenerate age of

the world) , during this particular manvantura (the sum of the four yugas), during

this particular kalpa (1,000 yugas) , and in this ayana (half year, or time from one

solstice to another ), in this particular aranya (forest), to the north or south of the

Nerbudda river, I , named so and so, and belonging to this particular gotra (family),

in order to gain some objects (here specify them ), shall perform puja.

'Then pronouncing three names of Vishnu, viz., “ Keshav, Narayan, and

Madhav,” he thrice sips water from the right hand. Then he pronounces twenty

one names of Vishnu . Then reciting the gayatri, he makes the pranayam , i.e.,

breathes through the nostrils with certain closings and openings.

liminaries ended , he considers that now his mind is wholly concentrated on the

good and he is prepared to worship.

First, he worships the vessel holding water, with the formula : " In the

mouth of the vessel is seated Vishuu ; in the neck is seated Rudra ( = Shiva ); at the

bottom Brahma; and in the rest of it are all the female deities.” Then he applies

to the vessel a little sandal-wood paste , some grains of rice and flowers . Next he

worships the conch -shell and the bell . Then with a tulasi leaf he sprinkles water

on everything, saying: “ One pure or impure, whatever condition he may be in , is

purified inwardly and outwardly if he thinks of the lotus-eyed god Vishnu .'' Then

over the head, or at least over the feet of the god , he pours a steady stream of water,

all the time reciting the Vishnu - sukta, verses from the Rigveda: “ Vishnu crossed

the universe; he placed his foot in three places , ” ' &c .

These pre

21 . VAISHNAVISM IN ITS CULT (CONTINUED ).

Then , again, the god, while under water, is worshiped. This is followed by the

panchamrita snan , il., bathing the god with five substances, viz .: milk , curds, ghi,

sugar and honey . Next abhyanga snan, i.e., bathing the god with scented oil and

warm water. Next, shuddhodak snān , i.e., bathing him with pure cold water.

Then the idol is carefully wiped. Then tulasi leaves are placed under the idol or
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at his feet, implying that they are to form his seat. Then , according to theory,

clothing and jewels are offered to the god , but in practice only tulasi leaves are

offered . Then sandal-wood paste is applied to the god ; then to one's own forehead,

arms and breast , so as to make a three-pronged mark. Next sweet-scented sub

stances and flowers are offered.

Then he offers one thousand tulasi leaves, and, as he places each on the head

of the god, he pronounces, in succession one of the thousand names of Vishnu as

given in the book Vishnu Sahasranām .

Then he waves burning incense and

a lamp, at the same time ringing a bell .

Then he presents some offering, such as

sugar, or milk ; then fruits, of which the

cocoanut and the plantain are the chief ;

then betel-nut, etc.

Last comes mantra - pushpānjali, in

which holding flowers, tulasi leaves, etc. ,

in the hollow of the two joined hands,

he repeats some Vedic verses and throws

all on the head of the god.

The objects of performing puja are

doing one's duty and the gratification of

the deity— “ Shriparameshwar-prītaye."

The advantages which may be expected

to follow from ordinary puja are “ the

attaining of all wishes, such as life,

health , strength , success, wisdom ," etc.

Special puja , with some change from

the above, is offered for special objects,

such as wealth and progeny.

The shrāddha ceremony is performed

in honor of deceased parents, occasion

ally for other relatives when they have

no one else to perform it . On the eleventh

day after the death of a parent an elabo

rate ceremony must be performed; so also

on the twelfth and thirteenth . By theory this should be repeated every month for

But since it is hard to do this, on the thirteenth day thirteen shrād

dhas are compressed into one. Thereafter the ceremony is performed once a year.

The following is a statement of the principal points in the simpler annualshrāddha:

It must begin after midday. Five Brahmans are usually called . If the deceased

were a female ,who died before her husband , then a married woman , not a widow,

must be called , with the five Brahmans. She is termed suvasini, i.e., a woman

whose presenceis auspicious. A place in the room facing the north is supposed to

be the place of the pitris (ancestors). Here sit. three of the Brahmans (all of

whom must be married and not widowers) representing respectively the father,

grandfather, and great-grandfather. A place facing the East is supposed to be the
place of the gods. Here sit the other two Brahmans. If there is a suvasini,

she sits in another room .
The yajman , i.e., the man who performs the shrāddha,

sits in the middle and makes a sankalpa, i.e., a verse expressing his purpose (as

described above inthe puja ceremony ). Then he offers welcome to the five

Brahmans, “ Welcome gods, welcomeancestors." Thenas asubstitute for a seat
for them , he places tulasi leavesunder the right thighs of the Brahmans that repre

sent the gods, and til ( sesamum ) and kusha -grass under the thighs of the represen
tatives of the ancestors,

Then he places sandal-wood paste in the palms of their

and

ents

1.2.1

a the

Vaishnava Brahman .

the

the first year.
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right hands. Throughout the ceremony, whenever he offers anything to the ances

tors, he repeats the names of his father, grandfather and great-grand- father. In

the case of a female, he takes the names of his mother, her mother-in -law , and the

mother- in - law of that mother - in - law .

Next he offers arghya water, sandal-wood paste , rice and tulasi leaves for the

gods, and sesamum and kusha-grass for the ancestors. Thien he goes through the

ordinary puja, excepting the ablutions ( snān ). Then food is given to the Brahumans

(and to the suvasini, if there is one ). The yajman himself does notthen eat. He has to

perform for the Brahmans the things which they usually do for themselves, prelim

inary to taking a meal, excepting offering of rice to Chitra and Chitragupta, two

agents of Yama, the god of the nether world. Thus, the yajman sprinkles water

beforethem from left to right ofthe dish. Then he pours waterfor aposhanam (sipping)

into their right hands, which they sip. Then he offers rice to the five internal

breaths ( pancha pranāhuti ) , and to Brahma, which the Brahmans eat . They are

then requested to eat at their pleasure. After the Brahmans have eaten to the full ,

he offers them tumbul ( betel leaves) and dakshina (a present , usually in the form of

money , to Brahmans at the completion of a religious rite)—Without dakshina no

performance by Brahmans is complete. Then follows the pinda pradan; i.e., three

balls of cooked rice, representing the three generations of ancestors, are placed

on kusha grass, and are worshiped with the full puja ceremony, excepting the

ablutions. The pindas are then thrown into some sacred water or given to cows.

The advantages which follow from performing shraddha are : (a) Doing a son's

duty ; (6) preservation of the family — if not performed the family will becoine ex

tinct; ( c) a man having no male issue goes to the hell called Pun , but by the virtue

of the shraddha ceremony, the son saves his parents from that hell. “ As the son

saves his parents from that hell called Pun, so Brahma himself gave him the name

of putra (Pun = the hell of the same name + tra = one who saves from ); ” (d ) one who

performs the shraddha gains long life, health, prosperity and progeny ; ( e) if per

formed at certain sacred places , the shraddha expiates all sins.

The Hill and Entrance : Caves of Ellora , where are many Hindu sculptures .
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SHAIVISM .
BY

MR. P. SUBRAMANYA AIYER, of Manamadura, India.

22. SHAIVISM IN ITS CREED.

This system of thought is the inost ancient of all the Indian philosophies; and

even after the advent of advaitism (non -duality ), visishtādvaitism ( qualified non

duality, and dvaitisin (duality) originated respectively by Sankaracharya, Ramanuja

andMadhva, the followers ofShaivism ,remain as an independent class of thinkers,

while a majority of the Advaitists also follow some of the cardinal precepts of

Shaivism intheir daily religious observances.

The word " Shaivism ” means the religion and philosophy of Shiva.
The word

" Shiva '' is a Sanskrit word probably derived from the root shi, meaning to lie over.

Hence Shiva is the omnipresent substance lying over or pervading the whole universe .

The study of this system may be conducted in two ways, doctrinally and cere

inonially, or in its relation to conduct. The doctrinal being the more important of

the two will be pursued first.

According to this system of philosophy Shiva in the First Lord, the Cause of

all causes, and the One from whom everything came into existence, as is described

in the Braluma Sutra, second aphorism , “ That which is the cause of the origin,

existence and extinction of the universe.” That this aphorism relates to Shiva is

established by the thirty-fourth couplet , chapter ii , of Sivamahatmaga khandam in

the Suta Samhitā. The couplet is an address made by Shiva to all the celestials,

including Narayana and Brahma, and reads as follows: “ Oh, ye gods ! I am the

highest principle . The universe sprang from me. It exists in me. It merges in

me. Nothing is equal or superior to me." He is the eternal Lord , and all living

beings, from Brahma down, are the toys of his amusement. See the twenty-sixth

verse of the eighty -ninth chapter of the Upadesakanda in the Sivarahasyakliandam

in Sancara Samhitā. This verse means " Sambliu” plays always with omniscience

and other powers; all living beings,beginning from Bralima, form his toys.

Umapatisivácārya, one of the illustrious Shaivite saints, has, in his glorious work

" Tiruvarutpayan,' given a beautiful and accurate description of the Lord in the

following Tamil verse : " Like the letter ' A' the incomparable Lord is all intelli

gence and pervades everything without change. '' His eternal power is called

maya or prakriti (illusion , or illusory creative force, the latter feminine ). This is
nonsentient and waiting upon the Lord. It remains, with splendor in his ethereal

See verse 11, chapter xxxviii of Upadesakanda in Sivarahasyakhandam :

**Maya is called prakriti or the power of Ishvara( the Supreme Lord). It is
material and nonsentient, and waiting upon Shiva, remains in splendor in his

region .

heavenly realm ."

237
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An epitome of this philosophy is given in the above-mentioned chapter xxxviii .

of Upadesakanda in Sivarahasyakhandam , and is in substance as follows: The

pasu or purusha is sentient and is environed by maya (illusion ) or prakriti (nature).

There are thus three principles, namely, Lord, Self and Illusion. All these are

without beginning, but

the Lord transcends both .

The Self or pasu ( lit.

beast) , under the influence

of Illusion's environing,

enjoys the fruits of his

actions. The actions are

good and bad, and their

fruits are twofold - pleas

ure and pain . The de

struction of the environ

inent results in the cessa

tion of all actions and the

enjoyment of their fruits.

Body is the means of such

enjoyment; and Self,

identifying himself with

the body, receives the

fruits of his actions,

namely, pleasure and

pain , through the chan

nels of his interior and

exterior senses.

Self and Illusion de

rive no benefit from each

other. The former is a

ceaseless traveler, meeting

in his journeys of life

temporary
connections,

such as wives, children ,

etc. , just as the moon's

orb is covered now and

then by the clouds moving across its face. The bodies of Self are numerous in

succession , and his assumption of them is as continuous as men's rejecting old
clothes and putting on new ones. Until he is liberated from the thraldom of Illu

sion he goes through endless births and deaths, just as fish in an enclosure move

from side to side without discerning the outlet. He is detained by the affinities

(entanglements) created by his actions, in this world , in Svarga (heaven ), or in

Pātāla (lower region) , and is tossed from one to the other.

The Illusion or Nature, being subtle or intangible in Pralaya (the period of

passivity between the destruction of the universe and its recreation ), is known as

avyakta in that condition , and, being used as the material cause for the formation

of the universe with its multitude of changing forms and names, is called upadana

karana or Pradhana. The environments created by the Illusion for the Self are

three- fold (1 ) body, or the means of enjoyment; ( 2 ) the world , or the place of

enjoyment, and (3) the things or objects of enjoyment. It is Illusion that creates

the twenty-four principles or ingredients making up the body , i.e., five tanmatras,

five elements, five organs of feeling, five organs of action , manas (mind ), buddhi

(intellect or intelligent perception ) shamkara (self-consciousness, or personality) and

cittam (will).

Shiva .
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The Self, under the influence of Illusion's thraldom , forgets his own nature,

identifies himself with the body and , according to the qualities of such body, calls

himself a blind man , a deaf man, a poet, a shudra (low caste man ) or chandala (out

cast), while his own nature, really unaffected by the excellences or blemishes of the

body, precludes all possibility of caste, color, size or any other qualification which

distinguishes him in his enslaved condition of existence.

The three-fold environment of Maya cannot see the Self and Lord, but Self sees

the environment alone, whereas Lord sees Self and environment alike. When

Self sees Lord with his eyes of wisdom he gets out of the clutches of Maya, and its

penalties of duality of actions and their results, and attains Sayujya, or salvation .

Ceremonial.-— What is the method of attaining this salvation ?

Shaivism opens four courses for the Ego, whereby he can reach the blessing of

complete liberation : ( 1) Charya, (2 ) Kriya , (3) Sivayoga and (4) Sivagnana. The

first three are elaborately described in chapter lxxxvii., Upathesakandam in

Sivarahasyakhandam. Charya comprises the following observances: rising early in

the morning, cleansing the body, sipping water with mantras (mystic formulæ ),

rubbing on the sacred ashes , wearing the necklaces of rudraksha beads, propitiating

the gods, sages (rishis) and the souls of the departed ancestor (pitris), bringing

pure water, flowers, sandalwood powder and other sweet-scented articles, decorating

the place of worship with lights, and doing other things preparatory to the perform

ance of worship.

Kriya comprises making thorough ablutions (washing the legs and hands and

sipping water with spells), adoring the lord Shiva in the mind, then worshiping

him and making sacrifice by fire.

Sivayoga has eight parts. Of these (a) yama is the practice of the negative

virtues ; such as not telling lies, not harming others, not coveting others' posses

sions, not yielding to lust, etc.

( 6) Niyama is the practice of the positive virtues , such as patience, contentment,

purity , submission, devotion, kindness, and the like.

( c ) Asana is seating one's self on the skin of a stag or tiger in any convenient

posture and preparing to practice concentration of thought.

(d) Pranayama is inhaling by one nostril for sixteen matras of time ; retaining

for sixteen matras and exhaling through the other nostril for thirty-two matras.

This rite of prānāyāma is of two sorts, called respectively sakalpa and akalpa .

When pranayama is observed as preliminary to any japa or devotional utterance, it

is calledsakalpa . When it is performed alone, with no reference to otherjapa, it is

called a kalpa. Prānāyāma is recommended for only the three higher castes, Brāh

mans , Kshatriyas and Vaisyas.

( e) Pratyahara is the control of the tastes , inclinations and senses .

(f) Dharana is bearing the feet of the lord in mind.

( g ) Dhyana is an intensified form of dharana, i.e. , persistently bearing the feet
of the lord in mind.

( h ) Samadhi is forgetting every other object, seeing the Lord within one's self

and enjoying the unique pleasure of the realization.

Sivagnana, the fourth course, is the spiritual wisdom whereby the three princi

ples of Lord , Self and Illusion are distinguished from each other. Illusion stands

between Lord and Self, and it not only conceals the former from the perceptions of

the latter, but it works in such a way that its influence is not known to Self. Не,

in consequence, becomes blind to the splendor of the Lord that shines within and

without him . Nay , he identifies himself with the three environments created by

Illusion so much that unless he is raised fromthis miserable condition by Shiva's

divine grace hewould ever groan under the despotic rule of Illusion , resulting in

endless rotations of birthsand deaths and theheaps of troubles and miseriesinto

which he is plunged in each of his trans migrations.
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23. SHAIVISM IN ITS CREED (CONTINUED) .

Shaivisin teaches that the Lord is one, Illusion is one, but Selves are innumerable.

The selves are of three sorts , kevala, Sakala and Sudha. Kevala is one not sub

ject to the thraldom of illusion , such as Bralima, Vishnu , Navada and others.

Sakala is the reincarnating ionad ever under the dominion of Illusion. Sudha

is one who, though placed under the dominion of Illusion, has extricated himself

from it by any or all of the four methods of attaining liberation . The effect of

Illusion's thraldom is ignorance (agnana ), and when this ignorance is dispelled the

attainment of sivagnana ( Shiva -knowledge) results.

The followers of Shaivism differ from the Advaitists in many points, but the fol

lowing are their essential ones :

SHAIVITES. ADVAITISTS .

( 1 ) The universe is real. ( 1 ) The universe is false.

(2 ) There is no complete unification of ( 2 ) A complete unification is the real

Self and Lord in salvation . deliverance.

(3 ) Brahma and Vishnu are Selves . (3 ) They form two of the three aspects of

one transcendental Lord.

(4 ) Shiva is the highest Lord. (4 ) There is no real difference whatever

between Shiva and the other two

Lords of the Hindu trinity, who

represent the three different

aspects of the universal Parabrah

man .

( 5 ) The Vedas, Sutras, Ten Puranas ( 5) The Vedas, Sutras and all the Puranas

dedicated to Siva and ( 28 ) Agamas are authoritative.

are authoritative.

Shaivism , like the other systems of Indian philosophy, predicates four conditions

of higher existence in gradations; these are, Salokya, Samipya, Sarupya, and

Sayujya. Salokya is dwelling in the same sphere of bliss and happiness with the

Lord and is attained by the first method of worship, charya. Samipya is dwelling

in close proximity to the Lord, and is attained by the second method, Kriya.

Sarupya is assimilation into the likeness of the Lord, and is acquired by means of

Sivayoga; all these are intermediate and necessary to the attainment of the highest

state of bliss, Sayujya. This is moksha or emancipation of the Self and is attained

by sivagnana alone. There is no condition higher than this, and Self after once

attaining this condition never returns to this world .

Shaivism has the following conceptions of the Lord . He is said to vary, in five

conditions— (a) Sivam , or all - pervading deity . (b) Amurti, or having no form . (c)

Murti, or with form . (d ) Karta or actor and (e) karya or action .
His murtis,

forms, are said to be five, with five offices or functions, namely : creation, preserva

tion, destruction, disappearance, and showing grace. His powers are six -fold, as

follows: Ommiscience, eternal satisfaction , beginningless wisdom , independence of all ,

omnipresence, and endlessness.

He, alone, is called Parabrahma ; while every other living being is call Self.

He is also said to have twenty - five forms for appearing before his devotees and

favoring them . Shiva, it is said created Brahma and Vishnu with his Illusion and

having endowed them with requsite powers as signed to them respectively the

functions of creating and preserving the universe.

His consort is Uma, and is said to have two sons, lignesha ( “ Lord of Obstacles,"

commonly Ganesha or Gana pati ) and Skanda (commonly Subramanya ). The for

mer is the deity to be worshiped at the beginning of every ceremony, and the
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latter, possessing six faces, is said to represent the six powers owned by the Lord .

He is known as the giver of all earthly blessings as well as of wisdom .

Shaivites consider the sacred ashes the most holy of all objects in the world, and

every worshiper of Shiva is peremptorily enjoined to purify his body by smearing it
with the sacred ashes. In every Shaivite temple the presentation of this substance is

viewed as the holiest of gifts by every visitor, and wearing the sacred ashes is

believed to be the most powerfulcharm against demoniacal possession, incurable dis

ease or irresistible magic. In Chapter IX . of Upadesakanda in Sivarahasiakandam

it is stated : “ Oh, Brahmans! truth , wisdom , grace, devotion, fire, wind, water,

earth , ether, all these are ashes." In another portion of the same chapter it is

affirmed : “ The dwellers in the infernal

regions, wicked souls, evil spirits, demons

and vicious men run to a distance, terri

fied at the very sight of the sacred ashes ."

Chapters IX. to XII. of the same book

deal with the unique importance, won

derful power and great sanctity of the

sacred ashes. Chapters XIII. - XVII. are

devoted to describing the magnificence of

the rudraksha beads worn by all Saivites

(priests and holy men ) in the form of

necklaces. Saivites consider these two

objects , the sacred ashes and rudraksha

seeds, as the holiest of all things and

capable of conferring upon those who

wear them supernatural talent and power.

It is one of the chief beliefs of Saivism

that there is no word so sacred or power Shiva and Parvati, Caves of Ellora .

ful as the five letters contained in the

divine Panchakshara. These five letters are na , ma , si, va , ya . These together

form two Sanskrit words meaning “ Hail to Shiva . " The utterance of these

words is the holiest of acts .

Gnanasambanda, one of the inost distinguished of the founders of Shaivism,

established his philosophy by means of the miracles performed by him with the aid

of these two sacred words .

In Chapter LXXI. of Halasya Mahatmayam in the Ahastia Samhita of the Skanda

Purana there is a very interesting account of a conflict between Buddhism and

Shaivism . It is there stated that among the numerous trials made by the reigning

monarch of the Pandian kingdom , at Madura, about the relative merits of the two

systems of religion , two were most important and decisive. One was the testing the

miraculous potency of the Buddhist magic and that of the Panchakshara by setting

fire to two palmyra leaves inscribed with each. The second made similar trial by

placing similar leaves upon the running waters of the river, with the understanding

that the religion whose leaf should swim up the stream should prevail . In both the

trials the Panchakshara is said to have succeeded.

Such is the glory and importance of these five letters in the estimation of the

Shaivites. And in their opinion instruction by a competent teacher to pronounce

them correctly is the most important ceremony to be observed by one seeking to

obtain spiritual growth and blessing.

Besides the utterance of the Panchakshara and worshiping Shiva in the form of a

linga, i.e., a perpendicular stone planted in another horizontal one, the Shaivite

authorities provide many ceremonies whose observance is believed to have a power

ful effect in purifying the worshiper'smind. Among these are eight,which involve
devotional fasting and worship; these are considered most efficacious, as they are

i
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intended to invoke the grace and aid of the highest lord , Shiva himself. A devout

observance of any of these ceremonies is , in the estimation of the Shaivite, an

unfailing proof of religious greatness. Among all the rules of conduct laid down

for a true Shaivite , one of the purest and holiest is Sanniaram , a system of mental

habit whereby Isvara's presence is realized everywhere in the universe ; and the

world , its instruments and pleasures is spurned and loathed as that which is inost

repulsive.

In conceiving the Lord with murti or form , to conceive him as Datchinamurti

and Betchandavar is the highest mode prescribed for one who is earnestly longing

for spiritual salvation . For the former was the divine teacher of philosophical

mysteries, and the latter was a godly teacher, setting before humanity the most

precious example of self-abnegation and aceticism .

24. SHAIVISM IN ITS CULT.

What is very pleasing to Sri-Maha Deva, " Holy Great God ” is the performance

of the following eight Viratas ( fasts or penances) pertaining to holy god Shiva :

1. Rules for Somavara Virata :

On Mondays of the month of Karthigai (November ) one must get up very early

in the morning ; after meditating on the holy great God, he niust wash himself in

holy water, and after performingthe service duly and making puja to Sri -Maha Deva,

who is the author of happiness and felicity , and to the worshipers of Shiva and chaste

women as if they are Shiva and Parvati and serving them food , he must eat only

once.

Effect of this Virata : In ancient times, while a princess called “ Seemanthin "

was performing this holy Somavara Virata, two bachelors stealthily entered in dis

guise in the form of husband and wife. She, believing in their disguise, did her

puja, and when it was over the disguised persons were really connected as husband

and wife.

2. Thiruvathirai Virata .

When the sun moves towards the zodiac , “ Sagittarius," i.e., in the month of

Margali ( Dec.-Jan .), you must wake early in the morning, meditate in your heart on

the holy Natta king, who disperses the tears of mortals, wash yourself outside of

your house in pure crystal water, perform daily rites and go quickly to the best

temple of holy Paramasulara, anoint the god according to rules, make great flame

of fire with ghee before god's presence, and with great joy prostrate yourself before

the linga of the holy great god. After this, you must anoint, make oblations, etc. , to

holy Vattaraj, lighting the lamp in the temple with ghee, and after seeing the deity

you must return home and keep holy fasting all that day ; then get up very early

next morning, wash yonrself, and meditate on the holy three -eyed god, and after

performing daily rites, feeding the self -restrained Shiva worshipers, you must eat ac

cording to Shiva's injunctions.

That great soul in this Thiruvathirai Asterism who worships the great holy

Iswara and performs this Virata that is highly pleasing to god Shiva, will obtain
heaven for himself. There is no question about this.

Effect of this Virata :

One great Rishi (sage) named " Munchakesa ” had the honor not only of

seeing the holy play of Natta Raj, but having had his sins absolved, and he was taken

to heaven without tasting death , because he performed this Virata .

3. Umamakeswara Virata is to be performed on the full moon day, when the

sun's course is towards the Scorpio sign of zodiac (ie ., part of November and
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will have his rare ac

quisitions prospered in

this world and also obtain

heaven in the next world.

Effect of this Virata :

Thirimabind, a great

blind sage, by observing

this Virata, got his eyes

restored as beautiful as

blown red lotus flower.
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-To wake early on the

fourteenth day of the
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ruary, and after contemplating the great holy God in the heart, to clean himself

and bathe in holy water, observing daily religious duties, and not sleeping that

night, but making pujas according to rules on all four watches of the night, to

great holy God, who is conspicuous in the center of linga. Whoever observes

either one, two, three or four of these according to their abilities, even millions
of years will not be sufficient to describe the merits of this Virata . Examples:

(a) By true performance of this lirata, lioly l'ishnu has come to this present state

by the solace of holy Mahaswaran .

(6) Brahma, in virtue of this Virata , las attained to creatorship. So Indra and

so inany, many other gods. Many rishis by effect of this Virata obtained heaven

without being born again .

In ancient times, before the creation of the world , when there was no day nor

night, what exists was not and what does not exist was riot, only the holy god Shiva

was conspicuous in the darkness , goddess Parvati alone in attestation to it wasmak

ing puja to holy Mahaswaran. After that , at the time of creation , the goddess

making obeisance to the great holy God, the fund and reservoir of grace , addressed

Parasmeswara and obtained the following boon , i.e. , “ Inasinuch as I made puja

to thee, O God , at nights in my heart, whoever shall adore thee, O great guru of the

Kali , the Spouse of Shiva .
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DEN

world and Bahava on all four watches ofthe night, then must thou grant all felicity

and make his or her life a success in this world and at last bestow upon them heaven

in the next world. This observance is called Sivaratni."'

Those who hear and study this chapter will possess godly children , enjoy unut

terable worldly bliss and at last enter into Kailasa and obtain heaven.

5. Kethara Virata . – September -October, presents no special traits.

6. Kaliyana Virata . — March - April, also presents no special traits, except that

its effect is to procure a worthy spouse .

7. Sula Virata. - When the sun's coarse is in the direction of Capricornus, i.e.,

in the month of Thai (about Jan. 15-Feb. 15) and on the new moon day, one must
get up early and meditate in his heart

on t'ie god of the world ( Jagahtes

wara ), and having bathed in theauspi

cious water, meditating on god Shiva,

and after finishing off the personal

daily religious duties conscientiously,

he must make, either in gold or in

silver , the idol of Shiva, together with

Parvati, and bathe it ceremoniously ac

cording to rules, offering food, various

puddings, etc. , and after making obla

tions in great reverence, he must give

away gifts according to his abilities to

the Brahman Saivites. Then he must

go to the temple of Shiva, pass round

it, observing the rules, make offering to

holy Parameswara, bowing in deep

adoration and eat only once with Shai

vite Brahmans, and fast that night .

Then rising early next morning, he

inust do his daily religious duties and

present the idol to his guru.

Whatever mortal man observes this

Virata thus, will conquer his enemies,

diseases, besides live a long life, have

many children, and acquire any amount

of wealth, enjoy all felicities, and at

last enter into absorption of the

Ganesha , Son of Shiva, under a Sacred Tree . god -head, i.e., obtain “ Sayutchia of

Shiva . ''

Effect: By the virtue of this Virata , Vishnu got his headache cured.

8. Viradapa Virata . — When the sun's course is towards the zodiac Taurus in the

month of Vaikasi (about May 15-June 15) on the eighth day of the moon, either

waxing or waning, the worshiper of Shiva must get up early, cleaning himself, med

itate upon holy god as seated in the throne of Taurus with Parvati in spiritual

nature , then bathe in good water, perform the daily morning ceremonies, then make

an idol either of gold or silver of holy Mahasvara, together with Parvati, etc. , etc.

He must hear the Siva-purana read to him for one watch at night, and then sleep

soundly on the naked floor. The next morning, he must wake up, do his personal

religious duties , and then present the idols very reverentially to a good Shaivite and

learned Brahman . Whoever performs this Virata thus, is it strange that age, wealth ,

learning, and health will be bestowed on him in full measure ?

Whoever reads or hears or causes others to hear this chapter, it is sure that they

will obtain the highest heaven at last .

WILS

SA
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19.

20 .

FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

VAISHNAVISM IN ITS CREED . - Purana, Origin of the world , Cosmic egg, Creation by speak

ing, Upanishads, Evil, Avataras, Bhakti, Yoga , Karma, Jnana .

VAISHNAVISM IN ITS CULT . – Vaishnavisin and Shaivism , Daily, monthly and annual cere

movies, Thread ceremony, Idol worship .

AISHNAVISM IN ITS CULT (CONTINUED ). — Objects of puja , Advantages, Shraddha,
Advantages.

SHAIVISM IN ITS CREED . - Shaivism , Shiva's attributes, Maya or Prakriti , Three principles,
Mutual relations, Charya, Kriya , Yoga , Jnana .

SHAIVISM IN ITS CREED (CONTINUED ).- Shaivites aud Advaitists, Shiva's functions, Shiva's

relatives , Ashes, Miracles , Sanniaram .

SHAIVISM IN ITS CULT.- Viratas and their effects.

21 .

22

23 .

24 .

QUESTIONS.

19 . With what topics does a Purana deal? How many principles are assumed to account for the
world ? What issued from the cosmic egg ? How did Brahma and Shiva spring from Vishnu ? De

scribe how Vishnu made the world by speaking . How do the Upanishads differ from these puerile

theories ? How did evil arise ? Why do the avatarasoccur ? Describe the four ways of salvation.

20. Distinguish Vaishnavism from Shaivism . Name the chief daily ceremonies. Name the

monthly and annualones . Describe investiture with the sacred thread. Describe the puja of a priest.

21 . What are the objects sought in puja ? What advantages follow ? Describe the shraddha. What

advantages follow the shraddha ? What does it do for sin ?

22. Define Shaivism . State the dignity of Shiva. How is Maya or Prakriti related to him ?

Name the three principles. State their relations to each other. When does rebirth cease ? State the

four ways to liberation. (Number 1 is probably meant for karma-marga, and 2 for bhakti-marga, while

Numbers3and 4 correspond exactly to 3 and 4 in Lesson 19. )

23 . How do Shaivites differ from Advaitists ? Name Shiva's five functions. Name the spouse
and sons of Shiva . What is done with ashes ? Describe the conflict between Buddhism and Shaivism .
What is Sanniaram ?

24. Characterize the viratas as a class . Specify the cases of obvious priestcraft.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY .

Run through the lesson, and expose the fallacies. Yet, no doubt, these accounts satisfied when

they weremade; nay, still satisfy the uncultured, who are dazed by an array of words.

2 . Contrast the maximum of worship (as distinguished from preaching) found in this

3. Contrast the purpose and results of puja with those of Christian worship .
4.

The theory of Illusion is a mere cutting of the Gordian knotpresented by the problem of life.

Did illusion really cover us , would any one know it ? Has any mortalever really escaped it ?
5 . Beside the two columnsfor Shaivites and Advaitists, write one for Christian Theism .
6. Recall

any American equivalents in religious or other spheres to the cases of credulity here speci
fied in religion .

Arnold (A . )....

Barth ( A. ) .

Bühler (G .)....

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

For those who wish to read extensively, the following works are especially commended :

..... Indian Poetry . 1886 . Hunter ( W. W. , Sir)...............Brief History of the

..Religions of India . 1891. Indian Peoples. 1895 .

Brahmo Tract Society , Calcutta ...... The New Kaegi ( A. ) ... The Rig - Veda. 1884 .

Samhita. 1889. Lyall ( A. C. ) . .Asiatic Studies. 1884 .

The Laws of Manu , being Monier-Williams ( Sir M . )........... ,Brahmanism and

Vol . 25 in Sacred Books of the East. Hinduism . 1891 .

Cowell ( E. B.) and Gough (A. E.) .......... The Sarva .Indian Wisdom . 1893.

Darsana -Samgraha. 1894. Müller (F. Max ) ... India : What can it teacli

Crooke ( W .)......Introduction to the Popular Re 1892 .

ligion and Folklore of Northern India . The Upanishads, being Vols.

1896. 1 and 15 in Sacred Books of the East.

Dawson (J. ) .. A Classical Dictionary of Muir ( J . ) .......... .Metrical Translations from

Hindu Mythology. 1888. Sanskrit Writers . 1879.

Dutt (M. N. ) ......... .TheMahabharata . 1895 . ......Original Sanskrit Texts , 5 vols . 1890 .

Eggeling ( J ..... .The SatapathaBrahmana, Oldenberg (H.) Die Religion des Veda . 1894 .

being Vols. 12 , 26 , and 41 of the Sacred Telang ( K. T.) ..The Bhagavadgita, etc. ,

Books of the East . being Vol . 8 in Sacred Books of the

Griffith ( R .. T. H .)... Idylls from the Sanskrit . 1886 . East . 1882 .

.The Rigveda. 1866 . Wilkins (W. J .)...... ..Modern Hinduism . 1887 .

.The Ramayana . 1874. Wilson ( H. H . ) ... ..Select Works . 1861. These

Hopkins (E. W .) ............ Religions of India . 1895 . contain the Vishnu Purana, etc.
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MAGAZECTEER12.5
EVENAND GLOSSARY.

2
0
1
0

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION .

a as in fat.

ā as in fate .

ä as in father .

a when obscure.

e as in met .

ē as in mete .

i as iu pin .

i as in pine.

o as in not.

Ō as in note.

ö as in move .

u as in tub .

ū as in tube .

ü Place the lips for oo , but say ee .

oi as in joint.

ou as in proud .

g as in get .

i French nasal 11 .

N. B.-Only the principal names are included in

the following list . The others may be pronounced

in analogy with these. The general rule is that

Indian a = ä (as in the key above),e = ā, i= ē , o=7,
u=0, ai=i , auzou. The consonants are sounded

as in English.

Aditi (ä'dē-tē ).--An ancient goddess.

Agni (äg'nē).-- Fire -god.

Aryan ( är'yan ) .--A historic race .

Ashvins (äsh'vins).--Twilight-gods.

Asura (ä'sö - ra ).--God , laterdemon .

Atman (ät'man ).-- Soul or Self.

Atri (ä'trē ).-- A sage.

Avatara (ä'va -tä'ra ).-- Incarnation.

Bhakti-marga (bhäk'tē-mär'ga).-- Liberation by

devotion .

Bhikshu (bhēk'shö ). --A religious wanderer.

Brahman (bräl'man ).-- Priest caste.

Brahmanas (bräh'man-as).- Liturgies, etc.

Chaitanya ( chi- tän'ya ).-- Hindu reformer.

Charvaka (chär'vä -ka ).-- A system of philo

sophy

Daiyu (däs'yö).--An aborigine.

Deva (dā'va ).- God.

Dharma (dhär'ma ).- Law -god.

Dyaus -pitar (dyous'pe-tar).- Heaven -father.

Guru ( gö’rö ) .— A religious teacher.

Hanuman (hä'nö -man ). --Monkey- god.

Indra (ēn'dra ).- Storm -god.

Ishvara ( ēsh'vä-ra ) .- Lord .

Jnana -marga (jnä'na -mär'ga) — Liberation by

knowledge.

Kabir (kä'bēr ).- Hindu reformer.

Kali (kä'lē ). -Spouse of Shiva.

Kalki (kälkē).—The coming avatara .

Karma-marga (kär'ma -mär'ga ). -Liberation by

works .

Keshab Chundar Sen (kesh'ab chiön'där sen ) .

-Hindu theist.

Krishna (krēsh'ua ).- An Indian hero .

Kshattriya (kshat'rē-ya ).- Warrior caste .

Linga (lēn'ga .) - Themale organ .
Madhva (mäd'hva ).- Hindu reformer ,

Mahabharata (mä'ha -bhär'ra -ta ).- An Indian

epic .
Mahadeva (mä'ha-dā'va ).- Shiva.

Manu (mä'vö ). -A law -giver .

Maya (mä'ya ).- Illusion .

Mozoomdar (mo-zöm'dar).— Hindu theist.

Nanak (vä'nak ).— Hindu reformer.

Nyaya (uyä'ya).-A system of philosophy.

Parvati (pär'va-tē ).- Spouse of Shiva.

Prakriti (prä'krē-tē).– Nature.

Prajapati (prä'ja-pä'-tē )—Asupreme god .

Prithivi (prēt'he -vē ).- Earth -goddess.

Puja (pö'ja ).- Rite.

Purana (pö-rä'na).- A Hindu scripture .
Purusha (pö'rö-sha ).-A supreme god .

Pushan (pö'shan ).- Sun -god.

Radha (räd'ha ).–Wife of Krishna.

Rama (rä'ma).-An Indian hero .

Ramananda (rä'ma-näu'da ).- Hindu reformer.

Ramanuja (ra -män'ö ja ).— Hindu reformer.

Ramayana ( ra -mä'-ya -na ).- An Indian epic .

Rammohun Roy (räm'mo-hun roi).- Hindu
theist

Rudra ( rö'dra) .–Storm god .

Samaj (sä'maj).— Society.

Sankhya (sänk'hya ).- A system of philosoplıy .

Sannyasi( sän nyä '-sē) -Renouncer.
Savitri (sä'vē- trē ).- Sun -god.

Shaivism ( shi'vism ). - Religion of Shiva .

Shakti ( shäk'tē ).- Spouse of Shiva.

Shiva (shē'va ).—TheAuspicious One.

Shraddha (shräd’dha ).- Ancestral rite .

Shruti (shrö'tē) – Revelation .

Shudra ( she'dra ) –Servant caste .

Sita ( sē'ta) .-Wife of Rama.

Smriti (smrē'tē ).- Tradition ,

Soma (so'ma).- Wine-god.

Tantra (tän'tra ). - A Hindu Scripture.

Upanishads ( ö -pancē'shads ). - Philosophical
treatises,

Ushas (o'shas).— Dawn goddess.

Vaisheshika (vi'shā -shē'ka ). -A system of phi

losophy.

Vaishnavism ( vish'nä -vism ). Religion of

Vishnu .

Vaishya (vīsh'yä ). -Cultivator caste .

Vallabha (väl-häb'ha ).- Hindu reformer.

Varuna (vä’rö -na). -Sky-god .

Vedanta (vā -dän'ta ).- A system of philosophy.

Vidura (vē'dö -ra ).- A sage .

Vishnu (vēsh'nö ).- Sun -god.

Visvakarman (vēs'vä -kär’man ).- A supreme

god .

Vritra (vrē -tra ).– The rain -dragon .

Yama ( yä'ma ).- God of the dead.

Yoga (yo'ga ).- A system of philosophy.

Yoni (yo'nē). — The female organ .
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Profusely illustrated with old and rare Articles of Travel .—This magazine

portraits of“ Old Hickory ” and prominent will continue its articles on interesting out

people of his time . of- the-way places , liberally illustrated from

College Articles . — Two more papers in original sketches and photographs.

the very successful articles on " American
For the Boys and Girls each month

Universities and Colleges ," which began in
are devoted several pages to short stories,

Nov. , 1896. These will treat of Harvard
practical articles and pictures for younger

and Princeton , with portraits, groups, etc. members of the family. Contributions by

Short Stories.- Many excellent stories Horatio Alger , JR., Edward S. Ellis,

have been secured for publication in the SOPHIE SWETT, and other well - known

POPULAR MONTHLY . A glance at the juvenile writers .

Christmas number, with stories by FRANK
The Departments. - The Leslie Port

R. STOCKTON , Amelia E. Barr and Mar
folio , brief, pointed paragraphs , anecdotes,

GARET E. SANGSTER , will indicate the im
humorous sketches , verses, and sharp com

provement in the line of fiction .
ment on people and things of the day .

A New Serial Story will follow " The The Talks About New Books' will point

Catspaw , ” will end shortly. out the features of the chief publications .

€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€€ Ð

Additional to the features mentioned there will be

many striking and original illustrated articles .

JEEEEE€€€

" Progress," price $3.75 , and Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly, price $3 ,

Both , One Year for $5.50.
Sendt for Descriptive Circulars : New Illus.

Bible ; also Life of Gen. R. E. Lee.

SPECIAL . - Mention this publication ,and a Specimen

Copy of the modern FRANK LESLIE'S POPULAR Monthly,
with Illustrated Premium List, sent for 10c.; with Beauti

ful Colored Art Plate ( 12x36 inches), “ A Yard of Pansies ,

or " A Yard of Puppies," 20c . , stamps or coin .

Frank Leslie's Publishing House ,

42-44 Bond St. , New York .

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS KINDLY MENTION " PROGRESS. "
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Gunton's Magazine is more interesting

than ever before .

It has a leading article each month by a

leading authority.

It has each month the best things that

Professor Gunton is able to say to women .

It remains the ablest and most fearless

exponent of sound economics in America.

It expresses better than ever before all cí

Professor Gunton's enthusiasm ,

Sample copies gladly for the asking,

41 Union Square, New York,
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500 KINDERGARTNERS

Wanted
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AT ONCE to make application for our Special and Strictly

Confidential Offer, by which they may earn Gold Standard

Dollars for themselves , and Subscriptions for us. This

offer willbe made to a limitednumber of applicants only .

The First 100 Kindergartners to Register themselves

for this purpose will be given SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS .

50,000 mothers are hungry to get hold of literature which will help them train their

children , and at the same time be a source of comfort and culture to themselves.

50,000 club women are waiting for some one to put literature into their homes which

will provide a systematic course of reading on child -nurture .

Thousands of young wives are looking for a home magazine which will prepare them

in practical ways for child- rearing .

Thousands of teachers are on

still-hunt for a fresh , inspirational , steady

headed school journal , which is up-to date FILLS ALL OF THESE REQUIREMENTS .

without being faddish .

Apply at once for our CONFIDENTIAL OFFER , which promises remuneration for

the small outlay of a two -cent stamp.
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KINDERGARTEN LITERATURE COMPANY,

WOMAN'S TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
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TYPEWRITERS MAKES
ALL THE STANDARD MACBINES FOR Sale or Rent at Hall

MANUFACTURERS PRICES . EACH MACHINE FILLY GUAR

ANTEED . EHIPPED WITH PRIVILEGE OF EXAMINATION.

WRITE FOR 'ATALOGUE.

202 La Salle St.

CHICAGO .

B&O
THE COMPOUND OXYGEN TREATMENT

For further information, proofmost convincing
send for book of 200 pages , sent free , or call

and see us . Skilful physicians in attendance

to give attention to every case brought to

their notice , either personally or by letter.

DRS. STARKEY & PALEN ,

1529 Arch St. , Philadelphia , Pa.

San Francisco , Cal . Toronto, Can.

VESTIBULED

TRAINS
TO

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes

to match, embossed in any color, with

any initial or two-letter monogram ,

Jike cuts, post paid $ 1.25 .

50 engraved visit.

ingcards with plate

for $ 1.25 . Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postalnote with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programs are beautiful.

Estimates furnished free .

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,

NEWYORK

PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE

WASHINGTON

Stop over allowed at

WASHINGTON196 S. Clark St. , CHICAGO.

BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

New Rugs

Old Carpet

from &

gs

AT SMALL COST

We make old carpet into handsome

American, Moorish, Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Floor

Covering.

USEFUL

DECORATIVEX

CHEAP

They will last a lifetime. Write for

particulars . Form clubs and

freight charges.

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO ...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

Metropolitan Rug Wor

155 S. WESTERN AVE . XCHICAGO

with the safety clause , which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance ; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD.

Date Assets Ins . in Force

Dec. 31. 1893 $23,290.27 $1,380,000.00
1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00

1895 57 195.93 4,827,000.00

1896 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest record ever made byany company at

same age, showing that the plan is meeting with

approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moulton , 2d Vice -Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.
Bank .

Thôs. B. Ackers. Credits , M. D.Wells & Co.

Jas. W Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard ,2d Vice Pres . & Cashier Fort Dear .

born Nat. Bank.

Dorr A. Kimball , Credits, Marst all Field & Co.,

(Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U. S. Express Co.

C. E. Hambleton , Life Insurance.

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens , President.

L. A. Goddard . Treas . F 0. Lowden , Counsel.

Geo. F. Butler , Medical Director.

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary,

Liberalcontracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
relinhle agents.

Write for termsand territory . SECRETARY .

save

N. B. - Special attention given if you mention
PROGRESS."

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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DID YOU KNOW THAT

MACBETH was a real person ?

HAMLET only a mythical or semi- historical character ?

KYHBER PASS , where the English are fighting in India, was

traversed by Alexander the Great 2,000 yearsago ?

COLUMBUS died thinking that America was a part of Asia ?

GOLF was played long before America was discovered ?

BEDLAM , madhouse, comes from Bethlehem, Christ's birthplace ?

CZARand KAISER are both derived from Cæsar, the Julius

Cæsar of our school days ?

GLADSTONE entered Parliament a Tory in 1832 , no less than 65

years ago, andwas prime minister four times ?

PAGAN really means “ belonging to the country , " while CIVIL

means " belonging to the city " ?

SH AKSPERE may have held horses at the theater doors, but

he was not guilty, as tradition says, of deer -stealing ?

KNAVE once meant boy," with no implication of dishonesty ?

CUBA is longer than from Canada to Alabama ?

BOOM was first used in the political sense of " going with a

rush " by a St. Louis editor in 1878 ?

GIRL originally signified a child of either sex, male or female ?

CALIFORNIA BIG TREES are taller than the Capitol at

Washington and live over a thousand years ?

VILLAIN originally meant simply “ farm servant " ?

For particulars how to secure

the great work now

at the

Every oneofthese factsis taken from TheCen

tury Dictionary and Cyclopedia. There is

no one other work inwhich they can all be found.

TheCentury Dictionary and Cyclopedia

contains thousands of such factsand statements.

It has 150,000 Encyclopedic Articles ;no
other work has one-third as many. It has 500,

000 Definitions ; no other work approaches
this number. It has 300,000 Quotations,

eight times as many asany other; 8,000 Illus
trations , farmore beautiful and numerous than

those of any other ; 100 double- page Maps
no other has such perfect ones. In short, it is

the only workof reference that is a Complete

Reference Library andthat meets all wants.

Wholesale Price

address at once

H. E. Hooper, 33 Union Square ,

New York.

Mention Progress.

For Illustrated pages and particulars of the work , address

THE CENTURY CO .,

Union Square, New York .

When writing to Advertisers lendly mention PROQRESS
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IVORY Most

Sickness

Can be prevented by

natural living Coffee Is

a poison to many.

The

tender skin

of infants and

children should

come in contact

with only the

POSTUM builds

HEALTH

and ...

STRENGTH

purest of

soaps

Coffee clogs the liver, POSTUM

makes a healthy liver and

builds flesh and strength .

Boil it full fifteen minutes after

boiling commences, and look for the

Red Seals on the genuine package .

SOAP

VISITORS TO LINCOLN

PARK IN CHICAGO
The $ 5.00
FALCON

CAMERA

Will be delighted with the souvenir

book of this beautiful spot now being

distributed by the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway Company. It is a

magnificent publication of 96 pages

full to overflowing with delicious halt

tone pictures of one of Creation's most

charming places of resort for citizens

of the Great Republic.

No stranger visiting Chicago should

be without a copy of the Souvenir

of Lincoln Park." It can only be

procured by enclosing twenty -five (25)

cents, in coin or postage stamps, to

FOR 8 % X 36 PICTURES .

Uses

Our

Light

Proof

ridges

For12

Expo

sures

and

LOADS IN DAYLIGHT.

Improved safety shutter, set of three stops,

fineachromatic lens, view finder andsocket

for tripod screw . Booklet Free.

$ 2,853.00 in Prizes for EASTMAN KODAK CO .
Kodak Pictures !

$ 1,475.00 in Gold ,
ROOHESTER , N.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD ,

General Passenger Agent ,

410 Old Colony Building, Chicago, III.

when waiting to Advertisers dnaly mention PROGRESS
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RT. REV. SAMUEL FALLOWS, D.D., LL.D. COUNCIL

Chairman General Educational Com

mittee World's Congress Auxiliary : HON. C. C. BONNEY , LL.D.
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms,Etc.
A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively.

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE - EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An- A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms. tions used in writing and printing.

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms,
AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases, etc.
Prefixes andPostfixes from the Greek , Latin and

Saxontongues,and ofall the important words
A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of derived from the Hebrew , Greekand Latin

Prepositions. languages.

A DICTIONARY of Prepositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their

A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.
various uses.

A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary
A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words. conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu

Ancient and Modern Languages, and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English

Phrases. language.

NOTE THE CONTENTS.

100,000 Synonymsand Antonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

30,000 Words and Phrases ; being the most com- Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived
plete collection of Briticisms, Americanismsand from the Latin ,Greekand other languages. A
Colloquialterms to be found in the English lan unique Etymological Dictionary of incalonlable

guage.

3,000 Examples of Prepositionsand illustrations of
value,both to beginnersin the study of theEng

lish tongue and to advanced students.
their use after certain words.

300 ExamplesofPrepositionsand their discrimina
Over 600 of the most importantwordsdistinguished

from each other as totheir correct use, with

tions. copious illustrations .
Nearly 1.000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but 100 Slips in ordinaryspeaking and writing .

differingin use.

Over 1,000 Homophonous words,the same in souud
54 Common Contractions and the words they represent.

but different in meaning , 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formation of the pluralsof nouns.

modern languages . 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D.D., LL.D.,

Late Supt. of Public Instruction , State of Wisconsin , Ex-PresidentofIllinois Wesleyan University,
and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION .

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All Its Critios .

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn . Hon . Solomon Palmer,Montgomery, Alabama.
" A book that maybecalled well nigh invaluable to " It is a work of great merit and should be freely used

every class of people -- students, literary men, public in our schools. Every literaryman would do well to
speakers,or any who have much writing to do.Scarcely keep a copy on his desk for reference.

anyone can afford to dowithout it, and to theperson Hon . Ira G.Hoitt,Sacramento , California.

who writes in a hurry it willprovea boonindeed ." " I judge that it will be of great value to all thosewho

Col. Francis W. Parker , Principal Cook County have occasion to write or speak much . Its compact

Normal School. nessmakes it specially valuable. "

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for con- Hon . Jas . S. Hook , Atlanta, Georgia.

stant use . "Its feature of Antonyms makes it especially useful

Thos . B. Stockwell , State Commissioner Public and I do not see howany scholar or cultured gentleman

Schools, Providence, Á . I. can afford to do withoutit. Every educated man and

" Or real value and helpful in many ways, and will
every teacherought to have it.

commend itself to every student."
Hon . CharlesC.Stevenson , Boise City, Idaho.

Hon . J.B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin .
" Iam convinced thatit is the right book in the right

placeand fills a long-felt want. I can saywithout hes
The work may be fittingly characterized by ' elabor- itation that the workwill be of daily benefitto mein

ate conciseness

Hon .M.A.Newell, Baltimore, Maryland.
my profession . "

Inter Ocean, Chicago : " The moreonehas oc
"More exhaustive than any of its predecessors. The

casion to use it the more its completenessis observed ,
appendices add very greatly to the value ofthework.

It covers the field of its work most admirably, and is so
Thelist ofprepositions and their relations is especially methodically arranged as tomake referenceto a word
valuable to young students . "

or colloquialism orforeign phrase easy. It is among

Hon . J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan. the best, if not the best book of its kind,writtenfor

"Ihave seen no book of the class so well adapted to practical use of the student .

practical use.' Journalof Education , Boston : This is a re

Hon . J.W. Patterson , Concord, New Hampshire. markable book , complete and exhaustive."

" It is of great value and must be of immense prac- American Journalof Education : Thepub
tical use to scholars. " lisherhasconferred a lasting favor on the general lit

Hon . Richard Edwards,LL.D., Bloomington, Ill. erary public by issuing this book . Every department

The idea of grouping together words of opposite of the entire work is helpfulto writers, speakers,teach

meanings as wellas words of similar meanings is an ers andstudents - everybody seekingto knowthe proper

excellent one. Many times the literary man will be use ofwords. To these wecommend it.'

greatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C. A. Watehman : " This is oneof the best

reputation and great experience as a writer will give books of its kindwe have seen, and probably there is

the book a deserved advantageamong literary men ." nothing published in thecountry that is equal to it."

" Synonyms, Antonyms, " price is 12,00. Special Offer ! Asan introductory pricewewillsend
Etc., and is

$ 2.00 !

this Great Work, All Charges Prepaid , for $ 1.25 . No teacher,minise

ter or student can afford to do without it. Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory. Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, CHICAGO
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American Character Studies.

A NEW AND NOVEL COURSE OF STUDY ON THE MEN

WHO HAVE MADE OUR HISTORY, TWELVE NUMBERS,

POPULAR IN TREATMENT AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

FIRST COURSE: AMERICAN STATESMEN.

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS:

THOMAS JEFFERSON — By EDWARD S. ELLIS, A. M. , Author of “ The Peoples

Standard History of the United States,” Etc.

JAMES OTIS - By John Clark RIDPATH , Author of “ Ridpath's History of the

United States,” Etc.

SAMUEL ADAMS — By Samuel Fallows, D. D. , LL. D. , Ex - Supt. of Public

Instruction of Wis . , Ex - Pres . Ill . Wesleyan University , and Chan

cellor The University Association .

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN— (To be announced later. )

JOHN HANCOCK - By John R. MUSICK, Author of " The Columbian Historical

Novels,” Etc.

JOHN ADAMS — By SAMUEL WILLARD, M. D. , Author of " Willard's History of

the United States,” Etc.

DANIEL WEBSTER - By ELIZABETH A. REED, A. M. , Author of “ Hindu Liter

ature , ” “ Persian Literature,” Etc.

JOHN RANDOLPH— By Richard Heath DABNEY, A. M. , Ph . D. , Professor of

History, University of Virginia .

GEORGE WASHINGTON — By J. C. FREEMAN , A. M. , LL. D. , Professor of

Literature , University of Wisconsin .

L ALEXANDER HAMILTON - By Edward S. Ellis, A. M. , Author of " The Peo

ples Standard History of the United States, ” Etc.
HENRY CLAY-(To be announced later . )

ABRAHAM LINCOLN- ( To be announced later . )

Three yearly courses of twelve numbers each have been outlined . The First year will be devoted to

American Statesmen as indicated . The Second year to American Heroes, such as Paul Jones , Israel Putnam ,

Stephen Decatur, Commodore Perry,W.T. Sherman, Philip Sheridan, Admiral Farragut, Gen. U. S. Grant,

Etc. The Third Year to Ameri:an Discoverers and Inventors, embracing Daniel Boone, David Crockett, George

Rogers Clark, John C.Fremont, Robert Fulton , Eli Whitney , Samuel F. B. Morse , Cyrus Field, Thomas A.

E

Edison, Etc.

These courses are designed for Home Study ; for Supplementary Reading in Schools ; for Reading Circles

and for Ceuters organized for historical and literary culture.

The Special Aim of this unique and interesting series of Character Studies is to foster among our

people , young and old , a deeperlove of Country : to arouse and sustain a spirit of true patriotism ; to awaken

anenthusiastic interest in the field of American History and thus help them in the discharge of the import

ant duties of American citizenship.

It will be readily seen that while this series of Character Studies will be useful in the highest degree to

the young, it willbenone the less attractiveand beneficial to those of adult years.

Each number will be written in a popular style and will be supplemented by Anecdotes, Incidents and

and Personal Experiences,which willtend to show the character of the subject portrayed. At the end of each

number will be a complete Chronological Table of the events in which thesubject took part. There willalso

be an extensive list of questions for a Monthly Review , and Topics for Special Study.

This series of American Character Studies will be handsomely printed and fully illustrated. Each

number will contain from 80 to 128 pages . Price of the Entire Twelve Numbers of each series,

(over 1,000 pages in all ) postage paid, is but $ 1.50. The first number of the Statesmen Series,

on Thomas Jefferson, is now ready. Sample copy to any address , but Fifteen Cents . Send for copy .

Names of Authors a guarantee to merit. Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, CHICAGO.
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DON'T PAY

Skeen, Aitken & Co.

Printers

and

Publishers

RETAIL PRICES FOR

CAMERAS and PHOTO SUPPLIES .

**

Wesell all makes of Cameras and Supplies of

every description (all standard brands ) at Cut

Prices.

Developing and Printing for Amateurs.

Before buying write us for Prices .

We can save you money .

CHICAGO CAMERA CO. ,

DAP 48 . 56 Fifth Ave. , Chicago .

328-334 Dearborn St.

Chicago

Estimates

given on all

kinds

of work

'PHONE HARRISON 314.

4

CHICAGO , ILLINOIS,

600-601 Ashland Block ,KENT

COLLEGE DE

OF

LAW.

IPLOMA admits to the Bar .

Two year's course . Im .

proved methods combining

theory and practice . The school

of practice is the leading feature

and enables our graduates to en .

ter at once upon actual practice .

Western su
Three months'course for $13,

including use of text books.

Correspondence You cannot help but like our

We

School of Law , way of doing business .
guarantee satisfaction .

Y. M. C. A. B'LD'G,
Address , W. T. TERRILL, Sec'y.

CHICAGO

This is what one of our many students says:

“ I consider my first three months' study in the

Western Correspondence School of Law as time well

spent, and can truthfully say I admire their methods

of teaching , their prompt and complete answers to

all questions which I have proved from outside

sources to be sound and logical in every particular. I

think e ician , especially country practitioners

situated like myself, should take this course , as it not

only compels him to use his spare moments, but

teaches him legal principles and duties that will

ainply repay him for his efforts . My only regret is

that I did not commence this course years ago .

Very respectfully, WM. HATCH . M.D. , Sibley, Ill .

.

EVENING SESSIONS

FOR EACH CLASS .

Students can be self -supporting walle studying .

We can assist students in securing suitable

employment.

MARSHALL V. EWELL , LL.D., M.D., Dean .

Phonic Shorthand

IS A POSITIVELY LOGICAL SELF-INSTRUCTOR

IN THE BEST SYSTEM OF PHONOGRAPHY EVER ISSUED.

BURNZ & Co. , Publishers. Mrs. ELIZA B. BURNZ, Author

Also other allied Books and Materials. and Principal of School.

Phonic Shorthand, $ 1.00 by mail. Thoro'instruction by mail. Easy terms.

33 CLINTON PLACE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

sealalalalalalalalalalal

Elocution, Delsarte, Dramatic Art, Physical

ESTABLISHED Culture, Parliamentary Law , Journalism ,

Piano, Vocal Music ad este o age of our data
!877

-

ELOQUENCE

..IS

H
O
O
L

...INCORPORATED...

POWER

RATOR

Diplomas Granted Degrees Conferred

Enter any time of Send for Catalogue

Corps of Experienced Teachers and Specialists

21st year

Address HENRY M. SOPER, President, roth Floor, Steinway Hall , Chicago

Whon writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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STUDY LAW AT HOME.

WITH THE WHITELY EXERCISER

YOU can scientifically exercise and
Faculty composed of members of Chicago Bar,

develope every part of your body

thorough course leading to degree; endorsed by

40 leading law schools. Under samemanagement

without strainor fatigue . It is as Chicago Columbia College of Law , a resident

capable of every desirable move. school. For particulars address,

ment, and will not only Strength

en Your Muscles and Improve

Chicago Correspondence School of Law ,

Reaper Block , Chicago.

Your Physique, but will also In

vigorate Your Whole Body and

stimulate all your organs into
COMMENCING NOV. 14TH ,

health and activity .

" Anderson's Physical Education ” trains via the Nickel Plate Road will leave Chica

Written by Dr. W. G. Anderson , go as follows : Train which formerly left Chicago
of Yale University Gymnasium , is

given free with each Whitely Ex
at 10:35 A. M. will leave at 10:25 ; No. 6 will leave

erciser in the $3 , $ 4 and $ 5 grades. at 2:00 P.M. instead of 3:05 P. M. and will afford

A good Machine is sold for $ 2. We through sleeping car accommodation to Boston,

pay the express.

Illustrated Pamphlets free .
arriving in that city at 10:15 as formerly . All

WHITELY EXERCISER CO .,
coaches in charge of colored porters and Dining

853 Broadway, New York. 154 Lake St. , Chicago. Car service unexcelled . Every facility for the

comfort of the traveling public. Rates lower than

via other Lines.

J. Y. CALAHAN , Gen'l Agent,

111 Adams St., Chicago. Ill.

H. THORNE, C. P. & T. A. ,

In Adams St. , Chicago, Ill .

Engraved by

Franklin "
THE

CANCER,SALT RHEUM ,
RHEUMATISM , PILES

andallBlood Diseases

Cured by fluid and solid extractof

Red Clover Blossoms.
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BUDDHA

BUDDHISM.

BY

EDMUND BUCKLEY , Ph.D. , University of Chicago .

1. CONTEMPORARY RELIGION . JAINISM. GENERAL CHARAC

TER . LITERATURE.

HE religious condition of India when Prince Siddartha — afterwards the

Buddha - was born there, about 560 B.C. , may be understood by scanning

Lessons i to 8 of Brahmanism (pp. 175-197) ; and in turn Buddhism

formed the chief influence in the subsequent religions of India, so that,

though no longer itself extant in India , it is represented there by Vaish

navism . Buddhism abased the Vedic gods, abolished their sacrifices, and further

developed the Upanishadic religion , especially Vedantism. Religious study, teach

ing , sacrifice, and ascetic life was a monopoly of the Brahmans, with their four

asramas (p. 202). But from the eighth century B.C. the Kshattriya caste entered

the field, and soon founded two religions known as Jainism and Buddhism .

Jainism is so- called from Jina, “ Conqueror,'' a title given to its founder, and sub

sequently to his followers. This founder was Parsva, who lived in the ninth century

B.C.; but Vardharmana, a leader in the sixth century B.C. , is better known and more

famous. He was a contemporary of Buddha, and had a very similar experience. The

Jainas believed in atoms and souls, but in no God. The soul can secure liberation

from metempsychosis only by rigid asceticism , which some carried to the extent of

discarding all clothing, and, as death approached , all food likewise, though the Sve

tambaras consider it possible to attain the highest goal while wearing clothes !

Expansion ofJainisin among the laity — from whom no asceticism was expected

led to a popular cult of the Jina with idols and temples, while the ascetics settled

into monasteries, where they cultivated the sciences and arts . Jainas to the number

of about half a million are still scattered through Western India , and are mostly

wealthy merchants.

Buddhism , like Jainisin , was primarily a religion for monks, which arose among

the Kshattriya caste to meet the religious needs of cultivated non - Brahmans. It

was properly a practical religion, seeking salvation from the misery of life, and only

becauseof thatdid it ignore caste within its monastic Order, and , in later times, fash

ion a new philosophy. Gautama cared for no such worldly end as social reform ,

and ever sought " young men of good family " as his converts . His chief disciples

were Brahmans and Kshattriyas. Similarly he warned against philosophy, which

had failed to save him .

Buddhism enjoyed an inestimable advantage over Vedism and Brahmanism in

(Copyright , 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second-Class Mail Matter. )
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that there stood at its head a heroic person, Gautama the Buddha, that could serve

as an example for life, and an object for piety , such as nature-inyths could never

supply. The mere titles given the founder of Buddhism imply this.

Buddhism again possessed an ethical advantage in its ignoring caste, and in includ

ing morality as an integral part of salvation. Thus Gautama Buddha made Indian

religion spiritual and ethical , instead of ceremonial and national , and hereby insured

its spread beyond India as the first universal or missionary religion. Entrance to it

was not by birth , but by conversion ; its members constitute not a nation, but a

society or community. Thus Buddhism could in part become for Asia what' Chris

tianity did for Europe. Even in Asia, however, the prevalence of Buddhism has

been everchecked by certain Indian traits , notably, e.g., by its monachism .

The literature of Buddhism is extraordinarily extensive aud various, having

been translated or composed among all the peoples that accepted it. It is dis

tinguished by a notable difference of content into two classes, belonging respectively

to the Southern Branch in Ceylon , Burmah, Siam and Pegu, and the Northern

Branch in Nepal, Tibet, China and Japan. The canon of the Southern Branch

is the older, and the more prized by western scholars. This canon is written in

Pali , and called the Tripitaka or “ Three Baskets, " viz. , Vinaya, Sutra (or Sutta),

and Abhidharma (or Abhidhamma). These books contain no statement as to

authorship or date , and no doubt result from a gradual growth . The Vinaya or

Rules of Discipline and the Suttas or Sermons were composed not later than the

third , or perhaps the fourth , century B.C. , and therefore, in the latter case, about

150 years after the time of Gautama. They were based on carefully preserved oral

tradition, and often begin with , “ Thus I have heard .” The Abhidhamma or

Metaphysics is of later origin and less important content. Two Church Histories

and the famous commentary of Buddhaghosha were written in Ceylon in the fifth

century A.D.

The northern canon is less fixed and compact by reason of numerous sects exist

ing in North India , and is of later origin and less value for primitive Buddhism .

In fact, it contains, besides some true reminiscences of Gautama, much mythopoea

about him . Gautama Buddha was the sun of his day, and, like it, had enlightened

many days before, and would other days again. ( 1 ) The Chinese canon, and with

that the Japanese, which was never — with the exception of three sutras-translated

from Chinese, since that is the language of culture for Japan, consists mostly of

translations from these northern books, which were written in Sanskrit. Far more

valuable among Chinese sources, therefore, are the records of the Chinese pilgrims

to India, among whoin the chief was Hiouen Thsang, 629-645 A.D.

1. CONTEMPORARY RELIGION . JAIN

ISM . GENERAL CHARACTER. LIT

ERATURE .

( 1 ) Sun Myth .-In the beginning when the

Lord had not yet reached supreme, perfect en

lightenment and had just occupied the summit of

the terrace of enlightenment, he discomfited and

defeated the whole host of Mâra, after which he

thought: I am to reach perfect enlightenment. But

those laws (of perfect enlightenment) had not yet

dawned upon him . He stayed on the terrace of

enlightenment at the foot of the tree of enlighten

ment during one intermediate kalpa.

He stayed there a second, a third intermediate

kalpa , but did not yet attain supreme, perfect en

lightenment.

He remained a fourth, a fifth , a sixth, a sev

enth , an eighth, a niuth , a tenth intermediate

kalpa on the terrace of enlightenment at the foot

of the tree of enlightenment, continuing sitting

cross-legged without in the meanwhile rising.

He stayed, the mind motionless, the body unstir

ring and untrembling, but those laws had not yet

dawned upon him .

Dangers are for a long time on the increase, and

the laws (or phenomena, things ) are deprived of

the (possession of a ) celestial body ; the word of the

Gina is not being heard ; the whole world is

plunged in thick darkness.

But today ( or now) hast thou , Majesty of the

world , reached this hallowed, high and faultless

spot ; we as well as the world are obliged to thee,

and approach to seek our refuge with thee, O

Protector ! — “ Sacred Books of the East," Vol.

XXI., pp. 155-156, 159.

Here terrace horizon ,

Mara = darkness,

enlightenment = sunrise ,

tree sky ,

ten kalpas the night .
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2. THE LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA.

All western students of Buddhism agree that many elements beside the factual

are present in the life of Buddha as recorded in the texts. H. Kern considers the

story wholly mythical, E. Senart mythical to such a degree that the real facts

cannot be recovered , while H. Oldenberg, T. W. Rhys Davids, A. Barth , M. Monier

Williams, and most others hold that both a real Gautama Buddha existed and that

the outlines of his life may be extricated from the accretions of the two or three

succeeding centuries, though to do it forms a delicate problem in hierology and

psychology. Not all episodes that resemble myth consist of myth , for the lives

of Napoleon and F. Max Müller have been aptly compared with the sun's course ;

and , on the other hand, many episodes in Gautama's life hardly or not at all

resemble a sun or other myth. But in any case his traditional life must be given
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here, because it both indicates the direction of the real one, and presents the

ideal formed by his followers.

Only the salient events of the long and varied life can be given here. Maya,

wife of King Suddhodana, dreamed that a white elephant entered her womb, which

the court Brahmans interpreted to augur the birth of either a Universal Monarch or

a Buddha . ( 1 ) The child was born from Maya's side without pain in the Lumbini

Grove near Kapilavastu, and immediately took seven steps, exclaiming, “ I am the

foremost of the world. ” The ascetic Devala predicted that the child would become

a Buddha, to prevent which his royal father surrounded him with sensuous delights,

and secluded him from every untoward experience. He was named Siddhartha,

married at sixteen years of age his cousin Yasodhara, and excelled all competitors

in strength and skill . Thus he lived in sensuous content until the gods caused him

to meet in succession an old man , a sick man, a corpse, and finally a monk. ( 2)

These novel sights so agitated his mind as to suggest to him the idea of renouncing

the world. Soon after Yasodhara bore him a son , Rahula, which the prince felt to

be another bond to the world. When a young lady , Kisa Gotami, declared the
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mother, father, and wife of such a paragon happy, the Prince only meditated the

more deeply upon the conditions of true happiness. When he awoke that night

and saw how uncomely the court ladies appeared in sleep , ( 3) he rose, fled the palace

on his horse Kanthaka, severed his long locks with his sword, and adapted the

robes and bowl of a shramana. Thus he made the Great Renunciation . (4 )

2. THE LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA.

( 1 ) The Conception.- A king, by name Sudd

hodana, of the kindred of the sun, anointed to

stand at the head of earth's monarchs - ruling over

the city , adorned it , as a bee-ipmate a full -blown

lotus.

Thevery best of kings, with his train ever near

him - intent on liberality , yet devoid of pride; a

sovereign , yet with an ever-equal eye thrown on

all- of gentle nature and yet with wide -reaching
majesty.

To him there was a queen , named Mâyâ, as if

free from all deceit (mâyâ )-an effulgence proceed

ing from his effulgence, like the splendor of the

sun when it is free from all the influence of dark

ness -a chief queen in the united assembly of all

queens.

Like a mother to her subjects, intent on their
welfare - devoted to all worthy of reverence , like

devotion itself - shining on her lord's family like

the goddess of prosperity - she was the most emi

nent ofgoddesses to the whole world.

Then falling from the host of beings in the

Tushita heaven , and illumining the three worlds,
the most excellent of Bodhisattvas suddenly

entered at a thought into her womb, like the

Nâga -king entering the cave of Nandâ .

Assuming the form of a huge elephant, white

like Himalaya, armed with six tusks , with his face

perfumed with flowing ichor, he entered the womb

ofthe queen of kingSuddhodana to destroy the

evils of the world.--.* Sacred Books of the East,"

Vol. XLIX ., pp. 2, 3 , 4,

(2 ) The Vision of Death . — But as the king's

son was thus going on his way , the very same

deities created a dead man , and only the charioteer

and the prince, and none else , beheld him as he

was carried dead along the road.

Then spoke the prince to the charioteer, " Who is

this borne by four men , followed by mournful

companions, who is bewailed , adorned , but no

longer breathing ?"

Then the driver – having his mind overpowered

by the gods who possess pure minds and pure

dwellings - himself knowing the truth , uttered to

his lord this truth also which was not to be told :

“ This is some poor man who , bereſt of his intel

lect , senses, vital airs and qualities, lying asleep

and unconscious , like mere wood or straw , is aban

doned alike by friends and enemies after they have

carefully swathed and guarded him .”

Having heard these words of the charioteer he

was somewhat startled and said to him , “ Is this an

accident peculiar to him alone, or is such the end

of allliving creatures ? "

Then the charioteer replied to him , “ This is the

final end of all living creatures ; be it a mean man ,

a man of middle state , or a noble, destruction is

fixed to all in this world "

Then the king's son , sedate though he was, as

soon as he heard of death , immediately sank down

overwhelmed, and pressing the end of the chariot

pole with his shoulder spoke with a loud voice :

" Is this end appointed to all creatures, and yet

the world throws off all fear and is infatuated ?

Hard indeed , I think , must the hearts of men be

who can be self-composed in such a road .

" Therefore, O charioteer, turn back our chariot ;

this is no time or place for a pleasure -excursion ;

how can a rational being, who knows what destruc

tion is , stay heedless here in the hour of calamity ?"

-Ibid, pp. 34-5

( 3 ) Disgust With Women.-Others, helpless

and lost to shame , though naturally self-possessed

and endued with all graces of person , breathed

violently as they lay and yawned with their arms

distorted and tossed about .

Others, with their ornaments and garlands

thrown off-unconscious, with their garments

spread out unfastened- their bright eyes wide

open and motionless — lay without any beauty as if
they were dead .

Another, with fully -developed limbs, her mouth

wide open, her saliva dropping, and her person
exposed , lay as though sprawling in intoxication

-she spoke not , but bore every limb distorted .

Thus that company of women, lying in different

attitudes , according to theirdisposition and family,

bore the aspect of a lake whose lotuses were bent

down and broken by the wind .

Then , having seen these young women thus

lying distorted and with uncontrolled gestures –

however excellent their forms and graceful their

appearance - the king's son felt moved with scorn .

Such is the nature ofwomen , impure and mon

strous in the world of living beings; but, deceived

by dress and ornaments , a man becomes infatuated

by a woman's attractions.- Ibid ,pp. 57-8.

( 4 ) The Great Renunciation.- Firm in his

resolve and leaving behind without hesitation his

father who turned ever towards him , and his

young son , his affectionate people and his unpar

alleled magnificence, he then went forth out of his

father's city.

Then he,with his eyes long and like a full -blown

lotus, looking back on the city , uttered a sound

like a lion , “ Till I have seen the further shore of

birth and death I will never again enter the city

called after Kapila." - Ibid , p . 61.

Again the Bodisat thought, “ This my raiment of

Benares muslin is not suitable for a mendicant."

Now the archangel Ghatikāra , who had formerly

been his friend in the time of Kassapa Buddha,

was led by his friendship, which had not grown
old in that long interval , to think , “ To-day my

friend is accomplishing the Great Renunciation; Í

will go and provide him with the requisites of a

mendicant. "

The three robes, and the alms bowl,

Razor , needle, and girdle ,

And a water strainer — these eight

Are the wealth of the monk devout.

Taking these eight requisites of a mendicant, he

gave them to him . The Bodisat dressed himself

in the outward signs of an Arahat,and adopted

the sacred garb of Renunciation ; and he enjoined

upon Channa to go and, in his name , assure his

parents of his safety.— " Buddhist Birth Stories, "

Vol. I. , pp. 86-7 .
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3. LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA (CONTINUED) .

Gautamaturned first to two famous teachers, but gained no satisfaction from their

ecstatic meditation, and therefore turned to independent effort in profound medita

tion and strictest penance. After six years' trial in vain , he resumed normal diet,

and took his seat beneath the sacred Pipal tree, at Buddha -Gaya, determined not to

move until he had attained perfect enlightenment. Then Mara, the Evil One, led

his hosts in attack on the Great Beingwith whirlwind , rain , ashes, and weapons ;

but all fail to touch him, protected by the ten moral perfections, though his attendant

angels , Sakka and Brahma (the Vedic Indra and Brahma ), had fled in terror. ( 1 ) At

sunset Mara's army fled, and left Gautama to spend the night in transcendent insight.

( 2 ). This is the holy night of Buddhism, and thus Gautama became the Buddha or

Enlightened One. Weeks were spent under various trees, in “ the bliss of emanci

pation." Under one he is shielded from storm by the Serpent King; under another

Mara's daughters tempt him in vain. He hesitates to preach the doctrine, won at

such a cost and fitted only for the wise ; but, at the instance of Brahma decides to do

so, and delivers to Five Shramanas in the

Deerpark at Benares his first famous discourse

upon the Four Noble Truths. All were con

verted, and soon thereafter fifty -five others.

These sixty the Buddha sent forth with the

words, “ Go forth , O Monks, wandering and

preaching.” ( 3) Buddha continued to win over

many, among others Sariputta and Moggallana,

who became his two chief disciples. Soon his

son Rahula and cousin Ananda took the vows,

and his foster-mother Gautami was allowed to

become the first nun , though only on the en

treaties of Ananda, for the Master well knew

the danger involved, and predicted the decline

of Buddhism the earlier on that account. (4 )

Besides confounding the chiefs of many heret

ical sects, the Lord visited the Tusita Heaven ,

there to preach the law to his deceased mother. Cana33

For his descent thence the god Sakka ordered

a triple ladder to be constructed. For a period

of twenty - three years hence there remain no

records of the Master's life. It is supposable

that, as at all known periods, he traversed the

countries of Magadha (the modern Behar) and

Kasala ( the modern Oudh ), ever teaching and Gautama Buddha guarded by the Serpent Muchilinda.

inciting his monks, and discoursing to the

people . Brahmans and Shramanas in multitudes took the monastic vows, and fine

parks and buildings were donated by believing laity for their residence.

In his eightieth year, while sojourning near Kusinara, the Blessed One perceived

his end approaching, and after some last charges to his sorrowing disciples passed

through various stages of meditation (dhyana), and finally passed away amid earth

quake and thunder . (5) Neighboring chieftains cremated his remains, and distrib

uted the relics to various applicants, who preserved them in eight shrines ( stupas,

afterwards dagoba corrupted into pagoda. )

3. LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA (CON- ever a thought of lust or anger or malice shall arise

TINUED) .
within you, I will get to know of it.” And he fol

lowed him , ever watching for some slip , as closely
( 1 ) The Temptation . — Then thoughtthe Temp- as a shadow which never leaves its object.

ter to himself : “ Now , from this timeforth, when- The Bodisat , turning his back upon the trunk of
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the Bo-tree , and with his face towards the East ,

made the firm resolve, “ My skin , indeed, and

nerves, and bones may become arid , and the very

blood in my body may dry up ; but till I attain to

complete insight, this seat I will not leave !” And

he sat himself down in a cross-legged position, firm

and immovable, as if welded with a hundred

thunderbolts.

At that time the angel Māra, thinking, “ Sidd.

battha the prince wants to free himself from my

dominion . I will not let him get free yet! ” went

to the hosts ofhis angels, and told the news. And

sounding the drum , called “ Satan's War-cry," he

led forth the army of Satan .

But as the army approached and surrounded the

seat under the Bo-tree, not one of the angels was

able to stay, and they fed each one from the spot

where the army met them . The Black One, the

king of the Nāgas, dived into the earth , and went

to Manjerika, the palace of the Nāgas , five hundred

leagues in length , and lay down, covering his face

with his hands. Sakka, taking the Vijayuttara

trumpet on his back , stopped on the rocky verge

of the world. Mahā Brahima, putting the white

canopy of state on to the summit of the rocks at

the end of the earth , went to the world of Brahma.

Not a single deity was able to keep his place. The

Great Being sat there alone.

But Māra said to his host, “ Friends ! there is no

other man like Siddhattha, the son of Suddhodana .

We cannot give him battle face to face . Let us

attack him from behind ! " TheGreatBeing looked

round on three sides, and saw that all the gods had

fied , and their placewas empty. Then, beholding

the hosts of Māra coming thick upon him from the

North , he thought, “ Against me alone this inighty

host is putting forth all its energy and strength .

No father is here, nor mother, nor brother, nor any

other relative to help me. But those ten cardinal

virtues have long been to me as retainers fed from

my store. So , making the virtues my shield, I

must strike this host with the sword of virtue, and

thus overwlielmi it ! ” And so he sat meditating
on the Ten Perfections.

But the heavenly hosts, when they saw that the

army of Māra had fled , cried out, “ The Tempter

is overcome ! Siddhaitha the Prince has prevailed !

Come, let us honor the Victor !” And the Nāgas,

and the Winged Creatures, and the Angels, and

the Archangels, each urging his comrades on, went

up to the Great Being at the Bo - tree's foot, and as

they came.- " Buddhist Birth Stories," Vol. 1. ,

pp . 84 , 96, 97, 98, 99 , 101.

( 2 ) The Enlightenment. It was while the sun

was still above the horizon that the Great Being

thus put to flight the armyof the Evil One. Then ,

whilst the Bo-tree paid him homage,as it were, by

its shoots like sprigs of red coral falling over his

robe, he acquired in the first watch of the nightthe

Knowledge of the Past, in the middle watch the

Knowledge of the Present, and in the third watch

the Knowledge of the Chain of Causation which

leads to the Origin of Evil.

It was thus in surpassing glory and honor, and

with many wonders happening around, that he

attained Omniscience, and gave vent to his emotion

in the Hymn of Triumph, sung by all the Buddhas:

Long have I wandered ! long !

Bound by the chain of life ,

Through many births :

Seeking thus long, in vain,

“Whence comes this life in man , his consciousness,

his pain ! ”

And hard to bear is birth ,

When pain and death but lead to birth again .

Found ! It is found !

O cause of individuality !

No longer shalt thou make a house for me ,

Broken are all thy beans.

Thy ridge-pole shattered !

Into Nirvana now my mind has passed :

The end ofcravings has been reached at last !
-Ibid, pp. 102-3 .

( 3 ) The Commission to Preach . – And the

Blessed One said to the Bhikkhus :“ I am delivered,

O Bhikkhus, from all fetters, human and divine.

You, O Bhikkhus, are also delivered from all fet.

ters , human and divine. Go ye now , O Bhikkhus,

and wander, for the gain of the many, for the wel.

fare of the many, out of compassion for the world,

for the good , for the gain , andfor the welfare of

gods and men . Let not two of you go the same

way . Preach , O Bkikkhus, the doctrine which is

glorious in the beginning, glorious in the middle,

glorious at the end, in the spirit and in the letter ;

proclaim a consummate, perfect, and pure life of

holiness. There are beings whose mental eyes are

covered by scarcely any dust; but if the doctrine is

not preached to them , they cannot attain salva .

tion . They will understand the doctrine. And I will

go also, O Bhikkhus, to Uruvelâ , to Senaninigama,

in order to preach the doctrine . " -- " Sacred Books

of the East,” Vol . XIII. , pp. 112-13:

( 4) Danger from Women.- " How are we to

conduct ourselves, Lord , with regard to woman.

kind ? "

* Don't see them , Ânanda."

“ But if we should see them , what are we do ? "

· Abstain from speech, Ânanda.”

“ But if they should speak to us, Lord , what are
we to do ? ' ,

“ Keep wide awake, Ananda .” — Ibid, lol . XI.,

p. 91.

( 5 ) Last Words and Decease . Now the

Blessed One addressed the venerable Ananda, and

said : “ It may be, Ananda, that in some of you the

thought may arise , ‘ The word of the Master is

ended , we have no teacher more ! ' But it is not

thus, Ananda, that you should regard it The

truths and the rules of the order which I have set

forth and laid down for you all , let them , after I am

gone , be the Teacher to you.”

Then the Blessed One addressed the brethren ,

and said : “ It may be , brethren , that there may be

doubt or misgiving in the mind of some brother as

to the Buddha, or the truth , or the path , or the

way . Enquire, brethren , freely . Do not have to

reproach yourselves afterwards with the thought,

' Our teacher was face to face with us, and we

could not bring ourselves to enquire of the Blessed

One when we were face to face with him .' '

And when he had thus spoken the brethren were
silent.

Then the Blessed One addressed the brethren ,

and said : “ Behold now , brethren , I exhort you ,

saying, " Decay is inherent in all component

things ! Work out your salvation with diligence !' '

This was the last word of the Tathâgata !

When the Blessed One died there arose, at the

moment of his passing out of existence , a mighty

earthquake, terrible, and awe-inspiring ; and the

thunders of heaven burst forth .

But those of the brethren who were free from the

passions (the Arahats) bore their grief collected

and composed at the thought : “ Impermanentare

all component things! How is it possible that they
should not be dissolved)?" — Ibid, pp . 112-14-16-19.
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4. THE PERSON OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA.

Prince Siddartha sprang from the Kshattriya or warrior clan , and was trained as

usual with such . Not until he reached the age of twenty -nine did he make his

final estimate of life and begin his search for truth and salvation . Unlike other

ascetics of his day, the Shakya-shramana, " Ascetic of the Shakya (tribe)," as he

was at first called , was young. He was inoreover handsome and majestic to perfec

tion, ( 1 ) with keen, intellectual features, ( 2 ) heroic look , (3 ) and commanding

presence. (4 )

His mental traits were equally remarkable. Besides what is implied in his life

and doctrine the texts record various characteristics. Gautama Buddha claimed

for himself intellectual and moral supremacy over both men and gods, and, having

such superiority, founded a kingdom of truth. (5) He declared that he gained his

knowledge unaided, (6) and that by insight as a seer. ( 7 ) He vanquished Mara also

by his self -control, (8) and died relying on himself. (9) He claimed the offerings

made to gods for himself. (10) He was religious, inasmuch as he recognized gods

and demons; but he rose superior to them , and taught them , while he submitted

himself to the moral law of the universe conceived as karma (cf. Lesson 6). ( 11 )

He " clasped firmly his resolution as a kinsman ," and brooked no delay. ( 12) Yet

he was gentle in controversy , ( 13) and won men by his pervasive love. ( 14)

4. THE PERSON OF GAUTAMA BUD

DHA.

( 1 ) Handsome and Majestic . - Thou hast a

perfect body, thou art resplendent, well -born , of

beautiful aspect, thou has a golden color, o Bha

gavat , thou hast very white teeth , thou art strong.

All the signs that are for a well -born man , they

are on thy body, the signs of a great man .

Thou hast a bright eye, a handsome counte

nance, thou art great , straight, majestic, thou

shinest like a sun in the midst of the assembly of

the Samanas.

I am a king, O Sela-so said Bhagavat-an in

comparable , religious king (dhammarâgan ) ; with

justice (dhammena) I turn the wheel , a wheelthat

is irresistible.— “ Sacred Books of the East," Vol.

X., Part 2 , p. 102 .

(2 ) Intellectual Features. With the nose of a

well-fed horse, large , long eyes, a red lower lip ,

white, sharp teeth , and a thin , red tongue -this

face of thine will drink up the entire ocean of

what is to be known .

That unfathomed depth which characterizes

thee , that majesty and all those signs of thine

they shall win a teacher's chair in the earth which

was never won by sages even in a former age.

Ibid , Vol. XLIX ., pp. 77, 78 .

( 3 ) Heroic Look . – Beautiful, soft, black , and

all in great waves, growing each from its own

special root -- those hairs of his are tossed on the

ground, worthy to be encircled by a royal diadem .

With his long arms and lion -gait, his bull -like

eye , and his beauty bright like gold , his broad

chest,and his voice deep as a drum or a cloud

should such a hero as this dwell in a hermitage?

Ibid , p . 86 .

(4 ) Commanding Presènce . - On seeing him ,

he who was going elsewhere stood still , and he

who was standing there followed him in the way ;

he who was walking gently and gravely ran

quickly , and he who was sitting at once sprang up.

Some people reverenced him with their hands,

others in worship saluted him with their heads,

some addressed him with affectionate words-not

one went on without paying him homage .

I VOI

Those who were wearing gay-colored dresses

were ashamed when they saw him ; those who

were talking on random subjects fell to silence on

the road ; noone indulged in an improper thought,

as at the presence of Religion herself embodied. -

Ibid , pp. 104-5 .

(5 ) Supremacy.- When Upaka the Agîvaka

had spoken thus, the Blessed One addressed him

in the following stanzas : " I have overcome all

foes ; I am all-wise ; I am free from stains in every

way ; I have left everything, and have obtained

emancipation by the destruction of desire . Hav

ing myself gained knowledge , whom should I call

my miaster ? I have no teacher; no one is equal

to me; in the world of men and of gods no being
is like me . I am the holy One in this world , I am

the highest teacher, I alone am the absolute Sam

buddha ; I have gained coolness (by the extinction
of all passion) and have obtained Nirvana. To

found the Kingdom of Truth I go to the city of

the Kâsîs (Benares) ; I will beat the drum of the

Iminortal in the darkness of the world ." -- Ibid ,

Vol. XIII. p.91.

(6 ) Self - taught. That this was the noble truth

concerning sorrow, was not, O Bhikkhus, among

the doctrines handed down, but there arose within

me the eye ( to perceive it ) ; there arose the knowl.

edge ( of its nature ) , there arose the understand

ing ( of its cause ) there arose the wisdom (to guide

in the path of tranquility ) , there arose the light

( to dispel darkness from it ).-Ibid, Vol. XI., p . 150.

( 7 ) À Seer.- For he a conqueror unconquered

saw the Dhamma visibly , without any traditional

instruction ; therefore let him learn, heedful in

his, Bhagavat's, commandments, and always wor

shiping . - Ibid , Vol. X., Part 2, p . 177.

(8 ) Self-control. – And Mâra the wicked One

went to the place where the Blessed One was ; hav

ing approached him , he addressed the Blessed

One in the following stanza : “ Thou art bound

by all fetters, humanand divine. Thou art bound

by strong fetters. Thou wilt not be delivered

fromme, O Samana."

Buddha replied : “ I am delivered from all fet

ters , human and divine. I am delivered from the

strong fetters . Thou art struck down , O Death . ”'
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(Mâra said ) : “ The fetter which pervades the venerable, the perfectly enlightened, endowed with

sky, with which mind is bound, with that fetter I science, andworks (viggâkarana), the happy, know

will bind thee . Thou wilt not be delivered from ing the world , the incomparable, the charioteer of

me , O Samana. " men that are to be subdued ,the master, the enlight

( Buddha replied) : Whatever forms, sounds, ened of gods and men , the glorious ; he teaches

odors, flavors, or contacts there are which please this world and the world of gods, of Mâras, of

the senses, in me desire for them has ceased . Brahmans, and beings comprising Samanas and

Thou art struck down , O Death ."
Brâhmanas, gods and men , havinghimself known

Then Mâra the wicked One understood : “ The and seen them face to face ; he teaches the Dham

Blessed One knows me, the perfect One knows ma (which is ) good in the beginning, in the mid

me," and , sad and afflicted , he vanished away.- dle , and in the end , is full of meaning and rich in

Ibid , Vol. XIII ., p . 113-14. words, quite complete ; he teaches a religious life,

(9) Self-reliant in Death . And the Blessed and good is the sight of such saints. - Ibid , p . 96.

One exhorted the brethren , and said : (12 ) Firmly Resolved .-Either he will quickly

“ Behold now , O brethren , I exhort you saying, come back , having destroyed old ageand death,

* All component things must grow old . ' Work out or else he will himself perish , having failed in his

your salvation with diligence. The final extinc- purpose and lost hold of every support.

tion of the Tathâgata will takeplacebefore long. Even the sun , therefore, may fall to the earth ,

At the end of three inonths from this time the even the mountain Himavat may lose its firmness;

Tatbâgata will die ! ' but never would I return tomy home as a man of

the world , with no knowledge of the truth and my

senses only alert for external objects.

I wouldenter the blazing fire, but not my house

with my purpose unfulfilled . Thus he proudly

made his resolve, and rising up in accordance

with it, full of disinterestedness, went his way.

One who rubs the two pieces of wood obtains

the fire; one who digs the earth finds at last the

water — and to him in his perseverance there is

nothing unattainable; all thingsto him are reason

able and possible.-- Ibid , Vol. XLIX .,pp . 67, 102,

145 :

No Delay :-- There may may be an “ ill time"
in one's attaining a worldly object - time indeed is

described as inseparably connected with all things ;

time drags the world into all its various times ;

but all time suits a bliss which is really worthy of

praise . - Ibid, p. 97.

(13) Gentle in Speech. — The Bodhisattva

whose perfection was absolute - having heard the

words of the family priest , reflected for a moment,
knowing all the virtues ofthe virtuous, and then

thus uttered his gentle reply .-- Ibid, p . 96.

( 14 ) Pervasive Love. -- The five medicants,

seeing already from afar the Buddha coming, said

one to another, “ Friend, here comes the niendi.

cant Gotama. He has turned back to a free use

of the necessaries of life, and has recovered round

ness of form , acuteness of sense, and beauty of

complexion . We ought to pay him no reverence ;
Gautama Buddha in the Tusita Heaven , with the ladder on his but as he is, after all, of a good family, he deserves

right . Cf., p. 251 .

the honor of a seat. So we will simply prepare a

seat for him . "

" My age is now full ripe, my life drawsto its The Blessed One, casting about in his mind (by

close : the power that he had ofknowing what was going

I leave you , I depart, relying on myselfalone ! on in the thoughts of all beings) as to what they

Be earnest then, O brethren ! holy, full of thought ! were thinking, knew their thoughts. Then, con

Be steadfast in resolve ! Keep watch o'er your centrating that feeling of his love which was able
own hearts ! to pervade generally all beings in earth and

Who wearies not, but holds fast to this truth and heaven , he directed 'it specially towards them.
law, And the sense of his love diffused itself through

Shall cross this sea of life, shall make an end of their hearts ; and as he came nearer and nearer,

grief.” Ibid , Vol. XI., op. 61, 62. unable any longer to adhere to their resolve, they

( 10 ) Diverts Offerings to Himself .— Bhagavat: rose from their seats, and bowed down before him,

“ Whosoever has no quarrels, whose mind is un. and welcomed him with every mark of reverence

troubled , and who has freed himself from lusts, and respect But , not knowing that he had be

whose sloth is driven away; come a Buddha, they addressed him , ineverything

Whosoever conquers his sins, knows birth and they said , either by name, or as “ Brother."

death , the Muni who is endowed with wisdom , Then the Blessed One announced to themn his

such a one who has resorted to offering ; Buddhahood, saying , “ O mendicants, address not

Him you should worship and honor with food a Buddha by his name, or as ' brother. ' And I , O

and drink ; so the gifts wiĩl prosper . - Ibid , Vol. mendicants, am a Buddha, clear in insight, as those

X., Part 2, P. 79 . who have gone before.” – “ Buddhist Birth

( 11 ) Was Religious . - And so he is Bhagavat , the Stories,” Vol. 1., pp. 112-13.

100

Sie
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5. THE WORK OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA. HIS PRE-HISTORY.

The pre-eminent work of Shakya-Muni was to teach others, as is everywhere

related of himn and declared by him . ( 1 ) Hence his place was taken after his death

by the Law. ( 2 ) He had kept nothing

back from his disciples ; (3) and they were

to teach others for their good. (4 ) Thus

Buddha became the great physician,

guide, and a light. (5)

The Blessed One performed various

miracles in emergencies, or to convince

a doubter, and also stated to his disciples

the conditions upon which magical pow

ers could be exercised by them . (6)

The marvelous person and work of

the Buddha were explained by his disci

ples in accordance with the karma-theory

which Gautama had developed from me

tempsychosis. Thus Gautama Buddha

was only one of innumerable Buddhas

destined to appear in the course of various

worlds and ages of this world, in order to

preach the truth that can deliver man

kind of that age from rebirth into Nir

vana. A " Private Buddha” can save

only himself; but a Sanı-Buddha, “ Per

fect Buddha,” can save others also. The

latter dignity is attainable only by ex

traordinary exertions through numberless

existences, until the character culminates

in a Bodhisattva, “ Knowledge -Essence ,'

who appears in his next birth as a Buddha.

The Bodhisattva must have exercised Sculpture found near Benares. It depicts the four chief

events in Gautama Buddha's life: his birth , enlight

his previous births the ten paramitas, enment , first sermon , and parinirvana.

"perfect virtues.” In the Jatakas, more

than 500 such previous existences are related of the present Buddha, Gautama,

among which occur cases of incredible generosity and self -sacrifice. ( 7 )

Higher, however, than this moral Bodhisattva stands the meditative Buddha,

who thus brings to a close the series of existences. In the present world-age four

Buddhas havepreceded Gautama, and one, Maitreya, is yet to appear.

5. THE WORK OF GAUTAMA BUD

DHA. HIS PRE-HISTORY.

( 1 ) Compare Lesson 4 , Note 5 .

( 2 ) Compare Lesson 3, Note 5. Again

Therefore, o Ânanda, be ye lamps unto your
selves . Be ye a refuge to yourselves. Betake

yourselves to no external refuge. Hold fast to the

truth (dhamma) as a lamp . Hold fast as a refuge

to the truth . Look not for refuge to any one be

sides yourselves. And how, Ânanda, is a brother

to be a lamp unto himself, a refuge to himself,

betaking himself to no external refuge, holding

fast to the truth as a lamp, holding fastas a refuge

tothe truth , looking not for refuge to any onebe

sides himself ? — “ Sacred Books of the East,” Vol.

XI., p. 38.

( 3 ) Nothing Esoteric.- What, then , Åpanda ?

Does the order expect that of me? I have preached

the truth without making any distinction between

exoteric and esoteric doctrine; for in respect of the

truths, Ânanda, the Tathâgata has no such thing

as the closed fist of a teacher, who keeps some

things back . - Ibid ., P , 36.

(4 ) Disciples Must Teach . — Therefore, O breth
ren-ye to whom the truths I have perceived have

been made known by me-having thoroughly

made yourselves masters of them, practice them ,

meditate upon them , and spread them abroad , in

order that pure religion may last long and be per

petuated, in order that it may contiuue to be for

the good and happiness of the great multitudes,

out of pity for the world , to the good and the gain

and the weal of gods and men ! - Ibid ., p . 60.
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( 5 ) The Physician .-- One who rubs the two

pieces of wood obtains the fire; one who digs the
earth finds at last the water - and to him in his

perseverance there is nothing unattainable -all

thingsto him are reasonable and possible.
Pitying the world lyingdistressed amidst diseases

and passions, he, the great physician , ought not

to be hindered, who undergoes all his labors for

the sake of the reniedy knowledge.

He who toilsomelypursues the one good path ,
when all the world is carried away in devious

tracks , he, the guide , should not be disturbed,

like a right informant when the caravan bas lost
its way

He who is madea lamp of knowledge when all

beings are lost in the great darkness—it is not for

a right-minded soul to try to quench him - like a

lamp kindled in the gloom of night . - Ibid ., Vol.

XLIX ., PP, 145-6.

( 6 ) Magical Powers.-If a Bhikkhu should

desire, Brethren , to exercise one by one each of

the different Iddhis, being one to become multi

form , being multiform to becomeone ; to become

visible , or to become invisible; to go without being

stopped to the further side of a wall , or a fence, or

a mountain , as if through air; to penetrate up and

down through solid ground, as if through water ;

towalk on the water without dividing it, as if on

solid ground; to travel cross-legged through the

sky , like the birds on wing; to touch and feel with

the hand even the sun and the moon, mighty and

powerful though they be; and to reach in the

bodyeven up to the heaven of Brahmâ, let him then

fulfill all righteousness; let him be be devoted to

that quietude of heart which springs from within,

let him not drive back the ecstacy of contempla

tion let him look through things, let him be much

alone !-Ibid. , Vol. XI. , pp. 214-15.

( 7 ) Some Previous Existences of Gautama

Buddha. — Then the hermit Sumedha (the pre

existent Gotama)—as theBuddha ( Dipankara) with

unblenching eyesapproached along the road pre

pared for him , beholding that form endowed with

the perfection of beauty, adorned with the thirty

two characteristics of a great man , and marked

with the eighty minor beauties, attended by a

halo of a fathom's depth , and sending forth in

streams the six -hued Buddha-rays, linked in pairs

of different colors, and wreathed like the varied

lightnings that Aash in the gem -studded vault of

heaven - exclaimed, “ This day it behooves me to

make sacrifice of my life for the Buddha; let not

the Blessed one walk in the mire - nay, let him

advance with his four hundred thousand saints

trampling on my body as if walking upon a bridge

of jeweled planks; this deed will long be for my

good and my happiness.” So saying , he loosed

his hair, and , spreading in the inky mire his her

mit's skin mantle, roll of matted hair and garment

of bark , he lay down in the mire like a bridge of

jeweled planks.

While he was thus fulfilling the Perfections,

there was no limit to the existences in which he

fulfilled the Perfection of Almsgiving. As, for in

stance , in the times when he was the brahman

Akitti , and the brahmin Saņkha, and the king Dhan

añjaya, and Mahā-sudassana, and Maha-govinda,

and the king Nimi, and the prince Canda, and the

merchant Visayha, and the Sivi, and Vessantara.

So , certainly , in the Birth as the Wise Hare, ac

cording to the words,

When I saw one coming for food , I offered my

own self :

There is no one like me in giving , such is my Per

fection of Almsgiving,

he , offering up his own life, acquired the Supreme

Perfection called the Perfection of Almsgiving .

So in the Somahansa Birth , according to the

words ,

I lay medown in the cemetery, making a pillow of

dead bones :

The village children mocked and praised : to all I

was indifferent,

he was unshaken in equaniniity, even when the

villagers tried to vex or please him by spitting or
by offering garlands and perfumes, and thus he

acquired the Perfection of Equanimity .

- " Buddhist Birth Stories,” pp . 11, 54 , 57-8.

By this time Wessantara had resolved upon giv

ing his children to the brahman without any further

delay; but when he called them they did not make

their appearance. Upon this the old man began to

reproach him , and said that he had not seen so

great a liar in the whole country , as he must have

sent them away purposely, though he had promised

to give them in alus. To discover whither they

had fled, the prince went tothe forest, and when

near the pond called outto Jáliya , and no sooner

did the boy hear the voice of his father, than he

said , “ The brahman may take me; I am willing to

become his servant; I cannot remain here and

listen to my father's cries ; ” and tearing in two the

leaf by which he was covered, hesprang up , and

ran towards his father, weeping Wessantara asked

him where his sister was; and when Jaliya told

him that they had fled away in fear and hid them

selves , he called out to her ; on which she came

from under the lotus as her brother had done, and

like him shedding tears , clung to the feet of her

father. But as Wessantara reflected that if he did

not give up his children he could not become a

Buddha, and would be unable to release sentient

beings from the miseries of repeated existence , he

called them to the pansal, and pouring water on

the hands of the brahman , delivered then to him ,

saying, “ May I by this become the all-knowing!"

When Sekra perceived thatWessantara had given

away his children, thinking it would not be right

that anyone should take the princess in the same

way , he assumed the appearance of an aged brah.

man, and went to the rock. Wessantara, on seeing

him , asked him why he had come, and he replied ,

“ I am now old and powerless ; I have no one to

assist me; I have therefore come to receive the

princess as my slave . ” The prince looked in the

face of Madrídéwí; and she, knowing his thoughts,

expressed her willingness to comply with the wish

that had been expressed; whereupon he delivered

her to the supposed brahman , that the gift might

assist in the receptionof the Buddhaship. When

the brahman received her, he said, “ The princess

now belongs to me ; that which belongs to another,

you have not the right to give away; therefore keep

her for me until I shall return.” Then assuming his

own form , Sekra informed Wessantara that all the

déwasand brahmas had rejoiced in thegifts he had

offered; and assuring him that he would most cer

tainly attain the Budhaship, he informed him that

in seven days his relatives would come to him,

together withhis children, and thathewould again

receive the kingdom . The earth had trembled at

the presenting of each gift, and Maha Méru and

the other rocks expressed their approbation.

-R. Spence Hardy, Manyal of Buddhism ," pp.

123-24-26 .
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6. THE LAW OR DOCTRINE (DHAMMA) .

What was the content of that enlightenment that sufficed to constitute a Sam

buddha ? What was the secret of this Shakyamuni, “ Sage of the Shakya-tribe, ' '

this Bhagavat or “ Blessed One' ' ? The answer is definitely made in the “ Four

Noble Truths," which are

brief enough , but presuppose

some principles whichmust

first be noticed .

In respect to all trans

cendent facts, Buddha was

agnostic ; he disallowed any

opinion whatsoever concern

ing a soul , a world , or a

(supreme) god , on the ground

that such knowledge did

not conduce to salvation . ( 1 )

Life is incomprehensible,

and inuch more, therefore,

the future. ( 2 ) Deliverance

is the one thing needful. ( 3 )

Thus in the realm of ontol.

ogy , whereas Brahmanism

declared this changing world

illusory, and only Brahman

real; Buddhism ignored that

supposed real , and insisted

on the changing phenomena.

Brahmanism posits a being

without becoming, Budd

hism becoming without be

ing. (4) Similary in

mology , questions about the

extent of the world in space

and time are decried , and

therefore no Brahman can be

inferred as its source . The

Brahma, Sakra , etc. , men

tioned in Buddhist texts are

subject to change and decay ;

and so too are the heavens

( 26 of them ) where they

dwell , as also the numerous
Buddhist Temple at Buddha Gaya . - Built two centuries A.D. over the ruins of an

hells. (5)

Finally, in reference to psychology, Buddhism recognizes no atman, “ spirit,

self, or ego ,” in experience, and will not discuss it metaphysically. (6) What it

finds in man is five skandhas, or aggregates,” viz . , material qualities, sensations,

ideas, tendencies, and powers. At death these " aggregates ” fall apart, but a man's

karma (merit or demerit) demands, and his upadana (grasping state of mind) causes,

the formation of a new set of skandhas into another being, higher or lower in the

scale of life as deserved . (7 ) Such palingenesis was the Buddhist substitute formetem

psychosis, and was acknowledged to be a mystery patent only to a Buddha. (8) Only

confusion of ideas can accrue from comparing karma with heredity. The former is

a metaphysical theory, the latter a scientific fact.

COS

W

older one.
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6. THE LAW OR DOCTRINE (DHAMMA ) . ye : This is the extinction of suffering; thus think

ye: This is the path to the extinction of suffer.

( 1 ) Agnosticim and its Ground.- Mālunkyā . ing ." - H . Oldenberg, “ Buddha : etc. , ' ' p . 252 .

putta, any one who should say, I will not lead
(6 ) No Self discoverable in Experience.- But

the religious life under The Blessed One until The the venerable Ananda, when the wandering monk

Blessed One shall elucidate to me either that the
Vacchagotta had gone to a distance, soon said to

world is eternal , or that the world is not eternal,
the Exalted One: “ Wherefore, sire,hasthe Exalted

or that the saint neither exists por does
One not given an answer to the questions put by

not exist after death ; that person would die , the wandering monk Vacchagotta ?”

Mālunkyāputta, before The Tathāgata had ever “ If I. Ananda, when the wandering monk
elucidated this to him .

Vacchagotta asked me: Is there the ego ? had
It is as if, Mālunkyāputta, a man had been answered : The ego is , then that, Ananda, would

wounded by an arrow thickly smeared with poison, have confirmed the doctrine of the Samanas and

and his friends and companions, liis relatives and Brahmanas, who believe in permanence. If I ,

kinsfolk , were to procure for him a physician or Ananda, when the wandering monk Vacchagotta

surgeon ; and the sick man were to say, I will not
asked me: Is there not the ego ? had answered:

have this arrow taken out until I have learnt
The ego is not, then that, Ananda, would have

whether the man who wounded me belonged to confirmed the doctrine of the Samanas and Brah

the warrior caste , or to the Brahman caste, or to manas, who believe in annihilation, If I , Ananda,
the agricultural caste, or to the menial caste. when the wandering monk Vacchagotta asked me:

Andwhy, Mālunkvāputta , have I not elucidated is there the ego ? had answered : The ego is , would

this ? Because, Mālunkyāputta, this profits not, that have served my end , Ananda, by producing

nor has to do with the fundamentals of religion, in liim the knowledge : all existences (dhamma)

nor tends to aversion, absence of passion ,cessation, are non -ego ? ''

quiescence, the supernatural faculties, supreme " That it would not, sire."

wisdom , and Nirvana; therefore have I pot eluci
" But if I , Ananda, when the wandering monk

dated it.— “ Buddhism in Translations, ” pp . 119 , Vacchagotta asked me: Is there not the ego ? had

120, 122.
answered : The ego is not , then that, Ananda,

Him I call indeed a Brahmana who has no inter
would only have caused the wandering monk

ests, and when he has understood does not say
Vacchagotta to be thrown from one bewilderment

How, how ? and who has reached the depth of the into another. My ego, did it not exist before ? but

Immortal.- " Sacred Books of the East," Vol . X , now it exists no longer !”' - Ibid , pp. 272-3.

Part 1 , p . 93 :
Therefore say I that The Tathāgata has attained

(2) LifeUnknown.— " Thus then, friend Yamaka, deliverance and is free from attachment, inasmuch

even here in this world the Perfect One is not to be as all imaginings, or agitations, or proud thoughts

apprehended by thee in truth. Hast thou therefore concerning an Ego or anything pertaining to an

a right to speak, saying, I understand the doctrine Ego, have perished , have faded away , have

taught by the Exalted One to be this, that a monk ceased , have been given up and relinquished. -

who is free from sin , when his body dissolves, is “ Buddhism in Translations,” pp . 125 .

subject to annihilation, that he passes away, that
Thoroughly well, your majesty , do you under

he does not exist beyond death ? " -H. Oldenberg, stand a chariot. In exactly the same way , your

“ Buddha : etc., p . 282.
majesty, in respect of me, Nāgasena is but a way

( 3 ) Deliverance.—This is the only problem with of counting, term , appellation , convenient desig

which Buddhist thought is concerned : “ As the nation , mere name for the hair of my head, hairot

vast ocean , o disciples, is impregnated with one my body, brain of the head , form , sensa .

taste, the taste of salt , so also , my disciples, this tion, perception , the predispositions, and con

Law and Doctrine is impregnated with but one sciousness But in the absolute sense there is no

taste, with the taste of deliverance ." - Ibid, p. 205. Ego here to be found . And the priestess Vajirā ,

That things have being, O Kaccāna, constitutes your majesty, said as follows in the presence of

one extreme of doctrine; that things have no being The Blessed One:

is the other extreme. These extremes, O Kaccāna , “ Even as the word of ' chariot means

have been avoided by The Tathāgata, and it is a That members join to frame a whole;

middle doctrine he teaches :
So when the Groups appear to view,

On ignorance depends karma, etc.- “ Buddhism
We use the phrase, ‘ A living being . '

in Translations," P. 166. Ibid , p . 133.

( 4 ) Everything in Change.—And when this ( 7 ) Karma. - Said theking ; “ Bhante Nāgasena,
exposition was propounded the venerable Kon what is the reason that men are not all alike, but

dañña obtained the pure and spotless Eye of the some long-lived and some short-lived, some healthy

Truth (that is to say, the following knowledge ); and some sickly , some handsome and some ugly,

“ Whatsoever is subject to the condition of origin some powerful and some weak, some rich and some
ation , is subject also to the condition of cessation ."

poor, some of high degree and some of low degree,
— “ Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. XIII, p. 97. some wise and some foolish ? "

(5 ) No Cosmology .-A beginning of time from Said the elder: “ Your majesty , why are not

which the working of this law takes effect, and a trees all alike , but some sour, some salt , some

limit of space, which encloses the world in which bitter, some pungent , astringent, some
it operates, cannot be discovered . Is there in fact sweet ? "

no such limit ? “ This has the Exalted One not re- “ I suppose, bhante, because of a difference in
vealed .” “ O disciples, think not such thoughts the seed. "

as the world thinks: The world is everlasting , or “ In exactly the sameway, your majesty, it is

the world is not everlasting . The world is finite , through a difference in their karma that men are
or the world is not finite , If ye think , O not all alike, but some long -lived and some short

disciples, thus think ye: This is suffering ; thus lived, some healthy and some sickly , some hand

think ye : This is the origin of suffering ; thus think some and some ugly , some powerful and some

some
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1

or

weak , soine rich and some poor, some of high

degree and some of low degree, somewise and some

foolish. Moreover, your majesty, The Blessed One

has said as follows: • All beings, O youth, have

karma as their portion ; they are heirs of their

karma ; they are sprung from their karma ; their

karma is their kinsman ; their karma is their

refuge ; karma allots beings to meanness

greatness . '

“ You are an able man , bhante Nāgasena.” —

Ibid, PR214-15 .

( 8 ) Palingenesis.- " Bhante Nāgasena,” said

the king, “ what is it that is born into the next ex.

istence ? "

" Your majesty ,” said the elder, " it is name and
form that is born into the next existence "

“ Is it this same name and form that is born into

the next existence ?"

“ Your majesty, it is not this same name and

form that is born into the next existence ; but with

this nameand form , your majesty , one does a deed

-it may be good , or it may be wicked - and by

reason of this deed another name and form is born

into the next existence.”

“ Bhante, if it is not the same name and form

that is born into the next existence, is one not freed

from one's evil deeds ? "

“ If one were not born into another existence, "

said the elder, “ one would be freed from one's evil

deeds ; but, your majesty, inasmuch as one is born

into another existence, therefore is one not freed

from one's evil deeds. "

“ Give an illustration ."

' Your majesty, it is as if a man were to take

away another man's mangoes, and the owner of

the mangoeswere to seize him , and show him to

the king, and say, ' Sire , this man hath taken away

my mangoes;' and the other were to say , ' Sire, I

did not take away thisman's mangoes. Theman

goes which this man planted were different man

goes from those which I took away . I am not

liable to punishment, Pray, your majesty, would

the man be liable to punishment ? ” '

" Assuredly, bhante, would he be liable to pun
ishment ."

For what reason ?"

Because , in spite of what he might say, he

would be liable to punishment for the reason that

the last mangoes derived from the first man

goes.

“ In exactly the same way , your majesty, with

this name and form one does a deed-it may be

good , or it may be wicked - and by reason of this

deed another pame and form is born into the next

existence . Therefore is one not freed from one's

evil deeds. ” — Ibid , pp. 234-5 .
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J. The points of contact between Brahmanism and Buddhism , as shown by M. Monier -Williams,

or H. Kern .

2 . Trace the points of contact between the life of Napoleon and a day's course of the sun .

3. Read the splendid idyl of Buddha's life, called the “ Buddha Karita ,” in “ Sacred Books of the
East," Vol. XLIX.

4. Compare and contrast Gautama the Buddha with Jesus the Christ.

5. Compare and contrast their work aud pre-history.

6. Show how widely heredity differs from karma.
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7. THE LAW OR DOCTRINE (CONTINUED).

On such a background of impermanence, ignorance , and endless rebirth must be

set the " Four Noble Truths." (1 ) These were just the fourfold method of Indian

medical science applied to the spiritual

healing of man. The cause of misery

and its removal — these formed the

essence of Buddhism. (2) Firstly, life,

whether on the wax or wane, involves

suffering. Man is ever without some

thing he wishes, and with something he

dislikes . In brief, the clinging to very

existence in the fivefold skandhas in

volves incessant trouble. Life is strife. ( 3)

Secondly, the chief cause of this misery

is desire, but the ultimate cause is

ignorance, viz . , of the Four Noble

Truths. (4) If men knew that life was

really suffering, they would cease to
desire it. Enlightenment would lead

to aversion . The connection of ignor

ance with desire, etc. , was stated in the

twelve nidanas, which have been vari

ously explained, and need not be studied

here.

Thirdly, it is plain that only the ces

sation of desire will lead to the cessation

of pain ; but this done, Nirvana is

reached ! Gautama obtained Nirvana

at his enlightenment, and so does his
Remains of a colossal statue of Buddha, found in the ruins of

follower. ( 5) This gives highest hapthe Buddha-Gaya Temple, the date ( S. 64=A.D. 142)

being inscribed on the pedestal .
piness. (6 ) As to Parinirvana, or the

state of the sage after death, the Blessed

One avoided any decisive statement, except that it freed from rebirth . (7) The

logical conclusion from the skandha theory is annihilation, so to speak, after death

for those who have overcome desire, but perfect consistency is rarely, if ever,

attained in things human .

7. THE LAW OR DOCTRINE (CON- doning of this thirst , with the doing away with it,
with the deliverance from it , with the destruction

TINUED) . of desire .

This , o Bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the

( 1 ) The Four Noble Truths. – This, O Bhik- Path which leads to the cessation of suffering; that

khus, is the Noble Truth of Suffering : Birth is suf- holy eightfold Path , that is to say , Right Belief,

fering; decay is suffering; illness is suffering, Right Aspiration , Right Speech , Right Conduct,

death is suffering. Presence of objects we hate, is Right Means of Livelihood,RightEndeavor, Right

suffering; separation from objectswe love,is suf- Memory, Right Meditation . — “Sacred Books of

fering; not to obtain what we desire, is suffering. the East, ” Vol. XIII., pp . 95-6 ,

Briefly, the fivefold clinging to existence is suffer- ( 2 ) The Essence of Buddhism . — Then the

ing . paribbâgaka Sâriputta said to the venerable As

This, O Bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the sagi: Well, friend, tell me much or little as you

Cause of suffering: Thirst, that leads to rebirth , like , but be sure to tell me the spirit (of the doc .

accompanied by pleasure and lust , finding its de trine) ; I want but the spirit; whydo you make so

light here and there. ( This thirst is threefold ), much of the letter ? "

namely, thirst for pleasure, thirst for existence, Then the venerable Assagi pronounced to the

thirst for prosperity paribbâgaka Sâriputta the following text of the

This , o Bhikkhus, is the Noble Truth of the Dhamma: “ Of all objects that proceed from a

Cessation of suffering : (it ceases with ) the complete cause, the Tathâgata has explained the cause, and

cessation of this thirst - a cessation which consists He has explained their cessation also ; this is the

in the absence of every passion - with the aban. doctrine of the great Samana." — Ibid , p. 146
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(3 ) Life is Suffering. – There is no fire like pas

sion ; there is no losing throw like hatred ; there is

no pain like this body; there is no happiness

higher than rest .

Hunger is the worst of diseases , the body the

greatest ofpains; if one knows this truly, that is

Nirvana, the highest happiness . “ Sacred Books

of the East ," Vol. X. , Part I. , P. 54 .

Some undergo misery for the sakeof this world ,

others meet toil for the sake of heaven ; all living

beings , wretched through hope and always miss

ing their aim , fall certainly for the sake of happi

ness into misery :

It is not the effort itself which I blame which

finging aside the base pursues a high path of its

own; but the wise, by all this common toil , ought

to attain that state in which nothing needs ever to

be done again .

The victims of pleasure attain not to happiness

even in the heaven of the gods, still less in the

world of mortals ; he who is athirst is never satis

fied with pleasures , as the fire, the friend of the

wind, with fuel. - Ibid , Vol. XLIX ., pp. 73 , 112.

(4 ) Ignorance the Cause. - Solong, O Bhikkhus ,

as my knowledge and insight were not quite clear,

regarding each of these four noble truths in this

triple order, in this twelvefold manner - so long

was I uncertain whether I had attained to the full

insight ofthat wisdom whichis unsurpassed in the

heavens or on earth , among the whole race of Sa
manas and Brâhmans, or of gods or men .

But as soon , O Bhikkhus, as my knowledge and

insight were quite clear regarding each of these

four noble truths , in this triple order, in this

twelvefold manner - then did I become certain that

I had attained to the full insight of that wisdom

which is unsurpassed in the heavens or on earth,

among the whole race of Samanas and Brâhmans,

or of gods or men .

And now this knowledge and this insight has
arisen within me . Immovable is the emancipa

tion of my heart. This is my last existence.

There will now be no rebirth forme !— Ibid , Vol.

XI., pp . 152-3 .

(5 ) Nirvana Obtained During Life . He

knows the four sacred truths , and " ' while

he thus knows and apprehends, his soul is freed

from the calamity of desire , freed from the calam

ity of becoming, freed from the calamity of error,

freed from the calamity of ignorance. In the de

livered there arises the knowledge of his deliver
ance ; ended its rebirth , fulfilled the law, duty

done, there is no more any returningtothis world;
this he knows. ” -H. Oldenberg, “ Buddha : etc.,'

p. 263.

DHANIYA -SUTTA .

I have boiled (my) rice , I have milked (my

Cows)—so said the herdsman Dhaniya- I am living

together with my fellows near the banks of the

Mahi (river ), (my) house is covered, the fire is

kindled: therefore, if thou like , rain , O sky !

I am free from anger, free from stubbornness

so said Bhagavat - I am abiding for one night near

the banks of the Mahî (river ) ,my house is uncov .

ered , the fire (of passions) is extinguished : there

fore, if thou like , rain , O sky !

Gad -fies are not to be found (with me)-so said

the herdsman Dhaniya – in meadows abounding

with grass the cows are roaming, and they can

endure rain when it comes : therefore, if thou like ,

rain , O sky !

(By me) is made a well-constructed raft - so said

Bhagavat- I have passed over (to Nibbâna), I

have reached the further bank , having overcome

the torrent ( of passion ); there is no ( further) use

for a raft: therefore, if thou like , rain , O sky !

My wife is obedient, not wanton - so said the
rdsman Dhaniya – for a long time she has been

living together with me) , she is winning, and I
hear nothing wicked of her: therefore, if thou

like , rain , O sky !

My mind is obedient , delivered (from all world

liness) – so said Bhagavat - it has for a long time

been highly cultivated and well-subdued, there is

no longer anything wicked in me : therefore, if

thou like, rain , O sky !

I support myself by my own earnings-so said

the herdsman Dhaniya - and my children are ( all )

aboutme, healthy; I hear nothing wicked of them:

therefore, if thou like , rain , O sky !

I am no one's servant-so said Bhagavat-with

what I have gained I wander about in all the

world , there is no need (for me) to serve ; there.

fore, if thou like , rain , O sky !

Then at once a shower poured down , filling both

sea and land . Hearing the sky raining, Dhaniya

spoke thus :

No small gain indeed (has accrued) to us since

we have seen Bhagavat: we take refuge in thee,

O ( thou who art ) endowed with the eye (of wis

dom ) ;be thou ourmaster, O great Muni! — " Sa.

cred Books of the East, " Vol. X. , Part II ., pp.3-5.

( 6 ) Nirvana Affords the HighestHappiness.

-And the Blessed One, perceiving that , on this

occasion , pronounced this solemn utterance:

Happy is the solitude of him who is full of joy,

who has learnt the Truth , who sees (the Truth ).

Happy is freedom from malice in this world, (self-)

restraint towards all beings that have life. Happy

is freedom from lust in this werld , getting beyond

all desires; the putting away of that pride which

comes from the thought, 'I am ! This truly is
the highest happiness. “ Sacred Books of the

East," Vol. XIII., p . 81 .

Health is the greatest of gifts, contentedness

the best riches; trust is the best of relationships,

Nirvâna the highest happiness. — Ibid , Vol. X.,
Part I. , p . 55.

(7) Parinirvana . - King Pasenadi of Kosala , we

are told , on one occasion ona journey between his

two chief towns, Sâketa and Sâvatthi, fell in with

the nun Khemâ, a female disciple of Buddha, re

nowned for her wisdom . The king paid his respects

to her, and inquired of her concerning the sacred

doctrine.

“ Venerable lady," asked the king, “ does the

Perfect One (Tathagata ) exist after death ?”

“ The great ocean is deep , immeasurable, unfath

omable . So also, O great king, if the existence of

the Perfect One be measured by the predicates of

corporeal form : these predicates of the corporeal
form are abolished in the Perfect One , their root is

severed , they are hewn away like a palm -tree, and

laid aside, so that they cannot germinate again in

the future. Released , O great king, is the Perfect

One from this , that his being should be gauged by

the measure of the corporeal world : he is deep,

immeasurable, unfathomable as the great ocean .

' The Perfect One exists after death ,' this is not

apposite ; “ the Perfect One does not exist after

death ,' this also is not apposite; "the Perfect One
at once exists and does not exist after death ,' this

also is pot apposite; “ the Perfect One neither does

nor does not exist after death ,' this also is not

apposite .” — H . Oldenberg . " Buddha : etc.,''pp .278,

279-280.
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8. LAW OR DOCTRINE (CONTINUED) .

The fourth noble truth of Buddhism commended the Eightfold Path as that

" which leads to the cessation of suffering." It was chosen as a "middle path ”

between the extremes of, pleasure seeking and mortification, both which were

“ ignoble and profitless.” The first fold enjoins belief, of course, in the Four Noble

Truths. The second, third and fourth prohibit vices classed under thoughts,words,

and deeds. The fifth is specially addressed to the laity, and the remaining three to

the monks. ( 1 ) The latter include: (a) higher morality, (b ) imperturbability,and

(C) ecstatic trance (dhyana) in four progressive grades. The exercise of these

dhyanas bestowed magical power of various kinds, and qualified to become an arbat,

“ one who has gained (Nirvana),” who is without faults or vices, and free from
desire . This arbatship forms the proper ideal of Buddhism , below which stands

morality as a necessary because preparatory stage . The type of the former is the

Buddha, of the latter the Bodhisattva. In pure and majestic tones did Shakya

muni declare virtue necessary to union with Brahma, which an interlocutor

-Vasettha — considered the highest goal . (2 )

Buddhist ethics is further expressed in the dasasila, “ ten commandments.”

The first five alone are binding on laymen, and prohibit destruction of life, theft,

adultery, lying, and the use of intoxicants. The additional five prohibit for monks

· and nuns eating at forbidden hours ; dancing, singing, music, and worldly spec

tacles ; garlands, scents, unguents, or ornaments ; use of a high or broad bed,

and receipt of gold or silver, while the third commandment becomes for them , Be

continent. The “ Dhammapada'' is a treasury of moral maxims, among which we

meet again the diamond rule , (3 ) while the “ Jataka” is a treasury of moral stories.

Both “ Dhammapada” and “ Jataka” were mostly of earlier origin, and simply

adopted by Buddhism . In general , Buddhist morality conforms to the Indian type

in emphasizing the passive virtues: heroic endurance, rather than heroic endeavor.

8. LAW OR DOCTRINE (CONTINUED ) .

( 1 ) The Eightfold Path . – And what, () priests ,

is the noble truth of the path leading to the cessa

tion of misery ?

It is this noble eightfold path, to-wit , right be

belief, right resolve, right speech, right behavior,

right occupation, right effort, right contemplation ,

right concentration .

And what, O priests, is right belief ?

The knowledge ofmisery, O priests, the knowl.

edge of the origin of misery, the knowledge of

the cessation of misery , and the knowledge of the

path leading to the cessation of misery, this , O

priests , is called " right belief. ” '

And what, O) priests , is right resolve ?

The resolve to renounce sensual pleasures, to re

solve to have malice towards none, and the re

solve to harm no living creature , this, O priests , is

called “ right resolve."

And what, O priests , is right speech ?

To abstain from falsehood , to abstain from back

biting, to abstain from harsh language, and to ab

stain from frivolous talk , this, O priests, is called

" right speech . "

And what, O priests , is right behavior ?

To abstain from destroying life, to abstain from

taking that which is not given one, and to abstain

from immorality, this, o priests , is called “ right

behavior. "

And what, O priests , is right occupation ?

Whenever, o priests , a noble disciple, quitting

a wrong occupation, gets his livelihood bya right

occupation, this, o priests, is called “ right occu

pation ."

And what, Opriests, is right effort ?

Whenever, o priests, a priest purposes, makes

an effort, heroically endeavors, applies his mind,

and exerts himself that evil and denieritorious

qualities not yet arisen may not arise ; purposes,

makes an effort, heroically endeavors, applies his

mind, and exerts himself that evil and deineri.

torious qualities already arisen may be abandoned;

purposes, makes an effort, heroically endeavors,

applies his mind, and exerts hiniself that merito

rious qualities not yet arisen may rise ; purposes ,

makes an effort, heroically endeavors, applies his

mind, and exerts himself for the preservation, re

tention , growth , increase, development , and per

fection ofmeritorious qualities already arisen , this,
( ) priests , is called “ right effort.

And what, () priests , is right contemplation ?

Whenever, o priests, a priest lives , as respects

the body, observant of the body , strenuous, con

scious, contemplative, and has rid himself of lust

and grief ; as respects sensations, observant of sen

sations, strenuous, conscious, contemplative, and

has rid himself of lust and grief ; as respects the

the mind, observant of the mind , strenuous, con

scious, contemplative, and has rid himself of lust

and grief; as respects the elements of being, ob

servant of the elements of being, strenuous , con

scious, contemplative, and has rid himself of lust

and grief, this, o priests , is called " right contem

plation .'

And what, O priests, is right concentration ?

Whenever, o priests, a priest , having isolated

himself from sensual pleasures, having isolated

himself from demeritorious traits, and still exer.

> >
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cising reasoning, still exercising reflection, enters “ Very well , then , Vāsettha ! That these Brāh

upon the first trance which is produced by isola- mans, versed though they be in their three Vedas,

tion and characterized by joy and happiness ; and yet bearing anger and malice in their hearts,

when , through the subsidence of reasoning and re- sinful and uncontrolled , should , after death and

flection , and still retaining joy and happiness, he when the body is dissolved , become united to

enters upon the second trance, which is an interior Brahmā, who isjust the opposite of all this -such

tranquilization and intentness of the thoughts, a condition of things has no existence !”

and is produced by concentration ; when , through “ So that thus, then , Vāsettha, the Brāhmans,

the paling of joy, indifferent, contemplative, con- while they sit down in confidence in their knowl

scious, and in the experience of bodily happiness edge of the Vedas, are really sinking down in

-that state which eminent men describe when mire . And so sinking, they are arriving only at

they say, “ Indifferent, contemplative, and living despair, thinking the whilethat they are crossing

happily ” —he enters upon the third trance ; when, over into some happier land ! Therefore is it that

through the abandonment of happiness, through the three-fold wisdom of the Brāhmans, wise in

abandonment of misery, through the disappear- the Vedas, is called a waterless desert, their three

ance of all antecedent gladness and grief, he enters fold wisdom is called a pathless jungle, their

upon the fourth trance, which has neither misery three-fold wisdom is called destruction !"

por happiness, but is contemplation asrefined by Vāsettha , deeply moved, asks the Master whether

indifference, this , O priests, is called “ right con- he can show the way to union with Brahmā, and,

centration . "
when he hears that he can , humbly beseeches him

This, O priests , is called the noble truth of the to do so , closing his appeal with the words, “ Let

path leading to the cessation of misery.- " Bud- the venerable Gotama save the Brāhman race ." .

dhism in Translations,” pp .372-74 . T. W.Rhys Davids, “ Indian Buddhism ," being

( 2 ) Virtue the Condition to Union with the Hibbert Lectures, 1881, pp. 60, 61 , 63.

Brahma. — “ Again , Vāsettha , if this great river “ And he lets his mind pervade one-quarter of the

Rapti were full of water, even to the brim , and
world with thoughts of Love ; and so the second,

overflowing, and a man with business for the other and so the third , and so the fourth . And thus the

side, bound for the other side, should come up whole wide world , above, below , around, and

and want to cross over, and he, standing ou this
everywhere , does he continue to pervade with

bank, were to invoke the further bank , and say,
heart of Love , far- reaching, grown great and be

"Come hither, further bank ! come over to this yond measure ! ' '

side ! ' Now what think you , Vāsettha ? Would This paragraph is then repeated, substituting

the further bank of the Rapti , by meansof that
for Love, inthe first paragraph Pity ,inthe second

man's invoking, and praying, and hoping , and Sympathy, in the third Evenness of Mind . And

praising, comeover to this side ?" to each of these there is a simile and a conclusion,

" Certainly not, Gotama!” thus :

“ In just the sameway, Vāsettha, do the Brah
“ Just, Vāsettha, as a mighty trumpeter makes

mans, versed in the three Vedas – butomitting the himself heard --and that without difficulty -- in all
practice of those qualities which really make a the four directions, even so of all things thathave

man a Brāhman , and adhering to those things
shape or life, there is not one that he passes by or

which really make men not Brāhmans - say thus : leaves aside, but regards them all with mind set
' Indra we call upon : Soma we call upon : Varuna

free and deep -felt love !

we call upon : Isāna we call upon : Pajāpati we “ Verily, this, Vāsettha is the way to a state of
call upon : Brahm , we call upon : Mahiddhi we

union with Brahmā !" -- Ibid , p . 68 .
call upon : Yama we call upon ! Verily , Vāset.

tha , that these, Brāhmans - so long as they omit ( 3 ) Moral Maxims.-One's own self conquered

the practice of virtue, and follow after evil-- that is better than all other people ; not even a god, a

they , by reason of their invoking, and praying,
Gandharva, not Mâra with Brahma could change

and hoping, and praising , should, after death, and into defeat the victory of a man who has van

when the body is dissolved , become united with quished himself, and always lives under restraint.

Brahma---verily , such a condition of things has no _ " Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. X , Part 1, pp.

existence !! 31. 32.

Then , by other similes and other questions , each Let a man overcome anger by love, let him over.

as elaborately worked out , Gotama shows how come evil by good ; let him overcome the greedy

yielding to one's senses and one's lusts,how malice, by liberality, the liar by truth ! -Ibid , p. 58.

sloth , pride, self-righteousness and doubt, must in One's own self conquered is better than all other

fact be bonds and hindrances and entanglements, people ; not even a god, a Gandharva, not Mâra

which , from Vāsettha's own point of view, will with Brahman could changeinto defeat the victory

prevent any real union with God. And he con- of a man who has vanquished himself, and always

cludes his last point , and with it the negative side lives under restraint. - Ibid , p.31.

of his argument , thus : If a man would hasten towards the good, he

" Then you say , Vāsettha, that the Brāhmans are shouldkeep his thought away from evil ; if a man

in possession of wives and wealth , and that Brahmā does what is good slothfully , his mind delights in

is not . Can there then be agreement and likeness evil . – Ibid , p . 34 .

between the Brāhmans, with their wives and pro- Let no man think lightly of evil , saying in his

perty, and Brahmā, who has none ofthese things?" heart: It will not come nigh unto me Even by

“ Certainly not , Gotama!” the falling of water -drops a water-pot is filled ; the

" And you say too , Vāsettha, that the Brāhmans fool becomes full of evil , even if he gather it little

bear anger and malice in their hearts , and are sin . by little .-- Ibid , p . 34 :

ful and uncontrolled , whilst Brahmā is free from Let no man think lightly of good , saying in his
anger and malice, and is sinless , and has self- heart . It will not comenigh unto me. Even by the

mastery . Now can there then be concord and falling of water-drops a water-pot is filled ; thewise

likeness between the Brāhmans and Brahmā? " man becomes full of good, even if he gather it little

"Certainly not , Gotama!” by little . - Ibid, 34.
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9. THE ORDER OF MONKS (SAMGHA) .

The proper community of Buddhisın is an order or fraternity of mendicant

monks (not priests). Their usual name was Bhikku, “ Beggar,'' and they differed

from other religious mendicants of their day in that they—and not only their Master

--could confer ordination, and that they survived his death without a visible

successor, having only the dhamma or law to guide them , in following which the

monks save themselves. The Order was organized no further than into local

assemblies, where precedence was given seniors and arahats.

Children of seven or eight were admitted as scholars, and could be ordained at

twenty. Slaves, debtors, soldiers, and those who could not obtain their parents'

consent were not adınitted . Ordination was very simple and included the three

fold refuge formula ” ; “ I take refuge in the Buddha. I take refuge in the

Dhamma . I take refuge in the Samgha." A monk or nun was free at any time

to retire from the Order,and become a layman, in case doubt or desire impelled him.

The bareness of the monastic life is evident from the second group in the dasasila

quoted in the preceding lesson. ( 1 ) At every new and full moon the monks of a

district or monastery met to observe the pratimoksha, a form of examination whether

the members of the Order have broken any of its laws. Laymen, novices, and nuns

were excluded. Special rules for nuns insisted upon yielding precedence in every

thing to the inonks.

The Samgha was of course dependent for support upon believing laymen, who

were called Upasaka, “ Reverers." Practically anyone that so contributed was

counted an upasaka, though the three refuge formula might be used in initiation . (2 )

The Buddhist doctrine left no place for a proper cult ; but a restday was observed

four times in a month , when monks preached to the laity, and the three Indian

seasons were honored with festivals, as in other Indian religions. Also the chief

events in the Master's life were kept in annual remembrance. In later times pil

grimages were instituted to the sacred places where the Buddha was born , attained
enlightenment, first preached, and entered Nirvana . Relics of the Buddha and

other saints were treasured up in stupas, and finally idols made, before which, as

before the relics, offerings, but only of incense and flowers, might be made.

9. THE ORDER OF MONKS (SAMGHA) . his superior ; he is to be content with such things
as he has ; and keeping under his senses, to grow

( 1 ) Daily Life of a Bhikku. — The daily life of in grace without haughtiness of body, speech, or

the novice should, according to a manual called mind.

“ Dina Chariyāwa,” be about as follows: He shall The superiors, relieved by thenovices from any

rise before daylight and wash ; then sweep the manual labor, were expected to devote themselves

wihāra or “ residence ,” — as the clean little hut all the more earnestly to intellectual culture and

where the mendicant lives is called—then sweep meditation . - T. W. Rhys Davids, “ Buddhism , "

round the Bo -tree, fetch the drinking water for the pp. 169-170.

day, filter it , and place it ready for use; retiring to a (2 ) Upasaka. - He who is accomplished, and

solitary place, heshall then meditateon the regula- delights in meditation , thoughtful, possessed of

tions . Then he shall offer flowers before the sacred thorough enlightenment, a refuge for many, on

dāgaba—the solid , dome- shaped shrine in which such a one in due time people should bestow obla

relics of the Buddha are buried - or before the Bo- tions ; let the Brâhmana who has good (works) in

tree ; thinking of the great virtues of the Teacher view, offer.

and of his own faults. Soon after, taking the Mâgha : “ Who prospers ? who is liberated and

begging -bowl, he is to follow his superior in his who is bound ? In which way can one by himself

daily round for food, and on their return is to bring go to Brahmaloka ? Tell this to me who does not

water for his feet and place the alms-bowl before him . know, O Muni, when asked . Bhagavat is indeed

After the meal is over, he is to wash the alms-bowl; my witness that Brahman is seen by me to -day, for

then again to worship Buddha, and meditate on thou art to us equal to Brahman, this is the truth ;

kindness and affection . About an hour afterwards how can one attain Brahmaloka, O thou glorious

he is to begin his studies from the books , or copy
one ? "

one of them , asking his superior about passages he " He who offers the three-fold blessing ofoblation ,

does not understand . At sunset he is again to O Mâgha " —so said Bhagavat- " such a one will

sweep the sacred places, and , lighting a lamp, to prosper with those worthy of offerings ; so , having

listen to the teaching of his superior, and repeat offered properly , he who is suitable to beg of

such passages from the canon as he has learnt. If attains Brahmaloka , so I say ." - " Sacred Books of

he finds he has committed any fault he is to tell the East,” Vol. X., Part 2, pp. 84-85 .
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10. HISTORY OF BUDDHISM IN INDIA. BODHISM.

The Buddhist tradition of a church council soon after Buddha's death is trace

able to a nature-myth , and that of a second one, one hundred years later at Vesali to

an explanatory myth. Firmer ground is reached at the time of the great King

Ashoka, three centuries B.C. , who professed and favored Buddhism much as the

Roman Emperor Constantine did Christianity six centuries later. He sent his own

son and daughter as missionaries to Ceylon , and depleted his treasury in the erection

of shrines and monasteries. In the second and first centuries B.C. other missions

reached Afghanistan , Bactria, and China. The Scythian ruler of Northwestern

India, named Kanishka, called a council about one hundred A.D. , at which various

sects of the Northern Buddhists agreed upon a canon , and thus practically sepa

rated from the Southern Branch. But all other northern sects were absorbed by

the sixth century A.D. into the Mahayana sect, which added further to the canon.

Mahayana Buddhism is characterized by a preference for the Bodhisattva ideal

rather than the Buddha one. Where the latter was passionless or impassionate, the

former was compassionate ; and this admirably active trait secured its prevalence

over the rival Hinayana branch, which has spread only where preceded either by

Hinduism or Mahayana Buddhism. ProfessorF. Max Müller proposes Bodhism as

a convenient term for this cult of the Bodhisattvas. It stands in the same relation

to Buddhismthat the bhakti-marga did to the jnana-marga in Hinduism (p. 212).

Gautama Buddha having become extinct in parinirvana, men turned in their hour

of need to Maitreya, believed to be the Bodhisattva of the coming Buddha. He

was simply a personification of love , while another Bodhisattva named Avalokitesh

vara represented mercy. Still later, Bodhism supposed a Dhyani- Buddha, “ Con

templation-Buddha,” as the eternal counterpart or type of the historic Buddha.

His heaven was named Sukhavati, and two canonical books (the “ Larger” and

the " Smaller," " Sukhavati-vyuha'') describe its glories, which , like those of

Vishnu and Shiva, are eternal, and thus end metempsychosis. ( 1 ) According to the

“Larger S.-V., " faith in this Amitabha, or Amitayus Buddha and his heaven,

Sukhavati, will lead to (a) accumulation of a “ stock of merit, ” (6) prayer or

desire “ to be born in Sukhavati,”' and (c ) “ thinking the Tathagatha,” or the

like, which combine to cause his birth in Sukhavati. (2 ) But in the " Smaller

S.-V.,” “ keeping in mind” is made the sole condition of entry to Sukhavati.

Here deity -contemplation — like bhakti — leading to Heaven , displacesShakyamuni's

method of thought-abstraction-like jnana — leading to Nirvana. Heaven is not a

reward, but an effect or conquest, as was Nirvana. In neither case does the notion

of a gift or boon come in. (3)

In a third Sutra of the same family, the " Amitayus-Dhyana-Sutra ,” Sukhavati

is conditioned on combined morality, monachism , and meditation. (4) There are

also made here some provisions for special cases of ignorance , sickness, etc., one

which offers expiation on condition of hearing the bare names of the Bodhist scrip

tures, or of repeating the name of Amida -Buddha. (5) The mythical element in

these Bodhist scriptures is unmistakable and quite large, Amida- Buddha forming
the coalescence of the historic Shakyamuni with sun -cult. The doctrines in the

notes below are attributed to Gautama only by a conventional fiction . While Bod

hism thus rivaled the contemporary Hinduism with its gods and heavens, it outdid

by its nihilism the idealism of the Vedanta philosophy. Vedantism considered

the objective world false, (cf. p. 199) but Bodhism construed all as false. (6)

The foundation of Bodhisin is attributed to Nagarjuna, born about 100 A.D. ,
and the most distinguished of all Buddhist teachers. When the Chinese Ta-hien

visited India 400 A.D. , Bodhism rivaled Buddhism , and when Hiouen Thsang

reached there, 629 A.D., excelled it in numbers. The latter delights in descriptions

of the great monasteries, meditative monks, the great festivals, costly idols, and
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wonder-working relics. He further reports the harmony between Bodhism and

the Brahmans, but the emnity between Bodhism and Buddhism . Both the latter

began their decline in India in the eighth century A.D., and were finally absorbed

by Hinduism , with which they had come to have much in common , particularly

the magic for securing wealth, life-elixirs, invisibility, spiritual deliverance, etc. ,

such as characterized Shaktism , for which the Buddhist term is Prajna. This phase

is sometimes called Tantric Buddhism . The great Hindu philosophers, Kumarila

and Shankara, attacked Buddhism on its theoretical side ; and after 1700 A.D.

Mohammedan persecution killed or scattered its remaining followers. By the six

teenth century it had disappeared from India, except in Nepal , where it still

persists in its Bodhism form , together with Hinduism .

of the liſe of thatBhagavat is immeasurable indeed .

Therefore that Tathâgata is called Amitâyus.

And, o Ânanda, there is nowhere in thatSukhâ

vatî world any sound of sin , obstacle , misfortune,

distress, and destruction ; there is nowhere any

sound of pain ; even the sound of perceiving what

is neither pain nor pleasure is not there, O Ananda ,

how much less the sound of pain . For that reason,

O Ânanda , that world is called Sukhâvatî,shortly ,

but not in full. For, O Ânanda, thewhole kalpa

would come to an end , while the different causes

of the pleasure of the world Sukhâvatî are being

praised, and even then the end of those causes of

happiness could not be reached .

And again, O Ananda, the beings who have
been and will be born in that world Sukhâvatî.will

be endowed with such color, strength , vigor,

height and breadth , dominion, accumulation of

virtue; with such enjoyments of dress , ornaments,

gardens, palaces, and pavilions; and such enjoy

ments of touch , taste, smell, and sound ; in fact,

with all enjoyments and pleasures, exactly like the

Paranirmitavasavartin gods.— “ Sacred Books of

the East,” Vol. XLIX., part 2, pp. 27-8, 29-30 , 32
and 40 .

10 . HISTORY OF BUDDHISM IN INDIA.

BODHISM.

( 1 ) The Dhyani-Buddha Amitabha and his

Heaven , - After this, the blessed Ânanda thus

spoke to the Bhagavat: “ O Bhagavat, has that

Bhikshu Dharmakara, the noble -minded Bodhis

attva, after having obtained the highest perfect

knowledge , passed away,having entered Nirvana,

or has he not yet been enlightened, or is he now

living and enlightened, and does he dwell now ,

remain, support himself, and teach the Law ? ”

The Bhagavat said : " Not indeed , o Ânanda,has

that Tathậgata passed away , nor has he not yet

come, but the Tathâgata,the holy , after having

obtained the highest perfect knowledge, dwells

now , remains, supports himself, and teaches the

Law, in the western quarter, in the Buddha coun

try , distant from this world by a hundred thousand

niyutas of kotis of Buddha countries, in the world

which is called Sukhâvatî, being called Amitâbha,

the Tathậgata , holy and fully enlightened . He is

surrounded by innumerable Bodhisattvas, and

worshiped by endless Srâvakas, and in possession

of the endless perfection of his Buddha country .

There is not , 0 Ananda, any case of likeness , by

which the extent of the light of that Tathâgata

Amitabha could be understood. Hence ,O Ânanda,

for that reason that Tathâgata is called Amitâbha

(possessed of infinite light ), and he is called Amita

prabha (possessed of infinite splendor ), Amitapra

bhâsa (possessed of infinite brilliancy ), Asamâpta

prabha (whose light is never finished ), Asargata

prabha (whose light is not conditioned ), Prabha

sikhotsrishtaprabha (whose light proceeds from

flames of light), Sadivyamaniprabha (whose light

is that of heavenly jewels ) , Apratihatarasmirâga

prablia (whose light has the color of unimpeded

rays ) , Râganîyaprabha ( possessed of beautiful

light), Premaniyaprabha (possessed of lovely light),

Pramodaniyaprabha (possessed ofdelightfullight),
Sangamanîyaprabha (possessed of attractive light),

Uposhanîyaprabha (possessed of pleasant light),

Anibandhavîyaprabha(possessed of light that can

not be stopped ), Ativiryaprabha (possessed of

extremely powerfullight),Atulyaprabha (possessed

of incomparable light ), Abhibhûyanarendrâbhû.

trayendraprabha (possessed of light greater than

that of the lords of men , nay , the lords of the three

worlds), Srântasaíkayendusûryagihmîkaranaprab

ha (possessed of light which bends the full moon

andthe sun ), Abhibhûyalokapâlasakrabrahmasud

dhâvâsamahesvarasarvadevagihmîkaranaprabha

(possessed of light which bends all the conquered

gods, Mahesvara , the Suddhâvâsas, Brahman ,

Sakra , and the Lokapâlas ) .

Therefore, o Ânanda , the limit of the measure

( 2 ) Conditions of Birth in Heaven . – And

before the eyes of those beings , O Ananda, who

again and again think of the Tathâgata reverently ,

and who make the great and unmeasured stock of

good works grow , turning their thought towards

Bodhi (knowledge ), and who pray to be born in

that world, Amitabha, the Tathầgata , holy and

fully enlightened, when the time of their death

has approached , will appear, surrounded by many

companies of Bhikshus and honored by them . And

then these beings, having seen the Bhagavat , their

thoughts filled with joy, will , when they have

died , be born in that world of Sukhâvati .

The Bhagavat said : Those Bodhisattvas, O

Agita, who, living in other Buddha countries,

entertain doubt about being born in the world

Sukhâvatî, and with that thought amass a stock

of merit, for them there is the dwelling within the

calyx . Those , on the contrary , who are filled

with faith, and being free from doubt, amass a
stock of merit in order to be born in the world

Suklâvatî, and conceive , believe, and trust in the

perfect knowledge of the blessed Buddhas, they,

being born miraculously, appear sitting, cross

legged in the flowers of the lotus. And those

noble -minded Bodhisattvas, O Agita, who, living

in other Buddha countries, raise their thought in

order to see Amitâbha, the Tathâgata, holy and

fully enlightened, who never entertaina doubt,

believe in the perfect knowledge of Buddha and in

their own stock of merit, for them , being born

miraculously , and appearing cross-legged , there is,
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45, 62-3

in one minute, such a body as that of other beings will observe the rays of that created Buddha flood

who have been born there long before . - Ibid , pp . ing his chamber with light, and while rejoicing

at the sight he will depart this life . Seated on

( 3 ) Heaven won by Contemplation . Then a lotus- flower he will follow that created Buddha

again all beings, O Sâriputra, ought to make fer . and go to be born in the jewel -lake .

vent prayer for that Buddha country . And why? After the lapse of seven weeks, the lotus- flower

Because they come together there with such excel- will unfold , when the great compassionate Bodhi

lent men . Beings are not born in that Buddha sattvas Avalokiteshvara and Mahâsthana will

country of the Tathâgata Amitâyus as a reward stand before him , flashing forth nagnificent rays,

and result of good works performed in this present and will preach to him the deepest meaning of the

life . No , whatever son or daughter of a family twelve divisions of the scriptures. Having heard

shall hear the name of the blessed Amitâyus, the this, he will understand and believe it , and cherish

Tathâgata, and having heard it, shall keep it in thethought of attaining the highest Bodhi . In a

mind and with thoughtsundisturbed shall keep it in period of ten lesser kalpas he will gain entrance

mind for one , two, three , four, five, six or seven to the knowledge of the hundred (divisions of)

nights, when that son or daughter of a family nature , and be able to enter upon the first (joyful)

comes to die, then that Amitâyus, the Tathâgata, stage (of Bodhisattva ). Those who have had an

surrounded by an assembly of disciples and fol- opportunity of hearing the name of Buddha, the

lowed by a host of Bodhisattvas, willstand before name of the Law, and the name of the Church

them at their hour of death, and they will depart the names of the Three Jewels - can also be born

this life with tranquil minds. After their death (in thatcountry ).- Ibid, pp. 195-6 .

they will be born in the world Sukhâvatî, in the (6 ) Nihilism . - And again , O Subhâti, a gift

Buddha country of the sameAmitâyus, the Tathâ- should not be given by a Bodhisattva, while he

gata . Therefore , then , O Sâriputra, having per- believes in objects; a gift should not be given by

ceived this cause and effect, I with reverence say him , while he believes in anything ; a gift should

thus : Every son and every daughter of a family not be given by him , while he believes in form ; a

ought with their whole mind to make fervent gift should not be given by him , while he believes

prayerfor that Buddha country :-Ibid, pp. 98-9. in the special qualities of sound, smell , taste , and

(4 ) Heaven Won by Morality, Monachism , touch . For thus , o Subhûti, should a gift be given

and Meditation .—Those who wish to be born in by a noble-minded Bodhisattva , that he should

that country of Buddha have to cultivate a three- not believe even in the idea of cause. And why ?

fold goodness. Firstly, they should act filially Because that Bodhisattva, o Subhûti , who gives a

towards their parents and support them ; serve and gift, without believing in anything, the measure

respect their teachers and elders ; be of compas- of his stock of merit is not easy to learn . What

sionate mind , abstain from doing any injury , and do you think , O Subhûti, is it easy to learn the

cultivate the ten virtuous actions. Secondly, they measure of space in the eastern quarter ? Subhûti

should take and observe the vow of seeking refuge said : Not indeed, O Bhagavat. Bhagavat said :

with the Three Jewels, fulfill all moral precepts, In like manner, is it easy to learn themeasure of

and not lower their dignity or neglect any cere- space in the southern, western , northern quarters,

monial observance . Thirdly, they should give below and above (nadir and zenith ) , in quarters

their whole mind to the attainment of the Bodhi and subquarters, in the ten quarters all round ?

(perfect wisdom ), deeply believe in (the principle Subhûti said : Not indeed, 0 Bhagavat. Bhag

of) cause and effect, study and recite (the Sûtras avat said : In the same manner, O Subhâti , the

of) the Mahâyâna doctrine, and persuade and en- measure of the stock of merit of a Bodhisattva,

courage others who pursue the same course as who gives a gift without believing in anything, is

themselves. - Ibid, pp. 167-8 . not easy to learn. And thus indeed , O Subhûti,

( 5 ) Heaven Won by Adoration.- Next are the should one who hasentered on the path of Bodhi

beings who will be born in the highest form of the sattvas give a gift, that he should not believe even

lowest grade. If there be anyone who commits in the idea of cause . . . And why? Because, O

many evil deeds, provided that he does not speak Subhûti , there does not exist in these noble

evil of the Mahâvaipulya Sûtras, he, though him- minded Bodhisattvas the idea of self, there does

selfa very stupid man,and neither ashamed nor not exist the idea of a being , the idea of a living

sorry for all the evil actions that he has done, yet, being, the idea of a person. Nordoes there exist,

while dying, may meet a good and learned teacher O Subhûti, for these poble -minded Bodhisattvas

who will recite and laud the headings and titles of the idea of quality (dharma), nor of no-quality.

the twelve divisions of the Mahâyâna scriptures. Neither does there exist , O Subhûti, any idea

Having thus heard the names of all the Sûtras, he ( samgñâ) or no -idea . And why ? Because , o

will be freed from the greatest sins which would Subhûti, if there existed for these noble -minded
involve him in births and deaths during a thousand Bodhisattvas the idea of quality, then they would

kalpas. believe in a self, they would believe in a being,

A wise man also will teach him to stretch forth they would believe in a living being, they would

his folded hands and to say, " Adoration to Buddha believe in a person . And if there existed for them

Amitâyus” (Namo-mitâbhấya Buddhâya,or, Namo- the idea of no- quality , even then they would

mitâyushe Buddhâya ). Having uttered the name believe in a self, they would believe in a being,

of the Buddha , he will be freed from the sins which they would believe in a living being. theywould

would otherwise involve him in births and deaths believe in a person . And why ? Because , O Sub

forfifty millions ofkalpas. Thereupon the Buddha hûti , neither quality nor no-quality is to be

will send a created Buddha,and the created Bodhi- accepted by a noble-minded Bodhisattva. There

sattvas Avalokiteshvara and Mahâsthana, to ap- fore this hidden saying has been preached by the

proach that person with words of praise , saying: Tathâgata: " By those who know theteaching of

" O son of a noble family, as thou hast uttered the Law , as like uuto a raft, all qualities indeed

the name of that Buddha, all thy sins have been must be abandoned ; much more no -qualities.".

destroyed and expiated , and therefore we now " Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. XLIX ., pp.

come to meet thee.” After this speech the devotee 114.15 , 117-18.
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11. BUDDHISM IN TIBET AND CHINA.

U
S

Bodhism was introduced

into Tibet 640 A.D. , but

made little progress against

the Mongolian shamanism

prevalent there until 747

A.D. , when Padma-Samb

hava was summoned by the

king. Padma is now deified ,

and as celebrated in Tibet

as is Shakya-Muni himself ;

but Bodhism to this day

only veneers the native and

imported Shaivite magic

and demonolatry. In the

fifteenth century Tson -Ka

pa, also now deified , estab

Temple in Canton .

lished a highly ritualistic

service, probably in imita

tion of Roman missionaries then active near his home in West China. Ainong

other crudities is the prayer-wheel , which is a water-wheel , devised to continually

turn a scroll bearing the invocation Om, mani padme, Om, " Om, the jewel in the

lotus, Om ," and the belief that the two Grand Llamas are always incarnations of

Amitabha and Avalokiteshvara .

Buddhism, but much more Bodhism , has labored in China since the first century

A.D. , but never became the dominant faith, as in Tibet. In the fourth century

Chinese monks were or

dained. Since then Bod

hism has experienced a

varied lot in alternate

favor and persecution. As

a rule the literati do not

profess it , and its monac

hism is opposed equally

to the industry and filial

piety of the Chinese.

The various sects are

founded on various Su

tras, all of Indian origin .

Mito (for Amitabha ) and

Kwan -yin ( for Avaloki

teshvara, now become

Shakti and therefore fe

male) are far more impor

tant deities than is Fo ( for

Buddha). The pious look

for exemption from re Tibetan Prayer-wheel .

birth in Mito's Paradise

in the West. Bodhist cult consists in the elaborate and unrestricted worship

of idols contained in temples, and of relics in pagodas. In exorcism and other

magical practices, it competes with the native Taoism ; and these two, with

Confucianism , combine to supply the religious needs of the Chinese. (Consult

further page 149. )
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12. BODHISM IN JAPAN.

med

.

19

TAS

20

From China Bodhism was carried to Korea, and thence in the sixth century to

Japan, then a barbarian land with some million inhabitants. In the eighth century

the court was won, and in the ninth the famous Kobo Daishi, by identifying the

native Shinto deities as avataras of Buddhas, won over much people to his Ryobu,

" Two- faced, " doctrine.

Other sects flourished, and

from the ninth to the six

teenth century Buddhism

reigned supreme in Japan

as it never did in China.

It found the Japanese bar

barians and mademade them

civilized , not only in reli

gion, but in art, education ,

and morality. Particularly

during the frequent civil

wars, did the monasteries

preserve culture for the

Japanese. In the seven

teenth century a revival of

Chinese learning — always

at the same time historic

and anti-Buddhistic — in

cited the scholars (cf. p .

170) of Japan to a study of

the native history and an

tiquities, among which

Shinto was in time resusci

tated, and, at the revolu

tion of 1868, declared the

State religion. Buddhism

has slowlyrallied since this

blow ,while Shinto is again

shrinking Besides nine

sects introduced from China,

five of which are now ex
Bodhist Priest in Japan.

tinct, three, and those by

far the most popular, are of Japanese origin , though based on Sanskrit sutras

brought from India. Thus both the Jodo Shu ( founded in the twelfth century ) and

the Shin Shu (in the thirteenth ) are based on those sutras described in Lesson 11 as

concerning Amitabhaand Sukhavati. Both also expressly aimed at making Bod

hism more practicable for the careless masses. Thus the Jodo Shu turned the

special provision in the Amitayus-Dhyana -Sutra into its general method of salva

tion, viz ., repetition of the name of Amida (= Sanskrit, Amitabha .) ( 1 ) The Shin

Shu teaches further to abandon even this slight claim to merit, and to rely wholly

on the power of Amida's prayer, made while as yet a monk, that those who

repeated his name ten times might be born in Sukhavati. This sect, sometimes

called “ Reformed Buddhism ,” has abandoned celibacy for its clergy, decries magic,

penance , pilgrimages, etc. , and seems in general open to progress. ( 2 ) The anti

nomianism has its usually demoralizing effect here , for theadherents of Shin Shu

are accounted the least moral of any Buddhists in Japan . Finally , the Nichiren

Shu was founded in the thirteenth century on the basis of another Bodhist Sutra,
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the Saddharma Pundarika or “ Lotus of the True Law ." It is exceedingly poly

theistic, magical, noisy, and in general degraded, though at the same time the most

intolerant of all the sects. Second only to Amida in popularity stands Kwannon Bo

satsu ( = Sanskrit, Avalokiteshvara Bodhisattva ), whose gilded images, with many

arms, are conspicuous everywhere, while that of Shaka San (= Sanskrit, Shakya

muni), is comparatively quite rare.

Buddhism must be reckoned the dominant religious influence for the Japanese,

as the proportion of Buddhist priests and temples still shows, though theinfluence

of Shintoism and Confucianism should never be forgotten .

Japanese art has fashioned for this polytheistic Bodhism temples, idols, cultus

implements, and robes of exceeding dignity and beauty , certainly unexcelled in

the wide world, and greatly ministering to the religious spirit. Among a myriad

others stand pre-eminent the superb bronze image of Amida Buddha at Kamakura,

and the great bronze bell at Kyoto, each the largest and among the finest in the

world. The cult performed in these temples has reverted, along with the polythe

istic creed , to the ancient forms of food and other offerings. From far and near

stream the pilgrims to the more notable of these temples, especially in the spring

time, and hither the ashes of the blessed dead (hotoke) were carried by their friends

to rest beside the remains of some great saint or other. Even Shinto priests were

once buried according to Bodhist rites, and, along with the funerals, the whole

ancestor cult fell into the hands of Bodhism .

Preaching is done at irregular times. Laymen keep in their houses a Butsudan

or wooden shrine, elaboratelyand beautifully equipped as a miniature temple. Some

member of the family must every morning place in it a small portion of rice, and

repeat several times a brief invocation , such as " Namu Amida," " Glory to Amida."

Bodhism in Japan, as in China, stands in deep decay. Ruined temples are numer

ous , while their idols and pictures have been exported by hundreds to Europe and

America.

ume.

12. BODHISM IN JAPAN .

( 1 ) The Jodo Shu or “ Pure Land Sect . ” –

In 424 A.D., Kalayasas (Kyo -ryo - ya -sha) arrived

in China from India and translated the Amitâyus

dhyâna- sûtra (Kwan -mu-ryo -ju -kyo) in one vol

This is the second longest of the three

sacred books. An outline of this sûtra is as fol.

lows: Vaidehi, consort of King Bimbisâra of

Magadha, seeing the wicked actions of her son

Agâtasatru, began to feel weary of this world , Sahâ

(Sha-ba, or “ enduring " ). Sâkyamuni then taught

her how to be born in the Pure Land , Sukhâvatî,

instructing her in the method of being born in

that world, enumerating three kinds of good

actions. The first is worldly goodness,which in

cludes good actions in general, such as filial piety ,

respect for elders, loyalty, faithfulness, etc. The

second is the goodnessof Síla or morality, in which

there are differences between the priesthood and

the laity. In short, however, all that do not oppose

the general rule of reproving wickedness and ex

horting to the practice of virtue are included in

this goodness. The third is the goodness of prac

tice , which includes that of the four Satyas or

truths and the six Pâramitâs or perfections . Be

sides these all other pure andgood actions, such as

the reading and recital of the Mahâyâna-sútras,

persuading others to hear the Law , and thirteen

kinds of goodness to be practiced by fixed thought,

are comprised in this. Towards the end of the Sútra

Buddha says: “ Let not one's voice cease , but ten

times complete the thought, and repeat Namo'mi

tâbhâya Buddhâya (Na-mu-a -mi-da -butsu ), or

Adoration to Amitâbha Buddha." This practice
is the most excellent of all .

Now, as the present time belongs to the Latter

Day of the Law (Mappo ), people become insincere,

their covetousness and anger daily increase ,and

their contentions yearly arise. The three trainings

already alluded to are the correct cause of deliver

ance; but if people think them as useless as last

year's almanac, when can they complete their de.

liverance ? Gen -ku, therefore, deeply thinking of

this , shut up the gate of the Holy Path and opened

that of the Pure Land . For in the former the

effect of deliverance is expected in this world by the

three trainings ofmorality, thought and learning;

and in the latter the great fruit of going to be born

in the Pure Land afterdeath is expected through the

sole practice of repeating Buddha's name . More.

over, it is not easy to accomplish the cause and

effect of the Holy Path. But those of the doctrine of

the Pure Land are both very easy to be completed.

This difference is compared with going by land

and water in Ryūju's work . Both the gates of the

Holy Path and Pure Land, being the doctrine of

Mahâyâna, have the same object to attain to the

state of Buddhahood. As the time and people for

the two gates are not the same, the doctrines are

necessarily different, just as one uses a carriage on

the land ,while another employs a ship upon the

water.-B. Nanjio, Twelve Japanese Buddhist

Sects ,” PP . 105-6, 110-11 .

( 2 ) The Shin Shu or “ True Sect . ” — The full

name of the sect is Jo -do-shin-shū , or “ True Sect

of the Pure Land." The Pure Land is the term

antitletical to that of the Shō-dő or Holy Path .
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The object of the followers of this sect is to be but the body and thought are also in correspon .

born in the Pure Land Sukhâvatî of Amitâbha. dence with it , and not separated from the Buddha's

The third word Shin or “ True ” is used to show mercy. This is not the action of the “ self-power "

the antithesis to the Gon -ke-ho -ben , or “ Tempo- of ignorant people . It is therefore called the

rary expedients." Among those who follow the practice of the “ Other Power " (Ta-riki-no-ki.

doctrine of the Pure Land ,there are several differ- gyo) .

ent systems of teaching, which are as follows: This faith and practice are easy of attainment by

Some say that we should practice various good any one . Accordingly, the general Buddhistic

works, bring our stock of merits to maturity, and rules of " becoming homeless, and free from

be born in the Pure Land . Others say that we worldly desires, in order to attain to Buddhahood ,”

should repeat only the name of Amitabha Buddha, are not considered as essential in this sect . Con.

in order to be born in his Pure Land, by the mierit sequently, even the priests of the sect are allowed

produced from such repetition . These doctrines to marry and eat flesh and fish , while those of all

are all considered as yet the temporary expedients. other Buddhist sects are strictly prohibited from

To rely upon the power of the Original Prayer of doing so .

Amitabha Buddha with the whole heart and give Those who belong to this sect are recommended

up all idea of Ji-riki or “ self-power ” is called the to keep to their occupation properly , and to dis.
truth . This truth is the doctrine of this sect . charge their duty, soas to be able to live in har .

Therefore it is called the Shin-shū , or True
sect .

As has already been stated , the foundation of

the doctrine of this sect is the Original Prayer of

Amitâbha Buddha . Therefore its faith and prac

tice have for their only object to follow the “ Other

Power of the Original Prayer"' (Hon-gwan -ta -riki),
and to go to be born in the Pure Land of the

Buddha. The Original Prayer is the eighteenth

of his forty -eightprayers, which is as follows: “ If

any of living beings of the ten regions, who have

believed in nie with true thoughts and desire to be

born in my country, and have even to ten times

repeated the thought (of my name) , should not

be born there , then may I not obtain the perfect
knowledge."

This Original Prayer sprang from his great com

passionatedesire , whichlonged to deliver living

beings from suffering: With this Original Prayer,

he practiced good actions duringmany kalpas, in

tending to bring his stockofmerits to maturity for

the sake of other livipg beings. All his actions,

speeches and thoughts were always pure and true,

so that he accomplished his great compassionate

desire. It is also called the great and wide wis

dom of Buddha. This Prayer and Practice ex- Great Bronze Image of Amida , at Kamakura, Japan.

celled those of all other Buddhas. The state of

Buddha, which is the fruit of such a cause, is mony. They should also cultivate their persons

called Amida, or Amitabha and Aniitâyus, that and regulate their families. They should keep

is , “ Immeasurable Light ” and “ Immeasurable order and obey the laws of the government,and

Life.” It also means the perfection and unlimit. do the best for the sake of the country. Buddha

edness of wisdomand compassion. Therefore he says in the Great Sûtra ( i.e. , the larger Sukhâva

can take hold of the faithful beings within his own tîvyûha ): “ You should separate yourselves from
light and letthem go to be born in his Pure Land . all evil , and select and practice what is good,

This is called the Other Power of the Original thinking and considering well.” The followers

Prayer.” of this sect are already in correspondence with the

For this reason , this is called the faith in the Original Prayer of Amitâbha Buddha, so that they

“ Other Power " ( Tariki). are also in harmony with the instruction of Sâkya

If we dwell in such a faith , our practice follows muni , and thegeneral teaching on morality . This

spontaneously, as we feel thankful for the favor is the Samvriti-satya (Zoku-tai ) , or truth by gen

of Buddha, remember his mercy, and repeat his eral consent, a part of the doctrine of this sect,

name. This is the “ repetition of the thought which has reference to the distinction of good and

(of Buddha's name) only ten times," as spoken in evil in conduct in this world .

the Original Prayer. It does, of course, not limit Now, as to the Paramârtha-satya (Shindai ) , or

to the number ten , so that the words Nai-shi , or “ true truth , ” which refers to the distinction of

" even to ,” are added. There will be some who belief and doubt in the mind , what benefits do

may repeat the name of Buddha for the whole the believers derive by their putting faith in

life, while walking, dwelling, sitting or lying Buddha ? In the present life, they become the

down . Some may,however, do the Nem -butsu, or members of the Samyaktva-râsi (Shō-jo -ju ), or

" remembrance of Buddha, ” only once before they “ mass of absolute truth .” In the next life they

die. Whether often or not , ourpractice of repeat- attain to Nirvana (Metsu -do ).

ing Buddha's name certainly follows our faith . In the first place , the mass of absolute truth

This is explained as we can constantly practice means the class of beings who will certainly be

Buddha's compassion , because we share the great born in the Pure Land of Amitabha Buddha, and

merciful heartof Buddha. Again, this Nem -butsu attain to Nirvâna there in the next life . They are

does not only mean to invocate Buddha's name , taken hold of within the light ofAmitabha Buddha,
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more .

joyful in heart, practicing always the great com

passion of Buddha, and suffer transmigration no

Therefore they are called Avaivartikas

( Fu -tai-ten ), or those who never return again ."

They derive this benefit at the moment of their

putting faith iu Buddha.

In the second place , to attain to Nirvâna means

to enter the state of enlightenment of Amitâbha

Buddha, as soon as they are born in this Pure

Land . The cause of their going there is to receive

the great mercy and wisdom of Buddha ; so that

they can most assuredly attain to the state of

Buddha (or Nirvâna) , in which both the mercy

and wisdom are full and perfect. The cause and

effect are quite natural indeed. Those who belong

to several schools of the Holy Path have to practice

the three trainings of thehigher morality, thought

and learning , with their own power, and destroy

all human passions, in order to attain to Nirvâna.
Those of the other schools of the doctrine of the

Pure Land are said to attain to Buddhahood , hay.

ing practiced goodworks for a long time in the

Pure Land , where they are born from here . But

in the True sect , the difference is explained by

the term 0 -jó -soku.jo -butsu , or “ going to be born

(in the Pure Land) is becoming Buddha.” That is

to say, when the believers abandon the impure

body of the present life ( i.e. , die) and are born in

that Pure Land, they at once attain the highest

and most excellent fruit of Nirvana . This is be

cause they simply rely upon the Other Power of

the Original Prayer.

In this sect, neither spells nor supplications to

Buddhas or other objects worshiped are employed

for avoiding misfortunes, because misfortunes are

originated either in the far causes of previous exist
ences, or in those of the present life. The latter

kind of causes should be carefully avoided ; so that

the believers in this doctrine, following Buddha's

instruction, may become free .from the present

causes of misfortunes. But the far causes, having

been originated in previous existences, cannot be

stopped. As to the past, reproof is useless; but

the future may be provided against. This is the
reason why anything like a spell is not at all used

in this sect . Moreover, the principle of Buddhism

is to obtain release from the state of transmigration

and enter that of Nirvana. Then , no happiness or

misfortune of this world can disturb the thoughts

of the believers. But when they turn their

thoughts towards the good of others, the peace of

the world should of course be desired by then. If

so, they should do nothing but follow the instruc
tion ofBuddha Säkyamuni. Then there will fol

low ultimately such benefits as the world being

harmonious, the country prosperous, and the

people peaceful. - Ibid ., pp. 122, 125-126, 126, 130
131.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW.

7. THELAW ORDOCTRINE (CONTINUED).-Four Noble Truths, Medicine, First Truth, Second,
Third , Parinirvana.

8. LAW OR DOCTRINE (CONTINUED ).- Fourth Noble Truths, Middle path, First fold , Second to

fourth folds,Fifth fold , Sixth to eighth fold , Arbatship, Dasasila, Dhammapada, Jataka.

9. THE ORDER OF MONKS (SAMGHA).— Bhikku, Traits, Novices, Ordination , Refuge-formula,

Pratimoksha, Upasaka,Festivals, Relics, Offerings.

10. · HISTORY OF BUDDHISM IN INDIA . BODHISM . - Two councils, Ashoka, Kanishka, Maha

yana, Bodhism , Bhakti and jnana , Dhyani , Amitabha , Sukhavati , Hiouen Thsang, Decline,
Death .

II . BODHISM IN TIBET AND CHINA .–Padma Sambhava , Tson-ka-pa , Grand Llamas, Mito,

Kwanyin .

12. BODHISM IN JAPAN.-Kobo Daishi , Ryobu, Sects, Jodo, Shin , Nichiren .

QUESTIONS.

7. Repeatthe Four Noble Truths. Explain the first, the second , the third . When is Nirvana

reached ? What is Parinirvana ?

8. What was the fourth noble truth ? Between what was it a middle course ? State the several

paths in turn. Repeat the dasasila . Characterize Buddhist morality.

9. Describe the Buddhist fraternity . How did it differ from others ? How was entrance secured ?

How dismissal? Describe the pratimoksha. Describe the cult of Buddhism .
10. Explain the first two councils. What did Ashoka do ? What Kanishka ? Define Bodhism .

Distinguish from Buddhism . Define Dhyani. Who was Amitabha ? When did Bodhism decline ?

11. When was Bodhism introduced in Tibet ? Sketch its history there. What is its real character ?

Who are the favorite Bodhist deities worshiped in China ?

12. What method did Kobo Daishi adopt ? What is an avatara ? How many Bodhist sects are of

Japanese origin ? Characterize the Jodo, the Shin , the Nichiren .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Is Buddhism right orwrong in its First Noble Truth , and why ?

2. Compare and contrast the dasasila with the decalogue.

3. Discuss the propriety of a monastic order.

4. Did Constantine andAshoka do more harm or good to their respective religions ?

5. What would fit a religion for world -wide adoption ?

6. Consider how monasticism in clergy leads to latitudinarianism in laity .
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OUTLINES OF THE MAHÂYÂNAhe

AS TAUGHT BY BUDDHA.12

BY S. KURODA , Superintendent of Education of the Jodo - Sect.

Carefully Examined by theScholars of theTendai , Shingon, Rinzai , Sôtô and Shin Sects, and

Translated by M. Waku, Chiet Instructor, and y. Kano and M. Naraito,

Teachers of English at the Jôdôshugaku-Honkô.

Edited by BUKKO GAKKUWAI, Asakusa, Tokio, Japan , 26th Year of Meiji, 1893 .

TW

13. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS, AND CHAPTER I.

WO thousand nine hundred and twenty years ago (B.C. 1027), our Great Sage,

the world -honored Siddhârtha, was born in the palace of his father, Râja Sud

dhodana, in the city of Kapilvastu, Magadha. Lamenting that men are inevitably

subject to the sufferings of sickness, old age and death , he, in his nineteenth year,

forsook his heirship to the kingdom and all his precious possessions, and secretly

stole out of the palace into the mountains to seek the path by which he should be

able to escape from these sufferings and to attain to theperfect emancipation. Six

years he spent in meditation and asceticism ; but finding that asceticism was not

the path he was seeking, he abandoned it, and retired to the shade of the Bodhi

tree to meditate upon the truth of nature. At last, having clearly perceived the

true nature ofmind, heattained to the perfect enlightenment, and henceforward

he was Sâkya-Muni. This was in his thirtieth year. After that, for fifty years, he

exerted himself teaching and enlightening sentient beings till , at the age of seventy

nine, he left this world.

The precepts and doctrines of Buddha are very extensive and numerous, but

they are all included in the “ Mahâyâna ” and “ Hînayâna.” The doctrine of

“ Hînayâna ” teaches us how to arrive at Nirvana by renouncing themiseriesof birth

and death, and is, therefore, called the " doctrine of attaining to enlightenment through

the perception of misery ." In the Mahâyâna, birth and death , as well as Nirvana

itself, are taken to be one and the same; and to reap the grand fruit of Buddhahood

by cultivating the great wisdom is its aim. Hence it is called the " doctrine of

attaining to enlightenment by perceiving the non -existence of all things." Though

these two doctrines are not without differences, they were both taught by one

Buddha, and are one and the same in their aim of removing the delusions of men

and of leading them to the true enlightenment. They are nothing but different

aspects of the same principle, adapted to the capacities of converts; and thus the

Mahâyâna doctrine comprehends the whole of the Hînayâna.

One thousand and sixteen years after Buddha's departure from this world

(A.D. 67 ) , Buddhism was introduced into China ; and four hundred and eighty-five

years later ( A.D. 552), it came over to Japan. The doctrines thus propagated were

those of the Mahâyâna and Hinayâna, of course. But in Japan all sects that arose

were founded upon the former doctrine, while the latter was and is being studied by

the Buddhist scholars only as a secondary branch of religious knowledge. In

Southern India, Ceylon , Birmah , Siam , etc., only the Hînayâna is taught. In

Nepal (Northern India) , Thibet, China and Corea, the Mahâyâna doctrine prevails

more or less . After the lapse of three thousand years, during which Buddhism has

been extensively spread over the East, the two doctrines of Mahâyâna and Hînayâna

are found still well defined and flourishing in our country,
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1

The sound of a large bell reaches far and wide, but the bell must be rung ; the

doctrines of a great sage are by no means restricted to a small district , but oppor

tunities for their propagation must be utilized. That Buddhism has been propagated

over the East only and never spread to the West, is to be regretted indeed, but can

not now be helped. The advancement of science, however, seems to induce the Chris

tian people of the West to inquire into Buddhism . When it was first made known to

them , even the Hînayâna doctrine of Southern India was highly admired by them.

How much more, then, must they not glorify the wonderful doctrine of Mahâyâna !

Since the Restoration of Meiji, the followers of Buddhism in our country had always

had in their mind the propagation of Buddhism to the Western countries , and are

only waiting for an opportunity. The “ Bukkyo-Gakkuwai," a society

whose sole aim is the propagation of Buddhism , resolved to take advantage of this

opportunity to impart to those Christians who are willing to receive truth the light

of Buddhism , and thus to discharge their duty towards them as Buddhists and

fellow -men. For this purpose they entrusted the author with the preparation of

a short treatise on Buddhism. Strong sympathy induced the author to undertake
the task. First invoking the help of Buddha, and then consulting the writings of

ancient sages, he has written, without prejudice to any of the different sects, this

epitome upon the Mahâyâna, in which some attention is also given to the Hina

yâna doctrine.

The doctrine of Mahâyâna is both wide and deep, and can hardly be treated of

exhaustively. But should the readers carefully study the few chapters of this

treatise, they will be able to form clear ideas of the doctrine itself. A few words

upon the arrangements and connections of the chapters in this treatise may not , the

author thinks, be altogether useless to the readers .

The purpose of Buddha's preaching was to bring into light the permanent truth,

to reveal the root of all sufferings, and thus to lead all sentient beings into the path

of the perfect emancipation from all passions. Harmony with this path , therefore ,

brings out every beauty of virtue ; admits every true science ; enlightens every class

of men, monarchs and subjects , noble and humble, rich and poor,strong and weak ,

and makes every country prosperous. Those who are not acquainted with the pur

pose of Buddha, however, are apt, in professing Buddhism , to stick to one corner

only in neglect of the other three, and to hold perverted and heretical views con

trary to the true aspect of the perfect emancipation. This must be first borne in

mind by those who study Buddhism . The author, therefore, sets forth the Princi

ciples of Buddha's Teaching in the first chapter.
The benefits which Buddhism bestows are very numerous. In their substance

and ultimate end, they may be sumined up as leading men to the perfect emancipa

tion by breaking through their delusions, and as enabling them to benefit gods and

men through their achievements of great wisdom and felicity. A religion how

ever excellent, virtue however praiseworthy, learning however profound, wisdom

however great , are not in concord with the path of emancipation if they are colored

by the least prejudice. Thus the good sayings and the good conduct of those who

have not true views are compared by the Bodhisattva Någârjuna to words accident

ally formed on boards by the wood -worm , for such sayings and such conduct are not

inspired by the light ofwisdom . The aim of Buddhism is to rouse men to the true

view by breaking up delusions, and to lead them to the path of perfectemancipation

and Nirvâna. So the author has treated of Emancipation and Nirvâna in the
second chapter.

To attain the perfect emancipation , the ultimate aim of Buddhism , one must

understand, and believe in, the law of cause and effect. All occurrences in the

world, the phenomena of birth and death , the states visible and invisible , all are

rigidly governed by the law of cause and effect. It is only after the full understand

ing of this principle that the truth of non -individuality can be comprehended, that
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the perfect emancipation can be attained ; by this alone , all good conduct and all

virtues, such as pity, benevolence, etc. , are called forth, and all bases of virtue , such

as forbearance, energy, etc. , are perfected. The causal connection between actions

and effects, therefore, is the topic of the third chapter.

Having understood the law of causation , one must know that the states in which

Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and gods are, and the results which appear in the three

worlds and six states, are all sprung up through the force of this law, and that they

are limitless. The causal aspect of things pure and impure is , therefore, treated of
in the fourth chapter.

But though the law of causation extends to all things and is limitless in its

dominion,all these things are yet but waves raised on the sea of man's mysterious
mind . There are no natural Buddhas nor natural gods. Let us, therefore, believe

in the mysterious nature ofmind and try to unveil its true essence by practicing all

virtue forever and everywhere in infinite time and space ; for in this way Sâkya

muni and all other Buddhas of the past ages have arrived at the perfect enlighten

ment. Let us , therefore, followthe holy track of Buddhas and achieve the perfect

enlightenment, for the wonderful essence of our mind is not different from that of

Buddhas. The fifth chapter is , therefore, allotted to a discussion of the principle

that all things are nothing but mind.

The doctrines of Buddha are numbered at over eighty thousand, but they were

only doctrines applicable to special circumstances. Though the gates are thus very

numerous, yet they all lead to the palace of the perfect emancipation, the goal of

Buddhisin . The separation of the adherents of the Mahâyâna into various sects

after Buddha's departure from this world is also due adaptation to special circum

stances . And though different sects are not without their differences, they have

yet but one and the same aim. The author thus concludes this treatise with a

chapter on Sects in Buddhism.

The doctrine of Mahâyâna, however, is both wide and deep. It can hardly be

communicated by words nor understood by thinking, and it is certainly impossible

to give it the full significance it deserves in a treatise so short as this. This is ,

therefore, only a very rough sketch of the Mahâyâna. Moreover, the author does

not make any claim to literary ability, and there may be many passages that are

not sufficiently clear. But should the readers read and re -read this treatise and

ponder over its contents , the help of Buddhas shall come from without, the wonder

ful nature of their mind shall reveal itself from within, and the doctrine of the

Mahâyâna shall be clearly understood .

PRINCIPLES OF BUDDHA'S TEACHING . – TRUE NATURE OF BUDDHISM.

All sentient beings, en wrapped by absurd covetousness, are suffering from innumer .

able pains, without being able to enjoy the highest and everlasting happiness.

Bhagavat Sâkya, taking pity on their miserable condition , came to this world, and

breaking off their attachment to this covetousness, showed them the path to the

true “ Moksha ” ( perfect emancipation from all passions).

There is nothing in things themselves that enables us to distinguish in them

either good or evil , right or wrong. It is but man's fancy that weighs their merits

and causes him to choose one and to reject the other. Buddha's insight into things ,

his words, and actions were in perfect accord with truth itself ; and in the teachings

of his whole life, he never set forth unchanging doctrine by establishing fixed dogmas.

Although “ Anâtman ” (non -individuality) is the general principle of Buddhism ,

yet his teaching this principle was meant not so much to show the true meaning of

“ Anâtınan " as to destroy man's erroneous attachment to ego. Thus Kâtyâna, a

disciple of Buddha, was justly reproved by him for insisting on the doctrine of

“Anâtman. ” When he said, “ Things exist,” he did not mean to show their real

existence ; nor to teach their non-existence when he said , “ Things do not exist."
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He only meant to discard the prejudiced attachment to either of the doctrines, and

to inake men follow the absolute truth of nature. As Confucius, though he taught

filial duty differently on different occasions, never missed its essential principle ; or

as the means for governing states, however various they may be, have the sole object

of promoting the welfare and securing the happiness of the people, so it is also with

everything that Buddha has said or done. Though fromthewords and sentences of

his teaching different and diverse imports might be collected , yet his sole end was

to lead men to the path of the true Moksha.

The doctrines of Buddhism are estimated to be eighty - four thousand in number,

yet they have no fixed forms ; so that in the teachings of Buddha through his whole

life neither invariable doctrines nor biased adherence to any of them can be found .

In the “ Sútra ” (discourses of Buddha) it is written that Buddha never uttered even

one word since his attainment to the perfect enlightenment ; in the “ Abhidharma "

(discourses of Bodhisattva ), the biased observance of disciplines and precepts are
blamed .

He who tries to find out the essence of Buddhism from the mere words of the

Sätras, though he read through thousands of volumes, shall never be able to com

prehend it fully ; and what little he thinks he has comprehended, may not be free

from erroneous conceptions. Thus Mahâdeva (who lived about one hundred years

after Buddha) perused the whole Tripitaka, but gained nothing ; while Suddhipam

haka, a disciple of Buddha, read only a short piece from the Sætra, and amid his

menial duties of sweeping in a monastery he realized the essence of Buddhism.

The true meaning of Buddhism , therefore, can not be sought in the mere words and

sentences of the Satras. Those who study Buddhism , without comprehending the

true reason of Buddha's teaching, and see fixity in its doctrines, are not different

from heretics. They may be compared to blind men standing on the brink ofa

precipice. As the pure water that passes through the throat of a poisonous reptile

becomes itself poisonous, so in the ordinary mind that seeks Buddhism in the words

and sentences of the Sûtras every word and every sentence becomes impregnated

with prejudices, and the true path to Moksha can not be found .

14. CHAPTERS II . , III . AND IV.

MOKSHA AND NIRVÂNA." - OBJECT OF BUDDHISM.

Sentient beings, roving within the two spheres of pain and pleasure, are trying
to seek the latter and to shun the former. This desire is the manifestation in them

ofthe natural attributes of things ; but being compelled, in consequence of their

“ Karına ” (actions) to enjoy pleasure or to suffer pain, and restrained by favorable

or unfavorable circumstances, they have no freedom . In ancient times there were in

India ninety-five schools of heretics, whose views, though different in particulars,

agreed in the belief that the “ Palace of Heaven " was the place of emancipation.

This false view came from their not understanding the principle that effects depend

upon causes , and fromtheir thinking the world of man the region of pains and

crimes, and the “ Palace of Heaven ” the place of peaceful enjoyment and
emancipation.

Being ignorant of the causes of pain and pleasure, and incapable of knowing

the true nature of Moksha, the ordinary minds, on account of their own false dis

criminations and blind attachments, roam about within the world of man , Heaven ,

and the worlds of unmixed miseries. Of these, the worst are the three worlds of

miseries (of beasts , hungry ghost, and hell), the best is Heaven, and the world of

man is a place where good and evil are mingled. Those who are in the world of

man are exempted from the worst evils ; and those who are in Heaven are freed
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from the evils found in the world of man. But to be partly free from evil is not

perfect emancipation ; nor is enjoying a part of excellent fruit perfect happiness.

There is no restraint in things nor discrimination in mind. When one is freed from

these restraints and discriminations, mind becomes pure, and the true Moksha is

attained, no matter whether it be in Heaven or in theworld of man .

There is no distinction between right and wrong in things ; it is man's own con

jecture that makes the distinction. In any doctrine there is nothing either agree

able or disagreeable ; it is man's inclination that makes it the one or the other.

Men are given to joy and sorrow ; their dispositions are capricious ; and blinded by

worldliness, they see not the true path . There are some who think their learning

the most profound, and disparage that of others. There are others who, addicted to

the belief they were well taught, show increasing respect for their own belief, and at

the same time increasing disgust for that of others. All this originates from preju

dice and over- confidence. Not knowing that they are masters of their own mind,

such men take their mind to be their masters; hence abundance of trivial contro

versies. The delusion of attachments, of distinctions between one's own self and

that of others, interior and exterior, subject and object, rough and fine, shallow and

deep, thick and thin , etc. , is clearly explained in the “ Abhidharmapitaka.”

Rising above love and hatred, not seeing friend or enemy, right or wrong, and

abiding in the truth even among worldly relations, passing the time peacefully, and

thus attaining to perfect freedom from all restraints ; this is the state of the true
Moksha . To be free from all pains of restraint and to reach the state of the perfect

and everlasting happiness — this is the highest Nirvâna ; for then all mental phe

nomena , such as blind desires , etc. , are annihilated. And as such mental phenomena

are annihilated , there appears true nature of mind with all its innumerable functions

and miraculous actions. Nirvana, therefore, is by no means a state of mere extinc

tion. Nor is Moksha necessarily very far off. It is said in the Sûtras that a Bodhi.

sattva sees Moksha in the unenlightened mind of living beings ; again it is stated in

the “ Abhidharma'' that Moksha is open to all , to clergy and laity , to high and low,

to great and humble. In the Hînayâna, mind andbody are considered as the

sources of pain, and consequently Moksha is equivalent to the leaving of the six

states of life (deva, man, asura, beast, hungry ghost, and hell), giving up mind and
body, and Nirvâna is to attain to the eternal extinction of them . This view comes

from the doctrine called " seeking extinction ," and is only a partial exposition of

Buddhism. The true nature of Moksha and Nirvâna, therefore, cannot be under

stood from the point of view of the Hînayâna alone.

ACTIONS AND RESULTS. CAUSES AND EFFECTS. —THE LAW OF GENERATION AND

EXTINCTION OF ALL THINGS.

The truth is one and the same in all times and is universal. When the clouds

gather and rain falls, plants grow. The law of causation extends to all things

of the universe, and manifests itself unmistakably wherever causes are accom

panied by favorable conditions. Where there is a cause, there is an effect, as the

echo follows the sound. Without sowing the farmer will wait for a harvest in vain ;

the inonarch who oppresses his subjects cannot expect peace ; for the expectations

of these two are against the law ofcausation . A cause is invariably accompanied

with its corresponding effect, and an effect has, of necessity , a corresponding

cause that produced it. To produce an effect, however, a cause requires adventi

tious aid from without. These prerequisites are called conditions. Seed , for

example, is a cause, the plant is its effect, and rain , dew, water, soil, light, heat,

etc., are favorable conditions. There is no reason why a cause accompanied with

favorable conditions would not produce its effect. Samsara (ever-recurring births

and deaths among the six worlds) , distinction between the pure and impure, and

the generation of all things, are rigidly subject to the law of cause and condition.

Wh
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Even Buddhas of the three ages (past , present, and future) have not been and shall

not be able to alter this great law.

Among heretics , some forms of the theory of causation are also maintained ; but

they do not acknowledge that birth and death are caused by the co -operation of

causes and conditions. There is a school of heretics that holds that the nature of

all things is permanent. Before things take their forms, they are contained in

“ One ” ; when they take forms, they appear as mountains, rivers, men , etc.; and
when they disappear, they are again absorbed in the “ One." This One " is called

“ Prakriti” (hidden element), and those which take forins are called the twenty

three “ Tattvas” (realities ) , the former being the root of the latter. There is

another school of heretics that maintains that the four great principles, earth, water,

fire, and air, are the elements from which all things were and are being produced.

From the combinations of these principles mind and body are formed ; so are the

heavens and the earth , the mountains and the rivers. Again , there is another body

of heretics who hold that the universe and all things therein were created by a

creator. The forgoing opinions have originated from the erroneous views called
the Nâstika-drishti and the Astika-drishti . These heretics consider the nature of

all things which are produced by causes and conditions as permanent or as created

by an agent. This is the fallacious view called Astika-drishti , which invests the

productions of fancy with reality , and may be likened to the effort of binding the

moon upon the water with the hair of tortoises. Again, being unable to see the

true origin of misery, they deny that all things owe their origin to causes and con

ditions, and, being ignorant of the principle of ever-recurring births and deaths,

they acknowledge only the composition and decomposition of things. This is the

Nâstika-drishti, which diminishes the nature of things through their fancies, and

may be likened to the attempt of making a ship sail on a plain. The conceited and

proud cherish these prejudices called “ Nâstika-drishti ” and “ Astika-drishti,”' and

ignore the law of causes and conditions. But were these heretics to comprehend

this great law rightly, their theories of “ Prakriti ” or of the existence of a creator

might be reconciled with Buddhism .

Wanderings in the six states of life depend upon the law of causation only.

There are neither creators nor created , nor are men real beings. It is actions and

causes that, under favorable conditions, give birth to them . For men are nothing

more than the temporary combinations of five " Skandhas," or constituents (matter,

perception, conception,will, knowledge). The beginning of this combination is

their birth ; its decomposition, their death . During the continuation of this com

bined state , good and bad actions are done, seeds of future happiness and pain are

sown, and thus the alternation of birth and death goes on without end . Men are no

real beings that wander about between birth and death by themselves, nor is there

any ruler that makes them do this, but it is their own actions that bring about these

results. The aggregate actions of all sentient beings give birth to the varieties of

mountains, rivers, countries, etc. They are caused by aggregate actions, and so

they are called “ Adhipati-phala ” (aggregate fruits). As those who are virtuous in

their hearts are never wicked in their countenance, and as in the countries where

good customs prevail good omens appear, and where people are wicked calamities

arise , so men's aggregate actions bring forth their appropriate fruits. By the partic

ular actions of individuals, each man receives mind and body corresponding to the

causes at work , internal causes of actions being favored by external conditions.

And as these good and bad actions , yield fruits, not when they are done, but at some

future time, so they are called “ Vipâka-phala ” (fruits that ripen at soine future

time). The period from birth to death in which the body continues is the life of

man ; and that from formation to destruction, in which they assume similar forms,

is the duration of countries, mountains, rivers , etc. The death of sentient beings,

as well as the formation and destruction of countries, mountains, rivers, etc. , are
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endless in their operation. As the circle which has no end , they also have neither

beginning nor end . Though there exist neither real men nor real things , yet effects

appear and disappear where actions are accompanied with conditions, just as the

echo follows the sound ; and all things, rough or fine, large or small, come and go

every moment, without any fixed forins. Men and things, therefore, are mere names

for durations in which similar forms continue.

Our present life is the reflection of past actions. Men consider these reflections

as their real selves. Their eyes, noses, ears, tongues, and bodies, as well as their

gardens, woods, farms, residences, servants, and maids, men imagine to be their own

possessions; but, in fact,they are but results endlessly produced by innumerable actions.

În tracing everything back to the ultimate limits of the past, we cannot find a be

ginning ; hence it is said that birth and death have no beginning. Again, when

seeking the ultimate limit of the future, we can not find the end. These facts caused

Bodhisattvas to make the strong and steady resolution to attain Nirvana and to save

all beings. Those who, through this resolution , forsake all vices and practice all

virtues, and thus attain to thehighest Moksha, are called Buddhas.

PURE AND IMPURE CAUSES AND CONDITIONS . — REASON WHY THERE ARE DIFFER

ENCES BETWEEN CONFUSION AND ENLIGHTENMENT.

The attributes possessed by the “ Srâvakas ” and “ Pratyeka-buddhas " ( these

are two kinds of sages, who strive after Nirvâna as taught in the Hînayâna, ) “ Bod

hisattvas ” (those who strive after Nirvâna as taught in the Mahâyâna), and “ Bud

dhas," the actions done by them , and the countries they live in , are called “ pure

things." The attributes, actions, and countries of those who are in the worlds of

gods, hells, hungry ghosts, brutes, and men are called “ impure things. Pure

things come from pure actions, and impure things from impure actions. What are

called pure actions are those good actions done, after the desire for Moksha has once

been awakened through the clear comprehension and the sincere and strong belief

in the causality of the generation and extinction of all things. Those good actions

tliat are done without men beingaware of their doing good, without expectation of

reward, and without perceiving the magnitudes of good, are also pure. Of pure

actions there are two kinds, secular and ecclesiastical . All worldly virtues, such as

loyalty , benevolence, etc. , are secular good actions; while the practices which lead

to Moksha and which are observed by those of the “ Triyânâ," or three vehicles of

“ Srâvaka,” “ Pratyeka-buddha," and “ Bodhisattva," who cultivate the three

learnings of precepts , meditation, and wisdom, are called ecclesiastical good actions .

On the other hand, impure actions are those which cause the wanderings in the six

worlds. In these there are also two kinds of good and evil . Impure good actions

are loyalty, filial piety, benevolence, charity, observance of precepts, meditation,

etc. In this case these actions originated in the promptings of mind ; and as the

actions done by those who do not strive for Moksha can yield excellent fruits only in

the worlds of gods and men , they can not save them from the sufferings incidental

to birth and death. These actions are hence called impure. Killing, stealing,

hypocrisy, cheating, etc. , are called bad actions. Those who do bad actions wander

from darkness to darkness, while those who practice good actions pass from light to

light. Pure actions bring forth the Pure Lands of all the quarters of the universe

(lands produced by the pure mind ) and the stages of “ Triyâna ' ; while impure

deeds produce the Impure Lands everywhere ( lands produced by impure mind) and

good or bad results. Where there are actions there are corresponding results; and

as the varieties of actions are innumerable, so are the fruits infinite.

After the heaven and the earth began to exist (through the actions of pre

existing sentient beings ), there appeared human beings; and after the appearance

of human beings, theresprang up the distinctions between high and low, nobleand

huinble, and all the relations between monarch and subjects, father and son , hus
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band and wife, elder and younger brothers , senior and junior, etc. When the

monarch is benevolent and the subject loyal , when the father is affectionate and the

son obedient , everyone doing his duty, they are said to have attained to the perfect

path . Men , gods, and Buddhas have paths of their own . Though the true essence

of mind has no distinctions, the distinctions between purity and impurity caused by

actions are innumerable. All virtues appear in accordance with this essence of

mind; all vices originate against it ; for the true essence of mind is originally pure

and has no distinctions between good and evil , which conceptions are only phe

nomena produced in consequence of actions. Virtues are pure things, so they are

in harmony with the essence of mind; vices are confused things, so they are opposed

to it . The law of causation is as infallible and certain as the flame ascends to the

sky and as water flows to the sea. So actions in harmony with the essence of mind

become the causes for indistinction , and at last produce corresponding fruits similar

to those acquired by Buddhas ; while actions opposed to the essence of mind

become the causes for distinction and finally bring forth the fruit of the distinctions

that are found in the worlds of men , gods, and the three states of misery Even

the least virtues must, therefore, be praised, and the least vice must be blamed.

Bodhisattvas teach the path for men in the world of men, and practice the path of

gods in that of gods, to protect sentient beings and to lead them to purity. But

this purity is unattainable to sceptics, unbelievers, and the proud. Those who scorn

the sages and scandalize the pure state without attaining themselves to it are not

to be considered noble minded.

15. CHAPTERS V. AND VI .

ALL THINGS ARE NOTHING BUT MIND.—THE TRUE NATURE OF ALL EXISTENCE.

The distinctions between pure and impure is made by the mind ; so are also

all the changes in all things around us . All things that are produced by causes and

conditions are inevitably destined to extinction. There is nothing that has any

reality ; when conditions come, things begin to appear; when conditions cease, these

things likewise cease to exist . Like the foam of the water, like the lightning

flash , and like the floating, swiftly vanishing clouds , they are only of momentary

duration. As all things have no constant nature of their own, so there is no actuality

in pure and impure, rough and fine, large and small , far and near, knowable and

unknowable, etc. On this account it is sometimes said that all things are nothing.

The apparent phenomena around us are, however, produced by mental operations

within us, and thus distinctions are established.

These distinctions produced by mental operations are, however, caused by falla

cious reasoning nurtured by the habits of making distinctions between ego and

non -ego, good and bad, and by ignorance of the fact that things have no constant

nature of their own and are without distinctions. (When things thought of have no

corresponding reality , such thinking is called fallacious. It may be compared to

the action of the ignorant monkey that tries to catch the image of the moon upon

water. ) Owing to this fallacious reasoning, a variety of phenomena constantly

appear and disappear , good and bad actions are done, and the wanderings through
the six ways or states of life are thus caused and maintained.

All things are included under subject and object. The subject is an entity in

which mental operations are awakened whenever there are objects, while the object
consists of all things, visible and invisible, knowable and unknowable, etc. Th

subject is not something that occupies some space in the body alone, nor does the

object exist outside of the subject. The innumerable phenomena of subject and

object, of ego and non -ego, are originated by the influence of fallacious thinking,

and consequently various principles, sciences , and theories are produced.
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To set forth the principle of “ Vidyâmâtra ” (all things are nothing but phe

nomena in mind ), phenomena of mind are divided into two kinds: “ Gosshiki" and

Fumbetsujishiki.” They are also divided into eight kinds: 1. Kakshur-vijñâna

(mental operations depending on the eye) ; 2. Srotra -vijñâna ( those depending on

the ear) ; 3. Ghrâna- vijīâna (those depending on the olfactory organs) ; 4. Gihvâ

vijīâna (those depending on the taste); 5. Kâya-vijñâna (those depending on

the organs of touch) ; 6. Mano-vijñâna (thinking operations); 7. Klishta -mano

vijñâna (subtile and ceaseless operations); 8. Alaya -vijñâna (all things come from

and are contained in this operation ; hence its name, meaning receptacle).

According to the former division, the various phenomena which appear as sub

jects and objects are divided into two kinds, the perceptible and knowable,

the imperceptible and unknowable. The imperceptible and unknowable phe

nomena are called “ Gosshiki," while the perceptible and knowable phenomena are

called Fuinbetsujishiki. Now, what are the imperceptible and unknowable phe

nomena ? Through the influence of habitual delusions, boundless worlds, innum

merable varieties of things spring up in the mind . This boundless universe and

these subtile ideas are not perceptible and knowable ; only Bodhisattvas believe,

understand , and become perfectly convinced of these through the contemplation of

“ Vidyâmâtrâ ' ' ; hence they are called imperceptible and unknowable. What are

theknowable and perceptible phenomena ? Not knowing that these imperceptible

and unknowable phenomena are the productions of their own minds, men from their

habitual delusions invest them with an existence outside of mind , as perceptible

mental phenomena, as things visible, audible, etc. These phenomena are called

perceptible and knowable. Though there are thus two kinds, perceptible and

imperceptible phenomena, they occur upon the same things , and are inseparably

bound together even in the smallest particle . Their difference in appearance is

caused only by differences both in mental phenomena and in the depth ofconviction.

Those who know only the perceptible things without knowing the imperceptible

are called the unenlightened by Buddha. Of the eight mental operations, the

eighth, Alaya -vijñâna, has reference to the imperceptible, while the first six refer to

the perceptible phenomena. All these, however, are delusive mental phenomena.

in contradistinction to the fallacious phenomena, there is the true essence of

mind. Underlying the phenomena of mind, there is an unchanging principle which

we call the essence of mind : the fire caused by fagots dies when the fagots are gone,

but the essence of fire is never destroyed . The essence of mind is the entity with

out ideas and without phenomena, and is always the same. It pervades all things,

and is pure and unchanging. It is not untrue or changeable, so it is called

“ Bnûtatathata " (permanent reality) .

The essence and the phenomena of mind are inseparable ; and as the former is

all -pervading and ever-existing, so the phenomena occur everywhere and continually,

wherever suitable conditions accompany it. Thus the perceptible and imperceptible

phenomena are manifestations of the essence of mind that , according to the number

and nature of conditions, develop without restraint. All things in the universe,

therefore, are mind itself. By this we do not mean that all things coinbine into a

mental unity called mind, nor that all things are emanations from it, but that, with

out changing their places or appearance, they are mind itself everywhere. Buddha

saw this truth and said that the whole universe was his own . Hence it is clear that,

where the essence of mind is found and the necessary conditions accompany it , the

phenomena of mind never fail to appear. So the essence of mind is compared to

water, and its phenomena to waves. The water is the essence , the waves are the

phenomena ; for water produces waves when a wind of sufficient strength blows over

its surface. The waves, then , are the phenomena, the water is the essence ; but

both are one and the same in reality . Though there is a distinction between the

essence and the phenomena of mind, yet they are nothing but one and the same
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substance, that is, mind . So we say that there exists nothing but mind . Though

both the world of the pure and the impure, and the generation of all things, are

very wide and deep, yet they owe their existence to our mind. Men, however,

do not know what their own minds are ; they do not clearly see the true

essence, and, adhering to their prejudices, they wander about between birth

and death . They are like those who, possessing invaluable jewels, are, never

theless, suffering from poverty . Heaven and hell are but waves in the great

sea of the universe ; Buddhas and demons are not different in their essence. Let

us , therefore, abide in the true view and reach the true comprehension of the

causality of all things. Thus far we have briefly explained the principles of pure

and impure actions and results and Vidyâmâtra from the standpoint of causation.

The methods and doctrines through which vice may be abandoned and all excel

lent virtues cultivated are fully detailed in the Sûtras and Abhidharmas of the

Mahâyâna.

SECTS IN BUDDHISM .

When Buddha came to this world , the time was ripe for his teachings, and so

those who heard him attained Moksha instantly . Those who are born after Bud

dha are forever excluded from this benefit. After Buddha's departure from this

world the higher class of his disciples , Arya Mahâkâsyapa and others who had

heard and seen him and were enlightened, assembled at the Saptaparna Cave of

Magadha, in Central India, to the number of one thousand, and in ninety days, col

lected the Tripitaka, which they wrote upon the leaves of the Tâla tree, to hand it

down to their posterity and to lead sentientbeings to the true enlightenment. After

this the Mahầyâna and Hînayâna doctrines were differently propagated . The

adherents of the latter doctrine divided into various sects, owing to differences in the

interpretations of the Hinayâna Sûtras preached by Buddha ; while among the

believers in the former doctrine, the same diversity occurred , each sect taking as its

standard a particular body of teaching as inculcated by Buddha at a certain place

and time, and explaining with it the whole of the remaining Scriptures .

In India , two sects , those who adopted the Three Sâstrâs and those who made

the Vidyâmâtra their standards, arose about 1100 years after Buddha, or about 151

A.D. In China Kumârajîva first translated and introduced the Three Sâstrâs, 1350

after Buddha, or 401 A.D. After him Dharma (or Bodhidharma) founded the

Dhyâna sect and taught the doctrine of the mental communication of thought with

out words, 1469 after Buddha,or 520 A.D. Chiki established the Tendai sect,with

its doctrines based on the Saddharma-pundarîka -Sûtra, 1524 after Buddha, or 575

A.D. Dôsen formed the Vinaya sect, with its teachings derived from the Dharma

gupta -Vinaya, about 1564 after Buddha, or about 615 A.D. Zendô founded the Jôdo

sect based on the Amitâyus-dhyâna and other Sûtras, 1590 after Buddha, or 641

A.D. Genjô and Jion originated the Hossô sect that adheres to the Vidyâmâtra

Sâstra, etc. , 1594 after Buddha, or 645 A.D. Genju instituted the Kegon sect, with its

teachings resting on the Avatamsake-Sûtra, about 1625 after Buddha, or about 676

A.D. After all these had been established , Amoghavajra and Keikwa organized
the Mantra sect , the doctrines of which are derived from the mysteries of the

Mahâvairochanabhisambodhi-Sûtra, about 1669 after Buddha, or about 720 A.D.

Besides these, there are many other sects which need not be mentioned here. In

Japan , Yekwan was the introducer of the Three Sâstras sect, 1574 after Buddha, or

625 A.D.; Dôshô, of the Hossô sect , about 1602 after Buddha, or about 653 A.D.;

Dôshun , of the Kegon sect, 1685 after Buddha, or 736 A.D.; Ganjin , of the Ritsu

sect, 1703 after_Buddha, or 754 A. D .; Saichô, of the Tendai sect, 1754 after Bud

dha, or 805 A. D.; Kûkai , of the Shingon sect, 1755 after Buddha, or 806 A.D.;

Genků, of the Jôdo sect, 2124 after Buddha, or 1175 A.D.; and Yeisai, of the Rin

zai sect, 2140 after Buddha, or 1191 A.D. Shinran founded the Shin sect, 2173
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after Buddha, or 1224 A.D.; Dôgen introduced the Sôtô sect 2176 after Buddha, or

1227 A.D.; and Nichiren established the Hokke sect , 2201 after Buddha, or 1252

A.D. Though these various sects are not without differences in their views, yet

they are all founded upon the teachings of Buddha and are alike in taking the true

Moksha for their ultimate end ; for the principles of causation and of Anâtman

are held both in the Mahâyâna and the Hînayâna ; and the non -existence of both

self (Atman ) and of things outside it (Dharma), as well as the doctrine that all

things are nothing but mind, are the fundamental principles of all the sects adher

ing to the Mahâyâna. Such being the fact, one may enter into Buddhism through

any of the above sects. How these various sects interpret the doctrines of Buddha,

we will illustrate with an example from the Jôdo sect .

In this sect, the doctrines of Buddha are divided into two divisions, the

“ Shôdô-Mon ” and the “ Jôdo-Mon .” To understand what the former is, it is nec

essary first to know the meaning of Shôdô. The Shôdô, or true wisdom , is that by

which one is enabled to be enlightened and to attain Moksha. There are four kinds

of wisdom : 1. Inherent wisdom ; 2. wisdom acquired froin learning; 3. wisdom ac

quired from meditation; 4. perfected wisdom . The first kind of wisdom includes those

natural capacities by which men are enabled to comprehend science , literature, etc. ,and

to read and understand the Tripitaka, though not so perfectly as to wish for Moksha.

The second kind is that by which men, by hearing worthy priests or learning sacred

books, are awakened to a deep belief and enter Buddhism , and by which virtuous
actions are prompted in a mind yet disturbed and roaming. The third kind is the

wisdom in which the truth acquired through meditation accords with that of the

Sûtras. The fourth is that in which the meditative wisdom having been developed

and become clearer, permanent truth is seen by mental inspectionand direct cogni

tion without learning or meditation. The true wisdom which perfectly understands

the principles of thenon-existence of self (Atnan) and of things ( Dharma), as well

as the fact that all things are nothing but mind, through the influence of the last

three kinds ofwisdom , is called Shôdô,or true wisdom . That true wisdom in which

a part of these principles, that is, the non-existence of the ego (Atman), is perceived

is called Hinayầna. That wisdom in which the above-mentioned principles are all

realized as a whole is called Mahâyâna. And that division of Buddhism which

teaches the way to acquire the true wisdom and to attain Moksha through men's

own actions done in this world, whether it be Hînayâna or Mahâyâna, is called the

Shôdô -mon. The sects of Tendai , Kegon, Sanron, Hossô, etc. , belong to this division.

The Jôdo-mon is that division in which those who are unable to attain Moksha

in this world are taught how to be first born in the Pure Land through the merit of

believing in Buddhas and to acquire the great fruit of Buddhahood by cultivating

the deeds and vows of Bodhisattva. The Jôdo sect of the present day belongs to

this division. This sect takes the Amitâyus-dhyâna -sútra and the larger and smaller

Sukhâvatîogûha -sûtras, etc. , as its standards, and the chief aim of its adherents is

to be born in the Western Pure Land of Amitâbha.

Though there are the two different passages of the Shôdô -mon and the Jôdo-mon,

Moksha is attained equally through both. Nor is there any difference in cultivating

and practicing the deeds and vows ofBodhisattvas : both aim at Buddhahood and
can attain true Moksha. Those who follow the former division , though they attain

Moksha in this world ,muststill accomplish the excellent deeds andvows of Bod
hisattvas in the Pure Land; while the followers of the latter, though they are born

in the Pure Land, must likewise cultivate and practice them , being reborn into the

impure lands. Thus from equal causes equal effects are produced, and on this point

there is no difference. The only difference lies in the passages to Moksha and in the

special aims taken at the time when the first awakening occurs . We have no space

fully to dwell upon the variousmanners in which the other sects analyze the princi

ples of Buddhisin , but they maybe inferred from the foregoing.
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RELIGION OF ANCIENT PERSIA .

1

BY

ARTHUR F. J. REMY , A.M. , Scholar in Comparative Philology, Columbia University.*

16. ZOROASTER.

HE religion of ancient Persia, in the broadest sense of the word, is the

religion that was founded by Zoroaster, and it is therefore best called

Zoroastrianism . The faith has been designated under various other

names, as Mazdaism, Magism , Fire-worship, Dualism or Parsism , ac

cording to certain of its prominent features. Its sacred book is the

Avesta , the oldest portions of which , the Gāthas, are attributed to Zoroaster him

self. It is supplemented by the Pahlavi Texts and by Parsi tradition. As the

Avesta has been made the subject of an article in a preceding number of PROGRESS

(Vol . II. , No. 1 ), we shall not attempt to describe it here, but shall proceed to give

a sketch of the doctrines and teachings of Zoroastrianism.

It is now no longer doubted by scholars that Zoroaster was a real historical

personage. The sources of information concerning his life are either Iranian or

non - Iranian . Foremost among the Iranian is the Avesta , especially its oldest

metrical portions, the Gāthas. Of great importance also is the information given

by the Pahlavi writings and by Parsi tradition (See PROGRESS, Vol. II., No. 1 , p. 44).

Various ancient classical writers also allude to the prophet ; mention may be made

especially of Theopompus, Aristotle , Pliny, and Plutarch , while lastly , occasional

references are found in Arabic, Syriac and Armenian writers.

The name Zoroaster was taken from the Greek form Zwpodotons ; in the Avesta the

form is always Zarathushtra ; the Pahlavi texts write Zartusht ; the modern Persian,

Zardusht. The meaning of the name Zarath-ushtra is very doubtful and many

etymologies have been suggested . The second part of the name — ushtra — certainly

camel.” The first part has been translated in various ways as “ lively, teas

ing, old , golden, ” etc.

The era when the prophet flourished has been a subject of much dispute. Persian

tradition is probably nearly right when it claims as his era the latter half of the

seventh and the beginning of the sixth century B.C. (or more exactly B.C. 660-583).

The Greek and Latin classical writers claim for him an extravagant antiquity, any

where from B.C. 6000 to 1000 . For a full discussion of this question we refer to

the article by Jackson in J. A. O. S. , Vol. XVII. , and to West's Introduction to

“ Marvels of Zoroastrianism ," Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XLVII.

The question of the birth-place of Zoroaster is also open to debate ; but Western

Iran, probably Atropatene, is commonly believed to be the region in which he arose.

* This article is based on a course of lectures on Zoroaster and his Teaching, delivered at Colum

bia University in the year 1896-97 -by Professor A. V. Williams Jackson .

Special thanks are due to Professor Jackson for the kind assistance which he has so liberally

given to me in the preparation of this article . A. F. J. R.

means
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Thence he seems to have gone to the Median Ragha, where, however, he did not

meet with the wished -for success , and from Ragha he turned eastward to Bactria.

There he found a generous patron in King Vishtāspa, whose strong arm helped to

establish the new religion . From Bactria the religion , now on a firm footing, pre

sumably came back to Media, whence it was carried into Persia and became in all

probability the religion of the great Achaemenian Kings. (See J. A. O. S. , Vol . XV. )

The facts that we have of Zoroaster's life often rest on doubtful or legendary

authority. The outline, however, is clear. At the age of thirty he is said to have

begun his ministry, and at the age of forty-two he converted King Vishtaspa, the

Constantine of the Iranian faith . According to a tradition he was slain at the age

of seventy-seven. There seem to be grounds for believing with Firdausi that this

happened when Balkh was stormed by the fierce Turanians. The Pahlavi texts

always mention one Bratar-i Vakhsh as the slayer of the prophet. ( 1 )

The religion which Zoroaster founded was carried to triumphant ascendancy by

the victorious arms of the great Persian kings, and became one of the chief religious

systems of the ancient Orient. But it also shared the reverses of its adherents, when

Alexander, the youthful hero ofMacedon ,

overthrew the power and glory of the

great Persian monarchy. Under the

Seleucid government, and still more dur

ing the five centuries of Parthian rule, it

fell into neglect. With the overthrow of

the Parthian dynasty and the accession of

the Sassanian empire (A.D. 226 ) came the

Zoroastrian renaissance. The old texts

were again collected, codified , trans

lated into Pahlavi , and explained. The

religion now flourished even more than

during the Achaemenian period and con

tinued to do so until it succumbed to

the fanatic assaults of all- conquering Islam. The battle of Nehavend ( A.D.

641 ) sealed the fate of Persia and of its religion. Most of its followers accepted
the faith of the victor ; of those who refused to forsake their ancient belief,

some remained scattered throughout their native country, oppressed and de

spised by the proud conqueror, but most of them sought refuge in India, where

they established flourishing coinmunities, and where their descendants, the Parsees,

are found even at the present day. The most numerous of these cominunities is at

Bombay, containing upwards of ninety-thousand souls. About ten thousand are
scattered throughout Persia, so that the entire number of modern Zoroastrians is

not more than one hundred thousand.

During its golden age under the Sassanian Empire, Zoroastrianism was not free

from sects, or from heretical movements . The heresy of Mazdak shook for a

moment the union of church and state ; the powerful movement of Manichaeism is

familiar to every student of philosophy.

When we now come to examine the teachings of the Avesta, we are struck by

their exalted character. If we except our own Bible, it would not be easy to find

other sacred writings containing a more clear idea of right and wrong, a more stren

uous insistence on purity of body and soul, a nobler conception of a resurrection

and a life hereafter, and a firmer faith in the coming of a Saviour. For these reasons

the Zoroastrian writings merit the attention , not only of the biblical or philological

student, but also of everyone interested in the history of ethics and of religion.

In the development of the old Iranian faith , three stages are discernible. First,

• there was the pre-Zoroastrian stage, when nature and ancestor worship prevailed.

The worship of the sun -god Mithra, the moon -god Māh, the star- god Tishtrya , of

Fire - Altars in Persia .
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the sacred Haoma-plant, and probablyalso the worship of the Fravashis,or souls of the

departed, goes back to this stage. Then came the second or Zoroastrian stage , when

these elements were thrown into the background, and the faith became more spirit

ual , especially through the ideal conception of Dualism . (2 ) The third or post-Zoroas

trian stage exhibited a tendencyto restore some of those primitive elements to their

old position without degrading the new ones brought in by the great reformer. The

Avesta shows these stages clearly, thefaith in its purity being best represented by

the Gāthas, of which Zoroaster himself was the author.

16. ZOROASTER.

( 1 ) Zarathushtra , the Prophet . - We worship

the piety and the Fravashi of the holy Zarathustra;

Who first thought what is good , who first spoke

what is good, who first did what is good; who was

the first Priest, the first Warrior , the first Plougher

of the ground; who first knew and first taught;

who first possessed and first took possession of the

Bull , of Holiness, of the Word, theobedience to the

Word , and dominion, and all the good things made

by Mazda, that are the offspring of the good
Principle.

Who was the first Priest , the first Warrior, the

first Plougher of the ground; who first took the

turning of the wheel from the hands of the Daêva

and of the cold -hearted man ; who first in the

material world pronounced the praise of Asha, thus

bringing the Daêvas to naught, and confessed him

self a worshiper of Mazda , a follower of Zarathustra ,

one who hates the Daêvas , and obeys the laws of

Ahura.

Who first in the material world said the word

that destroys the Daêvas, the law of Ahura ; who

first in the material world proclaimed the word

that destroys the Daêvas, the law of Ahura ; who

first in the material world declared all the creation

of the Daêvas unworthy of sacrifice and prayer;

who was strong, giving all the good thingsof life,

the first bearer ofthe Law amongst nations.

In whom was heard the whole Māthra ,the word

of holiness; who was the lord and master of the

world , the praiser of the most great , most good and

most fair Asha; who had a revelation of the Law,

that most excellent of all beings.

For whom the Amesha-Spentas longed , in one

aecord with the sun , in the fullness of faith of a

devoted heart; they longed for him , as the lord and

master ofthe world , as the praiser on the most great,

most good , and most fair Asha,as having a reve

lation of the Law , that most excellent of all beings .

In whose birth and growth the waters and the

plants rejoiced ; in whose birth and growth the

waters and the plants grew ; in whose birth and

growth all the creatures of the good creations cried

out , Hail !

“ Hail to us ! for he is born , the Athravan,

Spitama Zarathustra. Zarathustra will offer us

sacrifices with libations and bundles of baresma ;

and there will the good Law of the worshipers of

Mazda come and spread through all the seven

Karshvares of the earth .

“ There will Mithra , the lord of wide pastures,

increase all the excellences of our countries, and

allay their troubles; there will the powerful ām .

Napāt increase all the excellences of our countries,
and allay their troubles .”

We worship the piety and Fravashi ofMaidhyô

maungha, the son of Arāsti, who first listened unto

the word and teaching of Zarasthustra.— “ Sacred

Books of the East,” Vol . XXIII., pp. 201-3 .

(2) Dualism.- Hear ye then with your ears ; see

ye the bright flames with the (eyes of the) Better

Mind, It is for a decision as to religions, man and

man, each individually for himself. Before the

great effort of the cause, awake ye ( all ) to our

teaching !

Thus are the primeval spirits who as a pair

( combining their opposite strivings), and (yet each )

independent in his action ,have been famed (of

old ) . ( They are) a better thing, they two, and a

worse, as to thought, as to word, and as to deed .

And between these two let the wisely acting choose

aright. ( Choose ye) not (as) the evil-doers!

(Yea ) when the two spirits came together at the

first to make life , and life's absence, and to deter

mine how the world at the last shall be (ordered ) ,

for the wicked ( Hell ) the worst life , for the holy

(Heaven ) the Best Mental State .

( Then when they had finished each his part in

the deeds of creation, they chose distinctly each

his separate realm .) He who was the evil of

them both (chose the evil ) , thereby working the

worst of possible results , but the more bounteous

spirit chose the (Divine ) Righteousness; (yea, He so

chose ) who clothes upon Himself the firm stones

of heaven ( as His robe). And He chose likewise

them who content Ahura with actions, which are

performed ) really in accordance with the faith .

And (when the great struggle shall have been

fought out which began when the Daêvas first

seized the Demon ofWrath as their ally ) , and when

the (just) vengeance shall have come upon these

wretches, then, O Mazda ! the Kingdom shall have

been gained for Thee by (Thy) Good Mind(within

Thy folk ). For to those, O living Lord! does

(that Good Mind) utter his command, who will

deliver the Demon of the Lie into the two hands

of theRighteous Order (as a captive to a destroyer).

And may we be such as those who bring on this

great renovation, and make this world progres

sive (till its perfection shall have been reached ).

( As ) the Ahuras of Mazda (even ) may we be ; (yea,

like Thyself) , in helpful readiness to meet ( Thy

people ), presenting (benefits) in union with the

Righteous Order. For there will our thoughts be

( tending ) where true wisdom shall abide in her

home.

(And when perfection shall have been attained )

then shall the blow of destruction fall upon the

Denon of Falsehood (and her adherents shall

perish with her ), but swiftest in the happy abode

of the Good Mind and of Ahura the righteous

saints shall gather, they who proceed in their

walk (on earth ) in good repute and honor.

Wherefore, o ye men ! ye are learning ( thus )

these religious incitations which Ahura gave in

( our) happiness and (our) sorrow . (And ye are

also learning ) what is the long wounding for the

wicked , and the blessings which are in store for

the righteous.- Ibid, Vol. XXXI., pp . 29 , 31 , 33 ,

35 .
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17. DUALISM. ANGELS AND DEMONS.

From the beginning of time two principles, good and evil , have existed . Ormazd

represents the good, Ahriman the evil . Unceasing warfare goes on between these

two principles. Ormazd makes, Ahriman mars ; the one dwells in endless light,

the other in eternal darkness . But although the teaching of Zoroaster is dualistic

in this respect, it is monotheistic in so far as it postulates the ultimate triumph of

the good, and the disappearance of evil from the regenerated world. It also foretells

the advent of the Kshathra Vairya, the “ Wished-for Kingdom , " and exhorts man, a

free agent, to contribute to its coming by deliberately choosing the good in prefer

ence to the evil .

At the head of all the celestial host stands Ahura Mazda. The form of the

name here given is that of the Avesta. In modern Persian it appears as Ormazd,

in the ancient Persian inscriptions as Auramazdā, in Pahlavi as Aüharmazd .

Ahura probably means “ lord ,” and Mazda (= Skt. Mēdhas, cf. Greek root mae),

according to Pahlavi tradition, means " great wisdom ."

Herodotus tells us that the Persians had no images of the deity , and this is in keep

ing with the spiritual character of the religion. The solitary picture Auramazda

which is found on the rock-inscriptions of

Behistan is really not Iranian , but is bor

rowed from Babylonian art. In the " Ardā - i

Virāf, " the “ Divina Commedia " of Iran,

Ormazd is described as appearing in the

majesty of flame, but no definite concrete

description of him is ever attempted.

Ahura Mazda is invested with lofty

titles and attributes. Wisdom and power

are implied in his name ; he is described

. also as promoting growth and progress,

as beneficent and holy, as radiant, glorious

and righteous, most great, most good and

most fair. He is the keeper or guardian,

watchful, infallible, all knowing. His

most prominent title in the Avesta is dātar, “ creator." All the good in the world

has been created by him ; it is he also who created the light, the earth and the

plants. Ormazd's creation is pre-eminently an intelligent one, and his creative

wisdom is personified as Khratu , “ Wisdom . ” Nor is it in the Avesta alone that the

creator-idea is emphasized. In the ancient Persian inscriptions the kings thank

fully acknowledge Auramazdā as their Creator and Preserver. All through the

Pahlavi writings we meet with the epithet dātār, and passages from the Greek

authors may be adduced in confirmation of the creator-idea. ( 1 )

In many respects Ahura Mazda offers striking parallels to the God of Judaism

and Christianity. In one point, however, there is a great difference: Jehovah is

omnipotent, but Ormazd is opposed and limited in his activity by Ahriman.

An elaborately developed system of angelology is one of the most striking features

of the faith. The immediate ministers of Ahura Mazda are the Amesha Spentas,

" Immortal Holy Ones " (the Persian Amshashpands), corresponding most nearly to
our archangels. Of these there are six , and their names are personifications of

abstract virtues. They are : 1. Vohu Manah, “ Good Mind," Ahura Mazda's good

spirit personified, and the mediator between him and man ; 2. Asha l'ahishta,

" Best Righteousness," a personification of order in the world ; 3. Khshathra Vairya,

“ the Wished - for Kingdom ,” represents the “Good Kingdom ''; 4. Spenta Armaiti,

“ Holy Harmony," represents peace and concord among men ; 5. Haurvatāt,

“ Wholeness , ” and 6. Āmeretāt, “ Immortality, '' are invariably mentioned together.

Image of Auramazda.
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In addition to these we must also mention Sraosha, “ Obedience," although he

is not reckoned among the Amesha Spentas proper. He is the special foe of the

daevas and drujes, a sort of Iranian St. Michael.

Besides the Amesha Spentas the Avesta inentionssome minor divinities, ordinary

angels, such as the Yazatas, “ Worshipful Ones.” The most important of these are

Mithra, the Angel of Light, and Rashnu, the Angel of Justice. These two, to

gether with Sraosha, judge the soul immediately after death. The other deities are

merely abstractions, such as Arshtāt, “ Truthfulness;"' Parendi, “ Riches;” Ashi,

“ Rectitude;" Verethraghna, “ Victory;" Hvar, “ Sun ;" Māh, “ Moon;" Tishtrya,

“ Star;' and Ātar, “ Fire."

At the head of the demons stands Angra Mainyu or Ahriman. He is a dis

tinctively Zoroastrian conception, but his name does not occur in the old Persian

inscriptions . The etymology of the name is somewhat obscure, mainyu means
“ spirit;" angra probably means " hostile . ”' He is the inveterate opponent of

Ahura Mazda and of his creation . His most frequent epithets are such as pouru

mahrka, “ full of death, " and duzhdão, " evil-knowing ,malign ."evil-knowing, malign .” He is the seed

of darkness, and he dwells in infinite night. In contrast to the omniscience of

Ormazd we have the ignorance of Ahriman . He knows what was and what is, but

he does not know what will be. He is coeval with Ormazd, but not coeternal ;

with the advent of the “ Good Kingdom ," he will be banished from the world.

To carry out consistently the dualistic idea each Amashspand has for an oppo

nent some Arch -Fiend. So we find also seven of these fiends. 1. Aka Manah,

“ Evil Mind," is the antagonist of Vohu Manah ; 2. Andra , probably not identical

with the Vedic Indra, has no special attributes ; 3. Saurva, rather indistinct, is

explained as the demon of misrule and of headache; 4. Taro-maiti, “ Presumption,"

is opposed to Aramaiti; 5. and 6. Tauru and Zairica are opposed to Haurvatāt and

Ameretāt. They are the demons respectively of fever and thirst, and of drought.

Lastly, there is Aeshma, " Wrath ," the biblical Asmodeus, who is the special foe of

Sraosha.

Below these Arch-Fiends stand the Daēvas, of whom we mention Buiti, the

tempter; Kunda, drunkenness ; Astāvidhotu , bone -divider = death ; Driwi, poverty ;

Zemaka, winter ; and Apaosha, drought.

Next to the daēvas stand the drujes, for the most part subordinate female de

mons, such as Nasu, demon of corpses ; Jahi, demon of lust; the long-handed yellow

Bushyansta, who puts men to sleep ; Agha Doithra, evil eye, and others.

In addition to the daēvas and drujes there are also pairikas, fairies ; jainis (jinns ?) ;

and yātus, sorcerers : and lastly , three evil monsters, Achi Dahăka, a dragon ;

Sruvara, a dragon ; and Gandarewa, an evil being of indefinite description .

17. DUALISM : ANGELS AND DEMONS.
Thus I will declare forth this world's best (be

ing). From ( the insight of His) Righteousness

( 1 ) Ahura Mazda. – Yea , I will speak forth ; Mazda, who hath appointed these (things), hath

hear ye ; now listen , ye who from near and yewho known (what He utters to be true; yea , I will de.

from afar have come seeking (the knowledge ). clare) Him the father of the toiling Good Mind

Now ponder ye clearly all ( that concerns) him . ( within us) . So is His daughter through good

Not for a second time shall the false teacher slay deeds (our) Piety . Not to be deceived is the all .

our life (of the mind, or the body). The wicked viewing Lord .

is hemmed in with his faithi and his tongue. Yea , thus I will declare that which the most

Yea , I will declare the world's two first spirits, bountiful One told me, that word which is the best

of whom the more bountiful thus spake to the to be heeded by mortals. They who therein grant

harmful: Neither our thoughts, nor commands, me obedient attention, upon them cometh Weal to

nor our understandings, nor our beliefs, nor our bless , and the Immortal being, and in the deeds of

deeds, nor our consciences, nor our souls, are at His Good Mind cometh the Lord .

Aye, thus I will declare forth Him who is of all

Thus I will declare this world's first (teaching ), the greatest , praising throughmy Righteousness,

that which the all -wise Mazda Ahurahath told me. I who do aright, those who (dispose ofall as well

And they among you who will not so fulfill and aright). Let Ahura Mazda hear with His bounte

obey this Māthra , as I now shall conceive and de- ous spirit, in whose homage (what I asked ) was

clare it , to these shall the end of life ( issue) in asked with the Good Mind . Aye, let Him exhort

me through His wisdom (which is ever ) the best.

one .

woe .
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(Yea, I will declare Him) whose blessings the

offerers will seek for, those who are living now , as

well as those who have lived (aforetime), as will

they also who are coming (hereafter. Yea, even )

the soul( s) of the righteous ( will desire ) them in

the eternal Immortality. ( Those things they will
desire which are blessings to the righteous) but

woes to the wicked . And these hath Ahura Mazda

(established ) through His kingdom , He the crea

tor (of all ) .

Him in our hymns of homage and of praise

would I faithfully serve , for now with (mine) eye ,

I see Him clearly , Lord of the good spirit , of word ,

and action , I knowing through my Righteous.

ness Him who is AhuraMazda. And to Him (not

here alone, but) in His home of song, His praise

we shall bear.

Yea , Him with our better Mind we seek to honor,

who desiring (good ), shall come to us ( to bless ) in

weal and sorrow. May He, Ahura Mazda , make

us vigorous through Khshathra's royal power , our

flocks and men in thrift to further, from the good

support and bearing of His Good Mind ( itself born

in us ) by His Righteousness.

Him in the Yasnas of our Piety we seek to praise

with homage, who in His persistent energy was
famed to be ( in truth ) the Lord Ahura Mazda, for

He hath appointed in His kingdom , through His

holy Order and His Good Mind, both Weal and

Immortality, to grant the eternal mighty pair to
this our land (and the creation) .

(Him would we magnify and praise) who hath

despised the Daêva -gods and alien men, them who
before held Him in their derision . Far different

are (these ) from him who gave Him honor. This

latter one is through the Saoshyant's bounteous

Faith , who likewise is the Lord of saving power,

a friend, brother, or a father to us , Mazda Lord !-

" Sacred Books of the East," Vol. XXXI., pp.

125 120 .

(2 ) A Comprehensive Prayer used three

times each day .-Hail unto thee , O Ahura Mazda,

in the threefold way ! (Hail unto thee) before all

other creatures !

Hail unto you , O Amesha-Spentas, who are all
of you of one accord with the Sun !

May this prayer come unto Ahura Mazda! May

it come unto the Amesha-Spentas! May it come

unto the Fravashis of the holy Ones ! May it come

unto the Sovereign Vayu of the long Period !

( Hail unto the Sun, the swift-horsed ! )

May Ahura Mazda be rejoiced ! May Angra

Mainyu be destroyed ! by those who do truly what

is the foremost wish (ofGod ).

I recite the “ Praise of Holiness. "

I praise well-thought , well-spoken , and well-done

thoughts, words and deeds. " I embrace all good

thoughts, good words and good deeds; I reject all

evil thoughts, evil words and evil deeds.

I give sacrifice and prayer unto you, O Amesha

Spentas! even with the fullness ofmy thoughts, of

my words, of my deeds and of my heart : I give

unto you even my own life .

I recite the “ Praise of Holiness:”

“ Ashem Vohû : Holiness is the best of all good .

Well is it for it , well is it for that holiness which is

perfection of holiness !"

Hail to Ahura Mazda!

Hail to the Amesha-Spentas!

Hail to Mithra, the lord of wide pastures !

Hail to the Sun , the swift-horsed !

Hail to the two eyes of Ahura Mazda !
Hail to the Bull !

Hail to Gaya !

Hail to the Fravashi of the holy Spitama Zara.

thustra !

Hail to the whole of the holy creation that was,

is , or will be !

May I grow in health of body through Vohu .

Manô, Khshathra, and Asha, and come to that

luminous space, to that highest of all high things,

when the world, O Spenta Mainyu! has come to an

end !

Ashem Vohû: Holiness is the best of all good.

We sacrifice unto the bright, undying, shining ,

swift -horsed Sun.

We sacrifice unto Mithra, the lord of wide pas

tures, who is truth -speaking, a chief in assemblies,

with a thousand ears, well-shapen , with ten thou

sand eyes, high, with full knowledge, strong, sleep

less , and ever awake.

We sacrifice unto Mithra , the lord of all coun

tries, whom Ahura Mazda made the most glorious.

of all the gods in the world unseen .

So may Mithra and Ahura , the two great gods,

come to us for help !

We sacrifice unto the bright, undying , shining,

swift horsed Sun.

We sacrifice unto Tistrya , whose sight is sound.

We sacrifice unto Tistrya ; we sacrifice unto the

rains of Tistrya .

We sacrifice unto Tistrya, bright and glorious.

We sacrifice unto the star Vanant, made by

Mazda .

We sacrifice unto Tistrya , the brigit and glorious
star .

We sacrifice unto the sovereign sky .

We sacrifice unto the boundless Time.

We sacrifice unto the sovereign Time of the long
Period .

We sacrifice unto the beneficent, well-doing

Wind .

We sacrifice unto the most upright K’ista , made

by Mazda and holy .

We sacrifice unto the good Law of the worship

pers of Mazda.

We sacrifice unto the way of content .

We sacrifice unto the golden instrument.

We sacrifice unto Mount Saokanta , made by

Mazda .

We sacrifice unto all the holy gods of the world

unseen .

We sacrifice unto all the holy gods of the ma

terial world .

We sacrifice unto our own soul .

We sacrifice unto our own Fravashi.

We sacrifice unto the good , strong, beneficent

Fravashis of the holy Ones.

We sacrifice unto the bright, undying , shining,

swift-horsed Sun.

I confess myself a worshiper of Mazda, a follower

of Zarathustra .

Unto the bright , undying, shining, swift -horsed
Sun ;

Be propitiation, with sacrifice, prayer, propitia

tion and glorification .

Ashem Vohû : Holiness is the best of all good .

( We sacrifice) unto the Ahurian waters, the

waters of Ahura , with excellent libations, with

finest libations, with libations piously strained .

Ashem Vohû : Holiness is the best of all good.

( Give) unto that man brightness and glory , give

him health of body, give him the bright,

all-happy, blissful abode of the holy One's

Ibid, Vol . XXIII. , PP. 350-53.
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18. ETHICS AND ESCHATOLOGY.

Unlike Buddhism , of which the highest ideal is quietism , Zoroastrianism is a

religion of struggle and exertion. Its leading article of faith is the doctrine of free

will and moral responsibility . Man is free to choose either the good or the evil,

but he should choose the former. Every good action increases the power of

Good, every evil action the power of Evil. At the final judgment, man must

give an account of himself , and eternal happiness is the reward of the righteous,

while eternal punishment awaits the wicked . Purity of body and soul is enjoined

on all , as are also uprightness, charity,

generosity and, with particular emphasis,

truthfulness. The moral teachings of the

prophet may be summed up in the oft

recurring triad , " humata, hukhta ,

hvarshta ,'' “ good thoughts, good words,

good deeds. " Some physical duties are

also imposed. Thus the youth are ex

horted to take out-door exercise ; chastity

and soberness are insisted upon, although

the existence of polygamy and concu

binage, in antiquity, cannot be denied. (1 )

Asceticism, as it was practiced by the

Brahmans of India , has no place in the

Persian religion , which does not oppose a

wholesome indulgence in the joys of life.

Patriotism was cultivated , and respect for

civil and religious authority was incul

cated. In general, the ethical code of

Zoroastrianism does not differ very much

from our own . (2) (See article in Interna

tional Journal of Ethics, October, 1896.)

Great stress was laid on prescriptions

designed to preserve the purity of the
elements, earth, water, fire. Dead matter

was not allowed to come into contact

with these ; hence arose those peculiar

Combat between King and Evil Spirit. Persepolis. funeral rites that characterize Parsism

even at the present day. Special struc

tures, the ' towers of silence,” were erected , on which the dead bodies were

placed to be devoured by vultures. (See pp. 290-292.)

Lastly , agriculture was strongly supported, the Avesta giving special praise to

those that practiced the good deeds of husbandry.

But in order to arrive at a correct estimate of the ethical side of the faith, we

must also mention someof its evil features. Of these the mostrepulsive to us is the

hvaētvadatha or next-of-kin marriage, the occurence of which among the ancient

Iranians is undeniable . Unpleasant customs, originating in stupid superstitions, were

likewise prevalent , while the ancient Persian inscriptions tell ofhorrible punishments

inflicted on rebels and traitors. (3 )

It is in its doctrine of a resurrection, and in its views of a life hereafter, that

Zoroastrianism appears in its best light . Only an outline of the remarkable doctrines

bearing on this subject can here be presented . *

Immediately after death the soul is brought for individual judgment before the

* For a more detailed account, the reader is referred to the article “ The Ancient Persian Doctrine of

a Future Life ,” Biblical World, August , 1896 .
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angels Mithra , Sraosha and Rashnu. Its good and evil deeds are weighed in the
balance, and the turn of the impartial scales irrevocably decides its fate. Then this

soul must cross the Chinvat Bridge, which becomes broad for the good spirit , but

narrow for the evil one. Onward the good spirit passes through the regions of the

stars (paradise of good thoughts), of the moon (paradise of good words), and of the

sun (paradise of good deeds), and at last enters Garonmāna , “ House of Song, ” the

place of “ Eternal Light." On the other hand, the wicked spirit descends through

the grades of evil thoughts, evil words and evil deeds , down to a hell of darkness.

A third place, Hamistakān, “ Ever Stationary, " an Iranian purgatory, is also recog

nized. Thither go the souls of those whose good and evil deeds counterbalance.

They suffer no distress except the changes of heat and cold, and there they abide

until the day of doom .

In the Avesta and the Pahlavi Texts the doctrine of a resurrection of the dead,

a regeneration of the world, and of the coming of a Saviour is distinctly recog

nized . According to tradition the world is to last 12,000 years, and in the last 3,000

years of this aeon Aushetar and Aushetar-māh, born from the seed of Zoroaster,

will appear as the forerunners of the great Saoshyant or Saviour, who is to preside

at the general resurrection. (4 ) This Saviour will be conceived in a supernatural

manner by a virgin bathing in Lake Kansavaya. Coincident with his advent is the

resurrection of the dead , when each soul assumes again its body and recognizes

relatives and friends. All the dead are assembled and the righteous are separated

from the unrighteous. Then follows the ordeal of molten metal, which cleanses and

purifies all men and prepares them for the everlasting joys of heaven.

The last great conflict is at hand. The powers of evil gather into a mighty

host and assail the good kingdom , and after a terrible battle the Good triumphs and

Evil is banished from the world . ( 5) The dragon Azhi perishes in the molten metal,

hell is brought back by Ormazd toenlarge the world, which is now made immortal,

and all men with one voice sing the praise of Ormazd, through whom the wicked

are rescued from hell and the creation is restored to purity.

18. ETHICS AND ESCHATOLOGY.

( 1 ) Murder and Lust . - Let not a murderer take

ofthose offerings, nor awhore, por a

who does not sing the Gâthâs, who spreads death

in the world and withstands the law of Mazda, the

law of Zarathustra .

If a murderer take of those offerings, or awhore,

or a who does not sing the Gâthâs, then

Verethraghna, made by Ahura, takes back his

healing virtues .

Converse ye with the Amesha-Spentas, said Zara

thustra unto the young king Vîstâspa, and with

the devout Sraosha, and Nairyô -sangha, the tall

formed, and Atar, the son of Ahura Mazda, and

the well-desired kingly Glory .

Men with lustful deeds address the body ; but

thou , all the night long , address the heavenly

Wisdom ; butthou , all night long, call for the Wise

dom that will keep thee awake. — “ Sacred Books

of the East,” Vol XXIII ., pp. 244 , 339.

( 2 ) The Divine Order . Zarathustra asked

Ahura Mazda . О Ahura Mazda, most beneficent

Spirit , Maker of the material world , thou Holy

One!

What is the only word in which is contained the

glorification of all good things, of all the things

that are the offspring of the good principle ?

Ahura Mazdaanswered : It is the praise of Holi

ness (Asha, the Divine Order) , O Spitama Zara

thustra !

He who recites the praise of Holiness, in the ful

ness of faith and with a devoted heart, praises me,

Ahura Mazda; he praises the waters, hepraises the

earth , he praises the cattle , he praises the plants,

he praises all good things made by Mazda , all the

things that are the offspring of the good principle.

For the reciting of that word of truth , o Zara

thustra ! the pronouncing of that formula, the

Ahuna Vairya , increases strength and victory in

one's soul and piety.

What is the one recital of the praise of Holiness
that is worth all that is between the earth and the

heavens, and this earth , and that luminous space ,

and all the good things made by Mazda, that are

the offspring of the good principle in greatness,
goodness and fairness ?

Ahura Mazda answered: It is that one , O holy

Zarathustra ! that a man delivers to renounce evil

thoughts, evil words and evil deeds . -Ibid , pp.

311-313.

( 3 ) Magic Mixed with Morality . - 0 Maker of

the material world , thou Holy One ! Can the way ,

whereon the carcasses of dogs or corpses of men

have been carried , be passed through again by

flocks and herds, by men and women , by Fire, the

son of Ahura Mazda, by the consecratedbundles of

baresma, and by the faithful ?

Ahura Mazda answered : It cannot be passed

through again by flocks and herds, nor by men

and women, nor by Fire, the son of Ahura Mazda,

nor by the consecrated bundles of baresma. nor by

the faithful.

You shall therefore cause the yellow dog with
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And away the Druj (Fiend ) vanishes

Thither whence she came destroying

The righteous man , both seed and life.

She the Deadly Fiend shall perish

And the Deadly Lord (Ahriman) shall vanish .

" When arise shall Astvat-ereta

From the waters of Kansavya,

Ally of Ahura Mazda,

Offspring of Vispa-taurvairi ,

Scion sprung from seed victorious.

“ He shall look with eye of Wisdom,

Beaming look upon all creatures,

Those of evil brood excepted .

He on all the world incarnate

Beaming looks with eyeof Plenty ,

And his glance shall make immortal

Each incarnate living creature.

" Then, behold , advance the comrades

Of Victorious Astvat -ereta ,

Thinking good and but good speaking,

Doing good, of good Religion ,

Nor, indeed , have tongues like theirs

Ever uttered word of falsehood .

“ From them fees the Demon Aeshma,

Bloody-speared and of foul Glory.

Righteousness smites evil Falsehood,

Fiend of sinful race and darkness ;

four eyes , or the white dog with yellow ears, to go |

three times through that way. When either the

yeilow dog with four eyes, or the white dog with

yellow ears is brought there, then the Drug Nasu

Aies away to the regions of the north , in the shape

of a raging fly, with knees and tail sticking out ,

all stained with stains, and like unto the foulest

Khrafstras.

If the dog goes unwillingly, they shall cause

the yellow dog with four eyes, or the white dog

with yellow ears, to go six times through that

way. When eithertheyellow dog with four eyes,

or the white dog with yellow ears, is brought there,

then the Drug Nasu flies away to the regions of

the north , in the shape of a raging fly, with knees

and tail sticking out , all stained with stains, and

like unto the foulest Khrafstras.

If the dog goes unwillingly, they shall cause

the yellow dog with four eyes, or the white dog

with yellow ears , to go nine times through that

way . When either the yellow dog with four eyes,

or the white dog with yellow ears , has been brought

there, then the Drug Nasu flies away to the re

gionsof the north , in the shape of a raging fly,

with knees and tail sticking out, all stained with

stains , and like unto the foulest Khrafstras.

An Athravan shall first go along the way and

shall say aloud these fiend -smiting words : Yathâ
ahû vairyô-the will of the Lord is the law of

holiness ; the riches of Vohu -manô shall be given

to him who works in this world for Mazda, and

wields according to the will of Ahura the power

he gave to him to relieve the poor.

Kem nâ mazdâ :-whom hast thou placed to pro

tect nie , O Mazda ! while the hate of the fiend is

grasping me? Whom but thy Atar and Vohu.

mano , by whose work the holy world goes on ?

Reveal to me the rules of thy law !

Ke verethrem gâ :-who is he who will sinite

the fiend in order to maintain thy ordinances ?

Teach me clearly thy rules for this world and for

the next , that Sraosha may come with Vohu-mano

and help whomsoever thou pleasest.

Keep us from our hater, O Mazda and Armaiti

Spenta ! Perish , Ofiendish Drug ! Perish, O

brood of the fiend ! Perish , O world of the fiend !

Perish away, O Drug ! Rush away , O Drug ?

Perish away, O Drug ! Perish away to the regions

of the north, never more to give unto death the

living world of the holy spirit !

Then the worshipers of Mazdamay at their will

bring by those ways sheep and oxen , men and

women , and Fire, the son of Ahura Mazda, the

consecrated bundles of baresma, and the faithful.

The worshipers of Mazda may afterwards pre

pare meals with meat and wine in that house ; it

shall be clean, and there will be no sin , as before .

- “ Sacred Books of the East," Vol. IV ., PP. 97-99 ,

( 4 ) Saoshyant, the Saviour .

"We worship the mighty Kingly Glory which

shall attend upon

“ The Victorious One of the Saoshyants,

And attend his other comrades,

When He makes the world perfected ,

Ever ageless and undying,

Undecaying, ne'er corrupting,

Ever living , e'er increasing, ruling at will ,

When the dead again shall rise up ,

When the quick become immortal,

And , as wished, the world made perfect.

" Then all beings become undying ,

Happy creatures, they the Righteous;

" Evil Thought verily smiteth ,

But Good Thought in turn shall smite this ;

Though the Word False-Spoken smiteth ,

Yet the Word of Truth shall smite it .

Saving -Health and Life Immortal

Hunger and Thirst shall smite completely ;
Saving -health and Life Immortal

Smite down sinful Thirst and Hunger.

Forth shall flee that evil-worker,

Anra Mainyu , reft of power . ".

— “ Biblical World ” for August, 1896 , PP. 158-160.

( 3 ) Evil Banished . — They run about to and fro,

their minds waver to and fro, Angra Mainyu the

deadly , the Daêva of the Daêvas; Indra the

Daêva, Sâuru the Daêva, Naunghaithya the Daêva ,

Taurvi and Zairi , Aêshma of the wounding spear ,

Akatasha the Daêva, Zaurva , baneful to the

fathers , Bûiti the Daêva, Driwi the Daêva, Daiwi

the Daêva , Kasvi the Daêva, Paitisha , the most

Daêva- like amongst the Daêvas.

And he said, the guileful, the evil-doing Daêva,

Angra Mainyu the deadly: “ What ! let the wicked,

evil- doing Daêvas gather together at the head of
Arezûra ."

They run , they rush away , the wicked, evil.

doing Daêvas ; they run away with shouts, the

wicked , evil-doing Daêvas ; they run away casting

the evil eye, the wicked, evil-doing Daêvas :

“Let us gather together atthe head of Arezûra !

For he is just born , the holy Zarathustra, in

the house of Pourushaspa. How can we procure

his death ? He is the stroke that fells the fiends ;

he is a counter- fiend to the fiends ; he is a Drug to

the Drug. Down are the Daêva-worshipers, the

Nasu made by the Daêva , the false -speaking Lie !”

They run away, they rushaway, the wicked ,

evil-doing Daêvas, into the depths of the dark ,
horrid world of hell .

Ashem vohu : Holiness is the best of all good –

“ Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. IV ., pp. 217•19.
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS AND CHAPTER 1. - Hinayana and Mahayana , Buddhism in

the West , Benefits, Cause and effect, Mind , Incommunicability . - Chapter I. : Buddha's insight ,
Attachment to doctrine,

14. CHAPTERS II . , III . , AND IV . - Karma and Freedom , Heaven , Moksha, Nirvana . Chapter III. :

Samsara , Karma, Skandhas, Beginning and end , Moksha.-Chapter IV.: Pure and impure,

Pure lands, Virtue and vice .

15. CHAPTERS V. AND VI.-Reality , Momentary duration, Habits of thought, Subject and

object, Phenomena and essence of mind, Water and waves.-Chapter VI . : Sects, Shōdō-Mon,

Jõdo -Mon ,Moksha .

16. ZOROASTER . - Persian form , Era , Home, Legends, Vicissitudes of Zoroastrianism , General

character, Nature and ancestor cult , Dualism , Revival .

17. DUALISM , ANGELS , AND DEMONS.—Ormazd , Ahriman , Dualism and theism , Ahura Mazda ,

AmeshaSpentas, Arch -fiends, Daevas, Drujes.

18. ETHICS AND ESCHATOLOGY . - Ethics, Future life, Elements, Judgment, Resurrection,

Saviour.

QUESTIONS.

13. How does Mahayana differ from Hinayana ? Which is primary in Japan ? In which direc

tion did Buddhism spread ? What are the benefits of Buddhism ? On what great law does Buddhism

depend ? To what, however, do all things reduce Upon what conditions can Mahayana be under .
stood ? What is Moksha ? What did Buddha substitute for the teaching of dogma ?

14. What precludes freedom ? Does the “ Palace of Heaven ” afford emancipation ? Define

Moksha(used in this accountfor Nirvana ). Define Nirvana (used in this account for Pari-nirvana ).

Is it extinction ? How does the Hinayana differ from this view ? —Chapter III. : What are the skan

dhas ? What produces human life with all its vicissitudes ? Can we trace its beginning or end? How

are such facts related to seeking Moksha ?-Chapter IV.: What are “ pure things” ? How do they end

How is moralily related to them ?

15. How are the apparent events around us produced ? How are such mental operations caused ?

What is the “ subject ” in thinking, or the " true essence of mind ' ? With what may this essence and

its phenomena be compared ? - Chapter VI.: What doeseach sect take as its standard ? Explain Shodo

Mon andJodo -Mon . How isMokshaattained in each ?

16 . What was the era of Zoroaster ? Sketch his life. What fortunes did Zoroastrianism share ?

Whatwasits golden age ? Characterize Zoroastrianism . State the three stagesof its course.
17. Who were Örmazd and Ahriman ? In what sense is this doctrine theistic ? State some traits

of Ahura Mazda. Who are the Amesha Spentas ? Who are opposed to them ? Who was Asmodeus ?

18. What are the ethical principles of Zoroastrianism ? What is its doctrine about the future ?

Repeat its familiar triad. What place has asceticism ?. How were the elements regarded ? What evil

traits were present? Relate the course of the soul after death . Describe the doctrine ofa coming Saviour.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

N. B. - The student should understand that Lessons 13 , 14 and 15 are not scientific studies, but

apologetic statements of Buddhism (or better, Bodhism ), written byan ardent advocate,anxious, above

all things, to establish Bodhism as the authentic teaching of Gautama Buddha, which , however, is a

thesis that no western scholar would allow.

1. Chapter I. states quite truly that Buddha felt no concern about dogmas (either philosophical or

theological), but only about the salvation of men . Cf. Lesson 6. Moksha means Nirvana. Cf. Lesson

7: The paragraph beginning at the bottom of page 274, and the one following it , are undeniably true as

they stand, but extremely doubtful when understood to concern Karma, asthey really do . Karma, which

is here ostentatiously paraded as " the law of cause and effect," is really only a supposititious case of
cause andeffect.

2. Is Heaven fairly treated in Chapter II.? Does Nirvana , as defined in Chapter II ., differ from

a fair conception of Heaven ? Notice how , at the close of Chapter II., the wide breach between Xinayana

and Mahayana, in regard to Nirvana, is narrowed asmuch as possible. Chapter III.; Notice how the

writer, having denied that men are " real beings,” proceeds to attribute them to Karma , which inust

therefore be "real . ” . Is this hypostasis of a moral relation any better evidenced than the human spirit

or self, which Bodhism here rejects ?

3. Compare this Bodhist idealistic monism with the Vedantic pantheism . “ Essence of mind” is

the Bodhist équivalent to Brahmă. The rise of the sects is correctly explained . Compare a similar
result in the development to Christianity. The reconciliation of Shōdō-Mon (Hinayana ) and Jodo-Mon

(Mahayana or Bodhism ) attempted in the last paragraph would not be accepted by the Hinayanists (of

Ceylon and Burma), for with them Moksha (extinction of passion ) would lead at death to extinction of

life, and not to Bodhisattvaship in the Pure Land. Notice in general the obscurity and ambiguity of

the whole account. Japanese scholarship, like all that in Asia , needs the perspicacity secured to us by

our training in theGreek mathematics and logic. We are eternal debtors to Euclid and Aristolle .

4. Compare the three stages of Zoroastrianism with those in Taoism and Buddhism .

5. Compare the Persian and Hebrew angelologies.

6. Compare the Saoshyant with the Buddhist Maitreya.
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SOME CEREMONIES OF THE PARSEES

BY

ERVAD SHERIARJI DADABHAI BHARUCHA , of Bombay, India.

We pro

THE Parsees, or Zoroastrians, of India and Persia are divided into two sects ,

the Shâhanshâhies and the Kadimies. The latter, small in number,

consist of all Parsees of Persia and very few of India. The religious

ceremonies, with a few exceptions, of both the sects are same.

pose to notice a few of them according as they are observed in the larger

sect of the Shâhanshâhies . The prayers recited in these ceremonies are generally

in the ancient language of the Avesta, sometimes also coupled with some prayers in

the later Pazend language of Persia. Priests have the privilege of performing and

undergoing all ceremonies either on their own behalf or on behalf of their core

ligionists, whereas laymen can perform or undergo only a few of them . We have

selected for this account some ceremonies of the latter sort only.

19. THE KUSTI CEREMONY.

Every Parsee — male or female, priest or layman - must be invested between the

ages of seven and fifteen ( 1 ) with two articles of dress, called sudra and kusti, the

first of which he or she should put on next to the skin. Both the sudra and kusti

must be worn by every Parsee till the end of life, nay, even till the dead body is

consigned to the Tower of Silence. The sudra is a shirt of white cloth with a

peculiar bag-shaped small breast-piece, called garebân, attached to the collar down

in the middle on the front. The kusti is a peculiar girdle made of seventy-two

woolen threads and is girded round the waist on the sudra three times with four

knots, two in the front and two behind. The ceremony of untying and retying the

kusti, called padyâb-kusti, performed several times in the day, consists of three parts:

I , first, the face, the hands, and the feet, as far as they remain uncovered, are

washed with pure water; this ablution is called pôdyâb; 2 , then the purified

parts are wiped off and the kēmnâ -mazdá, ( 2) a certain prayer in the Avestic

language, is recited, after which the kusti is untied from the waist, the sudra alone

remaining on the body ; 3, then facing the kibla, i.e., any luminous substance,

such as the sun during the day -time, and the fire, a lamp, the moon, or the stars

during the night, a Pazend prayer, called Hormazd Khôdå, ( 3) is recited, and while

uttering the words khshnaothra, etc. , in the recitation, the kusti is retied .

294
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5

Ceremony of Investiture with the Sudra and Kusti .

Then the Avestic confession of faith , beginning with Jasame Avanghe Mazda,

(4) concludes the ceremony.

Every Parsee must perform this ceremony several times in the day, e.g., in the

morning, after rising from sleep, before prayers, before meals, after answering calls

of nature, etc.

Creed . The Sudra -and -Kusti is considered as a visible symbol or emblem of

the Mâzdayasni or Zoroastrian religion , (5 ) serving to remind the wearer of several

duties such as : 1 , the service of God (6 ); 2 , discrimination between good and

bad (7 ) ; 3 , fighting against and defending oneself from every kind of evil; 4,

regarding our life hereas a sojourn and, therefore, performing meritorious deeds to

be rewarded in the next life ; 5 , certain rituals, etc.

The necessary white color of the sudra reminds the wearer of purity, both

bodily and mental, which must be constantly observed, white being the symbol of

purity in the Zoroastrian religion. The garebân, which is shaped like a bag,

reminds the wearer that man in this world is like a traveler who has come to acquire

the treasure of his own virtuous deeds, which only can secure him reward in the

next world.

The material of the kusti is wool , for it grows on the body of lambs, admonishing

the wearer to lead a life of meekness and innocence. The three rounds of the kusti

reminds the wearer of the three cardinal virtues of the Zoroastrian religion, viz. ,

humata , good thought; hâkhta, good word , and huvarshta, good deed. The four

knots symbolize (8 ) the four aspects of the wearer's own distinctive character, viz . :

Mazdayasnô, the worshiper of the Only One Most Wise God ; Zarathustrish, the fol

lower of Zoroaster; Vidaevó, an opponent of every kind of evil ; and Ahuratkaeshô,

observer of divine laws.

Benefit Here and Hereafter. — The sanitary advantages of frequent washing of

hands, face, etc. , are so obvious that they need no comment. That “cleanliness is

next to godliness” is literally true in the case of the Zoroastrian religion , which

enjoins scrupulous washing of the body after contact with any impure and filthy

matter. Zoroastrianism lays equal stress upon inoral and bodily purification. (9)

Again , the short prayers uttered during this ceremony every now and then (as will

appear from the translations in the notes) reminds the reciter to guard himself from

every kind of evil , and to trust in the powerful Divine protection. It also reminds
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him to shun vice and sin and to repent for past delinquencies. Girding the waist

with the sacred girdle reminds the wearer to be always ready and resolute in the

service of God, and in the performance of virtuous deeds, " to gird the loins” being

among the Oriental nations a sign of readiness and resoluteness. The concluding

portion of the prayer is the Confession of Mâzdayasni Faith, of which three chief

duties — good thoughts, good words, and good deeds — are specially mentioned in it.

It is needless to say thathe who regulates his conduct according to the principles

suggested by the symbols and injunctions contained in this ceremony, is sure to pass

his life in active benevolence and to be rewarded according to his merits in thelife

to come.

19. THE KUSTI CEREMONY.

( 1 ) Age of Initiation . - This one is (the sinner) ,

either man or woman , who, being more than

fifteen years of age, walks without wearing the

sacred girule and the sacred shirt . — “ Sacred
Books of the East,” Vol. IV ., p. 199.

( 2) Kemna -mazda . - Whom hast thou placed

to protect me, O Mazda ! while the hate of fiend

is grasping me ? Whom but thy atar and

Vohu -mano, by whose work the holy world

goes on ? Reveal to me the rules of thy law !

Ke- Verethrem - ja . - Who is he who will smite

the fiend in order to maintain thy ordinances ?

Teach me clearly thy rules for this world and for

the next , that Sraosha may come with Vohu -mano

and help whomsoever thou pleasest.

Keep us from our hater, O Mazda and Armaiti

Spenta! Perish , O fiendish Drug ! Perish , O brood

of the fiend ! Perish , O world of the fiend ! Perish

away , O Drug ! Rush away , O Drug ! Perish

away , 0 Drug ! Perish away to the regions of the

north, never more to give unto death the living

world of the holy Spirit !-Ibid , Vol. IV ., p. 99 .

(3 ) Hormazd Khoda.-Let Ormazd be king, and

letAhriman, the wicked holder-aloof, be smitten

and broken .

May Ahriman, the Devas, the Drujas, the Sor

cerers, the evil kikas and the karapas, the opres

sors, the evil-doers, the Asmogs, the wicked, the

enemies, the Paris , etc. , be smitten and broken .

May the enemies be far off. Ormazd, Lord ! Of

all sinsI repent with Patet .

All the evil thoughts, evil words, evil deeds

which I have thought, spoken , done, committed in

the world , which are become my nature - all these

sins, thoughts, words and deeds, bodily, spiritual ,

earthly , heavenly , O Lord, pardon ; I repent of

them with the three words. - Spiegel-Bleeck,

“ Khordeh -avesta , ” p. 4 .

(4 ) The Avestic Confession.- Come to help
nie , 0 , Mazda ! A Mazda-worshiper I am , of

Zarathustra's order ; (so ) do I confess, as a praiser

and confessor, and I therefore praise aloud the

well-thought thought, the word well spoken , and

the deed well done .

Yea , I praise at once the Faith of Mazda, the

Faith which has no faltering utterance ; the Faith

that wields the felling halbert ; the Faith of kin

dred marriage; the holy (creed ) , which is most

imposing, best, and most beautiful of all religions

which exist , and of all that shall in future come

to knowledge, Ahura Faith , the Zarathustrian

creed . Yea , toAhura Mazda do I ascribe all good ,

and such shall be the worship of the Mâzdayasnian

belief.— “ Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. XXXI.

p. 250 .

( 5 ) The Girdle . - Forth has Mazda borne to

thee, the star bespangled girdle, the spirit-made,

the ancient one , the Mâzdayasnian Faith.

So, with this , thou art begirt onthe summits

of the mountain, for the spreading of the precepts,

and the headings of the Mathra, (and to help the

Mathra's teachers.) - Ibid, Vol. XXXI., p. 238.

(6 ) Symbolism of the Girdle . — The all -good,

most spiritual of spirits , and most ruling of rulers

is the creator, and there is no need of troubles for

men of the poor as to any wealth or anything, for

all are his own And through his will as ruler,

and all powerful, he demands this of men , to re

main properly skirted (decently dressed ) as a true
servant not even bound-which is due to that ser .

vice , and also the indication of a sérvant - as is

seen and clearly declared in the ever - fixed religion

and belief.

The sacred thread - girdle is as a sign of the

service of the sacred beings, a token of sip ended,

and a presage of beneficence ; and one is to put it

on and to gird it, in the neighborhood of the heart

and in the middle of the body , with religious

formula accompanying the glorious scripture.

Ibid , Vol. XXIII., pp. 122 and 130 .

( 7) Symbolism of the Girdle . — That is also be.

tokened by its equally dividing (hambur) position

and determining fashion ; for as a wise man be .

comes a discriminator between benefit and injury,

between good and evil , so also the place of the

sacred thread -girdle is between below and above.

-Ibid , p. 130.

(8 ) Symbolism of the Girdle - knots. - And

those four knots with which they tie it on are on

this account, that it may give four attestations.

The first knot is that which preserves ( 1 ) con

sistency (qurâr) and gives attestation as to the

existence, unity, purity, and matchlessness of the

sacred being , the good and propitious. The second

knot is that which gives attestation that it is the

good religion of the Mazda -worshipers, which is

the wordof the sacred being . The third knot is

that which gives attestationas to the apostleship

and mission (rasûh ) of the just (hagy) Zaratust,

the Spitomân. The fourth knot is that which ad.

ducesmore pleasantly, gives assurance (iqrâr) and

openly accepts thatI think of good, speak of

good , and do good . . And from thewhole I become

established ; and the pure , good religion is this,

that I persist in those views. — Ibid , p . 14.

(9) Purity . — May the body be pure and the

soul heavenly ! May sin be dried up andvirtue in

green growth ! - Patet Erani.
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20. THE NAVZOT CEREMONY.

The right of wearing the Sudra and Kusti and of repeating the Kusti ceremony

from time to time is not acquired by one unless the ceremony of Navzot, which

somewhat corresponds to the Christian ceremony of confirmation, has been per

formed upon him or her by a Parsee priest. “ Nav ” means new or first, and " zot"

means worshiper; thus, Navzot means the ceremony of confirming a new worshiper.

This ceremony consists of two parts, 1. the Nahån or ceremonial ablution , and 2.

the Navzot proper. The Nahan is a religious purification of one's whole body by a

priest with consecrated urine of bulls and holy water, with the joint recitation of

certain holy texts. This washing is performed either in a temple or on the ground

floor of the house, the person to be washed being made to sit on three or more

stones. When the washing is done the candidate puts on a pair of trousers and

wraps the upper part of the body with a clean, white cloth or a shawl, taking care

not to keep the head and feet uncovered . He or she is then conducted into the

room where the Navzot proper is to be performed . It is as follows:

The candidate is made to sit on a flat, low stand facing the east and opposite

the chief priest, who is to perform the ceremony upon the candidate. In the begin

ning all the priests who take part in the ceremony, as well as the candidate, recite

the Patet, which is an avesta, and Pâzend liturgy, purporting the renunciation of

sins. A fire is kept there burning with sandal-wood, frank -incense and other pure

fragrant substances. The Patet over, the candidate stands before the chief priest,

who, removing the wrapped cloth , makes him recite the Kalma- 2 - Din ( 1 ) or the

Confession of Faith in the Pâzend language. Then with the recitation of certain

holy texts the priest makes the candidate wear the. Sudra, taking care that its

garebân is in the front. After this the priest, standing behind the candidate in

such a way that their faces are turned towards the sun, both of them recite

the Nirang-i-kusti, or the prayer commencing with Hormazd Koda, which is, as

mentionedabove, always recited at the time ofretying the Kusti. All throughout

this recitation the candidate holds the priest by both the sleeves of his outer robe

near the palm, and the priest binds the Kusti roundthe waist of the candidate

ccording to the usual way ; that is, from the word Khusnathra, etc. , three times

round the waist with two knots in the front and two behind. Then they both

resume their seats. After this the chief priest, standing, recites a Pâzend benedic

tion called Tandarusti, (2) at the same time showering over the head of the candidate

small pieces of dry fruits, such as cocoanuts, almonds, raisins, grains of pomegranate,

rice, etc. This concludes the ceremony so far as the candidate is concerned . Then

all the priests, including the chief priest, pronounce the same blessing upon the

candidate and his or her parents. The priests are finally given presents, usually of

money, but sometimes ofcloths, shawls, etc., according as the means of the parents
allow.

Creed . - One is not entitled fully to be called a Mazdayasnân Zoroastrian, though

born of Zoroastrian parents, until this formal ceremony of Navzot has been performed

upon him or her by a priest. Except during the time of bathing and under

unavoidable difficulties, every Zoroastrian, after having undergone the Navzot cere

mony, is enjoined to put on the Sudra and Kusti day and night. From the time

of Navzot, he has to observe certain rules of cleanliness, e.g., washing any part

of the body that may have come in contact with unclean or filthy matter, and renew

ing the Kusti ceremony on certain occasions as mentioned above. Speaking,

walking, or performing any function of life without wearing these two sacred

articles of dress from the time of Navzot till the end of life is considered a sin , called

“ Running, uncovered with Sudra and Kusti." (3) The outer dress of a Zoroastrian

may be any whatever, provided the injunction of keeping the Sudra and Kusti is

not neglected . From the time of Navzot one is considered as a regenerated member
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of the community who has purified his body and soul and obtained the right of

being present in all Zoroastrian religious ceremonies and assemblies.

Zoroastrian system there are several ceremonies of higher and lower grades in which

the contact of a non - Zoroastrian is forbidden . In all but one or two of them the

presence of a non -Zoroastrian is not allowed. But those who,having undergone this

Navzot ceremony have been formaliy admitted into the religion , obtain the right of

being present during the performance of all ceremonies.

Benefit Here and Hereafter. — Purity, both bodily and mental, is necessary for

a man to be perfect in life. Every Zoroastrian, from the time of his Navzot,

observes general rules regarding this twofold purity as being obligatory . By habita

ually observing these rules, cleanliness gradually becomes a part of his nature and

conduces to the preservation of health. Moreover, the great advantage of the

Navzot to a Zoroastrian is this, that he or she obtains the right of adınission into

the place where holy ceremonies are performed and which are inaccessible to non

Zoroastrians. Again , the Zoroastrian religion does not deny Heaven to the follow

ers of other religious systems, but it promises purer and happier heavenly enjoyments

only to that devout and pious Zoroastrian who performs, along with observing

morality in conduct, the higher rituals and devotional acts which are ordained to

be performed by or on behalf of Zoroastrians only. Now the “ Navzot” is the

ceremony which confers a two- fold advantage on the person who has undergone it ;

first, the right of taking part in religious ceremonies , and, secondly, the prospect of

securing higher heavenly happiness.

20. THE NAVZOT CEREMONY.

( 1 ) Kalma - i - Din . — The good, righteous, right

religion which the Lord has sent to the creatures

is that which Zartust has brought. The religion

is the religion of Zartust, the religion of Ormazd,

given to Zartust. - Spiegel-Bleek , “ Khordeh .
avesta , ” p. 191 .

the whole community and N. N. , together with
descendants for a thousand ears long, keep cheer.

ful, keep in health . So keep them . Keep them

on the tops of the worthy many years, throughout

countless periods, pure and continuing, A thous

and timesa thousand benedictions! May the year

be prosperous ! May the day be good , may the
month be blessed ! Keep pure many years, days,

months, many, many years long theYaçpa and

Nyâyish , the good works, may good be present ,

maywellbeing be present. So be it . In thisway
may it be. May it be according to the wish of

the yazats and amshaspands. — Spiegel. Bleek ,

" Khordeh-avesta ,” pp. 189-190.

(3 ) Running Uncovered . — Then the Drug de

mon, the guileful one, answered : “ O holy, tall.
formed Sraosha ! This oneis my fourth male who,

either man or woman, being more than fifteen

years of age, walks withoutwearing tire sacred

girdle andthe sacred shirt.

“ At the fourth step we Daêvas , at once, wither

him even tothe tongue and the marrow , and he

goes thenceforth with power to destroy the world

of the holy spirit , and he destroys it like the Yâtus

and the Zandas."

The holy Sraosha asked the Drug , with his club

uplifted against her : “ O thou wretched and

wicked Drug, what is the thing that can counter

act that ? "

Then the Drug demon , the guileful one,

answered : " O holy , tall-formed Sraosha ! There

is no means of counteracting it .

“ When a man or a woman , being more than

fifteen years of age, walks without wearing the

sacred girdle or the sacred shirt .

“ At the fourth step we Daêvas, at once, wither

him even to the tongue and the marrow , and he

goes thenceforth with power to destroy the world
of the holy spirit , and he destroys it like the Yâtus

and the Žandas. ' _ " Sacred Books of the East , "

Vol. IV ., pp. 199-200.

SUSUDI

ta

Rock Inscription of Behistan, Persia , being a procession of

captives before King Darius, while Ahura Mazda

appears above.

(2 ) The Tandarusti. — Health is needful through

out the whole length of time. May brightness

endure, bound with purity . May the heavenly

yazatas, the earthly yazatas, the seven Amshas

pands, come hither, to the shining Mazda . May
my prayer arrive. May my wish be fulfilled !

May the Zarathustrian Law ever be well . So may

it be .

O Creator, Ruler ! keep the lords of the world,
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21 THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY.

Zoroastrianism prefers married life to celibacy. (1) Among modern Parsees, as

among their ancient Irânian forefathers, the marriage ceremony is generally per

formed after the age of fifteen. (2) Formerly some Hindu customs and ceremonies

were in vogue among them on the marriage occasion, but at present most of them

are dispensed with as being foreign to the Zoroastrian system. The essentially

religious part of this ceremony is that only which is performed by the priests, as
describedbelow .

In the afternoon of the day of inarriage, the bride and the bridegroom wash their

bodies, generally with the Nahần ceremony of the Navzot (in some families a part

of Navzot also is performed ) as described above. Then their priests, relations, friends,

and acquaintances of both sexes, who may have been invited, gathertogether where

the marriage ceremony is to be celebrated . In the evening immediately after the

The Marriage Ceremony .

lamps are lighted , the marrying couple and the two officiating priests perform the

Kusti ceremony. Then the bride and the bridegroom take their seats facing each

other on chairs placed on a carpet specially spread for the occasion. A piece of fine

cloth is passed round them and the ends of it are tied together by a double knot.

Then the senior officiating priest first winds round the pair a thread of raw cotton

seven times, reciting the holy avesta words of Yatha-ahû -vairyô. This being done,

he joins the right hands of the couple and winds more thread round the grasped

hands reciting the same holy words. All this while frankincense is burnt on a fire

placed near.

The priest then orders the couple to rise and sit with hands disjoined and on the

same chairs placed side by side. He then, taking a handful of rice in his right hand,

begins to shower it grain by grain alternately upon the couple, reciting at the same

time the Pemân or the solein words of the promise to be taken from the couple and

their parents or guardians in the presence of the whole assembly. While these

Wordsof solemn promise are being recited , two men sit, one by the side of each of

the couple, as representing their parents or guardians and witnesses of the marriage.

During the recital of the Pemån the consent of these two witnesses is also taken

along with that of the couple in the Pâzend language, after which the junior priest
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joins with the senior in reciting some admonitions and blessings in the same

Pâzend language. For this Pemân ashîrvâd consists of two parts: 1, the Pemân or

solemn promises and consents of the several parties , taken by the senior officiating

priest in the presence of the whole assembly; (3) and 2 , thereafter some solemn

admonitions to and blessings upon the marrying couple by both the priests . At

the conclusion of these recitals the bride and the bridegroom , or, if they are minors,

their fathers or guardians, and the two witnesses who represent the fathers or

guardians and the two officiating priests, sign a marriage certificate, which is after

wards delivered over to the government registrar of Parsi marriages in British

India. From that time the couple become man and wife till the end of their lives.

Creed . — The Zoroastrian religion teaches that twoprinciples are at work in this

world — Spentomainyush, the principle of increase , and Angromainyush, the principle

of decrease. Every Zoroastrian is bidden to support the foriner and withstand the

latter. According to this doctrine marriage is a sacred duty which must be per
formed by all , unless one cannot do so for very weighty reasons. Zoroaster himself

has in his gâthâs (sacred songs) commanded his own daughter Pouruchisti and all

his followers never to remain unmarried without reasonable cause. To help to

bring about good marriages is, in Zoroastrian writings, considered meritorious.

Showering grains of rice upon the couple is meant to denote happiness and

prosperity to them . The presence of fire during the marriage ceremony is a remnant

of the old Aryan notion of reverence to the domestic fire, “ hearth and house ” being

the visible signs of conjugal and domestic love.

Benefit Here and Hereafter. — As the foundation of social morality, domestic

happiness, and civil peace and prosperity , marriage is a most essential institution.

Hence it is no wonder that it is inculcated in all religions . But no religion encour

ages it so powerfully and forcibly as Zoroastrianism, and, in consequence, inconti

nence and adultery are seldom met with in the Zoroastrian community. The most

significant result of the ordinance is that there has never been a public prostitute

among the Zoroastrians. Domestic peace and content prevail in most families and

youths acquire timely habits of leading honorable, virtuous lives . If God's com

inandment “ Live and multiply ,” be properly interpreted , it means live peacefully,

enjoying domestic happiness, and multiply children by holy matrimony. If this be

the right construction put upon it , it is literally exemplified in the Zoroastrian

marriage.

ܙܙ

21. THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY.

( 1 ) Marriage Preferred . – Verily I say it unto

thee, O Spitama Zarathustra ! the man who has a

wife is far above him who begets no sons ; he who

keeps a house is far above him who has none ; he

who has children is far above the childless man .

“ Sacred Books of the East,” Vol. IV ., p. 46.

Prizes for Children . - In Persia , there are prizes

given by the king to those who have most child .

ren.- " Herodotus" I., 36.

( 2) The Marriageable Age.-He shall godly

and piously give to a godly man a virgin maid,
whom no man has known.

O Maker of thematerial world ,

Thou holy one ! What maid ?

Ahura Mazda answered : “ A sister or a daughter

of his , at the age of puberty, with ear-rings in her

ears, and past her fifteenth year.- " Sacred Books

of the East.” Vol. IV ., p . 171 .

(3 ) The Marriage Ceremony . - In the name of

God. Yatha -Ahù Vairyo . ( 1 ) - May the Creator

Ormuzd give you many descendants, with men as

grandchildren , unstinted livelihood , friends heart

ravishing , body and countenance enduring through

a long life, to the duration of a hundred and fifty

years,

( To the person representing the father of the

bridegroom ):- "On the day of N.N , in the month

of N.N. , in the year N N. , since the king of kings,

the ruler yeztgird of the stock of Sâsân, a congre

gation is come together in the circle of the fortu

nate town N-N-, according to the law and customs

ofthe good Mazdayasnân law . Do you take this

bride in marriage for this bridegroomon a promise

of paying her two thousand 'derms' of pure white

silver and two 'dênârs ' of red gold (of the coinage )

of the city of Nishậpore ?"

Answer : - " Yes, we consent. "

(To the person representing the father of the

bride ): - "Have you promised to give forever this

girl of your family in marriage to (naming the

husband) with honest thoughts, good words, and

for the increase of goodness ? ”

Answer : — “ Yes, we have promised ."

(To the marrying couple ): — "Have you both

consented to actaccording to your promise with
honest heart till the end of your lives ? "

Answer : - " Yes, have." Spiegel-Bleek,

“ Khordeh-avesta ," pp.113-14 .D.F.Karåká, " Hisa

tory of the Parsees," Vol. 1., pp. 181, 182.

ܙܙ

we
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22. WORSHIP.

14

1

TP

The Zoroastrians recite Avesta and Pazend texts in their worship. These are

divided into : 1 , Avestâ -i-Buzorg; 2 , Avestâ - i -Khurd or Khurdeh -Avestâ. In the

former group are comprised the Yasnâ, the Visparad, the Vendidâd, the Bâjs, the

Afrigâns, etc. , which are accompanied with rituals and offerings and are recited

exclusively by qualified priests , viz : the Ervads, the Mobeds and the Dustoors,

either for their ownselves, or on behalf of others. In the latter group are comprised

the Nyâeshes, the Yashts, the Nirangs, grace before and after meals, etc. , which are

not accompanied with rituals and are recited by all Zoroastrians. The descriptions

of the texts and rituals of Avestâ -i-Buzorg being too long and complicated to be

given here, we will content ourselves with brief notices of a few texts ofthe Khurdeh

Avestâ.

Every day of twenty four hours is divided into five unequal parts, called gâhs,

for the purpose of prayers and ceremonials. They are are as follows: 1 , Ushahina

or Ushahen, from midnight to daybreak ; 2 , Håvani orHåvan, from daybreak to noon ;

3 , Rapithvina or Rapithwan, from noon to afternoon ; 4 , Uzayêirina or Uziran ,

from afternoon to sunset; 5 , Aivisrûthrema or Aivisrûthrem , from sunset to mid

night.

To each of these devotional times certain prayers are assigned . The Khurshed

Nyåêsh and Mihir Nyåêsh to the three gâhs, from sunrise to sụnset. Similarly

Åbån Nyâềsh. To the fifth gåh is assigned the Sraosh Yasht, theMånbakhtår Nyåesh

to any time of the night. The Ātash Nyåêsh and all the Yashts can be recited at

di

any time.

E"

The Yashts are twenty-two in number. They are generally longer than the

Nyâeshes. Each Yasht is dedicated to one invisible heavenly spirit under the

sovereignty of God , the Almighty, and believed to preside over certain physical

objects or moral, metaphysical and mental qualities.

The Yashts and the Nyâeshes are in their general character and matter more lauda

tory ofGod's works than edifying to the human soul . In each ofthese Nyåeshes and the

Yashts the natural object or themoral idea, which is the subject of the Vyâesh or the

Yashts, is shortly or lengthily described, and its Creator is openly or by implication

praised and thanked for the bestowal of that natural or moral gift, e.g. , the sun , the

moon, the stars, the earth, the mountains, light, the water, fire, the rain, truth ,

justice, victory, religion and so on. Those who are unacquainted with the spirit of

the Zoroastrian religion , seeing fire consecrated and kept perpetually burning in

their religious houses, erroneously apply the name of fire-worshipers to the Parsees.

But this imputation is emphatically denied by them . Every Zoroastrian confesses

himself a Mazda yasnô, i.e., a worshiper of themost WiseGod. ( 1 )

Besides the Nyåeshes and Yashts there are five Patets mostly in the Pazend lan.

guage. They contain a confession of and the repentance for sins committed . One

or more Patets are also recited every day.

Creed . - Fetishism and idolatry are denounced in Zoroastrianism . It reverences

no works of human hands, but only the grand natural creations, and even among

the natural objects only those which are most beneficial and least harmful are to be

revered. Everything injurious to mankind is hated and discarded. Good, virtuous,

benevolent persons are honored, while bad, vicious and malevolent persons are dis

honored . Useful animals, such as the cow, the horse, the dog, the sheep, the camel ,

the goat, etc. , are to be protected and nourished, while noxious animals, such as the

snake, the scorpion, the tiger, the wolf, etc. , are to be killed and destroyed. Good

thoughts, good words, and good deeds are ordered to be practiced , while evil thoughts,

evil words and evil deeds are strictly prohibited . Generosity, liberality, chastity,

humanity and all other moral virtues are recommended, while their opposite vices

are prohibited. This general principle of siding with the Spentomainyush or the
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principle of good, and opposing Angromainyush, the principle of evil, underlies the

whole system of worship.

Benefit Here and Hereafter. — The chief benefit of Zoroastrian worship is that the

worshiper ascends from works to the Maker, from wonders to the performer of

wonders, from effects to the cause, from nature to nature's God. Praising Him,

thanking Him, and trusting in His Omnipotence, his soul reposes on the bosom of

that Divine Father, asks His help in difficulties, is afraid of incurring His displeasure,

and strives to approach Him nearer and nearer. ( 2)

nox .

men .

22. WORSHIP.

( 1 ) Mazda- worship . - A Mazda - worshipper I am

of Zarathustra's order .

Religious festivals are observed on a variable

day of each month, and furthermore at six seasonal

occasions of which the chief is at the Vernal Equi

The personal festivals are in memory ofthe

birth and death of the prophet Zoroaster, and a

third during the last tendays of the year in honor

of the holy spirits of good creations, and of all holy

(2 ) Worship of the Sun belongs to Ahura, etc.

-We sacrifice unto the undying, shining, swift
borsed sun . And when the sun rises up,

then the earth made by Ahura becomes clean , the

running waters become clean , the waters of the
we become clean , the waters of the sea become

clean , the standing waters become clean ; all the

holy creatures, the creatures of the good spirit ,
become clean ,

Should not the sun rise up, then the Daevas

would destroy all the things that are in the seven

kaishvares, nor would the heavenly yazats find any

way of withstanding or repelling them in the

material world .

He who offers up a sacrifice unto the undying,

shining, swift-horsed sun to withstand darkness, to

withstand the Daevas born of darkness, to with

stand the robbers and bandits, to withstand yatus

and Pairikas, to withstand death that creeps in

unseen - offers it up to Ahura Mazda , offers it up to

the Amesha-Spentas, offers it up to his own soul.

He rejoices all the heavenly and worldly yazats,

who offers up a sacrifice unto the undying, shining ,

swift-horsed sun . I will sacrifice unto Mithra , the

lord of wide pastures, who has a thousand ears,ten

thousand eyes. — “ Sacred Books of the East ,” Vol.

XXIII ., PP. 85-7

“ Ahura Mazda spake unto Spitama Zarathustra ,

saying, “ Verily when I created Mithra , the lord of

wide pastures, O Spitama ! as worthy of prayer as

myself, Ahura Mazda .'

“ Theruffian who lies unto Mithra brings death unto

the whole country , injuring as much the faithful

world as a hundred evil-doers could do. Break not

the contract, O Spitama ! neither the one that thou

hadst entered into with one of the unfaithful, nor

the one that thou hadst entered into with one of

the faithful who is one of thy own faith , for Mithra

stands for both the faithful and unfaithful .

On whatever side there is one who has lied unto

Mithra , on that side Mithra stands forth , angry and

offended , and his wrath is slow to relent.

* We sacrifice unto Mithra, the lord of wide pas

tures, Sleepless, and ever awake .

* The warrior of the white horse , of the sharp

spear, the long spear, the quick arrows : forseeing

and clever .

*Whom Ahura Mazda has established to main

tain and look over all this moving world , and who

maintains, and looks over all this moving world,

who, never sleeping , wakefully guardsthecreation
of Mazda ; who, never sleeping, wakefully maintains

the creation of Mazda.

For brightness and glory, I will offer him a

sacrifice with being heard.

" And thou, o Mithra ! encompassing all this

around , do thou reach it , all over withthy arms.

The man without glory, led astray from the
right way , grieves in his heart ; the man without
glory thinks thus in himself: “ That careless

Mithra does not see all the evil that is done, nor

all the lies that are told . "

‘ But I think thus in my heart :

“ Should the evil thoughts of the earthly man be

a hundred times worse, they would not rise so high

asthe good thoughts of theheavenly Mithra.
“ Should the evil wo of theearthly man be a

hundred timesworse, they would not rise so high

as the words ofthe heavenly Mithra.

“ Should the evil deeds of the earthly man be a

hundred times worse , they would not rise so high

as the good deeds of the heavenly Mithra.

“ Should the heavenly wisdom in the earthly

man be a hundred times greater, it would not rise

sohigh as the heavenly wisdom in the heavenly
Mithra .

“ And thus, should the ears of the earthly man

hear a hundred times better , he would not hear so

well as the heavenly Mithra , whose ear hears well ,

who has a thousand senses, and sees every man

that tells a lie. "

• Mithra stands up in his strength, he drives in

the awfulness of royalty, and sends from his eyes

beautiful looks that shine from afar, ( saying ). .

* For this brightness and glory, I will offer him a

sacrifice worth being heard.

* We sacrifice unto Mithra , the lord of widepas

tures, who is truth -speaking, a chief in assemblies,

with a thousand eyes, high with full knowledge,

strong, sleepless and ever awake.

" We sacrifice unto Mithra and Ahura, the two

great, imperishable , holy gods, and unto the stars,

and the moon , and the sun , with the trees that

yield up baresma . We sacrifice unto Mithra, the

lord of all countries.

“ For this brightness and glory , I will offer unto

him a sacrificeworth being heard, namely , unto

Mithra, the lord of wide pastures.

" Yathâ Ahu Vairya : the will of the Lord is the

law of holiness.

* I bless the sacrifice and prayer , and the strength

and vigor of Mithra , the lord of wide pastures,

who has a thousand ears , ten thousand eyes, a

yazata invoked by his own name and that of Râma

Hvastra.

· Ashem Vohu. Holiness is the best of all good .

[ give ] unto that man ' brightness and

glory , give him the bright, all happy,

Blissful abode of the holyones !'- Ibid , Vol.

XXIII., pp . 119-158.
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23. THE FUNERAL CEREMONIES.

Some Parsees before, and others a short time after, the death of a person cleanse

his or her body by first sprinkling a few drops of cow's urine on it, and then

washing the whole with pure water. It is then covered with clean clothings. A

Patet or an Ahem - Vohů, or at least an Ashem - Vohu, is recited close to the ears of the

person . (1 ) Immediately afterwards, the dead body is brought down to the ground floor

of the house, and then laid on a white, clean sheet of cotton cloth spread on the

ground . From this timenone is allowedto touch it except the professional disposers of

the dead. These, as well as the priests who perform therecitalcalled the Gâhân, and

all those who take part in the funeral procession, keep themselves connected two

and two by means of a cord , a handkerchief, or some other such article, which is

called the Paivand. Along with the Paivand they must also have performed the

Kusti and recited the SraoshBaj prayer up to the word Ashahê before performing

their respective parts in the funeral. The ceremony is commenced by any two of

the undertakers removing the clothes from the dead body, and redressing it with a

pair of trousers, a Sudra and a Kusti, a skull-cap, an outer robe, all of them of

white cotton (excepting the Kusti, which is always woolen) , old , worn out, and

previously washed with pure water and dried; ( 2) then tying the folded hands

and feet of the corpse in six several joints with shreds of cotton cloth, and , lifting it

up, they place it on clean slabs of stone, or layers of clod or sand , spread on the ground ,

dug a few inches deep, generally in a corner of the room. This place must be dry

and free from water and damp. The hands and the feet of the dead are arranged

crosswise. They then come out of the house and finish the remaining part of the

Sraosh Bâj recital. This part of the ceremony is called Sackkar, i.e. , placing apart

of the dead body. In the beginning and at the end of the Sackkâr. a dog is made

to gaze at the corpse. This ceremony is called Sag -did or dog-gaze. The Sag -did

is repeated several times, e.g. , in the beginning of every "Gâh” (one of the five

unequal parts into which the day is divided ) , in the middle and at the end of the

Gâhân recitals, and near the door of the Tower of Silence . In absence of a dog,

the flight of a crow , a vulture, a kite, or any other carnivorous bird over the dead

body and gazing at it is allowed as a substitute for the Sag -did.

After the Sackkâr a fire is brought in the room and kept burning with fragrant

materials, such as sandal-wood , frankincense, etc. In most families a priest sits

near the fire and recites any part of the Khordeh-Avesta he chooses, especially the

Patet,

The corpse is taken to the Tower of Silence only during the daytime, for it is

essential that the body should be exposed to the sun , and the corpse -devouring birds

be present at the Tower.

When a dead body is to be taken to the Tower of Silence, the corpse -bearers,

washing themselves with cow's urine and pure water, put on white clothes and, per

forming the Kusti ceremony and taking the iron bier called Gehän, enter the room

where the Sackkâr has been made. They completely cover their bodies , except

their faces, their hands wearing a kind of bag of white cloth made fast with white

tapes at the wrist. After this two priests, having performed the Kusti and taking a

Paivand, begin the Gahân recital . It consists of the seven chapters of the first or

Ahunuvaiti Gathâ, out of the five Gáthás of the Prophet Zoroaster. Nearly at the

middle of this recital , viz., at the words vênaêmå drujem , at the end of the fourth

stanza of the fourth chapter, they pause, when, after repeating the Sag -did, the two

corpse-bearers lift the body from its place and arrange it on the iron bier. This

being done, the two priests resume therecital and finish it to the end. At this time

the Sag-did is renewed. Then all those who are assembied there have a look of the

deceased, and out of respect bow before the body. The corpse-bearers ultimately

cover the body, including the open parts of the deceased , with a white shroud, and
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A Section .

The " Pavi."

secure it to the bier with scraps of cloth . Then lifting up the bier carefully so as

not to touch any person or thing of the house, they bring it out where other corpse

bearers join them. Four of them take the bier on their shoulders and walk towards

the Tower of Silence. They are followed by the funeral procession , headed by

priests. All the men in the procession walk twoand two, joined with the Paivand and
repeating the Sraosh Bâj, with solemn steps, till they arrive at the Tower. Iinmedi.

ately after the body is taken out of the

house, the room , the slabs of stones, etc. ,

on which the body was placed , and the

passages of the house by which the body

was carried out , are sprinkled with drops

of cow's urine. The slabs are washed

and removed and the women and chil

dren of the house bathe themselves. A

fire or light is kept burning for three

days in the room where the body was

laid , and no one is allowed to walk on

the demarcated spot of the corpse for a

period of ten daysin the cold season and

thirty days in the warm season. For

three days after a death the family ab

stains from every kind of flesh . No food

is prepared in the house before the re

moval of the corpse , in

some families even after

its removal for three

subsequent days ; it be

ing provided for them

by relatives and friends.

When the proces

sion reaches the Tower,

which is generally built

on the top of a mountain

or hill , (3 ) the bier is

put on the ground, and

the face of the dead

body is uncovered. , All

those who are present

there take a last look

at the deceased , bowing

and standing at a dis

tance of three paces.

Then the last Sag -did

PLAN OF A TOWER OF SILENCE , is performed, and the

bier is carried by two

Nasåsålas into the Tower, who, removing the body from it, place it wholly

uncovered (4 ) and exposed to the sun on one of thePavis, i.e., portions set apart for

different bodies, where carnivorous birds gradually devour its flesh , leaving its

bones to get dry. The Nasåsálars then close the door of the Tower and throw the

clothes removed from the body into a deep pit outside the Tower, which is purposely

made to receive them. Theseclothes ought not to be made use of. They are , there

fore, left there to decompose, by heat, air and rain . As soon as the Nasåsálars come

out of the Tower they, as well as all persons of the procession who stand outside

of it, finish the Sraosh Bâj and leave off the Paivands." The Nasåsálars coming out

M
A
N
N

The Interior.
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of the Tower are purified by wasning their bodies with cow's urine and water. All

the others, washing their faces, hands and feet with cow's urine and water, perform

the Kusti. The priests recite the Patet or the repentance prayer on behalf of the

deceased person. Every one on reaching home takes a bath before engaging in the
usual a vocations.

The Nasásálârs, who go into the Tower of Silence to dispose of dead bodies,

are always kept apart from the Zoroastrians. They are never allowed to enter Fire

Temples or any other holy places, nor to take part in holy rituals, until they purify

themselves by " Navshabeh Barashnum ," i. e ., by several washes and segregation

for nine days and nights.

The Tower of Silence is always circular, having a platform inside, which is

divided into three rows of shallow, open receptacles for males, females and children

respectively , and called the Påvis, each one toreceive one corpse. In the center is

a common pit with four underground wells . The whole is paved with slabs of stone.

The dry bones are collected in the pit, and thence get into the four wells, where

they gradually crumble to dust. The rainwater also runs into these wells. Pieces

of charcoal, sandstone, and thick layers of sand are laid there, which are renewed

from time to time in order that the earth be kept uninfected. Large sums of money

are expended in building these towers with thehardest and best materials that may

last for centuries. During their construction three ceremonies are performed, (a ),

of digging the ground , ( 6), of laying the foundation, and (c) of consecration before

laying it open for the use of the Community. All these cereinonies are performed

exclusively by priests.
Creed. The fundamental ideas and beliefs in the ceremonies observed here

are the extreme care and solicitude enjoined in the Zoroastrian religion about pre

serving man and the four elements of nature, fire, water, air and earth , from being

polluted with Naså, i.e., any putrefying substances, animal or vegetable. The care

and caution enjoined in the Zoroastrian religion is manifest from the above descrip

tion . Again, no one is allowed to touch or come in direct contact with the decom

posing body, that is, without the limbs being covered. And if one happen acciden

tally,or through some mistake, to touch acorpse with bare skin , he must purify

himself by undergoing certain ceremonies appointed for the purpose. Fire (5 ) and

water (6 ) especially must not be polluted . Hence the prohibition of cremation and

burial (7) and the necessity of the early disposal of the corpse, and the care that it

may not directly touch the mother earth ; for the same reason even the ground in the

Tower of Silence is paved with stones. Another idea underlying these observances

is the caution against undue waste of clothing and other valuable articles. (8) Hence

the prohibition of using new clothes and other valuable materials.

of Sag -did, or dog-gaze, is , according to some, a remnant of the old Aryan customs,

and, according to others, an ancient mode of ascertaining whether the person was

dead or not.

Benefit Here and Hereafter . — The strict prohibition of cremation, burial, and

throwing into fresh water, as modes of disposing of dead bodies, is in accord with

the rules of sanitary science ; for these latter modes help to contaminate air, earth

and water, while the exposure of the corpse to the sun for the purpose of being

speedily denuded of its flesh by corpse -devouring animals, which are nature's scav

engers , is the least harmful to the living.

The bier is made of iron and not of wood, because the latter is more porous than

the former, and therefore more likely to harbor and spread the germs of disease.

The recital of the holy Gâthâs is meant to give courage to and sustain the minds of

the congregation assembled. The cow's urine employed in purefying men and

things which may have come in contact with the dead body is supposed to aid in the

suppression of contagion; it being considered by the ancient Iranians a cheap and

everywhere available disinfectant.

The ceremony
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Domestic utensils are purified by washing them in various ways according to the

specific gravity of their metals. (9 ) Corn, grain , fresh or dried fruits and vege

tables, different sorts of fuel, as well as waters of rivers, tanks, wells, etc. , which may

have come in contact with dead, putrefying matter are ordered more or less to be

rejected according to their power of absorbing and spreading germs of disease .

19

23. THE FUNERAL CEREMONIES .

( 1 ) Funeral Ritual.-I order (to recite) the

Ashem - Vohu at (my) decease , the Putet after (my)

death ; my sons shall after my decease make Patet

for my sins. - Spiegel- Bleek , “ Khordeh- Avesta ,"

PP. 158-59.

( 2) Waste Not . — Ahura Mazda, indeed , does not

allow us to waste anything of value that we may

have , not even so much as an asperena's weight

of thread , not even so much as a maid lets fall in

spinning . Whosoever throws any clothing on a

dead body , even so much as a maid lets fall in

spinning, is not a pious man whilst alive , nor shall

he, when dead, have a place in the happy realm .

- “ Sacred Books of the East, " Vol. IV ., p. 65.

(3 ) Place for the Dead.- " O maker of the

material world , thou holy one ! whither shall we

bring , where shall we lay the bodies of the dead,

Ahura Mazda ? ” Ahura Mazda answered :

“ On the highest summits where they know there

are always corpse-eating dogs and corpse-eating

birds, O holy Zarathustra !'' - Ibid ., Vol. IV ., pp .

72-3.

( 4) The Uncovered Corpse.— “ O maker of the

material world ! thou holy one! If a man shall

throw clothes either of skin or woven , upon a

dead body, enough to cover the whole body, what

is the penalty that he shall pay ? " Ahura Mazda
answered : “ A thousand stripes with the aspaheas

tra , a thousand stripes with the Sraosho-karana . ”

-Ibid ., Vol. IV ., p. 100 .

( 5 ) Fire is Pure .— “ O maker of the material

world, thou holy one ! If worshipers of Mazda,

walking, or running, or riding , or driving , come

upon a corpse -burning fire whereupon a corpseis

being cooked or roasted, what shall they do ? "

Ahura Mazda answered: “ They shall kill him .

They shall take off the cauldron ; they shall take

off the tripod. Then they shall kindle wood from

that fire; either wood of those trees that have the

seed of fire in them or bundles of the very wood

that was prepared for that fire; and they shall sep

arate and disperse it, that it may die out the

sooner ."' - Ibid ., Vol. IV. , pp. 110-11.

( 6 ) Water is Pure.- O maker of the material

world , thou holy one ! If a worshiper of Mazda ,

walking , or running, or riding, or driving, come

upon a corpse in a stream of running water what

shall he do? " Ahura Mazda answered : “ Taking off

his shoes, putting off his clothes , boldly , 0 Zara .
thustra ! he shall enter the river and take the dead

out of the water ; he shall go down into the water

ankle-deep, knee-deep, waist-deep, or a man's full
depth , till he can reach the dead body. "

To maker of the material world , thou holy

one ! If, however, the body be already falling to

pieces and rotting, what shall the worshiper of
Mazda do ? " Ahura Mazda answered : “ He shall

draw out of the water as much of the corpse as he

can grasp with both hands, and he shall lay it

down on the dry ground ; no sin attaches to him

for any bone, hair, grease, flesh , dung , or blood

that may drop back into the water. ” - Ibid ., Vol.

IV ., pp . 69-70.

( 7 ) Burial Prohibited . – The tenth of the good

lands and countries which I , Ahura Mazda , created

was the beatiful Harahvaiti.

Thereupon came Angra Mainyu , who is all death,

and he counter -created by his witchcraft a sin for

which there isno atonement, the burying of the

dead . - Ibid ., Vol. IV ., p . 7.

(8 ) Waste No Clothes.- " O maker of the

material world, thou holy one ! can that garment

be made clean, o holy Ahura Mazda ! that has

been touched by the carcass of a dog or the corpse

of a man ? "

Ahura Mazda answered : “ It can, O holy Zara
thustra . "

“ How so ? "

“ If , indeed, the garment has been defiled with

seed , or sweat, or dirt, or vomit, the worshipers of

Mazda shall rend it to pieces, and bury it under

the ground. But if it has not been defiled with

seed , or sweat, or dirt, or vomit, then the worship

ers shall wash it with gômêz

“ If it be leather, they shall wash it with gômêz

three times ; they shall rub it with earth three

times;they shall wash it with water three times,

and afterwards they shall expose it to the air for

three months at the window of the house .

“ If it be woven cloth , they shall wash it with

gomez six times; they shall rub it with earth six

times; they shall wash it with water six times, and

afterwards they shall expose it to the air for six

months at the window of the house.

“ But if there be in a Mazdean house a woman who

is in her sickness , or a man who has become unfit

for work , and who must sit in the place of infirmity,

those clothes shall serve for their covererings and

for their sheets , until they can withdraw and

move their hands."

(9 ) Purification of Vessels.- " O maker of the

material world , thou holy one ! Can the eating

vessels be made clean that have been touched by

the carcass of a dog or by thecorpse of a man ? "

Ahura Mazda answered: “ They can , o holy

Zarathustra ! "

“ How so ? "

“ If they be of gold, you shall wash them once

with gômêz ; youshall rub them once with earth ;

you shall wash them once with water, and they
shall be clean ,

“ If they be of silver, you shall wash them twice

with gômêz; you shall rub them twice with earth ;

you shall wash them twice with water , and they
shall be clean ,

“ If they be of brass, you shall wash them thrice

with gômềz; you shall rub them thrice with earth ;

you shall wash them thrice with water, and they
shall be clean .

“ If they be of steel , you shall wash them four

times with gômêz; you shall rub them four times

with earth ; you shallwash them four times with

water, and they shall be clean .

“ If they be of stone , you shall wash them six

times with gômêz; you shall rub them six

times with earth ; you shall wash them six times

with water, and they shall be clean . If they be of

earth , of wood , or of clay , they are unclean for

ever and ever. ” —Ibid. , Vol. IV ., pp . 91-2.
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24 . CEREMONIES FOR THE SOUL AND SPIRIT OF THE DEAD .

The soul is called Ruvan (Avestà urvan ) and the spirit Farôhar (Avesta

fravashi).

The ceremonies of the first three days relate exclusively to the urvan, and those

performed on the fourth , tenth, thirtieth and thirty -first and three hundred and

sixty - fifth and three hundred and sixty -sixth to the fravashi.

The first three days' ceremonies in connectionwith the soul of the dead , must

be performed in honor of Sraosha and none else, Sraosha being a protector of the

human soul in both the worlds. The priests having recited the customary Khurshed

and Mihir Nyâeshes, one of the priests standing on a piece of white, clean cloth

spread on a carpet and having before his face, turned generally to the south, a fire

burning with sandal-woodand such other fragrant substances, two candlesticks with

lighted candles, a sudra of new cotton cloth, trays of various flowers, long-necked

sprinkling bottles of rose-water, and certain other fragrant oils, recites with loud

voice the Nirang -e -Bûe Dâdan . This is a recital chiefly of the names of the

departed worthies of the community, both of ancient and modern times. Then the

chief priest makes the heir of the deceased or a substitute repeat a few Pazend words

purporting the injunction of certain ceremonies and charities, after which all recite

Tundurusti blessings and the ceremony is concluded. At the end of it money , and

sometimes new sudras, are distributed among the priests, and sums of money are

contributed for charitable objects in the memory of the dead person by his relatives

and friends. A suit of new white clothes is consecrated, which is afterwards given

in charity to deserving poor Zoroastrians, generally priests. The suit is called

“ Jama-e-nshôdâd,”' i. e., clothes to be given in charity to pious persons. At this

time also the afternoon “ Dhûp Nirang ” is repeated in the house of the deceased

and an Afrîgân, called that of " Dahmân ” (pious persons) is recited .

From the fourth day the ceremonies inconnection with the spirit ( Fravashi)

begin . They are performed on the fourth , tenth, thirtieth and thirty -first days, and

onthe three hundred and sixty -fifth and three hundred and sixty - sixth days. On

each of these occasions, along with Yasnâ, Bâj , and Afrigân ceremonies, clothes with

food are given to priests and other deserving poor coreligionists. Thenceforward

the anniversary of thedeath of the deceased is, celebrated for some years.

Creed . - Zoroastrianism teaches that the soul remains in this world for the first

three days after death . ( 1) In order to protect and comfort it, the above mentioned

ceremonies of Sraosh are performed . During these three days and nights, the

soul remembers all good or bad deeds it may have performed during life, and hopes

for bliss as a reward of good deeds and fears punishment for sins. Zoroastrianism

does not teach the necessity of a Saviour or a mediator. The soul is saved if its

merits are in excess of its defects. On the morning after the third night, the soul

leaves this material world for good. Before its entrance into the immaterial world

its good and bad deeds are compared and judged by Mihir the Dâvar or judge, and

Rashne, the Rast or True. If good deeds preponderate over the bad , the soul enters

Bihist,i.e.,Heaven or Paradise. If its sins outweigh its virtues, it falls into Duzekh,

i.e.,Hell. (2) If good deeds are equal to bad deeds, the soul enters the place of

Hamestgån, i.e., where they remain stationary till the time of Ristâkhez or the

resurrection of the dead at the end of this world.

After the midnight of the third day, reward or punishment is meted out to the

Urvan, or the soul only; the Fravashi, i.e., the spirit of the dead who was “ the friend ,

philosopher and guide" of the soul during its mundane career, becomes free from the

charge of taking care of the soul . The help and protection of that Fravashi is ,

therefore, available to virtuous persons whenever they ask for them . It is to secure

blessings and invisible aid and protection to the family of the deceased that the

ceremonies after the fourth day of the death of the deceased are performed . (3)
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Benefit Here and Hereafter.— The absence of belief in a Saviour or Mediator and

of salvation depending solely upon one's own efforts to do meritorious acts and

avoid sinful ones, makes the true Zoroastrian always careful to abstain from evil

thoughts, evil words and evil deeds, and always alert in harboring good thoughts,
uttering good words, and executing good deeds. The names of the departed

worthies recited in these ceremonies remind him of their deeds and spur him on to

imitate or, if possible, to excel them. Again, a special benefit accrues to the world

at large by the liberal charities made at these ceremonies and connected with the

name of the dead person . The charities of modern Zoroastrians on the occasions of

deaths in their families amount sometimes to large sums, which are devoted to the

furtherance of human happiness. Charitable schools, hospitals, public libraries,

religious temples, public wells and fountains, large asylums for the housing and

maintenance of the poor, the blind and the destitute, and even dumb animals, and

many other such institutions of great public utility owe their birth and life to these

after -death cliarities of the Parsees.

1

d

1

1

24. CEREMONIES FOR THE SOUL AND

SPIRIT OF THE DEAD.
1

!

1

( 1 ) Abode of the Soul. - Zarathustra asked

Ahura Mazda : “ O Ahura Mazda , most beneficent

spirit maker of the material world , thou holy one !

When one of the faithful departsthis life, where

does his soul abide on that night ? " Ahura Mazda

answered : “ It takes its seat near the head, sing

ing the Ustavaiti Gâthâ and proclaiming happi

ness: 'Happy is he, happy the man, who ever

he be, to whom Ahura Mazda gives the full

accomplishment of his wishes ! ' On that night

his soul tastes as much of pleasure as the whole of

the living world can taste.”

“ On the second night where does his soul abide?"

Ahura Mazda adswered : “ It takes its seat near

the head, singing the Ustavaiti Gatha and proclaim.

ing happiness : ' Happy is he, happy the man ,

whoever he be, to whom Ahura Mazda gives the

full accomplishment of his wishes! On that night

his soul tastes as much of pleasure as the whole of

the living world can taste."

“ On the third night where doeshis soul abide?""

Ahura Mazda answered : “ It takes its seat near

the head, singing the Ustavaiti Gatha and pro

claiming happiness: ‘Happy is he, happy the

man , whoeverhe be , to whom Ahura Mazda gives

the full accomplishment of his wishes !' On that

night his soul tastes as much of pleasure as the

whole of the living world can taste." Zarathustra

asked Ahura Mazda , “ O Ahura Mazda, most

beneficent spirit , maker of the material world ,

thou Holy One ! Whenone of the wicked perishes,

where does his soul abide on that night? "

Ahura Mazda answered : “ It rushes and sits near

the skull, singing the Kima Gâthâ , O holy Zara
thustra ! ' '

" To what land shall I turn , O Ahura Mazda ! To

whom shall I go with praying ?"

“ On that night his soul tastes as much of suffer

ing as the whole of the living world can taste .

(Similarly of thesecond and third nights).—“Sacred

Books of the East," Vol . XXIII ., pp. 318-19 .

( 2 ) Rewards and Punishments.- "O Maker of

the material world , thou Holy One ! Where are the

rewards given ? Where does the rewarding take

place ? Where is the rewarding fulfilled ? Whereto

do men come to take the reward that, in their life

in the material world , they have won for their

souls ?"

Ahura Mazda answered : “ When the man is dead ,

when his time is over, then the hellish evil doing

Daevas assail him ; and when the third night is

gone, when the dawn appears and brightens up,

and makes Mithra , the god with beautifulweapons,

reach the all happy mountains, and the sun is

rising .

" Then the fiend, named Vizaresha, carries off in
bonds the soul of the wicked Daeva-worshipers

who live in sin . The soul enters the way made by

time, and open both to the wicked and to the

righteous. At the head of the Kinvad bridge, the

holy bridge made by Mazda, they ask for their

spirits and souls the reward for the worldly goods

which they gave way here below.

“ Then comes the well-shapen , strong and tall.

formed maid , with the dogs at her sides, one who

can distinguish, who is graceful, who does what

she wants, and is of high understanding.

“ She makes the soul of the righteous one go

above the Hara -berezaiti; above the Kinvad

bridge she places it in the presence of the heavenly

gods themselves. Uprises Vohu -Mavo from his

golden seat ; Vohu-Mano exclaims: 'How hast

thou come to us, thou holy one , from that decay.

ing world into this undecaying one ? '

"Gladly pass the soul of the righteous to the

golden seat of Ahura Mazda, to the golden seat of

Amesha-Spenta, to the Garo -numanem , the abode

of Ahura Mazda, the abodeofthe Amesha -Spentas,

the abode of all the other holy beings.

“ As to the godly man that has been cleansed ,

the wicked evil-doing daevas tremble at the per.

fume of his soul after death, as a sheep does on

which a wolf is falling.

“ The souls of the righteous are gathered together

there ; Nairyo-Sangh is with them ; a friend of

Ahura Mazda is Nairyo-Sangha.” . Ibid , Vol.

IV ., pp. 212-14.

( 3 ) Ceremony for the Spirits . - And the fourth

day the ordering and performing the ceremony of

the righteous guardian spirit ( Ardâi-Fravardo) are

for the same soul and the remaining righteous

guardian spirits of those who are, and were, and

will be , from Gayomard the propitious to Soshans

the triumphant. - Ibid , Vol., XVIII., p . 60 .

We worship the good , strong, beneficent Frava.

shis of the faithful, whocome and go throughthe

borough at the time of the Hamaspathmaedha;

they go along there for ten nights, asking thus :

" Who will praise us ? Who will offer us a sacrifice ?

Who will meditate upon us ? Who will bless us ?
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Who will receive us with meat and clothes in his

hand and with a prayer worthy of bliss ? Of which

of us will the name be taken for invocation ? To

whom will this gift ofours be given , that he may

have never-failing food for ever and ever ?”

And the man who offers them upa sacrifice,with

meat and clothes in his hand , with a prayerworthy

of bliss , the awful Fravashis of the faithfui,

satisfied, unharmed , and unoffended, bless thus :

May there be in this house flocks of animals and

men ! May there be a swift horse and a solid char.

riot! May there be a man who knows how to

praise God and rule in assembly, who will offer us

sacrifices with meat and clothes in his hand, and

with a prayer worthy of bliss. — Ibid , Vol.

XXIII., pp. 192-3.

*
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW.

19. THE KUSTI CEREMONY . - Investiture, Sudra, The Kusti girdle, Tying, Ablution , Prayer'

Symbolism , Benefits, Confession of faith .

20. THE NAVZÓT CEREMONY.- Purification , Navzot ceremonial , Rules of living, Sudra and
Kusti, Cleanliness, Rights of Navzot.

21. MARRIAGE CEREMONY. - Age of marriage, Ceremonial, Rice throwing, Sacred duty of

marriage, Symbolism , Benefits.

22. WORSHIP . - Avesta and Pazend texts, Daily prayers, Yashts, Nyâoshes, Patets, Morals, Good

and evil .

23. FUNERAL CEREMONIES.- Preparing the body, Dog-gazing, Ceremonial , Exposure , Tower of

Silence, Fundamental ideas , Purification .

24. CEREMONIES FOR THE SOUL AND SPIRIT OF THE DEAD . - Urvan and Fravashi , Sraosha,

Recitals, Dates for ceremonials, Heaven and Hell, Spirit of the dead, Good deeds, Charities.

QUESTIONS.

19. What is the " sudra '' and what the " kusti” ? In what does the ceremony of untying and tying

consist ? What does the kusti ceremony symbolize ? Whatdo the four knots symbolize ? Whatvalue

does Zoroastrianism assign to purification ? How is the phrase " gird the loins” applicable in Zoroas

trianism ?

20. Has the Navzot ceremony analogy to any Christian ceremony ? Which ? Of how manyparts
does the ceremony consist ?. Describe its chief features, When must the sudra and kusti be even ?

What is themoral and religious effect of the Navzot ? How is it supposed to benefit the Zoroastrian in

the future life ?

21. At what age does marriage takeplaceamong the Parsees ? In what way is thread used in the

marriage ceremony ? What is the Pémán ? What use is made ofrice and what does it symbolize ? Who

are Spentomainyush and Angromanyush ? How is marriage regarded ?

22. How is the day divided for prayer ? How many Yashts are there ? What is the general

character of the Yasht ? Are the Zoroastrians fire-worshipers ? State the chief moral traits of their

religion.

23. What are the first steps taken on a person's death ? How is the dead body clothed ? What

part does the dog play ? How is the body finally disposed of ? Why ? What are the days ofmourning ?

Describe the Tower ofSilence .

24. What relation has Sraosha to the human soul ? Give a general idea of the funeral ceremonies

What is the Fravashi ? How long does the soulcontinue on earth after death ? What is then its fate ?

What humanitarian ends arepromoted at the funerals ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Compare the " kusti" girdle with the sacred thread of Brahmanism .

2. Compare the " navzol" with other initiation ceremonies known to you .

3. Whatwas the central idea of marriage, and how far can we approve it ?

4. Recall previous cases of fire-worship recorded in these lessons.

5. Discuss the peculiar advantages of the Parsi disposalof the dead .

6. Compare the funeralceremonies thus far treated with reference to their moral value.

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

For those who wish to read extensively, the following works are especially commended :

Beal, S., “ A Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from Kern , H., " Handbook of Indian Buddhism ," 1897 .

the Chinese ;" “ Buddhism in China, ” 1884 . Monier-Williams, M. , “ Buddhism ,” 1890 .

Davids, T.W. Rhys, “ Buddhist Birth Stories,” Nanjio , B ., “ Twelve Japanese BuddhistSects," 1892.

1880 ; “ Hibbert Lectures,'' 1881 ; “ Buddhism , " Oldenberg , H. , “ Buddha : his Life, his Doctrine,

1890. his Order, " 1882.

Edkins, J. , “ Chinese Buddhism ,” 1880. “ Sacred Books of the East," Vols. IV . , X. , X1 . ,

Griffis, W.E., “ The Religions of Japan ,” 1895 . XIII ., XXIII . , XXXI. and XLIX .

Haug, M. , “ Religion of the Parsees. ”' Waddell, L. A. , “ Lamaism ," 1895 .
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GALECTEERII

GLOSSARY
AND

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat. i as iu pin . ū as in tube.

ā as in fate. i as in pine. ü Place the lips for oo, but say ee .

ä as in father . o as in not . oi as in joint .

a when obscure . ö as in note . ou as in proud .

e as in met. ö as in move . g as in get .

ē as in mete . u as in tub . i French nasal n .

Diacritical anarks have been avoided in Lessons 1-12, since the pronunciation can be learned here.

Ahriman (ä'rē -man ).- Angra Mainyu.

Ahura Mazda (ä-hö'ra mäz'da) . The Wise

Lord .

Aka Manah (ä'ka män'a).—An arch fiend .

Amesha Spentas (ä-mā'sha spen'tas). --Seven

holy spirits.

Amida (ä'mē-da ).- Japanese for Amitabha.

Amitabha (ä'mē-täb'ha).- A Buddhist deity .

Amitayus (ä'mē- tä'yös ).—A Buddhist deity .

Ananda (ä -nän'da ). A chief disciple of

Buddha.

Angra Main yu (än'grä min'yö ).— The arch
fiend .

Arhat (är/hat) .-A Buddhist saint.

Ashoka ( äsh'ō -ka).- An Indian king.

Avalokiteshvara (ä'va -lo'kē-tesh’vä -ra ). — A
Buddhist deity.

Bhikku (bhēk'kö). --Monk .

Bodhisattva (böd'hē -sät'va ).-- The being prior

toa Buddha,

Bodhism (böd'hēzm ).-- Mahayana Buddhism .

Buddha (böd'ha, not bud'ha).—The Enlight
ened One.

Buddha-Gaya (böd -ha-gä'ya).- City in India .
Chinvat (chin'vat).-A mythical bridge.

Daevas (dē'väz). -Evil Spirits.

Dasasila (dä'sa -sē'la ).– Ten commandments.

Dhammapada (dhäm'ma-pä'da ).-- A Buddhist

scripture.

Dhaniya (dhä'nē-ya ).- An Indian farmer.

Dhyana (dhya'na) . — Meditation .

Druj ( dröj). — Female demon .

Fravashi (frä-vä'shē ) .-A spirit.

Gautama ( gou'ta -ma ).— The Sanskrit family

name of the Buddha, while Gotama is the Paliform .

Hiouen Thsang (hē-wen ' tsäug' ) .-Chinese pil

grim to India .

Jainas (jīn'az) . - Believers in the Jina .

Jataka (jä'ta -ka).- A Buddhist scripture.

Jina (jē'na ). - The conqueror.

Ji - riki (jē'rē -kē ).- Self-power.

Jodo Shu (jö'do' -shö ) .-A Japanese sect.

Kanishka (kä- nēsh'ka ) . -Au Indian king .

Kapilavastu (kä'pē-la väs'tö ).- Birthplace of

Gautama.

Karma (kär'ma)–Merit or demerit ; literally ,
" action ."

Kasala ( kä'sa - la ). -A country in central India .

Kusti (kös'tē ).—A girdle .

Kwanyin (kwän'yēn ).— A Buddhist goddess.

Lumbini (löm'bē-nē).- Grove near Kapilavastu.

Magadha (mä -gäd'ha ).-A country in central

India .

Mahayana (mä'hä-yä'na ). -Great vehicle .

Maitreya (mi'trā-ya). - Thecoming Buddha.

Mara (mä'ra ).- Personification of Evil .

Maya (mä'ya ).— Mother of Gautama.

Mithra (mē'thra ).- Sun god .

Mito (mē'to ) .-Chinese for Amitabha .

Moggallana (mõg'gäl-lä'na ) .—A chief disciple

of Buddha.

Nirvana (nir-vä'na).- Extinction of passion , or
of life .

Navzot (näv'zöt).-A ceremony in Parsism .

Ormazd (or'miazd ).— Ahura Mazda.

Paramitas ( pa -rä'mē-taz ).– Virtues.

Parinirvana (pä'rē-nir-vä’na ) . - State after
death .

Parsva (pärs'va ). -Founder of Jainism .

Rahula (rä'hö-la ) .-Son of Gautama.

Sakka ( säk'ka ).- Later name for Indra.

Sam - buddha ( sämı'böd'ha).—Chief Buddha.

Saoshyant (sä'õsh-yänt ) .-Saviour.

Shakya -muni'(shä’kya -mö'ne).-A title ofGau
tama .

Shakya -shramana (shä'kya-shrä'mä-na ). - A

title of Gautama.

Shariputta (shä'rē-pöt'ta ).—A chief disciple of
Buddha.

Shin Shu (shēn'shöl .-A Japanese sect.

Shramana (shrä'mä-na).-An ascetic .

Siddhartha (sid-härt'ha).-Given name of Gau

tama .

Skandhas (skänd'häs) .-Components of man .

Sraosha ( shrä'o -sha ).- Obedience.

Suddhodana (söd -ho'da-na).–Father of Gau

tama .

Sudra (sö'dra ).- A shirt .

Sukhavati ( sök -hä'va -tē ).- Heaven.

Tariki ( tä'rē-kē ).-Other power.

Tushita (tö'shē-ta ).- A heaven .

Upadana ( o'pä -dä'na).-Clinging to life.

Upasaka (ö-pā'sa -ka ).- A lay disciple.

Yasodhara (yä -sõd'ha -ra ).

Zarathushtra (zä - ra -thösh'tra ).- Zoroaster.

Zoroaster (zo -rõ -äs'ter.) - The prophet of Persia .
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Christmas number, with stories by FRANK The Departments. The Leslie Port

R. STOCKTON , AMELIA E. BARR and Mar.
folio , brief, pointed paragraphs, anecdotes,

GARET E. SANGSTER , will indicate the im .
humorous sketches, verses, and sharp com

provement in the line of fiction .
ment on people and things of the day .

A New Serial Story will follow " The " The Talks About New Books" will point

Catspaw ,” will end shortly. out the features of the chief publications.

€€€€€€€€€ EEEEEEEER

Additional to the features mentioned there will be

many striking and original illustrated articles.

WIDEEEEEEEEE

'

Both, One Year for $5,50.
Send for Descriptive Circulars : New Illus,

Bible ; also Life of Gen. R. E. Lee.
SPECIAL . - Mention this publication,and a Specimen

Copy of the modern FRANK LESLIE'S POPULAR MONTHLY,
with Illustrated Premium List , sent for 10c.; with Beauti Frank Leslie's Publishing House ,

fulColored Art Plate ( 12x36 inches ), " A Yard of Pansies,"

or " A Yard of Puppies , ' ' 20c ., stamps or coin . 42-44 Bond St. , New York .

WHENWRITING TO ADVERTISERS KINDLY MENTION " PROGRESS."
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THE FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
346 and 348 Broadway, New York City.

JOHN A. MCCALL, PRESIDENT.

BALANCE SHEET, JANUARY 1 , 1898 ,

ASSETS.

U.S, Bonds ( $ 1,323,000 ) and State, City ,

County and other Bonds ($ 103,850,803) ,

cost of both , $ 103,381,604, market value $ 108,173,803

Bonds and Mortgages (900 first liens ) .. 41,082,422

Real Estate ( 74pieces, including twelve

office buildings 16,991,000

Deposits in Trust Companies and Banks,

at interest 10,243,984

Loans to Policy-Holders on their policies

as security ( legal reserve thereon , $ 13 ,

747,893 ) 7,900,096

Stocks of Banks, Trust Companies, etc.

( 1,017,817 cost value ), market value Dec.

31 , 1897 5,065,948

Loans on Stocks and Bonds ( market

value, $5,626,655 ) .. 4,507,367

Premiums in transit, reserve charged in

Liabilities 2,164,297

Quarterly and Semi-Annual Premiums

not yet due, reserve charged in Lia

bilities 1.889,474

Interest and Rents due and accrued 1,486,648

Premium Notes on Policies in force (re

serve charged in Liabilities (2,700,000 ). 1,189,401

TOTAL . $ 200,694,440

EXPENDITURES, 1897 .

Paid for Losses , Endowments and Annui.

ties $14,052,908

Paid for Dividends and Surrender Values, 5,356,3541

Commissions ( $ 3,239,964) on New Business

of $ 135,35.9,794 Medical Examiners Fees ,

and Inspection of Risks($ 391,135 ). 3,631,099

Home and Branch Office Expenses, Taxes,

Advertising, Equipment Account, Tele
graph, Postage, Commissions on $741,

465,131 of Old Business, and Miscel.

laneous Expenditures 4,770,391

Balance - Excess of Income over Expendi

tures for year .... 13,982,145

TOTAL $ 41,793,084

INSURANCE ACCOUNT.

ON THE BASIS OF PAID -FOR BUSINESS ONLY.

No. of

Policies . Amount.

In Force December 31 , 1896 299,785 $ 826,816,648

New Insurance Paid for, 1897 62,708 135,535,794

Old Insurances Revived and In

creased , 1897 699 2,007,825

Totals 364,192 $ 964,380,267

DEDUCT TERMINATIONS :

By Death , Maturity, Sur

render, Expiry, etc ....... 31,234 $ 87,339,342

IN FORCE DEC. 31 , 1897 .. 332,938 $877,020,925

Gain in 1897 . 33.173 $ 50.204,277

New Applications Declined in '97 9,310 25,020,936

LIABILITIES.

Policy Reserve ( per attached certificate

of New York Insurance Department). $ 164,936,079

All other Liabilities : Policy Claims, An

nuities, Endowments, etc.,awaiting pre

sentment for payment . 2,366,330

Surplus Reserved Fund voluntarily set
aside by the Company 16,195,926

Net Surplus (per attached certificate In

surance Superintendent) Dec. 31 , 1897 .. 17,176,105

TOTAL . $200,694.440

CASH INCOME , 1897 .

New Premiums . $ 6.659,815

Renewal Premiums 26,321,145

COMPARISON FOR SIX YEARS.

( 1891-1897 . )

Dec. 31 , '91. Dec. 31 , '97 .
Gain 6 yrs

Assets $ 125,947,290 $ 200,694,440 $ 74,747,150

Income. 31,854,194 41,793,084 9,938,890

Dividends of Yr.

to Policy Hold .

ers 1,260,340 2,434,981 1,174,641

Number of Poli

cy Holders 182,803 332,958 150,155

Ins. in force'pre

miums paid ) ..$575,689,619 $ 877,020,923 $ 301,331,276

TOTAL PREMIUMS .

Interest, Rents, etc ..

$ 32.980,960

8,812,124

TOTAL $ 41,793,084

CERTIFICATE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF STATE OF NEW YORK INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.

( ALBANY, January 6, 1898 .

I, Louis F. PayN, Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York, do hereby certify that the

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCECOMPANY, of theCity of New York , in the Stateof New York , is duly authorized

to transact the business of Life Insurance in this State .

I FURTHER CERTIFY that, in accordance with the provisions of Section Eighty - four of the Insurance

Law of the State of New York , I have caused the policy obligations of the said Company outstanding on the

31st day of December, 1897, to be valued as per the combined Experience Table of Mortality , at 4 per cent.

interest, and I certify the same to be $ 164,956,079.

I FURTHER Certify that the admitted assets are . $ 200,694,440.89

The general liabilities. $ 2,366,330.49. The Net Policy Reserve, as calculated by this Dep't. 164,956,079.00

The Surplus Reserved Fund voluntarily set aside by the Company, which , added to the

Department Policy Valuation , provides a liability equivalent to a three per cent .

reserve on all policies 16,195,926.00

The Net Surplus (excluding the Surplus Reserved Fund of $ 16,195,926 ). 17.176,105.40

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused my official seal to

be affixed at the City of Albany, the day and year first above written .

LOUIS F. PAYN , Supt. of Insurance .

@@@@@@@@@རོམའོ་ མཚར
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The Continually

Sick Man

is seldom the successful man .

B&OThe Dyspeptic is a sick man , he will find

it hard to win success—he can be made

well. The point is ; get well and keep well.

We have a little book which will tell you

about a remedy for DYSPEPSIA and INDI

GESTION which never fails to relieve and

cure—we have the proofs. Send for it.

Popp's German Stomach Powder Co.

658 West Polk Street, Chicago.

VESTIBULED

TRAINS

то

$

50 Sheets of white kid - finish .

ed writing paper with envelopes

to match, embossed in any color, with

any initial or two -letter monogram ,

like cuts , post paid $ 1.25 .

50 engraved visit.

ing cards with plate

for $ 1.25 . Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postal note with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programsare beautiful.
Estimates furnished free.

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,

196 S. Clark St. , CHICADO.

NEWYORK

PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE

WASHINGTON

Stop over allowed at

WASHINGTON
#

然

BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

New Rugs

Old Carpet

* from

gsst

AT SMALL COST

We make old carpet into handsome

American , Moorish, Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Floor

Covering

USEFUL

DECORATIVES

CHEAP

They will last a lifetime. Write for

particulars . Form clubs and

freight charges.

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO ...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

Metropolitan Rug Works

155 S. WESTERN AVE.. X CHICAGO

with the safety clause, which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD

Date Assets Ins. in Force

Dec. 31 , 1893 $23,290.27 $1,380,000.00
1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00

1895 57295.93 4,827,000.00

1896 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest record evermade byany company at

same age , showing that the plan is meeting with

approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moulton , 2d Vice -Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.

Bank .

Thos. B. Ackers, Credits, M. D. Wells & Co.

Jas. W. Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres. & Cashier Fort Dear

born Nat. Bank.

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marshall Field & Co. ,

( Wholesale ) .

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U. S. Express Co.

C. E. Hambleton , Life Insurance .

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens , President.

L. A. Goddard , Treas . F. 0. Lowden , Counsel,

Geo. F. Butler, Medical Director.

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary.

Liberalcontracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
reliable agents.

Write for termsand territory. SECRETARY.

save

N.B. - Special attention given if you mention

PROGRESS. '

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS



The Wniversity Association

And world's Congress Extension

its Plans, purpose and Cost to Members

Origin . This Educational movement is the outgrowth of the famous World's Congresses, held is

Chicago during the World's Columbian Exposition. These Congresses were attended by

the leaders ofthought from ninety -seven Countries. Thousands of lectures, essays, etc.,

were prepared by representative educators of the Nineteenth century, bearing upon every

department of human thought and progress.

It is the purpose of this Association to give the public an opportunity to participate in 1

series of intellectual entertainments founded upon the results of the World's Congresset.

These valuable papers will be edited and presented to the members of the University Asso
ciation , with their lessons.

Object. The object of the University Association is : To interest the people in the pursuit of
useful knowledge. To bring to their homes and firesides the result of the profound study and

investigation of the trained specialists in the different branches taught by them in the promi.

neat colleges and universities of the country .

To carry onthe work of self-cultureby individualeffort, or in local centers or organiza

tions, along the lines of NormalSchool, University and World's Congress Extension.

To thus bring our Public Schools and the higher institutions of learning into close relation

ship with all classes of society, and in turn stimulate the attendance of students upon them .

To aid the teachers ofour Public , Private and Parochial Schools in thorough and syste

matic preparation for their important duties,

Instruction . These objects will be carried out by lessons carefully prepared, asabove indicatod,

by eminent College and University professors, enriched by notes, side -lights, incidents, biog

raphies, recent discoveries, etc. These lessons will be issued monthly in large quarto form ,

cach number containing the lessons for one month, with weekly review , aids, suggestions, etc.,

for class use, ( same size and style as this issue ), beautifully printed and illustrated , and will

be mailed regularly to all members of the Association. Copious questions will accompany

ach Jesson,

Where Association Centers are formed , a resident instructor will be selected by the Center,

who will meet the members at stated times, and discuss and review the subjects studied .

Quarterly examinations will be held by the local instructor.

At the close of each course of Study an examination will be held on questions furnished by

the instructors. These questions will be sent from the Central office of the University Assa

ciation to Local Deputy Examiners, who will conduct such examinations after the manner of

the London University Examiners, or after that followed by Examiners for State Teachers'

Certificates. Papers will then be sent to the home office where they will be passed upon by
un Educational Committee.

Donors . Each Subscriber to the lessons of the Association will be presented with a handsome

Certificate of Membership, duly signed by the officers of The University Association.
On passing a satisfactory examination at the close of each Study , members will be entitled

to a Diploma, setting forth the work accomplished .

The knowledge and discipline gained will result in a most desirable culture, and will be of

invaluable service to all, and especially to the student, wishing afterwards to enter any School,

College or University .

bistory . As the knowledge of History is fundamental and thus ofthe highest importance, it will

be the first topic presented for study. The different periods of Universal History will be so

fully set forth that an intelligent view may be gained of the whole subject without the purchase

of reference books. This plan will be followed in the succeeding courses of Study. It will,

however, clearly be to the advantage of all to consult reference books, if able to do so .

Otber courses . General Literature will follow that of Universal History. Other popular sub

jects , such as Astronomy, Geology, Civics and Political Economy, covering the field of impor.

tant knowledge will follow in due order. Each course will be taught by eminent instructor

connected with leading universities and colleges.

Erpenses. The expense is but $3.75 per year for " PROGRESS" containing lessons. The

object being to make the expense so nominal, that its benefits may be within reach ofall classes

For further information, address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, Chicago, U. S. A
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IVORY
Medical

Men .....
*

Agree that coffee

weakens the kidneys,

and recommend

There are

a hundred im

itations, Theyall

lack the remark

able qualities of

the genuine.

Postum ...

As the Proper Drink

at Meals.

FLOATS IT is made of the albumen, gluten and
phosphates of Wheat that go tore

build the lost gray matter in the

nerve cells all over the body.

SOAP
Postum 10 days in place of coffee has

been worth more than money to many ,

Teeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 292999996

IN GOING TO ST. PAUL AND

MINNEAPOLIS Commercial Typewriting
The wise traveler selects the Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul Railway.

Why ?

It is the best road between Chicago and

the Twin Cities.

It has the most perfect track .

Its equipment is the finest.

Its sleeping cars are palaces.

Its dining car service is equal to the best

hotels.

Its electric lighted trains are steam -heated .

Its general excellence has no equal.

It is patronized by the best people.

It is the favorite route for ladies and chil

dren as well as for men.

It is the most popular road west of Chicago.

For further information apply to nearest

ticket agent,or address

Geo . H. HEAFFORD,

General Passenger Agt ..

410 Old Colony Bldg. , Chicago.

NOTICE I am prepared to do your

TO THE
Typewriting in the most

skillful manner, and at very

GENERAL reasonable rates. Perfect

PUBLIC :
work guaranteed. All orders

promptly executed. Willcall

for and deliver work in New

York City . Work sent in by mail receives

special attention. I have customers in all

parts of the United States. The neat and

accurate work I do is the secret.

I make a specialty of Specifications for

Architects , and Reports and Financial

Statements for Banks and Corporations ,

Literary , Medical, Theatrical, Electrical

and Legal Work done with absolute correct

ness. Contracts, Deeds , Reports ofOrgan

izations , Patent papers , Appraisals , etc.,

drawn up in a superior and concise way.

Covers furnishedand properly endorsed

free. Letters written fortravelers: Sermons

for ministers: Speeches and Addresses for

public speakers : Manuscripts revised with

precision and prepared for publication .

An business transacted strictly confidential

much so as itdone in your own private office -entre

nous . Satisfactory Work and Rates Assured .

MRS . EDITH SLOPER, Typewritist,

95 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

8 您必

Wher writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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THEUNIVERSITY -ASSOCIATION
in the Interests of

UNIVERSITYA WORLDS CONGRESS

来
EXTENSION

Tbird Course - Special
Jan. 1898 .

$ 8.75 Per Year

...The University Association ...

CHANCELLOR : PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL

RT. REV . SAMUBL FALLOWS, D.D. , LL.D. COUNCIL :

Chairman General Educational Com

mittee World's Congress Auxiliary :
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms, Etc
A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively.

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE-EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An . A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms. tions used in writingandprinting .

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms,
AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases , etc.
Prefixes and Postfixesfrom the Greek , Latin and

A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of
Şaxon tongues,and of all the important words

Prepositions.
derived from the Hebrew , Groek and Latin
languages.

A DICTIONARY of Prepositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their

A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.
various uses .

A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary

A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words. conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu

Ancient and Modern Languages, and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English
Phrases . language.

NOTE THE CONTENTO.

100,000 SynonymsandAntonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

30,000 Words and Phrases ; being the most com : Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived

plete collection of Briticisms, Americanisms and
from theLatin, Greek and other languages. A

Colloquial terms to be found in the English lan.
unique Etymological Dictionary of incalculable

guage .

3,000 Examples of Prepositions and illustrations of
value, bothtobeginnersinthestudy of the Eng.

lish tongue and to advanced students.
their use after certain words.

Over 600 of the most important wordsdistinguished

300 Examples of Propositions and their discrimina from each other as to their correct use , with
tions.

copious illustrations.
Nearly 1,000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but

100 Slips in ordinary speaking and writing.
differingin use .

Over 1,000 Homophonous words, the same in sound 54 Common Contractions and the words they represent.

but differentin meaning. 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formationof the plurals of nouns.
modern languages . 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D.D., LL.D. ,

Lato Supt. of Public Instruction,State ofWisconsin , Ex-President ofIllinois Wesleyan University,
and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION .

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All Ite Critios .

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn. Hon . Solomon Palmer , Montgomery, Alabama.

" A book that may be called well nigh invaluable to " It is a work of great merit and should be freely used

overyclass of peoplo - students, literary mon,public in our schools. Every literaryman would dowell to
speakers, or any who have much writingto do. Scarcely keep a copy on hisdeskfor reference ."

anyone can afford to do without it, and to the person Hon . Ira G.Hoitt, Sacramento , California .

who writes in a hurry it will prove a boon indeed . " "Ijudge that it will be ofgreat value to all those who

Col. Francis W. Parker, Principal Cook County haveoccasion to write or speak much . Its compact
Normal School. ness makes it specially valuable."

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for con
Hon . Jas. S. Hook , Atlanta , Georgia .

stant use .' " Its featureof Antonymsmakes it especially useful

Thos. B. Stockwell , State Commissioner Public and Idonotsee how anyscholar or cultured gentleman

Schools, Providence,R.I. can afford to do without it. Every educatod man and

" Of real value and helpful in many ways, and will every teacher oughtto have it."

commend itself toorary student." Hon. Charles C.Stevenson, Boise City, Idaho.

"Iam convinced that it is the right bookintheright
Hon . J. B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin .

place and fillsa long-felt want. I can say without hes
“ Thework may be fittingly characterized by 'elabor. itation that the workwill be of daily benefit to me in

ato conciseness'."

Hon .M.A.Newell, Baltimore, Maryland.
my profession . "

Inter Ocean , Chicago : “The more one has oc
"More exhaustive than any of its predecessors. The

casion to use it the more its completeness is observed .
appendices add very greatly to thevalue of the work .

It covers the field of its work most admirably , and is so

The list of prepositions and their relations is especially methodically arranged as to make reference to aword
valuable to young students .”

or colloquialism orforeign phrase easy. It is among

Hon . J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan. the best, if not the best book of its kind, written for

" I have seen no book of the class so well adapted to practical use of the student."

practical use." Journal of Education , Boston : This is a re
Hon. J.W. Patterson , Concord , New Hampshire. markable book, complete and exhaustive ."

" It is of great value and must be of immense prac- American JournalofEducation : " The pub
tical use to scholars . " lisher hasconferred a lasting favor on the goneraſ lit

Hon . Richard Edwards,LL.D., Bloomington , Ill. erary public by issuing this book . Every department

" The idea of grouping together words of opposite of the entire work ishelpful to writers, speakers, teach .

meanings as well as words of similar meaningsis an ors and studentseverybodyseeking to know the proper

excellent one. Many times the literaryman will be use of words. To these we commend it."

greatlyaidedby such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C. A. Watchman : " Thisis one of the best

reputation and great experience as a writer will give booksof its kindwe have seen , and probably there is

the book a deserved advantageamong literary men . nothing published in thecountry that is equalto it . "

Etc., and is

price is $ 2.00 . Special Offer ! As an introductory price we will send

this Great Work, All Charges Prepaid , for 81.25 . No teacher, minis

ter or student can afford to do without it. Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory . Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Assoolation Building , OHICAGO,

" Synonyms, Antonyms , " price is$2,00. SpecialOfer!! As an Introductory pricewe willsend
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WHY DON'T YOU Srbreopticom MostPeople
sort over their Private Papers

and Documents the first of

each year .
Stereopticon

or Magic Lantern in your Club and

Association work , for both instruction

and entertainment. It is an effective

means for promoting the interest of

your Society. We can rent slides on

all subjects for changes of program .

Write us for Catalogue of " Suggestions.”
McINTOSH BATTERY & OPTICAL CO. ,

521-531 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

Barler's Safety

Document File

classifies every

item and keeps

it safe under

lock and key.

Enameled steel

case. Remov.

able pockets.

An elegant present

No. 10-24 pockets,

169

KAREZZA $1.50

No.20-31

pockets,

ETHICS

OF

MARRIAGE.

A bold , brave book teaching ideal marriage, rights of the

unborn child ,a designed and controlled maternity.

UnionSignal :Thousands of women have blessed

Dr. Stockham for Tokology, thousands of men and

women will bless her for Karezza.

Arena : Karezza is worth its weight in gold .

Sample pages free . Agents Wanted. Prepaid , $ 100.

ALICE B. STOCKHAM & CO. , 277 MADISON ST. , CHICAGO.

E
x
p
r
e
s
s

P
a
i
d

.

$1.75

Send for circular. Money refunded if not satisfactory .

A.C. BARLER MFG. CO . , 100 Lake St. , CHICAGO,

Write for New Optical Cata

logue , Spexcheap Address;

F. E. BAİLEY , Chicago, Ill.
KEEP YOUR OWN

OOMMERCIAL SAPBTY DEPOSIT CO,

Safes

to Rent

at $5

and up

wards

AND COUNSEL
per

year,

According to space desired . Storage for Trunks, Boxes or

Packages of Valuables at reasonable rates.

SAMUEL POWELL , Mgr. 88 Monroe St. , Chicago,

CULL information about a never -failing, harmless and

permanent HOME CURE of the

OPIUM , MORPHINE, COCAINE

and other HABITS DR . J. C. HOFFMAN ,

mailed free by .. 500 Isabella Bldg ., Chicago.

GRAND HOLIDAY MAGAZINE OFFER *

W
E WANT every reader of PROGRESS to become a subscriber to The Peterson Magazine,

and for this purpose offer thefollowing incomparable combination of ThePeterson and other first

class publications, enablingsubscribers to secure the highest grade of literature at a price absolutely

without precedent. Quality and quantity are here combined as never before. The Peterson

Magazine, established in 1842, has beena welcome visitor in hundredsof thousandsof homes for

over half acentury . Itis a bright, progressive,clean, and dignified American monthly of 110 pages, itscontents

embracingLiterature, Art, Biography, andFiction of the best class. Itis beautifully printed on fine paper, each

issue embellished with 80 engravings, and a rich cover. Writers for 1898 willinclude such people as Frank R.Stock

ton , lan Maclaren , Stephen Crane,Mrs.Spofford, Amelia E. Barr,Mary E.Wilkins, Sarah 0.Jewett,and others.

All orders must be sent to The Peterson Company , Remit promptly , and get the beautiful Christmas
and not to any of the other publications. Peterson FREE as long as the supply lasts .

Sample Copy of The Peterson , 6 cents in stamps.
New York City subscriptions 25 cents extra on account Subscription price, $ 1.00 a year. We cannot supply sam

of extra postage.
ples of the other publications.

The Magazines may be sent to different addresses if This offer is made to new or old subscribers to any of

desired . the publications named .

FULL

ALL

EXTRAORDINARY TRIPLE OFFERS,

McClure's Mag .. ) ALL Harper's Mag ) ALL

Munsey's Mag.. ONE McClure's Mag.. ONE

Peterson YEAR Peterson YEAR

McClure's Mag.- ALL Household
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THE RELIGION OF GREECE .

BY

lity

sor ARTHUR FAIRBANKS , Ph.D. , Instructor of Comparative Religion , Yale University.

1. THE GODS OF HOMER.

REEK poets and Greek artists depict the birth of Athena as she sprang

forth , a goddess in full armor, from the head of her father Zeus. So

Greek civilization bursts on our view with a high degree of beauty and

completenessin the epic. Of the beginnings of Greek religion some

very crude idols from tombs remain as witnesses ; somestrange stories

were still told of the gods in later days, and they were worshiped here and there

with practices akin to the rites of barbaric races. Our earliest account ofGreek

religion, however, must be derived from the Homeric poems. (1 ) The epic was

never the possession of a single local tribe, and its world of the gods included mainly

those beings which were generally worshiped among the different Greek tribes , so

that, although the epic probably received its form in the Ionian colonies of Asia

Minor, its religious side is not purely Ionian . The epic was composed to be sung at

the banquet and on festal occasions, so that its tone was not really serious; the less

serious because the Ionians preferred to look on the gayer, lighter side of life. So

in studying the epic to learn about Greek religion, we must not forget that it is

poetry written to please a people fond of pleasure, and that it selects material to

appeal to a wide audience .

The gods of Homer gather about Zeus, the “ father of gods and men." Zeus is

often a very human god . He is deceived by Hera, angry because Poseidon has the

better of him for a time, very susceptible to the passion of love, laughingon Olympos

as he sees the gods going down to battle with each other on the Trojan plain. ( 2) Still

he is represented as apart from the world of men ; he never goes down to the battle

field in person, but accomplishes his will through the other gods as his agents. His

might exceeds the combined strength of all the other gods ; all that he does has a

certain grandeur; the presence of a higher justice makes his rule beneficent, and

the weak are under his especial protection . The Zeus of the Iliad remained for the

Greek mind the ideal of divine power and majesty (3)—Hera,his queen, appears in two

aspects. At one time she is the jealous wife, plotting against her lord and seeking

to attain her own ends against his will ; again, she is truly the queen, who fittingly

presides over the court of the gods on Olympos by the side of Zeus. - Athena is

closely associated with Hera in her interest in the Greeks before Troy. She is the

goddess of war, arming herself with the very armor of Zeus, and eager to join battle

against the Trojans, even against her father's will . At the same time she is the

patron of the peaceful arts , of weaving, and of cunning work in wood and metal. In

(Copyright, 1897, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second-Class Mail Matter. )
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the Odyssey she is the special patron of Odysseus, and procures his safe return.

-Apollo and Artemis are on the Trojan side . — Apollo, the archer-god , true son of

Zeus, who works his father's will , his temple-home on the acropolis of Troy,

is a real divinity in much of the poem ; while Arte

mis, the huntress, is hardly more than a shadow of Apollo.

(4 ) Other gods complete the council which gathers on

many -ridged Olympos” : Ares, the impetuous god of

war, and the tender Aphrodite with charms of love ; He

phaistos, the laine smith ; Hermes, the trusted messenger of

Zeus, and Hebe, Hera's daughter. A mighty god rules the

sea, Poseidon , the brother of Zeus, and beneath the earth is

the dread realm of souls , the home of Hades, with Per

sephone as its queen .its queen. These greater gods constitute one

family, which (at least in the later period of the poems) is

traced back to Kronos. In the epic, however, more stress

is laid on the fact that the gods constitute a council

gathering in the palace of Zeus, just as a council of princes

gathers in the palace of Menelaos at Sparta, or in that of

Alkinoos among the Phaeacians. Sung at human courts ,

the epic finds in its audience the key to the relations of the

gods. While each god has certain functions which are

not forgotten - Apollo the archer, Hephaistos the smith,

Aphrodite the goddess of love , etc. — these functions are

not specially emphasized , and the gods are primarily princes of the Olympian
court.

Ideal Bust of Homer.

1. THE GODS OF HOMER. in their breasts. And they clashed together with

a great noise , and the wide earth groaned, and the

( 1 ) Hesiod and Homer.–And they ( Hesiod and clarion of great Heaven rang around. Zeus heard

Homer) created a theogomy for the Greek, and as he sate upon Olympus, and his heart within him

gave the gods epithets , and distinguished both laughed pleasantly when he beheld that strife of

their honors and their functions, and indicated gods.- Ibid, p . 426 .

their forms.-" Herodotus.” II., p. 53 . (3 ) Ideal Traits in Zeus.— Yet, behind the com

( 2) Human Traits in Zeus. — “ Hearken to me, plex and ever -active theotechnic machinery of

all gods and all ye goddesses, that I may tell you the poem , there is still the presence and operation

what my heart within my breast commandeth me. of an august personage, who has regard to piety

One thing let none essay, be it goddess or be it wherever it is found, and who works incessantly,

god , to -wit, to thwart mysaying; approve ye it all effectively, and without noise for the permanent

together that with all speed Imay accomplish ends of justice among men , which were signally
these things. Whomsoever I shall perceive wroughtout by the punishment and fall of guilty

minded to go, apart from the gods, to succor Tro- Troy. That figure is no other than Zeus in his

jans or Danaans, chastened in no seemly wise shall higher capacity. He loved Troy for its abun

he return to Olympus, or I will take and cast him dant sacrifices, but his higher character forbade

into misty Tartaros, right far away , where is the his acting to avert its doom . In the Iliad mainly,

deepest gulf beneath the earth ; there are the gate in the Odyssey entirely , his will is worked out

of iron and threshold of bronze, as far beneath by other divine agents , themselves exercising their

Hades as heaven is high above the earth : then personal freedom ,butbringing about the purposes

shall he know how far I am mightiest of all gods. of a counsel higher and larger than their own.

Go to now , ye gods, make trial that ye allmay This counsel has its background and its ultimate

know. Fasten ye a rope ofgold from heaven, and root in pure deity, and for pure deity Zeus is

all ye gods lay hold thereof and all goddesses ; yet often a synonym in Homer . - Gladstone, W. E. ,

could ye not drag from heaven to earth Zeus, “ Homer,'' p . 67:

counsellor supreme, not though ye toiled sore. ( 4 ) Apollo . So spake he in prayer,and Phoebus

But once I likewise were minded to draw with all Apollo heard him , and camedown from the peaks

my heart, then should I draw you up with very of Olympus wroth at heart , bearing on his shoul

earth and sea withal. Thereafter would I bind the ders his bow and covered quiver. And the arrows

rope about a pinnacle of Olympus, and so should clanged upon his shoulders in his wrath , as the

all those thingsbe hung in air . By so much am I god moved ; and he descended like to night. Then

beyond gods and beyond men . ” — “ The Iliad of he sate him aloof from the ships, and let an arrow

Homer," pp. 143-4 . fly ; and there washeard a dread clanging of the
So when therage of Xanthos was overcome, silver bow . First did he assail the mules and fleet

both ceased , for Hera stayed them , though in dogs , but afterward , aiming at the men his pierc

wrath. But among the other gods fell grievous ing dart, he smote; and the pyres of the dead

bitter strife, and their hearts were carried diverse burnt continually in multitude.- Ibid , p. 2.
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2. THE NATURE OF THE EPIC GODS.

It is of great importance to form a correct idea of the nature of the gods as they

are pictured in the epic, not because this is necessarily a correct representation of

popular belief at a given place and a given time, but because Homer was the uni

versal text -book in the schools of laterGreece. The Bible was no more familiar a

book in the Puritan household than was Homer to every Greek boy. It was the

one book used in every school. Consequently later ideas of religion and of the gods

took form in the form of the epic.

We may define the gods of Homer as immortal beings, not visible to men, but

worshiped by them as the source of blessing and of evil ; their life was free

from difficulty and full of pleasure ; their home was on Olympos, and from

there they descended to direct the course of events among men . It has been

customary to interpret the Greek gods (solely) as personifications of natural

phenomena. It is true that the rivers and the winds are personified as

Divine beings; Iris, the rainbow, is fittingly the messenger between gods and

men, Demeter is the “ Mother Earth,” who yields the grain , and once, in

Homer, Hephaistos is used to mean “ Fire.” Probably Zeus was once the heavens

themselves, but in Homer there is little except his epithets to remind the reader of

this fact. Apollo, on

the other hand, was

apparently not associ

ated with the sun till

a comparatively late

date, nor was Athena

ever the storm-cloud .

In most instances it is

futile to seek for the

origin of the Greek

gods in the data now

accessible to us. When

we meet them in the

Epic, everything about Relief from Greek Altar ( Aphrodite, Ares, Apollo, Hera , Zeus and Hermes. )

the gods is cast in hu

man moulds ; their passions and purposes, their modes of thought and feeling are

human ; consequently they are to be defined with reference to men .

Physically, the gods live in homes built by the smith-god Hephaistos; they

sleep and wake and eat and journey like men, only they are more perfect and more

powerful; their speed is far beyond man's ; their strife far more terrible than human

battle ; they accomplish their will far more easily than man. Zeus alone does not

descend to mingle with men ; but it is only in certain parts of the poems (e.g. , Iliad ,,

XV. ) that Zeusor Athena directly effect some purpose where they are not themselves

present. Mentally the gods are far wiser than men and can perceive from a far

greater distance ; they can even have some knowledge of the future. But practi

cally they are not omniscient, even though they are occasionally said to know all

things. Zeus is deceived by Hera, and every god must pay careful attention to

what is going on and study how to fulfil his purposes. Morally they show a

righteous anger toward the wicked, and stand on the sideof right and piety among

men. They pity their favorites and care for them . But they are capricious even in

granting prayers of men, still more capricious in their relations with each other.

The boasts, taunts, and threats, the envy, the anger, the self -esteem , the passions

and deceit and trickery of a human court , are all transferred to the gods andbecome

the more marked as the gods are more powerful than men . ( 1 ) On the one hand the

gods are persons with all human frailties and vices, but at the same time they are
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the righteous rulers of the world ; the contradiction could hardly be so marked

except in a poem .

On this world of the gods depends all that happens among men : “ All things

are from Zeus" ( Iliad , XIII. , 632 ). For the poet all that happens in the battle or

on a journey is indifferently the act of a man or the act of a god. The man is carry

ing out his own plans, but the poet represents his acts as at the same time carrying

out the plan of a god. So human excellencies are in reality " gifts,” and one hero

tells his companion that he should not boast of his cunning, his strength, his

beauty, since these are only his because a god has given them to him . This

dependence on the gods the epic hero only feels when he is made conscious of his

own weakness, and commonly he acts as if he were absolutely independent. He

prays for divine help only in time of special need or calamity; i.e., he acts as if

independent, but as if the gods were likely at any time to interfere in a way on

which he cannot reckon. ( 2 ) Theoretically all things are directed by the gods; prac

tically for the hero in the poems, what is beyond his own control is directed by the

gods.

In order to understand the relation of the gods to moira ( fate) it is necessary to

consider the idea of fate in human life. What befalls man is his fate. Evil comes,

and he shirks the responsibility for it ; it is his portion (moira ). What man ought to

do is also assigned to him , his portion. The poetic-religious belief in “ portions" or

fate was, like so many other features of human life, transferred to the gods. (3 ) They,

like men, were subject to a fate including things they could not avoid, and things

they ought or ought not to do. This naive view of the gods as under a fate like that

of men was most natural in its origin , but it was the starting-point of a problem in

theology very difficult for later ages to solve.

In the later history of Greek religion the views of the gods gradually approached

the conception set forth in the epic . The gods continued to be human beings,

though elevated to the heavens, and a more spiritual conception was possible only

by undermining the whole fabric of the old religion .

2. THE NATURE OF THE EPIC GODS.

( 1 ) The Olympian Court. - All the gods in com

pany arose from their seats before their father's

face; neither ventured any to await his coming,

but they stood up all before him . So he sate him

there upon his throne; but Hera saw , and was not

ignorant how that the daughter of the Ancient of

the sea, Thetis the silver- footed, had devised

counsel with him . Anon with taunting words

spake she to Zeus the son of Kronos: “ Now who

among the gods, thou crafty of mind , hath devised

counsel with thee ? It is ever thy good pleasure to

hold aloof from me and in secret meditation to

give thy judgments, nor of thine own good will

hast thou ever brought thyself to declare unto me

the thing thou purposest."

Then the father of gods and men made answer

to her : “ Hera , think not thou to know all my

sayings; hard they are for thee , even though thou

art my wife . Butwhichsoever it is seemly for thee

to hear, none sooner than thou shall know , be he

god or man . Only when I will to take thought

aloof from the gods, then do not thou ask of every

matter normake question .” — “ The Niad of Ho

mer, ' p. 18.

( 2 ) Prayers of Penitence.-Nay, even the very

gods can bend, and theirs withal is loftier majesty

and honor and might. Their hearts by incense

and reverent vows and drink -offering and burnt

offering men turn with prayer, so oft as any trans

gresseth and doeth sin . Moreover Prayers of Pen

itence are daughters of great Zeus, halting and

wrinkled and of eyes askavce, that have their task

withal to go in the steps of Sin . For Sin is strong

and fleet of foot, wherefore she far outrunneth all

Prayers, and goeth before them over all the earth

making men fall, and Prayers follow behind to

heal the harm . Now whosoever reverenceth Zeus '

daughters when they draw near, him they greatly

bless and hear his petitions; but when one denieth

them and stiffly refuseth , then depart they and

make prayer unto Zeus the son of Kronos that sin

may comeupon such an one, that he may fall and

pay the price. -Ibid, p. 176.

( 3 ) Fate Recognized by the Gods.-And be

holding then the son of Kronos of the crooked

counsels took pity on them , and he spake to Hera ,

his sister and wife: “ Ah , woe is me for that it is

fated that Sarpedon, the best-beloved of men to

me, shall be subdued unto Patroklos son ofMeno

itios . And in two ways my heart within my breast

is divided ; as I ponder whether I shall catch him

up alive out of the tearful war, and set him down

in the rich land of Lykia, or whether I should now

subdue him beneath the hands ofthe son of Meno

itios . "

Then the ox - eyed lady Hera made answer to

him : “ Most dread son of Kronos , what word is

this thou hast spoken ? A mortal man long

doomed to fate dost thou desire to deliver again

from death of evil name ? Work thy will, but all

we other gods will in no wise praise thee ." - Ibid,

Pp . 327-8.
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3. ZEUS AND HERA.

The epic picture of the gods as divine heroes who mingled in human affairs,

though on a higher plane than men, has little or no suggestion of religious aspira

tion ; and they whose ideas of Greek religion are drawn from epic mythology can

but wonder how a people should worship such divinities. An examination of Greek

worship shows at once that the gods of Homer are merely poetic pictures which do

not represent literally the gods of local cults . In each locality one particular phase

of the god is worshiped : Zeus Olympios in Thessaly, at Athens, and at Olympia in

Elis ; Zeus Phyxios at Argos and in Thessaly, Zeus Idaios in Crete, Zeus Hellenios

on Aegina, Zeus Laphystios in Phthiotis . Over two hundred such local names of

Zeus are preserved , and each represents a different

phase of the god with its own myths and its own

rites.

For instance, at Dodona Zeus was worshiped

by the Selloi , and in the rustling of the sacred oak

these priests heard the will of Zeus revealed in

response to men's enquiries. In other localities

also oracles were sought from Zeus, signs drawn

from birds or dreams were attributed to him , and

even the oracles given by Apollo were regarded as

interpretations of the will of Zeus. Again , on

Mt. Lykaios in Arcadia there was a shrine of Zeus

Lykaios with a grove which none might enter.

The story was that here Lykaon offered up his

own son to Zeus, and thereupon became a wolf.

Human sacrifice was practiced here even in his

toric times, and the worshiper who chanced to

taste the human flesh (instead of the flesh of the

other victims) was said to become a wolf for nine

years. On Mt. Lykaios, and on many other

mountains of Greece, Zeus was worshiped as a

weather-god , and in time of drought men prayed

to him for rain . At Athens, as in many other

localities, the worship of Zeus was closely associated with agriculture. ( 1 ) In early

spring, Zeus Meilichios was worshiped with sacrifices and purifications; in the

middle of the summer an ox was sacrificed to Zeus with special rites ; at the begin

ning of the winter men worshiped Zeus Maimaktes, the wild god of storms, and

Zeus Georgos, divine protector of agriculture. The olive tree and the fruits of the

field were under the special protection of Zeus at Athens, and most of the sacrifices

and processions at the feasts just mentioned had to do with the success of the

crops. At Olympia the great games of Greece were celebrated in honor of Zeus

Olympios; in solemn festival men sought the god's help for their contests, or honored

him for their victories, and in the contests themselves the mass of the spectators

saw an ancient practice by which the god might be worshiped. (2 ) All of Greece

was united in these truly national games, and the god of Olympia became in fact

the god of Greece. In addition to the functions already considered ( Zeus, the god

of oracles, of the weather, (3 ) of the crops, of athletic games), Zeus was worshiped

in many places as the guardian of the city , Z. Polieus or Z. Soter. He was the pro

tector of the family, and to him the stranger, the beggar, the suppliant appealed,

for all social relations were under his special care. (4)

In these distinctly local cults we may find but little trace of the Homeric ideal ,

for ancient practice was very tenacious. But that ideal of the king, the father of

gods and men, became more and more familiar to the Greek mind. Because

Head of Zeus , from Otricoli .
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Zeus was the chief Greek god, local divinities received his name, e.g. , Trophonios at

Lebadea became Zeus Trophonios. It was the Homeric ideal whichinspired Phidias

in the creation of the wonderful statue of Zeus for the temple at Olympia. ( 5 ) And

as the poetry of Sophocles or the philosophy of Xenophanes forined an ideal of one

god, a god above the gods , it was in the person of Zeus that this ideal became dimly

expressed. (6 )

The wife of Zeus was worshiped much less commonly than Zeus himself. At

Dodona and originally at Athens, Dione was his queen ; Demeter and Leto were

worshiped in particular localities, each as the wife of Zeus; but it was Hera who

became his lawful wife in the mythology which followed the epic . On the Argive

plain , in Corinth and her colonies , in Boeotia and Euboea, and in particular on the

island of Samos, the worship of Hera was quite as important as that of Zeus him

self, As the ideal of the divine mother became embodied in Leto and in Demeter,

Hera became the type of the wife among the gods, and the good and evil of human

marriage reappear in her relations withZeus. The worship of Hera was mainly

concerned with her function as the patron of marriage, though she does appear at

times as the queen of heaven, or as the mistress of war and athletic games. The

principal feast in her honorwas a mimic celebration ofearly marriage rites, in which

a simple wooden image of the goddess was hidden in the forest and then brought

back in triumphal procession by the side of the image of Zeus. Thus Hera was the

divine wife, and in various phases of her worship different experiences of the wife

are reflected.

3. ZEUS AND HERA.

( 1 ) Zeus Rules Agriculture.

And Zeus, may He, by hissupreme decree ,

Make the earth yield her fruits

Through all the seasons round,

And grant a plenteous brood

Of herds that roam the fields!

May Heaven all good gifts pour,

And may the voice of song

Ascend o'er altar shrines,

Unmarred by sounds of ill !

-"The Tragedies of Aeschylos," p . 162.

(2 ) Zeus Rules Athletics. - O guardian Zeus that

sittest above the clouds, that inhabitest the Kronian

hill and honorest the broad river of Alpheos and

Ida's holy cave, suppliant to thee I come, mak

ing mycry on Lydian flutes, to pray thee that

thou wilt glorify this city with brave men's

renown.- " Odes of Pindar,' p. 17.

( 3 ) Zeus Rules the Weather. — Zeus rains, there

is agreat storm from the sky , and all the streams

are frozen .- " Alcaeus," p . 16.

( 4 ) Zeus Guards Suppliants.

Chorus. Look thou on Him who looks on all from

heaven ,

Guardian of suffering men

Who, worn with toil , unto their neighbors come

As suppliants, and receive not justice due:

For these the wrath of Zeus,

Zeus, the true suppliant's God ,

Abides, by wail of sufferer uvappeased.

King. Hard is the judgment : choose not me as

judge.

But , as I said before, I may not act

Without the people, sovereign though I be,

Lest the crowd say, should aught fall out amiss.

" In honoring strangers, thou the State did'st

ruin. "

Chorus. Zeus, the great God of kindred, in those

things

Watches o'er both of us.

Holding an equal scale, and fitly giving

To the base evil, to the righteous blessing.

Why, when these things are set

In even balance, fear'st thou to do right ?

— “ Tragedies of Aeschylos,” pp. 151-2.

(5 ) Phidias and Homer.—The story is told of

Phidias that when Panainos, the painter, asked

him after what model he proposed to make the

image of Zeus, he answered :—" After the model set

forth in these verses of Homer: Kronion nodded

with his dark eyebrows, and then the ambrosial

locks streamed down from his immortal head , aud

great Olympos was shaken." -- " Strabo," p. 354.

(6 ) Zeus the Supreme God .

O Zeus-whate'er He be,

If that Name please Him well,

By that on Him I call :

Weighing all other names I fail to guess

Aught else but Zeus, if I would cast aside,

Clearly, in very deed ,

From off my soul this idle weight of care.

- " Tragedies of Aeschylos," pp. 187-8.

Thy power, O Zeus, what haughtiness of man,

Yea , what can hold in check ?

Which neither sleep, that maketh all things old ,

Nor the long months of Gods that never fail,

Can for a moment seize .

But still as Lord supreme,

Waxing not old with time,

Thou dwellest in Thysheen of radiancy

On far Olympos' height.

Through future near or far as through the past,

One law holds ever good,

Nought comes to life of man unscathed through
out by woe.

- " Tragedies of Sophocles," pp. 150-1.
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1

4. APOLLO AND ARTEMIS.

In the epic Phoibos ( Phoebus) Apollo is closely associated with his father Zeus,
and in Greek religion generally he is the god who (next to Zeus) expresses most per

fectly the religious ideals of the Greeks. The legend of his birth was attached to

the island of Delos. This rocky spot consented to receive his mother Leto, who was

fleeing from the persecution of Hera — so the story ran on the promise that the

children to be born should honor the land by their presence. So Apollo and Artemis

were born by the sacred Delian lake, and Delos was one great center of their wor

ship. ( 1 ) Delphi , however, was the

spot most sacred to Apollo on the

mainland of Greece, and the myth

goes on to describe the journey of

the infant Apollo from Delos to

Attica and thence along the sacred

way to the cliffs of Delphi. Here

he acquired the oracle, slaying a

monster Python who guarded it,

and hither came pilgrims and em

bassies from the whole Greek world

to enquire of the god. The ques

tion of each was put to the Pythia

when she was possessed of the god ,

and her wild cries were interpreted

by the priests in hexameter verse.

Thus individuals received divine

guidance in their private interests,

and the political relations of the

Greek cities were widely affected

by the responses of the Delphian

god. (2 ) At Delphi also sacred

festivals celebrated the coming of

the god thither, and his victory

over the dragon. These events

were represented in musical drama

with great pomp, and the feasts

were made more glorious by the

Pythian games: musical contests

in honor of the leader of the Muses,

Apollo, god of the lyre, and ath

letic contests in honor of Apollo,

the ideal of manly youth. To Delphi finally the murderer might come for puri
fication . As Apollo was purified after killing the Python , so others might be

cleansed from the taint of blood .

At Athens and on the coast of Ionia Apollo was worshiped as the protector of

the crops, and the first fruits were offered to him. Here also he was the god who

purified men and cities from evil ; and sacrifices, in some places human sacrifices,

were offered to him to obtain protection from pestilence.

In the Peloponnese, as in some parts of northern Greece, Apolio was worshiped

as the god of flocks. At Sparta he was called Karneios (vápvos, ram ); near Epi

dauros,as in Thessaly,he received the name Maleates ( protector of sheep?) ; thename

Nomios (vóuo, flocks) was quite common ; and the wolf-god at Argos, Apollo Lykios
became in myth the god who protected the flocks. A widespread legend tells how

Apollo kept the flocks of Admetos, and became enamored ofthe nymph Kyrene in
the fields.

Artemis.
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Apollo was not the only god of flocks, for Pan in Arcadia, and Hermes in the

region of Mt. Kyllene and elsewhere, were patron gods of the shepherds and their

charge. Worshiped among ruder peoples, they partook of the nature of their wor

shipers , and Pan always remained distinctly the god of the fields and of the flocks.

No Greek god is so many -sided as Artemis, the sister of Apollo. In the universal

mythology of Greece she is a chaste maiden , devoted to the hunt, in which nymphs

of the wood are her companions. As Apollo's sister she shared not only many of his

names, but also much of his worship. She was, however, most closely associated

with the wild life of nature. The fawn was almost everywhere the symbol of her

presence ; in Attica and in Arcadia the bear was sacred to her, and she was even

thought of as changing into the form of a bear; the dog was her cominon attendant.

The transformation into a purely human god did not deprive Artemis of her nature

sympathy, for she still lived in the woods, and, like men who loved the woods, she

was given to hunting. Because she was so closely connected with nature, local

nature -goddesses were identified with her. Kallisto , the " fairest " in Arcadia ; Taygete,

the local goddess of Mt. Taygetos; Diktynna of Crete , came to be forms of Artemis.

In Asia Minor particularly the local goddessesof wild nature were,for the Greek,

forms of Artemis, even though - like Artemis (Diana) of the Ephesians — they had

but little in common with the truly Greek Artemis. Again it was probably this

connection with nature which made Artemis tlie patron of marriage and even the

goddess of childbirth . In all these varied forms she remained the chaste maiden ;

as such she received the worship of girls up to marriage, and then they dedicated to

her the dolls with which they had played , and often the girdle that distinguished
an unmarried woman . As the patrons of youth , as the ideals of the strong young

man and of the pure young woman, Apollo and Artemis called forth the religious

aspirations of the Greeks.

It is important for the student of Greek religion to remember that in the case

of Apollo and Artemis as in the case of Zeus, different localities worshiped each its

own form of the god, and distinguished that form by the epithet added to the god's

Many of these beings were originally different gods who became identified

with one of the great gods of Greece asthe community came under the influence of

a general Greek culture.

name.

4. APOLLO AND ARTEMIS.

( 1 ) Apollo Came from Delos.

First, with this praver, of all the Gods I honor

The primal seeress Earth, and Themis next,
Whoin due order filled her mother's place

( So runs the tale ), and in the third lot namel ,

With her goodwill aud doing wrong to none,

Another of the Titans' offspring sat ,

Earth's daughter Phoebe , and as birthday gift

She gives it up to Phobos, and he takes

His name from Phoebe. And he, leaving then

The pool and rocks of Delos, having steered
To the ship -traversed shores that Pallas owns,

Came to this land and to Parnassos' seat :

And with great reverence they escort him on ,

Hephæstos' sons, road-makers, turning thus
The wilderness to land no longer wild ;

And when he comes the peoples honor him ,

And Delphos too , chief pilot of this land .

And him Zeus sets, his mind with skill inspired,

As the fourth seer upon these sacred seats.

- “ Tragedies of Aeschylos,” pp. 297-8.

( 2) Oracles.-Croesus by crossing the Halys

shall destroy a great kingdom. – Aristotle's " Rhet

oric ,” III., p . 5 .

Pallas is unable to propitiating Olympian Zeus,

though beseeching him with many words and

prudent counsel. But to thee I will utter again
this word and make it like adamant. When all

the rest is devastated which the border of Kekrops

includes within it , and the hollow of sacred Kith

airon , far- thundering Zeus shall grant to the Triton .

born ( i.e. Athena) that a wooden wall shall alone

remain unsacked, which shall bless thee and thy

children . Nor do thou wait at thine ease the

cavalry and the foot coming in great numbers

from Asia, but turn thy back and withdraw ; for

still sometime shalt thou be his opponent. O

divine Salauris, indeed shalt thou destroy children

of women , either when Denieter (the grain) is

sown, or when it is gathered in. — “ Herodotos,"

VII ., P. II.

Prayer to Apollo.

But hear thou me; for thus I make my prayer ;

The vision which I looked on in the night

Of doubtful dreams , grant me, Lykeian king,

If they are good , their quick accomplishment;

If adverse, send them ou mine adversaries .

This, Lykeian king .

Apollo , hear all pitiful, and grant

To all of us, as we implore thee now ;

All else , though I be silent , I will deem

Thou, being a God ,dostknow. One well may think

The sons of Zeus see all things.

- " Tragedies of Sophocles," pp. 204.5 .
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5. ATHENA.
1

.

1

1

6

The poet called Athens the eye of Greece, and Athena, patron goddess of Athens,

was the exponent of the city's glory. The story ran that Poseidon and Athena each

claimed the land, and the question was to be settled by a friendly contest in show

ing favor to its people. Poseidon struck the rock of the acropolis, and a spring of

his own salt water gushed forth ; Athena stretched forth her spear, and there arose

the sacred olive tree whose gnarled trunk was carefully tended in later days. The

olive was the best gift, and the gray -eyed goddess, with the gray olive and the owl

for her symbols, became the patron goddess of Athens. This scenewas represented

by Phidias on the west pediment of the Parthenon, Athen's crowning tribute of art to

her goddess, while the opposite pediment represented that other favorite myth , the
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Athena and the Parthenon , on the Acropolis.

birth of Athena. Zeus had taken to wife Metis, the personification of intelligence,

and then , fearing the birth of a son stronger than himself, he swallowed the mother

and her unborn child . In the Homeric poems Athena is all but the very mind of

Zeus, and the belief took poetic form in the story of her birth from the head of Zeus.

On the Parthenon pediment Zeus was seated in the midst on his royal throne, and

thegods were disposed on either side. Hephaistos had just struck the head of Zeus

with his axe, and the daughter Athena was represented as she had sprung forth

from his head—a goddess in full armor. Unfortunately the central group is gone,

but we can form some idea of it from vase paintings.

All the land of Attica was sacred to Athena, and she was worshiped in many

parts of it under different names, but her true home was on the acropolis of Athens.

Near the middle stood the old temple destroyed in the Persian wars ; to the north

was the Erechtheum , ancient home of Erechtheus, and of Athena as an agrarian
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Sed

goddess; and finally the age of Pericles erected that peerless building which later

ages have known as the Parthenon. ( 1 )

The most splendid religious festival at Athens was the Panathenaea. Once in

four years this was a long holiday of athletic games and musical contests, but the

religious center about which they moved was an ancient rite celebrated every year.

In the rhapsode contests the Iliad and the Odyssey were recited , and later on Peri

cles introduced contests with the flute, with the cithara, and in singing. The gym

nastic games were carefully graded for different ages, and consisted of running,
wrestling, boxing, etc. , of horse races, spear exercises, and dances executed in full

armor. All hadreference to the honor of the patron goddess, and the prizes were

jars of oil from her sacred grove. The purely religious part of the feast consisted

of torch dances at night by trained choruses of men and of women. These had some

reference to the birth of the goddess. The second day came the grandest procession

of the year, of which we may best gain an idea

from the frieze of the Parthenon . Cattle and sheep

for the sacrifice, with those who led them ; bearers of

the sacred vessels and of the wine for the sacrifice,

musicians, the old nobility of Athens riding in chari

ots, and the youth of the city on horseback , consti

tuted the splendid procession. At its head was borne

the sacred garment which chosen maidens had long

been preparing for the goddess. Sacrifices on the

Areiopagos and the Acropolis concluded the circuit of

the city, and after the solemn rites all the people

feasted to the goddess. This worship recognized

Athena as the warrior-goddess, guardian of the city,

and at the same time as the patron of the wonien's

art that had produced the garment thus brought to

her.

In the epic Pallas Athena is distinctly the goddess

Ares and his companions, who represent the

Athena Writing tumult of the battle , retreat into the background

before the daughter of Zeus. In Thessaly, probably

the early home of the people that produced the epic, Athena continued to be wor

shiped as a goddess of war ( Athena Itonia ). ( 2 ) The gold and ivory image inade

by Phidias for the Parthenon represented her wearing the helmet, the aegis on her

breast and Nike “Victory , " on her outstretched hand, while the bronze statue of Athena

Promachos, " foremost in battle," was one of the striking features of the Acropolis.

The gift of the sacred peplos recognized Athena as the patron of women's arts.

The garment was begun with religious rites, and woven by maidens set apart for

the purpose, and finally presented to the goddess at the Panathenaea. Ergane was

the special name of Athena in this capacity. She was also the patron of the arts in

general, so that in the story of the Trojan war the wooden horse was constructed

under her direction. Hephaistos was the smith-god , lame and grimy, like human

smiths ; but all cunning workmanship was under the care of Athena.

Finally, as associated with her foster -child Erechtheus, Athena was a goddess of

agriculture. The dew-sisters, and the seasons, Thallo, Auxo, and Karpo ( Bloom ,

Growth , and Fruit), belonged to the same group . One of the sacred ploughings

before the farmer put seed in the ground was performed below the acropolis in

honor of Athena. All the magistrates sacrificed to Athena when the young shoots
first appeared above the ground; in early summer masses of figs were borne about

in procession, and with other rites men sought the favor of the goddess for the rip

ening fruits of the field ; finally, at vintage time, two boys with vine branches headed

a procession to Athena Skiras. ( 3)

of war.
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We are to think of Athena, however, as primarily the goddess of Athens, pro

tecting all the interests of the city. The gods considered in these last three lessons

are, indeed, the more important state gods of Greece. Other gods occupied this

position in particular localities, but it is not necessary to consider them in detail to

get a true conception of Greek religion. Hera at Argos, Zeus on Aegina, Athena

at Athens were the patrons of these states, the very exponents of the life and culture

of these cities. It is but a symbol of this fact when we find at the treaties, e.g.,

between Athens and Lamos, a relief representing the patron goddess with hands

clasped [ cf. Collignon , “ History of Greek Sculpture," II., Fig. 56) . We proceed

to consider two gods whose importance arises from a different source , in that they

represent another phase of religious life.

5. ATHENA. thee . If that be so, no offspring art thou of

Tydeus, the wise son of Oineus.”

( 1 ) Athena and Athens. And they that pos
So speaking, with herhand she drew back

sessed the goodly citadel of Athens, the domain of
Sthenelos andthrust him from the chariot to earth ,

Erechtheus the high -hearted, whom erst Athene
and instantly leapt he down ; so the goddess

daughter of Zeus, fostered when Earth , the grain
mounted the car by noble Diomedes' side right

giver, brought him to birth ; and she gave him a

eagerly. The oaken axle creaked loud with its

resting place in Athens in her own rich sanctuary ;
burden , bearing the dread goddess and the man of

and there the sons of the Athenians worship him
might. Then Pallas Athene grasped the whip and

with bulls and rams as the years turn in their
reins ; forthwith against Ares first guided she the

courses—these again were led of Menestheus , son
whole-hooved horses. Now hewas stripping huge

of Peteos.—“Iliad of Homer,' p. 38.
Periphas, most valiant far of the Aitolians, Oche.

sios ' glorious son. Him was blood-stained Ares

( 2 ) Athena, Goddess of War.-And Athene, stripping; and Athene donned the helm of Hades,
daughter of aegis -bearing Zeus, cast down at her that terrible Ares might not behold her. Now

father's threshold her woven vesture many - colored, when Ares,scourge ofmortals ,beheld noble Diome.

that herself had wrought and her hands had des, he left huge Periphas lying there, where at

fashioned, and put on her the tunic of Zeus the
the first he had slain him and taken awayhis life,

cloud-gatherer, and arrayed her in her armor for and made straight at Diomedes, tamer of horses.

dolorous battle. About her shoulders cast she the Now when they were come nigh in onset on one

tasselled aegis terrible, whereon is Panic as a another, first Ares thrust over the yoke and horses'

crown all round about, and Strife is therein and reins with spear of bronze, eager to take away his

Valor and horrible Onslaught withal, and life. But the bright-eyed goddess Athene with

therein is the dreadful monster's Gorgon head, her hand seized the spear and thrust it up over

dreadful and grim , portent of aegis-bearing Zeus.
the car, to spend itself in vain . Next Diomedes of

Upon her head set she the two-crested golden the loud war-cry attacked with spear of bronze ;

helm with fourfold plate , bedecked with men -at
and Pallas Athene drave it home against Ares'

arms of a hundred cities. Upon the flaming chariot
nethermost belly, where his taslets were girt about

set she her foot, and grasped her heavy spear,
him . There smote he him and wounded him ,

great and stout, wherewith she vanquisheth the rending through his fair skin , and plucked forth
ranks of men , evel of heroes with whom she ofthe the spear again . Then brazen Ares bellowed loud

awful sire is wroth . as nine thousand warriors or ten thousand cry in

So saying she aroused the spirit and soul of battle as they join in strife and fray . Thereat

every man. And to Tydeides' side sprang the
trembling gat hold of Achaians and Trojans for

bright-eyed goddess Athene. That lord she found fear, so mightily bellowed Ares, insatiate of battle .

beside his horses and chariot , cooling the wound
-Ibid, pp. 104-8.

that Pandaros with his dart had pierced , for his

sweat vexed it by reason of the broad baldrick of (3) Athena, Goddess of Agriculture.
his round shield ; therewith was he vexed and his
arm grew weary, so he was lifting up the baldrick Chorus. What hymn then for this land dost bid

and wiping away the dusky blood . Then the
me raise ?

goddess laid her hand on his horses' yoke, and Athena. Such as is meet for no ill.victory .

said : “ Of a truth Tydeus begat a son little after

his own likeness. Tydeus was short of stature ,but And pray that blessings upon men be sent ,

a man of war ; yea , even when I would not have And that, too , both from earth , and ocean's spray ,

him fight nor make display - what time he came And out of heaven ; and that the breezy winds,

apart from the Achaians on an embassage to In sunshine blowing , sweep upon theland.

Thebes, to the midst of the multitude of the And that o'erflowing fruit of field and flock

Kadmeians, I bade him feast in their halls at May never fail my citizeps to bless,

peace; but he, possessing his valiant soul as of old Nor safe deliverance for the seed of men .

time, challenged the young men ofthe Kadmeians But for the godless, rather root them out :

and in everything vanquished them ( easily; so For I , like gardener shepherding his plants,

sure a helper was I unto him ). But for thee , This race of just men freed from sorrow love.

beside thee stand I and guard thee and with all So much for thee : and I will never fail

my heart bid thee fight the Trojans; yet either To give this city honor among men ,

hath weariness of much striving entered into thy Victorious in the noble games of war.

limbs, or disheartening terror hath taken hold of - “ Tragedies of Aeschylos,” P.331.
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6. DIONYSOS.
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The modern reader often misses in Greek literature that aesthetic appreciation of

nature which is so important an element in our modern thought. However, the

feeling of sympathy with nature, though not expressed in the form that modern

poetry has made familiar to us, occupied a larger place in Greek life than we might

imagine. To the Greek , all nature was instinct with manifold forms of life, not

unlike his own , but free from many human limitations. The rivers were gods he

worshiped ; naiads dwelt in springs and moist meadows, dryads in single trees ; wild

hill slopes and deep wooded valleys away from human activity, as well as the grove

where near his dwelling the still power of nature was manifest to him , he peopled

with other types of nyinphs. In these nymphs, as well as in Pan, the Satyrs, and

similar male figures, the Greek personified the intangible.essence of the nature - life

which he felt about him . It was quite natural, therefore, that the earlier phallic cult

should be largely observed by Dionysos, as appears from the symbols ( Phallos and

kteis) carried in his processions, and in the marked male traits of his attendant Satyrs.

The nymphs were the nurses of Dionysos; the satyrs were companions following

in his train ; Dionysos himself, as we shall see, was honored as the god of that inner

life which was manifest in all the different phases of nature. Even though he may

have come to Greece from a people in the north who were distantly related to the

Greeks, he became as truly a Greek god as Apollo or Athena or Zeus. The difference

is that Dionysos is not simply a person, not simply an anthropomorphic god , but

that we can trace the thought which was at the basis of this worship, viz . , the per

sonification of nature - life in him .

The story of the birth of Dionysos was localized in Thebes. ( 1 ) His mother,

Semele, won the love of Zeus , and thereby the jealousy of Hera. She was moved

by Hera to ask for a sight of Zeus in all his glory , and, the request being granted,

she was consumed by the vision . Zeus, however, rescued her unborn infant from

the flames (whence he was called fire-born ) and placed him in his own thigh,

from which in due time he was born a second time (and called twice-born , thigh

born ).

Other stories of Dionysos tell mainly of his advent in Greece, and assume his

foreign origin . According to one group of stories, he caine a delicate youth, fol

lowed by train of maenads and satyrs, introducing a wild worship. Many obstacles

are placed in his way by the adherents of the older order, but these yield to the

power of the god . The new servants of the god feel his power as a divine

madness overmastering them , while his opponents are bereft of reason and led

to their own destruction. Another group of stories tell of his entertainment

by early Greek kings (Oineus, Ikaros ), in return for which favor he leaves the divine

gift of the grape vine. Here also madness follows in the train of his visit , the

madness which comes from drunkenness, and madness from the god is healed by

the god.

Was Dionysos a foreign god introduced from Thrace ? The meagre accounts in

ancient writers show that Thracian tribes worshiped a supreme divinity , the person

ification (to use again our modern phrase) of the principle of life in nature . This

supreme god of the Thracians wasworshiped as the seasons changed to secure good

crops ; he was present in animal and vegetable life; his power was manifested in the

human spirit, taking away human reason and giving man superhuman mental

powers, so that he could foretell the future, and at death men went to him from

whom their life had sprung — the god of life was also the god of souls. It is proba

ble that the story of Dionysos' birth from the thigh of Zeus was an attempt to

unite the supreme god of the Thracians with Zeus and give him a place in Greek

mythology. His entrance against opposition , his triumphs over that opposition,

are the truths told to later generations in mythical form .
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The worship of Dionysos in Greece tends to show that the Greek god, like his

Thracian counterpart, was essentially the god of life in nature. At Delphi, and at

several other religious centers, he was worshiped with orgiastic rites in winter when

the old year died and the life of a new year began . Groups of women went out on

the slopes of Parnassos at night with torchesand engaged in ecstatic rites, dancing

wild dances, swinging torch and thyrsos-staff, twining serpents, it is said, in their

loosened hair, and making wild music with cymbal and flute . They fondled young

animals, only to tear them in pieces as the inood changed, and devour the bleeding

flesh. The god was in them, taking away their reason and possessing them with his

spirit ; the god of nature-life was in the animals they fostered and devoured ; all

the strange rites were tribute paid to the god that was dying and was being born

again. (2 )

Thesame thought, the adoration of the life in nature, appears in the worship of
trees. At Ephesos, it is a grove of trees in which the divine presence is felt. Oc

casionally it is a single tree, an oak or a

fir, that is not merely the sign of the god ,

but his very embodiment. Or, again, a

tree-trunk is set up for worship, perhaps

receiving a human mask and clothes , to

be a Dionysos, the concrete representation

of nature life .

The vine, however, was commonly the

sacred object of Dionysos worship. The

very spirit of nature was seen present in

the wine, and those who drank it felt his

supernatural life flowing in their own

veins. Certainly , in Attica , the worship

of Dionysos centered about his presence

in the vine which was his gift. The

country Dionysia, the Lenaea on the

shortest day of the year, the Anthesteria Feast of Dionysos.

or feast of new wine, and finally the great

spring festival of the city — Dionysia, were all celebrated in honor of the

vine-god. Even the wild, joyful rites of nature -worship became ministers

of Greek culture, although the ecstatic worship of the god of animal and

vegetable life was never wholly obscured . The songs and dances and simple

plays of the country Dionysia, the rough joking “ from the wagons " at the

Lenaea, were what developed into the dithyramb— the perfect lyric — and the
tragedy and comedy of the Attic stage. In the hands of Pesistratos and of

Pericles, the greater Dionysia at which these dramas were presented became the
completest expression of Greek art , and from all the Greek world strangers flocked

to Athens to share the festival, which was the glory , not of one city alone but of

all Greece.

The sculptured representation of a Maenad in wild dance suggests to us little that

is religious ; still less the figure of a sensual youth overcomeby drink . To the

Greek these figures suggest not so much the wildness which set culture at naught,

nor the sensual excess which reduced man to the level of the beast ; to the Greek

eye they represented a worship in which he felt the dread mystery of life and

growth in nature, a worship in which he sought communion with the great spirit

that lives in all that lives. The same mystic vein which was at the basis of

revolting rites in Phoenicia inspired the sacred meal offering of the Hebrews ;

the same mystic effort for union with the divine which underíay the Dionysos

worship ofGreece hasmany times in purer form proved the source of new religious
life to the Christian Church .
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6. DIONYSOS.

( 1 ) Birth of Dionysos.

Chorus. O Thou of many names,

Of that Cadmeian maid

The glory and the joy ,

Whom Zeus as offspring owns,

Zeus, thundering deep and loud ,
Who watchest over famed Italia ,

And reign'st o'er all the bays that Deo claims

On fair Eleusis' coast .

Bacchos, who dwell'st in Thebes, the mother- town

Ofall thy Bacchant train,

Along Ismenos ' stream ;

And with the dragon's brood .

- " Tragedies of Sophocles," pp . 168-9.

(2 ) Rites of Dionysos .

Pentheus. Speak freely ; thou from me hast

naught to fear;

Nor on the good shall my displeasure fall .

But the more dreadful are the deeds by thee

Related of these Bacchæ , with more weight

Shall my severest vengeance light on him ,

Who to these arts allured our frantic dames.

Messenger. Now to the mountain summits had

I led

My herds, as on the earth the orient sun

Shot his refreshing beams; when I beheld

Three bands of females, to Autonoe one

Obedient, to Agave one, thy mother;

The third to Ino: all were laid asleep;

Beneath them some had spread the boughs of

pines;

Some withthe leaves of oaks form’d on the ground

Their casual bed , all decently composed .

Thou wouldst not say that goblets full of wine

Inflamed their sense , or that the wanton pipe

Had led them to the lonely shades to court

The rites of Venus with their paramours.

Thy mother, when the lowings of the herds

Had reach'd her ears, arose, and 'midst her band

Shouted aloud , to rouse them from their sleep :

They from their balmy slumbers oped their eyes,

And started up, but with that modesty

' Twas wonderful to see, the young, the old ,

And the unmarried virgins. O'er their necks

Their loose -devolving hair they spread , refix

Their vestments, such whose cinctures were un

loosed ,

And o'er them bind the spotted skins of fawns ,

With serpents wreathing round their shaded

cheeks.

Some, holding in their arms a kid , and some

The wolves ' wild whelps, taught them to drain
their breasts

Swelling with milk , their new -born infants left

At home; then ontheir heads their garlands place

Of oak, of ivy, and the silvery bloom

Of smilax ; one her thyrsus took , and smote

The rock ; outgush'd the pure, translucent stream :

Another cast her light wand on the ground;

Instant ( so will'd the god ) a fount of wine

Sprung forth : if any wish'd a softer draught,

These with their fingers oped the ground , and milk

Issued in copious streams; and from their spears

With ivy wreathed the dulcet honey flow'd .

Hadst thou been present, thou wouldst not , as now,

Revile the god ; but, seeing this, with vows

Address him . All the herdsmen gather'd round,

And all the shepherds, with dissentient voice

To descant on these deeds, that struck their sense

With dread and wonder. 'Midst us came a man

Practiced in city wiles, and train'd to gloze

His hackney'd tongue, who thus bespoke us all :

“ You , who the hallow'd mountain's pastoral tracts

Inhabit, from her orgies shall we chase

The royal dame Agave, to our king

Doing a grace ? ” We thought he counsell'd well ;

And, cover'd in the leafy thickets, took

Our secret stations : at the appointed hour

They shook the thyrsus to their revelry,

And shouted Evoe Bacchus , son of Jove.

With thickening clamors, all the mountains danced

To their wild revelry , with all its beasts,

And nothing at theirmeasures stood unmoved .

Near me Agave chanced to bound along;

I , from the thicket where I stood conceal'd ,

Sprung forward with an eager wish to seize her :

She cried aloud , “ Companions ofmychase ,

We by these men are chased ; but follow me;

Follow , and with the thyrsus arm your hands."

We saved ourselves by flight, the Bacchæ else

Had torn us piecemeal, on the herds, that grazed

The verdant slope, their hands unarm’d with steel ,

They rush'd ; a heifer lowing mightst thou see

Held in the hands of one, and others rent

The herds; their limbs and cleft hoofs mightst

thou see

Hurl'd to and fro , andhanging on the pines

Distain their green with blood ; ev’n the fiercebulls,

Wont with their angry hornsto threaten, fell,

Beneath a thousand hands of youthful females

Dragg'd to the ground ; asunder were they rent

Ere thou couldst close thy royal eyelids down .

Instant, like birds that wing their airy fight,

They hurried to the extended plains below ,

Which, by Asopus water'd, yield to Thebes

A plenteous harvest; to Erythra's walls,

And Hysia , fix'd beneath Cithæron's heights ;

On these with hostile rage they fell, and rent

Whate'er they found , and toss'd it scatter'd wide ;

And ev’n their children from their houses snatch'd .

Whate'er was on their shoulders placed, remain'd

Fix'd , though not bound, and fell not to the earth ,

Were it or brass or iron : in their hair

They carried fire, yet were their locks not burnt,

Those, who were plunder'd by these madding
dames,

Flew in their rage to arms; then mightst thou see

A sight, o king ! had struck thee with amaze ;

Uustained with blood their iron -pointed spears

Fell harmless , whilst each thyrsus gored with

wounds:

Dismay ensued, and flight, by female hands

Men vanquish'd, not withoutsome god . And now

Back to the heights, which they had left , they

wingid

Their way, and to the fountains which the god

Had open'd for them , and wash'd off the blood,

Whilst from their cheeks the serpent's cleansing

tongue

Lick'd the warm drop. Therefore receive, Oking !

This god , whoe'er he be, into the city ;

For , powerful as he is , his bounty gave

( So fame reports) the sorrow -ceasing vine

To men : where wine is wanting, love soon flies;

Nothing so bathes the spirits in delight.

Pen . These insults of the Bacchæ, like a flame,

Are kindled near us, a reproach to Greece .

This is no time for slow delay ; with speed

Fly to the Electran gates; bid all that bear

The massy shield , that mountthe rapid steed ,
That toss the light targe, and the stringed bow

Grasp in their hands, attend me; I willlead them

Against these Bacchæ . No , it is too much ,
From women to endure this insolence .

- " Euripides,'' PP . 26-30.

1
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW .

1. THE GODSOF HOMER . — Beginnings of Greek religion , Nature of the epic , Zeus, Hera, Athena,

Apollo, Artemis, Minor gods.

2. NATURE OF THE EPIC GODS. - Homer as a school book, Gods and natural phenomena , Gods

defined physically , mentally, and morally , Providence, Fate.

3. ZEUS ANÒ HERA . – Local character of Greek worship, Worship of Zeus at Dodona, Mt.

Lykaios, Athens, Olympia , Functions of Zeus, Hera andher worship .

4. APOLLO AND ARTEMIS . Legend of their birth, The Delphic oracle,Worship of Apollo in
Ionia, in the Peloponnese, Artemis as a nature goddess, and as Apollo's brother.

5. ATHENA.—Her birth , Temples at Athens, The Panathenaea, Athena as goddess of war, of
woman's arts, of agriculture, as goddess of Athens.

6. DIONYSOS. - Greek sympathy with nature, Birth of Dionysos, Advent in Greece, From Thrace ?
Dionysiac worship, The god of wine and of the drama.

QUESTIONS.

OUTRARE

1. What are the first archeological data, and the first lit.
erary datafor our knowledge of Greek religion ? Where did the

Homeric poems receive their form ? Where were they sung ?

Why were not its godslocal ? How is Zeus superior to the other
gods in Homer? What are the two aspects of Homer ? What

various functionshas Athena ? What are the relations of the gods

in the epic ?

2. What was the placeof Homer in Greek education ? De

fine the idea of a god in Homer. Do the Greek gods represent

natural phenomena ? What is the bestmethod of getting a definite

idea of the epic gods ? How do gods differ from men physically ?

-mentally . What is their moral character ? What is felt io be

the relation of men to the gods ? Did men always feel their de

pendence on the gods ? Explain how the gods came to be thought

of as subject tofate.

3. Are the gods of the epic beings that men worshiped ?

What is the fact of localworship ? Describe the worship atDodona

and on Mt. Lykaios. What is the connection of Zeus with agri

culture ? What was the worship of God at Olympia ? What is the

proof that Zeus was still conceived as king of the gods ? Contrast
Hera with Leto and Demeter. What was Hera's most important

function ? How does it appear in her worship ?

4. Give the legend of thebirth of Apollo and of Artemis.

What was Apollo's function at Delphi ? How great an influence

did this have ? Describe the worship at Delphi. What was Offerings at an Ancestral Tomb.

Apollo's most important function in lonia ? —in thePeloponnese ?
Name other gods of the flocks. What was the general conception of Artemis ? What was her

relation to nature, both before and after she became a purely human god ? How was she worshiped

before marriage ?

5. Give the story of the contest of Athena and Poseidonfor Attika ; also the story ofAthena's

birth. What were the temples of Athena on the Acropolis ? What was the religious center of the Pana

thenaea ? Describethegreat festival procession and its sacrifices. Describe also the contests that were

associated with the festival. What were Athena's special functions ? What is the evidence that she pre

sidedover agriculture ? What was the relation of Athena to Athens ??

6. Describe the characteroftheGreek sympathy for nature. Give the story of the birth of Dionysos

and of his advent in Greece. What is the evidence that he came from Thrace ? Describe the nature of

his worship in Greece. How were trees worshiped ? How was the vine worshiped ? and what was the

religious meaning of this worship ? What was the origin of the Greek drama ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Estimate the value of the Horneric poems (sung at courts, to please, by wandering bards) as a

source fortheknowledge ofGreek religion .

2. Iliad XXI. Contrast the river god in the first halfof the book with the general conception of

the Homeric gods. Contrast the idea of the relation of the gods, as well as their nature, to bederived

from the last part of the book (the Theomachy) with what is found in the rest of the poemsand described
in the lessonsabove.

3. What evidence can you find that Zeus was once a deification of the heavens ?

4. How canwe best explain the existence of so many separate local forms of the Greek gods, each
with his own title ?

5. What would be the probable result for religion and for politics of regarding the goddess as the

personification of the city's life ? Can State and Church be entirely separated, so that each will exercise
its proper functionsalone ?

6. Študy the development ofthe drama from Dionysos-worship, as presented in any good history of

Greek literature.
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7. DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE.
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Demeter was primarily the goddess of agriculture, and of the grain which the

fields produced. Homer speaks of the " corn of Demeter " as the characteristic

food of men, and calls the goddess " yellow -haired,” for the ripened corn is yellow.

Hesiod bids the farmer pray to Zeus of the lower world and to holy Demeter for

good crops as he begins to plough. Demeter is the earth , says Euripides, mother

earth, who gives her children food ; by her favor the corn grows, and when she is

angry the seed fails to sprout. The story is that the goddess discovered the grain

and made it subject to cultivation ; then she gave the seed to Triptolemos, and sent

him in a car drawn by winged serpents to bear it to every people.

Of the one myth of Demeter we have an early version in the Homeric hymn.

In the epic we hear of Persephone only as the dread queen of the lower world, the

bride of Hades. In the Homeric hymn she is the innocent daughter of Demeter

and Zeus, who was snatched up and borne away to the lower world by Aidoneus

(Hades) as she was plucking flowers in the Nysian plain. The mother heard her

cry as she disappeared, and , tearing the veil froin her head, she put on a black gar

ment and wandered without food nine days in search of her daughter. When she

learned that Hades had taken her with Zeus' consent, she left Olympos in wrath ,

and refused to allow the corn even to sprout. The Homeric hymn tells of her

appearance at Eleusis in the guise of an old woman , sad and veiled ,and how she was

persuaded to break her fast with the mystic drink , the kykeon, and to become the

nurse of the king's son . At length her divinity was revealed , and at her bidding a

temple was erected, and the sacred Eleusinian rites established . Men still suffered

for lack of food until Zeus sent Hermes to bring back Persephone from Hades;

mother and daughter, we read , spent the whole day in affectionate caresses, and

Demeter was propitiated. Persephone has eaten a pomegranate seed in the lower

world , so she must continue to spend one -third of the year there with her husband.

The hymn concludes with a reference to Demeter's two great gifts to men — the corn

with which they are nourished, and the glorious rites of Eleusis by which they

receive blessing for this life and the next.

The story of Persephone, who disappears each autumn when the corn is sown and

is restored to this world as the new blade breaks the sod, seems clearly an allegory

representing the corn itself. The corn is buried , as are the dead, and for three

months Persephone is queen of the dead. For the rest of the year she is with

her mother Demeter ( Amuñone ), as the corn is nurtured in the lap of mother earth

( Γη μήτηρ ) .

For Eleusis, however, the hymn has a far greater importance than as a simple

myth , since it contains the sacred legend of the Eleusinian mysteries. Every

autumn men came to Eleusis, for here Demeter had come in search for her daughter.

Veiled like Demeter, they imitate her wanderings through the night. Having fasted
for nine days, as did Demeter, they also break the fast with the kykeon. The well

where she is said to have rested, the king's house where she was nurse, the temple

built for her in the time of her grief - these are the sacred spots where they realize

anew the presence of the goddess. The reunion of Persephone with her mother, the

continued life of Persephone in Hades, the sending out of Triptolemos to distribute

to the world Demeter's two gifts, the corn and the mysteries — these scenes in which

men bore part as actors and as spectators constituted a drama of divine things.

They shared the experiences of the goddess, her grief and anxiety, her anger, her

joy in the reunion with her daughter; and in this mystic communion they found

peace from their own sorrows, and felt the blessedness of a joy that seemed more
than human . Thus conscious of the presence of the gods who ruled the dead , they

could look forward with a calmer hope to death itself and could expect the favor of

Persephone below , since they had worshiped her here at Eleusis. ( 1 )
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That the worship at Eleusis met a real religious need is shown by its rapid

development on from the sixth century B.C. Greek religion had centered in the

state, and its rites, while they grew in importance and in magnificence with the.

development of the state, tended to become

merely political and social institutions.

With the rise of individualism in the polit

ical and the intellectual sphere, the need of

a new type of religion was felt. Many new

forms of religious ritual were introduced to

meet this need, but they were under the ban

of social disapproval , for they broke with

tradition and seemed to undermine the basis

of society. The worship at Eleusis was

one of the very few old state cults which

could adapt itself to meet the newly -felt

needs of the individual. Its success was due

to the fact that it combined old respectability

with a religious message to the new age.

The worship of Demeter emphasized a

human sympathy in this divinity which was

seldom thought of in connection with other

gods. It is the worship of a mother-goddess,

a mother who has felt a real human love

for her daughter, whose love has been tried

by anxiety and suffering, but who at length

has found complete joy in reunion with her

daughter. To the sufferer among the gods

suffering men and women turn for help .

The peculiar relation of Demeter to the
The boy Triptolemos between Demeter and Persephone.

Greek woman found expression in the

worship of Demeter Thesmophoros. At the Thesmophoria women alone joined in

secret worship of the goddess, and men were excluded under the severest penalties.

It was a worship of the goddess who protected the rights of inarried women , and

from whom they expected the blessing of fair children.

Under these three aspects Demeter became one of the most important Greek

gods. As mother earth ,she received the seed and gave to men the grain ; as the

goddess of inotherhood, she cared for the wife and granted her the children she

desired ; as the mother of Persephone and the goddess of the mysteries, she blessed

men in their life here and after death .

7. DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE.

( 1 ) The Mysteries.- " Summoning the rest of

the initiated, they first call out, Whosoever is

pure in hands and intelligible in speech ,' and

again others 'Whoever is pure from all defilement

and whose soul k nows no evil,' and “ Whoever has

lived righteously.' ” _ " Celsus, " Origen III ., p .

147, ch . 49.

We alone have the sun and holy light who have

been initiated and have lived a pious life toward

strangers and toward relatives. Aristophanes,

" Frogs, " p . 455ff:

The best ofthe initiatory rites here are a dreamy

shadow of that vision , and that initiation and the

statements made (at the mysteries) are cunningly
devised to remindone of the beauties there ( in the

world of divine realities) , else they are but non

sense. – “ Plut. de def. orac ., " p. 422C.

Demeter graciouslydisposed toward our ances

tors because of the favors she received - favors

which only the initiated are permitted to hear

gave them the two gifts which proved of greatest

value, the grain , which is the reason why we do

not live as the beasts do, and the initiatory rites,

by sharing which men have sweet hopes for the

end of life here and for all future time. – Isokrates,

" Panegyric," p . 28 .

Blessed is he who has seen those things before

he goes beneath the earth ; he knows the end of

life ; and its Zeus-given beginning . — Pindar,

“ Fragments," p . 102 .

Thrice blessed are those mortals who have seen

these initiatory rites before they go to Hades; for

they alone have life, but the rest have all evils

there - Scphocles, " Fragments," p . 719 .

-
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8. DEVELOPMENT OF BELIEF IN THE FUTURE LIFE.

2

The student of religion among primitive peoples finds an almost universal belief

in a life after death. Burial is a time for feasting and games as much as any

occasion during life; the dead are carefully housed, and supplied with food to meet

their wants; good or evil is expected by survivors from the souls of the dead. In a

word , men generally have believed that something lives on after death, and that this

soul is freed from some human limitations and has some powers greater than

man's.

The Homeric poems show a very different view of the future. What leaves the

body at death is a sort of dream -image, unsubstantial as smoke or mist. The flight

of a soul is compared to that of a gibbering bat. The body is called the man's self
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The Underworld. On the Throne Sit Pluto and Persephone . For the other Figures see Side Lights.

quite as often as the soul. In fact, all is over at death , and what is left in Hades is

nothing but a shade, a shadow, of the man. In two passages of the Odyssey , how

ever, the picture of Hades is painted in somewhat fuller colors. Here the souls are

represented as conscious of their lot, and as retaining an interest in what happens

on the earth . But even in this picture Achilles exclaims:

“ I would rather be a laborer on earth and serve for hire

Some man of mean estate, who makes scant cheer,

Than reign o'er all who have gone down to death . "

-Odyssey xi, 489-91.

Still we find evidence enough in the Homeric poems themselves of an earlier

belief, more in line with that found among primitive peoples. Careful burial is

necessary, and the one instance which is described in detail ( Iliad, XXIII.) includes
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sacrifices of men and animals, as well as many athletic contests. Such sacrifices and

games can only have originated in connection with a belief in the supernatural

character of the soul . So the rites for evoking a soul which are described in the

eleventh book of the Odyssey, the promise of a sacrifice to Teiresias, and , indeed,

the fact that Odysseus goes down to Hades at all to learn the future from a departed

soul , are evidences of a view totally at variance with that ordinarily found in the

epic. Remains in tombs from an earlier period confirm the opinion that in some

localities the dead were worshiped before the rise of the Homeric poems ; and the

very existence of ancestor worship in historic times points in the same direction, for
religious customs are very tenacious.

We may then affirm that the early Greeks had much the same view of the soul ,

as a being to be worshiped, which we find among primitive peoples generally.

With the rise of the epic , which treated of heroic deeds of valor and endurance

on this earth , inen's attention was turned away from superstitious fears to the

possibilities of life here, away from local worship of limited spirits to the splendid

court of the Olympian gods. The dead continued to be honored, but the religion

of the greater gods, as described in the epic , was entirely oblivious of any lesser

spirits.

Coming down to the classical period , we find in forms of burial and in the
worship of ancestors survivals of the early belief in souls. At Athens the body

of the dead person was cleansed and arrayed in clean garments, then exposed to

public view for a day . The mourning was almost a worship, and included

elaborate sacrifices, until they were forbidden by law. With the body were buried

vessels and utensils and ornaments for its use , and libations of wine, oil , and

honey were made at the grave on certain specified days . The soul continued to
futter about the grave, and men hesitated to attract its notice in any way. But

during one festival, the Anthesteria, the souls of the dead wandered freely through

the city, and special precautions were necessary to ward off any harın they might
do. All the various ceremonies in reference to the dead were either simple acts of

piety , or ineans to protect the survivors from harm . Still they pre-suppose that

the dead take pleasure in offerings, and that they have power to work evil when
offended . ( 1 )

In addition to this general worship of the dead, we find the more fully developed

worship of hero-ancestors. These are semi-divine beings, worshiped by the family

who claim descent from them or by the locality which is under their special

patronage. In some instances such worship arose out of honors paid to the dead,

though this was not usually the case. The worship of hero-ancestors did however

influence the belief in a future life, because it constantly suggested to the Greek

the fact that he was regarding some souls of the dead as actually divine.

The religion of Dionysos was probably the starting-point ofa new belief in souls.

The god of that life in nature which manifested itself anew each year was also the

god of souls. Men felt his power overmastering their minds as they joined his

ecstatic worship. They became united with the divine being in secret rites, and

death could not separate this mystic union . Other mysteries also promised the

same hope for the future, and the superstitious found comfort from their fears. The

worship of Demeter at Eleusis was comparatively free from orgiastic elements, but

the worshipers here also felt the presence of the goddess with them , and seemed to

share her experiences of sorrow, and of joy. Being assured of the power and

favor of the chthonic gods , they could look forward with assurance to the

future life .

While many found comfort in this new hope for the future, these very rites

became a source of dissatisfaction to others, and confirmed them in their skeptical

attitude. Still others, a small group of idealistic thinkers, found in philosophic

speculation a basis for the popular belief that the soul lives on after death. (2 )
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8. DEVELOPMENT OF BELIEF IN THE

FUTURE LIFE,

the gods, whosoever had pleasure in keeping of

oaths, they possess a tearless life ; but the other

part suffer pain too dire to look upon .

Then whosoever have been ofgood courage to

the abiding steadfast thrice on either side of death

and have refrained their souls from all iniquity,

travel the road of Zeus unto the tower of Kronos ;

there round the islands of the blest the ocean .

breezes blow , and golden flowers are glowing,

some from the land on trees of splendor, and some

the waters feedeth, with wreaths whereof they

entwine their hands; so ordereth Rhadamanthos'

just degree, whom at his own right hand hath

ever the father Kronos, husband of Rhea , throned

above all worlds . - Ibid, pp . 8, 9.

1

( 1 ) Ancestor-cult.

Electra (moving to the tomb, and pouring liba

tions as she speaks ).

O mightiest herald of the gods on high

And those below , O Hermes of the dark ,

Call thou the Powers beneath , and bid them hear

The prayers that look towards iny father's house ;

AndEarth herself who all things bringeth forth ,
And rears them and again receives their fruit .

And I to human souls libations pouring,

Say , calling on my father , Pity me ;

How shall we bring our dear Orestes home?"

For now as sold to ill by her who bore us,

We poor ones wander. She as husband gained

Ægisthos, who was partner in thy death;

And I am as a slave, and from his wealth

Orestes now is banished , and they wax

Full haughty in the wealth thy toil had gained .

And that Orestes hither with good luck

May come, I pray . Hear thou that prayer , my
father !

And to myself grant thou that I may be

Than that my mother wiser far of heart,

Holier in act . For us this prayer I pour ;

And for our foes, my father, this I pray ,

That Justice may as thine avenger come,

And that thy murderers perish . Thus I place

Midway in prayer for good that now I speak,
My prayer 'gainst them for evil. Be thiou then

The escort of these good things that I ask ,

With help of Gods, and Earth, and conquering
Justice .

With prayers like these my votive gifts I pour ;

And as for you (turning to the chorus ], 'tis meet
with cries to crown

The pæan ye utter, wailing for the dead.

1

.

Antigone. O tomb, my bridal chamber, vaulted

home,

Guarded right well forever, where I go

To join mine own, of whom the greater part

Among the dead doth Persephassa hold ;

And I, of all the last and saddest, wend

My way below , life's little span unñlled.

And yet I go , and feed myself with hopes

Then I shall meet them , by my father loved ,

Dear to my mother, well-beloved of thee ,

Thou darling brother : I, with these my hands,

Washed each dear corpse , arrayed you , poured

libations ,

In rites of burial ; aud in care for thee ,

Thy body, Polyneikes, honoring,

I gain this recompense.

— “ Tragedies of Sophocles," pp. 160-61.

say that.

STROPHE .

Chorus. Pour ye the pattering tear ,

Falling for fallen lord,

Here by the tomb that shuts out good and ill

Here, where the full libations have been poured

That turn aside the curse men deprecate,

Hear me, O Thou my Dread ,

Hear thou , O Sire, the words my dark mind speaks!

Tragedies of Aeschylos," pp. 256-8.

Fly , Echo, to Persephone's dark -walled home,

and to his father bear the noble tidings, that see

ing him thou mayest speak to him of his son , say

ing that for his father's honor in Pisa's famous

valley he hath crowned his boyish hair with gar

lands from the glorious games.—“ Odes of Pindar,"

I do not mean to affirm that the description

which I have given of the soul and her mansions

is exactly true-a man of sense ought hardly to

But I do say that, inasmuch as the soul

is shown to be immortal, hemay venture to think ,

not iniproperly or unworthily, that something of
the kind is true . The venture is a glorious one ,

and he ought to comfort himself with words like

these, which is the reason why I lengthen out the

tale . Wherefore , I say, let a man be of good cheer

about his soul, who has cast away the pleasures

and ornaments of the body as alien to him , and

rather hurtful in their effects, and has followed

after the pleasures of knowledge in this life ; who

has adorned the soul in her own proper jewels,

which are temperance, and justice, and courage,

and mobility , and truth — in these arrayed she is

ready to go on her journey to the world below ,
when her time comes . You , Simmias and Cebes,

and all other men , will depart at some time or

other. Me already, as the tragic poet would say,

the voice of fate calls . SoonI must drink the

poison ; and I think that I had better repair to

the bath first , in order that the women may not

have the trouble of washing my body after I am

dead .

When he had done speaking, Crito said : And

have you any commands for us, Socrates - any .

thing to say about your children, or any other

matter in which we can serve you ?

Nothing particular, he said : only , as I have

always told you, I would have you to look to your.

selves ; that is a service which you may always be

doing to me and mine as well as to yourselves .

And you need not make professions ; for if you

take no thought for yourselves, and walk not

according to the precepts which I have given you,

not now for the first time , the warmth ofyour pro

fessions will be ofno avail.— “ Dialogues of Plato ,"

translated by B.Jowett, I., p. 444.

0. 50.

( 2 ) Attitude Toward Death . – Victory setteth

free the essayer from the struggle's griefs, yea , and

the wealth that a noble nature hath made glorious

bringeth power for this and that, putting into the

heart of man a deep and eager mood, a star far

seen, a light wherein a man shall trust, if but the

holder thereof knoweth the things that shall be,

how that of all who die the guilty souls pay

penalty, for all the sins sinned in this realm of

Zeus One judgeth under earth , pronouncing sen

tence by unloved constraint.

But evenly ever in sunlight night and day an

unlaborious life the good receive, neither with vio

lent hand vex they the earth nor the waters of the

sea , in that new world ; but with the honored of
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9. GREEK WORSHIP:--LOCAL INSTITUTIONS.

The earlier history of Greek worship discloses a point of view decidedly different
from that of the Christian church , especially in its Protestant branches. We have

not uncommonly suffered the idea of the religious community to fall into the back

ground, in the emphasis that we have laid on the salvation of the individual. The

earlier established worship of Greece was wholly a matter for the local community,

or for such social groups as the family , the phratry, or the state. And when an

individual sought help for his own needs , he naturally turned to the god of some

007
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Temple of Poseidon , at Pæstum .

local sanctuary — the sanctuary where he might be, if away from home; if at home,

the sanctuary of the family or state to which he belonged. Thus all worship cen

tered about particular localities atwhich particular godswerethought to be present. (1 )

When one race displaced another, it brought the worship of its patron gods to the

new locality , but at the same time it adopted from its forerunners therethe shrines

where they had worshiped. Each local shrine had its own forms of worship, its own

priesthood, its own traditions of the gods there honored. Such local cults were

the starting - point of Greek religion ; they continued through all its growth to be

the ground in which it was rooted ; and when Christianity was introduced, some of

these local gods were transformed into Christian saints, still to be worshiped under a

new title.

The different stages in the history of Greek religion may best be understood from

this standpoint. It began in the worship by wandering tribes of their patron gods ;

and as soon as a tribe became attached to any locality, the worship of its gods

was also localized there. As intercourse developed between the different Greek

tribes or races, these gods became more widely known. It was the province of civ

ilization to unify the culture of all the elements which entered into it. Politically
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it was attended by the rise of larger political groups, the early kingdoms of Greece;

it tended to bring the gods also, as well as men, into one world - c.g ., to bring

together heaven -gods into a Zeus, and herd - gods into an Apollo, the son of Zeus

so that the way was paved for the creation of the pantheon which appears in the
Homeric poems.

The life of historic Greece found expression in city -states, and

the religious cults of a city sliared all its progress and glory . Athena became, as we

have seen , the exponent of the highest culture of Athens, and to her worship pil

grims gathered from all the Greek world. There remained, however, many hetero

geneous elements in the nature of gods that had arisen thus, so that they were

exposed to the criticism both of philosophy and of a developed religious sense.

Greek religion could not rise out of itself. It brought to the religion which sup

planted it a philosophy about God that reached far beyond any Greek god , anda

sense of religious need that no Greek worship could satisfy.

The local shrine was very simple in its origin. In the Odyssey (IX . , 197 ) we read

of Maron, priest of Apollo, who frequented Ismaros, dwelling with his wife and

child in the wooded grove of the god. ( 2 ) Chryses ( Iliad, I., 36-42) served Apollo

Smintheus, building temples to please him , and burning fat thighs of bulls and goats

on his well -built altar at Chryse. ( 3) The oldest localities of worship were sacredspots,

marked by an altar and often by a grove where a god was wont to be worshiped.

The only priests mentioned in the Homeric poems conducted the worship at such

local shrines.

In the historic period sacred precincts varied greatly in size and character. The

whole Krisaean plain near Delphiwas sacred to Artemis, Leto, and Athena Pronaia,

and its cultivation was entirely forbidden. Or, again , the spot of sacred ground was

scarcely more than large enough for a small chapel. Entrance into the sanctuary

was fordidden to those who had notcomplied with the local requirements, and some

places were entirely closed . (4 ) The more sacred spots were carefully marked,

and often enclosed by a wall of stone. Rarely the sacred land was kept from culti

vation ; commonly it was cultivated and the rent derived from its use was devoted

to the maintenance of the temple and its worship . Such leases were very carefully

drawn up, and describe in detail the manner of cultivating the sacred land, of caring

for its forest ground, and of keeping thesacred herds of cattle . From these sources,

from tithes and other taxes levied by the state , and from gifts consecrated to the

gods, the income of a shrine might become very large.

All that was necessary for worship was an altar. Before the dwelling house and

often in each room was a sort of obelisk , on which fruit and incense were offered to

the family gods ; in the public squares, in the places of assembly, and on the acro

polis stood altars to the gods of the city ; the altar was the most important feature

of the sacred precinct , and in the temple itself there might be a small altar for

offerings that were not burned. The altars for offerings of fruits, flowers, cakes,

etc., were small pillars , sometimes round, sometimes with paneled sides, and capable

of high ornamentation. The altars for burnt offerings were still more various in

character. One sacred altar at Olympia was a heap of ashes from former sacrifices,

on top of which the thighs of new victims were burned. A pile of stones or a

brick structure served as an altar at some sanctuaries, but often the structure was

elaborate , with carved marble sides and architectural ornaments at the top. The

great altar of Zeus at Pergamon was about forty feet high , and its sides were orna

mented with a beautiful frieze representing the battle of the gods and giants.

The temple was situated on some spot already made sacred by worship , either on

he acropolis of the city, or on some other site a little removed from the bustle of

daily life. Only the more important cities had temples, and these varied in size

from very small chapels to the great temple of Artemis at Ephesus. Approaching a

temple from the east , and going up a flight of steps, the worshiper entered a hall

enclosed only by pillars in front , from which opened the sanctuary proper, the naos
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(Latin cella ). Larger temples had also a back room, opisthodomos, opening from

the opposite end , and they were surrounded by one or two rows of columns. The

frontroom , Pronaos, was used for votive offerings, while in the naos stood the image

of the god. At first this was a rude object of wood or stone, but later the best art

of Greece gave expression to the Greek thought of its gods in marble or in bronze.

In few instances, as in the Parthenon at Athens, the statue was constructed of gold,

with ivory to represent the flesh parts .

It has been said that the temples existed more for the god than for man . Origi

nally, they were built to protect the holy image and the treasure of the divinity;

and while this continued to be their main object, they were always centers of wor

ship, for in them was felt the presence of the god. The temple differs from the

church in that there is no assembly room for worship. The great altar stood outside,

and here the victims were slain and the thigh pieces burned. Meantime, however,

the worshiperwould visit the god in his temple,and the feast which was so important

a part of worship was held about temple and altar in the sacred precinct.

In regard to priests , but one general statement holds true, viz. , that they were

public officials rather than sacred persons. Each shrine had its own regulations as

to age, sex , and other characteristics of its priests. The priesthood might belong to

a particular family, or it might be acquired by lot , by election , or even by purchase.

Selection did not depend on purity of life or religious devotion, though certain sins

might render a man ineligible. The office of course conferred a certain degree of

sacredness on those who held it, but the priests were primarily the officials of the

city or of the local shrine, whose duty it was to direct the worship there.

1

9. GREEK WORSHIP : -LOCAL INSTI

TUTIONS.

( 1) Deities Addressed at their proper Locali

ties . - So said he , and Patroklos hearkened to his

dear comrade , and led forth from the hut Briseis

of the fair cheeks, and give them her to lead away .

So these twain took their way back along the

Achaians' ships, and with them went the woman

all unwilling . Then Achilles wept anon , and sat

him down apart, aloof from his comrades on the

beach of the grey sea , gazing across the boundless

main; he stretched forth his hands and prayed in

stantly to his dear niother : " Mother, seeing thou

didst of a truth bear me to so brief span of life ,

honor at the least ought the Olympian to have

granted me, even Zeus that thundereth on high ;

but now doth he not honor me, no, not one whit.

Verily Atreus' son , wide-ruling Agamemnon , hath
done me dishonor; for he hath taken away my

meed of honor and keepeth her of his own violent
deed . ”

So spake he weeping, and his lady mother heard

him as she sate in the sea -depths beside her aged

sire. With speed arose she from the grey sea , like

a mist, and sate her before the face of her weeping

son , and stroked him with her hand , and spake

and called on his name : “ My child, why weepest

thou ? What sorrow hath entered into thy heart ?

Speak it forth , hide it not in thy mind , that both

may know it.” — “ The Iliad of Homer," p : 12,

So the twain went along the shore of the loud

sounding sea , making instant prayer to the earth

embracer, the Shaker of the Earth , that they

might with ease prevail on Aiakides' great heart.

-Ibid , p . 166 .

And she was called Alkyone of her father and

lady mother by surname in their hall, because her

mother in the plight of the plaintive halcyon-bird

wept when the far-darter Phoebus Apollo snatched

her away . By her side lay Meleagros , brooding

on his grievous anger, being wroth by reason of

his mother's curses ; for she, grieved for her breth

ren's death , prayed instantly to the gods , and with

her hands likewise beat instantly upon the fertile

earth, calling on Hades and dread Persephone,

while she knelt upon her knees and made her

bosom wet with tears , to bring her son to death ;

and Erinnys that walketh in darkness, whose heart

knoweth not ruth , heard her from Erebos. - Ibid,

p . 178.

( 2 ) Maron , Priest of Apollo.—Now I had with

me a goatskin of the dark wine and sweet , which

Maron, son of Euanthes , had given me, the priest

of Apollo, the god that watched over Ismarus.

And he gave it, for that we had protected him

with his wife and child reverently ; for he dwelt

in a thick grove of Phoebus Apollo. - Homer's

" Odyssey," p . 140.

( 3 ) Chryses, Priest of Apollo.-So said he

(Agamemnon ), and the old man was afraid and

obeyed his word, and fared silently along the

shore of the loud -sounding sea . Then went that

aged man apart and prayed aloud to King Apollo,

whom Leto of the fair locks bore : “ Here me, god

of the silver bow , that standeth over Chryse and

holy Killa, and rulest Tenedos with might, O
Smintheus! If ever I built a temple gracious in

thine eyes, or if ever I burnt to thee fat flesh of

thighs of bulls or goats, fulfill thou this my desire;

let the Danaans pay by thine arrows for my tears.

— “ The Iliad of Homer,' p. 2 .

( 4 ) Access to Temples. - Voted ! Not to permit

any stranger to offer sacrifice in the Heraion ; the

neokaros is to see that this is enforced , and ex.

clude them ; if he does not , let him pay ten sacred
drachmae each day to Hera. This note is to be

inscribed before the doors, and the neokorai are to

see that this is enforced . — “ Dittenberger Sylloge,”

P. 358.
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10. FORMS OF WORSHIP.

Athletic Games.

Religious worship in Greece was connected with certain specified days, as well

with definite localities. The Athenians boasted that they were the most religious

people of Greece because they observed more sacred days than any other people.

Certain days of every month were sacred , the seventh to Apollo, the fifth to the

Erinyes, if Hesiod's statement (Erg. 802) be true also of Athens, and the great festi

vals of the gods increased the number to approximately the number of holy days

observed by the Christian church . In speaking of particular gods, we have

mentioned some of the elements that entered into the worship of these days.

Athletic games were a very ancient inethod of honoring the Greek gods, and the

forms of the athlete were transferred to

the types of the gods themselves. Music

wasa constant element in worship. Pro

cessions were accompanied by music ,

worship at the altar took the form of

song and dance, the prayer that accom

panied sacrifice was commonly a hymn

of praise and supplication ; even the con

testants for prizes in music were often

bound to sing or play in praise of the

god . The drama was a development of

Dionysos-worship, nor were its religious

origin and meaning ever forgotten. Pro

cessions and splendid pageants were an

important element in worship. They were an exhibition of the glory of the god,

as well as an indication of man's desire to serve the god. The central point of

worship , however, was the festal sacrifice.

It is a fair assumption that the pious Greeks recognized the gods whenever a

domestic animal was slain for food . Certainly, when the farmer killed his own

stock, he burned certain parts to the gods, just as at the great religious festivals

animals were slain as a sacrifice, and parts of them were consumed by fire ; and it is

probable that the pious Athenian would have felt scruples about the use of flesh

bought from a butcher had not similar rites been observed . (Such flesh was there.

fore “ food offered to idols, " I Cor. 8 :4 . ) Thus it is true that the sacrifices were

feasts, and also that at every feast the flesh had been in a sense consecrated to the

gods. The religious occasions for sacrifice included, first, the recurring feasts of

the gods ; secondly; the fulfilment of vows made in time of danger, and thirdly , times

when the help of the gods was specially needed, as before a battle or a journey.

The animals chosen for the sacrifice must be in every way sound . Farther than

this, the choice of the animal and its age depended on the particular god to whom

it was offered , Poseidon preferring bulls, Apollo young lambs, Athena heifers, and

Dionysos goats.

In preparation for the sacrifice the offerers clothed themselves in fresh garinents

and put on wreaths as for a feast, and the animals were adorned with flowers

and garlands. The procession brought the animals, together with the implements

of sacrifice, to the altar, barleycorns were scattered on the altar and on the animal ,

and a lock of the animal's hair was thrown into the flame. Meantime all present

observed silence, while inusic of Autes accompanied the prayer-hymns to the gods.

The animal's throat was cut — in the case of oxen, after they had been stunned by

an axe or club — and the blood was either allowed to flow on the altar, or collected

in a vessel and poured on the altar. Parts of the entrails were burned on the altar,

with fat to help the flame; and after it was entirely cut up, the thigh bones, and in

particular localities other parts also, were burned to the gods. All present joined
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in pouring libations of wine on the altar to the music of hymns and of Autes. The

remainderof the flesh was roasted and eaten by priests and offerers in sacrificial meal,

with farther libations to the gods. On great festal occasions large numbers of

victims were slain , and thus the worship culminated in a general feast to the gods. (1)

Other minor sacrifices may be briefly mentioned. Whenever men were eating

or drinking, libations of wine mixed with water were poured out to the gods. In

Homer we read many times of libation and prayer, especially before men set out on

some important undertaking. Special libations also are offered to the dead and to

the gods beneath the earth . In the simple worship of the household , flowers, fruits,

and cakes are placed on al

tars for the gods. In spite

of the general preference for

animal victims, there were

some shrines to which they

would be a profanation , and

at these men offered fruits

or sacred cakes. Again, as

the use of incense was in

troduced into Greece, and

men enjoyed its fragrance in

their own houses, it came

to be used both at the feasts

of the gods and in the regu

lar temple ritual.

Votive offerings, anathe

mata , form a class by them

selves, to which the name

sacrifice is not strictly ap

plicable. They were de

voted to a god in memory

of some distinct blessing

that had been received .

The sick man, on regaining

health , would dedicate an

image of the part that liad

been diseased — a foot or an

ear , it might be — and many
Sacrifice to Athena at a wedding.

of these offerings have been

recovered by excavation. After returning from a journey, offerings were brought

to the gods. Thus upon the successful return of the ten thousand, a sum of money was

dedicated, a part of which Xenophon later used to found a shrine in Elis for

the Ephesian Artemis . Trophies won in the games were often devoted to the

gods; e.g., the tripods received as prizes in the dramatic contests at Athens were

set up as votive offerings. Slaves were dedicated to a divinity, to be his servants ;

later, this became a regular method for the manumission of slaves, in which cases

they received the protection of the god, though no regular service was required of

them . It was always customary to dedicate to a god small copies of his temple

image, or of the animal that was his symbol, however we may interpret this usage.

Finally, the anathemata included religious taxes, or revenues which were dedicated

by states to their patron divinities.

It is not always easy to determine the religious content of this worship. Votive

offerings are thesimplestto explain, for clearly they express the worshiper's desire

to honor the god by a gift, just as a subject would honor his king by bringing him

a gift of value. Libations, cakes, fruits , etc. , were also gifts, not valuable in them

mi

6
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selves, but nevertheless the correct offering when ancient custom declared that they

were what the god wanted then and there of his servant. The last statement applies

equally to all sacrifices; viz . , they were the right way to express one's desire to

honor the god, because they were the way prescribed by tradition . Nevertheless we

can analyze somewhat more closely the religious sentiment expressed in the sacrifi

cial feast. The banquet still binds together those who share it, so that it is used by

all sorts of associations to arouse a sentiment of union ; and among many races this

bond has in itself something sacred . Moreover, the banquet has a direct effect on

the disposition , which we express by saying that it kindles “ good feeling.” The

physical stimulus of meat and wine is very powerful on humannature . The sacri

ficial banquet bound Greek worshipers together, and awakened on each occasiou a

new feeling of union with one another and with the god they worshiped. It was

the god who gave the banquet to entertain his worshipers; he was himself present

at the sacrifice, so that those who shared it gained a sense of communion with him .

The very physical stimulus of the banquet was utilized to produce religious feeling.

It was combined, however, with other stimuli, which prevented the sentiment from

becoming gross or material.

The splendid procession , solemnly bearing the image or some symbol of the god,

the music on some theme consecrated by long use in worship, the artistic surround

ings of the perfect temple and statue embodying religious ideals in form for the eye

to see them — all these combined to stir the aesthetic nature of this people and to

give fitting expression to the feelings which they aroused . The study of Greek

worship indicates clearly that religion appealed to the artistic side of the Greek

nature, and that it met any reaching toward God by the perfect forms of its mani

fold art. 1

10. - FORMS OF WORSHIP.

( 1 ) Sacrifice to Athena .-- For truly this is none .

other of those who keep the mansions of Olympos,

save only the daughter of Zeus, the driver of the

spoil , the maiden Trito-born , she that honored

thy good father too among the Argives. Nay , be

gracious, Queen , and vouchsafe a goodly fame to

me,even to me and my sons and tomywife revered .

And I in turn will sacrifice to thee a yearling

heifer , broad of brow , unbroken, which man never

yet hath led beneath the yoke . Such an one will

I offer to thee, and gild her horns with gold .

Thus he spake, and lo , they all hastened to

the work . The heifer she came from the field ,

and from the swift, gallant ship came the com

pany of the great - hearted Telemachus; the

smith came holding in his hands his tools , the

instruments of his craft, anvil and hammer and

well-made pincers , wherewith he wrought the
gold ; Athene, too , came to receive her sacrifice .

And the old knight Nestor gave gold , and the

other fashioned it skillfully, and gilded therewith

the horns of the heifer , that the goddess might be

glad at the sight of her fair offering. And Stratius

and goodly Echephron led the heifer by the horns.

And Aretus came forth from the chamber bearing

water for the washing of hands in a basin of flow

ered work , and in the other hand he held the barley

meal in a basket; and Thrasymedes, steadfast in

the battle, stood by , holding in his hand a sharp

axe, ready to smite the heifer. And Perseus held

the dish for the blood , and the old man Nestor ,

driver of chariots, performed the first rite of the

washing of hands and the sprinkling of the meal,

and he prayed instantly to Athene as he began

the rite , casting into the fire the lock from the

head of the victim .

Now , when they had prayed and tossed the

sprinkled grain, straightway the son of Nestor,

gallant Thrasymedes, stood by and struck the

blow ; and the axe severed the tendons of the neck

and loosened the might of the heifer ; and the

women raised their cry , the daughters, and the

sons ' wives, and the wife revered of Nestor, Eury.

dice , eldest of the daughters of Clymenus. And

now they lifted the victim's head from the wide

wayed earth, and held it so, while Peisistratus,
leader of men , cut the throat. And after the

black blood had zushed forth and the life had

left the bones, quickly they broke up the body,

and anon cut slices from the thighs all duly , and

wrapt the same in the fat, folding them double,

and laid raw flesh thereon . So that old man

burnt them on the cleft wood , and poured over

them the red wine, and by his side the young

men held in their hands the five-pronged forks.

Now , after that the thighs were quite consumed,

and they had tasted the inner parts, they cut the

rest up small and spitted and roasted it, holding

the sharp spits in their hands .

Meanwhile she bathed Telemachus, even fair

Polycaste, the youngest daughter of Nestor, son of
Neleus. And after she had bathed him and

anointed him with olive oil , and cast about him a

goodly mantle and a doublet, he came forth from

the bath in fashion like the deathless gods . So he

went and sat him down by Nestor, shepherd of the

people.

Now, when they had roasted the outer Aesh ,

and drawn it off the spits, they sat down and fell

to feasting, and honorable men waited on them ,

pouring wine into the golden cups . But when they

had put from them the desire of meat and drink,

Nestor of Gerenia , lord of chariots, first spake

among them . - Homer's " Odyssey," pp. 43-4-6.
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11. WORSHIP IN TIME OF NEED.

Nowhere is the objective character of Greek religion more apparent than in its

attitude toward sin. The normal worship that has just been considered has been

called mechanical because it proceeds on the supposition that , if man offers food and

other objects to the gods, then the gods will grant him prosperity; it may more

truly be called social, in that theoretically man honors the gods as he would honor

a human ruler, and regards divine blessings and the divine rule as he would regard

the rule of a righteous king. If, however, the student uses the word social, he

should not forget that the social relations between man and god in Greece must be

conceived as far broader and far more intimate than those between man and any

human king

In such a religion it is impossible that the sense of sin should occupy a funda

mental place . It was not indeed difficult or unusual for men to incur the dis

pleasure of the gods. But what impressed the Greek

was the judicial side of the matter, the fact that dis

aster followed wrong-doing as its penalty. (1 ) No

stress was laid on repentance ; the Greek gods found

no satisfaction in extreme self-humiliation ; the wrong

was conceived as in the outward act, not so much in

the disposition from which the act sprang, so that the

only remedy lay in the practice of certain outward

rites by which at length divine favor might be re

gained.

The origin and motives of wrong-doing were care

fully analyzed in Greek poetry. (2 ) It was the pre

sumption of Agamemnon that incurred the wrath of

Artemis, his ambition which led him to appease her

wrath by the sacrifice of his daughter that he might

lead the expedition against Troy . The ambition and

lust of Aigisthos led him to marry Agamemnon's wife

and to slay the king on his return . Pride, becoming

presumption, brought severe penalty on such heroes of

Greek legend as Marsyas and Niobe. The two great

moral thoughts of Greek tragedy are : that sin breeds

sin as its penalty; (3) and that laws sometimes conflict so that the observance of

higher law makes one subject to the penalty of another law ( cf. Orestes, Antigone) .

Thus the supplicant did not pray for forgiveness of inward guilt, but sought
immunity from the penalty of sin in the same spirit that he asked the divine help

in evils which he had done nothing to bring on himself. Of the rites by which

individuals sought to soothe the anger of the gods and escape disaster we know but

little. When in peril at sea or in battle, men sought protecting favor by vows of

sacrifices to be paid if they survived . Before a journey they sacrificed to Hermes,

the traveler's god , and to their own family gods, to prevent disaster. In sickness

they vowed sacrifices to some patron deity or hero, or had sacrifices performed in

their behalf to some god of healing, such as Paian or Asklepios.

Sophocles gives us a picture of the rites by which a city sought relief from the

plague. (4) An embassy is sent to Delphi to learn what should be done, and mean

time processions kindle sacrifices on all the altars of the city . In time of ex

treme need even human sacrifices were practiced , though rarely, in the hope that

the anger of the gods might be satisfied by one victim instead of many. It was the

regular practice to offer sacrifices before battle and before an expedition set out from

home, and the will of the god was ascertained from the appearance of the victim.

The victims for sacrifice in time of calamity or of peril were not always domestic

Niobe.
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animals, as in the case of ordinary sacrifices, but dogs, asses, wild animals, and birds
were also occasionally offered . Nor was the ritual of sacrifice the same; for appar

ently libations were omitted, the animal was slain in a slightly different manner,

and its body was completely burned . At such times men could not seek com

munion with the gods, but by peculiar sacrifices sought to avert their wrath.

These sacrifices were offered not only to the great gods that ordinarily protected

a city, but particularly to the special gods of each locality — the gods closely con

nected with thesoil , and the so-called heroes. The gods of the soil were worshiped

mainlyby the peasantry, and often represented an older

type of deity than the Olympian gods of the ruling

classes. To the peculiar rites of such worship men

turned in time of need, when the customary forms did

not seem efficacious. The hero may be defined as a

god worshiped only in a limited locality , and with

no place among the Olympian gods of mythology .

Often they too were old gods whose worship continued

only in one place, so that they were reduced to the rank

of local spirits. The myths about some of these gods

were taken up in the Greek epic , where the terın hero

(herõs) had something of its English meaning; the gen

eral use of the term , however, in literature as well as in

religion, had to do simply with local divinities. The

worship of heroes filled a large place in practical re
Sophocles.

ligion. Not that cities celebrated great feasts in their

honor, though such was sometimes the case, but for a smaller group of worshipers

the hero was more of a real divinity than were the gods themselves. Calamity was

attributed to the anger of some hero who had been neglected ; and on the other

hand, special blessings were expected from their favor. Like the saints of Europe,

they stood much nearer the worshiper than the great state gods; they sympathized

better with his needs, and so he paid them a truer worship.

Closely related in form to the sacrifices in time of need (sphagia ), which have

just been considered, were the rites of purification for murder and for sacrilege.

In the Homeric poems there is no trace of these sacrifices. In later times the mur

derer must flee out of the land , and, unless the murder were accidental, he could never

return . If, however, the act were unintentional , he must first seek purification in a

foreign land. The man who conducted the rites slew some animal, preferably a

young pig, and applied its blood to the murderer, after which its body was burned

and other sacrifices were offered to the gods. Before engaging in certain religious

rites, e.g., in the mysteries celebrated at Eleusis , it was also necessary for the

individual to purify himself with the blood of a young pig. In contrast with

this, thie impurity which came from contact with the deadrequired only ceremonial

washings to set it aside .

If it were a city that demanded purification , the rites were far more complex.

It was first necessary to remove the cause ofimpurity, as the graves were all removed

from the island of Delos, or again as the Alkmaionidai were all driven from Athens

before the city could be purified from their sacrilegious act. In the latter instance,

we read , the next step was to bring black and white sheepto the altars where the

sacrilegious murders had been committed; there they were released, and wherever

one lay down it was sacrificed on the spot to the god in whose precinct it was. A

human sacrifice is also mentioned by some writers. By these means the city was

purified and the plague was stayed.

Thus by water and by blood , as in special cases by different herbs or by burning

sulphur, the taint of evil was removed, and men inight again expect favor from the

gods.
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O Zeus, belongs to thee, who reign'st o'er all ,

Let not this trespass hide itself from thee ,

Orthine undying sway ;

For now they set at nought

The worn-out oracles,

That Laos heard of old ,

And king Apollo's wonted worship flags,

And allto wreck is gone

The homage due to God .

- " Tragedies of Sophocles,” Pp. 32-34 .

( 3 ) Sin Breeds Sin.- Laos begets a son con

trary to the command of the oracle, and this son

slays his father and marries his mother, which

sin of Oedipus bears fruit in the conflicts of his

sons, till his house is overthrown .

Aeschylos.

11. WORSHIP IN TIME OF NEED .

( 1 ) Sin Punished by Erinyes .

Come , then , let us form our chorus;

Since ' tis now our will to utter

Melody of song most hateful ,

Telling how our band assigneth

All the lots that fall to mortals;

And we boast that weare righteous;

Not on one who pure hands lifteth

Falleth from us any anger,

But his life he passeth scatheless;

But to him who sins like this man ,

And his blood - stained hands concealeth ,

Witnesses of those who perishi ,

Coming to exact blood - forfeit,

We appear to work completeness.

-“ Tragedies of Aeschylos,” P, 309.

(2 ) Divine Law and Human Pride.

STROPHE. I.

Chorus. O that ' twere mine to keep

An awful purity,

In words and deeds whose laws on high are set

Through heaven's clear æther spread,

Whose birth Olympos boasts,

Their one , their only sire,

Whom man's frail flesh begat not ,

Nor in forgetfulness

Shall lull to sleep or death ;

In them our God is great ,

In them he grows not old for evermore.

ANTISTROPHE . I.

But pride begets the mood

Of wanton, tyrant power;

Pride filled withmany thoughts, yet filled in vain ,

Untimely, ill -advised,

Scaling the topmostheight,

Falls to the abyss ofwoe,

Where step that profiteth

It seeks invain to take.

I ask our God to stay

The labors never more

That work our country's good ;

I will not cease to call on God for aid.

STROPHE. II .

But if there be who walketh haughtily,

In action or in speech ,

Whom Righteousness herself has ceased to awe ,

Who shrines of Gods reveres not,

An evil fate be his

( Fit meed for all his evil boastfulness ),

Unless he gain his gains more righteously ,

And draweth back from deeds of sacrilege ,

Nor lays rash hand upon the holy things,

By man inviolable :

Who now , if such things be,

Will boast that he can guard

His soul from darts of wrath ?

If deeds like these are held in high repute,

Whatprofit is't for me

To raise my choral strain ?

ANTISTROPHE. II .

No longer will I go in pilgrim's guise,

To yon all holy place ,

Earth's central shrine, nor Abæ's temple old ,

Nor to Olympia'sfane,

Unless these things shall stand

In sight of all men , tokens clear from God.

But , o thou sovereign Ruler ! if that name,

(4) Supplicatory Rites.

Edipus. Why sit ye here , my children , youngest

brood

Of Cadmos famed of old , in solemn state ,

Your hands thus wreathèd with the suppliants'

boughs ?

And all the city reeks with incense smoke ,
And all re -echoes with your hymns and groans;

Apd I , my children , counting it unmeet

To hear report from others, I have come

Myself, whom all name Edipus theGreat

Do thou , then, agèd Sire, since thine the right

To speak for these, tell clearly how ye stand,

In terror or submission ; speak to me

As willing helper. Heartless should I be

To see youprostrate thus, and feel no ruth .

Priest. Yea, Edipus, thou ruler of my land,

Thou seest our age, who sit as suppliants, bowed

Around thine altars , some as yettoo weak

For distapt flight, and some weighed down with

age,

Priest, i , of Zeus , and these the chosen youth :

And in the market-places of the town

The people sit and wail with wreath in hand ,

By the two shrines of Pallas, or the grave,

Where still the seer Ismenos prophesies.

For this our city , as thine eyesmay see,

Is sorely tempest-tossed, nor lifts its head

From out the surging see of blood -flecked waves

All smitten in the ripening blooms of earth ,

All smitten in the herds that graze the fields,

Yea, and in timeless births ofwoman's fruit;

And still the God, fire -darting Pestilence,

As deadliest foe, upon our city swoops,

And desolates the home where Cadmos dwelt ,

And Hades dark grows rich in sighs and groans.

-Ibid ., pp . 3-4.
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12. CONCLUSION :-GENERAL CHARACTER OF GREEK RELIGION ,

AND ITS PLACE IN THE HISTORY OF RELIGION .

It is the work of religion to explain the world in its spiritual meaning as science

explains it from the purely intellectual side .

In the first place, Greek religion furnished a spiritual interpretation of nature.

The nature side of most of the greater gods has been so obscured that we cannot be

confident what it was ; indeed, in many instances, we cannot be quite sure that they

ever did represent powers of nature. We do know , however, that the Greek peopled

all nature with spiritual beings ; the hills and the woods, the rivers , the sea, the

winds he regarded as the expression, in each instance, of a life like his own, only

superior. Thus he felt a kinship between all that was useful, beautiful , wonder

ful, terrible , in nature and his own spirit . The world was made intelligible and

human by religion; to use the happy phrase of a recent writer, religion made man
at home in the world . In such a world not only could his mind work freely and

use the objects of nature with confidence, but the spiritual side of his nature could

also expand. For the Greek gods were not merely personified powers of nature,

but full and complete persons, with the emotions and passions of man, so that a

broad spiritual relation connected them with man . Man felt himself also to be a

part of nature , and the deification of his own powers — his love in Aphrodite, his

intellect in Athena, his warlike impetuosity in Ares - contributed farther to “ make

him at home in the world ."

Secondly, Greek religion met man's needs directly by creating beings which

watched over particular phases of his life and activity. Sosipolis, Orthopolis,

Alalkomeneis were " city -protecting divinities” ; Auxesia, Phytos, Phorbas, gods of

growth , as Erichthonios, “ earth -breaker," was a god of ploughing; Mylas, Himalis,

Alphito were named from the grinding of the wheat, Iatros and Paian from their aid

in healing; Taraxippos kept the charioteer's horses from fright, and Telesidromos

brought them speedily to the goal of the race . Such gods find no distinct place in

the Greek pantheon, although as Kourotrophos, " child -nurturer,'' became one phase

of Demeter's being, so many of these special gods were in a manner taken up into the

great gods of Greece . And these gods, like the divinities of nature, furnished an

environment for the development of man's spiritual nature.

Thirdly, the social order was reflected in the world of the gods. All the elements

of civilization and of culture were taken up into the Greek gods, so that they became

the embodiment of all that was truly Greek , the concrete expression of the excel

lencies, and the faults also , of Greek life. The gods were so closely connected with

the state that patriotisin received the sanction ofreligion ; art and literature became

all but religious modes of expression ; and at length philosophy made the daring

attempt to re -create the gods-an attempt that was logical enough, for the gods were

what man had inade them , but yet it was necessarily all-destructive. The result of

the intimate relation between Greek culture and the Greek gods was a peculiar

sympathy between god and worshiper. Greek religion not only broughtorder into

the world , but this order was along the lines of every -day Greek life, and it

responded to every act of the individual, intellectual, aesthetic, or distinctly

religious. As the natural world developed the body and the senses, so the divine

world was a home for man's spirit .

With all its beauty and all its harmony with Greek culture, Greek religion had

many weaknesses. In fact, its chief weakness lay along the very line of its strength .

Thegods were so truly Greek that they copied the frailties of the Greek nature all

too well ; these ideals of generous, beautiful life lacked the moral fibre of a sterner

race ; moreover, Greek religion was rooted in the past , so that popular worship , hold

ing to traditional rites , could not rise to the idea of the gods which it had itself

suggested. At length it.could no longer satisfy religious thought and the needs of
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the religious life, so that the time was fully ripe for the introduction of Chris

tianity .

Greek religion fulfilled its mission and in large measure disappeared . Estimated

historically: 1. It prepared the way forthe introduction of Christianity; 2. Its sacred

places and sacred rites exercised a direct influence on Christianity; and 3. It offered a

permanent contribution to the development of religion.

I. When Christian missionaries came preaching that the world was lost in wick

edness, and that men needed salvation ( sötēria) both for this life and for the life to

come, it was a familiar message to their Greek hearers . Earnest minds in Greece

had been seeking just this sõtēria for centuries. A sense of spiritual need had been

developed which neither Greek religion nor Greek art nor Greek philosophy could

entirely satisfy ; and what the Greeks had ignorantly sought, that Christianity de

clared unto them. A conception of God had been wrought out that was infinitely

beyond any Greek god ; poets and philosophers entertained a firmly -rooted belief in

the righteous government of the universe and in a moral law at its foundation ;

Greek worship taught men

to look to the gods for com

munion and sympathy only

to disappoint them, for their

gods were not equal to what

men sought in them . These

needs and these ideals were

met by Christianity, and the

new religion found a rich

soil in the remains of an

earlier growth .

II . Although Greek re

ligion disappeared, many

features of it remained and

were taken up into Chris

tianity. Many local shrines

were consecrated to the use

of Christianity. The very
med

Parthenon became at length Ruins of the Temple of Victory , Athens.

a Christian church . Heroes

and gods of local worship in many instances continued to be , and still are , wor

shiped as Christian saints. Some of the old feastsand processions, especially the

processions by which help was sought in time of need , became consecrated to Chris

The old mystery rites were consistently fought by Christian leaders , but

we can see that before they entirely disappeared the Christian sacraments of baptism

and the Lord's supper had come to be celebrated somewhat as the mysteries were

celebrated , simply because the mysteries had done so much to define the ideas of

solemn ritual for the Greek mind. Thus there were many threads of connection

between the old worship and the new. ( 1 )

III . Certain phases of religion were developed in Greece more perfectly than

they had been developed before, and the modern world still has something to learn

from Greece along this line : a. Greece developed the human side of religion to a

high degree. Human experiences were reflected in the divine world so that men

might feel a peculiar sympathy with their gods. The gods were in closest touch

with human life in all its phases. Their life was in the life of men ; the work of the

fariner and the smith, the experiences of the traveler by land or sea , the daily life of

the market, the activity of the state—all this was the sphere of Greek religion . It

made all of life brighter and better by lending to it a spiritual side. This was not

peculiar to Greek religion , but it was attained by Greek religion perhaps better than

حرسملا

a . Bonnare

tian use .
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by any other. 6. In Greece the aesthetic side of religion was developed more per

fectlythan anywhere else . The type of divine life, like the type of human life,

was formed according to an aesthetic standard. A fine sense for beauty, harmony,

andproportion wasidealized in religion, and through the medium of religion it

worked the more effectively upon human life. Religious rites were moulded by the

same Greek spirit, and much of their power lay in their appeals to the sense for

beauty. A religion of beauty helped to make life beautiful; Christianity is in

debted to Greece for what we have learned and what we may yet learn from that

development of religion on the aesthetic side.

12. GENERAL CHARACTER OF GREEK

RELIGION , &c .

( 1) Greek Influence on the Christian Sacra

ments . — The first point of change is the change

of name.

So early as the time of Justin Martyr we find a

name given to baptism which comes straight from

the Greek mysteries—the name “ enlightenment”

( φωτισμός, φωτίζεσθαι) . It came to be the constant

techical term .

The name " seal" (oʻpayis) , which also came both

from the mysteries and from some forms of for

eign cult , was used partly of those who had

passed the tests and who were “ consignati," as

Tertullian calls them , partly of those who were

actually sealed upon the forehead in sign of a

new ownership.

The term uvotúpcov is applied to baptism , and
with it comes a whole series of technical terms

unknown to the Apostolic Church, but well

known to the mysteries, and explicable only

through ideas and usages peculiar to them . Thus

wehave words expressive either of the rite or act

ofinitiation, like μνησις, τελετή, τελείωσις , μυσταγωγία και

of the agent or minister, like uvotaywyós ; of the

subject, like μυσταγωγούμενος, μεμνημένος , μυηθείς , Or,

with reference to the unbaptized , åpuntos . In this

terminology we can more easily trace the influ.

ence of the mysteries than of the New Testament .

The secondpoint is the change of time, which

involves a change of conception . Instead of bap

tism being given immediately upon conversion, it
came to be in all cases postponed by a long period

of preparation , and in some cases deferred until

the end of life. The Christians were separated

into two classes, those who had and those who

had not been baptized . And Basil gives the custom

of the mysteries as a reason for the absence of the

catechumens from the service . As if to show

conclusively that the change was due to the influ

ence of the mysteries, baptized persons were, as

we have seen , distinguished from unbaptized by

the very term which was in use for the similar

distinction in regard to the mysteries - initiated

and uninitiated, and the minister is uvotaywyós , and

the persons being baptized are μυσταγωγούμενοι .

The full development or translation of the idea

is found in the great mystical writer of the fifth

century (Dionysius the Areopagite ), in whom

every Christian ordinance is expressed in terms

which are applicable only to the mysteries. The ex

treme tendencywhich he shows is perhaps personal

to him ; but he was in sympathy with his time, and

his influence on the Church ofthe after-time must

count for a large factor in the history of Christian

thought. There are few Catholic treatises on

the Eucharist and few Catholic manuals of de.

votion into which his conceptions do not enter .

I will here quote his description of the Com

munion itself: “ All the other initiations are incom.

plete without this . The consummation and crown

of all the rest is the participation of him who is

initiated in the thearchic mysteries. For though

it be the common characteristic of all the hier.

archic acts to make the initiated partakers of the

divine light, yet this alone imparted to me the

vision through whose mystic light, as it were, I

ami guided to the contemplation (enoviav) of the

other sacred things." The ritual is then described.

The sacred bread and the cup of blessing are

placed upon the altar. “ Then the sacred hierarch

( iepapxns) initiates the sacred prayer and announces

to all the holy peace ; and after all have saluted

each other, the mystic recital of the sacred lists

is completed . The hierarch and the priests wash

their hands in water ; he stands in the midst of the

divine altar, and around him stand the priests and

the chosen ministers. The hierarch sings the

praisesof the divine working and consecrates the

most divine mysteries (iepovpyei tà decórata) , and by

means of the symbols which are sacredly set forth

he brings into open vision the things of which he

sings the praises. And when he has shown the

gifts of thedivine working, he himself comes into

a sacred communion with them , and then invites

the rest . And having both partaken and given to

the others a share in the thearchic communion , he

endswith a sacred thanksgiving; and while the

people bend over what are divine symbols only,

he himself,always by the thearchic spirit, is led

in a priestly manner, in purity of his godlike

frame of mind (εν καθαρότητα της θεοειδούς έξεως) , through

blessed and spiritual contemplation, to the holy

realities of the mysteries."

Thus the whole conception of Christian worship

was changed. But it was changed by the influ .

ence upon Christian worship of the contemporary

worship of the mysteries and the concurrent cults.

The tendency to an elaborate ceremonial which

had produced the magnificence of those mysteries

and cults , and which had combined with the love

of a purer faith and the tendency towards fellow

ship , was based upon a tendency of humannature

which was not crushed by Christianity . It rose

to a new life, and, though it lives only by a sur

vival , it lives that new life still. In the splendid

ceremonial of Eastern and Western worship, in

the blaze of lights, in the separation of the central

point of the rite from common view, in the pro

cession of torch -bearers chanting their sacred

hymns, there is the survival, and in some cases

the galvanized survival , of what I cannot find it

in my heart to call a pagan ceremonial; because,

though it was the expression of a less enlightened

faith , yet it was offered to God from a heart that

was not less earnest in its search for God and in

its effort after holiness than our own.-E. Hatch ,

“ The Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages upon

the Christian Church ,'' pp. 295-7 , 303-4 , and 309.
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SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. DEMETER AND PERSEPHONE.—The goddess of agriculture, The Homeric hymn to Demeter,

Worshipat Eleusis, Its rapiddevelopment, Demeter the mother goddess.

8. DEVELOPMENT OF BELIEF IN THE FUTURE LIFE . - Contrast of savage and Homeric view,

Forms of burial at Athens, Hero ancestors, The new belief in the future .

9. GREEK WORSHIP . - Local institutions, Importance of the local shrine, Stages in the history of

Greek religion , Thesacred precinct, The altar, The temple, Priests.

10. FORMS OF WORSHIP . - Sacred days, Elements of worship , The sacrificial feast, Libations,

Votive offerings, Religious content of this worship .

II . WORSHIP IN TIME OF NEED.—Relation of god and man , Greek sense of sin , Rites for relief,

Heroes, Rites ofpurification .

12. CONCLUSION . GENERAL CHARACTER OF GREEK RELIGION, AND ITS PLACE IN

THE HISTORY OF RELIGION .-Greek religion furnishes a spiritual interpretation of nature ;

created gods that watched over man's special needs ; social order reflected in world of the gods.

It prepared the way for the introduction of Christianity; its rites influenced Christian worship ;

it made a permanent contribution to the history of religion .

QUESTIONS.

9 .

7. What is the relation of Demeter to the earth ? To the grain ? . Give the story of Demeler and

Persephone in the Homeric hyinn. How mayweuse the hymn as evidence for the worship of Eleusis ?
What were some of the scenes represented in the mystic drama ? What religious effect did this have on

the spectators ? Account for the rapid growth in importance of the mysteries . What were the three

important phases of Demeter worship ?
8. What is the belief as to the future among uncivilized races ? What is the ordinary epic view of

the future life ? What traces of soul-worship are found in the epic? Why has soul-worship so little
prominence in the epic ? Describe the form of burial at Athens . What is the meaning of the ceremo.

nies ? Did the worship of hero-ancestors arise from soul-worship ? What influence on the belief as to

the future did the worship of hero-ancestors häve ? What is the new belief as to the future, and what

its probable source ?

What is the connection between religious and social groups in Greece ? What is the importance of

localities in determining worship ? Describe the different stages in the development of Greek religion .

What is the origin of the local shrine ? What forms did it assume in historic times ? How was sacred

land used ? Describe Greek allars. What were the essential features of the Greek temple ? How was

it used ? How did the Greek priesthood differ from most otherpriesthoods ?
10. What was the Greek substitute for the Sabbath ? What different elements entered into wor

ship ? Was animal food always connected with a sacrifice ? What were occasions of sacrifice ? On
what didthechoice of the animal depend ? Describe the preparations for a sacrifice, and theforms of
the sacrifice itself? How were libations used ? How did incense come to be used ? What was the im.

portance and meaning of votive offerings ? What was the religiousmeaning of the sacrificialmeal?
II . Describe the normal relation between a man and his god . How did the Greek notion of sin

differ from ours ? What were some of the motives to which sin was traced ? What did the individual

do to escape the results of sin ? What did a city do under the same circumstances ? What was the place

of hero-worship in Greek religion ? How did the hero of the epic differ from the hero that waswor

shiped ? . What called forpurification , and bywhat means were inen purified ?
12 . What was tie relation between the greater Greek gods and ature ? What was the effect of

nature -gods in determining man's relation to nature ? Describe the gods who presided over special
functions ? What is the relation between Greek civilization and the Greek gods ? What are some of

the weaknesses of the Greek gods ? In what three ways did Greek religion influence the later develop

ment of religion directly ? How far did Greek rites influence Christian worship ? What is meant

when we call Greek religion an aesthetic form of religion ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

I. How far can the parallel between Persephone and the seedcorn be carried ? Trace the history of

themother ideal from Greek religion into Christianity.

2 . What is the effect of belief in the greatergods on the belief in the supernatural power of souls ?
( Cf. American Journal of Theology, July, 1897, “ Conception of the Future Life in Homer.'')

3 . What ought to be the influence of a sacred place onworship ? What was the result for Greek

religion of its conception of the priest ?

4. What was the character of the relation between god and man which was cultivated by Greek

worship ?

5 Read the Agamemnon of Aeschylos or the Oedipus the King of Sophocles, and formulate the

conception of sin which you find expressed.

6. How fardoes religiousworship utilize aesthetic helps today ? Howfar ought it to use them ?

Should those elements which Christianity adopted from Greek religion and Greek thought be weeded out
or rctained ?
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Ruins of Tombs on the Appian Way , near Rome.

THE ROMAN RELIGION .

BY

WALTER MILLER , M.A. , Professor of Classical Philology , Leland Stanford Junior

University, Cal .

13. THE GODS OF HEAVEN .

HE Romans, like all their kindred races , inherited from their Indo

Germanic forefathers the germs out of which their own religion grew ;

nature-worship, ancestor-worship, animism , totemism — all were there,

developed in Italy's peculiar way and involved in Romne's minute legal

ritualism. While the Greek religion , in accordance with the character

of the people, developed in the direction of beauty , poetry , art, humanity, the

Roman religion, in accordance with the character of that people, developed in the

direction of the practical and formal, of law and politics. The old Roman was

wholly lacking in poetry and imagination ; he was too serious, too devoted to

“ business " ' ; and so, while we have a distinctively Roman religion, we have no

Roman theogony, cosmogony, or mythology, until these were imported from
Greece. ( 1 )

The Romans distinguished their own divinities as Gods of Heaven, Gods of

Earth , and Gods of the Underworld, and in that order let us consider them .

The Romans had originally no system of ( twelve) Great Gods; and when we find

such a system formulated, it is due to Greek influence. The first mention of Twelve

Great Gods in Italy was contained in the Sybilline Books ; and even in Greece such

a grouping is comparatively late, for it is not known in Homer. From the prece

dence of the different priests in Rome we discover that the greatest deities were, in

the order of rank, Janus, Jupiter, Mars, Quirinus, Vesta ; and so the general form

for prayers begins with Janus and ends with Vesta . According to that, the highest

god of Rome was originally not Jupiter, but Janus. This old Sun-god, as his name

(derived , like Dyaus, Zeus and Jupiter, from div, " to shine " ) implies, was originally

the Bright One; he was the “ Oldest god ,” the “ Beginning of All Things,” the

“ Creator.” In the form of prayers he is named before Jupiter, the Father of

Lights, the Bright Sky. But these two were in nature and being so closely akin

that the one must in time yield to the other; and so when Janus became supplanted

in part by his great rival, Jupiter, as the protector of united Rome, he passed into
story as the first king of Italy, the beginning of Italian history and tradition, while

Jupiter, as Optimus Maximus, “ the Highest and Best,” continued as the center

ofthe Roman state religion.
344
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The female counterpart of Janus was Jana (identical with Diana, likewise from

div, “ to shine" ) , the great light of the night. Janus and Jana, Jupiter and Juno,

Saturnus and Ops, Mars and Vesta , Faunus and Vedius — these were the original

greater gods of the Romans. (2 ) After the union with the Sabines, there were added

the gods of the Sabines : Quirinus, Sancus, Sol, Luna, Flora, Minerva (who was

only the “ function " of thinking ), and a host of abstractions like Fortuna, “ For

tune," Fama, " Fame," Fides, " Faith ," etc. From the time of Tarquin on , the

three gods of the Capitoline were grouped into a great trinity, Jupiter, Optimus

Maximus, Juno and Minerva, corresponding to the Homeric trinity, Zeus, Apollo

and Athena .

Gods unmodifiedly Roman in almost every feature, and suggestive of the simple

old agriculturallife, were Mars and Vesta. Mars (mar, " shine, be bright ''), the god

of the spring -time, to whom March and April

were sacred, a sun - god like the Greek Apollo,

whose influence was now blissful, now bale

ful , was a great tribal god of primeval Italy ,

patron of agriculture , herding, colonization,

war, and with the Capitoline trinity the real

national god of Rome. The Latin Mars,

with his cult upon the Palatine, was identical

with the Sabine Quirinus, whose temple

adorned the Quirinal; but when Quirinus be

came identified with Romulus, he sank into

the rank of a demigod subordinate to Alars; and

when the Hellenizing came, Mars was identi

fied with Ares, Quirinus with Enyalius.

His female counterpart was Venus, “ the

Lovely," the goddess of the springtime , of the

gardens, of the starting buds and flowers, and

the promise of fruits and increase ; her later

development into the goddess of feminine

charms, of love and pleasure , and her identifi

cation with Aphrodite, were quite natural .

But even more deeply rooted in the patriotic

hearts of the people was the worship of l'esta.

As Vulcan was usually the wild , untamed,

destructive power of fire, so Vesta (vas, “ burn ,''

not vas, “ to dwell ’ ' ) was the beneficent, civili

zing force of fire — the fundamental principal

of the home life . She is the goddess of purity,

and purity was the essence of her cult ; and

she, with (Vulcan ) the Lares and Penates, makes up the circle of the home gods

whose altar was the hearth and to whom the family prayers were addressed .

In the case of some of their gods the Romans purposely concealed their names ;

in the case of all the greater gods the names are so mysterious that we can gain but

little help from them : e.g., Janus and Jana, Jupiter and Juno, are simply " the

Bright , the Heavenly Ones ;' Faunus and Fauna (* fav, “ favor ” ) , “ the Good, the

Kindly Ones ." ( 2 ) With such indefiniteness and impersonality it is no wonder that

the whole theology was so readily Hellenized. The god's nature was expressed

oniy when he received an epithet or “ by -name " : Jupiter Tonans ( the thunderer ),

Jupiter Victor, Jupiter Stator, Imperator, Triumphator, Urbis Custos ( guardian of

the city), and three hundred more by which jupiter is characterized rather than

understood.

All these greater gods were at first personifications of the forces of nature, but

Fame.
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later they became something more. While they continued to represent the physical

world, they were also busied with regulating and directing human life; they became

the defenders of law and justice , bringing prosperity or adversity, rewarding the

good and punishing the bad . Jupiter was the god of the bright skies , Diespiter,

" the Father of Lights,” but he was also the upholder of equity, on whom the stability

of the state depended. The Fatherhood of God was an omnipresent thought to

the Romans as they prayed to Janus Pater, Ju -piter, Liber Pater, Mars-piter, etc.

But, on the whole, the Roman gods were merely abstractions or functions,

endowed with just enough personality to give them sex, but not enough to systema

tize them into a family or families ; they were not quite personal gods, but rather

divine entities (numina , “powers ' ' ) . There was no limit to the number of such

“ functional deities.” Every object , animate or inanimate, every idea, abstract or

concrete, became endowed with a spirit of its own . The religion of Rome was a

pandaemonism , “ a belief, not in one god , pervading all nature and identified with

nature, but in millions of gods , a god for every object, every act." (3 ) For they had

a separate divinity not only for every obje t; but for every possible human action or

condition or experience from the cradle to the grave .

1

13. THE GODS OF HEAVEN . Showers its woodland leaves for thee,

And the delver, mad with glee ,

( 1 ) Greek Opinion of the Roman Religion.- Joys with quick -redoubling feet

We are today much inclined to mistreat the Roman The detested ground to beat.

religion ; it is , for example, generally accepted as " Odes of Horace," p . 179.
fact that it was much inferior to the religion of

Greece . The ancients, however, were of quite the
( 3 ) The Gods of the “ Indigitamenta . ” – No

contrary opinion. When the scholars of Greece

began to study carefully the institutions of the
other nation, perhaps, would have conceived of a

people which had just conquered them , they were
special divine spirit, existing merely for the pur.

struck with the importance which was given to re
pose of causing Hannibal to turn his back upon

ligion at Rome and with the manner in which it
Rome when already in sight of the city . TheRo

was practiced . The historians, savants and phi
mans, indeed , might have given the credit of it to

losophers of Greeceexpressed a lively sympathy Jupiter orMars, and invested him with a new at

for the forms of worship which seem to us some
tribute and built him a new temple. Instead of

times so puerile and so dry. The praise that
that, they chose to build a shrive, on the spot

Greece accords so liberally is a surprise to us .
which Hannibal last occupied, to the Deus Redi

The ground for their admiration is found in the
culus, the god who caused the turning about. But

qualities their own religion lacked : the calm
the most remarkable illustrations of this practice

" piety," the dignified orderliness, the minute for .
are found in the “ Indigitamenta ," or books of

religious formulæ , and other remnants of the old
malism , the political authority that governed it

all , and the sense of the practical that had suc
worship . Every act of life has its peculiar divinity .

ceeded in turning every human force - even the
There were some sixty or seventy of these ,

most untamed and rebellious - to one single end,
who presided over the growth of the human body

the greatness of the Republic . - Gaston Boissier,
alone [nine different ones before the child is born ]:

“ La Religion Romaine, 1., pp. 29 , 30.
Vagitanus, who opened the mouth of the infant

for its first cry ; Cunina, who guarded the cradle ;

(2 ) Horace's “ Ode to Faunus,"
Educa , who taught the infant to eat ; Potina , who

taught him to drink; Ossipago, who knit the

Faunus, lover of the shy bones, etc. Then for husbandry there were

Nymphs who at thy coming ily , Nodutus, who caused the joints of the stalks to

Lightly o'er iny borders tread, grow ; Volutina , who wrapped them in their leaf

And my fields in sunshine spread , sheaths; Patelana, who opened the wrappings,

And, departing, leave menone that the ear might come out in due season ; Hos

Ofmyyeanling flock undone ! tilina , who made the crop even in its ears ; down

So each closing year shall see to Runcina, who presided over the pulling of the

A kindling sacrificed to thee ; roots from the ground. These were not strictly

So shall bounteous bowls of wine, gods, even in the pelytheistic sense of the word,

Venus' comrades boon , be thine ; but numina, or attendant spirits.

So shall perfumes manifold But above all — and this is the source of what is

Smoke around thine altar old ! purest and noblest in the Roman religion-they

When December's Nones come round , delighted in recognizing the divinity that inspired

Then the cattle all do bound
every virtuous thought and act — the worship of

O'er the grassy plains in play; abstract qualities. Honor , Pudicitia, For .

The village, too, makes holiday, tuna, Pax, Libertas, and Concordia were among

With the steer from labor free'd their most honored deities.- William Francis Al.

Sporting blithely through the mead . len , “ Religion of the Ancient Romans," North

'Mongst the lambs, that fear him not, American Review, Vol. 113 ( reprinted in “ Memorial

Roves the wolf; each sylvan spot Volume, Monographs and Essays,” pp. 58, 59 ) .
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14. THE GODS OF EARTH.

The chief trait of the religion of Rome is this universal animism or naturism .

To the Roman inind each phenomenon of nature and of life, everything that exists,

abstract or concrete, seemed pervaded by its special deity , its peculiar genius. In

the heavens above him he saw a powerful but distant god and protector, Jupiter,

the Father of Lights ; in the unfolding of the flower, the opening of the day, the

clearing of the sky, as in the beginning of any human enterprise , he saw the work

ing of his god Janus. But these great gods of heaven were remote from the heart

ofmankind ; the people felt insignificant in their presence, and sought for humbler,

more familiar deities, whom they found in unlimited numbers inhabiting the world

immediately about them . ( 1 )

Another striking characteristic of the Roman , in his religion as in everything

else, was his practical , utilitarian trend.. The " spirits" were everywhere about

him ; but the divinities of mountain or ocean were of little concern to him , as com

pared with the pow

ers that might help

or hinder his every

act in life — the Ge

nii, the Lares and

Penates.

Intermediate be

tween gods and men

was the Genius, or

Spirit , of each indi

vidual man, or ob

ject , or locality. This

Genius was conceiv

ed as a product of

deity , and at the same

time the procreator

of the man, now his

spiritualcounterpart,

and again his guar

dian angel . The

Genius is a divine ,

life -originat
ing

power, and is also,

perhaps, the self-per

petuating principle Vesta (with sceptre ) and a Lar on either side .—The Genius as Serpent .

of the family ; in his

very nature as the self-preserving and procreating principle , he belongs only to

men ; his symbol was originally the serpent, and hewas guardian of the marriage

bed . Women had their Junos instead of the Genius. The Genius was, therefore,

the man's own god, and to him sacrifice was offered. This made an easy step to

the worship of the Genius of departed members of the family, which had its cul

mination in imperial times in the deification of the emperors.

Of kindred nature was the Lar Familiaris ( 2) or household god, whose worship

formed the most important part of the religion of the home. So closely, indeed,

was he connected with the idea of home that the word lar itself came to signify

" home." The real nature of the Lar (or plural, Lares) it is hard to discover, because

of the slightness of Roman tradition in regard to all their gods. (3) Not being fixed

by tradition and literature, many of them changed greatly in the course of time.

But the Lar Familiaris seems to be the presiding spirit or deity of the family . His

un
لصح
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1

1

1

are the family concerns ; he goes with them, if they move. Sometimes it is one

Lar ( i.e., Lord ); but more frequently the word is plural , especially in the later

period. 'The Lares are present at the family meals and are themselves served with

a portion of the meat and drink. Libation and incense are their approved portion,

while on holidays their images were crowned with flowers and sometimes the sacri

fice of a pig was offered them . Another conception gives us the Lares of the family

as its departed ancestors, themselves performing for it the same functions as did the

Lar Familiaris.

Besides the Lares of individual families there were, closely related to them in

general character, the Lares Compitales, worshiped in the country at every cross

road. They were the especial guardians of the neighborhood immediately around.

There were two in each place, and they were honored with shrines; their worship

was merry and was shared in by the poorest and humblest; slaves and their masters

met there on equal terms.

Always reckoned with the Lares in the household worship were the Penates, or

gods ofthe household goods that were stored away in the great store -chamber ( cella

penaria ) of the house. The office of the Penates was to crown the house with bless

ings, to provide the daily bread. The hearth was their altar, shared with them by

Vesta and Lares; and close by it stood their images - always two in number, as

their name is always plural ; the singular of the name does not occur. Indeed, the

real name of these divinities, as the real name of the guardian genius of the Roman

city , was never spoken, for fear that an enemy might hear it and win away the

favor of the protecting powers.

The Lares and Penates together were the guardians of the fortunes of the indi

vidual family. But the great Roman Family, the state , had its Public Lares and

Public Penates, as it had its public Genius of the Roman People. The Public

Lares provided for the stability of the state as a whole ; their altar was the state

hearth, and their priest was the Pontifex Maximus .

In the same way, the Public Penates were the Genii who presided over the

material goods of the state as a whole, the symbol of the unity and good fortune of

that supreme household which included all Rome. To them the consuls, praetors,

and dictators made sacrifice when they took their oath of office and again when they

laid their office down.

In addition to these, we have as Gods of Earth all the rural deities, Silvanus,

“ Forest -god ” ; Limpa (or Graecized , Lympha ), “ Stream - goddess," while each

forest had its own peculiar Silvanus and each stream its own Limpa; also Terminus,

the “ Boundary -god," and all the host of the gods of the indigitamenta, even to

name whom with the signification of their names would exceed the limit of all our

lessons.

14. THE GODS OF EARTH .

( 1 ) The Gods are Innumerable.—Besides , the

gods are innumerable, though the list of names is

not ofenormous length , even in the records of the

pontiffs. Have they no names ? -- Cicero , “ de

Natura Deorum , " I. , P. 30.

( 2 ) The Lar Familiaris Jdentical with the

Genius .-The Lar Familiaris was identical with

the Genius. Down to Cicero's time we find Lar

Familiaris in the singular only; after Cicero we

hear of Lares Familiares in the plural . In the

same way the Genius in earlier times was wor

shiped as LarFamiliaris, and later both the Lares

Compitales had their cultus combined with the

Genius by the hearth of the home.- Marquardt,

“ Römische Staatsverwaltung , " III ., p. 125, note .

( 3) Different Interpretations of the Lares.

The Romans themselves did not understand the

real nature of the Lares, and we may scarcely
hope to do so . The ancient scholars were not sat

isfied to call them simply the guardians of the

house and home, but sought to fathomthe deeper

meaning of these strange divinities. The efforts

to explain them were put forth in two directions :

On the one hand, they aimed to define the nature

of the Lares by attempting to identify them with
Greek divinities ; on the other hand , they

endeavored to assign the Lares their proper place

in the circle of related beings inside the Roman

religion alone . In the first- class, Cicero makes

the Lares the same as the Greek Daimones (dizin

ities , spirits); Nigidius Figulus is more precise,

saying that they are identical with the Curetes,

Córybantes, and the Idaean Dactyls. But neither

helps to clear away the obscurity to any great
extent.- Roscher's “ Lexikon der Griech . ú . Röm .

Mythologie, ” II., Col. 1888-1890.
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15. THE GODS OF EARTH (CONTINUED) . THE GODS OF THE

UNDERWORLD.

But there were also greater gods of earth than these, albeit even these greater

ones were only functional deities too . The old Italians were an agricultural race.

They had observed the double nature of the earth , the generating and the producing

powers. Accordingly the Gods of Earth appear as male and female: Saturnus, the

God of sowing, and Ops, theGoddess of the rich harvest ; Tellumo, the generating

force, and Tellus, the conceiving, nursing power of the Earth ; while Ceres, as her

name implies ( from the same root as crescere, grow ," and cre-are, “ create ''), was

nothing more or less than the female productive function of Mother Earth . It was

she, above all others, whom they wor

shiped for rich crops and increase of

plant and animal wealth .

The sphere of the functional deities

frequently became more extended . So

Saturnus, who was originally god of

sowing only, came to be also the god

of agriculture in its widest sense. In

this larger capacity he became the

mythical inventor of agriculture and

dwelt among men , and his reign on

earth was the happy golden age. So

his festival, the Saturnalia, December

17-24 , marked the renewal of nature,

the feast of freedom and plenty - a

return to the golden age, when all

human beings were free and equal and

happy. It was a season of rejoicing, of

feasting, and of giving gifts. No won

der that out of it grew our Christmas

celebrations — dolls, candles, nuts, and

all .

Ops, Ceres, Tellus, Terra Mater,

Dea Dia ( the bright goddess), Bona Dea

(the good goddess), and many more are

simply so many variations ofthe foster

ing Mother Earth .

The Gods of the Underworld .—As the Roman religion had no bright Olyınpus

as home of the ever-blessed gods, so also it had no gloomy Hades with its dark,

The poets' picture of the underworld , with its rivers, its Elysium and

its Tartarus, is thoroughly Greek . But the Romans did not fail to recognize the

secret powers working beneath the earth, making the seed to grow , and affording an

abiding place to the souls of the dead .

As the bodies of the dead were laid away in the grave, that was their dwelling

place . And from this conception of the individual grave the notion of a common

home for all was naturally developed — subterranean, dark , like the grave itself.

The souls of the dead were divine; they were gods, and their dwelling -place was

holy, inviolate, like any other temple. But as the temple was the dwelling-place of

the god, while he himself was omnipresent, so it was also with the grave and

with the disembodied spirit, which dwelt, not with the body in the grave , but in the

world below, moving at times also in the world above. It was universal belief that

the life there was but a continuation of the life here. Accordingly, gifts of food,

drink, weapons, tools , clothing, toilet-articles, and in the older times slaves and

Ceres .

dank ways.

1
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un

wives, accompanied the departing souls. Gods also they must have. And they

had them-gods in form and nature as indistinct as any of those above. The only

male god is Orcus (Dis Pater is foreign , and his name is but a translation of the

Greek Pluto, the god of hidden riches); he is the personification of the might of death

and is king of the underworld ; while Lara , Larunda, Mater Larum , “ theMother

of the Lares, " Terra Mater, " Mother Earth ," are only the motherly attendants of

the souls of the dead - all of them but so many different names for kindly Mother

Earth.

The well-being of the souls below depended upon the manner in which they and

their gods were honored by their surviving kindred. Accordingly some worship

was due those gods, but far more import

ant were the divine honors paid to the

Manes, the pure, the bright, the good,

the disein bodied souls themselves. Here

in we find among the Romans an

mistakable evidence for ancestor worship.

The departed soul was a god; hence the

appellation Dii Manes, “ the Bright

Gods," and Dii Parentes, “ Parental

Gods. "

Their service consisted in sacrificial

offerings, ( 1 ) prayer, and in general, due

meed of reverence from the surviving

members of their own household ; if these

were withheld, horrors of the night

might in consequence visit the offender,

sickness and death would be his portion.

Another expression of their worship is found in the great festivals in honor of the

Dii Inferi, “ Nether Gods " —the Secular Games, the Ludi Terentini, Ludi Tauri ,

the Dies Parentales(an all-souls' feast, February 13-21 ) ; and this cult was also res
ponsible for the institution of gladiatorial exhibitions. An awful feature of their

cult was the ancient devotio, a vow to the powers of the underworld which
meant the death and total destruction of an enemy, public or private.

The counterpart of the Dii Manes, “ the Bright Ones, " ' were the souls which

never reached the spirit-realm - souls of men whose bodies were not properly buried ,

of suicides, of murderers, and of the murdered. These remained on earth as ghosts

and goblins, Larvae and Lemures, ( 2 ) to haunt and torment the wicked and to be

propitiated by the good.

Even the good spirits could come back to earth on the great feast days of the

dead, when the gates of the lower world were opened for them , and necromancy

might conjure them up at any time.

Interior of a Roman Tomb.

15. THE GODS OF EARTH (CONTIN

UED.) THE GODS OF THE UNDER

WORLD.

( 1) The Offerings to the Dead . — The offerings

consisted of libations of fresh milk , the blood of

black victims (kine, sheep, or swine) , while the

flesh of the victims was burned upon altars erected

for that purpose, honey, oil , and in later times also

wine; other offerings were food, especially beans,

lentils, eggs, salt and broth , unguents, incense, and

most frequently of all , Aowers and garlands.

Steuding , in Roscher's " Mythologisches Lexikon ,"

II ., Col. 2322 .

(2) The Larvae and Lemures . — The Larvae

were conceived of as evil spirits hideous to behold ,

driving their victims to madness. The Lemures,

who were practically identical with them , were , in

consequence of the easy confusion in the spoken

language between 1 and r , readily associated with

the violent death of Remus, whose wrathful soul

could not be pacified except through the institu

tion of a festival of expiation to himself by his

brother Romulus. This festival of the Lemuria

(Remuria) occupied three nights, the ninth ,

eleventh , and thirteenth of May, each year, and

seems to have been originally a celebration of " all

souls' day,” but later the celebration took on the

form of laying " the ghosts who walked on those

three nights especially .-- Paraphrased from

Preller, " Römische, Mythologie," II ., pp . 118-119.
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16. TEMPLES AND PRIESTS .

At first the Roman religion had no image, no temple, and no ordained priest.

The gods were spirits, approachable alike to their greatest and their humblest
servants; their sanctuaries were the sun-lit mountain -tops, the devious streams, the

broad forest, the familiar flame. Groves, above all , were sacred places, wherein

dwelt the spirit of the god and the spirits of deified ancestors; and there the wor

shiper came for sacrifice, for prayer, and for holy meditation. The chief sanctuary

of Jupiter, even in Romulus' days, was the great oak tree that crowned the Capito

line. Many of the old trees and groves continued in veneration even into the period

of the empire. But all this was of the intellect rather than of the heart. The

Romans' gods demanded sacrifice, not love ; they did not even feed the imagination

as did the Greek gods.

As the Romans knew no images of their gods for one hundred and seventy years

after the founding of Rome, so they had no temples. Instead , they had symbols

stones for Jupiter, staves and spears for Mars, etc., and sacred aniinals (survivals of

former totemism). The Roman, left to

himself , had no desire to reduce his

vague deity to a visible and tangible

form . His god was not a man , but a

numen, power. " But his own notion

was swept away by the swelling tide of

Grecian influence, and one temple only,

Vesta's, received no image, even when

Greece was plundered to furnish statues

for Roman sanctuaries.

After King Numa the Roman religion

was one, not of feeling, but of form . It

was rot emotional , but legal : it was not

for the salvation of the individual, but

for the establishment of the state. Its

want of story , of art , and of feeling was

compensated forby a superabundance of the most minute ritual—the observance of

certain rites to be performed in a certain manner at certain times and in certain

places. It was not a matter of faith or creed, but of punctilious performance.

The real nature of the Roman worship is suggested by the great number of reli

gious festivals; there were more than twenty to Mars alone.

But the two principal expressions of worship were sacrifice and prayers, of

thanksgiving andof expiation. In neither act of devotion was the mediation of a

priest required. In Rome the role of the priest was very much curtailed ; he was

but a Roman citizen in an office to serve the state . ( 1 ) But anyone's sacrifice or

prayer would ascend to heaven , if only it was offered in due form . Each individual

was his own priest; the paterfamilias was priest for his household ; the king — while

kings lasted-was high-priest for his great household, the state. Iu republican

times the consul offered prayer and sacrifice for his people ; the priest might stand

by, but the most he did was to suggest the forms to be employed. To represent the

king, and under his direction, there were three Greater Flamines, " fire-fanners,"

and a Rex Sacrorum , " king " or " director of the sacrifices " (who once, no doubt,

was the head of the whole state, political as well as religious), to superintend the

worship of the greater gods, while later, as new worships were introduced, twelve

Lesser Flamens were added. But even before the beginning of the republic the

Pontifex Maximus, the president of the College of Pontiffs, (2) had become in place

of the king a sort of cultus-minister, or pope, the head of the whole religious system

of Rome.

Sacrifice to a Sacred Tree.
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One of the oldest religious colleges was the sisterhood of the Vestal Virgins,

who kept alive the sacred fire on the hearth of the state in Vesta's temple, and pre

served the Roman Penates. Their prayers were supposed to have especial potency,

and so they prayed every day for the general weal of the whole people and offered

special prayers in time of public distress.

Other state priesthoods were the College of Augurs, whose business it was to dis

cover from the flight or voices of birds whether the gods were favorable or unfavor

able to any state proposal— a sort of state counsel to all public officials (3) —and the

religious, close corporations of the Luperci (in the service of Faunus) , the Salii ( in

the service of Mars -Quirinus), the Arval Brothers (in the service of the Dea Dia );

but none of these last had any function to perform save on festal occasions connected

with their particular deity. Thus there were priests enough, but the priests were,

after all , officers of the law rather than of religion in our sense af the word. They

dictated no creeds, preached no sermons, never tried to move the feelings of wor

shipers, and they could rarely mediate between an individual and his god. Their

mediation was necessary only when a common sacrifice was to be made or a com

mon prayer offered.

Everyone might offer his own sacrifice or prayer ; and the Romans were much

given to prayer ; they prayed regularly every morning and evening, at the beginning

and at the end of every meal. No sacrifice, of whatever sort , was unaccompanied

by prayer. Besides this , the pious Roman prayed in private before undertaking any

business of importance, and joined in the priests' prayers in public celebrations of

a religious character. The assembly of the people , the meetings of the senate, the

preparations for war, the public games, elections, even the theatre - all these were

opened with prayer.

omen .

16. TEMPLES AND PRIESTS. They themselves described the sum of their knowl

edge as “ the science of things divine and hu

( 1 ) Priests also hedged about with a mass of man.” In fact the rudiments of spiritual and

ceremonial regulations. The Flamen Dialis, temporal jurisprudence as well as of historical re

or priest of Jupiter, must be of pure, patrician co ding proceeded from this college. For all

birth , of parents married by the ancient ceremony writing, of history was associated with the calen

of confarreatio ; ... he must not ride a dar and the book of annals ; and , as from the or

horse , nor look upon a marshaled army , nor take ganization of the Roman courts of law no tradition

an oath , nor wear a solid ring, nor a knot in any could originate in these courts themselves, it was

part of his clothing . His hair must not be cut ex- necessary that the knowledge of legal principles

cept by a free man, and the cuttings of both hair and procedure should be traditionally preserved in

and nails must be buried under a tree of good the college of the pontifices, which alone was

He must not touch nor even name a goat, competent to give an opinion respecting court.

uncooked meat, ivy , or beans. - Allen , 1. c. , p. 61 . daysand questions of religious law . - Mommsen ,

( 2 ) The Functions of the Pontiffs . — The six
“ History of Rome, ” I., PP, 219, 220.

“ bridge-builders " ( pontifices) derived their name (3 ) The Auspices and Divination . Butthe for

from their function , as sacred as it was politically mal auspices which the magistrates consulted were

important, of conducting the building and demoli- among the most characteristic of the institutions of

tion of the bridge over the Tiber. They were the the state . Everything was simple and definite,

Roman engineers, who understood the mystery of and reduced to rigid rules. It was not all birds, at

measures and numbers; whence there devolved all times, that conveyed the will of the gods, but

upon them also the duty of managing the calendar only certain ones, when the magistrate consulted

of the state, of proclaiming to the people the time them with well-defined ceremonies. It was to him

of the new andfull moon and the days of festivals , only that the auspices were sent ; the augur was
and of seeing that every religious and every judi- but the skilled interpreter who was called in to

cial act took place on the right day .. As they had explain phenomena, but who had no power him
thus an especial supervision of all religious observ- self to seek for the signs. This resulted from the

ances, it was to them in case of need that the fundamental priuciple that the state rested upon

preliminary question was addressed , whether the the divine will, as declared in the auspices . The

business proposed did not in any respect offend auspices belonged to the citizens as a body -- that

against divine law ; and it was they who fixed and is , to the patricians; the chief magistrate for the

promulgated the general exoteric precepts of time being had them in his possession .

ritual, which were known under the name of the Individuals, too, could interpret for themselves

" royal laws." Thus they acquired (although not the signs that came in their path, and there were
probably to the full extent till after the abolition many other methods of ascertaining the future be .

of the monarchy) the general oversight of Roman sides the fight of birds , the appearance of ani.

worship and of whatever was connected with it - mals, and the path of the thunderbolt . - Allen ,

and what was there that was not so connected ? 1. c. , p . 69.
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17. SACRIFICE AND PRAYER .

Anyone might sacrifice and pray ; but every sacrifice and every prayer, to be effi

cacious, must conform exactly to the specifications of the religious law . When

anyone had a favor to ask from heaven, he inust know first just whom to ask. And

that was no small difficulty ; for, considering the almost countless hosts ofthe Roman

pantheon, the most minute knowledge of the speciality of each one of the immortals

and of the functions that each perforined was indispensable. (1)

The worshiper must, therefore, discover not only the attributes and the specialty

of the god to whom he would sacrifice and pray, but also his true name, or, at least,

the one by which the god preferred to be called ; for, if called by any other name, he

might not hear, or, worse still , might misunderstand. So Romans never addressed

a prayer without using a variety of names to improve the chances of getting the

right one, adding often : “ Be thou god or goddess, man or woman, whoever thou

Bull , Ram and Boar, the Sacrificial Animals.

art and by whatever name thou wilt be called .” Even when they prayed to Jupiter ,

they took pains to say : “ Almighty Jupiter, or by whatever other name thou wilt

rather be called ."

When all this had been accurately discovered, the next step was to know the

proper form in which the prayer was to be couched . For, as in legal matters, the

plea was thrown out of court, if it was not presented in proper form , so in religious

affairs the slightest inaccuracy of expression or gesture would render the whole pro

ceeding null and void , or even work the opposite of what was desired . It is a mat

ter of record that because of some insignificant slip of the tongue or hand the same

rite had to be performed again from thirty to fifty times before it was exactly cor

rect. To be perfectly exact — and nothing else would do—demanded information not

possessed byordinary men . Therein lay the power of the pontifical guild . Its

members were the attorneys and counsellors in religious law, as theywere also

jurisconsults . They alone had access to the names of the gods and their functions;

they alone possessed the requisite knowledge of all the infinite details of worship

and of the books in which were contained the forms of prayer for every occasion .

These books were called the Indigitamenta ( indigitare, “ to point out ” ), because they

pointed out the right gods and the right prayers to use.

The Romans' prayers were diffuse. The prayer, once uttered, was repeated over

in a new form , for they could not afford to be misunderstood. Small words were
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very important; and so in serious cases of the public weal the worshiper, not daring

to trust mere memory, had one priest by him to dictate the forms, another with the

book to see that nothing was added or omitted, a third to guard against any profane

speech, while a flute-player went up and down to drown out any profane speech that

might happen to be uttered .

The Roman also carried his business principles into his religion . His prayer or

sacrifice was a contract to make the god such and such return for such and such

favors, and when properly uttered it was a contract binding upon both parties; the

amount given thegod was considered a fair exchange. Itwas this principle of ex

change that led to the fulfilling of so many vota , vows " -promises of offerings

to the gods for favors to be received . Among no other people do we find this forin

of religious service carried so far. ( 2 ) .

If all these minute conditions were met and everything performed with absolute

conformity to the letter of the law, the Roman believed his prayer or sacrifice had

power enough to compel the desired answer; there were prayers, he thought, of

power enough to bring Jupiter himself down from heaven. Numa had done it ;

Tullus Hostillius had tried it, but by a slip in the form had brought the lightning
down

upon his own head. As to the state of mind and heart with which theRoman

was to approach his god, that played no part in his religion. The most religious

Roman was the one who observed most dillgently the rites and ceremonies prescribed

by the Roman state. And that is what the Latin religio, “ religion , " means, " a

re-selecting , ' painstaking repetition ” of the prescribed forms and rites ; of the

same root is diligens, diligentia , “ exactness, ' painstaking. "

The same complex and minute ritual regulated the sacrifices; particular animals

of specified color, age, and sex were prescribed for the various sacrifices of blood.

But if the animal specified could not conveniently be found, the sacrifice of a waxen

image of it satisfied the letter of the law. Human sacrifices were not uncommon in

the earlier times, and were not unknown in the last days of the Republic, though

this horror had been displaced by the symbolic sacrifice of human images, which

satisfied the letter of thelaw.

On the whole, the religion of Rome was formal and cold ; it suggested more

fears than hopes — less still of love either from or towards its gods; while omens to

be averted were everywhere. And yet this religion had its happy side — its games

and its many happy festivals, with sacrifices, music, and dancing (3) Though orig

inally only sixty -five in number, there were at the beginning of the empire even

more “ holy days " ( some two hundred in all)than in the orthodox " calendar, with

feasts and sacrifices, to make the idle Roman happy.

no

17. SACRIFICE AND PRAYER. hand, were charged with the preservation oftradi

tional rules regarding those more general religious

( 1 ) Prayer and the Priesthoods. - It was observances.- Mom sen , “ History of Rome,” I.,

easy matter to hold converse with a god . The pp. 217-18.

god had his own way of speaking, which was in

telligible only to the man acquainted with it ; but (2) Contracts of Expiation . - And on the con

one who did rightly understand it knew not only trary, when anyone has reason to suppose that a

how to ascertain , but also how to manage, the will god is angry with him , he humbly begs for peace,

of the god , and even in case of need to overreach and the man makes a contract or treaty which is

or to constrain him . It was natural , therefore, binding upon both. For the man must purchase

that the worshiper of the god should regularly the protection of the heavenly powers by prayers

consult such men of skill and listen to their ad. and offerings, and it would be unbecoming of a

vice ; and thence arose the corporations or col- god who has received a sacrifice not to respond

leges of men specially skilled in religious lore, a with some favor. If they foundthat the god failed

thoroughly national Italian institution, which had to stand by the conditions of the contract, the

a far more important influence on political devel. gods were abused . When the people heard of the

opment than the individual priests and priest. death of Germanicus, for whose recovery they had

hoods. These collegeshave been often, but erro- offered sacrifices in vain , they threw rocks into the

neously, confounded with the priesthoods. The temples and overturned the statues and altars of

priesthoods were charged with the worship of a the gods into the streets . - Boissier, “ La Religion

specific divinity ; the skilled colleges, on the other Romaine," I., p. 19.
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18. FOREIGN INFLUENCES.

So far our attention has been directed only to those features of religious thought

and expression which were genuinely Roman. The essence of the first religion of

Italy was the inheritance from Indo-Germanic times. The Latins, Sabines , etc. , as

sister tribes , had religiously much in common ; and as they all became more and

more united with Rome, many compromises were necessarily made in points where

their religious development had varied. ( 1 ) Numa's legislation , constitutional and

religious, was evidently Sabine. Tarquin's was Graeco-Etruscan or genuinely

Greek. From the Graeco-Etruscan source sprang some forms of divination, the

Roman Games, the first rude temples and statues; while the genuinely Greek

elements were the introduction of art and of the Sybilline Books, written in Greek

and brought froin the Greek city of Cumae. Here

with was planted in the soil of Rome's religion new

seed that was to take possession of the entire field .

These Greek oracles found a place in the new temple

of Capitoline Jupiter; the two chief men in the col

lege that had charge of them were native Greeks ;

and they were consulted by the state in times of

great distress , when Rome's own religion could

afford no hope and no salvation . The oracles they

gave generally brought relief only through the estab

lishment of new cults or new forms, and these, of

course, were invariably Hellenic. The Sybils were

priestesses and prophetesses of Apollo. Very natu

rally , therefore, the first oracle of the newly acquired

Books brought to Rome the worship of Apollo Paean,

the Healerof body, mind and soul , with all his

Hellenizing influences. Then came Ceres, Liber and

Libera, i.e., Demeter, Dionysus and Persephone,

whose temple was the first built in Rome byGreek

architects, and whose cultus was wholly Greek ; then

came also Asclepius with his serpent from Epi

daurus, and Cybele, in her Hellenized form , from

Pessinus. · More Greek temples and temple statues,

the gods in idealized human form, followed as a mat

ter of course.

Of Oriental and Egyptian cults that came, no
mention need be made. They were always “ for

eign ” cults, of which Rome was very tolerant as Jupiter Ammon . ( From the Egyptian Amun. )

long as they caused no conflicts with established

forms and ceremonies. Indeed , whenever Rome took in a conquered people, she

took not only its goods, but its gods as well .

But finally came Greek philosophy; for it was from Greece that Rome learned ,

not only religious and theological, but also philosophical, speculation. From the

time that Greek philosophy — the rationalism of Euhemerus, the skepticism of
Euripides and the Pyrrhonists , the agnosticism of Protagoras and the atheism of

Diagoras and Theodorus — began to affect the impressible Roman mind, the old

religion began visibly to fail. The pure theism and perfect virtue of the Stoics had

no attractions for the ordinary Roman. The state and its patriots, like Cato, Aelius

Stilo and Varro, tried to save the old forms and usages in the interest ofthe Republic,
but their reforms failed, because the reformers themselves did not believe in the

truth of what they tried to preach. Varro himself said that the worship was ill
planned, and that , if it could be made over, it could be made better. So reformers
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confined themselves to urging the observance of the time-honored practices; as to

personal conviction — the law said nothing about that, and all had equal freedom of

thought.

The comic poets, Plautus especially and Lucilius, made all manner of fun of the

religious notions of their contemporaries , and their audiences no doubt lauglied.

Polybius not only ignores Providence and Fate in the affairs of men, but even goes

so far as to declare that the Roman religion was a clever invention of shrewd

politicians, and he congratulates them upon their success in discovering so excellent

a scheme for holding men together.

Scipio, Laelius, Lucilius, and Polybius might well as Roman citizens defend that

which as men they did not scruple to attack. Those times saw no hypocrisy in

such a course. Cato, himself an augur, is notorious for having " wondered how one

soothsayer could meet another without smiling.” And Cotta, as the great High

Interior of the Forum Romanum : Temples of Saturn and Vespasian .

Priest of Rome, believed in the gods ; but, as a philosopher, he was an atheist or

an agnostic. A magistrate, in the function of his office, should show a proper

attitude toward the existing laws ; he must to a certain extent put down his own

likes and dislikes and beliefs and perform what the law dictates.

The masses did not lose their religion so soon as the educated Romans, ( 2 ) but

they did early lose everything but the forms, and to those they clung out of

patriotic motives only. They sacrificed to gods in whom they did not believe ;

they went through archaic formulae that had no longer any meaning; their rites

had lost significance; the very science of taking the auspices was forgotten in Cicero's

day, except for purposes of political intrigue ; their temples fell into ruins; the con

tents were plundered and the lands appropriated for private ends; they had forgotten

who many of their gods were — Veiovis, and the Lares even — and the divine names

became a subject for archeological study instead of worship. Even that which
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they borrowed from Greece proved to be only shadow, not substance. One last effort

Augustus made to save the religion of his fathers, but in vain ; it was left a broken

andempty vessel for Christianity to fill. And the Roman religion perished as Varro

had prophesied it would, “ not by opposition from without, but by the indiffer
ence of its own adherents. "

18. FOREIGN INFLUENCES.

( 1) Relation of Rome to Foreign Worship.-

As the Roman gods ruled over the Roman com

munity, so everyforeign community was presided

over by its own gods; but sharp as was the distinc

tion between the burgess and nonburgess, between

the Roman and the foreign god , both foreign men

and foreign divinities could be admitted by resolu .

tion of the community to the freedom of Rome,

and when the citizens of a conquered city were

transported to Rome, the gods of that city were

also invited to take up their new abode there.

Mommsen , ..History ofRome,” !, PP . 206-207,
( 2 ) Insufficiency of the Old Religion.—The

old Roman religion could not satisfy the new

needs and longings of this new Roman people ,

because it had neither elasticity nor sympathetic

power. It fell short as well of the intellectual

demands of the time. - Allen , 1. c . , p . 82.
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QUESTIONS,

13 What elements go to make up the Roman religion ? How was it different from the Greek ?

Who were the principalgods, and what did each originally signify ? What was the most marked char.
acteristic of the Roman religion ? What did the Greeks think of it ? What do we think of it ?

14. What was the difference in nature between the Gods ofHeaven and the Gods of Earth ? Ex

plain the Genius, the Juno. Describe the Lares and Penates . Whatwere the Public Lares and Penates ?

What was the relation of the Public Penates of the Roman City to those of Alba Longa and Lavinium ?

15 . Who were the greater Gods of Earth ? What was their nature and what the significance of

their names ? How did the Roman conception of the Underworld originate ? Who were its gods ?

What was the life there ? Who inight not enter ? How andwhen was return possible ? What was the

nature of Roman Ancestor-Worship ? What offerings were made? What was the Devotio ?

16 . What was the earliest manner of worship ? Was the genuine Roman religion idolatry ?

Trace its transformation. What was the position of the Roman priest ? What priesthoods were there ?

Describe thedutiesof Augurs, of Vestal Virgins. What formsof divination were employed ?

17. What difficulties stood in the way of efficient prayer ? What was necessary to secure an
answer ? How was Roman worship like Roman law ? Wherein lay the power of the Pontiffs ? What

was the character of the prayers ? How greatwas their faith ? What were the qualities of the Roman

religion ? What was its greatest strength ? What its greatest weakness ? Describe its dark side; its
bright side.

18 . What did Numa and Tarquin add to Roman religion ? What were the Sibylline Books ?

Who was the Sibyl ? What did the Books do for Rome's religion ? What were the first Greek cults intro

duced into Rome ? What were the effects of Greek letters and Greek philosophy on Roman religion ?

What were the causes of the decadence of the Roman religion ? What efforts were made to save it ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Read Mommsen, History of Rome, Chapter XII.

2. Compare the worship of the Gods of Earth with modern Saint-Worship:

3. Compare the Latin conception of the Underworld with Homer's ( Od . XI.), Vergil's ( Aen. VI.),

Dante's, Milton's, and the Roman Ancestor-Worship with the Chinese.

4. Compare the office of the Priest in Rome with the corresponding position in the ancient Greek
religion and in the Christian Church ?

5. Compare the ritualism of the Roman religions law with that of the Mosaic law .

6. How did the Roman religion prepare the way for Christianity, and what is the relation of the

Roman to the Christian Religion ?
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19. TEUTONIC AND KELTIC PEOPLES.

HOSE parts of the Indogermanic family that wandered farthest to the West

and to the North of Europe were the Kelts and Teutons. These

tribes did not make their appearance in history at once, but only

by successive raids on Southern Europe did they coine into full his

torical view. Several centuries before our era , Kelts had already

left their stamp upon Iberic Spain . Under Brennus they almost took the capi

tol of Rome; they penetrated into Greece and settled in Asia Minor (Galats) ; even

in the times of such a powerful Roman general as Marius combined German and

Keltic hordes (the Kimbrs and Teutons) were dangerous to Rome. It is interesting

to remember these repeated attacks of successive centuries. They were the prologue

of the great migration period , which in ordinary histories does not begin until 378

A.D. Of course before and a long time after that date, for long centuries, the set

tled condition of civilized life was an exception in Europe north of the Alps, apart

from a country so completely under Roman sway as Gaul .

Partly owing to this state of things, partly owing to our scanty means of infor

mation , we can draw no certain line of demarcation between the various tribes , not

even between Teutons and Kelts . These tribes had no fixed boundaries; they were

numerically rather small and covered very thinly the vast plains, besides being con

stantly at war with each other. Originally the cradle of the Teutons must have

been the land between the Oder and the Vistula, the Kelts covering all the western

and most of the southern countries. But gradually the Teutons moved westward ;

in Cæsar's time they had already made the Rhine a loose boundary between them

selves and the Kelts.

With Cæsar our fuller knowledge of things Keltic and Teutonic begins. In the

period of the Roman empire we must carefully distinguish between Keltic Gaul , that

was an organized province, wholly subdued to the Roman rule and culture, and on

the other side the barbaric Teutonic tribes in Germany. These latter were not

nomadic, but still only semi- settled ; amongst them an established kingdom , as that

of Marobod over the Marcomans, was an exception, the rule being that a power

ful chieftain , e.g. , Arnin the Cherusk, could not succeed in founding a lasting

empire.

During several centuries these Teutonic peoples had no literature of their own.

Their letters, the Runes, are of Roman origin, and were for a long time used chiefly

for the purpose of divination . So our knowledge of the ancient Teutons is derived

mainly from Roman sources. We know the history of the Roman sway over Ger

358
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many, the province stretching along the borders of the Rhine, with lines of fortifi

cations eastward , reaching the Elbe. The defeat of Varus (9 A.D. ) marks the date

when the Romans were stopped on their conquering way to the East.

We are fortunate enough to possess in the works of Tacitus, in his Annals and

Histories, but above all in his treatise on Germania, an account of the position , the

life and the religion of the Germanic tribes. Tacitus, who was an officer in Ger

many, gives very full and accurate information of what he ascertained himself, be

sides what he heard from others. He is always to be trusted as to his truthfuluess,

even when he reports of countries more out the way , but where Roman trade and

travel did occa

sionally penetrate.

So, e.g., in his

account of the

Nerthus festival

in an isle of the

ocean , which must

have been either

Rügen or Danish

Zealand , where

seven tribes met,

pledged to a relig

ious truce in order

to celebrate the

rites of a common

Tracing of Later Runes Illustrating the Eddaic Songs and Volsunga Saga . Ramsund Rock ,

religion , and thus Södermanland, Sweden.

instituted some

thing like the Greek amphiktyony. Although the style of Tacitus is colored by

the rhetorical taste of his time and his thought by the antithetic comparison be

tween the corruption of Roman civilization and the simple, moral life of German

tribes, we can fairly well separate the facts from the Roman interpretation of them .

Moreover, we must bear in mind that the narrative of Tacitus gives a true

account of his own time, but not of a few centuries later. During these following

centuries the fighting on the “ limes " of the Rhine and of the Danube continued ;

in that struggle Marcus Aurelius was engaged, as well as two hundred years after

him Julian, before he became the Apostate emperor. Through this warof several

centuries not only the physical and moral strength of both the Roman and the Ger

manic peoples was nearly exhausted, but there was besides a constant intercourse, a

regular infiltration and mixture ofGerman and Roman blood .
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19. TEUTONIC AND KELTIC PEOPLES.

mere writes on Germanic origins in a general

sense. As to the originalmeaning, it is curiousto

note that very likely Teuton was the name of a

Keltic tribe on the Main .

The position and division of the single tribes is

for themost part hypothetical; the only means of

ascertaining them is supplied by the geographical

The division of Tacitus points to Islae.

vones on the Rhine, Ingaevones in the North .

names.

because sosteutonice (delatientanGerhentiandiges Runes. Thewordrun,raunen, ""to mutter,"

( 1 ) Names and Divisions of Peoples . — It is

always hard to trace the original meaning of

ethnographic names. The name German is as

sumed to be given to the people by their Keltic

neighbors, as the name Scandinavia has come from

the Lapps. There is danger of misunderstanding,

manisch ) are used with a different meaning by

German and by English scholars. German scholars

as a rule use Germanisch for the whole family (in

cluding Scandinavian and Anglo Saxon ) and

deutsch in the narrower sense of what belongs to

Germany, but J. Grimın often uses deutsch for the

more comprehensive idea . In English the sense

of the word is just the reverse : German denotes

the narrower, Teutonic the wider circle ; but here,

too, there are exceptions ; for instance , F. B. Gum

has itself the signification of mystery, incantation ,

and only later did it get the sense of“ sign , letter. "

Since the recent researches, chiefly of Wimmer and

Bugge, it is certain that the runic alphabet

(futharkı included originally twenty -four signs,

the shorter one of sixteen letters being of later

date, and that the signs themselves were of Roman

origin . Much labor has been given to theexplana.

tion of Runic inscriptions, chiefly in England and

Scandinavia .
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20. THE EPIC STORIES FROM THE PERIOD OF THE MIGRATION.

SIET CA

From olden times the Germanic tribes sang songs about their heroic ancestors.

Tacitus already mentions these old poems. In the Anglo-Saxon genealogies we see

that the princely families trace their origin back through a series of heroes to a god ,

Voden ; and so did the princes of other peoples too. History carried with it a great

amount of epic lore, as is conspicuous in the Longobardian history of Paulus

Diaeonus, abounding in heroic legends and poetic tales. So we can pick up in dif

ferent parts of the Teutonic world , even among the Scandinaviaus whom we leave

for the presentout of sight, a great many heroic tales. Here we confine ourselves

to the cycles centering round some great figures, and supplying the materials for

several long epical poems and a still greater number of shorter ballads. The history

of this poetry is one of the most interesting chapters in the history of medieval
literature. This epic poetry has a historical background. For the northern sea

faring Teutons, the Anglo-Saxons, Danes and Norsemen, this background was the

adventurous life on theseas, as we find it in the Hilde-gudrun, and in the Beowulf

poems. But for the Germans this

historical background is the

period of the great migration.

No heroic lore of older time about

Arnin or other chiefs has come

down to us. All the heroes of

the epics, so far as they have

been real people, lived in the

struggle ofthe great migration.

Burial Mound Containing Stone Coffin , and Four Stone Cists. So the two Ostrogothic kings:

Ermanarich, who ruled over his

people when they lived in Southern Russia, and who is said to have died of terror

at the first approach of the Huns at the end of the fourth century , and the great

Theodorich, who founded the inighty but short-lived kingdom in Italy, in the sixth

century, and who is the Dietrich von Bern, Thidrek of the epics. In the same

way the great chief of the Huns, Attila (Etzel , Atli) , has become an epic hero.

The overthrow of the Burgundian kingdom, near Worms, by these same Huns in

the fifth century, has passed into the Nibelungen story. The subject of the Wal

thari story ishowa young Germanic warrior and a maiden of royal blood, kept as

hostages by the Huns, contrived to make their escape through many dangers. A

young Merovingian prince, accused of being of bastard descent andpersecuted by

his two brothers; that is the historical kernel of the Hug-and Wolf dietrich story.

King Rother in a disguise wooing a king's daughter in a foreign land ; this story,

with other names, we read in Paulus Diaeonus' Longobardian history.

It is, nevertheless, not Euhemerism pure and simple that provides the key to

the understanding of these heroic tales and epics. We spoke only of a historical

background ; neither the persons nor the series of events are kept distinct in their

historical surroundings. Times and peoples and situations are intermingled. This

is owing first to the transference of these tales to peoples far remote from the time

and the scenery of their origin . Anglo -Saxon poemsof the eighth , and a Latin epic

of the tenth or eleventh centuries, tell us how in the fifth century the Aquitanian

Walther and the Burgundian maid Hiltgund escaped from Etzel and had to

encounter Hagen in the Wasgenwald (Vosges). The Nibelungen story is presented

to us in several forms; the most famous, being one of the latest, is the medieval

Nibelungen epic, but in the meantime the same story had migrated by different ways

into the Scandinavian north , and lived there in a cycle of poems of the Edda and in

different legends, so it cannot surprise us that the tales were altered in the most

unexpectedways. In the times of the breaking up of old tribes and forming of new
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peoples, when medieval Europe was shaped, one people borrowed these stories from

another, and so there is no unbroken line, no direct succession between the first

poet who may have constructed the loose incidents into one story and the much

later generations which gave it a new frame. So Ermanarich and Theodorich, in

reality severed by more than one and a half century, became contemporaries. Die

trich himself was made the representative of many trials his people had to suffer

long before or after his own age. The same Dietrich played a partin the catastrophe

of the Nibelungen ; the Eddic form associated even Jormunreh (Ermanarich ) with

this story. Later, times, too, left their representative figures or features in the stories;

thus, for instance, in the Nibelungen the very sympathetic figure of Rüdiger of

Bechlaran, in history as in character belonged to the late Middle-ages; and thus in

Wolfdietrich and in the Rother story the oriental scenery reininds us of the period of
the crusades.

We have till now only mentioned historical connections. And it is indeed

necessary to point at the historical foundation of the heroic and epic lore of the

But the mythical part must not be overlooked. Ortnit , whose story

is interwoven in that of Wolfdietrich, is for the greater part mythical, Wieland the
clever workman, altogether so . So are essential parts of the Nibelungen plot : the

treasure of gold blended with the curse, the maiden or Walkyre to bewon by the

ride through fire or thorns, the demonical race who covet the gold and kill the hero .

Of course it is not a god who is here hidden in the figure of the hero, Siegfried; but

some of the most simple formulas of elementary nature inyths have here independ

ently taken flesh and blood in the heroic myth and are combined with the historical

legend.

Another point of view of no less interest is that of the moral ideas, the standard

of life and character embodied in the epical poetry. Much has been said on this

subject already, especially by Uhland. In general we may ascribe to the former

centuries the fundamental tragic conception, the deep sense of unavoidable fatality ;

that feeling of the period of the migration has its expression in most of the epic

stories. The idea of fidelity, which is so paramount in the epics, belongs more to

the medieval world of later tiine. Christian elements are fewer than we should

expect ; in the Nibelungenlied they are more in the external circumstances; the

queens are going to church, a child is baptized , and so on, but there are none at all
in the whole of the plot.

20. EPIC STORIES FROM THE PERIOD

OF THE MIGRATION .

( 1) Sources ofour knowledge of the Siegfried

( Sigurd ), Wolsungen , and Nibelungen Legends.

—These belong to three families: 1. The Northern :

Seventeen of the heroic songs of the poetic Edda,

interwoven with prose summaries,treat of the Wol

sungensaga. In the prose Edda a part of Skald .

shaparmmal tells this story. The wholeof it is told

in the Wolsungasaga . Characteristic of this

family of sources is that it covers a far wider field

than the German tradition . The story of Sigurd's

ancestors and of the treasure is here in the fore .

ground . More or less connected with the main

story is that of Atli and of Jormeenreh ( in Ham

dismal ). The Eddic lays here alluded to do not

form a cycle ; they are from different parts and of

very unequal value. There is in the Codex Regius

a great hiatus between two of them, which is

compensated for to a certain extent by the prose

narration of Wolsungasaga. On the whole the

northern sources show us the tradition in different

forms; and so it is not unlikely that the story has

been imported to the north more than once.

2. The High German.-This family is repre

sented chiefly by the Nibelungenlied, compiled

from smaller " Lieder, ” as is recognized by most

scholars after Lachmann, and brought in its actual

form about 1200 A.D. to Austria . Here we have

a unity , although the two parts (the first ending

with the murder of Siegfried ) are only loosely
connected . Much that is necessary to under

stand the formation of the saga is here left out

of sight; but the poetic value of the tragic mood

and the vivid scenery in the first part, and of the

characters of Kriemheld, Hagen, Ründiger, stands

on the highest level of medieval production .

Besides this great epic we have to mention the

nearly contemporary Nibelungenklage, and the

Siegfriedslied, this last a product of the “ Spiel.

mannsdichtung" in Rheinfranken.

3. The Low German . The Nibelungen story

was known too in the Saxon countries, but no

original productions from this sphere have come

to us. This form of the tradition must, however,

not be neglected , for it provided northern writers

with materials. We find it in some old Danish

Kaempeviser and in the Norse Thidreksaga.
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21. THE ANGLO-SAXONS.

The German kingdoms founded on the ruins of the Roman empiretook posses

sion not only of the Roman territory, but also of a great deal of classical culture.

So in Spain , in Italy , and most of all in Gaul , where the Frankish population

amalgamated with the Gallo-Roman society and received from it not only its lan

guage, but most of its institutions. Exactly the reverse was the case in England.

The Romans were settled in the isle for three and one-half centuries, and left there

notable traces of their rule ; but Britain had never been in any way a center of cul

ture as Gaul was, and gradually the Romans had loosed their hold on this out-of-the

way province. When the Anglo -Saxons came there, called by an ill -advised British

chieftain, they drove the Christian Britons before them to the North and West and

founded states of comparatively pure nationality ; the conquest was not as is gener

ally the case, the blending of two nationalities, but

the displacement of one by another.

The Anglo-Saxons ruled for more than six

hundred years (449-1066 ) in England. For nearly

one hundred and fifty years they were still heathens,

but their Christianity was imported in two very

different ways, from Ireland, and directly from

Rome, the latter carrying at last the victory . For

several centuries the freer Irish Church and the

Papal Church of England sent to the continent .

the best missionaries ; and the British Isles were

still in the Karolingian period in France the seat

of the best learning of the time.

The Anglo -Saxon kingdoms had to fight for
several centuries the hosts of invaders which con

stantly appeared from Denmark ; in the midst of

these struggles stands the heroic figure of the great

Alfred, and at the end the great empire of the

Danish kings, Svein and Kanut, who succeeded

in uniting the Danish and the Anglo -Saxon ele

ment. When, a few generations later, the Normans

from Normandy conquered England, there was no

feeling of the still real tie of kinship between

these invaders and the Danes and Saxons they subdued.

A very rich Anglo -Saxon literature has come down to us. In England the use

of Latin had not absorbed the thought and feeling to so great an extent as else

where. It is true that the most famous name amongst the Anglo-Saxon men of

letters is that of the venerable Bede, whose works are in Latin and whose very

keen interest for his nation is almost entirely limited by his ecclesiastical stand

point. In consequence of these limitations he tells us far less than we should wish

about the pagan period. But, nevertheless, the vernacular literature flourished .

We know not only the names of poets and authors, but we possess many of their
works. The greatest reputation was won by the illiterate Kaedmon , who received

poetry by inspiration , by the scholar Aldhelm , whose Latin works are still extant,

but who was also a master of Anglo -Saxon poetry, by Kynewulf, the greatest of all ,

by King Alfred himself, who translated several Latin books into the national

tongue. We pass over many notable relics of Anglo-Saxon writing, the genealogies

already mentioned in Lesson 2 , the magical incantations, the codifications of law,

several smaller epic lays, to mention only the great poem of Beowulf.

This great epic is of the least mixed Teutonic origin, more free than any

other from foreign influence; only occasionally are there traces of Christian influence.

A Viking Warrior.
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The epic tells us a story with a great many episodic tales inserted . It is very diffi

cult to distinguish between the traditions already living among the Anglo-Saxon

tribes before they left their original home in Denmark and the figures and stories

that originated in England. Certainly a great deal of the subject-matter in the

tales of Sceaf, Beav, of the Geats, and so on, belongs to the former part and is

clearly of continental origin . But the historic Hygelac, whose descent upon the

Frisian and Dutch coast took place in the beginning of the sixth century, and

many stories besides , point to periods after the settlement in England. As it is,

this epic , too , brings many semi-historical records about the ancient tribes and their

ancestors. But the mythical element is still greater than in many other tales , and

the history itself is more that of tribes and peoples than of real historical persons.

On the whole, critical labor, though done with great care and cleverness bysome of

the best scholars, has not yet given as clear results as in the Siegfried- Nibelungen

cycle. But still the Beowulf epic is of great value. It is the great poem of the

seafaring Teutons of the North , and at the same time it is the first really great

poem of English literature, an epic of the sea and of man's fierce struggle with

elementary forces. ( 2 )

mingled with moaning ( the wind was whist),

till the heat had broken the house of bones,

melt in its bosom . Mourning -hearted

they moaned the sorrow , a master's death .

Likewise the widow , a woful song .

* * *

21. THE ANGLO - SAXONS.

( 1) The Vikings . - From what is told in the

text it appears that long before the time of the

Northern Vikings of the end of the ninth century

the same sort of expe ions had taken ace. Of

course, the coming of Hengist and Horsa to Eng

land , the expedition of Hygelac and others,

are as much Viking raids as those of a few

centuries later. The Vikings proper came from

Norway or from Denmark . They plundered not

only the shores with their much dreaded furor

Normannorun , but they settled in England as

well as in Ireland , in Normandy and elsewhere.

Specially through the work of Norse and Danish

scholars, the history of this Viking -period is now
far better known than before .

The Beowulf Epos contains in two great divisions
the story of the hero's struggle with Grendel and

Grendel's mother, his fight with the dragon and

his death. The story of the swimming race with

Breka is no more than an episodic tale like so

many others. We give here a few characteristic

samples from this epic, taken from the English
translation, quoted in F. B. Gummere's Ger .

manic Origins.”

( 2 ) Beowulf's Burial Mound .

Bid the battle-famed build me a mound,

bright after bale on a brow of the coast ;

this as a token to tribes of mine

on Whale-Headland high shall tower,

by ocean -wanderers ever called

Béowulf's Barrow, when back from far

they drive their keel , o'er the dusky sea .

-F. B. Gummere,“ Germanic Origins,” P. 312.

Burning and Burial of Beowulf.

Then the wounden gold on wain was laden

-'twere ill to count it !-and th’ætheling borne ,

hoary hero to Hronës-Ness .

Folk of the Jutes then fashion'd there

on the eartha pyre imperishable ,

hung with harness and helms of battle ,

with breastplates bright, as he begged them once.

In the midst they laid their mighty chieftain ,

warriors wailing their winsomelord.

Then onthe mountain a mighty pyre

the warriors wakened : the wood -smoke rose

swart o'er the red glow , roaring flame,

Then the Weder people wrought anon

on the cliff a barrow broad and high,

by ocean farers easily seen ,

and within the tide of ten days built

the bold -one's beacon , by burnt out pyre ,

and wrought them a wall, as worthiest seemed

to wisest men who weighed the matter .

Then they put in the barrow bracelets and rings,
all the treasure taken before

out of the hoard by the hero -hand.

They left earl's riches for earth to hold ,

the gold in ground, where again it lies
useless to men as ever it was.

Then round the barrow braye men rode,

sons of æthelings, twelve in all ,

would moan their misery, mourn the king,

say their sorrow, and speak in laud ,

praise his prowess, his powerful doing,
worthily laud him , as well beseemeth

men to praise their master-friend ,

heartily love, when hence he goeth

from life of the body forlorn away .

So mourn'd their master the men of Jutland ,

fall of the hero his hearth -companions,

counted him of the kings of earth ,

of men the mildest and most beloved ,

to his kin the kindest, keenest for praise !

-Ibid , pp . 333-5.

The Haunt of Grendel.

A dismal land,

wolf-haunted cliffs and windy head -lands,

fen -ways fearful, where flows the stream

from mountains gliding 'neath gloom of the rocks,

underground food. Not far is it hence,

by measure of miles, that the mere expands,

and o'er it the frost -bound forest hanging,

sturdily rooted , o'ershadows the wave.

In the dark of night is a dread to see,

fire on the waters: no wight so brave

of the sons of men who will search that flood !

- Ibid , p. 476.
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22. SKALDIC AND EDDIC POETRY.

בורל

In the seventeenth century, the Bishop Bryniolf found in Iceland the MS. of

the Eddic songs. Since that time the origin and character ofthesesongs have been
very often disputed . On one side the most fantastic views about the antiquity and

the value of these relics have been advanced, and on the other theories have been

built trying to prove them to be the patchwork of a very late period, hardly to be

considered as a source of our knowledge of Teutonic mythology. . Although this last

viewhas still representatives of very great authority (Bugge the foremost of them ,

and besides several of the newer German scholars), it seems that as well in the

Scandinavian North as in Germany in the School of Müllen hoff) a more historical
method of treatment prevails today, assign

ing to these poems their true place. The

best starting -point for such a historical

treatment is to be found in the skaldic

poetry , remains of which have been pre

served from the ninth century onwards.

The names of a great many skalds

(not less than three or four hundred) are

known, begiuning with Bragi , who cer

tainly was a historical person living about

8oo . The adventurous lives of many of

them , who lived at the courts of the kings

and Jaels, won their favor, shared in their

exploits, and wandered far through all

parts of the North , form the subject of

several of the most romantic tales in Nor

way and Iceland . But we have still more

than these tales , viz . , many shorter and

longer poems, included in the later sagas

of the Norse kings, and giving us the

vivid impression of a contemporary who

saw what he sang. These drapas ( songs)

in honor of a king or chieftain, describing

his shield or exalting his bravery in war

and exploits on the sea, are the inost

Odhin upon his Eight- Legged Steed . (Runic stone in Götland. ancientand true part of what we possess

from old Norse literature. They are ,

however, not at all the naive productions of a primitive state. The skalds sang in

a very artificial manner ; the art of building uptheir verses into the staves was a

very elaborate one, and there are few things more hard to interpret than these

ancient verses, crowded with metaphors or circumlocutions called kenningar, which

play a great part in the poems of the Edda also. ( 1 ) The Eddic songs differ from the

skaldic ones, first, in that they are anonymous, while we know the different skalds

as authors of their drapas. For the greater part this Eddic poetry was contein

porary with the skaldic songs; both are to a certain extent products of the same art.

We cannot speak of the poetic Edda as of a whole. The different songs are

very loosely connected with each other. They are from different countries : Nor

way, Iceland , and some froin Greenland . For a great number, and some of the most

famous amongst them , the period must have been the tenth century . That is the

period in which the Norsemen and the Icelanders were still heathens, but Christen

dom began to infiltrate through many channels into their lives. In this way , for

example, the peculiar character of the peoples of the Wala and the Woluspa, can be

accounted for. Apart from some later interpolations the materials are decidedly

Die
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pagan ; but the whole scheme, the drama of the world from its beginning to the

final catastrophe, the cosmogony and the eschatology, the idea of a crime as the

turning-point of the destiny of the gods and of the world : all this, though carrying

much of heathenish material, is very likely the work of a mind not unacquainted

with Christian thought and feeling. Besides this Woluspa, the poetic Edda con

tains a dozen or more ofsongs about the gods, where the myths of Thor, Baldur and

other gods are told in themost varying style, sometimes with a profusion of kennin

gar, sometimes (as in Thrymshoida andSkirnisför) in the manner of a poetic fairy

tale. It contains, moreover, a long poem , or better, a small collection, Havamal,

with manyshort maxims illustrating sociallife andmoralideas. Thesecond part of

the poetic Edda treats of the heroic myths of Wolund (Wieland), Helge, and the

greater part (seventeen out oftwenty-one) of the story of the Woesings and of Sigurd

(Siegfried ).

Our space does not allow us to enter into particulars about the extensive prose

literature. First comes the prosaic Edda,to which the name Edda belongs in a more

proper sense than to the songs, and where we find many myths toldin order to

explain the poetic language, especially in themythographic treatise, “Gylfaginning. "

Then we have a great many sagas, prose stories with stanzas interwoven,the most

beautiful about the life of the Icelandic families, the longest about the Norwegian

kings. Then law books, and from the later centuries of the middle ages, literature

of all sorts, adapted from foreign models. In the best period of Norse writing, the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the art of telling long tales , perhaps developed by the

intercourse with the Irish Kelts, was nowhere on so high a level as in Iceland.

And , for historical investigation, the Norse sagas and histories provide us with

an amount of materials for the history of the Norse from 800 to 1000 A.D. far

richer than was done for any more southern country in that period .

22. SKALDIC AND EDDIC POETRY. mythical scenes : The everlasting battle on the

isle of Hod; the avenging of Swanhild on Jor

( 1 ) Kenningar in the Skaldic Poetry :-A very munrek ; Gefeon ploughing Zealand out of lake

good list of kenningar is given in G. Vigfusson Wenern ; Thor and the Earth Serpent.

and F. York Powell's " Corpus Poeticum Boreale ,"
( 3 ) A Few Specimens of the Edda Poetry.

II ., PP. 447-9 . We give here some of the most
Here are some maxims from the Hayamal:

striking ones :

The eye is the moon or star of the brows, the
No man can bear better baggage on his way than

cauldron of tears, the pledge of Odhin (allusion
wisdom ; in strange places it is better than wealth .

to the myth , telling how Odhin gave one of
It is a wretched man's comfort .

his eyes in pledge ); the eyelids are cups of sleep ;
No one can bear a better baggage on his way than

wisdom ; no worse wallet can he carry on his way
tears, the ban of laughter. So the mouth is the

city of song, the cave of the voice.
than ale -bibbing :

Wind is the destroyer of ships, the wolf of the
He that never is silent talks much folly . A glib

forest.
tongue , unless it be bridled, will often talk a man

into trouble .

Sea is the home of the eels, the pike's meadow ,
It is far away to an ill friend, even though he

the path of ships, the necklace of the earth .

Odhin isnamed the lord of the gallows ; the gal
live on one's road; but to a good friend there is a

lows are Odhin's steed .
short cut , even though he live far off.

Chattels die ; kinsmen pass away ; one dies one
Longfellow said : “ The Icelandic is as remark

self; but good report never dies from the man that
able as the Anglo -Saxon for its abruptness, its ob

gained it .
scurity, and the boldness of its metaphors. Poets

arecalled song -smiths; poetry, the language ofthe
The following is a strophe from the beginning

gods; gold , the daylight of dwarfs ;the heavens,
of Woluspa, describing originalchaos:

the skull of Ymer; the rainbow , the bridge of the
In the beginning, when naught was, there was

neither sandnor sea nor the cold waves, nor was
gods; a battle, a bath of blood ; the hail of Odin ,

earth to be seen nor heaven above . There was a
the meeting of shields ; the tongue , the sword of

yawning chasm (chaos ), but grass nowhere, ere
words; a river, the sweat of earth, the blood of the

that the Sons of Bor, whomade the blessed earth ,
valleys; arrows, the daughters of misfortune; the

raised the flat ground . Then the sun shone forth

earth , the vessel that floats on the ages. ”
from the south on the dwelling stones, and the

So for all objects and for the gods, too, this
fields were mantled with green herbs. The sun

poetic language invented metaphorical circumlo

cutions, at the meaning of which we can often
from the south , with the moon her fellow , cast

her right hand on the edge of Heaven . The Sun
guess only .

knew not her inn, nor the Moon his dominion,

(2 ) Bragi's Shield Lay.- In this , one of the nor the Stars their place.- Vigfusson and Powell,

skaldic lays, a description occurs of the following | “ Corpus Poeticum Boreale."
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23. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN FOLKLORE.

The relative scantiness of literary records has driven the scholars who inquire

after Teutonic antiquity to folklore as one of the paramount sources of information.

Of course part of this folklore, too, has been handed down through literature ; thus

we find magical incantations in medieval manuscripts, and in medieval books

many tales and proverbs, accounts of manners and customs. Still the greater part

of folklore has been preserved only in unwritten tales and in old surviving

superstitions, ceremonials, and customs. They have been collected thence in our

age with a fervid ardor, though not always with a true insight into the subject.

The brothers Grimm took the lead , collecting from written sources the “ Deutsche

Sagen , " and from oral tradition the

“ Kinder und Hausmärchen ." The

blending of the romantic spirit that

lived in them and drew them to these

popular relics , with the true scientific

accuracy they brought into all their

pursuits, made these books of the

Grimms unsurpassed , if not unattain

able , models in the collecting of popular

lore.

In truth , they were not absolutely

the first who cared for popular anti-qui

ties. Brand's collection with this title

is known well enough ; and long before

our century, treatises about fairies and

goblins existed . But only after the

Grimms did the general interest in this

subject awake, and now the heap of

books containing folk lore of all

countries of the world can hardly be

summarized or even catalogued. The

greatest supply of these materials con

cerns the Teutonic lands , the different

provinces of England, France, Germany

and Scandinavia.

Amongst the many subjects included

in that general name folklore, namely :

riddles , games, superstitions, songs, etc. ,

The Longest Runic Inscription Known . (Götland , Sweden . )
etc. , two are prominent— the tales

(Märchen ), and the manners and customs

in private and public life . Many scholars, following the brothers Grimm , are

particularly interested by the tales. They present them in very different lights.

To one these tales speak of the wonderful poetic fancy still living in the

uncultured mass of the people. Another sees the remarkable coincidence

between accidents in the heroic saga and the folktale, between Siegfried winning

Brunhild and the pretty sleeping girl in the wood , Dornröschen. Another, again,

hunting farther on this same track, discovers the fundamental types in different

tales and tries to classify them . Finally, a different order of facts is put into the

foreground, where the literary genealogy of the tales is discovered, and their parent

age traced back either to India, wherethe books of fables already contain so much

that passed into European tales , or to a still remoter antiquity in Babylonia or else

where. All these different observations throw light on the tales that are found in

medieval or modern Europe. But still a complete and exhaustive explanation
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that would give an account of the origin and development, will hardly ever be

attained . The migration of most of these widespread tales must be recognized as

a very interesting fact, but can never be accounted for by a theory that will exhaust
the matter.

Another set of facts embraces manners and customs in the most complete sense

of these words . What men did and will do at the great events of life — birth , mar

riage , death , the remains of village and tribal ceremonies, the ceremonials at differ

ent times of the year in connection with the seasons and the aspects of nature, the

beliefs and customs kept and practiced in relation to the vegetation and the harvest :

all this and still inore has been studied with great care . So W. Mannhardt made

the tree and corn customs the subject of very extensive and accurate investigations.

The transmission of such customs in a literary way is a thing out of the question,

and so these parallels seem to point far more to a primitive fact and to afford con

clusions of a far greater certainty than the tales do. But here, too, we must own

that the evidence has no national limitations. Facts of the same order as they are

found to -day amongst the German peasantry appear in the ritual of great Greek and

Roman festivals, and are still found in different parts of the world.

Thus, of course, the very character of this folklore, as being so universally

spread , showing the same essential features everywhere, makes it of less interest

as a characteristic of one peculiar people . We cannot ascribe to the special inven

tion of the Teutons what the Romans had as well , nor make conclusions from a

generally spread tale to the remote past of Germanic tribes . Therefore it is of so

great an interest that the collection has been made as historical as it is possible to

be. Unrestrained by any tie of time or country the Märchen flies through the air ;

and the same habits and customs occur amongst peoples who have nothing to do with

each other. But still there is nothing in human life that cannot be connected in

some way with history. So it is hiere . The collections made in a strictly limited

sphere, in several provinces, amongst populations of the same origin and the same

traditions illustrate the life of that country, as a historical record of a peculiar

description . Besides , there is folklore that is confined to certain places or certain

historical persons, sometimes by chance, sometimes by an original and essential tie.

Through folklore we ascertain the original animistic beliefs of humanity. But

there is nothing special in that, because it is no more or less true in Germany and

Scandinavia than amongst Greeks and Romans, or even amongst savages. Animism

is everywhere a part, nowhere the whole, of original belief. In order to make use

in a fruitful way of Teutonic folklore, all the different ties must be sought for

and there are a great many to be found — that link these tales and these customs to

the real historic life of the Teutonic peoples.

23. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN FOLK

LORE.

( 1 ) The Magical Incantations -Amongst them

the two found at Merseburg are of genuine heathen

origin . We give no translation , which can , by no

means, give a fair idea of the original . But we

mention only that in both of them the magical

formula proper is preceded by a mythical allusion,

meant to give power to the magical words. In

the first the spell to loosen fetters (Lösungszauber)

follows after the mention of three groups of Idisi

( Walkyren ) busy on the battlefield . The second

is a medical formula, to heal a wounded horse ,

after the same manner by which Wodan cured a

lame foal.

L. Gomme's “ Handbook of Folklore " no less

than seventy types of these tales are enumerated .

Three of these types are as follows:

Cupid and Psyche Type.-1 . A beautiful girl
is beloved by a man of supernatural race . 2. He

appears a man by night, and warns her not to

look at him . 3. Shebreaks his command and

loses him . 4. She goes in quest of him , and has

to surmount difficulties and accomplish tasks.

5. She finally recovers him .

Gudrun Type.-1 . A bride is carried off by a

monster or a hero. 2. And is recovered , or is the

cause of misfortune and ruin on the ravisher.

Sleeping Beauty Type. - A princess warned

not to touch a certain article. 2. She does what

she is forbidden and falls asleep . 3. A prince dis

covers her sleeping after a lapse of many years,

kisses her and wakes her.

( 2 ) Classification of Folktales. - Much atten

tion is paid nowadays to this subject. In Mr. G.
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24. FEATURES OF KELTIC CHARACTER.

“ Et quasi cursures vitae lampada tradunt." These words of Lucretius apply

not only to the successive generations of men, but also to the nations, in the part

they play in the history of mankind. Many nations in turn take the lead in civi

lization. Poor Crete, last winter the scapegoat of European politics, once, in a

time as remote as the Homeric period, was the hekatonpolis “ hundred- citied ” isle,

the cradle of Zeus and the realm of Minos. Since that time many nations have

ruled and decayed ; nearly each country of old Europe has had its century of power

and glory.

But the Kelts never had a day of their own ; only for a short time did they take

a notable place as representatives of Roman or of Christian culture in Gaul and in

Ireland. Once, as we noticed before, Keltic tribes covered the whole of Western

Europe, from the Elbe to the Atlantic ocean, from the British Isles to the north of
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Ruins of King Arthur's Castle in Cornwall.

Italy. But they were always driven more and more to the west. In Gaul neither

their political nor their military organization was strong enough to resist the con

quering power ofCæsar. The bloody worship of the cruel Gallic gods, Tentales,

Hesus, Taranis, offended the Romans, who persecuted the Druids (priests of Gaul),

but made friends with the Gallic nobles. There has been no province of the empire

more thoroughly imbued with classical culture than the province of Gaul. The

native population, endowed with quick understanding, wholly assimilated Roman

life and ideas. Thus it was on the Keltic soil of Gaul that the German people was

infused with Roman culture, in that Frankish empire, the one great German king

dom that lasted after the storms of the migration and that almost shaped Medieval

Europe.
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Thus it was the blending ofRoman, Keltic, and German features thatmade France.

People have tried to trace back to their ethnic origin some of the chief influences and

characters in French history and literature, and much stress has now and then been

laid upon the Breton (= Keltic) birth ofmen like Abelard, Chateaubriand, and Renan .

There may be some grain of truth in that; but in so coinplex a growth as the his

torical formation ofa modern nation, the result of centuries of development, it is

impossible to simplify the problem so far as to find the original Keltic features in a

mind educated by so many modern and foreign influences as , e.g., that of Renan.

Quite different from the fate of the Gallic tribes was that of the Kelts in the

British Isles. Especially Ireland, never conquered by a Roman army, and converted

to Christianity as early as the fourth century, became a seat of Christian faith and

learning. Irish monks and anchorites lived in the famous monasteries of Armagh

and Bangor (Wales), or retired to the inhospitable isles to the north of Scotland.

Irish missionaries were the first who undertook to preach the Gospel to the heathen

Teutonic peoples in England as well as on the continent. From Ireland the first

independent Christian mission workstarted, butwas overthrown by the later papal

missions, whose great hero was Winfrid (Bonifacius). In the darkest century of all ,

the seventh , the light of culture and learning, nearly extinct in the Longobardian

Italy and the Gaulof the Merovingians, shone in Ireland, and later that first Ren

aissance under the Karolingian princes borrowed its greatest masters from the

Emerald Isle. No scholar of these early centuries is more famous than Scotus

Erigena.

Very early, certainly frequently in the ninth century, the Irish had much inter

course with Norse seaman, and the Vikings settled in Ireland itself, where they

founded several kingdoms. The influence of the Keltic Irishmen and the Teutonic

Norse Vikings on each other has been judged from very different standpoints. It

may be that in material culture, certainly in seafaring and trade, the Norse stood

at the front; but in learning, in poetic feeling and musical accomplishments the

Kelts were far the foremost. Wecannot enter here upon the difficult question what

features of literature are to be assigned to the one, what to the other race. Ireland

was the home of many tales, and the Icelandic bondmen who in summer traveled

abroad came home with a great number of stories they repeated in their long

northern winters . So in the Icelandic Sagas there is, both in the form and the

subject-matter, much borrowed from the Irish.

The Irish literature has been rich in all sorts of works that are preserved in the

Irish manuscripts, known as the book of Leinster and the book of Ulster. The

most interesting from a literary point of view are the stories of sailors and their

miraculous adventures, the strange and remote countries fading away in a far-off

horizon, and blended in the imagination with the other world of spirits and the

dead. Among these unramas the travels of Bran (Brandaen ) have had the greatest

popularity in medieval Europe. The heroic tales belong chiefly to the Ulstermen

(here the heroes are Conchobar, MacNessa and Cuchulin ), and to the people of

Munster, who told about Finn and Ossin.

Nor was Ireland alone a seat of poetry. Not less poetic or musical were the

Kymiry of Wales and Cornwall, where in every house there is said to have been a

harp. From these quarters we possess the stories known under the name of Ma.

binogi . Here we find some of the great figures and themes with which the greater

part of medieval romantic literature was nourished, and which still awake the fancy

ofour nineteenth century poets. “ Arthur,” the “Lady of the Lake,” .“ Lancelot,”

" Peredur'' (Parceval), “ Tristan and Ysolde" —these romantic tales in the European

literature of centuries are due to the lively imagination, the deep feeling, and the
sense for nature of the Kelts.

So the Kelts, if they had not a day of their own in the government of the world,

have supplied materials enough for thought and for feeling.
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW...

19. TEUTONIC AND KELTIC PEOPLES.–The Indogermanic family, Teutons and Kelts, Migra

tions, Cæsar, Tacitus .

20. EPIC STORIES FROM THE PERIOD OF THE MIGRATION.-Historic background, Migra

tions , by sea and land, Ermanorich , Theodarich , Attila , Confusion of dates , Ortnit , Wieland ,

The Nibelungen plot, Fate, Fidelity.

21. THE ANGLO-SAXONS. - Influence of Roman culture on Continental and on English peoples,

Alfred , Kanut, Kaedmon , Kyenewulf, Beowulf .

22. SKALDIC AND EDDIC POÉTRY . - Edda, Skalds, Kenningar, Location , Period , Christian

influence, Thor, Baldur, Wolund, Sigurd , Prose, Edda.

23. MEDIEVAL AND MODERN FOLK -LORE . – Folklore in records, tales , rites , customs, pro

verbs, etc. , Grimm Brothers , Folklore in many lands, Tales and customs, Comparison, Types,

Genealogies.

24. FEATURES OF KELTIC CHARACTER.-Kelts in France , England , Ireland, Wales , Cornwall ,

and Iceland , The Kelts in government, thought, and feeling .

QUESTIONS.

19. · Whatpeoples of the Indogermanic (Indo-Keltic, or Aryan ) family migrated to the North and

West of Europe ? Recall some early facts about the Kelts. How were Teutons and k'elts related ?
What does Cæsar tell us about them ? What does Tacitus tell us ?

20. What formed the historic background for the epic stories of the Germanic tribes ? Il'hat for

the other peoples of the Teutonic race ? Name three great heroes of the Germans. How are these his.

torical elements confused ? Name some mythical elements in the epics. What are the chief two moral
traits ?

21. How did Teutonic influence in England differ from that in France ? How were the Norman

conquerors of England related to the Saxons ? Name some famous Anglo - Saxon writings. Outline

the burial of Beowulf ?

22. Štate the opposed views concerning the Eddas. Who were the skalds ? About what did they

sing ? Repeat some kenningar. Where and to what period do the Edda belong ? What gods do they
concern ? What heroes ? What do the Norse sagas and histories provide ?

23. Name the varied sources of folklore. Who were its greatest collectors in Europe ? State some

of the special lines of research in folklore. How much of this folklore is peculiar to the Teutons ?

24. What was the fortune of the Kelts in politics ? What their influence upon culture ? How

did they variously affect France and Great Britain ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

I. Read chapters 1 to 10 of F. B.Gummere's “ Germanic Origins."

2. Read Paul B. du Chaillu , “ The Viking Age," vol. 2 .

3. Read Ibid , vol. 1 .

4. Consult the " Corpus Poeticum Boreale" of Vigfusson and Powell for further material.

5. Study Handbook of Folklore, " by G. L. Gomme.

6. Consult “ Hibbert Lectures " for 1886, by J. Rhys .
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GAZETTEER IZOT
93 VEJ AND GLOSSARY.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

a as in fat.

ā as in fate .

ä as in father .

a when obscure .

e as in met.

ē as in mete .

i as in pin .

i as in pine.

o as in not .

o as in note .

ö as in move .

u as in tub.

ū as in tube.

ü Place the lips for oo, but say ee.

oi as in joint .

ou as in proud .

g as in get .

i French nasal n .

N. B.—Greek names are sometimes variously written , according as the original Greek or the

Latinized forin is followed . The pronunciation of the commonly known names is according to English

rules, otherwise as in Greek or Latin .

Aeschylos (ēs'kē-los ).- Greek poet.

Aides (i'dēz) or Hades (hā'dēz )-- Greek god .

Antigone (an -tig'o -nē).-Greek heroine.

Aphrodite (af-rõ -di'tē ).— Greek goddess.

Apollo (a - pol'o ).- Greek god .

Ares (ā'rez ).- Greek god.

Artemis (är'tē -mis ).-Greek goddess.

Asklepios (as-klē'pi-os).- Greek god.

Athena ( a -thena).- Greek goddess.

Bona Dia (bö'nä -de'ä ). Roman goddess.

Ceres (sē rēz).– Roman goddess.

Cybele (sib'e- lē ).-Greek goddess.

Dea Dia (dā'ä -dē'ä ). Roman goddess.

Demeter (de-mē'ter ) .- Greek goddess.

Diana (dī-an'a ).- Roman goddess .

Diespiter (dē'āz-pē'tār).

Dii Inferi (dēlē -ēn'fā-rē ).

Dii Manes dē'e -mä'nāz ).

Dione (di- o'nē ).-Greek Titan.

Dionysos (di-7 -ni'sos). - Greek god.

Erinyes ( e -rin'i- ēz ).- Greek deities.

Faunus (fou'nös).- Roman god .

Fides ( fe'dāz).-Roman goddess.

Flamines ( fä'mē-naz ) – Roman priests.

Flora (fo'ra ).-Roman goddess.

Fortuna ( for-tö'na ).— Roman Goddess.

Freya (fri'a ).— Teutonic goddess.

Freyr òr Frey ( frir or frī).— Teutonic god .

Genius (gā'nē-ös).–Roman god.

Hades (hā'dēz).-Greek god .

Hephaistos (hē'fis-los) or Hephaestus (he -fes '.
tus). —Greek god .

Hera (hē'ra ).- Greek goddess.

Hermes (her'mēz ).- Greek god .

Indigitamenta ( ēn-dē'ge -tä-mān'ta ) .

Jana ( jā'na).- Roman goddess .

Janus (jā'nus).- Roman god .

Juno ( jö'no ).- Roman goddess.

Jupiter (jö'pi- ter) .-Roman god .

Lar Compitales (lär com'pe-tä'las ).

Lares (lā'rēz). — Roman gods.

Lar Familiaris (lär fä -mē'lē-ä'rēs).

Larvae (lär'vē).—Ghosts .

Lemures (lā'mö- raz).— Ghosts.

Leto (lē'to ). -Greek heroine.

Limpa (lēm'pa ). -Roman goddess.

Luna (lö'na ).- Roman goddess .

Maenad (mē'nad ). –Votary of Dionysos.

Mars (märz ).- Roman god.

Minerva (mi-ner'va ).- Roman goddess.

Manes (mā'uēz ).- Spirits of the dead .

Metis (mē'tis ) .-Greek goddess.

Naos (nä'os) - Part of temple.

Numina (nö'inē-na ).- Powers, deities.

Odhin or Odin (o'dhin or o'din ) .–Norse god

Saxon Woden .

Odysseus ( ō-dis'ūs) .-Greek hero.

Opisthodomos ( 0 -pis -tho'do -mos ). —Part oftem.

ple.

Ops (ops). - Roman god.

Optimus (op'ti-mus). - Maximus (max'i-mus.)

Orcus ( or'kus).- Roman god .

Orestes (0- res'tēz ) . -Greek hero.

Paean ( Pē'an ) .– Greek god .

Pallas (pal'as).- Epithet of Athena.

Pan (pan ) .-Greek god .

Poseidon (po-sī'don ).- Greek god.

Penates (pē-nā'tēz).– Roman gods .

Persephone (per -sef'o -nē).- Greek goddess.

Phoibos (foi'bos) or Phoebus (fê'bus). — An

epithet of Apollo .

Pluto (plö'to ).- Greek god.

Pontifex Maximus (põn'tē-fax mäx'ē -mös).

Pythia (pith'i-a ).— The prophetess at Delphi.

Python (pī'thon ). - A demon .

Quirinus (kwi-ri'nus).- Roman god.

Salus ( sä’lös) .-- Roman god .

Sancus (sẵn’kös ).-Roman god .

Saturnus or Saturn (sat'ern ).- Roman god .

Silvanus ( sēl-vä'nös ).- Roman god .

Sol ( sol).- Roman god.

Sophocles (sof'ō-klēz).- Greek poet .

Tellus (tel'us) . —Roman goddess.

Thor ( thor ). — Teutonic god.

Tiu (te'ö ).— Teutonic god .

Triptolemos ( trip -tol'e -mos). -Greek hero.

Vedius ( vā'dē-ös). - Roman god .

Venus (ve’nus ).—Roman goddess.

Vesta (ves'ta ).- Roman goddess.

Vulcan (vul’kan) .—Roman god.

Woden or Wodan (wo'den). —Teutonic god .

Zeus (zūs).-Greek god.
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SIDE LIGHTS

cocacocaccocelow అరుదయం

nien .

The Great Nature Gods of the Teutonic Peo. habit at harvest-time to leave a heap ofcorn " for

ples.-- So ran popular belief; and northward with Woden's horse .” A writer living in Rostock in

outstretched hands our forefathers turned when 1593 describes the custom of Mecklenburg at rye.

they engaged in ceremonial worship . With the harvest , when they gave grain to the god , with

introduction of Christianity , the east became car- the rhyme

dinal point of prayer, and thenorth , as we might Wode , give thy horse fodder.

expect , was banned as unlucky and a place of Now thistle and thorn,

devils. Who were , then, the dwellers of that cold Next year, better corn !

Germanic Olympus ?

Some definite evidence on this point seems to Renunciation used under Boniface by Saxons

meet us in the names given to our days of the
and Thuringians: “ Ec forsacho allum diaboles

week . The Germans were still of heathen faith wercum and wordum , Thunær ende Woden ende

when they took the names of these days from
Saxnote ende allum them unholdum the hira

Rome and translated them into terms of their own genotas sint. ” “ I forsake all devil's works and

inythology. Of the individual days, Sun words, and Thuner and Woden and Saxoot and all

day and Monday are obvious translations. But the monsters who are their companions."

Tuesday, dies Martis, is credibly traced to the
In Scandinavia he seems to have received , in

Germanic god Tius. Wednesday, dies Mercurii, Viking days, supreme honors ; but , as we shall

has the stamp of Woden plain to see ; and old
presently see , Thor was the real god of the North .

Thor, our Saxon Thumor, is as evident in the name Still, in the famous temple at Upsala in

of Thursday , dies Jovis. Frigedag is good Anglo
Sweden , described by Adam of Bremen , Odin was

Saxon for the dies Veneris. Saturday is Anglo- represented by an image “ like to Mars ” -that is

Saxon for Sæteres dag, but also Sæternes dæg, evi to say, fully armed . He it was who received the

dent translation of dies Saturni. soul of the warrior in the new-fashioned heaven of

Thechief god of theGermanswhen the Romans Viking Scandinavia, Walhalla; and to him the

came in contact with them seems to have been men of war everywhere-and war was everywhere

Woden .
Certain , however, is the fact that -put up their prayers and in stress of battle of.

Woden is the wind-god , the deity of heaven in the fered service, child, or proper life . By the Inter

literal sense , the prince of the powers of the air, pretatio Romana he was called Mercury .

although he is not the original ruler of Germanic To Thunor, as the Anglo-Saxon called him , the

deities ; he has taken the place of an older heaven
Thor of the Scandinaviau peasant, there must have

god , Tius, and seems to have got the latter's wife
belonged a widespread Germanic cult.

into the bargain . He was called Jupiter by the Romans, and that

The explanation ofthis supremacy of Woden in not solely , we may imagine, on account of his

the later heathen times lies in his double attribute
thunderbolts. Additional testimony to

of intellectual skill - he is said to have “ invented ” Thor's or Thunor's importance is the fact that the

runes --and love of war. Moreover, Odin arch -fiend of Christian times, the devil himself,

was father of war itself; when hethrew his spear, takes the place of the old thunder-god. In Scan

battle was born in the world . The spear was his dinavia men made most solemn oaths in calling

peculiar weapon, and was still the chief arm of upon Thor, and they celebrated his feast at the sa

Germanic soldiers in the time of Tacitus. cred time of Yule. As god of the home and all

The wolf is Woden's beast, and the raven is his that belongs to it, he was worshiped first and fore
bird ; the latter is also a sign of victory , not at all most of the deities . They prayed to him for a

the thing of evil it became in later times. mild winter, an early spring, and generous crops;

Luckily we have a genuine relic of the old Woden his first thunderings heralded return of warmth

cult , an incantation preserved in widely sundered
and vegetation . As late as the eighteenth cen

dialects, and ofundoubted German origin . tury a Scandinavian woman was known to pray

Phol and Wodan fared to the holt: regularly to Thor; and the Anglo -Saxon homilies

then Balder's foal's foot was wrenched . bear witness to the stubbornness of Thunor's cult

Then Sinthgunt besang it and Sunna her sister :
on English soil .

Then Fria besang it and Volla hier sister : Thor's thunder, audible sign that he and his

then Wodan besang it , who well knew how ,
hammer were fighting ice-giants and obstinate

the wrenching of bone, the wrenching of blood,
spirits of the northern hills, was regarded as more

the wrenching of limb; a benefit than a terror . It symbolized fertility;

bone to bone , blood to blood , and we find several plants named after the thun.

limb to limb, as if they were limed !
der . Of trees, the oak was dedicated to

Still another charm , this time from the the thunder-god - a bold and not ignoble piece of

Anglo-Saxon , shows us Woden as final appeal in a religious invention. His day was Thursday, still
somewhat similar emergency . Then fol- in every regard a lucky day ; in Scandinavia the

lows : traditional day for a wedding, and of good right ,

if we consider that it was Thor's hammer which

These nine are opposed to poisons nine.

Sneaking came snake, toreasunder a man .
“ hallowed " every bride.

Then took Woden nine Wonder-Twigs:
Almost alone of Scandinavian gods, Thor found

he smote the Nadder, in nine (pieces ) it flew .
lasting representation in a rude picture carved on

stock and stone , even on ships — " a long -bearded

In some of the German cornfields it was the face, with the hammer hung beneath ” ; while his
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Hisday,

actual image wasadorned with gold and silver,and and sunshine, fertile soil, and a prosperous year.

set up in the holy places. Viking belief He presided over marriages; andAdam of Bremen

assigned the souls of dead warriors to Odin, while speaks of his image as a god of fecundity . The

“ Thor has the thralls " ' ;-yet not as god of the boar was sacred tohim, and was not only sacrificed

thralls did he take them, but rather because the to him , but is said to have drawn his wagon; while

servants were part andparcel of the household. even in recent times, Swedish folk were wont to

The god whose old Germanic and Gothic name bake cakes in the shape of a boar, remnants of the

must have been Tîus, Old High German Zio, old Freyr- offering. As the military spirit waxed

Scandinavian Tyr, but in English was known as with conquest, the peaceful emblem served as

Tiw , was once worshiped as the heaven-god , but warlike decoration; Anglo-Saxon warriors wore

seems to have been the war-god as well. the boar upon their helmets; and the boar's head ,

Tacitus tells us that human sacrifices were offered upon which Scardinavian warriors took oath , is

to Mercury and Mars—that is, to Woden and to known in the Christmas feasts of England .

Tius; and similarofferings to a war-god arerelated Petersen gives a few Scandinavian proper names

by the historian Procopius. The sword -dance de- which were compounded with the nameof Freyr.

scribed above was doubtless in honor of this god , This, itself, means simply " prince," “ lord ,

and Grimm connects with him the worship of “ master,” and is familiar to us in its feminine

swords recorded by old historians. . . form as the German “ Frau .” Freyr and Freyja

Tuesday , has a few superstitions connected with it are simply “ the lord ” and “ the lady ''; they

which point to older cult; for instance, it must be could appear under different names, asin Anglo

on the Tuesday that the plant is gathered which Saxon the god Ing , mentioned by a poem known
warriors use for crown . as the “ Rune Lay, ” and evidently the ancestral

Another hypostasis ofTius, andmore interest. god of the Ingævonic race, is undoubtedly none

ing to us, is Saxnéat or Saxnôt , “ the sword -com- other than Freyr .

panion ” or brother in arms, who figures above as In all Norse cult , Freyja is abundantly wor

one of the gods to be abjured in the Old German shiped, and in close relation to the cult of Freyr.

renunciation , and is undoubtedly Tius under an . She gave them fertility, peace and happy wedlock .

other name. Boar and ox were sacrificed to her ; she has, like

Anothergod is called in Scandinavian inyths Nerthus, the chariot of highest divinity .

Freyr. He is interesting to us as the probable god The cat was sacred to her; a happy recog .

whose worship was most popular among our coast- nition of her manifold connection with household

dwelling ancestors by theGerman Ocean . In the blessings, and not, perhaps, without influence on

opinion of certain scholars, Freyrand Béowulf, the the later belief about witches. Lovers

hero of our old epic, are one and thesame god , and prayed to Freyja, and for the purposes of cult , as
with Scandinavian Freyja and Niörthr represented well as by the traditions of mythology, she is in

a brother and a sister who were worshipedby the every way Germanic goddess of love .

Ingævonic race as far back as the time ofTacitus. J. M. Kemble has found relics of Fricg cult in

The female was then known , in Roman translit . England ; and they have been noted in Lower

eration , as Nerthus, and her cult is described by Saxony. - F. B. Gummere, “ Germanic Origins,"

the historian. In this worship were bound together PP: 416-439.

Reudigni, Avoines, Anglii, Varini, Eudoses, Suar- The Cult Among Teutonic Peoples. - Islands
dones, Nuithones-- all of them tribes which lived seem to have been favorite places for the pur

in Schleswig, Holstein , and about Elbe mouth . poses of a cult ; and , as we have just seen , all of

Nerthus, explains Tacitus, is Mother Earth, and Helgoland was given up to such a use. Still ,

these people believe that she enters into human groves were the best-loved temples. The house of

affairs, and travels about among the people. In an gods, like the house of men , could be built about

island of the ocean there is a sacred grove, and in a tree ; and we cannot altogether reject the roman

it a holy chariot covered with a cloth . Only the tic reason , added by Jacob Grimm, that something

priest is allowed to touch it. He knows when the oracular and divine attracted the early worshiper

goddess is present in her consecrated place , and in in the swaying of branches and the low murmur
all reverence accompanies her as she is drawn of the leaves.

about by cows. These are joyful times and places This heathen temple of Scandinavia seems to
which the goddess honors with her presence , and have been a rectangular building , rounded at one

her visit makes holiday. People begin no war , do end, after the manner of an apse or choir in cer

not take up arms ; all weapons are put away ; peace tain Christian churches, and running from west to

and quiet only are then knownand welcome, until east . . . . In the " apse were set up the images,

the priest leads back to her holy place the god- such as there were; and before them was a sort

dess, now wearied of mortal fellowship. Then the of altar covered with iron , whereupon burned a

wagon , the covering.cloths, and --if one cares to fire that durst not be extinguished – the sacred

believe it--the divinity herself, are washed in a fire.” Here lay the ring, dipped by the priest in

hidden lake. These services are performed by sacrificial blood , and upon which all oaths were

slaves whom the same lake presently swallows up . sworn ; but when the chieftain presided at popular

Hence spring the secret terror and sacred ignorance meetings, he wore this ring upon his hand . On
about something which is seen by those alone who this altar, moreover , stood the vessel which held

are doomed to immediate death ." the blood of sacrifice . No one was allowed to

In Sweden , Freyr was a very prominent god, carry arms within the temple.

and his image stood beside the images of Thor and In Iceland and the Norse realm generally we find

Odin. Freyr, like the older Nerthus, had a chariot regular images of the gods. Adam of Bremen dis

which was drawn about the countryside every tinctly testifies to the three images at Upsala in

spring, while the glad people worshiped and made Sweden - Odin, Thor and Freyr ( Fricco ); Odin as

holiday. In the chariot was a young and beauti- a warrior in mail , Thor, with sceptre, holding the

ful priestess, answeringto the priest who went middle place as greatest god , Freyr with the

about with the wagon ofNerthus. Here , too, was customary phallic symbols of fecundity and

a time of piece; and Freyr was asked to give rain peace .

.
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Priests were a Germanic institution known in all brians in Italy, the wholesale sccrifices among

the tribes; but it is better not to lay too much stress warring German tribes , and the direct testimony

upon a priesthood . In heathen Scandina of Tacitus, who gives us specific cases and a gen.

via it is a positive principle that all details of wor- eral summary : A chain of evidence

ship are closely connected with the administration reaches from Tacitus down to the borders of the

of affairs in general, and testify to a union of middle ages.

church and state. The king is high priest ; and However, on occasion , “ the dearest ” could

where a “ jarl ” acts as viceroy, he performs the mean more than any of these things. In times of

king's duty at sacrifice and banquet . In Iceland greatdistress, private or general , in sickness , dan

the judicialdistricts were each under control of an ger, famine, pestilence, the alarm might rise to a

officer who was at once judge and priest; and point where no alien sacrifice could measure the

Maurer seems to assume that this custom was com- height of calamity, and some “ dearest " thing of

mon to all German races . The place of justice, family or race must be offered to the god . Dearest

of oath and trial and lawsuit, was the place of the dearest was the king. In olden times the

of prayer and sacrifice. It was also , in all probabil. sacrifice of the first-born seems to have been more

ity, a place of trade, as is proved by the history of or less common ; and survivals meet us in Scandi

manya holy resort which develops into a center navian legend , where the old ferocity lingered

of trade, the capital city of the land. Trade and longest.

justice demand peace; and peace was only possible The usual human sacrifice, however, was of

under the awful sanctionsof a present god . captives, criminals, or slaves. The slaves who are

Striking is the costume of the Cimbrian sibyls- employed about the grove of Nerthus, Tacitus re
gray-haired women dressed in white, with red mindsus, are drowned in the lake ; and the Ro
over -garment and metallic girdle, but bare of man's reason of secrecy is quite fanciful .

foot . Theycut the throats of the captives, and let The execution of a criminal was originally a sac

the blood flow into a brazen kettle - evidently rifice to the god whose peculiar culthad been of

priestly functions; while the wise-woman, of fended by the crime in question .

whom much has already been said , was doubtless Everywhere survivals meet us based on the no
held in reverence little inferior to that felt towards tion that a human life must be sacrificed at the

the priests themselves beginning of any important piece of work .

Undoubtedly, however, sacrifice was the central The Vikings of Scandinavia , when they launched
fact, and Grimm remarks that many of the words a new ship , would bind a victim to the “ rollers ”

used for prayer go back to the notion of an offer- on which the vessel slipped into the sea, and thus
ing . Religion was ceremonial and a bar- redden the keel with sacrificial blood. That the

gain : the gods were not thought to give blessings doctrine of souls and manes -cult generally played

pour les beaux yeux of their worshipers. its part in many of these rites , is quite beyond
The favorite animalfor sacrifice seems to have question.

been the horse, though ox , boar and ram were often A gingerbread horse, eaten at a given time, re .

used ; and the cock must have played a brave part . places the sacrifice ; and even the harmless bottle

Color was of great importance, and the male sex of champague broken over the bow of a new.

was alone accepted . White horses , white cattle launched ship is not without relation to that vic

were special favorites; and a host of cases could tim once bound to the rollers of a Viking launch .

be cited where folk-lore has preserved this preju- Some account of the details of human sacrifice

dice for the white. On the other hand, black ani- is preserved to us from Scandinavian heathendom .

mals --without speck of other color-were also Ari , born in 1067, was as near to the old Scandina .

chosen for sacrifice , and in witchcraft, residuary vian rites as Beda was to the Anglo -Saxon - about

legatee ofmuch old sacrifice lore, black cats , cocks, seventy years from the arrival of the first Chris

and so on are particularly popular. But the tian missionary. The altar, he tells us, was of

horse was prime favorite for sacrifice. In the stone , and had to be kept red and gleaming with

famous passage of Tacitus which describes a battle sacrificial blood . “ There is still to be seen the

between two German tribes for the possession of doom -ring wherein men were doomed to sacrifice .

a salt-spring . we are told that the victors “ had Inside the ring stands Thor's stone whereon those

dedicated their opponents to Mars and Mercury ; men who were kept for the sacrifice had their

and in accordance with this vow , horses, men , all backs broken , and the blood is still to be seen in

that the conquered possessed , were given to de- the stone ." The blood was caught in kettles, and

struction .” Here we have a sacrifice in the grand in old times may have been mixed with the beer

style , while “ horses and men " has the true or other drink of the assembly ; sometimes it was

nomadic ring . A valued article of food, thehorse baked in bread or cakes.

must be a gracious offering to the gods, and was Casting lots was an appeal to the gods, and was

held as sacred among theGermans as it had been carried into the daily round of life , being as ap .

among the inhabitants of ancient Persia plicable to the merest domestic details as to the

A more agreeable form of this cult , however, was greater problems.-- Ibid, pp. 440-466.

the sacrificial banquet,ahighly popular festivity ; Key to Picture of the Underworld . On the

as result , the eating of horse-Aesh was a sign of throne sit Persephone and Pluto . Beneath them

heathendom , and remains taboo down to the stands Hercules with the dog Kerberos . On his

present. Heathen Swedes were called “ horse- right awoman rides on a hippokampe; on his left

eaters " by their converted brethren . Heads of stands Hermes . At the top of the right-hand side

horses and other sacrificial beasts, often the hides appear the trio Pelops , Myrtilos, and Hippoda.

as well , were hung on trees as an offering to the meia. Below them come another trio , Triptolemos,

gods . Aiakos , and Rhadamanthus. Below these again

But it was not only horses that figured in the come the three Danaides. At the top of the left

Tacitean account; men were included , as they hand side Megara addresses the two Heraklidae .

were in all highly important sacrificial rites. Below them appear Orpheus with his harp, and

The Germans appear in history with sufficiently two Erinyes Finally at the bottom left Sisyphos

marked love ofhuman sacrifice - witness the Cim- rolls up his stone, lashed on by a Fate above him .
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PASTE JEWELS. Being Seven Tales of LOCHINVAR . A Novel By S. R. Croc

Domestic Woe. By John Kendrick Bangs, Author of " The Men of the Moss

Author of " Coffee and Repartee, " " A House
Hags," " The Gray Man," etc. Illustrated by

Boat on the Styx, " etc. With One Illustra
T. DE THULSTRUP. Post , 8vo , Cloth , Orna

tion . 16mo, Cloth , Ornamental , $ 1.00 .
mental , $ 1.50 .

THE MARTIAN. A Novel By GEORGE

DU Maurier , Author of " Peter Ibbetson , "
SPANISH JOHN. Being a Memoir , now

“ Trilby, " etc. Illustrated by the Author .
First Published in Complete Form , of the

Post 8vo, Cloth , Ornamental , $ 1.75 ; Three
Early Life and Adventures of Colonel John

McDonnell, known as “ Spanish John ,"
quarter Calf, $ 3.50 ; Three-quarter Crushed

Levant , $4.50 . A Glossary of the French
when a Lieutenant in the Company of St.

expressions is included .
James of the Regiment Irlandia , in the Ser

Edition de Luxe, on Hand -made Paper,
vice of the King of Spain , Operating in Italy .

By William McLennan. Illustrated by F.
with Deckel Edges—the illustrations in Se

de Myrbach . Post 8vo , Cloth , Ornamental ,
pia and the Text in Black . Large, 8vo,

Bound in Vellum . Limited to 500 Number
$ 1.50 .

ed Copies . $ 10.00 . A HISTORY OF METHODISM IN

OUTLINES IN LOCAL COLOR . Stor
THE UNITED STATES. By JAMES

ies . By BRANDER Matthews , Author of
M. BUCKLEY . In Two Volumes . With

• Vignettes of Manhattan ," " Tales of Fan- over 100 Portraits and Views . New Edition .

tasy and Fact," etc. Illustrated . Post 8vo , 8vo, Cloth , $ 5.00 .

Cloth , Ornamental , $ 1.50 .
LIN MCLEAN . By Owen Wister , Author

ES
of “ Red Men and White, " etc. Illustrated .

SAYISTS. Post 8vo, Cloth , Ornamental ,
Post 8vo , Cloth , Ornamental , $ 1.50 .

Uncut Edges and Gilt Top. $ 1 50 each .

The Personal Equation. By Harry THURS MY STUDIO NEIGHBORS . By William

TON Peck . HAMILTON GIBSON . Author of " Eye Spy,”

Certain accepted Heroes,and Other Essays " Snarp Eyes,” etc. Illustrated by the

in Literature and Politics. By Henry
Author . 8vo . Cloth , Ornamental , $ 2.50 .

Cabot LODGE .

SCHOOL-BOY LIFE IN ENGLAND. By
How to tell a Story, and Other Essays . By John Corbin . Illustrated . Post 8vo, Cloth

Mark Twain .
Ornamental , uncut edges and Gilt Top , $ 1.25

Book and Hearts. Essay on Literature and

Life . By THOMAS WENTWORTH HIGGINSON . PICTURESOUE SICILY. By William

The Relation of Literature to Life . By
AgNew PATON . Illustrated from Photo

CHARLES DUDLEY Warner . graphs . Crown 8vo , Cloth , Ornamental,

Impressions and Experiences. By W. D.
Uncut Edges and Gilt Top , $ 2.50 .

HOWELLS. LORRAINE . A Romance . By Robert W.

Aspects of Fiction, and Other Ventures in Chambers. Post 8vo, Cloth , Ornamental ,

Criticism . By Brander Matthews. $ 1.25

HARPER & BROTHERS, New York and London



PROGRESS ME

The Continually

Sick Man

B&O
is seldom the successful man .

The Dyspeptic is a sick man , he will find

it hardto win success—he can be made

well. The point is; get welland keep well.

We have a little book which will tell you

about a remedy for DYSPEPSIA and INDI

GESTION which never fails to relieve and

cure—we have the proofs. Send for it .

Popp's German Stomach Powder Co.

658 West Polk Street, Chicago.

то

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes

to match , embossed in any color, with

any initial or two-letter monogram ,

Jike cuts , post paid ..... $ 1.25.

50 engraved visit.

ing cards with plate

for $ 1.25 . Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postalnote with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programs are beautiful.

Estimates furnished free .

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,

VESTIBULED

TRAINS

NewYORK

PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE

WASHINGTON

Stop over allowed at

WASHINGTON

De

196 S. Clark St. , CHICAGO.

BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

New Rugs

Old Carpet

from X

gsst

AT SMALL COST

66

We make old carpet into handsome

American, Moorish, Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Floor

Covering.

USEFUL

& DECORATIVE

CHEAP

They will last a lifetime. Write for

particulars . Form clubs and

freight charges .

Metropolitan Rug Works

155 S. WESTERN AVE ., % CHICAGO

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

with the safety clause , which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD.

Date Assets Ins , in Force

Dec. 31 , 1893 $ 23,290.27 $ 1,380,000.00
1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00

1895 57 205.93 4,827,000.00

1896 73,229.59 6,044,500,00

The greatest record evermade byany company at

same age, showing that the plan is meeting with

approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moulton , 2d Vice - Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.

Bank .

Thos . B. Ackers, Credits , M. D.Wells & Co.

Jas. W. Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres. & Cashier Fort Dear.

born Nat. Bank .

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marstall Field & Co.,

(Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U. S. Express Co.

C. E. Hambleton , Life Insurance ,

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens, President.

L. A. Goddard . Treas. F. 0. Lowden , Counsel.

Geo. F. Butler, Medical Director.

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary.

Liberal contracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
reliable agents:

Write for termsand territory. SECRETARY .

savo

N.B. - Special attention given if you mention
" PROGRESS.'

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS



A PROGRESS OR

DID YOU KNOW THAT

MACBETH was a real person ?

HAMLET only a mythical or semi-historical character ?

KYHBER PASS, where the English are fighting in India, was

traversed by Alexander the Great 2,000 years ago
?

COLUMBUS died thinking that America was a part of Asia ?

GOLF was played long before America was discovered ?

BEDLAM, madhouse, comes from Bethlehem, Christ's birthplace ?

CZAR and KAISER are both derived from Cæsar, the Julius

Cæsar of our school days ?

GLADSTONE entered Parliament a Tory in 1832 , no less than 65
years ago, and was prime minister four times ?

PAGAN really means " belonging to the country , " while CIVIL

means " belonging to the city " ?

SHAKSPERE may have held horses at the theater doors, but

he was not guilty, as tradition says, of deer-stealing ?

KNAVE once meant boy," with no implication of dishonesty ?

CUBA is longer than from Canada to Alabama ?

BOOM was first used in the political sense of " going with a

rush " by a St. Louis editor in 1878 ?

GIRL originally signified a child of either sex, male or female ?

CALIFORNIA BIG TREES are taller than the Capitol at

Washington and live over a thousand years ?

VILLAIN originally meant simply " farm servant " ?

For particulars how to secure

the great work now

at the

Every one of these facts is taken from TheCen

tury Dictionary and Cyclopedia. There is

no oneotherworkinwhich they can all be found .

The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia

contains thousands of such facts and statements.

It has 150,000 Encyclopedic Articles ; no

otherwork has one- third as many. It has 500,

000 Definitions ; no other work approaches

this number. It has 300,000 Quotations,

eight timesas many as any other ; 8,000 Illus

trations, far more beautiful and numerous than

those ofany other : 100 double-page Maps

no other has such perfect ones. In short, it is

theonly work of reference that is a Complete

Reference Library and that meets all wants.

Wholesale Price

address at once

H. E. Hooper, 33 Union Square,

New York.

Mention Progress.

For Illustrated pages and particulars of the work , address

THE CENTURY CO.,

Union Square, New York .

When writing to Advertisers endly mention PROGRESS



PROGRESS

IVORY
The Brain

Worker
There are

a hundred im

itations,Theyall

lack the remark

able qualities of

the genuine.

who desires to win fameand

Gold in the busy martsof

trade, the athlete who strives

for honor on the field of sport,

and the society woman who

would have strong, steady

nerves and a clear complexion

should shun coffee and drinkFLOATS

SOAP
Postum

VISITORS TO LINCOLN

PARK IN CHICAGO

Will be delighted with the souvenir

book of this beautiful spot now being

distributed by the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway Company. It is a

magnificent publication of 96 pages

full to overflowing with delicious hall

tone pictures of one of Creation's most

charming places of resort for citizens

of the Great Republic.

No stranger visiting Chicago should

be without a copy of the Souvenir

of Lincoln Park . " It can only be

procured by enclosing twenty -five (25)

cents, in coin or postage stamps, to

Christmas and New Year's at Home.

In order that the public may have an oppor

tunity of spendingChristmas and New Year's at

home, the Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets to

any point on their line at a fare and one-third for

the round trip, tickets to be on sale December

24th, 25th , 31st and January ist, 1898. Good re

turning up to and including January 4th.

Students by presentingthe proper credentials

canobtain tickets at the same rate , good to return

until January 11th , 1898.

Forfull informationcall on or address J. Y. Cal

ahan , Gen'l Agent, 11Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

H. Thorne, C. P. & T. A.

IMPORTANT CHANGE IN TIME

VIA NICKEL PLATE ROAD

Commencing Sunday, Nov. 14th, The New York

& Boston Express will leave Chicago at 10:25 A.

M. instead of ro :35 A. M. as formerly. The New

York & Eastern Express which formerly left

Chicago at 3:05 P. M. will leave at 2:00 P. M.

The evening train will leave at 10:15 P. M. IL

heretofore.

The same high standard of through train service:

will be maintained as priorto Nov. 14th , with the

advantage to passengers leaving Chicago on our

2:00 P. M. which will afford through sleeping car

accommodations to Boston, reaching that city at
10:30 the following evening. All the delicacies of

the season will be served on Dining Car.

For full information in regard to train service,

Call on or address J. Y. Calahan, Gen'l Agent,

111 Adams St., Chicago, Ill. H. Thorne, C. P.

& T. A.

GEO. H. HEAFFORD,

General Passenger Agent,

410 Old Colony Building , Chicago , III.

Wher writing to Advertisers Kindly mention PROGRESS
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms, Etc.
A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively .

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE-EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An- A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms. tionsused in writing and printing .

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms,
AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases, etc.
Prefixes and Postfixes from the Greek , Latin and

Saxon tongues, and of all the important words
A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Usos of derived from the Hebrew , Greek and Latin

Prepositions. languages.

A DICTIONARY of Propositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their
A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.

various uses .

A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary

A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words. conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu.

Ancient and Modern Languages,and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English
Phrases. language.

NOTE THE CONTENTO.

100,000 SynonymsandAntonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

30,000 Words and Phrases ; being the most com. Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived
plete collection ofBriticisms,Americanismsand from the Latin , Greek and other languages. A

Colloquial terms to be found in theEnglish lan
unique Etymological Dictionaryofincalculable

guage.
value, both to beginners in the study of the Eng .

3,000 Examples of Prepositions and illustrations of lishtongue and to advanced students.
their use after certain words.

Over 600 of the most important words distinguished

300 Examples of Prepositions and their discrimina from each other as to their correct use, with

tions.
copious illustrations.

Nearly 1,000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but 100 Slips in ordinary speaking and writing.
differing in use.

Over 1,000 Homophonous words, the same in souud
54 Common Contractions and the words they represent.

but different in meaning, 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formation of the plurals of nouns.

modern languages. 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D. D., LL.D. ,

Late Supt. of Public Instruction, State of Wisconsin , Ex-Presidentof Illinois Wesleyan University ,
and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION .

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All Its Critios ,

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn . Hon . Solomon Palmer, Montgomery, Alabama.

" A book that may be called well nigh invaluable to " It is a work of greatmeritandshould befreelyused

every class of people - students, literary men,public in our schools. Every literary man would do well to
speakers, or any who have much writing to do. Scarcely keep acopyonhis desk for reference .

anyone can afford to do without it, and to the person Hon . Ira G.Hoitt, Sacramento, California.

who writes in a hurry it will prove a boon indeed .' " I judge that it will be of great value to all those who

Col. Francis W. Parker , Principal Cook County have occasion to write or speak much. Its compact

Normal School. ness makes it specially valuable ."

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for con
Hon . Jas. S. Hook , Atlanta , Georgia.

stant use ." " Its feature of Antonyms makes it especially useful

Thos . k Stockwell, State Commissioner Public and I do not see howany scholar or cultured gentleman

Schools, Providence, R. I. can afford to do without it. Every educated man and

" Of real value and helpful in many ways, and will
every teacherought to have it ."

commend itself,to every student." Hon . Charles C.Stevenson , Boise City, Idaho.

" I am convinced thatit is the right book inthe right
Hon. J. B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin .

" The work
may,be fittingly characterizedby 'elabor. place and fills a long-felt want. I can say withouthes.

itation thatthe work will be of daily benefit to me in
ate conciseness' .

my profession . "
Hon . M. A. Nervoll, Baltimore, Maryland.

Inter Ocean , Chicago : "The more one has oc
"More exhaustive than any of its predecessors. The

casion to use it the more its completeness is observed.
appendices add very greatly to the value of thework.

It covers the field of its work most admirably, and is so
Thelist of prepositions and their relations is especially methodically arranged as to make reference to a word
valuable toyoung students ."

or colloquialism or foreign phrase easy. It is among

Hon. J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan, the best, if not the best book of its kind, written for

" I have seen no book of the class so well adapted to practical use of the student."

practical use." Journal of Education, Boston : " This is a re

Hon . J.W. Patterson , Concord, New Hampshire. markablebook,complete and exhaustive."

" It is of great value and must be of immense prac- American Journal of Education : "The pub

tical use to scholars ," lisherhas conferred a lasting favor op the goneral lit
Hon. Richard Edwards,LL.D., Bloomington , Ill. erary public by issuing this book. Every department

“ The idea of grouping togetherwords ofopposite of the entire work is helpful to writers, speakers ,teach
meanings as well as words of similar meaningsis an ers and students - everybody seeking to know the propor

excellent one. Many times the literary man will be use of words. To these wecommend it.”

greatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C.A.Watchman : “ This is one of the best

reputation and great experience as a writer will give books of its kind we have seen , and probably thore is

the book a deserved advantage among literary men . nothing published in thecountry that isequal to it. "

Etc., contains and is

$ 2.00 Offer
will send

this Great Work , All Charges Prepaid, for $ 1.25. No teacher, minis

ter or student can afford to do without it. Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory. Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, CHICAGO
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American Character Studies.

A NEW AND NOVEL COURSE OF STUDY ON THE MEN

WHO HAVE MADE OUR HISTORY, TWELVE NUMBERS,

POPULAR IN TREATMENT AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

FIRST COURSE: AMERICAN STATESMEN .

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS :

THOMAS JEFFERSON - By EDWARD S. ELLIS, A. M., Author of “ The Peoples

Standard History of the United States, ” Etc.

JAMES OTIS-By John Clark RIDPATH , Author of “ Ridpath's History of the

United States,” Etc.

SAMUEL ADAMS — By SAMUEL Fallows, D. D. , LL . D., Ex -Supt. of Public

Instruction of Wis ., Ex - Pres . Ill . Wesleyan University , and Chan

cellor The University Association .

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN- (To be announced later. )

JOHN HANCOCK-By John R. MusicK, Author of “ The Columbian Historical
Novels,” Etc.

JOHN ADAMS — By SAMUEL Willard, M. D. , Author of " Willard's History of

the United States, ” Etc.

DANIEL WEBSTER-By ELIZABETH A. REED, A. M. , Author of “ Hindu Liter

ature , ” “ Persian Literature,” Etc.

JOHN RANDOLPH, By RICHARD HEATH DABNEY, A. M., Ph . D. , Professor of

History , University of Virginia .

GEORGE WASHINGTON — By J. C. FREEMAN, A. M., LL. D. , Professor of

Literature , University of Wisconsin .

ALEXANDER HAMILTON — By EDWARD S. Ellis , A. M., Author of “ The Peo

ples Standard History of the United States,” Etc.

HENRY CLAY— (To be announced later .)

ABRAHAM LINCOLN- ( To be announced later . )

Three yearly courses of twelve numbers each have been outlined . The First year will be devoted to

American Statesmen as indicated . The Second year to American Heroes, such as Paul Jones, Israel Putnam ,

Stephen Decatur, Commodore Perry , W. T. Sherman, Philip Sheridan , Admiral Farragut, Gen. U. S. Grant,

Etc. The Third Year to Ameri:an Discoverers and Inventor.s, embracing Daniel Boone, David Crockett, George

Rogers Clark , John C. Fremont, Robert Fulton , Eli Whitney, Samuel F. B. Morse, ( yrus Field , Thomas A.

Edison , Etc.

These courses are designed for Home Study ; for Supplementary Reading in Schools ; for Reading Circles

and for Centers organized for historical and literary culture.

The Special Aim of this unique and interesting series of Character Studies is to foster among our

people , young and old , a deeper love of Country : to arouse and sustain a spirit of true patriotism ; to awaken

an enthusiastic interest in the field of American History and thus help them in the discharge of the import.

ant duties of American citizenship .

It will be readily seen that while this series of Character Studies will be useful in the highest degree to

the young, it will be none the less attractive and beneficial to those of adult years .

Each number will be written in a popular style and will be supplemented by Anecdotes, Incidents and

and Personal Experiences, which will tend to show the character of the subject portrayed . At the end of each

number will be a complete Chronological Table of the events in which the subject took part. There will also

be an extensive list of questions for a Monthly Review , and Topics for Special Study.

This series of American Character Studies will be handsomely printed and fully illustrated . Each

number will contain from 80 to 128 pages. Price of the Entire Twelve Numbers of each series,

(over 1,000 pages in all ) postage paid , is but $ 1.50. The first number of the Statesmen Series ,

on Thomas Jefferson , is now ready. Sample copy to any address, but Fifteen Cents. Send for copy .

Names of Authors a guarantee as to merit . Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION,

르

Association Building, CHICAGO



NOTES FROM CENTERS

AND A FEW COMMENDATIONS.

Steubenville, Ohio, has a splendid Center of 231 members. " Iam highly pleased to receive this valuable contribu

After holding meetingsregularly for an entire year, the Secre- tion ( Progress ) to the library of this office, and have

tary, Mr. R.H. Thompson, writes as follows: directed that the Bureau subscribe for thenumbers that

“ The interest has been very good during the entire year, may follow of this publication. " W. T. HARRIS ,

much of which is due to the efficient service rendered by U.S. Comm’r of Education, Washington, D.C.

our leader. We expect to have even more interest mani UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK ,
fested in the course in Literature . "

REGENT'S OFFICE, ALBANY, N. Y. , Sept. 14, '97.

East Providence, R. I., has a Center of over 100 members " I am very favorably impressed with the plans of the

doing excellentwork. University Association, and am anxious to see them tried

This certifies that I have examined the plan of The in our own State . I shall be disappointed if the result does

University Association and its publications,and believethe not prove the work to have a large educational value,and

scheme of study to be both valuable and practical.' I shall watch the progress of any Centersorganized in New
THOMAS B. STOCKWELL. York withunusual interest and sympathy.

Commissioner of Public Schools, R.I. MELVIL DEWEY, Sec'y.

" I heartily concur in the above." “ The University Association Course of Study and ex

E.BENJAMIN ANDREWS. aminations commends itself to all who want to improve

Pres. Brown University, Providence, R. I. themselves by pursuing a systematic plan of work. The

" The plan commends itself to me as a practical one, general conception is a good one , and it is directed by per:

and I am not surprised to learn that great results have been sons of ability, integrity and clear notions of what is useful

accomplished through it. The idea of one subject at a time and beneficial to all personsofaverage scholarship It

seems to me to be an especially strong point affordsme pleasureto recommend it to the favorable con

W. E. WILSON ,
sideration of the public." J. M.GREENWOOD,

Prin. R. I. Public School, Providence. Supt. of Schools, Kansas City, Mo.,

and Pres. National Teachers' Association .

At St. Joseph, Mo., over 100 teachers alone took the course
in History during the past year, Hon . E. B. Neely , Supt. of “ I heartily approve of the planof your organization . "

Schools, in his announcement to teachers, says :
ALBERT G. LANE, Supt. City Schools ,Chicago.

“ I earnestly hope every one of our teachers will renew

her subscription to a Progress , " and take up the course in “ The plans for promoting the variouscourses strike me
Literature next year. I am prepared to say that the course as excellent." PROF. H. B, ADAMS,

in Literature is, without exception, the best with which I
John Hopkins University, Baltimore.

am acquainted . '
" I know of no greater benefit that can come to a town

The " New South " has also awakened to the importance of in a literary way than the formation of such a Center. It

this great work. The State Teacher's Association of Georgia makes a class room of every home. Every teacher especially

has adopted both courses, History and Literature, and issueit a should give your work all possible encouragement; for

strong appeal toteachers, from whichwe quote the following: more than anything else I know of, the Association is the

The Reading Circle Board , after carefully examining teacher's helper.". JOS. R. HARKER,

the University Association courses, and having tested them Pres.Illinois Female College. Jacksonville, Ill.
in several cities and towns in the State, most heartily and

unreservedly recommend them to the teachers of the State " I am interested in anything that will aid our teachers

asthe best, in plan and matter, that arepublished. The in any way to make proper mental advancement, and I be.

table of contents will give some idea of the scholarly man lieve, from what I have seen of your plan , that it will be

ner in which the courses are presented . Already Marietta , an excellent thing for the teachers of our schools."

Gainesville, Newnan, College Park , Griffin, La Grange, E. H. MARK , Supt . of Schools , Louisville , Ky.

Atlanta, Macon, etc., have established Circles, and these “ I have examined the plan of study suggested by The

commend thecourses in the highest terms.

The Board desires that every village and town in the
University Association , and feel confident that it offers an

State will take hold of this matter, and through its teach excellent opportunity forsystematic work, under guidance,

ers organize a University Center. It will help the school,
to many whoare denied the privilege of attending a higher

the teacher and thecommunity. " institution of learning. The namesof the directorsand

E. C. BRANSON , L. M. BRITIAN ,
instructors also invite confidence in this plan."

JOHN H. FINLEY. D. D ,
J. M. POUND, P. D. POLLOCK ,

J. S. STEWART, MISS MAMIE BACON,
Pres . Knox College,Galesburg, Ill.

The Reading Circle Board . President Henry Wade Rogers, of the Northwestern l'ni

Prof. J. R. Mosely , of Mercer University , leader of the versity, in a recent letter; says:
Center at Macon, Ga.. writes: " I think very highly of the work of The University

Our University Circle at Macon is a great success . We Association . It is the best form of University Extension

have present at nearly every meeting from 40 to 50 enthusi- work, and I have no doubt whatever will accomplish great

astic workers. We have been enabled to bring to our service good ."

the best literary talent in Macon. ' " The courses are prepared by specialists in the various

" I take pleasure in informing you that our interest departments - men whosenames are a sufficient guarantee

deepens with every meeting . None of us can begin to of the scientific and scholarly character of the work . The

express our gratitude to the Association for giving such a public is to be congratulated upon this extension of Uni

delightful and interesting course of study." versity privileges to a wide circle hitherto deprived of so

MRS. MILDRED L. BRICKER , thorough a literary discipline. "

Sec'y Nevada, Iowa,Center.
REV. HERBERT L. WILLETT,

( This Center is now on second year's work.) The Disciple's Divinity House , University of Chicago.

" I write you to say with what delightful unanimity and “ I believe that your course is grand , and it ought to

enthusiasm our Circles are working, and how deeply inter- command the admiration of educators generally."

esting the work has become; and that whatever the attrac W. N. FERRIS ,

tion elsewhere, it never abates the interest or Jessensthe Pres . Ferris Industrial School, Big Rapids , Mich .
attendance." REV . H. M. GREEN ,

Rector Trinity Church, Fostoria, O.
At Bloomington . III ., a very strong Center of over 250 mem.

bers was organized in September. Under date of November30th ,
“ The members here are perfectly delighted with the Hon . Richard Edwards, Ex - Supt. of Public Instruction of

work , and all of them are taking a deep interest in it . It Mlinois, writes as follows:

has awakened an unprecedented effort to know more of “ The Association was very successful in organizing a
history, and the historical works in our college library are UniversityCenter in this place containing 250 members.
being read and examined with far more zeal than ever This was accomplishedearlyinSeptember, and the mem
before. The members here are divided into two clubs , and bers have carried on the work ever sinre, with much
each one forced me to take its leadership. I enjoy the enthusiasm and success. The study which is issued to the
work , and only wish I had more time to devote to it. members is very useful in the statement of important facts

PROF . JAMES H. FUQUA , andin indicatingalineofwork. I am verysure that here

Bethel College Russellville, Ky. the organization hasfully accomplished , thus far, allthat
( This club has 55 members , and is making good progress .) was promised for it."
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Winged Sun , with Serpents, being the symbol of the god Ra.

EGYPTIAN RELIGION.

BY

1 W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE , D.C.L. , LL.D. , Professor of Egyptology, University College,
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1. NATURE AND DESTINY OF THE SOUL.

IN the basis of all religion, the nature of the soul , the Egyptians showed

the same aptitude for holding several different views that we notice also

in their theology. The presence of entirely contradictory notions side

by side, points to their having been devised by different tribes or races ;

each of these divergent views has probably descended from some differ

ent element of the population.

The most complete account recognized many different parts of the personality.

There was : a , The body, which became a mummy, sahu ; b, the double or ghost,

the ka, which was exactly like the body, was born with it ,

but was immortal and wandered about at will after the death

of the body ; ( I ) c, the

ka carries with it the

khaib or shadow sym

bolized by a sun

shade. These are the

elements of the ma

terial person . The

immaterial parts are :

d , The ba, or soul

symbolized as a hu

man -headed bird ,

which flies in and out

of the tomb, and visits

Ka Statues of Ra-hotep and his the mummy; ( 2 ) the
Sister - Wife , Nofret .

king's ba was a hawk ;

e, the khu , or glory, symbolized by a crested bird ; f, the ab, or will , symbolized by

the heart ; &, the sekhem , or strength ; h , the ran, or name.

The simplest, and apparently earliest, notion of the soul after death was that it

hovered about the tomb and required food and drink , (3) an idea which is usual

( Copyright, 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second -Class Mail Matter. )

The Khaib and the Ba .

375
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among many other races; hence the offerings of food which are found placed in the

tombsof all periods. Later, however, these offerings were changed from being cor

ruptible food into the incorruptible images of the food, and of the servants who

prepared it ; and these again were changed into mere surface sculptures, and lastly

into paintings of the objects. (4 ) All of these changes took place before 4000 B.C. ,

and throughout the historical period all of these modes of offering existed side by

side. Failing the provision by human care, the soul was reduced to rely on the

tree- goddess, who lived in the thick shady sycamore trees that overshadowed the

cemeteries. The starving ka, or ghost, and the ba , or soul, came to adore the

goddess, who from her mysterious haunt poured out the drink and gave them the

bread . The ba, or soul , easily wandered about, and was provided in some cases)

with a narrow opening which led from the outer air down the shaft in the rock
into the funeral chamber.

Thus it could rest with the

DDDDINI
body or fly out to receive its

nourishinent.

Another notion, which

is entirely inconsistent with

the above, is that the dead,

after attesting his right

eousness to Osiris, (5) was

permitted to enter the fields

of Aalu in the kingdom of

Osiris, and there to cultivate

the ground, to plough , to

sow , and to reap the gigan

tic and glorifiedglorified maize

which rewarded his Elysi
The Judgment before Osiris. ( Cf. Lesson 4, note 4. )

an labors . The natural re

sult of believing that the dead had to work after death was that their labors

should be lightened as in life by having many servants to do their bidding.

Probably servants were actually sacrificed at first, and at about 2500 and 1500 B.C.

we find representations of human sacrifice which was probably then in image and

not in reality. But from about 1600 B.C. down to about 400 B.C. images of the

servants were buried in the tombs ; at first only a few large and important figures,

but afterwards many hundreds, degraded to mere lumps of mud about 700 B.C. , but

starting again with fine statuettes at about 600 B.C. These are known as ushabtis,

or " answerers," as they had to answer for the dead when his name was called out

from the roll of the corvée to work in Aalu .

The third notion was that the dead joined the sun, and went through all the
hours of day and night with Ra, the sun-god. Here it had to face hosts of evil

spirits during the progress through the twelve hours of night ; and much of the

"Book of the Dead," and of other manuals for the future state, is occupied with

giving the pass-words and charms which will overcome this legion of terrors. (6)

On the whole, the Osiride view was the pleasanter, where the fields of Aalu gave

all the delights of earth in a glorified form ; and this certainly had a stronger and

more lasting hold on the people than the other views.

1 . NATURE AND DESTINY OF THE (2 ) Life of the Ba.-It was imagined as being

SOUL. in the form of a bird , usually with human head

and hands. At death it flew to the gods; but it

( 1 ) Migration of the Ka.- In the tomb was was no more immaterial than the ka, and equally

Naneferkaptah, and with him was the ka of his dependent upon renewed supplies of food and

wife Ahura ; for though she was buried at Koptos drink. In Egyptian art the ba is sometimes

her ka dwelt at Memphis with her husband shown perched on the coffin, tenderly caressing

whom she loved . — “ Egyptian Tales,” II ., p . 88. it , and taking farewell of the mummy within.
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Festive scene depicted in a Theban tomb -chapel for the delectation of the deceased , believed able, by means of magic to share in it .

Wiedemann , Religion of the Ancient Egyp

tians," p . 242 .

( 3 ) Sustenance of the Dead . – Funeral sacri.

fices and the regular cultus of the dead origin

ated in the need experienced for making pro

vision for the sustenance of the manes after

havingsecured their lasting existence by themum
mification of their bodies. Gazelles and oxen

were brought and sacrificed at the door of the

tomb chapel; the haunches, heart and breast of

each victim being presented and heaped together

upon the ground, that there the dead might find

them when they began to be hungry. Vessels of

beeror wine , great jars of fresh water, purified with

natron , or perfumed, were brought to them , that

they might drink their fill at pleasure, and by such

voluntary tribute men bought their good wiil , as

in daily life they bought that of some neighbor

too powerful to be opposed . - Maspero, “ Dawn of

Civilization ,”. P. 115:

(4 ) Funeral Offerings and Representations.

As the living were not in direct communication

with the dead, and could not pass the offerings

from hand to hand, they took a god for intermedi

ary and dedicated the sacrifice to him ,on condi.

tion that he should give part to the deadof all

the good things presented to him , on which he

lived . The ka ,or double of the bread , drink and

meat, passed thus to the other world , and fed the

ka of the dead . There was not even a need of the

offerings to be solid in order to be effective ; the

passer-by, repeating in honor of the dead the for

mula of offering, thus easily procured for the ka

the possession of all the things of which he re

peated the list . The paintings or

sculptures, which cover the surface of the tablet,

serve as a translation of the inscriptions intoimages.
In the New Empire ( about 1500 B.C.)

they sometimes added to the scenes of offerings

the representation of the burial, the transport of

the mummy, the lamentations of the women , and

the arrival at the tomb.- Maspero , “ Guide au
Musée de Boulaq,” PP. 35-39.

(5 ) Judgment Before Osiris . - Before Osiris

sat the forty-two judges of the dead , each sum

moned from a different city in Egypt, each to pro

nounce sentence upon the dead with regard to

some particular sin . The deceased was

received by the goddess or goddesses of truth .

He proceeded to speak in his own justification ,

declaring that he had not committed any one of
the forty -two sins , and then the truth of his words

was tested by weighing his heart in the scales

against the symbol oftruth . If the

dead was found to be righteous, he received back

his heart , the rest of the immortal parts of his

soul were reunited in him , and he was again built

up into the man who had walked the earth, but

who now entered upon new and eternal life.

Wiedemann , “ Religion, ” PP. 248, 249.

(6) The Hours of Night.—In these texts there

were twelve divisions of Duat (the underworld ) ,

and the journey of the night sun through eachof

them lasted one hour. The divisions were desig

nated fields, cities, or dwellings, and each was

entered by a door. They were connected by a

river running through their midst, upon which

the sun-god in his bark journeyed from west to

east , while upon its banks dwelt all manner of

spirits and demons . The demons them

selves are far from homogeneous ; some were

ancient gods, while others were later personifica.

tions endowed with forms adapted to the

qualities which it was deemed necessary to as .
cribe to them . Some of the demons were repre

sented as monkeys, because it was their function

to worship the 'setting sun.- Wiedemann , “Re

ligion ,” PP. 34-51.
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2. DOMESTIC WORSHIP.
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In most countries and ages the domestic or personal worship has differed from

the public or state worship, and more generally represents an earlier stratum of

belief. Even in countries most strongly imbued with an exclusive religion , like

Christianity or Islam , the personal beliefs and motives of action are largely

what are termed superstitions and have no root in the professed religion ofthe

state.

It is , however, far more difficult to estimate the private than the public religion,

owing to the natural absence of the temple sculptures, the rituals, and the public

statements, which are the main sources of our information on state religion . We

are reduced to noticing the smallest traces of beliefs and actions which may have left

some tangible remains.

In the early tales we find that a belief in magic was deeply ingrained ; images

could be vitalized by magic powers so as to act on man or on animals. (1 ) And this
belief revived into greater

influence in the later age

when the dogmatic and

public theology had de.

cayed, and when belief be

came concentrated on the

old ideas of magic and the

control of spirits, (2 ) which

was so intimate a part of

gnosticism . So far as

purely personal religion can

be traced , the belief in am

ulets and their magical ef

fects was the most potent

force. In the old kingdom

( 3500 B. C. ) amulets of

many kinds were worn ;

the sacred eyes of horses

King Seti I. offers wine before Osiris. "To the chief God of the West ( i e. , of the and the images of gods
Kingdom of the Dead) , the GreatGod, the Lord of Abydos, Uennofre, the

Lord of Eternity, the Ruler of Eternity ." Behind Osiris stand " the were the more theologic,
Great Isis, the Divine Mother," and " Horus, the Son of Isis

and continued in use tilland of Osiris."

late times ; while the

clinched hand , the jackal's head, and the hornet were simple charms which did not

hold their place against later ideas. Such amulets were equally efficacious for the

dead as forthe living, and could control the malice of evil spirits in the future as

in the present world. Hence nearly all our examples are those found in the mum
mies in townbs.

The more social beliefs of the household seem to have been largely devoted to

the worship and benefit of the ancestors, as in China at present. In the central hall

of the house was a niche or recess , usually in the western wall . This recess was

two or three feet wide, and with sometimes a narrower recess in the middle of it. A

raised step stood before it , or sometimes a platform with two or three steps leading to

it . The recess was usually painted red , but in one case a painted scene remains in

it, showing an ancestor come forth from his tomb as a ka of human form , and a ba
or human -headed bird . Both ka and ba are adoring the tree goddess, who gives

them food and drink . Here we see that the earliest and simplest beliefs about the

soul continued to be the basis of the domestic worship, although complex and

gorgeous services were devoted to the temple gods at the same time. The evidence

for this belongs only to the XVIII-XXII dynasties ; so that we do not know how
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late this domestic worship continued. We may infer from its simple type that it

preceded this period from the earliest times downward. ( 3)

In later times of the Ptolemaic and Roman ages there is much evidence of the

popular worship to be gathered from the crowd of cheap pottery images, which were

made in thousands to hang upon pegs in the rooms of the common people. These

images showthat the greatmass ofthe mythology and theology had no hold upon

the people. Very fewof the well-known gods appear at all in this

popular pantheon. The main objects of worship were, before all ,

Horus, then Isis with Horus, and Serapis, which was the later form

of Osiris as modified by the type of Zeus. The vase -formed (or

" canopic " ' ) Osiris is equally frequent. Female figures are also com

mon, and are of different types, but connected with the gestures of

those who went to the orgies at Bubastis, and those who sought fer

tility by invoking the sacred Hapi bull at Memphis. These were

probably charms against childlessness, so dreaded in the east.

This prevalent worship of Horus, and of Isis as his mother, led

immediately into a union with Christianity , in which Christ became

identified with Horus, and the khi rho monogram was formed first

as a star with the lock of hair of the infant Horus attached to it ; while Isis, in

precisely the typical attitude nursing Horus, gave the type of the Virgin and child

which has lasted down to our time. Similarly the extremely popular worship of

Isis in Italy in the first two centuries (4) led on to the continuanceof it underthe

name of Mary. Thus some of the oldest elements of Egyptian theology have

survived down to the present time.

The Horus Ilon

ogram .

2. DOMESTIC WORSHIP. book given today into my hand, which repels lions

by fascination, disables men ; which repels men by

( 1 ) Magic Animals.—Then said Uba-aner, “ Bring fascination, disables lions; which muzzles the

me my casket of ebony and electrum ," and they mouths of lions, hyenas, wolves, the heads of all

brought it ; and he fashioned a crocodile, of wax , animals having long tails, livingupon flesh , drink.

seven fingers long ; and he enchanted it, and said , ing blood ; which muzzles the mouth of the tiger,

" When the page comes and bathes in my lake, muzzles the mouth of the leopard , muzzles the

seize on him . " And he gave it to the steward, and mouth of the zapulma, muzzles the mouth of the

said to him , " When the page shall go down into lioness, muzzles the mouth of Her who sees,

the lake to bathe, as he is daily wont to do , then muzzles the mouth of Sekhet the good (evil ) , muz

throw in this crocodile behind him ." And the zles the mouthof the great living woman, muzzles

steward went forth bearing the crocodile . the mouth of all men who have bad faces, so as to

And when the even was now come , the page went paralyze the limbs, not to allow the action of their

forth to bathe as he was wont to do. And the fesh and bones, to keep them in the shade , to

steward cast in the wax crocodile after him into the cause darkness, nor to allow daylight for them ,

water ; and, behold ! it became a great crocodile at every moment of night. Shatabuta, Artabuhia,

seven cubits in length , and it seized on the page. Thou art the keeper, warlike, tremendous, the

And Uba-aner called unto the crocodile safeguard ! Harris papyrus, about 1100 B.C.

and said , “ Bring forth the page.” And the croco- “ Records of the Past,” X., pp. 150-158.

dile came forth from the lake with the page. ( 3 ) Country Worship . — There were casual

AndUba-aner stooped and took up the crocodile, divinities in every nome whom the people did not
and it became in his hand a crocodile of wax.

love any the less because of their unofficial char.

" Egyptian Tales ,” I.,pp. 11-15. (Before 3000 B.C. ) acter; such as an exceptionally high palm tree in

( 2 ) Magic Spells . - Come down left side of the the midst of the desert, a rock of curious outline, a

sky , right side of theearth. A man rises as roval spring trickling drop by drop from the mountain

sovereign ; he has taken the white crown of the to which hunters came to slake their thirst in the

white land . Be not deaf, O yewho walk athwart; hottest hours of the day, or a great serpent believed

shut your mouths, let all reptiles remain attached to be immortal , which haunted a field , a grove of

to the ground by the terror of thy valiance, O trees , a grotto , or a mountain ravine.

Amen ! ants of the district brought it bread, cakes , fruits,

Another chapter : Hail to thee, O аре
of seven and thought that they could call down the bless.

cubits, whose eye is of silver, whose lip is of fire, ing of heaven upon their fields by gorging the

and burning are all his words. Calm the deep ! snake with offerings. — Maspero " Dawn of Civili

Let the safeguard be poured forth . zation , " pp , 120-122.

Another chapter: To shut enclosures . I shut (4 ) Italian Worship of Isis .—The worship of

the enclosures through my mother Rannu( the Isis and Serepis gained its footing only after a

serpent goddess ), having two legs, and by Hu I long struggle , and no small amount of persecution .

stay in the land . " Horus allows it to be pervaded . -Lecky, History of European Morals, ” uth edit .,

I confide in the efficacy of that excellent written I., P. 403.

The peas.
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3 . WORSHIP OF ANIMALS.

propagation by itself , and hence

an emblem of resurrection .

This worship, which served for the ridicule of Roman and Christian writers, was

probably one of the earliest, and belonged to the most nearly primitive layer of

Egyptian population . It was extended through every state of the country, and

every local capital had its sacred animal.

The list of animals thus honored comprises the baboon, shrew -mouse, dog, wolf,

jackal, ichneumon , cat, lion , hippopotamus, ram , bull , cow, vulture, hawk, egret,

ibis, goose, crocodile , cobra, oxyrhynkhos fish, eel , lepidotas, latus, and maeotes;

while the scarabaeus beetle was the commonest sacred

emblem, though not worshiped anywhere. Of all these

animals that were worshiped, it should be noted that it

was always an individual animal that was honored and

held sacred ; while the whole species enjoyed only a vague

sanctity, since any member of it might possibly become the

divine representative. There was not the tabu and invio

lability of the species to a special family or tribe, as in

totemism ; and no Egyptian hesitated to kill and feed on

the sheep, ox, or goose, however much single individuals

were honoredand adored. (1)

This worship of the individual animals did not ensure

The Scarab , supposed capable of their length of life. On the contrary, they were the victims

of a sacramental feast, as is the case in some other countries

where the people periodically eat their god to strengthen

their nature. At Thebes, the ram was yearly killed and eaten, and the statue of

Amen—the god identified with the ram — was covered with the skin. The undis

turbed burials of the sacred bulls of Hapi or Apis at Memphis show that they also

were eaten in a solemn feast; the fragments of bone were then gathered together,

made into a mass with pitch, adorned with costly jewelry, and then buried in the

grandest state. This killing of the sacred bull is mentioned in a story of about

1200 B.C. Moreover, the cow that was brought up as

a mate for the Apis bull was killed immediately after

consorting with him . ( 2 )

The source of this worship of animals has been

much debated . That they were not adored because of

their utility is evident, as many are useless to man .

That they were not merely employed as emblems of

pre -existing gods is probable, since different gods are

associated with the same animals; the animal worship

appears to be a wider and earlier stratum than that of

gods, and some were sacred apart from any god.

Probably the idea of extra -human intelligence, per The Bull Apis.

ception , and powers attributed to them is to be looked

on as really the origin of the worship devoted to them. The most celebrated

examples of the worship of sacred animals are described by Greek and Roman

authors. Four sacred bulls were adored : Hapi or Apis at Memphis, Mnevis

at Heliopolis, Bakh or Bakis at Hermonthis, and Onuphis. These appear from

some figures of them to have been different local breeds with marked character

istics. The inost celebrated by far was the bull Hapi of Memphis ; ( 3) the long

series of tombs of these sacred bulls at Sakkara is one of the most impressive

sights in Egypt ; the earlier ones, about 1500 B.C. , were separate chapels; but dur

ing the later centuries vast catacombs were excavated , in the chambers of which

gigantic sarcophagi of granite still remain. Later, in Greek times, the deified Hapi

(who became an Osiris in his apotheosis, and was hence the Osir-apis) was worshiped
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as Serapis; (4 ) and this form of Osiris became the principal state -deity of the Ptole

maic and Roman government of Egypt. The noble temple of Serapis at Alexandria

was one of the greatest and most magnificent then known, and became the rallying

point of the expiring struggles of paganism . The last great festival of the Egyptian

religion was that of a fresh Apis bull under Julian , 361 A.D. , noted on his coinage

as an event of his reign .

Another very prominent sacred animal was the jackal , the emblem of Anubis,

the protector of the dead in their wanderings. The association of the jackal , which

haunts the cemeteries along the edge of the desert, with a guardian of the dead, is

but natural; and though specially worshiped at Siut, yet the jackal is repre

sented in sculptures as a divine emblem throughout the whole country.

1

tes

red

3. WORSHIP OF ANIMALS.

.

I have not slumbered to accomplish all thy cere

monies ; I have established thy veneration in the

hearts of all men of the country, as well as of

every locality, as far as the limits of the district ,

by the things that I have done in thy sanctuary .

Ihave despatched my orders to the South as to the

North to convoke in thy sanctuary all the chiefs

of Ponds with the loads of theircontributions. O !

prophets of thetemple of Ptah (where the sacred

bull was kept), this is what I say: Osorhapi! pros

tration before thee of him whose respirations are

for theaccomplishment of thy ceremonies, of the

general Aahmes, who came himself to bring sil

ver, gold , staffs, royal linen , perfumes, precious

stones and all good things. Make him a recom

11

Hels

C.

( 1 ) Nature of Animal Worship . - In fixing upon

certain animals as being respectively the incarna

tions of certain deities, theEgyptian was guided

by what he considered the salient characteristics

of the different divinities and of the different spe.

cies of animal in question. To the gods of nature

in its annual rejuvenescencewere assigned animals

supposed to be possessed of exceptional procrea

tive vigor, such as the bull and ram; while ani.

mals , such as the cow, were dedicated to the fer.

tile and food -producing deities; and serpents owed

their deification to their stealthy movements, to

their deadly power, and also to an occasional

trustful familiarity by which all nations have been

impressed . The association of the hawk with

sun -gods was obviously suggested by the bird's

soaring and hovering in high heaven; and the

crocodile, lying inert uponthe bank, but terrible

and devouring when roused, was the embodiment

of the dignity and self-conscious power which

have always appealed to the reverence of Orien

tals.- Wiedemann, “ Religion ,” pp. 178-9 .

( 2 ) Renewal of Sacred Animals.-The death

of the sacred animal did not involve the death of

the god whom it represented , nor the loss of its

own personal identity. Though the dislodged

deity at once sought fresh incarnation in another

animal of thesame species and appearance as that

which had died, the soul of the latter was immor

tal . Accordingto the doctrine which taught that

the dead manbecame an Osiris , so did the dead

Apisbecome an Osiris Apis, the dead ram ofthe tem

ple an Osiris ram , etc. In all these cases the same

rites were performed for the animal as for the hu

man mummy: it was embalmed and provided with

amulets for that world beyond death in which its

soul would henceforth live forever. The increas

ing number of the Apis bulls, of the divine rams

and crocodiles whichhe was thus relegating to the

next world , suggested no embarassments to the

Egyptian, although he believed thesoul of each

sacred animal to be of unconditioned divinity.

Ibid , pp . 182-3.

( 3 ) Tablet of Adoration to Apis. — The de

votee of Osorhapi, the companion of the general

Aahmes, son of Pasabenhor and of the lady Ta.

apenha , says: “ When they had brought this god

( the Apis ) for his reunion with the good region of

the west (the funeral region ), after all the cere

monies in the sanctuary had been made to him ,

and he had beep clothed with his covering , when

they had brought this god to his western abode

(the tomb) then I, thy slave, I have made the

shrouding of thy person ; I have watched each day;

The god Anubis .

pense according to what he hath done for thee;

prolong his years, perpetuate him eternally; estab

Îish for him the duration of the existence of Horus

in the upper region , that his name may be remem

bered forever .' _ " Recordsof thePast," IV ., p . 63.

(4 ) Worship of Serapis. - It was in this form

that Osiris was generally recognized by the

Greeks, who , having endowed him with attributes

derived from Pluto and Asklepios, named this half

Greek, half Egyptian deity Sarapis or Serapis.

Under the Romans the worshipofSerapis extended

throughout the empire, having its devotees in every

province.- Wiedemann, " Religion," p. 191 .
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4. THE OSIRIDE RELIGION.

The gods of the family of Osiris form a very marked group ; they are all purely

human and without animal or cosmogonic nature, except so far as combined in later

tiines with other gods. In the early times, before 2000 B.C. , they forın about a

quarter of the monumental religion ; as the abstract gods declined in importance,

the proportion rose to a half ; and in the latest times they may be said to have con

stituted practically the sole worship of Egypt.

The earliest form of the myth is far different from the later, and has probably pre

served for us the traces of soine tribal revolution of prehistoric times. In the most

remote age it appears that Osiris, Isis, Horus, and Set were all independent and

unconnected deities, belonging probably to different tribes. Isis was a virgin god

dess at Buto in the Delta. (1 ) Horus came to be worshiped with her, and was

therefore called her son , though a separate form as “ Horus the elder," apart from

Isis, continued until late times. Then Set was worshiped along with Horus and

Isis, and is treated as a coequal god with Horus. Lastly, Osiris came to be united

with this family, Isis was considered his wife, Horus his son, and Set, with whom he

was at enmity, ceased to be coequal with Horus, and becaine the evil brother of

Osiris, with whom Horus waged ceaseless war. This warfare of the Horus tribe with

the earlier members of the Set tribe forms the oldest chapter of the legendary history ,

the earlier stages of the religious changes being only dimly preserved , owing to

intense conservatism .

At the earliest historic timeswe find, then, a compact family of gods : Osiris, who

married his sister Isis ( for thus all good brothers were bound to do in ancient Egypt),

and also his sister Nebhat, or Nephthys, who is otherwise considered the wife of

Set, the evil brother of Osiris. The sons of Osiris were Horus, from Isis, and Anpu

or Anubis, from Nebhat. The latter is , however, perhaps only a later theologic

connection, as Anubis is never figured with Nephthys, while Ísis and Horus are

constantly shown together.

The myth of Osiris as stated in Roman times ran thus: Osiris came into Egypt

as a civilizer and benefactor, teaching agriculture, laws and worship, and abolishing

cannibalism , and afterwards went over the world spreading like benefits. Set,

jealous of him, trapped him in a coffin , which was thrown in the sea , and floated

to Byblos in Syria . Isis wandered in search of it, and at last obtained it. Set,

however, found the coffin, cut the body in fourteen pieces and scattered them widely .

Isis, however, recovered nearly all , (2 ) and at each place of the pieces a shrine of

Osiris was set up, known as a Serapeum in Roman times. Horus then fought

against Set and conquered him , placing garrisons of followers by the side of each

centre of the power of Set to restrain him . Osiris then became the god of the dead ,

whose kingdom lay in the mysterious and inaccessible marshes of the Delta ; or

later — when they becameknown-away in the vague coasts of Syria ; and lastly, in

the northeast quarter of the sky . ( 3 )

As the god of the dead, Osiris was of the highest importance to the Egyptian.

Every good Egyptian needed to enter his kingdom , and to become osirified, so as to
be assured of immortal bliss . Hence all deceased persons were entitled “ the

Osiris so-and-so, ' ' much as we speak of “ the blessed dead." The kingdom of Osiris

wasa shadowy but glorified copy of earthly life. All the pleasures and needful work

of life went on there ; and in the vignettes to the “ Book of the Dead,” which was

the guide to the unseen world deposited in the tomb of every well -to-do Egyptian ,

the varied occupations are delightfully figured. To enter this paradise, however,

the dead needed to be judged by Osiris; his heart was weighed against truth to see

if it were just, and the dead asserted his innocence of a long list of what we should

call “ mortal sins.” If he failed to be accepted , his soul was driven away in the form

of a pig to an unknown doom . If his heart proved to be true when weighed, he then
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passed into the fields of Aalu , where Osiris ruled , and all was peace and plenty. And

even there he did not need to labor if his tomb had been properly provided with the

ushabtis or slave figures, which we have noticed in the first lesson .

4. THE OSIRIDE RELIGION .

DC

( 1 ) Primitive Form of Isis .-The goddess

whom we are accustomed to regard as inseparable

from Osiris , Isis the cow, or woman with cow's

horns, had not always belonged to him , Originally

she was an independent deity , dwelling at Buto in

the midst of themarshes of Adhu . She had neither

husband nor lover , but had spontaneously con

to thineabode ! Thine enemies exist no more. O

excellent sovereign come to thine abode !

Look at me : I am thy sister who loveth thee . Do

not stay far from me, O beautiful youth. Come to

thine abode with haste, with haste.

I see thee no more ; my heart is full of bitterness

on account of thee . Mine eyes seek thee ; I seek

thee to behold thee . Will it be long ere I see thee ?

Will it be long ere I see thee ? O excellent sover .

a.

78

+

to

Isis and Horus, assisted by two hawks , restoring to life Osiris by means of spells and ceremonies. The side of the bier shows

Thoth and some sacred animals. Above appears the inscription “ Osiris -wennofer in the midst of the house of

Sokar (mortuary god ): may he grant satisfying life to Seti I."

ceived and given birth to a son, whom she suckled

among the reeds - a little Horus who was called

Har-si-isit, Horus the son of Isis, to distinguish

him from Haroeris ( Horus the elder ). At an early

period she was married to her neighbor Osiris , and

no marriage could havebeen better suited to her

nature. For shepersonified the earth the

black and luxuriant plain of the Delta , where races

ofmen, plants, and animals increase and multiply

in ever succeeding generations. To whom did she
owe this inexhaustible productive energy if not to

her neighbor Osiris , to the Nile ?

marriage of the two elements suggested that of the

two divinities : Osiris wedded Isisandadopted the

young Horus. - Maspero, “ Dawn of Civilization ,' '

PP: 131-2.

(2 ) Lamentations of Isis . — Come to thine

abode ! come to thine abode ! god An (Osiris ) , come

eign, will it be long ere I see thee ? Beholding thee

is happiness ; beholding thee is happiness , O god

An , beholding thee is happiness.

Come to her who loveth thee ; come to her who

loveth thee, O Un -nefer ( Osiris) the justified .

Come to thy sister , come to thy wife ; come to thy

sister , come to thy wife ; 0 Urt-het ( Osiris) , come

to thy wife.

I am thy sister by thy mother ; do not separate

thyself from me . Gods and men turn their faces

towards thee, weeping together for thee, whenever

they behold me.

I call thee in my lamentations, even to the

heights of Heaven, and thou hearest notmy voice .

Iam thy sister who loveth thee on earth ; no one

else hath loved thee more than I, thy sister , thy

sister.— “ Records of the Past,” II ., pp. 119-20 .

(3 ) The Myth of Osiris.—There he was met by

The
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the gods and goddesses of the court of Osiris : by

Anubis, by Hãthor the lady of the cemetery, by

Nît, by the two Mâitswho preside overjustice and

truth , and by the four children of Horus stiff

sheathed in theirmummy wrappings! They formed

as it were a guard of honor to introduce him and

his winged guide into an immense hall , the ceil

ing of which rested on light graceful columns of

painted wood . At the further end of the hall

Osiris was seated in mysterious twilight within a

shrine through whose open doors he might be

seen wearing a red necklace over his close-fitting

case of white bandaging, his green face surmounted

by the tall , white diadem flanked by two plumes,

his slender hands grasping fail and crook , the

emblems of his power. Behind him stood Isis and

Nephthys watching over him with uplifted hands,

bare bosoms, and bodies straitly cased in linen.

Forty -two jurors who had died and been restored

to life like their lord , and who had been chosen,

one from each of those cities of Egypt which recog:

nized his authority , squatted right and left, and

motionless, clothed in the wrappings of the dead,
silently waited until they were addressed. The

soul first advanced to the foot of the throne , carry .

ing on its outstretched hands the image of its

heart or of its eyes, agents and accomplices of its

sins and virtues. It humbly “ smelt the earth ,'

then arose, and with uplifted hands recited its

profession of faith : “ Hail unto you, ye lords of

Truth ! hail to thee , great god , lord of Truth and

Justice ! I have come before thee, my master ; I

have been brought to see thy beauties. For I

know thee, I know thy name , I know the names

of thy forty -two gods who are with thee in the

Hall of the Two Truths, livingon the remains of

sinners, gorging themselves with their blood , in

that day when account is rendered before Onno

phris, the true of voice . Thy name which is thine

is “ the god whose two twins are the ladies of the

two Truths' ; and I , I know you , ye lords of the

two Truths, I bring unto you Truth , I have de

stroyed sins for you. I have not committed

iniquity against men ! I have notoppressed the

poor! I have not made defalcations in the necrop

olis ! I have not laid labor upon any free man

beyond that which he wrought for himself ! I have

not transgressed , I have not been weak , I have

not defaulted , I have not committed that which is

an abomination to the gods ! I have not caused

the slave to be ill-treated of his master ! I have

not starved any man ; I have not made any to

weep ; I have not assassinated any man ; I have

not caused any man to be treacherously assassin

ated , and I have not committed treason against

any ! I have not in aught diminished the supplies

of temples ! I have not spoiled the shewbread of

the gods! I have not taken away the loaves and

the wrappings of the dead ! I have done no carnal

act within the sacred enclosure of the temple ! I

have not blasphemed ! I have in nought curtailed

the sacred revenues ! I have not pulled down the

scale of the balance ! I have not falsified the

beam of the balance ! I have not taken away the

milk from the mouths of sucklings ! I have not

lassoed cattle on their pastures ! I have not taken

with nets the birds of the gods ! I have not fished

in their ponds! I have not turned back the water
in its season ! I have not cut off a water channel

in its course ! I have not put out the fire in its

time ! I have not defrauded the Nine Gods of the

choice parts of victims! I have not ejected the

oxen of the gods! I have not turned back the

god at his coming forth ! I am pure ! I am pure !

I am pure ! I am pure ! Pure as this GreatBonů

of Heracleopolis is pure ! There is no

crime against me in this land ofthe Double Truth !

Since I know the names of the gods who are with

thee in the Hall of the Double Truth , save thou

me from them !” He then turned towards the

jury and pleaded his cause before them . They

had been severally appointed for the cognizance of
particular sins , and the dead man took each of

them by name to witness that he was innocent of

the sin which that one recorded . His plea ended ,

he returned to the supreme judge, and repeated,

uuder what is sometimes a highly mystic form,

the ideas which he had already advanced in the
first part of his address : “ Hail unto you , ye gods

who are in the Great Hall of the Double Truth,

who have no falsehood in your bosoms, but who

live on Truth in Aund, and feed your hearts upon
it before the Lord Go who dwelleth in his solar

disc ! Deliver me from the Typhon who feedeth

on entrails , O chiefs ! in this hour of supreme

judgment; grant that the deceased may come

unto you , he who hath not sinned , who hath

neither lied , nor done evil , nor committed any

crime, who hath not borne false witness, who hath

done nought against himself, but who liveth on

truth, who feedeth on truth . He had spread joy
on all sides ; men speak of that which he hath

done , and the gods rejoice in it . He hath recon

ciled the god to him by his love; he hath given

bread to the hungry , water to the thirsty , clothing

to the naked ; he hath given a boat to the ship

wrecked ; he hath offered sacrifices to the gods,

sepulchral meals unto the manes . Deliver him

from himself, speak not against him before the

Lord of the Dead , for his mouth is pure, and his

two hands are pure ! " In the middle of the Hall ,

however, his acts were being weighedby the asses
Like all objects of the gods, the balance is

magic, and the genius which animates it sone.

times shows its fine and delicate little human head

on the top of the upright stand which forms its

body. Everything about the balance recalls its

superhuman origin ; a cynocephalus, emblematic

of Thot, sits perched on the upright and watches

the beam ; the cords which suspend the scales are

made of alternate cruces ansatæ and tats . Truth

squats upon one of the scales; Thot, ibis-headed,

places the heart on the other, and always merci.

ful , bears upon the side of Truth that judgment
may be favorably inclined . He affirms that the

heart is light of offence , inscribes the result of the

proceeding upon a wooden tablet, and pronounces

the verdict aloud : “ Thus saith Thot , lord of

divine discourse, scribe of the Great Ennead , to

his father Osiris, lord of eternity, ' Behold the
deceased in this Hall of the Double Truth , his

heart hath been weighed in the balance in the

presence of the great genii, the lords of Hades,

and been found true . No trace of earthly im.

purity hath been found in his heart. Now that

he leaveth the tribunal true of voice , his heart is

restored to him , as well as his eyes and the mate

rial cover of his heart, to be put back in their

places, each in its own time, his soul in heaven,

his heart in the other world , as is the custom of

the Followers of Horus. Henceforth let his

body lie in the hands of Anubis ; let him receive

offerings at the cemetery in the presence of On

nophris; let him be as one of those favorites who

follow thee ; let his soul abide where it will in

the necropolis of his city , he whose voice is true

before theGreat Ennead .' " - G ,Maspero, “ Dawn

of Civilization ," pp . 187-191 .

sors .
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6 . THE COSMOGONIC RELIGION .

*
*
*
*

So great has been the influence of sun -worship in Egypt that to the later Egypt.

ians it absorbed everything else, and almost all the other gods became identified

with Ra, the sun -god. (1 ) In the early times before 2000 B.C. , the solar and

cosmogonic gods receive but two or three per cent. of all the mentions of divinities.

In the XVIII.-XX. dynasty they receive over thirty per cent. , while later than that

they are less prominent, but only because almost every other god was subdued to Ra

and formed but a manifestation of the sun.

This cosmogony has many elements similar to that of Mesopotamia, familiar to us

in Genesis. The sky or celestial ocean, Nut, rests upon the earth, Seb, to begin with.

Then a firmament lifts the waters above from the waters below, and the god Shu

raises Nut and supports her on his arms. Shu is empty space or air, symbolized by

the lightest bulk known — an ostrich feather. Another version was that Ra, the sun

himself, lifted the upper waters from the lower ; and thismay be seen daily in the

sun lifting the thick fog and cloud from off the Nile. The sky, Nut, wassymbol

ized by a woman spotted over with stars,

and resting with hands and feet on the

ground—the four pillars of the sky-while

Shu, or space, supports her body on his

upraised arms. Seb, the earth , symbolized

as a man, lies on the ground below. (2 )

The sun has several names, and was

worshiped as different gods at different

times of day . Ra was an entirely human

god, and this name is maintained for the

sun throughout the whole day and night.

Harakhti, or Horus on the horizon , a com

pounding of Ra with Horus, is a hawk.

headed god , who specially is the rising

and morning sun. Another form , Atmu or

Tum , is the afternoon sun ; and Khepra

is the night sun. (3) Atmu is the god Air supporting Sky, while Earth reclines below .

who is theologically said to have created

everything by the word of his power. Heliopolis, in the Delta, just below Cairo,

was the special center of this worship ; and the story of creation as told there was in

three scenes: First , the separation of Ra and Atmu, Ra being the sun and Atmu

the creator ; second, the lifting of the sky ( Nut) from the earth (Seb); third , the birth

of the Nile and of cultivation . This corresponds to the first three days of Genesis ;

the separation of light from the Creator, the separation of the upper waters from the

lowerby space, and the production of sea and land and plants. (4) . Specially con

nected with this Ra worship was the division of the day and night each into twelve

hours. The separate hours of day are not specially important, but the hours of

night form the basis of one of themost essential beliefs of Egypt. Each hour was

a different territory through which the sun passed , accompanied by his bodyguard

of gods, and the spirits of the faithful who accompanied him . (5 ) Several religious

works were adapted to this idea, or founded on it . The Book of the Dead, the Book

of the Shades (Duat) , and the Book of Gates or of Hades belong to this form of

spiritual guide-book. Such words were placed in the tomb, written on papyrus, or

on the walls of some of the royal tombs, so that the dead could have them always

at hand to warn them of their nightly dangers and to give the charms which could

lead them safely past the many demons who would obstruct their progress in each

of the hours. In the earlier writings of the Book of the Dead thehours are not so

prominent, and Osiris is more important than Ra as a patron of the dead ; but in all

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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the later writings Ra became more and more important, and the twelve hours are

the basis of the whole system. The inotion of the sun was seen to be smooth and reg-.

ular, as that of a boat on water ; and rain was known to descend from the sky.

Hence the conclusion was not unnatural that there was a river above in the sky, and

the sun floated in a boat on that river. The boat or bark of the sun is therefore con

stantly represented, and the gods who formed his bodyguard went with him in this

boat. Whenever the sun as a moving body was to be shown, as in rising or setting,

the disc is figured on a boat. (6 )

5. THE COSMOGONIC RELIGION . (The order was , however, not invariable. ) In a

Turin papyrus it is said : " I am Khepra in the

( 1 ) Union of Ra with Other Gods.-Of the morning, Raat noon, and Atmu in the evening."

more important gods, Ptah was almost the only But this distinction was not thoroughly carried

one to escape the common lot of fusion with the out , and occasionally Khepra may indicate

sun ,and this simply because he was already prac- the sun in general. - Wiedemann, Religion ,"

tically merged in Osiris, god and ruler of the p.31 .

realm ofthe dead.- Wiedemann,“ Religion," p.43 (4 ) Action of Atmu. - Atmu then , rather than

" Hail Ra! the royal Osiris (Sety I) is thyself, and Ra , was placed by the Heliopolitan priests at the

reciprocally : Hail Ra! thy spirit is that of Osiris, head of their cosmogony as supreme creator and

thy course is his in the empyrean." -Litany of governor. Several versionswere current as to how

Ra, in “ Records of the Past ," VIII., p. 113. he had passed from inertia into action , from the

This course would gradually lead to theabolition personage of Atmu into that of Ra. According

of polytheism, and in fact this tendency is very to the version most widely received he had sud

apparent. Thus, e.g. , in the phraseology of the denly cried across the waters, “ Come unto me! ' '

hymp to the sun-god, the divine amalgam , com. and immediately the mysterious lotus had un .

posed of Amon, Ra, Harmachis, Atmum , is called folded its petals , and Ra had appeared at the edge

the “ only god , in truth, the living one." - A .
of its open cup as a disk , a new born child , or a

Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt,” p . 261 . disk -crowned sparrow -hawk; thiswas probably a

(2 ) Seb and Nut. - In the beginning earth and
refined form of a ruder and earlier tradition , ac.

sky were two lovers lost in theNu (ocean ofchaos ) , cording to which it was upon Ra himself that the

fast locked in each other's embrace, the god lying office had devolved of separating Seb from Nut,

beneath the goddess. On the day of creation a for the purpose ofconstructing theheavensand the

new god, Shu, came forth from the primeval
earth . But it was doubtless felt that so unseemly

waters, slipped between the two, and, seizing Nut an act of intervention was beneath the dignity

with both hands, lifted her above his head with even of an inferior form of the suzerain god ; Shu

outstretched arms. Though the starry body of the was, therefore, borrowed forthe purpose from the

goddess extended in space – her head being to the kindred cult of Anhur, and at Heliopolis, as at

west and her loins to the east- her feet and hands Sebennytos, the office wasentrusted to him of seiz .

hung down to earth . These were the four pillars ing the sky-goddess and raising her with out.

of the firmament under another form , and four
stretched arms. - Maspero, "Dawn of Civiliza

gods of four adjacent principalities were in charge
tion , " p . 140.

of them . Nevertheless, Seb had not been ( 5 ) The Underworld . The other world ,the Duat,

satisfied to meet the irruption of Shu by mere pass- is like Egypt, a valley between two mountains,

ive resistance. He had tried to struggle , and he divided in the midst by a river, the celestial Nile,

is drawn in the posture of a man who has just of which the waters flow from west to north for

awakened out of sleep, and is half turning on his half the way , and then turn from north to east.

couch before getting up. One of his legs is This Egypt of the shades is divided into

stretched out , the other is bent and partly drawn twelve regions,corresponding to each ofthe hours

up as in the act of rising. The lower part of the of the night , and which formed according to the

body is still unmoved , but he is raising himself case a country, a city , or a province, a stone house

with difficulty on his left elbow , while his head of chambers, and separate houses, dwellings or

drops and his right arm is lifted towards the sky. prisons, a vaulted hall, or a circle-to employ the

His effort was suddenly arrested and rendered word of Dante.

powerless by a stroke of the creator . Seb remained (6 ) Boat of the Sun. - The sun was a disc of

as if petrified in this position , theobvious irregu- fire placed upon a boat. At the same equable

larities of the earth's surface being due to the rate the river carried it round the ramparts of the

painful attitude in which he was stricken. His world . From evening until piorning it disap

sides have since been clothed with verdure ; gen- peared within the gorges of Duat ; its light did not

erations of men and animals have succeeded each then reach us , and it was night. - Maspero, "Dawn

other upon his back , but without bringing any re- of Civilization ,” pp. 18, 19 .

lief to his pain ; he suffers evermore from the vio. As soon as his bark appeared at the east bend

lent separation of which he was the victim when of the celestial Nile, the cynocephali who guarded

Nut was torn from him , and his complaint con- the entrance into night began to dance and ges

tinues to rise to heaven night and day . - Maspero, ticulate upon the banks as they intoned their ac.

“ Dawn of Civilization ,”pp. 128, 129 . customed hymn. The gods of Abydos mingled

(3 ) Different Phases of the Sun. - Ra symbol. their shouts of joy withthe chant of the sacred

ized the sun of springtime and before sunrise ; baboons ; the bark lingered for a moment upon the

Harmakhuti the summer and the morning sun ; frontiers of day , and instructed souls seized the

Atmu the sun of autumn and of afternoon ; Khepra occasion to secure their recognition and their re

that of winter and of night. - Ibid , p. 139. ception on board of it. - Ibid , pp. 197, 198.
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6. THE ABSTRACT RELIGION .

The forms of religion that we have already noticed are comparatively free from

abstract ideas. The utmost that can be said of the animal worship is that it may

have originated in the animals being adored as embodying or exemplifying certain

attributes. Of Osiris it may be that he was a god of vegetation; and Horus and

Set are looked on as the principles of good and evil . The whole cosmogony is

essentially concrete, with hardly any abstraction traceable .

But another class of gods,which stand quite apart from all the others, are essen

tially abstract. Ptah, the god of Memphis, is the creator; he is not like the creator

Atmu, identified with the sun ; nor like the creator Khnumu, a potter ; but he is

the divine architect who ordains. And his companion goddess is even more abstract ;

Maat is law and orderly regulation, justice and principle, expressed in sign by the

cubit measuring -rod. Such is one great abstract conception, the creator working

by law and measure .

Another pair of abstractions was that of the divine Father, and of universal

Mother Nature. The great father god was Min (otherwise rendered as Khem ),

represented by images furnished with a phallos, in whom all the beauty and life

and vigor of nature rejoiced, ( 1 )

And parallel to him was Hathor,
wwwATT HAFT1:59TYR

the great mother, who was wor
SUBIRILIBVILA 发

shiped in every capital of the coun

try , and identified in turn with all

the other goddesses. (2) In some

places she was the sky, being iden

tified with Nut, from whom sprang

everything. In other places she was

Isis, the principal divine mother of

the earlier mythologies. In the

early times, before 2000 B.C. , she

seems to have received a quarter of

the whole devotion of the land , but W

in later periods her importance di

minished. Hypostyle Hall of the Esneh Temple .

We have now given some outline

of the principal ideas of the Egyptian religion , but we have not attempted to enter

on the details of the attributesor usual forms of the gods, which would convey little

or no distinctive notion of the mental view.

There remain some other gods of great importance which do not form part of

the main groups here presented , and which were strictly local in their origin. Sev

eral of these were partly human, partly animal. Khnumu, the ram -headed god of

the cataract, was the modeler who frames each living man , being shown with a

potter's wheel, on which he models a man . Tahuti, the ibis-headed god of Esh

munên , was the patron of learning, of wisdom , and of measurement ; he is also con

nected with the moon, and the cynocephalus ape was sacred to him , and often shown

as his emblem . Amen, the ram-headed or entirely human god of Thebes, was the

great god of that district; (4) as such he had to be assimilated to Ra, when Ra ( the

sun) was supreme, thus becoming Amen -Ra ; (4) and also assimilated to Min , the

divine father, becoming Min -Amen. He was always associated with a local goddess,

Mut, whose name means simply the “ Mother.” And their son Khonsu was con

nected with the moon. Owing to the political supremacy of Thebes, the influence

of the worshipers of this triad of gods carried them widely throughout Egypt.

Soksy, the Memphitegod of the dead, was adored as a hawk; in early times hewas

united in worship with Osiris, as Sokar -osiris, and later on Ptah, of Memphis, was
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joined with them as Ptah - sokar -osiris. This system of piling names together, con

fusing as it seems, is of great historical value, as it shows that such similar gods

must have belonged to different tribes to begin with. Bast, the lion- headed goddess

of Bubastis, was very importantabout 1000-700 B.C. , when that city was the royal cap

ital ; but no very distinctive character was assigned to her, the worship being mainly

associated with dances and orgies. Bes — perhaps connected with Bast — was the

god of dancing; originally he seems to have been female, and the early figures of

dancing girls and snake-charmers wear the lion -skin headdress and tail of Bes; later

a waist- cloth was added, and the lion's beard led to transforming the whole figure

into a male god. Probably he was a foreign importation from Arabia , after the

prehistoric mixtures of races in Egypt. And another divinity that was mainly con

nected with foreigners was the goddess Neit, who was especially Libyan , and rose into

importance when her city , Sais, became the capital of Egypt from about 660 to

This is only the barest outline of the main features of a most complex group

of simultaneously active religions in Egypt.Egypt. In all there are reckoned to be about

fifty important gods, fifty varieties of Hathor, about one hundred minor and local

gods, thirty sacred animals, and about two hundred spirits and genii of Hades.

330 B.C.

6. THE ABSTRACT RELIGION .

( 1 ) Hymn to Min.- Glory to thee , Min of

Koptos ; great of love , piercing the sky

with the double feathers, lordofjoy in the shrine,

king of the gods , sweet of love, full of his mother,

upon his great throne, great god in the two heinis.

pheres , male of the gods, valiant , prince

of the desert, loving mankind , he has created

youths. His abomination is to say , “ Cut short

the breath of life by which one lives; ” causing

to breathe him who follows his current (or ways)

Fair of face, he enriches the two breasts; beautiful

beyond the gods , his excellence is beyond the

divine cycle, satisfying the majesty ( of the king)

in the desert and in the eastern mountains ( the

special abode of Min) ; healing the sick ,

making the distressed to live, good physician to

him that places him in his heart, makingto live

him whose heart is contracted . . I slept

not at night , I rested not in the daytime, searching

after thy beauties inmy heart.- Translated by

Griffith in Petrie's “ Koptos,” P. 20 .

( 2 ) Nature of Hathor. - She was the goddess of

love and joy , to whom many festivals were dedi.

cated , and whose magnificent temple at Denderah

is still comparatively uninjured. Here she was

esteemed the sum and substance of feminine god

head , and all goddesses were considered as forms

or attributes of Hathor, worshiped under different

names, so that, according to the priests of Den

derah, all prayers to them werein reality addressed

to Hathor. — Il'iedemann, “ Religion ," p . 142.

The Egyptians knew that Hathor, the milch

cow , had taken up her abode in their land from

very ancient times, and they called her the Lady

of Punt ( south end of Red Sea ), after the name

of her native country.- Maspero , “ Dawn of Civi.

lization ,” p . 84.

The most famous of all the sacred trees, the

Sycamore of the South , was regarded as the living

body of Hathor on earth . - Ibid ., p . 122 .

The double of the dead met the god -cow Hathor,

the lady of the west , in meadows of tall plants,

where every evening, she received the sun at its

setting. If the dead man knew how to ask it

according to the prescribed rite , she would take

him upon her shoulders and carry him across the

accursed countries at full speed. - Ibid .,p . 186.

( 3) Hymns to Amen . - 0 Amen , lend thine ear to
him who is alone before the tribunal; he is poor ; he

is not rich ; the courtoppresses him , silver and gold

for the clerks ofthebook , garments for the servants.

There is no other Amen acting as a judge to de.

liver one from his misery, when the poor man is

before the tribunal , making the poor to go forth

rich .

(Another) .-- I cry, The beginning of wisdom is

the way of Amen , the rudder of truth . Thou art

he that giveth bread to him who has none , that

sustaineth the servant of his house. Let no prince

be my defender in all my troubles; let not my

memorial be placed under the power of any man

who is in the house. My Lord is my defender;

there is none mighty but him alone . Strong is

Amen , knowing how to answer , fulfilling the de.

sire of him who cries to him ; The Sun , the true

king of gods, the strong bull , the mighty lover of

power.- 1200 “ B.C. Records of the Past, ' ' VI., pp.
99, 100.

( 4) Hymn to Amen -Ra . - The one maker of

existences, maker of beings, from whose eyes

mankind came forth, of whosemouth arethe gods ;

maker of grass for the cattle , and fruitful trees for

men ; causing the fish to live in the river, the birds

to fill the air ; giving breath to those in the egg,

feeding the bird that fies, giving food to the bird

that perches , to the creeping thing and the flying

thing equally; providing food for the rats in their

holes , feeding the flying things in every tree.

Hail to thee, say all creatures; salutation to thee

from every land; to the height of heaven , to the

breadth of the earth, to the depth of the sea, the

gods adore thy majesty ; the spirits thou hast

created exalt thee , rejoicing before the feet of their

begetter ; they cry out welcome to thee , father of

the fathers of all the gods, who raises the heavens,

who fixes the earth .

Maker of beings, creator of existences, sovereign

of life , health , and strength , chief of the gods,

we worship thy spirit who alone hast made us;

we, whom thou hast made, thank thee that thou

hast given us birth ; we give to thee praises on ac

countof thy mercy to us.- Ibid ., VI., pp . 132 , 133 .
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW.

1. NATURE AND DESTINY OF THE SOUL.-Various views, Munny, Ghost , Shadow , Soul ,

Glory , Will , Strength, Name, Offerings, Images, Sculptures, Paintings, Kingdom of Osiris,

Human sacrifice, Ushabtis, The god Ra,

Combat with spirits .

2. DOMESTIC WORSHIP . – Magic , Amulets for

living and dead , Household cult, The niche,

Horus with Isis, Osiris, Female figures,

Monogram .

3. WORSHIP OF ANIMALS. - Its extension,

Animals worshiped , No tabu , Sacramental

feast, Not useful or emblematic, but super

human , Apis, Mnevis, Bakis , Onuphis, The

jackal

4. THE OSIRIDE RELIGION.-Osiris, Isis , Horus,

Set . Nephthys, The Osiris myth, The king

dom of Osiris,Judgment,Aalu.

5. THE COSMOGONIC RELIGION.-Ra and his

influence, Cosmogony, Nut, Seb, Shu, Ra,

Horus, Khepra, Atmu, Threescenes, Twelve

hours, Religious books, Sun in its boat.

6. THE ABSTRACT RELIGION . - Ptah and Maat ,

Min and Hathor, Khnumu, Tahuti , Amen ,

Amen-Ra, Min-Amen, Amen Nut and

Khonsu , Bes, Neit .

QUESTIONS.

1. How may the various views beaccounted for ?

State the simplest notion and practice. State the

subsequent changes in practice. State the Osiride

view . What was the function ofthe ushabti ? How

was the “ Book of the Dead ” used ?

2. How was magic applied ? Whatforms of

amulets were used ? Whatwasan important house Lion-form of some king, about 2,000 B.C. Later identified
hold cult ? Name the gods of the later household cult. by the Egyptians with Harmachis, a solar Horus ;

( The want of material evidence for an earlier house and called by the Greeks a Sphinx .

hold cult ofnature-gods does not prove there was no

such worship ;indeed , it is morally certain that there was .) With what worship did that of Isis and
Horus easily coalesce ?

3. Mention some sacred animals. How was the species affected ? How did these sacred animals

end their lives ? What was the source of this cult ? Specify some famous cases described by Greek and

Roman authors. Why was the jackal sacred?

4. State the varying importance of the Osiris family. Explain

how its various members arose. State their final relations. Sketch the

myth of Osiris. Explain the preëminence of Osiris. What were

deceased Egyptians called ? Why ? Describe the judgment before

Osiris.

5. Whatpart did sun -worship play ? Relate the cosmogonic myth.

Distinguish the various sun -gods. State the three scenes of creation .

What did the twelve hours of the night represent ? Why was the sun

depicted on a boat ?

6. Characterize Ptah and Maat. Who were Min and Hathor ?

How was Hathor identified ? Name theTheban triad of gods . With

what othergods was Amen associated ? What was the origin ofBes and
of Neit ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

IRA

1. Recall the parallels to human sacrifice hitherto noted in other

religions.

2. Compare the “ orgies at Bubastis” with those mentioned on
pages 322-23

3. Specify some cases of animal worship in all the other religions

hitherto studied, and thus correct a common error that animal worship

Mummy Case. Period of the New was peculiar to Egypt.

Empire . 4. With Osiris compare King Yama ( p . 189) and Amida Buddha

( pp. 265-66) .

5. Comparewith the many sun-godshere the fourof Vedism (p . 182) .

6. Point out the instances of political influence given in this lesson, and review othar instances
given in preceding lessons of this course.



SEMITIC RELIGION.

BY

GEORGE S. GOODSPEED, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Comparative Religion , University

of Chicago

7. THE SEMITIC PEOPLES.

HE name “ Semitic ” is applied to a body of peoples who in ancient times

occupied districts in western Asia and spoke dialects which show many

and striking similarities . Because the great majority of these peoples

are described in Genesis as descendants of Shem, the son of Noah, they

are called Shemites, more commonly written Semites.

Philology organizes them into two groups, northern and southern. The latter

embraces the various Arabian communities and the Ethiopiars. The northern

Semites comprise the Babylonians and As

syrians, the Aramaeans (Syrians), the Canaan

ites , the Phoenicians, the Hebrews, Moabites,

Ammonites, and Edomites. Linguistic and

historical science is still uncertain as to the

race character of the Egyptians, with an in

clination in recent years in favor of a strong

Semitic element in their constitution . Simi

larities of language and customs, together with

contiguity of habitat, suggest that these peoples

are offshoots from one common stock which in

the earliest time occupied a single definite

region . Scholars differ as to the common

home of the original Semitic race, according

as they are traced back to (a) Armenia, the

region between the Caspian and the Black

seas ; (6) Africa, the district opposite the straits

of Bab-el -Mandeb ; ( c) southern Mesopotamia,

the alluvial region of the lower Euphratės ;

(d ) central and northern Arabia. The last

view is most in favor. It is geographically

more central , and this desert region seemsto

be most suited to produce what are generally

recognized as the primitive Semitic traits.

The various branches of the Semitic race

have played a large and significant part in

the world's history. Politics , art, science , and religion owe much to their activi

ties. The earliest civilization was probably Semitic. The Semites built up the first

Assyrian Head .

390
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great empires, were the pioneers in trade , industry, and commerce in the ancient

world . Those nations of human history which show most clearly the evidenceof

progress and which are most closely bound together today in the interests of civili

zation trace back the beginnings of their advancement to the Semitic communities

of western Asia. Threeof theworld's great religions come from this race . ( 1 ) One

of the branches of it—the Hebrews or Jews - still lives and prospers in western

civilization , vigorous, aggressive and resourceful.

Not distributed so widely as the other great races, they seem to have turned in

upon themselves and built up a racial character of a remarkably enduring type and

of striking unity of feature. The very facial peculiarities have been preserved, as

a glance at the accompanying Assyrian head reveals. Many of these fundamental

traits still linger in the nomad Bedouin of today. Indeed , an essential element in

the progress of the Semites is found in the contiguity of desert and cultivated land .

The wide, sandy, and rocky wastes of Arabia blend impercebtibly into the more

fertile and attractive Syrian and Mesopotamian plains and valleys. Thus nomad

and agriculturist reacted upon one another, andprogress was a slow blending of

customs and activities from both spheres. The influence of this element in the

social and political life of the Semitic communities was important. Equally signifi

cant was the part it played in their religion .

The Semite has always been a marked and peculiar man. Such characteristics

as tenacity of purpose, somberness of disposition , which passes, however, on occasion ,

into bursts of extravagant joy , great hospitality and courtesy, yet cruelty and relent

less enmity, intense religiosity, yet abundant sensuality , little constructive and

synthetic power, have with good reason been ascribed to him . ( 2 )

7. THE SEMITIC PEOPLES . it cannot reach these without taking account of the

traditional fornis in which all religious feeling is

( 1 ) Importance of Early Semitic Religion.- embodied , and without speaking a language which
Our subject, however, is not the history of the men accustomed to these old forms can understand .

several religions that have a Semitic origin, but Thus, to comprehend a system of positive religion

Semitic religion as a whole in its common features thoroughly, to understand it in its historical origin
and general type. Judaism , Christianity, and Islam and form aswell asin its abstract principles,wemust
are positive religions; that is, they did not growup know the traditional religion that preceded it . It

like the systems of ancient heathenism , under the is from this point of view that I invite youto take
action of unconscious forces operating silently an interest in the ancient religion of the Semitic

from age to age, but trace their origin tothe teach . peoples ; the matter is not one of antiquarian curi.
ing of great religious innovators, who spoke as the osity , but has a direct and important bearing on
organs of a divine revelation, and deliberately the great problem of the origins of the spiritual

departed from the traditions of the past . Behind religion of the Bible.- W. Robertson Smith , “ Re
these positive religions lies the old unconscious ligion of the Semites,” PP . 1, 2,

religious tradition, the body of religious usage and (2) Semite Characteristics.-- This race founded

belief which cannot be traced to the influence of no lasting empires, and showed no great aptitude

individual minds, and was not propagated on in- for art or forliterary style ; but , in pointofreligion ,
dividual authority, but formed part of thatinherit. it has communicated to the world impulses of im.
ance from the past into which successive genera- measurable force, which will act powerfully on

tions of the Semitic race grew up as it were instinct. the world as long as the Prophet is namedor Christ

ively, taking it as a matter of course that they preached . The Semitic races differ from

should believe and act as their fathers had done the Indo-European , with whom alone we need

before them . The positive Semitic religions had compare them , in their greater intensity of dispo

to establish themselves on ground already occupied sition and a corresponding poverty of imagination .

by these older beliefs and usages; they had to dis- The Semite has a smaller rangeof ideas, but he

place what they could not assimilate, and, whether applies them more practically and morethoroughly.

they rejected or absorbed the elements of the older He has , indeed, an intensely practical turn, and

religion , they had at every point to reckon with does not touch philosophy except under an irresist

them and take up a definite attitude towards ible pressure of great practical ideas , while for

them . No positive religion that has moved men plastic art he has no native inclination . From this

has been able to start with a tabula rasa , and ex- it follows that the religious views he entertains

press itself as if religion were beginning for the appear to him less as ideas than as facts , which

first time ; in form , if not in substance, the new must be reckoned with to their full extent as other

system must be in contact all along the line with common facts of life must, and from which there

the older ideas and practices which it finds in pos- is no escape. His religious convictions, therefore,

session . A new scheme of faith can find a hearing are apt to be carried out to their utmost extent,

only by appealing to religious instincts and sus. even at the cost of great aud painful sacrifices.

ceptibilities that already exist in its audience, and ---Menzies, “ History of Religion ," pp. 156-57.
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8. EARLY SEMITIC RELIGION . SOURCES AND SCOPE.

A common home and race character suggest common elements of primitive

religion from which the separate communities develop the variousreligious systems

which history records. This question is particularly interesting in the case of the

Semites because of the relation of Christianity to Judaism , the religion of a Semitic

people. What are these primary elements of Semitic religion ? To determine

them requires (a) the collection of contributions of the various distinct worships,

( 6) their careful comparison in order to determine the common traits which may

reasonably be ascribed to this period of beginning .. Only a portion of this work
falls within our field. The study of the great religions of the Semitic world is to

be taken up elsewhere in this series. But the contribution of the early cults and

less highly organized systems is valuable because they ordinarily preserve in a

cruder form survivals of original forms of religious life. ( 1 )

Difficulties arise in any systematic presentation of early Semitic religion because

few memorials, and these in fragmentary form , are available for study. Were it

not that ancient religion is a very conservative institution and preserves some very

ancient customs even when their significance is lost, any discussion at all would be

impossible. These survivals, however, in custom , cult, and language are speaking

memorials of an earlier time . Religions now dead have left behind temples and

idols, orhave found descriptions in travelers' tales or the pages of ancient historians.

Codes of laws, coins, funeral inscriptions, and tombs in general often yield grateful

results.

Arabia, where nomadism is the permanent social system , yields the simplest and

crudest forms of religion. Early Arabic poetry which precedes the introduction of

Mohammedanism , has preserved some memorials of it. The cults of Syria, where

political organization never reached unity, are second in importance. Our knowl

edge of the Canaanites receives valuable incidental contributions from the Old

Testament, while much useful material is furnished for the Aramaeans by the

Pseudo -Lucian, whose treatise " On the God of Syria ” has come down to us.

The Phænician religion, yet further advanced in organization, has yielded much

more material to excavation in the wayof religious objects and inscriptions, besides

being described in a fragmentary way by Greek writers and late native historians

writing in Greek .

All this is scanty enough, and warns the student against hasty generalization

and too great expectations of certain knowledge.

1

son's "

8. EARLY SEMITIC RELIGION . gonus, were begotten mortal children , called Phos,

SOURCES AND SCOPE.
and Pyr, and Phlox (i.e., Light , Fire , and Flame) .

These persons invented themethod of producing

( 1 ) A Phænician Inscription . - To our lord fire byrubbing two piecesof wood together, and

Melkarth , the lord of Tyre. The offerer is thy taught men to employ it. They begat sons of

servant , Abd-Osiri, and my brother, Osiri-Shomar, surprising size and stature, whose names were

both (of us) sons of Osiri- Shomar, the son of Abd. given to the mountains whereof they had obtained

Osiri. In hearing their voice, may he bless them . possession , viz., Casius, and Libanus , and Antili.

-On a Cippus found in Malta, quoted in Rawlin- banus, and Brathy. From them were produced
Phænicia , ” p . 4oo . Memrumus and Hypsuranius, who took their

A Phænician Cosmogony.-From the wind , names from their mothers, women in those days

Colpia, and his wife, Bahu , which is by interpre- yielding themselves without shame to any man

tation Night, ” were born Aeon and Protogonus, whom they happened to meet. Hypsuranius

mortal men so named ; of whom one, viz ., Aeon , lived at Tyre, and invented the art of building

discovered that life might be sustained by the huts with reeds and rushes and the papyrusplant.

fruits of trees . Their immediate descendants were He quarreled with his brother, Usôus, who was

called Genos and Genea, who lived in Phenicia , the first to make clothing for the body out of the

and in time of drought stretched forth their hands skinsof the wild beasts which he slew . On one

to heaven towards the sun ; for him they regarded occasion , when there was a great storm of wind

as the sole Lord of Heaven , and called him Baal- and rain , the trees in the neighborhood of Tyre so

samin , which means “ Lord of Heaven " in the rubbed against each other that they took fire, and

Phænician tongue, and is equivalent to Zeus in the whole forest was burnt ; whereupon Usus

Greek . And from Genos, son of Aeon and Proto- took a tree, and having it cleared of its boughs
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was the first to venture on the sea in a boat. He also God among these various Semitic peoples is some

consecrated two pillars of Fire and Wind, and form of Il. The relation of individuals to these

worshiped them , andpoured upon them the blood deities is conceived of in a strictly practical and

of the animals which he took by hunting. And calculating way ; no ethical or mystical relation .

when the two brothers were dead, those who re- Man is the servant of God, before whom he bows

mained alive consecrated rods to their memory, in the dust . He may influence the subordinate

and continued to worship the pillars, and to hold and local daemons, but feels himself utterly de.

a festival in their honor year by year. – From pendent upon the great powers of nature , and

Philo Byblius, translated in' “ Rawlinson's “ Phoe. unconditionally obedient to them . Hence the

nicia , " PP. 387-88. development of brutal religious fanaticism and a

Light from the Grave . - Occasionally we get bloodthirsty cult. Out of this feeling springs the

a glimpse, beyond the mere dry facts,into the much described monotheistic tendency of the

region of thought,as where the erector of a monu- Semitic religions. The local god is the supreme

ment appends to the name of one, whom we may lord of his worshipers, but the development of

suppose to have been a miser, the remark , that these views rests upon the principle of exclusion,

" the reward of him who heaps up riches is con- not of speculation or mystical pantheism . "-E.

tempt ” ; or where one who entertains the hope Meyer, “ Geschichte des Altertums," Vol. 1.

that his friend happier in another world than Phenician Rites . - But there were two respects

he was upon earth , thus expresses himself: “ In in which the religion was, if not singular , at any

memory of Esmun . After rain , the sun shines rate markedly different from ordinary polytheisms,

forth ; " or, again , where domestic affection shows though less in the principles involved than in the

itself in the declaration concerning the departed : extent to which they were carried out in practice.

" When he entered into the house that is so full These were the prevalence of licentious orgies and

(of guests) , there was grief for the memory of the of human sacrifice. The worship of Astarte was

sage, the man that was hard as adamant, that characterized by the one, the worship of Baal by

bore calamities of every sort , that was a widower the other. Phænician mythology taught that the

through the death of my mother, that was like a great god, Il or El , when reigning upon earth as

pellucid fountain , and had a name pure from king of Byblus , had , under circumstances of ex

crime. Erected in affection by me, his son , to my treme danger to his native land , sacrificed his

father.” - Rawlinson , “ Phænicia ,”' p . 402. dearly loved son, leoud , as an expiatory offering:

Religion and Early Society. - Religion in Divine sanction had thus been given tothe horrid

primitive times was not a system of belief with rite ; and thenceforth , whenever in Phænicia

practical applications ; it was a body of fixed either public or private calamity threatened, it

traditional practices, to which every member of became customary that human victims should be

society conformed as a matter of course. selected , the nobler and more honorable the bet.

Strictly speaking, indeed, I understand the case ter, andthat the wrath of the gods should be ap

when I say that the oldest religions and political peased by taking their lives . The mode of death

institutions present a close analogy. It would be was horrible. The sacrifices were to be consumed

more correct to say that they were parts of one by fire; the life given by the Fire God he should

whole or social custom . Religion was a part of also take back again by the flaines which destroy

the organized social life into which a man was being. The rabbis describe the image of Moloch

born , and to which he conformed through life in as a human figure with a bull's head and out

the same unconscious way in which men fall into stretched arms; and the account which they give

any habitual practice of the society in which they is confirmed by what Diodorus relates of the Car
live . Men took the gods and their worship for thaginian Kronos. His image, Diodorus says , was

granted, just as they took the other usages of the of metal, and was made hot by a fire kindled

state forgranted; and if they reasoned or specu- within it ; the victims were placed in its arms and

lated about them , they did so on the presupposition thence rolled into the fiery lap below . The most
that the traditional usages were fixed things, be- usual form of the rite was the sacrifice of their

hind which their reasonings must not go.-W. Rob- children - especially of their eldest sons -by
ertson Smith ,“ Religion of theSemites,” Pp . 20,21. parents . This custom was grounded in part on the

Meyer's Estimate of Primitive Semitic Re. notion that children were the dearest possession of

ligion . - Semitic religious conceptions are but lit- their parents , and , in part, that as pure and inno.

tle complex . The powers active in nature go cent beings they were the offerings of atonement

forth from spirits, daemons, who act according to most certain to pacify the anger of the deity ; and

their mood , and who, according tocircumstances, further, that the god of whose essence the genera

have friendly or unfriendly feelings towards man, tive power of nature was had a just title to that

and must be won by him through sacrifice and which was begotten of man , and to the surrender

prayer. They dwell above all in trees and stones of their children's lives.
Voluntary offer .

and heights. The cultus particularly is connected ing on the part of the parents was essential to the
with holy stones. Next to them are the daemons success of the sacrifice ; even the first-born , nay ,

that protect family and house, primarily the the only child of the family, was given up . The

guardian lord of the tribe, who lives with it , grants parents stopped the cries of their children hy fond .
it victory and power, and as belonging especially ling and kissing them , for the victim ought not to

to it stands in sharp contrast both to all other weep; and the sound of complaint was drowned in

widely worshiped.deities and to all foreign tribes. the din of futes and kettledrums. Mothers, ac

Next are also the phenomena of heaven, the sun cording to Plutarch, stood by without tears or

and moongod, the “ lord of heaven ” is worshiped. sobs ; if they wept or sobbed they lost the honor
Behind allthese powers, like the chief at the head of the act , and their children were sacrificed not

of the tribe , stands the highest god , II. He is in- withstauding. Such sacrifices took place either

deed the highest world power , but on that account annually or on an appointed day , or before great
he stands far from men , is unapproachable by them , enterprises, or on the occasion of public calamities,

is acknowledged, but little worshiped , and often to, appease the wrath of the god . — " History of
quite ignored ; and so is explained why the word Phoenicia ,'' PP . 345-47 .
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9. THE NOMADIC RELIGION.

The simplest form of Semitic social organization and the most primitive cult

are found among the nomadic tribes of northern Arabia. Hence these may be

regarded as affording a type of early Semitic religion . Two elements condition this

religion.

(a ) Nature in Arabia is monotonous and its aspect unfavorable. Desert beneath,

and the wide sky above, the whirling wind and frequent storm , the burning sun,

the infrequent oasis , the scanty means ofsubsistence — all tend to produce few nature

gods, to connect those with the air and the heaven , and to lay the emphasis upon

the stern side of nature in its relation to man. The most widely -known divine

name among the Semites is 11, “ the Strong One,” or “ the High One," found in

almost all Semitic languages (Assyrian, Ilu ; Hebrew , El ; Phænician, Alon; Arabic,

Allah, etc. ). Hence the attitude of deity toward man is that of absolute power, of

authority arbitrary , irresistible, and inevitable. The attitude of man is that of

dependence, submission, unquestioning obedience, and devotion. This is expressed

most clearly in that extensive Semitic practice of human sacrifice even of which almost

every Semitic religion bears evidence more or less clear. It is shown likewise in

those names of worshipers which Phænician inscriptions have preserved, contain

ing a divine name compounded with abd, “ slave," or kelb, “ dog," e.g., kalbiel,

“ dog of god . "

(6) Contrasting with the comparatively narrow range of the nature influence is the

intimate relation of this religion to the social organization of the Semitic nomads.

The center of life is the tribe to which the individual is subordinate, in which his

individuality is swallowed up. The essential element of tribal organization is blood

kinship. This makes the tribe a unity. This unity is maintained by the common

meal, and manifested in the assembly for war - two essential elements of tribal mem

bership. Religion exists in this unity, and sanctions it. The god is the protector,

father, ruler of the tribe . The common meal is not enjoyed without him; he, too,

partakes in it. It is the primitive sacrifice in which the compact, the blood fellow

ship, human and divine , is revived and strengthened. On such occasions alone flesh

is eaten, the flesh of a sacred animal, by which the bond of deity and worshipers is

cemented yet more strongly. ( 1 ) Thus divine power and favor enter into the very

heart of the community. The god lives in it, fights for it, protects and blesses it . This

tribal conception of deity was held by the Semitic nomads with extraordinary inten

sity , as the sense of tribal unity was highly developed among them . This was

characteristic of desert life where the sum of varied external interests is small. The

relations of man become more important than the aspects of nature. The latter are

significant chiefly as they affect his life and that of his flocks and herds. Worship
must be simple and the objects of worship portable. ( 2)

11

9. THE NOMADIC RELIGION .

( 1 ) Meaning of Primitive Semitic Sacrifice .

-The sacred function is the act of the whole com

munity , which is conceived as a circle of brethren,

united with one another and with their god by

participation in one life or life -blood . The same

blood is supposed to flow also in the veins of the

victim , so that its death is at once a shedding of

the tribal blood and a violation of the sanctity of
the divine life that is transfused through every

member, human or irrational, of the sacred circle.

Nevertheless, the slaughter of such a victim is

permitted or required on solemn occasions , and

all the tribesmen partake of its flesh , that they

may thereby cement and seal their mystic unity

with one another and with their god. In later

times we find the conception current that any

food which two men partake of together, so that

the same substance enters into their flesh and

blood , is enough to establish some sacred unity of

life between them ; but in ancient times this sig

nificance seems to be always attached to partici.

pation in the flesh of a sacrosanct victim, and the

solemn mystery of its death is justified by the
consideration that only in this way can the sacred

cement be procured which creates or keeps alive

a living bond ofunion between the worshipers and

their god. This cement is nothing else than the

actual life of the sacred and kindred animal ,

which is conceived as residing in its flesh , but

especially in its blood, and so, in the sacred meal ,

is actually distributed among all the participants,

each ofwhom incorporates a particle of it with his
own individual life .

It is common , in discussions of the significance
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of piacular ritual , to begin with the consideration ritual system must always remain materialistic ,

that piacula are atonements for sin , and to assume even if its materialism is disguised under thecloak
that the ritual was devised with a view to the pur- of mysticism . - W . Robertson Smith, “ Rel. of the
chase of divine forgiveness. But this is to take Semites,” PP. 312-313 , 381-2 , 418-9.

the thing by the wrong handle. The characteris- (2 ) Characterization of the Nomadic Semitic

tic features in piacular sacrifice are not the inven. Religion . — The names for God among the Semites

tion of a laterage, in which the sense of sin and show us that for them the original object was not

divinewrath wasstrong , but are creatures carried how to obtain a religious conception of the various
over from a very primitive type of religion , in developments of life in nature,but how to express
which the sense of sin , in any proper sense of the their own subjection to the irresistible force re
word , did not exist at all , and the whole object of vealed in nature. . As the peculiar genius

ritual was to maintain the bond of physical holi- ofthe Semitic languages generally makes it diffi

ness that kept the religious community together. cult to separate the noun from its verbal root , we

What wehave to explain is not the origin of the certainly have here a strong barrier against the
sacrificial forms that later ages called piacular, development of myth proper, against the individ

but the way in which the old type of sacrifice ualizing of the gods, that is , against polytheism

came to branch off into two distinct types. And properly so called , while at the same time the

here we must consider that, even in tolerably ad- strongly personal conception of the idea of God

vanced societies, the distinction between piacular rendered the transition to pantheism difficult.
and ordinary offerings long continued to be mainly The unity ofGodwas not an article of faith . But

one ofritual, and that theformer were not so much the plurality of divine forces, being thought of as
sacrifices for sin , as sacrifices in which the cere- a matter of course , excited little interest. The God

monial forms, observed at the altar, continued to to whom prayer was addressed, or who was re
express the original idea that the victim's life was garded as specially interested in the particular

sacrosanct, and in someway cognate to the life of people, exercised quite an exceptional influence
the god and his worshipers. Thus, among the over the religious life.

With this is con

Hebrews of the preprophetic period , it certainly nected what is generally called the “ particular
appears that a peculiar potency was assigned to ist " idea of God , viz., the paying of almost ex.

holocausts and other exceptional sacrifices, as a clusive attention to the god whom the particular

means of conjuring the divine displeasure; but a tribe claims as its own , either along with or in

certain atoning force was ascribed to all sacrifices; opposition to the other gods . This uni

and , on the other hand, sacrifices of piacular form formity '' of religious life was favored not only by

and force were offered on many occasions when the language , but also by nature and by the na

we cannot suppose the sense of sin or of divine tional development of these peoples. The pastoral

anger to have been present in any extraordinary tribes of thedesert did not find in nature a bright

degree. and varied life, but only the august and uniform

On the whole it is apparent, from the somewhat omnipotence that kills as well asvivifies, the light
tedious discussion which I have now brought to a which is at the same time a consuming heat.

close , that the various aspects in which atoning Hence, with all their power of imagination, there

rites presented themselves to ancient worshipers was really a want of variety in their conceptions.

have supplied a variety of religious images which And they lacked a rich and harmoniously -devel.

passed into Christianity, and still have currency . oped social and political life . They devoted their

Redemption, substitution, purification , atoning mental energies with resolute persistency to a

blood , the garment of righteousness, are all terms few subjects . Human life, when speni amid quiet ,

which in some sense go back to antique ritual . monotonous surroundings, affords but little scope

But in ancient religion all these terms are very for the exhilaration ofjoy, and for the conscious

vaguely defined ; they indicate impressions pro- ness of freedom ; it rather tends to foster a spirit
duced on the mind of the worshiper by features of submission and resignation . Not as if the

of the ritual , rather than formulated ethico-dog- children of the desert were pious in the proper

matical ideas ; and the attempt to find in them sense. Indifference is often the result of resigna.

anything as precise and definite as the notions at. tion . But if the religious sense be awakened ,

tached to the same words by Christian theologians then in such circunstances it delights to manifest
is altogether illegitimate. The one point that itself in entire self-surrender. From the very

comes outclear and strong is that the fundamental poverty of the life it gains in fervor and passion,

idea of ancient sacrifice is sacramental communion, and may thus turn out to be the one element

and that all atoning rites are ultimately to be re- which, not being weakened by distracting feelings,
garded as owing their efficacy to a communication holds sovereign sway over the soul .

ofdivine life to the worshipers, and to the estab- Of such a soul the natural product is, on theone

Iishmentor confirmation of a living bond between hand , prophecy , and on the other, wild religious

them and their god. In primitive ritualthis con- enthusiasm , with its fanatical devotion to God,

ception is grasped in a merely physical and its sacrifices of children , its self -mutilations, and
mechanical shape, as indeed , in primitive life, all its tribute of maidens. Moreover, since every

spiritual and ethical ideas are still wrapped up in higher development of political and social life is
the husk of a material embodiment. To free the absent, the ethical element in religion must like.

spiritual truth from the husk was the great task wise be lacking, Owing to its peculiar

that lay before the ancient religions, if they were characteristics , this religion had no strong ten

to maintain the right to continue to rule the minds dency to image-worship or to priestly mediation.

of men. Thatsome progress in this direction was In Canaan , as in Arabia , the symbols of the divine

made, especially in Israel , appears from our exam- presence were sacred stones and trees. There were

ination . But, on the whole , it is manifest that no statues of the gods. There were , at the most,

none of the ritual systems ofantiquity was able by symbolical figures in which the strength and

mere natural development to shake itself free from the wisdom of the godhead were worshiped.-

the congenital defect inherent in every attempt to Schultz , “ Old Testament Theology," I., pp. 102

embody spiritual truth in material forms. A 104.
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10. THE AGRICULTURAL RELIGION.

When the Semite passed over into the more fertile

regions of the Mesopotamian plain or the Syrian hills

and valleys, a new series of experiences modified his

religious life. He came face to face with a very differ

entworld, with rivers and green hills, groves, fountains,

and grottos, luxuriant vegetation, the haunts of innumer

able wild animals. It was the opposite of the dreary

and monotonous waste of the desert. Now nature

greeted him in her benignant mood and welcomed him

to the enjoyment of her free gifts or rewarded him for the

labor of his hands. The tribal organization is broken up

by settlement. The tribal god must find a resting -place

in the land. Hence local religion is the characteristic

mark of this stage of development. Every hill, every

grove, every stream , every fountain , every locality which

possesses somepeculiar characteristics has its deity, who

is the lord of the place and the dispenser of its gifts, the

embodiment of its fertility. Thus appears the old

Semitic idea of power localized and personified in the

local Baal, “ Lord. ” He is objectified sometimes in

the animals of the place, or in a tree or stone which

marks the spot. Sometimes

an artificial mound or pillar

(masseba) is provided for the

god to dwell in . As lord of

the place and giver of its blessings, his worship con

sistsin bringing the first fruits of the ground or of cattle,

in anointing the stone or pillar with blood or oil . ( 1 )

His worshipers gather at the stated seasons of the year,

in spring or autumn or winter, for festivals in his lionor,

where the old idea of communion sacrifice is revived

in the common meal with the god. Though joy and

thanksgiving give the keynote to the spring and autumn

feasts, the coming of winter is the signal for grief and

distress, for the god is dead or he has forsaken his wor

shipers, and no gift or sacrifice can be too great to win

him back . Indeed, he may and sometimes does claim

even the first fruits of the womb ; and infants are slain

to his glory, children become his property, maidens

sacrifice their chastity in his honor. By his side there

often stood his consort, Astarte, who received a separate

worship as a mother goddess, queen of fertility and

abounding life, in symbols (of which the ashera, a tree Astarte with the dove .

or stake, was most common) and forms often rude and

sensual . (2 ) Such was the religion of the Agricultural Canaanites of Palestine

with which the Hebrews came incontact and by which they were so affected.

Phoenician Masseba.

10. THE AGRICULTURAL RELIGION.

( 1) The Baal. - In Semitic religion the relation

of the gods to particular places which are special

seats of their power is usually expressed by the

title Baal. As applied to men baal means the

master of a house , the owner of a field, cattle or the

like ; or in the plural the baalim of a city are its

freeholders and full citizens. In a secondary sense,

in which alone the word is ordinarily used in

Arabic , baal means husband ; but it is not used of

the relation of a master to his slave, or of a superior
to his inferior, and it is incorrect to regard it, when

employed as a divine title, as a meresynonym of
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the titles implying lordship over men. When a the green grass and parches the fields. An Astarte

god is simply called “ the Baal,” the meaning is reigned with him over Byblos --Baalat-Gublu, his
not “ the lord of the worshiper," butthe possessor owu sister ; like him , the child of Earth and

ofsome place or district, and eachof the multitude Heaven . In one of her aspectsshe was identified

of local Baalim is distinguished by adding the with the moon , the personification of coldness and

name of his own place. Melcarth is the Baal of chastity , and in her statues or on her sacred pillars

Tyre, Astarte the Baalath of Byblus; there was a she was represented with the crescent or cow -horns

Baal of Lebanon, of Mount Hermon, of Mount of the Egyptian Hathor; but in her other aspect

Peor, and so forth. In Southern Arabia Baal con- she appeared as the amorous and wanton goddess

stantly occurs in similar local connections, e.g. in whom the Greeks recognized the popular con

Dhū Samāwi is the Baal of the district Bācir, cept of Aphrodite. Tradition tells us how, one

'Athtar the Baal of Gumdān, and the sun.goddess spring morning, she caught sight of and desired
the Baalath of several places or regions. the youthful god known by the title of Adoni, or

As the heathen godsare never conceived as ubi- " My Lord .” We scarce know what to make of

quitous, and can act only where they or their the origin of Adonis , and of the legends which

ministers are present,the sphere of their perman , treat him as a hero -the representation of him as

ent authorityand influence is naturally regarded the incestuous offspringof a certain King Kinyrat

as their residence.- W'. Robertson Smith, Reli. and his own daughter Myrrha is a comparatively

gion of the Semites,"PP . 92-94 . recent element grafted on the original myth ; at
(2 ) A Semitic Shrine. - Gublu , or- as the any rate, the happiness of the two lovers had

Greeks named it-Byblos, prided itself on being

the most ancient city in the world. The god El

had founded it at the dawning of time, on the

flank of a hill which is visible from somedistance

out at sea . A small bay, now filled up , made it an

important shipping center. The temple stood on

the top of the hill, a few fragments of its walls still

serving to mark the site ; it was,perhaps, identical

with that of which we find the plan engraved on

certain imperial coins. Two flights of steps led up

to it from the lower quarters of the town , one of

which gave access to a chapel in the Greek style ,

surmounted by a triangular pediment, and dating

at the earliestfrom thetime of the Seleucides; the

other terminated in a long colonnade, belonging

to the same period , added as a new façade to an

earlier building, apparently in order to bring it
abreast of more modern requirements. The

sanctuary which stands hidden behind this incon

gruous veneer is, as represented on the coins, in a BYB

very archaic style, and is by no means wanting in

originality or dignity. It consists of a vast rectan. ΛΟΥ
gular court surrounded by cloisters. At the point
where lines drawn from the centers of the two

doors seem to cross one another stands a conical

stone mounted on a cube ofmasonry , which is the The Temple at Byblos.

beth -el animated by the spirit ofthe god ; an open .

work balustrade surrounds and protects it from

the touch of the profane. The building was per- lasted but a few short weeks, when a sudden end

haps not earlier than the Assyrian or Persian era, was put to it by the tusks of a monstrous wild

but in its general plan it evidently reproduced the boar. Baalat-Gublu wept over her lover's body

arrangements of some former edifice. At an early and buried it ; then her grief triumphed over

time El was spoken of as the first king of Gablu, death , and Adonis, ransomed by her tears , rose

inthe same manner as each one of his Egyptian from the tomb, his love no whit less passionate

fellow -gods had been in their several nomes, and th had been before the catastrophe. This is

the story of his exploitsformed the inevitable pre- nothing else than the Chaldean legend of Ishtar

lude to the beginning of human history . Grand- and Důmúzi presented in a form more fully sym

son of Elian, who had brought Chaosinto order, bolicalof the yearly marriage ofEarth and Heaven .

son of Heaven and Earth , he dispossessed , Like the Lady of Byblosat her master's approach,

vanquished, and mutilated his father, and con- Earth is thrilled by the first breath of spring, and

quered the most distant regions one after another abandons herself without shame to the caresses of

-the countries beyond the Euphrates, Libya, Asia Heaven ; she welcomeshim to her arnis, is fructi

Minor and Greece; one year, when the plague was fied by him , and pours forth the abundance of her

ravaging his empire, he burnt his own son on the flowers and fruits. Then comes summer and kills

altar asan expiatory victim, and from that time the spring: Earth is burnt up and withers ; she

forwardtheprieststookadvantage of his exanıple strips herself of her ornaments, and her fruitfulness

Olemand the sacrifice of children in moments of departs till the gloom and icy numbness of winter

public danger or calamity. Hewasrepresented as have passed away. Each year the cycle of the

man withtwo faces,whose eyesopened and shut seasons brings back with it the same joy, the same

in an eternalalternationofvigilanceand repose; despair into the life of the world ; each year Baalat

sixwings grew from his shoulders, and spread fan . falls in love with her Adonis and loses him , only

like around him . Hewas the incarnation oftime, to bring him back to life and lose him again in the

which destroys all things in its rapid flight; andof coming year. - Maspero, “ The Struggle of the

the summer sun , cruel and fateful, which eats up | Nations,” pp. 172-5.

WS .
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11. STATE CULTS. MOABITES. PHOENICIANS.

A higher stage of social and political organization follows for the Semites, where

the wealth of agricultural communities increases or where commerce, trade, or

industry takes an important place. This development culminated in the great
empires on the Tigris and Euphrates, or, in a lesser degree, in the western king.

doms of Israel and Judah , or Moab, Edom and Ammon , or the commercial cities of

Phoenicia. In such cases religion becomes an affair of the state ; the cult is devel.

oped and ennobled ; religious officials are appointed and paid ; splendid temples are

built; the local or tribal deity becomes the god of the state and its divine king .

The whole affords, however, a striking illustration of the survival and intensification

of primitive Semitic ideas of religion . ( 1 )

The chief monument of the Moabite religion is the stele set up by Mesha, king of

Moab, in commemoration of his victory over the king of Israel. ( 2) Chemosh is the

god of Moab, and is lord and protector of

the state . His name signifies, perhaps,

the Overpowering " one. Under his

leadership victory is gained . King and

citizens are his servants. The spoil of

victory is his . The war of Moab and Is

rael is the struggle of Chemosh with

Jehovah. The fanatic dependence on the

deity characteristic of this cult is seen in

that strange narrative of 2 Kings, ch . iii.

Deliverance must be secured, though it

costs the life of the king's son . The god

must be appeased.

The Phoenicians, living on the pro

montories or islands of the eastern Med

iterranean coast, became the great traders

of the oriental world. But they never

attained political unity, and their religion

consisted of a series of more or less local

city cults. It preserved ,also, many prim

itive characteristics, such as would have

disappeared if a unity of state life had

ever been secured. The two elements of

nature and tribe religion appear in it

side by side. A favorite title for deity is Milk (Melek ), “ King," appearing in

Melkarth of Tyre, the most widely worshiped of Phoenician deities , almost a

national god. Eshmun, god of healing, Baalshamen, Baalhamman and others,

are nature gods. The Baalat of Gebal owed her prominence to the little stream

flowing down from the mountains which turned blood -red in the spring. Gebal

became a sacred city for all Phoenicia . The ritual seems to have been very

elaborate at the greater teinples. Lists of clean and unclean animals, of the

kinds of sacrifice suitable for certain occasions, with regulations governing the

ritual have been discovered . (3 ) The temples have almost all disappeared. One

at Amrit remains. Others are represented on coins. The symbol of divinity,

whether a stone or picture or image, stood in the midst of a court with only a rail.

ing about it. At Amrit it stood in the midst of a lake. Most of these symbols

were rough and .crude, mere blocks or rough -hewn pieces of stone. Evidently the

priesthood at such temples was well organized. Astriking personage of Phoenician

religion is the nbi, " prophet," " seer.” Traces of the various systems of doctrine

are thought to survive in the different forms of myths handed down , but these

Baal - Hammon
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de a

probably belong to a later period . The accounts of the ritual show that it was

bloody. Human sacrifice lingered in Phoenicia long after it had disappeared else

where, and was carried to the Phoenician colonies. The offering of young children

and the devotion of maidens to the god is a well-established Phoenician custom .

As a trading people the Phoenicians were familiar with the religions of other

states and borrowed many things from them . Egypt, especially, contributed much
from the Osiris cult. It has been thought that the Kabiri, dwarf gods, were taken

from Egypt. The Phoenician religion had much which reminds us of the Hebrew

religion , only in a cruder, less developed and less purified form .

tad

dderes

inge

11 . STATE CULTS. MOABITES. PHOE

NICIANS.

( 1 ) The God of the State .-- He is the founder

of a state ; he is the inventor of navigation and of

purple ; he is the first king ; when a colonyis sent

out, it goes with his approval, and he himselfleads

the expedition; he is the dread ruler whom none

must disobey ; the majesty, the power, and the

enterprise of the state are all embodied in him .

And as theking.god is far above the landlord -god

in power, he is infinitely removed from him in

character also. The chief gods of Sidon and

Tyre have nothing luxurious or effeminate about

them . They are strict and awfulbeings, and must

not beincautiously approached . Theyretain their

primitive character as sources of life, but they are

destroyers of life as well . Pure and holy them

selves, they require purity and holiness in all who

draw near to them . Their priests are celibates,

their priestesses virgins. They require sacrifices

of a very different nature from those of the Baals,

more costly and more dreadful. Human sacrifices

appear to have been a regular feature of theirwor

ship . - Menzies, “ History of Religion ," p . 169.

(3 ) The Mesha Stone, or Moabite Stone.

1. I am Mesha' son of Chemoshmelek , king of

Moab, the Da

2. -jbonite. My father reigned over Moab for

thirty years , and I reign

3. •ed after my father . And I made this high

place for Chěniósh in QRhz, a high place of sal

4. -vation , because he had saved me from all the

kings ( ? ); and because lie had let me see my

pleasure on all them that hated me . Omr.

5. i was king over Israel , and he afficted Moab

for many days, because Chemosh was angry

with his la

6. .nd . And his son succeeded him ; and he also

said , I will affict Moab. In my days said he

th [ us ;)

7. but I saw my pleasure on him , and on his

house , and Israel perished with an everlasting

destruction. And Omri took possession of the

8. ind of Mehēdeba , and it ( i: e. Israel ) dwelt

therein , during his days, and half his son's

days, forty years; but (resto- ]

9. -red it Chemosh in my days. And I built

Ba'al-Me'on, and I made in it the reservoir ( ?) ;
and I built

10. Qiryathên. Andthemen of Gad haddwelt
in the land of 'Ataroth from of old ; and built

for himself the king of I.

11. srael ' Atroth. And I fought against the city,

and took it . And I slew all the [people of]

12. the city, a gazingstock unto Chemosh , and

unto Moab. And I brought back , (or , took

captive) thence the altar-hearth of Davdoh ( ? ) ,

and I drago

13. -ged it before Chemosh in Qeriyyoth. And I

settled therein the men of SHRN, and the

men of

14. MARTH. And Chemosh said unto me, Go,

take Nebo against Israel. And I

15. went by night, and fought against it from the

break of dawn until noon. And I too .

16. -k it , and slew the whole of it, 7000 men and

and women , and

17. -S, and naid -servants; for I had devoted it to

'Ashtor-Chěmösh. And I took thence the

[ves-]

18. -sels of YAHWEH , and I dragged them before

Chemosh . And the kingof Israel had built

19. Yahaz, and abode in it, while he fought

against me. But Chemosh drave him out from

before me; and

20. I took of Moab 200 men , even all its chiefs;

and Iled themup against Yahaz, and took it
21. to add it unto Daibon .

-Translation of S. R. Driver .

( 5) The Cultus Inscription of Marseilles .

The temple of Baal. Account of the pay

ments fixed by those set over the payments, in the

time of our lords, Halats- Baal, the Suffes, the son

of Abd-Tanith, the son of Abd-Esmun , and

of Halats-Baal, the Suffes, the son of Abd

Esmun, the son of Halats-Baal , and of their

colleagues : For an ox , whether as burnt sac

rifice, or expiatory offering, or thank offering,

to the priests ( shall be given) ten ( shekels) of sil

ver on account of each ; and, if it be a burnt sac

rifice, they shall have beside this payment three

hundred weight of the flesh ; and if the sacrifice

be expiatory, (they shall have) the fat and the ad.

ditions , and the offerer of the sacrifice shall have

the skin , and the entrails , and the feet, and the

rest of the flesh . For a calf without horns and

entire , or for a ram , whether as burnt offering, or

expiatory offering, or thank offering, to the priests

(shall be given ) five (shekels) of silver on account

of each ; and if it be a burnt sacrifice, they shall

have, besides this payment, a hundred weight and

a halfof the flesh ; and if the sacrifice be expia

tory , they shall have the fat and the additions, and

the skin , and entrails, and feet, and the rest of the

flesh shall be given to the offerer of the sacrifice.

Every paymentwhich is not prescribed in

this tablet shall be made proportionately to the

rate fixed by those set over the payments in the

time of our lords , Halats-Baal , the son of Abd

Tanith, and Halats -Baal, the son of Abd - Esmun,

and their colleagues Every priest who takes a

payment beyond the amount prescribed in this

tablet shall be fined . And every offerer

of a sacrifice who shall not pay ( the amount) pre

scribed , beyond the payment which ( is here fixed ,

he shall pay · – Rawlinson, “ Phoenicia ,"

P. 399
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12. THE FUTURE LIFE. MORALS. SUMMARY.

The more primitive Semitic cults have left behind few , if any, memorials which

illustrate their belief concerning the future. It is from the Phoenician remains and
from survivals in other higher faiths that our knowledge must come. The exist

ence of life after death was fully believed in by these early Semites. The dead are

conscious; they dwell in the graves where the dead bodies lie ; with them are buried

various utensils, spoons, lamps, drinking glasses, amulets; a sort of worship is

given to them. The greatest pains are taken that the body be not disturbed, since

then the spirit finds no resting-place. Food is offered at the grave, or buried with

the dead . ( 1 ) The favorite food of the dead is blood. No doubt there was a sort

of worship of the dead, who were thought to have the power to injure or benefit the

survivors; but there is no real basis forthe view held by some that the worship of

the Semitic deities was an outgrowth of the worship of ancestors, or, indeed, was
preceded by this.

It is difficult to estimate the moral character of this primitive religion , since

religion is so closely connected with other social customs wherein primitive
morality abides. One thing, however, is evident. The conception of a tribal

unity, presided over by the god who is at the same time father and king of his

tribe, affords a starting-point for a higher ethics . The individual exists for the

tribe, sinks himself and his own interests unconsciously, perhaps, but yet really, in

the life of the whole, and feels therein the blessing of his tribalgod . It is also true

that in the fundamental Semitic conception of the deity as power lies the possibility

of higher morality. The power at first is arbitrary and incomprehensible in its deal

ings, but man must submit, and with the growing sense of social order religion

keeps pace and consecrates all law as from the supreme lawgiver and judge. Thus

the Semite learns to be obedient to the power above him ; and because he is at the

same time tribal god, he has less relation to nature and a deeper human value. It

is no wonder, therefore , that, in connection with such beginnings as this, small and

rude though they are, the religion of Jehovah appeared to proclaim the supreme

law of righteousness.

It is from this point also that the tendency of the Semitic religion toward mono

theism can be understood. The primitive Semitic religions uniformly emphasized

the element of supreme power. Closest to the Semitic mind of all the innumerable

crowdof powers was that power who protected , blessed , and united himself with

the tribe. Thus a tendency toward the recognition of one god as a practical fact

appeared at an early date. From the tribe the god passed to the state , and in the

Hebrew state he was purified, glorified, and set apart in supreme and single

majesty by the prophets of Jehovah. (2 ) Thus at the time when the Aryan was

still bound in fetters of all-embracing though refined naturism , or, at the most,

philosophizing in pantheistic phrase upon the universe, the Hebrew was learning

the secret which he was to teach the world in the doctrine of the one holy God . ( 3)

MORALS.12. THE FUTURE LIFE.

SUMMARY

( 1 ) The Last Words of Esmunazar. – I am

snatched away before my time, the child of a few

days, the orphan son of a widow ; and lo ! I am

lying in this coffin , and in this tonıb , in the place

which I have built. I adjure every royal person

age and every nian whatsoever that they open not

this my chamber, and seek not for treasures there ,

since there are here no treasures, and that they

remove not the coffin from my chamber, nor build

over this my chamber any other funeral chamber.

Even if men speak to thee, listen not to their

words , since every royal personage and every

other man who shall open this funeral chamber,

or remove the coffin from this my chamber, or

build anything over this chamber -may they have

no funeral chanıber with the departed , nor be

buried in tombs, nor have any son or descendant

to succeed to their place.- Rawlinson , “ History

of Phoenicia ,” p. 395.,

( 2 ) Morals and Monotheism . — As regards

their ethical tendency , the difference between

Eastern and Western religion is one of degree

rather than of principle. All that we can say is

that the east was better prepared to receive the

idea of a god of absolute righteousness, because its

political institutions and history, and, not least ,
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source.

the enormous gulf between the ideal and the real- absolute justice, the national God of Israel, who
ity of human sovereignty , directed men's minds at the same time was, or rather was destined to

to appreciate the need of righteousness more become, the God of all the earth , not merely be .
strongly , and accustomed them to look to a cause His power was world -wide, but because as

power of monarchic character as its necessary the perfect ruler He could not fail to draw all na
A similar judgment must be passed on tions to do Him homage . — W. Robertson Smith,

the supposed monotheistic tendency of the Semitic “ Religion of the Semites,” PP. 74-75.

as opposed to the Hellenic or Aryan system of re- ( 3) Semite andIndo-Europeanin Religion.
ligion. Neither system , in its natural develop- Even in the field of religion the nations of Indo
ment, can fairly be said to have come near to European civilization display a richer genius than

monotheism ; the difference touched ouly the the Semites; but they lack ' that tremendous en.
equality or subordination of divine powers. But ergy which produced the belief in the unity of
while in Greece the idea of the unity of God was a God, not as a result of scientific reflection , but as

philosophical speculation , without any definite a moral demand , tolerating, no contradiction.
point of attachment to actualreligion , the mono- This strength of faith , which has subdued the

theism of the Hebrew prophets kept in touch world , is necessarily associated with much vio .
with the ideas and institutionsof the Semitic race lence and exclusiveness. Nöldeke,

" Sketches

by conceiving the one true God as the king of from Eastern History," p.7.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW.

7. THE SEMITIC PEOPLES. – Name, Northern group, Southern group, Original home , Earliest
civilization , Habitat, Traits .

8. EARLY SEMITIC RELIGION . SOURCES AND SCOPE . - Semites, Christianity, Collection ,

Comparison , Survivals, Arabia , Syria, Canaan, Aramaea, Phoenicia .

9. THE NOMADIC RELIGION . - Arabia, Aspect of Nature, Divine names, Human attitude , Aspect

ofsociety , Relation to it of the god .

10. THE AGRICULTURAL RELIGIÓN.-Mesopotamia or Syria, Local god , Baal , Masseba, Blood ,

Joy andgrief, Astarte , Ashera .

II . STATE CULTS, MOABITES, PHOENICIANS. - Empires, kingdoms, and cities , The gods of

Moab and Israel, Phoenicia ,Milk or Melek , Ritual, Egypt.

12. THE FUTURE Life. MORALS. SUMMARY. - Burial, Worship, Tribal unity and ethics,

Nature-power and ethics, Monotheism .

QUESTIONS.

7. Define the term Semites. Classify them into two groups. Discuss their home.
What part

have the Semites played in the world's history ? . Characterize them .

8. How can the clements of Semitic religion be discovered ? Ofwhat use are survivals ? Specify
some individual contributions.

9. Why seek earliest traits in Arabia ? Describe the natural environment of religion there.

Describe the social environment.

10. How did settled life modify Semitic ideas ? Who was Baal ? How objectified ? What two

leading traits has he ? Who was Astarte ? How objectified ?

11. What conditions elevated Semitic religious notions? Compare the deities Chemosh and Jehovah .

Whatwas the favorite title ofa Phoenician deity ? What sacrifice lingered in Phoenicia ? What influ .

ence had Egypt ?

12. How were the dead treated ? How did the tribal god promote ethics ? How the nature-god ?

How did Hebrew monotheism arise ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Compare the chief traits of Mongolians, Indo -Kelts, and Semites, the world's three historic races.

2. Trace primitive Semitic elements in the Hebrew Scripture.

3. The special elements from nature and society that have proved formative in the reader's own

notion of God . Mr. John Fiske, when a boy, visualized God as a white-haired bookkeeper.

Trace this instructive phase of Semitism further by consulting Smith's “ Dictionary of the

Bible,” or “ The Schaff-Herzog' Encyclopedia ," under the terms “ Astarte " and " Baal.” Especially

consult Exodus 34 : 12-17, Judges 6 : 25-6 , 2 Chron. 34 : 4. Isaiah 57:3-8.

5. Why did the worship of Chemosh perish, while that of Jehovah spread widely ?

6. Compare the Greek , Hebrew , andHindu monotheisms.
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RELIGION OF BABYLONIA AND

ASSYRIA .

BY

B. D. ERDMANS, D.D. , Lecturer on Aramaic and Assyrian , University of Leiden , Holland.

13 . SOURCES. ORIGIN OF THE PANTHEON .

Before the discovery and the deciphering of the cuneiform inscriptions, our

knowledgeof the religion of the people that lived in ancient times on the borders

of the Euphrates and Tigris was limited to the information given by Greek authors.

Since 1835 a great number of documents have been found in the ruin -mounds of

the now almost deserted country that bear testimony to the power and civilization

of its ancient inhabitants. Parts of temples and palaces were laid bare, inscriptions

were found and deciphered by the ingenuity of English and French scholars, and

an almost unknown world was revealed. The excavations of the latest years, con

ducted by the French consul, de Sarzea, and by the University of Pennsylvania,

added materials of the highest value to the large collections of monuments preserved

in London , Paris, and Berlin . ( 1 )

One of the most remarkable finds was the discovery of the remains of Sardana

palus ' (668-626 B.C. ) library in the mound of Kojundshik (Nineveh), that provided

us with nurr.erous texts, copied by order of the king. These copies form the chief

source for our knowledge of Babylonian religious life, and contain prayers , incanta

tions, forecasts, lists of gods, lists of temples, etc. But as they do not mention the

date of the originals they were taken from , and as there is only a small number of

well-preserved texts (owing to the fragility of the tablets, made of baked clay),our

knowledge of the religion, though increasing every year, is still very imperfect,

especially as to its development.

In the oldest times a number of small kingdoms existed in North and South

Babylonia (Ur, Uruk, Eridu, Larsa, Lagash , Nippur, Agade ), the population being

formed by tribes of different descent and race. Among these the Sumerians pos

sessed a high civilization. Before 3800 B.C. Semitic tribes took possession of a

part of the country (kingdom of Sargon of Agade, 3800 B. C. ), and after 2250 B.C.

Babel became the predominating town (conquests of King Chammurabi). One

branch of the Semites, the Assyrians, settled in Mesopotamia ; their might increased,

and several times the Babylonian empire was overpowered by Assyrian kings. After

the fall of Nineveh , the capital of the Assyrians, there was a short time of glory for
403
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Babylon (Nabopolassar, Nebukadrezar), until it was conquered by the Persians under

Cyrus (538 B.C. ).

The history of the religion runs to a certain degree parallel to the political
history. (2) The Sumerians were the inventors of the cuneiform script, became the

teachers of the Semites, who in that period did not not know howto write, and
their language was for centuries used in religious texts. Their influence on the

religion of the Semites has been important, but is not to be overrated , as the

religious ideas of both were doubtless very similar. (3) Each town possessed a

small pantheon, and was always governed

by the Lord and Lady of the town .

Where the population of a town was

homogeneous, the gods were also of uni

form nature ; in thecase of diverse origin

among the inhabitants, there was a dif

erence also between the characters of the

gods; for men make their gods according

to their own peculiar qualities.

As the Semites of Babylon became

predominant in the country, the gods of

their capital town took the leading place,

but in many instances the Lords of other places were brought into relation with

them by the schools of priests. The godswere almost always believed to live in

matrimony, and so it was easy to makegenealogies, which, owing to the differences
between the schools of priests, were not always in harmony. Local deities of the

saine character were often regarded as different manifestations of one god; and thus

it happens that we have an enormous number of names for some twenty gods, repre

senting distinct types.

Heads of statues from Telloh

1

1

13. SOURCES. ORIGIN OF THE PAN

THEON .

( 1 ) Excavations at Nippur. - From the excava.

tions made by the University of Pennsylvania at

Nippur it is evident that Babylonia is the country
where flourished the oldest human civilization we

know of. At Nippur were found tablets, which
date at least from about 6000 B.C.

We now know that in the times of glory of

Nineveh and Babylop the name of “ Nippur" was

as familiar to the dwellers in those cities as the

names of Nineveh and Babylon are to us, and that

Nippur exercised on their religious life and re

ligious development an influence as potent as that

of Jerusalem onour own . The temple of Bel at

Nippur w to the religion of Babylonia and As

syria very much what the temple of Jerusalem

was to our religion. It was this city , which exer

cised so great an influence on the religious life of

the people, that so long dominated the civilized

world , and so materially affected and determined

the religious and scientific development of both

Orient and Occident, and particularly the great

temple of Bel in that city, the oldest temple in

the world , which the University of Pennsylvania

Expedition explored . - J. T.Peters, " Nippur, " p.vi.

(2 ) Principles of Growth.—By the two rules,

(a ) parallelism between history of religion and

political history, and (6) that gods are formed ac

cording to thepeculiar character of the race, the

growth of the Babylonian pantheon is to be

explained. The local gods of the Semitic tribes

were similar because themen that worshiped them

possessed common traits. As long as the tribes

were independent one from another, the gods were

regarded as independent powers, but as soon as

the formation of statesbrought the tribes into

nearer relations this similar character of the gods

gave occasion for the priests to construe them as

manifestations of one god . Thateachtown pos

sessed a pantheon is evident from Lagash , where a

great number of gods were worshiped even in the

oldest times Among those gods we find ( besides

the great nature-gods, and the Lord and Lady of

the place) also some gods of the towns who repre.

sented their own towns in the capital. -Cf:

“ Records of the Past," New Series, Vol. II ., p. 86.

(3 ) Sumerians and Semites . - The features of

religious belief among early mankind are of no

great diversity . So e.g., there was no chasm be.

tween the Sumerian and the Semitic religions ; and

as the Semites adopted the Sumerian system of

writing and scholarship, they simply used other

namesfor their gods and evil powers, while the

Sumerian religious ideas in general were quite

familiar to them , as they are to a certain degree

even to the wandering Arabs of today.

We have no right to maintain , as a matter of

fact, that the religion of the Sumerians was a

rough shamanism , either before their connection

with the Semites, or before they settled on the shore

of the Persian gulf, that their culture was a mere

sorcery , and that the beingsthey believed in were

po gods, but mere spirits which theytransformed

into gods in later times. If they were

ever in sucha state, then this was a long time be

fore our oldest documents were written . - C . P.

Tiele, “ Geschiedenis von degodsdienst in de Oud

heid ," Vol. I. , p . 135 .

1

1
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14. GODS. (LOCAL CULTS. THE PANTHEON.)

The Babylonian -Assyrian gods belong to the class of nature-gods. In many

instances the heavenly bodies are believedto be their incorporations, but we must

remember that gods and stars were not identified ; it was only that by means of

them that the gods showed themselves. In other cases we find animals as an

attribute of gods, because the peculiar power of a god was especially proper to a

certain animal , but the animal itself was not esteemed as a god.

The first place of the Pantheon is taken by Ana or Anu, God of Heaven. In the

inscriptions of Gudea, priest of Lagash, he and his companions Bel, and Ea, are

already mentioned at the head of the list of gods, but atthe same time we know

him as the local godof Urick, where he, his wife Anatu and his daughter Nana, or

Ishtar, are worshiped in the temple E-anna, house of heaven.

Bel (the lord = Baäl), Lord of the Earth -mountain, takes the second place, and is

the local god of Nippur. In ancient times his temple at Nippur was famous, but

afterwards inost of the glory

of the ruler of mankind was

transferred to Maruduk, the

local god of Babylon. ( 1 )

Ea is the God of the

Waters that surround the

Earth-mountain , and also of

the waters beneath the earth .

The place of his local cult

was Eridu, where he was

worshiped as Lord of Wis

dom. In the depth of the

sea is his home. He speaks

to inankind in dreams ; he

knows the secret exorcisms

against evil spirits ; as Lord

of the Waters he bestows fer

tility ; as Lord of Wisdom he

is the patron of artists and

workmen.
Priest introducing votaries to Shamash, the Sun -god in his shrine.

These three gods, with

their wives, Anat, Belit and Damkina, are consequently the rulers of the universe

(heaven, earth, and the deep waters around and beneath the earth ) .

Of little lower rank are the three gods Sin , Shamash and Ishtar. Sin , the Lord

of the Moon (the local god of Ur in Babylonia and of Harran in Mesopotamia ), is

often called the father of Shamash (the Sun). As some peasants still do, the Baby

lonians believed in the influence of the moonlight on the growth of plants, and so

he is venerated as Lord of Fertility ; the mysterious transformations of his shape are

the reason that he is believed to be a mighty sorcerer, who creates himself, and

according to this possesses sacred wisdom (Lord of Decrees).
Shamash, Lord of the Sun, was the local god of Larsa and Sippar. In the

morning the doors of heaven are opened and from between two mountains he drives

in his carriage, guided by Bunene the charioteer. He is the great judge, the coun

selor of the gods, and as Lord of the Sunlight he is a friendly power that frightens
the wicked.

Ishtar, the Lady of Heaven, is identified with the star Venus. She is unmarried,

and her position among the gods represents the position of women in the times of the

matriarchate, when the mother was the head of her family , without regarding the

various fathers of her children as husbands. Thus her cult was of great sensu
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rose.

ality ; and in historical times,when the matriarchate had been long forgotten, she was

worshiped as the Lady of Fertility , especially in Uruk .' On the other hand, she

reininds us of the Amazons, when as the Lady of the Battle (as she is often called

in the historical inscriptions) she rides on a leopard , bearing bow and arrows. ( 2)

The god Ramman, Lord of Wind, Thunder and Lightning, Rain and Storm , was

imported in early times from the Syrian countries. His character is the same as that

of the Israelitic Jahwe, ( Jehovah ) the bull being his animal, while he bears powerful

horns on his head.

The local god of Babylon was Maruduk. Under the famous king Chammurabi

(2250 B.C. ) his town become the capital of the country, and so Maruduk's glory

As son of Ea he is the mighty sorcerer, who knows all his father knows. He

is the creator, the god of light, the conqueror of the great dragon of darkness,

Tiamat. The fate of mankind is settled by him in the chainber ofdestiny, and his

name is Pel beli, Lord of Lords. Even the Assyrian kings worshiped him in Baby

lon . He was the national Babylonian god, as Ashur was the national god of

Assyria .

Ashur is the only god that is particularly Assyrian. Perhaps he was originally

the Lord of the town Ashur, but his origin is not sufficiently clear. In Assyria he

is the Lord of Lords, the father of the gods, whose banner is at the head of the

troops, for the wars of the kings are his wars ; it is the glory of his name that

frightens the enemy, and to him a part of the booty is dedicated.

With this one exception, the Assyrian pantheon is wholly the same as that of

Babylonia. Besides the gods already mentioned, there are worshiped in both

countries Ninib, the warrior, a sun -god, whose wife Gula “ vivifies death ; " Nergal

(local god of Kutu), a god of war, a terrible lion , symbolizing the burning summer

sun, also the lord of the deceased, the king of Hades; Nabu (Nebo), the great god of

Borsippa, the patron of the scholars, to whom mankind is indebted for the art of

writing, the gracious lord , the messenger and son of Maruduk ; Gibil, Lord of Fire

and Nusku, the messenger of the gods.

Those are the “ ilani rabuti,” the great gods, but there is a large number of gods

ofless prominent position : the seven spirits of heaven (the Igigi), and the seven

spirits of earth ( Anunnaki); Duzu ( Tammuz), the god of the sun in spring-time,

whose place is at the door of heaven; Vamtor, the god of pestilence ; and all the

other gods whose names are preserved to us .

PAN14. GODS. (LOCAL CULTS.

THEON. )

( 1 ) Hymn to Maruduk .

I praise thy name, O Maruduk, mighty one of the

gods, ruler of heaven and earth ,

Who hath been well created, is exalted alone by

himself.

Thou dost raise up the divinity of Anu , of Bel , thou

dost bind all kings, O thou perfect of strength .

Strong , a prince, a great lord, a mighty potentate

(art thou ).

The Anunnaki have made great his dominion , have

battled for him ,

In heaven art thou great , on the earth thou art

king, wise and of good counsel.

Who establishes all dwelling -places, who holds the

ends of the starry heavens.

Thou art mighty amongst the gods ; beget ! thou ,

whom Ea hath begotten .

Into thy hands the great gods have delivered the

carrying out of destinies.

They kissed thy feet, they spoke, they were

gracious. They are all subject to thee,

Igigi , Anunnaki , gods, goddesses, cities, gov

ernors, princes.

Favorite of Ea, the first-born , mighty , strenuous,

who makes enemies tremble,

I beseech thee , mighty and powerful lord , let thy

heart which is angered bequieted, let thy mind

be appeased . Let him who has offended , obtain
forgiveness, let him live through thee, O Maru.

duk, exalted prince of the gods !-Brünnow ,

Zeitschrift für Assyriologie," VI. p. 60.

( 2 ) Hymn to Ishtar . - Light of heaven, thou

art like the fire shining on earth, Ishtar at thy

appearing on earth , thou, who art precious ( ? ) like
the earth , the righteous salute thee. As thou

enterest the house of mankind , thou art a tiger

that will seize a kid , thou art a lion running in

the fields. Light, virgin , ornament of heaven,

Ishtar, virgin, ornament of heaven , that art placed

in a brilliant habitation , ornament of heaven,
sister of Shamash , ornament of heaven . ( Ishtar

answers) I appear to fulfill the decrees, powerful

I appear, I appear for my father Sin to fulfill the

decrees, I appear for my brother Shamash to
fulfill the decrees, etc. I am Ishtar, Lady of the

Night, I am Ishtar, Larly of the Morning. - Jere

mias, “ Izdubar-Nimrod," p . 61 .
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15. TEMPLES. PRIESTS. OFFERINGS. FEASTS.

A town of any importance possessed a number of temples, and among those one

ziggurat or “ tower-temple.” The ziggurat consists of several terraces, made of

bricks, on the top of which a small chapel was erected, open in front, with an altar

before it. The chapel contained the image of the god ; sometimes the walls of the

terraces were made of enameled bricks in different colors (black , white, purple, blue,

red , silver and gold) . The top was reached by steps or by a sloping way. On the

lower floors were rooms dedicated to various other gods. So in Esagila , the famous

tower-temple of Babylon, were smaller temples for Maruduk’s wife, Nabu, Ea, Anu

and Bel.

The temples contained imitations of the supposed real dwellings of the gods

(house of the great mountain of earth , house of the fundament of heaven and earth ,

house of heaven, etc.) . The great ocean, that surrounds the world, was repre

sented in a temple of Lagash by a basin ; the “ chamber of des

tiny " was imitated in Esagila.

Of course , the oldest temples were of a modest construction,

but the kings were always engaged in repairing and embellish

ing the houses of their gods; and in the times of Nebukadrezar

the Great , the chief-temple of Babylon was a complex of tem

ples, surrounded by a huge wall, with large courtyards and a

great ziggurat of seven stories. ( 1 )

The priests were persons of great influence, not only by their

position in the temples, but also by their knowledge. People

wanted them for the writing of contracts, for medicaments, exor

cisms, and forecasts. In many instances we find women as

priests, even royal princesses. Their revenues consisted in parts

of the offerings and in the profits from the possessions of the

temple. The kings endowed the temples with fields, slaves,

necessaries of the service (oil, incense, meal , and animals) , and

in many instances priests lent silver or corn ; especially in the

older times they are usually the bankers.

All sorts of perfect animals could be offered to the gods; the

kings offer at special occasions, and often a temple receives from

them the necessaries for a daily offering. The gods were sup

posed to eat and drink the essences of the things offered to them ,

and therefore at least twice daily they were supplied with a meal . Every under

taking: a campaign, hunting party, building of a house, etc. , was opened by an

offering, and, when finished , thank -offerings were given. Human sacrifices were

not unusual, though not unknown, but of the offering of children there is not any

example or trace. In the cult of Ishtar the sacred prostitution was of importance.

The priests introduced the offerer to the god, leading him by the hand, and after

introducing him , the gifts were poured out or burned on the altar.

Every day was dedicated to some particular god , at least in later times, as is stated

in long lists (hemerologies). The seventh, fourteenth, twenty -first, twenty-eighth ,

and also the nineteenth of a month were “ Sabbaths," days of rest for the king,

but not for the whole people. ( 2 )

Our knowledge of the feasts is still very limited. Best known is the feast “ Zag

muku,” the feast of the New -year, which began in the Spring. In Babylon it was

celebrated with great splendor. Conformably to human custom , the gods went to

visit Maruduk, Lord of Lords, in his “ chamber of destiny. " From the near Bor.

sippa Nabu came on his holy ship, and Maruduk himself went to receive him. The

gods of other places were also brought to Babylon, and whilst they were bowing

to him Maruduk determined the events of the coming year. (3)

qu
e

God Ea.
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Another feast was celebrated in honor of Duzu or Tammuz, the young Sun-god,

that was killed and had gone to Hades. The women planted little gardens, which

soon were burned by the heat of the summer sun , as a symbol of the death of the

god of fertility, and they recited mourning-songs. (4)

Every god had his annual feast, but about the particulars of them we still know

very little.

15. TEMPLES. PRIESTS. OFFERINGS.

FEASTS .

( 1 ) Temples and Revenues.

INSCRIPTION ON STATUE A OF THE LOUVRE.

Cartouche engraved on the right shoulder .

Gudea,

the patesi

of SHIRPURLA ,

who the temple E-NINNU

of the god NIN-GIRSU

has constructed.

he has caused it to be cut.

O goddess who fixes the destinies of heaven and

earth,

NIN-TU

mother of the gods,

of Gudea

COLUMN IV .

the builder of the temple

prolong the life !"

by this namehe has named it (i.e., the statue),

and in the temple he has placed it .

" Records of the Past," New Series, II., pp .

75, 76.

Statue of King Gudea from Tello , about 2800 B.C.

(2) Sabbath . – The fourteenth day is sacred to

Belit and Nergal. It is a lucky day, a Sabbath.

The shepherd ofmen shall not eat what is cooked

or stewed, he shall not change his clothes and not

wear bright garments, he shall notpour libations.

The king shall not drive in his carriage, nor speak

in his quality. The seer shall not place hismouth

in the place of mystery. The medical man shall

not touch the sick , for speaking a conjuration the

day is not fitted . In the night the king shall place

his offer- gift to Belit and Nergal and pour liba

tions. His prayer shall be favored by the gods. -

Rawlinson, Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western

Asia ," IV ., 23, 6 13-22.

(3 ) Zagmuku - feast. - I (Nebukadrezar )made
brilliant like the sunshine the door of Esagil.

Du-azog , “ t“ the chamber ofdestiny " ofUbshuginna,

the place of fate, in which the king of the gods of

heaven and earth , the lord of lords, comes at Zab

muku , the beginning ofthe year onthe eighth and

eleventh day in order to destine the fate of my

life, the fateforever, whilst the gods of heaven are

bowing to him respectfully, his shrine,the shrine

of his kingdom and lordship, sacred to the leader

of the gods, the prince Maruduk, which a former

king madeof silver, I covered with brilliant gold.

The utensils of the temple I covered with red gold

and the holy ship I embellished with jewels like

the stars of heaven . - " Keilinschriften Bibl , " III.,

14, 15

( 4 ) Mourning -Song over Duzu. Shepherd,

Lord , Duzu , beloved of Ishtar, lord ofHades, lord

of the Dwelling-place , thou art like a grain of seed ,

that did not drink water in the furrow , the husk of

which does not produce a flower in the field ; thou

art like a twig that is not planted near water, a

twig of which the root is withered, a plant that

did not drink water in the furrow .

He went to the deep of earth , Shamash educated

him for the land of death , lamentation came over

him on the day of great affliction, in the month

cutting off the year of his life , on the way, upon

which all is finished with mankind , that gives rest

to men , (he went) to the lamentations of death , he,

the hero , went to the far land, that cannot be seen.

-Rawlinson , " Cuneiform Inscriptions of West

ern Asia ," IV ., 27, 30.

COLUMN I.

For the goddess NIN -GHARSAG,

the goddess who protects the city ,

the mother of itsinhabitants,

for his lady ,

Gudea

the patesi

of SHIRPURLA

her temple of the city GIRSU-KI

has constructed .

COLUMN II .

A

Her sacred altar (? )

he has made.

The holy throne of her divinity

he has made.

In her sanctuary he has placed them .

From the mountains of the land of MÂGAN

COLUMN III .

a rare stone he has caused to be brought ;

for her statue
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16. MYTHOLOGY.

The Assyrians and Babylonians believed the earth to be a huge mountain,

surrounded by the sea. The heaven was a cupola supported by the wall of the

horizon . At the east and west side were doors for the sun, that rises from the

" chamber of destiny ' ' in the east wall , and that sets in the “ midstof heaven ” in the

west wall. This world was created by Maruduk. Before the creation of heaven

and earth there existed Tiamat, the great dragon , living in the ocean. Then the

gods were born and war arose between Tiamat and the gods, among whom Maruduk,

son of Ea, was the great warrior. Armed with seven winds, thunder and lightning, he

went to meet Tiamat; and as a terrible wind blew her up, so that she was unable to

shut the mouth , Maruduk then threw his net over her and cut her into two parts.

One part was extended by him as heaven, the other part became the earth . Then

the poles were fixed, the bodies of heaven placed, and mankind was created .

This myth dates from the times of Maruduk's (Babylon's) supremacy. ( 1 )

Another myth is “ Ishtar's de

scent into Hades." After the death

of Duzu (Tammuz), the god of the

sun, in spring-time, Ishtar, his be

loved , mourned for him . She de

cided to go into Hades, the world

of death , that lies deep below the

earth, in order to take the “ water

of life with which she may revive

her lover. She passes through the

seven gates of Hades, and at every

gate the guard takes a part of her

dress, until finally she arrives naked.

During the absence of Ishtar all

vegetation and generation ceases on

earth . TheThe queen of Hades strikes

Ishtar with diseases. Now Ea cre Maruduk quelling Tiamat , or " Bel and the Dragon ."

ates a helper, which is sent to her

assistance. The queen of Hades is overpowered, the source of the water of life is

opened, and Ishtar, after being cured, returns, and every year Duzu revives in the

spring.

Historical elements are found in the great epos of Gilgamesh, the Babylonian
Hercules, whose deeds are glorified in twelve songs. In very old times the town of

Uruk was besieged by an enemy and saved by Gilgamesh, who became king. As

he was growing mightier every day, the goddess Aruru created Eabani in order to

resist him , but by means of a woman dedicated to Ishtar, they became friends.

They made a campaign against the Elanitic king Chumbaba. After conquering

his city they returned to Uruk, where a great feast was arranged . Now the goddess

Ishtar asked Gilgamesh to be her consort, buthe refused and reproached her with the

fickleness of her love. ( 2 ) Full of wrath she made complaint to her father Anu ,

who created a great bull, that , however, was killed by Eabani. After a new war

against Nippur, Eabani died , while Gilgamesh suffered from leprosy. In order to

be cured he went to see his deceased forefather, Tsit Napishtim , living on the isle

of the blessed at the mouth of the rivers. A long and difficult travel it was.

Finally he came to the seashore, where he found the ferryman. They rowed

forty -five days and reached the isle. Here Tsit Napishtim told him the story of

his deluge, his escape, and glorification on the isle of the blessed ; then he cured him

at the fountain of life and gave him a plant that would protect him from illness .

Gilgamesh returned to Uruk , but on the way home the plant was stolen by a
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serpent. In Uruk he complained of not finding Eabani on the isle of the blessed,

but the god Nergal called the ghost of Eabani, which told him of the inystery of

the land of the dead, where he was living.

16. MYTHOLOGY.

( 1 ) Creation .

At that time the heaven above had not yet an

nounced ,

or the earth beneath recorded , a name ;

the unopened deep was their generator,

MUMMU -TIAMAT ( the chaos of the sea) was the

mother of them all .

Their waters were embosomed as one, and

the corn - field was unharvested, the pasture was

ungrown.

At that time the gods had not appeared , any of

them ;

by no name were they recorded , no «lestiny (had

they fixed ).

Then the ( great) gods were created .

LAKHMU and LAKHAMU issued forth (the first ),

until they grew up (when)

AN-SAR and Ki-saR were created .

Long were the days , extended (was the time , until )

the gods ANU, (BEL and Ea were born ),

AN-SAR and KI-SAR (gave them birth ) .

The rest of the tablet is lost .

" Records of the Past," New Series I., p.133.

Stand up, and I and thou will fight together.
When TIAMAT heard this

she uttered her former spells, she repeated her

command.

TIAMAT also cried out vehemently with a loud

voice .

From its roots she strengthened (her) seat com

pletely .

She recites an incantation , she casts a spell,

and the gods of battle demand for themselves
their arms.

Then TIAMAT attacked MERODACH , the chief

prophet of the gods;

in combatthey joined ; they met in battle.

Aud the lord outspread his snare (and) enclosed

her.

He sent before him the evil wind to seize (her)

from behind .

And TIAMAT opened her mouth to swallow it .
He made the evil wind enter so that she could

not close her lips.

The violence of the winds tortured her stomach,

and

her heart was prostrated and her mouth was

twisted.

He swung the club, he shattered her stomach ;

he cut out her entrails ; he overmastered (her)

heart ;

he bound her and ended her life.

He threw down her corpse ; he stood upon it.

When TIAMAT who marched before (them ) was

conquered,

he dispersed her forces, her host was overthrown ,

and the gods her allies who marched beside her

trembled (and) feared (and ) turned their backs.

-Ibid , p . 140.

( 2 ) Ishtar the Slayer of Men . - Gilgames re.

pels this unexpected declaration with a mixed

feeling of contempt and apprehension ; he abuses

the goddess, and insolently questions her as to

what has become of her mortal husbands durivg

her long divine life . “ Tammuz, the spouse of thy

youth , thou bast condemned him to weep from

year to year. Allala, the spotted sparrow -hawk,

thou lovedst him , afterwardthou didst strike him

and break his wing; he continues in the wood and

cries, ' O, my wings ! ' Thou didst afterwards

love a lion of mature strength , and then didst

cause him to be rent by blows, seven at a time.

Thou lovedst also a stallion magnificent in the

battle ; thou didst devote him to death by the goad

and whip ; thou didst compel him to galop for ten

leagues, thou didst devotehim to exhaustion and

thirst , thou didst devote to tears his mother Silili .

Thou didst also love the shepherd Tabulu, who

lavished incessantly upon theethe smoke of sacri

fices, and daily slaughtered goats to thee ; thou

didst strike him and turn him into a leopard ; his

own servants went in pursuit of him , and his dogs

followed his trail . Thou didst love Ishullanu , thy

father's gardener, who ceaselessly brought thee

presents of fruit, and decorated every day thy

table . Thou raisedst thine eyes to him , thou

seizedst him : My Ishullanu, we shall eat melons,

then shalt thou stretch forth thy hand and remove

that which separates us . ' " - Maspero, “ Dawn of

Civilization ,” pp. 580-81.

They (the gods) approached MERODACH the king.

They bestowed upon him the sceptre (and ) throne

and reign,

they gave hima weapon unsurpassed , consuming
the hostile .

“Go," (they said ) , “ and cut off the life of TIAMAT ;

let the winds carry her blood to secret places.”

The gods of his fathers also hear the report of EA :

“ A path of peace and obedience is the road I have

caused ( him ) to take.”

There was too the bow, as his weapon he prepared

( it ) ;

he niadethe club swing, he fixed its seat;

and he lifted up the sacred weapon which he bade
his righthand hold .

The bow and the quiver he hung at his side .

heset the lightning before him;

with a glance of swiftness he filled his body .

He made also a snare to enclose the dragon of the

He seized the four winds that they might not

issue forth , any one of them,

the south wind, the north wind, the east wind

(and ) the west wind .

His hand brought the snare near the bow of his
father ANU .

He created the evil wind , the hostile wind , the

storm , the tempest,

the four winds, the seven winds, the whirlwind ,

the unending wind ;

and he caused the windswhich he had created to

issue forth , the seven of them ,

confounding the dragon TIAMAT, as they swept
after him .

Then the lord lifted up the deluge , his mighty

weapon.

He rode in the chariot of destiny that retreats

without a rival.

He stood firm and hung the four reins at its side .

-Ibid , pp . 137, 138.

sea.
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17. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE.

Every individual was protected by a particular god and goddess. He needed

this protection especially against the evil spirits , an almost innumerable army of

demons, that brought illness and diseases to men. ( 1 )

At the head of these demons were placed the terrible seven Anunnaki, that

fought against Sin , and that were only defeated after a heavy struggle with the

mightiest of the gods. They lived in the wall of the horizon like wildhorses. The

demon “ south -wind ” was the first, a terrible panther the third, the others were also

animals and winds ; they were not masculine and not feminine, without wife and

children . They went round in the streets to cause trouble ; they entered the houses

even through the smallest opening ; they crept into a man's body to make him ill ;

they hid themselves among the cattle when driven home; they caused hatred and

jealousy, and did all the evil they could.

Against them man makes a fortress of his house. He daily invokes the help of

the great gods and defends his house by their images. At the top of the roof, in the
fire-place, in the door, and even at a certain distance from the door the figures are

placed assentinels. In the morning and evening he offers to them nourishment and
sweet drink, and asks them to keep off all that might be wrong . In case of illness,

they are placed near the bed, two at the head and two at the foot.

Man is exposed to the influence of the demons when the gods are insulted .

Either the protecting gods are indifferent and do not defend the man , or the gods

themselves send the evil spirits as punishments for the sins.

The wrath of a god may be provoked by ritual neglects, but also by moral
mistakes. When theofferings are not given or vows remain unfulfilled, the gods are

insulted , but they are also insulted by sins against morality and laws. Changing of

the boundary -stones, making use of false weights, stealing or commanding to steal,

causing quarrels, speaking right, but doing wrong, killing the neighbor, teaching

improper things, bribing in lawsuit, transgressing the limits of righteousness, eating

or drinking out of unclean objects, etc., are punished, and may be the cause of a

curse . It is remarkable that , except the precepts of worshiping one god and the

forbidding of idol-cult , all the ten commandments have their equivalents in Baby

lonian religious precepts. The condition of woman in Babylonia compared unfavor

ably with that in Egypt. ( 2)

Not only do the gods send misfortune, but man also is able to do so . Some

persons have “ the evil eye,” others know how to conjure the spirits. Though

sorcery is forbidden by the gods, a number of witches bring inisery by their practices.

They make images of a person , and by cursing their figures , by hiding them , by

burying them , by throwing them into the water, by burning them or crushing them

in the street, they are sure of damaging the man himself sooner or later. (3)

In cases of illness and adversity the gods should be satisfied and the spirits

expelled. This could be done by reciting long exorcisms and by symbolical acts.

Maruduk is the great god , whose assistance purifies the sick . The symbolical acts

consist in the burning of onions , meal, clothes, fruit; the conjuror asks that the sick

ness may be buried at the same time. The body of the sick man is wrapped in

sacred cords, which are tied with a mysterious tie; the conjuror unties the magical

knot and supplicates that the god may untie the band of sickness .

17. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE.

( 1 ) The Demons. -Namtar, beloved son of Bel ,

children ofNin -ki- gal (queen ofHades), above they

cut off. beneath they overturn the walls, they are

the offspring of Hades. Above they call , beneath

they shout , the poison of the gall of the gods they

are . Terrible monsters, that come down from

heaven , birds that shout in the to is , sons, of the

earth they are . High and large beams they over

turn like a flood of water, from house to house

they go , a door does not keep them off, a bolt does

not prevent them , like serpents they steal in , like

the wind they enter by the hinges of the door, they
carry off the wife from the man , and the child from

his mother's lap , they are all pain , they are as
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bound on a man's back . - Rawlinson's “ Cunei- in power avoided associating them in any public

form Inscriptions of Western Asia ,” IV ., 1. a. acts of worship or government, and we could count

5-43 on our fingers the number of those whom the

A cloudy day , an ill-wind they are , a bad mon- inscriptions mention by name. As the kings,

ster, a storm is going ahead , strenuous sons they who put forward no pretentions to a divine

are, messengers of Namtar , throne -bearers of Nin- origin , were not constrained, after the fashion of

ki-gal , they are like a storm blazing in the land. the Pharaohs, to marry their sisters in order to

Seven they are in the wide heaven , seven they are keep up the purity of their race, it was rare to find

on the wide earth, seven mighty gods, seven evil one among their wives who possessed an equal

gods, seven bad demons, seven ill - flamed , in heaven right to the crown with themselves; such a case

they are seven , on earth they are seven, by the could be found only in troublous times, when an

heaven they may beconjured, by the earth they aspirant to the throne, of base extraction , legiti

may be conjured, by Bel , Belit, Ninib, Ishtar, that mated his usurpation by marrying a sister or

shines in the night, they may be conjured . daughter of his predecessor . The original status

Namtar, demon that destroys the country, that of the mother almost always determined that

causes sickness and evil in the land , that is not of her children , and the sons of a princess were

good for the flesh, not favorable for the body , evil born princes , even if their father ware of obscure

demons, evil man, evil eye, evil mouth , evil or unknown origin . These princes exercised im

tongue, go away from the man , the son of his god , portant functions at court, or they received

go away from his body, do not approach my body, possessions which they administered under the

do not harm to my eye beforeme, do not go behind suzerainty of the family; the daughters were given

me , do not enter my house, do not passmysills, to foreign kings, or to scions ofthe most distin

come not into my room , by heaven and earth , by guished families.-Ibid, pp . 707-8.

Bel and Belit , Ninib , Nushu , Sin , Ishtar, Ramman ,

Shamash , by the Anunnaki they may be conjured.
-Ibid , I a .

The Rationale of Spiritism . — These mon

sters of alarming aspect, armed with knives and

lances, whom the theologians of Heliopolis and

Thebes confined within the caverns of Hades in

the depths of eternal darkness, were believed by

the Chaldæans to be let loose in broad daylight

over the earth - such were the “ gallu " and the

" maskim ," the " âlu " and the « utukku,” be

sides a score of other denioniacal tribes bearing

curious and mysterious names. Some floated in

the air and presided over the unhealthy winds.
The southwest wind, the most cruel of them all , Head of Statuelle show Female Head .

stalked over the solitudes of Arabia, whence he
ing obiique eyes.

suddenly issued during the most oppressive months
of the year ; he collected round him as he passed ( 3 ) The Curse Exorcised . — The evil curse lies

the malarial vapors given off by the marshes upon the man like a demon, fullness of pain rests

under the heat of the sun , and he spread them upon him, fullness of evil rests upon him , the evil

over the country , striking down in his violence curse, the sickness. The evil curse slaughters him

not only man and beast , but destroying harvests, like an ass. His god went away from him , his

pasturage, and even trees. The genii of fevers goddess placed illness on him , the fullness of pain

and madness crept in silently everywhere, insidi. covers him like a cloth , andMaruduk looks at him .

ous and traitorous as they were. The plague He enters the palace of his father Ea and says:

alternately slumbered or made furious onslaughts Father, the evil curse is upon the man like a demon.

among crowded populations. Imps haunted the For a second time he addresses him : This man

houses, goblins wapdered about the water's edge, does not know what to do , how to soften ( the

ghouls lay in wait for travelers in unfrequented pain ). Ea answers his son Maruduk : My son,

places , and the dead quitting their tombs in the what dost thou not know, what shall I teach thee

night stole stealthily amongthe living to satiate more ? Maruduk , what doest thou not know ,

themselveswith their blood . - G . Maspero, “ The what shall I add (to thy knowledge ?) What

Dawn of Civilization,” pp. 631-32 . I know, thou knowest ; go, Maruduk , my son , loose

(2 ) Woman in Babylonia . The wives of the his curse, break his curse, may it be a curse of his

sovereign do not seem to have been invested with father, may it be a curse of his mother, may it be

that semi-sacred characterwhich led the Egyptian a curse of his eldest brother, may it be a curse of

women to be associated with the devotions of the an unknown witch, by the conjuration of Ea the

man , and made them indispensable auxiliaries in curse willbe peeled like an onion, be plucked like

all religious ceremonies; they did not, moreover, a date. Curse, by the heaven thou mayst be

occupy that important position side by side with exorcised, by the earth thou mayst be exorcised.

the man which the Egyptian law assigned to the As this onion is peeled and thrown into the fire,

queens of the Pharaohs. Whereas the monuments and the fire burns it , as it will not be placed in a

on the banksof the Nile reveal to us princesses furrow, will not stay nearwater or a canal, as its
sharing the throne of their husbands, whom they root does not touch the ground, its stalk does not

embrace with a gesture of frank affection, in grow , does not see the sun, as it will not be placed

Chaldæa the wives of the prince, his mother, on the table of a god or a king, so may the illness,

sisters, daughters, and even his slaves, remain in- that is in my body, in my flesh , in my members,

visible to posterity. The larem in which they be peeled like this date, on this day may the fire

were shut up by custom , rarely opened its doors ; burn it , may it take away the curse, mayI see the

the people seldom caught sight of them , their light. – Rawlinson's " Čuneiform Inscriptions of

relatives spoke of them as little as possible, those Western Asia," IV ., p. 7.
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18. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE (CONTINUED) .

All uncommon events were believed to have significance. In the first place,

dreams, unusual births , color of the hair, the moth in clothes, the scratching of

dogs, and a thousand things more were deemed significant as to the future. Further

more, the constellations, the eclipses of sun and moon , the rising of the planets

were anxiously watched, for no doubt was entertained about the influence of these on

the crops, the result of wars, etc. This belief in forecasts became the occasion of

astronomical researches. Stars and gods were brought into relation by the priests .

Each star represented a distinct number, and by means of those they made calcula

tions about future events. So religious life in Babylonia and Assyria wasnot easy .

In all circumstances the gods ought to be consulted. The king of Babylonia was

not really invested with his dignity, unless he " seized the hands of Maruduk ”' at the

first Zakmuku -feast of his reign . He therefore went to

Esagila and led the image of Maruduk by the hand on his

holy procession . No campaign was undertaken without

consent of the gods ; no house nor temple was built or

repaired without numerous offerings ; in the observatories on

the top of the tower-temples the priests prepared reports that

were sent to the king. ( 1 )

Sins were confessed in penitential hymns of deep religious

feeling. ( 2 ) Of course, the religious ideas of the scholars and

priests gradually became more developed than popular opin

ions, and some priests really came very near monotheism .

In the eighth century B.C. one of the Assyrian governors

tried to make Nabu the god exclusively worshiped , but

ended in failure, as the people could not appreciate his feel

ings. In another case a number of gods are regarded as

manifestations of the one Maruduk ; and the lists of gods

prove that systems of identification of gods were taught in

the schools of the priests. But all this was mere scholar

ship, and not living religion .

The gods were conceived as human beings, animals, or

animals with human faces. Only a part of their being was

thought to be united with their images. In the mythological

literature much is spoken of them that seems to us disrespect

ful. The gods became anxious on account of the waters of

the deluge ; like frightened dogs they go to the heaven of

Anu ; like flies they come to the offering of the Babylonian Noah ; and Gilgamesh

addresses Ishtar very disrespectfully.

The Babylonians believed in a life after death , but not in what we call the

resurrection and immortality of the soul . The deceased was buried and placed in a

tomb, where he was provided with fruits, wine, oil , etc. His shade is supposed to

rest here for a time and then is transported to Hades, the kingdom of Nergal and

of Allatu , queen of death. In other cases the corpse was burned and theremains

placed in a jar of clay . Hades is surrounded by seven walls , and by a river. The

shades live there in darkness and misery, and no evidence is forthcoming as to any

difference between the destinies of good and bad.

God Nebo. Cf. note 2.

18. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE (CON- Did they not know, thanks to these investigations,

TINUED) . that the stars shone for other purposes than to

lighten up the nights — to rule, infact, the destinies

( 1 ) Astrology . - A11 these discoveries, which ofmen and kings, and , in ruling that ofkings, to

constitute in our eyes the scientific patrimony of determine the fortunes of empires? Their earliest

the Chaldæans , were regarded by themselves as the astronomers, by their assiduous contemplation of

least important results of their investigations. the nightly heavens, had come to the conclusion
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that the vicissitudes of the heavenly bodies were

in fixed relations with mundane phenomena and

events. If Mercury, for instance, displayed an un.

usual brilliancy at his rising, and his disk ap
peared as a two-edged sword, riches and abun

dance , due to the position of the luminous halo
which surrounded him , would be scattered over

Chaldæa , while discords would cease therein , and

justice would triumph over iniquity. The first

observer who was struck by this coincidence noted

it down; his successors confirmed his observations,

and at length deduced, in the process of the years,

from their accumulated knowledge, a general law.

Henceforward , each time that Mercury assumed

this same aspect it was of favorable augury, and
kings and their subjects became the recipients of

his bounty . As long as he maintained this appear

ance no foreign rulercould install himself inChal.

dæa, tyranny would be divided against itself,

equity would prevail , and a strong monarch bear

sway ; while the landholders and the king would
be confirmed in their privileges, and obedience,

together with tranquility, would rule everywhere
in the land. The number of these observa

tions increased to such a degree that it was found

necessary to classify them methodically to avoid
confusion. Tables of them were drawn up , in

which the reader could see at one and the same

moment the aspect of the heavens on such and

such a night and hour, and the corresponding

events either then happening, or about to happen,

in Chaldæa, Syria, or some foreign land . If, for

instance, the moon displayed the same appearance

on the 1st and 27th of the month , Elam was threat .

ened ; but if the sun , at his setting , appears

double his usual size ,with three groups of bluish

rays, the king of Chaldæa is ruined .' To the in.

dications of the heavenly bodies, the Chaldæans

added the portents which could be deduced from

atmospheric phenomena: if it thundered on the

27th of Tammuz, the wheat-harvest would be ex

cellent and the produce of the ears magnificent;

but if this should occur six days later, that is, on

the 2d of Abu , floods and rains were to be ap

prehended in a short time, together with thedeath

of the king and the division of his empire. It was

not for pothing that the sun and moon surrounded

themselves in the evening with blood -red vapors

or veiled themselves in dark clouds; that they

grew suddenly pale or red after having been in

tensely bright; that unexpected fires blazed out on

the confines of the air , and that on certain nights

the stars seemed to have becowe detached from

the firmament and to be falling upon the earth .

These prodigies were so many warnings granted

by the gods to the people and their kings before

great crises in human affairs; the astronomer in

vestigated and interpreted them , and his predic

tions had a greater influence than we are prepared

to believe upon the fortunes of individuals and

even of states. The rulers consulted and imposed

upon the astronomers the duty of selecting the

most favorable moment for the execution of the

projects they had in view.-Maspero, “ Dawn of

Civilization ," pp . 778-9 .

( 2 ) Penitential Hymn .

I confess to thee, Nebo , in the assembly

of the great gods :

my sins,my soul is not subdued :

NINEVEH , I make my prayer unto thee,

warrior of the gods , his brothers :

the life ofAssur-bani-pal for a long time,

hereafter ;

I prostrate myself at the foot of NEBO :

NEBO, in the whole multitude of my sins .

I will cause thee to live, Assur-bani-pal, even I ,

NEBO, to everlasting days :

Thy feet shall not be weary, thy hands shall not

tremble :

These thy lips shall not fail for praying to me :

Thy tongue shall not be put out from thy lips,

For I goodly speech willbestow uponthee :

I willgo forward as thy head , I will make thy

body to go forward in the house of E -BARBAR .

NEBO spake thus : Thy mouth utters good things,

which have been offered in prayer to URKITTU :

Thy body which I made has been brought before

me in supplication , according to her appoint

ment in E-BARBAR :

The destiny which I formed has been brought

before me in supplication,

Thus :-May he have a reward in the house of the

Queen of the Universe !

Thy life has been brought before me in supplica

tion thus : -- His life do thou prolong (even

the life ] of Assur-bani-pal!

Bowing down in his sanctuary Assur-bani-pal

made his prayer to NEBO his lord :

I have given myself unto thee , NEBO , thou wilt

not forsake me [ even ), me :

My life in thy presence is governed, my soul is

held in the embrace of BELTIS :

I have given myself unto thee, NEBO [thou ]

mighty one , thou wilt not forsake me, even

me, in the midst of my sins .

There answered a breath from the presence of

NEBO his lord :

Fear not , Assur- bani-pal, long life will I give unto
thee :

Fair winds from thy life will I appoint:

My mouth speaking that which is good shall cause

thy prayer to be heard in the assembly of the

great gods.

REVERSE.

Assur-bani-pal confessed his misdeeds : he made

his prayer unto NEBO his lord :

What he took at the feet of the queen ofNINEVEH

he did not conceal in the assemby of the great

gods :

That which with the reed of URKitty is acquired

he did not conceal [even ) in the whole inulti

tude of his sins :

In the whole multitude of my offences thou wilt

not forsake me, NEBO :

In the whole multitude of my woes thou wilt not

forsake my soul .

Small wert thou , Assur-bani-pal , when I gave you

over to ( the care of ] the Queen of NINEVEH :

A suckling wert thou, Assur-bani-pal, when I

satisfied thee on the lap of the Queen of

NINEVEH :

The full streams of milk which unto thy mouth

are given twain thou suckest , twain thou

drawest into thy mouth :

Thy sins, Assur-bani-pal, like ripples on the face

of water shall they be:

Like sandhills ( ? ) which on the face of the earth

are piled up shall they be dispersed before thy

feet :

Thou shalt stand , Assur-bani-pal, in the presence

of the great gods : thou shalt magnify NEBO .

- " Records of the Past," New Series, Vol. VI.,

pp. 104-106.
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW .

13. SOURCES. ORIGIN OF THE PANTHEON . - Excavations, University of Pennsylvania at Nip

pur, Small kingdoms, Sumerians,Semites,Analogy of religious history, Relationing.
14. GODS. (LOCAL CULTS. THE PANTHÉON .)— Anu, Bel, Ea, Sin, Shamash , Ishtar, Ramman ,

Maruduk , Ashur, Minor deities .

15. TEMPLES, PRIESTS ,OFFERINGS.-- Ziggurat, Temple, Priests, Their functions and revenues,

Sacrifice, Essence, Ishtar, Sabbaths, Zagmuku , Tammuz.

16. MYTHOLOGY. – Maruduk and Tiamat , Ishtar, Tammuz, Hades, Return , Gilgamesh , Eabani,

Tsit, Napishtim ,The flood, Nergal.

17. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE . - Anunnaki, House fortification , Wrath from ritual or moral

transgression, Ten commandments, Evileye,Sorcery,Exorcism , Symbolic magic.

18. RELIGIOUS BELIEF AND LIFE (CONTINUED .) Omens, Astrology, Penitential hymns,

Monotheism , Gods frightened , greedy , or lustful, Tomb, Hades.

QUESTIONS.

13. What are the sources of our knowledge here ? Since when discovered ? What was the political

condition of Babylonia at the earliest known lime ? When did Semites arrive here ? Name the two

great capitals. How was religion related to these conditions ? How was union effected ?

14. Name and describe the first triad of gods. Do the same for the second. To what god does

Ramman correspond ? Describe Maruduk. Describe Ashur. Instance some minor deities (demons).

15. Whatwasthe Ziggurat ? Relate the functions ofthe priests. What offeringswere made, and

how could the gods partake of them ? What days were sacred ? Describe the New Year's festival at

Babylon . Describe that in honor of Tammuz.

16. Relate the myth of Maruduk and Tiamat . Relate that of Ishtar. Relate thatof Gilgamesh.

17. Why did each personneed a patron deity ? Who were the Anunnaki ? How did man fortify

his house ? How can the gods be offended ? Specify some moral offences. Describe some mischievous

sorcery (magic ). How can sickness be removed ?

18. State the various omens. Give the substance of a penitential hymn. How were the gods uni

fied ? Describe the life after death .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Recallother cases ofthe influence of political upon religious conditions.

2. Recall other divine triads in Sinism , Vedism , Hinduism , and Buddhism .

3. On the especial cult of Ishtar, consult further Maspero's “ Dawn of Civilization ,” or “ Herod

otus," I.,p. 199 .

4. Compare with the Ishtar myth, that recorded Pp. 326-7.

5. Inquire in your neighborhood for cases of magic.

6. Search for other cases, besides that of astrology and astronomy, where religion has contributed
to science .
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ISLAMISM.

BY

MORRIS JASTROW, Jr. , Ph.D. , Professor of Semitic Languages at the University

of Pennsylvania.

19. ARABIAN RELIGION BEFORE MOHAMMED.

HE closing half of the seventh century marks the beginning of one of the

greatest revolutionary movements in history. As by a turn of the hand,

the particles of glass in a kaleidoscope shift their position , and through

a changed combination a different picture is projected on the back

ground, so the total aspect of Europe and the greater part of Asia under

went a sudden transformation. Mighty thrones were shaken in their foundations,

old empires tottered and fell, ancient cultures were swept away, and it seemed as

though a time had arrived of which an ancient prophet had spoken, when the

nations of the earth were to be shaken , as “ one shakes grain in a sieve.” A tidal

wave threatening to engulf the entire occidental civilization swept over the earth ;

and when the waters receded, it was evident that a new world had appeared to take

the place of a destroyed one-a new world with new forces, new leaders, and a new

goal . The new world was Mohammedanism , the new forces Mohammed and the

Koran , the new leaders the Arabs, and the new goal the conversion of the world

into a vast mosque , wherein there was to resound from one end to the other the cry :

“ There is no god but Allah, and Mohammed is his prophet."

When the curtain of history first rises to disclose to our view the peninsula of

Arabia, we find in Arabia the same two classes of inhabitants which still divide it

today , the Bedâwî, or Bedouin (as we commonly say) , and the “ Ahl el-medr,” the
people of fixed abodes.

Of the districts where permanent settlements had been made, the oldest, so far

as weknow, was the province of Yemen . It is at all events in the southwestern cor

ner of the peninsula that Arabic civilization takes its rise . Here, as early at least

as the tenth century before our era , there flourished a kingdom of no inconsiderable

power and extent, which attained a high degree of culture . This Sabaean

kingdom , as it is generally known , seems to have exercised at one time a supremacy

over a large portion of Arabia, and it is more than likely that its monarchs in the

hey -day of their rule reached out to the Abessynian coast, and on the other hand

came also into contact with the Babylonian empire .

Before the Sabaean kingdom passed away , it had left its impress upon the most

remote parts of the peninsula. Steady streams of Yemenitic emigrants were sent

in various directions. Passing into the province of Hedjaz, permanent settlements
416
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were made there. Other offshoots proceeded still further north , where two impor

tant border states were founded, that of Ghassan , on the edge of the Syrian desert ,

and that of Hira, at the northeastern extremity of Arabia and embracing parts of

southern Mesopotamia. But wherever the Yemenites came, they found the country

already well filled with a people, which, although a closely -related branch of the same

great Semitic race, yet differed considerably from them in manners and customs, and

occupied a much lower grade in the scale of civilization . A recent writer tersely

describes this northern race " as less susceptible of culture , but gifted with greater

energy and concentration of purpose than their southern cousins."

It would be a mistake, however, to throw all these northern and central tribes

into one heap. Long before the days of Mohammed, there had developed , under

the influence in part of the example of the higher culture furnished by the south ,

all the variations existing between semi-barbarous manners with thoroughly nomadic

conditions and a close approach to the milder conditions of settled abodes. The caravan

stations lying along the route leading from Yemen to Syria acted as natural centers

around which villages grew up. We find the northern Arabs disputing with the

Yemenites who poured intoHedjaz the possession of the soil as well as the right of

sovereignty . The power of the northern tribes steadily increased until in the fifth

century of this era, under a leader whom tradition calls Koleib, with the aid

of a powerful coalition, they threw off entirely the hated Yemenitic yoke. The

topography of Arabia about this time also begins to assume a more definite

character . There is no longerso frequent a shifting of positions among the tribes

as formerly, and while the differentiating process among the tribes goes on unin

terruptedly, leading to further and smaller sub-divisions, certain well -defined groups,

advancing more and more into the foreground, enable us to obtain a general grasp

of the situation . Foremost among those groups stand the sister-clans of Bekr and

Taglib, the former with its seat in the northeastern corner of Arabia, the latter,

after much shifting about, established on the banks of the Euphrates in southern

Mesopotamia. An almost equally prominent position is occupied by the group of

the Hawazin in the Nedjd. The Hodheilites, whose territory lay to the east of Mecca,

acquired high renown on account of the excellence of their poets and the bravery of

their warriors. Somewhat to the north, occupying an intermediate position between

the Hawazin and the Hodheilites, was the clan of Soleim , while in the extreme

north of the Nedjd lived the powerful groups of Assad . To the south of Bekr was

another large group known as Abdelkais. There was no bond of union among

these groups, unless the consciousness of a common descent which never died out

may be called such a bond. Each group was a law unto itself, and as each group

guarded its independenee with the utmost jealousy, it was only in the face of common

danger that a temporary coalition with others took place , or when the overweaning

growth of one division threatened a disturbance of the equilibrium of power.

The free existence led by these tribes and the constant dangers to which they were

exposed , produced a species of valor that contained a strong admixture of true
nobility of heart. A high sense of honor acted as a check to cruel instincts. An

cestral pride made the Arab slow to forgive wrongs, but once the insult was wiped

out , the generous side of his nature was shown in his dealings with those to

whom he was bound by compact or gratitude. The strength of Islamism lay in its

ability to form a combination between the loosely organized tribes and the towns

people. Previous to the days of Mohammed, the two classes met only on the occa

sion of the great fairs, which from an early period became a marked feature in

Arabia . At these fairs — devoted primarily to barter and exchange - the Arabs

gathered together from all parts . The poets vied with one another in celebrating

the exploitsof the clan to which they belonged. During the fairs, hostilities ceased,

and frequently at these gatherings long-standing feuds between tribes or clans were

amicably settled . The fairs, more than anything else , served to keep alive the
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feeling of a common bond between the tribes, as also between the townspeople and

those who were ordinarily removed from the influences that affected thosewho lived

in the towns.

In religious customs, likewise, the differences between the two classes became

accentuated in the course of time. In the life of the Northern Arab, religion did

not playan important role prior to the days of Mohammed. The country abounded

in sacred objects — holy stones and trees. Each tribe had some protecting deity . The

fellowship between the members of the tribe and the deity was expressed by a com

mon meal, shared on certain occasions , as a means of establishing the compact

between the two parties. There appears to have been somekind of a festival cele

brated in the spring in connection with the beginning of the summer season; and
the appearance of the new moon was welcomed with certain formulas and shouts,

Mecca and its Mosque, and the Kaaba inside that.

indicative of joy at the return of the lost planet. A special class of the population

was formed by the Kahane, the workers of magic, who by virtue of a closer

relationship with the gods could consult the latter directly ; but it is important to

bear in mind that the religion of ancient Arabia is entirely dissociated from fixed

ritual , daily worship, or indeed any regular cult. In the towns, however, the influ

ence of the systematized pantheon and cult of southern Arabia, and at a later

period of Christianity, under certain forms, and of a Judaism of a rather inferior

type, produced considerable changes in the old religion. In Mecca and Medina (or

Yathrib, as it was known before the days of Mohammed ), special importance came to

be attached to certain gods. It became customary to pay visits at regular intervals

to places sacred to them . In Mecca, more particularly , a famous stone sacred to a

god Allah grew to be a favorite object of devotion. A sanctuary was erected near

the stone ( or perhaps around the stone ), and the guardianship of this sanctuary
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became vested in certain families. Moreover, the presence of Jews and Christians in

Mecca, Medina and Kheibar (not to speak of southern Arabia and Syria ) brought

about changed conceptions with regard to the ancient gods of Arabia, and while

direct traces of the influence of these two faiths in the Arabs are not as numerous

as we might have reason to expect, the indirect influence can hardly be exaggerated

as a factor in accounting for the rise of Islam.

19. ARABIAN RELIGION BEFORE MO

HAMMED.

( 1 ) Early Arabic Poetry . – To add by his prow

ess or his hospitality or his eloquence to theglory

of the clan was theArab's ambition .

before that the folk they meet are spoiled and

scattered .

And since his fiery temper easily took offence,

the history of the early Arabs is full of the tradi.

tions of slight quarrelsand their horrible results

secret assassination and the long -lasting blood
feud .

Many the warriors , noon journeying, who, when

night fell, journeyed on and halted at dawning

Keen each one of them , girt with a keen blade
that when one drew it Aashed forth like the

lightning

They were tasting of sleep by sips, when , as

A mountain ( i . e. the glory of the clan ) we have

where dwells he whom we shelter there,

lofty, before whose height the eye falls back
blunted :

Deep -based is its root below ground , and overhead
there soars

its peak to the stars of heaven whereto no man

reaches.

A folk are we who deem it no shame to be slain in

fight,

though that be the deeming thereof of Salūl and

'Amir ;

Our love of death brings near to us our days of

doom ,

but their dooms shrink from death and stand

far distant.

There dies among us no lord a quiet death in his

bed ,

and never is blood of us poured forth without

vengeance .

Our souls stream forth in a flood from the edge of
the whetted swords :

no otherwise than so does our spirit leave its
mansion .

Pure is our stock , unsullied ; fair is it kept and

bright

by mothers whose bed bears well , and fathers

mighty .

To the best of the uplands we wend , and when the
season comes

we travel adown to the best of fruitful valleys.

Like rain of the heaven are we ; there is not in all

our line

one blunt of heart, nor among us is counted a

niggard .

We say nay when so we will to the words of other

men ,

but no man to us says nay when we give sentence.

When passes a lord of our line , in his stead there

rises straight

a lord to say the say and do the deeds of the

noble .

Our beacon is never quenched to the wanderer of

the night ,

nor has ever a guest blamed us where men meet

together.

Our days (battles) are famous among our foemen,

of fair report,

branded and blazed with glory like noble horses.

Our swords have swept throughout all lands both

west and east

and gathered many a notch from the steel of

hauberk -wearers;

Not used are they when drawn to be laid back in

their sheaths

The Kaaba with its covering lifted . a = The sacred stone. b=
Ornamental curtain forthe door. c = the door. d =

spout . The legend runs : There is no god

but Allah , and Mohammed is the apostle

of Allah . "

they nodded , thou didst fright them, and they
were scattered .

Vengeance we did on them : they escaped us

of the two houses none but the fewest.

And if Hudheyl broke the edge of his sword

blade

Many the notch that Hudheyl gained from him !

Many the time that he made them kneel down on

jagged rocks where the hoof is worn with

running !

Many the morning he fell on their shelter,

and after slaughter came plunder and spoiling !

To Hudheyl we gave to drink Death's goblet,

whose dregs are disgrace and shame and dis

honor.

The hyena laughs over the slain of Hudheyl , and

the wolf - see thou - grins by their corpses,

And the vultures Aap their wings , full-bellied

treading their dead, too gorged to leave them .

-S. Lane- Poole, “ Studies in a Mosque,”

pp. 5-6 , 8-9.
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20. MOHAMMED.

In the year 570 A.D. , there was boru at Mecca the inan who was to be the means

of establishing a permanent social and political bond among all Arabs. Mohammed,

the son of Abdallah, is not merely the founder of a religion, he is the creator of the

Arabic nation as well ; and unless he had also succeeded in establishing a state, his

religious preaching would not have left an indelible impress upon the history of the

world. Until Mohammed reached about his fortieth year, there is nothing in his

career which gives evidence of unusual ability. He belonged to the family of

Koreish , which, some generations before Mohammed, had succeeded in obtain

ing control of the sanctuary at Mecca, known, from its dice-like shape, as the

Kaaba. Mohammed himself had no direct connection with the sanctuary. He

gained a livelihood by attaching himself to the caravans thatpassed through Mecca,

on their road from Yemen to Syria. Entering the service of a widow in good cir

cumstances, Khadidja, as a kind of business agent, he subsequently married her,

and continued his mercantile pursuits. The general testimony is given to him of

being a domestic man, of a kindly disposition , and upright in his dealings. His

journeys brought him into contact with Jews and Christians. Their practices, and

what he heard from them with regard to their religious beliefs, aroused his interest.

In recognizing, as in the course of time he did, the insufficiency of the ancient

Arabic beliefs and customs, he was but a child of his age, for there is abundant

evidence that in the towns a disintegrating religious process had begun several gen

erations before Mohammed. The more thoughtful persons had secretly or openly

cut loose from the practices of their ancestors . Some had even joined the Jewish or
the Christian church, while others held aloof from all religious associations. The

latter were opprobriously termed Hanifs, “ Heretics.” To them Mohammed felt

strongly attracted ; and when, as an outcome of his religious struggles, he declared

himself to be “ neither a Jew nor a Christian,” he was naturally regarded as a

Hanîf.

It was about the year 610, that he first appears in public with the pretense of

having been sent by Allah with a message to his people. It was this claim more

than what he said that aroused opposition to him. Some regarded him as insane,

others as an audacious and dangerous personage. The message itself which he

claims to have received is neither startling nor revolutionary. Its essence consists

in a call upon all people to worship only one god. The name that he chooses for

god - Allah - was in use before the days of Mohammed. The Kaaba was known as

the “ House of Allah," and it was the implication involved in the call , that there

was no other god besides Allah , that alone could have been distasteful to Moham

med's fellows.

The interest in Mohammed's career up to this point lies entirely in the study of

his personality. He was a man without education. If he could read or write, it is

quite certain that he never availed himselfof these accomplishments. It is said that

he used to betake himself to a cave in the mountain Hira, on the outskirts of Mecca,

in order to meditate in solitude; and it was on one of these occasions that the first

revelation came to him . If we question Mohammed's sincerity at this moment,

we set aside the only means at our command for understanding the birth and spread

of Islam . Mohammed had nothing to gain and everything to lose by deception.

His revelation merely confirmed him in the belief which, after severe torments of

soul he had reached, that everything in the universe — man and nature, the sun, moon,

and stars — was produced by a single power. The influence of Judaism and Chris

tianity is clearly apparent in this doctrine , as also in the conviction , confirmed by

his revelation , that he was a divinely sent prophet of Allah, as Abraham , Moses, and

Jesus were before him . To reconcile the differences existing between the Jews and

Christians, Mohammed declared that he was a follower of Abraham , and hechanged
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the sting of the term Hanîf, by declaring that Abraham , being neither a Jew nor a

Christian, was in reality a Hanîf.

Mohammed's appearance in public for some years attracted little attention . While

the implication of his monotheistic doctrine may not have been looked upon with

favor, there was no reason for interfering with him, as long as his talk did not dis
turb social conditions. His wife, the members of his household , and some influential

citizens ofMecca accepted Mohammed's claim of being inspired. Mohammed and

his followers continued to pay their respects to the Kaaba, and it was only as the

group threatened to assumethe character and dimensions of a clique' '—to use the

modern phrase—leading to dissensions among the members of the Koreish family,

that an opposition to Mohammed began to develop. Some of the influential mem
bers of the Meccan humanity -notably Mohammed's uncle, Abu - Tâlib - endeav

ored to dissuade Mohammed from increasing the fomentation ; but the prophet had

proceeded too far to abandon what he now regarded as the one object of his life - to

preach the power and greatness of Allah. In time, he became bolder, and attacked

religious practices that were regarded as a precious heritage. Stronger attempts

were nowmade to silence Mohammed, but such efforts only widened the breach that

separated him and his followers from the Meccans. Finally, things came to such a
pass that it was hardly safe for Mohammed to remain in his native town. Mean

while reports of his teachings had spread to Yathrib, and much interest was felt in
him at that place. Whatever the reasons may have been for this attitude of the

Yathribites, Mohammed availed himself of the opportunities presented for a more

favorable field for his labors, and , together with his followers, he left Mecca for
Yathrib in the year 622 . The departure, rendered advisable by circumstances, was

called — probably by his opponents— the Hidjra or “ flight”of Mohammed. It is

from this event that the Mohainmedans date the era stillused by them.

Mohammed's change of residence from Mecca to Yathrib, which was soon to

become known as medinet el-nabi, “ the city of the prophet,” or, more briefly, Medina,

emphasizes the social character of the movement that he inaugurates. Those who

joined Mohammed at Medina are significantly known as his “ helpers.” They

formed a small army, of which Mohammed became the leader. The ultimate object

in view was the conquest of Mecca, and before he died , Mohammed had the satisfac

tion - only seven years after his flight - of seeing Mecca yield to him, almost without

a struggle. During the interval , several minor encounters take place between the

forces of Mohammed and the Meccans. The outcome was generally favorable to

Mohammed , so that, when the end of the struggle came, itwas generally recog

nized that a new age was dawning for Arabia. Mohammed's success as a polit

ical leader led many to his side who had but little interest in his religious doctrines.

The time seemed ripe for a movement uniting the Arabic tribes , and Mohammed

was in a real sense “ a man of destiny." He had that natural power of attracting

followers which is a certain indication of greatness. Before he died , his emissaries

had proceeded to various parts of the Arabian peninsula, calling upon the tribes to

adopt the standard of Mohammed and Allah . Allah had shown himself to be a

powerful god by the assistance he granted Mohammed. To acknowledge Moham

med as a messenger of Allah involved no departure from ancient rites; and since

Mohammed kept many of the practices of his fathers — notably the pilgrimage to the

Kaaba — the opposition between the old and the new faith was not clearly manifest.

True, he imposed religious obligations that were new ; but those that were irksome,

as e.g. daily prayers, the Bedouins simply ignored. Shortly before his death, which

took place at Medina, in the summer of 632 , Mohammed paid a farwell visit to the

sanctuary at Kaaba, and thus sealed the bond that united him to the past. When

death overtook him , he was occupied with the ambitious plan of spreading beyond

the confines of Arabia, his doctrine of one god , with Mohammed as the last of the

messengers. This work was taken up by his trusted lieutenants - notably by Omar.

ܙܙ
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21. THE KORAN.

Mohammed was essentially a preacher, if ever there was one ; and he was wont

to describe himself as such as one who was sent to “ warn " men . The political

revolutions and the social reforms which accompany and in so large measure

control the movement that he inaugurates are due to the circumstances of his age.

As a social reformer and political leader, he was but the instrument of fate. In his

preaching, however, his own personality manifests itself.

His utterances were at first brief. They impress one like telegraphic messages

sharp and decisive, and implying much more than they actually express. This

character of his early utterances is due to the mental excitement underwhich they

were produced. They reflect his internal struggles. He ponders over the mysteries

of the universe, he racks his brain for a solution , a flood of thoughts rushes in upon

him, and the result is a string of disconnected and sometimes incoherent sentences.

He is utterly unable, by his nature and by his lack of education , to formulate a syste

of thought. He sees the truth , but his emotions, as strong as his intellect , prompt

him to outbursts, instead of to exposition. The burden of his early messages is

always the same--the absolute oneness of Allah, his power, his kindness to mankind,

hisreadiness to forgive, and the impossibility of salvation outside of belief in him,

and devotion to him .

In the course of time, as adherents flocks to his side, Mohammed's utterances

become more elaborate. Personal circumstances mingle with his revelations. He

replies to the objections raised against his claim of being a messenger of Allah. He

is taunted with being a poet, and in strong terms he declares the reality of the

messages that he receives . When the growth of his party leads to more serious attacks,

he denounces his enemies, threatening them with the tortures of hell . He introduces

arguments to convince his hearers of the correctness of his religious views. Another

important change becomes manifest in his utterances when he removes to Medina.

Attached with all the fervency of the Arabic nature to his native place, he felt the

humiliation involved in being obliged to leave Mecca. He wassent primarily to

warn his people, the Koreish. If they rejected him , how could he hope to reach

others, and, above all , how could he reconcile his defeat with the power of Allah ,who

had sent him ? While the change in the scene of his labors gave Mohammed a
wider horizon, the consciousness of this did not dawn upon him at first. His mind

was occupied with thoughts of Mecca. He becomes a political leader malgré lui, and

his utterances in Medina take on in consequence a decidedly secular character. His

revelations becaine the ordres du jour of a general. The weaker sides of his nature

are brought into the foreground. His vanity is touched by the growing number of

his adherents. He seeksto hold them by entertaining them. The Arabs, ever fond

of listening to tales, were delighted with the recitals of Mohammed regarding Noah,

Abraham , Joseph, Moses, Jonah, and Jesus. These were new stories to them . He

tells them of Arabic prophets also who were sent to warn their people. Mohammed

adds details of his own invention, and, never having read the old or the New Testa

ment, when he does not invent he distorts the Biblical tales so horribly at times, as

to make one doubt whether he understood the Jews and Christians from whose lips

he had heard the stories. The credit, however , must be given Mohammed that he

never leaves out of view the main purpose of his declarations. He never fails to

draw the lesson from the tales with which he regales his hearers.

preacher, he avails himself of the interest he arouses in his audience, by dropping

the thread of the narrative at a dramatic point and interspersing reflections upon

Allah's motives, upon his mercy, and the protection he affords to those who cling to

him . Mohammed's last word to his people is the same as his first: “ Allah — there

is none but Allah . Serve ye Allah." These words constitute his last testimony.

He leaves the state that he by the accident of circumstances founds without a suc.
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cessor. In vain do his lieutenants urge him to appoint someone who might lead the

nation that he creates into the promised land of glory and conquest. Mohammed

dies — as he lived -- a preacher.

The utterances of Mohammed during the several periods of his public career were

gathered together within a few years after his death . The collection became known

as the Korân; Mohammed himself applies this word to his utterances. Korân may be

approximately rendered " recitation ” ; and since Mohammed claims that what he utters

is the revelation made to him by Allah through the angel Gabriel , the appropriate

ness of calling his addresses a recitation will be apparent. The Korân is divided
into one hundred and forty -four chapters known as Suras, that is, divisions. The

authority of the collection is vouched for by the fact of its compilation during the

lifetime of those who followed the career of the prophet from the beginning to the

end—not that the Korân contains all of the public utterances of Mohammed, but

what it contains is stamped with his personality. No doubt many of Mohammed's

speeches are lost , for no special meanswere taken during the early years of his public

career to preserve them . At the same time, oral tradition is tolerably trustworthy

among a people accustomed to preserve in this way lengthy poetic compositions for

many generations. Exactly from what time on Mohammed engaged the services of

a secretary to take down his speeches, is not known , but there is no reason to

question the tradition that hehad one during his sojourn in Medina. Certainly his
later utterances are better and more fully preserved than the earlier ones. Of the

one hundred and fourteen Suras, it is true ninety are assigned to the Meccan period and

only twenty -four to the sojourn in Medina ; but the latter are about the only ones

that can be dignified by the name of speeches; the former with few exceptions are

merely sporadic sayings, bearing clearly the traces of being the more memorable

extracts which impressed themselves upon the minds of his hearers ; and while, as

has been pointed out, at the outset of his career he confined himself to short messages ,

the custom of more elaborate addresses was inaugurated sometime before he left his

native city. It must be remembered, too, that many of the larger Suras and some

also of the shorter ones are really composite productions, made up of two or more

speeches. Great care was taken to secure general consent to the authenticity of the

collection . Abu -Bekr, who was recognized as the leader upon the death of Moham

med , entrusted Mohammed's secretary, Zaid ibu Thâbin ,with the task of gathering the

prophet's speeches. Differences of opinion having arisen among the intimates of the

prophet as to what he said, a revised version was prepared at the instigation of the

caliph Othman about the year 640, who engaged the same Zaid and several other

authorities for the work. This version was declared to be authentic, and such copies

as differed were sought out, so far as possible, and burned .

The arrangement of the Suras is peculiar. In general, the longer ones were

placed at the beginning of the collection, the shorterones at the end. What the

motives of the collections were in adopting such a method, we do not know. It

happens, therefore, that the addresses made at Medina, which are the later ones, are

found in the first part of the Korân, while the earliest Suras are at the end. An

exception is formed by the first Sura — the Doxology of Islam — which is still recited

at the beginning of every religious service in Mohammedan countries. To determine

the chronological order (which is manifestly of the utmost importance), we must be

guided by the contents of the Suras, together with abundant though not always

reliable traditions of the circumstances under which the utterances were made.

Titles were assigned to each Sura, some chosen from a subject introduced , others

from a catch word that appeared in the Sura in question. No great importance is to

be attached to these titles. The style of the Korân varies .prân varies . The shorter Suras and

frequently passages in the long Suras are couched in a rhymed prose,andit isof
importance to note that the Kahane (the magic workers of ancient Arabia) gave

forth their oracles in this same style. The finest , the most poetic, and the most
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solemn passages in the Korân are written in this manner. When Mohammed enters

uponan elaboration of his views, his style changes. Often it is vivid, but in general

it is dull, in consequence of prolixity and frequent repetitions of certain set phrases.

He spins his stories out too long, and the frequent exclamations and digressions

make the Korântiresome reading, though all the more effective for recitation. It is

necessary, indeed , to hear the Korân read to judge of its effect and to account for

the influence it has exerted ; and to read the Koran properly is an art in which but

few acquire expertness. For us, its value lies chieflyas an expression ofMoham

med's personality, and as the foundation upon which the great structure of Islamic

theology was reared by the generations that followed upon the prophet..

21. THE KORAN. For the uniting of the Koreish ; uniting them
for the caravan of winter and summer.

The Chapter of Congealed Blood.-(The first So let them serve the Lord of this house who

five verses of this sura , No. 96 , are generally sup- feeds them against hunger and makes them safe

posed to form the oldest revelation to Mohammed against fear. - Ibid , Vol. IX ., P, 342.

contained in the Korân . The ninth verse arraigns The Chapter of the Heifer. (This selection

Abu Jahl , who threatened to set his foot on Moham . from the 2d sura is one of the finest passages in

med's neck , if he caught him in the act of adora- the Korân . )

tion . ) Verily , those who misbelieve , it is the same to

In the name of the merciful and compassionate then ifye warn them or if ye warn them not, they

God . will not believe. God has set a seal upon their

Read, in the name of thy Lord ! hearts and on their hearing; and on their eyes is

Who created man from congealed blood ! dimness , and for them is grievous woe. And there
Read , for thy Lord is most generous ! are those among men who say, “ We believe in

Who taught the pen ! God and in the last day;" but they do not believe.

Taught man what he did not know ! They would deceive God and those whodo believe;

Nay, verily , man is indeed outrageous at seeing but they deceive only themselves and they do not

himself get rich ! perceive. In their hearts is a sickness, and God

Verily, unto thy Lord is the return ! has made them still more sick , and for them is

Hast thou considered him who forbids a servant grievous woe because they lied . And when it is

when he prays ? said to them , “ Do not evil in the earth ," they say,

Hast thou considered if he were in guidance or “ We do but what is right.” Are not they the

bade piety ? evildoers ? and yet they do not perceive . And

Hast thou considered if he said it was a lie , and when it is said to them, “ Believe as other men

turned his back ? believe,” they say, “ Shall we believe as fools
Did he not know that God can see ? believe ? " Are not they themselves the fools ? and

Nay, surely , if he do not desist we will drag him yet they do not know. And when theymeetthose

by the forelock ! -- the lying, sinful forelock ! who believe, they say, “ We do believe;" but

So let him call his counsel : we will call the when they go aside with their devils, they say ,

guards of hell ! “ We are with you ; we were but mocking !" God

Nay, obey him not , but adore anddraw nigh !- shall mock at them and let them go on in their

“ Sacred Books of the East, ” Vol. IX ., PP. 336-7. rebellion , blindly wandering on.

The Opening Chapter.-(This sura, No. 1, is the
Those who buy error for guidance, their traffic

one most frequently recited, and perhaps the most
profits not, and they are not guided . Their like .

famous. )
ness is as the likeness of one who kindles a fire;

In the name of the merciful and compassionate
and when it lights up all around , God goes off with

God .
their light, and leaves them in darkness that they

Praise belongs to God , the Lord of the worlds,
Deafness, dumbness, blindness, and

they shall not return ! Or like a storm -cloud from
the merciful, the compassionate, the ruler of the

the sky , wherein is darkness and thunder and
day of judgment ! Thee we serve and Thee we

ask for aid . Guide us in the right path , the path
lightning; they put their fingers in their ears at the

thunder -clap, for fear of death , for God encompassesof those Thou art gracious to ; not of those Thou

art wroth with ; nor of those who err. - Ibid, Vol.
the misbelievers . The lightning well-nigh snatches

VI , P. 1 .
off their sight, whenever it shines for them they

walk therein; but whenit is dark for them they
The Chapter of Unity . — This sura, No. 112 , halt ; and if God willed He would go off with their

declares God's unity .)
hearing and their sight ; verily , God is mighty

In the name of the merciful and compassionate over all .

God .
O ye folk ! serve your Lord who created you

Say , “ He is God alone !
and those before you ; haply, ye may fear ! who

God the Eternal !
made the earth for you a bed and the heaven a

He begets not and is not begotten ! dome; and sent down from heaven water, and
Nor is there like unto Him anyone ! ” —Ibid, brought forth therewith fruits as a sustenance for

Vol . IX ., P. 344.
you ; so make no peers for God, the while ye

The Chapter of the Koreish.— ( This sura , No. know !

106, illustrates Mohammed's interest in his own And if ye are in doubt of what we have revealed

family .) unto our servant, then bring a chapter like it , and

In ihe name of the merciful and compassionate callyour witnesses other than God if ye tell truth .

God . -Ibid , Vol. VI ., pp. 2-3 .

cannot see .
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22. THE DOCTRINES OF ISLAMISM.

Mohammed himself suggested the name “ Islâm " for the religion that he

taught; and certainly no more beautiful name for a religion could have been chosen.

Anapproximate translation of Islâm is peace- giving faith, Islâm involves the surren

der of oneself into the hands of Allah,as theonlymeans of obtaining perfect peace

of soul. It is a term, therefore, that emphasizes above all the element of faith

faith in Allah . For Mohammed to have urged so persistently upon his hearers to

“ submit themselves to Allah," is a testimony to the depth of his own religious

feelings ; and it is equally significant of the deep impression that his personality

must have made, that in the elaborate theology of Islâm the element of faith has

remained the most conspicuous trait. Islamism is essentially a religion of faith .

Mohammed was, as we have seen, not a person who could formulate a system of

thought. We must not, therefore, look for a logical statement of the doctrines of

Islamism in the Korân. The task of derivingthese doctrines from the sporadic

sayings of the prophet was no easy one, and naturally differences of opinion arose

soon after Mohammed's death , as to the views of the prophets. The most valuable

aid to the theologians in perfecting their religious system on the basis of the

Korân, was found in the large number of traditions that were current of the sayings

and doings of the prophet. The collections and interpretations of these sayings

and doings gave rise to a new science, known as Hadîth , which about corresponds

to our term “ tradition." The Korân and the Hadîth thus represent the written

and the oral law of Islamism respectively . From the two together, the doctrines

of the religion are derived . These doctrines are concerned with God, with the

prophets, with the relationship of men to Allah, and with future rewards and punish

ments .

The cornerstone of Islamism is the unity of God. This doctrine was interpreted by

all theologians of Islamism in an absolute sense . That there can beno divine being

except Allah is the thought that took the most definite shape in Mohammed's mind.

To associate anyone or anything with Allah is blasphemy and idolatry . In a less

decisive manner, he protests against unworthy conceptions of Allah which might

indicate a resemblance to human attributes. The eternity and omniscience of Allah

follow as necessary corollaries. In their conceptions of Allah, both Mohammed

and the theologians lay great stress upon his love and mercy . He forgives the

transgressions of those who honestly and truly believe in him. He desires the

happiness of his creatures, but he asks in return obedience to the moral laws and

religious rites as laid down in the Koran. These laws and rites , though primarily

intended (as were the revelations given to Mohammed) for the Koreish and the Arabs,

are applicable to all mankind. Had Mohammed remained in Mecca, we might

have had the development of a doctrine that would have made the Koreishites the

special servators of Allah — a people " peculiar” to Allah; but Mohammed's removal

to Medina and his success in attracting all the tribes of Arabia to his side before

he died , prompted him to lay strong emphasis in his latter utterances upon the

universality of Islâm . The Mohammedan theologians improve upon this

example. Absolute as Allah is, he does not hesitate to employ human beings as

his instruments. Indeed , but for certain persons to whom Allah chooses to reveal

himself, mankind would be in ignorance of Allah's nature and of his will . These

persons so singled out are the messengers ofAllah, and Mohammed is fond of laying

stress upon thefact that to everypeople Allah has sent , at some time or the other,

a messenger. His knowledge of history being limited, Mohammed speaks only in

the Korân of the characters in Jewish and Christian writingsand of some prophets,

otherwise unknown to us , who were sent to warn some of the tribes of Arabia.

Mohammed freely acknowledges the claim of these men to having been divinely

inspired messengers. He places himself in the company of Noah , Abraham , Moses,
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Jesus, and so forth , his only special claim being to the “ last ” of the prophets—the

one who puts the “ seal” on prophecy. Whether he really meant that no inore

messengers would be sent after hisdeath is doubtful.
The question probably did

not present itself to his mind. Certainly, the doctrine that “ Mohammed is the

messenger of Allah '' was never interpreted either by Mohammed or his followers as

implying that Mohammed occupied a position entirely uniqueby virtue of being a

prophet . The rank held by these prophets was not the same in all cases, but there

were at least five * preceding Mohammed, who, like the latter, came with a special
message from Allah.

Man owed obedience to Allah, and this obedience was to be as absolute, as the

oriental ideal demanded in the case of subjects to an earthly king. In the doctrine

of the relationship of mankind to Allah, Islamism reflects conditions still peculiar to

the Orient. Allah was the sultan, inaccessible, seated behind a throne which only

his chosen messengers could approach, concerned for the welfare of his subjects,

merciful and forgiving, but exacting unquestioned obedience. Skepticism was a

revoltagainst Allah's authority that would be mostgrievously punished; idolatry was

one of the worst forms of disobedience to the divine fiat. The most glorious life,

the highest type of obedience, was to serve Allah by fighting in his cause. There

are frequent references to warfare in the Koran. Mohammed himself, we have

seen, was chiefly concerned with only one struggle — to gain admission to Mecca ;

but once having gathered at his side the Arabic tribes, for whom warfare was almost

synonymous with activity , Mohammed was prompted to favor a warfare upon all

those who did not join his standard. He would hardly have countenanced the

daring exploits of his lieutenants, organized on so large a scale after the prophet's

death; but Omar and Othman, with whom the spread of Islâm beyond the confines

of Arabia seriously begins, no doubt felt that they were acting in Mohammed's spirit

when they raised the Djihad — i.e., the duty of fighting for Islâm - to the dignity

almost of a doctrine . To those who died on the battle -field the highest rewards were

in store. Accepting the animistic view that life once begun cannot come to anend,

Mohammed's view of the future world was further colored by the distinctively Chris

tian views of Paradise and Hell current at the time. In the Korân, the tortures of

Hell and the joys of Paradise are painted in vivid colors. Those who were doomed

to the formerwere to suffer from fire, hunger, and thirst, while in Paradise cooling

streams would add to the pleasures of the abode in beautiful gardens, and beautiful

maidens would be in attendance to cater to all wants. Paradise was open to all true

believers who were obedient to Allah . The prophets and those who died for the

sake of Allah would be sent direct to Paradise, without being subjected to any

further probation ; all the others must wait until the final day of judgment, when

their actions will be weighed in a fine balance, and according as theirgood or bad

deeds arethe heavier, will be sent to Paradise or Hell. Much has been made of the

so-called Mohammedan fatalism . It is hardly proper to call fatalism a doctrine of

Islâm. The dilemma involved in assuming, on the one hand, the omniscience of

Allah, which includes, necessarily, his fore-knowledge, and on the other, in asking

man's obedience to Allah, which involves his freedom to disobey, never presented

itself to Mohammed; and even when he told his followers that, whether they enter

the battle- field or not, Allah's will with regard to them will be done, he was only

conscious of using an argument that might heighten human courage in the face

of danger. Naturally , the theologians of Islâm could not be satisfied with such

vagueness ; and accordingly, after generations of discussion and many wrangles
between the various sects that arose , orthodox Islamism attached itself firmly to the

doctrine that God ordains all that is to happen in this world, and permitted itself

at the same time, the inconsistency of assuming that Allah grants man the freedom

to choose between good and bad deeds.

* Adam , Noah , Moses, Abraham , Jesus.
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23. THE RITES OF ISLAMISM.

The theological system of Islâm aims at embracing the entire life of man.

Islamism covers public and private duties, the functions of the state as well as the

official cult . The Mohammedan thelogians are also the jurisconsults. In treating,

therefore, of the chief obligations imposed by Islamism upon its followers, we must

bear in mind that the observance of these obligations by no means exhausts the

scope of the religion . All the theologians are agreed upon recognizing five primary

duties — the confession of faith , prayer, the poor-tax, fasting during the sacred month,

and the pilgrimage to Mecca. The formal confession of faith , “ There is no God

but Allah , and Mohammed is the prophet of Allah,” is , of course, nothing but a

convenient summary of the two chief doctrines of Islâm. This declaration con.

The Postures taken during Prayer.

stitutes the initiation into Islâm , and , once made, one takes upon oneself all the

duties incumbent upon a Moslem. Apostasy is punished with death.

The most important innovation that Mohanmed introduced among the religious

customs of the Arabs was daily prayer. Adopting, as it would seem , the Jewish

division of the Day of Atonement into five parts and applying it for daily use,

Mohammed expressly declares that the follower of Islâm should direct his thoughts

to Allah at sunset, at night, at day-break, noon and afternoon . He does not specify

any particular place where the prayers are to be said . In fact, he enjoins thedaily

prayer upon all, wherever one might be ; but it was natural that, where places of

assembly existed, they should be selected on certain occasions for the purpose ; and as

Islamism spreads , mosques — literally " prostration places ”—were erected in large

numbers. In these mosques, the prayer is led by the Imâm , “ leader," who takes

up a position at one end. Behind him is the congregation that follows his actions.

At first Mohammed directed that in praying one should turn towards the holy

house in Jerusalem , but subsequently changedthis order in favor of the Kaaba, " the

house of Allah,” in Mecca. In every mosque there is a niche, known as the Kibla,

" direction ,” which points towards Mecca. Exactly of what nature the form of prayer

was that Mohammed instituted, we do not know. ' It no doubt consisted largely of

ejaculations of praise , so that in this respect the ritual , as used at the present day, is

a development along traditional lines. Accompanying certain formulas, all empha

sizing the greatness of Allah, and the obligation to praise him , and to declare his
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glory, the Imâm and congregation, or the private individual, go through a series of

attitudes, beginning with an upright posture, bending forward, kneeling, prostration,

and rising up again. A complete series of postures is known as a rika , and a service

consists of a varying number of such rikâs. Supplementary to the prayers, it is the

part of piety to add some verses from the Korân and to ejaculate over and over

again some such phrases as “ God is great, " " Praise be to God ." The petition to

Allah occupies a minor place . As a usual thing, the daily prayers are said by the

individual in his house or his shop or wherever he happens to be. The formai assem

bly in the mosque is restricted by the majority of Mohammedans to Friday, which

Mohammed, as a distinguishing mark froin the Jews and Christians, chose as a " day

of assembly.” The observance of Friday does not partake of the character of a

Sabbath in the Jewish or Christian sense . The obligation to pray so often was

most irksome to the Bedouins. Many rebelled against it, and to this day the rite

is imperfectly carried out. Upon good authority one may state that there are

comparatively few Mohammedans—except in Mecca — so pious as to pray five times

every day. Previous to the prayer, a ceremonial washing of the hands with water or

sand was prescribed by Mohammed. Next to prayer, a significant innovation,

introduced by Mohammed, was fasting. Fasting was probably not entirely unknown

among the Arabs before the advent of the Prophet, but the institution of a twenty

eight days' fast marked a new departure. In introducing this rite Mohammed shows

Christian influence. The month of Ramadan, which was regarded as sacred by the

Arabs from a very ancient period, must have suggested to Mohammed a resemblance

to the Lenten season, the length of which varied among Christian communities

during the first centuries of our era. In its developed form , the ordinances for

Ramadanprovide that for one month neither food nor water should pass the lips of
the faithful between sunrise and sunset. Between sunset and sunrise, how

ever, the fast may be broken. At the close of the fast — still generally observed

a festival is celebrated. Besides the long fast, a fast of one day is prescribed for

certain transgressions, and Islamism also encourages voluntary fasting:

Mohammed's kindly disposition manifests itself in the frequent injunctions to

remember the poor, the orphan, and the widow . Heurges charityon all occasions,

and his followers certainly acted in his spirit in instituting a regular poor-tax. In

the consistently regulated Mohammedan state, the zakât constitutes an official tax ,

like the half shekel in the Jewish state, but changes in political conditions have

converted the obligation into a charity - gift. So much , at least, of Mohammed's

spirit survives , that every Mohammedan community feels keenly the duty of provid

ing for the poor and helpless; but almsgiving has not solved the problem of pauper

ism in Mohammedan countries- as little as it has elsewhere.

Mohammed's attachment to the Kaaba furnishes the definite proof — if such were

needed — that it never entered his mind to create a religious revolution among his

people. All that he wanted was to “ warn ” people to be faithful to Allah, and to

acknowledge none but Allah; he could not have recognized the profound changes

that were to be wrought by such rites as daily prayers and fastingduring Ramadan.

The Kaaba was, as has been pointed out, a local sanctuary. It had acquired prom

inence through its proximity to Okas (where, it willbe recalled, a great annual fair

was held ) , and through the fact that in the valley of Mina, outside of Mecca, there

were some sacred places, and that at the end of the valley there was a sacred mount

ain (Arafat) where an annual festival of three days was celebrated, for which Arabs

gathered from all sides. The zeal of the Koreish for the Kaaba, the care that the

family took of visitors, prompted many, on their way to Okas and to the sacred

mountain , to pass through Mecca, and pay a visit to the black stone of the Kaaba.

Mohammed set the example for all ages by combining, a few months before his death,

a visit to the valley of Mina and Mount Arafat, with a circuit around the sacred edi

fice in Mecca, in a wall of which the black stone was in his days embedded. Through
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the influence of this example, the center of attraction was shifted from the valley and

the mountain to the Kaaba, and the obligation was imposedupon every Moslem , at

least once in his life, to perform a pilgrimage to Mecca. The circuits around the

Kaaba can be inade at any time during the year ; but pilgrims time their arrival in

the sacred city so as to combine with their visit the celebration of the great annual

festival — to which prop

erly the term Hadj ap

plies connected with

the passage through the

valley of Mina and the

ascent of Mount Arafat.

The real Hadj is per

formed only duringthe

first ten days of the

month known as the

Dsu -l-Hadj, i.e., month

of pilgrimage. No in

stitution of Islâm has

been so powerful as the

Hadj in welding Mo

hainmedans all the

world over into a united

religious community, fa

natically opposed to all

others. Islamism either

sanctioned or indirectly

encouraged the reten- The Kaaba under its black covering. The Pavilion on the left covers the well Zem-Zem.

tion of many ancient

Arabic notions, such as the belief in demons, omens, and dreams. The mar

riage and funeral rites of Islâm and the birth customs are similarly legacies
of a distant past, but slightly modified by the introduction of Islam. The large

proportion of the features which unite practical Islamism to the ancient Semitic

world makes it easy to understand how much of the Semite has survived in the

Mohammedan . The position of woman has not been changed by Islâm . Polygamy

and slavery were sanctioned by Mohammed's example, though it is but proper to

add that the current notions of Mohammed's sensualismdo him an injustice.

Polygamy was the rule in the ancient Semitic society, and Mohammed's adherence

to the custom is but an illustration of the hold that ancient conditions had upon him .

23. THE RITES OF ISLAMISM.

The Chapter of Joseph.- (This sura , No. 12,

affords a specimen of Mohammed's use of Biblical

themes. Cf. from Lesson 21.

When Joseph said to his father, “ O my sire !

verily , I saw eleven stars, and the sun , and the

moon — I saw them adoring me ! ”

He said , “ O my boy ! tell not thy vision to thy

brethren , for they will plot a plot against thee ;

verily , the devil is to man an open foe.”

When they said , “ Surely,Joseph and his brother
aredearer to our father than we, a band although

we be; verily , our father is in obvious error .

“ Slay Joseph, or cast him in some land; that
your father's face may be free for you , and ye may

be, after he is gone, a people who do right.

A speaker from amongst them spake, “ Slay not
Joseph, but throw him into the bottom of the pit ;

some ofthe travelers may pick him up , if so ye do . ”

Said they, “ O our father ! what ails thee that

thou wilt not trust us with Joseph while we are

unto him sincere ? Send him with us tomorrow

to revel and to play, and, verily, we over him will

keep good guard."

Said he, Verily , it grieves me that ye should

go off with him , for I fear lest the wolf devour him

while ye of him do take no heed . ”

Said they, “ Why, if the wolf should devour him

while we are (such) a band, verily, we then should

deserve to lose ! ”

Andwhen they had gone off with him and agreed

to put him in the depths of the pit , andwe inspired

him , " Thou shalt surely inform them of this affair

of theirs and they shall notperceive."

And they came to their father at eve and weep

ing said , “ O our father ! verily, we went forth to

race and left Joseph by our goods , and the wolf
devoured him — butthou wilt not believe us, truth

tellers though we be.” — Ibid , Vol. VI., p . 219-20 .
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24. THE SECTS OF ISLAM.

The rapid spread of Islâm, so familiar and yet so astonishing to students of

history , introduced a disturbing factor into the movement that served to check more

effectively than the armies of Europe, the danger of a universal sway of Islâm. That

factor was the introduction of Irak and Iran into the ranks of the faithful . The

religion , as it had taken shape in the mind of Mohammed , was not adapted for

becoming the faith of a population like that of Mesopotamia and Persia proper,

which had been subjected to influences totally different from those prevailing in

Arabia. Islamism pays the penalty for the ambition of securing political control

over lands that had but little in common with one another by becoming divided

against itself. The generation which knew Mohammed had not yet passed away

before the cry of the Muezzin on the towers of the mosque, “ Allah is great !”

resounded from the Red Sea to the shores of the Caspian, and the echoes could be

heard along the lands of the Mediterranean ; but, corresponding to the expansion of

dominion, various phases of Islam had also arisen .

The differences among the followers of the Prophet at first assumed a purely

political aspect. Everything seemed to hinge upon the question of the proper suc

cessor to Mohammed, but even here essential differences between Arabic and extra

Arabic conceptions became apparent. The Arabs, unaccustomed to any other idea

of rulership except that recognized by the popularwill, favored the appointment of

the Caliph, i , e, successor to Mohammed, by election . To the population of Irak

and Iran, long accustomed to the more stable conditions, represented by priestly

castes and social distinctions, heredity appeared to be the more legitimate principle.

The first three caliphs following upon Mohammed represent the triumph of the

Arabic view , but with the advent of Ali , the son - in -law who succeeded Othman, the

outlook for the advocates of the hereditary principle seemed brighter. Ali possessed

neither the power nor the gift of healing the breach , so that even before his death ,

the permanency of the schism was apparent to all who grasped the situation .

Muawiya, the governor of Syria, succeeded in establishing himself in control after

the death of Ali. The adherents of the latter recognized Husain , Ali's second son ,

since the elder had yielded his prerogatives in favor of Muawiya, and the long

struggle — bitter and bloody — began. The followers of Ali became a party, and are
henceforth known as the Shiites. *

They refused to recognize the legitimacy of the first three caliphs , Abu -Bekr,

Omar, and Othman, and after Ali , they accept none of the caliphs recognized by the

rest of the Mohaininedan world . By way of contrast, the opponents of the Shiites,

claiming that they were following the example of the Prophet, called theinselves

Sunnites - a terin equivalent to our word " normal.” To this day, the Mohammedan

world is divided into these two branches, though both among Sunnites and Shiites,

various and indeed numerous subdivisions arose in the course of time.

Behind and beyond the political dissensions, however, which culminated in the

great schism , there lay other differences in which the interpretation of the Islamic

doctrines was involved . The impulse to the theological elaboration of Mohammed's

religion naturally came from those regions in which culture, learning, and intellectual

activity centered. Iran was one of those regions, and Irak was but an extension of

Iran, while in Syria , the existence of various Christian sects actively engaged in

reconciling and combining Christian theology with Greek philosophy may betaken

as an index of the intellectual activity that prevailed there.

Islamic theology is thus the product of non - Arabian centers. The first results of

theological inquiry within Mohammedan circles were in the direction of " free

thought." The influence of Greek philosophy is clearly apparent in a powerful

school that arose, with its center in Mesopotamia, and known as the Mu'tazilites, i.e.,

* 1.e., “ the one la ” , scic, by Allah .
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Separatists, who denied the eternity of the attributes assigned to Allah, inasmuch as

such a view involved the existence of beings by the side of Allah, boldly proclaimed

the freedom of the human will , denied the absolute authority of the Koran as well

as the doctrine of predestination. For a time, this party by virtue of intellectual

preëminence enjoyed great power. They succeeded in gaining the adherence of the

Caliph Al-Ma'mun (813-833 A.D.), and under the influence of the Mu'tazilites there

arose a spirit of skepticism which threatened seriously to upset the orthodox faith .

This skepticism affected chiefly Persia and countries in which Persian influence was

strong, but Arabia itself did not escape..

The famous Omar Khayyam (eleventh century ), the type of Islamic skepticism

in Persia, has his counterpart in Abu-l- Alâ al-Ma'arri in Arabia. Islam was begin .
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ning to lose its hold upon its votaries when the reaction set in . The Mu'tazilites

were persecuted, freedom of thought was suppressed, and by the beginning of the

eleventh century the orthodox party had gained almost complete sway. Al-Ash'ari

(874-935) , who started out as a Mu'tazilite, became the founder of the Sunnitic

system of theology, while the final details of Mohammedan orthodoxy were added by

al-Ghazzâli ( 1059-1111 ) . This system, which well merits admiration for its thorough

ness and its encylopædic character, sets up seven eternal attributes of Allah, and

accepts the belief in angels as creations of Allah. Allah has at all times revealed

himself through prophets. The Koran has always existed with Allah, until it was

revealed to Mohammed through the angel Gabriel . Man, though entirely in the

hands of Allah, is yet free to give to his actions, a moral or immoral character. On

the final day of judgment, all men will arise to be judged. Their deeds will be
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weighed in the balance. All will pass over the bridge known as Sirát. Those

whose good deeds outweigh the bad will pass safely across and enter Paradise; the

others will fall through the bridge into Hell. The faithful will be assisted by the

intercession of Mohammed , while all prophets and martyrs pass directly into Para

dise without a trial , and immediately upon their death.

This system, powerful as its influence was, did not crush out the Shiitic move

ment, nor did it prevent the rise of numerous sects and religious uprisings at various

times. Within the orthodox party itself four subdivisions arose.
The strictest

of these is the Hanbalite sect , which carried the worship of the Koran to the uttermost

extreme and opposed all investigations into the religious doctrines. Its adherents

at present are limited to the interior of Arabia. The majority of the Turks belong

to the party that takes its name of Hanafite from Abu Hanifa — a native of Irak

and which may be designated as the left wing of orthodoxy. Somewhat stricter is

the party of the Malikites. Egypt and Syria are the strongholds of the Shafite sect.

These four subdivisions, while agreeing in their main tenets, differ considerably from

one another in ritualistic details.

But it was among the Shiites that the process leading to the rise of new sects

went on with special vigor. From the Shiites lave generally come the religious

agitations that stirred the Islamic world, as also among them the intellectual move

ments had their origin .

The Messianic idea, that plays so significant a role in Jewish and Christian

theology, affected Mohammed but slightly , and, as a consequence, there are but small

traces of it in the Sunnite system. Among the Shiites, however, it is the active source

of various religious movements. The view arose that Ali had not died. In the

thunder, his voice was heard, in the lightning his rebuke of inankind. In due time,

it is believed, he will come back to earth and establish justice. Upon the death of

Husain (Ali's second son ), the majority of the Shiites recognized the claims of the

immediate descendants of Hasan and Husain, as the grandsons of Mohammed,

through the prophet's daughter Fatima, while others attached themselves to a third

son of Ali, Mohammed, born to him by another wife. Of this Mohammed, likewise,

the belief was current that he had not died , but was hidden in a mountain to the

west of Medina and would return . Such a belief naturally encouraged the rise of

false Messiahs, and the supply was always equal to the demand. One party among

the Shiites recognized twelve legitimate successors to Mohammed , beginning with

Ali, and known as Imâms, i. e., “ leaders." The twelfth disappears mysteriously

in the year 941 and the doctrine rises among this party, known as Imâmnites, of the

“ hidden Imâm ,” to whom access could be had only through a specialservitor. This

doctrine likewise opened the door to deceivers and fanatics, who claimed to be the

medium through whom the hidden Imâm communicated his desires . Others of the

Shiites broke off the succession at the fifth Imâm, known as Mohammed, and

recognized his brother Zeid. The Zeidites, as they werecalled, curiously enough

recognized the legitimacy of Abu Bekr and Omar and inclined towards Mu'tazilitic

doctrines. Again , with the eighth Imâin, Ali al - Ridha, who makes an attempt to

secure the caliphate of Bagdad ,a break is made by a party which recognizes Ismael
as the successor of Ali al-Ridha instead of his brother Mohammed . Ismael loses

his life in the turmoil , and again the belief arises that he has not died , but is hidden.

Under the lead of Abdallah ibn Maimun , the sect of the Ismaelites, takes its rise,

and Abdallah lays claim to being the one to whom the hidden Imâm was pleased

to communicate his orders. A branch of the Ismaelites is represented by the Kar

malians. Led by Hamdân Karmat, they succeeded in capturing Mecca in 930, and

carried the black stone of the Kaaba with them . Twenty years later the fetish was

restored . After the death of Abdallah and of his son , a certain Obaidallah appears

among the Berbers of Northern Africa, and , claiming to be the incarnation of the last

Ismael, establishes the dynasty of the Fatimites in Egypt in 969 A.D.
In this
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dynasty, the Messianic idea runs riot, one member known asHâkim claiming to be

the incarnation of the deity himself. Under the name of Druses, so called from

ad- Darâzi, a follower of Hâkim , adherents of this belief still exist in the Lebanon

districts. These two impersonations, (a ) that of the hidden Imâm , or the Mahdi,

as he was termed at times, and in some districts, and ( 6) that of the deity himself

form the regular features of the religious movements among the Shiites. A curious

feature of these movements is the opposition agaipst the sacred spots of Arabian

Islamism — the Kaaba, the graves of the first caliphs, and even the grave of the

Prophet. The violent reaction of the Shiites against all forms of fetishism consti

tutes, indeed , their redecining feature. On the other hand, the methods pursued by

some of those sects to accomplish their ends were most revolting. In the eleventh

century a kind of religious order was organized by Hassan ibn Sabbâh. From their

use of an intoxicating draught in their ritual, known as hashish, the members became

known as assassins; and this term acquired distasteful associations from the means

adopted by the assassins to rid themselves of their enemies — secret murder. Another

development of the Shiitic aberrations is the rise of secret orders and of mystic sects.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries the orders of the Dervishes start up .

They represent the culmination of the movement towards mysticism . From the

word sufa which designates a coarse, woolen garment worn by those who devoted

themselves to a life of piety and ascetism , the term sufi became the general desig

nation of the Islamic mystic. It was in Persia again that Sufism found its chief

votaries , and so most of the orders of the Dervishes are to be found among the

Shiites of Persia. New orders of Dervishes were established in almost every century,

and the present one forms no exception . Each order has its ritual , a code of morals

that each claims can be traced directly to Mohammed. Many of the orders have

cloisters, and all have places of religious assembly. In some, religious excitement

forms the purpose of their meetings. By whirling and shouting , the members lash

themselves into a state, bordering on religious frenzy. These are the so -called

howling and dancing Dervishes. In others,asceticism is the chief ideal .

Anti-Islamic tendencies form a feature of Sufism , as of some of the orders of

Dervishes. In the latter half of the last century , a sect aroseunder the leadership of

Abd al-Wahhab to purify Islamism in Arabia of all traces of idolatry. They included,

under this term , the homage paid to saints, and did not hesitate to lay hands on the

tomb of Mohammed . At the same time, they protested against all innovations into

Islam , and preached a vigorous crusade againstluxury and social vices. The move

ment, although originating within the Sunnite party, shows the influence of Shiitic

ideas. It found little favor in the religious centers of Islam and gradually went to

pieces. Scarcely fifty years have passed since there was shot in Persia a man, Mirza

Ali Mohammed, who claimed to be the "gate of communication with the hidden

Imâm .” This movement known as Babism has not yet run its course, although

strong efforts were made to suppress itby the Persian government. The appear

ance of a “ Mahdi” a few years ago in the Soudan is a piece of recent history well

known to every one, and serves as an illustration of the persistency of ancient

doctrines, as well as of the continued activity of Islam.

In forming a general estimate of Islamism , the intellectual movement, which

follows in the wake of the conquests of the Arabs, must not be overlooked. While

the so -called Arabic science is to be traced to Persian sources, and is, indeed , largely

a continuation of Persian culture, still it is an integral part of Islamism .

For the Christian world to imagine that Islamism is on the decline is to

cradle a strange delusion. Islamic thought and science have run their course, but

the religion of Mohammed is still spreading in Africa, and more than holds its own

throughout the Turkish empire, in Egypt, northern Africa, and in Persia, as well

as in distant India, China, and Java. The present number of Mohammedans is

estimated at one hundred and seventy - five millions.
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If Islam is destined to disappear, it will not be by conquest at the hands of

European armies, nor by the control of European states. It will survive even the

destruction of the Turkish empire—an event, by the way, that is far from being

imminent. The presence of Christian missionaries in the east will not drive it out.

Should Islam ever disappear, it will be through a disintegrating process , due to the
presence of elements that cannot be assimilated. Arabiaand Persia represent two

such hostile factors. The fermentation produced by the constant conflicts between

Sunnites and Shiites , hitherto encouraging only sectarianism , may eventually lead

to a dissolution of the entire mass.

FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW.

19. ARABIAN RELIGION BEFORE MOHAMMED.— Yemen, Immigration , Northern Arabs,

Various clans, Mutual independence, Islamism , Fairs, Stones, Trees, Tribal deities, Mecca,
Foreign influence.

20. MOHAMMED . — Birth, Koreish , Marriage, Commerce , Hanif, Prophet of Allah, Education,

Sincerity, Monotheism , Opposition , Flight , Army formed, Meccans subdued, Arabs united ,

Pilgrimage to the Kaaba.

21. THE KORAN.- Preacher, Early utterances, Content of message, Later utterances, Political

elements, Confusion of Biblical events, Koran , Recitations , Order of suras, Dullness of the

Koran .

22. THE DOCTRINES OF ISLAM.-Islam , Scripture and tradition, Unity of Allah , Eternity , Love
and mercy, Universality , Messenger to every people, Mohammed the last , Allah a sultan , War.

fare, Hell and Heaven , Fatalism .

23. THE RITES OF ISLAM . - Confession of faith , Prayer, Poor-tax, Fasting, Pilgrimage , Prostra

tion , Mosque, Friday, Praise, Prayer, Kaaba, Pilgrimage of Mohammed , Omens, Polygamy,
Slavery.

24. THE SÉCTS OF ISLAM .-Persian influence , Politics influence ecclesiastics , Shiites, Sunnites,

Theologic activity , Free -thought and orthodoxy, Messianic movements , Dervishes, Expansion

of Islam , Its future.

QUESTIONS.

19 . What two classes composed the Arabs ? Describe the Sabaean empire. What happened in the

fifth century A.D.? What was the political relation between the various clans ? How did Islamism

profit by this ? What part had the fairs played ? Describe the early religion of Arabia . What special

cult flourished at Mecca ?

20. When was Mohammed born ? Describe his family, and early history. Why did he belong to

the hanifs ? How was his prophecy received by his compatriots ? What education had Mohammed ?

Was he sincere ? How does the influence of Judaism and Christianity appear ? What aroused opposition

to Mohammed ? Whatwas the flight of Mohammed ? Shetch his life from this time until its close.

21. Characterize the early utterances of Mohammed . What was the tenor of his utterances at

Medina ? How correctly does he relate Biblical incidents ? Why was the Koran so called ? How do

the Meccan speeches differ from those made later ? What order does the Koran observe ? Describe the

two styles in the Koran.

22. How may Islam be rendered ? What is themost conspicuous element in Islam ? On what two
sources has Islamic theology been based ? What is the chief doctrine of Islamisin ? What are the

chief traits of Allah ?. What did Mohammed think of other prophets ? What political condition does

the conception ofAllah reflect ? What was the highest service to Allah ? State the notions of Hell and

Heaven . How far was fatalism taught ?

23. Name the five primary duties. State the confession of faith . What was Mohammed's

chief innovation ? What were the times for praver ? What was the purpose of the mosque ? When

does the assembly take place ? State the proportion of praise and prayer. Is the prayer obligation

generally recognized ? What isRamadan ? Describe Mohammed'sattitudeto the Kaaba, and its impli
cation . What does the perpetuation of polygamy and slavery imply ?

24. What checked the progress of Islam ? Howdid political conditions influence the choice of a
successor to Mohammed ? Who were the Shiites ? Who were the Sunnites ? Where was the theological

elaboration done ? What tendency does Omar Khayyam represent? But what does Mohammedan ortho
doxy teach ? Describe some Messianic movements. What are Dervishes ? To what order did the

recent Mahdi belong ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Comparison of the origin of Islamism with others already noticed will show how historic reli.
gionsgrow out of prehistoric ones. The absolutely primitive is never reached .

2. Compare Mohammed with the founders of religions previously described .

3. Contrast the very different conditions under which the Buddhist Suttas were composed .
4. Compare Allah with Tien .

5. Compare these five duties with the precepts of Buddhism .

6. Compare the Mohammedan with the Buddhist church histories .
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VEL AND GLOSSARY.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION .

a as in fat.

ā as in fate .

ä as in father .

a when obscure .

e as in met.

ē as in mete .

i as iu pin .

i as in pine.

o as in not .

o as in note.

ö as in move .

u as in tub.

ū as in tube.

ü Place the lips for oo , but say ee .

oi as in joint .

ou as in proud .

g as in get.

i French nasal n .

N. B.— The pronunciation of the names commonly known has been Anglicized .

Allah ( al - läh ' ; the h is is guttural. )–An Arabic

god .

Alon (ä'lon).-A Phoenecian god .

Amen (am'en ).- An Egyptian god .

Anu (ä'nö ).- A Babylonian god.

Anubis (a-nö'bis). – An Egyptian god .

Anunnaki (ä -nön'nä-kē).- Babylonian spirits .

A pis (ā'pis ) .-A bull .

Ashur ( ä'shör ). - An Assyrian god .

Astarte (as-tär'ta ) –A Syrian goddess.

Atmu (ät'mö).- An Egyptian god .

Baal (bā'al).- A Syriangod .

Baalat (bä'al-at ).-A Phoenician goddess.

Baalhammon (bä'al-häm'mon ).- A Phoenician

god .

Baalshamen (bä'al -shä'men ).-A Phoenician

god .

Bakis (bā'kis ).—A bull .

Bast (bäst ).-An Egyptian goddess .

' Bel ( bāl ).-A Babylonian god.

Bes (bās). -An Egyptian god .

Chemosh (khā'mosh ). - A Moabite god .

Duzu (dö'zö).-A Babylonian god .

Ea (ālä ).- A Babylonian god.

Eabani (ā'ä -bä'ne).- A Babylonian hero .

El (āl).- A Hebrew god .

Eshmun (āsh'mön ) .-A Phoenician god.

Gilgamesh (gēl-gä'mesh ) .- A Babylonian hero .

Hajj (häj).- The pilgrimage to Mecca .

Hanif (hä'nif ) .-A heretic .

Hathor (hä'thor ).— An Egyptian goddess.

Hijra ( hējʼrä) . — The flightof Mohammed .

Horus (hö'rus).— An Egyptian god.

II ( ēl).— The Strong One.

llu ( e'lö ).-An Assyrian god .

Ishtar (ēsh'tär).- A Babylonian goddess .

Islam ( ēs -läm '). Mohammedanism .

Islamism ( ēs'läm - ism ).- Mohammedanism .

Isis ( i'sis ).-- Au Egyptian goddess.

Jehovah ( je -hõ'vä). — TheHebrew god .

Kaaba (kä’ä-ba ) . — Temple in Mecca.

Kabiri ( kä-bi'rē ) . — Dwarf gods.

Khnumu(khnömö . - An Egyptian god.

Konsu (khôn’s8).–An Egyptiangod.

Koran(ko -rän').- The scripture of Islamism .

Maat (mä'at).- An Egyptian goddess.

Mahdi (mähidē).- An Islamicmessiah.

Maruduk (mä'rö-duk ) . — A Babylonian hero

god.

Melek (mē'lek ).- A Phoenician title .

Melkarth (māl'kärth ).- A Syrian god .

Mesha (mā'shä ).- A Moabite king.

Milk (milk ).- A Phoenician title ,

Min (mēn ).-An Egyptian god.

Mnevis (mnē'vis ). - A bull.
Mohammed (mo-häm'med ; the second m

must be sounded as well as the first ).-The Arab

prophet.

Nabu (nä'bö ).- A Babylonian god.

Nebo (pā'bo) .-A Babylonian god.

Nephthys (nef this).-An Egyptian goddess.

Nergal (nār'gal).-A Babylonian god .

Nelt (nit).- A Libyan goddess.

Nusku (nörskö).- A Babylonian god .

Nut (nöt).— The sky.

Onuphis ( 0- nö'fis) .-A bull.

Osiris ( ō -si'ris).---An Egyptian god .

Ptah ( ptä ).-An Egyptian god.

Ra (rā ).- An Egyptian god .

Ramman (räm'män ).- A Babylonian god .

Seb (sāb ).- The earth .

Semites (sē'mites). - A historic race .

Set (set).—An Egyptian god.

Serapis ( se- rā'pis ) . -An Egyptian god .

Shamash ( shä’mash ).- A Babylonian god .

Shu ( shö) .-Space.

Sin (sēn ).- A Babylonian god .

Sura (sö'ra ).– Chapter in the Koran .

Tammuz ( täm'möz ).— A Babylonian god .

Tiamat (tē'ä -mät).— A Babylonian demoness.

Yemen (yā'men ). — A province in Arabia.

Ziggurat (zēg'gö-rat). — A Babylonian temple.
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SIDE LIGHTS.
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The Evolution of Religion in Egypt . – Were are really merely the genii of the towns. Many

it possible to describe the life of the ancient Egyp- were supposed to show themselves to their wor.

tians without touching, upon a subject of such shipers in the form of some object in which they

moment to them as their religion, I would gladly dwelt , e.g., the god of the townDedu in the Delta

do so , for it is not possible as yet to give a satisfac- ( the later Busiris)in the shape of the wooden pillar.

tory scientific account of the faith of this ancient The form chosen was generally that of

nation. In spite of the enormous amount of some animal : Ptah manifested himself in the

material that we possess in the shape of religious Apis bull , Amon in the ram , Sobk of the Feyum
texts and pictures, our knowledge of the subject in a crocodile, and so on. The Egyptians believed

is still very elementary, and in the following that each place was inhabited bya great number

sketch much must still be considered ashypothet. of spirits, and that the lesser ones weresubject to

ical . It is most probable that originally the the chief spirit; in some instances they formed his

whole country did not profess a common religion. suite, his divine cycle; sometimes they were con

It is true that there are certain representations sidered as his family; thus Amon of Thebes had the

goddessMut for his con

sort, and the god Chons

for his son .

The religious condi

tions described above

exist mutatis mutandis

everywhere amongst na

tions in a low state of

development ; with the

progress of Egyptian

civilization they

changed in many essen

tial points. As the

Egyptian peasantsofthe

different nomes began

to feel that they belonged

to one nation , and as

the intercourse increased

between the individual

parts of this long coun

try, the old religion

gradually lost its discon.

nected character. It

was natural that families

traveling from one nome

THAI

HAASA

to another should take
Sculptured Façade of the Temple of Edfu .

the gods they had hith.

erto served to their new

which continually recur, andwhich seem common hoines, and that, like every novelty , these divini.

to all parts of Egypt, as for instance , that of Rê', ties should win prestige with the inhabitants. It

the sun -god, passing through the heavens in his is conceivable thatthe god of a particularly great

bark , or of heaven as a goddess bending over the and mighty town should be believed to exercise a

earth, but these representations have little to do sort of patronage, either politically or agricultural.

with religion itself. He who neededsuperhuman ly, over that part of the country dependent upon

help turned rather to a god more akin to himself, that center. Whenany god had attained thispromi

the god of his town. Each town , and indeed each nent position , and had become a great god, his

village, possessed its own particular divinity, worship would spread still farther. He had more

adored by the respective inhabitants ,and by them opportunities than the other gods of giving help

alone. Thus the later town of Memphis was faith- and working miracles; he therefore won more

ful to Ptah , of whom they said , that as a potter on renown than they did. If the fame of a god spread

his wheel he had turned the egg from which the through the whole country , and if pilgrims came

world was hatched . The god Atum was the from afar to his sanctuary, still greater results

" town god " of Heliopolis; in Chnum we find ensued . The worshipers of other less celebrated

Thoth , in Abydos Osiris , in Thebes Amon , in deities then discovered that their divinity was

Hermonthis Mont, and so The goddess really the same as the more famous god . It was

Hathôr was revered in Denderah, Bastet in the no obstacle that the names were utterly different;

town later called Bubastis, while in Sais the people e.g., in far distant ages the worship of Osiris,

adored the warlike Neit , who was probably of belonging originally to Abydos, spread over the

Libyan origin . The names of many of these whole of Egypt,and gods as distinct from him as

deities show them to be purely local gods, many Sokar of Memphis and the pillar of Dedu were

being originally called after the towns, as, “ him identified with him .

of Ombos," " him of Edfu ," " her of Bast ” ; they The consequence was that with the progress of

on .
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Ka Statues of Memnon at the time of High Nile.

civilization the religion underwent a process of

simplification. The small local gods shrank into

the background by the side of their more fortu

nate colleagues, who tended more and more to

merge into each other. Thus the cruel Sechmet

andthe gracious Bastet were almost considered as

special forms andnames of the more famous god

dess Hathôr; and in later times wemay also add
of Mut of Thebes. At length Hathôr herself

had to suffer identification with Isis. In the same

way , as the reputation of the sun - god increased,

other gods grew more like him . Few Egyptian

gods escaped identification with Rê ' , noteven the

water god Sobk , in spite of his crocodile form .

Thedevelopmentof a common mythology ad

vanced hand in hand with the process described

above. At the period when each individual place

revered its special divinity , the respective inhabi.

tants had woven for their god a history of special

actions and destinies which had little or no con

nection with the stories of the divinities wor.

shiped in other localities. When , however, the

local cults were fused into a national religion, the

legends of the gods were united to form a mythol

ogy which , in its most important particulars, be

came the common property of the nation .

The evolution of Egyptian religion described
above took place in prehistoric times. In the

oldest records we possess, the so-called pyramid

texts, the development was complete, and the re

ligion had essentially the same character as in all

after ages. We find a very considerable number

of divinities of each rank , the greater with their

sanctuaries in various towns , one being always

acknowledged as pre-eminent; individual gods

are sometimes expressly distinguished the one

from the other, sometimes considered as identical ;

we find a mythology with myths which are abso

lutely irreconcilable existing peacefully sideby

side ; in short , an unparalleled confusion. This

chaos was never afterwards reduced to order ; on

the contrary, we might almost say that the con

fusion became even more hopeless during the 3,000

years that , according to the pyramid texts, the

Egyptian religion “ Aourished

From century to century progress was made, at

any rate in one direction,viz ., in the amalgama

tion of the divinities to one type. More especially

the sun -god Rê ' formed a central point for this

kind of union ; Amon of Thebes, Horus of the

East , Horus of Edfu, Chnum of Elephantine, Atum

of Heliopolis, and it may be many others , were

considered under the New Empire as one god.

This course would gradually lead to the abolition

of polytheism , andin fact this tendency is very

apparent. Thus, e.g., in the phraseology of the

hymn to the sun-god , the divine amalgam , com

posed of Amon, Reé , Harmachis, Atum, is called

the “ only god, in truth , the living one.” At the

same time, the existence of the various sanctuaries

proves that these were but empty phrases ; as long

as Atum, Chnum, and Horus still possessed their

individual sanctuaries and priesthood , the fusion of

these gods could not be complete, notwithstand
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ing these beautiful words. Above all, the priests feet, and the birdsin themarshes flutter with joy. "
of those gods naturally withstood these anti-poly- It is he " who brings in the years, creates the

theistic theories of the New Empire, especially months, makes the days, reckons the hours ; he is

those who, being the richest, had most to lose by the lord of time, according to whom men reckon,”

them - the priests of Amon . It is no accident that Yet , in spite of the fact that the new faith was

the only practical attempt that we know of in this founded on the old teaching, it stood really in ab

direction turned, in the time of momentary solute opposition to the latter. The fury with

triumph, with rage against Amon, as if it had which the former persecuted the old gods , especially

experienced most resistance from that god . This the Theban god, finds it parallel orly in the

attempt was undertaken by the son of Amenhotep history of fanaticism . The name and figure of

III . , the last king of any importance of the Amon were erased everywhere , and to accomplish

eighteenth dynasty, and consisted in no less a this act of vengeance against the god whom they

change than the substitution of all the gods of detested, Chuen’eten's people even penetrated

past times by one single deity, the great living into the interior of the private tombs. The god.

sun -disk , ” or, according to his official title, “ the dess Mut, the consort of Amon, fared no better.

sun ruling the two horizons, he who rejoices in the The king would no longer live in the town, which

horizon in his name: splevdor abiding in the sun- had been the residence of his ancestors, but built

disk . " a new town in Middle Egypt to be the seat of

It is probable that this religious revolution was government in place of the impure Thebes. He

borne along by an undercurrent of support in the thought it necessary, also, to change his name of

nation , or at least in the educated classes ; finally, Amenhotep, because the name Amon belonged to

however, it was carried out by the zeal of a the old faith ; he also decreed a change of orthog

monarch . King Amenhotep IV. ( or as he was raphy in order to remove a sign , to which there

called after the reformation, Chuen'eten, splendor was the same objection. The word maut (mother)

of the sun-disk ) established the doctrine; this is had hitherto been written ; it was now

evidently the official term for the new religion , changed to because, in the old fashion of

for a number of years as the state religion. The spelling, the word signified alsothe nameofthe

above title , referring to the sun -disk , shows that goddess Mut.

from the first, the new faith was formulated dog- It is evident that a reformer who went so rashly

matically ; nevertheless, wecan only judge of this to work as to try to set aside the whole history of

teaching by the hymns, in which adoration is paid a people with one stroke, could create nothing

to “ the living sun-disk , besides whom there is no permanent. The results of the work of Chuen'eten

other. " He created all things, “ the far -off were ruined after a few years, and in the reaction

heavens, mankind, the animals, the birds ; our his buildings were razed to the ground . The old

eyes are strengthened by his beams, and when he faith was re-established unchanged, and there was

shows himself all flowers grow and live ; at his never any more question of the doctrine of the

rising the pastures bring forth, they are intoxi- heretic .-A . Erman , “ Life in Ancient Egypt,"

cated before his face, all the cattle skip on their op. 259-63.
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THE FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL STATEMENT OF THE

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY..
346 and 348 Broadway, New York City.

JOHN A. MCCALL, PRESIDENT.

BALANCE SHEET, JANUARY 1 , 1898.

ASSETS.

U.S. Bonds ( $ 1,323,000 ) and State , City ,

County and other Bonds ( $ 103,870.803 ),

cost of both , $ 103,381,604, market value $ 108,173.803

Bonds and Mortgages ( 900 first liens). 41,082, 122

Real Estate (74 pieces, including twelve

office buildings 16,991,000

Deposits in Trust Companies and Banks,

at interest 10,243,984

Loans to Policy -Holders on their policies
as security ( legal reserve thereon , $ 13,

717.893 ) 7,900,096

Stocks of Banks, Trust Companies, etc.

( 4,047,817 cost value ) , market value Dec.

31 , 1897 5,065,918

Loans on Stocks and Bonds (market

value, $5,626,6.55) 4,507,367

Premiums in transit, reserve charged in

Liabilities 2.164.297

Quarterly and Semi-Annual Premiums

not yet due, reserve charged in Lia

bilities 1.889,474

Interest and Rents due and accrued . 1,186,618

Premium Notes on Policies in force ( re .

serve charged in Liabilities ( 2,700,000 ) . 1.189,401

TOTAL $ 200,694,440

EXPENDITURES, 1897 .

Paid for Losses. Endowments and Annui.
ties $ 14,052,908

Paid for Dividends and Surrender Values, 5,376,541

Commissions ( $3.239,964) on New Business

of $ 135,... , 794 Medical Examiners' Fees,

and Inspection of Risks( $ 391,135 ) . 3,631,099

Homeand Branch Office Expenses, Taxes ,

Advertising, Equipment Account, Tele

graph, Postage, Commissions on $741,

467,131 of Old Business, and Miscel.

laneous Expenditures 4,770,391

Balance - Excess of Ircomeover Expendi.

tures for year 13.982.145

TOTAL
$ 41,793,084

INSURANCE ACCOUNT.

ON THE BASIS OF PAID -FOR BUSINESS ONLY .

No. of

Policies. Amount.

In Force December 31 , 1896 . 299,787 $ 826.816.648

New Insurance Paid for , 1897 . 62,708 133,335,794

Old Insurances Revived and In

creased , 1897 .. 699 2,007,823

TOTALS 361,192 $ 961,380,267
DEDICT TERMINATIONS :

By Death , Maturity, Sur

render, Expiry , etc.... 31,234 $ 87,339,342

In FORCE Dec. 31 , 1897..... 332,938 $877,020.923

LIABILITIES :

Policy Reserve ( per attached certificate

of New York Insurance Department )... $ 164,936,079

All other Liabilities : Policy ( laims, An

nuities, Endowments , etc.,a waiting pre

sentment for payment 2,366,330

Surplus Reserved Fund voluntarily set

aside by the Company 16,195,926

Net Surplus ( per attached certificate In

surance Superintendent) Dec. 31 , 1897 .. 17.176.10.5

Total $ 200,694.440

Gain in 1897 .

New Applications Declined in '97

33.173 $ 30,201,277

9,310 25,020.936

CASH INCOME, 1897 .

New Premiums . $ 6.659.815

Renewal Premiums 26,321.105

COMPARISON FOR SIX YEARS .

( 1891-1897 . )

Dec. 31 , '91. Dec. 31 , '97. Gain 6 yrs

Assets $ 125,947.290 $ 200,694,440 $ 74,747,150

Income 31.854,194 41,793.084 9,938,890

Dividends of Yr.

to Policy Hold

ers 1,260,310 2,431,981 1,174,641

Number of Poli

cy Holders 182,803 332.938 130.1. ) .)

Ins. in force pre

miums paid ).. $575,689,619 $ 877,020,925 $301,331.276

TOTAL PREMIUMS.

Interest , Rents, etc ..

$ 32,980,960

8,812,124

TOTAL $41,793,081

CERTIFICATE OF SUPERINTENDENT OF STATE OF NEW YORK INSURANCE DEPARTMENT,

(ALBANY, January 6 , 1898 .

J, Louis F. PAYN , Superintendent of Insurance of the State of New York. do hereby certify that the

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, of the City of New York , in the State of New York , is duly authorized

to transact the business of Life Insurance in this State.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that, in accordance with the provisions of Section Eighty -four of the Insurance

Law of the State of New York . I have caused the policy obligations of the said Company outstanding on the

31st day of December, 1897, to be valued as per the combined Experience Table of Mortality, at 4 per cent.

interest, and I certify the same to be $ 164,956,079.

I FURTHER CERTIFY that the admitted assets are . $ 200,694,440.89

The general liabilities. $ 2,366,330.49. The Net Policy Reserve , as calculated by this Dep't .. 164,956,079.00

The Surplus Reserved Fund voluntarily set aside by the Company, which , added to the

Department Policy Valuation , provides a liability equivalent to a three per cent .

reserve on all policies 16,1 95,926.00

The Net Surplus (excluding the Surplus Reserved Fund of $16.19 926 ) 17.176,105.40

In Witness WHEREOF, I have hereunto subscribed my name and caused my official seal to

be affixed at the City of Albany , the day and year first above written .

LOUIS F. PAYN , Supt . of Insurance .
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Of good shorthand systems, we've many a score , By FRANK RUTHERFORD.

And each month some author produces one more,
With pot-hooks and hangers, and thick strokes and thin,

They ring all the changes, and make quite a din .

But 'though they may boast much, vow each superfine,
There's none can compare with Gregg's modernLIGHT-LINE.

Oh ! Why should a shorthand slope this way and that ?

To write thus in longhand, you would be a flat !

An elbow turned out, and a pen held askew ,

Are awkward and ugly ,and not nice to view.

Justthink how much bettertohave one incline

They write allONESLOPE, in Gregg's modern light-line.

Oh ! Why should a shorthand fly hither and there !

To write so in longhand, you scarcely would dare .
This form written sky -high , the next one below,

You bob here and there , like a bear in a show.
'Tis all ar from natural, take this as a sigh

They write ONE POSITION , in Gregg's modern light line .

Oh ! Why should a shorthand be thick now and thin ?

To writea thick up -stroke, would cause one to sin !

To try to write swiftly , with thick strokes galore,

' Tis bound to be guess -work to read your notes o'er.

Sodispense with all shading in shorthand design

They have but ONE THICKNESS, in Gregg's modern light-line

Oh ! Why should a shorthand omit all the vowels ,

And leave youto guess, if 'tis tells," " tales" or " towels” !
'Tis not natural to write in this absurd way,

And thousands of students on this go astray .

You canreadeveryletter , each word can define,

Cause VOWELSARE INSERTED in Gregg's modern light-line.

Now , if you are wise, and would shorthand acquire,

Just throw your old text-books straight into the fire.

Then take up light-line -- in the matter of speed

There's nothing can beat it, of this take good heed.

' Tis most easy to learn , to read , and in fine ,

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS . No shorthand can equal GREGG'S MODERN LIGHT-LINE.

HEAD OFFICE : 94 WASHINGTON ST.

3 CHICAGO.

NEW YORK: St. James Building, Broadway and 26th St.

GREGG'S SHORTHAND,
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COLUMBIAN DENTAL COLLEGE,
N. W. Corner State and Quincy Streets .

FACULTY.

Geo . T. Carpenter, M.D. , D.D. S. , Dean, Professor of Oscar Dodd , M.D. , Professor of Pathology and Anæs.
Oral Surgery and Stomatology. thesia .

Edgar J.Ward ,D.D.S. , Secretary , Professor of Ortho- Frank N. Brown , D. D. S. , Professor of Prosthetic
dontia . Denistry

Albert E. Morey , Ph.B. , D.D.S. , Professor of Operative J. A. McKinley, M. D. , Professor of Anatomy and
Dentistry. Physiology.

S, Allen Wilson , A.M. , D.D.S.. Professor of Hygiene, John B Palmer. D.D. S., Professor of Clinical Pres.

Embryology and Care of Children's Teeth . thetic Denistry and Porcelain Dental Art.

Geo . W. Mills . Ph.G., D.D.S. , Professor of Chemistry O. S Scheiber, M D. , Professor of Organic Chemistry
and Metallurgy. and Director of Chemical Laboratory.

Elmer DeWitt Brothers , B. S. , L. L.B. , Counsel, Pro- H. H. Merrell , Ph , G., M. D, Professor of Materia

fessor of Dental Jurisprudence. Medica and Therapeutic.

Wm . L. Ballenger, M. D., Professor of Histology and Frank H. Stafford , Ó. D. S. , Professor of Operative

Bacteriology. Technics.

DEMONSTRATORS.

C. M. Wesner, D.D.S ....Dem . Operative Dentistry . Charles Lund . Assistant Demonstrator.

J. C. Franke , D.D.S .. . Assistant Demonstrator. Frank M. Kindig , M.D .. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

C. M. Roberts, D.D.S ....Dem . Prosthetic Denistry . 6. WalterGray , D.D.S... Asst. to Chair of Orthodontia .

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS .

John H. Young, D.D. S., EdgarJ. Word , D.D.S. , Price Cheaney , M.D., D.D.S. ,

J. Mary Metzger , D. D. S., c. M. Welch-Hoffman , D.D.S., John B Palmer, D. D. S.,

Geo. T. Carpenter, M. D. , I. A. Freeman , D.D.S., Rush Crissman , D.D.S.,

Frank H. Stafford , D.D. S., I. P. Upson , D. D. S. Dr. A. B. Clark.

PRELIMINARY COURSE : For one month prior to the regular opening of the College, a prelimidary
course will be held. This course is recommended to all who expect to attend

the regular session ; especially those who have hadno regular experience in dentistry will find this course

greatly to their advantage. Å fee of $20.00 will be charged for this course , which will be deducted from the

regular college fees for the ensuing year. Those who cannot take the entire preliminary course should come in
as early as possible.

REGULAR SESSION will commence September 28th and continue until April 5th , which will be imme
diately followed by a

PRACTITIONERS ' COURSE, which willcontirue for 12 weeks (or till June 19th ). A Practitioners'

Women are admitted into this College on the same terms which govern theadmission of men.
For further information , address

DR. GEO. T. CARPENTER , Dean , 103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

***** ***
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DESIGNING ..FOR EVERY PURPOSE
WE CURE..

ENGRAVING BY EVERY PROCESS

Fran
klin

LOCOMOTOR -ATAXIA

RHEUMATISM

BRIGHT'S DISEASE

DIABETES and all forms of

PARALYSIS and

LAME BACK .
ENGRAVING

AND ELECTROTYPING

ம.

CHICAGO

OUR facilities are the largest and

we are prepared to execute all

orders promptly and satisfactorily.

In proof of which we are permitted to refer to such

well-known men as : Hon. John P. Altgeld ,

Chicago ; Hon . Joseph E. Gary , Chicago ;

Mr. T. S. Cunningham , Chicago; Rev. Father

P. M. Flannagan , Chicago; H. V. Bemis ,

( former Proprietor of HOTEL RICHELIEC ) ,

Chicago .

The Chicago Vacuum Medical and

Surgical Institute ,

167 DEARBORN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL .

Samples and Estimates Cheerfully Given . DR . H. N. D. PARKER , PRES .

DR . C. W. KLINETOP , SEC . & TREAS . Send for Pamphlet,

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS KINDLY MENTION " PROGRESS.”



Why risk your life or limb on an unknown bicycle ,

when you can secure a celebrated

MONARCH

ERADE MAR

AT $60.00

$ 100.00 -MONARCH CHAINLESS-$100.00

Our 1898 Catalogue

is one of the most artistic

cycle books ever published-mailed free.

MONARCH CYCLE MFG. CO.

CHICACO . NEW YORK. LONDON. HAMBURG
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GET THE REAL BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

gIVORY

SOAP

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...OHICAGO...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

with the safety clause , which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends tore

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance ; accumulations added to face ofpolicy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD

Date Assets Ins. in Force

Dec. 31,1898 $ 28,290.27 $ 1,880,000.00
1894 89,941.45 8,483,000.00

1895 57395.93 4,827,000.00

1898 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest recordevermade by any company at

same age, showing that the plan is meeting with

approval

DIRECTORS.

D. A. Moulton, 2d Vice - Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.

Bank .

Thos.B.Ackers, Credits, M. D. Wells & Co.
Jas. W. Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres .& CashierFortDear .

born Nat. Bank .

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marshall Field & Co.,

(Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U.S. Express Co.

c. E. Hambleton , Life Insurance.

OFFICERS.

James W. Stevens, President.

L. A. Goddard , Treas. F.0. Lowden, Counsel.

Geo. F. Butler, Medical Director,

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary .

Liberal contracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
reliable agents .

Write for terms and territory. SECRETARY .

SSOAP :

The Best is

always Imitated.

Neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 28390

IN GOING TO ST . PAUL AND

MINNEAPOLIS What Point

M W n

The wise traveler selects the Chicago , Mil DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ?

waukee & St. Paul Railway.

Why ?

It is the best road between Chicago and

the Twin Cities.

It has the most perfect track. ST . PAUL ,

Its equipment is the finest. MINNEAPOLIS ,

Its sleeping cars are palaces. ASHLAND, DULUTN ,

Its dining car service is equal to the best

hotels.
And the Principal

Its electric lighted trains are steam -heated .

Its general excellence has no equal.

It is patronized by the best people.
Are easily reached via

It is the favorite route for ladies and chil

dren as well as for men . Wisconsin Central Lines

It is the most popular road west of Chicago.

For further information apply to nearest FAST TRAINS ,

ticket agent, or address

LEAVING OHIOAQO DAILY

GEO . H. HEAFFORD,

General Passenger Agf .. H. F. WHITCOMB , JAS. C. POND ,

G. PA

410 Old Colony Bldg.,Chicago.
Gen. Manager .

MILWAUKEE , WIS.
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms, Etc.
A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively .

TWELVÉ DICTIONARIES IN ONE-EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An . A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms. tions used in writingand printing.

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms,
AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases, etc. Prefixes and Postfixesfrom theGreek , Latin and

Saxon tongues, and of all the important words
A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of

Prepositions.
derived from the Hebrew , Greek and Latin
languages.

A DICTIONARY of Prepositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their

A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.
various uses .

A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary
A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words.

conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu

Ancient and Modern Languages, and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English

Phrases language.

NOTE THE CONTENTO.

100,000 SynonymsandAntonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

80,000 Wordsand Phrases ; being the most com :
Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived

plete collection of Briticisms, Americanisms and from the Latin , Greek and other languages. A
Colloquial terms to be found in the English lan unique Etymological Dictionary of incalculable
guage .

value, both to beginners in the study of the Eng .
3,000 Examples of Propositionsand illustrations of

lish tongue and to advanced students.
their use after certain words. Over 600 of themost important wordsdistinguished

800 Examples of Prepositions and their discrimina from each other as to their correct use, with

tions.
copious illustrations.

Nearly 1,000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but 100 Slips in ordinary speaking and writing.
differing in use.

Over 1,000Homophonous words, the same in sound
54 Common Contractions and the words they represent.

but different in meaning . 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formation of the plurals of nouns.

modern languages . 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D. D., LL.D.,

Late Supt. of Public Instruction, State of Wisconsin , Ex-President of Illinois Wesleyan University ,
and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION .

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All Ite Critics ,

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn. Hon . Solomon Palmer,Montgomery, Alabama.

" A book that may be called well nigh invaluable to " It is a work ofgreat merit and should be freely used

every class ofpeoplo - students, literarymen ,public in our schools. Every literaryman would do well to
speakers, or any who have much writingto do. Scarcely koop a copy on hisdeskfor reference.

anyone can afford to do without it, and to the person Hon. Ira G.Hoitt,Sacramento, California .

who writes in a hurry it will prove a boon indeed." " I judge that it will beofgreat value to all those who

Col. Francis W. Parker , Principal Cook County haveoccasion to write or spoak much . Its compact

Normal School. ness makes it specially valuable ."

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for con
Hon . Jas . S. Hook , Atlanta , Georgia.

stant use . " Its feature of Antonyms makes it especially useful

Thos . B. Stockwell , Stato Commissioner Public and Ido not see howany scholar or cultured gentleman

Schools, Providenco, R. I.
can afford to do without it . Every oducated man and

" Of real value and helpful in many ways, and will every teacher oughtto have it. '

commend itself to every student."
Hon , Charles C.Stevenson , Boise City, Idaho .

“ I am convinced thatit is the right book intheright
Hon . J. B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin .

place and fills along-feltwant. I can say without hes
" The work may be fittingly characterized by 'elabor. itation that the work will beof daily benefit to me in

ato conciseness'.

Hon .M.A.Newell, Baltimore, Maryland.
my profession. "

Inter Ocean, Chicago : "The moreono bas oc
" More exhaustive than any of its predecessors. The

casion to use it themoreitscompleteness isobserved.
appendices add very greatly to the value of the work .

It covers the field of its work most admirably , and is 50
The list ofprepositions and their relations is especially methodically arranged as to make reference to a word
valuable to young students."

or colloquialism orforeign phrasoeasy . It is among
Hon . J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan. the best, if not the best book of its kind, written for

" I haveseenno book of the class so well adapted to practical useof the student.

practical use." Journalof Education, Boston : "This is a no

Hon . J.W. Patterson , Concord , New Hampshire. markable book , completo and exhaustivo."

" It is of great value and must be of immense prac- American JournalofEducation : " The pub
tical use to scholars." lisher has conferred a lasting favor on the general lit

Hon . Richard Edwards,LL. D., Bloomington, Ill. erary publicby issuing this book . Every department

" The idea of grouping togetherwords of opposite ofthe entire work is helpful to writers, speakers, teach
moanings as well as words of similar meanings is an ers and students - everybody seeking to know the proper

excelleut one. Many times the literary man will be use of words. To these we commend it. "

groatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C.A.Watchman : " Thisis one of the best

roputation and great experience as a writer will give books of its kindwe have seen ,andprobably thereis
the booka doserved advantage among literary men ." nothingpublished in thecountry that is equal to it."

Etc., contains is .

price is $ 2.00. ! will send

this Great Work, All Charges Prepaid , for $ 1.25 . No teacher, minis

ter or student can afford to do without it, Monoy promptly refunded if not satisfactory. Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, CHICAGO ,

" Synonyms , Antonyms," Estoy contain:672 pages, and in handsomely bound in Cloth. Regular retail
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American Character Studies.
A NEW AND NOVEL COURSE OF STUDY ON THE MEN

WHO HAVE MADE OUR HISTORY , TWELVE NUMBERS,

POPULAR IN TREATMENT AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

FIRST COURSE: AMERICAN STATESMEN .
1

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS :

THOMAS JEFFERSON — By EDWARD S. Ellis, A. M. , Author of " The Peoples

Standard History of the United States, ” Etc.

JAMES OTIS - By John CLARK RIDPATH , Author of “ Ridpath's History of the

United States , ” Etc.

SAMUEL ADAMS—By SAMUEL FAllows, D. D. , LL. D. , Ex- Supt. of Public

Instruction of Wis. , Ex - Pres . Ill . Wesleyan University.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN—By FRANK STRONG, Ph . D. , Lecturer on United States

History, Yale College , New Haven, Conn .

JOHN HANCOCK - By John R. MUSICK, Author of " The Columbian Historical

Novels,” Etc.

JOHN ADAMS-By Samuel WiLLARD, M. D. , Author of " Willard's History of

the United States,” Etc.

DANIEL WEBSTER-By ELIZABETH A. REED, A , M. , Author of “ Hindu Liter

ature , ” “ Persian Literature,” Etc.

JOHN RANDOLPH— By RICHARD HEATH DABNEY, A. M. , Ph . D. , Professor of

History, University of Virginia.

GEORGE WASHINGTON — By J. C. FREEMAN, A. M. , LL. D. , Professor of

Literature , University of Wisconsin .

ALEXANDER HAMILTON - By EDWARD S. ELLIS, A. M. , Author of " The Peo

ples Standard History of the United States,” Etc.

HENRY CLAY - By H. W. CALDWELL, A. M. , Ph . B. , Professor of American

History, University of Nebraska.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN - By Robert DICKINSON SHEPPARD, D. D. , Professor of

American and English Hist'y, Northwestern University, Evanston , Ill .

Three yearly courses of twelve numbers each have been outlined . The First year will be devoted to

American Statesmen as indicated . The Second year to American Heroes , such as Paul Jones, Israel Putnam,

Stephen Decatur, Commodore Perry, W. T. Sherman, Philip Sheridan , Admiral Farragut, Gen. U. S. Grant,

Etc. The Third Year to American Discoverers and Inventors , embracing Daniel Boone, David Crockett, George

Rogers Clark, John C. Fremont , Robert Fulton, Eli Whitney, Samuel F. B. Morse , Cyrus Field, Thomas A.
Edison, Etc.

These courses are designed for Home Study ; for Supplementary Reading in Schools ; for Reading Circles

and for Centers organized for historical and literary culture.

The Special Aim of this unique and interesting series of Character Studies is to foster among our

people, young and old , a deeper love of Country : to arouse and sustain a spirit of true patriotism ; to awaken

an enthusiastic interest in the field of American History and thus help them in the discharge of the import

ant duties of American citizenship .

It will be readily seen that while this series of Character Studies will be useful in the highest degree to

the young , it will be none the less attractive and beneficial to those of adult years .

Each number will be written in a popular style and will be supplemented by Anecdotes, Incidents and

and Personal Experiences, which will tend to show the character of the subject portrayed. At the end of each

number will be a complete Chronological Table of the events in which the subject took part. There will also

be an extensive list of questions for a Monthly Review , and Topics for Special Study.

This series of American Character Studies will be handsomely printed and fully illustrated . Each

number will contain from 80 to 128 pages . Price of the Entire Twelve Numbers of each series,

( over 1,000 pages in all ) postage paid, is but $ 1.50 . The first number of the Statesmen Series,

on Thomas Jefferson , is now ready. Sample copy to any address , but Fifteen Cents . Send for copy.

Names of Authors a guarantee as to merit.

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Address

Association Building, CHICAGO.
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NOTES FROM CENTERS

AND A FEW COMMENDATIONS.

Steubenville, Ohio, has a splendid Center of 231 members. “ Iam highly pleased to receive this valuable contribu

After holding meetingsregularly for an entire year, the Secre- tion (Progress to the library of this office, and have

tary, Mr. R. H. Thompson, writes as follows: directed that the Bureau subscribe for the numbers that

The interesthas been very goodduringthe entire year, may follow of this publication ." W. T. HARRIS,

muchofwhichis duetothe efficientservice rendered by U.S. Comm'r of Education ,Washington, D.C.

our leader . Weexpect to haveeven moreinterest mani. UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK ,
fested in the course in Literature .'

REGENT'S OFFICE, ALBANY, N. Y. , Sept. 14, '97.

East Providence, R. I., has a Center of over 100 members " I am veryfavorablyimpressedwith the plansofthe

doing excellent work. University Association, and am anxious to see them tried

This certifies that I have examined the plan of The in our wn State. I shall be disappointed if the result does

University Association anditspublications,andbelievethe not prove the work to have a large educational value,and

scheme of study to be both valuable and practical." I shall watch the progress of any Centers organized in New
THOMAS B. STOCKWELL , York with unusual interest and sympathy.

Commissioner of Public Schools, R.I. MELVIL DEWEY, Sec'y.

“ I heartily concur in the above." ." The University Association Course of Study and ex
E. BENJAMINANDREWS, aminations commends itself to all who want to improve

Pres. Brown University, Providence, R. I. themselves by pursuing a systematic plan of work . The

“ The plan commends itself to me as a practical one, general conception is a good one, and it is directed by per.
and Iam not surprised to learn that great results have been sons of ability, integrity and clear notions of what is useful

It

accomplished through it. The idea of one subject at a time
and beneficial to all persons of average scholarship

seems to me to be an especially strongpoint
affordsmepleasureto recommend ittothe favorable con

W. E. WILSON ,
sideration of the public." J. M.GREENWOOD,

Prin . R. I. Public School, Providence. Supt. of Schools, Kansas City , Mo.,

and Pres. National Teachers' Association .
At St. Joseph, Mo., over 100 teachers alone took thecourse

in History during the past year. Hon. E. B. Neely , Supt. of " I heartily approve of the plan of your organization.”

Schools, in his announcement to teachers, says : ALBERT G. LANE, Supt. City Schools, Chicago .

“ I earnestly hope every one of our teachers will renew

her subscription to “ Progress, " and take upthe coursein " The plans for promoting the variouscourses strike me

Literaturenext year. I ampreparedto say that thecourse
as excellent." PROF. H. B.ADAMS,

in Literature is, without exception, the best with which I
John Hopkins University , Baltimore .

am acquainted .'
" I know of no greater benefit that can cometoa town

The “ New South " has also awakened to the importance of in a literary way than the formation of such aCenter. It

this great work. The State Teacher's Association of Georgia makes a class room of every home. Every teacher especially

has adopted both courses, History and Literature, and issued a should give your work all possible encouragement; for

strong appealto teachers,from whichwe quote thefollowing: more than anything else Iknow of, the Association is the

• The Reading Circle Board , after carefully examining teacher'shelper. ” JOS. R. HARKER ,

the University Association courses ,andhavingtestedthem Pres.Illinois Female College. Jacksonville, mi

in several cities and towns in the State, most heartily and

unreservedly recommend them to the teachers of the State
" I am interested in anything that will aid our teachers

as the best, in planand matter, that are published . The
in any waytomakeproper mental advancement, and I be.

tableof contents will give some idea of the scholarly man
lieve, from what I have seen of your plan , that it will be

ner in which the courses are presented . Already Marietta,
an excellentthing fortheteachers of our schools."

Gainesville, Newnan , College Park , Griffin , La Grange,
E. H. MARK, Supt. of Schools, Louisville, Ky.

Atlanta , Macon, etc., have established Circles, and these

commend thecourses in the highest terms.
“ I have examined the plan of study suggested by The

UniversityAssociation ,and feel confident that it offersan
TheBoard desires that every village and town in the

State will take hold of this matter, and through its teach
excellent opportunity forsystematic work, under guidance,

ers organize a University Center. It will help theschool,
to many who are denied theprivilege of attending ahigher

institution of learning. The namesof thedirectorsand
the teacher and the community.'

E. C. BRANSON, L. M. BRITIAN ,
instructors also invite confidence in this plan . "

JOHN H. FINLEY. D. D ,
J. M. POUND , P. D. POLLOCK ,

J. S. STEWART, MISS MAMIE BACON,
Pres . Knox College, Galesburg, Ill.

The Reading Circle Board . President Henry Wade Rogers, of the Northwestern Uni

Prof. J. R. Mosely, of Mercer University, leader of the versity, in a recent letter , says:

Center at Macon, Ga., writes: " I think very highly of the work of The University

“ Our University Circle at Macon is a great success. We
Association . Itis the best form ofUniversity Extension

have presentatnearly every meeting from 40 to 50 enthusi- work ,and I have no doubt whatever will accomplish great

astic workers. We have been enabled to bring to our service
good.”

the best literary talent in Macon." " The courses are prepared by specialists in the various

" I take pleasure in informing you that our interest departments -menwhosenames are a sufficientguarantee

deepens with every meeting. None of us can begin to
of the scientific and scholarly character of the work. The

express our gratitude to the Association for giving such a
public is to be congratulated upon this extension of Uni

delightful and interesting course of study." . versity privileges to awide circle hitherto deprived of so
MRS. MILDREDL. BRICKER, thorough a literary discipline.”

Sec'y Nevada, Iowa, Center.
REV.HERBERT L. WILLETT,

( This Center is now on second year's work .) The Disciple's Divinity House, University of Chicago.

“ I write you to say with what delightful unanimity and “ I believe that your course is grand , and it ought to

enthusiasm our Circles are working ,andhowdeeplyinter- command the admiration of educators generally.”'

esting the work has become; and that whateverthe attrac W. N. FERRIS,

tion elsewhere, it never abatesthe interestor lessens the Pres . Ferris Industrial School, Big Rapids, Mich.

attendance." REV. H. M. GREEN,

Rector Trinity Church , Fostoria, 0.
At Bloomington. III., a very strong Center ofover 250 mem

bers was organized in September. Under date of Novemberpotk ,
" The members here are perfectly delighted with the Hon . Richard Edwards, Ex - Supt. of Public Instruction of

work , and all of them are taking adeep interest in it . It Nlinois, writes as follows:

has awakened an unprecedented effort to know more of “ The Association was very successful in organizing a
history, andthehistorical works in our college libraryare University Center in this place containing 250 members.
being read and examined with far more zeal than ever This wasaccomplished early in September ,and themem
before . The members here are divided into two clubs, and bers have carried on the work ever since, with much
each one forced meto take itsleadership . I enjoy the enthusiasm and success. The study which is issued to the
work , and only wish I had more time todevote to it. members is very useful in the statement of important facts

PROF. JAMES H. FCQUA, and in indicating a lineofwork. I am very sure that here

Bethel College Russellville , Ky. the organization hasfully accomplished , thus far, all that

( This club has 55 members, and is making good progress .) was promised for it."

.
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Skeen, Aitken & Co.

Printers

and

Publishers

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes

to match , embossed in any color, with
any initial or two-letter monogram ,

Jike cuts , post paid $ 1.25 .

50 engravedvisit.

ing cards with plate
for $ 1.25 . Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postal note with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programs are beautiful.

Estimates furnished free .

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,

196 S. Clark St. , CHICAGO.

Estimates

given on all

kinds Qa

of work

'PHONE HARRISON 314.

328-334 Dearborn St.

Chicago

18 to 26 Van Buren Street,Chicago .

***********************

Chicago National College of Music.

A High School of Music.

A High School of Elocu .

tion , Etc.

Diplomas and Certificates

Awarded .

Sight Singing, Harmony,

Normal Training, Con

ducting, Etc.

Horthwestern

University Dental School
Dental Departm't Northwestern University.

Located in in the Business Center

of the City of Chicago.

Every facility furnished for study

ing the Scientific Principles upon

which Dentistry is based .

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG MAILED .
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HISTORY OF INTERPRETATION OF

THE OLD TESTAMENT.

BY

SAMUEL IVES CURTISS, Ph.D. , Lic. Th . , D.D. , Professor of Old Testament Literature,

Chicago Theological Seminary, Chicago, 111.

1. INTRODUCTION-JEWISH INTERPRETATION.

A.-INTRODUCTION.

HE science of the interpretation of Scripture has passed through as long

and tortuous a course as Chemistry or Astronomy. As Alchemy and

Astrology led up to these sciences , so the efforts of Jews and Christians

to explain the Scriptures have prepared the way for the modern system

of interpretation now current in the study of any ancient literature.

This consists in giving the plain and obvious meaning of the text , as understood by

the men for whom it was first written .

The belief that the Bible was a divine book almost completely closed the eyes of

ancient interpreters to its human elements. If they sometimes theoretically admitted

them, they practically ignored them . Its literary character, its poetry , its history were

overlooked . It was regarded as an arsenal of divine sayings. Hence, both Jews

and Christians sought to find their theories and speculationsconfirmed by it. They

did not ask what the writers intended , but rather what meaning the language

would bear. The result of this abuse of Scripture was that the Bible , which we

regard asa book for the coinmon people, was sealed ; so that among the Jews none

but a Rabbi was capable of setting forth the sense of the Old Testament, and

among the Christians only the Church could determine the significance of the Bible.

B.-ANCIENT JEWISH INTERPRETATION.

Among the Jews there were two schools of interpreters : the Palestinian , which

used the Hebrew consonantal text, and the Alexandrian, which used the Septuagint

translation.

The Palestinian School. — The character of Palestinian exegesis may be best

observed in the Talmud, including the Mishna, or development of the Law ; the

Gemara, or expansion of the Mishna, and its further modification in the Baraitha.

The Jerusalem Talmud was edited 390 A.D.; the Babylonian, 365-427 A.D. The

Talmudic commentary is called Midrash, investigation , embracing the Halacha,

legal enactment, and the Haggada, or illustrations by tales, parables, or allegories.

While the Rabbis have reduced their modeof interpretation to rules, nothing could

seem more lawless , more casuistical , more fantastic than some of the interpretations

in the writings named . In the same connection should be mentioned the Qabbala,

which regards each letter of Scripture as the source of the greatest mysteries.

(Copyright, 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second - Class Mail Matter. )
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The Alexandrian School . — The most prominent figure in this school is that of

Philo, born about 20 B.C. at Alexandria. Though he found the allegorical method

employed in the exegesis of Homer and other Greek writers , as well as in that of

theOldTestament, he is worthy of special prominence, because of his pre -eminent

ability , his effort to reduce the allegorical interpretation to a system of rules, and on

account of his influence, more or less immediately, on the interpretation of the
Church Fathers. While re

taining the literal sense for

the instruction of the com

mon people, he adopted the

allegorical for those who

were capable, as he thought,

of a higher conception of the

Scriptures, and turned the

plainest narratives into inet

aphysical abstractions, since
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Greek philosophy, of which

he was an ardent admirer,

could be found in the Old

Testament.

The New Testament

Writers. — As might be ex

pected ,, Palestinian, and

traces of Alexandrian, ex

egesis are found in the New

Testament, both in the Gos

pels and the Epistles . Paul

was brought up at the feet

of Gamaliel (Acts xxii . 3).

He was saturated with Jew

ish learning and schooled

in Jewish modes of thought.

When he became a new

creature in Christ, he did

not cease to think and rea

son like a Jew ; hence, his

mode of interpretation is

essentially Jewish , but the

Title Page of the Treatise Baba Bathra , “ last door," of the Babylonian Talmud , guiding power of the Divine
published in eighteen quarto volumes , 1644-1647, in Amsterdam by Immanuel

Spirit has at all times kept
tains the anti-Christian passages usually expunged by the him

censor . It is from the library of Prof. S. I. Curtiss .
froin such extrava

gances as we find in the

Talmud . Now, while we must admit that the human method of interpretation

employed was incorrect in form, it was used by Divine Wisdom as the only suit

able means of conveying truth in New Testament times. An age accustomed to

the Jewish mode of interpretation could not make any more use of the modern

method than a boy, who has studied only primary arithmetic, could make of a

treatise on conic sections. Hence, a New Testament interpretation of the Old is

abundantly justified as a necessity of Divine Providence.

C.-MEDIEVAL JEWISH INTERPRETATION..

The Middle Ages, which brought no light from the Bible to the Christian

church , were marked by distinct progress among the Jews in the interpretation of

קיזיץנםרח

יקההתאהמ

םדרטשמאב

Benverieste. This is considered one of the finest editions, as it con
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the Old Testament. Under the inspiration and example of the Arabs, whose lan

guage the Spanish Jews spoke, the study of Hebrewgrammar at first flourished

several hundred years in Spain , beginnning with Jehudah Ibn Daud , or Chayuj, and

closing with David Kimchi (d. 1235), who wrote in Hebrew. Elias Levita (d. 1549),

acelebrated grammarian, belongs to the period of the Renaissance. Even Rashi

(d . 1105 ) shows the influence of the new learning, although abiding by traditional

interpretations ; and Ibn Ezra (d . 1167) , who was in some respects a forerunner of

the modern critics, is perhaps the most grammatical and historical of the medieval

Jewish interpreters. David Kimchi, while subject to philosophical presuppositions,

also marks a distinct advance in the history of interpretation .

same

9

1. INTRODUCTION . – JEWISH INTER

PRETATION .

The Palestinian School. (a) From the

Mishna.-Man is bound to bless God for evil , as

he is bound to bless him for good. For it is said,

" And thou shalt love the lord thy God with all thy

heart , and with all thy soul , and with all thy

might ” ( Deut . vi . 5 ) . “ With all thy heart” means

with both thy inclinations, the evil as well as the

good . “With all thy soul” means even should he

deprive thee of thy life; and “ With all thy might"

means with all thy wealth . - Barclay, " The Tal

mud," London , 1878, p . 61 .

(b ) From the Gemara. –Rab Jehudah said in

the name of Rab : “ Adam's stature reached from

one epit of the world to the other, " as it is said

( Deut . iv .: 32 ) , " That God created man (Adam )

upon the earth , and from one side of the heaven

to the other ;'' but when he sinned , he laid his hand

upon him and diminished (his stature ), as it is

said : “ Thou hast laid thy hand upon me. ” Are

not the two opposed to each other ? No! both are

the measure.- Sanhedrin 386. Hershon,

“ Genesis with a TalmudicalCommentary," London,

1883 , p . 63. RabbiJehoshua, the son of Korkhah,

used to say , " Job lived in the days of Ahasuerus,"

as it is said, " And there were no women found ,"

etc. ( Job xlii . 14 ) . What was the generation in

which they sought for fair women ? He saith it was

thegeneration of Ahasuerus . And there

are some who say. “ Job was in the days of Jacob,

and Dinah, Jacob's daughter, was his wife ;" for

it is written in one place , " Thou speakest as one

of the foolish women speaketh ” ( Job ii. 10) , and

in another place, “ Because he wrought folly in

Israel . " '- Baba Bathra , 156.

The Alexandrian School. - Philo's effort was

by means of an allegorical method to show

that the contents of the Greek Philosophy were

contained in the Old Testament . . . In order

to understand the system aright we must remem

ber that Philo as well as the rest of later Judaism

considered the Old Testament as the source and

norm, not only of religious truth , but of every

truth . The allegorical meaning according

to Philo is the real Scriptural meaning ; the literal

is only an accommodation to human needs; it is

the body which encompasses the allegorical mean

ing or soul. According to the literal

meaning Simeon is especially cruel among

Joseph's brethren ; in the allegory , on the con

trary , one who is spiritually aspiring. Ac

cording to the literal meaning Joseph is cruelly

persecuted and mistreated ; in the allegory, on the

contrary, he is turned to sensuousness; therefore

the brothers do right to hate it and oppress it.

Siegfried, " Philo von Alexandria ,'' Jena,1875 , pp.

160-164.

The New Testament Writers . Interpreta

tion is as really a human and modern a science as

astronomy or chemistry; and to demand of the

New Testament writers that they should practice

the historical method of our day is to wish to tear

them from their surroundings,and strip them of
their human naturalness. - Toy." Quotations in the

New Testament, " New York , 1884,p.xxv.

Neither individuality, nor education , nor style,

nor speech , nor logic is changed when the Holy

Spirit takes possession of the human heart.

Hence it is absurd to claim that what God worked

in his servants through providential leading,

education, birth in definite circles , namely ,

individuality of a certain stamp, he annulled , by

a violentact of his spirit , into uniformity .

Neither the deity ofthe Lord nor the inspiration

of the apostles gives occasion to believe that they

were inwardly called to a change in the existing

interpretation of the Old Testament. - Hermann

Schultz on the Double Meaning of Scripture in

“ Studien und Kritiken ," Gotha, 1866, pp.22, 50,

note.

In these and similar instances Jesus interprets

Scripture as a Jewish Rabbin , after the Halacha

method, with which the Pharisees were familiar,

and to which they were accustomed in discussion

and argument .

Jesus also employs the Haggada method. This

is indeed his favoritemethod ofteaching, inasmuch

as his discourses were in the main addressed to

the people. In the interpretation of pro

phecy and history Jesus comes into connection

with the allegoricalmethod of interpretation , and

it has been claimed he applies it with the freedom
of a Hellenist . .. Jesus Christ .

the four kinds of biblical interpretation , in accord

ance with the usage of the various classes of men

in his times, in those ways that were familiar to

the Rabbinical school, the synagogue instruction ,

the popular audience, and the esoteric training of

the disciples, but never employs any of

the casuistry or hair-splitting Halacha of the

scribes; or any of the idle tales and absurd legends

of the Haggada ; or any of the strange combina

tion's of theSodh of the Alexandrians. His use of

Scripture is simple , beautiful , profound, and
sublime. One sees through the Divine Master

that the written Word is the mirror of the mind of

God ; and the eternal Word interprets the former

from the latter. --Briggs, “ Biblical Study,” New

York , 1884, pp . 310-315 .

Peter, James, and Jude, Matthew and Mark

incline to use the Haggada method ; Stephen,

Paul , and Luke, to the more learned Halacha

method ; John and the epistle to the Hebrews, to

the Sodh or allegorical method ; but in them all ,

the methods of the Lord Jesus prevail over the

other methods and ennoble them . - Ibid, p . 315.

uses
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2. INTERPRETATION BY THE CHURCH FATHERS.

The process begun among the Jewish interpreters of putting their own ideas and

speculations into the Old Testament, instead of drawing out the meaning of the
original writers, was continued by the Church down to the Reformation .

The effort made was to transform the Old Testament into a treasury of New Tes

tament teaching ; the instrument used was allegory. In this respect the Church

Fathers were following in the footsteps of New Testament writers, especially of Paul

and of the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews. Clement of Rome (96 A.D. )

sees in the scarlet cord , which Rahab was instructed to bind in her window, a sym

bol of the atoning blood of Jesus Christ. Barnabas (Epistle between 119 and

126 A.D. ) finds in the three hundred and eighteen servants of Abraham a symbol

of the name of Jesus and the cross. Indeed, there is scarcely an allusion to wood, or

anything which can be tortured into a reminder of the cross, which is not seized upon by

Barnabas and other Fathers as a symbol. Justin Martyr's dialoguewith Trypho, the

Jew (142-148) , rests mostly on an use of the Old Testament, which we must con

sider invalid and superficial , and of which the Jew rightly complained .
Such was

the uncertainty and subjective character of interpretation in the ancient Church that

Tertullian (b . about 150) maintained that argument with heretics was useless ,

because the issue was uncertain . He claims that Apostolic tradition is to be the

test of the meaning of Scripture, thus foreshadowing the action of the Council of

Trent. Nor did the laborsofOrigen (b. 185 , d. 254), wonderfulas they may be con

sidered , produce sounder methods of interpretation. He sought, as the result of

immense labor, through the preparation ofhis hexaplar text of the Old Testament,

by placing the Hebrew text with the various Greek translations in parallel columns,

to advance the knowledge of the true text of the Old Testament. Through the

errors of subsequent transcribers, in disregarding the critical signs , the ancient text

of the Septuagint fell into great confusion. Besides, Origen , who may be considered

the leading representative of the Alexandrian school, and a great admirer of Philo,

sought to systematize the allegorical mode of interpretation. He considered that

Scripture had a threefold sense, consisting of body, or literal; soul, or moral; spirit ,
or mystical. The literal sense was useful for the most simple Christians. Through

the allegorical interpretation he found an easy refuge from all difficulties in the

Old Testament. The influence ofOrigen was permanent in the Church, although
the Fathers who succeeded him did not go to as great lengths.

There were glimmerings of right principles of interpretation, as appears froin the

writings of Augustine (b. 354, d. 430) , the greattheologian , and Jerome (b. 346 ,

d . 420 ), the great Biblical scholar of the ancient Church ;but these principles, while

recognized, had no controling effect. Augustine adopted the seven exegetical rules

of Tichonius, which were mostly harmful to right interpretation. While his exe

getical works contain good comments on Old Testament passages, they are largely

composed of fanciful interpretations of Scripture . Among the Church Fathers,

Jerome was the only Hebrew scholar worthy of the name. Besides him , with the

exception of Origen , none could go back of translations of the Old Testament.

Jerome enjoyed the best advantages for the study of the Old Testament that the

time afforded . He spared neither pains nor expense to master the Hebrew language.

His Latin trnaslation of the Bible was a work of great inerit , which , after a test of

centuries, displaced its older rivals , and became the Vulgate of the Romish Church .

While Jerome had much of the freedom and insight of the modern critic, he was

not an original interpreter, and could not breakloose froin the faults of his time.

Only one of the Fathers earned the title of “ the exegete," Theodore of Mop

suestia (b. about 350, d . 429) , the intimate friend and companion, from boyhood, of

Chrysostom , to whom in early manhood he owed his conversion . He was the most

conspicuous representative of the School of Antioch, which stood for the historical
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and natural interpretation of

Scripture. While he had no

knowledge of Hebrew, he

had a remarkable intuition

of the historical and gram

matical mode of exegesis.

He was a strong opponent of

the methods of Origen . But

he was really a thousand

years in advance of his time.

His works were brought

under the suspicion of Nes
torianism , and were con

demned one hundred and

twenty -five years after his

death .

The allegorical method,

against which Theodore had

stoutly contended , continued

dominant, and was current

among the schoolmen . Nich

olas De Lyra (b . 1270, d.

1340) , who was a Hebrew

scholar, and who liad en

joyed the benefit of the

studies of the Spanish Jews

of the Middle Ages, does

indeed “ inake the first be

ginnings of a school of nat

ural exegesis by

ascertaining the literal mean

ing,” and, through his influ

ence on Luther, paves the

way for the following period ;

but, on the whole, the period

from the Apostolic Fathers
THE VISION OF ST. JEROME.

to the Reformation , in the
" After many tears, after my eyes had long searched heaven, sometimes I saw

angelic hosts attending me." Epist. xxii.

history of exegesis, might

be characterized as that of “the misinterpretation of the Old Testament.”

2. INTERPRETATION BY THE CHURCH

FATHERS.

Clement of Rome.-On account of her faith and

hospitality Rahab the harlot was saved . For when
the spies were sent by Joshua, the son of Nun , to

Jericho they gave her a sign to this effect,

that she should hang forth from her house a scar

let thread. And thus they made it manifest that

redemption should flow through the blood of the

Lord to all them that believe and hope in God. Ye

see , beloved, there was not only faithbut prophecy

in this woman.- " The Writings of the Apostolic

Fathers, ” Edinburgh, 1863, pp. 15 , 16 .

Barnabas. - Learn then, my children, concern

ing all things richly, that Abraham , the first who

enjoined circumcision, looking forward in spirit to

Jesus, practiced that rite, having received the niys

tery of the three letters . For [ the Scripture )

saith , “ And Abraham circumcised ten , and eight,

and three hundred men of his household .” ( Not

found in Scripture, but comp. Gen. 17:26, 27 ;

14:14 ). What,then, was the knowledge given to
him in this ? . The ten and the eight are thus

denoted— Ten by I , and Eight by H. You have

the [initials of the name of į Jesus. And , because

the cross was to express the grace (of our redemp

tion] by the letter T, he says also , “ Three Hun.

dred." He signifies, therefore, Jesus by two let

ters, and the cross by one. — Ibid. pp. 116, 117.

Justin Martyr.- For consider all the things in

the world , whether without this form [ i.e.,that

of the cross ], they could be administered, or have

any community . For the sea is not traversed, ex .

cept that trophy, which is called a sail , abide safe

in the ship, and theearth is not ploughed without

it ; diggers and mechanics do not their work , ex.

cept with tools which have this shape . And the
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axe .

ind i en

human form differs from that of irrational animals myself, the subject of this misery, and by those

in nothing else than in its being erect and having who then lived with me. Once more I

the hands extended. . . . His crucifixion was syni- came to Jerusalem and Bethlehem . What trouble

bolized both by the tree of life . . . and by those aud expense it cost me to get Baraninas to teach

events which should happen to all the just . Moses me under cover of night. For , by fear of the Jews,

was sent with a rod to effect the redemption of his he presented in his own person a second edition of
people. Jacob, by putting rods in the Nicodemus. . I remember that in order to

water -troughs, caused the sheep of his uncle to understand this volume ( Job ), I paid a not incon.

conceive, so that he should obtain their young. siderable sum for the services of a teacher, a native

With his rod Jacob boasts that he had crossed the of Lydda, who was amongst Hebrews reckoned to

river . David affirms that God comforted be in the front rank . St. Jerome," Letters and Se

him with a rod and a staff. Elisha, by casting a lect Works," New York , 1893, pp. 248, 176, 491 .

stick into the Jordan , recovered the iron part of the Theodore of Mopsuestia . - As the scholar and
Moreover, it was a rod that pointed successor of Diodore ... Theodore inherited the

out Judah to be the father of Tamar's sons, by a
Antiochian system of grammatical and historical

great mystery, etc. , etc.— " The Writings of Justin interpretation, and denounced the license of the

Martyr," Edinburgh, 1874 , PP . 55, 207-209. Alexandrian allegorizers . In his own in

Tertullian . - But with respect to the man for terpretation of both the historical and prophetical

whose sake you enter on the discussion of the Scriptures, it was a first principle with Theodore

Scriptures, with the view of strengthening him , to ascertain the intention of the writer,and to re

when afflicted with doubts [ let meask ], will it be fuse to admit a secondary and more subtle mean.

to the truth, or rather to heretical opinions, that ing, when the words were capable of a literal and

he will lean ? It is, indeed , a necessary practical sense . Excepting some few pas

consequence that they should go so far as to say sages, in which he recognizes direct prophecies of

that there are adulterations of the Scriptures, and the Messiah and his times, Theodore holds that

false expositions thereof, are rather introduced by the language of the Old Testament is applied to

ourselves, inasmuch as they, no less than we , Christ and the Christian dispensation only by way

maintain that truth is on their side . Our appeal , of accommodation . This accommodation

therefore , must not be made to the Scriptures; nor is, however , amply justified by the fact, that in the

must controversy be admitted on points in which Divine foreknowledge the earlier cycle of events

victory will be impossible, or uncertain, or not cer- was designed to be typical of the later-Smith &

tain enough.— “ The Writingsof Q.S. F. Tertulli- Wace, " A Dictionary of Christian Biography, "

anus, ” Vol. II ., Edinburgh, 1874, pp . 21, 22. Vol. IV ., London , 1887, P.916 . ·

Origen . – By Solomon , in the Proverbs, we find Venerable Bede .-What is it to us monks, to be

some such rule as this enjoined respecting the told Elkanah had two wives ? If we draw only

divine doctrines of Scripture ( Prov. 22:20, 21 ) : such " old things” as the literal sense out of Scrip

" And do thou portray them in a threefold manner , ture , we get no spiritual doctrine ; but when we un

in counsel and knowledge , to answer words of truth derstand it allegorically, Elkanah is our Lord , and

to them who propose them to thee.” Theindividual, his two wives are the Synagogue and the Church .

then , ought to portray the ideas of Holy Scripture - Farrar, Op. Cit., p . 240.

in a threefold manner upon his soul, in order that Nicolaus De Lyra.- It ( his commentary on the

the simple man may be edified by the “ flesh ," as
Bible] may be said to mark the first beginning of

it were , of the Scripture, for so we name the obvi- a school of natural exegesis; for, though recogniz

ous sense, while hewhohas ascended a certain way ing the old doctrine of a fourfold sense

[may be editied ] by the “ soul," as it were . The Lyra explicitly maintained and soughtto give ef
perfect man , again [may receive edifica

fect to the principle that the foundation of every
tion ) from the spiritual law , which has a shadow mystical interpretation must first be firmly laid by
of good things to come. For, as man consists of ascertaining the literal meaning. His qualities as

body, and soul,and spirit , so in the same way does an interpreter of Scripture included , besides com

Scripture, which has been arranged to be given by parative freedom from dogmatic prepossession , a

God for the salvation ofmen.-" The Writings of good knowledge of Hebrew and a fair acquaintance

Origen ,” Vol. 1. , Edinburgh , 1871 , pp. 299-301. with Greek. Luther was acquainted with his com

Augustine . — Nothing, indeed, can be theoretic- mentaries, and it is through the influence of Rashi

ally better than some of the rules which he lays upon Lyra that so many traces of the exegesis of

down . He dwells on the desirability of multifari- that Rabbi are found in Luther ; hence the oft.

ous knowledge. He insists that allegory should be quoted saying :

based on the historic sense . He perceived
" Si lyra non lyrasset ,

that there is in revelation a progressive element, Lutherus non saltasset. "
and that there is an inferiority in the degree of
revelation furnished by the Old Testament. But - The Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XV ., p. 113.

when we read his actualcomments these principles
are forgotten . - Farrar, “ History of Interpreta- NOTE TRANSFERRED FROM LESSON 4 .

tion, " New York , 1886, p . 234 .
Use of Scripture by the Unlearned . - All

Jerome.-In my youth , when the desert walled things in Scripture are not alike plain in them

nie in with its solitude , I was still unable to endure selves , por alike clear unto all ; yet those things

the promptings of sin and the natural heat of my which are necessary to be known , believed , and

blood . To subdue its turbulence I betook observed for salvation , are so clearly propounded

myself to a brother, that before his conversion had and opened in some places of Scripture or other,

been a Jew , and asked him to teach me Hebrew . that not only the learned, but the unlearned, in a

What labor I spent on this task , what dif- due use of the ordinary means , may attain unto

ficulties I went through, how often I despaired , a sufficient understanding of them — " The Consti

how often I gave over, and then in my eagerness tution of the Presbyterian Church, Confession of

to learn commenced again , can be attested both by Faith ," Sect. 7.
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3 INTERPRETATION FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Two things are characteristic of the period introduced by the Reformation in

the interpretation of the Old Testament: the freeing of Scripture from the bondage

of the Church tradition , and the study of it in the original languages. Both were

of the greatest importance. Until the Reformation , the Bible for the few who used

it could mean to the loyal Roinanist only what the Church decreed it should inean ;

hence the motive was wanting to go behind the official text of the Romish Church

as found in the Vulgate. This attitude was entirely changed by the Reformation.

The Bible became the source of authority ; hence the Reformers did not care for the

interpretations of the Fathers. Their sole question was what the Scriptures them

selves taught. This rendered necessary a careful study of the Bible in the original

languages, for which the way had been prepared by Reuchlin's translation of

Kimchi's grammar. Hence we may trace the Bible of Luther and the other

reformers back to the studies of Spanish Jews in the Middle Ages, under the tuition

of the Arabs . Neither Luther (b. 1483, d . 1546) nor Calvin ( b. 1509, d . 1564) were

profound Hebrew scholars , but they marked an infinite advance over the barren

waste of scholastic exegesis. They manifested a free attitude in their judgment of

the binding authority of certain parts of the Old Testament, while yielding loyal
and unquestioning obedience to Scripture as a whole. Their position in this

respect was in sharp contrast to that of the theologians of the Post-Reformation

period, who sought after the manner of an orthodox Jewishi scholar of the second

century to makea hedge about the Scriptures. The effort was made by these theo

logians to find the same infallibility in the Bible which the Fathers had found in the

church as the custodian of Apostolic tradition . This effort extended to defining the

limits of the Scripture to claiming, with reference to the vowel points, that they had

been supernaturally communicated that the Old Testament was of equal authority

with the New ; that the rule of faith was to be found in the clear passages of Scrip

ture, and that the obscure passages were to be interpreted by them . Thus the

theologians of the Post. Reformation period brought the Scriptures once more under

a yokeof bondage, the rule of faith which was really a barrier to free interpretation .

But there were critical tendencies at work , both among Protestants and Catholics.

Even Carlstadt (b. about 1483 , d . 1541 ) had maintained that the Pentateuch could

not have been written by Moses, and Luther had asked what difference it would

inake if he were not the author of it . Yet the main current among Jews, Catholics,

and Protestants, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was to suppress

free inquiry about the origin and composition of the Scriptures. But such investi

gations on the part of individuals could not be kept back.

Spinoza (b. 1632, d . 1667 ) may be regarded the father of modern criticism . He

was a learned Jew of acute inind who lived in Amsterdam , and who was excom

municated by the Jews because of his critical theories . The principles of interpre

tation enunciated by him are essentially in accord with those held by the modern

critical school .

A little later two French Catholics made important contributions to Old Testa

ment criticism . One, a priest, Richard Simon (b. 1638, d . 1712) who is sometimes

called the father of Biblical introduction, was the author of a Critical History of the

Old Testament.

Astruc (b. 1684, d . 1766) , a Catholic layman , was the founder of the literary

analysis of the Pentateuch in his “his “ Conjectures upon the original Memoirs which

Moses seems to have used in composing the Book of Genesis."

The condition of the text, which has an important bearing on interpretation,

also received great attention in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. After a

hard fought battle between the Buxtorfs, father (b . 1564, d . 1629) and son (b. 1599,
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d. 1664), on the one hand, and Capellus on the other, it was proved conclusively

that the vowel points used in reading Hebrew, far from being original with Moses,

were an invention of the Massoretes (after 600 A.D. ) , the guardians of Jewish

text criticism . Kennicott, an English, and De Rossi, an Italian, scholar,

devoted great attention to the comparison of Old Testament Hebrew MSS., leading

to the negative result, that none of those in existence originated before the Middle

Ages, and that the variations in their readings were so slight as to be of no account.

Lowth and Herder were eminent as exegetes, but no scholar arose who effected

a general change in the principles of interpretation as introduced by the theologians

succeeding the Reformation . They went to the Bible for proof texts to establish

the doctrines of the church ; and since they sought these by sound, rather than

through a historical , interpretation , they found them in the old Testament as well

as the New. Human agency in the production of Scripture was lost sight of, and

God was considered the author of Scripture in such a sense that the writers were

hardly more than amanuenses of the Divine Spirit .

3. INTERPRETATION FROM THE REF- they evidently do not mean what they say ; for the

ORMATION TO THE EIGHTEENTH
masses take no pains at all to live according to

Scripture, and we see most people endeavoring

CENTURY. to hawk about their own comuientaries as the

word of God, and giving their best efforts, under

Luther.- I admonish every pious Christian that the guise of religion , to compelling others to think

he take not offence at the plain , unvarnished man- as they do; we generally see, I say , theologians

ner of speech of the Bible. In it thou anxious to learn how to wring their inventions and

findest the swaddling -clothes and the manger sayings out of the sacred text, and to fortify them

whither the angels directed the poor, simple shep- with Divine authority . Such persons never dis.

herds; they seem poor and mean, but dear and play less scruple or more zeal than when they are

precious is the treasure that lies therein.- " Tuble interpreting Scripture or the mind of the Holy

Talk , ” London, 1890 , p . 26 . Ghost; if we ever see them perturbed , it is not that

Calvin . - The chief merit of an interpreter con they fear to attribute some errors to the Holy

sists in conspicuous brevity. And, indeed, when
Spirit , and to stray from the right path , but they

his only duty is to reveal the mind of the writer,
are afraid to be convicted of error by others, and

whom he seeks to interpret, he diverts his readers
thus to overthrow and bring into contempt their

from this in proportion as he wanders from the
own authority. The Chief Works of Benedict De

object he hasin view — ". Joannis Calvini,magni | Spinoza,” Vol. I. , London ,1891, p. 98 .

theologi. Commentarii in omnes Epistolas S. Simon.-I know that replies can be made re

Pauli, " Amstelodami, 1667, p . 2. specting the most ofthese passages (adduced against

the Mosaic authorship) and certain others which
Carlstadt . - Furthermore, he affirms that the it would be useless to adduce; but a little reflec

Pentateuch could not have beeu written by Moses,
tion will show that these replies are more subtile

because the portionswhich refer to the death of than true . – “ Histoire Critique,” Amsterdam ,

Moses are written in the same style as those which Dest. , 1685 , p . 32.

precede. -S. I. Curtiss , “ Bibliotheca Sacra,” 1884,
Astruc . - Moses had in his hands ancient me

moirs containg the history of his ancestors from
Post -Reformation . — The outlines of the ortho the creation of the world ; in order to lose nothing

dox view in this period remain the same, almost of these memoirs he has separated them into bits,

word for word . Revelation and the Scriptures following the facts which are there related ; he has

contain only truth : as such there can be no con- inserted these bits entire , one after another, and

tradictions; the pan -harmony of the Scriptures is the Book of Genesis has been formed through this

a dominant axiom . It follows from inspiration, combination . — “ Conjectures sur la Genese, " Broux

for the Spirit of truth is the real author. There elles, 1753, p . 9 .

was always only one salvation , and hence only

way of salvation. This contentof Scrip
Lowth . - The first and principal business of a

ture is the norm for exegesis , but it is also a fact,
translator is to give the plain literal and gram

so far as it represents itself in a kernel gathered
matical sense ofhis author; the obvious meaning

from clear passages, and the Scriptures can only
of his words, phrases and sentences, and to ex .

interpret themselves. This kernel of Scripture is
press them in the language into which he trans

the rule of faith , not a Church ordinance, but
lates , as far as may be, in equivalent words,

only the contents of the dogmas contained in the
phrases and sentences. For whatever

clear passages. The proof that precisely
senses are supposed to be included in the prophet's

words, spiritual , mystical, allegorical, analogical ,
the clear passages contain this kernel, and that the

obscure passages necessarily could not have any
or the like, they must all entirely depend on the

literal sense . This is the only foundation upon
other meaning, is not given . — “ Diestel,” op. cit . ,

which such interpretations can be securely raised;
PP. 367, 368 .

and if this is not firmly and well established , all

Spinoza . - When people declare , as all are ready that is built upon it will fall to the ground.

to do , that the Bible is the Word of God, teaching " Isaiah : A New Translation , ” London , 1779 ,

men true blessedness and the way of salvation ,

P. 10.

P. lii.
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4. INTERPRETATION DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

The last hundred years has marked an epoch in the history of Old Testament

interpretation. Ecclesiastical and theological fetters are being struck off from the

Old Testament, so that the ancient writers can deliver their message to us in some

such way as they sought to deliver it to their contemporaries. Up to the present

century, with a few exceptions, the Church was inclined to regard the Old Testa

ment purely as a divine book . Now the critics are teaching the Church that the

Old Testament is best understood when we give the human element in Scripture

its due place ; that, as we draw nearer the Master by dwelling on his humanity, so

we see God's infinite wisdom in his dealings with Israel more clearly when we

recognize the human and dispensational limitations of the Old Testament messengers

and those to whom they were sent. Higher criticism cannot disprove the fact of a

divine revelation ; indeed, it does not seek to do so ; it simply deals with the temporal

and natural peculiarities of those who bore it, and to whom it was given through

many centuries. While such critics as Kuenen may claim that prophecy in ancient

Israel was the product of mere naturalism , the history of ancient religions does not

furnish a parallel to any such naturalistic development, as is sometimes claimed for

the Old Testament. The results of prophetism demand a supernatural cause. The

origin of the Old Testament, in its relation to the New, cannot be explained merely

as a human production. No higher critic , so far as he is a careful and concien

tious investigator, is to be regarded an enemy of revealed religion on account of

his investigations. Whatever his personal attitude may be to the religion of Israel ,

his investigations, so far as they are conducted in a scientific spirit , with an honest

effort to know the truth , are to be hailed with satisfaction . This may serve to

explain a seeming inconsistency in the attitude of evangelical higher critics to

results which are sometimes called “ destructive." They are not destructive of

the authority of the Old Testament, as tested by the New, but of traditional views

with respect to its origin and composition. Hence, they do not affect the fact

of a divine revelation , but rather the manner of it.

The Old Testament interpreter, in the closing years of the nineteenth century,

has entered into possession of the following most important helps for interpretation,

which are mainly the fruit of studies during the last hundred years : 1. With refer

ence to the text. At least some progress has been made in seeking to determine

the original text of the Old Testament . Many of the suggestions in the Hebrew

text of the Old Testament edited by Haupt, from which the translation of the poly

chrome Bible is being prepared, are doubtless arbitrary and subjective, but it is

a step in the right direction which must be followed by others until scholars shall

settle with reasonable unanimity on a critical text of the Old Testament.

2. The discovery of the meaning of words found in the Old Testament is of the

utmost importance. Most of these are clear, because they often occur; many are

very obscure , because they are found only once. To determine their signification

it is not only necessary to compare the different ancient versions, but also to trace

them in cognate languages like Arabic, Aramaic, and Assyrian. In some of these

respects, Gesenius introduced a new era through his lexicon , which has passed

through many editions since his death , and is now being reproduced in this country

with all the appliances of modern scholarship.

3. Not less important is a study of the structure and connection of sentences.

In this regard , Gesenius did a conspicuous service, but it was Ewald who unlocked

the treasuries of Hebrew syntax, and who has been the inspiration of all subsequent

Hebrew grammarians and interpreters through his insight and commanding genius.

4. It is also of the utmost importance to know the manners and customs and the

geography of the country where the Old Testament was produced . The present

century has been characterized by the most interesting antiquarian and geographical
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researches, not only in Palestine itself, but in the seat of the great world powers

with which Israel had to do, and in whose domain at different times they found a

home, Egypt and Assyria. The value of these researches as aids to interpretation

cannot be overestimated.

5. But as exegesis is a historical science , as well as grammatical and critical, it

is especially dependent on the researches ofthe higher critics, because these deter

mine the relative age and succession of documents, and no right interpretation of

these documents can be given , as a whole, out of their proper historical setting .

No truthful history of Israel's religion or development of it, as a state, can be given

without using the results of higher criticism . Its most important discoveries have

been made in the Hexateuch (Pentateuch and Joshua ), in Psalms, Isaiah, Zechariah,

and Daniel. But none are comparable to those brought to light in the Hexateuch .

It has been found that the laws of ancient Israel, both civil and religious, as

therein detailed, resting on foundations laid by Moses, and all ultimately gathered

in a law book known by his name, were of slow growth, and did not attain their

final form until the reorganization of the Jewish state under Nehemiah and Ezra

(445-444 B.C.) . Reading the Old Testament in the light of this reconstruction of the

Pentateuch , there is not a religious or legal institution which does not show traces

of development. The critics discovered long ago that the Hexateuch was composed

of three main docuinents. With reference to this there is now alınost unanimous

agreement among German Old Testament scholars, and the number of those who

give their assent to this view in Great Britain and America is constantly increasing.

These documents,known as the Jehovistic, 640 B.C. , made up of the Yarwistic,written

in Judah 850 B.C., and the Elohistic , written in Ephraim 750 B.C.; the Deuter

onomic, 621 B.C. , including Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic portions of

Joshua ; and the Priests' Code, were all welded together by some unknown editors,

H. Ewald . J. Wellhausen . A. Kuenen . W. Robertson Smith .

and were published by Ezra 444 B.C. Even these documents contain others of still

greater antiquity. The mode of composition employed is sometimes called “ patch

work ." It preserves the component parts. It is characteristic of Orientals, and

can be easily traced in many places in Chronicles by means of an English reference

Bible. Let any one examine the component parts of i Chron . xvi . , cutting out the

original passages from an English Bible and pasting them on cardboard by the side

of the corresponding passages of the Chronicles. There is much divergence among

critics in details as to the age of the documents named and the editions through

which they have passed, but very little as to their literary, legal, and theological

characteristics.

The present dominant school of criticism , which considers the Priests' Code the

youngest part of the Pentateuch, was founded by Graf, who published in 1866 his

“ Historical Books of the Old Testament.” But it was the further analysis of Well

hausen (b. 1844) and his lucid statement of critical results which won the day in

Germany. In Holland the most conspicuous critic of the same school was Kuenen

(b . 1828, d . 1891 ) ; in Great Britain , the lamented W. Robertson Smith (b. 1846 ,

d. 1894), a brilliant scholar and devout Christian, who made a gallant fight for

1

1
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liberty ; and in America, C. A. Briggs (b. 1841 ), who has sought a like result , and

to whom all Old Testament interpreters in this country are greatly indebted for

freedom of investigation. The best summary of the modern critical views of the

Old Testament is found in Driver's “ Literature of the Old Testament. "

While the Old Testament, in its general teaching, is level to the comprehension

of plain , unlettered people, a large proportion of its literature, especially that which

is legal and prophetic, gains immeasurably in interest and instructiveness when

interpreted in historic light, and with the instruments afforded by inodern criticism .

The Old Testament, which was primarily designed to be a light to the feet and a

lamp to the path of the Jewish congregation, loses nothing in real power or author

ity through the most searching investigation.

4. INTERPRETATION DURING THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY .

Karl Heinrich Graf. - While Protestant science ,

in respect to theprimitive history of the Christian

Church , has made itself free from Catholic tradi .

tion , and has accustomed itself in the investiga

tion and evaluation of the sources of this history in

the New Testament to draw its conclusions

only in accordance with scientific reasons, in re

spect to the examination of like sources of the Old

Testament, itis still , in manyrespects, held in the

fetters of Jewish tradition.-“ Die Geschichtlichen

Bücher des Alten Testaments, ” 1866, p. v .

A. Kuenen.- Wellhausen's treatment of our

theme was so cogent, so original, and so

brilliant, that its publication may be regarded as

the “ crowning fight” in the long campaign.

Since 1878 the question has been more and more

seriously considered in Germany - and in most

cases to consider it seriously has meant to decide

it in our sense . In setting forth in this

treatise for the first time its complete and system

atic critical justification, I am no longer advocat

ing a heresy, but am expounding the received

view of European critical scholarship: - “ An
Historico -Critical Inquiry into the Origin and

Composition of the Hexateuch ,” 1866, pp xxxix .,

xl. , 462 .

W. Robertson Smith ,- In the Bible God and

man meet together, and hold such converse as is the

abiding rule and pattern of all religious experi

ence. In this simple fact lies the key to all those

puzzles about the divine and human side of the

Bible with which people are so much exercised .

Of course, as long as you hold that the

whole worth of Revelation lies in abstract doc .

trines , supernaturally communicated to the intel

lect and not to the heart, the idea that there is a

human life in the Bible is purely disturbing . But

if the Bible sets forth the personal converse of

God with man , it is absolutely essential to look at

the human side. To try to suppress the

human side of the Bible , in the interest of the

purity of the Divine Word , is as great a folly as to

think a father's talk with his child can be best re

ported by leaving out everything which the child

said, thought, and felt. The first condi

tion of a sound understanding of Scripture is to

give full recognition to the human side, to master

the whole situation and character and feelings of

each human interlocutor who has a part in the

drama of Revelation . Nay, the whole business of

scholarly exegesis lies with this human side. All

that earthly study and research can do for the

reader of Scripture is to put him in the position of

the man to whose heart God first spoke. What is

more than this lies beyond our wisdom . It is only

the Spirit of God that can make the Word a living

word to our hearts, as it was a living word to him

who first received it.- " The Old Testament in the

Jewish Church ,” 1892, pp . 12, 13 .

C. A. Briggs . - On what , other subject ( than

critical analysis of the Hexateuch ) can you find

such agreement among specialists the world over ?

Where are the professors in the Old Testament

department in the universities and colleges in

Europe, who hold a different view ? They can
not be found . Is it credible that all these

specialists should be in error in their own depart.

ments, and that a few American Hebrew profes

sors should have the right of it ? Even in our

country we may point to Toy and Lyon of Har.

vard , Ladd and Curtis of Yale , Peters and Jastrow

of the University of Pennsylvania , W. R. Harper,

Hirsch and S. Ives Curtiss of Chicago, Haupt of

Johns Hopkins, George Moore of Andover, Gast

of Lancaster, Henry P. Smith of Lane , Francis

Brown of Union, Bartlett, Batten and Kellner of

the Episcopal Divinity schools, Schmidt and

Brown of the Baptist schools, and many otliers

who agree with them , but who have not yet pub .

lished their conclusions. Such nien , sustained as

they are by the unanimous voice of the Hebrew

scholars of Europe, cannot be overcome by such

appeals to popular prejudice as have thus far con

stituted the staple of all the arguments against

them . In the field of scholarship the question is

settled . It only remains for the ministry and

people to accept it and adapt themselves to it .

The evidence sustaining the analysis of the
Hexateuch and the late date of the composition of

some of its documents, and the weight of scholarly

authority which accepts it , are so great that it is
difficult to see how any candid mind can resist

them . That there are a few professional Hebrew

scholars who still resist them , is due , as it appears,

solely and alone to a priori dogmatic considera
tion . “ The Higher Criticism of the Hexateuch ,”

PP. 144 , 145.

S.R.Driver .-Criticism in the hands ofChristian

scholars does not banish or destroy the inspiration

of the Old Testament; it presupposes it ; it seeks only

to determine the conditions under which it oper.

ates , and the literary forms through which it

manifests itself ; and it thus helps us to frame

truer conceptions of the methods it has pleased

God to employ in revealing himself to his ancient

people of Israel, and in preparing the way for the

fuller manifestation of himself in Christ Jesus.

- " An Introduction to the Literature of the Old

Testament, 1897, p . xiii .

Use of Scripture by the Unlearned . - Cf. p.
444 , last note .
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THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL.

BY

GEORGE L. ROBINSON, Ph.D. , Professor of Old Testament Literature and Exegesis,

Knox College, Toronto, Canada.

5. THE RELIGION OF THE PATRIARCHS.

S
TANDPOINT. — The religion of the Old Testament may be interpreted from

two different points of view : either it may be assumed that the Biblical

historians were right in ascribing a belief in one God to the earliest

representatives of the people of Israel ; or, on the other hand, it is pos

sible to conceive that Jewish writers overdrew the pictures we have of Abraham,

Moses, and David , and that the religion of Israel, like other religions of the world,

passed through four marked stages of natural development, viz . , fetishism , poly

theism, monolatry (each people having a national god) , and monotheism . The

latter is the opinion of many modern writers, who, reconstructing the Old Testa

ment on the basis of evolution , maintain that there is no specific difference between

Israel's religion and the other great religions of the world ; the foriner view regards

Israel as the organ of a special, divine revelation . The writer of this sketch , while

fully conscious of the obvious bias in certain Old Testament writings, is still

inclined to interpret Israel's religion from the standpoint of the Biblical historians,

all of whom agree that, from the days of the Patriarchs on , Israel stood in covenant

relation with God. ( 1 )

The Earliest Recorded Instances of Worship in the Old Testament . - The first

is that of Cain and Abel, who in process of time brought their respective offerings

unto the Lord , one of which was accepted , the other rejected (Gen. 4 : 3-5) . The

cause of the Divine discrimination, we are told in the New Testainent, was “ faith "

( cf. Hebrews 11 : 4, 1 John 3:12 ) . The other instance, to be noticed here, is the case

of Noah, who, upon leaving the Ark , built an altar unto Jehovah and offered sac

rifices of thanksgiving, whereupon the Lord made a covenant with him promising

that , “ while the earth remaineth, seed -time and harvest, and cold and heat, and

summer and winter, and day and night, should not cease" (Gen. 8:22) . Thus from

the earliest beginnings of revelationcovenant and sacrifice are fundamental elements

in the religion of the Old Testament.

The Call of Abram.—The call of Abram is the true starting-point for the history

of Israel . God bade Abram to leave his Chaldean home in Ur of the far East and

journey to a strange country , Canaan , promising him that he should become the

father of a great nation and the medium of a world -wide blessing (Gen. 12 :1-3 ).

Abram obeyed (vs. 4-6) . Twenty - four years later God established Abram , making

with him an " everlasting covenant” (Gen. 17). He changed his name to Abraham .

He gave unto him a son. He sealed the covenant by the rite of circumcision

1

450
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He afterwards proved Abraham , commanding him to offer up Isaac, the child of his

affection and the heir of Divine promise. To this, as to all his other trials, Abra

ham rose superior “ by faith ” (Hebs. 11:19) , becoming thereby not only the father,

but the ideal , of the Hebrew people.

Now , Abraham's call wears a double aspect - a human and a divine. Looked at

from the human point of view, it was a mere family migration ; looked at from the

divine side , however, it marks a turning point in the history of religion . Abraham

is the first historical witness of faith in one God. His contemporaries worshiped a

multitude of Gods. His own ancestors, “ who dwelt beyond the flood, served other

gods ” (Josh. 24 : 2 , 14 , Judith 5 : 7-8 ). But to Abrahain were revealed at least the

rudiments of monotheism . He is called “ the father of the faithful ” (Rom. 4:13) ,

" the chosen of God ” (Neh . 9 :7 ) , “ the friend of God ” (Jos. 2:23) , and the father

of all believers in God (Gal. 4 :21-31). Faith in God, more or less impure, was

likewise the religion of Abraham's descendants, Isaac and Jacob. ( 2 ) and (3)

Outline.—The three great periods of Israel's religious growth are : The Mosaic

( cir. 1300-1000 B.C.), the Prophetic (cir. 1000-500 B.C. ), and the Judaic (cir. 500

B.C.-70 A.D.) . With the downfall of Jerusalem in 70 A.D. , Israel lost its

nationality.

5. THE RELIGION OF THE PATRI- the author of that blessing which was to come on

the Gentiles through JesusChrist. And if we are

ARCHS.
asked how this one Abraham passed through the

denial of all other gods, to the knowledge of the

( 1 ) The Two Theories of Inspiration. — In a one God , we are content to answer that was by a

general way we may contrast the two theories special Divine revelation granted to that

thus: The modern theory undertakes to trace the one man ,and handed down by him to Jews, Chris

development of the religion from the lowest stages tians, and Mohammedans to all who be

of animistic worship upto ethic monotheism , and lieve in the God of Abraham . We want

from custom up to authorized divine law , and this , to know more of that man thanwe do ; but even

too, within the period distinctively embraced in with the little we know of him , he stands before

the history of Israel as a people . The Biblical us as a figure second only to One in the whole his

theory also posits a development; but the essen- tory of the world . - F. Max Müller, Essay on

tial things which were finally reached-a belief in Semitic Monotheism , ” in “ Chips from a German

a moral deity , the one ' ruler of the world , and a
Workshop," Vol. I., pp. 371-3, (quoted by A. P.

law divinelygiven-are there in germ and sub- Stanley, History of ihe Jewish Church ," Vol. I.,

stance to startwith at the threshold of the nation's
pp. 13 , 14 , 11. ).

life . There are low stages of belief, there are cus

toms rising into laws , on both theories. Tlie dif- (3 ) Abraham a Worshiper of the True God.

ference lies in the place assigned to them.-J. Rob- -For had Abraham been nothing more than even

ertson , “ The Early Religion of Israel," Pp. 38-9. the greatest of the leaders in that nationalmigra.

tion , his name would at most have been handed

( 2 ) Monotheism Traceable Back to Abra- down as bare and lifeless as those of other once re

ham . - How is the fact to be explained that the nowned heroes of those times. But assuredly there

three great religions of the world in which the began with him a new and great epoch in the his

Unity of the Deity forms the keynote are of Sem- tory of thedevelopment of religion : he first domes

itic origin ? Mohammedanism , no doubt , ticated in his house and race the worship of that

is a Semitic religion , and its very core is Mono- " God of Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob ,” who , as per

theism . Butdid Mohainmed invent Monotheism ? sonating the fundamental idea of a true God , was

Did he invent even a new name of God ? Not at never forgotten even after the lapse of centuries,

all And how is it with Christianity ? Did until by theprophetic spirit of Moses he was placed

Christ come to preach faith in a new God? Did in a yet higher light, and became the eternal light

He or His disciples invent a new name of God ? of all true religion . - H . Ewald, “ The History of

No. Christ came not to destroy, but to fulfill, and Israel,” ath Edit ., Vol. I., P. 317.

the God whom he preached was the God of Abra
NOTE TRANSFERRED FROM LESSON 7 .

ham . And who is the God of Jeremiah, of Elijah ,

and of Moses ? We answer again , “ The God of The Part of Samuel. – Of the information

Abraham .” Thus the faith in the One Living | imparted by Samuel , or by the fathers of the

God , which seemed to require the admission of a school of the Prophets, we know hardly anything .

monotheistic instinct , grafted in every member of We see only that there was a contagion of good .

the Semitic family , is traced back to oneman , to ness, of enthusiasm , of energy, which even those

him “ in whom all the families of the earth shall who came with hostile or indifferent minds, such

be blessed." ' --And if from our earliest childhood as Sauland the messengers of Saul , found it almost

we have looked upon Abraham , the Friend of God , impossible to resist; they , too , were rapt into the

with love and veneration : . his venerable vortex of inspiration, and the bystanders ex

figure will assume still more majestic proportions, claimed with astonishment, “ Is Saul also among

when we see in him the life -spring of that faith the prophets ? ” - A . P. Stanley, “ History of the

which was to unite all the nations of the earth , and Jewish Church ,” Vol. I. , P. 355.
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6. MOSAISM (CIR. 1300-1000 B.C.) .

The Divine Name Yahveh . — The religion of Moses cannot be cut off from the

religion of the Patriarchs. The Hebrews in Egypt must have retained to some extent

a knowledge of Abraham's God, else how account for their ready response to Moses'

offer of deliverance ? Mosaism , however, was a great advance over the religion of

the Patriarchs. To them God was known by the name of El- Shaddai (the Mighty

One) ; to Moses He revealed himself as Yahveh, a name implying the more spiritual

attributes of his character. This name was unknown to the Patriarchs. " And I

appeared unto Abraham , unto Isaac, and unto Jacob as El- Shaddai ; but by my

name Yahveh was I not known to them” (Ex. 6 :3; cf. 3:14, 15). This revelation was

made to Moses in the Burning -Bush .

Deliverance from the Bondage of Egypt. – The Exodus was an event of great

significance to Israel , not only because through it Moses was able to weld the differ

ent tribes together into a nation, but because it afforded him an opportunity of

inauguratinga new epoch in the religious development of Israel. ( 1 ) Moses was both

the Founder and Lawgiver of the Hebrew nation. He gave Israel both their nation

ality and their religion. Their very deliverance from Egypt was based upon a

religious motive, and accomplished

by means of a religious act—the

Passover - an act which afterwards

came to possess the highest sig.

nificance in Israel's religion and

worship.

Sinai and the Law. Moses

was prevented from his original

purpose of leading Israel by the

most direct route into Canaan ; he

was directed , however, to lead

them to Horeb: The purpose of

God in doing this is obvious. It

gave the Almighty an opportunity

to reveal himself to Israel as Yah

veh, their national God , as he had before done to Moses. This he did at Sinai . He

makes Moses Mediator between himself and Israel . Out of the cloud and thun

derings he causes the people to hear his voice. He writes on two tables the Ten

Commandments. Through Moses civil and religious statutes are given for Israel's

guidance and good as a nation (cf. Ex. 21:23). The tribes enter into covenant

with Yahveh and make him their god; he chooses them for his people, for his

“ peculiar people," his “ son," a " kingdom of priests and a holy nation ” ( Ex.
4:22 , 19 :6 ) .

A tabernacle is made for Jehovah. An ark, prepared to receive the law , and

called the Ark of the Covenant, is placed within the tabernacle in the Holy of

Holies, which becomes the dwelling place of the unseen but ever present spiritual

Jehovah. Only the Sons of Aaron are allowed to act as priests and offer sacrifices
for Israel . The tribe of Levi are set apart to serve as servants of thesanctuary.

Three annual feasts are enjoined — in part agrarian , in part historical — Passover or

Feast of Unleavened Bread, Pentecost or Feast of Weeks, and Tabernacles or Feast

of Ingathering. On these three occasions (April , May, and October ), all males in

Israel are required to appear before Jehovah at the central sanctuary or tabernacle.

No one might come with empty hand. The sense of sin , which since the days of

Paradise had caused a blush of shame, demanded sacrificial blood. Israel must be

holy, as Yahveh, Israel's God, is holy. Of him no image or likeness of any kind

could be allowed, for he is Spirit.

General View of Sinai ,
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The Covenant of Sinai Renewed. — The forty years of wandering converted a
hoard of slaves into a nation of Desert nomads. The Covenant made with the

former at Sinai was renewed with the latter in Moab. An account of this is con

tained in the book of Deuteronomy. Thus Moses, through the revelations at Sinai,

in the desert and on the plains of Moab, and through his acquaintance with the

ancient religion of the Egyptians, moulded Israel into a spiritual church , a

theocracy, and prepared the new nation for entrance into Caanan. ( 2 ) and 3)

guish of spirit," and he breathed into them new

and fresh courage; he found their great and

ancient traditionsalmost forgotten amongst them ,

and herevived the glory of their past before their

eyes with a view to the opening out of greater

glories in the years to come; he found the original

Yahveh worship of their bondage, and he

breathed into their souls the inspiration of the

true God with which he hadbeen filled himself.

G. Margoliouth in “ The Expositor " for 1897,

P. 122 .

6. MOSAISM (CIR. 1300–1000 B.C.) .

( 1 ) The New Religious Creation in Israel . -
There remiains still a class of facts which are even

less capable than the successes already mentioned

of being explained apart from a specially inspired

prophetic personality. I mean the new religious

creation in Israel ; the new revelation ofGod and

of law , which is so closely connected with thestay

in theDesert. Nothing is less likely to arise spon

taneously out of the depths of a people's life than

those new creations which make epochs in the

history of religion and morals. - R . Kittel, “ His

tory ofthe Hebrews,” Vol. I., D. 240.

In word and deed Moses showed himself an in

strument of the Lord, unapproached by any other.

He was the prophet without rival in respect of his

intercourse with God and of what the Lord did and

revealed by him . Of Moses it is said more fre

quently thanof all other prophets together : “God

talked with him , ” or “ God spake to him ." He

is not only called 'Ebed Yahveh, “ Servant of the

Lord ,”—and , indeed , most frequently of all the

men of God in the Old Testament — and ' Ebed Elo

him , “ Servant of God , ” a designation used of him

exclusively ; but he is also called Nabi' by preëmi

nence, the greatest among the prophetson account

of theintimacy and familiarity ofthe intercourse

he enjoyed with God , and on account of the clear

directness which, in consequence, distinguished

the revelation given to him . Moreover, his mis

sion consisted , not merely in being a channel of

the divine word , but in a unique, creative work

it was Moses who, through the divine word , intro

duced the divine rule in Israel . - C . von Orelli,

“The Old Testament Prophecy ,'' pp. 125-6 .

(2 ) The Personality of Moses. But there is

also a general consideration which fully evinces

the historical existenceof Moses. If the events of

that period are, as a whole, beyond dispute , they

demand for their explanation such a personality

as the sources give us in Moses . Everything shows

that Israel inEgypt had no pretension to be a
nation : its nationality had yet to be created . The

spirit of national unity and self-assertion had yet

to be breathed into the oppressed and enslaved
masses which were in danger of losing their indi.

viduality. Such a work does not accomplish it
self. It is only wrought when there is a personality

behind the masses , towering above them , urging
them on , setting on fire with its own holy enthusi

asm the consciousness of nationality . Ísrael be
came a nation at the Exodus. Moses created it .

Without him Israel would have remained what it

was before . — R. Kittel, " History of the Hebrews,”
Vol. I. p 240.

( 3 ) The Work of Moses. — The position of Moses

is almost - if not entirely - unique in the history of

the nations. An abjectly enslaved people owed to

him the glorious reawakening oftheir race and

the inauguration of their national independence.
He found them in dire bondage, and he made them

free ; he found them broken hearted and in “ an .

Moses , the Man of God .

NOTE TRANSFERRED FROM LESSON 7 .

The Character of the Sons of the Proph .

ets . - All this is very different from the habits of

the Seer, who had hitherto represented prophecy.

He was solitary, but these went about in bands.

They were filled with an infectious enthusiasm , by

which they excited each other and all sensitive

persons whom they touched . They stirred up this
enthusiasm by singing, playing upon instruments ,

and dancing : its results were frenzy , the tearing of

their clothes, and prostration . The same phe

nomena have appeared in every religion - in Pa
ganism often , and several times within Christian

ity. They may be watched today amongthe der
vishes of Islam . –G. A. Smith, " Book of the

Twelve Prophets, " Vol. I., p . 21 .
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW.

1. INTRODUCTION_JEWISH INTERPRETATION . — Chemistry and Astronomy, Divine and

hunian book , The Rabbi and the Church , The two Jewish schools, Fantastic Rabbis , Philo's

allegory, Church Fathers, Saint Paul .

2. INTERPRETATION BY THE CHURCH FATHERS AND THE SCHOOLMEN.-Clement ,

Justin Martyr and Trypho, Tertullian and Apostolic tradition, Origen's body soul and spirit of

Scripture, jerome's freedom and bondage, Theodore of Mopsuestia opposes Origen , DeLyra

and the Jews.

3. INTERPRETATATION FROM THE REFORMATION TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Church tradition and originallanguage. The Vulgate and the Fathers, Luther indebted to Jews

and they to Arabs, The infallible book, Scripture limits, Vowel-points, Old and New Testa

ments, Clear and obscure passages, Spinoza, Simon, Astruc , The Hebrew text not ancient , Man

only an amanuensis .

4. INTERPRETATION DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. - Ecclesiastical and theological

freedom , Naturalism and supernaturalism , Destructive criticism , Text, Vocabulary, Syntax ,

Manners, etc. , Historical setting, Jehovistic , Deuteronomic, and Priest's Codes, Graf, Well

hausen ,Kuenen , Smith , Briggs, Driver.

6. THE RELIGION OF THE PATRIARCHS. – Different standpoints from which to view the

religious developments of Israel , Worship before the time of the food , Fundamental elements

in the religion of the Old Testament , The significance of Abram's call, The three great periods

of Israel's religious growth .

6. MOSAISM . — The origin of the sacred name Jahveh, The significance of the Exodus, The giving

of the law, The three annual feasts in the Israelitish worship, The covenant renewed in Moab.

QUESTIONS.

1. With what other sciences may interpretation be compared ? What aspects of the Bible were

overlooked ? Why ? With what result ? Characterize the Palestinian School ? What influence had

Philo ? Whatmethod of interpretation was used by the Apostle Paul ?

2 . What methodwasdominantamong the Fathers and the Schoolmen ? How was Rahab's scarlet

cord interpreted ? How did Trypho criticize Justin Martyr ? What did Tertullian claim to be the test

of Scripture-interpretation ? What three senses did Origen attribute to Scripture ? What qualifications

did Jerome, the translator of the Vulgate, possess ? What methods did Theodore of Mopsuestia favor ?
To what method did the Schoolmen conform ? Characterize the entire period.

3 . What two traits distinguished the interpretation of the Reformers ? What becameof the Vul

gate and of the Fathers ? What part had Arabs and Jews played ? How did Post-Reformation

theologians resemble the Fathers ? Who was the father of modern criticism ?llow old are existing

Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament ? Define the part of man and of God in the composition of

Scripture as conceived in this period .

4. How may the Old Testament now be understood ? What view of its origin did Kuenen hold ?

What may be urged to the contrary ? Of what are critical views really destructive ? Explain what

progress has been made in ( 1 ) the text (2) the vocabulary, ( 3 ) the syntax, (4) the manners, customs, and

geopraphy, and ( 5 ) the historical setting of the Old Testament. Of how many elements is the Hexateuch

composed ? Name some eminent Biblical scholars .

5 . What are the twomain positions taken by the interpreters of Israel's religion ? Have the sacri.

fices offered by the Antedeluvians special significance ? What is the relation of Abraham to Israel ? to

Israel's religion ? What are the three main divisions of Israel's religioushistory ?

6. Bywhat name was God known to the Patriarchs ?? Whatwas its meaning ? What was the

name by which He was known to Israel ? For what two things were the Israelites indebted to Moses ?

What took place at Sinai ? in Moab ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Consider how the spirituality and nobility of the New Testament writers preserved them from

current foibles in interpretation .

2. Find'parallels in modern sermons to the Patristic errors of interpretation .

3. Find examples in recent sermons of faulty seventeenth and eighteenth century methods.

4. Consult the recent commentaries on the Bible for the results of modern methods on passages

heretofore obscure to you .

5 . The first beginnings of Monotheism . The historical character of Abraham as an actual

personage .

6 . The journeyings of Israel in the wilderness; but especially ( a) the appropriateness of the laws

contained in Exodus, Leviticus, and Nurnbers, if given to Israel just about to enter Canaan from the

south ( as Moses doubtless supposed ) ; ( b ) the fitting character of the laws in Deuteronomy iſ adopted

thirty-eight years later by Moses to the new generation which had grown up in the desert .
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7. THE PERIOD OF CONQUEST AND THE JUDGES.
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Shiloh remained the center of Israel's worship for more than two centuries. Dur

ing the period of the Judges therewas, undeniably, religious declension on the part
of some, but this was never true of the nation as a whole. There was never a time

when the worship of Jehovah was wholly abandoned. The best of the nation were

never guilty of Baal worship.

The Loss of the Ark to the Philistines. - In a inoment of weakness, however, the

leaders of Israel made a mistake, which cost them their ark—the sacred palladium

of the nation ( 1 Sam. 4 ), and with it , logically, their central tabernacle , which,

without the ark, remained no longer the dwelling-place of Jahveh (cf. Ps . 78:60) .

At this crisis a prophet was raised up who stayed Israel's complete political ruin as

a people of Jahveh. That prophet was Samuel , next to Moses themost conspicu
ous personage in Israel's early religious history . To accuse Samuel of defection

from the Mosaic law in the exerciseof priestly prerogatives, in sacrificing elsewhere

than at Shiloh , or in acquiescing in Israel's choice of a king, is to misunderstand

the true character of Samuel's age, and the elastic provision of the law in Deut.

17 : 14-20. Samuel lived at a critical period in Israel's religious history—in some

respects the most crucial through which the nation passed . The wisest counsel was

needed in order to escape complete shipwreck. For nearly half a century Israel had

been subservient to the Philistines; the ark remained in Kirjath -jearim . To the

pious in Israel these events implied the withdrawal of Jehovah's presence from his

people. Humanly speaking, Israel's only course lay in choosing a king. Such an

act was in full harmony with the Deuteronomic law , as everybody well knew.

Samuel's objection was in no sense directed against the idea of having a king per se,

but rather against the people's motive in asking for such a king as Saul ( 1 Sam . 8 : 7 ) ;

and the only excuse given in the story for his acquiescence was the divine com

mand to let the stiff-necked people have their way . By doing so Samuel practically

established the inonarchy.

The Sons of the Prophets. — Samuel was Israel's last Judge. He was likewise

the first of Israel's regular succession of Prophets. (1 ) He was the leader, perhaps also

the founder, ofthe so-called “ Schools of the Prophets ” ( 1 Sam . 19:20). ( 2 ) In the

schools at Ramah, Bethel , Gilgal , Jericho, Carmel, and Samaria, the prophetic gift

was cultivated . Men formed themselves into guilds or companies, called the “Sons

of the Prophets," were intense in their enthusiasm for Jehovah and love of country,

and became the forerunners of the later prophets by going forth as teachers in Israel.

Thus, religion began to take a firmer hold on the leaders of Israel. (3)

7. THE PERIOD OF CONQUEST AND

THE JUDGES.

( 1 ) Early Prophecy in Israel.-Among the He

brews the man of God, to use his widest designa

tion , is at first called Seer, or Gazer, the word

which Balaam uses of himself. In consulting the

Divine will he employs the same external ineaus,

he offers the people for their evidence the same

signs, as do the seers or soothsayers of other Sem

itic tribes. He gains influence by the miracles,

the wonderful things, which he does. Moses him

self is represented after this fashion . He meets

the magicians of Egypt on their own level. His

use of rods; theholding up of his hands, that Israel

may prevail against Amaleq; Joshua's casting

of lots to discover a criminal; Samuel's dream

in the sanctuary ; his discovery for a fee of

the lost asses of Saul; David and the images in

hishouse ,the ephod he consulted; the sign to go

to battle what time thou hearest the sound of a

going in the tops of the mulberry trees; Solomon's

inducement ofdreams by sleeping in the sanctuary

at Gibeah - these are a few of the many proofs that

early prophecy in Israel employed not only the

methods but even much ofthe furniture of the

kindred Semitic religions . But then those tools

and methods were atthe same time accompanied

by the noble opportunities of the prophetic office

to which I have just alluded-opportunities of re:

ligious and social ministry - and , still more, these

opportunities were at the disposal of moral influ .

ences which, it is a matter of history , were not

found in any other Semitic religion than Israel's .

However you will explain it , that Divine Spirit,

which we have felt unable to conceive as absent

from any Semitic prophet who truly sought after

God , that Light which lighteth every man who
cometh into the world , was present to an unpar

alleled degree with the early prophets of Israel.

He came to individuals, and to the nation as a

whole, in events and in influences which may be

summed up as the impression of the character of

their national God , Jehovah : to use Biblical lan

guage , as Jehovah's spirit and power. – G. A.
Smith, “ Book of the Twelve Prophets," Vol. I.,

pp. 16-18.

( 2 ) -Cf. P. 451 last note. ( 3)-C8. p. 453 last note.
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8. DAVID AND SOLOMON.

The Ark Recovered by David.—Two events in particular render the period of

David and Solomon religiously significant; the one accomplished by David was the

fixing upon Jerusalem as the capital and the recovery of the ark from Kirjath -jearim .

David was the first real king of Israel ( “ Samuel judged Israel all the days of his

life,'' cf. 1 Sam. 7:15 ) , because he was a man after God's own heart. Under Saul

the nation had become somewhat unified, but he had died without subduing the

Philistines or recovering the lost ark. This was accomplished by David . He

repulsed the Philistines, extended the empire , recovered theark , and centralized the

national and religious life of Israel at Jerusalem . Through David, the city of the

Jebusites became the city of God , of which the poets and prophets in Israel never

tired to sing He

himself was the first

great poet in Israel ,

for it is difficult to

think that none of

ihe seventy - three

psalms ascribed to

him is his. Like the

be a utiful and pa

thetic elegy on Saul

and Jonathan (2 Sam.

1 : 19-27 ) , his psalms

express the deepest

emotions of the heart.

He was a man of deep

piety and heartfelt

religion . ( 1 )

The Temple Con

structed by Solomon. The Temple of Solomon .

-The other religi

ous event of this period was the erection of the Temple by Solomon. David had

planned to build a house for Jehovah, but was prevented by having been so con

tinually engrossed in war. His son and successor, Solomon, was a man of peace ,

He inherited and maintained the empire of his father. He also enriched himself

and his people through foreign commerce. But his greatest work was the erection

of a House for Jehovah — a marvel of cost and beauty ( 1 Kings, 6 : 7 ). Into it the

Ark of the Covenant was brought from the tabernaclewhich David had temporarily

erected for it in the City of David. Here it once more found a home, until the

downfall of the kingdom and the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar in

536 B.C.

Whether now Solomon erected the temple merely to adorn the capital , or from

purely religious motives, is difficult to state. His inotives may have been mixed ;

we cannot say. Solomon was a wise executive , but his wisdom was not alone that

which cometh down from above. If, as is probably true, his chief reason for build

ing the temple was to centralize the religion of his people, which during the loss of

the ark had in point of ritual become demoralized, it is strange that he should have

been induced soeasily to indulge the religious fancies of his ever-growing harem ,

even building for them high places of worship upon the mountains about the

capital ( 1 Kings, 11 : 7 , 8). (2) By such flagrant violations of the law, he lost influence

asa king, and sowed the seeds of schism and idolatry which ripened shortly after his

death . Still, Solomon taught many wise precepts. It is, indeed, highly probable

that many of the Proverbs ascribed to him came from his pen.
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The Priesthood . It is difficult to think that there was no Levitical or Aaronic

priesthood in Solomon's day . In Egypt, Israel must have become acquainted with

priestly caste and ceremonies. Moses married a daughter of the priest of Midian.

The history of the wanderings associates the establishment of the sacerdotal system

in Israel with the covenant of Horeb. In the book of Joshua, priests are frequently

described as bearers of the sacred ark ; and Eleazar occupies a position similar to

that accorded to Aaron in the Pentateuch ( Josh. 14 : 1 ; 17 :4 ; 19:51 ; 21 : 1 ) . Phinehas,

his son , is also mentioned with special emphasis ( 12:13 , 30, 31 ) ; while Eleazar's

death and burial are recorded as of peculiar importance (24:33 ). In the book of

Judges the high priest inquires of God by Urim and Shummim (20:28). Micah

secures a Levite to be his priest (ch . 17 ) . In Samuel, the priesthood is identified

with the house of Eli , and Abimelech is pictured as the head and representative

( 1 Sam. 22:11 ). Under David and Solomon, Zadok and Abiathar occupy the

priestly office ( 2 Sam . 8:17) , the former gaining the pre-eminence (1 Kings 1:19 ;

2 : 22-35) when the latter is thrust out by Solomon ( 1 Kings 2 :27-35) . ( 3) 'Hence, from

this and similar evidence it is not required to suppose that the priesthood, with the

high priest at its head, was the creation of later Judaism .

8. DAVID AND SOLOMON. fresh evils , is most clearly visible in the treatment

of one great principle connected with the predom
( 1 ) The Empire of David .-- The erection of the inant religion ofthat time. A greater freedom in

new capital at Jerusalem introduces us to a new religion was a necessity of the age . It can indeed

era , not only in the inward hopes of the Prophet by no means be shown from ancient authorities
King , but in the externalhistory ofthe monarchy. that Solomon , even in advanced life, ever left the
Up to this time he had been a chief, such as Saul religion of Jahveh , and with his own hand sacri.

had been before him , or as the kings of the neigh- ficed to heathen gods. All traces of contempo

boring tribes, each ruling over his territory , uncon- rary history extant testify to the contrary ; and we

cerned with any foreign relations except so far as still find an express statement that upon the altai
was necessary to defend his own nation or tribe . which he erected to Jahveh he sacrificed thrice

But David , and through him the Israelitish mou- during the year (at the three great festivals) with
archy , now took a wider range. He became a all solemnity , aswas indeed only becoming in a

King on the scale of the great Oriental sovereigus king such as he. But we must reflect that under
of Egypt and Persia , with a regular administration him the kingdom of Israel liad the strongest ten
and organization of court and camp; and he also dency to become an imperial power , andemanci.

founded an imperial dominion which for the first pate itself completely from all its ancient limita .

time realized the Patriarchal description of the tions . But in a prosperous empire, and especially

bounds of the chosen people. This imperial do- in one which seeks its well-being in peace and

minion was but of short duration, continuing only commerce, the toleration of diverse religions is ab

through the reigns of David and his successor Sol- solutely indispensable, for a government of this
omon , But, for the period of its existence, it lent nature cannot desire anysudden change in the va

a peculiar character to the sacred history. For rious tendencies and views of the people. Still
once, the Kings of Israel were on a level with the less will it desire to destroy them with violence ;
great potentates of the world . David was an im- and thus every form of religion was without doubt

perial conqueror, if not of the same magnitude, tolerated within the wide circumference of Solo .

yet of the same kind, as Rameses or Sennacherib . mon's kingdom . This is the true explanation

“ I have made thee a great name like unto the why, in later life, as this tendency became more
name of the great men that are in the earth .” developed in his kingdom , he caused altars to
“ Thou hast shed blood abundantly and made Astarte, Chemosh, and Milcom for his Sidonian,
great wars." And as , on the one hand, the exter. Moabite, and Ammonite wives to be built on the

nal relations of life, and the great incidents of war mountain southeast ofJerusalem ,below the Mount

and conquest receive an elevation by their contact of Olives . This innovation was due neither to any

with the religious history, so the religious history desire to gratify a taste for building nor from any

swells into larger and broader dimensions from its weak tenderness towards his foreign wives; but ,

contact with the course of the outer world . The from the position which the nation assumed,

enlargement of territory , the amplification of especially during the latter half of his reign, he
power and state, lead to a corresponding enlarge- could have no reason for not building such altars,

ment and amplification of ideas, of imagery, of nor could lie give a better token that in his king

sympathies; and thus (humanly speaking ) the dom there was a universal religious tolerance, than

magnificent forebodings of a wider dispensation by permitting his ownwives to sacrifice to theis
in the Prophetic writings first became possible national deities. - H . Ewald , “ History of Israel,"
through the court and empire of David .-A. P. ad Edit . , Vol. III., PP . 296-8.

Stanley, “ History of the Jewish Church , Vol. II., (3 ) The Priesthood'Under Solomon .-Solomon ,

PP 75-76. like his father David , certainly retained in his own

( 2 ) Solomon's Attitude Towards Religion.- | hands the supervision of the Israelite priesthood ,

But amid the growing jealousy springing upfrom and, as we have seen , on suitable occasions prob.

below , the inability of thnarchy salutarily to ably acted himself as High Priest of his people.

remove antiquated limitations which broke out as -Ibid, p . 299 .
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9. PROPHECY IN ISRAEL (CIR . 1000-500 B.C.).

Schism under Rehoboam . - The Monarchy was of short duration . Scarcely had

the nation become unified under David and Solomon before the processes of disinte

gration set in . Freedom in religion bred democracy in politics. Schism was the

result.
Rehoboam was more shortsighted than his father, and by making a single

mistake found himself bereft of ten of the twelve tribes. With the exception of

Judah and Benjamin, the people preferred the leadership and government of Jeroboam .

They were also willing to accept of his state religion, for, in order to maintain his

strength against the religious influence of the capital, he set up two steers in honor

of Yahveh in Bethel and Dan, places already famous for religious associations ( cf. I

Kings 12). He also made priests of the people who were not of the Sons of Levi,

and ordained a feast in the eighth monthlike unto the feast which his people had

been accustomed to observe at Jerusalem in the seventh month ( 1 Kings 12:31 , 32).
From this time on ,

religion , through

out the two king

doms of Israel and

Judah, but especi

ally among the ten

tribes of the north

ern kingdom , de

generated into for

malism and idola

tory. ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

Elijah . But it

was not God's pur

pose to be left with

out a witness. Israel

might turn their

backs upon Jeho

vah's dwelling.

place ; they might

shut their eyes to

the writtenwritten law,

but they could not Group of Christian Children in Palestine.

close their ears to

the warnings of an oral inessenger who dared rebuke them face to face.

phetic voice of Elijah is heard breaking the stillnes of Israel's night. He even

warns the Monarch Ahab upon his throne, and rebukes his wicked Queen within

the royal palace. Yet Israel persists in idolatory and sin . Elijah becomes hopeless
of success. He feels himself alone on the side of Jehovah. Threatened by Jezebel ,

he flees to Horeh in the desert. Heraises his complaint to God, and in that cry he

gives a picture of the religious condition of his times. He sobs as he cries : “ I have

been very jealous for the Lord God of Hosts ; for the children of Israel have forsaken

thy covenant, thrown down thine altars , and slain thy prophets with the sword : and

I, even I, only am left, and they seek my life to take it away.” To whose melan

choly complaint the Lord replies : “ Yet I have left me seven thousand in Israel,

all the knees which have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not

kissed him ” ( 1 Kings 19:10, 18). Nothing could better reflect the religious condi

tion of the ninth century B.C.

Amos and Hosea . – Baal worship in the northerir kingdom was more and more

substituted for the worship of Yahveh. Dynasties rose, flourished, and passed away.

Under Jeroboam II . (783-743 B.C. ) the northern kingdom achieved its greatest

The pro
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prosperity. Still Israel persisted in apostasy from Jehovah. The Assyrians were

sent to rebuke them ; yet they followed idols. At this juncture Amos and Hosea

were sent— bothto the kingdom of the ten tribes — to warn Israel of their approach

ing doom , and bring them back, if possible, to the worship of Jehovah. Amos

cries, “ Seek Jehovah and live " (5 :4.6 , 14 ); Hosea, “ Return unto the Lord thy God.

He will heal thy backsliding and love thee freely " ( 14: 1 , 4) . But Israel was too

deeply sunken into sin to be recovered . Her fate was drawing nigh. Finally, in

722 B.C. , the ten tribes were carried captive to Assyria.

Isaiah and Micah . — The religious state of the southern kingdom was not quite

so discouraging. Instead of a mixture of Jahveh and Baal worship, as in Israel, the

religion of Judah was rather an empty and heartless ceremonialism in honor of

Yahweh. Hosea had exclaimed as he saw the gravity of Israel's apostasy, “ Though

thou Israel play the harlot, yet let not Judah offend” (4:15 ); whereas, Isaiahı rebukes

the people of Judah by asking, “ To what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices

unto me? " ( 1:11 ) . The one was desertion, the other empty ceremonialism. Under

Jotham and Ahaz there was little hope of reform ; but Hezekiah was more suscep

tible to the influence of Isaiah , and became a faithful worshiper of Jehovah. He

even undertook to reform the cultus of Judah . “ He removed the high-places, and

broke the images, and cut down the groves, and broke in pieces the brazen serpent

that Moses had made : for unto these days the children of Israel did burn incense to

it, and he called it Nehushtan. He trusted in the Lord God of Israel : so that after

him was none like him among all the kings of Judah , nor any that were before

him ” ( 2 Kings 18 :4 , 5 ). By this reformation le postponed the fate of his kingdom.

Unfortunately its effect was not permanent; but Isaiah , and hisyounger conteni porary,

Micah , never ceased to urge Judah to repent. The voice of the one cried , " Come

now, let us reason together " ( Isa . 1:18) ; the voice of the other, “ What doth the

Lord require of thee, but to do justly , and to love mercy , and to walk humbly with

thy God ? ” (Micah 6 :8).

9. PROPHECY IN ISRAEL ( CIR. 1000-500

B.C.) .

( 1 ) The Religious Life of the Northern King

dom.—The split in the kingdom divided the re

ligious Israel, as it did the political, into two
camps. In the Northern Kingdom Jeroboam

could appeal to the fact that the divine worship

which he gave to his kingdom was, both as re

gards locality and the form in which it was cele

brated, in harmony with the past traditions of a

considerable part of Israel. Bethel and Dan were ,

as sanctuaries of Yahvé, far older than Jerusalem ;

and though He had not necessarily been wor

shiped hitherto under the symbol of bulls , still the

worship of images had not been anything particu

larly rare . Thus the cry , “ These are thy gods

which have brought thee outof Egypt," was in

tended to remind Israel that what Jeroboam

offered them did not pretend to be anything new,

but was a return to something widely practiced
long ago in Israel .

We can therefore scarcely go wrong in suppos

ing that the worship of the kingdom of Ephraim

occupied the same level as the worship on the high

places and the " serving” of images in the age be

fore the kings, and in the early years of the period

of the kings. The brief and very general terms

in which our Book of Kings refers to religious

matters in the Northern Kingdom makes it diffi

cult for us to form a definite picture of them .

Still it is possible to fix some of its features.

Bethel and Dan are merely the principal, but not

the only sanctuaries of the Northern Kingdom ;

the former possesses a splendid temple which is

under the special patronage of the king . The

same was probably the case with Samaria , Be

sides these, the sanctuaries of Gilgal , Beersheba,

Mizpah, and those on Mount Tabor and Mount
Carmel are held in special veneration , and , very

probable, too , places such as Shechem , Penuel , and
Succoth . So far as its priesthood was concerned ,

Levitical descent is not considered an absolutely

necessary qualification for office. There is no

want of sacrifices and crowded festivals . Sabbaths

and new moons are strictly celebrated ; the tithe is

dutifully rendered to Yahvé. — R . Kittel, “ History

ofthe Hebrews," Vol. II, PP. 304-5.

( 2 ) Religion in Judah .—We are little better

informed regarding the Kingdom of Judah at this

period than we are regarding that of Israel . It

was its good fortune to have the Temple and its

worship of Yahvé without any image, which it

continued to preserve, although, perhaps, not

without some curtailment, after the separation

from Ephraim . Its priesthood is in the hands of

the family of Zadok , who retained it until the time

of the Exile . As Solomon did himself, his succes .

sors claimed the right to offer sacrifices without

the intervention of the priesthood . At a latter

period great offence wastaken at this, but is is

very questionable if their contemporaries, too , ob

jected to it . Besides Jerusalem , there are here

and there in the country local sanctuaries, called

Bamôth , where Yahvé is worshiped without pro .

test . - Ibid , p . 308.
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In 701

10. RELIGIOUS DECLENSION IN JUDAH FROM 722 TO 586 B.C.

Comparative Exile. — The whole period between the downfall of Samaria in 722,

and the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C. , was one of gradual dissolution.. Dur

ing these 136 years Judah dragged out a most miserable religious existence.

Politically, too, she was a vassal state, first to Assyria, and then , after the overthrow

of Nineveh in 606, to Babylon. She lived merely by the grace of her eastern

enemies.

Judah lost every

thing but her capi

tal. This fact has

an important bear

ing upon one's in

terpretation of the

much -disputed

prophecies of Isaiah ,

viz . , chaps. 13-23,

24-27 , 34-39, but

especiallychaps. 40

66. In the present

opinion of the writer

these prophecies do

not show a back

ground of absolute

exile , but of com

parative exile

such , e.g., as Judah

experienced in the

closing years of the

eighth century. By

promising the peo

ple of Jerusalem that

God would not cast

off his people, and

that those already in

banishment should

return , the prophet

Isaiah stayed the

imminent fate of a

despairing people on

the very verge of

surrender. Read,

therefore, in the The Temple of Jerusalem , according to Ezekiel .

light of Judah's

comparative exile , the last twenty-seven chapters of Isaiah were of the most practical

character for Judah in the trying circumstances of vassalage to the cruel Assyrian .

The Reformation of Josiah (621 B.C.)—The successors of Hezekiah, viz ., Manasseh

and Ammon were both disloyal to the worship of Jehovah. Through them the

influences of Assyrian idolatry preyed moreand more upon the vitals of the nation's

quivering religious life. But the pious in Judah still remained faithful to Jehovah.

Josiah became king when he was but eight years of age (640 B.C.). Two prophetic

voices were raised in the early years of his reign against Assyria, by Zephaniah and

Nahum. A little later (626 ) Jeremiah was called to the prophetic office. These,

together prepared the way for Josiah's reformation . It is difficult to say what gave
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the king his first impulse to reform the religion of Judah , but it is evident that he had

already begun before the book of the law was found by Hilkiah in the temple (cf. 2

Kings 22 :5 ; 2 Chron. 34:3). The discovery of this ancient ( 2 Kings 18:13) roll, how

ever, had a mighty effect upon the young king, causing him to destroy the high

places and put away all idolatry from the land . Moreover, he attempted to restrict

all worship of Jahveh to Jerusalem , as Hezekiah, a century before, liad tried to do,

but without lasting effect; for, as soon as Josiah was dead, the people relapsed as

before into the sins of idolatry. ( 1)

Jeremiah and Ezekiel.— Jeremiah had been preaching already five years when

the book of the law was found, yet he never alludes to the discovery by Hilkiah

(except it be in 15:16 ), nor hints that a reformation had taken place. He was pre

eminently a prophet of judgment. He pled with Judah as long as there remained

any apparent hope of salvation for the nation (3:13 , 22) ; but when he saw the storm

cloud gathering and every chance of deliverance cut off, he gave them over to their

doom ,but, at the same time, promised that they should return from captivity and

be partakers of the new covenant ( 12:15 , 29:14, 30 : 3 , 31 :31-37 ).

Habakkuk and Ezekiel were contemporaries of Jeremiah . The former prophesied

against the Chaldeans in the closing years of the seventh century ; the latter after

the first captivity ( 597), on the banks of the river of Chebar, in Babylonia. Ezekiel's

mission was twofold : ( 1 ) to pacify his fellow exiles, who were eager to return to

the dissolving Judean state , and its tottering capital; and ( 2 ) , when all was over, to

outline for Israel the worship of their future church ( Ezek . 40-48 ). For, in the year

586 B.C., Nebuchadnezzar, the king of Babylon, took Jerusalem ; the temple was

burned , the Ark of the Covenant was destroyed, and the land of Judah became a

desolation .

10. RELIGIOUS DECLENSION IN JUDAH native worship , and consequently an obscuration

of the lofty ethical conception of the God of Israel,
FROM 722 TO 586 B.C.

who sankdown nearly to the level of a nature-god,

whose office was to give the people “ their bread

( 1 ) Two Religions of Jehovah . - It is not and water, their wool and flax, their oil and their

quite easy to gain a just conception of the religious drinks" (Hos. ii . 5 ) . The conception which inasses

condition of this time, or , indeed , of any time in of the people had of Jehovah was one which He

the history of Israel. The traditional idea that could not recognize as the conception of Him ;

Israel was perpetually falling into the worship of hence He says in Amos v . 5 : Seek Me, and seek

other gods than Jehovali is hardly correct . To not unto Bethel. " Ostensibly and in name the

understand the condition of religious thought people worshiped Jehovah, but the conception

among the people, we must go back to the begin- they had of Him and the service they rendered

ning of the nation's history. The people , on Him were proper rather to Baal. Nevertheless,

entering Palestine, did not drive out the Canaan- the ancient Mosaic conception of the God of Israel

ites or exterminate them ; they settled down be- and knowledge of him still lived . It animated

side them in many places ( Judges i . 27-36 ), and the prophets, and no doubt many more in all ages.

virtually absorbed them . The Canaanites became The prophets, in seeking to inspire men with a

Israelites. But in becoming Israelites the native purer idea of God , are all conscious that they are

populations could not but carry over into the life no innovators. They stand on the old paths.

and thought of Israel much of their own debased Jehovah as they conceive Him is the historical

religion and morals. Further, the tribes of Israel, God of Israel (Hos. xiii . 4 ). It is the people who

in their isolatiori from one another and distance have changed ( Is . i . 4 ; Jer. ii . 5-8 ) .

from the central sanctuary, found places of wor- Thus a conscious antagonism between two

ship ready to their hand in the native high-places. parties pervades the history of Israel , and fills the

These they adopted as sanctuaries of Jehovah pages of all the prophets. It is an antagonism

worship. It is proof of the vigor of the Jehovah between two conceptions of Jehovah , and two

religion that it did not succumb before the wor- ways of serving Him . In religion they

ship of the native Baals. The Israelites, except (kings of the house of Josiah ) pursued the policy

in isolated localities , did not becomie worshipers of of laissez -faire, under which every man did that

Baal; the Canaanites became worshippers of which was right in his own eyes. They were,

Jehovah . It could not but be that a religion of Je. however, all worshipers of Jehovah, God of Israel ;

hovah would thus arise which was debased by many the names they bore or assumed are all com

Canaanitish elements. Two religions of Jehovah pounded with His name. No doubt it was the

thus existed side by side, a higher and a lower : old traditional service of Him that they favored ,

the pure religion of Mosaic Israel, and the debased as it had been practiced by Israel on the high

religion arising through amalgamation with the places from time immemorial. – A. B. David .

native population. In the latter there was an son , “ The Exile and the Restoration ." pp.

assimilation of the worship of Jehovah to the 14-16.
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11. THE EXILE AND THE RESTORATION (586-516 B.C.) .

更

The Religious Discipline of Israel . — The history of Israel is one constant illus

tration of the Divine method of instruction . Thus, the slavery of Egypt, in which

the Israelites were conscious of a common ancestry , but had no institutions express

ive of national unity or organization, gave birth to the spirit of nationality. " The

desert wanderings, by which God chastened Israel as a man chasteneth his son

(Deut. 8 :5) , feeding them with manna, that he might humble thein , and that he

might prove them , to do them good in their latter end (Deut. 8:16 ), was the dis

cipline for their reluctance and unbelief at Kadesh -barnea; through it Israel was pre

pared for the successful conquest of Canaan . The loss of the Ark to the Philistines,

though it estranged many from the true worship of Jehovah and deprived the pious

in Israel of a central sanctuary , tended, nevertheless, to purify their religion of a

persistent supersti

tion which regarded

the Ark as a kind

of fetish and the

temple as an asy

lum from the en

emy, and so paved

the way for that

broad catholicity of

later prophecy

which allowed that

incense and sacri.

fices might be of

fered in every place

unto the name of

Jehovah (cf. with

Jer . 3:16 and 7 :4 ,

Mal. 1:11 ) . It re

quired , however ,

the actual destruc

tion of Jerusalem to

shatter the vain

faith of those who

trusted in the invio Candelabrum and Table of Shewbread , as represented on the Arch of Titus at Rome.

lability of the Tem

ple and rid them of false views of worship and of God. For, “ God is a Spirit :

and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth ” ( John 4:21 ,

cf. Deut. 4:15, 23, 24) . The Exile accomplished the Divine purpose. The nation,

being now removed from home and sanctuary, began to study the true meaning of

the religion of their fathers. It is possible also that some of the pious in Israel

began to write in this period , though it is doubtful that the age was especially pro

ductive of literature . ( 1 )

Zerubbabel and Joshua.— The half century between the downfall of Jerusalem

(586) and the edict of Cyrus (536) witnessed the overthrow of Babylon by the

Medes and Persians (539) , but as far as we know the age produced no great religious

leaders. When, however, Israel's discipline was over, and the edict of Cyrus went

forth that the Jews dispersed throughout Babylon might return to their own land ,

forty -two thousand three hundred and sixty , under Zerubbabel and Joshua, set out

for Jerusalem . Zerubbabel was the civil head of the new community, and Joshua

the ecclesiastical ( Ezra 1 and 2).

The Temple Rebuilt.—The purpose of the new colony was to rebuild the city
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and the temple. They cleared away the rubbish and builded the altar of the God of

Israel (Ezr. 3), planning to go forward with the reconstruction of the temple. But

they were opposed by the Samaritans, who, offended because they were denied the

right of assisting in building the sacred edifice, in order to retaliate sent letters to

the king of Persia, and accused the new colonists of disloyalty to the central govern
ment (Ezra 4) . This delayed the work for about sixteen years . Meanwhile the

new congregation in Jerusalem became so engrossed in self-aggrandizement and

personal gain that they cared no longer for temple building. About this time

(520 B.C.) two prophets arose, the aged Haggai, and his younger contemporary,
Zecharian, whose mission was to inspire the new colony to complete the sanctuary

of Jehovah . ( 2 ) For four and a half years the work went steadily forward, without

further opposition from the throne, and in the year 516 the house, inferior as a build

ing to the temple of Solomon , yet filled with heavenly glory (Hag. 2 :3 , Zech . 2 : 5 ) ,

was dedicated to the worship of Jehovah. With the completion of the temple the
“ seventy years” predicted by Jeremiah ( 29: 10f) were fulfilled (586-516 ). The

movementhad been national , as well as religious, and gave rise to the so -called post
exilic hierarchy.

11. THE EXILE AND THE RESTORATION

( 586-516 B.C. ) .

( 1) Meaning of the Fall of the State . The

fall of Judah was the triumph of Jehovah. If

when other peoples perishedtheir gods sank with

them , Jehovah rose the higher over the ruins of

Jerusalem . He was seen to be the God of Right

cousness, the moral Ruler of the world

Jehovah of Hosts was exalted in judgment,

And the Holy God sanctified in righteousness

( Is . v . 16 ).

This was the Jehovah of the prophets. As for the

Jehovah of the masses and the false prophets, the

mere national Deity of Israel , he had succumbed

before the gods of Babylon. And possibly many

of the less instructed of the people fell, for a time

at least , into such perplexity that all faith in the
name of “ Jehovah " was extinguished. And

naturally, if to the prophets and those of like

mind with them Jehovah had triumphed, in the

eyes of the nations He had suffered a defeat. The

idea of a God exercising a moral rule over His
own people would not occur to the heathen, and

they judged that Jehovah was weak and unable to

protect His people— “ These are the people of

Jehovah , and they are gone forth out of his land "

into exile ( Ezek. xxxvi. 20 ). The revelation of
Jehovah to the nations had suffered an eclipse .

His star had sunk with that of His people . This

was felt by prophets like Ezekiel . Yet the obscur.

ation was but temporary. The Lord would build

up Zion and appear in His glory ( Ps. cii. 16 ).

When He restored His repentant people His glory

would be revealed , and all flesh would see it

together ( Is. xl . 5 ) . Then both His power and His

moral rule would be made manifest to the eyes of

the nations ( Ezek . xxxix . 25 29 ) .

These are prophetic ideas. History suggests a

third . Though the destruction of the state might

appear the greatest calamity that could befall the

Kingdom of God, it was in its effects the greatest

step towards Christianity taken since the Exodus.

For first, it divorced, for a time and in idea at

least, religion from ritual and sensuous worship

and madeit a thing altogether of the mind. The

life of prophets and people become one of faith

absolutely (John xvi . 7 ) ; and the religious mind,

no more hampered by local limitations and tradi.

tions, was free to pursue its ideals and project

them upon the screen of the future; and to this is

due the purity and spiritual elevation of the reli

gious aspirations that belong to the period of the

Exile. Again , the idea of a mere God of the
nation had been buried in the ruins of the state.

The idea, necessary to begin with , must give place

to ideas more advanced, at once wider and more

inward . Though the people had perished the

individuals remained , and Jehovah remained, and

thus religion became a thing of the individual

mind . The old covenant made with the people in

a mass gave place to the new covenant , the tables

of stone to a law written on the heartof each ( Jer.
xxxi . 31 ) . The individual rose to the conscious .

ness of the worth of his own personal spirit , and

the joy of a personal relation to God . And reli

gious individualism is religious universalism. The

death of the people was the birth of the individual,
and the ruin of the State the rise of the Church.

A.B. Davidson ,“ The Exile and the Restoration ,"

PP. 38-40.

( 2 ) The Prophets Haggai and Zechariah .

First of all, on the first day of the sixth month in

the secondyear of the reign of Darius, arose Hag.

gai . He was to all appearance a prophet already

far advanced in years, and one of the very fewwho

had seen the Temple ofSolomon and still survived .

He regarded the very disasters which the people

had experienced for many years in the cultivation

of the soil as a proof of the divine displeasure al

ready incurred by the growth and spread of sel
fishness . He therefore exhorted them all , but

especially the two leaders , Zerubbabel and Joshua,

to take up the building of the Temple once more

with greater zeal ; and when the simple words of

his admonition took effect, he promised the imme.

diate advent of better times. In the beginning of

the eighth month of the same year appeared

Zechariah , with similar exhortations. He was

certainly a much younger man than Haggai , not

born before the Babylonian period, and of priest!y

family. He is the first in whom we can distinctly

trace any powerful influence of the civilization of

Eastern Asia, in the representations and figures

in which he has no hesitation in allowing his im

agination to clothe itself on suitable occasions.

-H . Ewald, “ History of Israel," Vol. V. , p. 109 .
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12. JUDAISM ( CIR . 500 B.C.-70 A.D.).

The Post - Exilic Congregation . The devout enthusiasm kindled at the time of

the temple-building by Haggai and Zechariah was unfortunately effervescent. The

theocratic spirit steadily declined, and consequently the whole community slowly

degenerated . The colony grew , however, it is true, by means of the numerous

accessions of escaped Israelites who came in from various directions. Many may

never have left Palestine at all ; for there seems to be some truth in the theory of

Kosters, viz., that the temple was built by the people whom Nebuchadnezzar had

left behind in the land (cf. " Het Herstel van Israël,'' W. H. Kosters, Leiden, 1894) .

Reformation Necessary . — Little is related in the Old Testament of the period

between the completion of the temple (516) and the arrival of Ezra with fifteen

hundred volunteers,who came to Jerusalem to reinforce the new religious community

(458). We can only conjecturewhat must have been the religious life of those

fifty -eight years from the conditions which emerge in the days of Ezra and Nehe

miah. That the colony did not appreciate the greatness of its mission is clear from
their intermar

riage with the

natives Am

monites, Ara .

bians, etc. , -

their adoption

of foreign cus
toms and reli

gion , and the

worldliness of

the priesthood.

Ezra and

Nehemiah .

Ezra, a priest of

the family of

Zadok , came to

Jerusalem in or

der to bring

gifts to the tem

ple , regulate its

services, and in

struct the peo

ple in the Law

of Moses (Ezr.

7:25 , 26). But

he was tempo

rarily diverted from his purpose by what appeared to him to be a menace to the

community_intermarriage with the leathen . The idea of religious exclusiveness

seemed to him to be fundamental. He, therefore , commanded that the guilty

should put away their foreign wives, and so respect one of the most important stat

utes of Mosaism . This injunction naturally caused dissatisfaction; but, for the time

at least, Ezra succeeded. It was next resolved , in order to secure religious exclu

siveness, to build a wall about the city (Ezr. 4:12 ) . But the protracted wars between

Persia and Greece rendered it quite impossible to construct anything in the West

which had the appearance of a fortification .( 1) Later, however, in the year 445 B.C. ,

with the permission of the king, it became a fact. Nehemiah, the cup-bearer to

Artaxerxes , obtained authority to perform the work . His mission was political .

He proceeded with the utmost caution . When, however, he had once made a begin

Mount Gerizim .
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ning, he prosecuted his task in spite of opposition. In fifty -two days the walls were

up and the work complete (cf., Neh . 6 and 12 ). In the autumn of the following

year (444) an event of even greater importance took place—the introduction of the

Law (cf. Neh. 8 and 9) . Ezra read the law from a pulpit temporarily constructed

in the open streets of Jerusalem , in the hearing of all the people ; and when he had

finished , it was ratified by them in solemn covenant. Nehemiah returned subse

quently to the court of Persia. ( 2 ) and (3)

The Prophet Malachi.-Prophecy was nearly exhausted . Nehemiah's stay in

the East was brief. He hastened to return to Jerusalem in order to assist Malachi

and Ezra in their reformation of the religious practices of Jerusalem . It was also

a reformation of religious indifference, which , having arisen first in loss of faith and

zeal on the part of the priests , had percolated every stratum of society. Such a

reformation required the greatest courage and demanded the strongest personalities.

Malachi, the prophet, and Nehemiah, the cup-bearer, were of this type, and their

purpose was accomplished.

The Samaritan Sect.—One important result of this reformation was the expul

sion of a priest ( cf. Neh . 13:28) guilty of intermarriage with the heathen , who be

took himself to Samaria and organized (it is supposed ) the Samaritans into an inde

pendent religious community. This sect accepted of the Jewish Law, built a

temple on Mount Gerizim , and have remained ever since an independent and exclu

sive religious community, numbering to-day about three-hundred souls .

12 . JUDAISM (CIR. 500 B.C.-70 A.D. ) . the rulers" (xiii. 11 , 17) ; and equally characteristic

were his dramatic gestures when heated with

( 1 ) The Movement Under Ezra . - We must altercation - " I shook out my lap, and said , So

consider the movement under Ezra as much a God shake out every man from his house and from

national one as that under Zerubbabel. The fami- his labor that performeth not his promise''(v.13 ).

lies from which Ezra's one thousand five hundred The Tyrian fishmongers, who exposed their wares

men were drawn were the same as those which on the Sabbath , he threatened, saying, " Why

furnished contingents to the first return . The gifts lodge ye about the wall ? If ye do so again, I will

entrusted to Ezra for the Temple were of such lay hands on you ” ( xiii . 21 ) . And the threat was

value that the whole eastern Dispersion must have not an idle one . Finding in the country places

contributed to them . The negotiations between some rustics who had married women of Ashdod,

Artaxerxes and Ezra, and the Firman authorizing he thrashed them and plucked off their hair ( xiii .

him to introduce the Law (vii. 13 , 14 ) , show that 25 ) . It has been said by some one that Ezra , when

the king regarded the movement as an act of the driven to extremities, plucked his beard, while

Jewish nationality. The Persian rulers took Nehemiah in like circumstances plucked other

almost as much interest in the religions of the people's beards. He was certainly as vigorous in

nationalities subject to their sway as in their poli- action as he was resolute in temper. - Ibid , pp.98-99.

tical behavior. They not only protected these ( 3 ) The Effect of Introducing the Laws . -In

religions, but subsidized them out of the provin- the position then occupied by Israel , one of the

cial revenues, and bestowed rich personal gifts first and most significant consequences of the es
upon the temples. They desired to secure the tablishment ofthe hagiocracy wasthe final extinc

favor of all the gods worshiped in their dominions tion of all the better prophecy. We have, indeed ,

(Ezra vii . 23 ). The monotheism of that age was already seen that even before the destruction of

not yet logical.- A. B. Davidson , “ The Exile and
Jerusalem prophecy had attained the highest point

the Restoration ,” p . 91. within its reach in the course of the history of

( 2 ) Nehemiah's Personality and Work.- this people; for it was one of those elements of the

Nehemiah is one of the most engaging person- life of Israel which could not rest until they had

alities in the Old Testament, and the naive self- realized their own inner perfection . Nevertheless,

consciousness with which he dwells on his own the exceptional nature of the days of Israel's great

characteristics and doings greatly adds to his trial , followed by its approaching release, roused

attractiveness. He was self -contained and self- it once again to powerful expression, as we have

reliant, prompt in forming his resolutions, and previously described ; and then in the new Jerusa

determined and masterful in carrying them out. lem prophecy strove to rise again quite after the

The moment he heard from his brother Hanani ancient type, and on the sacred hearth of Zion it.

the deplorable condition of Jerusalem , his resolu- self its lightning flashed forth with considerable

tion was formed to seek leave from the king, power yet once again in Haggai and Zechariah .

though he had to wait several months for the But it could no longer flourish in its purest sphere

opportunity ( i . 1 , ii . 1 ) . On his arrival at Jerusalem of action as the creative source of the life and

he took a nocturnal ride round the city to see its i spirit of revealed religion where a sacred book al
condition for himself: " Neither told I any man ready contained this revelation with sufficient

what my God had put it into my heart to do” ( ii . detail and precision , and was regarded as the final

12 ) . Characteristic are the phrases he uses- " I authority . - H . Ewald, “ History of Israel ," Vol.

consulted with myself ” ( v . 7 ); “ I contended with V., p . 175 .
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.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. THE PERIOD OF CONQUEST AND THE JUDGES . - Religion in the time of Joshua , Shiloh

the center of worship , The loss of the Ark , The creation of the monarchy by Samuel, The Sons

of the Prophets.

8. DAVID AND SOLOMON.— The Ark established in Jerusalem , The erection of the Temple , The

character of Solomon , The priesthood .

9. PROPHECY IN ISRAEL . - The schism under Jeroboam , Elijah , The religious condition of

Israel in thetime ofAhab , The mission of Amos and Hosea, The messages of Isaish and Micah .

10. RELIGIOUS DECLENSION IN JUDAH FROM 722-586 B.C. - The relation of Judah to

Assyria, The reformation ofJosiah, The influence of Jeremiah, Of Habakkuk, Of Ezekiel .

II . THE EXILE AND THE RESTORATION . — Examples of God's discipline of Israel, The lesson

ofthe Exile, The inission of Zerubbabel and Joshua , The second Temple.

12. JUDAISM . - The characterof the post-exilic colony , The reform of Ezra, Nehemiah's work , The
Prophet Malachi, The origin of the Samaritan sect.

QUESTIONS.

7. Was the

period of Joshua fa

vorable to religion?

What was the sig

nificance of Josh

ua's setting up the

tabernacle at Shi.

loh ? Of the loss of

the Ark ? The

character of the

Sons of the Proph

ets ?

8 . What was

David's contribu

tion ( a ) to the po

litical strength of

Israel, ( b ) to their

religionis life ?

What was Solo

mon's share in the

glory of Israel ?

Was it altogether

for Israel's best re

ligious welfare ?

The condition of the

priesthood in the

time of the Mon

archy .

9 . The im

mediate cause of

schism between the

tribes . Where in

did Elijah show
Tomb of Joseph .

courage ? Coward .

ice ? Which prophets labored in the Northern Kingdom ? What were their respective messages ? The

effectof their preaching ? Who were their prophetic contemporaries in Judah ?

10. On what grounds is theexpression “ comparative exile” to be justified ? What bearing does it

have upon our interpretation of Isaish 40:66 ? When did the reformation of Josiah find place ? Its

cause ? Its effect ? Who prophesied in the declining years of Judah's career ? To what effect ?

11. Ilustrate how Jehovah disciplined Israel. Show the parts taken by Zerubbabel and Joshua in

the restoration of theJews to Palestine. Which twoprophets encouraged the people to rebuildthe temple ?

12. Whatwas the tendency among the Jewsafter the restoration? Causes ofgrowth ? What is

Koster's view? Who were thereformers of the fifth century B.C. ? What was each one's share in the

work ? What was the origin of the sect called Samaritans' ' ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Study especially the period just subsequent tothe loss of the Ark, and its natural effect on
Israel; also the similarities and differences between the “ Sons of the Prophets ” and modern Dervishes.

2. The age of David and Solomon compared with the period of the Judges. Observe carefully the

importance ofthe temple as a conserving influence. Also the character of the priesthood.
3. Study the rise ofprophecy. Compare it with heathen soothsaying :

4. Compare the records left by Sargon and Sennacherib with the Old Testament in order to get a

true conception of the weakness of Judah in Isaiah's later years. Estimate with greatest care, also, the

causes and effects of Josiah's reformation .

5. Study the conditionsofthe Exile as aperiod of literary production. Test the value of Koster's
view that the temple was builtby Israelites left in the land .

6. Point out Ezra's importance as scribe and reformer.
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13. JUDAISM IN GRAECO-ROMAN TIMES (B.C. 333-70 A.D. ).

The Diaspora . — Already in Persian times the Jews had begun to scatter ; but

under the influence of Greek culture and religion, their dispersion was far wider.

Commercial interests attracted them into Asia Minor, Arabia, and Lower Egypt,

especially to the city of Alexandria. ' The great significance of their dispersion

becomes obvious when we remember that all these Jewish communities became

later so many mission stations of Christianity . ( 1 ) and ( 2)

The Septuagint Version of the Old Testament. — The Jews who emigrated to

Egypt learned to speak Greek (hence called Hellenists in Acts 6 : 1 , 9:29, in distinc

tion from the He

brews who re

mained in Pales

tine ) ; conse

quently , they felt

the want of

Greek translation

of the Mosaic law.

This was begun in

the reign of Pto

lemy Philadelphus

(285-247 B.C. ), and

was the first trans

lation ever made,

not only of the

Scriptures, but of

a

any book .

Synagogues

and Scribes . — In

the development

of Judaism , syna

gogues ( though

not intended to de.

tract from the tem

ple's rights) sprang

up and became the

chief centers of

Jewish life and re

ligion . " They

that feared the

Lord spake one

Ruins of a Synagogue at Kefr Bir ' îm . with another"

(Mal . 3:16). Reg

ular instruction was provided by them at the hands of the Scribes, who nowtook

the place of the prophets as the religious leaders of the nation . The result of this

new system tended, on the one hand, to make religion an individual matter, but, on

the other, caused it to degenerate into lifeless form and ceremony .

The Maccabean Age.—The history of the Jews from Nehemiah's time (cir.

445) down to the beginning of the second century B.C. is almost a perfect blank.

Little is known of the real state of the Jewish religion during this period, except

that the high-priest stood at the head ofthe state and gradually acquired more and
more political power. Early in the beginning of the second century B.C. Pales

tine , which, from the time of the breaking up of Alexander's empire, had been

under the rule of the Ptolemies of Egypt, became the possession of the kings of
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Syria and Babylonia. Antiochus Epiphanes began to rule in Syria 175 B.C. The

priesthood in his time was exceptionally corrupt . The office was given to the

highest bidder. Some even dared put their rivals out of the way in order to gain

the position. Trouble and confusion ensued . The Jews became a burden to the

state . Promised tribute failed to be paid to the king. Matters grew worse and

worse. At last Antiochus determined to get rid of the difficulties by compelling

the Jews to abandon their religion, and sacrifice to Pagan gods. Merciless persecu

tions were perpetrated in order to overcome persistent opposition. He introduced

Greek customs and manners. He desecrated the altar of Jerusalem by causing

sacrifices to be offered to Jupiter. He also caused the temple to be polluted . At

length there was an uprising among the pious in Israel . Matthias, a priest of the

Asmonean family, rallied the faithful of the peopie about him , overthrew the altars

of the heathen, and then fled to the mountains and raised the standard of liberty .

Bitter struggles ensued , in which Matthias' son Judas, called afterwards Maccabeus,

from the initials of their Hebrew war -cry, " Mi-Ka -moka- Baelim - Ihovah = Who is

like unto thee, O Lord , among the Gods? ” (Ex. 15:11 ) , gained signal victory. The

temple was purified , and the worship of Jehovah restored. The patriotic resistance

of the Jews during this period against the Hellenizing tendencies of the king, fur

nishes one of the most heroic chapters in Jewish history ( cf. I. and II . Maccabees).

The Roman Conquest (37 B.C. ) was practically the continuation of Greek rule.

Paganism still remained the Jews' religious foe. Herod the Great, an Idumean by

birth, ruled as king of the Jews ( B.C. 37-A. D. 4). He repaired the temple at lavish

cost , making it gorgeouslymagnificent. But his love for the Jews' religion was
only external. Even theJewsthemselves were becoming stereotyped and formal,

at least one party among them. The cleavage which had taken place long before

between the conservative Hebrews on the one hand and the liberal Hellenists on the

other was continued under the opposition of Pharisees and Sadducees. These,

together with the Scribes , and an ascetic sect called Essenes, were the principal

parties in Judaism in the time of our Lord. (3)

un

•

13. JUDAISM IN GRAECO - ROMAN synagogue existed where the Temple was

known, and remained when the Temple fell, it
TIMES ( B.C. 333-70 A.D. ) . followed that from its order and worship , and

not from that of the Temple , were copied , if not

( 1 ) The Dispersion . - It is true, men usually in all their details, yet in their general features,

took no account of the peculiarity of the Jewish the government, the institutions, and the devo

faith and attached more value to the rites than to tions of those Christian communities which ,

the ideas ; it is true that Judaism became thus springing directly from the Jewish , were in the
mixed , often in a very strange manner, with other first instance known as “ synagogues, ” or “ meet.

forms of religion , to which it was diametrically ing -houses,” and afterwards, by the adoption of
opposed — but still the worship of the God of the an almost identical word , “ Ecclesia , assembly :

Jews found warm friends and adherents on all house . ” - A . P. Stanley , “ History of the Jewish

sides. The number of those who were wholly or Church,” Vol. III ., p . 109 .

half converted gradually increased . As the pat
( 3 ) The Rise of Parties in the Maccabean

riotism of the Jews detached itself from its native
Age.-It will be remembered that the form of gov

soil without losing on that account its warmth

and heartiness, so-and now in the most real sense
ernment of the Jews underwent no real change by

- “ from the rising of the sun even unto its going
the transfer of the supreme power from the Per

sians to the Greeks . Both before and after this

down, the nameof Jahveh ” became “ great among
the executive power was in thehands of the High

the heathen," while at the same timethe close re
priest, who exercised it , at all events from the

lation between him and the people who for cen
turies had called themselves after him remained third century B.C. , in conjunction with the

undisturbed . - A . Kuenen, “ Religion of Israel, ”
Gerousia ( = Council of Elders ). The high priestly

and other families of distinction formed together

Vol. III., pp. 167-8 . the ruling aristocracy. Opposed to it , among the

( 2 ) The Multiplication of Synagogues.- Jews as elsewhere, there were the people. - A .

At Alexandria , at Rome, at Babylon there was Kuenen, “ Religion of Israel,” Vol. Ifl., p . 118.

no Temple . But in every one of those cities , and So the germs of faction were already in exist

by many a tank or river- side in Egypt, Greece, or ence among the Jews before the reign of Antiochus

Italy , there was the same familiar building , the Epiphanes. Or rather, the priestly aristocracy

same independent organization, the same house and the commoners, the latter led by the Scribes,

for the mingled worship, and business of every already stood opposed to each other. - Ibid ., p.

Jewish community. And thus, inasmuch as the 119 .
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14. JESUS THE PREDICTED MESSIAH .

The Religion of the Old Testament Unique Among the Religions of the World .

-By means of its predictions of Hope, Prophecy prepared the way for a new dispen

sation . No other religion ever predicted the coming of its central Figure.

Zoroaster, Buddha, Confucius, Mohammed appeared suddenly ; Jesus Christ , on the

contrary, was predicted centuries before he came. To the pious Israelite the hope

of a coming Deliverer was constantly before his mind, increasing in clearness as age

succeeded age. At length the Messiah came, as we believe, in the person of Jesus

Christ.

Messianic Prophecy – To follow the course of Messianic prediction in the Old

Testament is like stepping from hill-top to hill-top, and from one mountain peak to

another. The protevangelium of all prediction is found in Gen. 3:15 , which

assured the Antedeluvians that the seed of the woman would bruise the head of the

serpent. Redemption would come through the seed of the race. This was only

generic. After the flood Noah blessed Shem , saying : that God should " dwell in the

tents of Shem ” (Gen. 9:26 , 27 )—a family selection, the Shemites. When God called

Abraham out of Ur, he blessed him , and promised to make him a blessing to others

(Gen. 12 : 1 , 2 )—a national selection , the Hebrews. Jacob blessed Judah , declaring

that the sceptre should not depart from Judah until Shiloh came (Gen. 49:10) —a

tribal selection, the tribe of Judah. These were the first dim gleams of hope as

seen from the Patriarchial hill-top.

The vision of Moses was clearer. He confirms the promises made to the

Patriarchs of God's selection of Israel in Ex. 4:22 , 19 :6 , but goes farther. For the

first time in the history of revelation , Moses sees the Messiah as a Person : “ I will

raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren like unto me” (Dt. 18:18) . This

describes his individuality.

David's picture is composite. Hiş vantage-ground is higher than that on which

Moses stood. First , he sees him as King seated on the right hand ofGod ( Ps. 110 : 1);

then as Priest after the order of Melchizedek ( Ps. 110 :4) ; as the Son of God

( Ps . 2 : 7 ) ; as wedded to the nations, bringing grace to all (Ps. 45:12) , and as ruling

peacefully from sea to sea ( Ps . 72:18 ).

The Prophets stood not on hill-tops, but mountain -peaks. Amos and Hosea

promised a restoration of all things. Isaiah furnishes a marvelous portrait of the

Messiah . He names him Immanuel (Isa. 7:14) ; Wonderful Counsellor (9 :6,7 ) , and

clothes him with attributes of wisdom and understanding (11: 1,2). Micah designates

the place of his birth— “ But thou Bethlehem Ephratah ” (5: 1).(5 : 1 ). These were the

visions of eighth century prophets.

On the second mountain -peak the visions are those of prophets who lived either

in comparative or actual exile. Thus, when the nation was being lacerated by the

Assyrian, Isaiah saw the Messiah wounded for our transgressions and bruised for

our iniquities ( Isa . 53: 1/ ). A century later, when the kingdom of Judah was rapidly

sinking into decay and the flower of the nation were being carried away to Babylon ,

Jeremiah beholds the Messiah as a Branch of Righteousness growing up out of the

stump of the dying House of David ( Jer. 23: 5, 33:15) ; finally, Ezekiel , who

labored among the dispersed of Israel , pictures Him as a Good Shepherd gathering

his scattered sheep (Ezek . 34:11 , 12 ) . All these portraits reflect admirably the cir

cumstances of their times.

On the last and highest mountain -height stood Haggai , Zechariah, and Malachi.

Haggai emphasized the catholicity of divine grace (Hag. 2 :7 ) . Zechariah reaches

the climax of Messianic promise. He takes the “ foundation " stone of Isa . 28:16,

and makes Him the cap-stone of God's spiritual temple ( Zech. 4 : 7 ) . The Kingly

“ Branch " of Isa . 11 : 1 and Jer. 23 : 5 , 33:15 , he enthrones as Priest-a thought

foreign to earlier writers (Zech. 3 : 8 , 9, 6:12 , 13 ) . The “ King of Peace ” (Psa . 72:17)
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he sees riding humbly into Jerusalem upon an ass (Zech. 9 : 9, 10) . Ezekiel's

“ Shepherd ” he beholds betrayed for thirty pieces of silver ( Zech . 11:12 , 13) ,

pierced also by his nation ( 12:10) , smitten by the sword of the Almighty (13: 7),

but in him a fountain opened for sin and for uncleanness ( 13 : 1 ) . And then just

before the voice of prophecy is forever hushed , Malachi, the last of the prophets,

declares the coming of Elijah as the forerunner of the Angel of the Covenant, who

should suddenly come to his temple (Mal. 3 : 1-3 , 4 : 5 ) . With this the book of

Messianic prediction is closed .

Turning to the New Testament, prophecy becomes history. Jesus Christ is the

predicted Messiah. Born of the seed of the woman , a Semite, a Hebrew , " the

Lion of the tribe of Judah " ; a Prophet like unto Moses ; Priest, King, the Son of

God ; Immanuel, Wonderful , clothed with wisdom ; born in Bethlehem , an obedient

and suffering servant, a Branch of the decaying House of David ; the Good Shep

herd, betrayed by Judas, pierced by his nation , smitten with the divine permission,

but in him a fountain opened for sin and for uncleanness. What an apologetic for

Christianity ! ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

The Downfall of the Jewish Nation . — The birth of Christianity was the death

of the Jewish State. The nation rejected Jesus . Roman law and Jewish faith

repeatedly collided . Judaism was too proud to yield her national and religious
freedom. Rome was too strong to tolerate their retention of it . Struggle was

inevitable. Finally, in the year 70 A.D., the Romans under Titus besieged and

took Jerusalem , and with it destroyed the Jewish nation , but they could not destroy

Judaism . The Jewish nation succumbed : the Jewish religion survived. (3)

14. JESUS THE PREDICTED MESSIAH . phenomenon analogous to Biblicalprophecy, even

in form , is anywhere tobe found in the world of na

( 1 ) The Goal of Old Testament Prophecy.- tions. It is true , all nations sought after special di

Prophecy was no premature unrolling of the his- vine revelations beyondwhatreason and conscience

tory of the future to gratify an idle curiosity ; it taught them of the working of the Deity in nature

was never separated from its ethical end . But and history , and expected to succeedby the in.

from first to last it pointed forward to a great tensifying of human susceptibility and by immer.

divine purpose slowly being evolved in the course sion in the unconscious nature -power. But such

of ages, to “ some far-off divine event," towards means of becoming acquaintedwith the divine,

which the historyof Israel and the history of the such morbid self-enhancing of the human spirit ,

world were moving. At one time that event artificially enfeebling it up to the point of uncon.

seemed close at hand, as though the clouds might scious surrender to the dominion of nature, is

break at any instant and reveal the splendor of opposed to the true nature of God , and can only

the divine presence; and then the hope was disap- lead farther away from Him ; whereas His Spirit

pointed only to be reaffirmed with fresh confi. reveals Himself in Israel by clear speech in keep

dence. Some partial accomplislıment of promise ing with His dignity . -C. von Orelli, “ Old Testa

served as an earnest of greater things to come, ment Prophecy, " P. 24.

and gave assurance that it must yet find a more (3 ) Israel and Rome. - The tragic end of the

complete fulfillment. But who could rise from struggle between Israel and Rome now surprises

the study of the Old Testament prophets if the us less than before . Christians have much too

history of their hopes had finally ended there, long, in spite of history , regarded the fall of Jeru

without a keen sense of disappointment and fail- salem as a divine retribution for the murder of the

ure ? as onewho might find in some lonely desert Messiah . It is time that the last remnants of that

the foundations of a vast building laid , and costly view should disappear. But even then the student

materials prepared in abundance, with plans and of history will still see a connection between the

sketches suggestive of inajestic perfection, but all rejection of the prophet of Nazareth and the last

abandoned, unused , forgotten . - A. F. Kirkpatrick, conflict with Rome. Judaism — too great , too

“ The Doctrine of the Prophets,” · Edit., p .515. proud for a national religion—was and remained

Then in the fullness of the times, the Christ à fruitful source of contest between the Jewish

came , gathering up into Himself and uniting in nation and its conquerors. Had the majority of

His own Persou all those lines of prophecy which the people been able to take the road indicated by

had seemed so strangely inconsistent and irrecon- Jesus, perhaps the stuggle of life and death would

cilable, filling them with a new meaning, vivify- have been prevented . But the condemnation of

ing them with a new energy . Here was the Jesus was a powerful protest against universalism ,

answer to all men's hopes ; nay, vastly more ; a the energetic assertion of the legal and strictly

combination, unique, unthought of, beyond the national principle. From that moment Israel's

boldest venture of faith and hope to anticipate, fate was decided. Her religion was to kill her .

needing the humblest teachableness to receive But when the temple burst into flames, that re

when offered for acceptance . - Ibid ., p.517 . ligion had already spread its wings and gone out

( 2 ) No Phenomenon Analogous to Biblical to conquer an entire world .-A . "Kuenen, “ The

Prophecy.Wecometo the conclusion that no Religion of Israel ," Vol. III., p . 281.
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THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL.
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15. THE PRE-MOSAIC PERIOD.

The ancient Hebrews belonged to the Semitic group of nations , having its orig

inal home in northern Arabia, from which region migrations into the Mesopotamian

valley formed the eastern branch , including the Babylonians and Assyrians. From

Mesopotamnia came the northern Semitesor Arameans, and the western Semites,

including the Phæuicians, Canaanites and Hebrews. Ofthese westward migrations,

that of the Hebrews, was among the latest, including, as it did , clans that later broke

off into separate nations, such as Moab, Ammon, and Edom . The memorials of

Hebrew history and religion that have been preserved are found in the Old Testa

ment. The books composing that collection are of varying dates, from the eighth

to the second centuries B.C. But several of them contain documents much older.

Traditions and legends of the past are incorporated, and the effort is made by later

writers to reconstruct the origins of the nation, as well as the early history of the

world . But the purpose of these narratives is rather religious than historical. The

materials are chosen seemingly with the object of illustrating the growth of the

religion , and not of giving a connected recital of the national experiences. It

therefore becomes a matter of difficulty to discover the religious character of the

earliest period, colored as it is by the ideas of the later days when the narratives

received their present form . But this material deals with the earliest traditions of

the race in a spirit marked by an earnestness and sobriety in striking contrast with

similar accounts produced by other nations. ( 1 ) The Hebrew people brought with

them from their earlier home in the east the religious conceptions common to the

Semitic races , and these appear to some extent in the narratives of the early period ,

though modified and given other meanings by later writers. Yet from the first a

vew force was operating in this national history. That peculiar factor which dis

tinguished Israel from other nations appeared early, even before the days of Moses.

Those Semitic elements which this people had in common with its neighbors were

used , modified, or eliminated in the development of that particular type of religion

which the Old Testament alone discloses . Two processes were at work : the

natural growth of religious ideas, as among other nations, and the providential evo

472
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lution of those unique elements whose fuller disclosure appears in Christianity. ( 2 )

Studied in the light of their heredity and environment, the Hebrews exhibit re

ligious characteristics in striking contrast to those of their ancestors or the kindred

tribes about them . But those peculiar forces make their appearance but slowly, and

under the leadership of rare men . These men gave to the national life its chief

significance . There is always a temptation, however, to observe only the unique

features of Israel's religious life and to forget the thorough Semitism of this people

and the features of its earliest cult, which is possessed in common with the other

races of the Semitic family. These nations were polytheists, offered sacrifices, even

human sacrifices, practiced circumcision, to some extent at least , erected sanctuaries

for their gods, believed that certain places were sacred to the gods, had religious

festivals like the Sabbath and other sacred seasons, used images in worship or as

family terephim , and believed in a dim underworld into which the dead descended.

Måny, perhaps it may be said all , of these features are exhibited by the earliest He

brew religion, and some continue and are developed, while others fall quite out of

sight. But even from the earliest beginnings of the national life there is a differ

ence between Israel and the rest. This is most strikingly illustrated in the concep

tions of deity held by this people. From this the higher ethical character of the

nation arose. The earliest ideas may have been polytheistic , as the plural form of

the word Elohim (God) hints, and there may appear rare indicatious of such an idea

(Gen. 3:22 ), but they are slight. There are no traces of a Hebrew pantheon. This

is the more surprising when it is observed that the neighboring and kindred tribes

of Edom, Ammon, and Moab, descended indeed from the traditional ancestors of the

Hebrews, were polytheists . In the case of Moab, the evidence is found in the men

tion of at least two gods on the celebrated “ Moabite Stone " of King Mesha. But

while the worship of more than one god is not traceable in the religion of Israel,

that religion is not, in its earlier stages, a pure monotheism , but rather monolatry,

i.e., the worship of a national God for Israel, (3) while admitting the existence of

other gods for other nations (Jud. 11:24, 1 Sam . 26:19). There are certain interest

ing characteristics of the Hebrew idea of God which mark the being they wor

shiped as quite different from the gods of the nations about them . He had 110 god

dess or consort, nor was his worship attended by any of those degrading rites con

nected so largely with the worship of goddesses. Fire was his symbol(Ex. 3:4 ,

Jud. 13:20, 2 Kings 1:10). He could be seen only with peril to the beholder (Jud.

13:22 ), and sacred places and objects could be approached only with danger ( 1 Sam.

6:19, 2 Sam . 6 :6f, Ex. 19 :21f ). He led his people in war (Ex. 15 : 3) , and their

achievements in battle were his own (Num . 21:14) , while cities taken in his name

and devoted to him were destroyed . In these and other elements of the faith are

discerned the harsher and fiercer characteristics of the age. Righteousness was,

however, the dominant feature of his nature, and to this belief much of the high

ethical tone of the Hebrew religion is to be traced .

Abraham is the traditional ancestor of this people, and the one to whom the

earliest disclosures of the divine character are made. Whatever the legendary

nature of the traditions regarding this man, there can be little doubt of his reality

and impress upon the national life. Faith in God is his motive. He comes west

ward to a new land in obedience to a divine impulse (Gen. 12:18 ). He erects altars

wherever he stops (Gen. 12 :8, 13 :4 ), and constantly lives in communion with God.

He is even willingto offer his son in sacrifice (Gen. 22 ) according to the custom of

his day, but is forbidden to carry out his purpose, and thus the ban is placed on the

practice, though it does not disappear. ( 4) The patriarchs whom the early tradi

tions introduce to us are not demi-gods, but men — men of very imperfect character,

like Abraham and Jacob, and typical sheiks of the orient, whose counterparts might

be found there to this day, but, withal, men with a moral purpose, if we may trust

the outlines of their lives , a purpose never obscured in Abraham's case , gradually
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attained in that of Jacob, and preparing for a fuller disclosure of the divine purpose

in later days.

In this period, many of the elements of Semitic religion are discovered . Altars

were built on hills and under trees, sacrificial meals and sacred festivals were cele

brated , (5 ) circumcision was introduced, and probably abstinence from blood and the

taboo of certain kinds of food were practiced . With these went the customs of

blood revenge, polygamy, concubinage,and slavery. Images for worship, called

terephim , were not unknown, even in the families of the patriarchs (Gen. 31:19),

and sacred stones were set up and anointed with oil (Gen. 35:14 , 15 , Josh. 4:20), while

certain places were deemed especially sacred , as Hebron, Shechem , the Oak of Moreh,

and Beersheba.

races .

15. THE PRE- MOSAIC PERIOD. and to the revelation of the divine life in the

hearts of individual prophets. - H . Schultz , “ Old

( 1 ) Character of Hebrew Writings . These
Testament Theology , " Vol. I. , pp. 53, 54, U11 .

accounts of primitive and primeval times, if we ( 3 )Monolatry :-Monolatry must be here under:
place them , simply as ancient documents, side by stood to imply a faith, the primal law of which is,

side with the early traditions and cosmogonies of that only one particular God must be worshiped

other nations, are, as has been universally ad . by its adherents, but which does not deny the ex.

mitted, characterized by a sobriety, purity, and istence of other gods beyond its own pale. Monol.

loftiness of conception which reuder them alto atry is the worship of one god; monotheism , of
gether unique. If we should set them down as

the one and only God . - Montefiore, “ Religion of

merely the attempts on the part of the Hebrew the Ancient Hebrews," P. II .

writers to give an account of origins of which no

historical record was in their hands, merely the
( 4 ) Human Sacrifice . - To Abraham , not un.

consolidated form of legends and myths handed
familiar with various ways in which among his

on from prehistoric times, we cannot but recog
heathen ancestors the deity was propitiated, the

nize the singular line that myth -making took in
testing question comes, “ Art thou prepared to

this particular case, as distinguished from the obey thyGod as fully as the people about thee

cases of polytheistic Semitic and non -Semitic obey their gods ? " and in the putting forth of his

3. Robertson, “ The Early Religion of faith in the act of obedience, he learnsthat the
Isra : 1, " p . 486 . nature of his God is different. - J. Robertson , “ The

Early Religion of Israel, " p . 254.

( 2 ) The Peculiar Function of Israel. – The Old
(5 ) Sacrificial Meals.—The sacrificial meal was

Testament religion , like the Christian , did not

come forth out of humanity according to the
an appropriate expression of the antique ideal of

mere law of spiritual development, but as a result
religious life , not merely because it was a social

of the working , upon Israel's spiritual life, of that
act and an act in which the god and his worship

divine, self.communicating spirit which aims at
ers were conceived as partaking together, but be.

cause, as has already been said , the very act of
establishing the kingdom of God among men .

This religion rightly regards itself as called into
eating and drinking with a man was a symbol and

existence by God , as called into existence by the
a confirmation of fellowship and mutual social

obligations. Theonething directly expressed inclear separation of this one people from the life of
the sacrificial meal is that the god and his wor.

the other peoples of theworld. As an

shipers are commensals , but every other point inexperience of forces which lie outside the world

of sense, it has its roots in the communication of
their mutual relations is included in what this

involves. Those who sit at meat together are
the spirit, through the love and mercy of God , to

such members of the human family as are privi
united for all social effects ; those who do not eat

leged to become interpreters to their brethren of
together are aliens to one another, without fellow

the heavenly life, that is to say , in a divine reve
ship in religion and without reciprocal social du
ties .

lation . Israel's religious teachers are prophets ,
We may now take it as made out

that, throughout the Semitic field , the fundamen
not philosophers, priests or poets. Hence the Old tal idea of sacrifice is not that of a sacred tribute,

Testament religion can be explained only by rev
but of communion between the god and his wor

elation ; that is , by the fact that God raised up for

this people men whose natural susceptibility to
shipers by joint participation in the flesh of a

moral and religious truths,developed by the course
sacred victim . — W '. Robertson Smith, " The Re

ligion of the Semites, " pp. 269 , 345.
of their inner and outer lives, enabled them to un

derstand intuitively the will of the self-coninuni
NOTE TRANSFERRED FROM LESSON 17 .

cating , redeeming God regarding men ; that is ,

to possess the religious truth which maketh free . ( 3) Power of the Religion of Israel.-I recog.

pot as a result of human wisdom and intellectual nize in the fact that the small number of the

labor. but as a power pressing in upon the soul Israelites was not absorbed by the Canaanites, who

with irresistible might. Only thosewho frankly were by far their superiors in all matters of external

acknowledge this can be historically just to the culture , a convincing proof of the ethical power

Old Testament. The religion of Israel of the Yahvistic religion . But this superiority

undoubtedly grew up on the natural soil of the consisted in the nature of that Yahreh whom

religion of the Semites. But its full growth is Moses proclaimed , not in a dogmatic assertion of

only to be understood as due to the equipment, Semitic exclusiveness . - Kamphausen, Theolog

through God's creative power, of human spirits, ische Studien und K’ritiken ," 1890, p. 201, n . I
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16. THE RELIGION OF MOSES.

After an indefinite period of residence in Canaan, the Hebrew clans moved south

ward into Egypt, following the leadership of the tribe of Joseph. The inonuments

mention manymigrations of this character intoa country that was the granary of

the world at the time, but no certain identification of the Hebrews in any inscrip

tions can be made. A period of prosperity in which the Joseph clan came to prom

inence was followed by a reversal of policy toward foreigners, and the hardships of

servitude were experienced. After a stay of about fourcenturies, the emancipation

of the Hebrews was wrought by a leader named Moses. His first attempt to rouse

the nation to action was unsuccessful, and he was compelled to quit the country

( Ex. 2 : 11-15 ; Acts 7 : 23-25 ) . He betook himself to the territory of Midian, and

entered into alliance with that tribe . After a time the divine impulse caine upon

him to renewhis effort in behalf of his oppressed countrymen . Mt. Sinai was the
mountain of God , the reputed home of deity (Ex. 3 : 1-5 ; 19 : 2 ; Jud. 5 :5 ), and here

Moses was commissioned to undertake the difficult task. He returned to Egypt,

and at last succeeded in the plan of deliverance, which was greatly aided by a series

of disasters that fell upon Egypt at that time, and which were ever believed by the

Hebrews to mark the wrath of God against their oppressors. The departing host

made its way toward the friendly land of Midian, and, crossing an arm of the Gulf

of Suez at low water, the Egyptian army sent in pursuit was overthrown and

destroyed. This deliverance was celebrated in perhaps the oldest fragment of

Hebrew literature (Ex. 15), and was forever regarded as the decisive sign of the

divine care of the nation . Moving on to the sacred mountain Sinai, Moses, whose

place as a leader had been firinly established by the remarkable experiences of the

past, seized the opportunity tolay the foundations of national life by the promulga

tion of certain institutes of political and religious character suited to the people he

was leading. (1 ) No attenipt was made to break with the past (Ex. 3 :6 ; 4 :5; 6 : 2 , 3 ;

7:16) . The Hebrews already possessed a religion which differed in no small degree

from that of other nations, but in the centuries of serfdom in Egypt much of the

patriarchal practice, simple as it was, may have been forgotten. But the people

were passing from clan life to nationality. The purpose of Moses was to prepare for

a future such as had been foreseen by none of his ancestors. Looking at the work

which Moses accomplished for this people, taking them at a time of such utter lack

of organization and of such elementary religious ideas ; witnessing the lofty char

acter of the ideals which he lifted before them , however little they were realized for

centuries, the question naturally rises , What is the explanation of his unique per

sonality and his conceptions of God and righteousness, so greatly in contrast with

the philosophy of the Egyptian priesthood and the barbarism and immorality of the

common life in his day ? The response is to be found alone in that divine choice of

this nation, not for its own sake, but for the disclosure it might make through its

history of the divine purposes regarding men . This disclosure could only be made

through chosen men intrusted with leadership, and among these one of the most

conspicuous is Moses ( 2 ) .

Our sources tell us that a new name for God sprung up in this period. The

indefinite Elohim no longer sufficed to represent the covenant God of the Hebrew

people, who had made himself known to their fathers. The new name is Jehovah,

or more correctly Jahveh (also written Yahva or Yahway, and pronounced in accord

ance with the latter form ) the living, self-existent (Ex. 6: 1-4). Whether this

name originated with Moses, or was used in Midian and brought back by him , or

was used in his family, as the name of his mother might suggest (Ex. 6:20) , or in

the tribe ofJoseph, as Joshua ( Je -Hoshua) might argue, in any case the name first

appears at the time of Moses' return from Midian, and was connected in Hebrew tra

ditions with an epiphany at Sinai. The name continued to be employed to the
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close of the Old Testament literature. It is not claimed as yet that Jahveh is the

only God , but that he alone must be worshiped by Israel . Other nations may have

their deities, but the Hebrews must have no god beside Jahveh. It will be

seen that it is a far cry from this idea of monolatry to the pure monotheism of the

post-exilic period ; but the religious education of Israel was a long and painful pro

cess, and one thing had to be learned at a time. The code of laws promulgated by

Moses (Ex. 20-23, 34) dealt with the situation in which Israel found itself in the

period of its unsettled life, and served as the basis of all the legislation that grew

up in later times. So largely was the Mosaic spirit preserved and continued in all

the legislative material ever produced by Israel, that the phrase " The Law of Moses”

was never felt to be a misnomer in describing the body of statutes, the most of

which as a matter of fact came into existence centuries subsequent to the time of

Moses. The first code, called the Book of the Covenant (Ex. 20-23, 34), and includ

ing the Decalogue in its primitive form , (3 ) is a striking interpretation of the char

acter of Jahveh, the national God. There is little in common with either the nature

worship of the times, or the speculative character of the Egyptian religion , from

which it might be supposed leading elements would be drawn. Jahveh is righteous

and holy, and he demands these characteristics in his people. There is an utter

lack of the sensuous elements of other religions. No images are to be employed.

Altars of earth at places selected furnish a sufficient means of worship. ButJahveh

alone must be the object of this service. The element of sternness, not to say fierce

ness, which the Hebrews associatedwith the character of God, appears . Jahveh is

capable of fierce wrath when his will is not honored (Ex. 22:23, 24 ; 34 :7) , and he

will not lightly overlook transgression ( 23:21 ) . His jealousy of other godswho may
receive the affection of his people is carried to the extent of forbidding any covenant

with other nations, and of commanding the total destruction of all symbols of wor

ship not connected with the national cult (Ex. 34 :12-16). The nations are to be

driven out before Israel (Ex. 23:22-24 ). This stern spirit appears in certain of the laws

regulating social life. The ler talionis is to be enforced (Ex. 21:24) . The man who kills

another, or smites or curses his father or mother, is to be put to death. Yet there is a

note of great tenderness in the laws of this primitive code. Care for the life and honor

of servants, mitigation of the severities of the blood feud, care for the property and

welfare of all the community, kind treatment of strangers, even help to an enemy

in distress, are enforced . The seventh day and year are made sacred , and three

annual religious feasts are instituted. The standard of morality and worship is high

for the age. Indeed , it was the first serious attempt to unite morality with religion.

Justice and purity, as elements in the divine character, were demanded of the

people ; and if there was a sternness and harshness in the character of Jahveh which

seems incompatible with a moralized idea of deity, they might easily be found to

co-exist in the mind of a teacher like Moses, with the profound conviction that God

is sternly just and demands justice and holiness in his followers.

In providing for the future of the nation , Moses made use of those ancestral

religious elements which coinmended themselves to his divinely illumined judgment.

Circumcision, altar sacrifice, the sabbatic periods, the fundamental laws of morality
were all accepted as sanctioned by Jahveh. With them certain features in the

Egyptian and Midianitish religions were incorporated , such as the idea of the sanc

tuary and sacred palladium orark , the priesthood, and the Urim and Thummim . Moses

established a tent of meeting at Kadesh, and the function of priestly service he

assigned to his own tribe of Levi. This office of priest and that of judge he proba

bly derived from the practice he had observed in Midian (Ex. 18 : 1 , 17-25). The
priesthood was much more than a mere order of sacrificers. The latter function was

not confined to them till a much later period . Kings, prophets, and common citi

zens had the right of sacrifice (Jud. 6 : 24-26 ; 13:19 ; 1 Sam . 14 :34,35 ; 2 Sam . 6 : 17,18 ;
1 Kings 18) . The priests were the spiritual teachers and leaders of the nation , and
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the interpreters of the will of God. ( 4) They had a Torah, or law, which grew up

around the Decalogue and the Book of the Covenant given by Moses. This Torah

grew as experience widened the application of the primitive code. Moses' actual

contribution to the literature of Israel was probably small. ( 5 ) Jesus, the founder

of Christianity, wrote nothing. Nevertheless, Moses stands as the most striking

figure of the early history, a figure so important and lofty that his influence is plainly

traced throughout all the subsequent history as the great prophet and spiritual

leader , the organizer of Israel's national life .

16. THE RELIGION OF MOSES. Thus, Moses is represented as doubly prepared

for his work . As regards the contents of that

( 1 ) Moses a Necessity.- Butthere is also a gen- work , the religion ofhis nation furnished him with

eral consideration which fully evinces the historical the necessary historical basis; while, as regards its

existence of Moses. If the events of that period are, form , he was fully equipped by his contact with
as a whole, beyond dispute, they demand for their the highest culture of the then existing world .

explanation such a personality as the sources give Still , both these facts do not explain how Moses
us in Moses. Everything shows that Israel in came to be what he was. Here also the really de .

Egypt had no pretension to be a nation ; its nation. termining factor is the revelation of God. Having
ality had yet to be created . The spirit of national chosen him as His instrument, God endowed him

unity and self-assertion had yet to be breathed into with religious and moral gifts of singular power.
the oppressed and enslaved masseswhich were in By special dealings with him , God subjected him

danger of losing their individuality. Such a work to a special preparation both inward and outward .
does not accomplish itself. It is only wrought The spirit which he had thus carefully trained,

when there is a personality behind the mass, God illumined at the proper time with the certainty
towering above them , urging them on , setting on of the divine will and of the divine thoughts and

fire with its own holy enthusiasm the conscious- ways regarding him . It was neither as philosopher
pess of nationality. Israel became a nation at the nor as poet,butas prophet, that Moses becamethe

Exodus. Moses created it . Without him Israel founder of his people's religion . He received it ;

would have remained what it was before . – Kittel, he adopted it in a religious spirit; he did not by his
“ History of the Hebrews,” Vol. I., p . 239. own thought create it -A . Schultz , “ Old Testa

Moses stamped an impress upon the people of ment Theology," Vol. I., p . 129.

Israel which was never effaced , and planted seeds (3 ) The Primitive Decalogue.- The Decalogue

in the mind of the nation which the crop of thorns as we now have it is provided with many explan

that sprang up after his death could not altogether
atory additions and enlargements. The Ten Words

choke. Of course,even he did not create a nation which were inscribed on the tables of stone may

or a religious consciousness in the sense of making have run as follows:

it out of nothing: When he appealed to the 1 .

people in Egypt in the name of Jehovah their I am Yahve , thy God (who brought thee out of
God , he did not confuse them with an abstraction the land of Egypt).

or a novelty . The people had some knowledge of I. Thou shalt have no other gods before me.

Jehovah , some faith in Him , or His name would II . Make to thyself no image.
not have awakened to a religious or national life . III . Thou shalt not use the nameof Yahve, thy

In matters like this we never can get at the begin . God , to deceive.

ning. The patriarchal age, with its knowledge of IV . Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy.

God , is not altogether a shadow, otherwise the
V. Honor thy father and mother .

history of the Exodus would be a riddle . Moses 2.

foundmaterials, but he passed a new fire through VI Do not murder.

them , and welded them into a unity; he breathed VII . Do not commit adultery.

a spirit into the people which animated it for all
VIII . Do not steal .

time to come, and this spirit can have been no IX . Do not bear false witness against thy neigh
other than the spirit that animated himself. bor.

A. B. Davidson , “The Expositor," Third Series, X. Do not covet thy neighbor's house . - R . Kit
Vol. V., p . 42. tel, “ History of the Hebrews, ” Vol I., d. 244 .

( 2 ) The Inspiration of Moses. - Nothing but ( 5 ) What Moses Wrote . — The Christian

an immediate contact of God Himself with man Church, in accepting the canonical books of the

can produce the true knowledge of God , or bring Old Testament, accepted also without question and
man a real step nearer thereto . For in himself without reflection the current traditions as to their

man finds only the world and his own individu- authorship . In point of fact, however, the books
ality . Neither the one nor the other of these leads of the Pentateuch , like the historical books which

beyond heathenism ; that to a power, this to a follow them , are anonymous. The book of Gen

higher form . When the thought flashed across esis gives no hint of its authorship, neither does
the mindof Moses that God was neither the world the book of Leviticus ; and the few passages found

nor an idealized image of man , but that he was in the other books which speak of Moses writing
the Lord of life , the author of the moral law, en- such and such things “ in a book ,” will be dis
throned above the manifold and the world of sense, covered on examination to refer to certain specific

ennobling and not depressing man . that knowl. things. Indeed, the very fact of such expressions
edge came neither from his age nor from himself: occuring within the books may even be taken as a
it came to him from the immediate revelation of presumption that it was not he who wrote the

this God in his heart.- Kittel, “ History of the whole. - 1. Robertson , “ The Early Religion of Is

Hebrews, " Vol. I. , p .252. rael," p . 44.
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17. THE CONQUEST AND THE JUDGES .

About the year 1250 B.C. the Hebrew nation , having spent some time in the

less desirable regions to the south and east of the DeadSea, began their entrance

and conquest of Canaan . The experiences of the desert had developed the qualities

of national life, and prepared a generation of warriors. After the conquest of the

east-Jordan districts, the river was crossed and the serious business of occupying the

rich lands to the west was undertaken . Canaan was ever the coveted goal of the

desert tribes, and Israel was neither the first nor last of the nations that attempted

its possession . The inhabitants already represented a variety of elements, the

result of successive inroads, and against these older and higher civilizations Israel

prepared to do battle. Tlie success with which this purpose was attained was the

result, in no small degree, of the hardships of the desert which had toughened the

national fiber, and of the personality and work of Moses, who had given something

of form and national spirit to the band of refugees who had so recently escaped

Egyptian serfdom . In a series of rapid and aggressive campaigns under the leader

ship of Joshua, some of the most importantcities were taken and the united

opposition of the Canaanites was broken ( Josh . 6 : 1 2-27 ; 8 : 10-29 ; 10,11 ), while a

portion of the population succeeded in

making terms with the invaders (Josh.

9 , 11-19). It is evident, however, that

scarcely more than a foothold was se

cured at the time, and that the only

thing needed to inspire the native popu

lation to renewed hostilities was the re

moval of Joshua and the decay of the

strong military force organized under

his hand. Much of the land was not

really conquered ( Josh . 13 : 1-6) . The

best that could be done was to secure a

possession in the land, and wait for

greater strength. But this period was

yet far ahead . The strong cities were

in Canaanite hands, and for the most part the Israelites were obliged to content

themselves with the smaller towns and open country. War was carried on for many

years, but with varying success ( Jud. 1. ), and not infrequently the people were

reduced to desperate straits ( Jud . 4 : 3 6 : 3 f.). The tribes were not united. Each

was seeking to hold its own ground. Moreover, between the northern tribes, at

whose head, in the days when any united action was attempted, stood the strong

tribe of Ephraim , and the southern tribes, the most powerful of which was Judah,

there was little common interest, and neither section gave much heed to the well

fare of the other. These sectional jealousies often appeared, and culminated in the

rupture of the nation at the close of Solomon's reign.

In all this series of national experiences the belief in Jahveh as the God of the

people is never obscured. It was he who brought thein into the land, after the

wanderings in the desert ( Josh . 3 : 5-7 ) ; he gave directions for the campaigns (Josh .
1 : 1-9 ), and under his leadership cities were taken and battles won. Even the laws

of nature were believed to have been set aside in answer to appeals to him on one

memorable occasion (Josh. 10 : 12-14 ), and the inhabitants of conquered places were

devoted to destruction in his honor by the imposition of the herem or ban ( Josh .

6 : 18-21 ; 8 : 21-29) , the breaking of which, even by one individual , might cause

disaster to the army and bring upon the offender and his family the ban itself ( Josh .

7) . Soon after thearrival in Canaan Gilgal was selected as a sacred camp, and there

circumcision and the keeping of the passover feast were enjoined ( Josh. 4:19; 5:12).

1

Wilderness of the Wanderings .
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The period that followed the first tide of warfare was one of retrogression and

decline, both in organization and religion . The excitement of the events connected

with the last years of Moses and the leadership of Joshua was followed by a reaction.

The age of these two leaders was full of stirring experiences that kept the people

measurably united and keyed up to high enthusiasm for their national honor and

their God. The loosing of ties incident to the removal of competent leadership

permitted much disorder that would have been impossible before. The people,

unable to conquer the inhabitants of the country, settled down on friendly terms

with them , and soon , as a matter of course , adopted from them many of their

religious and social customs, and a fairly close intimacy was preserved for gener

ations. ( 1 ) The worship of Baal and his consort Astarte, Phænician deities,was

more or less prevalent in Canaan , and soon the Israelites were tainted with

this practice. Baal was the god of fire, and his worship was attended with fire

offerings, in which the sacrificeof children had a frequent part. Each town where

the worship pre

vailed had its

sanctuary and

image of Baal,

and these local

Baals or Baal

im were a con

stant tempta .

tion to Israel .

In connection

with the Baal

sanctuary there

was usually a

grove, tree, pil

lar , or obelisk

sacred to AS

tarte or Ashera

( plural Ashta

roth ), whose se

ductive and li

centious cult

proved the most

debasing influ

ence of the age.

( 2 ) That the Israelites were often led away into this worship and that of

other gods there is abundant evidence, as well as that later writers saw in this

fact ample explanation of the frequent calamities which overtook the nation ( Jud.

2 : 11-19 ; 3 : 7 , 8 ; 6 : 1-28 ; 8:33; 10 :6 , 7 , etc. ) . Moreover, even where the worship of

Jahveh was retained , the elements of the Baal worship were mixed with it. High

places like Bethel, Beersheba, Shechem , Hebron , Gilgal, Penuel , Ramah, and Mizpeh

were resorted to as sacred. Children were named for Baal even in families where

Jahveh was worshipped ( cf. Jerubbaal), and it is not unlikely that the word Baal,

i.e.," lord, " may have been applied to Jahveh through custoin. Micah the Danite,

a worshiper of Jahveh, uses an ephod and a terephwhich the writer of the narra

tive explains as images, the one graven and the other molten , representing probably

Jahvehand the dead ancestor of the family, as was usually the case with terephim

(Jud . 17 : 1-6) . Gideon is reproached for making an image (ephod ) with the golden

spoil of battle, which was used as an object of worship (Jud. 8 : 24-27) . The

Danites carried off these same images and set up one in their new sanctuary at

upper Dan (Jud. 18 : 14-31 ). At the same time it must be noted that the pure

Hebron .
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imageless worship of Jahveh was carried on at Shiloh , where the tent of meeting,

with its ancient ark and its Levitical priesthood , was established after their removal

from Gilgal (Josh. 18 :1 f; 1 Sam . 1 :3). The leadership of Jahveh was recognized,

and this was especially the case in times of war. In peace there miglit be relapses

into the seductive cult of their neighbors, but when war was to be waged Jahveh

alone was the God of Israel (Jud. 1:19, 22 ; 4 :6 , 15) . The Song of Deborah, one

of the oldest fragments of the national literature ( Jud. 5 ) , bears witness to the lofty

religious enthusiasm of the people on occasion . Indeed such ' enthusiasın reveals

thepower of thetrue religion manifesting itself in the midst of such unfavorable

conditions; and in its power to inspire high ideals , not alone of heroisın , but of

moral conduct, lay the supremacy of this faith . ( 3 )

The principle of monolatry is recognized. Jahveh is the God of Israel, and

should alone be worshiped by his people ; but outside of this nation other gods have

sway , and bring their people into possession of their territories , as in the case of

Chemosh and the Aminonites ( Jud. 11:24).

It was an age of contradictions. Cruelty, violence, feuds, license in conduct,

polygamy, and deceit were permitted or applauded . Yet along with these go hospi

tality , even at the risk of life, and vengeance taken on an inhospitable city; gentle

ness toward neighbors and friends , a forgiving spirit toward a runaway wife, love

for the customs and ideas of Israel. It is, in a word, an age in which the normal

characteristics of simple and joyous life appear. However late the Book of Ruth

may be, the picture which it gives of these times seems truthful and lifelike, and it

is like a charming glimpse into the inner life of the people, whose career at first

glance seems to be marked at this time only by the elements of storm and struggle.

It has been said that it was a period of retrogression; yet it was also a period of

progress . While the enthusiastic spirit of the days of Moses and Joshua had

passed away, there were influences at work preparing for better things. The work

of the Judges, disconnected and transient as it seemed, prepared the people for the

closer organization of the monarchy. The character and ideals of Jahveh as the

true God were more firmly fixed in the heart of the people. It was one of those

periods of silence when energies are maturing for a larger activity ahead. Such

times are ever the birth -hours of great forces. With much that was barbarous and

debased there was also much that was noble and inspiring. Taken all in all , it may

be said that real progress was made under the Judges, and this progress came to its

full disclosure underthe ministry of Samuel, the last of the Judges.

17 THE CONQUEST AND THE JUDGES.

( 1 ) Relation of Israel to Canaanites . - Gibeon,
which Saul in his zeal for God and Israel wished

utterly to destroy , Jerusalem , and Shechem were

inhabited by a Canaanite population . And the

policy adopted toward thein , as well as towards

the surrounding peoples, was by no means one of

isolation , as the laws of the later age represent .

Notably, the tribe of Judah had such intimate re

lations with foreign elements that, for example,

the powerful family of Caleb inay, with equal pro

priety, be reckoned either to Judah or to the

Kenizzites. Even among David's heroes there

are Ammonites and Hittites. In his own family

there is an Ishunaelite . One of his female

ancestors is a Moabitess. He takes his parents to

the Moabites, and lives himself among the Philis

tines . Intermarriages with Philistine women are

not represented as very desirable, but they are not

forbidden . David and Solomon enter without

hesitation into alliance with the Phænicians.

Now , as the Canaanites were unquestionably far

superior to the Israelites in matters of secular

culture, such intercourse could not but result in a

toning down of the simplicity and stern severity

of Israel's religion and morals . – H. Schultz,

" Old Testament Theology." Vol. I. p . 144 .

( 2 ) Canaanite Worship .-We can infer with

tolerable certainty that the Israelites borrowed

from the Canaanites their habit of building altars

upon the tops of hills and under the shade of trees .

To the Canaanites was also familiar the practice

of erecting sacred pillars at consecrated spots, as

well as of placing wooden poles with a sensual

connotation near the altars of the gods. Their

festivals were mainly agricultural , connected , like

those of the Israelites , with the first fruits, the

harvests , the wool shearing and the vintage.

Sacred prostitution of both sexes was one of the
ways by which the sensual element in their faith

found its most corrupt and terrible expression .

Human sacrifices, culminating, as we have seen,
in the offerings of first -born children , cannot have

been uncommon . – C. G. Montefiore, “ Religion of

Ancient Hebrews," p . 62.

( 3 ) Power of the Religion of Israel. -Cf. p.

474 , last note.
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18. SAMUEL, DAVID, AND SOLOMON.

first appears

Under the leadership of Samuel the nation passed from the anarchy and confu

sion of the period of the Judges to the organization and order of the days of David.

Samuel was as prophet a worthy successor to Moses, and in him it seems that the

promise of a line of prophets which may be as early as the time of Moses, was

beginning to be fulfilled ( Deut. 18:15). The picture of worship at the time he

is simple and natural , yet corrupted by the vicious practices of the

priests in office. The tent in which the ark was kept at Shiloh was lighted at night

by a lamp, and in it.slept the priest and his attendants (1 Sam . 3 :1-3 ). Samuel,

though not of the tribe of Levi, but of Ephraim ( 1 Sam . 1 : 1 ) , was taken into the

tabernacle service and ministered often throughout his life in priestly offices, as did

others of non -Levitical families ( Jud . 17 : 1, 5 ; 2 Sam . 8:18 , R. V.). After the death

of Eli , the priest in office, and the temporary loss of the ark , Samuel undertook the

leadership of Israel , and for a score of years worked silently toward the realization

of national ideas. Little appreciated at first, and regarded as a mere clairvoyant

whose advice might be sought by those in trouble ( 1 Sam . 9 : 6-9),

he came at length to be regarded as the real leader of the people.

Perhaps the sincerest compliment ever paid him was the popular

demand for a king, which indicated the sense of unity , solidarity,

and national pride fostered by him, so foreign to the days of the

Judges. Whatever may have been the reluctance felt by Samuel,

as set down in one of our sources ( 1 Sam . 8 :6) , the step was a wise

one, and Saul, whatever his limitations , served to set the type of

royalty, tried unsuccessfully and for but a brief period in the days

of Gideon and his son Abimelech ( Jud. 8:22 , 23 ; 9 :6) .

It was a period of transition. The old and the new were meeting,

and Saul was not equal to the emergency. Probably few men

would have been . But above the tall figure of the king towers

evermore Samuel, the prophet of the Lord . His work is no mere

political revolution . It was far more a religious reformation .

From his home in Ramah he went on visits, almost pastoral in

their character, to places of ancestral sacredness, like Gilgal, Mizpeh ,

Bethlehem , and Bethel, where sacrificial feasts were held and the

sanctions of the true faith laid upon the hearts of the people ( 1Sam .

7 :5 , 9 ; 10 : 8 ; 16 :4, 5 ) . No use was made of the ark in this time. It

remained quietly at Kirjath Jearim . The members of the tribe of Levi found

livings wherever they inight, some as private or tribal priests, as in the case of the

grandson of Moses ( Jud. 18:30, R. V.). In connection with the work of Samuel we

first learn of the schools of the prophets. These companies of men present little

that is attractive at first. They seem to have been dervish-like groups of men

devoted to the national God, but closely resembling the similar orderof men in the

service of Baal , of whom we catch a glimpse at a later time ( 1 Kings 17 : 22-29) .

In Israel the bands of prophets in the early days of Samuel were of this character,

made up of enthusiastswho went about the country rousing themselves to a high

pitch of ecstasy by means of the wild music of the time, and no doubt preaching the

religion of Jahveh in the fierce spirit of the age. In the circle of such “ prophesy

ing " the bystander might be seized with the same enthusiasm , utter similar words,

and fall unconscious on the ground ; and these manifestations were believed to be

divinely induced ( 1 Sam 10 :5-13 ; 19 : 18-24) . ( 1 ) Nothing speaks more eloquently

for the wisdom of Samuel than the fact that with all his loftiness of purpose he did

not despise the goodthese bands of men might accomplish, repulsive as might

be their practices. He even identified himself with them in a measure, and by

assuming their leadership ( 1 Sam. 19:20) he gradually made of them organizations

Bronze Column of Tem

ple , from Biblical de

scriptions. (Restored

by Ch . Chipiez )
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effective in the propagation of the saner and loftier conceptions of Jahveh and his

religion which appeared in his own work and that of his successors . Such prophets

as Elijah and Elisha in later days inade large use of the Schools of the Prophets.

There was, to be sure, an element of fanaticism and fierce zeal in Samuel's charac

ter, as is shown by his command to Saul to exterminate the Amalekites ( 1 Sain .

15 : 1-3) , and his killing of Agag,their king, with his own hands ( 1 Sam . 15:32 , 33 ),

in both of which acts he believed himself fulfilling the divine will. But these are

rare blemishes in a splendid career of many years, in one of the most critical

periods of the history . " No loftier prophetic note was ever struck than that uttered

in his famous words, “ To obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat

of rams” ( 1 Sam . 15:22) .

Under divine direction he raised up Saul, and then rejected him from the king

ship, and the dark close of the gigantic king's career only makes the character of

the great prophet more impressive by contrast. ( 2 ) His reforms underlay the

throne of David. New disclosures of divine truth had come through him , and the

vision of God and righteousness was enlarged.

David's contribution to the religious thought of his times is soinewhat problem

atical , and the solution of the problem depends upon the amount of Psalın material we

may assign him . Depending alone on the records of his life, however embellished

by later writers, we discover him to have been a man marked by strikingly variant

qualities. His unfavorable traits are in ample evidence. Among them are found

duplicity ( 1 Sam . 21 : 2 ) , a spirit of revenge and cruelty in war ( 1 Sam . 30:17 ;

2 Sam . 8 : 2 ; 12 : 29-31 ) , and his sin with Bathsheba ( 2 Sam . 11 ) which wrought such

havoc in his family. These were the faults of his age, and he inust be judged by

its standards, not those of our own day. Yet he was brave, generous ( 1 Sam .

24 : 1-16 ; 26 : 5-9) , and intent upon the establishment of religion in his capital. He

brought up the ark , which had lain in obscurity through the reign of Saul, and

established it in Jerusalem ( 2 Sam . 6 ) . Moreover, he honored Nathan the prophet,

and made instant confession of his sin upon that prophet's rebuke (2 Sam . 12 : 1-10).

If the fifty -first Psalm may be considered Davidic, we have in that beautiful utter

ance, which has become the world's confessional, another proof of his repent

ance .

There is abundant proof of superstition and imperfect religious ideas in this

time. Saul gave to his children names compounded with Baal. A tereph was

owned by Michal, his daughter, David's wife ( 1 Sam . 19:13 ) . Saul, though lie had

rigorously enforced the law against witchcraft , consulted a necromancer in his last

distress (1 Sam . 28) . An accident on the journey of the ark to Jerusalem was

intepreted as a sign of divine wrath ( 2 Sam . 6 :6, 7 ) . In a time of continued

drought David was informed that the reason lay in an injustice done the city of

Gibeon by Saul, and the king, in response to a demand made by the citizens of that

place, hung seven of Saul's descendants ( 2 Sam . 21 : 1-14 ) . The belief that the

divine sanction could be given to such an atrocity marks a degree of superstition

above which even David did not rise . ( 3 )

David was a devoted follower of Jahveh . There could be no suspicion of

idolatry in his nature. The reverence paid to the prophet Nathan shows that his

office was held in higher honor than even the kingship. Levitical priests were

established by the king at the sanctuary in Jerusalem , though he performed their

functions at times and made his sons priests (2 Sam . 6 :12-14; 2 Sam. 8:18, R. V.).

David's sincere love for God and desire to promote religious ideals cannot be

questioned. If he as a prophet misjudged in some degree the divine character, it is

only an added proof of the gradual disclosure of God's nature through the

centuries. The fiercer and darker elements inherited from the past were slow to

disappear. But little by little the larger vision came. David's ambition to build a

costly temple to Jahveh was not gratified. Approved at first by Nathan , it was
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later discouraged with reasons that must have satisfied the king, but back of which

there could hardly fail to lie the fear in the prophet's mind that the inauguration of

the more costly ritual of such a building as David had in mind would work disaster

to the simpler faith of which Samuel had been the exponent.

Solomon had no such scruples. The work committed to him by his father was

pushed with vigor, and soon the temple was complete in all its beauty, and its ritual

inaugurated upon a most elaborate scale. One need

not question the sincerity of the king. A most

favorable view is given usof his early years and the

happy choice he made ( 1 Kings 3 :4 , 14) . Yet it is

easy to see that the result of the temple cult was

the secularization of religion. (4) The building

and its surroundings became one of the sights of

the kingdoin . The enormous sacrifices ( 1 Kings

8 :5) emphasized the external elements of the re

ligion , but the essentials were too largely disre

garded. Very soon the same spirit of ostentation

led him to erect shrines to other gods in his capital ,

under the influence of his foreign wives, and the

prophets who saw deepest into the situation per

ceived that drastic measures alone could remedy the

evil case . The prophets were neglected and the

priests were elevated in Solomon's reign . There

must be a change, or the true faith would suffer

beyond remedy. The older sanctuaries were being

forgotten . The tendency was to substitute an ex

pensive ritual in one place for righteousness every

where, Samuel's words were being forgotten, “ To

obey is better than sacrifice .” If nothing else could

avail , the pride of king and people must be hum
Capital of Bronze Column , from Biblical de

bled , and the secularization of the nation by com- scriptions. ( Restored by Ch . Chipiez . )

merce and conquest must cease. The only question

was, when the decisive blow should be struck . The death of Solomon and the ele

vation of his son Rehoboam furnished the occasion .

18. SAMUEL, DAVID , AND SOLOMON .

( 1 ) The Bands of Prophets . — Bands of ecstatic

men , singing and dancing, carrying all before

them in wild frenzy, rush like madmen through

the land. They are religious fanatics, filled with

holy ardor for their God ; but it is certainly not

only religious fanaticism that impels them ; reli

gion and patriotism are united . For Israel is

Yahve's people . God , people, and land are in

separably bound together. The weight of the

Philistine yoke that rests on Yahve's land and

people has called forth these madmen , and in

holy zeal forYahve and His cause they roam over
the land. We meet here in Israel with a charac

ter something like the Eastern dervish of today,

who , in times of religious and political excite.

ment, unfurls the banner of the prophet and

preaches a holy war. Bands of wild , excited der.

vishes scoured the land, enlisting recruits every

where for Yahve and the liberation of his land .-

R. Kittel, “ History of the Hebrews,” Vol. II ., p .

(2 ) Saul. — With all his patriotic zeal, Saul was
yet deficient in the deeper understanding of Is

rael's peculiar religious character and special

task . An estrangement between him and Samuel

was thus inevitable. But even did we know more

facts than the imperfect tradition has preserved

for us, the fate of Saul would not lose for us its

deep mysteriousness. The veil which envelops

every genuinely tragical form in human history
wouldstill obscure his inner being and the cause

of his fate. From the very beginning there slum

bered in his nature, so rich in noble capacities,

darker as well as brighter influences and tenden .

cies . With a noble enthusiasm and a mysterious

capacity of prophetic ecstasy there were associ

ated in him , even in happier days, blind zeal ,

wild fanaticism , and terrifying superstition. His

temperament, half-sanguine, half-choleric, was

precisely that which is so apt to lead on to a dan

gerous melancholy . But all these germs and in

dications are insufficient really to explain the

calamitous crisis in his inner consciousness and in

his fortunes. The tragedy in his life consisted in

this, that a dark , overpowering fate, the cause of

which we do not clearly understand, compelled

the infatuated man to ruin himself by fatal brood

ings, all his energy paralyzed, himself alienated

from his duty , and sinking deeper and deeper in

mental gloom . It is very significant that Saul

110 .
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1

fell finally by his own hand . Ever since his star

began to decline , it was his fate to consume his

own energies through suspicion and blind passion

and , in his delusion, to be the artificer of his own

ruin . That, in spite of all this, Saul's noble na

ture , and the place he occupied in Israel in his

better days, and his achievements for his country

were not forgotten , is shown by the generous

deed of the citizens of Jabesh , and by the elegy

that David sang over him ( 2 Sam . 1 : 17-27 ) , speak

ing as he did for the mourning hearts of Israel.–

Ibid , p . 136.

( 3 ) David's Character. - It is not necessary to

ignore David's weaknesses and despotic moods, or

to make the primitive hero into a tender-hearted

saint, in order to be able to appreciate his deep

religious character and his importance for the re

ligion of Israel. As Moses sheds a luster on

Israel's past , so does David on Israel's future ; and

in troublous days it was his name that revived

Israel's dying hope and its faith in God. Yahve ,

the God of Israel, became through him atonce

the supreme dweller in Jerusalem; the neighbor,

almost the fellow - inmate, nay , the host and father,

of Israel's king. Jerusalem , the city ofthe king ,

became at the same time the city of God , the holy

city . David's family was Yahve's dynasty and its
members Yahve's sons. And even the hero of

the latter age , who shall deliver Israel and the

world from all troubles, could soon be hardly oth

erwise thought of than as a second David , as the

counterpart, the great son of the glorious founder

of the holy city . - Ibid, p . 158.

(4 ) Dangers of Prosperity. – Although the

sudden prosperity which Israel enjoyed under
David and Solomon had thus a tendency to pro

mote religion , still such prosperity was not only

very far from producing that elevation of thought

which the great prophets show us, butit brought

in its train dangers of every sort. This warlike

people ran the risk of having its simple constitu

tion remodeled on the lines of a centralized mili.

tary state , and of being thus assimilated also in

religion and morals to those conquering peoples

whose organization was purely secular. Increas

ing riches must have done away with the strict

simplicity of the Israelitish mode of life. There

was, especially in the chief towns, a growing

earnestness both to make money and to enjoy

life, while honest and fair dealing in business

were becoming less common. -H. Schultz, “ Old

Testament Theology,” Vol. I., P. 154.
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13. JUDAISM IN GRACEO -ROMAN TIMES.–The Jews scattered , or the Diaspora, The Greek

translation of the Old Testament, The introduction of synagogue worship , The Scribes,

The Maccabean uprising , The Roman conquest of Palestine .

14. JESUS THE PREDICTED MESSIAH . — The Messianic vision of the Patriarchs , of Moses, of

David , of the eighth century prophets, of the prophets who lived in comparative and actual

exile, ofthose who lived after the exile, Thedownfall of the nation .

15. THE PRE-MOSAIC PERIOD . - Relation of Hebrews to other Semitic races, The Hebrew Scrip

tures, Two processes atwork in the Hebrew religion, Conceptions of deity, Monolatry.

16. THE RELIGION OF MOSES. — The Hebrews in Egypt,Deliverance, The name Jahveh, Law of

Moses, Elements of sternness and kindness, Elements from other religions , Priests.

17. THE CONQUESTAND THE JUDGES. - Entrance into Canaan , Joshua, Leadership of Jahveh ,

Retrogression after Joshua,Worship of Phænician gods, Mixed conditions in Israel.

18. SAMUEL, DAVID, AND SOLOMON —Elements of worship, Character of prophet, Schools of

prophets, Work of Samuel , Character of Saul , Traits of David , Solomon and the Temple .

QUESTIONS .

13. What effect did thedispersion of the Jews have upon Christianity ? Cause of the translationof

the Old Testament into Greek ? ' Who took the place of the prophets inGrecian times ? Wherein didthe
worship ofthe Jews differ from that of earlier times? Déscribe the Maccabean Age; the rise of parties.

14. Wherein consists the uniqueness of the religion of Israel ? Trace the development of the

Messianic idea, (a ) in the book of Genesis ;( 6) in the timeof Moses ; (c)of David ; (d) in the prophecies

of Amos, Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah ; (e ) in those of Isaiah 40:66, Jeremiah and Ezekiel ; and ( ) in

the prophets after the exile. Have these predictions warrantable fulfillment in the New Testament?

15. Between what dates do the most of the Hebrew writings lie ? What two factors enter into the

Hebrew religion ? How did it differ from other neighboring faiths ? What were the characteristics of

Jahveh ? Describe the characters of Abraham and Jacob .

16. Whatwas Moses' training for his work ? What is to be said of his inspiration ? What is

monolatry ? What was the character of the Book of the Covenant ?

17 . To what extent was the conquest successful ? What was the conception of Jahreh in this

period ? What elements of reaction in the timeof theJudges ? What were the elements ofprogress ?
18. Point out the simplicity of the sanctuary in Samuel's time. What were the Schools of the

Prophets ? What were the good and bad elements respectively in the character of David ? What

dangers confronted the true religion in the reign of Solomon ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Study the history of the Maccabees .

2. Compare the predictionsconcerning the Messiah with the events recorded by the evangelists.

3. General characteristics of Semitic religions,

4. The growth of religious ideasas illustrated in names applied to deity in successive periods.
5. Influence of the provincial sanctuaries on religious life.

6 . The Schools of the Prophets.
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19. RELIGION IN THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL.

A hijah of Shiloh was at the moment of Rehoboam's coronation the leader of

the prophetic party. He had already set himself to the work of fomenting rebellion,

and had opened his plans to a young officer of Solomon's building force - Jeroboam ,

the son of Nebat of the tribe of Ephraim. Promising him success in his efforts,

Ahijah had induced him to take up arms against the king (1 Kings 11:26-40); but

the first attempt was not successful, and Jeroboam was obliged to take refuge in

Egypt. Returning, however, in answer to the summons of his friends at the deatlı

of Solomon , he placed himself at the head of the malcontents from the northern

tribes who demanded lighter taxation ( 1 Kings 12 : 1-20 ). The request was refused ,

and the breach between the two sections, which had always been apparent , was now

widened into a chasm that was never closed , by the election of Jeroboam to the

kingship of the northern tribes. Much was naturally expected of the new king by

the prophets who had been his advisors in the important steps already taken .

But statecraft was stronger than religion in Jeroboam's character, and the

prophets were bitterly disappointed. Fearing that the old sanctuaries would

not be attractive enough to keep his people away from the new temple at the

capital of his rival , he organized two sanctuaries at the extremes of his kingdom ,

Bethel and Dan, and, instead of the imageless worship which had been the only

officially recognized order of things hitherto, he set up two images of Jahveh in the

form of bulls (1 Kings 12 : 26-33). The representation of deity in this manner was

not new. As the symbol of strength and creative power the bull was regarded as

sacred in Egypt and among other nations; and perhaps in remembrance of Egyptian

customs, the Israelites once before fell into the practice (Ex . 32 : 1-6) . It is to be

noticed that in neither case was Jahveh set aside as the national God . It was simply

an effort to gratify the craving for a visible symbol of deity , a craving which had mani

fested itself in the use of images in previous periods, but against which the purer

idealisin of prophets like Moses and Samuel had set itself like a flint. With this

reversion to a lower type of religion came other departures from the form of wor

ship recognized in the period, such as the appointment of non -Levitical priests and

the designation of other feasts than those already celebrated .

The prophets were always the advocates of the policy of national seclusion. All

that tended to bring Israel into contact with other nations , whether war or com

merce, met with their disapproval. The secret of this feeling was their fear of
foreign religious ideas gaining a foothold by such means. To kings like Solomon ,

intent upon the enrichment of his realm , this seemed a narrow policy. National

prosperity was to be attained only through friendly relations with other peoples ,
and to this end alliances by marriage were secured with foreign courts. But the

purity of the religion of Jahveh was dependent on insulation until it should have

time to take firmer hold on the people. The two principles are admirably repre.

sented by Ahab and Elijah . The former reigned over Israel from 875 to 853 B.C.

He entered into alliance with Ethbaal of Zidon , and married his daughter Jezebel,

giving her religion, the worship of Baal and Astarte, official sanction beside the

religion of Jahveh , in his capital Samaria ( 1 Kings 16 :29-34), the prophets of Astarte

being supported by the queen ( 1 Kings 18:19) . While it is improbable that Ahab

went so far as to renounce the faith of his nation, yet the worshipers, and especially

the prophets, of Jahveh were subjected to ill-treatment and, perhaps, actual perse

cution ( 1 Kings 18 :3 , 4 ) . Under the favor of the court the foreign cult made rapid

progress, till it might have seemed that the whole nation had been swept away by

the seductive Phoenician worship (1 Kings 19:14). But the counter movement
came. Its center was in the prophetic circle, and its leader was Elijah . His first

effort at reformation was only partially successful ( 1 Kings 18:19) , and he learned

that abrupt and bloody methods were not always wisest ( 1 Kings 19:11 , 12 ) . The
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prophets of Baal had been slaughtered , but the queen remained. His next plan was

a change of rulers ( 1 Kings 19:15, 16), and this was accomplished shortly after

( 2 Kings 9 : 1 ) , though not till after the close of Elijah's career. This prophet repre

sents the rugged, inflexible character of the prophets of Samuel's type, with the

fierce zeal for their faith that would sanction any deed of blood in its behalf ( 1 Kings

18:40) . His relation and that of his friend Elisha to the prophetic bands is

marked ( 1 Kings 20 : 35-43; 2 Kings 2 : 3 , 5 ; 6 :1-7 ; 9 :1 ), and probably these groups

ofmen were capable of great service in behalf of the religion of Israel , which was,

as a matter of fact, never so near extirpation as the despondent Elijah at one time

thought (1 Kings 19:18) . Its vitality was greater than he knew. But doubtless

in a very true sense he stood for that reaction which weakened the worship of Baal

in the land, and left its final overthrow as an officially recognized worship to the

violent and bloody measures of Jehu, who soon came to the throne (2 Kings 9:10) .

In a true sense, therefore, Elijah , as the champion of justice (1 Kings 21 ) and the

defender of the faith , was the guardian of Israel , its “ chariots and horsemen ”

( 2 Kings 2:12 ). ( 1) It is noticeable, however, that he is not reported as protesting

against the bull worship of Bethel and Dan ; and Jehu, who might be supposed to

stand as the royal patron of the prophetic party , is upbraided by the later prophets for

following to that extent in the path of Jeroboam (2 Kings 10 :29-31). Perhaps it

was considered a sufficient step topreserve the worship of Jahveh as against that of

Baal without so much regard to its character. It was in the reign of Jeroboam II. ,

781-840 B.C. , that the period of greatest importance for religion in the northern

kingdom began . This reign witnessed the work of Amos, and the first part of that

of Hosea, the earliest prophets who have left writings. This new phase of prophecy

may almost be called a new beginning, for here we are able for the first time to

study the materials that reveal the true condition of the kingdom , and exhibit the new

tone of the prophetic work. Amos and Hosea are not a new order of men. They

recognize the fact that they are continuing the work of others before them (Amos

2:11 ; 3 : 7 ) , but the tone of the prophetic ministry is higher and the vision of the

divine nature and purpose wider. The Schools of the Prophets remain, but the

fierce enthusiasm of the past has given way to a professionalism , which makes

preaching a mere source of revenue, and causes a true prophet to shrink from being

classed with such men ( Amos 7:14) . Social and religious conditions are reflected

in their writings. There is a growing separation between rich and poor, and the

sins that grow out of such conditions are set down (Amos 2:78; 3:12 , 15 ; 5 :7 , 10, 11 ;

6 :4-6) . The popular religion is of a low and formal character, and it is hard to

tell at times whether the description is that of degraded Jahveh worship, or the

heathen customs that have crept in (Amos 2:12 ; 4:44; 5:21 ; 8 :5 ) . Amos was a

native of the Southern Kingdom , and came to Bethel for only a short time (Amos

1 : 1 ; 7:14) . Hosea was a resident of the north . The one speaks a message of

warningand denunciation of coming judgment; the other, of the love and mercy of

God. This lesson has come to him through a tragic experience in his own life

which he has come to feel was providential ( Hos. 1 : 3 ) . To Amos, Israel is a chosen

nation, selected by Jahveh, the universal ruler of the world. But this cannot be

ground of pride, but rather strict accountability ( 2:11 ; 3 : 2 , 7 ) . Monotheism is dis

tinctly recognized. Heathen nations are under the government of Jahveh, ( 2 ) and

are condemned for crueities that were freely comunitted by David , while Israel is

held even to a higher law than they ( 1 : 3, 6 , 9 , 11, 13 ; 2 : 1 , 4 , 6, 12). Nothing

could more plainly mark the growth of prophetic ideals. In a similar manner

Hosea denounces the slaughter wrought by Jeliu the reformer at Jezreel ( 1 : 4 ) . The

worthlessness of religious ritual without righteousness is emphasized (Amos 5 : 21-24).

The doctrine of divine love preached by Hosea is an immeasurable advance over

any previous prophetic message and shows the clearer vision of God now enjoyed .

Such ideals were found nowhere else in this period save in this chosen nation.
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Natural development will not produce an Amos or a Hosea, much less an Isaiah.

The divine purpose is the only explanation. Slowly disclosing itself in the lives of

men as they were prepared to understand and embody it , the centuries witnessed

among the Hebrew people the most remarkable manifestation of moral and spiritual

development which history records, a development whose end was not the elevation

of one nation alone, but of all the world. After the days of Amos and Hosea, the

Northern Kingdom hastened to its fall, and the work of the prophets centered

wholly in Jerusalem. (3)

most

99

19. RELIGION IN THE KINGDOM OF phenomenon as Israelite prophecy had not un.

ISRAEL.
naturally been interpreted and illustrated in many

ways . We have advanced beyond the antiquated

( 1) Character of Elijah . – One of these miasters
view which , neglecting the human elements in

of the prophets , the most powerful perhaps of all
prophecy almost entirely , regarded the prophets

Old Testament prophets, because the
as mere foretellers of the future, entrusted with a

original -now crosses Ahab's path , Elijah of
fixed, precise, and pre-arranged message from

Tishbe in Gilead . In him is embodied the protest
God , and repeating without flaw or change a les

of the national will which was raising itself in
son which had been verbally dictated to them by

an automatic inspiration . We are thus

such powerful opposition against the insult which

was about to be done to Yahve. With a clear driven back , more and more exclusively, upon a

consciousness of the real point at issue , he takes
purely religious interpretation of the prophetical

the field for Yahve against Baal , does battle for
work. We must regard the prophets as they re

the moral rights of the human spirit as against
garded themselves - as religious teachers, as mes

the tendency to abandon them in the religion of
sengers of Yahveh , commissioned to explain to

nature, which was demoralizing and debasing to
their people the immediatepurposes and mandates
of their God .

man ; and in this he is the genuine counterpart of
In the discharge of this, their

Moses , with whom the New Testament ranges him .
embassy , they now warned , now threatened , and

Elijah introduced into prophecy that species of
now comforted . They read the gradual fulfill

ment of Yahveh's will in the events of their age,categorical imperative which distinguishes hiin as

well asthelaterprophets, that brazen inflexibility,
set forth the history, and interpreted the lesson.

that diamond-like hardness of character which
But theless they were prophets by habit and pro

bids them hold fast by their moral demand , even
fession, the more were their utterances stimulated

should the nation be dashed to pieces against it .
by special crises. They prophesied because , and

For him the demand means to stand by Yahve as
when , they had a definite message to deliver.

against Baal.-R. Kittel, ' History of the fie.
Yes it may well be surmised that in the intervals

brews, Vol. II,, pp . 266, 267.
between these higher moments, their lives were

devoted as religious teachers , in a modern sense of

( 2 ) Monotheism.- In the first place, then , the the word , to the more constant and normal duty

prophets of the eighth century seem to have made of a gradual religious enlightenment . Isaiah

a distinct advance in the direction of monotheism .
gathered round him disciples, and the very fact

Before their time , men appear to have more fully that the prophets of the eighth century began to

recognized the existence of other independent publishand circulate their utterances shows that
divinities outside and beyond Israel. The very they no longer confined themselves to the exi

fact that Israel's God was addressed by a proper gencies of the moment, but attempted a more con.
name shows that he was thereby contra-distin

tinuous method of teaching, and a steadier and
guished from thegods of other peoples and lands. less fitful influence . It was the prophets ,

It is not said in the Decalogue , Thereis no God men few in number , but great in power, who gave
but Yahveh, but , Beside Yahveh there shall be for

to the religion of Israel its specific character and

the Israelite no other God . As Israel is the people direction . The seed was sown by Moses, the

ofYahveh, so is Moab the people of Chemosh , and Founder; the ground was watered by Samuel, by

this parallelism must have at least arisen and been
Nathap and God, by Elijah and Micaiah ; butthe

established while some considerable measure of harvest was gathered, or rather it was ripened , by
reality was ascribed to the Moabite god .-Ibid,

the prophets of the eighth century. It wasthey

P. 35 : who definitely connected the worship of Yahveh
When in the consciousness of the prophets the with the practice of morality , and conceived the

central place was taken , not by the might, but by idea of a holy nation , divinely chosen and divinely

the Eoliness of Yahveh, the conception of God trained . They were the first to show how the

was carried up into another and higher sphere .
triumph of a nation's God - his veritable " day"

From that moment it ceased to be a question of
of glory -might be signalized by his people's

" more" or “ less" between Yahveh and the other
punishment and defeat. It was the prophets who

gods, for he stood not only above them , but in
purified the conception of Yahveh as a God of

very distinct opposition to them . If Yahveh , the
righteousness and naught besides, and who began

Holy One, was God, if he was God as the Holy the transformation of the only God of a single
One, then the others were not . In a word , the

nation into the only God of the entire world .

belief that Yahveh was the only God sprang out
And, lastly , it was the prophets of the eighth

of the ethical conception of hisbeing. Monothe- century who began to teach the doctrine-so

ism was the gradual, not the sudden , result of this
strange to antiquity - that a single God of one

conception . - A . Kuenen, “ Hibbert Lectures," p . people might become the One God of all.-C. G.

119 . Montefiore, ' Religion of the Ancient Hebrews,''

(3 ) Character of the Prophets .-So unique a pp. 150, 153, 156.
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20. JUDAH BEFORE THE EXILE.

The religion of Jahveh had always the advantage in Judah after the disruption,

for the temple without an image was there, and the regular order of services under

the Levitical priesthood went on without interruption , though probably on a much

diminished scale, owing to the narrower resources of the state. But the temple

never displaced the high places in popular affection till late in this period , and

sacrificeswere offered to Jahveh both at Jerusalem and at these ancestral sanctuaries.

But along with this legitimate worship of the high places, which fell under the

ban of disapproval only at a later tiine, there were darker features of a heathenish

character mingled with the provincial worship, such as the use of obelisks, and even

sacred prostitution. This was the condition in the reign of Rehoboam , 937-920 B.C.

( 1 Kings 14 :21-24 ). Asa (917-876 B. C. ) abolished the more objectionable features,

and destroyed an image of Astarte, which the queen -mother had set up ( 1 Kings

15 :9-14 ). With the accession of Jehoram (851-843 B.C.) there came the introduc

tion of the Baal worship from Samaria, through the influence of the queen,

Athaliah, a daughter of Ahab and Jezebel. A temple was built to Baal, and his

images and shrines were set up in many places. A check was

given to this cult by the zeal of Jehoidah the priest, who organ

ized a movement centering at the temple of Jahveh, and by the

overthrow and death of Athaliah swept away for a time the dan

ger that threatened the true faith (2 Kings 11 ). The temple was

repaired by Joash ( 856-796 B.C. ), directed by Jehoidah (2 Kings

12 ) . In this instance it was the priests , not the prophets, who

organized resistance to the foreign cult .

With Ahaz, however, other foreign elements appear ( 735-715

B.C.). The horrible rite of human sacrifice is enforced by royal

example, and an altar of foreign fashion is introduced into the

temple (2 Kings 16 : 1-4, 10-18 ). The custom of human sacrifice

seems not to have been unknown in earlier periods (Gen. 22 ; Jud .

Probably a Jewish Idol of 11:30, 31 ; R. V. , margin ), and was practiced among neighboring

ported from a Phænician nations, the Israelites sharing in the opinion that it was effective

(2 Kings 3:27 ). It also made its appearance in the northern

kingdom , probably under the influence of the worship of Baal (2 Kings 17:17).

But at Jerusalem and in the royal family the practice is suggestive of the

inroad of leathen ideas. With Hezekiah (715-686 B.C.) a new era of reform was

ushered in , suggested, no doubt, by the preaching of the prophets Isaiah and

Micah. The obelisks and images were overthrown and the brazen serpent , now

become an object of veneration, was destroyed (2 Kings 18 : 1-5) . Hezekiah is

reported to have abolished the high places as well , though these had remained undis

turbed and seemingly approved through all the past , including the most strenuous
periods of reform (i Kings 15:14 ; 22:43; 2 Kings 12 :3 ; 15 : 4 , 35 ; 16 :4 ).

It was

only later writers, occupying the standpoint of the law of Josiah's time, who disap

proved of the country sanctuaries. Perhaps their evil effects had begun already to

manifest themselves to the prophets.

The work of Isaiah and Micah brings a new influence to bear on the life of

Judah . The former belonged to the higher circles in Jerusalem , and for forty

years (737-701 B.C.) was prominent in the religious and political life of the people.

Micah , as a countryman, was not so closely identified with the life of the court.

With these preachers prophecy reaches its highest level , as an effort to save the

nation from the consequences of its misdeeds. The picture of the times is graphic.

Foreign relations have caused the bringing in of manners and customs unsuitable

for the people of God. Jerusalem is full of luxury and idols (Isa. 2 : 5-11 ). Mo

nopolists, skeptics, perverters, and corrupt judges abound (5 :8-24). The images to

city .
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which the prophet refers, not so much in wrath as in contempt, seem not to liave

been the representations of other deities , but the means by which the worship of

Jahveh was reduced to a mere superstition. The service ofthe temple was kept up

carefully, but it could not be accepted as a substitute for righteousness (Isa. 1: 10-17 ).

The vision by which Isaiah had been called to his prophetic work ( Isa. 6 ) gave him

the keynote of his message—the holiness of God . Jahveh is for him henceforth the

“ Holy One of Israel,”' not in the later sense of mere ceremonial separation , but of

moral purity and spiritual grandeur. The rising power of Assyria, he predicted ,

would be permitted to comeagainst Judah as a chiastisement of lier offences. The

Assyrian king, as an instrument of God , would be used to humble the pride of the

nation and bring it to repentance ( 10 :5$ ; 5 :26-30). Throughout the period

of Assyrian activity in the western lands, the prophet made his sermons revolve

about the one theme of judgment, emphasizing the

four points — the people have sinned, they shall be

punished , a good remnant shall remain, and the future

will be prosperous and glorious under Messianic rule

(8 : 19-22 ;; 11 :1 ; 12 :6) . The character of God was dis

closed by the preaching of Isaiah as never before.

What he felt and saw of the divine life he gave to the

nation , and it became an inestimably precious spiritual

inheritance for the future . The long reign of Manasseh

(686-641 B.C.) was a time of disheartening reaction .

The king was the patron of every foreign religious
fad. Altars were erected for Baal and Astarte, tủe

Babylonian planet worship was brought in and even

given a place in the temple, bronze horses and char

iots in honor of the sun were set up, and every form of

divination was encouraged ; the king himself offered

his son in sacrifice, and a bitter persecution of the

faithful began (2 Kings 21 : 1-16). In such a period

little could be done, and prophecy was silent . The

inroad of the Scythians through the coast-lands in

627 B.C. gave occasion for the denunciation by Zeph

aniah of more terrible judgments to come. Presently

Josiah (639-609 B.C. ) came to the throne, and gave

promise of better things. The work of repairing the

temple was undertaken, and during the process discov
Bull - Idol from the Hittite Palace at Eyuk ,

ery was made of a book of law. This code isnow rec

ognized to have been the Deuteronomic law, which , based upon the Book of the Cove

nant, had gradually grown up in the period of the kingship, and being put into final

form by some priest or priests, and perhaps also prophets, was laid away until the dark

days, which the reigns of Manasseh and Amon brought, should pass away. ( 1 ) The

most radical element in the new code was the centralization of worship at Jerusalem.

Idolatry in its worst forms wascreeping in . Isaiah had only alluded to idols with

the contempt of one who saw in them a minor source of evil as compared with the

prevailing immorality and corruption of his day. But the days of Manasseh had

revealed the full horror of the worship of false gods, and the reformers set them

selves to meet the evil . The temple could easily be controlled with a pious king on

the throne. Even the desecrations introduced by Manasseh could beremoved and

forgotten. But the local sanctuaries throughout the land , which had hitherto been

viewed as quite legitimate, were less easily supervised, and had shown themselves

to be the elements of danger. The remedy was drastic. The local sanctuaries ,

with all their ancestral memories, were abolished at a stroke, and the temple alone

made the center of all religious service ( Deut. 12 : 1-28). Other portions of the code

in Asia Minor.
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that appear to hint especially at existing conditions were those referring to pillars

and obelisks ( 16:21 f), the “ host of heaven ” ( 17 : 2-7 ) , Moloch worship ( 18:10), and

religious prostitution (23:178 ). Laws already uttered in the legislation of the

Mosaic age, others growingout of traditions concerning the great lawgiver and his

work , and still others recent and dealing with the present situation , were included

in the collection , and were set into a framework ofMosaic exhortation . The effect

of this discovery could be nothing less than startling to a man of Josiah's nature

( 2 Kings 22:11 ). The work of reformation into conformity with the new law was

begun at once, and in this thoroughgoing process ( 2 Kings 23) he was ably assisted

by the priests, to whose order Jeremiah, the great prophet of Judah's decline and

fall, belonged (Jer. 1 : 1 ) . If Josiah could have lived till his reforms were thoroughly

understood and established , the sequel inight have been different. But his untimely

deatlı in a needless battle left the reforming party without assistance, filled the

questioning with doubt, and gave the advocates of the old regime a strength that the

better leaders of the nation could not overcome. The end came on apace. Jere

miah, the saddest of the prophets, faced the coming darkness, and gave the people

the only divine message that could come in such an hour: “ Too late ! The nation

must die that it inay be reboril . Captivity in Babylon is inevitable." (2)

20. JUDAH BEFORE THE EXILE. object of Hilkiah was to terminate the painful

hesitancy of the believers in a spiritual religion

( 1 ) Deuteronomy.-- Thebook is stated to have by producing the joint work of some well -trained

been found while some repairs were being carried priest and prophet as the only suitable and

on in the Temple ; and there is force in the argu divinely appointed law of the state . To abolish

ment that it could hardly have been lost during | polytheism and the dangerous localshrines, a new

the early years of Josiah (who appears to have prophecy and a new law book, of a more effica

been throughout devoted to the service of cious character than any which had yet been seen ,

Jehovah ); but this might easily have happened were clearly necessary. These were provided in

during the heathen reaction under Manasseh . the originial Book of Deuteronomy. - T.K.Cheyne,

Hence it is probable that its composition is not " Jeremiah: His Life and Times,” PP . 63, 80 .

later than the reign of Manasseh. When ( 2 ) Jeremiah . - As the Kingdom of Israel on its

once Deuteronomy is viewed in the light of the downfall bore in Hosea its noblest prophetic fruit,

age which gave it birth , its true significance so in the time immediately preceding the destruc

appears . It was a great manifesto against the tion of Judah we find the sublime figure of Jere

dominant tendencies of the time. It laid down miah . Mentally , also , these two men were closely

the lines of a great religious reform . Whether related . Sentiment is the predominant character.

written in the dark days of Manasseh , or during istic of each. Both have the same tender and

thebrighter years which followed the accession of sympathetic heart; both have the same elegiac bent

Josiah , it was a nobly -conceived endeavor to pro- of mind; both were pre -eminently devout men .

vide in anticipation a spiritual rallying point, The religiouselementpreponderates entirely over

round which , when circumstances favored, the the ethical. It can be proved that Jeremiah was

disorganized forces of the national religion might powerfully influenced by Hosea , and that he

range themselves again . It was an emphatic re- looked upon him as his prototype. Jere

affirmation of the fundamental principles which miah is the scion of a martyred church . He was

Moses had long ago insisted on , loyalty to Jehovah born at a time when Manasseh persecuted the pro

and repudiation of allfalse gods: it was an endeavor phets with fire and sword , and raged against their

to realize in practice the ideals of the prophets, whole party. Persecution, however, only serves

especially of Hosea and Isaiah , to transform the to fan religion into a more intense fame. With

Judah demoralized by Manasseh into the " holy what fervor do men then pray ; with what strength

nation " pictured in Isaiah's vision , and to awaken do they believe and confide , wait andhope. Under

in it that devotion to God, and love for man , which such circumstances Jeremiah was born . Under

Hosea had declared to be the first of human duties such impressions he grew up. Truly , he was a

-S. R. Driver, " Introduction to the Literature of predestined personality. Jeremiah was

the Old Testament,'' pp. 87 , 89 . the first to set religion consciously free from all

That inspired prophet and priest ( so great in extraneous and material elements, and to establish

their self -effacing humility) who composed the it on a purely spiritual basis . God himself will

main part of the book of Deuteronomy, re-created destroy His temple in Jerusalem , and at the time
Moses for their own age. They adapted older of the final salvation it shall not be built up

laws with the utmost freedom , but, in the spirit of again ; and the Holiest of Holies, the ark of the

Moses and his equally inspired successors, bring- covenant, will not be missed and none new made.

ing forth out of their treasury things new and What God requires of man is something different:

old . ” The object of the Deuteronomist man shall break up his fallow ground and not sow

was to keep up the historic continuity of the among thorns; he shallcircuincise his heart. God

“ Mosaic" school of legalists — the othodox school, considers only the purity of the heart, its pre

one may call it, in opposition to those " lying valent disposition. - C . H. Cornill, “ The Prophets

pens” of which Jeremiah speaks (Jer. 8 : 8) . The of Israel.'' pp . 91, 94 , 96.
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21. THE EXILE.

In 597 B.C. Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon, came westward and laid siege to

Jerusalem . Jehoiachin, the king, a grandson of Josialı , gave himself into the hand

of the Babylonian, who took him , together with some ten thousand captives from

the better classes of Jerusalem, and, plundering the treasures ofthe palace and the

teinple , returned with the spoil, leaving Zedekiah (597-586 B.C. ) , a son of Josialı ,

on the throne. In the ninth year of his reign , Nebuchadrezzar returned and be

seiged the city, reducing it at last and destroying the temple, and ended the exist

ence of the city for half a century, taking another coinpany of the people to Baby

lon . A wretchedremnantwas left in the land, and a company of refugees made

their way into Egypt, taking with them the unwilling Jeremiah . During these

eventful years, he had stood constantly as the champion of God and righteousness

in the midst of a vicious court and a worldly people, and more than once his life had

been in danger.

There is a deep

pathos in the

life and writings

of this prophet,

whose unhappy

lot it was to be

placed at a time

when the tide of

disaster could

not be turned,

and only the ex

periences of the

exile could avail .

His life came to

its close among

the refugees in

Egypt. Among the exiles who went outto Babylonia in the first deportation was

ayoung man named Ezekiel, a priest. He was taken to Tel-Abib , on the river

Chebar, where presently the divine call came to him to be the mouthpiece of Jahveh

among his brethren (Ezek . 1 :3). Both Jeremiah and Ezekiel express the con

viction that no other prophets of the true faith are to be found, though both in

Jerusalem and Babylon the professional prophets were numerous (Jer. 23). It is

noticeable that both these prophets are from the priestly order.

The problems which the destruction of the city and the transportation of the

people brought were perplexing. Few could appreciate the high spiritual plane

occupied by Jeremiah , orhis doctrine that purification was to be wrought by suffer

ing. To those who had sunk into idolatry it was a seeming proof that Jahveh was

not as powerful as the gods of Babylon, or he would have saved his city. To the

faithful it was a paralyzing shock , for did it not mean that God had abandoned his

people ? And then the monolatristic idea, so largely prevalent, prevented hope

that, now the people were removed from the land , they could be longer under the

protection or within thehearing of Jahveh , for was he not localized at Jerusalem,

above the ruins of the dismantled city ? To such troubled questions the vision by
which Ezekiel was called addressed itself. The chariot of God, moving about on

the wings of the storm , with the dreadful wheels full ofeyes, was a symbolto show

prophet and people that their God was no mere local deity , but the Lord of the

world, and that in Babylon they were as near him as in Jerusalem . During all the

years between the first deportation and the final fall of the city , the two prophets,

Jeremiah in Jerusalem , and Ezekiel upon the Chebar, labored to convince the mis

Vegetable Dealers in Palestine.
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guided people that the city must fall and the exile be prolonged. Jeremiah wrote a
letter to the exiles, assuring them that their hopes of early return were delusive , and

advising preparations for a permanent stay ( Jer. 29:14 ). Ezekiel had labored with

his fellow exiles to the saine end, assuring them that as long as Jerusalem was the

scene of such practices as defiled the true faith she could not avert the coming doom

(Ezek . 8) . It was not till a refugee from Palestine brought him the tidings of the

actual fall of the city ( Ezek . 33:21 ) that the tone of the prophet changed. From

thattime on, he devoted himself to the kindling of hope for a final return and future

for the nation , in which the reconstructed temple, to which he devoted the closing

chapters of his book , plays an important part.

Another voice, even more clear than Ezekiel's, was raised during the latter por

tion of the exile , speaking of the coming redemption. The Evangelical Prophet,

whose message is contained in the

last chapters of the book of Isaiah

(Isa. 40-66), brought a much

needed encouragement to the peo

ple. When the days were growing

very long, and the voices of Jere

miah and Ezekiel had both been

long hushed, the promise comes

that the nation shall soon go back

to Jerusalem , for Jahveh, who is

the only God , the Creator of the

ends of the earth, is concerned

for his own sake as well as for his

people's sake, to bring them back

to national life in Jerusalem (Isa.

40 ). This prophet was not a

preacher, as his predecessors had

been , but only a writer, who, prob

ably from the necessities of the

case, sent out his exhortations and

promises in the forın of fly leaves

or tractates. It would hardly be

possible to boldly preach such

treasonable doctrines as these chap

terscontain, and perhaps the anony

Street of Stairs In Jerusalem . mity of the material is thus to be

accounted for. But a new philoso

phy of history is set forth . Cyrus is already on the frontier. Through him, as

an instrument in God's hands, deliverance is to come to the nation ( Isa. 41:25 ;

44:27 , 28; 45:14; 46:11 ). But deliverance is not enough . The nation is a chosen

order of people for a particular purpose. It is the Servant of Jahveh ( Isa . 41 :8 ;

42:19 ; 42 :18f ; 43 : 1-10 ; 44 : 1 , 21 ; 45 :4 ) . But the nation as a whole is unable to

accomplish the work of bringing redemption to the world. They cannot even

save themselves, and gradually a select portion is seen to represent the idea rather

than the full nation . This remnant, or nucleus, is not only to save the remainder,

but the world as well (Isa . 49:1-6 ). Then, just as gradually, there emerges from

this remnant the figure of a Messianic Servant, the representative of the nation and

the remnant, who, personified as the nation , despised, rejected, misunderstood, is

still successful in the redemptive work to which God had called him ( Isa. 52:13 ;

53:12 ). ( 1 ) In this section , and one or two later which describe the breadth and

character of the Servant's work ( Isa . 55 and 61 ) , prophecy reaches its very highest

levels. Israel's sufferings are not for its own sins so inuch as for the world . All
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redemption is through suffering, and thus a philosophy of history was fashioned

which included not one nation alone , but all, and the Servant of Jahveh, Israel,

remnant and Messiah successively , as the messenger of a world -wide ministry of

divine love. The possibility , nay, the certainty, of return to Jerusalem ; the national

programme which makes such a return necessary ; and the purification of the people,

by which preparation for the return may be accomplished — these are the great

themes of this prophet.

The exile was a period of great importance to the people. Deprived of the tem

ple and law, the literary spirit in the nation turned back uponthe past and produced

history , such as Samuel-Kings, and recast other narratives of former days; revised

the law on the basis of the existing codes and the praxis that had grown up since

Deuteronomy , and codified the so-called Priest Code contained in the latter portion

of Exodus and in Leviticus and Numbers; ( 2 ) turned in upon its own spirit and tried

to answer doubts, as in Job, or give expression to praise and longing, as in the

Psalıns. There must have been a strong grasp upon the fundamentalsof the faith

by large classes of the people to explain the firmness with which they clung to it in

the midst of the taunts of their masters and the ridicule of apostate countrymen .

Though many lost faith and hope, and others were led away into forbidden practices

(Ezek . 20:30), yet the core of the nation remained sound, and there may even be

said to have been decided progress in some directions. Monolatry gave way finally

tomonotheism , and idolatry was eradicated. Sabbath observances and circumcision

became more binding, prayer and fasting were recognized as never before as aids in

the religious life, and the doctrine of individual accountability was emphasized. At

the same time, a growing tendency towards particularism and legalism manifested

itself, the fruit of which appeared later .

21. THE EXILE.

( 1 ) The Nation as the Servant of Jahveh .- It

cannot be doubted that , as Christendom from the

beginning has seen , the character thus delineated

by the prophet with such genius and power was

realized by Jesus of Nazareth . As has been ex

plained , the figure itself is constructed upon the

basis of the historic Israel , and exhibits, in their

ideal delicacy and completeness, the most charac .

teristic attributes of the nation . But it is just
these attributes which were also realized in their

fullness and perfection by Jesus Christ. If, for ex

ample, it was the function of Israelto bethe organ

and channel of revelation , to manifest the charac

terand purposes of God to the world , to perpetuate

and exemplify the practice of religion and holi

ness of life, to be a witness to thetruth , even (in

the persons of its individual members) to the en

durance of persecution and death , it is evident

how in all these aspects the mission of Israel was

far more effectively and completely realized by
Christ . In Christ the genius of Israel found its

fullest and most intense expression : the character

imperfectly realized either by the nation as a

whole, or by the best of its individual members,

was exhibited in its completeness by Him . The

work and office of Christ, as Teacher, as Prophet, as

Example, as Sacrifice , exhibits the consummation

of what was achieved imperfectly and partially by

Israel . – S. R. Driver, “ Isaiah, His Life and

Times, " p . 180 .

life grew more complex, and fresh cases requiring

to be dealt with arose , these principles would be

found no longer to suffice, and their extension

would become a necessity. Especially in matters

of ceremonial observance, which would remain

naturally within the control of the priests, regula

tions such as those enjoined in Ex . 20 : 24-26 ; 22:29

31 ; 23 : 14-19 would not long continue in the same

rudimentary state ; fresh definitions and distinc.

tions would be introduced, more precise rules

would be prescribed for the method of sacrifice, the

ritual to be observed by the priests, the dues which

they were authorized to receive from the people,

and other similar matters. After the priesthood had

acquired , through the foundation of Solomon's

Temple, a permanent center, it is probable that

the process of development and systematization

advanced more rapidly than before. And thus

the allusions in “ Dt.” imply the existence of

usages beyond those which fall directly within the

scope of the book , and belonging specially to the

jurisdiction of the priests (e.g., 17:11; 24 :8 ).
Ezekiel , being a priest himself, alludes to such

usages more distinctly. Although , therefore, there

are reasons for supposing that the Priest's Code

assumed finally the shape in which we have it in

the age subsequent to Ezekiel , it rests ultimately

upon an ancient traditional basis; and many of the

institutions prominent in it are recognized in va

rious stages of their growth , by the earlier pre

exilic literature , by “ Dt., " and by Ezekiel The

laws of “ P ," even when they included later ele

ments, were still referred to Moses - no doubt be

cause in its basis and origin Hebrew legislation

was actually derived from him , and was only mod.

ified gradually. - S. R. Driver, “ Introduction to

the Literature of the Old Testament," pp. 152,

153, 154.

( 2 ) The so -called Priest Code. The prin

ciples by which the priesthood was to be guided

were laid down , it may be supposed, in outline by

Moses. In process of time, however, as national
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22. THE RESTORATION .

The predictions of theprophets regarding the termination of the exile came to

fulfillment in 538 B.C. In that year Cyrus, having conquered Media and Lydia,

entered Babylon , and the map of the world was again transformed . It is not

necessary to suppose that Cyrus was influenced by a special admiration for the religion

of that small fragment of people held captive in his capital province. His motive

in permitting the exiles to return to Jerusalem is amply explained by the desire to

provide a strong and friendly base of operations in any future trouble with Egypt,

and such an opportunity was offered by the situation of Jerusalem . The royal per

mission was accordingly given , a company of Jews numbering nearly fifty thousand

was gathered for thejourney , and the remaining vessels, brought from the temple at

Jerusalem , were placed in their hands (Ezra 1 : 2 ) . By no means all the exiles came

back . Many had grown up in their eastern home and preferred to remain, and

among these not a few even of the priestly class. The company was placed in

charge of a Persian officer named Sheshbazzar, but with him was associated a

council of leading men , chief among whom were Zerrubbabel, the grandson of

Jehoiachin , and Joshua, the grandson of the last priest in Jerusalem, who lost his

life at the sack of the city . As soon as the caravan reached Jerusalem , an altar was

set up on the site of the temple , and the feasts resumed ( Ezra 3 : 2-4) . As soon as

preparations could be made the foundations of the new temple werelaid (534 B.C. )

amid the mingled shouts of the more hopeful and lamentations of those who con

trasted the meager present with the glorious past of the city (Ezra 3 : 7-12). The

work of building was, however, soon interrupted . The descendants of the old

Israelites on the north desired a share in the work. But the exclusive spirit pre

vailed , and the waiting help was rejected, which fostered a bitterness thathindered

the building of the temple for many years. Two tendencies inust have manifested

themselves among the people. There was the broader, more tolerant attitude, which

looked on other nations with friendliness and would welcome relations with

foreigners, for the sake of the ministry of redemption for the world with which

Israel was charged. Then there was the more narrow and exclusive spirit , that

made Jewish particularisin the fundamental article in its creed , and was unconscious

of any duty to others. The latter attitude could claim the sanction of Ezekiel ;

the former, of the Evangelical Prophecy. In the end the narrow party won. Per

haps this was a necessary phase of the movement. The narrowing of the channel

compelled the deepening of the stream , but the ungracious features of the more

conservative and exclusive Judaism were the outcome of this tendency.

After nearly twenty years , the work was resumed under the exhortation of two

prophets, Haggai and Zechariah , and, after royal aid had been given , brought to

completion in 515 B.C. ( Ezra 5 :6). But it is evident that conditions were far from

satisfactory. The hopes raised by the prophets were not being fulfilled. The city

was small and poor, and the prospects were disheartening. It could not be that this

meager situation was all that God intended for his people. The belief seems to

have gained ground that a political crisis was imminent, a breaking up of the

empire, by which Judah would profit. The horizon was anxiously scanned for

signs of the coming upheaval (Zech . 1 : 10-12 ) . But no crisis came, and in the

sinking of heart that hope deferred produced many grew indifferent to all

religious obligations. The worship at the temple, while still carried on , was

not made the first concern , and poor offerings were presented. It is this situ

ation which is set before us in the anonymous prophecy named from its most

suggestive word , “ My Messenger ' (Malachi, cf. 3 :1 ). There was danger of a still

deeper pessimism and despair . The chief comfort lay in the company of the faith

ful who continued in the service of God amid all discouragements (Mal. 3 : 16-18).

The appeal of this prophet, like that of Haggai and Zechariah, is to a renewed
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devotion to the law and the ritual . No longer are the great sanctions of righteous

ness and inorality made the first concern , but the Toreh and the temple are the chief

consideration . Thus the tone of prophecy has changed since the days of Isaiah and

the great prophet of the exile, and who could say for the better ?

It is evident that a new factor had been introduced into the national life just

previous to the date of “ Malachi," from which assistance was hoped by the religi .

ous leaders in Jerusalem. And this is found to have been the case. There had

been from the time of the first return a bond of sympathy between the Jews in

Jerusalem and those who remained in Babylonia. Meantime a company of the

latter had been carrying forward the work of expanding the divine law in the spirit

of Ezekiel , and now, when tidings reached them that affairs had approached a serious

crisis in the little community in Judea, another company was organized to swell

the population of Jerusalem , and under the leadership of Ezra, a scribe, the first

named of that important order which had so much to do with the enlargement,

teaching, and enforcement of the law in the later days, they left Babylon in 459

B.C. to the number of seventeen hundred. Their leader brought with him the new

law (Ezra 7:14 , 25 , 26 ), prepared to put it into operation. On arrival in Judea,

Ezra found the work of reform difficult, for the people did not take readily to the

legal regulations insisted upon, so much more exacting in some directions than any

known before. Ezra was compelled, indeed, to give up the effort for a time, and it

was not till the arrival of Nehemiah, a Babylonian Jew, who, having obtained a

position in the Persian court, requested the vacant governorship of Judea, that the

work of reform could be prosecuted with a zeal that was backed up by the royal

authority, and that overcame all opposition . The city was repaired , the walls built,

and then at a great gathering of the people, the law was promulgated by Ezra

(Ezra 8 ) to an audience that requested the reading, and that was profoundly

impressed by the regulations set forth in the code. The religious education implied

in the popular feeling of sin , as coinpared with the strict demands of the law now

proclaimed, is profoundly interesting (Ezra 9 :8-12 ). The law that was brought

by Ezra from Babylon , and read to the people was the Priest Code, of which

mention has already been made as the work of priests in Babylon during and after

the exile. The particulars in which it most vitally differed from the earlier codes,

the Book of the Covenant and Deuteronomy, were its separation of priests from

other Levites and its emphasis upon the rules of “ holiness,'' i.e., ceremonial, not

moral, purity . ( 1 ) The business of this law is to make a holy community in which

God may dwell. God is honored by such institutions as secure a regulation of the

external religious life of man . The community has a purely religious end . The

nation , disappointed in its political hopes, turns now to a purely religious ideal within

itself, and seeks there its satisfaction. The temple became, in a new and deeper

sense, the center of Jewish thought and life. Its services and its offices were the most

important concerns of the people. Under the direction of Ezra and Nehemiah the

exclusive particularism of the more conservative party became triumphant, and

the community was started on the narrow path toward the later Judaisin .

22. THE RESTORATION . association with spiritual things . This conception

of holiness goes back to the Hebrew prophets, es

( 1 ) Holiness in the Priest Code.-The dis- pecially to Isaiah ; but it is not the ordinary con

tinction between what is holy and what is common ception of antique religion , nor does it correspond

is one of the most important things in ancient to the original sense of the Semitic words that we

religion, but also one which it is very difficult to translate by “ holy." While it is not easy to fix

grasp precisely, because its interpretation varied the exact idea of holiness in ancient Semitic

from age to age with the general progress of religion, it is quite certain that it has nothing to

religious thought. To us holiness is an ethical do with morality and purity of life. Holy persons

idea. God, the perfect being, is the type of holi- were such , not in virtue of their character, but in

ness ; men are holy in proportion as their lives and virtue of their race , function , or mere material

character are godlike; places and things can be consecration.- W. Robertson Smith , “ The Reli

called holy only by figure on account of their gion of the Semites,” p. 140.
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23. THE RISE OF JUDAISM.

warunga

The history of the Old Testament closes with the return from Babylon, but

fortunately the literature which it comprises gives us some light on the period from

the exile to the advent. The movement which Ezra had started went on with

increased force. Gradually the literature of the nation was gathered into a collec

tion , to which, however, additions were made up to within a century and a half of
the Christian era. The love of the Scriptures, and especially the law which had

now been put into one collection , the Pentateuch , grew in the hearts of the people,

as salvation was more and more believed to be found in its possession. One finds

expression of this feeling in the psalms of the period (e.g., 119 ).

Closely related to the pride in the Scriptures wasthat inspired by thetemple

and its services. No other nation had

such possessions as these, and all the

world might well envy the Jew these

divine gifts. Thus Judaism came to be

more and more the religion of a book

and a building. The Toreh and the

Temple were the visible symbols of the

faith . Nor must it be forgotten that a

high order both of religious conduct and

of happiness resulted from this twofold

culture .

Absolute monotheism had now been

attained. There could be no remnant

of a belief in other gods. But if Jahveh

was the God of Israel and also of all the

world , what was the relation of Israel to

that world, and how was God himself

disposed toward these other nations ?

5 テ From the time of the exile there had

been two tempers of mind regarding

other nations, as has been already stated.

Both find expression in post-exilic days.

The date of the books of Joel and Jonah

is still an open question, but both may

be confidently placed within the limits

of this period . The former voices the

conservative view. The nations exist

only for the sake of Zion . When trouble visits the land, Jahveh is called into

activity by a solemn fast, and at once promises to take vengeance on the nations

for their treatment of the chosen people. What are all these nations compared with

Judah and Jerusalem ? War is declared against them ; Egypt and Edom shall be

desolated , and all Zion's foes shall perish . Even the beautiful promise of the out

pouring of the divine spirit refers to Israel alone as its recipient. In striking con

trast with this attitude is that of the author of Jonah, a book much misunderstood

and ridiculed , but one of the most precious in the Old Testament. Jonah repre

sents the narrow and ungracious spirit of those Jews who have no desire to give

a message of salvation to other nations. In contrast with the noble-minded mar

iners and the repentant Ninevites, he plays but asorry part.
The book is a force

ful protest against the narrower phases of post-exilic Judaism . ( 1 )

But this very conception of God compelled the Jew to adjust the heathen to the

divine and all-ruling law in some manner. Two methods were open. The one

was that of proselyting, i.e., admitting the heathen to covenant privileges under the

M227
9

sa

Ancient Scroll of the Pentateuch .
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law, through compliance with certain prescribed forms, viz . , circumcision , baptism ,

and the offering of sacrifices. The opening of this door gave rise to an earnest mis

sionary propaganda, especially in the century before Christ. But there were those

who looked with disfavor on any efforts to widen the embrace of the national faith ,

and, while proselytism did not absolutely cease, it lost its force after a time. The

second viewas to the heathen, or gentiles, was that they should be conquered and

brought into subjugation at the period of messianic supremacy yet ahead. Probably

this was the more prevalent view, growing naturally out of the lofty ideas regard

ing the law and the temple, and the privileges they conferred on the chosen

people.

At what period the synagogue came into being, or when Pharisees and Sad

ducees first arose, remain uncertain ; at some time before the Maccabean movement,

at any rate. Perhaps as important was the influenceof Hellenisin upon Jewish

thought. Alexander's conquests produced a wide diffusion of Greek ideas, and

perhaps no people were more profoundly affected by them than the Jews. This

was especially true outside of Palestine. The Dispersion , i.e., those Jews who lived

in other parts of the world , Persia, Asia Minor, and Europe, were less under the

influence of the conservative party than the Jewsof the Holy Land .
But even

in Jerusalem the liberalizing tendencymanifested itself in a decided manner, and

it is impossible to say to what lengths it might have gone had not another force
interposed . Antiochus IV. , called Epiphanes, the overlord of Palestine , whose

capital was at Antioch , impatient ofJewish customs and religious services in Jerusa

lem , attempted to force the process of Hellenizing upon the people, and by his pro

fanation of the temple drove the people to a frantic uprising under the leadership
of the Maccabees. In this struggle the older conservatism asserted itself, and

a decisive break with Hellenism occurred. That reaction persisted as perhaps the

most effective force which the Judaism of the period presents , viz . , the Pharisees.

The most interesting souvenir of that struggle is the book of Daniel, written about

165 B.C. , and intended as an encouragement to the warriors in the struggle, by

its portrayals of heroism and deliverance gathered around the character of Daniel

in the captivity , and the prophecies of eventual victory put into his mouth .

This period is also marked by the appearance of Chronicles , a work which recon

structs the history from the priestly point of view, reading back into remote times

conditions and ideals which, as a matter of fact, were post-exilic. ( 2 ) Other books

of the time were Ecclesiastes, Sirach , Judith , Tobit, Enoch, 1 Maccabees, etc.

In this period the belief in a future life took form , with the doctrine of rewards

and punishments, the belief in a being called the adversary, or Satan , and the more

definite forins of the Messianic hope.

23. THE RISE OF JUDAISM.

( 1 ) Jonah . - I have read the Book of Jonah at
least a hundred times, and I will publicly avow,

for I am not ashamed of my weakness, that I can

not even now take up this marvelous book , nay ,

nor even speak of it , without the tears rising to

my eyes , and myheart beating higher . This ap

parently trivial book is one of the deepest and

grandest that was ever written , and I should like

to say to every onewho approaches it , “ Take off

thy shoes , for the place whereon thou standest is

holy ground.” In this book Israelitic prophecy

quits the scene of battle as victor , and as victor in

its severest struggle — that against self. In it the

prophecy of Israel succeeded , as Jeremiah ex

pressed it in a remarkable and well-known pas

sage, in freeing the precious from the vile, and in

finding its better self again . - C. A. Cornill,

“ Prophets of Israel,” p . 170,

(2 ) The Idealizing of the Past. It is in itself

a legitimate supposition that the writers of the

Old Testament books, living and moving in a nar

row world of their own , took a circunscribed view

of their national history , and in a simple , unscien

tific age saw marvels where modern writers would

see only natural occurrences. It is also quite con

ceivable that Hebrew writers of history, like other

historians , had their views of past occurrences

colored by the medium of their own time through

which they regarded them , and at a comparatively

late time framed a theory of their past history , in

accordance with what succeeding events led them

to believe it must have been . And finally , it is

conceivable that such late writers should for the

first time have set themselves to put down an ac

count of early events from their own standpoint,

or have touched up older documents in order to

make them square with their own conceptions. - J.

Robertson , " The Early Religion of Israel," P.31.
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24. THE MESSIANIC HOPE.

Israel was a nation of hope and promise. Unlike other peoples, its Golden Age

was in the future, not in thepast. From the earliest beginning of national con

sciousness it was a gradually developing belief that Israel had a special mission,

separate from the rest of the world, yet in some important degree connected with

the spiritual life of the world . The divine purpose for humanity was believed to

lie implicit in the unfolding history of this people. The Hebrew records preserved

the first promise made to the race (Gen. 3:15 ), a promise that, though the struggle

between good and evil should be long and bitter, yet in the end the good should tri

umph. This divine purpose manifested itself in the selection of certain individuals

or tribes through whose life the disclosure of the plans of God was to be made.

Such men were Noah (Gen. 6 : 8 ; 9 : 8-17 ) ; Shem (Gen. 9:26, 27 ), and through him the

Semites as a race ; Abraham (Gen. 12: 1 f ) and his descendants, the Hebrews ;

Jacob (Gen. 28 : 10-16) and his descendants, called after him Israel ; and Judah , as the

royal tribe, and the one which should stand as the representative of the nation

(Gen. 49 :8-10) . This process of selecting men for the special purpose of leadership

in this nation continued throughout its history. It was the application of the uni

versal principle of selection. But it was not a selection for favor, but rather for

service. Israel was the chosen people of God , but not for its own sake. It had a

ministry for the world. Its leaders were prophets, priests, and kings, and these

men , especially the prophets, were unique in their character and work. Their coun

terpart is not to be found in any other history. But in the last analysis the nation

as a whole was regarded as royal, as priestly, as prophetic (Ex.19:6). What these

special men did as leaders for the nation, Israel as a unit was to do for the world.

Herein lay its unique office.

But from the time of Amos and Hosea it was seen that the nation as a whole was

unprepared for such a ministry. The religion ofJahveh was set aside too often for

that of other gods , or was mixed with unworthy elements that robbed it of its

effectiveness. A purgation was seen to be necessary. A cleansing process alone

could purify the people and make them worthy of their high ministry ; and the

power through which this regeneration was to be wrought was recognized by all the

prophets of that period as being Assyria , and later Babylonia. Only such a puri

fication as should come through national disaster and suffering could avail to prepare
Israel for its true mission . But after this periodof suffering had passed , the rem

nant would be worthy, and a glorious future would be expected. That future would

be the Messianic age, holy and marked by the presence of God. The consecration

of kings and priests was signified by their anointing with the holy oil . From

this word “ Anointed," or " Messiah ," grew up the idea of the future glorious time

as Anointed ,” or “ Messianic.” The conception of a person, who stands as the

common denominator of the new period of national salvation and purification, is

first presented by Isaiah. In his rebuke of King Ahaz for presumptuous disregard

of God and an attempted defense of his capital by resort to arms and alliance with

Assyria, the prophet announces the birth of a child , in whose day, soon to dawn

( Isa . 7:14) , and under whose leadership as a conqueror, and yet a Prince of Peace

( Isa. 9 : 6 , 7 ) , the national deliverance was to be achieved; after which there would

come the period of happiness and peace (Isa . 11 :1f ). That Isaiah expected this

child -king of the house of David in his own day seems certain , otherwise the pre

dictions of deliverance from Assyrian oppression would have beenmeaningless, and

herein is disclosed one of the interesting factors of prophecy. The outlines of the

coming order of things were apparent to the eyes of the prophet, but the hour of

arrival was not so clear . The drama of redemption was contracted into a single

scene, but its larger meaning lay implicit in the slowly unfolding movements upon

which they looked. Deliverance from Assyria came, but not through the rise at
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that time of the Messianic King. Yet the vision was true, for the larger outlines

of the Messianic time yet ahead fitted in no small degree the local distress and the

certainly foreseen deliverance . ( 1 )

It remained for a later prophet to see with yet clearer vision the true character

of the Messianic work and outlines of the Messianic figure. The Evangelical

Prophet sets forth the Messianic hope in its fullest light, and he does this under the

figure of the Suffering Servant of God. To him at first Israel as a whole is the

Servant (Isa.41 :8; 44 :1f ). Though fallen upon unhappy days , yet this very time

is one of purification ; and now that the process of purgation is reaching its comple

tion, it is time to prepare for larger things to come. Redemption is not to be wrought

by war and strife, as was the earlier view, but by peaceful methods (Isa . 42 : 1-4 ),

and therefore the figure of the King no longer appears, but the Servant in a humble

and yet successful work . Presently , however, the idea that the nation as a whole

can do the great work appears to be abandoned . Too many are indifferent. The

remnant, the best part of the nation is all that can be counted upon in such an

enterprise. This remnant will save not only the apostate part of the nation, but

the world at large ( Isa. 49 :5-7) . But even the remnant was weak and unable to

accomplish the divine work ; and at last One rises from the remnant, a representative

of both it and the whole nation, able to do that which both had failed to accomplish,

the Divine Servant, the Messiah . From Isaiah 52:13 to 53:12 the success of the

Servant's mission is set forth in terms that show theblending of the personal and

national ideas about the Messianic figure. That this conception ofthe Messiah

finds its fulfillment in the historic work of Jesus Christ is the teaching of

the New Testament.

The most fundamental misapprehension of the nature of Messianic prophecy is

witnessed in the common teaching that it consists in certain so-called predictions of

events in the life of Christ, a list of which may usually be found among the helps

in Oxford Bibles. ' But the real student is perplexed to find that many of these

passages had reference when first uttered only to the Hebrew nation , or some

individual of the writer's own time, and that he seems to have in mind no thought

of the Messiah , much less the historic Jesus. The study of the context will reveal

many such instances. The situation is still further complicated by the use the New

Testament writers make of some of these passages, in stating that they came to

fulfillment in the events in the life of Jesus. This use is to be explained in a very

simple manner, by the recognition of the fact that the connection between Old

Testament events and the life of Christ was seen to be very intimate, and thus

many incidents or utterances that in their time had possessed only a local and tem

porary interest were seen to coincide with episodes in the life of the Messiah , in

whom all the past found its new expression . Thus they came to have a new signifi

cance, i.e., to be “ fulfilled ” in him . But it is not in this list of passages that

the true Messianic prophecy is to be found. It moves upon a much higher plane.

There are, indeed , some predictions, direct and specific, regarding the personality

and surroundings of the Christ , but these predictions are far less numerous than it

is customary to claim . They rather gain than lose in value, however, by this fact.

Thus the Messianic hope is seento have had its rise out of national distress .

As long as Israel prospered it was in no need of other stimulus. But when trouble

came, the mind of the nation , under the inspiring promises of prophets, turned to

the future, and expected deliverance in a better time to come. That time would be

characterized by justice, order, and righteousness, and the nation would be respected

by the world. But the later views changed somewhat in reference to this future.

The vision was expanded to the world, all of which was to be embraced in a wide

stretching Kingdom under Israel and the Messiah as the representatives of God.

This developinent was rapid in the two or three centuries preceding the Christian
era. The hopes of the Maccabean patriots included little more than victory to the
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saints. There was here revealed, as shown in the book of Daniel , the idea of the

nation rather than the personal Messiah as victor. In Ecclesiasticus, Judith , 2

Maccabees, and Tobit the heathen are to be judged , Israel delivered and gathered

again into a national life which is to last forever under a Davidic king. Jerusalem
will be rebuilt in glory , and the heathen converted to the true faith . In the

Sibyllines the picture is that of a great king fighting a battle with the kings of the

world, who will perish . God's people will be blessed, and other nations shall serve

them , bringing gifts. Jerusalem will be the center and capital of the world. In

Enoch there is expected an attack of heathen. But God will be victorious, and

then judgment will be pronounced on fallen angels and apostate Jews. The New

JO

i Än

Jerusalem in the Time of Herod the Great.

Jerusalem will be built , and the Messiah will appear as ruler. Thus the hope took

on later and more fantastic phases, till it is not strange that in the time of Jesus

the popular idea was that of a temporal king who should wage war on the national

enemies, and restore political liberty to Israel. But the true picture of the Messianic

King and Servant is found on the pages of the Old Testament, painted as on a
canvas.

24. THE MESSIANIC HOPE.

( 1 ) Often hopes were entertained of reaching

this new state of things even yet by conversion

and true repentance. But this hope is soon seen

to be deceptive . The state, the whole present or.

der of society, the present perverted practice of

religion itself, must first passaway. Yahvé Him

self, as sure as he is Israel's God, will effect the

needed renewal through the king of the future, the

Messiah. Under him Israel will be a kingdom of

God, a holy nation, well pleasing to God . Justice

and morality will be in accordance with the

demands of God;the practice of religion will be in

accordance with his will.

Did the prophets attain what they here desire ?

In the eyes oftheir own nation and age they often

enough occupied the position of betrayers of the

Fatherland to the enemy. In the light of history

they appear as the patriots to whom Israel owes it

that she came forth from the storms which swept

over the land - weakened, indeed , and humiliated,

but not broken . Into the hand of their nation,

which was too weak to fight with the sword against

the world powers, they pressed the banner of faith

and hope. With it Israel has gained the victory.

It hasnot only outlasted the world -powers; it has
inwardly, spiritually, laid them at its feet.— " Kit

tel” II ., P. 319.
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

19. RELIGION IN THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL.– Ahijah and the disruption , Jeroboam's bull

worship, Ahab and Elijah , Violent reformation of Jehu, Amos and Hosea.

20. JUDAH BEFORE THEEXILE.-Advantage of Judah over Israel , Incoming of Baal-worship,

Reforms, Isaiah andMicah , Reformation of Josiah , Work ofJeremiah.

21. THE EXILE. - Fall of Jerusalem , Ezekiel, The evangelical prophet, The servant of Jehovah ,
22. THE RESTORATION . – First return to Jerusalem , The second temple, Haggai and Zachariah ,

Malachi, ” Ezra and Nehemiah , The Priest Code .

23. RISEOF JUDAISM . – The Scriptures, Monotheism , Two tendencies, The heathen , Synagogues,
Hellenizing influences, Literary work .

24. THE MESSIANIC HOPE . - Selective process through Hebrew history, Purification necessary,

Conception of Messiah, Misapprehension of Messianic prophecy, Later Messianic idea.

QUESTIONS.

19. What causes led to the disruption ? How was religion involved ? What was the policy of
Elijah ? Characterize Amos and Hosea respectively.

Mount Hermon .

20. Under what kings were reforms accomplished in Judah, and what was the character of these

reforms ? What were Isaiah's leadingideas ? Whatwas the basis of Josiah's reforms ?

21 . What were someof the problems of the exile ? What are some of the characteristics of the

evangelical prophecy ? What were some of the important literary works of the exile ?
22. What political circumstances brought about the return of the exiles ? What were the two atti.

tudes of mind toward other nations ? To what work did Haggai and Zuchariah devote themselves ?

How did Ezra's arrival bring assistance ? What were the characteristics of the Priest Code ?

23. Whattwofactorsregulated the life of theJews in thisperiod ? What may be said regarding
monotheism ? What was the dominant attitude regarding Gentiles ?

24. How is the selective process illustrated in Israel's life ? Whatwas the purpose of the choice of

Israel ? Why was the future era of blessedness called Messianic ? In what prophecies do the figures of

king and servant appear as relating to the Messiah ? What are current misconceptions regarding Mes
sianic prophecy ? What were the features of the Messianic hope in the later books ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. The wisdom of national seclusion, from the standpoint of politics, from that of religion .

2. Effects of theDeuteronomic law in centralization of worship and changes in the priestly order .

3. Thepermanent results ofthc exile upon the national life.

4. The difference between 'holiness” as set forth in the Priest Code and by prophets like Isaish .

5 . TheJewish missionary propaganda.

6. The future ofthe people of Israel, and their relation to Christianity.
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GAZETTEERD

AND GLOSSARY.

N. B.—The pronunciation of the names commonly known has been Anglicized . For key cf. p . 435 .

Ahijah (a-hija ) .-- A prophet of Israel . Jehovah ( je-ho'va ).— The god proper to Israel .

Antiochus Epiphanes (an- ti'o -kus ē -pif'a -nēz ). Jehoiachin ( jē-hoi'a-kin ).- A king of Judah.

-A king of Commagone . Jehoidah ( jē -hoi'da ).- A high priest of Judab .

Ashera (ash'e -ra ).– The tree or stake represent- Jeroboam ( jer-o -bo’am ).-A king of Israel.

ing Ashtoreth . Jerubbaal ( jer-ub -bā'al).- A name given to the

Ashtaroth ( ash'to-roth ).- Collective name for Judge Gideon .

the images of Ashera. Kirjath Jearim (kir'jath -jē'a -rim ).– A town near

Ashtoreth (ash'to -reth ). — The goddess of love Jerusalem .

and fertility. Maccabees (mak'a- bēz . ) --A family of Jewish

Athaliah (ath - a -li'a ). — The daughter of King heroes.

Abab. Malachi (mal'a -ki).— The last prophet of Judah .

Astarte (as -tar'ta).— The Greek equivalent for Manasseh (ma -nas'e ).- A king of Judah .

Ashtoreth . Midrash (mid'rash ). - The Talmudic commen

Baraitha (ba -ri'tha ).— tary .

Beersheba (bē'er -shē’ba ). — A town in Pales- Mishna (mish'na ).— Rabbinical discussions on

tine . the Mosaic Law.

Chebar ( ke - bär ) .--A river in Babylonia. Nebuchadrezzar (neb’ū -kad -rez'är) . - A king of

Chemosh (khē'mosh ).— The god proper to the Babylonia.

Moabites. Penuel (pen'ū -el).— A town in Gilead .

Elohim (el -o -hēm ' ).- Gods . Qabbala or Kabbala (kab'a -lä ). - Mystic philos

Ephod ( ef'od ) .- ( 1 ) Au image of deity . ( 2) A. ophy of theJews after the tenth century A D.

ceremonial tunic for a priest. Semites (sémites). — The great historic race to
Gemara ( gā -mä '-ra ). Commentary to the which the Hebrews belonged .

Mishna . Talmud (tal'mud ). - Jewish book supplementary

Haggai ( hag'i).-A Hebrew prophet. to the Pentateuch .

Haggada ( hag-gä'da ) . - Illustrations to the Mid- Tel-Abib ( tel-ä'bēb).- A city in Babylonia.

rash . Tereph , plural terephim ( ter'ef ) .-probably

Halacha (ha -lak'ä ) -Legal enactment in the the image ofan ancestor, and used in divination .
Midrash . Torah (to'ra ).-The Jewish name for the Penta
Hezekiah (hez-he-ki'a ).- A king of Judah . teuch .

Hosea (ho-ze'a ). – A prophet of Israel. Urim and Thummin (ū'rim and Thum'mir :1).

Ibn Ezra (' b'n ez'ra ).- A Spanish Jew . -Literally “ lights" and “ perfectnesses," qualities

Isaiah ( i -zā'ya ) . - A Hebrew prophet. believed to be resident in a sacred stone used for

Israel (iz'rā-el). —Another name for Jacob , and divination by the priests .

subsequently given to his descendants. Zechariah (zek - a -ria ').— The title of one of the

Jahveh ( yäh -vā '. The h is gutteral , and the books in the Old Testament.

accent properly on the last syllable, though com- Zedekiah (zed- e-ki'a ).— The last king of Judah .

monly laid on the first ). The proper reading for Zerubbabel (ze- rub'a -bel). — A leader of the

Jehovah . Jews.
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For those who wish to read extensively , the following works are especially commended :

Briggs ( C. A.). “ Biblical Study: its Principles, Perowne ' J. J. S. ) is editor of “ The Cambridge

Methods, and History." 1894. Bible for Schools and Colleges ” This is one of

Driver (S. R. ) . " Introduction to the Literature the best modern commentaries on the verse by

of the Old Testament. ” 1893. verse plan .

Haupt ( P.). “ The Polychrome Bible. ” This Robertson ( J. ). “ The Early Religion of Israel."

costly work visualizes the composite nature of 1892.

the books of the Bible by coloring the various Stade ( B.). " Geschichte des Volkes Israels. "

passages according to their original sources . 1889.

Kittel ( R. ) . “ History of the Hebrews. " 1895 . Schultz ( H. ) . “ Old Testament Theology." 1895.

Kuenen ( A. ) . “ Religion of the Jewish People." Schürer (E.). “ History of the Jewish People in

1874 . the Time of Jesus Christ. ” 1891 .

Montefiore (C. G.). “ Religion of the Ancient Smend ( R. ) . Lehrbuch der Alttestamentlichen

Hebrews.” 1892 . Religionsgeschichte.” 1893.

Nicoll (W. R. ) is the editor of the “ Expositor's Smith ( W. R. ) . “ The Old Testament in the Jew

Bible, ” which is not a verse by verse commen- ish Church . " 1881 .

tary , but one on a broader plan, treating in Smith (W. R.). " The Prophets of Israel.” 1882.

whole chapters of the various topics consti- Wellhausen ( J. ) . “ History of Israel and Judah ."

tuting each book . 3d Ed . 1891.

( An acknowledgement. It is to the courtesy of the “ Biblical World ” that the present number

owes the beautiful illustrations on pages 453, 455 , 457 , 459, 461, 163, 465, 467, 468 , 419, 481 , 483, 491,

and 492. – EDITOR .)
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COLUMBIAN DENTAL COLLEGE,.
N. W. Corner State and Quincy Streets .

FACULTY.

Geo. T. Carpenter, M.D. , D.D. S. , Dean, Professor of Oscar Dodd, M.D. , Professor of Pathology and Anæs

Oral Surgery and Stomatology . thesia .

Edgar J.Ward ,D.D.S., Secretary , Professor of Ortho- Frank N. Brown , D. D. S. , Professor of Prosthetic
dontia . Denistry .

Albert E. Morey , Ph.B. , D.D.S. , Professor of Operative J. A. McKinley , M. D., Professor of Anatomy and
Dentistry. Physiology.

S. Allen Wilson , A.M. , D.D.S., Professor of Hygiene , John B Palmer, D.D.S. , Professor of Clinical Pros

Embryology and Care of Children's Teeth . thetic Depistry and Porcelain Dental Art.

Goo . W. Mills. Ph.G., D.D.S. , Professor of Chemistry 6. S. Scheiber, M.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry

and Metallurgy. and Directorof ChemicalLaboratory.

Elmer De Witt Brothers, B. Ş. , L. L.B. , Counsel , Pro- H. H. Merrell, Ph. G., M. D., Professor of Materia

fessor of Dental Jurisprudence. Medica and Therapeutic.

Wm . L. Ballenger, M. D., Professor of Histology and Frank H. Stafford, D.D.S., Professor of Operative

Bacteriology. Technics.

DEMONSTRATORS .

C. M.Wesner, D.D.S .... Dem . Operative Dentistry. Charles Lund . ... Assistant Demonstrator,

J. C. Franke, D.D.S. Assistant Demonstrator. Frank M. Kindig, M.D .. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

C. M. Roberts , D.D.S ....Dem . Prosthetic Denistry . 6. Walter Gray , D.D.S...Asst. to Chair of Orthodontia .

CLINICAL INSTRUOTORS.

John H. Young , D. D. S., EdgarJ. Ward , D. D. S. , Price Cheaney , M.D., D.D.S.,
J. Mary Metzger , D. D. S., c . 11. Welch-Haltman,D.D.S., John B Palmer , D.D. S.,

Geo. T. Carpenter, M. D. , 1. A. Freeman , D.D.S., Rush Crissman , D.D.S.,

Frank H. Stafford , D. D. S., I. P. Upson , D.D. S. Dr. A. B. Clark.

PRELIMINARY COURSE : For one month prior to the regular opening of the College, a preliminary

course will be held . This courseis recommended to all who expect toattend

the regular session ; especially those who have hadpo regular experience in dentistry will find this course

greatly to their advantage. A fee of $ 20.00 will be charged for this course, which will be deducted from the

regular college fees for the ensuing year. Those whocannot take the entire preliminary courseshould come in
as early as possible.

REGULAR SESSION will commence September 28th and continue until April 5th , which will be imme
diately followed by a

PRACTITIONERS ' COURSE, which will continue for 12 weeks (or till June 19th) . A Practitioners'
Course is also given during the month of September.

Women are admitted into this College on the same terms which govern the admission of men.
Forfurther information , address

DR. GEO. T. CARPENTER, Dean, 103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

*** ***** 需

DESIGNING ..FOR EVERY PURPOSE .

ENGRAVING .. BY EVERY PROCESS
NEW YORK SCHOOL

OF PHONOGRAPHY

ESTABLISHED 1871

Mrs. Eliza Burnz , Principal.

Mrs. C. B. Fowler, Assistant.

Fra
nkl

in

ENGRAVING

ELECTROTYPING

" Greater New York " offers greater opportunities

to competent stenographers than any other city in

America . This school qualifies its pupils to take

advantage of these opportunities, as well as those

of other sections of the U. S.

BURNZ PHONIC SHORTHAND is an im

proved Pitman Phonography It has been used in

this institution since 1871 with great success ; also

at the Cooper Institute , etc. Employers say :

“ Burnz writers can read their notes"

We have arrangements whereby our students take

actual business dictations. This is a very desir

able feature in our school . Burnz Phonic Short

hand Text- Book is a thorough instructor, $ 1.00

postpaid . We teach Short-hand successfully by

mail .

Write for circulars.

341 to 351

Dearborn St.
CHICAGO

OUR facilities are the largest and

we are prepared to execute all

orders promptly and satisfactorily.
New York School of Phonography

33 Clinton Place, (8th Street ,) New York .

Samples and Estimates Cheerfully Given.
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Three Cents a Day

WILL SECURE TO ANY TEACHER A

Professional Library ,

which will be delivered now, and may be paid for

during the next eighteen months. The small saving

of Three Cents a day will nearly pay for our splendid

Teachers' Library of Seventeen Volumes. We have

just completed these five valuable Libraries :

Our Business

is to furnish , in addition to our own 400 valuable

books for teachers ,

Every Book on Education

that is published. Many teachers send directly to

us when in need of any help for their work, as they

know we can supply what they want.

Our large Descriptive Catalogue is invaluable.

It is sent free .

PX

Kellogg's Teachers ' Library , 17 vol.

Reading Circle Library , 16 vol.

Teachers' Professional Library, 13 vol.

Teachers ' Manual Library , 25 vol.

School Entertainment Library , 17 vol.
SEPTEMBER POSITIONS.

There is scarcely a teacher who cannot own one

of these valuable libraries under the terms we offer .

All interested are invited to write us for details.

KELLOGG'S BUREAU has supplied hundreds

of Teachers with good positions.

Do you want a better position ? KEL

LOGG'S BUREAU will recommend you . Positions

filled at $ 4,000, down. Places for September,

1898, coming in daily. H. S. KELLOGG , Mgr.

61 East 9th St., N. Y.

ܒ

ܒ

ܒ

ܕ

Special.

We want an experienced agent for every county and

city in the United States . Write at once.

E , L. KELLOGG & CO . Educational Publishers,

61 East Ninth Street, New York.

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSGSS ܒܒܒܒܒ

5 Cents.-CLASSICS.-5 Cents.

No.

The Children ought to bless the spirit that prompted the getting up of such books.

MASON S. STONE, State Supt. of Education , Vt.

1ST READER GRADE .
No. No.

43. Story of Cooper. 41. Evangeline. ( Longfellow .)

2. Æsop's Fables. - 1. 44. Story of Fulton . 47. Rab and His Friends.

3. Æsop's Fables. - 2. 45. Story of the Pilgrims. 50. Christmas Eve, Etc. ( Irving .)
11. Selections from Æsop . - 1. 46. Story of the Boston Tea Party . 4TH READER GRADE.

12 , Selections from Æsop . - 2. 48. Story of Eli Whitney.

73. Story of the Buds. 60. Story of Edison.
5. Story of Macbeth .

74. What Annie Saw. 61. Story of Hawthorne.
19. The Deserted Village . (Goldsmith.)

62. Story of S. F. B. Morse. 37. Othello, Etc. (Lamb.)

2ND READER GRADE.
63. Story of Louisa M. Alcott. 38. The Tempest, Etc. ( Lamb.)

1. Grimm's Fairy Tales.-1 . 64. Story of James Watt. 39. We Are Seven, Etc. ( Wadsworth .)

4. Grimm's Fairy Tales. - 2. 68. Story of the Norsemen .
40. Ancient Mariner. ( Coleridge,).

7. Little Red Riding Hood . 69. Puss in Boots. 54. Pied Piper ofHamelin .(Browning)

8. Jack andthe Beanstalk . 70. Story of Stevenson , 55. John Gilpin , Etc. ( Cowper.)

9. Story of Bryant. - 71. Story of Irving.
56. The Elegy, Etc. (Gray.

13. Selections from Grimm . - 1. 72. Story of Pocahontas.
65. Sir Roger DeCoverley.

14, Selections from Grimm . - 2.
66. Declarationof Independence.

20. Stories from Garden and Field . I , SRD READER GRADE . 67. Thanatopsis and Other Poems.

21. Stories from Garden and Field.II. ( Bryant.)
5TH READER GRADE .

25. Story of Columbus. 15. Legend of Sleepy Hollow .( Irving.)

26. Story of Israel Putnam , 16. Rip Van Winkle , Etc.( Irving .) 6. Lays of Ancient Rome.-1 .

27. Story of William Penn. 17. Philip of Pokanoket, Etc.( Irving.) 10. EnochArden .( Tennyson .).
28. Story of Washington . 18. The Voyage, Etc. ( Irving.) 49. L'Allegro& Other Poems.(Milton .)

29. Story of Franklin . 22. Hawthorne's Golden Touch . 51. As You Like It. ( Shakespeare.)

30. Story of Webster. 23. Hawthorne's ThreeGoldenApples. 52. MerchantofVenice .(Shakespeare.)
31. Story of Lincoln . 24. Hawthorne's Miraculous Pitcher. 53. Henry the Eighth. ( Shakespeare.)

35. Story of Lowell. 32. King oftheGolden River. (Ruskiu .) 57. Lady of the Lake, Canto I.

36. Story of Tennyson . 33. The Chimæra. ( Hawthorne.) 58. Lady of the Lake. Canto II.

42. Story of Whittier. 34. Paradise ofChildren . ( Hawthorne) 59. Lady of the Lake. Canto III.

e Order by number. Each number contains about 32 pages of Choice Illustrated Literature , bound in

strong manilla covers. Price 5 cents a copy; 60 cents a dozen , postpaid . On orders amounting to 50 cents or

less, please remit in one -cent stamps. Address Dept. B,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,

69 PIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,

ANKARXKkkk !
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BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE

IVORY

SOAP

24

ASSOCIATION OF ILLINOIS

...CHICAGO...

SSUES a policy on the flexible premium plan

with the safety clause, which contains all the

modern advantages such as dividends to re

duce the cost ; cash surrender value ; extended

insurance; accumulations added to face of policy

at death ; incontestable after two years ; total

disability clause, etc. , etc.

RECORD.

Date Assets Ins. in Force

Dec. 31, 1893 $ 23,290.27 $ 1,980,000.00

1894 39,941.45 3,433,000.00

1895 57 295.93 4,827,000.00

1898 73,229.59 6,044,500.00

The greatest recordevermade byany company at

same age, showing that the plan is meeting with
approval.

DIRECTORS.

D. A.Moulton , 2d Vice - Pres. & Cashier Globe Nat.

Bank .

Thos. B. Ackers, Credits, M. D.Wells&Co.

Jas. W. Stevens, Retired Merchant.

L. A. Goddard , 2d Vice Pres. & Cashier FortDear .

born Nat. Bank .

Dorr A. Kimball, Credits, Marshall Field & Co.,

( Wholesale ).

Alonzo Wygant, General Agent U.S. Express Co.
C. B. Hambleton , Life Insurance.

OFFICERS .

JamesW. Stevens,President.

L. A. Goddard , Treas. F. 0. Lowden , Counsel .

Geo. F. Butler, Medical Director.

Edward D. Stevens, Secretary .

Liberalcontracts made with Edward D. Stevens,
reliable agents.

Write for termsand territory. SECRETARY .

A highly refined

and agreeable article

of toilet use .

2392

IN GOING TO ST. PAUL AND

MINNEAPOLIS

Neeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

What Point

DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ?

M»
ST. PAUL ,

MINNEAPOLIS ,

ASHLAND, DULUTH ,

And the Principal

The wise traveler selects the Chicago, Mil

waukee & St. Paul Railway.

Why ?

It is the best road between Chicago and

the Twin Cities.

It has the most perfect track.

Its equipment is the finest.

Its sleeping cars are palaces.

Its dining car service is equal to the best

hotels.

Its electric lighted trains are steam -heated .

Its general excellence has no equal.

It is patronized by the best people.

It is the favorite route for ladies and chil

dren as well as for men.

It is the most popular road west of Chicago.

For further information apply to nearest

ticket agent, or address

Geo . H. HEAFFORD,

General Passenger Agt ..

410 Old Colony Bldg.,Chicago.

Points of Wisconsin

Are easily reached via

Wisconsin Central Lines

FAST TRAINS ,

LEAVING CHICAGO DAILY .

0

H. F. WHITCOMB , JAS . C. POND .

Gen. Manager. G. P. A.

MILWAUKEE , Wis .

eeeeeeeeeeeeeee9298

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms, Etc.J

A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively .

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE-EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An- A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms.

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms,
AN of

tions used inwriting and printing .

Colloquial Phrases, etc. Prefixes and Postfixes from theGreek , Latin and

Saxon tongues, and of all the important words
A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of

derived from the Hebrew , Greek and Latin
Propositions. languages.

A DICTIONARY
of Prepositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their

A DICTIONARY
of Homonyms.

various uses .

A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary
A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words. conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu

Ancient and Modern Languages, and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English

Phrases. language.

NOTE THE CONTENTS.

100,000 Synonymsand Antonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

30,000 Words and Phrases ; being the most com: Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived
plete collection of Briticisms , Americanisms and

from theLatin, Greekand other languages. A
Colloquial terms to be found in the English lan unique EtymologicalDictionaryofincalculable
guage.

value, both to beginners in the study of the Eng .
3,000 Examples of Prepositionsand illustrations of

lisis tongue and to advanced students.
their use after certain words.

Over 600 of the most important words distingaished
300 Examples of Prepositions and their discrimina from each otherastotheir correct use,with

tions.
copious illustrations.

Nearly 1,000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but 100 Slips in ordinary speaking and writing.
differing in use.

Over 1,000 Homophonous words, the same in souud
54 CommonContractions and the words they represent.

but different in meaning 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formation of the plurals of nouns.

modern languages. 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D. D., LL.D. ,

Ex -Supt. of Public Instruction, State of Wisconsin , Ex-President of Illinois Wesleyan University,

and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION.

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All Its Critios ,

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn . Hon . Solomon Palmer,Montgomery, Alabama.

" A book that may be called well nigh invaluable to " It is a work ofgreat meritandshould be freely used

every class of people - students, literary men, public in our schools. Every literary man would do well to
speakers,or anywhohavemuch writing to do .Scarcely keep acopy on his desk for reference."

anyone can afford to do withoutit, andto theperson Hon . Ira G.Hoitt, Sacramento, California .

who writes in a hurry it will prove a boon indeed ." " I judge that it will be ofgreat value to all thosewho

Col. Francis W. Parker , Principal Cook County have occasion to write or speak much, Its compact

Normal School. ness makes it specially valuable ."

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for con Hon .Jas .s . Hook , Atlanta , Georgia .

stant use ." " Its feature of Antonymsmakes it especially nseful

Thos . B. Stockwell , State Commissioner Public and Ido notseehowanyscholar or cultured gentleman

Schools, Providence, R. I. can afford to do without it. Every educated man and

" Or real value and helpful in many ways, and will
every teacherought to have it. "

commend itself to every student . "
Hon . Charles C.Stevenson , Boise City, Idaho .

" I am convinced that it is the right book inthe right
Hon . J. B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin .

place and fills a long -feltwant. I can say without hes
“ The work may be fittingly characterized by ' elabor- itation that the work will be of daily benefit to me in

ate conciseness',"

Hon .M.A.Newell, Baltimore, Maryland .
my profession.'

Inter Ocean , Chicago : " The moreone has oc
"More exhaustive than anyof its predecessors. The

casion to use it the more its completeness is observed .
appendices add very greatly to the value of the work. It covers the field of its work most admirably, and is so
The list ofprepositions andtheir relations is especially

methodically arranged as to make reference to a word
valuable toyoung students." or colloquialism or foreign phrase easy. It is among

Hon . J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan . the best, if not the best book of its kind, written for
" I have seen no book of the class so well adapted to practical use of the student."

practical use. Journal of Education , Boston : “ This is a re
Hon . J.W. Patterson , Concord , New Hampshire. markable book , complete and exhaustive ."

" It is of great value and must be of immense prac- American Journal of Education : " The pub

tical use to scholars." lisher has conferred a lasting favor on the general lit

Hon . Richard Edwards,LL.D., Bloomington, Ill. erary public by issuing this book . Every department

" Theideaof grouping togetherwords of opposite of the entire work is helpful to writers, speakers, teach

meanings as wellas words of similar meanings is an ers and students - everybody seekingto know theproper

excellent one. Many times the literary man will be use of words. To these we commend it. "

greatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C.A.Watchman : " Thisis one of the best

reputation and great experience as a writer will give books of its kindwe have seen, and probably there is

the book a deserved advantageamong literary men. " nothing published in the country that is equal to it. '

Etc., 672

price !

this Great Work, All Charges Prepaid , for $ 1.25 . No teacher, minis

ter or student can afford to do without it, Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory. Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, CHICAGO ,
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" Synonyms, Antonyms, ” ptice is $2.00. Special Offer! Asan introductory pricewe will send
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THE ONE GREAT ENCYCLOPAEDIA

That is Specially recommended by the UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION.

EXTRAORDINARY ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are about to issue a New Edition of the well known Allen Reprint of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica for $25.00
and by a special arrangement we shall offer 3,000 sets to readers of Progress at a Special

Discount if ordered within thirty days ,

-

TUINEA
A -CENCENY DESAVEZN

IK

SA

3,000 sets only will be supplied of this

new limited edition at
ENTIRE SET DELIVERED

ON PAYMENT

$25.00
PER

SET

with a SPECIAL DISCOUNT to Progress

readers ordering within 30 days.

$ 2.00 ONLYOF

BALANCE PAYABLE $2 PER MONTH.

with a

This New Edition of the well known Allen Reprint of this famous work will be supplied

NEW COMPLETE APPENDIX VOLUME

in addition to our exhaustive American Supplement , This Appendix volume will take

every important title in the work and give all the knowledge that is new or recent

concerning it , bringing information

DOWN TO MARCH 1 , 1898.

It will contain also 50 NEW MAPS, including the new Government Map of Klondike

and Hawaii. Thus with our Supplemental volumes, the Britannica becomes the latest

as well as the greatest.

ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE . No Risk The set may be returned to us any time within
,

This Edition will contain every one ofthe 8,000 illustra. will be returned .

tions , 700 maps, and 25,000 articles found in the original,

and while at less than one-third the price , it will be To Canadian Readers affected by the Copyrightwill

Essentially Equal to the Original Edition,
Toyou thisoffer means the complete Britannica for Law, but can be legally sent into Canada .

25.color withhihe Supplement$30.00, with a large discount Order Now and cta ko saduan tanis ufritaied Splendid
No such books have ever been offered of such size and

universal knowledge .

quality for so low a price. They contain the highest.

character of knowledge and literature in the world , and Sign this application or write for fuller particulars.

stand ready to answer every question on physics, history,

politics,trade , art, geography, philosophy,etc.,to furnish HENRY G. ALLEN & CO. , 156 Fifth Ave. , NEW YORK.

the latest information on every subject . Gentlemen : I desire to accept your offer of the Ency.

Consider the advantage of a familywhich has these volumes

over one which has not, or which has a cheap, three or four
clopædia Britannica to Progress readers, and enclose
$ 2.00 as initial payment . Send full particulars, and if

yolume, unreliable, so -called cyclopædia. When information found satisfactory, I will order the set, paying for it in
is wanted by parents orchildren , bere it is close at hand , monthly payments of $ 2.00, otherwise the money to be
and above all it is reliable. The members of the family returned to me.
become accustomed to refer to its pages ; in a few years

theypossess a fund of knowledge worth many times the

price of the work .

NOTE - A special discount will also be given on all our

other styles ofbinding.

HENRY G. ALLEN & CO. ,

PUBLISHERS

156 Fifth Ave. NEW YORK .
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Chauncy M. Depew- " The Review Cardinal Gibbons.- To the busy Dr. Edward Everett Hale.- " I

OF REVIEWS is the best medium world it will be especially welcome. read every number of the REVIEW OF
through which a busy man can keep REVIEWS with new ardor. "

abreast with magazine and review

literature , which has now become so The New England Journal of Edu.

voluminous that unless digested no cation .- " The REVIEW OF Reviews
Hezekiah Butterworth - " The RE

one can follow it . ' has won a recognition in American
VIEW OF REVIEWS is the live period .

literary circles unprecedented in our ical of the age and a pulse- beat with

literary history .'
the best life .

J. W. Bashford , President Ohio

Wesleyan University.- " The RE “ Bill Arp " jo the Atlanta Consti

.VIEW OF REVIEWS is indispensable to
John H. Vincent , Bishop M. e. tution - The REVIEW OF REVIEWs is

the busy educator. Its consideration Church .- " I regard the REVIEW OF
my standard , my model of what a

of all movements from theChristian REVIEWs asthe latestand best means great magazine should be, and its

point ofview reveals the deepest of aid for the busy manwhowants monthlyperusal is a liberaleduca

philosophical insightand the broad . to be familiar with thelanguage of tion .”

est humanitarianism upon the part the time . ”

of its editors."
Edward W. Bok , Editor Ladies '

John Vance Cheney.- " I find the Home Journal. - No magazine of its

REVIEW OF REVIEWS alwaysenter class has ever filled its field so thor

Edward Eggleston. – " The Re- taining and instructive - a factthat oughlyand satisfactorily. There is
VIEW OF REVIEWS is a return to the you are at liberty to use in any way no better modern reflex ofthe world's

original idea of a magazine -- a period- that may be of service to you . doings."

ical noting whatever has been

most important in the hap John Brisben Walker , Pub

penings and most valuable in lisher Cosmopolitan Maga

the printed utterances of the In 1898 the average sale of each zine.--"I find it most valua

month . As such it is an exceed .

ingly valuable magazine."

ble for myown purpose. It

issue of the must be of like value to all

busy men.'

AMERICAN MONTHLY
Agnes Repplier.- "The RE

VIEW OF Reviews is beyond
President Charles F.

all praise in its own peculiar
Thwing, Western Reserve

field . Alone and unsupported
University.- "I wish to send

it can keep its readersabreast
you a word of congratulation

with the time, and well in.
upon the even level of

formed on all things they
high excellence at which you

need to know ."
maintain each number of the

REVIEW OF REVIEWS. If I

were to be put on an island

e . C. Mitchell , D. D., Pres
was and allowed to have only one

ident Leland Voiversity.
publication a month , I should

" In originality of design and It is a 25 cent " magazine. certainly ask that The Amer

completeness of execution it
can Monthly be that one.

surpasses anything . "

The Christian at Work.-" This

Francis E. Clark, D.D., President The Sun ( New York ).— The RE- wonderful magazine is a triumph of
Un. Society of Christian Endeavor.- VIEW OF Reviews is always inter. editorial genius. It has led themag.

" It is the most valuable magazine esting .'
azines for the past few months in the

timeliness and importance of its
published . It is such a happy com
bination of timely articlesand arti- The Outlook .- " An invaluable leading articles."

cles of lasting interest thatit isbe . companion to intelligent, thoughtful
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Via crucis via lucis . — The way of the cross is the way of life.

THE LIFE OF JESUS THE CHRIST.

BY

CLYDE W. VOTAW , Ph.D. , Instructor in New Testament Literature , The University of

Chicago.

P

1. RECORDS AND CHRONOLOGY OF JESUS ' LIFE.

ALESTINE was a small country on the far eastern edge of the great

Roman Empire. The Jewish people were despised and ignored because

they were a smalloriental nation, bigoted and exclusive in spirit, austere

in morals, and fanatical in religion . The career of Jesus , brief, unevent

ful and obscure to the general observer of his day , attracted almost no

attention outside of his own land. It was nearly thirty -five years after Jesus' death

before the Empire came to regard his followers as anything more than a particular

Jewish sect. We need not, therefore, expect, nordo we in fact find, much reference

to Jesus in the Roman history of this period. The only clear statement about him

is contained in Tacitus' “ Annals," xv.44 : “ They called them Christians. Christ,

from whom the name was given, had been put to death in the reign of Tiberius by

the procurator Pontius Pilate." There are also some corroborating allusions to

Jesus and his followers in other Roman writings. The great Jewish writers of the

century, Philo and Josephus, give us practically nothing . Philo nowherementions

Jesus, perhaps from ignorance of him, although Philo lived until after 40 A.D. Jo

sephus barely mentions “ the Christ " in Antiquities XX. ix . 1 ( unless some portion

of the famous passage XVIII.iii.3 can be called genuine). His silence is intentional ,

due to Jewish hatred of Jesus. Small , therefore, but very valuable, is the extra

biblical record of Jesus' life.

Within the New Testament, the earliest record is contained in certain epistles of

Paul, written not later than the years 53-63 A.D. , and whose authorship and histor

icity is unquestioned. From these letters we learn of his Davidic descent, his

unique personality, his exalted character, his preaching of the Kingdom of God, his

appointment of apostles, his Messiahship, his betrayal, crucifixion and resur

rection. From James, Peter and Hebrews also can be gathered facts about Jesus' life.

But theGospels have explicitly recorded for us Jesus' life. They contain memo

rabilia of Jesus. Fragmentary accounts of what Jesus did and said have been

brought together for use and preservation. From a time even before his death, the

important events, the significant acts, and the weighty teachings of Jesus, were

reported among his followers, taught to the new converts (Acts 2:42), and circulated

wherever the Gospel was carried . The words and acts of Jesus were the substance of

(Copyright, 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION. Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second -Class Mail Matter .)
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Christianity throughout the apostolic age. For many years this historical material was

transmitted orally, according to the Jewish custom of the time. Gradually the records

passed from Aramaic, their original language, into Greek , that they might be given

also to the Gentiles and to the Jews of the Dispersion . After a time someof the

material was committed to writing, and oral and written tradition went along hand

in hand. The first attempt to gather up these fragmentary records was probably

made by the apostle Matthew, who collected many of Jesus' sayings in their Ara

maic dress , perhaps as early as 50 A.D. This collection is known as the “ Logia.”

Some years later,Mark supplemented Matthew's work by making a collection of the

records of the events and deeds of Jesus' public ministry.

And as the generation of eye and ear witnesses of what Jesus had done and said

was now passing away, many attempts were made (Lk. 1 : 1-4) to collect the floating

material into a more complete and durable form . Our four canonical gospels are

such final collections. They came into existence at four different centers of Chris

tian teaching and activity in the apostolic age, and grew out of the cycle of tradition

which each center had in its possession . TheGospel of Mark (about 66 A.D. ) is the
earliest of the four.

The Gospel of Matthew is not the “ Logia ” of the apostle, but

an original work in Greek (about 70-80 A.D. ) by an unnamed author, who used a

Greek form of the earlier “ Logia ” as a source of his material, and drew also from

the Gospel of Mark, and from various other sources of oral and written tradition .

The Gospel of Luke was also compiled (about 70-80 A.D. ) from a Greek edition of

the “ Logia, " from Mark's Gospel, and from other sources of oral and written tra

dition . The fourth Gospel comes from the apostle John, and contains a cycle of

tradition not often parallel to that of the synoptic gospels , but of a peculiar type

which John seems to have cherished. This gospel is either directly from the apos

tle (about 80-96 A.D.), or indirectly , through some disciple of his who, after his

master's death , collected certain characteristic material from the apostle's teaching

and put it forth under John's name (about 100-130 A.D. ) .

Our gospels are therefore compilations. The events, the deeds and the sayings

of Jesus which they contain are those which circulated among the Christians from

the first. They survived , a few out of a great number, because they most clearly

revealed and perpetuated the life, work and teaching of Jesus. The material has

passed through a process of wise selection by the disciples, and of practical sifting

by time, until we have the choicest and most useful portion, the essence of the his

tory . It must, however, be remembered that the incidents and sayings have, by this

process of transmission, lost for the most part their historical setting and their

chronological position . This material, when brought together in our gospels, is

often grouped topically or illustratively. The arrangement cannot be depended upon

in detail . For example, in Matthew the Sermon on the Mount, the Charge to the

Twelve, the Parables by the Sea, the Denunciation of the Pharisees, the Eschato

logical Discourse, and in Luke the long section Chap. 10-19 are all collections ofmate

rial spoken on various occasions , whose detailed historical setting has been lost , and

which are brought together in a topical or literary unity. The same thing can

often be seen in the grouping of the incidents as transmitted to us. This feature

of the gospels is becoming increasingly clear to all thoughtful scholars, and the

recognition of it is essential to a true use of the Gospel histories . ( 1 ) and (2 )

The chronology of Jesus' life is in general certain, but in detail very uncertain .

We know that Jesus' death fell in the reign of Tiberius and the procuratorship of

Pilate, i.e., somewhere between 26 and 36 A. D. This can probably be narrowed

down to 28-33 A.D. , but within this range we cannot tell what year.

A.D. is the date to which it is now commonly assigned, but of this we cannot be at

all sure . The beginning of Jesus' public ministry was, presumably, not until after

the fifteenth year of Tiberius (Lk . 3 :1-3), i.e., late in 28 or in 29 A.D. Jesus being

then “ about thirty years ofage” (Lk. 3:23 ), his birth goes back a few years into the

The year 30
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B.C. period. About the year 6. B.C. is the date toward which we seem now

to be trending. Even supposing these data given by Luke to be accurate , there

remains an uncertainty of years. We would seem to have a public ministry of Jesus

but one full year in length , if he began early in 29 and was crucified in the spring of

30 A.D. Current chronological schemes of the public ministry give it something

over three years, on the basis of Jno. 2:13 ; 5 : 1; 6 :4; 13: 1 . But 5 : 1 is not a pass

over, and 6:4 as a passover is somewhat doubtful (see Westcott and Hort, “ New

Testament in Greek,” Vol . II . , Appx. 77-81; and Turner, art. Chronology of the

New Testament in “ New Bible Dictionary," Vol . I , pp.403-415, the best single

article on the whole problem ); while the passover in connection with the cleansing

of the temple may be the last one, as the synoptic gospels indicate . John's supposed

chronological framework is therefore quite questionable. The synoptists mention

but one passover, that in connection with Jesus' death. It is sometimes held that

they indicate, though they do not name, two others (Mk. 2:23 suggests a time of

year soon after a passover, and Mk. 6:39 is supposed from its reference to " green

grass ” to indicate a time not long before a passover). But from what we know of

the way in which the material of the gospels is put together, we cannot build

chronology on such suggestions . Professor Sanday (“ Expositor,” IV ., v. 16) says :

“ The simple fact is, that the synoptic gospels are only a series of incidents loosely

strung together, with no chronology at all worthy of the name." The exact dates

of Jesus' life cannot at present be known , neither can we know the duration of his

public ministry ; it was probably either one or two full years, with some portion of a

second or third . After all, this inatters little ;exact chronology is a modern passion,

but it is comparatively unimportant . The ethical and religious teaching of Jesus'

life is quite independent of precise years, months and days.

( 6

1. RECORDS AND CHRONOLOGY OF records on which the Christian church bases its

faith in the person and work of its Founder than is
JESUS' LIFE. furnished by this very fact. - Stevens and Burton,

Harmonyof the Gospels,” pp. iii, iv .

( 1 ) Harmony of the Gospels .—The study of ( 2 ) The Life of Jesus in the Epistles of Paul .

the Life of Christ is primarily the historical study -It is not the Gospels alone on which we have to

of the four gospels, which implies the tracing of depend . We have four works of which the au

the events they narrate in their chronological thenticity has never even been assailed by any

sequence and in their organic connection . For this serious writer, namely , St. Paul's four epistles to

purpose a constant comparison of the four narra- the Galatians, Romans, and Corinthians. These

tives is necessary , and a synopsis or harmony be- may truly be regarded as a fifth Gospel, of which

comes in the very nature of the case indispensable . the testimony is all the more valuable because it

Whatever discrepancies the four narratives con- is undesigned and incidental . It is also earlier than

tain , we have preferred to let the printed page that of any Gospel, and is the testimony of one

display them equally with the agreements, rather whose personality stands forth with absolute clear.

than adopt an arrangement or a dissection which ness in the light of history. Further than this, it

should withdraw them from view . Wherein the is the testimony of aman of commanding intellect,

four writers differ, and how they differ, is precisely and of the highest Jewish culture , who , after the

what the intelligent reader wishes to know ; even- death of Christ , wasconverted from the most bitter

tually he comes to value their writings even more hostility to the most intense devotion , and who

for their differences than for their agreements. bears his witness within twenty- five years of the

Still it is not to be forgotten that thus far every events respecting which he speaks. And yet, if we

effort to accentuate their disagreement has only had the epistles of St. Paul alone, we could find a

strengthened the impression of their concord as conteniporary testimony to almost every single

historical documents. The most powerful of all fact of primary importance in the life of Christ

arguments for the substantial truthfulness of the His birth of the seed of David , His poverty, His

witnessing evangelists is to be found in the self- Messiahship , His moral teaching, His proclama

consistency and verisimilitude of the history, when tion of the kingdom of God , His calling of the

exhibited in a harmony constructed according to apostles, His supernatural power, His divine

the principles indicated in this preface. If, after claims, His betrayal, His founding of the Last

a century of modern criticism of the gospels, it is Supper, His passion, crucifixion , burial, resurrec
found that, despite all differences, the fout mutu- tion, and repeated appearances. If we add the

ally supplement and mutually interpret one testimony of the other epistles , we have further

another , so that from their complex combination testimonies to almost every fact of importance in

there emerges one narrative, outlining a distinct the Gospels, as we have also in the catholic

historical figure, and producing upon the mind an epistles and in the Revelation of St. John.-F. W.

irresistible impression of reality, it is difficult to Farrar, " Jesus ” in “ Encyclopædia Britannica ,"

imagine a more convincing attestation of the gth . Ed ., Vol. XIII., P. 659.
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2. PREPARATION OF JESUS FOR HIS WORK.

The Hebrew nation had a genius for morals and religion, as Greece had a

genius for science and literature, and Rome a genius for law and administration .

Each nation made its essential contribution to the progress of mankind . Nat

urally , therefore, the greatest religious teacher of the world arose from the

Hebrew race, and perfected his people's contribution to human history. Jesus

was born of Jewish parents in Palestine. But not at Jerusalem nor in Judea did

the Jewish Messiah arise—that honor fell to Galilee. For in Judea, Pharisaism

was at its worst. Emphasis upon the letter had crushed out the spirit of religion ,

righteousness had become a superficial and punctilious observance of formal rules of

conduct and empty ceremonies instead of the outworking of a pure heart and a

right purpose. The rabbinical schools at Jerusalem were dreary storehouses of

Jewish legal lore and factories of casuistical disputations upon the minutiæ of legal

obligation . Out of this no good thing could come, least of all the Messiah.

So, in God's providence, Jesus ' home was at Nazareth . Galilee breathed a freer,

purer religious atmosphere. In fact, was there so favorable a place as Galilee in all

the empire for the development of the world's greatest teacher ? For there he

escaped the hollow and hypocritical Pharisaism , and at the same time the gross

immorality and barren speculations of the Gentile nations. Jesus' parents were

devoted adherents of Judaism in the best prophetic type, genuinely religious.

They were simple, quiet, hard-working people of one of the larger Galilean villages.

The education which Jesus received was an excellent one for the times. It began

in the home, where the greatest care was taken by the best Jewish families to train

their children religiously. Then came the assistance also of the synagogue school,

where the fundamentals of education were taught. The Old Testament history was

thoroughly taught, and then the Old Testament law with its later elaborations ,

until the child became familiar with the whole canon of Jewish Scriptures. How

completely Jesus entered into the spirit of all this appears on his first visit to

Jerusalem , at the age of his legal majority, when he eagerly seized the opportunity

to ask the rabbis the many great questions of religion and life to which he had

found no answers. Jesus probably learned to read the Old Testament Scriptures in

Hebrew, and the Aramaiche wasof course familiar with, for it was the Jewish ver

nacular of his day. In addition he knew more or less Greek, for this was the

language of commerce with the Gentile world, which had entered largely into

Galilee . ( 1 )

Jesus seems never to have gone beyond Syria out into the great Roman Empire,

nor to have become familiar with the Gentile type of life, nor to have read the

history or literature of any nation besides his own. But for the purposes of his

work , since his mission was a moral and religious one, such wider knowledge and

experience were unnecessary. In morals and religion Judaismwas to be the teacher,

not the taught. Out of Hebrew history and teaching Jesus drew the truth of God ,

and it was upon the Old Testament foundation as laid by the greatest of the

prophets that he built the everlasting Gospel. That which was good in the religious

thought and practice of his day he recognized and cherished, that which was false

and harmful he rejected with true spiritual vision . Discrimination of essentials

from non-essentials, the fixing of a scale of real values, was characteristic of Jesus.

And in addition to all, he loved the world of nature about him , finding everywhere

God's workmanship and God's love . No one has seen so much in nature that is

beautiful and helpful as Jesus saw. God's own spirit of wisdom , truth and love

grew in him to perfect him for his mission. Jesusmust havecome early to a con

sciousness of special nearnessto God . It was this constraining power which led him

safely through the maze of human experience to a complete control over his acts

and choices, and to the ultimate approval of God for the Messianic work. He was
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the normal man, others were abnormal. And yet so unostentatious was Jesus ' life

during the thirty years at Nazareth that his townsmen would not believe him extra

ordinary (Mk. 3:20 , 21 ; 6 : 1-6 ; Lk . 4 : 16-30) . ( 2 )

But however close Jesus felt himself to God , he probably was not yet conscious

that he was to be the Messiah . The thirty years was a period of probation for him.

When John the Baptist ap

peared in the district of the

Jordan heralding the ap

proach of the Kingdom of

God , and calling upon men

to prepare therefor, Jesus

eagerly responded to the sum

mons. Now was to appear

he who should restore pure

religion to Israel, and lead

men to the glorious realiza

tion of their ideal hopes.

Jesus would, with the others,

receive the symbol of con

formity to God's will and of

preparation for the kingdom

at hand. But with the ad

ministering of water baptism

to Jesus came God's approval

of his Son , and a unique im

partation of God's spirit,

which was to him at once

the announcement of his

Messiahship and the endow

ment for his Messianic work .

The experience which

followed upon this, the so

called temptation, was Jesus'

self-adjustment to his new

office and life. The gospel

accounts of this experience

came from Jesus himself. In

this parabolic language he

endeavored to show to his

disciples what was the true

conception of the Kingdom

of God and of the Messiah ,

as he had determined these

at the outset of his ministry. The Temptation.-Cornicelius.

The problem as to what sort

of a Messiah he should be, and what methods he should use in the performance of

his Messianic mission , was a vital one to Jesus , and the mental anguish of decision

was real . God was with him in the choice. He deterinined to sacrifice himself

wholly to the cause, to forego the comforts of life and subject himself to the

privations and labors of a traveling ministry. He determined that he would not

employ spectacular methods, but quietly and simply would do the work of a preacher

of righteousness. And that, however great might be the pressure upon him to

become the temporal Messiah of currentJewish expectation, he would insist only

and always upon a spiritual kingdom, founded on spiritual truth , composed of
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Then Jesus was ready to begin hisspiritual members, and seeking spiritual ends.

public work as Messiah . (3 )

2. PREPARATION OF JESUS FOR HIS

WORK.

( 1 ) The Education of Jesus .—Temple andSyna

gogue both made their important influence felt by

the young ; but the daily use of verses from the

Sacred Writings, the manifold symbolical actions

which were always taking place in family life , and

the whole atmosphere in which the people lived,

educated the child unconsciously in the religious

views of his race. And, above all , every father

regarded it as his most important duty to make his

child , whether son or daughter, familiar from

infancy with the history of the Jewish people and

with their Law ; to explain all existing customs

and usages ; and to awaken and nourish an

interest and love for the religion of the father-land.

As soon as he was twelve years old , the Jewish

boy especially was held to a stricter observance of

thé Law , and participation in worship, since he

was now a " son of the Law ; ” and diligent attend .

ance at the Temple in Jerusalem and at the Syna

gogues was impressed upon him as a duty and

a privilege. The history of Jesus shows that

this custom was observed in his case ( Luke ii .

41-43 ) .

If, however, the earliest instruction was that

which was thus given in the family , there were not

wanting also, even at the time of Jesus, public

schools, whose object itwas likewise to spread and

increase religiousknowledge. '

The Law was always the subject of the lessons

given , and it was a high object of ambition with

any child to be able to read the Sacred Writings,

and a higher still to be able to write the language

of the original. The first school in which Jesus

was trained was undoubtedly the home of his

parents (Luke ii . 40 ). There he may have obtained

his first kuowledge ofJewish history and Biblical

lore, and possibly acquired his facility in quoting

from the Hebrew Scriptures. And that which was

begun in the home was developed afterwards by

the Synagogue at Nazareth , while the visits to the

great feastsat Jerusalem would still further enlarge

his knowledge. Above all , he must have taken

good heed for himself not merely to the Sacred

Writings, but to the books of Nature and the world

of men which lay open before him ; so that he
made evident intellectual and religious prog

ress. — M. Seidel, “In the Time of Jesus, ' pp.

124-5 .

( 2 ) The Preparation of Jesus . — There He was

preparing Himself for His career. His mind was

busy grasping the vast proportions of the task

before Him , as the prophecies of the past and the

facts of the case determined it ; His eyes were

looking forth on the country, and His heart smart

ing with the sense of its sin and shame. In Him

self He felt moving the gigantic powers necessary

to cope with the vast design ; and the desire

was gradually growing to an irresistible passion,

to go forth and utter the thought within Him ,

and do the work which had been given Him to

do.

It is generally allowed that Jesus appeared as a

public man with a mind whose ideas were com

pletely developed and arranged , with a character

sharpened over its whole surface into perfect

definiteness , and with designs that marched

forward to their ends without hesitation. No

deflexion took place during the three years from

the lines on which at the beginning of them He

was moving. The reason of this must have been ,

that, during the thirty years before His public

work began, His ideas, His character and designs

went through all the stages ofa thorough develop
ment. Unpretentious as the external aspects of

His life at Nazareth were, it was , below the surface,

a life of intensity, variety and grandeur. Beneath

its silence and obscuritythere went on all the proc .

esses of growth which issued in the magnificent

flower and fruit to which all ages now look back

with wonder. His preparation lasted long . For

one with His powers at coinmand, thirty years of

complete reticence and reserve were a long time.

Nothing was greater in Him afterwards than the

majestic reserve in both speech and action which

characterised Him . This, too , was learned in

Nazareth . There He waited till the hour of the

completion of His preparation struck . Nothing

could tempt Him forth before the time — not the

burning desire to interfere with indignant protest

amidst the crying corruptions and mistakes of the

age , not even the swellings of the passion to do
His fellow -men good.

At last , however, He threw down the carpenter's

tools, laid aside the workman's dress, and bade

His home and the beloved valley of Nazareth

farewell. Still , however , all was not ready. His

manhood, though it had waxed in secret to such

noble proportions, still required a peculiar endow

ment forthe work He had to do ; and His ideas

and designs , mature as they were, required to be

hardened in the fire of a momentous trial. The

two final incidents of His preparation - the Bab

tism and the Temptation - had still to take

place.- ). Stalker , “ The Life of Jesus Christ,” pp.

37-8.

( 3 ) The Messiah .-In a Messiah of the type

therein ( Isa . 42:1-4 cf.Matt.12:18-21) sketched Jesus

could earnestly believe . No other typeof Messiah

could have any attractions for Him : not the political

Messiah of the Zealots , whose one desire was

nationalindependence; not the Messiah of common

expectation , who should Hatter popular prejudices

and make himself an idol by becoming a slave; not

the Messiah of the Pharisees, himself a Pharisee,

regarding it as his vocation to deliver Israel from

Pagan impurity ; not even the austere Messiah of

the Baptist , who was to separate the good from

the evil by a process of judicial severity, and so

usher in a kingdom of righteousness. The Messiah

devoutly to be longed for, and cordially to be

welcomed when He came, in his view , was one who

should conquer by the might of love and truth ;

who should meet the deepest wants of man , not

merely gratify the wishes of Jews , and prove a

light and a saviour to the whole world ; who

should be conspicuous by patience and hopefulness

rather than by inexorable sternness , -a humave,

universal, spiritual Messiah, answering to a divine

kingdom of kindred character ,- the desire of all

nations, the fulfilment of humanity's deepest

longings, therefore not destined to besuperseded ,

but to remain an Eternal Christ , the same yester

day, to -day, and for ever.-A. B. Bruce, " The

Kingdom of God ,'' p . 152.
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3. PLAN AND METHOD OF JESUS ' MINISTRY.

The decision as to what needed to be done, and how it was to be accomplished ,

was reached by Jesus before he entered upon his public work. The Kingdom of God,

a spiritual and moral kingdom , was to be established upon the earth . It was the

nature of this kingdom , first, to transform the individual, second , to dominate and

purify the world. Such a kingdom could not be founded from without. All true

and effective means must be of an invisible and spiritual kind . There could be 110

alliance with the political parties and forces already established in Judea, for the

Kingdom of God was to take no external , temporal, or local form . It was not to be

set up or maintained by any of those instrumentalities upon which human kingdoms

depended. “ My kingdom is not of this world ,” said Jesus (Jno. 18:36). It was to

have no officers, no headquarters, no political features, no wordly associations. It

was not to be established nor defended by physical force, neither was it to exist in the

interest of selfish ends . Nor was it possible for Jesus to carry out the current Mes

sianic programme. The Messiah of the popular hope must establish a temporal

kingdom , visible to men, which should give theJewish nation political supremacy

of the world , and so glorify and avenge the down -trodden Israel . This was not the

character of the Kingdom of God , as God gave Jesus to see it. “ The kingdom of

God cometh not with observation ," said he, “ the kingdoin of God is within you "

(Luke 17 :20,21 ) . It was impossible , therefore , for Jesus to co -operate with any of the

religious parties which governed the lives and thoughts of his nation. The only

means of establishing such a kingdom as he had been commissioned to found was to

win to its support individuals who felt its truth and power, waiting patiently until

those adherents should attain such numbers and strength as would leaven humanity

entire, and transform the whole into the ideal society of perfected individuals. ( 1 )

This plan of Jesus is the most remarkable ever conceived. Rome had united

the Mediterranean world by an all- conquering idea of universal political dominion,

and men had marveled at the accomplishment of the impossible. Yet how much

greater was Jesus' idea of uniting the whole world by the ties of religion into a uni

versal spiritual brotherhood , a union not external, political and selfish , but internal,

religious , humanitarian . An invisible kingdom which, planted in a small and

obscure country, should expand till it einbraced all countries, all men , all time.

Such was Jesus' idea of the Kingdom of God. So original was this plan , so inde

pendent of all existing thought, that it could have come only from God himself.

No other than Jesus could have conceived it , no other than Jesus would have

attempted it. Yet Jesus determined upon this plan with full confidence that it was

God'swill, and with full assurance of its ultimate success . The accomplishment of

it he set about with a resolution which carried him through hardship, isolation,

reproach, opposition, martyrdom .

The evidence does not seem to justify the view that the plan of Jesus underwent

modification during his ministry. His methods, of course, changed with the

changing circumstances, his presentation of his message progressed with the develop

ing capacity of his hearers , and his attitude toward the various classes adjusted

itself to the attitudewhich they assumed toward him . It is true that Jesus did not

publicly proclaim his Messiahship until the very close of his ministry, and that even

to his most intimate disciples he did not make that claim until the latter portion of

his work. But this was not because he was not himself certain of his Messialıship.

It was due to the fact that if he had at the outset asserted himself as the Messiah , the

perverse popular expectation would have demanded its perverse realization, and

Jesuswould have received no hearing at all for his purely spiritual conception ofthe

kingdom . In every possible way Jesus avoided raising false hopes. He preached

the kingdom so that it might appeal to the hearts of men and transform their expec

tations to accord with the reality. Even this method of superlative wisdom did not
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succeed with the Jews as a whole, for when they found Jesus would not fulfill their

demands, all but a handful of followers deserted' him (Jno. 6:14 , 15 , 66) . But Jesus'

failure to win the nation to an acceptance of the real kingdom could not have been

a surprise to himself. It did not need a superhuman knowledge to foresee, at the

outset of Jesus' public ministry, that a kingdom and a Messiah such as he contem

plated would ultimately fail of acceptance by the Jews. It must have seemed quite

clear to Jesus at the start that the preaching of such a message would end in its

rejection and his own death. The Jewish people had conspicuously stained their

history with the blood of their great prophets (Matt. 23 :29-37), and could their

greatest prophet fail to meet a like fate ? But even with this probability before him ,

Jesus went calmly and earnestly about his work of delivering the message and

founding the kingdom which God had given into his hands. (2 )

His method of procedure was to go about in Galilee , proclaiming the presence of

the Kingdom of God, and teaching what were its characteristics, its demands, and its

future . In the synagogues he taught upon the Sabbath, but still more every day

in the homes, upon the streets, in the fields, by the seaside, wherever and whenever

receptive listeners might be found. He gathered about himself disciples whom he

trained to carry his message. By his own efforts, which they supplemented . Pales

tine was made to ring with the Gospel.

And Jesus' teaching was commended to the attention of men , and impressed

upon their minds, by the mighty works which God gave him to do. Extraordinary

operations in the physical world were made to illustrate the powers and blessings of

the spiritual world. The divine power manifest in Jesus could heal physical disease ,

much more could it remove moral disease ; it could restore physical sight and

hearing, how much inore could it open the spirit of man to the eternal truths and

beauties ofGod and his universe ; it could supply the physical necessities to man ,

how much more could it give that spiritual sustenance, that righteousness, which the

hungering soul craves ; it could remove the physical effects of sin, how much more

could it purify the soul ; it could quiet the raging waves of the sea, how much

more could it soothe the troubled heart ; it could restore the dead to life, how

much more could it renew the moral and spiritual being. These great works were

signs to the people that God was with Jesus, that he was the accredited messenger of

the Most High. They were the token of God's - resence among them, and the out

flowing of his beneficence to humanity. ( 3)

Then, too, Jesus' own life was the embodiment of his conception of the kingdom,

an ideal realization of God's perfect will for men, and so a concrete and living illus

tration of his teaching. Here, as in all Jesus ' teaching, it is the internal , not the

external , which has permanent significance. Jesus became for us an example in the

spirit of his life. His perfect trust in God, his absolute performance of duty, his

unswerving adherence to truth, his serious view of life, his indifference to petty

things, his vision into the depths of existence, his complete devotion to a great

cause, his willing sacrifice of himself to serve his fellowmen , his patience in priva

tion, adversity and suffering, his purity of character and motive--in all these and

many other respects, Jesus was the personification of his own teaching, the pattern

of the ideal man, the living example for every sincere soul. (4)

3. PLAN AND METHOD OF JESUS'

MINISTRY.

(1 ) The Kingdom of God. In the teaching of

our Lord the kingdom of God is not an external,

earthly dominion . It is the rule of God in the

hearts of His people. It is going too far to say

that Jesus held this rule to be solely individualistic.

The very idea of a kingdom implies a society, and

our Lord expended much of His teaching on the

social relations of His disciples. Still , even in

these social relations He represented them as

governed from within - not by law and force of

magistrates, but by affectionsand principles and

interior motives . This is the niost important

feature of our Lord's teaching concerning the

kingdom . It occasioned much perplexity and

disappointment among His disciples even to the

last (e.g. , Luke xxiv. 21 ; Acts i . 6) ; and it led to

His utter rejection by the Jews . Yet He persisted
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in it when He stood almost alone, without waver. received the same authentication of their mission '

ing for a moment. Such a conception of the king- and , although John, who revived the prophetic

dom involves certain important consequences. Its function, worked no miracles, as the Gospels in

privileges must depend on moral and spiritual forni us with the most simple veracity, it was to be

conditions. Only they can be citizens of the king- expected that He who was a far greater prophet
dom who are in the right spiritual state to receive than the greatest who went before Him should

it (Mark x . 15 ) . Its limits cannot be territorial . show even greater signs than any of them of His
It may have adherents anywhere ; even in the divine mission .

most favored localities many may be excluded Secondly, the miracles of Christ were thenatural
from it (Matt. viii . 11 , 12 ) . " It will not strike the outflow of the divine fullness which dwelt in Him .

eyes of the world by an appearance in anyexternal God was in Him , and His human nature was

form , will not come “ with observation ” ( Luke endowed with the Holy Ghost without measure .
xvii . 20 ). Its blessings will be chiefly internal- It was natural, when such a Being was in the

not power, wealth , luxury, but rest ( Matt . xi. 28 ), world , that mighty works should manifest them
and the vision of God (v . 8 ) ; although it will also selves in Him . He was Himself the great miracle ,

confer temporal advantages, and its meek citizens of which His particular miracles were merely
will inherit the earth (ver . 5 ). — W. F. Adeney, sparksor emanations. He was the great interrup

“ Theology of the New Testament,” pp . 21 , 22. tion of the order of nature , or rather a new ele.

ment which had entered into the order of nature

( 2 ) The Messiahship. it is especially to enrich and ennoble it , and His miracles entered

important to consider that He did not proceed with Him , not to disturb , but to repair its har.

from the assertion of His own Messiahshipand the mony. Therefore all His miracles bore the stamp

chief realization of the kingdom of God in His of His character . They were not mere exhibitions

own person as Messiah , and upon that basis found of power, but also of holiness, wisdom and love.
His teaching in regard to the kind of salvation The Jews often sought from Him mere gigan.
and the nature ofthe righteousness to be found in tesque prodigies to gratify their mania for marvels.

the kingdom which He was to establish . On the
But He always refused them , working only such

contrary, He first sought to make clear the special miracles as were helps tofaith. He demanded

kind of deliverance and the nature of the righteous- faith in all those whom He cured , and never re

ness of that kingdom , as well as the conditions of sponded either to curiosity or unbelieving chal

membership , whilst He purposely kept His own lenges to exhibit marvels. This distinguishes

Messiahship in the background . His miracles from those fabled of ancient wonder

Jesus, at the beginning of His ministry, was workers and mediæval saints. They were marked

recognized neitherby the Baptist nor by Hisown by unvarying sobriety and benevolence, because

disciples as the Messiah, nor did He refer to Him. they were the expressions of His character as a

self as such . He suppressed the premature whole .

announcement of His Messiahship by the demons. Thirdly . His miracles were symbols of His

Only at a comparatively advanced stage of His spiritualand saving work . You haveonly to con
ministry, and in the inmost circle of His disciples , sider them for a moment to see that they were, as

did He begin to be recognized as the Messiah ; a whole , triumphsover the misery of the world .

and even then He expressly forbade the general But yet the misery of the world is the

publication of that truth . At length, just at the shadow of its sin . Material and moral evil , being

close of His ministry , and in view of the inipend. thus intimately related , mutually illustrate each

ing catastrophe, He openly claimed to be the Mes other. When Hehealed bodily blindness, it was

siah, and , as such , openly accepted the homage of a type of the healing of the inner eye ; when He

His disciples. He did not , from the out- raised the dead , He meant to suggest that He was

set , directly proclaim that truth ; but gradually the Resurrection and the Life in the spiritual world

paved the way for its being understood by teach
as well ; when He cleansed the leper, His triumph

ing the nature and coming of the kingdom in spoke of another over the leprosy of sin ; when
general. He thus sought to call forth , wherever He multiplied the loaves, He followed the miracle

possible, a spontareous recognition of the truth with a discourse on the bread of life ; when He

on the part of others, not by their mere accep- stilled the storm , it was an assurance that He

tance of authoritative assertions , but from an could speak peace to the troubled conscience.- ).

enlightened understanding of its grounds. Had Stalker , “ Life of Jesus Christ,” pp. 61-3.

Jesus declared Himself quite plainly to be the

Messiah , there would have been associated with
( 4 ) Jesus the Embodiment of His Doctrine.

His person , in accordance with the prevailing
The relation between His person and His word.
The teacher made the truth He taught. His

Jewish ideas of the natureof the Messianic king

dom , expectations which He neither could nor
teaching was His articulated person , His person

would fulfill.
His incorporated teaching. The divinity the one

It was not so much because He perceived His
expressed the other embodied. He cameto found

death to be impending, that Jesus , at the close of
a kingdom by manifesting His kinghood , by de

His life , proclaimed His Messiahship ; but that
claring Himself a King . The King was the centre

catastrophe was rather brought about because
round which the kingdom crystallized. His first

words announced its advent ; His last affirmed its

Jesus, after having trained His disciples to a right

understanding ofHis Messiahship , began openly
reality, though a reality too sublimely idealto be

to claim that dignity . - H . H. Wendt, The
intelligible to the man of the world who knew

Teaching of Jesus,” pp. 176-78.
enough to ask the question, “ What is truth ? ”

but not enough to wait for its answer. And the

( 3 ) The Miracles of Jesus . — Why did Jesus first word and the last were alike revelations of

employ this means of working ? Several answers Himself ; the truth He was incarnated, as it were ,

may be given to this question. in speech, that it might live an ideal life on earth ,

First , He wrought iniracles because His Father while He lived a real and personal life in heaven .
gave Him these signs as proofs that He had sent -A. M. Fairbairn , “ Sludies in the Life of

Him . Many of the Old Testament prophets had Christ,” p. 101 .
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4. JESUS THE GREAT RELIGIOUS TEACHER.

The whole life of a real teacher teaches. The teaching of Jesus is not alone the

words which he spoke ; it is also the deeds which he did, and the example of his own

life . Indeed, one attestation of the truth of his utterances is the beauty of the life

which shows that truth in concrete realization. Jesus was recognized by the most

receptive minds of his own day to be the great religious teacher (Matt. 7:29; Mk.

1:27 ; Lk. 24:19) whose coming was to fulfill the ideal hopes of centuries (Lk.

24:21 ; Jno. 6:14, 15 ) . It was not his words only that gave them this belief ; it was

their embodiment in his acts and their illustration in his character.. Jesus was sent

by God to deliver a divine message to man , a message of life. He revealed religious

Christ and the Fishers .- Zimmermann .

truth which was to be not only accepted , but lived . The living of truth means the

expression of it in one's words, in one's deeds, in one's personality. Jesus not only

told men what this divine truth was, but he showed in his own life what it was to

live divine truth. Jesus therefore became and continues to be the source of religious

belief and practice . He has made known to men that which they practically need

to know about God, man , duty, existence, and has shown thein how to realize these

things in themselves. ( 1 )

Teaching is not anendin itself, it is a means toan end. Jesus' teaching was a
means for getting God's will done in men individually and collectively.

great purpose for the world ; we exist as a part of that purpose ; we can assist in the

realization of that purpose ; such assistance consists in living as God would have us

live . Jesus came to tell us, and by example to show us, how God would have us
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was.

live ; to make known to us God's love which forgives our failure and patiently

awaits our complete success in doing his will ; and to proclaim the freely given

divine power which is available and sufficient for those whose supreme purpose is

set toward realizing God's will in themselves. This was Jesus' mission ; all that he

did , all that he said , all that he was, belonged to this message. His words an

nounced these truths, his acts embodied them , his character illustrated them . The

events of his public ministry were determined by the attitude of the Jews toward

him . He was rejected and crucified because the message which he brought, and

which he unwaveringly taught, was distasteful to the religious leaders of his nation .

He sacrificed himself that men might have the truth of religion. ( 2 )

If, therefore, we wish to knowwhat the religious teaching of Jesus is , we must

get the knowledge from himn . The essence of Christianity is what Jesus taught,

freed from the applications and elaborations of subsequent centuries. He came to

make life intelligible and duty clear. His presentation of religious truths was
divinely wise. He could omit nothing that was of primary importance. The rela

tion of these truths to each other he perfectly arranged. And thus we have in his

Galilean teaching, which was given to untrammeled and receptive minds, the uni

versal presentation of the Gospel. Then can we know what this Galilean teaching

was ? Yes. God's providence has preserved it in our gospels. Can we trust these

records to give us a true account of his teaching ? Yes. The reasons for this trust

are given above (see Lesson 1 ). We can confidently maintain on historical grounds

that the gospels report to us with substantial accuracy what Jesus did and said and

In them we get clear back to Jesus , and learn immediately from and of him .

The gospel records have been transmitted to us by the first generation of Christians,

and contain the apostolic accounts ofJesus'deeds and words. We see him through their

eyes, to a certain degree ; but there is every reason to think that in the main they saw

him clearly and correctly . While the gospels give only excerpts of what he said and

did, those sayings and acts have come down to us which most fully and perfectly show

his teaching and his life . We of course recognize that the details of the incidents

and the ipsissima verba of the sayings have been imperfectly preserved. Jesus spoke

in Aramaic, and our records of hisutterances are only in Greek, so that in every

case allowance must be made for translation . Minor variation is everywhere pres

ent in the parallel accounts of originally identical incidents or sayings . But these

things are unimportant. What we do need is , assurance that the facts of Jesus' life
and the ideas of Jesus' teaching are contained in our gospel records. And this

assurance we have, not on a priori, but on strictly historical grounds.

When we endeavor to ascertain from the gospels what the teaching ofJesus was,
we find that he centers it all about what he terms the Kingdom of God. This term

he derives from his contemporaries, but the content of it he has to modify greatly .

The Jews were right in believing in God's kingdom , but his kingdom was different

from that which they had conceived it to be. In both views the Kingdom of God

meant the realization of God's will in man individually and collectively. The

difference lay in the conception of what God's will for man was . To the Jews it

meant visible glorification of Israel , temporal power, material blessings ; to Jesus it

meant the reign of reverence, truth , righteousness, altruism . He set forth clearly

and fully what human duty is toward God and toward man . It is to trust and

revere God as a Father who loves and cares for his children, to live in dependence

upon and communion with him , to lead righteous lives, to be and do good , to love

and serve one's fellowmen. That is , each must himself do perfectly God's will ,

and must, as far as possible , secure that it be done by others. The outcome of this

individual living according to the highest principles of being will be a transformed

humanity, a perfected Kingdom of God. Jesus proclaimed this message to men , and
exhorted them to accept it and live it. He asserted this to be the divine truth

which God had given him to teach to men , in his office as Messiah . This, he
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taught, was God's answer to the question : What is life, and how shall I live it ?

It was a very simple and practical religion as Jesus gave it . He expressed it in

language unequaled for clearness, beauty and strength, he embodied it in deeds of

kindness and sympathy, he illustrated it in his own matchless character and life.

Jesus' teaching is the heart of the Bible, the essence of Christianity , the norm of
that which is true and useful in religion. (3 )

a

4. JESUS THE GREAT RELIGIOUS and domestic life . It flowed forth without

TEACHER. reserve to all and on every fitting occasion, -on

the road , on the hillside, on the lake, or by

( 1) The Doctrine Essential to the Kingdom , the lonely well , or at the banquet whether of the

- That Jesus appeared among His people as a Pharisee or the publican . Expressed in the form

teacher is attested by friend and foe ; they all of parables, it has seized the imagination of man.

addressed Him as Rabbi , Master, Teacher, and He kind with a force and tenacity which is not dis

always accepted this address as correct. But the tantly approached even by the sacred writers, and

people felt at once a profound difference between even when not directly parabolic it was so full of

His teaching and that of the scribes : “ What new picturesqueness and directness that there is not

doctrine is this? ” exclaim His hearers in the syna- one recorded sentence of it which has not been

gogue... “ He preacheswith authority, and not as treasured up in the memory of mankind. His

the scribes " (Mark i. 27 ; Matt. vii. 29 ) . By the utterances not only rival and surpass all that pre.

higher authority with which He spoke, bya di- ceded and all that has followed them ,but “ they

vinely authoritative character of His teaching, complement all beginnings.” Sometimes they

the people recognized Him as a prophet equal to consist of short suggestivesayings (gnomes), full

the greatest of their old prophets ( Mark viii. 28 ; of depth , yet free from all affectation or obscurity,

Matt. xvi . 14). His disciples, however, hoped and which make even what is most mysterious and

anticipated still more from Him : " He was spiritual humanly perceptible , throwing over it
prophet mighty in word and deed before God and the glamour both of poetry and of a longing pre

all the people ; but we trusted that it had been He sentiment, and incessantly enticing men towards

which should have redeemed Israel ” (Luke xxiv . something yet higher. There is never in them a

19 ) . And He met that hopewithhis innost con- lurking fallacy nor a superfluous word, but all is

sciousness ; He knew Himself to be the Messiah , " vivacity, nature, intelligibility, directly enlight.

the God-sent deliverer of Israel , and had no higher ening grace ,” intended only to convince andto save.
wish than to be recognized as such in the right Andwhile such was the incomparable form of His

sense (Mark viii .29; Matt. xvi. 16) , His teaching, teaching, its force was even more remarkable. It

therefore, from the very first, has for its back. is all centered in the two great truths of the Father

ground a unique self-consciousness, the incom- hood of God and the brotherhood of man ; from

parable significance of His person, and from the former springs every truth of theology , from

the beginning was directed towards something the latter every application of morals. Judaism

that must be more than teaching, that must be had sunk into a religion of hatreds ; the one mes.

work and deed, viz ., the founding of God's king. sage of Jesus was love.-F. W. Farrar, “ Jesus"

dom . And thisfounding was finally accomplished, in" Encyclopedia Britannica ,” 9th Ed., Vol. XIII,

not by His teaching as such , but by His personal p . 670.

devotion to and completion of His life -work , by
( 3) Preaching the Kingdom . - At the begin .

His death and resurrection . Does His teaching
ning of his narrative Markdescribes the substance

thereby lose its original fundamental significance, of the preaching with which Jesus set out, as
and sink down to a mere introduction to New

follows: " Jesus cameinto Galilee, preaching the
Testament revelation ? It must be said that little

gospel of the kingdom of God, and saying :The
as the teaching ofJesus in itself, apart from the

time is fulfilled , and the kingdom of God is at
conclusion of His life, could have called into exist.

hand ; repent ye, and believe in the gospel.”
ence the Kingdom of God , as little could that end

The glad tidings which Jesus proclaimed were
ing of His life have called it into being without

tidings of the Kingdom of God. In delivering this
the foregoing doctrinal revelation. - W . Beyschlag , message, He , on the one hand , proclaimed the fact
“New Testament Theology,” p. 28 .

that the kingdom was beginning to be set up ;

( 2 ) The Teaching of Jesus Was Unique.-Nor and , on the other hand, He announced the require.

was His teaching less unique than His personality. ments to be fulfilled in view of that fact . “ The

It was marked by a tone of sovereign authority ; whole contents of the teaching of Jesus can be

“ Ye have heard that it was said - but I say unto classed under this general theme and the two

you . " In this it was the very opposite to the teach- points of view from which He expounded it . His

ing of His own day and of centuries afterwards, preaching in regard to the Kingdom of God cos.

which relied exclusively upon precedent. It was tained , partly , instruction as to the existence of

also marked by absolute originality. The test of the kingdom , its nature, its realization and devel .

its originality is the world's acceptance of it as opment ; and partly , exhortations to the fulfill .

specifically His. Isolated fragments of it may be ment of the conditions of membership. For

compared with truths uttered by others ; but it Jesus sought to impart no mere theoretical knowl.

stands alone in its breadth and in its power, in its edge of the Kingdom of God as something of no

absence of narrow exclusiveness and scholastic sys- personal concern to the hearers. His object was

tem and abstract speculation. It was fresh , simple, to establish that kingdom practically among His

natural, abounding in illustrations at once the hearers ; and therefore he continually aimed at

most beautiful and the most intelligible, drawn inciting them to become members of it.-H. H.

from all the common sights and sounds of nature , Wendt, “ The Teaching of Jesus,” Vol. 1., p.

and all the daily incidents and objects of social 173 .
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5. THE JEWS ' REJECTION OF THEIR MESSIAH .

The Jewish people in Jesus' day were under the religious domination of the

Pharisees. This politico-religious party had arisen some two hundred years earlier

to resist the threatening inroads of Hellenism. The aim of the Pharisees was to

defend and perpetuate the intensely religious, peculiar and exclusive character of

Judaism . They were the political opponents of the Sadducees, that party which

was disposed to co-operate with the Roman officials who were their masters, and to
take upwith the freer life of the Gentiles who surrounded them . In their zeal to

maintain the separateness of the Jews from the Gentiles , the Pharisees placed great

emphasis upon the

law. They ex

tended their legis

lation by the ad

dition of innumer

able ceremonial

distinctions and

observances, until

a hedge was grown

about the Jew to

prevent his absorp

tion into the great

empire of which

they unwillingly

formed a political

part. They looked

upon the Romans

with unrelenting

hatred , and lived

in the hope that

their long -antici

pated Messiah
Jesus among the Doctors .-Hofmann .

would come to

bring them freedom from the odious Gentile yoke . It followed, therefore, that the

Pharisees found nothing to their liking in Jesus, for he in no manner responded to

their intense, exclusive national pride and expectation. He showed no disposition

to undertake the accomplishment of Jewish political independence ; on the con

trary, he insisted that the obligations to their Roman masters be fulfilled. All

the temporal power, national glory, and material prosperity which characterized

their Messianic hope were ignored by Jesus. Generations of misinterpretation of

the Old Testament prophecies, and persistent disregard of the spiritual realities of

life, had led them astray, until their hearts were set , not upon things which were

above, but upon things which were upon the earth. They seem even to have

stumbled at the fact that Jesus came from Galilee, and therefore could not be the

Messiah of promise (Matt. 2 :5, 6 ; Jno. 1:45, 46 ; 7:41 , 42 , 52 ) .

Another important reason for the Pharisaic opposition to Jesus was his open

transgression and criticism of their legal regulations. They had engrossed the

religious life of the Jews with rules, forms and ceremonies . The general prohibi

tions of the Old Testament law were expanded by specific application to all phases

of daily life until the individual was enmeshed with external performances. This

mass of casuistical legislation was known as “ the traditions of the elders ” (Mk.

7 : 1-13), and it took precedence over all else. It robbed life of all its freedom ,

spontaneity and joy. In Galilee little attention was paid to this type of Judaism .

Jesus had not been brought up in bondage to it , and he had no sympathy with it . He

SX42X (@Fire G1
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publicly disregarded this Pharisaic code, and on many occasione emphatically con

demned it. The outstanding conflict between Jesus and the Pharisees in this matter

was over the observance of the Sabbath . Jesus refused to keep it or to counten

ance it in the way they demanded. They were enraged by his independence and

opposition , and entered upon a course of violent hostility to him (Matt. 12 : 1-14 ;

Lk. 13 : 10-17 ; 14 : 1-6; Jno. 5 :1-18 ).

But most of all the Pharisees hated Jesus because he tore off their masks, and

exposed their despicable characters to the people . Many of the leading Pharisees

were hypocrites. Ostentatiously pious, scrupulously observant of religious

ceremonies, loud in their professions of goodness, they were in fact guilty of the

worst sins. Jesus did not spare them in his denunciations (Matt. 5:20; 23 : 1-33) .

And there could result nothing but the bitterest enmity and conflict. The Pharisees

only awaited the opportunity to get their hands upon him , and they would avenge

themselves by assassination (Matt. 12:14 ; Mk . 3 : 6 ; Jno. 8:59 ; 10:31 , 39 ; 11:53,57 ).

The attitude of the Jewish common people toward Jesus was of quite another

sort . They were faithful to their national religion, but did not live under the bond

age of Pharisaism . The influence of the Pharisees was strong in Judea, but reached

only weakly into Galilee. It was from this environment that Jesus himself arose .

Hewas one of the Galilean common people. He appreciated them and sympathized

with them (Matt. 9 : 10-13 ; Lk. 7 : 11-15, 36-50 ; 1 :9-14) . His work was mainly

among them , for the Pharisee-ridden Judeans would not hear him . The Galileans

regarded him as a great prophet and an authoritative teacher (Matt. 7:28, 29 ; Mk.

1:27 ; Lk. 7:16 ). It was from this class of the Jewish nation that Jesus drew his

twelve apostles ( Judas perhaps excepted) . He was eagerly welcomed by the com

mon people when he began his public ministry . Multitudes came to hear him , and

he taught and healed them (Matt. 5 : 1 ; 13 :1, 2 ; Mk . 3 : 7 , 8 ; 6 :32-44 , 53-56 ). For

a considerable time he worked among them , and gained many adherents. But all the

time they were hoping that Jesus would proclaim himself the Messiah of their mis

taken expectations. They looked anxiously from day to day for the indications that

he was about to set up his temporal, visible kingdom , to the freedom and glory of

his people. When they had waited until their patience failed, they undertook to

force him into this action. This precipitated a crisis, for Jesus could only refuse them

(Jno . 6:14, 15) . Overwhelming disappointment fell upon his enthusiastic followers,

and most of them withdrew (Jno. 6 :66-68).

The doors of public teaching were closed against him. There remained the pos

sibility of a last appeal to the nation. This he determined to make in the inost im

pressive manner available to him . Up to this time he had not claimed to be

the Messiah, except to his closest disciples, and then with strict charges of secrecy.

The proclaination of it would have put a stop to his work by the excitement of false

hopes and futile efforts. But now that he could accomplish no more by his public

ministry, it only remained to go to Jerusalem , announce himself as Messiah to the

passover multitude, claim the allegiance which they would not give ( Matt. 23:37),

and receive the martyrdom which he clearly saw lay at the end of such a course

(Mk. 10 : 32-34) . ( 1 )

The triumphal entry was arranged. The throngs of Galuean celebrants of the

passover feast gathered about him and hailed him as Messiah , for it looked now as

though their ardent hopes would at last be realized . Jesus accepted their homage,

and entered Jerusalem in their company with the demonstrations of a king returning

to his city in peace and victory. The enthusiasm and confidence of the multitude

was atthe highest pitch . The strength of the popular following was so great that

both Pharisees and Sadducees became alarmed (Lk. 20 :6, 19 ; Jno . 12:19). The Sad

ducees had paid little attention to Jesus up to this time, for they took small interest in

anything but the politics and amenities of life. But now that Jesus seemed to

threaten a popular religious uprising, they were aroused to strenuous opposition.
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The Sadducees were the Jewish office- holders , responsible to the Romans for civic

peace in Judea; and if an anti -Roman insurrection took place, as this threatened to

do, the Sadducees were liable to be deposed for negligence or inability to preserve

the peace ( Jno . 11 :47-50 ). The Sanhedrin was, therefore , united in its purpose to

put Jesus to death (Matt. 26 : 3-5 ; Jno. 11:53) . ( 2 ) and (3)

But in the face of the popular support, low could this be accomplished ? Only

by treachery. A traitor wasnotlacking. When once Jesus was in the hands of his

enemies the people could be turned against him . In fact, the reaction had set in
among his followers. For again Jesus was failing them , their Messianic programme

was being forgotten. The old disappointinent was settling down upon them with fatal

force. It was still only a spiritual kingdom that Jesus meant. The Jewish leaders

knew how to turn this disappointment into flaming indignation. And when this

was done (Matt. 27 : 20-26) , the multitude joined hotly in the cry , “ Let hiin be cru

cified ! ” Pharisees, Sadducees, common people, all were lost. The rejection was

final , and, with the exception of a few hundred faithful souls, complete. (4 )

5 . THE JEWS ' REJECTION OF THEIR provoked to put him to death (Lk. iv . 29 ; John viii .

MESSIAH .
59; x . 31 ) , this would suit their purpose equally

well.-A. Plummer, “ Commentary on St. Luke,"

( 1) The Entry into Jerusalem .-Jesus has told
P. 155

his disciples that he is going to Jerusalem only (3 ) Motive of the Supreme Court.-The su

to meet his fate, and be put to death by the author. preme court then assembled, and its members made

ities, and yet he enters it amidst the acclaims of no secret of the danger of the situation . This

the multitude, who hail him as the coming King. man had inexhaustible resources, and if He lost

This acknowledgment, repelled before, he now ground one day in the estimation of the deluded

accepts . But , the claim once made, he proceeds as people, He regained it the next by some new
before , with his merely spiritual work . The key stroke. His influence was ever on the ascendant,

to these apparent inconsistencies is to be found in and they had to acknowledge openly that He

the splendid self-consistency of Jesus' procedure, would at last have the whole nation on His side,

and in its absolute inconsistency with worldly and then an insurrection with the object of prov

ideas and policies. Jesus knew that the Messianic ing Him to be the Messiah would be sure to ensue.

claim in Jerusalem meant death , and that death But the politicians ofJerusalem estimated the inter

meant the ultimate establishment of the claim , not vention of Romevery differently from the credu.

defeat . Every part of his life, but especially its lous Galileans. They did not require to ponder

eod, means that he aimed to establish the ideal as over the question whether a successful revolt

the law of human life, and that he would use only under the leadership, or even in the name,of their

absolutely spiritual means in the accomplishment opponent would be for their advantage. They be
of his end.

lieved it to be a certainty that revolt could only

Meantime, everything points to the fact that result in victory to the Romans, who would pun.

Jesus deliberately used the enthusiasm of the mul. ish the refractory people by subjugating them en

titude for the purposes of his entry into Jerusalem , tirely, and taking from them their last remnant of

intending to make it the means of a public proc- independence, and then the priests ' authority

lamation of his Messianic claim . That proclama- would be at an end. After long discussion the

tion was necessary , because men must understand high priest Caiaphas gave the truly Jesuitical ad

definitely the issue that he made. The acceptance vice, to sacrifice for the common weal the one man

of him as King, and not merely as Prophet, was who was endangering the welfare of the people.

what he demanded . And in the events which fol- This utterance corresponded with the inmost

lowed, it immediately became apparent that the thoughts of each and all, though they had shrunk

question thus raised was not only a question of his from givingexpression to them.-B. Weiss, “ Life

personal claim , but of the nature of his kingdom . of Christ,” Vol. III., p . 214 .

The multitude who followed him thought that,

with the announcement of the claim , the pro
( 4 ) The Disappointed Mob . — The days that

gramme would change. But the unchanged pro
have passed since the triumphal entry have been

gramme meant that Jesus, just as he was, claiined
full of change. The people have been disap

kingship , and would be king only by spiritual en
pointed, and a disappointed mob is a dangerous

forcements -E. P. Gould, Commentary on St.
thing, prepared to break or burn the idol it can

Mark, " p. 205.
always make, but that cannot always fulfill its

maker's intentions. The Jesus it had hailed as the
( 2) Plots against Jesus.- None of the Evangel- Christ had proved not its Christ, and to be not its

ists enables us to answerwith certainty the question Christ was to be as good as none. The rulers

whether the hierarchy had at first any idea of em- knew the people, read the meaning of their disap

ploying the sicarii to assassinate Jesus. Matt. pointment, and met at the houseof Caiaphas to

xxvi. 4, might mean this. But more probably this consider how the foolish mob could be made to do

and other notices of plots against the life of Jesus their malignant will . Heaven seemed to bless

refer to the intention of getting Him out of the their conclave. To them came one who had fol.

way by some legal process, either as a blasphemer lowed the Galilean. Discipleship had become im.

or as a rebel against the Roman government.of possible to Judas. - A. M Fairbairn, “ Studies in
course , if a mob could be goaded into a fury and the Life of Christ,” P. 241.
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6 . THE CRUCIFIED BUT LIVING CHRIST.

was

execu

Fear, hatred and vengeance drove the Jewish leaders to swift action against Jesus.

Once in their power, by the betrayal of Judas as they supposed , but in fact by his

own voluntary surrender of himself to his enemies, the form of a trial before the

Sanhedrin was hastily gone through. Prejudged and precondemned, the sentence

of death for blasphemy was soon pronounced. The career of this violator of sacred

things, this traitor to Judaism , this pretender to divine honors , this turbulent revo

lutionist, would now be closed. But the Sanhedrin could only pass , not execute,

the death sentence. Jesus , therefore , was hurried before the Roman procurator

Pilate , who alone had the power of capital punishment. Now the charge against

Jesus was changed. What cared Pilate for the wranglings of the Jews overtheir

religious superstitions ? But if Jesus were an insurrectionist against the Roman
government, Pi.

late would be con

cerned. This the

Jewish leaders

tried, but the pro

curator not

convinced. In -

deed, the man

was innocent

Pilate would not

order his

tion . But the

Sanhedrists were

insistent. If he

refused them , they

could secure his

recall (as a few

years later they

did) by reporting

his misdeeds to the

Emperor. Why

should Pilate sac

rifice himself for

Gethsemane and the Mount of Olives. this hunted Jew?

Throwing the re

sponsibility of the whole affair upon Jesus' Jewish accusers, he gave permission

that their demand be carried out. Crucifixion was the common Roman method

of executing rebels, and Jesus was put to death as such. With a cry of deep signifi

cance he expired upon the cross. It was, indeed, finished, he had been obedient

even unto death , he had fulfilled his God-given mission to mankind.

Jesus had seen clearly the necessary outcome of this journey to Jerusalem . Even

from the entrance upon his public ministry it must have seemed to him probable that

he would ultimately be rejected and put to death (Matt. 23 :29-37 ; Lk. 13 :31-34).

The Pharisees opposed him from the first, but when the Galileans gave up their hope

and withdrew from him , Jesus saw his work nearing its end. He set about

preparing his disciples for his departure. He determined upon a martyrdom

for his cause at Jerusalem . He told them that he was going to be put to

death by his enemies (Mk. 10 :32-34 ; Lk. 13 : 31-34) . Deliberately he planned the

Jerusalem visit, and calmıly he placed himself into the hands of those who sought

his life. His teaching would thus be consummated and glorified. But on the other

hand , it was an acknowledgment of defeat with his own nation. It was their final
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rejection of their Messiah (Matt. 23:37 , 38) . The heritage of the Jews was repu

diated by them ; it must, therefore, be taken from them and given to others (Matt.

21 : 28-31 , 33-41 ; Mk. 11 : 12-14) . God's chosen people to bear to the world his

true and purereligion thus refused to perform their mission . National pride and

self-seeking had unfitted them for a universal brotherhood and self-abnegating serv

ice . This wasthe agony of his self - sacrifice. ( I )

And yet Jesus realized that his own death at the hands of the Jews did not mean

the destruction of his work nor the failure of his cause. Truth , right and goodness

cannot fail because men are recreant to their opportunities and trusts. The Kingdom

of God would live and triumph , notwithstanding his death-indeed , in a measure

because of his death . Jesus' death became the most effective attestation of the

truth of his message, and the cross which symbolized his martyrdom became the

emblem of his followers. That which was written later ( Tertullian, circ. 200 A. D. )

of the Christians who died for their faith was primarily and peculiarly true of Jesus

himself, “ the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church ."

Nor would he by that experience which men call death lay down the work of

his life. He knew that shortly, in God's own good time, he would resume it

(Matt. 16:21 , 25 ; cf. Hos. 6 : 2 ) . The soul which draws its life from God for ever

lives. “ There is no death : what seems so is transition . " The crucifixion was an

incident in the life of an immortal being. What we terin death is but the point at

which the relation of the living soul to the physical body changes from that to which

we are accustomed. Jesus lived and Jesus lives. He did not die. Shall we deny

immortality to him , when we hold to it for ourselves ? The Christian does not die :

he rises to a larger, better life. Jesus “ brought life and immortality to light." He

taught us that there is no death , but only transition to a higher sphere of existence.

And so Jesus entered through his crucifixion into the life beyond . ( 2 )

The gospels transmit to us the belief of his disciples that for a brief time again

after the crucifixion Jesus was seen by them as of old . The empty sepulchre sup

ports their conception that in Jesus' case , instead of the ordinary separation of body

from soul, the body was transformed in conjunction with the soul . Who will say

this was not so ? Who knows what are the possibilities of the future life ? God

in his providence may have given them to see in familiar outline the glorified

Christ. This may have been necessary on account of their imperfect apprehension

of spiritual truth . Not yet have we reached the stage where we at all fully realize

that the surest and best realities are the spiritual realities. How much more did

the first disciples need an objective vision of their risen Master, to give them con

fidence and courage to carry on his work . It was a living cause ; their leader still

led on ; they found , when they could see again through tear-dimmed eyes, Jesus'

presence and power were still with them . Physical vision of him passed into

spiritual vision. Invisibly now , but no less really, they felt him near. And in

this assurance his disciples set about the spread and upbuilding of the kingdom

which he had established, and of which they were now the visible representatives.

And Jesus had given them at his departure a memorial of himself, to comfort them ,

to strengthen them , and to bind them together in love and service. The simple

repast of bread and wine, which he had often and now for the last time shared with

his disciples, was to call to their remembrance, as often as they ate it together, his

own life and death ( so - called ) that men might have religious truth , and truth

expressed not only in words, but also in acts and in character. And so the Christ

is ever with us, the inspiration and the guide of all who arecontinuing his work on

earth , who are endeavoring to realize in themselves and in this great world the

Kingdom of God which he came to make known and to establish among men , which

he proclaimed to men in his utterances, and in his deeds, and in his life and death .

One is our teacher, leader and example — the Jesus of history , and the living,

exalted Christ of faith . (3) and (4)
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6. THE CRUCIFIED BUT LIVING CHRIST. Fairbairn , “ Studies in the Life of Christ,” op.

315-16 .

( 1 ) Jesus' Foreknowledge of His Death.- (3 ) The Vision Theory Untenable . - The

But if, in spite of these considerations, there had theory that the disciples had a vision of Jesus, but

still been a possibility that God would make Jesus that Hewas not objectively present, is irreconcil

acquainted with the manner in which His life able with the narrative . This declares that the

upon earth would terminate , that would have been
grave of Jesus was found empty on the morning

nothing but a hindrance to Him , for the knowl
of the third day . Therefore the body must either

edge and powers with which He was endowed have risen or have been removed with intent to

were all needful for the attainment of the ends He

deceive; but this latter alternative is impossible.
had it view . It would only have paralyzed the The enemies cannot have taken the body away ,

moral power and joyful enthusiasm of His work , for in that case they would have been able to stop

if Jesus had known from the first that in regard the mouths of the disciples when they came

to the people it was all in vain , -that they would
forward, after Pentecost, preaching a risen Jesus,

finally rejectand crucify Him : He had laboured and they would certainly have done so. Nor can

with all His powers, however, to save His people ; the disciples have removed the body of Jesus ; for

and although never deceived as to the difficulties
Matthew says that the tomb was guarded (xxvii .

of the task , He had left it to God to decide what
65-66 ) ; it is incredible that the disciples , who did

success should be His , and what meaus He should not believe that their master would rise from the

take for continuing and completing His task. The dead , should at once, while smitten and despond

reason for His not thinking of His death at an ent , have conceived the colossal fraudof stealing

earlier period was not because He had formed a the body and deceiving the world ; and the narra

mistaken conception of the results of His labours, tive shows us the disciples changed from a state of
or thought that the future might turn out differ

sorrow to one of joy , from a state of weakness to
ently: He could not do so, forthe accomplishment one of strength , from being scattered to being
of His task was dependent upon the conduct of together as a world -conquering power; and this
the people as well as upon the attitude they took change cannot be tiaced to a vision which itself
up towards Him . The necessity of His death He rested on a lie . But if Jesus actually rose from
learnt from the development of the historical the grave to a new and immortal life, it is far

circumstances, and this not because He had easier to suppose that He manifested Himself sen .
hitherto been blinded to it , but only because the

sibly to His disciples , as He had promised to do
development now brought it about .-B. Weiss, (Mark xiv . 28 ; Matt. xxvi . 32 ) and as the evange

" Life of Christ,” Vol. IIl. p . 67 . lists affirm that He did , than to suppose that He

returned at once to God , and that a miraculous

(2 ) Christ's own idea of His Death . - It is vision was given to the disciples. - G . H. Gilbert,

necessary, then , to reach Christ's own idea of His * The Student's Life of Jesus,'' p . 401.

death and what it was to be , and then see how He

realized it. He early anticipated His death, knew (4 ) The Influence of Jesus.- No life ends even

that without it He could not be faithful to Hin- for this world when the body by which it has for a

self and His mission . Its scene was to be Jeru- little been made visible disappears from the face of

salem , its agents " thechief priests." . Its place the earth . It euters into the stream of the ever.

and meaning in His history were typified to the swelling life of mankind, and continues to act

imagination of the Evangelistsby the Transfigur- there with its whole force for evermore . Indeed ,

ation . Just about the time when He began to the true magnitude of a human being can often

speak of it openly, Moses and Elias, the founder only be measured by what this after- life shows him

and reformer of Israel , the representatives of the to have been. So it was with Christ. The modest

Law and the Prophets, appeared to Him . narrative of the Gospels scarcely prepares us for
decease which He should accomplish at Jerusalem ” the outburst of creative force which issued from

they approved ; their approval was ratified by His life when it appeared to have ended . His in

Heaven and symbolized by the glory which fluence on the modern world is the evidence of

changed “ the fashion of His countenance ” and how great He was ; for there must have been in

made His raiment “ white and glistening .” The the cause as much as there is in the effect. It has

idea so expressed is evident:the death is to perfect overspreadthelife of manand caused it to blossom
His work and make it the fulfilment alike of Law with the vigour of a spiritual spring. It has

and Prophecy in Israel; though it may seem to absorbed into itself all other influences, as a
shame, yet it is to exalt and transfigure Him ; mighty river, pouring along the centre of a conti.

though it may be worked by human hate, yet it nent, receives tributaries from a hundred hills .

pleases and glorifies God . And these ideas pene- And its quality has been even more exceptional

trate all Christ's references to it . He is the gift of than its quantity

God , sent into the world that the world through The life of Christ in history cannot cease. His

Him might be saved . He is the good Shepherd influence waxesmore and more ; the dead nations

who giveth His life for His sheep. His death is to are waiting till it reach them , and it is the hope of

be so rich in Divine meaning and power as to the earnest spirits that are bringing in the new

draw all men unto Hini . And these thoughts earth . All discoveries of the modern world, every

possess Him the more the nearer He comes to development of juster ideas, of higher powers, of

death . They receive fullest expression in the more exquisite gs in mankind, are only new

words that institute the Supper, in the Supper He helps to interpret Him ; and the lifting-up of life

institutes . Its symbols perpetuate the mind of to the level of His ideas and character is the pro

One who believed that He died for man , shed His gramme of the human race.-J. Stalker, " Life of

“ blood for many for the remission of sins . ” -A.M. Christ,” pp. 139-40 .

“ The
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THE HISTORICAL PRIOR TO THE THEOLOGICAL JESUS.

JesusofNazareth is represented in the Gospels , beginning, and to learn Christianity de novo, as

as the Christ , the Godlike King of Hebrew proph- the disciples of Jesus learned it; becoming ac

ecy , the fulfiller of Israel's highest hopes and quainted ' first with the man , and then advancing
brightest ideals, the august Person in whom the gradually to higher views of His person and

history of the chosen people culminated, and the work. It is a slow process at the best, and there is

divine purpose in her election found its consum- a risk of it stopping short at the rudimentary

mation and interpretation. And the Christian stage ; butwhen it goes on to its consummation, it

Church in every age has accepted this representa- yields a far highertype of faith and discipleship
tion as true ; that the man Jesus was all this is than can be reached by any short and easy way.

her firm faith . But if Jesus was the Christ, Christ Let an inquirer first see the man Jesus , and love

was also the Jesus, a man who lived in Palestine Him so seen , and then pass on to higher affirma

at a certain date, of very unique moral and relig- tions with full intelligence and perfect sincerity ,

ious character, and very welcome for His own and you shall find in him one who brings to the

sake , apart altogether from His relation to the service of the kingdom of God, not opinion

previous history of the world in general, or of merely , or emotion , but the whole heart and mind :

Israelin particular. And there are moods of mind “ all that is within ” him .

in which one desires to look at the man apart from This being so , it would seem as ifthe way of be.

His official titles and dignities, just as one might coming a Christian just indicated were not only

go to Palestine desiring to see what the naked eye the way necessary to be taken in certain cases, but

see, forgetting for the time all the sacred his- the desirable way in all cases. It is not , and never

torical memories connected with its hills, and willbe, the way ofthe majority, and yet it may be

valleys, and lakes, and streams. There are prob- the better and the best way. That it is so , indeed,

ably many in the present time who are in this might be asserted with confidence on the author

mood. The title " Christ ” sounds foreign and ity of the Master . His method of dealing with

stale to their ear, and is suggestive only of religious nien in quest of the highest goodseems to have

delusion, the symbol of an extinct Aberglaube, or been in accordance with that indicated as the

extra-belief. But the Jesus to whom it was ap- ideally best . He did not come with all His claims

plied still interests them . In spite of theological and titles, and make recognition of these the first

scepticism - nay, partly in consequence of it, the condition of discipleship . He was in no haste to

conviction remains, and gains in force, that the get men to make correct religious affirmations

hero of the evangelic story is the sweetest, most concerning Himself, but rather took pains first to

winsome, and most powerful character in the lay sound moral foundations of religious belief.

whole history of humanity. They desire to be. He not only did not demand that candidates for

come better acquainted with Him . They wish to discipleship should commence by calling Him

know the real historical person called Jesus of Christ , Lord, God, Savior, but He positively

Nazareth , being persuaded thatthe better He is discouraged the use of all such titles tillmen had

known in the actual truth of His life the better He an approximately correct idea of their significance.

will be esteemed . They are impatient of the trap- At Cæsarea Philippi, when Peter made the confes.

pings with which faith has invested His per- sion , " Thou art the Christ,” He charged His dis

son, the official robes and the aureole around his ciples that they should tell no man thatHewas the

brow . Take these things away, they exclaim ; we Christ. That is , He wanted no man to call Him

would see Jesus. Christ who did not in some degree understand the

There need be no quarrel with this mood , or any true meaning of the title , but used it in a merely

unwillingness to let it have its way . We are, of traditional sense. To the seeker after eternal life

course, all aware that it is a very crude sort of who accosted Him as “Good Master,” He ad

Christianity that looks at Jesus apart from His dressed the sharp interrogation, “ Why callest

connection with the antecedent history of His peo- thou me good ?” as if to say, make not goodness

ple. Marcionism , with its Jesus in the air, cannot a matter of compliment; call no man good till you

be more than a stepping-stone to a higher and know what goodness is, and whether the person

more abiding form of faith. But that it may be; to whom you apply the epithet deserves it . Yet,

that, for those in the mood described , it must be. while virtually advising this inquirer to sus

Youcannot make them Christians by themethod pend his judgment as to the applicability of the
of catechetical instruction intended to fill the mind epithet “ good ” to Himself, Jesus, we note, in

with orthodox opinions . Neither can you make vites him to immediate discipleship : “ Go, sell

them Christians by the method of evangelism , that thou hast, and come, follow me.” Had he

which , taking for granted conventionalorthodoxy, complied with the invitation, he would gradually

makes its appeal to the emotions. These methods have learned the nature of true goodness, and that

have probably both been tried, and have failed . the Master he had chosen as his guide was indeed

Theymust therefore be allowed to begin at the good. He would also have learned betimes to
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make important religious affirmations concerning Jesus he was a new man from the moment he said

the Master, such as that He was the Christ , or the " I will arise , and go to my father .”

Son of God . And these affirmations coming in But the question may beraised , Has the method

due course would have had real value and life. of learning Christianity recommended by Jesus

giving power. It could bring no real benefit to not been rendered difficult or impossible by the

him to call Jesus either good or God while he re- way in which His first disciples have treated His

mained in ignorance of the spirit of Jesus, and was life ? The question concerns the historicity of the

so far unacquainted with the nature of true good- evangelic narratives. It may be said , it has re

ness as to imagine, for example , that the Pharisees cently been said with startling emphasis, that

and the Rabbis were good . Itcan do no one good none of the Gospels, not even those which are

to call an unknown man God ; still less to apply comparatively trustworthy , the Gospels of Mat.

that solemn designation to a man whose character thew , Mark , and Luke-are written in a historical

and spirit are fatally misconceived . The virtue spirit, by men whose first concern was to ascertain

lies in the belief that God is like , yea is , the well- facts and report them exactly , but rather with the

known man Jesus the Good . avowed purpose of verifying a religious belief con.

It thus appears that Christ's sanction might cerning the subject of the narrations. The evan.

fairly be cited in support of the policy of postpon- gelists , it is held , were concerned supremely, not

ing consideration of His higher claims, and mak . about the facts, but about the religious significance

ing it the first businessto become intimately and of the facts. And they have taken no pains to

truly acquainted with the historical person so far keep the facts at their value for faith apart, so

as that is possible. The desire to know the Jesus that readers might have it in their power to know

of history, stripped bareof theological investiture, intimately the man Jesus, before beingasked or

far from being an impiety, is a reversion to the expected to make any theological affirmations

method of the Author of our faith . This consider . concerning Him, such as that He was the

ation may encourage men adrift on the sea of Christ.

doubt to be thorough in their search for truth Now it must be admitted that there is a measure

without fear of consequences. Haunting fears of of truth in this representation. Fact and faith are

eternal loss are a greathindrance to thoroughness blended together in all the Gospels, and can only

in religion . What if I should die while the quest be separated by a critical process; and for one
goes on , and truth is still not found ? What if I who handles the materials in a purely scientific

should be launched into eternity when I have only spirit without religious prepossessions, it may in
reached the lowest stage of Christian belief, the some instances remain doubtful how far the state .

sincere passionate conviction that Jesus of Nazareth ments of the evangelists can be accepted as his.

was agood man , the one man I have known whom torical . But it is very possible to indulge in exag ;

I could trust and love with all my heart ? Must I geration here, and it may confidently be affirmed

not make myself safe by hastily patching up my that the sceptical or agnostic temper has been

sadly-tattered creed , and accepting in the slump carried to excess in connection with the history of

all conventional, orthodox declarations concerning Jesus. We are all apt to be unconsciously in

the Person of Jesus and the significance of His Auenced by our bias . If some are too ready to

death ? “ Who is among you that feareth the receive with uncritical credence the things that

Lord ” and “ walketh in darkness ? ” Let him are written in the Gospels, others are far too sus

trust in the name of the Lord , and abstain from picious, whether biased , as in the case of Mr.

kindling forhimself fires in the night that shall Huxley, by a severely scientific habit of mind , or ,

blaze brightly for a while, then go out and leave as is the case of Dr. Martineau , by a theory as to

him in deeper darkness . Let him be loyal to the inner light being the sole source of revelation.

truth , and leave his soul in the hands of God . When a man happens to believe that he can do

How foolish to think that one can save himself without an objective light of the world, he can

from the living God, searcher of hearts, by an afford to be very sceptical as to the existence of

orthodox system of theology hastily adopted for such a light - nay, if he be in a small minority in

prudential reasons ! And why entertain solicitudes maintaining the sufficiency of the inner light, he

to which Jesus was a stranger ? He did not bid men nay be tempted to raise a mist of doubt about the

hurry up and make haste to be orthodox, under sun that no alternative may be left but to trust

pain of damnationif death overtook them while inthe guidance of the candle.

they were only onthe way , and not at the goal . He To open -minded men neither unduly dogmatic

acted as if He believed that men were in a saved por unduly sceptical, a sufficient knowledge of the

condition when their face was turned in the right historical Jesus will not seem unattainable. That

direction — toward God , truth and righteousness, such knowledge is possible is a fair inference from

however far they might be from having attained the fact that so manyhave attemptedto write the

the object of their quest. The prodigal had a far Life of Jesus.-A . B. Bruce, “ Apologetics,” PP

way to go to his father's house, but in the view of 337-343.
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW.

1. RECORDS AND CHRONOLOGY OF JESUS' LIFE . — Notices of Jesus in contemporary Roman

and Jewish histories, References to the life of Jesus in the New Testament epistles, The gospel

records of Jesus ' life , The origin and relations of the four gospels, The chronology of the life

of Jesus.

2. PREPARATION OF JESUS FOR HIS WORK.—Why Jesus was a Jew , Why he grew up in

Galilee , The development of Jesus' religious ideas, His commission as Messiah, His special prep

aration for that work .

3. PLAN AND METHOD OF JESUS' MINISTRY. - Jesus' conception of the Kingdom of God

which he was to establish, The uniqueness of his plan , The probability that the Jewswould not

accept a kingdom wholly spiritual, Jesus' method in his public ministry , His teaching, His

deeds, His character and personality.

4. JESUS THE GREAT RELIGIOUS TEACHER.–Jesus recognized by the Jewsas agreat teacher,

The purpose of Jesus' teaching: Jesus' teaching the essence of Christianity, The Gospel records

of his teaching trustworthy, The Kingdom of God , its principles , requirements, membership,

blessings , future.

5. THE JEWS ' REJECTION OF THEIR MESSIAH .—The characteristics, of Pharisaism , Reasons

why the Pharisees opposed Jesus, The vacillating attitude of ihe Jewish common people toward

Jesus, His triumphal entry into Jerusalem , The final and complete rejection.

6. THE CRUCIFIED BUT LIVING CHRIST.-The condenination and crucifixion of Jesus , His

death a deliberately chosen and arranged martyrdom , The triumph of His cause, The continu

ity of Jesus' work after the crucifixion, The resurrection of Jesus, The memorial supper , The

living Christ .

QUESTIONS.

1. What testimony is found to Jesus' life in Roman and Jewish writers ? What can be learned of

Jesus' life from the New Testament epistles ? What is the historical trustworthiness of our gospel

records . What are themore probable dates of Jesus' life ?

2. State the significance of the fact thatJesus was a Galilean Jew. What was the nature of Jesus'

education? Indicate aswell asyou can the development of Jesus ' religious ideas. What was the signifi,

cance of Jesus' baptism ? What did Jesus determine upon as to the kind of Messianic kingdom required
by God ?

3. Explain the Jewish conception of the Messiah and Messianic kingdom . What attitude did

Jesusassume toward this ? State as exactly as possible what Jesus' plan was. What methods was he to

use for accomplishing his work ?

4. Show how not only Jesus' words, but also his deeds, and his character and personality, were al

partof his teaching. Explainwhyteaching is not anend initself,but onlyameans ?A meansto what
end in Jesus' case ? Show that Christianity is in essence 'what Jesus taught? Can weascertain what

Jesus' teaching was ? State briefly the substance of the simple and practical religion ofJesus.

5. For what purpose did the Pharisaic party exist ?. Indicate three important reasons why the

Pharisees from thefirst opposed Jesus. Describe and explain the early and the later attitude of the com ;

mon people toward Jesus. What was Jesus' purpose in the triumphal entry ? Show why after it all

classes of theJews were turned against Jesus, and determined on his death.

6. What was the nature of the trial of Jesus before thc Sanhedrim ? On what charge was he con ,
demned to death ? Whatdid Pilate think of the case ? Why did he order the execution of Jesus ? Had

Jesus anticipated this end of his life ? Why did he submit to it ? What effect had his crucifixion upon

the progress of Christianity ? Explain how and why Jesus is the living Christ.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1

1. The extent to which we can determine the dates and the order of the events and teachings in the

public ministry ofJesus.

2. The means and amount of education of the Jewish child of the first century ? The different

elements which contributed to the formation ofJesus' religious ideas.

3 . The source ofJesus ' conception of the Messiah and theMessianic kingdom . The originality

and the difficulties of the plan. The wisdom of Jesus' methods for establishing his plans.
4 ; Explanation of the perverse position religiously into which the Pharisees had come. Reason

why Jesus did not succeed in winning ihe common people to his conceptionof the kingdom .
5. Comparison of Jesus with former great Jewish teachers. “ Teaching through deeds, character

and personality.

6 Jesus' reasons for offering himself up to the Jews for crucifixion. The effect of the crucifixion

upon the Gospel cause . The living Christ.
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THE LIVES OF THE APOSTLES.

BY

HENRY L. NASH , D.D. , Professor of Literature and Interpretation of the New Testament ,

Cambridge Divinity School, Cambridge, Mass..

7. INTRODUCTION .

Since these Lessons must carry compression to its outmost limit , it is necessary

to state at the start what conception of the subject is held , and what method of

dealing with it is proposed . Our theme is “ The Lives of the Apostles. ” It is a

form of biography. But there is no single standard in this field of literature . Most

biographies tell us about lives that lie far from the center of history. A few are , in
their main lines, close to the trend of history. A few — so few that they may be

counted on our fingers - are coincident with universal history . Ranke writes con

cerning Alexander: “ Alexander is one of the fewmen whose biography is permeated
with universal history. His impulses suffice to end a struggle begun centuries
before, upon which in turn depends the progress of the universal development of

humanity. ' The lives of the Apostles comewithin this statement. They are in

the mid-stream of the mighty religious movement that gave a new and final turn to uni

versal history. Paul excepted, their lives, treated as simple biographies,were mere frag

ments ; so that we could not, even if we would, take them out of their connection
with the general life of the Apostolic Age. But we would not, if we could , because

biography in this case is almost wholly identical with history . Consequently, it is

taken for granted, at the outset of these lessons , that the main reason for calling

them “ Lives of the Apostles,” is that the movement of history covered by the N. T.

literature may appear as a thoroughly human movement ; and that, so far as possi
ble, the color and flavor of individuality may be given to it.

The Apostolic life cannot be treated without touching the Apostolic mind.

I shall do my best not to trespass on the domain of N. T. Theology. If, however,

there is a risk , it must be run . For there never has been a typeof consciousness

wherein the elements of life were more completely fused than in the Apostolic.

Concerning every creative epoch, every epoch that has given the world a classic

type of experience — a type that is contemporary with all time—it holds true that

those elements of experience,which , in a less happy age, are detached , are triumph

antly blended. The Elizabethan man possessed a world all of a piece from topto

bottom . There was for him no such split between being and thought as exists for
us. Head and heart had a common pulse . Now this was supremely true for the

apostolic consciousness. Its conditions and tendencies are closely akin to those of
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0. T. prophetism. Riehm writes in his “ Messianic Prophecy ” concerning the latter :

“ This variety in the shaping of Messianic prophecy is due in part to the mental peculiar

ities of individual prophets, and to their particular religious standpoints ; in part also

it results from the gradual character of the process by which God's saving purpose is

revealed. But by far the most important reason is to be sought in the qualifying and

determining influence exercised upon the Messianicoracles of the individualprophetby
the historical conditions and circumstances of the immediate and ever-varying present.

. The prophet is first and foremnost the trustee of a Divine commission to his

contemporaries. To them his entire message is, in the first instance, directed, and

that not with the view of satisfying any idle curiosity that would seek gratification

in the lifting of the veil that conceals the future ; for, on the contrary, prophecy is

subservient to the ethico -religious task prescribed to the prophet by the actual con

ditions and circumstances of his time." To use Hegelian language, theidea is not

abstract, does not dwell aloof from history, but incorporates itself in history,

that we may not follow the history without touching the idea.

Wethus reach our conception of the subject. It is the biographic aspect of the

Apostolic Age. At the same time we get the connecting threads that are to run

through our treatment of the theme.

7. INTRODUCTION .

Judaism and the Church . – The new com

munity acquires self-knowledge through conflict
with Judaism . The individual consciousness is dom .

inated by the law that binds the subject to the ob

ject. The thinker cannot find himself save in the

presence of his world . The same law governs the

collective consciousness. The apostolic mind came

to know itself through contact and conflict with

Judaism . That same Judaism was very strongly

entrenched , and was not to be easily transformed

or overcome. Says Kuenen : “ The land inbab.

ited by the Jews was a small subdivision of the

Roman world -empire It derived froin its relation

to the dispersedJews rathermore importancethan

it would have had of itself. But in spite of this

it was still most insigificant – a bit of one of the

many provinces over which Rome swayed the
sceptre. Yet in its own estimation the nation that

occupied this district was the first nation upon

earth. It was conscious of possessing privileges

and of holding a rank to which the supremacy of

the entire world couldnot be compared. It looked

down, not only upon its neighbors, but also upon

the masters to whom it , as well as those neigh

bors , was subject. By the side of the self-con

sciousness of the chosen people of the only True

One, that of the Roman citizen was almost humil

ity. ” — A . K’uenen , “ Religion of Israel,” Vol. III .,

p. 271 .

Notwithstanding the internal separation which

had taken place among the Jews of Palestine and

had been but too often culminated directly in

civil war, notwithstanding the dispersion of a

great part of the Jewish body into foreign lands,

notwithstanding the intrusion of foreign ingre.

dients into it and even of the destructive Hellen

istic element into its very core , the collective

body of the Jews remained united in a way , to
which in the present day only the Vatican per

haps and the Kaaba offer a certain analogy. The

holy Salem remained the banner, Zion's temple

the Palladium of the whole Jewish body, whether

they obeyed the Romans or the Parthians, whether

they spoke Armenian or Greek , whether even

they believed in the old Jahve or in the new, who

was none.- T.Mommsen , “ The Roman Provinces,"

Vol. II ., pp . 183-184.

With this Judaism the little Christian comniu .

nity must contendfor the right to appropriate and

interpret the 0. T. As Wendt says : “ For in the

Old Testament lay the chief sources whence Jesus

derived His own religious education , and the chief

means whereby Hecould establish the Divine

right of His teaching in the view of His Jewish con.

temporaries. The sacredness of the Old Testament

Canon in the estimation of the Jews rendered it

possible, historically speaking, for the teaching of

Jesus, and the early Christian society, to develop

themselves on the foundation of Judaism . - H. H.

Wendt, “The Teaching of Jesus," Vol. I., P. 36.

Christ and the Church.- While the relations

with Judaism are the outer cause of deepening

self -consciousness, the inner cause is the person of

Christ . Harnack writes : “ The gospel presents

itself as an Apocalyptic messageon the soil of

the Old Testament, and as the fulfillment of the

law and the prophets, and yet is a new thing, the

creation of a universal religion on the basis of that

of the Old Testament. It appeared when the time

was fulfilled , that is , it is not without a connection

with the stage of religious and spiritual develop

ment which was brought about by the intercourse

of Jews and Greeks, and was established in the

Roman Empire ; but still it is a new religion, be

cause it cannot be separated from Jesus Christ.

When the traditional religion has become too nar.

row, the new religion usually appears as some

thing of a very abstract nature; philosophy comes

upon the scene, and religion withdraws from so

cial life and becomes a private matter. But here

an overpowering personality has appeared - the
Son of God . Word and deed coincide in that per

sonality , and as it leads men into a new conmun

ion with God , it unites them at the same time

inseparably with itself, enables them to act on the

world as light and leaven, and joins them together
in a spiritual unity and an active confederacy."

A. Harnack , “ History of Dogma," Vol. I.,

p.41.

The Christ had created the church . The church

existed to enter ever more deeply into the inter

pretation of his life .
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8. THE APOSTLE PETER.

Both by temperament and training Peter was fitted to lead the Church in her first

days. He was of a rash nature. ( 1 ) His training had been that of a peasant.His

one book was a memory stored with the words of the Old Testament. With

no scholastic training to check his feeling, and no knowledge of the world to

puzzle his will , he could be stirred to the bottom by an appeal to the hopes of his

people.

The thoughts upon which the history of Judaism turned were the Messianic

Idea and the Law . (2) The Scribes threw all possible emphasis upon the Law . The

popular emphasis, in periods of strain, fell upon the Messianic Idea. That Idea had

been cast in the mould of patriotism , it was sensitive to the touch of political

forces. It answered quickly to the spur of the times. Now in this period Rome

pressed in, like fate , upon Israel.

Imperial taxation, which Rome had

to carry through or else deny her

self, and which Judaism had to

resist or deny itself, set on foot the

irrepressible conflict. (3)

With this deep movement of the

popular heart Peter , in his peasant

days, was identified. After his

Master's death , it still stirred him ,

but to nobler issues . The hinge of

the Master's life was his relation

to the Messianic Idea. The hinge

of the Church's life was the inter

pretation of that self - same Idea in

the light of his character and

claims. This involved the recon

struction of the conception of God.

Jesus had said to Peter : “ Put up

thy sword within its sheath "

(Matt. 26:52) . The word was ad

dressed to the soul of our race.
Medallion portraits of SS. Peter ( right) and Paul ( left) found in the

Jesus died in order to identify the

word with his own being. The work of the Church was to interpret the Messianic

Idea in the light of his being and deed, and so to banish from the conception of

God the last element of force.

The first creed or programme of common thought and feeling was very simple.

It consisted of two short articles : Jesus is the Christ; and He is to speedily return .

By the first article, the Church was under bonds to establish a harmony between the

Master's life and the Old Testament; above all to show that his death was in the

divine plan. (4) Deeper into the meaning of Christ's death the times did not call

upon the Church to go.

The second emphasis was upon eschatology. This was the supreme need of the

hour. The second coming of Christ was the emotional center of gravity . It had

vast social power. It was the New Testament form of the Old Testament “

Jehovah. ” It was the logical climax to the prophetic conception of history. The

impassioned belief in the Second Advent meant that the Christian consciousness

comunitted its whole fortune into the keeping of the conviction that history is mak

ing towards a moral goal , and that terrestrial society must examine itself in the light

of its relation to that goal.

St. Peter, in his life and sermons and epistle, was the exponent of that impas

Cemetery of Domitilla .

Day of
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sioned conviction . (5) And the Church of the first days was radiant with social

enthusiasm . (6)

The little community grew rapidly . It throve upon opposition. Danger

deepened its faith . The martyrdom of Stephen broughtinto broad day the funda

mental law of its being, that the way of the cross is the way of light. To live

long under the severest strain and not once appeal to force nor even think of so

doing, was the divine inethod of leading the Christian consciousness deeper into the

meaning of the Master's death. Life and logic join here in a noble conspiracy .

Tulo

8. THE APOSTLE PETER.

( 1 ) The Character of Peter.- Peter was of a

rash nature. Quick to resolve , we find him first

among the Apostles on every occasion, in speech

as well as in action . It is he who in the name of

the Twelve confesses the Messiahship of Jesus

( Mark 8:29; comp. John 6:69), and suggests the

reward which they think they earned by their

fidelity (Mark 10:28). The later Gospels also,as a

rule, makehim spokesman forthe disciples ( Matt.

15:15 ; 18:21 ; Luke 8:45 ; 12:41). Lightly

stirred by every impulse that affected his suscepti.

ble nature,he was hurried into thoughtless speech

and action . Only He who is unequaled

in knowledge of the heart could have detected in

this apparently contradictory nature, so open to
varying impulses, the rocky heart which , when

fully developed, gave the right direction to his

energetic nature , and combined self-sacrificing

endurance with his rash initiative .-B. Weiss,

“ Manual of Introduction , etc. , " Vol. II ., pp . 130-1.

( 2 ) Dominant Ideas in Judaism.-Nay the

entire religious life of the Jewish people during

the period of which we are treating just revolved

round these two poles : Fulfilment of the law, and

hope of future glory. Zeal for the former derived

its vitality from the latter . - Schürer, The Jewish

People , etc.,'. Div . II ., Vol. II., P. 93.

(3 ) Hatred of Rome. - Althoughthe census was

in the last resort submitted to as inevitable, the

enforcement of it created a widespread spirit of

discontent, and led to the formation of an intran

sigeant party , whose one rallying cry was irrecon

cilable hatred of Rome. The Scribes

shrank back from the practical application of their

doctrines, and contented themselves with holding

up the collectors of taxes ( the publicans of the

New Testament ) to the moral reprobation of their

co -religionists; but the Zealots, the name adopted

by the new party, were not satisfied with these

paltry and ineffective methods; they were resolved

to resist Roman domination by force of arms.

W. D. Morrison , “ The JewsUnderRoman Rule,"

pp. 125-6 .

But the brave , free Highlanders of Galilee, and

of the region across their glorious lake , seemed to

have inherited the spirit of Jephthah, and to have

treasured as their ideal - alas! often wrongly appre

hended - their own Elijah , as , descending in wild,

shaggy garb from the mountains of Gilead, he did

battle against all the might of Ahab andJezebel .

-Edersheim , “ The Life and Times, etc.,” Vol. I.,

p. 238.

( 4 ) Early Interpretation of the Death of

Jesus.- Apologetics was the imperative need of

the hour: not simply the proclamation of theGos

pel , but the defence of it , and the defence of Jesus

himself, the preacher of it . But in the

addressrecorded in Acts iii . , 12 seq ., we read : “ But

the things which God foreshewed by the mouth of

all the prophets, that his Christ should suffer, he

thus fulfilled ;" and the same idea appears in other
passagesin the early chapters of Ats. With this

explanation for the death of Jesus, the disciples
seem for some time to have contented themselves.

At least we find no other reason for it referred to

in any of the recorded speeches or prayers of Peter

or of his associates. There is no sign that they

thought of it asChrist did , as possessing an inde

pendent value of its own ,oras contributing in any

way to the well-being of his followers, or to the

advancement of the kingdom . - McGiffert, “ The
Apostolic Age," PP. 54, 57.

( 5 ) Peter the Apostle of Hope. - In keeping

with this self-testimony of the Epistle of St. Peter

is its most prominent peculiarity, on account of

which theauthor has frequently sinceSteiger been

designated with justice the Apostle of Hope. The

rash nature of the Apostle led him from the begin

ning to direct all the energy of their ( the elders of

the Church ) longing and striving to the promised

final consunimation, and hence to find the highest

good and deepest motive of all Christian life in the

lively hope which anticipates as it were this end

with joyful certainty:-B. Weiss, “ Manual of

Introduction, etc., " Vol. II ., p . 146.

(6 ) Social Community. -On the other hand ,
we may affirm without hesitation that the form in

which the community of goods was observed by

the Church provided the general feature distinct

ive of the character and form of their social

union . It was no mere school . As little was it

merely a separate synagogue. It was much rather

a society in the strict sense, in so far as , without a

formal constitution or law, it involved far- reaching

mutual obligations on the part of its members, and

indeed bound them together in an alliance that

embraced their whole life.-C. Weizsäcker, “ The

Apostolic Age ," Vol. I. , p . 57 .

It was the grandest and at the same time the

boldest and purest social renovation of the world

which was here inaugurated in the narrowest

circle of simple and quiet men, not in the spirit of

ambition and power , but of that serving and

patient love, which found its exemplar in Jesus ,

the friend of the poor and weary , and knewin him

the security of its victory. Not in the dogmas

and not in the legends which arose only gradually ,

but in these wonders of love, did those impelling

forces lie through which, from the first onwards,

Christianity has conquered the world , to be sure,

first and chiefly the world of poor and insignificant

people, of the unwise and unmighty, of the mal

treated and oppressed, ofthe hungering and weep

ing , of the abandoned and the lost ; to all these

thebrotherhood of Jesus opened a place of refuge,

where they experienced, in the comforting and

helpful sympathy of the brethren , a foretaste of

that future kingdoin of God when Godwill wipe

away all tears from their eyes.-0. Pfleiderer,

" Das Urchristenthum ," P. 25.
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9. THE APOSTLE JAMES.

The life of James, so far as the literature is concerned , is for the most part

silence. Yet the individuality of the man made a deep mark upon history. Had

we nothing save the single phrase in Paul's letter to the Galatians— " certain came

from James ” (ii : 12 ) , this fact would stand fast.

It is a law of life that the child must repeat the experience of its race . The

single life passes, with quick steps, through the periods which the race passed

through slowly and with toil. We may apply this law to the new community; it

must pass, albeit with rapid movement, through the stages of experience which the

Jewish mother-church had undergone. After the exile Judaism faced a problem

wholly new to humanity, namely ,How to build a new type of society , independ

ent of territorial

sovereignty , and

embracing indi

viduals scattered

over various king

doms ? In other

words, How build

a Church ? Juda

ism partly solved

the problem , and

so became the fore

runnerofthe Cath

olic Church , by its

discipline of the

Law. ( 1 )

It was, then ,

inevitable that the

new community

should
pass

through the ex

perience of the

Law . As a matter

of fact, the Chris

tians of the first Bethany.

days did not dream

that they were under bonds to separate themselves from the mother -church. ( 2 ) The

necessity of a separation, complete and final, was wrapped up in the very nature of

Christianity as a religion identified with the person of its founder. But it is not the

divine method of education to bestow insight before the occasion for it has arrived .

The new community would walk in the old ways until driven out of them by the

pitiless logic of the inner and the outer life.

James ' temperament and upbringing fitted him to become the head of the Church

in Jerusalem. By temperament he was a true Puritan , with the splendid virtues, as

well as the defects, of that type which entered history with Ezra, and has wrought
with the strong hand ever since . His upbringing had been that of a pious layman ,

having no inside knowledge of the Law, such as Saul drew from his scholastic

experience, and, consequently, appréhending it with the solid , unquestioning seri
ousness which corresponded to his nature.

He soon took from Peter the leadership of the Church in Jerusalem , where, of all
places, the power of the old order must needs yield slowly to the attacks of the new.

For Jerusalem was one of the three cities - Athens and Rome being the other two

—which have bound humanity with a spell. There, if anywhere, memory was
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mighty. There, if anywhere, Christianity could detach itself but slowly from

Judaism . To emphasize the hope of Israel was the function of Peter. It fell to the

lot of James to emphasize the Law. (3) He stood at the head of the Church in Jeru

salem through the trying twenty years that preceded his death . His bearing at the

Apostolic Council suggests it. Paul's reference to him in Galatians confirms it.

The times tried men's souls. The little Church was in mortal peril more than once.

It required a man of dauntless courage and unyielding staunchness to mediate

between the Old and the New. James was the man for the time and the place.

Hegel, comparing Greek andEgyptian art, says that in the latter the statue is

bound to its supporting wall , while in the former it stood out from it free and at

large, claiming the whole eye for its heritage. Thus was it with the person of Christ,

as James saw it. For him the masterhood of Christ was entangled within the tradi

tions of the old faith . Yet he was far outside the narrowness of Judaism , as his

bearing at the Apostolic Council proves. And while his thought was not as ripe as

Paul's, his death proved that even Paul's heart could not beat truer to Christ than

did his.

9. THE APOSTLE JAMES. tians into a brotherhood was the community of the

kingdom of God, and the conviction that through

(1 ) The Law Dominant in Judaism.-We re- Christ they belonged to it . In this its ideal pa

member that without detracting from the central ture it was thoroughly adapted to serve as the

importance of the temple, Ezra makes the Law ground of union , yet without causing any preju

the real foundation of the religious life of his peo dice to their adherence to their national faith and

ple. Side by side with the onenational sanctuary allegiance. They had no desire to be renegades,

rise the Synagogues, which, as they already com- nor wasit possible to regard them as such. Even

pensated the scattered Jews for the want of the if they did not maintain and observe the whole

common worship long before the fall of Jerusalem , Cultus, yet this did not endanger their allegiance .

were also able to take the place of the temple Judaism permitted not only great latitude in doc

after it . The Scribes make their appearanceby trinal views, but also a partial observance of the

the side of the Priests . In the struggle which Cultus, as is sufficiently proved by the instance of

waged between them since the second century be- the Essenes in this period . The Christians did

fore our era, the Scribes retained the upper hand
not lay themselves open to the charge of violating

-as if with a view to the time when they alone
the law . They did not take up an aggressive at.

would undertake the guidance of the people and titude. Their appearance before the local courts

the maintenance of their religion . These facts
as well as before theSanhedrim , the supreme na

remove all surprise at the survival ofJudaism after
tional tribunal , consists with the fact that on the

the violent blow which was dealt to it by the Jew- whole they remained Jews.-C. Weizsäcker, “ The

ish war.-A. Kuenen , “ The Religion of Israel," Apostolic Age," Vol . I., p. 46.

Vol. III., p . 288 .

( 3 ) James Never Ceased to Observe the Law .

The fact most essentially conclusive for the re- - Butit was not simply his character as a Christian

ligious life of the Jewish people during the period that contributed to James' influence and author .

under consideration is , that the law, which regu- ity . His characteras a Jew counted for a great

lated not only the priestly service but the whole deal with the strict Jews of the Mother Church .

life of the people in their religious , moral and so- Though he was converted by a vision of the risen

cial relations, was acknowledged as given by God Jesus, as Paulwas, his conversion produced an en

Himself. Its every requirement was a requirement tirely different effect upon him . He had appar
of God from His people ; its most scrupulous ob- ently passed through no such experience ofthe

servance was therefore a religious duty, nay the futility of endeavoring to keep the law , andit was

supreme and in truth the sole religious duty . The not a sense of the need of justification, or of deliv .

whole piety of the Israelite consisted in obeying erance from sin and death, that led him to Christ .

with fear and trembling, with all the zeal of an He was evidently before his conversion an uncori.

anxious conscience , the law given him by God in monly devout and faithful Jew, and in accepting

all its particulars. Hencethe specific character of Christ he never thought of ceasing to be such, or

Israelitish piety during this period depends on the of regarding the observance of the law as of less

acknowledgment of this dignity of the law. importance than before. Rather, like his other

The age of this acknowledgment may be deter- Christian brethren , he must have regarded it asof

mined almost to the day and hour. It dates from even greater importance ; and nothing in the

that important occurrence, whose epoch -making teaching or conduct of Jesus suggested anything
importance is duly brought forward in the Book else to him . All that we know of him points to

of Nehemiah , the reading of the law by Ezra, and an excessive reverence for the Jewish law in all its

the solemn engagement of the people to observe parts, and a most scrupulous observance of it

it ( Neh. viii.- x ).- E . Schürer,“ The Jewish People ," throughout his life; and in a church constituted

etc., Division II., Vol. I., p . 306. as the church of Jerusalem was such a tendency

naturally promoted greatly his reputation for

( 2 ) The Earliest Christians Not Separate from piety . - A . C. McGiffert, “The Apostolic Age, "

the Jews. - The koinonia which formed the Chris- PP. 551-2.
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10. THE APOSTLE PAUL.

LAU

The times called for a universal religion . The outer life of the world had long

been preparing for it . The political climax of ancient history , the Roman empire,

gave theworld a measure of unity incomparably greater than anything it had known

before. The inner life of the world was also ripe for a universal religion. National

distinctions had been wiped out or belittled . The Greek culture had created a

common mental climate . The numerous forins of local religion had either died of

atrophy, or destroyed each other. Syncretism, a tendency towards universal

religion , was the order of the day. ( 1 )

The answer to the world's need could come only from the Orient . Neither the

Greek , with his genius for thought, and beauty, nor the Roman, with his capacity

for organization , could give it. From the East, with its deeper capacity for abso

lute self-surrender, must

come the world's religion ,

and in that quarter divine

forces, working towards the

satisfaction of the world's

need , had been long in the

field . In Israel — from whom

salvation was to go forth

the prophetical idea of God

kept step with the broaden

ing political horizon by ad

vancing from a provincial to

a comprehensive monothe.

ism. Outside Israel, too ,

the religiousness of the

Orient gave indications ofan

attempt to give the world a

common feeling and faith.

It began , when once the View of Corinth , looking northwards over the Bay.

hammer of Assyria had for

ever shattered the structure of ancient society , to put itself upon a footing more or

less independent of the State .

The person and word of Christ, bornof Israel, yet transcending Israel, gave the

answer to the world's need . But the full appreciation of Christ did not shine upon

Peter and James. Jesus wentto his crucifixion knowing well that through it alone

could his conception of the Messianic Idea be wrought out, that by no other

means could he destroy the world's false or imperfect ideals, finish the Prophets'

work of reconstructing the idea of God , and so ground that ideal of master

hood through servicewhich was destinedto permanently command the spirit

of humanity . To see the death of the Christ in its true light was given to

Paul.

Paul's nature combined in a most uncommon way the prophet and the logician.

He has often been called a constitutional mystic, but the word is misleading, for

mysticism , as commonly understood and practised, leads the mind away from history

into the regions of contemplative ecstasy . Paul was rather a seer of the Isaiah

type. Whatever odds and ends of Greek culture he may have collected , he

remained, unlike Philo , an Israelite to the backbone. Hellenism did not go more

than skin -deep. His mysticism , if we must use the term , was that of the impas

sioned reformer, not of the quietist , and he was at the same time a lover of dialectic.

The style of his letters reveals both characteristics ; for in Paul's case the style is

indeed the man . Now this union of the grand passion of the prophet with the
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logic of the reasoner betokened his fitness for the interpretation of Him, in whom

the ideal and the actual met together.

The two elements of his education that are of deepest significance in his prepara

tion for his work, are his Roman citizenship and his rabbinical training. He was

born at Tarsus of a family possessing wealth and standing ; that he inherited the

Roman citizenship from his father is convincing proof that his family was out of

touch with the Zealots . Paul was born , if notinto a sympathetic, at least into an

open -minded relationship with the political world -order. It was impossible for him ,

even before his conversion , to stand towards that order as a noble -hearted Galilean

peasant - Peter, for example — could stand . After his conversion he came with

little effort, into a breadth of view becoming to a member of the greatest political

organism the world has ever seen .

The other, even more significant element in his preparation, was his profes

sional training as a rabbinical scholar. Even in our day, when the printing-press

has conferred a sort of literary suffrage upon the masses, there is a broad difference

between the intellectually trained minority and the untrained majority. In Paul's

time and place this was far greater . Paul was trained to be one of the governing

minority. In regard to the two thoughts upon which the whole spiritual life of

Israel turned—the Messianic Idea and the Law — this training secured for him a
perspective very differing from that of Peter. In this matter Paul stood with

James; but , at the same time, was able, as a specialist , to go much deeper into the
Law than he. The inner knowledge of the Law, in its bearings upon the ultimate

questions of religion and ethics, lay open to him. To James it was closed. (3 )

10. THE APOSTLE PAUL.

( 1) The Greek and Roman Preparation for

Christianity . - But the bond of connection

between the religion and the polity is a much

deeper and more intimate one than this , and is to

be looked for in the general spiritual movement of

the time of which both are manifestations. What

we have to keep in mind is , that Christianity

never could have been that general form of the

religious consciousness which it is, had not the

whole development of the world's history, up to

the time when it appeared , been preparing for it .

First came the general intellectual culture which

the Greeks made the common property of the

world , and then the Roman rule uniting the

nations, and introducing political institutions,

which served as a basis for universal civilisation .

By these agencies the barriers raised by national

sentiment had been broken down , and many dif

ferences softened which had tended to keep the

nations apart from each other, not only in their

outward relations , but in the inner sphere of

thought and feeling. - F . C. Baur, “ Church His.

tory," Vol. I., P.5 .

( 2) The Character of Paul. - What is funda

mental in the Jewish nation , the predominant

inclination towardsGod anddivine things, appears

in him ( i.e. in Paul) in all its power and depth ,

just as the similar inclination of the German peo

ple appeared in Martin Luther. And to this he

added another peculiar gift of the Jewish people ;

he was drawn by the very structure of his mind to

be a seer, a prophet. But the Jewish genius which

he thus brought to the service of the gospel was

met in him by a truly Hellenic delight in dialectic ,

Hellenic power , keenness, and delicacy of

thought to examine, analyse, and search to the

bottom , and by aRoman energy urging him on to

conquer the world . - W . Beyschlag, " New Testa

ment Theology, " Vol. II., P. 5.

(3 ) Paul was a Providential Man.—The older

apostles and their Palestinian colleagues were not

qualified for this task ( i.e. preaching to the

Gentiles) . They were plain men whom no formal

schooling had prepared for such mental work men

who belonged to the reflective, pious circles of the
nation to whom belief in Christ was really the

completion of the Old Testament evangelical idea ,

and they found their real calling in leading their

own people by the way in which they theinselves

had been led by Jesus from the old to the new

covenant . (Gal. 2 :8-9 . ) But a Christian Hellenist

or Greek would also have failed to transplant the

gospel from the Jewish to the Greek world. On

the one hand, he would not have grasped what

distinguishes Judaism from Christianity, for he

would be inclined to spiritualise the former , and,

on the other hand , he would have treated the

latter according to the methods of a foreign

culture ; and so Christianity would inevitably

have been mixed with whatwas alien to it , as

actually afterwards took place on Greek soil .

Among the plainest and most notable traces of a

Divine Providence in history, is the way in which

the instrument was created which alone was fitted

for realising its purposes here . The Apostle to the

Gentiles must be made of what is strongest in

Judaism, of the sect of Scribes and Pharisees ; his

spiritual life must be deeply rooted in the soil of

the historical revelation , and yet he must have

within him an instinct that can find no satisfaction

in Pharisaism . Unlike Peter and James, he must

be identified with that tendency in Judaism which

was niost hostile to Christ and mostopposed to the

Gospel , so that his surrender to Christ may be

abrupt and revolutionary ; for thus only can he

carry into his new life the necessity of finding

some reasonable understanding between the new

and the old . We need not say that we refer to

Paul.- W. Beyschlag ,“ New Testament Theology,"

Vol. II. p. 2.

a
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11. THE APOSTLE PAUL (CONTINUED).

(

Paul's unique preparation was matched by a unique conversion. No single

event in the life of any of the great men of history has left so deep a mark upon

the religious consciousness . Into the discussion of its causes lack of space forbids

our entering Enough to say that the subjective and the objective elements joined

to make the total cause, but that the pith of the matter was the objective. Without

the subjective the conversion were a chapter in physics, not an essential part of the

history of salvation. ( 1 ) On the other

hand, unless the cause be taken as

mainly objective, unless the appear

ance of the risen Lord to Paul be a

phenomenon of different order from a

mere vision , the pyramid is set upon

its point, and the effect becomes the

cause. ( 2)

The emotional effect of his con

version was a clean, sheer break in

the Apostle's view, between his life as

a Pharisee and his life in Christ. One

world of feeling and motive disap

peared, and a new world rose above

the horizon. Paul's conversion here

came into alliance with his tempera

mental capacity for the prophetic

function . The prophet, like the poet,

sees totals , not items. It was the

function of Paul to see the nature and

genius of the redeemed life as a great

spiritual whole, complete in itself. The

emotional contrast between Paul and

the original disciples is the result. For

them the new and the old were

wrapped up together. When their conception of Christ ripened, they still did not

dream of separating the new from the old ; but rather, as in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, built their apologetic upon the thought of continuity. Butfor Paul the

thought of the creative novelty of the life in Christ became the “ master-light of all

his se eing .”

The conversion not only changed the current of Paul's life ; it also gave shape

and color to his theology. In the first place the crucifixion of Christ became,

what it had not been to the older disciples, God's last word about Himself to His

people ( 1 Cor. 2 : 2) . It had been the rock of offense to Saul the Persecutor. It

became the touchstone of truth to Paul the Apostle. (3 ) In the second place , the

old logic of Judaism was put an end to, and by a single stroke. Since the days of

Ezra the Law had been regarded as the one road to the winning of the promise. But

for Paul , it now stands assured that the Law is helpless to save. It can only deepen

the sense of need , multiply ethical wants. It cannot answer the need or satisfy the

wants . And this is equivalent to saying, in the language of modern ethics, that

ideals of conduct cannot by themselves make the will integral and forceful. Only

the touch of sovereign reality can do that. The Christ comes. God gives His

uttermost gift. The divine being and will penetrate and pervade history. The

human being and will touch herein the ultimate reality. Forthwith being becomes

integral and will becomes forceful.

In the third place, the conception of life, as it is seen when its top-root is found,

The Roman Forum , as seen by St. Paul.
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was through Paul given for all time. Men can live the true life, the creative and

redemptive life, only through the saving touch — the grace-to use technical
language - of God's being and will in Christ. This means that the foundation of

humancharacter is laid in faith or trust . (4)

It followed of itself that Paul became the Apostle to the Gentiles. (5 ) The same

central tendency in Judaism , which, since the time of Ezra, had made the Law

the final word aboutGod , made separation inevitable. With Paul's conversion the

Gentile world comes clearly above the horizon of the spirit. By the same act of

faith whereby he went deep into the meaning of the deathof Jesus, he lifted up his

eyes upon that world , wherein his Roman citizenship gave him an interest, and

claimed it for.Christ. Through the empire he ran his career as the prince of

missionaries ; and at Rome, the capital and center of his missionary world, it greatly

became him to die .

11. THE APOSTLE PAUL (CONTIN- these ecstatic visions, and that which gave rise to

UED).
all the others ?

Much might be said on the details of this argu.

( 1) Paul's Freedom left Intact.– Proceeding ment , which is full of disputable points. The
on the words, Acts xxvi . 14 , okampov gol a POS kévtpa passage in 2 Corinthians xii . 1-9 supplies its

daktišeiv , Olshausen brings in , quite mal à propos, nucleus, and is indeed its only ground of support.

theAugustinian doctrine of " gratia irresistibilis,' This text , however, not only fails to establish M.

only with this difference , that , by the assertion Holsten's theory ; properly understood , it even

that in this appearance of our Lord the power of furnishes, to our thinking, a decisive proof against
grace was irresistible, it is by no means sought to it . It shows that Paul, so far from comparing the

deny that there may have been times in the subse- manifestation of Christ to him at his conversion

quent life of Paul when it was possible for him to with the visions he afterwards enjoyed, laid down

forfeit by unfaithfulness the grace vouchsafed to an essential difference between them . At the

him . This is the very worst modification of this beginning of chapter xii . , Paul proposes to give a

doctrine of irresistible grace , as by it two com- full account of his visions , and commences with

pletely different standpoints become confused with the first, which , far from being confounded with

each other — the ordinary theory of free-will, and his conversion , is dated at least five years later

its opposite, that of absolute dependence. The (apò étv dekategoápwv ). He does violence to his feel

consequence, or rather the cause , of this illogical ings in making known this private aspect of his

blending of heterogeneous theories is a theory of life. At the fifth verse he is checked by this repug.

miracle which thoroughly destroys the continuity nance, this sacred modesty, and suddenly takes
of the spiritual life, the arbitrary assertion that quite the opposite course. Instead of glorying in
there are circumstances in the life of man in which his privileges, he will only glory in his infirmities.

( as Neander well puts it ) “ the individual is carried The visions referred to in this passage , it would

away and transformed by magic influence against seem , he had never previously related; and just as
his own will.” In this view of the conversion of the insults of his enemies were on the point of

the Apostle Paul , miracle is of course assigned its compelling him to do so, he checks himself and

full right, but this is the only advantage; and again drops the veil over these mysteries of his

what is believed to be gained by it on one hand, in spiritual life. His ecstasies and visions do not be

favor of the glorification of divine grace, is lost on long to his ministry, and are not for others, only for
the other by the sacrifice of the moral dignity of Godand himself : είτε γαρεξέστημεν , θεω:είτε σωφρονούμεν ,

the Apostle . – F. C. Baur, “ Paul. " Vol. I., juiv ( 2 Cor. v. 13) . But so far from speaking of

pp . 76, 77 his conversion in the manner in which he speaks

(2) Christ's Appearance to Paul.-M. Holsten of his visions, Paul shows neither reluctance nor

himself, after all his endeavors, remains in doubt; embarrassment in describing it ; it was one of the

he does not mean , he declares, to insist on the staple subjects of his preaching. He spoke , in

truth of his solution , only on its possibility. short, of the appearance vouchsafed to him with
Practically, it amounts to the well-worn vision- the same confidence with which the Twelve related

hypothesis . Saul drew from Messianism the prin- those which they had witnessed. This event

cipal features of the person of Christ which he belonged not to the sphere of Paul's private and
claims to have seen . So that all the materials of personal life (indicated by the words cite étéormuer),

his vision were ready to hand. Furthermore, he but to that of his apostolic life , aptly characterized

had a natural tendency to ecstasy ; his physiologi- in the phrase είτε σωφρονούμεν, υμίν. Paul therefore
cal , no less than his spiritual constitution predis. perceived an essential distinction between these

posed him to it . He had a nervous disposition two orders of facts, corresponding to that which

easily over -wrought, a sanguinobilious tempera- existed between the two different spheres of his

ment; and was very delicate, subject probably to life to which they belonged .

epileptic attacks (2 Cor. xii . 7 ). That he had To make a second and equally decisive observa

revelations and visions, both his epistles and the tion , Paul knew that his visions were spiritual

Acts assure us ; he spoke with tongues, worked charismata , effects of the Spirit. He ascribes

miracles, had the gift of prophecy, and often them to the Spirit's agency as their true cause ;

boasts of his spiritual charismata (1 Cor. xiv . 18 ; whilst he attributes his conversion to a personal

Gal. ii . 2 ; 2 Cor. xii 1-9 ) . What was the appear. and corporeal intervention of the risen Jesus. In

ance of Christ at his conversion but the first of the phenomena of his visions he was transported ,
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ravished into ecstasy, carried to the third heaven ; of the old , the beginning of a new covenant, an

at his conversion, Jesus descended to him and offence to the Jews, and to the Greeks foolishness,

appeared before him in the midst of his ordinary but the powerof God and the wisdom of God to

life . Moreover, though Paul had several visions, those who are called , both Jews and Gentiles, to

he states that he had seen the risen Lord but once, believe in him ( 1 Cor. i . 23 f.). -Ibid, pp . 15 , 16 .

and that this appearance was the last made by ( 4 ) Paul's Doctrine of Faith .—The doctrine of

Jesus on earth . In the consciousness of the apostle faith furnishes the starting point from which

there must therefore have existed a broad line of Paul's whole view of the nature and demands of

demarcation between the series of appearances the Christian life is developed . It is the principle

then terminated ( coxatov sè távtwv, 1 Cor. xv. 8 ) , and of salvation by faith which separates his doctrine
the ecstasies and visions which lasted throughout of religion so widely from the popular Jewish con

the apostolic age . How could this marked dis- ceptions of his time , and which accounts for the

tinction have arisen, except from the conviction distinctive elements of his theology. The Jewish

that the appearances of the risen Lord had a real idea was that salvation was to be won by good

and objective character, such as the spiritual deeds, especially by the observance of command
visionsof ecstasy did not possess . ments . The practicalresult of this theory was the

Finally, if Christ's appearance to Paul had been development of a spirit of self-righteousness on

an inward vision, it must have been notthe cause, the one hand; and of an uncertainty of acceptance

but the product of his faith . How could the mind with God , on the other. If one had faithfully

of Saul the Pharisee have created such a vision , done the prescribed duties , he would easily fall

unless he were a Christian already ? and if, on the into self-congratulation, yetcould not be sure that

other hand, he were a Christian already, how he had done enough . The religious consciousness

could he have attributed his conversion to this wavered thus perpetually between these two

cause ? Such a transformation makes the enigma dangers, each of which was fatal to a healthy and

still more obscure . Mr. Holsten's ingenious expla- stable religious life. By his doctrine of faith the

nations leave the mystery just where it was.- apostle escaped both these pitfalls . Faith was, in

A. Sabatier, “ The Apostle Paul,” pp. 64-7. its very nature, a disclaimer of nierit , and involved

( 3 ) The Offence of the Cross.- History con- a temper of self-abnegation and dependence; but
firms Paul's testimony that the cross of Christ was it led to a confident assurance of salvation, because
a chief offence to the Jews . And this is also it reposed its trust solely in the graceof God which

exactly what we should expect . For in this idea had been manifested in Christ . In the very act of

was contained beyond doubt the negation of all renouncing works as a meansof attaining divine

that a Jew regarded as most sacred in the hopes favor , faith presupposes the willingness of God to

and aspirations connected with his national theoc- accept those who make no claims of personal
racy . Further, as the Pharisees were the most worthiness and who consent to receive forgiveness

vehement representatives of this side of Judaism , it as a gift of grace . The very act of self-surrender

was very natural that the offence of the cross of in which may confesses his unworthiness of

Christ should have been repugnant to them above Heaven's favor is the act in which he enters into

all others, and that they should therefore most the possession of a full assurance of salvation,

violently have hated and persecuted the proclaim- because thereby he escapes out of himself, and

ers of it. -0. Pfleiderer , Paulinism , putting his case beyond the reach of mere human

standards of judgment, casts himself upon the

The whole question turned on whether the promised compassion of God.-G. B. Stevens,

crucified Jesus was really, as his disciples said , * The Pauline Theology," p. 292 .

declared by the resurrection to be the Messiali, ( 5 ) Paul's Conversion Determines His Mis

and his death thus proved to be the expiatory sion.— The apostle connects his conversion with

death of the Messiah, and a new means of salva- his call to be an apostle to the Gentiles, represent.

tion ; or whether he had remained among the ing the one as a means to the other as an end .

dead , and was therefore no Messiah, his death no “ When it pleased God to reveal His Son in me

expiatory sacrifice, but the death of a malefactor. that I might preach Him among the Gentiles. "

The decision depended on Paul's being able or According to Weiss he is simply reading the

unable to convince himself of the truth of the divine purpose of his conversion in the light of

alleged resurrection ; and are we to believe that long subsequent events, which for the firsť time

this cardinal point did not fill and excite the very made him conscious that he was being called in

depths of his consciousness ? How could he have God's providence to a specifically Gentile mission.

turned over and over in his mind the debatable pos- Now itneed not be denied that such a procedure

sibility of the resurrection, without forming an would be quite in keeping with St. Paul's habits

image of the risen one ? But when he had once of religious thought, but itmay gravelybe doubted

formed this image , ifit were only mentally to reject whether it suited the position in which he was

it at first, nothing is more natural than that thede- placed when he wrote the Epistle to the Galatians.

cisive turn of his convictions should clothe itself in What the circumstances required was, that he

the form ofthe sudden appearance before him , as an should make clear beyond all dispute that he

objective reality, and in the overpowering bright- was an apostle, and an apostle to the Gentiles, by

ness of heavenly majesty, of that image ofthe imniediate divine authority and equipment ; that

risen Jesus , which he had so vehemently struggled both his gospel and his call came to him direct

against, and each time more vainly endeavored to from the hand of God. In presence of men lying

reject. Upon this the struggle was decided , every in wait for his halting, and even ready to charge

doubt was vanquished ; and Paul the persecutor him with falsehood , if they got the chance , could

had attained to the same certainty founded on he have so spoken of a call which came to him

experience as the first disciples , that the crucified late in the day, from the fact of Gentiles giving an

one was the Messiah . But then he was the Messiah , unexpected welcome to a gospel, which , so far as

not only, as they said , in spite of the cross , but thepreacher's intention was concerned, had not

precisely becauseof the cross ; his crucifixion was really been meant for them ?-A . B. Bruce, St.

the turning-pointof his work as Messiah , the end Paul's Conception of Christianity.” PP. 40-1.

» Vol. I.,

P.8.
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12. THE APOSTLE JOHN.

The Master called John “ Son of Thunder. "“ Son of Thunder. ” Words were things, when Heused

them, and we may, without fear, take the descriptive name He gave to the sons of

Zebedee, as a revelation of his temperament. He had a fiery temper. When he

desired to call down fire from heaven, like Elisha of old , upon the Samaritan village
that insulted Jesus, he showed of what spirit he was. It has been said of another

great Semite, Spinoza, that his system was acosmistic, swallowing up the world in

God. If John's nature did not wander that way, still he possessed the natural basis

of the apocalyptic mood, the mood wherein the divine end of history looms so large

that the slow human process of history is lost sight of.

John's preparation for Christ was like Peter's. He was layman, fisherman, and

Galilean . His feelings ran strongly in the channel of the popular Messianic ideal .

When he came under the spell of the Master,

he loved Him with the intensity of an im

passioned nature. ( 1 and 2 ) He was less

robust and executive than Peter, a finer and

more delicate temperament. For that reason

he was put and kept in the background of

the Church's early years , first by Peter, and

then by James. He ripened slowly. In Acts

and Galatians he is hardly more than a name.

It looked as if Jesus had builded less wisely

than He thought, when He chose John to be

one of His tlıree intimate friends. But John's

time, ripening slowly like his own nature,

ripened surely.

John differed from Paul in two main

points. First, the Christ he knew was the

Galilean Christ. He could not throw upon

the death of Jesus the exhaustive emphasis

that Paul put upon it : the death may not

be isolated from the life. Second, his out

growing of Judaism did not come as the

effect of a single divine stroke. He was

brought to Paul's conclusion by a slow and

gradual process. It was the weight of his

toric fact, quite as much as the pressure ofThe Apostles John and Peter. - Albert Dürer .

personal experience, that enabled him to see

the new religion in its absolute self-sufficiency and world-ınastery . Not until the

fall of the Holy City in the year 70, did the Master's word win, for him , its full

significance.

As Galilean , and as that one amongst the Apostles in whom the natural equip

ment for the apocalyptic function was most complete, John went deep into the

meaning of the death-struggle of Israel against Rome. (3 ) Our existing N. T.

Apocalypse is of composite origin . But the explanation of the Johannine title is to

be found in the fact that it issued from the school of John. And its deep, almost

fearful intensity, may fairly be taken as proof of the well -nigh tragic strain which

John's nature underwent, in connection with the awful events that attended the

political downfall of Judaisin .

The traditions concerning John's later days are all under a heavy fire of criticism .

The whole “ Johannine question " is still in court. But one may venture to predict

that, whatever may be the ultimate opinion touching John's share in the direct

authorship of the Epistles and Gospel that have gone under his name, they will turn
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out to be intelligible only upon the supposition that the impress of the Apostle's

character and mind are to be found upon the literary work of his “ school.” Hence

I accept as genuine the tradition concerning John's stay in Ephesus.

Judaism was a thing outworn . John's idealism was not of the same order as

Plato's. His great picture was not of the charioteer, Reason, driving his horses

upwards towards the empyrean , but of the city of God descending out of heaven .

Hence the facts of history came upon his mind with a power notto be withstood .

Judaism was put altogether behind him. His Lord stood out as the Master of the

wide world, and in the presence of His spiritual monarchy the differences between

Jew and Gentile died of insignificance. He was by nature a lover, and he gave tothe

Church the gospel of a lover. Unlike as he is to Plato in other respects , he is like

him in this. For Plato's philosophy is the philosophy of a lover, in whom the poet

and the metaphysician were closely blended. Even so is John's Gospel the gospel

of a lover ; and of a lover who has lived long upon the earth, after his Lord has left

it ; for whom , therefore, memory, even more than hope, has become the staple of

life. In the impress he gave to the story of his Master's life, John wrote his own

autobiography. He was Christ-possessed ; and looking back from the vantage

ground of ripe experience saw in Jesus the embodied wisdom and love of God.

12. THE APOSTLE JOHN .
tender love for the Bridegroom of his soul, he was

( 1 ) John- the Person and His Doctrine. This beautiful as a mother overflowing with affection in

is not the place to discuss the Johannine question, the bosom of her family; though in his hatred he

but we may be allowed to point out how well the was terrible , as the same mother can be in her en

character of the doctrinal system in question agrees mity against her family's foes. John's nature, in

with what we learn from the New Testament and fact, was feminine both in its virtues and in its

Church tradition about John the son of Zebedee. faults, and, like all feminine natures, could be both

That certainly is not much , but it is sufficient to exquisitely sweet and exquisitely bitter . - A . B.

assure us of an uncommon personality of whom Bruce, * Training of the Twelve, ' p . 243.

we may expect uncommon results, and uncommon ( 3 ) The Jewish Conflict with Rome. - For it

in theverydirection which is indicated by the pe. is no less undeniable that, in this great final pa

culiarity of this doctrinal system . The synoptic tional war, many of the noblest endeavours and

“ Son of Thunder, " who in the zeal of his love for the most glorious deeds appear that were atall pos

the Master desires to forbid those exorcists to use sible in the still existing Community of the ancient

the name ofJesus, or wishes to call down fire from true religion , and the light of which had so often

heaven on the Samaritans who refuse Jesus quar shone in it in earlier times. Everywhere the pro

ters , reminds us throughout of the writer of thie foundest of its noble powers must come into action

Epistle, who unites the utmost severity against when any nation , especially one of high and an

the false teachers with a fatherly cordialitytowards cient culture, will once more rise from its past
those who are one with him in Christ, and the fa . errors and calamities, with freedom from the yoke

vorite disciple of the fourth Gospel, whose early of a foreign ruler, and gain the commencement of
attraction to the divine led him first into the circle a new and better life . . Moreover, of all

of the Baptist's disciples, and then was allowed to the nations of high and ancient culture , this was

rest on Jesus' breast as no other was. All this the only one which at this late period took up and

allows us to conjecture the pious student of the waged a life and death struggle with the Roman

Old Testament, who sees in Jesus the complete ful- power, while all other nations of that kind , hav .

filment of the law and the prophets, and who finds ing been long before exhausted, had only learnt

in close personal affection for Him eternal life to serve its purposes. But, in the last instance,

already on earth . - W . Beyschlag, “ New Testament this whole conflict and war , however much alien

Theology," p . 412 . purposes were mixed up with it , was in reality

( 2 ) John the Beloved Disciple.—To some it the struggle of true religion with heathenism , and,

may seem a matter of wonder how a man capable in fact, with the most terrible power that could

of entertaining so revolting a purpose as is here arise under its influence ; and we witness that won.

ascribed to James and Johu could ever be the dis- derful phenomenon that an ancient and almost

ciple whom Jesus loved. To understand this , it superannuated nation , that has already been in

must be remembered that Jesus, unlike most men , other respects dispersed and divided in a thousand

could love a disciple not merely for what he was, ways, rises once more, as if rejuvenated and con

but for what he should becomie. He could regard tending for the true weal of all nations , to fight

with complacency even sour grapes in their season against the most powerful heathen kingdom , and,

for the sake of the goodly fruit into which they in fact, makes that kingdom tremble and enter into

should ripen. Then , further, we must not forget a life and death struggle with itself. Nothing but

that John even when possessed by the devil of re- the power of the true religion, even though it was

sentment was apimated by a purer and holier in an impure form , could accomplish that; and it

spirit . Along with the smoke of carnal passion is in this that the great significance of this war, as

there was some divine fire in his heart. He loved well as its terrible seriousness , consisted ; neither

Jesus as intensely as he hated the Samaritans; it can the sympathy that it met with outside the an

was his devoted attachment to his Master that cient nation be otherwise explained. - H. Ewald ,

made him resent their incivility so keenly . In his “ History of Israel," Vol. VII., PP. 491-2 .
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SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW.

7. INTRODUCTION . — Biography and universal history , Fusion of elements, Messianic prophecy and

history , The idea and history .

8. THE APOSTLE PETER . – No scholar, Messianic idea and the Law, Peter's new views of the

Messiah and his second coming.

9. THE APOSTLE JAMES.-A law of life, The mother-church , James ' temperament and training ,

Leadership, The Law.

10. THE APOSTLE PAUL --Roman empire, Greek culture, Israelitic religion , Paul the prophet and

logician , His Roman citizenship , His rabbinical training:

II . THE APOSTLE PAUL ( CONTINUED ).– Subjective and objective elements, Pyramid , Clean

break , The crucifixion , Law and Christ, Trust, The Gentiles.

12. THE APOSTLE JOHN.- Fiery temperament,Training, Difference from Peter and John, Empha
sis on life, Slow growth , Intense love.

altra.com
!

Bethlehem , from the Latin Convent.

QUESTIONS.

7. How do biographies differ ? What of Apostolic biography ? How was the Apostolic mind
related to historic conditions ? Compare the prophetic mind .

8 . What was Peter's education ? What' his politics ? Into whatchange of view did Jesus lead

him ? What place did eschatology hold ?. How was Peter the Apostle of hope ?

9. Upon what had Judaism based its life ? Whatattitude to this did the earliest Christians adopt ?
Characterize James. What place did he fill ? What, therefore , did he emphasize ?

10. What had prepared fora universal religion ? What hadthe Orient ( Israel )contributed ? How
did Paul understand the case ? Analyze his nature . Describe his birth and education .

11. Discuss the conversion of Paul. How did it make him differ from the original Disciples ?

How did it affect his theology in respect to the crucifixion ? To the law ? To works ? What, therefore,

became Paul's life -work ?

12. Characterize John . How different from Peter and James ? From Paul ? What is certainly

true of the Epistle and the Gospel generally credited to John ? What was John's chief trait ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Apply the standard of the ProphetsandApostles to the preachers of our own time.
2 . What element does the Christian Church now emphasize ?

3 . What Christian Church now approximates to the type ofJames ?

4. Compare the character, training and times of Paul with those of Martin Luther.

5. Study other lives to discover the effect of experience upon theory.

6. Show that the Christian Church now stands in its Johannine age.
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ANDREW C. ZENOS , D.D. , Professor of Biblical Theology, McCormick Theological

Seminary , Chicago , Ill .

B

It is pre

13. INTRODUCTORY..

JIBLICAL Theology is based on the assumption that, as far as their out

ward form is concerned, the religious conceptions found in the Christian

Scriptures are subject to the laws that govern the formation and growth

of ideas in other spheres. It consists in the study, arrangement, and

presentation of the religious ideas of the Bible in their chronological

and genetic relations with one another and with their historical setting. ( 1)

This definition puts Biblical Theology in connection, on the one side, with the

science of religion , which has for its material all the religions of the world, and on

the other with a circle of so -called theological sciences centered in and growing out

of the canonical books of the Bible. As far as its affiliation with the science of

religion in general is concerned, Biblical Theology is prepared to recognize that its

subject matter has elements common to all the religions of the world .

pared, further, to concede that the preliminary stages of that growth of thought

which it deals with run parallel with the stages of growth passed through by other

religions . Still further , that these parallels. also prepare the way for the final stage

of that development which it aims to examine. But it claims a unique character

and an authoritativeness for the religion of which it traces the growth and examines

the exact significance. It does not consider it a part of its own function to validate

this claim ; it presupposes that it has been proved valid outside of its own sphere .

It rejects as unscientific the presumption that the religion of the Bible is “ one of

the great religions of the world, nothing less, but also nothing more . ”' (2 ) (Kuenen's

“ Religion of Israel," Vol . I. , p. 5. )

As far as itsrelation toother theological sciences, based like itself, on the canon

ical Scriptures is concerned , it is to beclassified with those of them that deal with

history. It is a history of revealed thought in the process of revelation . It is

allied to exegesis as far as sound exegesis precedes and conditions it . It is allied

to history of doctrine in as far as this traces the growth of a systematization of

revealed truth after its original formation. It is allied to systematic theology in

that this department correlates the facts of Biblical theology with philosophical

postulates and scientific conclusions. Biblical theology is contented with the nar

rower but more essential task of ascertaining the exactcircumstances under which,

and the forms in which, revealed thought emerges and flows within the period of

its first appearance.
539
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senses.

Biblical Theology is a modern science, It had its origin in a series of efforts to

lead theological discussion into the use of Scripture texts in their proper historical

Under the stress of controversy the words of Scripture had come to be used

without due regard to their true perspective and setting. A passage in Genesis was

often made to serve the same end as one in the gospel of St. John. Various pro

tests were made during the middle of the eighteenth century against this sort of

usage, and out of these protests issused, in 1789, Gabler's Essay on the true dis

tinction between Biblical and Dogmatic Theology. (3 ) The true reason for the

existence of Biblical Theology wasgiven in this essay, as well as the principle that

should govern it. The program outlined by Gabler was taken up and carried out

with varying degrees of fidelity to the original idea by a line of successors; and

during the century that has elapsed since the publication of this essay, Biblical

Theology has won its way into recognition as a legitimate and exceedingly valuable,

even indispensable, theological science.

According to the natural divisions of the canonical Scriptures , Biblical The

ology is generally treated under the two heads of Old Testament Theology and

New Testament Theology.

13. INTRODUCTORY .

( 1 ) Definitions. - Biblical theology (of the N. T. )

is the scientific exposition of the religiousconcep

tions and teachings contained in the Bible ( N.

Test.).— B . Weiss, “ Biblical Theology of N. T., ”

Vol. I., P.I.

Biblical theology has become current

as an awkward name for a subject of the very first

importance as the historical presenta

tion of the New Testament religion from its

abstract doctrinal side , the scientific restoration of

the moral and religious elements of doctrine

which existed in the consciousness of Jesus and

his witnesses and found expression in their words
and writings. - Beyschlag, N. T. Theol., ” Vol.

1. , pp . 3, 4 .

The nameBiblical Theology is in itself indefinite

and manifold in meaning. At different times it

has been variously understood ; recently the mean

ing of this name has been conventionally fixed.

Itis now understood commonly tomean a special

theological discipline which has for its task the

scientific exposition of the religion contained in

the Bible.-Dillmann, Alttestamentliche The .

ologie,” p.1 .

We understand by Biblical Theology thatbranch

of theological science which undertakes to ex

pound historically the religion of revelation within

the age of its origin . - H . Schultz, “ 0. T. The

ology, Vol. I., pp . 1 , 2 .

( 2 ) The Content of Biblical Theology - The

religion of Israel by its very position in the world

has been something more, in some sense, than
other religions . The science of compara

tive religion is legitimate and most useful, but it

becomes unscientific when it is a leveling science .

There is enough in the external history

of Israel to prepare us for finding in it something

very different from what other ancient religions

exhibit. Is it impossible that there should be

unique things in the world ? Is it scientific to as.

sume that there are not ? We do not require at

the outset to claim more for this religion than for

other religions , but neither are we allowed to

assume at the outset that it is no more nor better

than others.-- J. Robertson , “ Early Rel of Israel,"

Pp. 22-24.

Biblical Theology must insist upon claiming for

its object, not the thoughts and reflections and

speculations of men , but the oracles of God .

The second point to be emphasized in our treat

ment of Biblical theology is that the historical

character of the truth is not in any way antithet.

ical to , but really subordinate to , its revealed

character. - Geerhardus Vos , The Idea of Bib .

Theol. as a Science and a Theol. Discipline," pp.

30, 31 .

Biblical theology has to do only with the sacred

author's conceptions , and has nothing whatever to

do with the legitimate logical consequences. It is

not to be assumed that either the author or his

generation argued out the consequences of their

statements, still less discerned them by intuition ;

although , on the other hand, we must always

recognize that the religion and, indeed, the entire

theology of a period or an author may be far

wider and more comprehensive than the record or

records that have been left of it ; and that , in all

cases, BiblicalTheology will give us the minimum
rather than the maximum of the theology of a

period or author. But, on the other hand, we

inust also estimate the fact that this minimum is

the inspired authority to which alone we can ap

peal . - Briggs' “ Biblical Study," P. 393.

The doctrine of Christ was not given as a rigid
dead letter , in one determinate form of human

character, but it was announced as the word of

spirit of life, with a living flexibility and variety,

by men enlightened by the Divine Spirit, who

received and appropriated it in a living manner,

in accordance with their various constitutional

qualities and the difference of their course of life

and education . This difference served to manifest

the living unity, the riches and the depth of the

Christian spirit in the manifoldness of the forms

of conception , which unintentionally illustrated

each other and supplied their mutual deficiencies .

-Neander's “ Plant. and Training," etc., Book
VI., Intro .

( 3 ) De justɔ discrimine theologiae biblicae et dog.

maticae regundisque recte utrinsque finibus. Al

torf, 1789.
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14. OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY.

A final and thoroughly satisfactory historical exposition of the religious ideas of

the Old Testament presupposes a final theory of the order in which the books of the

Old Testament were produced. Such a theory Biblical Theology cannot construct

in its own right ; it must receive it from Biblical criticism . But so long as there is

neither absolute nor even proximate uniformity on this point in the field of Biblical

criticism , the only course left for Biblical Theology is to mass the content of the Old

Testament, and give it as a whole, without endeavoring to trace any development
within it. ( 1 )

In the Old Testament dispensationtwo types of thought are discernible, which

may be designated as the Mosaic and the Prophetic. The Mosaic type or system is

characterized by the emphasis it lays (a) on a political and social system of organiza

tion as a foundation for the true religious life ; (6 ) on the moral code, and ( c) on the

ritual of worship . Of these the political system may be set aside here as the

remotest from the purposes of theology, although in the Mosaic law it was most

intimately related to the religious life of the nation.

The moral aspect of the Mosaic system was embodied in the so -called Book of

the Covenant (Exodus, chaps. 20 to 24) , whose nucleus is the Decalogue. ( 2 ) The

construction of the Deca

logue shows that the ethical

life was intended to be

rooted in and blended with

the religious . Of the ten

commandments, the first

three refer purely and

simply to man's relation to

God ; the fourth regulates

the life of man , partly with

reference to his duty to God

and partly for its own sake,

and the remainder refer to

earthly and human rela

tions ; but they all derive their sanction from , and are calculated to promote,

spiritual life. (3 )

The ritual system of the Mosaic law is intended to express certain underlying

religious ideas. The most important of these are the unity of God , his spirituality, his

omnipotence and omnipresence, and his special love for Israel , his covenant people.

The aim of the ritual is the sanctification of the worshiper as a memberof the

covenant people. In order to secure absolute holiness, the worshiper was required to

offer sacrifice to Jehovah, designed to represent , secure or preserve his normal

relation to him. The primitive form of sacrifice round which the Mosaic ritual

grew up was the burnt-offering, (4) consisting of a bullock , a lamb or a pair of

pigeons, according to themeans of the worshiper. It signified complete consecra

tion and adoration. The victim was brought to the door of the place of worship ;

the worshiper laid his hands on its head ; it was slain , and the bones being broken it

was completely burned .

The next in importance of the sacrifices was the peace-offering, consisting of an

animal taken either from the herd or from the flock , without blemish , male orfemale.

It was intended to express or secure reconciliation with Jehovah. To this end an

elaborate ceremony was provided for its performance.

The sin -offering, consisting of a young bullock or a male or female kid, was

designed to expiate sins committed in ignorance by individuals or by the people.

The trespass- offering, consisting of a ran ,was designed to expiate offences against

The Altar of Burnt Offering .
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the rights of men . As an adjunct to animal sacrifices, the meal-offering was

appointed, consisting of unbaked four, baked loaves or roasted or parched ears of

grain .

For the offering of sacrifice the Mosaic ritual provided one special piace , because

its corner - stone was the unity of God and the unity of God's people. It provided ,

further, a special body of men organized into a hierarchy. A high priest was

appointed to be the head of the hierarchy and perforin the highest sacred functions.

A priesthoood and a ministry of lower rank,the Levitical, were assigned duties

according to their order. (5) Further, the Mosaic ritual provided a cycle of

festivities and Sabbaths, designed by their regular recurrence to fix the worshiper

in habits of devotion , and impress, as deeply as such ordinances can , the necessity of

holiness. And in addition , the series of distinctions of clean and unclean in the

matter of habit, food, and condition of bodily health are calculated to keep constantly

alive the rigid demand of God for perfect obedience to his law and conformity to his

revealed character. The need of putting away sin was, further, particularly signifi

cant in the supreme act of expiation which took place on the Day of Atonement.

14. OLD TESTAMENT THEOLOGY. made safe . Next to life comes marriage,

the most tender of property relationships.

( 1 ) This is the course adopted by the most recent with this closely connected sacredness of property

0. T. theologians, of whom Hermann Schultz and in general . And as we must not injure a neighbor

Dillmann may be taken as fair representatives . by actual violence , so we must not do it by false

( 2 ) The Decalogue. - The fundamental demand witness, which would endanger life and property.

of the Law is that the people regard their cove Finally, one must not busy one's self with

nant God as the one only God, the oneonly source plans and undertakings the result of which would

of salvation , and remain faithful to Him , condi- be to get possession of the property of one's
tions on the observance of which the very exist- neighbor with an appearance of right (" coveting" ).

ence of the covenant depends. This being set- -Schultz, “ Old Test. Theol., " Vol. II., PP. 48-52.

tled , it also follows that one must honor this God (3) Righteousness .—The fundamental condi.

in accordance with his true nature , and not insult tion of righteousness in Israel is, of course,

reverence for the civil , religious and moral statutes

in force among the people. In the first place,

these were briefly summarized in the law of Moses

as the ten commandments. In the next place,

they were given by the moral teaching of the

prophets more and more inward depth, and were

set firmly on their everlasting foundations. Finally,

in the later legal writings since Deuteronomythey

were more and more worked out into details. -

Shultz, “ 0. T. Theol., ” Vol. II., PP. 46, 47.

( 4 ) The Burnt-Offering: - The burnt-offering

heads the list , because it was the principal offering

of the Jewish ritual and becauseit had some dis

tinctive features of all the others. It was the daily

sacrifice which , morning and evening, was pre

The Altar of Incense. sented to Jehovah on the brazen altar, hence

called the Continual Offering. Besides, the burnt

Him by doing anything unworthy of Him. In offering seems to have been the prevalentsacrifice

the first place, therefore , He must not be dishon- in thetimes preceding Moses.-W.G. Moorhead,

ored by any onemaking a material likeness of “ Studies in Mosaic Inst's," p . 138 .

Him , dragging Him down , as it were , into fellow- ( 5 ) Levites, Priests, and 'High Priests . - Out

ship with the created, the material , like the ofthe sacred nation the tribe of Levi are elected of

heathen nature-gods . This alone can be the God, and invested with special sanctity to perform

meaning of the commandment, not the exclusion the less important priestly functious of the temple.

of the images of strange gods . Since the Their service , as a substitution for the offering of

name of Godis no empty echo, but the holy ex- the first-bornin sacrifice, represents the dedication

pression of His self -revealing essence, it must not of Israel to Jehovah. Out of this sacred tribe the

be dishonored by being brought into connection clan of Aaron , styled in Ezekiel the Levitical

with anything untrue or vain which would lower priests of the house of Zadok , are invested with a

its majesty . The Sabbath – the time set still higher sanctity ; they are the priests of Israel;

apart for the honor of this God and sacred to Him the higher functions of worship are their exclusive

must be kept undesecrated . ... With these privilege, and they alone may enter the holy
commandments to honor the covenant , God has place . Finally, a priestly dynasty is chosen out

associated the commandment to honor parents. of the sacred clan ; the legal representative of this

The main requirement of Israelitish sacred dynasty is the hereditary head of the priest

probity is the sacredness of the life and property hood, the high priest. - Bennett, “ Theol. of the

of others. In the first place , life itself is 0. T. , ” pp . 131, 132.

F
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15. PROPHETIC THEOLOGY .

Prophecy, as a feature of the religious life of Israel , is as old as the people itself.

It is clearly understood to be the communication of the will of God to his people

through accredited men , to whom he vouchsafes revelations by His Spirit . ( 1) ` A

prophet has a distinct and irresistible call ; he is under the guidance of Jehovah and

filled with His Spirit . (2 ) Two stages are discernible in the history of prophecy,

the first preceding the eighth century B.C. , and the second extending from the open

ing of the eighth century to the end of the Old Testament period. These are distin

guished from one another by clear characteristics. In the earlier stage, there is an

approach to the vaticinations of the heathen ; matters of private nature are referred to

the prophet. In the latter, prophecy assumes a loftier tone ; it is concerned only with

the affairs of the kingdom of God. In the earlier, the prophets do not disdain to

use physical force in carrying out their designs. In the second, moral suasion alone
is used. In the earlier, the prophet is called a seer, rhoeh ; (3 ) in the later, he is a

prophet, nabhi. The transition is noted in 1 Samuel ix. 9 , and indicates a passage
in the mode of revelation from the vision or dream to the subconscious or intuitive

process. (4)

The prophets always assume the being, unity,and spirituality of God , declaring

all idols “ not - gods."' (5) At first the relation of Jehovah to other peoples than Israel

is not prominently in their minds, but it is defined gradually as one of doininion and

absolute authority . The prophets also emphasize the eternity of Jehovah, and ascribe

to him unlimited power and knowledge, but the attribute of God which above all

others impresses them is his holiness. (6 ) This is conceived of as his uniqueness,

and madesometimes synonymous with his real divinity , his purity of essence. It

issues in his relations with creatures in the subordinate attributes of justice, truth ,

or faithfulness. The last of these is revealed especially in his fulfillment of all

promises and persistence to Covenants. The goodness or mercy of Jehovah is also

emphasized in the prayers and psalms of the period. Asrelated to the world, God

is the creator ; he directs, controls, and overrules all the affairs of nature, the peoples

of the earth ; (3) and the actions of individual men and even the trivial and inciden

tal matters of life, such as the casting of a lot, are determined by him .

Jehovahhas revealed himself to his people (a) in symbols, which, without rep

resenting him, suggest his attributes andindicatehis presence. Such are the cher

ubiin , described by Ezekiel , and the seraphim of Isaiah's inaugural vision. (6)

Through his messengers or angels , who announce his presence, declare his will , and

do his bidding. (c) In theophanies. He has come ainong men in the form of the

creature, without thereby permitting them to think that histrue form has been seen .

And (d ) his spirit or power is manifested in wonders or works of special provi
dence.

Man, in the thought of prophets, is a being capable of knowing, loving, and

obeying Jehovah, a being with whom God enters into Covenant. He is not by

nature in the normal relation with Jehovah, because he sins, incurs guilt , and

is thus liable to punishment. Sin consists in alienation from Jehovah, it is a
rupture of relations, and places man in the position of an enemy. All men are

guilty of sin. Out of the human race Jehovah has chosen Israel to be a holy peo

ple ; yet even Israel is prone to sin , has turned away from God, and must be purged

by punishment. Fromthe punishnient due to the whole race and to Israel , God will

exempt a portion of the chosen people, which the prophets call the Remnant. He

will preserve this Remnant and use it as a nucleus of a new people.
The Remnant is to be organized and ruled by the royal line of David . One

special , individual king, the Messiah, (8) shall lead it to the accomplishment of its

glorious work . This is the servant of Jehovah, the head and representative of the
true Israel . He is to arise out of a lowly environment, to be born at Bethlehem , to
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live as a peaceful and unostentatious prince, and to share with his people in their

distress , yet bring them out of it by his vicarious sufferings.

After the accomplishment of the work of the Messiahı should come the great day

of Jehovah, in which the enemies of God and of his people should be judged and

punished according to their merits. (9)

A third type of thought is sometimes distinguished in the Old Testament and

designated the Wisdom theology . (10) This type is characterized by breadth and

intellectuality . It has the appearance of being addressed to all people and times .

The prevalence in it of the intellectual element, culminating, as it does, in the per

sonification of the Reason under the name of Wisdom (the Hokhmah ) has fixed the

latter word as its proper designation.

The place of the individual in the scheme of the prophets is that of a member

of the Covenant people of God ; his mere inembership secures for him the blessings
of the Covenant.

verse .

15. PROPHETIC THEOLOGY.

( 1 ) Uniqueness of Hebrew Prophecy . — The

theology of the Hebrew prophets throughout is

such a wondrous combination of reality and truth ,

of thetemporal and eternal , the actual and the

ideal, that it evidences a conception of mind that

grasps the ages in faithful and vivid realization ,

and that hehas the power of representing that

conception in terms that stand the test of time

and circumstance. The doctrines of the Hebrew

prophets transcend the powers of human appre

hension and conception , and like the sublime

ideas of the reason– form , and time, and space

circumscribe human knowledge, and invoke the

Deity to explain them as conceptions of the divine

mind.-Briggs, “ Messianic Prophecy,” p.31.

(2 ) The Prophet. — The prophet is the bearer of

the word of Jehovah, and the word of Jehovah

was early thought to be the power that guides
Israel . Smend , “ Alttest'liche Religionsge

schichte, " p . 87.

( 3) The Seer . - The oldest Hebrew name for

prophet is Rhoeh , and the original and ordinary

mode of revelation is the vision. Appearance and

vision are customary expressions to designate

revelation , even in later days. The

prophet is said to see even when he only hears, as ,

" the word of Jehovah which the prophet saw .

He sees that which is destined in place . Elisha

said to Gehazi, “ Did not my heart go with thee ?"

(and saw thee ) . Ezekiel on the banks of the

Chebar saw what was occurring in Jerusalem . But

the prophet sees above all other things that which

is in the future . - Ibid , p. 82.

( 4 ) Stages of Growth . — The early prophets

often employed carnal and violent means in sup

port of the cause of Jehovah; thus Samuel hin

self hewed Agag, king of the Amalekites, in pieces

before Jehovah (1 Sam . xv . 33 ), because Saul had

not executed with respect to him the stern orders

that lie had received . Elijah, likewise, slaugh

tered all the prophets of Baal. - Piepenbring, " 0 .

7. Theol.,' p . 81 .

( 5 ) God Knowable . — That God can be known

by man is supposed everywhere in the Old Testa

ment as self-evident, and the further back one

goes the truer will this position be found. In the

primitive stage, the matter is not made the sub

ject of reflection at all. – Dillmann's “ Alttest' liche

Theol., " p . 201.

( 6 ) Holiness . The holiness of God connects it .

self closely with the unity of God . If the latter

idea consists in this , that God is exalted above all

limitations of finiteness, holiness includes this also,

but goes further in that it regards him as exalted

above everything sinful or evil , and shows him as

the perfectly pure one, and thus leads over to the

idea of a perfect moral character in God . All

other moral peculiarities are thenceforth simply

unfoldings of this fundamental conception . - Ibid,

p . 252 .

(7 ) Jehovah Universal .-If Jehovah was to

be in any real sense God even of Israel , he must

not onlybe lord of the nations, but also of the uni.

His lordship of the nations involves his su

premacy over the lands they inhabit. He sends

pestilence and famine upon the heathen as well as

upon his own people ; thus Jehovah is

creator and ruler alike of earth and heaven.

Bennett. " 0. T. Theol.,” p. 197.

( 8) Messianic Prophecy. – The central theme

and culmination of Hebrew prophecy is the Mes

sianic ideal. Messianic prophecy is the production

of the conception of redemption through the
Messiah. - Briggs, " Messianic Prophecy,” p . 60.

( 9 ) The Eschatology of Amos.-The escha.

tology of Amos is of the simplest character. The

picture of Israel's future which he draws in the

concluding verses of the book is , like that of Joel ,

a picture of purely temporal felicity. Sinnerswill

be destroyed in the judgment which is impending ;

while the sound grain will be preserved out of

which a renewed people is to spring. But he casts

no light on the deeper problem , how sin is to be

atoned for and eradicated. He looks apparently

for this restoration to follow at no long interval

upon the judgment which is to fall upon Israel

from the Assyrians . He has no prediction of a

personal Messiah. But it is noteworthy that he

does connect the hope of the future with the house

of David . This is to be restored to its pristine

glory , and through its restoration blessing comes to

the no longer divided nation , which exercises a

sovereignty over surrounding nations as of old.

Kirkpatrick, “ The Doctrine of the Prophets,"
P. 101 .

( 10 ) The Wise.- Another group of workers ex.

ercised a most potent influence, although they sel

dom came to the front. These were the wise ,

whose counsel was considered by the contempo .

raries of Jeremiah as indispensable as the word of
the prophet or the law of the priest -Kent, “The

Wise Men of Ancient Israel and Their Proverbs,''

p . 17 .
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16 . THE TEACHING OF JESUS.

The theology of the New Testament is based on that of the Old. The Messianic

hopeof the old prophets is the connecting link between these two great portions of
the Bible. The New Testament opens with the realization of this hope in the person

of Jesus, and continues and closes with the transformation of the whole religious

thought of the Old Testament by the assumption ofJesus Christ into it as its central

principle and moulding force. Thus arises a complete Christian system .

stage in the evolution is the preaching of the kingdom of God by Jesus ; the second ,

theuniversalization of the Messianic idea by the apostle Paul; and the third , the

spiritualization of it by John.

The kingdom of God as preached by Jesus was an order of things in which men

should recognize their true relations to God, and enter into alliance with Jesus

Christ by faith, constituting a new spiritual social organization. ( 1 )

This organiza

tion is properly

called the king

dom of God , be

cause God is recog

nized in it as

supreme; but

though it is con

stantly called a

kingdom , God is

with equal con

sistency called the

Father of those

who enter into it ,

and his paternal

care is portrayed ,

and especially

manifested in his

constant watchful

ness over them and The Finding of Jesus in the Temple.-Holman Hunt .

his love for them.

The place ofJesus himself in the kingdom is that of the Revealer of the Father.

He is the Messiah foreshadowed in the Old Testament. But the Messianic idea is

altered , broadened , and universalized in the new dispensation. It includes, besides

the conception , brought over from its history, of the headship of the Messiah over

his people, also that of the redemptive function . (2 )

In performing the function of Redeemer, Jesus teaches that he must die in obe

dience to law, giving his life " a ransom for many for the remission of sins ” (Matt.

xvi. 21-23, xx. 28 ; Mark x. 45).

Sin is a serious, even fatal, alienation from God . Jesus says nothing about it

that could in any way soften or lessen the hatred due to it from the healthy soul.

On the contrary , by his interpretation of the old law, and by his strenuous efforts to

rescue men from sin , he deepens the sense of abhorrence aroused by it. The sinful

are the “ lost." They are in a most miserable and perilous situation .

Yet, even though guilty and lost, the sinner is capable of salvation. In this view

Jesus differed diametrically from the Pharisees, who looked upon sinful men as in a

hopeless condition . He recognized a certain dignity in human nature, because of

itsrelation to God both by creation and by the possibilities involved in it, if it
should be redeemed .

Man is an immortal being, because he is capable of sustaining a relation of love
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to God, such as that sustained by Abraham , Isaac, and Jacob. Man's immortality

is associated with the resurrection of the body. But though this fact is distinctly

involved in the teaching of Jesus, there is nowhere an effort to explain the difficul

ties connected with it. To secure his birthright as an immortal being, and one

possessed of capabilities of redemption from sin, man must enter into the kingdom

of God by repentance and faith . Once a member he must live a life of humility,

love, earnestness, and purity. He must secure a righteousness characterized by

inwardness or depth and comprehensiveness or extent. The law of the kingdom is

to be not more lax than the ethical laws already known, but more free, and at the

same time more pervasive and effective.

The kingdom of God thus constituted , with Jesus at its head, acknowledging

the fatherhood of God as its source of life and the brotherhood of man as its law,

is to have a course of natural development in the world ; and the consummation of

it is to be a judgment day, in which all men shall be judged according to their

character.

The process of growth outlined for the kingdom is analogous to all organic

growth , and is portrayed in parables drawn from vegetable life. The judgment is

to be ushered in by Jesus himself in a second appearance on earth , and it is to issue

in the separation of the righteous from the unrighteous. The righteous shall enter

into life ; they shall inherit the kingdom ; they shall shine as the sun ; they shall

rule over cities ; they shall sit on thrones and share the joy of their Lord . The

wicked shall be cast into outer darkness, or into fire, or into prison ; it had been

better for them had they not been born .

16. THE TEACHING OF JESUS. which was from the first to be a kingdom whose

supreme Lord and King was Jehovah , could

( 1 ) The Kingdom of God .-It signifies some thereby understandanything else than a kingdom

form of divine dominion . Abstractedly viewed , it in which the will of God is fulfilled as perfectly

might denote the reign of the Almighty over all upon earth as by the angels in heaven . - Weiss,

creation through the operation of natural law , or " Bib. Theol. of the N. T.," Vol. I., p. 63 .

of the moral Governor of the world rendering to The kingdom of God is where thewill of God is

every man and nation according to their works; done on earth as it is in heaven , that is , where it is

or of the God of Israel ruling over a chosen done ideally. According to this , the kingdom of

people, and bestowing on them power , peace , and heaven or the kingdom of God would be the per

felicity as the reward of obedience to His divine fect original order of things which has its home

will . Or it might mean something higher than any in heaven, in order to come down from thence and

of these things, the highest form of dominion con- realize itself on earth - that ideal condition which

ceivable, the advent ofwhich is emphatically fit to humanity and history are to reach , that God may

be the burden of a gospel , viz. , the reign of divine in His inmost essence, as eternal Spirit and holy

love exercised byGod in His grace over human love , fill all and condition all that is in the world.

hearts believing in His love, and constrained - Beyschlag, “ N. T. Theology," Vol. 1. , p . 43:

thereby to yield Him grateful affection and de- That perfect order of things which He was about

voted service. - Bruce , “ Kingdom ofGod ," P. 46 . to establish , in which all those of every nation who

The rule of God , which was manifested in and should believe in Him were gathered together into

through Christ, is apparent in the church ; gradu . one society, dedicated and intimately united to

ally develops amidst hindrances; is triumphant at God, and made partakers of eternal salvation.-
the second coming of Christ; and, finally, per- Thayer, " Lex . of N. T. , Greek, ” sub voce .

fected in the world to come. - Edersheim , “ Life The idea of a divine dispensation under which

and Times of Jesus the Messiah ,” Vol . 1., p . 270. God bestows his full salvation upon a society of

The kingdom is the fellowship of souls divine men , who on their part fulfill His will in true

and human, of which the law and life are love , righteousness. Wendt, “ Teaching of Jesus,"

wherein the fatherhood of God and the brother- Vol. I., p. 175.

hood of man , as both are embodied in Jesus Christ, ( 2 ) Son of Man and Son of God . After the

are recognized and realized . - Stead , " k'ingdom of foregoing discussion, the significance of the two
God ," p . 69 . titles , Son of Man and Son of God , in reference to

The following may betaken as abasis , at least the doctrine of the kingdom , will be apparent. As

for an exposition of the idea: The gathering Son of Man , Jesus stood in a relation of solidarity

together ofmen under God's eternal law of right- and sympathy with men . As Son of God , He stood

eous love, by the vital power of his redeeming love in a similar relation to God. As bearing both

in Jesus Christ, brought to bear upon them through titles , He was in intimate fellowship with both

the Holy Spirit . - Candlish , " Kingdom of God," God and man , and a link of connection between

P. 197 . them . Iv His person the kingdom was thus real.
What the kingdom of God is , is nowhere ex- ized in germ , as a kingdom of grace in which God is

pressly said ; the idea is regarded as one quite related to men as Father, and men are related to

familiar to the people . In fact, no one in Israel , God as sons . — Bruce, “ Kingdom of God," p .186 .
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17. THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.

Il

D

Of all those who accepted Jesus as the Christ in the Apostolic generation, none

was more influential in moulding the thought of the Church than the apostle Paul.

His ancestry and early life, his education , the manner of his conversion, and his

first experiences as a missionary conspired to impress him with certain aspects of

the new faith which he embodied in his preaching and letters, alluding to the sum

total of his teaching as “ his gospel."

The kernel of this system of thought was carried over by Paul from the pre

Christian stage of his life. It consisted in the view that true religion is a mode of

righteousness ( 1 ) or judicial standing before God, which , however, must work

within its possessor a holy character, and must never be disconnected from this sub

jective side of it.

This righteousness, although ideal and primitive in man , was lost by the first

transgression on the part of Adam . Sin thus entered into the world and prevailed

in the human race, so that both Jews and Gentiles

as descendants of the same common ancestor are

under the power of sin. They can expect nothing

but the natural consequences of this evil principle;

that is to say, distress and alienation from God , and

finally death.

The Old Testament brought sin to light through

the Mosaic law ,which was meant to be, not a means

of salvation or righteousness, but a means of pre

paring the way for it . The Old Testament did ,

however, provide a way of righteousness through

the promise given to Abraham . The promise was

before the law, and called forth faith , and faith was

accepted as a ground of justification. Thus right

eousness was imputed to Abraham and others on

the ground of faith .

But the promise which saved the believer in the

Old Testament was realized in the new dispensa

tion in Jesus Christ and his work. Christ thus

occupies the central place in Paul's system of

thought, and constitutes an object of affectionate

devotion and allegiance.

Of Christ, Paul teaches that he was the son of ST. PAUL . - A relief in repoussé work of the sec

David , the son of a woman , therefore a true man ,
and yet the Son of God. He existed before his

birth as man with God, sharing in the work of the

creation of the world and entitled to equality with the Father. In the incarnation

he took on himself human nature, suffered and died , and rose again from the dead,

and thus sealed and completed his work .

The most significant part of the work of Christ is his death . (2 ) This death

was vicarious and sacrificial, and its efficacy consists in perfect and satisfactory

obedience to the Father in behalf of men and the consequent removal of sin .

Since Christ died , then , those who believe are united to him , constituting a new

humanity, of which he is the Head. As the first Adam was the head of the sinful

race , Christ thus becomes the Second Adam , (3 ) the head of the redeemed race.

God the Father stands in thisscheme of thought as the Sovereign and Efficient
Cause of all its parts. It is his free grace that has foreseen and foreordained the

minutest particulars of the plan in such a way that all creature merit is excluded

by it . The redeemed has no occasion of boasting , nor ground for claim in himself,

ond century , found in the catacombs of Do

mitilla , Rome. It was probably deposited

there during the lifetime of many who per

sonally knew Paul .
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but only occasion for gratitude to him, whose love has provided this way of right

eousness. God has an absolute right to deal with his creatures as it may appear best

to him , butthe impossible supposition that God can or will choose to act in any
other way than rightly towards his creatures does not enter into Paul's thought.

Accordingly, God calls whom he has chosen out of his free grace to be made par

takers in the new humanity of which Christ is the head . He further justifies

these,( 4) pardoning their sins, and sends his spirit into their hearts to work out a
new life of holiness in them.

The new life is begun by the Holy Spirit , and continued into complete sanctifi

cation , the same Spirit enlightening, leading, moving and actuating him in whom

it has been begun throughout his whole course .

The new life, though wrought out in individuals, is given them as sharers in

the redeemed humanity of which Christ is the head ; hence it has its social aspects.

This is recognized in the organized Church, with its principles of polity and dis

cipline and its ordinances of worship, especially the two sacraments instituted by

Christ, Baptism and the Lord's Supper.

a secure

17. THE PAULINE THEOLOGY. ( 3) The Second Adam . - A doctrine peculiar to

St. Paul among New Testament writers is that of

( 1 ) The Righteousness of God .—The right. the Second Adam . The Apostle would have

eousness of God , which , on account of sin , is found seed thoughts in Jewish speculations con

wanting both to Jew and Gentile, is promised to cerning the Messiah, but he alone has worked out

and conferred upon the sinner in a very different the conception in its direct application to Jesus

way than that of his own merit. The Gospel of Christ, and shown that our Lord is the Founder of

the New Testament proclaims the mystery of a a new order of humanity - the firstborn among

many brethren (Rom . viii . 29).—Adeney “ The

Theol, of the N. T., " p. 178.

( 4 ) The Effect of Christ's Death . - In deliver

ing Christ unto death , God redeems us unto His

love . He gives us in His Son that which we could

not obtain ourselves. He gives us

standing-point outside of the stream of sin , and

in order that He may begin this deliverance He

receives usupto Himself; that is to say , He takes

away our sins, and covers us gratuitously with His
righteousness. Here , however, arises , under a

new aspect , the difficulty which has been noted,

and whose discussion led us into the center of the

religious thought of Paul. God consents to treat

as just the sinner, even before he is free from all

sin, since otherwise the forgiveness of God would

depend upon the conduct of man. Here ,

as we have shown, is the obstacle that the work of

Christ removes, or the necessity to which he

St. Paul. -A mosaic of the fourth century .
responds, according to St. Paul , in the sacrifice of

Calvary. Born under the law Jesus has fulfilled

the law in its entirety. The righteousness which

Divine plan of salvation , which , formed before the He furnishes is that which the legal statute

foundation of the world , was shadowed forth demands of every man, namely , complete submis

throughout the whole preparatory economy of the sion , without reserve of the will , to the Lord .

Old Testament, and revealed in the fullness of Moreover, it is not for Himself alone that Jesus

time ; which embraces the Jewish and Gentile has obtained this supreme victory . He has taken

world , heaven and earth , and in gradual develop- unto Himself our transgressions, to the end that

ment shows forth , with a luster before unknown , he may cause them to disappear; He has been

the majesty and glory of God . - Van Oosterzee, charged with this burden of ignominy in order

“ The Theol. of theN. 7 ,” p. 286. that He might liberate us for ever. - Bovon,

( 2 ) Salvation .-Christ's death was the means “ Theol. du Nouveau Test."

of salvation, appointed by God ; it brings men ( 5 ) The Coming Kingdom .-At Christ's resur

deliverance from the Divine anger merited by their rection , there is founded a victorious kingdom of

sins , a deliverance whose full fruition they will salvation and eternal life , which , coming in be.

enjoy at their Deliverer's return ( 1 Ep.v. 8-10, i.10 ; tween the earthly world of sin and deathand the

2 Ep. i . 7-12, ii . 13 , 14 ) . His resurrection raises eternal world of perfection, takes up into itself

them through faith to a fellowship with Him the results of earth , tests and sifts them in the

which survives the grave , and which at Hisadvent | light of eternity, and , when what is imperfect is

will enterupon its consummated form ( 1 Ep. iv . removed ,makes of the stableelements that eter
13-18, v . 10 ). — Findlay, “ The Epistles of Paul the nal and ideal world in which God will be all in all ,

Apostle," P. 236 . -Beyschlag, “ N. T. Theol.,” Vol. II ., p . 271.
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18. THE JOHANNINE THEOLOGY.

As the starting point of religion and principal question in the Pauline system

was the securing of righteousness or normal standing before God, so in the Johan

nine system it is the restoration of union or fellowship between man and God.

The actual relation between man and God is that of alienation. This appears

in the natural condition of the world. The world conceived of as the sum total of

the social activity of the human race is in darkness, and prefers to remain in dark

ness, even though the light may shine in it . It hates God. It is to be judged and

condemned unless it accept God's offer of mercy . Viewed as a spiritor force con

stituted by human activity, it is an enemy to be overcome. It is subject to Satan

and pervaded by the thought of Satan.

This condition of the world is Sin . It is a condition of lawlessness; the law of

God is disregarded in it . The root of sin lies in disbelief of God incited by the

devil, and its consequences have the displeasure of God, the slavery of the higher to

the lower nature

ofman , and death.

But the world

is not allowed to

remain and perish

in this state of sin .

God has loved it ,

and is aiming to

restore it to fel

lowship with him-.

self. In his own

essence God is a

Spirit . As to his

character, lie is

light and love ;

light symbolizing

his purity and

holiness, and love

issuing for the

welfare and fel

lowship of spirit
C.Phasz @ East

ual beings whom

he has created in

his own image.

God's love, like that of the parent to the child, is original and not responsive.

It leads him from eternityto give some membersof the human race to theSon, so

that their restoration to fellowship may be assured . Hehas, moreover, prepared the

way, step by step, by a progressive revelation of his will and purpose, culminating

in the manifestation of his son in the world. Old Testament prophecy and John the

Baptist are agents in this preparation.

But the greatest sign of the love of God is the incarnation of his son, the eter

nal Logos. That the Logos ( 1 ) was divine , and acted as the executive of God in

the creation , does not admit ofdenial in the thought ofJohn ; but that he was made

real flesh and blood may be doubted, and therefore John takes pains to denounce

such doubt as fatal error.

The death of the incarnate Logos (2 ) is the sacrifice of the “ Lamb that taketh

away the sin of the world .” It wasa voluntary endurance of sufferings for others,

and had an elevating and healing power, such as might be represented by the

brazen serpent in the wilderness . It was, moreover, a propitiatory death, and re

General View of the Sea of Galilee .
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demption from sin is based upon it. The restored fellowship follows forgiveness of

sin. It is constituted by faith. (3 ) The Paraclete takes the words of Christ and

teaches them to thebeliever, guiding, bearing witness, reminding and comforting

believers, and rebuking and convicting the unbelieving world.

The results of thenew fellowship are obcdience to God's commandments, vic

tory over the world and the devil , and eternal life; (4) the constitution of a new

brotherhood among men , in which the brethren love one another and struggle with

sin , overcoming it step by step.

The enmity of the world to God does not cease with the manifestation of his

Incarnate Son , but is rather intensified and stimulated . A fierce struggle must be

expected between the world power and the organized followers of Jesus, which, how

ever, is destined to end in the complete overthrow of the world and the triumph of

the Church. When this end is achieved Christ will come in glory and reign in a

renewed and purified world.

The epistle to the Hebrews has often been taken as Pauline, giving in general

the same system as is found in the writings of Paul. Without controverting these

positions, it is necessary to say that it presents religion as a covenant, and Christian

ity as the new and real covenant of which the Old Testament ritual system was the

type and prophecy. Christ is the mediator of this new covenant as its high priest

and only victim. Hence, he stands as the central figure in the system of the apostle.

Both in respect to his priesthood and his sacrifice he is contrasted with his Old Tes

tament types as the reality and finality. By faith in him men areled into perfection .

The most important duty incumbent upon the believer is a consistent adherence to

his profession of faith through the sorest distress and trial ; thus, he will triumph

and enter into the fellowship of his predecessors in faith who obtained a good report

under the Old Testament dispensation. (5)

18. THE JOHANNINE THEOLOGY. Its motto is : abiding in Christ. — Stevens, “ Johan

nine Theology,” p. 239.

( 1 ) The Logos . - The most characteristic single
( 4 ) Eternal Life . - Eternal life is a life which ,

doctrine which is found in the writings of John is
with all its fullness and all its potencies, is now ; a

the doctrine of the Logos or Word . He uses this
life which extends beyond the limits of the indi.

term to denote the pre -existent Son of God, who

became incarnate in Jesus. — Stevens, “ The Johan- ality by placing the part in connection with the
vidual, and preserves, completes, crowns individu

nine Theology," p. 75 .
whole; a life which satisfies while it quickens; an

( 2 ) The Death of Jesus.- John says (1 John aspiration ; a life which is seen , as we regard it

iji . 16 ) that “ He laid down His life for us;" and,
patiently, to be capable ofconquering, reconciling,

from the hortatory motive which is deduced from
uniting the rebellious, discordant, broken elements

this fact , we may gather that this death must be
of being on which we look and which we bear about

looked upon as one of a beneficial character, as be
with us; a life which gives unity to the constituent

ing intended to save others from death , and so far parts and to the complex whole, which brings to.
therefore as vicarious ; also that it is His blood

gether heaven and earth , which offers the sum of

(shed in His death ) which has the power of purify- existence in one thought. - Westcott, “ The Epis
ing from sin . The blood, together with the Spirit tles of St. John , ' ' pp . 217, 218.

and water, are mentioned as forming the medium

of His efficacy. John relates in his gospel that (5 ) The Epistle to the Hebrews. At the cen

Caiaphas, led bythe Spirit of God in virtue of his ter of the theology of the Epistle to the Hebrewsis

high -priestly office, unconsciously to hinıself gave found the person of Christ . It penetrates the

utterance to the great idea that it was necessary whole religious conception of the author; it domi

that one man should die for the people . - Schmid,
nates his entire system . In order to understand

“ Bib . Theol. of the N. T.,” p . 511 . his doctrine it is necessary before all things to ob

( 3) The Mysticism of John . - The true knowl
tain a clear idea of his Christology. – Menegoz,

edge of divine things is an ethical and spiritual
" Theologie de l'épitre aux Hebreus, ' ' p . 77.

knowledge; it is the certitude which faith begets. While the idea of the new covenant supplies the

The mysticism of John, then, for which we con- form under which the whole scheme of thought is

tend , is not a subjective mysticism which absorbs arranged , the realization ofthe idea is shown to be

the soul in self-contemplations and revery, but an in Jesus Christ , and therefore the doctrine of

objective and rational mysticism which lives in a Christ is the primary doctrine of the Epistle.

world of realities, apprehends divinely-revealed With an author, as with St. Paul, Christianity is

truth , and bases its experience upon it . It is a just the religion of Christ . All truth radiates

mysticism which feeds not upon its own feelings from Him and is estimated by its relation to Him .

and fancies , but upon Christ. It involves an ac- -Adeney, “ The Theology of the New Test.,"

ceptance of Him and a life of obedience to Him . p. 221.
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. DEFINITION OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY. - Its relation to the science of religion and unique

place claimed for it,Its relation to othertheologicalsciences, Its history and divisions.

14. RELATION OF BIBLICAL THEOLOGY TO BIBLICAL CRITICISM.— Types of Old Testament

Theology, The decalogue, The Mosaic sacrifices, Priesthood , Feasts, Clean and unclean food .

15. PROPHECY . - Its nature and stages of de.

velopment, Prophetic doctrine ofGod ,The

self-revelation ofJehovah, Doctrine ofman,

The doctrine of the Remnant, The Mes

siah , The Great Day of Jehovah, Place of
the individual to the religion of the pro

phets .

16. THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

-As related to that of the Old, The king

dom of God in the teaching of Jesus, His

own place in it , His idea of man, of sin , of

righteousness, and the cause of the king

dom of God in the world .

17. THE PAULINE SYSTEM.—The righteous

ness of God , the Law and the Promise,

Paul's view of Christ, of His death , of His

relation to the redeemed race, Paul's view

of the divine sovereignty of the work of

the Holy Spirit, of the church .

18. THE PAULINE AND JOHANNINE SYS

TEMS COMPARED . - Johannine idea of

religion , Of the world , Of Sin , of God , Of

the Logos, Of the death of Christ, Of the

Paraclete , Of eternal life . General char

acteristics of the theology of the Epistle

to the Hebrews .

QUESTIONS.

13. What is Biblical theology ? Its place in

the science of religion ? Its relation to other theo

logical sciences ? Its history ? Its subdivisions ?

14. What is the relation of Biblical theology

to criticism ? The types of Old Testament theology?

The place of the Decalogue in the Mosaictype ? Its

sacrifices ? Its priesthood ? Its feasts ?

15. What is prophecy ? Its stages ofdevelop
ment ? The prophetic doctrineof God Of the

self -revelation of Jehovah ? Of inan ? Of the

Remnant ? Of the Messiah ? Of the Great Day

ofJehovah ? Ofthe Wisdom theology ? Of the
individual in the Old Testament system ?

16. What is the relation of the New Testa

ment theology to the Old ? The central idea ofthe

teaching of Jesus ? His ownplace in the kingdom ?

His idea of man ? Of sin ? Of righteousness ?

17. What is the central conception of Paulin

ism ? The righteousness ofGod ? The Law? The

Promise ? Paul's view of Christ ? Of Christ's

death ? Of His relation to the Redeemed race ? Of

the divine sovereignty ? Of the Holy Spirit ? Of
dian காடை

the church ?

18. What is the difference between the Pauline

and Johannine systems ? The Johannine idea of Joseph and the Boy Jesus. By Müller.

religion ? Of the World ? Of Sin ? OfGod ? Of

the Logos ? Of the death of Christ ? Of the Paraclete ? Of eternallife ? The generalcharcteristics
of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . The Bible as a source of theology.

2. Biblical criticism as related to Biblicaltheology.
3. Methods of interpreting prophecy.

4. The kingdom ofGod and Christian socialism .

5. The influence of Paulon Christian thought.

6. Compare the Christ of theJohannine writings with theJesus of the Synoptic Gospels.
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THE RELATION OF CHRISTIANITY TO OTHER RELIGIONS.

BY

COUNT GOBLET D'ALVIELLA , PH.D., LL.D . , Rector of the University of Brussels , Belgium .

19.

Our subject is so vast that in the space here allotted to me I can simply indicate

how it should be treated . It can be approached either from an historical or a theo

retical point of view. I. In the first case, it includes two main questions : (a) What

has Christianity borrowed from other Faiths ? (6) What has been the attitude of

Christianity towards these Faiths ?

1. Religion is a growth. No religious reforiner ever made away with the past,

or even pretended to do so. Consider the lowest degrees of religious development,

and you will see therein, under the rubbish of superstitions, as Herbert Spencer

says, a “ soul of truth ,” capable of blossoming under proper treatment into some

thing akin to the highest forms of religion . On the other hand, consider these

highest forms as they now stand, and they will show some elements which can be

traced back to the lowest systems of worship. Not only is there a connection be

tween the two stages, but the progress from one to the other can be traced step by

step , and it has generally been effected by pouring new wine into the old bottles.

Nobody, therefore, can be surprised if Christianity has preserved some vestiges

of the whole series of religions that had preceded its rise. The immediate antece

dents of Christianity are in Judaism and Hellenism . Its relation to Judaism is

sufficiently known . In truth, at the starting point , it was Jewish in its essence as

well as in its birth - place. Its spirit ran in the same channel as the inspiration of

the Prophets, disentangled from the expectations of an earthly kingdom . Its com

munities were modeled after the pattern of the synagogue, with a stronger propen

sity towards asceticism . Its rites were the prescriptions of the Mosaic Law, more

or less thrown into the background by the prevalence of the ethical standard and

the importance attached, according to the teaching of Christ, to the idea of Love.

But when Christianity expanded among the western nations, it quickly intro

duced into its theology and liturgy the metliods and tendencies of Greek thought, so

as to become a cosmopolitan faith in a form more Aryan than Semitic.

Those who wish to trace the respective influence of these two religious streams,

must first study Judaism at the beginning of our era , and this can be done, as Kue

nen has pointed out, only by a careful study of the origins of the Israelitish Religion .

Besides, we have to take into consideration that the Old Testament has passed , as a

whole, into Christian tradition . With it have been incorporated those elements

which the Jews themselves had borrowed from preceding or parallel worships, and

thus Christianity may find itself connected, although in an indirect way, with the

religions of the Canaanites, the Egyptians, the Assyro - Babylonians, and even the

distant Accadians or Turanic Proto -Chaldeans. ( 1 )

Turning to the second current of religious thought which made itself felt in the

development of Christianity , we will observe that the Greek religion of the period

was no longer the polytheistic mythology of former Hellas. This imaginative

and esthetic creed , after having absorbed the more sober and ritualistic worship of the

Latin race, had come to terms with the old faiths of Syria and Egypt on the basis

of the equivalence of the gods , while, under the guidance of the leading philosoph

ical schools, it was rapidly becoming a vast and elaborate syncretisin , striving not

only to assimilate all the different religions of the Roman Empire, but also to com

bine the monotheistic creed of the new theology with the increasing mysticism of

the masses.

Philo had paved the way for the blending of the Jewish ethicism with the new

Greek theosophy, which began to act on Christianity as early as the composition of
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the fourth Gospel; but it is not until the beginning of the third century that Hel

lenism really gets hold of Christian theology through the Alexandrine Fathers. At

the same time, the simple worship that remained, after the prescriptions of the Mo

saic Law had been discarded by the followers of the Apostle Paul , took a new

departure from its contact with the Greek Mysteries, which not only opened the

Christian Church , at least for a time, to the practice of esoterism , but also impreg

nated its ritual with their own symbolism . ( 2)

Yet this is not all . Among the ideas and customs that have passed into Chris

tianity from the preceding religious systems, some are anterior to these religions

themselves and are to be tracedback to what may be called the most primitive form

of religion. As these elements have undergone many changes in the course of their

evolution, they cannot be properly understood unless we replace them amidst the sur

roundings where they originated — sur

roundings which are still to be found in

the mental and social conditions of un

civilized peoples. Thus, to reconstruct

the past, even of religious culture , his

tory must be supplemented by ethnog

raphy. ( 3 )

2. Next comes the question of the

position assumed by Christianity towards

other religious systems. Historically ,

this attitude has nothing that we can be

proud of. It has been characterized ,

from the first, not only by antagonism,

but by hatred, and soon by oppression .

Now and then there has been , especially

among the Alexandrine Fathers, an ad

mission that “ those who live according

to the Logos are Christians, though you

may call them atheists ; such

among the Greeks were Socrates, He

raclitus, and many others ” —a saying

of Justin Martyr, boldly taken up, cen

turies afterwards, by Zwingli, who, for

such audacity, was branded as a heretic

by both Calvin and Bossnet, for once

in agreement.

But the main doctrine of the Church In the Church of St. Apollinare , Ravenna.

has been that all the Pagan worships

were the work of the devil, and that the slightest deviation from the oxthodox stand

ard ought to be suppressed by sword and fire . I am sorry to say that, for a long time,

heretics themselveswere of the same opinion ; it was only a question of whoshould

get the upper hand. (4) And what is more serious, it cannot be contended that this

intolerance is alien tothe very spirit of Christianity. It is the inheritance of the

impulse that moved the Prophets of old to wage war in the interests of truth and

morality. Hellenism only made the matter worse, when it introduced into Chris

tianity the notions : (a) That the simple theological creed of the first communities

had to be defined and enlarged, till it covered the whole ground of metaphysics and

philosophy. (6) That, in this matter, absolute truth depended upon the decisions of

a majority - sometimes a political majority ! ( c) That these decisions do not only

correspond to mental and spiritual needs of the age, but bind as final all gen

erations to come, in spite of the discoveries of science and the progress of human

ideals.

Mosaic HEAD OF CHRIST.
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II. Yet there is still another lesson to be learned from the history of Christianity,

provided we study it not in any one period , nor in one particular Church, but in all

its offshoots and in the different aspects of its development. It is that Christianity

shows itself, more than any other known religion , essentially plastic and therefore

progressive and adaptable , although sometimes after a struggle, to the wants of the

times.

Missionaries, since they can no longer resort to the secular arm to force pagans

into belief, have been led to study more carefully and more impartially foreign re

ligions. They tend, consciously or not , to treat these faiths as normal expressions

of the universal religious feeling, and to acknowledge whatever good they find there

in . They also seem to realize more and more that the acquiescence of the heathen

to the creeds and the rites of the Church counts for little , if not accompanied by the

practice of Christian virtues.

Within the pale of Christianity - while the most advanced communities are seek

ing their spiritual bond in uniformity of religious feeling rather than in conformity

of creed — we see growing, even amidst the most conservative and ritualistic denom

inations, the number of those who place conduct before belief. In this respect , the

Parliament of Chicago, more than any other religious manifestation of the age, has

revealed the progress made by Christianity, firstly towards the recognition of what

is true in the other religions ; secondly, towards the desire of heartily coöperating

with those religions for the advancement of morals and the welfare of mankind.

One can look forward to a time when the best and most enlightened representa

tives of Christianity will see in every religious community - without and within

the different shades of Christian tradition — so many branches of a universal Church,

worshiping, under different names with different rites, the “ Eternal Power, not our

selves, thatmakes for righteousness ” —the one “ Sovereign God , whom men invoke

under many names, and who rulest alone. " ( 5 )

66

19. ON THE RELATION OF CHRIS- tion of God as Illustrated by Anthropology and

TIANITY TO OTHER RELIGIONS.
History," London, 1891 .

It has often been alleged that Christianity was

( 1 ) It is easy to understand that I must here
largely influenced by the religious thought of In

leave to the student the task of making himself
dia , and particularly by Buddhism . A close ard

acquainted with the history of these religions, if
careful examination of the parallel cases affords

he has not done so already. I will only recom
the conviction that possibly there have been a few

mend from the standpoint of this syllabus: k'ue
and secondary exchanges of traditions and sayings

nen's “ Religions of Israel,” London , 1875 ; and, as
between the two religions, especially in regard to

the incidents connected with the life of their re

shorter treatises especially bearing on the question

of the relations between the religion of Israeland
spective founders, but also that both faiths have

the worships of the surrounding nations: Heber
grown independently of each other in their theol

Vewton's " The Book of the Beginnings," New
ogy and ethics as well as in their church organiza.

York, 1884, Sayce's “ Higher Criticisin and the
tion and forms of worship - at least until the com

Monuments,” London, 1892 , Ch . Edwards' · The
paratively recent time when the Buddhism of

Thibet came into contact with the Nestorians of

Witness of Assyria ,” London, 1893, and W. Rob. China .

ertson Smith's " Lectures on the Religion of the

Semites,'' London , 1894.
As to the legends and customs which our west

ern Churches have borrowed from the old mythol
( 2 ) Here, again , I can stay only to refer for a ogy of the Celts and Germans, their adaptation

knowledge of Greek religion , down to the times
belongs to a later period , and concerns, moreover,

of the Roman Empire, to the generalliterature on Christian folk - lore , rather than the Christian

the subject - especially to Renan's History of the religion.

Origins of Christianity, ” London , 1888. From ( 4) Those who wish to become acquainted with

our special point of view , the most thorough and this lamentable history have only to read Lecky's

trustworthy work is perhaps the Hibbert Lectures “ History of the Rise and Influence of Rational

of the Rev. Edwin Hatch , “ Influence of Greek ism in Europe.” London, 1887, or F. Var Hol

Ideas and Usages upon the Christian Church , land's “ Rise of Intellectual Liberty from Thales

London, 1890. Forthedevelopment of the Church to Copernicus," New York , 1885.

organization, see Renan's " Influence of the Insti ( 5 ) Thomas Wentworth Higginson , “The Sym.

tutions , Thought and Culture of Rome on Chris- ' pathy of Religions,” Boston, 1876, “ ReligiousSys
tianity ," London, 1881. tems of the World , " a collection of addresses de.

( 3 ) See Edward B. Tylor's well known “ Primi. livered at South Place Institute , London, 1890 .

tive Culture," 2d edition , 1892, and my own Hib- “ The World's Parliament of Religions,” Chicago,

bert Lectures, “ Origin and Growth of the Concep . 1893.
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CHRISTIANITY, THE UNIVERSAL RELIGION.

BY

JOHN HENRY BARROWS, D.D. , Haskell Lecturer in the University of Chicago , Ill .

20 .

Scholars sometimes claim that there are universal religions , and they mention

Christianity, Buddhism. and Mohammedanism . The consciousness of Christendom

eliminates instantly and emphatically the claims of the Buddhist and the Moslem

faiths to universal acceptance, and wise observation eliminates them both from any

serious regard so far as the future of Christendom is concerned . They can not make

themselves at home in our western world . They have few natural affiliations with

Christendom . They represent either what we have left behind , or what we can

never assimilate.

That Christianity is essentially a universal religion is evident from its nature,

which must be identified with the mind or

personality of Jesus Christ . It cannot be

seriously denied that He is universal in His

character, His purposes, and in His con

quests. There is nothing provincial, local ,

or merely national about Him . He was and

is the Son of Man , the Son of Humanity,

the Representative of all races , nationalities,

conditions, and of both sexes . He is the

reconciliation of all diversities and the con

summation of all human possibilities. He

is also the Son of God , the realization in

human life of the mind of the Eternal, the

revelation to man of God's fatherly heart

and His redeeming purposes.

A universal religion must meet universal

wants. It must be immediately adapted to

the profoundest needs of the human soul.

It must be able to redeem human nature

from pollution , from guilt, and to so reinvig

orate the human spirit as to make it strong

both in righteousness, benevolence, and hope.

A religion like Buddhism , which has mere

pitifulness for inan's misery and makes no

adequate provision for the healing of man's Madonna della Seggiola . - Raphael.

sin , and which fails to give man a vital hold

of an infinite fatherly love, cannot be universal. A system of faith that is not in

harmony with the highest ethics, and which exhausts its uplifting and progressive

possibilities in a brief and limited history, can never become a universal religion.

Mohammedanism has shown itself an excellent cure for idolatry and the lower

forms of savagery , but it soon leads to a state of intellectual and moral stagnation ,

and is so fettered by its fundamental creed that it can have no strong affiliations

with the humanities and hopes of modern progressive civilization .

A survey of the world as it spreads out before us at the present time is a strong
evidence that Christianity is rapidly universalizing itself. It has become the

standard to which other religions are adjusting their teachings. Nothing is more

evident than that the progressive minds among the Hindus and Buddhists are

endeavoring to make some parts of their creed as Christian as possible . Christianity
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is already the religion of those who control the destinies of the race, and, however

imperfectly the so -called Christian nations are behaving in their dealings with the

Orient, they contain within themselves a Life which sharply rebukes their own

imperfections, and which furnishes the ideal to which more and more they must

approximate. A universal religion must not leave the sorrowing and troubled and

ofttimes despairing heart of man in doubt with regard to the Supreme Love which

reigns in the heavens and is controlling the destinies of mankind . It must so reveal

that love in a human life as to make it a living and perpetual reality. It must

provide a standard which can never be outgrown, and furnish motives of enduring

energy that shall lead men to aspire to livenearer and nearer to that standard . It

must furnish a body of spiritual teaching which has in it so much of God's mind

that man cannot outgrow it. It must provide for the satisfaction of human hope

and human affection by bringing the assurances of a happy immortality close to

the sorrowing and troubled life of the present . I find in Christianity , and in Christi

anity alone , that which meets all these conditions and needs. I discover that Christ ,

who is the substance of Christian faith , is exalted more and more before the minds

and moral imaginations of men. In a thousand ways He is drawing nations toward

Himself. The lines of progress center in Him . He is the inspiration of hope and

the object of desire. The greatest of modern Hindu reformers, Keshub Chunder

Sen , saw in Him the world's reconciliation and redemption. When received into

the heart, He satisfies the Japanese as truly as the American, the Hindu as perfectly

as the European.

My conviction that Christianity is yet to become the religion of all nations has

been vastly strengthened by what I have seen of the decadent civilizations and

systems of the Orient. I acknowledge that these Eastern systems still have a

strong, though at times a despairing grip over the Asiatic peoples , but they have

been put on the defensive ; they have come to feel that there is a mighty spiritual

power which seeks to replace them with something better. Their natural antipathy

to that which comes from the West, and their abhorrence of the sins and crimes of

those why represent Christian nations , have still not been able to keep from them

the spiritual and ethical superiorities of the Christian systein . There have been

such noble examples of Christly living and teaching in the Orient that even

non -Christian scholars confess that the highest types of character yet evolved by our

race are found among some of the Christian missionaries in the Orient. I do not

look for the speedy disintegration of these ancient systems ; I do look for a

wiser approach on the part of Christianity toward the representatives of Hinduism ,

Buddhism , and Islâm. Christendom itself is so furrowed with imperfection and

weakened by discord that it hardly seems worthy to secure any sudden and very

rapid dominion in Asia ; but the dawn of a better Christendom means the dawn of

Christian civilization in Asia and throughout the world.

The feeling of a universal human brotherhood is entering the heart of humanity,

and this has a distinctively Christian origin . Fraternity is the key to the solution

of the social and ecclesiastical problems of Europe and America ; and just so far as

the spirit of true brotherhood enters the Hindu, Chinese, and Japanese mind , just so

far will some of the peculiar creeds or dispositions of the Oriental spirit be sloughed

off. There is no true progress possible to the Hindu and Chinese civilizations

without a new standard of womanhood, and a new conception of the unity, person

ality , righteousness, and love of God . These can be derived only from a pure

Christianity. It deserves world -wide acceptance, and therefore will ultimately

secure it . It is the only religion which from first to last shows us God seeking with

loving and redemptive purpose after man , instead of man groping through mists of

error , through weary centuries, after the unknown God. Christianity is the religion

of redemption, of intellectual freedom , of popular liberty, of unending progress, of

world -wide hope, and therefore it will be universal.
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RELIGIONS.

BY

C. C. EVERETT, D.D. , Professor of Theology, Harvard Divinity School, Cambridge, Mass.

21 .

The only basis for a scientific estimate of the comparative worth of different

religions would be an analysis of the intellectual, emotional, and practical elements

that enter into human life. This analysis would furnish a norm in reference to

which the objects of our study could be judged. The religion which had a place

and a satisfaction for the larger number and the more important of these elements

would more nearly approach the ideal standard than those which had a place for

fewer, or that satisfied only the lower tendencies of the nature. If any religion

had a place for all of these elements, that is , if any religion stood in such a relation

to all that under its influence the nature of man would reach its fullest and most

rounded development, this would be the ideal and perfect religion. The conditions

of this paper,

leave, however, no

space for the psy

chological analy.

sis which the

treatment thus

suggested would

require. We must,

therefore , rest

with such results

as a less formal

method may fur

nish .

We must,how

ever, recognize at

once that the

course indicated

above would not

be accepted as

legitimate by the

supporters of

every religion.

Religions may be roughly divided into two classes. One of them may be called

positive; the other may be called, in a qualified sense, negative. The principle

underlying the religions of the first of these classes is that the ideal life is one in

which the nature of the individual is most fully developed ; in which there are thus

the fewest latent tendencies, unused powers, and unsatisfied longings. A life thus

fully manifested is like that of a plant in which stem and leaf, flower and fruit are

produced in fair proportion, so that the plant stands as the ideal of its kind. The

truest representative of religions of this class is , as I believe, Christianity. Relig

ions of the other class have for their ideal the suppression of the natural tendencies

and activities of life, and may thus be called negative. The classical example of

religions of this type is the religion of the Vedanta. In connection with this

may be named Buddhism, which,in its typical form , is even more truly a negative

4710.rs

Bethlehem , from the Latin Convent .
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religion . The ideal of both is withdrawal from the world. In the one case, this

withdrawal means absorption in the Absolute, which is so far a positive element.

The other has no Absolute. It is thus more truly negative, but less truly a religion.

Nearly all other religions may be called positive. They seek more or less wisely or

successfully to develop the nature of the individual , and to satisfy his personal

needs. The difference between these two grand classes of religion may be most

closely illustrated by the place which personality holds in each . In the religion of

the Vedanta, the greatend is to suppress personality. The Absolute is regarded as

impersonal , and the saint seeks to attain to a like impersonality . Christianity and

Vedantism may thus stand as the representatives of the two grand types of religion .

Each has, within itself, a place for the other . Vedantism has a place for Christian

ity. It has, indeed, a place for all other religions, and, one might add, for all

irreligions. According to it , one cannot devote himself to anything which is not
divine , for there is nothing in the universe but God. All other forms of faith are,

however, regarded by it as merely stepping-stones to a result in which the personal

life is, so far as possible , extinguished even before the death of the body, while

the hope is that after death it will be wholly extinguished. What is special in

every other faith is an illusion to be cast aside. Alike in the Upanishads, and in the

latest utterances of this school of thought, this scheme of life is insisted uponi.

During the current year I have heard personal affection spoken of by a representa

tive Vedantist as slightingly as by any ancient teacher. Buddhism has as little

place for personal relations. Both religions, indeed , urge universal good will and

kindliness, but the personal element is condemned.

On the other hand , Christianity encourages the personal life. It recognizes the

Absolute as in some sense personal. The ideal life is that of the fully developed

personality. This personality is to be surrendered in love to the highest, but not to

be absorbed and lost in it. At the same time Christianity has a place for the one

positive element in Vedantism . This is the recognition of a principle of unity in

and through which all things consist . In Christianity , however, this is no mere

abstraction, but a power of self-manifestation. God is love, and he that lives in love

lives in Him .

The ideals of religion cherished by these two great classes of believers are so

entirely opposite that an argument as to their respective worth is hardly possible.

The test that I first suggested would obviously be rejected by the adherents of a

negative religion. One can only recognize these two schemes of life and make his

choice between them . The difference between them centers in their different

estimate of the worth of personality . According as one regards this as something

to be cherished , or as something to be cast aside , will one be attracted to the

negative or the positive form of faith. With this is bound up the estimate of the

worth or worthlessness of the universe as a manifestation of the Absolute.

I have assumed that Christianity is the truest type of the positive religion . The

correctives of this assumption would be determined by the method of comparison

that I first proposed, but the results ofthis can here be merely suggested. The

Greek worshiped beauty, for which Christianity also has a large place ; but his

religion did not, like Christianity, arouse the ethical sense. The Mazdean religion

was largely ethical, but it appealed little to the love of beauty, nor did it have a

place for the mystical element which Christianity shares with Vedantism . In

China, Confucius went about doing good, but he did little to stimulate the God

consciousness. Lao- tze had a profound God-consciousness, but condemned the

active philanthropy of Confucius. In Jesus the most profound God -consciousness

was united with a life of active service . Buddhism and Christianity were both

ennobled by the lives of their founders; but while to the Buddhist, as we have seen,

his leader stood alone as the highest in the universe, Jesus bowed to the Father,

who was greater than he, and in whose life he lived .
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22.

We believe that Christianity is the absolute religion , and that it alone can

become universal ; but we cannot believe this intelligently, until Christianity is

compared with other religions which have given light and life to millions of men

and women , and from which have sprung civilizations with their splendid trophies

of literature, science, art , morals, as well as great political and industrial systems.

For the first time in history, all the families of mankind can become acquainted

with each other and investigate the secret of each other's life. In these circuin

stances , comparison of religions cannot be escaped . Faith welcomes, instead of

shrinking from , the necessity .

Little need be said concerning Brahmanism . It is the religion of the great

majority of the people of India, and is essentially local , rather than universal. It

cannot live out of India. The strength and the weakness of its doctrine of God, is ,

that according to it, God is in everything and is everything. “ Everything, from

the lowest estate of a straw, to the highest estate of a God, is Brahmă. " It thus

admits His unity, but denies His character and personality. There is , therefore,

no basis for a fundamental distinction between morality and immorality. Caste,

which constitutes its great strength, is also a fatal weakness, because, though origi

nating in historical necessities, it is essentially anti-national and anti-social . Man

kind now will not accept a religion which is inconsistent with the truths of the unity

of the race, its liberty, the equality of its members before God and before the law,

the right of the meanest to rise to the highest place and to the fullest self-realization,

with the hope of progress to infinite horizons. Brahmanism denies the Fatherhood of

God and the brotherhood of man . Its compact structure is now being honey

combed by the thousand influences of the government, the courts of justice, the

literature, the education , the social , sanitary , economical and physical science of a

Christian people, as well as by direct missionary enterprise. Its fall is as certain as

anything future can be, though its place will not be taken by any of the existing

Christian organizations. When India absorbs the spirit of Christ , it has intellectual

and spiritual strength enough to develop a theology and a church suited to its own
soil . Native churches in India are , as yet , little better than exotics.

To Gautama, even before he became Buddha, or Enlightened, the ideal man was

the dignified ascetic , free from all ties and relationships, and holding out his bowl

for rice , uncaring whether it was filled or not . This mendicant, the flower of

Brahmanism , was seeking for liberation from self and absorption into the Supreme
existence. All other men were subject to vanity and delusions. No wonder that

to a noble nature, imbued with this conviction, the full truth should be revealed ,

after long study and meditation , that man himself is greater than his appetites,

passions or desires ; and that by rising superior to these he can attain to a liberation

which meant escape from the dangerof rebirth. Before the simplicity and power of

this way of salvation-salvation above all from the craving for continuous personal

life - sacrifices and penances lost their efficacy and the Veda its supernatural
authority. His simple and sublime teaching was that the true greatness of man, in

one word, his life, consists, not in the abundance of the things which he possesses,

but in himself or in moral culture ; in Christian language, he learned that the king

dom of God is within and that it is all-sufficient. This spiritual truth transfigured
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him. It took possession of disciples who gathered round him from various castes,

and it filled them with such power that India became transformed. Never was a

grander testimony on a great scale borne to the might of the Spirit. Not only at its

beginning, but, when India was ruled by Buddhist kings, it disdained the use of

carnal weapons of every kind, and it continued to be a reforming force for centuries

Missionaries went forth , North, South , East and West, filled with a holy enthusiasm

which enabled them to win in time all Eastern Asia to the Faith . Before the truth

of man's essential greatness and the living witness borne to the truth by converts of

every caste, from the Brahman to the Chandala, the iron bands prescribed by caste,

fell to the ground. The equality and fraternity of men were recognized.

How then shall we explain the failure of Buddhism ? For it has failed, more

completely than Brahmanism , to meet the spiritual necessity of any race except the

Mongolian. India rejected a doctrinal system which had no room for the ideas of sin ,

atonement, and the significance of life which Brahmanism had tried to express. Its
sin has been in countries of a lower type of civilization , such as Burmah ,

Siamn , Thibet, China, Corea and Mongolia. The Aryan and Semitic peoples will

neveradopt it, for they have truer conceptions ofGod, of the worth ofhuman life

and the significance of the world, than any which it presents. The fundamental

weakness of Buddhism is that it denies all reality. According to it, there is no

God and the supreme aim of man is to cease to be. There is no need of a Creator, for

there is force in the world , and as no force can ever be lost , why should it not have

been from the beginning ? What we call the soul does not survive death . “ He is

a heretic who holds that man has a permanent soul or self separate from the body.

The consequences of our past , hypostasized as Karma or Act, alone survive , and round

this fancied Karma new bodies repeatedly gather, until Nirvana is attained . No

such uncompromising system of pessimism has ever been successfully preached.

Therefore it had to fail, though successful for a time, partly as a development and

partly as a recoil from Brahmanism .

Confucianism , like Brahmanism , is essentially a local , rather than a universal

religion. Rooted in the soil , the history and the ideals of China, it cannot extend

far beyond its boundaries. Unlike Buddhism , it plants itself firmly on this world,,

considering it and the relations of life everything. Thus practically ignoring the

spiritual, it left a void , felt even by a materialistic people, which Buddhism

invited into the country - filled in a crude fashion . This explains why almost

every Chinaman is both a Confucianist and a Buddhist. A more striking confession

that each religion is one-sided could hardly be given.

To Confucius, society was the great reality ; and as social disorders abounded in his

time, he had to look for a remedy. He found the remedy in the wisdom of the past ,

and to the task of compiling and editing its precious records he gave his whole

strength. His influence on China, through his disciples, and still more through his

classics , is the greatest illustration history gives of what can and what cannot be

done by education, and by law, custom , institutions, and ritual . He believed that

man is good by nature and that if only a sound education be given and a right

example set by his superiors , he will assuredly be moral. Education therefore lies

at the foundation of society and the governing classes are the consummate flower of

the educational system . They have been drilled in ethics from their youth and the

inculcation of duty is backed up by examples from the lives of ancient worthies.

The practical results may be seen in the present condition of the Chinese people ;

industrious and law-abiding, but low in their aims and destitute of the mighty

hopes, which make us men ; their literati, filled with self -conceit and contempt for

others, but narrow, bigoted and puerile themselves.and puerile themselves. Confucius ignored the spiritual

world , not seeing that the spiritual rules the material. He was a historian , scribe ,

teacher, or, as he himself said , a “ transmitter ” ; but he was not a prophet, or

“ maker." Mankind needs both. Israel had Moses and the Prophets as well as Ezra
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the scribe. We have the spirit of Jesus as well as great legalists and cheolo

gians.

Mohammedanism is the most balaly monotheistic of religions. God is in heaven ;

not as he is to the Hindu , in everything. To the Buddhist, there is no real

ity ; to the Confucianist , society with its order and settled government, is all

sufficient; to the Moslem , God is the one reality and man's glory is to do or to

bow to his will . “ Islam means that we must submit to God.” And there is no

complexity in the divine nature. The doctrine of the Trinity is inconceiva

ble . God is an arithmet

ical unit. The gulf be

tween God and man is not

bridged over by the incar

nation . There is therefore

no ministration of the Spirit

and no provision for bring

ing man into that filial re

lation to God in which alone

his true life consists. In

stead of the Person of Jesus

and the Spirit of Jesus,

Mohammedanism offers

only an imperfect prophet

and an imperfect book . It

gives thus an inadequate

conception of God and

equally an inadequate con

ception of man. When

man is only the subject,

servant or slave of God, he

cannot be the child and

heir. Dependence on God

is taught, but not the high

privilege of fellowship with

Him nor the law of prog

ress. This inadequate con

ception of man is seen most

clearly in Mohammed's low

estimate of woman , and the

consequent degradation of

family and social life .

Christianity is based on

the essential identity of God THE SISTINE MADONNA .

and man, and on their rec
An altar -piece, by Raphael, representing the beatific vision proper to that place.

The Madonna and Child, directed by the Pope Sixtus, gaze in rapt adoration ;

onciliation in Jesus, cruci Santa Barbara drops her eyes in humility, while the cherubs glance upward
with naive familiarity .

fied for us and now dwell

ing in us by his Spirit. It has already vindicated itself in comparison with other

religions, and “ the history of the world is the judgment of the world ." The high

est civilization is commensurate with Christendom , and from this verdict of

humanity there can be no appeal. As the religions of Babylon andEgypt, of Greece

and Rome, of the Germanic and Scandinavian peoples have passed away, not with

out leaving behind an inheritance absorbed by the religion of Jesus, so shall it be

with the other great religions. Each of themis acting the part of a schoolmaster

to bring their worshipersto the Christ, even as the Law did for Israel ; and each may

leave some residuum in the system which supersedes it for the use of its late votaries.

f
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A fundamental dogma of Christianity is the incarnation of God in man. The

Christian holds that God and man were one in Jesus of Nazareth , that he was the

Son of God , begotten of God , and the Son of Man, born of man. It teaches that

Jesus was normal inan , the norm of mankind , and claims through him, as the her

itage of man, the sonship of God .

The Indian pantheistic religions resemble Christianity in teaching the incarna

tion of God in man, and there are even points of resemblance in the details of their

birth stories. But they differ radically in their

doctrine of the manner of union between God

and man. They conceive of incarnation as

though man were a piece detached from God,

which does not resume its full perfection of

divinity until its individual existence is lost

again in God. Pure Buddhism , declining to

consider what lies behind all phenomena, still ,

in its doctrine of reincarnation or palingenesis

of karma, shows the influence of the same

ideas. The Christian conception of incarna

tion is as though man were begotten of God ;

and the more he grows into the stature of God,

the more his individuality develops. The one

looks to the loss of individuality , the other to

the development of individuality . This Chris

tian doctrine of the development of individu

ality , as man grows into the divine, is of a

piece with its doctrine of a Trinity.

Judaism , the religion to which Christianity

stands most closely related historically, does

not teach an incarnation of God in man. If

any of the ancient Hebrew prophets ever looked

toward this, the doctrine itself has been realized

in Christianity, not in Judaism . The latter

teaches that man was created by God, the

former that man is begotten of God .

Orthodox Islam is still further removed

than Judaism from the doctrine of the incarnation of God in man, or even of the

immanence of God in the universe. In its conception God and his creatures are
extraneous each to the other, and their relation to one another is mechanical. Un

orthodox Islam , under the influence of Indian pantheism , has accepted vague

doctrines of incarnation .

In ethics Christianity is altruistic, its pattern being the life of Jesus. Buddhism

teaches a similar altruism , with Gautama Buddha as its pattern , but its view of the

material universe and physical life affects unfavorably its ethical system . Christianity

takes a healthy view of the physical life. To the Christian the material universe

is good . It is instinct with God , and the healthy, human life is a sweet and lovely

thing. Indian pantheisin regards the inaterial world and physical life with all its

passions and desires as base and unworthy, if not actually evil; and Buddhism shares,

to a large extent certainly , this view of the world, which affects unfavorably its con

Mary , Jesus , and John . - Raphael.
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ception of man's relation to himself and the world about him. Its view of human

life is not sane and healthy and vigorous. Christianity in this regard has inherited

from Judaism. In ethics, however, it has advanced beyond the latter, substituting

universalism for particularism , and a complete for a partial altruism . Islam , in the

matter of ethics , falls much below any of these religions. It is on the plane in this

regard of the primitive Hebrewteaching, out of which Judaism developed its pres

ent lofty code of ethics ; on the plane approximately of the code set forth in

Exodus xxi : 2—xxiii : 19.

In the matter of ethics, Confucius stands higher than Mohammed . How much

he falls below Christianity may be shown by one quotation. When he was asked,

“ What do you say concerning the principle that injury should be recompensed with

kindness ? ” he replied : “ With what then will you recompense kindness ? Recom

pense injury with justice, and recompense kindness with kindness.”'

Closely connected with the ethical code of a religion is its thought about the

character ofGod. To the Indian pantheist God is the great world-soul ; everything

is part of him , but the material world is, as it were, his unclean parts. To the

disciple of pure Buddhism there is , properly speaking, no God, but an inexorable

moral law, karma; and complete obedience to that law will result in extinction . To

the Christian, God expresses himself in the world, as a God of love and truth , the

Father of all mankind. To Judaism, he is an omnipotent Creator, the holy, just and

loving God of the Jews. To Islam he is the Almighty, whose will makes right and

wrong. Confucianism is an ethical culture, without a clear and full doctrine of God.

Man's view of his hereafter is in general a representation of his ideal of life, and

is hence dependent upon his ethical conceptions and his view of his relation to God .

The Chinese heaven is a well ordered earthly life, in which the man is honored by

his descendants, as he in his life honored his parents. Such a hereafter a man

attains by following the rules of a proper life , and especially by honoring his parents.

The Mohammedan , as a reward of faith in Allah, reaches a heaven of sensuous

enjoyment ; for Islam does not look upon the lower parts of human life as subordi

nate to and ministering to the higher , but regards sensuous enjoyment as the ideal

fulfillment of the possibilities of man's being. Indian pantheism teaches the trans

migration of the soul, generally with loss of conscious identity. Buddhism offers to

those who need a heaven an ascending series of transmigrations of the karma;

but to those who can accept such a doctrine, it proposes as the summum bonum

the complete abnegation of self and the loss of all desire.

Christianity, asserting the divine sonship of man, holds out the hope of an

infinite evolution of the individual Godward ; not a transmigration of the soul, with

a loss of conscious identity, but a development of conscious individuality.

The ancient Hebrew religion taught no real imınortality. Later Judaism

developed the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, and a heaven where the

righteous should live in sensuous enjoyment. Modern Judaism has spiritualized this

conception of heaven , but I know nothing which can be quoted as an authoritative

exposition of the present Jewish doctrine of man's hereafter.

This brief comparison of Christianity with other religions is of necessity very

imperfect . I have compared Christianity only with the highest existing religions.

I have represented Christianity as I and those among whom I live understand it.

I have sought to represent the doctrines of the other religions which I have
considered from the point of view of their highest and most spiritual exponents. I

have not considered questions of forms and ceremonies, although in practice those

form an important part of every religion . I have not even considered formally the

views of the various religions regarding such important matters as sin and salvation .

I have formally compared merely the different conceptions of God and of man's

relation to God, including his relations to his fellow man, believing that in the last

analysis these are the fundamental things out of which the others spring.
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The universal destiny and imperial value of Christianity are not imperiled by

the comparative study of religion .

Briefly treated, the religions which claim universality, by reason of geographical

expansion , and of the numbers of their adherents, can alone be considered ; and

those only in respect of the fundamental conceptions of God, the soul, and immor

tality.

1. Brahmanic philosophy , implicit in the Upanishads, finds highest expression

in the Vedânta system , in the Uttara Mîmânsâ of Bâdarâyana, and the works of

Sankara. Brahmanic thought passes over from Vedic polytheism to a second stage

of abstract unity of thought. Brahman as the Infinite, Self or Subject, impersonal

or personal (it is not obvious which ) is the real Spirit, or Self or Subject, and the

Gods, and human self are phenomenals only. The human self is no other than the

Infinite Self; therefore is never sundered from it ; cannot be absorbed into it. In

this abstract unity, some thinkers discern sparks of theism . They fade, however,

into pantheistic abstraction . Gods, men , and the objective world are but phenomena of

the highest Self, Oversoul, Paranatman. If the human self and the objective world

seein to be real , it is the effect of avidya or nescience. Knowledge of the Highest

Self (Brahma) delivers us from nescience, enables the finite self to see that it is the

absolute Self ( Brahma). Brahma is therefore the all , the world is maya, illusion

-a troubled dream of Brahma. This is acosmism , the devouring of the world as

Saturn devoured his offspring. Human personality is only phenomenal, not real.

The finite self, and the objective world founder in the gulf of absolute Spirit, as

drops of water in an infinite sea. In Christian thought, the Divine personality, and

the human ego, and the world , as well , are clearly differentiated.

The royal truth of Brahmanism is the spiritual nature of being, and the doctrine

that man can now and here be in union with God, without waiting for another life.

Immortality in Brahmanic thought is the full recognition that the finite soul is

already very Brahma. The final knowledge by which the finite soul is delivered

from avidyâ or ignorance, constitutes immortality. The effort of wisdom is to

escape from finite existence into the abyss of the negative infinite:

The Vedânta philosophy was the defence of the abstract unity and existence of

absolute spirit against the assaults of Kapila, who, in the Sânkhya philosophy,

vigorously affirms the reality of the finite and questions that of the Infinite Self.

In spite of these philosophies, Indic religion is today largely polytheistic.

II . Whether Buddhisın is theistic or athestic is still a contention . * From our theo

cratic point of view, it is atheistic . But it exalts man to be God, and is autosoteric

(self-saving). It is theanthropism , God is dethroned , and man has become God.

Besides, the belief of Gautama in a moral order ( the wheel of life) logically implies

moral obligation , and a Divine sanction of the feeling of obligation. Still further, it

is to be noticed that Gautama gets his impulse from theGod Brahma under the fig.

tree , receives there the mission of Holy Knighthood. In the Dhammapada,

Gautama addresses with pathos the maker of his tabernacle, and Buddhism at last,

under theistic stress, deified its founder.

Gautama, however, carefully abstained from ontological speculation , was silent

concerning the ultimate Being, and exalted moral conduct to supreme importance.

The higher Power would seem to be only the Moral Order. Occidental thought

cannot distinguish such order as separate from a moral will.

* See C. P. Thiele Gifford Lectures, 1896 , page 170, and Rhys-Davids Hibbert Lectures.
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It is

Christianity offers help to moral effort. Buddhism is self -adequate. It teaches,

so to say, a selfish unselfishness. To escape misery of self is achieved by annihila
tion of self.

In the doctrines ofKarmaand Nirvana, Buddhism is the continuation of Brah

manism . The legacy , Karma, is not a doctrine ofpersonal immortality. The karmic

self, which is found after transmigration, is not identical with the present self. It is a

vain identity in psychology, for there is no remembrance of the former state .

a new subject in which are focussed the moral consequences of the deeds of the old

subject which has vanished . Both Nirvana and Karma have their roots in the

Upanishads and antedate Buddhism .

In Buddhism the will to live is the source of misery, and binds man in vassalage

to the wheel of change or transmigration. The finite self seeks escape from the

wheel into Nirvana, which is either an eternal rest from consciousness, or a pal

lid consciousness, resembling a peaceful dream . The lamp goes out for want of oil;

peace engulfs the soul in obliviousness which is sought through holiest suffering

and self -sacrifice. A universal charity , apparently Christian, which however

resembles silence of thought and feeling, demands our admiration . Emphasis is

laid not on the value, but on the worthlessness of life.

Christianity emphasizes the value of personal life, and would continue and

exalt self-consciousness in communion with the Infinite Father. Both religions

experience sadness at the aspect of the world. Their ethics are sublime ; but the one

is the ethics of despair ; the ethics of the other is that of hopefulness. The resigna

tion of one is thatof passivity , of the other activity. Gautama would escape from

sorrow by escape from self; the sorrow of Christ impels to the holiest realization of

self in a continuous progress towards union with the Divine Being.

Buddhism and Christianity, as presenting the noblest ethics, are the only real
candidates for universal supremacy. But the Christian Faith appeals to both the

speculative and practical needs of man . Christianity, unlike the pantheism ,

implicit in Brahmanic and Buddhistic doctrine, harmonizes the facts of Being and

the World .

III . Confucianism , the official religion of China, is respectfully indifferent

towards all ontological speculation . The genius of Confucianisın is decorum , a

reverence for the order of Nature, the State and the Family. The immortality of

the family is emphasized rather than that of the individual soul. Filial reverence

is the emphatic note of the system , and the ethical contribution to human life is

very great. The doctrine of Laotse was highly speculative, and Hegelistic , and

abounds with noble ethical utterences, but it lapsed in time into degrading magic.

IV . Mohammedanism is absolute theism and proved a hammer of Thor to shat

ter Arabian idolatries and animistic cults. It was, however, a superstructure, for the

Koran is a supplement to Jewish and Christian Scripture , and Mahomet deemed his

religion as substantially the same with Judaism and Christianity. It borrows its

noblest elements from them. It nobly vindicates the unity of God , and the moral

responsibility of man . It fosters personal dignity, and the virtues of temperance,

fidelity, honesty, and veracity. But it darkens the ethics of Christ, substituting

the scimetar for persuasion, ambition for disinterestedness, and political for spiritual

sovereignty . Sometimes tolerant, it is capable of fanatical explosions. Islamism

is not elastic to adapt itself to progressive civilization . Its destiny is to be merged,

by transfiguration and enlightenment, into the world movement of Christian life,

which is the realization of all true ideals imperfectly adumbrated in other religions.

These religions outside Christiandom have been a search after God , and we

should welcome the gifts of their prophets. They reveal the immanence ofthe Divine

Spirit in the reason and conscience of all peoples. The moral and religious ideals

set forth in Christianity are the true forces of progress, and point to the ultimate

fulfillment of the Divine purpose in the history of the world .
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW.

19. ON THE RELATION, ETC.- Borrowing, Attitude, Judaism , Hellenism, Ethnography, Antag.

onism ,Oppression , Plastic, Conduct, Universality.

20. CHRISTIANITY , THE UNIVERSAL RELIGION. - Universal Religions, Christianity, Human

needs, Adjustmentsof other religious, Need of improvement in Christianity .

21. THE COMPARISON , ETC.- Positive, Negative, Christianity, Vedantism , Buddhismı, The Choice,

Personality, The Universe, Christianity inclusive.

22. CHRISTIANITY COMPARED, ETC. Brahmanism , Buddhism , Confucianism , Mohamme.

danism .

23. CHRISTIANITY COMPARED, ETC.- Incarnation in Christianity , in Buddhism , in Judaism ,
and in Islamism , Ethics,Conception of God , Future life.

24. FIVE GREAT RELIGIONS. — Conceptions of God, the soul , and immortality in the great

religions .

QUESTIONS.

19. State the two main questions. Name the antecedents of Christianity. What antecedents had

Judaison ? Describe the attitude of Christianity to other religions. What tendencies are now apparent ?
What may be expected ?

20. Contrast Buddhism and Mohammedanism with Christianity. State some universal traits of

Christianity. State some evidences that Christianity is becoming universal. On what condition can it do

so completely ?

21. Characterize the positive class of religions . Characterize the negative class of religions. Name

the type of each class. On whatdoes the choice between them turn ? What is bound up with that ? Show

the inclusiveness of Christianity.

22. Estimate the value of Brahmanism . State its probable future. State the strength and weak.

ness of Buddhism . State the merits and demerits of Confucianism Wherein does Mohammedanisin

fail ?

23. Compare Christianity with Buddhism , Judaism , Islamism , and Confucianism , in respect to
incarnation , ethics, conception of God, and the future life.

24: Compare Christianity with Brahmanism in respect to their conceptions of God, the soul and

immortality. Do the same with Buddhism , with Confucianism , and with Mohammedanism .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . Tendencies of Christianity in the nineteenth century.

2 . The religious future of Asia .

3. Elaborate the notion of Christian inclusiveness.

4. Enlarge on the meritsof Christianity as depicted at the close of Lesson 22 .

5. Compare Romanism and Protestantism by the same standards.

6. Make a comparative estimate of religions based on Lessons 19-24 .

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

For those who wish to read extensively , the following works are especially commended :

The Life of Christ.

Anonymous, * Ecce Honio . ” 1866 .

Farrar, F. W., " The Life of Christ. ” 1874.

Geikie , J. C. , “ The Life and Words of Christ. ”

1880 .

Keim , C. T. , “ The History of Jesus of Nazara ."

1883 .

Schürer, E. , “ The Jewish People in the Time of

Jesus Christ. ” 180) .

Strauss, D. F., “ The Life of Jesus.” 1892.

Weiss , B. , “ The Life of Christ.” 1883 .

Ewald , H. , History of Israel ” in its seventh

volume. 1883.

Pfleiderer, O. , “ Paulinism ." 1877 .

McGiffert, A. C. , “ A History of Christianity in

the Apostolic Age.” 1897.

Sabatier, A. , “ The Apostolic Paul.” 1891.
Weizsäcker, C. , * The Apostolic Age.” 1891 .

Biblical Theology.

Beyschlag , W. , " New Testament Theology."

1895 .

Briggs ' “ Messianic Prophecy ."

Bruce , A. B., The Kingdom of God . ”

Schultz, H., Old Testament Theology."

Weiss, B. , Biblical Theology of the New Testa

ment. "

Wendt, H. H. , " The Teaching of Jesus." 1892.
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Lives of the Apostles .

Bruce , A. B. , “ St. Paul's Conception of Chris.

tianity. ” 1894.
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American Character Studies.
A NEW AND NOVEL COURSE OF STUDY ON THE MEN

WHO HAVE MADE OUR HISTORY, TWELVE NUMBERS,

POPULAR IN TREATMENT AND FULLY ILLUSTRATED.

FIRST COURSE: AMERICAN STATESMEN.

SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS:

رو
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THOMAS JEFFERSON — By EDWARD S. Ellis, A. M. , Author of “ The Peoples

Standard History of the United States,” Etc.

JAMES OTIS – By John Clark RIDPATH , Author of " Ridpath's History of the

United States,” Etc.

SAMUEL ADAMS — By SAMUEL Fallows, D. D. , LL. D. , Ex - Supt . of Public

Instruction of Wis. , Ex- Pres . Ill . Wesleyan University.

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN—By FRANK STRONG, Ph . D. , Lecturer on United States

History , Yale College , New Haven, Conn .

JOHN HANCOCK - By John R. MusicK, Author of " The Columbian Historical

Novels , " Etc.

JOHN ADAMS - By SAMUEL WILLARD, M. D. , Author of " Willard's History of

the United States,” Etc.

DANIEL WEBSTER - By ELIZABETH A. REED, A , M. , Author of “ Hindu Liter

ature, ” “ Persian Literature, ” Etc.

JOHN RANDOLPH – By RICHARD HEATH DABNEY, A. M., Ph . D. , Professor of
History , University of Virginia .

GEORGE WASHINGTON — By J. C. FREEMAN, A. M., LL. D. , Professor of

Literature , University of Wisconsin .

ALEXANDER HAMILTON — By EDWARD S. Ellis, A. M. , Author of " The Peo

ples Standard History of the United States,” Etc.

HENRY CLAY – By H. W. Caldwell, A. M. , Ph . B. , Professor of American

History, University of Nebraska .

ABRAHAM LINCOLN — By Robert DICKINSON SHEPPARD, D. D. , Professor of

American and English Hist'y, Northwestern University , Evanston, Ill .

Three yearly courses of twelve numbers each have been outlined . The First year will be devoted to

American Statesmen as indicated. The Second year to American Heroes, such as Paul Jones , Israel Putnam ,

Stephen Decatur, Commodore Perry , W. T. Sherman, Philip Sheridan , Admiral Farragut, Gen. U. S. Grant,

Etc. The Third Year to Ameri : an Discoverers and Inventors, embracing Daniel Boone , David Crockett, George

Rogers Clark, John C. Fremont, Robert Fulton , Eli Whitney, Samuel F. B. Morse , Cyrus Field, Thomas A.

Edison , Etc.

These courses are designed for Home Study ; for Supplementary Reading in Schools ; for Reading Circles

and for Ceuters organized for historical and literary culture .

The Special Aim of this unique and interesting series of Character Studies is to foster among our

people, young and old , a deeper love of Country : to arouse and sustain a spirit of true patriotism ; to awaken

an enthusiastic interest in the field of American History and thus help them in the discharge of the import.

ant duties of American citizenship .

It will be readily seen that while this series of Character Studies will be useful in the highest degree to

the young , it will be none the less attractive and beneficial to those of adult years .

Each number will be written in a popular style and will be supplemented by Anecdotes , Incidents and

and Personal Experiences, which will tend to show the character of the subject portrayed. At the end of each

number will be a complete Chronological Table of the events in which the subject took part. There will also

be an extensive list of questions for a Monthly Review , and Topics for Special Study.

This series of American Character Studies will be handsomely printed and fully illustrated . Each

number will contain from 80 to 128 pages . Price of the Entire Twelve Numbers ofeach series,

( over 1,000 pages in all ) postage paid, is but $ 1.50 . The first number of the Statesmen Series,

on Thomas Jefferson , is now ready. Sample copy to any address , but Fifteen Cents. Send for copy.

Names of Authors a guarantee as to merit. Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

2

Association Building, CHICAGO,

22 222222
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COLUMBIAN DENTAL COLLEGE.
N. W. Corner State and Quincy Streets.

FACULTY .

Geo. T. Carpenter, M.D., D.D. S. , Dean, Professor of Oscar Dodd , M.D. , Professor of Pathology and Anæs.

Oral Surgery and Stomatology . thesia .

Edgar J. Ward ,D.D.S., Secretary, Professor of Ortho- Frank N. Brown , D. D. S. , Professor of Prosthetic

dontia . Denistry .

Albert E. Morey , Ph.B., D.D.S., Professor of Operative J. A. McKinley , M. D. , Professor of Anatomy and

Dentistry . Physiology.
S. Allen Wilson , A.M. , D.D.S., Professor of Hygiene , John B Palmer , D.D.S. , Professor of Clinical Pros

Embryology and Care of Children'sTeeth. thetic Denistry and Porcelain Dental Art.

Geo . W. Mills , Ph.G., D.D.S., Professor of Chemistry 0. S. Scheiber , M. D., Professor of Organic Chemistry

and Metallurgy. and Director of ChemicalLaboratory.

Elmer De Witt Brothers, B. S. , L. L.B. , Counsel, Pro- H. H. Merrell, Ph . G., M.D. , Professor of Materia

fessor of Dental Jurisprudence. Medica and Therapeutic.

Wm . L. Ballenger , M.D., Professor of Histology and Frank H. Stafford, D.D.S., Professor of Operativo
Bacteriology. Technics.

DEMONSTRATORS .

C. M.Wesner, D.D.S .... Dem . Operative Dentistry . Charles Lund Assistant Demonstrator,

J. C. Franke, D.D.S. Assistant Demonstrator. Frank M. Kindig , M.D .. Demonstrator of Anatomy,

C. M. Roberts, D.D.S ....Dem . Prosthetic Denistry. 6. Walter Gray,D.D.S ...Asst. to Chair of Orthodontia .

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS .

John H. Young, D. D.S., EdgarJ . Ward , D. D. S., Prico Cheaney, M.D. , D.D.S.,

J. Mary Metzger, D. D. S., C. M.Welch -Hoffman , D.D.S., John B Palmer, D. D. S.,

Geo. T. Carpenter, M. D., 1. A. Freeman , D.D.S., Rush Crissman , D.D.S.,

Frank H. Stafford, D.D. S., I. F. Upson , D. D. S. Dr. A. B. Clark .

PRELIMINARY COURSE : For one month prior to the regụlar opening of the College, a preliminary

coursewill be held . Thiscourse isrecommended to all who expect to attend

the regularseşsion ;especially thosewhohave hadpo regularexperience in dentistry will find this course
greatly to their advantage. A fee of $20.00 will be charged for this course, which will be deducted from the

regular college fees for the ensuing year. Those who cannot take the entire preliminary course should come in

as early as possible .

REGULAR SESSION will commence September 28th and continue until April 5th , which will be imme

PRACTITIONERS' COURSE , which willcontinue for 12 weeks (or till June 19th). A Practitioners'

ProWomen are admitted into this College on the same termswhichgovern the admission of men .
For further information , address

DR. GEO . T. CARPENTER , Dean, 103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL .
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Three Cents a Day

WILL SECURE TO ANY TEACHER A

Professional Library ,

which will be delivered now, and may be paid for

during the next eighteen months. The small saving

of Three Cents a day will nearly pay for our splendid

Teachers' Library of Seventeen Volumes. We have

just completed these five valuablo Libraries :

Our Business

is to furnish , in addition to our own 400 valuable

books for teachers,

Every Book on Education

that is published . Many teachers send directly to

us when in need any help for their work, as they

koow we cao supply what they want .

Our large Descriptive Catalogue is iavaluable .

It is sent free.

Kellogg's Teachers ' Library , 17 vol.

Reading Circle Library , 16 vol.

Teachers ' Professional Library , 13 vol.

Teachers ' Manual Library , 25 vol.

School Entertainment Library, 17 vol.

There is scarcely a teacher who cannot own ono

of these valuable libraries under the terms we offer.

All interested are invited to write us for details .

SEPTEMBER POSITIONS,

KELLOGG'S BUREAU has supplied hundreds

of Teachers with good positions.

Do you want a better position ? KEL

LOGG'S BUREAU will recommend you. Positions

filled at $ 4,000 , down. Places for September,

1898 , coming in daily. H. S. KELLOGG , Mgr.

61 East 9th St. , N. Y.

Special.

We want an experienced agent for every county and

city in the United States. Write at once.

E. L. KELLOGG & CO ., Educational Publishers,

81 East Ninth Street, New York.
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5 Cents.-CLASSICS.-5 Cents. k
u
h
a

The Children ought to bless the spirit that prompted the getting up of such books.

MASON S. STONE, State Supt. of Education ; Vt.

1ST READER GRADE .
No. No.

No, 43. Story of Cooper. 41. Evangeline. ( Longfellow .)

2. Æsop's Fables. - 1. 44. Story of Fulton . 47. Rab and His Friends.

3. Æsop's Fables. - 2. 45. Story of the Pilgrims. 50. Christmas Eve, Etc. ( Irving.)

11. Selections from Æsop . - 1. 46. Story of the Boston Tea Party. 4TH READER GRADE .
12. Selections from Esop . - 2. 48. Story of Eli Whitney.

73. Story of the Buds. 60. Story of Edison. 5. Story of Macbeth .

74. What Annie Saw. 61. Story of Hawthorne.
19. The Deserted Village. (Goldsmith.)

62. Story of S. F. B. Morse. 37. Othello, Etc. (Lamb.)

2ND READER GRADE . 63. Story of Louisa M.Alcott. 38. The Tempest, Etc. ( Lamb.)

1. Grimm's Fairy Tales. - 1. 64. Story of James Watt. 39. We Are Seven , Etc. (Wadsworth .)

4. Grimm's Fairy Tales. - 2. 68. Story of the Norsemen . 40. Ancient Mariner. ( Coleridge. ).

7. Little Red Riding Hood . 69. Puss in Boots. 54. Pied Piper ofHamelin .( Browning)

8. Jack and the Beanstalk . 70. Story of Stevenson.
35. John Gilpin , Etc. ( Cowper .)

9. Story of Bryant. 71. Story of Irving.
56. The Elegy, Etc. (Gray .)

13. Selections from Grimm . - 1 . 72. Story of Pocahontas. 65. SirRoger De Coverley.

14. Selections from Grimm . - 2 . 66. Declaration of Independence.

20. Stories fromGardenand Field . I. SRD READER GRADE . 67. Thanatopsis and Other Poems.

21. Stories from Garden and Field.II . ( Bryant.)

23. Story of Columbus. 15. Legend of Şleepy Hollow . ( Irving.) 6TH READER GRADE.

26. Story of Israel Putnam , 16. Rip VanWinkle , Etc. ( Irving:) 6. Laysof Ancient Rome.-1 .

27. Story of William Penn . 17. Philip of Pokanoket,Etc.( Irving.) 10. Enoch Arden. ( Tennyson.)

28. Story of Washington. 18. The Voyage, Etc. ( Irving .) 49. L'Allegro & OtherPoems.(Milton .)

29. Story of Franklin. 22. Hawthorne'sGolden Touch . 51. As You Like It. ( Shakespeare.)

30. Story of Webster. 23. Hawthorne's Three Golden Apples. 52. Merchant of Venice .(Shakespeare .)
31. Story of Lincoln . 24. Hawthorne's Miraculous Pitcher. 53. Henry the Eighth. ( Shakespeare.)
35. Story of Lowell. 32. King of theGolden River. (Ruskiu .) 57. Lady of the Lake, Canto I.

36. Story of Tennyson. 33. The Chimera . ( Hawthorne.) 58. Lady of the Lake. Canto 11.

42. Story of Whittier. 34. Paradise of Children. (Hawthorne) 59. Lady of the Lake. Canto III.

eOrder by number. Each number contains about 32 pages of Choice Illustrated Literature , bound in
strong manilla covers. Price 5 cents a copy ; 60 cento a dozen, postpaid. On orders amounting to 50 cents or
loss, please remit in one -cent stamps. Address Dept. B ,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
63 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK ,

******************************
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IVORY

SOAP

ILLINOIS

LIFE ASSOCIATION,
Formerly

BANKERS & MERCHANTS LIFE .

(INCORPORATED 1893. )

Fort Dearborn Building, Chicago , II.

Conducts its business on the Stipulated Premium
Plan .

The Policy contains all the modern advantages

and its planis meeting with the approval of the in

suring public, as evidenced by its substantial
growth .

COMPARISON .

Date Assets Ins. in force

December 31 , 1893 .... $ 23,290.27 .... $ 1,880,000.00

39,941.45 .... 3,483,000.00

1895 .... 57,595.93 .... 4,827,000.00

* 1896 .... 73,229.59 .. 6,044,500.00

1897 .... 88,274.80 .... 7,820,500.00

Liberal commission contracts made with reliable

agents for District and Local agencies.

EDWARD D. STEVENS ,

Secretary .

Divide a cake of Ivory Soap

with a stout thread and you

have two perfectly formed cakes

of convenient size for the toilet .

IT FLOATS .

1894 ....

*********
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IN GOING TO ST . PAUL AND

MINNEAPOLIS What Point

DO YOU WISH TO MAKE ?

M M
ST . PAUL ,

MINNEAPOLIS ,

ASHLAND, DULUTH ,

And the Principal

The wise traveler selects the Chicago , Mil

waukee & St. Paul Railway.

Why ?

It is the best road between Chicago and

the Twin Cities.

It has the most perfect track.

Its equipment is the finest.

Its sleeping cars are palaces.

Its dining car service is equal to the best

hotels.

Itselectric lighted trains are steam - heated .

Its general excellence has no equal.

It is patronized by the best people.

It is the favorite route for ladies and chil

dren as well as for men .

It is the most popular road west of Chicago.

For further information apply to nearest

ticket agent, or address

Gzo . H. HEAFFORD,

General Passenger Agt ..

410 Old Colony Bldg. , Chicago.

Points of Wisconsin

Are easily reached via

Wisconsin Central Lines

FAST TRAINS,

LEAVING CHICAGO DAILY

H. F. WHITCOMB , JAS. POND .

Gen. Manager. G. PA

MILWAUKEE , WIS .

REEEEEEEEEEEEEEE9999:
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100,000 Synonyms and Antonyms,Etc.
A Work of the Greatest Value to Every Person Reading or Writing Extensively.

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE-EMBRACING :

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and An . A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Contrac

tonyms. tions used in writing and printing.

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms, AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases, etc. Prefixes and Postfixesfrom theGreek, Latin and

A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of
Saxon tongues,and of all the important words

Prepositions.
derived from the Hebrow , Greek and Latin
languages.

A DICTIONARY of Prepositions Discriminated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by their
A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.

various uses.

A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words.
A DICTIONARY of Mistakes made in ordinary

conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the Plu

Ancient and ModernLanguages, and of Foreign rals of all the difficult words in the English
Phrases. language.

NOTE THE CONTENTS.

100,000Synonyms andAntonyms. Nearly 1,200 Abbreviations and Contractions.

30,000 Words and Phrases ;being the most com Over 17,000 of the most prominent words derived
plete collection of Briticisms, Americanismsand from theLatin, Greek and other languages. A
Colloquial terms to be found in the English lan . unique Etymological Dictionary of incalculable
guage .

value,both to beginners in the study of the Eng.
3,000 Examples of Prepositions and illustrations of lish tongue and to advanced students.

their use after certain words . Over 600ofthe most important wordsdistinguished

300 Examples of Propositions and their discrimina
from each other as to their correct use, with

tions .
copious illustrations.

Nearly 1,000 Homonyms, or words spelled alike but
100 Slips in ordinaryspeaking and writing.differing in use.

Over 1,000 Homophonous words, the same in souud 54 Common Contractions and the words they represent.

but different in meaning: 30 Rules, with hundreds of illustrations regarding the

Over 4,000 Classical Quotations from ancient and formationof the plurals of nouns.
modern languages . 200 Plurals of the most difficult words.

By SAMUEL FALLOWS; D. D., LL.D.,

Ex -Supt. of Public Instruction,State of Wisconsin , Ex-PresidentofIllinois Wesleyan University ,
and Chancellor THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION .

READ WHAT IS SAID OF IT.

Unqualified Praise from All its Critios .

Daily American , Nashville, Tenn. Hon . Solomon Palmer,Montgomery, Alabama.
" A book that may becalled well nigh invaluable to " It is a work of great meritand shouldbefreely used

everyclass of peoplo students, literary mon , public in our schools. Every literary man would do well to
speakers, or anywho havemuch writingto do.Scarcely keep a copy onhis deskfor reference."

anyone can afford to do without it, and to the person Hon. Ira G.Hoitt, Sacramento , California.

who writes in a hurry it will provea boonindeed ." " I judge that it will be ofgreat value to all those who

Col. Francis W. Parker, Principal Cook County have occasion to writo or speak much . Its compact

Normal School, ness makes it specially valuable ."

" A very valuablebook to have at one's elbow for con
Hon .Jas .S.Hook , Atlanta, Georgia.

stant use . " " Its feature of Antonyms makes itespecially useful

Thos . B. Stockwell ,State Commissioner Public andIdonotsee how anyscholaror culturedgentleman

Schools, Providence, R.I. can afford to do withoutit . Every educatedmanand

" Or real value and helpful in many ways, and will overy teacherought to have it. "

commenditself to every student."
Hon. Charles C.Stevenson, Boise City, Idaho.

" I am convinced thatit is the right book inthe right
Hon . J. B. Thayer, Madison, Wisconsin.

“ The work may be fittingly characterizedby 'elabor.
placeand fills a long-felt want. I can say without hes

itation that the work will be of daily benefit to me in
ato conciseness'."

my profession . "

Hon .M.A.Newell, Baltimore, Maryland. Inter Ocean , Chicago : "The more one has oc
“ More exhaustive thanany of its predecessors. The casion to use it themoreits completeness isobserved.

appendices add very greatly to the value of the work.
It covers the field of its work most admirably, and is so

Thelist of prepositions and their relations is especially
methodically arranged as to make reference to a word

valuable toyoung students." or colloquialism or reign phrase easy. It is among

Hon. J. Estabrook , Lansing, Michigan. the best, if not the best book of its kind , written for

" I have seen no book of the class so well adapted to practical useof the student."

practical use." Journal of Education, Boston : This is a re

Hon . J.W. Patterson , Concord, New Hampshire. markable book , complete and exhaustive."

" It is of great value and must be of immenso prac- American Journalof Education : "The pub
tical usetoscholars." lisher has conferred a lasting favor on the general lit

Hon . Richard Edwards,LL.D., Bloomington, Ill. erary publicby issuing thisbook . Every department

" Theideaofgroupingtogetherwords ofopposite of the entire work is helpful to writers, speakers, teach

meanings as wellas words of similar meaningsisan ers and students - everybody seeking to know the proper

excellent one . Many times the literary man will be useofwords. To these we commend it. "

greatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr. Fallows' high Y.M.C.A.Watchman :" Thisis one of the best

reputation and great experience as a writer will give books ofits kindwe have seen,andprobably there is
the book a deserved advantageamong literary men .' nothingpublished in thecountry that is equal to it .”

" Etc., and is

$

this Great Work, All Charges Prepaid , for $ 1.25 . No teacher , minis .

ter or student can afford to do without it. Money promptly refunded if not satisfactory . Act at once .

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION,

Association Building , CHICAGO,

" Synonyms, Antonyms, " price is $2.00. Special Offer! Asanintroductory pricewewillsend
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THE ONE GREAT ENCYCLOPAEDIA

That is Specially recommended by the UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION.

EXTRAORDINARY ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are about to issue a New Edition of the well known Allen Reprint of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica for $25.00

and by a special arrangement we shall offer 3,000 sets to readers of Progress at a Special

Discount if ordered within thirty days,

SU

VEND
E

A -CONCENTRA

B

ENTIRE SET DELIVERED

ON PAYMENT

3,000 sets only will be supplied of this

new limited edition at

PER

SET

with a SPECIAL DISCOUNT to Progress

readers ordering within 30 days.

$2.00OF ONLY

BALANCE PAYABLE $2 PER MONTH.

with a

This New Edition of the well known Allen Reprint of this famous work will be supplied

NEW COMPLETE APPENDIX VOLUME

in addition to our exhaustive American Supplement . This Appendix volume will take
every important title in the work and give all the knowledge that is new or recent

concerning it , bringing information

DOWN TO MARCH 1 , 1898.

It will contain also 50 NEW MAPS , including the new Government Map of Klondike

and Hawaii. Thus with our Supplemental volumes, the Britannica becomes the latest

as well as the greatest .

ABSOLUTELY COMPLETE . No Risk Thasgt,maynot satisfactory, and the money

This Edition will contain every one of the 8.000 illustra- will be returned .

tions , 700 maps, and 25,000 articles found in the original ,

and while at less than one-third the price , it will be To Canadian Readers This Edition will notbe
Essentially Equal to the Original Edition.

affected by the Copyright

To you this offer means the complete Britannica for Law, but can be legally sent into Canada .

$ 25.00 (orwith the Supplement$ 30.00, with a large discount
if ordered within 30 days. Order Now and take advantage of this splendid

No such books have ever been offered of such size and
universal knowledge.

quality for so low a price. They contain the highest

character of knowledge and literature in the world , and Sign this application or write for fuller particulars.

stand ready to answer every question on physics , history ,

politics, trade, art, geography, philosophy, etc. , to furnish HENRY G. ALLEN & CO. , 156 Fifth Ave. , NEW YORK.

the latest information on every subject. Gentlemen : I desire to accept your offer of the Ency.

Consider the advantage of afamilywhich has these volumes
over one which has not, orwhich has a cheap, three or four

clopædia Britannica to Progress readers, and enciose

volume, unreliable, so -called cyclopædia. When information
$ 2.00 as initial payment. Sind full parti-ulars, and if

is wanted by parents or children, here it is close athand ,
found satisfactory, I will order the set, paying for it in

and above all'it is reliable. The members of the family
monthly payments of $ 2.00 , otherwise ihé money to be
returnedto me.

become accustomed to refer to its pages ; in a few years

they possess a fund of knowledge worth many times the

priceof the work.

NOTE - A special discount will also be given on all our

other styles of binding.

HENRY G. ALLEN & CO. ,

PUBLISHERS

156 Fifth Ave. NEW YORK.
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Chauncy M. Depew-"The REVIEW Cardinal Gibbons.-- " To the busy Dr. Edward Everett Hale .- " I

OF REVIEWS is the best medium world it will be especially welcome." read every number of the REVIEW OF

through which a busy man can keep
REVIEWS with new ardor. ”

a breast with magazine and review

literature, which has now become so The New Eng'and Journal of Edu

voluminous that unless digested no cation .- " 1 he REVIEW OF REVIEWS Hezekiah Butterworth _ " The RE

one can follow it .
has won a recognition in American yIEW OF REViews is the live period .

literary circles unprecedented in our ical of theage and a pulse -beat with
literary history."

the best lile .

J. W. Bashford , President Ohio

Wesleyan University.- " The RE “ Bill Arp " in the Atlanta Consti.

VIEW OF REVIEWS is indispensable to Jubn H. Vincent, Bishop M. E. tution .-- " The REVIEW OF Reviewsis

the busy oducator. Its consideration Church.- " I regard the REVIEW OF my standard , my model of what a
of allmovementsfrom the Christian REVIEWs as thelatestandbestmeans

great magazine should be, and its
point of view reveals the deepest of aid for the busy man who wants monthly perusal is a liberal educa.

philosophical insight and the broad to be familiar with the language of tion."
esthumanitarianism upon the part the time.'
of its editors . ''

Edward W. Bok , Editor Ladies '

John Vance Cheney.- " I find the Home Journal.-- * Nomagazine of its

REVIEW OF Reviews always enter- class has ever filled its field so thor
Edward Eggleston . “ The Re- taining and instructive-a fact that oughly and satisfactorily. There is

VIEW OF REVIEWS is a return to the you are at liberty to use in any way no better modern reflex of the world's

originalidea of a magazine - a period . that may be of service to you." doings. "

ical noting whatever has been

most important in the hap John Brisben Walker , Pub

penings and most valuable in Jisher Cosmopolitan Maga
the printed utterances of the The Regular Price of the zine.- " I find it most valua

month . As such it is an exceed .
ble for myown purpose . It

ingly valuable magazine."
AMERICAN

must be of like value to all

busy men ."

MONTHLY REVIEW OF REVIEWS
Agnes Repplier.- " The RE.

VIEW OF Reviews is beyond is $2.50 per year.
President Charles F.

all praise in its own peculiar Towing, Western Reserve
field . Alone and upsupported

University.- "I wish to send
it can keep its readers abreast you a word of congratulation
with the time, and well in

upon the even level of

formed on all things they to Readers of the PROGRESS. high excellence at which you

need to know." maintain each number of the

To Everybody mentioning this REVIEW OF REVIEWS. If I

Advertisement we will send the were to be put on an island
E. c . Mitchell , D.D., Pres and allowed to have only one

ident Leland University. Magazine for Seven Months, be- publication a month, I should

" In originality of design and ginning with June , for $1.00. certainly ask that The Amer

completeness of execution it can Monthly be that one.'
surpasses anything."

The Christian at Work .- " This

Francis E.Clark , D.D. , President The Sun (New York ).- The Re- wonderful magaziue is a triumph of

Un . Society of Christian Endeavor.- VIEW OFReviews is always inter editorial genius. It has led themag:

"It is the most valuable magazine esting ." azines for the past few mouths in the

published . It is such a happy com timeliness and importance of its

bination of timely articles and arti. The Outlook .- " An invaluable leading articles."

cles of lasting interest that it is be. companion to intelligent, thoughtful
coming quite a necessity to me, and and busy American citizens." leo. A.Gates, President low. Col

I am sure I am speaking for thous lege.-- " There cannot be found in any

ands of other professional men .' Henry Wade Rogers, President lish language so brilliant an interother current literature in the Eng

Northwestern University .- " It

seems to me to be a most valuable pretation of passing events in every
The Literary World .- " It is a publication ; in fact, almost indis part of the world . '

singular combinationofthe monthly pensable to one who wishes tokeep
magazine and the daily newspaper: of the world. "up with what is going on in all parts monthly journalhas nopeer in orig.The Congregationalist.-" This

It is daily in its freshness ; it is
inality of design ,scope , and accuracy

monthly in its method. It is the
of yision , thoroughness in execution,

world under a field -glass . If we were George H. Daniels, G. P. A. , New and ability to transform its readers

the teacher of a school we should use York Central R.R .- " Its articles are into citizens of the world. It is illus

the REVIEW OF REVIEWS as a reader, so concise and so carefully arranged trated lavishly and well and is indis.

and so make it do duty as an illus- that it seems to exactly meet the re- pensable to whomsoever would keep

trated textbook in current history." quirements of these hurrying times . thoroughly up with the times . "

SPECIAL OFFER
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SUBSCRIPTIONS $2 50 PER YEAR.

The Review of Reviews Co., 13 Astor Place, New York.
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NEWYORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY

US

HENRY M. MACCRACKEN , LL.D. , CHANCELLOR

NIVERSITY COLLEGE maintains a standard for the Bachelor's degree equal to

that of the foremost colleges of America . The department of Physical Training

has a well equipped Gymnasium , a superb Athletic Field and Track , and fine

Tennis Courts at its command . New and commodious Residence Halls are now open.

The last year of the college work may be fairly joined with work in one of the following

professional schools :

School of Engineering, School of Law ( Day and Evening Classes ) ,

Medical College, School of Pedagogy , Graduate School

For Catalogues, address L. J. TOMPKINS, REGISTRAR,

1,313 Students WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y. City 142 Instructors

*************** ********

Chicago National College of Music.
18 to 26 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

A High School of Music.

A High School of Elocu

tion, Etc.

Diplomas and Certificates

Awarded . Dental Departm't Northwestern University.

Sight Singing. Harmony,
Located in in the Business Center

Normal Training, Con
of the City of Chicago .

ducting, Etc.
Every facility furnished for study.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOG MAILED . ing the Scientific Principles upon
H. S. PERKINS, Director.

wlich Dentistry is based .

1Horthwestern

University Dental School

Unusual Clinic Advantages Offered .

CHICAGO PIANO COLLEGE

CHARLES E. WATT , Director .

Saite 47, 243 Wabash Ave. ,

KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO.

For full particulars, address .

In addressing na! THEO . MENGES,

Secretary .

please state that

you saw notice

of our School in

PROGRESS.

We teach Piano in all its branches , from founda

tional technic to finished concert performance.

To insure Broad Musicianship for our graduates,

we maintain courses of Lectures, Concerts and

Lecture Recitals, as also classes in Harmony, His

tory, Analysis, Composition , Counterpoint and
Ensemble.

Special Note : Send for New Illustrat

Violin Department
ed Catalogue.

Pupils can begin any
under direction of

Time. Normal Term ,

Mr. W.W. LEFFINGWELL. June 27th to July 30th .

Corner Madison and Franklin Sts. ,

OHICAGO, ILL.

P
E
R

H
O
O
L

22222

Delsarte, Study
For Culture , for Business Training,

ESTABLISMES
for Public Leadership , for a Pro

Elocution ,!877 Law fession. Home Study by Correspond

Journalism ,
ence , conducted by

ELOQUENCE

Dramatic Art , The fillinois College of Law , Cbicago,..IS .

POWER pbysical Culture, On the plan of UNIVERSITY EXTENSION Teaching;

Faculty of twenty EminentInstructors. Individual

Parliamentary Law instruction . Weekly exercises by the student.

Piano, Vocal Music SUMMER SCHOOL Opens June 7th, and
continues eight weeks.

21st Year.
( Incorporated. ) Regular Session opens first Monday in September,

and continues nine months. Leading Law College

DIPLOMAS Granted , Degrees Conferred . Enter in the West. Address for Circulars :

any time. Send for Catalogue. Corps of Ex

perienced Teachers and Specialists. HOWARD N. OGDEN, Ph.D. , Dean
Address : HENRY M. SOPER , President,

10th Floor Steinway Hall , Chicago.
516 Journal Bldg. , CHICAGO, ILL .
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KAREZZA OUR 30 DAY OFFERS

ETHICS

MARRIAGE.

A bold , brave book teaching ideal marriage , rights of the

unborn child ,a designed and controlled maternity.

Union Signal : Thousands of women have blessed

Dr. Stockham for Tokology, thousands of men and

women will bless her for Karezza .

Arena : Karezza isworth its weight in gold .

Sample pages free . AgentsWanted .Prepaid, $ 1.00.

ALICE B. STOCKHAM & CO. , 277 MADISON ST.,CHICAGO.

FULL information about a rover-failing, harmless and

permanent NOME CURE of the

OPIUM , MORPHINE , COCAINE
and other HABITS DR . J. C. HOFFMAN ,

mailed free by .. 500 Isabella Bldg. , Chicago

For 30 days to introduce, we will

ship a swell '98 Model wheel to any

one C. O.D., uponaeneipt of 81 00 .
You can make 3.6MONEY as our

Agent. We offer choice of Cash , the

FREE USE of a sample wheel or outrightgift

of one or more wheels , according to work
done.

INTRODUOTION PRICES.

"Roanoke" 1%in. tubing, flush joints, 2
piece cranks, M. & W. Tires .. $ 29.00

" Putnam " 14 in . tub'g, ºpe. crnks, M. & W . Tires $ 24.00

" Albion " 14 In. tubing, 3 pe. cranks, New Brunswick Tires $ 19.00

997 and 196 MODELS, various makes and styles ...... 312.00 to $16.00

WHEELS, slightly used , modern types ..... $9.00 to $15.00

ART CATALOGUE PRE SECURS AGENCY AT ONCE.

J. W. MEAD & PRENTISS, Chicago .

....

TYPEWRITERS MAKES
ALL THE STANDARD MACHINES FOR Sale or Rentat Hall

MANUFACTURERS'PRICES, EACH MACHINE FULLY GUAR
ANTEED SHIPPED WITH PRIVILEGE OP EXAMINATION .

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

202 La Salle St.

CHICAGO .

Write for New Optical Cata

logue , Spexcheap Address;

F. E. BAILEY , Chicago , Ill.

BEATEN BISCUIT
Such as “ Aunt Chloe " used to inake in the Old Southern

plantation kitchen are easily and quickly made by using

Demuth's Dough kneader and beaten biscuit machine made

for family use. Agents wanted,

J. A, DEMUTH, ST , JOSEPH , MO,

The Fedora

Two-button Oxford at $ 2.00

The Queen Lace Boot

at $ 3.00

are the correct spring

styles for women

Made in black

orthe new brown

selected kid with

$300 & $ 2.00
figured vesting

Express paid
tops to match .

Flexible soles
upon receipt

of price.
new round coin

toes, all sizes and widths. Handsome cata .

logue FREE shows money saving by buying inthegreatest

wholesalemarketin America . Your money back ifnot

suited . NATIONAL SHOE MFG . CO

7906 Medinah Temple ,CHICAGO.

COLLEGE of PHYSICIANS and SURGEONS

S. D. CHILDS & CO. ,

140-142 MONROE STREET.

Wedding Invitations, Announceme.is ,

Fine Correspondence Stationery,

Reception and Visiting Cards ,

Embossing and Illuminating.

INDIANA LAW SCHOOL, INDIANAPOLIS,

FACULTY: BY ROSHBACK, Dean, ADDISON C.

HARRIS, CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS, JOHN R.
WILSON.

Course of two years. School yearbegins on Tues

day, Octɔber4th , 1898 , and ends on Wednesday, May

24th, 1899. Corps of lectures numbers twenty- four.

Diploma admits to bar of United Statesand State
Courts.

In a recentexamination of candidates for admis

sion to the Ilinois Bar at Chicago, conducted by a

Committee of Lawyers appointed by the Illinois

Appellate Court, there were 49 applicants 20 of whom

failed to pass . Of the 29 who were successful Mr.

Ralph Bamberger an alumus of the IndianaLaw
School stood at the head of all except the former

Dean of a law school. The examination lasted two

days and among the applicants were graduates of

Harvard, Ann Arbor and other law schools. For
announcement, catalogue, etc. , address the Dean,

W. P. FISHBACK , Indianapolis , Ind .

OF CHICAGO.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE , Opposite

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS , Cook County Hospital

Four Years' Graded Course : First two

years largely Laboratory work ; last two

years largely Clinical work . Laboratory

and Clinical facilities unsurpassed in

the United States . Six Annual Scholar.

ships of the value of $ 100.00 each are

awarded to students in the College.

Students interested in medical education

INDIANA DENTAL COLLEGE.

are invited to investigate this College .

For information apply to

DR . WM. ALLEN PUSEY , Secretary .

103 State Street, Chicago .

Dental Department of the University

of Indianapolis.

An institution offering excellent clinical advan.

tages , and perfectly equipped for the teaching of

Scientific Dentistry in all its branches.

Winter Course begins in October and ends in April .

Summer Course ( for Juniors and Seniors ) tegins in

April and ends in October. For catalogue and all

information, address

INDIANA DENTAL COLLEGE ,

131 E, Ohio Street , Indianapolis, Ind.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE THIS is the fore

most Eclectic Col.

OF ECLECTIC MEDICINE lege in the United

AND SURGERY
States. A four years'

course of 8 months

OF CHICAGO. each is required .

The Clinical facili.

ties are unexcelled ,

and the Laboratory work thorough and practical.

Women are received on equal terms with men.

For full particulars and Catalogue, address :

N. A. GRAVES, Secretary ,

412 Fulton Street,

Or ANSON L. CLARK, A.M., M.D. , Dean .

When writing to Advertisers kindly mention PROGRESS
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THE HISTORY OF THE JEWS AND

THEIR RELIGION .

BY

GOTTHARD DEUTSCH , Ph.D. , Professor of History at Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati ,

Ohio.

1. FROM THE FALL OF JERUSALEM TO THE MIDDLE AGES.

HE destruction of the temple at Jerusalem meant a crisis for Judaism of

even deeper significance than the failure of the Reichstag of Worms to

silence the Protestant movement. The belief in the prophecies which

had predicted everlasting glory for jerusalem was shaken ; but, as is the

case with Adventists, when a prophecy fails to be fulfilled, practical

necessity found a way out of the theoretical difficulty. The national calamity began

to be considered a transitory condition , after which God's grace would restore the

lost glory.

This view was taught by the Pharisaic school . It will be necessary for the student

to divest himself ofthe conception of the term Pharisee , as set forth in the New

Testament. The Pharisees of the first century, A.D. , were to the Christians what

Huss, Erasmus or Reuchlin were to the Reformation. They theoretically held the

doctrine that the law would be abrogated in the Messianic era ; but until then they

were just as unwilling to carry this view into practice as the average Christian

would be to discard the apostolic creed on the strength of the parable of the Good

Samaritan.

The leader of this party was Johanan bon Zakaj. His biography is overgrown

with legends. Still somuch seems certain that he was a great teacher and a mem

ber of the Synhedrin ; that he left Jerusalem before the destruction and established

a school in Jabneh, which came to beconsidered as a substitute for the Synhedrin.

He taught salvation for righteous Gentiles and advocated submission to Rome's

political authority. His liturgical institutions meant to preserve as much as possi

ble of the temple-worship.

Under the Roman empire the political condition of the Jews was peculiarly sad .

The tribute of the half-shekel, the annual sacred gift to the temple, had been con

fiscated under the name of Fiscus Judaicus — afterwards, however, remitted by Nerva

( 96-98 ). During the war of the desolation of Palestine many had been killed , many

sold as slaves ; great numbers of the survivors were fugitives in the remotest parts

of the empire and in Babylonia, then subject to the Parthians; while under Domi

tian the persecution, especially of proselytes, was most severe; a relative even of the
em peror, Flavius Clemens, having been put to death and his wife exiled for this

cause. Hadrian ( 117-138) put an end to the revolution by conciliatory measures,
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but his despotic syncretism was the cause of another futile rebellion; that of Bar

Kokba ( 132-135 ) , which was the last attempt of the Jews to regain political inde

pendence by force of arms.

Their religious life during this period was a consolidation on the basis of changed

conditions. Rabban Gamaliel, the Hillelite , under the title of Nassi, or Patriarch,

was the recognized successor of the President of the Synhedrin. His only tangible

prerogative was the calendation . He attempted to compile a fixed ritual, but was

opposed in his hierarchical tendencies by Eliezer ben Hyrkanos, who had leanings

towards Christianity and by Joshua ben Hananiah , a strict Congregationalist. Ga

maliel and Joshuawere united in their opposition to political aspirations, while

Rabbi Akiba preached political resurrection and proclaimed Bar Kokba as the Mes

siah . He supervised the Greek version of the Pentateuch written by the proselyte

Akylas.

The defeat of Bar Kokba's uprising was followed by severe measures against the

rebels . The name of Jerusalem was changed to Aelia Capitolina, and no Jew was

allowed to enter the city. On the site of Jahve's sanctuary a temple of Jupiter Cap

itolinus was to be erected ; over the gate of the city the image of a swine was placed.

Circumcision, the observance of the Sabbath, and the study of the law were

prohibited.

Under Antoninus ( 138-161 ) a complete change took place and Hadrian's restrict

ive laws were abolished . From now on until the reign of Constantine we hear

nothing of religious persecution . Still , the growing power of Christianity and the

devastation of Palestine caused the Jews to emigratein large numbers to southern

Mesopotamia and to western Europe.

The religious development during the period from the Bar Kokba-Revolution up

to the Christianization of the Roman empire shows a growing tendency towards

legalism . Jehuda Hanassi ( i.e., prince , patriarch , ) ( 135-216) won an important

place in Jewish history by the compilation of the rabbinical law, called Mishna,

which, originally intendedas a compendium of the rabbinical interpretation of the

biblical law and of other traditional customs, by and by began to be considered part

of the Sinaitic revelation.

R. Jehuda met with no serious opposition in his attempt to establish a religious

authority, but soon after his death conditions changed. His son , Gamaliel III .

(A.C. 216-230) , was a mere figurehead; and so the position of the patriarch which

the son inherited from the father became a shadow , until Theodosius II . (A.C. 425)

abolished it altogether.

Economic and political adversities drove a great number of Jews to Babylonia ,

where already during the third century the schools of Sura and Pumdeditha became

strong rivals of their sister institutions in Tiberias and Sepphoris . About the mid

dle of the fourth century the last Palestinian authorities died out. Their successors

gave all their attention to the edifying explanation of Scripture, called Aggada. At

the same time the talmudical law was further developed in Babylonia, where the

Rabbis Ashe (died 427 ) and Abina (died 499) compiled the Talmud of Babylonia.

The Talmud consists of two parts, the Mishna and the Gemara ; the former being

the law and the latter a discursive commentary on it . Both together form the

Talmud. The lectures on the Mishna, compiled in the Palestinian schools, form the

Talmud of Jerusalem ; those compiled by R. Ashe and R. Abina, form the Babylo

nia Talmud. The latter always has been the more popular book and was considered

a higher authority.

In the Roman empire the Jews from the time of Constantine ( 312) were sub

jected to legal discriminations. A very short interval was the reign of Julian (361

363 ) , who, according to ecclesiastical writers , intended to rebuild the temple at Jeru

salem . The edict of Ravenna ( Feb. 28 , 380) , promulgated by Theodosius I. , which

made Rome a Christian empire, affected the condition of the Jews very unfavora
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bly , although the emperor protected them against occasional outbreaks of mobs,

stimulated by fanatical ecclesiastics. Because of the dispersion of the Jews the last

prerogative of the patriarch , the announcement of the festivals was now surren

dered ; Hillel II . (A.C. 325) being the last to use it .

In Babylonia the Jews were politically organized under an exilarch , Resh Galu

tha, who was their representative at the court of the Persian king, and , later on, of
the Calif. Their spiritual head was the president of one of the great schools. The

religious and national revival following upon the return to power of the Parsees

( 226) broughtgreat suffering upon the Jews, but their situation was more favorable
than that of their brethren under the Christian rule of Rome.

The situation in the Byzantine empire was nowise better than in the western

part of the old Roman empire and in the various Germanic states which had formed

on its ruins. The greatest sufferings were

experienced under the Visigoths inSpain,

where church - councils decreed the laws

which became typical for medieval legisla

tion on the Jews, and it was only the in

vasion of the Arabs which changed their

condition for the better.

The literary activity had from the be

ginning of the eighth century its seat in

the schools of Sura and Pumbeditha. Our

rabbinical works, especially the homilet

ical literature, called the Midrash , date in

their present shape from this period, which

extends from 750 to 1040, and is called the

period of the Geonim , from Gaon, excel

lency, which was the title of the college

president. At the same time a number of

practical guide-books for civil , liturgical

and dietary laws were written, and thefirst

manual for public worship was compiled

by the Gaon Amram (A.C. 850). We also Baruch Spinoza . Cf. p. 573 .

meet at that time the first traces of a theo

sophical literature (Kabbalah), of which probably the oldest specimen is the book of

creation . ( Sephar Jezirah ).

The strict adherence to traditional authority which is characteristic of the Baby

lonian schools of this period , aroused a fierce opposition , led by Anan (A.C. 760) ,

who found a great following. The sect, originated by him , called itself Sons of the

Bible, Karaites . They rejected all authority outside of the Bible. They still exist

in very small numbers, chiefly in southern Russia . Their last literary authority

was Abraham Firkowitsch ( 1786-1874), who has made for himself an unenviable

reputation by extensive forgeries of tombstones and manuscriptsin the interest of

Karaitic glory. At the same time when this schism occurred Judaism made an

important conquest by the conversion of the Chazars, a Tartaric nation whose

Khan Bulan, with his court and a great majority of his people, embraced the Jewish

religion.

The controversy with the Karaites stimulated the neglected study of the Bible

amongst the rabbinitic Jews. The ablest apologete of their views was the Gaon

Saadjah (892-942 ) , who wrote the first systematic work on philosophy of religion ,

called “ Science and Religion ." From that time on the Babylonian schools

declined . In 1040 the last Gaon was put to death and no successor appointed.

Babylonian Jews settled in great numbers in northern Africa. Isaac Alfasi, of

Fez ( 1013-1103), emigrated to Spain and founded a school in Lucena. However,
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previous to his time there was in Cordova a famous seat of learning. Hasdai ibn

Shaprut, who occupied a high position at the court of Abderrahman III. (912-961 ),

was a patron of Jewish literature. Amongst those whom he supported are the first

Jewish grammarians, Dunash ben Labrat and Menahem ben Saruk, A position

similar to thatof Hasdai was occupied by Samuel ibn Nagrela at the court of the

Moorish Calif Habus in Granada. Samuel was not only a patron ofJewish literature,

but also a scholar of considerable attainments. He supported one of the best of all

New -Hebrew poets, Salomo ibn Gebirol, who also is the author of the philosophical

work “ Fountain of Life,” which exercised a great influence on the philosophy of

Thomas Aquinas. As author of a popular work on religious ethics, “ The Duties

of the Heart,” we have to mention Bahja ibn Pakuda.

In France and Germany the Jewish population increased under Charlemagne

(768-814) and his successors . The embassy which Charlemagne sent to Harun

Al-Rashid numbered a Jew amongst its members. With the progress of the German

arms the Jews moved eastward to Austria, Bohemia and Poland .

The literary activity of the Jews in Germany and France is limited to liturgical

poetry and to talmudical codes and commentaries. In regard to the latter we

mention R. Gershom , called “ The Light of the Diaspora,” who lived in Mayence

(A.C. 960-1020) and who is famous by making monogamy, which up to his time

was only a practice , a binding law.

The twelfth century shows the highest development of spiritual life in Judaism.

In Spain wehave the greatest of allmedieval Jewish poets, Jehuda Halevi (1080

1141 ) , who is also famous for his Kusari , an apology for Judaism in the form of a

dialogue between the Khan of the Chazars and the rabbi who had converted him.

Abraham ibn Esra, also a native of Spain ( 1092-1167 ) , had, in the school of the

Karaites, acquired a critical spirit, which he used not only in dissecting and very

frequently ridiculing rabbinical interpretations of the Bible, but in criticising the

Bible itself. The brightest star in the Jewish literature of the age, is Moses

Maimonides (1135-1204). Of his numerous works we shall quote only two : Mishneh

Thorah, a code of the Jewish law, comprising dogma, ritual, civil , criminal and

political law, and Morch Nebuchim , The Guide of the Perplexed , a philosophical

apology for Judaism based on Aristotle. His arguments were partly made use of

by Thomas of Aquino and Albertus Magnus.

From the thirteenth century on we notice a decline in the intellectual life of

Judaism . This decline is typified by a fierce opposition to Maimonides' philosophy.

The liberals were represented by David Kimchi (1170-1235 ),the best known exegete

and grammarian of the Middle Ages, while the orthodox party was represented by

Solomon ibn Adret (1230-1310), rabbi of Barcelona. He, like the German rabbis,

stood for the infallibility of the Talmud. Amongst the German rabbis the highest

authority was Meir of Rothenburg ( 1220-1293), who died in prison because on his

advice the German Jews refused to pay the high ransom for the extortion of which

King Rudolph had imprisoned him.

More spiritual freedom existed in Italy , where we find the poet Imanuel of Rome

(1270-1340),who wrote a Hebrew sequel to Dante's Divina Commedia. A very great
influence was exercised by the Jews as translators from Arabic into Latin. Perse

cutions on religious grounds, stimulated by Jewish converts to Christianity such as

Nicholas Donin (A.C. 1240) , Pablo Christiani ( 1260), Alfonso of Valladolid ( 1300 ),

Geronimo da Santa Fe, and Paulus of Burgos (1390-1440) , aroused Messianic hopes,

based on Kabbalistic prophecies. Abraham Abulafia ( 1280) played the role of a

Messiah in Sicily and Moses ben Nahman ( 1200-1270) gave a considerable space to

Kabbala in his commentary on the Pentateuch . Like all theosophists, Kabbalists

claimed to have a very ancient literature. Their fundamental work was the Zohar,

Kabbalistic homilies on the Pentateuch ,written by Moses of Leon ( 1290) , and ascribed

to Simeon ben Johaj . (2nd cent.)
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2. FROM THE MIDDLE AGES TO MODERN TIMES.

The political condition of the Jews during the latter part of the Middle

Ages was very sad , although occasionally some individuals rose to a higher rank as

tax - farmers, financiers, physicians, astronomers, astrologists, and authors. The

masses were frequently mobbed, not rarely expelled and always outrageously taxed.

The German Jews suffered terribly from the crusaders in 1096 and 1147 . Many

were thrown into burning houses or hacked to pieces, and thousands were killed

under the inost cruel tortures. A great number were dragged to churches and

baptized , butreturned to Judaism in spite of the protest of ecclesiastic dignitaries.

Most of the latter, especially St. Bernard, although not favorable to the Jews, con
demned these persecutions , but their voices did not prevail with the mob . Similar

persecutions of a local character we find all through the Middle Ages, but it would

be impossible to enumerate them. Sometimes it is the accusation that they

murdered a child to use his blood for their Passover cakes ; another time that they

perforated a consecrated host which subsequently performed some miracles,

which lent a semblance of justice to these acts of mob violence. Legislation sanc

tioned these outbreaks by establishing such discriminations against the Jews as

incited passion against them . The council of the Lateran ( 1215 ) , which represents

the highwater-mark of papal power under Innocent III. , decreed the Jew -badge and

confirmed all laws tending to degrade the Jews. Under such conditions which, as

the pope declared, were part of the divine economy to show by the humiliation of

the Jews the glory of Christ, it was of no avail , when Innocent IV . (1247) in a bull

admonished the rulers to protect the life and property of the Jews, and even pro

tested against the accusation that the Jews committed murder for the sake of their

religion. It was also of little avail , when some princess like Frederick II. of

Austria ( 1244) promulgated statutes by which the rights of the Jews, who through

the exorbitant taxes imposed upon them were a considerable support of the treasury,

were established. Other rulers wantonly disregarded these dearly bought privileges,

and the mobs excited by a Good -Friday sermon on Jesus' sufferings, never respected

them . Of the innumerable persecutions during the twelfth century, I shall only

mention the riots at the time of the coronationof King Richard Cour de Lion

( 1190) and the martyrdom of the Jews of Blois ( 1171 ) and of Bray ( 1191 ) . Hundreds

died at the stake, singing hymns ; hundreds killed themselves with their children

to escape the tortures of infuriated mobs. The great plague ( 1348-1350) added a

new pretext for the slaughter of helpless people, who were accused of poisoning the

wells. All over western Europe they were persecuted. In Strassburg alone 1800

Jews were burned on one pyre.

In the fifteenth century the growth of the municipalities had the effect that the

Jews, formerly a welcome object for taxation , began to be considered as incon

venient competitors. At the same time the economic crisis, produced by the sudden

change of economic conditions due to so many discoveries and inventions, produced

the spirit of discontent and restlessness in the masses which always is the prime

cause of revolutions and naturally makes the weak suffer first. Legislation and

historical conditions having reduced the Jews to the business of money lending, it

was only too natural that popular hatred , fomented by religious motives, saw in the

Jew the usurer only , and in the usurer the sole cause of the serious economic

crisis. They were expelled from almost all the larger cities in Germany,

while France, where they had been expelled and called back numerous times

before, expelled them peremptorily in 1394, England having done so in 1290.

At the same time the increasing perturbation within the church aroused occasional

outbreaks against the Jews. In Spain Ferdinand Martinez (1391) had caused a

great uprising against the Jews, and a great number, in order to save their lives, pro

fessed conversion to Christianity, but secretly practiced Judaisin . They formed the
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large class of the Marannos, whom the church considered as apostates and against

whom the inquisition was created which, powerless in its attempt to make the Maran

nos real Christians, brought about the expulsion of the Jews from Spain ( 1492 ) and

from Portugal ( 1495). The council of Basle ( 1431-43) renewed all the ecclesiastic

laws against tlie Jews. John Capistrano, who failed in his mission to bring the

Hussites back into the fold of the Catholic church , triumphed over the Jews. In

Breslau he consigned over forty to the stake under the usual allegation of piercing a

consecrated host ( 1454),and from a number of cities they were expelled through his

influence . Bernhardin of Feltre, a man of the type which we would call Christian

socialists in our days, proved by torture and manipulated testimony that a little boy

who was drowned in the Adige had been murdered by the Jews of Trent ( 1475 ).

A great number were putto death and the rest expelled . As late as 1510 the pro

faned host caused the death of twenty-nine Jews in Berlin .

The most important event of this epoch was the expulsion of the Jews, about

300,000 in number, from Spain ( 1492 ) and Portugal ( 1496) . The refugees settled

mostly in Turkey, in northern Africa, in Egypt and in Palestine. The many

refugees from Germany turned towards Poland , so that from about 1500 the majority

of the Jews lived in eastern countries, debarred from the centres of civilization.

The Reformation had only a slight influence on the Jews. Their general condition

was not changed. Luther, who, in the beginning of his career , had been favorably
inclined to them, spoke in his later days very severely against them , recommending
the confiscation of their property and their expulsion . The Renaissance, however,

had its influence on the Jews, as it derived some of its impulses from their literature.

Johannes Reuchlin ( 1455-1522), one of the foremost representatives of the Renais
sance movement (1510), defended the rabbinical literature against the accusations of

John Pfefferkorn , a converted Jew, and his allies , the Dominicans of Cologne, who,

by the confiscation of the Talmud, expected to obtain the same power as inquisitors
in Germany which their order possessed in Spain. Like many other scholars of

that age, Reuchlin had studied Hebrew from Jews. Elijah Levita ( 1472-1549), a

Hebrew teacher of Christians in Italy , came out with the important discovery that

the vowel-points were a later invention, and that consequently the text of the

Hebrew Bible, as we possess it, is of a comparatively late origin. Azariah dei

Rossi of Mantua ( 1511-1578) followed with a series of learned essays in which he

proved that the rabbinical writings possessed no authority in scientific matters, a

statement which was quite bold in those days and elicited no small amount of

opposition. Meantime in Poland and in the Orient, which had become the seats of

rabbinical learning, traditionalism became stronger and stronger. Joseph Karo

( 1488-1577 ) in Saffed wrote a compendium of Jewish law, Shulhan Arukh, which,

with the annotations of Moses Isserls in Cracow (1520-1573), was considered an
authoritative guide- book , and thus became instrumental in perpetuating scholas
ticism and traditionalism

. A rather utopian scheme of the Maranno, Salomo

Molcho and his friend, David Reubeni , who posed as a prince of the lost tribes to

establish the Messianic kingdom , failed ignominiously. Molcho was burned at the

stake ( 1533 ), and Reubeni died in prison. A more practical schemeof Don Joseph of

Naxos, aMaranno, who had obtained a high position at the court of Constantinople,
to establish a Jewish state in the island of Cyprus also failed ( 1571 ) . The first

place, where Jews enjoyed full religious freedom was Holland, where after the

Netherlands had gained their freedom , Spanish Jews began to settle in considerable
numbers. Amsterdam became a mother-city for other colonies , which in the course

of the seventeenth century settled in England, Sweden , Denmark and America, and

were swelled by fugitive Marannos who were fortunate enough to escape from the

dungeons of the Inquisition and also by German Jews. At the same time the Jews

of Poland were terrible sufferers from the revolution of the Cossacks against their

Polish masters ( 1648) . Under their captain Chmelnicki the Cossacks attacked the
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Jewish settlements, becausethe Jews as tax -farmers had been instrumental in driv

ing the Cossacks to desperation. Hundreds of thousands were killed , and fugitives

flocked into all parts of Europe, where they could find co -religionists.

The misery which Jews still endured, even in places where their lives and prop

erty were not in constant danger, fomented the Messianic hope, and in 1666 Sab

bathai Zebi, a native of Smyrna, announced himself as the Messiah, and succeeded

in securing followers all over Europe until, when the Sultan interfered and asked

him to prove his Messianic mission by a miracle , he was converted to Islam. This

ridiculous result of the Messianic movement showed its effect in a growing aversion

to Kabbalah. At the same time we see some descendants of those who suffered the

most cruel martyrdom for their faith break away from Judaism and all positive

religions . Both Baruch Spinozas ( 1632-1677) and Uriel Acosta ( 1594-1640) were

members of the Portuguese congregation of Amsterdam .
Thie

rsecutions, although not as fierce as those of the fifteenth century , con

tinued. In 1670 the Emperor, Leopold I. , expelled the Jews from Vienna for no

other reason than because his wife, a Span

ish princess, desired it for the glory of God.

The Marannos in Spain and Portugal were

still the victims of the Inquisition. In 1680

Charles II . , in order to duly celebrate his

nuptials with a French princess, ordered a

great auto da fe to be held, at which eighteen

Jews were burned to death, while a great

many others were sentenced to imprisonment

and to disgracing acts of penitence .

In consequence of the Messianic move

ment under Sabbathai Zebi a mystic sect

arose which had its followers in the East

and which called themselves Hassidim . The

Maranno, Michael Cardoso (1622-1706) ; the

Italian, Mose Hajim Luzzatto ( 1707-1747),

one of the best poets of the New Hebrew

literature , and finally Israel Besht (1696

1760), an ignorant Polish coachman, devel

oped this doctrine. While they never

severed their connection with the whole

body of Judaism, their doctrinal recognition of theosophy and their belief in miracle

workers formed a decided difference between them and the orthodox followers of

rabbinical Judaism. The crisis was reached when, in a bitter and protracted con

troversy between the Rabbi of Altona, Jonathan Eibeschitz ( 1690-1764) and the

celebrated author, Jacob Emden ( 1696-1776 ), all belief in Kabbala was branded
as crypto -Sabbathaism . During this controversy Emden had the boldness to

declare the Zohar, the canonical book of the Kabbalists, a partial forgery.

This critical view had further consequences. It produced a spiritual indepen

dence, which found its most successful exponent in Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786 ),

who, a consistent deist himself, advocated an amalgamation of the Jews with their

surroundings by a general education, but he carefully refrained from advocating any

innovations in the religious life . He translated parts of the Bible into pure German

( 1783) , edited the first Hebrew magazine ( 1784), and was instrumental in the founda

tion of a Jewish free school. He also advocated the full right of citizenship for the

Jews. This became an accomplished fact during the French revolution ( 1791), and

was imitated by other states , which, during the revolutionary period , were under

French influence, but after the Vienna Congress ( 1815) a general reaction set in .

Meantime the Jews began to consider the necessity for changing their ritual and

Moses Mendelssohn .
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revising their dogma. In regard to the latter the most important move was the dec
laration against the belief in a personal Messiah . In their ritual the substitution of

the vernacular for the Hebrew in some parts of their prayer-book was the decisive

step taken. These reforms were first introduced in the “ Tempel ” of Hamburg

( 1817 ) . At the same time rabbinical literature became the object of scientific treat

ment, and the exclusive dominion of scholasticism was broken. In this respectthe

merit of the initiation belongs to Leopold Zunz (1794-1886) . With him we shall

mention : S. L. Rappoport (1791-1867 ), S. D. Luzzatto (1800-1865) , Zacharias

Frankel ( 1801-1875) , the representatives of moderate conservatism , while Abraham

Geiger (1810-1874) represents the liberal theology, within which Samuel Holdheim

( 1806-1860) and David Einhorn ( 1809-1879) represent the radical wing. The strict

est orthodoxy is represented by Samson R. Hirsch ( 1808-1888) . Of other leading

scholars we mention Hirsch Graetz ( 1817-1891 ), Leopold Loew (1811-1875) and M.

Steinschneider (born 1816) .

The present religious condition of the Jews may be described thus : In Asia,

northern Africa and Turkey we find strict mediævalism , servile practice of ritual

laws, superstitious fear of the rabbis, and uncritical acceptance of everything ever

taught by anybody inthe name of the Jewish religion. In Russia, Roumania and

Galicia, strict talmudical orthodoxy is steadily losing ground, to make room for

those religious views which are the rule amongst the Jews of western Europe, viz :

a liberal attitude to the teachings and the practice of religion very much like that

prevailing among the body of German Protestants of the type represented by

Harnackand other leading theologians. Their allegiance to Judaism , however, is

strengthened by consciousness of the fact that they will remain Jews, no matter

what their religious position and practice may become.

The revolution of 1848 brought political equality to the Jews all over western

Europe, although it was not until 1858 that the first Jew , Lionel de Rothschild , was

allowed to takehis seat in the English Parliament. The medieval system, which

leaves the Jew to the mercy of the mob in occasional outbreaks of violence , reigns

still in Morocco and Persia . In Russia and Roumania the Jews are subjected to

oppressive laws, such as existed in western Europe up to the eighteenth century. A

similar state of affairs exists in Portugal, while inSpain the law granting them liberty

of worship has never been carried into effect. In Germany, Austria and France the

anti-Semitic movement for the last twenty years is trying to obtain a repeal of the

laws granting the Jews political equality . This renewed hostility, together with

the unbearable conditions of Russia, has of late produced the Zionistic movement,

which aims to establish a Jewish state in Palestine as an asylum for the persecuted

Jews all over the world.

Another notable feature of Jewish history in the nineteenth century is the par

ticipation of the Jews in all branches of art , science, literature and public life.

France and Italy have had Jewish ministers, Cremieux, Fould, Raynal and Luzatti.

All other civilized countries have had influential Jewish politicians . In music we may

mention Meyerbeer, Halevy and Goldmark ; in literature, Heine, Boerne, Auerbach,

Grace Aguilar, Goldsmid (Denmark ), Millaud (France) , etc. Of great scientists

the number is too great for this article to do justice to them .

These facts certainly prove that the admission of the Jews to participation in

public life has proven a benefit not only to them , but in no small degree a benefit to

the highest interests of humanity.
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3. DIFFUSION OF THE ECCLESIA. ITS CONSTITUTION.

HE three thousand souls who formed the nucleus of Christianity at Jeru

salem (Acts II . 41 ) increased rapidly. ( 1 ) Tacitus speaks of a “ great

multitude of adherents at Rome (A.D. 64) , and a letter of the younger

Pliny to Trajan shows that the mission of Paul and Barnabas to Bith

ynia had made an impression on the entire society of that province.

In his “ Apology ,” Tertullian appeals to the great number of the Christians of

Africa. By the middle of the third century the episcopal sees were numerous in

Central and Southern Italy , and the synod of Elvira (A.D. 300) shows that

in Spain Christians were very numerous in every walk of life. There were

Christian martyrs in Britain in the persecution of Diocletian. St. Irenaeus and

Tertullian speak as though the Britons of their time had heard the gospel . It is

not probable that Christians were numerous in Gaul before the middle of the third

century .

Syria and Asia Minor were the natural theatre for the efforts of the

first apostles. (2) The “ Apostolic Constitutions” and “ Canons," as well as the

Clementine literature, the very early Syriac version of the Scriptures, and the

Diatessaron of Tatian, argue a long established and developed Christian life in the

former land. In spite of a certain autonomy of the Jews, the Christians of Palestine

grew in numbers. The little kingdoms of Osrhoene, Adiabene and Edessa were

largely Christian in the second century . The frequent persecutions of the Alex

andrine Christians are a proof of their number, and the correspondence of Bishop

Dionysius about the middle of the third century indicates an active proselytism

among the Copts. The letters of St. Ignatius of Antioch show a numerous Christian

episcopate on the western sea-board of Asia Minor early in the second century ;

one hundred and fifty years later the city of Apamæa was officially Christian . The

acts of St. Pionius of Smyrnashow that city largely Christian. The persecutions of

Schapûr II . reveal a multitude of Christians in Persia ; the conversion of Armenia

antedates the victory of Saxa Rubra (A.D. 312 ) . An Arabian Christian became

Roman Emperor in the person of Philip, son of a sheik of Bosra ( A.D. 244-249).

Isolated Christian captives were amongthe Saracens, the Goths, and the Berbersat

the same time. It is probable that the Christians of the Malabar peninsula in India

are older than Constantine. The history of the Persian Manes show how energizing

were then the tenets of Christianity on the outermost limits of Persia.

575
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By the year A.D. 300 trade, war, travel , and lettered curiosity had supplemented

personal proselytism and scattered Christianity broadcast. In the following decade

Maximinus Daja admitted that “ nearly all men ” had deserted the service of the

gods ( Euseb. H. E. IX. 9 ) . Long before, Melito of Sardis paralleled the rapid

spread of Christianity with the growth of the Roman name and power, and insinu

ated a close relation between them. Origen even entertained the thought that the

religion of Christ would one day be mistress of the world.

Gibbon calculates the Christian population of the empire before Constantine at

about one-twentieth of the total population, or about fivemillions ; Keim , Zöckler

and Chastel at about sixteen millions, while Schultze fixes ten millions as the

minimum . The Christians were surely more numerous than the four million Jews.

In the first decades of its history we find this society divided into laity and

clergy. “ The layman is bound by the layman's ordinances, " writes St. Clement

(about A. D. 96) , and the apostles " appointed their first fruits, when they had

proved them by the Spirit, to be bishops and deacons unto them that should

believe. "
From the beginning of the second century we find in all Christian com

inunities a bishop, priests and deacons, an embryonic but uniform government in

countries remote from one another, at an epoch when the action of the principal

sees, notably Rome, was as yet weak and faint. This phenomenon easily suggests

the apostolic origin of the episcopate .

From the letters of St. Ignatius to the writings of St. Cyprian the bishop is

head, shepherd, judge, representative of the Christian community, its presiding

officer in worship, and its bond of union. ( 3 ) The priests are counsellors to the

bishop, instructors of the faithful, and vicars of the bishop when he is absent or

incapacitated. The deacons, hierarchically inferior to the priests, had a much

greater influence ; the temporal administration was practically in their hands, as

well as the immediate service of the bishop in divine worship, the distribution of

the Eucharist, and occasional conferring of baptism.

About the middle of the third century the ministry of the deacons was sub

divided, and the “ ininor orders' ' introduced, first in the Church of Rome. (4) The

selection of all this clergy was left to the bishop with the counsel of his presbytery

and the good will of the people. The bishop was elected by the local clergy ; the

assistance of three bishops was required for a licit consecration . The metropolitan

and the bishops of the province confirmed the newly-elect. The support of this

clergy came from weekly offerings of the Christians, from their own patrimony, or

their labor. Certain qualities were required for entrance among the clergy, and certain

impediments were soon established ; the age for the priesthood was thirty, that for

the episcopate about fifty. Celibacy was held very desirable for the bishops, priests

and deacons. After diaconal ordination clerics could not marry without renounc

ing the exercise of their order, but there seems to have been no apostolic law oblig

ing to continency the married man who became deacon , and in time priest or bishop.

Each bishop governed the Christians of a municipal district ; as a rule , his

authority ran parallel with the city territory ; thus he had under him not only the

municipal clergy , but also the deacons, and “ rural bishops ” who governed the

remote hamlets or towns. The bishop of the provincial metropolis soon rose to the

dignity of metropolitan, because of the size of his city , the number of his flock , and

the standing of its principal members ; great influence, too, accrued to him through

the custom of holding frequent synods in his city—a custom as old as the fifth or

sixth decade of the second century, and which argues a monarchical episcopacy

very widely spread. The metropolitans were subject to certain higher dignitaries

whose circles of influence, established long before the council of Nice ( 325 ), corres

ponded to the great civil divisions of the empire. They were Alexandria, Antioch

and Rome. ( 5) Ephesus in proconsular Asia, Cæsarea in Cappadocia, and Heraclaea

in Thrace, were also centres of a superior unity. This unity was an ideal deeply
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cherished and practically preserved by means of the correspondence of bishops,

annual synodal meetings, excommunication of offenders against discipline or belief,

letters or certificates of membership, and the bond of filiation between churches,

Among the Christian churches one, the Church of Rome, was especially

prominent as the centre of unity. The bishops of Rome very soon laid formal

claim to a universal authority as successors of St. Peter . The Roman hoinily, “ On

the Gamblers,” perhaps the work of Pope Victor (189-199), asserts the power of

the keys (Matt . xviii . , 18 ), the vicarship of the Lord , and an original apostolic

authority or leadership . St. Clement of Rome writes to the Corinthians in an

unmistakable tone of authority, that the discovery of the complete text has con

firmed . St. Irenaeus of Lyons attributes to the Roman Church an authoritative

and efficient primacy, based on its episcopal succession from SS. Peter and Paul.

(6 ) St. Ignatius of Antioch ( 107-117) , addressing the Roman Church , speaks of its

" presidency of love,” its “ presidency in the country of the region of the Romans,"

and the lately discovered epitaph of Abercius shows that the Roman church

enjoyed the highest degree of esteem among all other churches. At the same time

the sense of local self-sufficiency, and of apostolic authority lodged in the episco

pate, personal and solidary, was very strong. But the conduct of Origen , of Diony.

sius of Alexandria, the correspondence of Saint Cyprian , the attitude of inimical

emperors like Decius and Aurelian, show that the essential authority of the Roman

see was not resisted, even if consciousness of the common origin and common

nature of the episcopate were vivid and sensitive in communities accustomed to be

governed in the original spirit of charity and humility enjoined by the Master.

3. DIFFUSION OF THE ECCLESIA one Eucharist ( for there is one flesh of our Lord

ITS CONSTITUTION . Jesus Christ and one cup (év motýplov ), unto union

in this blood ; there is one altar , as there is one

( 1 ) The Primitive Evangelists. - For, indeed , bishop, together with the presbytery and the dea.

most of the disciples of that time, animated by the cons my fellow -servants ), that whatsoever ye do,

divine word with a more ardent love for philoso- ye may do it after God . To the Philadel.

phy ( i e. , the perfect Christian life ), had already phians,c.4.

fulfilled the commands of the Saviour, and had ( 4 ) The Roman Clergy about A.D. 250 .-- He

distributed their goods to the needy . Then , start- (Novatus) was not ignorant ( for how could he be ? )

ing out upon long journeys, theyperformed the that in it there were forty -six presbyters, seven

office of Evangelists, being filled with the desire deacons, seven sub-deacons , forty -two acolyths,

to preach Christ to those that had not yet heard fifty -two exorcists , readers and janitors, and over

the word of faith , and to deliver to them the divine fifteen hundred widows and persons in distress.-

gospels . And when they had only laid the fonnda- St. Cornelius of Rome to Fabian of Antioch in

tions of faith in foreign places, they appointed | Euseb . , Hist. Ecc., Bk. VI, 6. 43, 11.

others as pastors (compare Clem . ad Cor. c . 42), ( 5 ) Antiquity of the Three Great Patri.

and entrusted them with the nurture of those that archates.— The old customs in use in Egypt , in

had recently been brought in , while they then- Libya, and in Pentapolis, should continue to exist;

selves went on again to other countries and nations that is, that the bishop of Alexandria should

with the grace and coöperation of God.- Eusebius, have jurisdiction over all these ( provinces ); for

" Hist. Ecc ., ” Bk. VII, c. 32. there is a similar relation ( or custom ) for the bishop

( 2 ) Christianity in Asia Minor. — Thencefor- of Rome. The rights which they formerly pos

ward ( from A.D. 112 ) for three hundred years sessed mustalso be preserved to the Churches of
Phrygia was essentially a Christian land . There Antioch and to the other eparchies (provinces).

began the public profession of Christianity ; there Sixth Canon of the Council of Nice, A.D. 325 .

are found , from the third century , on monuments ( 6 ) St. Irenæus of Lyons (A.D. 178 ) on the
exposed to the public gaze , the terms Chrestianos Roman Church . - But as it would be a very long

or Christianos; there the formulas of epitaphs task to enumerate in such a volume as this the

convey veiled references to Christian dognias ; successions of all the Churches, we doput to con

there, from the days of Septimius Severus, great fusion all those who assemble in unau •

cities adopt biblical symbols for their coins, or thorized meetings (we do this, I say ), by indicating
rather adapt their old traditions to biblical narra- that tradition , derived from the Apostles, of the

tions . A great number of the Christians of Ephe- very great, the very ancient, and universally
sus and Rome came from Phrygia . The names known Church, founded and constituted at Rome

most frequently met with on the monuments of by the two most glorious Apostles, Peter and

Phrygia are the antique Christian names (Trophi- Paul ; as also (by pointing out ) the faith preached
mus, Tychicus, Tryphenus, Papias, etc.), the names to men , which comes down to our time by many

special to the apostolic times, and of which the of the successors of the bishops. For it is a matter

martyrologies are full. – Renan, " Origines du of necessity that every Church should agree with

Christianisme," Vol. III,pp. 363-364. this ( the Roman ) Church, on account of its pre

( 3 ) St. Ignatius of Antioch on the Christian eminent authority ; that is , the faithful every

Hierarchy.- Be ye careful, therefore , to observe where. — “ Against All Heresies,” Bk . III, c. 3.
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Christianos ad leones.

'The Christians to the Lions!"

4. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN STATE. HERESY AND

SCHISM.

The first Christian communities were scarcely formed when they entered upon

a long conflict with the civil power. The wholesale execution of Roman Christians

as such by Nero (Tacitus, Annals, xv. , 44) and Domitian's attempt to collect the

temple-tax from the Jewish Christians made publicly known the existence of the

Christians as a distinct religious society . Their re

ligion was at once declared illicit , and their corporate
existence forbidden : Non licet esse vos. Even humane

emperors like Trajan agree that the title of Christian,

the nomen, is criminal. And this remained the key

note of all legislation and procedure against the Chris

tians for three centuries . Ten persecutions are reck

oned by the domestic historians of the society. As a

rule, the Roman historians do not mention the perse

cutions. Commodianus, about the middle of the third

century, expressly reckons that of Decius as the

seventh . The earlier persecutions differed from the

later, being less processes of extermination than of

terrorizing by execution of the hierarchic chiefs and

more prominent members. The local magistrates and

pagan priesthoods, the cynic philosophers, the miscellaneous mob in the theatre or

the circus, the vendors of superstitions, sudden panics following pests or natural

disturbances, the ill -will of the Jews, the treachery of apostates and heretics,-were

so many causes that made the life of the average Christian one of daily fear and

anxiety . The avarice of the judges and the cupidity of informers brought about

confiscation and exile with consequent misery and poverty. A social excommuni

cation hung over every Christian community, and a bitter literary persecution

helped to fill the measure of oppression. Yet, as a rule, the communities bore with

great firmness the impact of all these adverse forces. Their principal men called

public attention , by written apologies, to the injus

tice of pursuing harmless and peaceful people, to

the open violation of law and custom in the pro

cedure against the martyrs or witnesses to the person

and doctrine of Christ as the only true God. ( 1 )

There was, indeed, a certain legislation or " cus

toms' ' against the introduction of new gods, against

sacrilege, high treason , illicit meetings, and the

like, but this was seldom invoked against the Chris

tians. Their mere existence , the professio nominis,

was a crime equivalent to the most heinous. With

a subtly correct sense, the Roman state felt that

the spiritual independence of the Christian was in

compatible with the old pagan state in which the Christian Slaves in the Spanish Mines .

social authority was supreme. Hence the charge

of obstinacy, pervicacia , brought against the society by Epictetus, Galen , and

Marcus Aurelius, and the superhuman efforts made to break the constancy of the

individual martyrs. The lulls in the persecutions enabled the Christians to restore

discipline and renew their courage, while they broke the force of a policy that, if

continued, would have exterminated them , even at the expense of a universal desola

tion . This policy of extermination was at last resolved on by Decius ( A.D. ,

250-253 ) and by Valerian (253-260 ), but too late, and in too remiss a manner.
The

society was now deep-rooted, very numerous, well-disciplined by experience and
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special training, and capable of sustaining even wholesale apostasy, such as took

place at Carthage, and the defection of its prominent members, as at Alexandria.

From Gallienus to Galerius (A.D. , 260-305) the Christians enjoyed comparative peace

and won adherents in every rank of society. But the Illyrian dynasty took uponce

more the Decian policy , by the wholesale persecution of Diocletian , which was more

like an internecine war than any act of repression. It ended ignominiously (A.D. ,

311 ) by the formal withdrawal of the edicts and a surly recognition of the Christian

right of worship. The cruelties of these persecutions are beyond cavil , for the

Roman heart was schooled to severity, and to easy and wanton bloodshed for pur

posesof state or pleasure. Tiberius once emptied his prisons by an indiscriminate
slaughter of all the inmates, whether guilty or on trial . The number of the victims

cannot now be ascertained with accuracy, owing to the disappearance of the official

acts of the courts and the deliberate destruction of the ecclesiastical acts by order of

Diocletian. But it was very great, for the violent re

pression of Christianity was carried on for some two

hundred and fifty years, not only by general edicts,

but at the pleasure of the magistrates, the mob, and

the official enemies of the new religion—the priests

and the philosophers. ( 2 ) The Christian was an out

law, and countless individuals who did not suffer

death underwent tortures and punishments scarcely

inferior to that supreme act of constancy. Every Chris

tian writer of those centuries refers to the persecutions,

and the contemporary ones speak of them as causing

the death of multitudes. The Christian church has

always looked on their constancy as proof of its in
AEO

herent divinity, and the “ Acts of the Martyrs,''

though often of late date, interpolated , etc., contain a
A CARICATURE OF THE CRUCIFIXION .

generally true outline of a long period of judicial op

pression and injustice. (3)

The original revelation of Jesus was at an early museo Kircheriano, Rome. The legend runs

in Greek : 'Αλεξάμενος σεβετε (for σέβεται )

date the object of individual criticism and selection by

those who refused to accept a definitive tribunal of object behind the headis probably the tablet

preservation and interpretation in the Christian so

ciety. Thus arose a series of heresies, (4) some of which take as their starting
point the Mosaic law, and others certain pagan concepts of creation and the

origin of evil . The first gave rise to the Jewish Christians, of whom the most

extreme recognized Christ as man only, while others accepted Him as God, but

maintained as permanent the obligation of the Mosaic law, for Jews at least.

Simon the Magician (Acts viii, 9:24), is the earliest arch heretic, followed by

another Samaritan, Menander. Cerinthus and the Ebionites represent the Docetic

element in these heresies, while the Elcesaites offer a transitional shading into

Gnosticism . The numerous complex systems known by this latter name arose

from the problem of the origin of evil . It exists in the world, and as God

cannot be its author, the question arises : whence is the world ? The philosophers

of Gnosticism were not satisfied with the answer of Christian faith (niotis) ; they

desired an independent, more profound knowledge (ywous ) , hence called Gnostics. An

essential dualism of God and matter, the latter an eternal but formless entity , some

times conceived as informed by an evil principle ; the successive emanation from a

remote and inactive God of certain spirits or Æons ; their corresponding decrease in

nature and power ,andadmixture of hylic or material elements with the Pleroma,

or portion of the World of Light that is individualized in each spirit ; the creation

of the world by the Demiurgus or lowest Æon out of this mixture of matter and

spirit (light) ; the redemption, imagined as a freeing of the particles of the spirit

CEBETE

EE ON

This was discovered in 1857, drawn on one

of the walls of the Palace on the Palatine

Hill , Rome, and isnow preserved in the

Deóv-Alexamenos worships his god. The
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sunk in matter ; the identity of the Demiurgus with the Jehovah of the Old Testa

ment; the sending of an Æon ( Jesus) to accomplish the liberation of the spirit;

the division of mankind into three classes, the " spiritual, " the " material, " and the

psychic ” or simple ignorant Christians, the first of which are the elector

Gnostics ; the restoration at the end of time of all things to that place which befits

their nature in the system of being — such are the general and common elements of

Gnosticism , in which the Christian religion niet for the first time a systematic

rationalism that affected the fullest knowledge where the Christian simply believed .

It was preached and formulated by certain remarkablemen , like Basilides, Valen

tine, and Carpocrates; its true home seems to have been Alexandria, the Paris

of antiquity, though it maintained an active agency at Rome, and sought to seat

itself in the apostolic chair. This was done chiefly through Marcion , who, though

not a Gnostic proper, has points of contact with that heresy, especially in his

description of the Demiurgus, or God of the Jews, as against the “good God," who

was unknown until he descended on earth in the person of Jesus, and was after

wards crucified by the malice of the Jewish God. Between the Old and the New

Testaments there is an irreconcilable opposition-the God of the former is cruel

and terrible , the God of the latter is the God of Love. In the New Testament only

the Gospel of St. Luke (minus the first two chapters) and some Epistles of St. Paul ,

are genuine. This heresy was particularly active , for it had adherents as late as the

fifth century . The oriental Mani (d. A.D. 276) added to the number of the

Gnostic systems a Persian Gnosis, made up of elements drawn from the Chaldæo

Babylonian, the Parsee and the Buddhist religions, in which are found the essential

elements of the Alexandrine Gnosis, with a close imitation of Christian constitution

and discipline.

Other heresies arose from the effort to reconcile the unity of God with the divine

personality of the Son. Some maintained that the Son was really only the imper

sonal wisdom of the Father, but begotten in time, as the examplar of creation ;

thus there was no eternal generation of the Logos. Others, like Paul of Samosata,

maintained that Jesus was only man, but that the divine impersonal Logos dwelt

and worked in him . Still others imagined a successive revelation of the one

Divinity as Father, Son , and Holy Spirit, three modes, as it were , that gave way to
one another, This was the opinion of Sabellius, and it roused a vigorous opposition

that was scarcely placated before the opening of the council of Nicæa.

The Chiliast or Millenarian expectations based on theApocalypse (chapters 20, 21 )

seduced many Christians , chiefly in the course of the third century, and in Egypt.

A revival of the primitive rigorism led to the sect of the Montanists, who eventually

claimed special prophetical direction , and thus escaped from the yoke of church

unity . At Rome and Carthage painful schisms broke out about the middle of the

third century , apropos of the readmission of those who had fallen in the persecu

tions; a little later the same schism was renewed at Carthage by Donatus; a grave

discord broke out in the church of Egypt under Meletius, while the church of Rome

was also troubled by the schismatic attitude of one Heraclius.

In this long period of conflict , within and without, the original germs of the

constitution of the Christian society developed. The true relation of the old to

the New Testament, as type to reality , was made clear. The character of Chris

tianity as a religion , not a philosophy, was brought out , and the functions of faith and

reason defined, if only in a large general way. The specific unity of Christian

belief was symbolized in the growing habit of coöperation of the churches by means

of synods. The culminating point of the hierarchy, the bishop of Rome, comes

more often into sight, as the needs of defence multiply, or the essential unity of the

society is more seriously threatened. In an embryonic way, every problem that the

society must one day encounter on a large scale, has already presented itself ;

personal example has consecrated the principles of the Christian life; the lines of
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the society have been more clearly drawn , and its office in the world of mankind

more widely illustrated ; the possibilities of the gospel stand out more visibly to all;

an art , a literature , and a legislation are at hand, imbued with a personal, absolute

devotion to Jesus Christ as the Way , the Truth , and the Life.

4. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN

STATE. HERESY AND SCHISM .

of thought - you have associated yourself with a

very large number of persons in criminal com

plicity . You have constituted yourself an an
tagonist to the gods of Rome and to their

sacred observances. Nor have our pious and

most hallowed princes, Valerian and Gallien ,

the Augusti , and Valerian the most noble Cæsar,

been able to recall you to the obedience of

their own ceremonial. And , therefore, whereas

you have been clearly detected as the instigator

and standard bearerin very bad offences, youshall

in your own person be a lesson to those whom you

have by guilt of your own associated with you.

Discipline shall be ratified with your blood . He

( 1 ) The Christian Apologists and Roman

Procedure. — The Apologists do not ask for a

change of law ; they ask for a regulation of prac

tice to accord with the law of the State. They de.

mand for Christians a fair trial on some definite

charge, attested by witnesses, with permission to

make and prove their defence. They ask to be

brought under the ordinary law ; and they inveigh

against the exercise of arbitrary authority against

them on no definite charge. This, the most ele

mentary right of citizens , had been absolutely

denied them by the Flavian policy, which treated

them as brigands. Trajan had left the Flavian

principle unaltered, but had exempted them from

active pursuit. The Apologists justly argue

against the illogical nature of a policy which

treats them likebrigands when any oneformally

accuses them , but does not take the trouble to

hunt for them ; if they are brigands, it is the duty

of the State to hunt them down. Even Hadrian

had shrunk from the decisive step of clearly stat.

ing that Christianity was not in itself a crime ; and

this is the step which theApologists urge upon

the Emperorswhom they address. -Ramsay, “ The

Church in the Roman Empire before A.D. 170 ,”

p. 344.

( 2) Number ofthe Martyrs . - During the succes

sion of persecutions which came to an end on the

accession of Constantine to supreme power and his

adoption of the Christian faith , there were very

many who submitted to imprisonment, torture ,

and death . Not a few , especially after long sea

sons of quiet, lacked the courage to face the

terror , and saved their lives at the cost of their

Christiap fidelity . To offer sacrifice to the heathen

gods, to procure from the heathen false testimon

ies to the effect that they had renounced Chris.

tianity , or to give up copies of the Scriptures on

the demand of the magistrates, excluded those

guilty of these offences from Christian fellowship .

As to the total number of martyrs in the first three

centuries, it was doubtless over- estimated by the

church fathers, but it has been underrated by Gib.

bon , who draws a larger inference than is war

ranted from a passage in Origen. Gibbon, more

over, fails to take into account the multitude of

instances where tortures were inflicted that re

sulted , not at once, yet eventually , in death . It

was the heroic age in the history of the Church ,

when , with no aid from an arm of flesh , the whole

might of the Roman empire was victoriously en

countered by the unarmed and unresisting adher

ents of the Christian faith . Imperial Rome , the

conqueror of the world , was herself overcome by

the bands of Christian disciples, whose meek but

dauntless courage was more than a match for all

her power .-G. P. Fisher, " History of the Chris

tian Church ” p . 50 .

( 3 ) Death Sentence of a Christian Martyr.

Your life has long been led in a sacrilegiousmode

Third Century Burying -place of the Popes in Catacomb of

St. Callixtus, Rome.

then took the prepared tablet and read , “ Our

pleasure is thatThascius Cyprianus be executed

with the sword .” “ Thanks be to God , " said

Cyprian. - From the Life of Cyprian by his

Deacon Pontius, in Benson's “ St. Cyprian,” p.

503

(4 ) The Church Universal and Heresies . –

One new heresy arose after another, and the for

mer ones always passed away, and now at one

time, now at another, now in one way , now in

other ways, were lost in ideas of various kinds and

various forms. But the splendor of the Catholic

and only true Church, which is always the same,

grew in magnitude and power, and reflected its

piety and simplicity and freedom , and the mod

esty and purity of its inspired life and philosophy

to every nation both of the Greeks and Barbarians.

-Eusebius, “ Hist. Ecc., Bk . IV, p . 7 , 13 .
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5 . THE OVERTHROW OF GRÆCO-ROMAN PAGANISM.

By the edict of Milan (A.D. 312 ) Constantine gave effect to his great victory at

Saxa Rubra over Maxentius and raised Christianity to the dignity of a licit

religion, with all the rights and privileges of the existing State religion. (1) The

ecclesiastics were freed from certain charges, the Church enabled to inherit, the

emancipation of slaves permitted before the Christian clergy and people, the Sunday

legalized as a day of rest. The pagan religion was correspondingly restricted,

although the emperor kept yet the title of “ Pontifex Maximus," and the symbols

of that office. During the next ten years his colleague Licinius endeavored to

stem the tideof victorious Christianity, but in 323 lost both life and empire at the

battle of Adrianople. Paganism was now systematically, but surely, suppressed.

The great imperial charges were conferred on Christians, splendid churches built,

divination , both public and private, forbidden ; the temples were gradually aban

doned , some being destroyed as especially dangerous to public morals. A new Rome,

Christian in every sense , was built on the Bosphorus, called after the emperor, Con

stantinople ( A.D. 330) , and was thenceforth the official seat of the empire. Constan

tine died in 337 , and was baptizedon his deathbed. His imperfections were neither

few nor slight, but he stands out in history as a man of genius and determination ,

peaceful and religious by inclination, but violent and harsh when his wishes were

thwarted. ( 2 ) Under him there was again a Pax Romana. His children pursued his

policy toward paganism , but with more insistence. In 341 Constantius recalls a law

of his father against all sacrifices, hitherto poorly enforced, and soon in concert

with his brother Constans (d . 350) closed the temples. In the following years

he renewed these decrees. The short reign of Julian (361-363 ) gave fresh hope

to the adherents of paganism , but the official prestige and the literary skill of

Julian were unavailing ; he could not galvanize the decaying forces of the old

paganism , even by the adoption of Christian discipline and institutions . (3) His

successor, Jovian , revoked the measures of Julian , whose apostasy had greatly irritated

the Christians. His memory was accursed, as of one who had betrayed his God,

, though they admitted that he had not betrayed his country, but fought bravely for

it. Valentinian I. (364-375) forbade again the sacrifices and nocturnal assemblies,

but was otherwise tolerant, though henceforth the meetings of pagans were suspected

as revolutionary in spirit. The term paganism , religion of paganior the peasants,

arose about this time, and indicates the reversal of ancient conditions. Gratian

( 375-383) refused the insignia of the pagan pontificate, suppressed all state sub

sidies to that worship, confiscated the revenues of the priesthoods and the vestals, as

well as the temple-lands, limited the priestly immunities, and sided with St. Am

brose in the famous affair of the Altar of Victory, by ordering its removal from the
Roman Senate, now in the majority Christian. In the Orient, the destruction of

the Serapeum at Alexandria (391) was the death - knell of the old religion, which

again field up its head in the West during the brief usurpation of Eugenius (392

394 ) .

But Arcadius (395-408) withdrew from the priesthoods all remaining privileges

and closed the rural temples, while in the West Stilicho burned the Sibylline books.

Theodosius II. excluded (416 ) the pagans from official functions, and (448) caused

all anti -Christian writings to be burned . Justinian (527-565) declared pagans incapa

ble of possessing, and closed the last nursery of Greco -Roman paganism,the schools

of Athens.

It is true that the purity and severity of the Christian life suffered much from

the influx of great multitudes of ignorant or selfish converts , who were Christians

only in name. There was also no little crypto -paganism and a sad mixture of pagan

and Christian elements in popular belief and life. ( 4 ) Yet this fourth century is also a

period of extraordinary and intelligent activity on the part of the Church and her
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ministers. Great enterprises of benevolence are carried on by the bishops ; every

form of public charity finds expression ; the evil of slavery was greatly initigated,

and by the spiritual equality of master and slave the world was prepared for the

extirpation of its great
est injustice. Under

Constantine the murder

of a slave was classed

with assassination ; un

der Justinian , all legal

obstacles to emancipa

tion were set aside, the

class of freedmen sup

pressed and made citi

zens, and slaves permit

ted, with the master's

consent, to marry free

women . Certain cruel

ties of legal procedure

were abolished — thus,

stamping the forehead Emperor Justinian and his Courtiers.

witha heated iron. The

cross soon ceased to be an instrument of torture. Prisoners were treated with more

humanity ; the bishops were charged with the visitation of the prisons. The right of

asylum was accorded to the churches. The respect for human life was inculcated ;

abortion and abandonment of infants were severely denounced, as well as the gladi

atorial games. Suicide was treated as a grave crime against the rights of the Cre

ator. The public morals were improved by the solemn and practical reprobation of

pederasty, adultery, and concubinage. Doubtless, in individual cases, the pagan

conscience had already risen to some of these betterments, but only sporadically,

and without any lasting effect on the social order. That conscience had no lever

age outside of itself, no religious sanction in a firm belief in immortality, divine

justice, sin and human responsibility. (5 ) and (6)

5. THE OVERTHROW OF GRÆCO

ROMAN PAGANISM.

( 1 ) The Edict of Milan.- Perceiving long ago

that religious liberty ought not to be denied, but

that it ought to be granted to the judgment and

desire of each individual to perform his religious

duties according to his own choice , we had given

ordersthat everyman , Christian as well as others,

should preserve the faith of his own sect and reli

gion . But since in that rescript , in which such

liberty was granted them , many and various con

ditions seemed clearly added , some of them it

may be , after a little, retired from such observance .

When I , Constantine Augustus , and I , Licinius

Augustus, came under favorable auspices to Milan

and took under consideration everythivg which

pertained to the commonweal andprosperity, we

resolved among other things, or rather first of all ,

to make such decrees as seemed in many respects

for the benefit of every one ; namely, such as

should preserve reverence and piety toward the

deity . We resolved, that is , to grant both to the

Christians and to all men freedom to follow the

religion which they choose, that whatever heav.

enly divinity exists may be propitious to us and to

all that live under our government, etc. — Euse

bius, “ Hist. Ecc., " Bk . X , c.v. S 2.

( 2 ) Sincerity of Constantine . - Was Constan.

tine sincere in his famous conversion , or was he

moved by deep political calculations? Let us

understand what we understand by sincerity and

faith . If we mean that penitent compunction

which works the reform of the heart's vices, frees

it from earthly attachments , purifies it ofthe dross
of human passion, such a faith was vouchsafed

only on his death-bed to the ambitious and often

cruel Constantine . If we mean by faith a belief in

the gospel revelation , respect for the supernatural

power of Christ and for the infallible authority of

His Church , a firm will to submit to it , and even

to incur grave politicalembarrassment and real
peril , an efficient and deep admiration for the

truth ,-if all these sentiments, that do not, indeed,

suffice to save a soul , yet deserve consideration as

guarantees of conscientious conviction , then there

can be no reason todoubt the sincerityof Constan

tine . No motive of self-interest could have urged

him to alienate, by the sudden profession of a new

religion , more than one-halfof his subjects, and to

break thereby with all the reminiscences and

traditions of his empire . Once a Christian , had

he cared for power only , hewould not have shared

in the domestic quarrels of the Church with that
peculiar mixture of indecision and ardor ; he would

have issued his orders without discussion . Given
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а constant

his strength of character and his irresistible power , final and thorough , as soon as it won over the

this very hesitancy, the offspringof scruples only , middle classes, in which lingered, as a domestic

is a şure proof of his good faith . - De Broglie, spiritual heirloom , the ancient spirit of venera

“ L'Église et l'Etat au Quatrième Siècle," Vol. I, tion and submissiveness towards a higher power.

P. 381 . Once they were won over, the unthinking multi

(3 ) The Pagan Restoration under Julian.- tudes, to whom religion was a mechanical custom,

Although Julian pretends that in all things he followed without difficulty. — Schultze, “ Unter.

desires to avoid “ novelties,’’yet on the aged trunk gang des Griechisch - roemischen Heidentums," p.

of paganism he grafted many new ideas and 384.

practices. The loans made from Christianity ( 5 ) Christian Morality and Roman Civiliza

demand especial attention, as they show that the tion . - In this great restoration of civilization

timewas ripe for its operation, that it fitted in with which is due mainly to the impulse and the power

the desiresand needsof this society, and was made of Christian morality, agreat place must be given

for it , since Julian , who detested Christianity, felt to the direct influence of Christian aspects of life

that he could successfully oppose it only by and ideas of duty . Christian ideas of purity acted

imitating it . But the imitation was alame one ; directly on all that was connected with family

it undertook to combine mutually destructive and domestic life . They forbade, with intense

principles . Neither party recognized its own in and terrible severity, before which even passion

this incoherent system . It was scarcely worth the quailed, the frightful liberty in the relations of

while to suppress Christianity if its best elements the sexes which in Greece, and at last in Rome

were to be retained. If the world could profitby had been thought so natural. Here was one great

the Christian life, what better interpreter of it point fixed : the purification of the home, the

than Christianity ? Julian was anxious to save sanctity thrown round the wife and the mother,

from complete ruin the remnants of ancient civili- the rescuing of the unmarried from the assumed

zation , and his intention was praiseworthy. They license of nature, the protection given to the honor

contained more than one element that deserved of the female slave and then of the female servant,

survival and engrafting into our modern society . were social victories well worth the unrelenting

But those very elements were already in process and often extravagant asceticism which was,

of assimilation by Christianity. Theywere infiltrat. perhaps, their inevitable price at first.

ing into it from all sides , since it had put off so much Šo with the fiercer tempers and habits of men ;

of its severity , and come down into the world of against cruelty , against high-handed oppression

every-day life. Soon the amalgam would be com- and abuse of strength there was

plete. The enterprise of Julian was utterly useless ; unyielding protest in the Christian law of justice

his purpose was being worked out in another and charity, continually unheeded , never unfelt;

manner and under better auspices. His work even war and vengeance were uneasy under the

might well perish ; the world had nothing to lose unceasing though unavailing rebuke of the gospel

by his failure . - Gaston Boissier, “ La Fin du law , and made concessions to it ,though too strong,

Paganisme," I, p. 107. too fatallynecessary, to submit to it --Dean

(4 ) Did Decaying Heathenism Corrupt Chris . Church , " Civilization Before and After Chris

tianity ?- If we are forced to admit that religious
tianity ,” p. 140.

assimilation played a gravely important role in (6 ) Modification of Latin Character . - Whence,

the breaking up of theold heathen life ,we must in these races sprung from the subjects of the

at the same time acknowledge that, all circum- sternest of emperors and moulded under its influ

stances considered , the new religion owed its ence, this reversal of the capital and leading

victory to itself alone. Compromise in some miarks, by which they are popularly known and

points between the new faith and the old , the solid characterized ; this development of the emotional

and prudent organization of the Church , her part of their nature, this craving after the beauti .

beneficent activity, the coöperation of the state, ful in art ? Whencethe inexhaustible fertility and

may have been important subsidiary factors in inventiveness, the unfailing taste and tact and

hastening the process of dissolution,-they were measure , the inexpressible charm of delicacy and

not the great central force that overthrew pagan- considerate forethought and exuberant sympathy,

ism . The fourth century merely witnessed the which are so distinctly French , and which mark

happy termination of the warfare between the what is best in French character and French

superior religious energies of Christianity and the writings ? Whence that Italian splendor of imagi

cults of heathenism that had raged in the pre- nation and profound insight into those subtle

Constantinian period, and laid bare the helpless- connections by which objects of the outward

ness of the ancient state during the last phases of senses stir and charm and ennoble the inward

the secular struggle. Perhaps in following soul ? Who was it who in the ages of confusion

centuries the Christian ideal was neither so which followed the fall of the empire , sowed and

sublime nor so pure . It remains true that the ripened the seeds which were to blossom into suchi

heathen world was very far from offering anything wondrous poetry in the fourteenth century, into

like it . Indeed , in spite of whatsoever contact such a matchless burst of art in the fifteenth and

mayhave happened with heathenism , Christianity sixteenth ? Who touched in these Latin races the

stood over against it as something absolutely new . hidden vein of tenderness, the “ fount of tears, "

The humankind of the time was deeply religious the delicacies and courtesies of mutual kindness,

in temperament, and could not therefore long the riches of art and the artist's earnestness ?

escape the conviction that it had entered into the It was the conversion of the races to the

possession of the very highest religious ideal. faith of Christ. – Dean Church, “ The Gifts of
And the victory of Christianity could not fail to be Civilization ,” p . 203.
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6 . THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE CHRISTIANIZED EMPIRE.

After the example of Constantine, his successors looked upon themselves as

clothed with a quasi-episcopal character in all matters pertaining to the public rela

tions of Christianity. In theory they acknowledged the spiritual independence of

the bishops, and, when occasion offered , they rendered efficient support in preserv

ing the unity of discipline and belief, as in their conduct toward the Donatists and

the Manichæans. They enriched the churches not only with subsidies and reve

nues, but with lands, church-plate , quasi-municipal authority and privileges. As the

emperor was the shadow of God on earth in the civil order, so the bishop was the

present disinterested providence of the emperor protecting the people. Without

formal proclamation there grew up an intimate concord of scope and spirit between

the two orders, and the prophetic vision of a " Kingdom of God," a " City of God,"

seemed about to be realized among men. In proportion as the internal confort

and security of the state decreased, the need of religious harmony was evident.

The Arian heresy in the fourth century, with all its minor imitators, and the great

Christological controversies of Nestorianism and Monophysitism in the fifth century,

emphasized this passion of spiritual unity, and revealedin the imperial soul one of

the great political motives that, unconsciously enough but efficaciously, drew it

toward Christianity — the latter's theory of fraternal unity and intelligent and willing

subordination on a world -wide scale . On this head there is something supremely

sad in the utterances of Constantine apropos of his attempts to suppress

the schism of the Donatists. The great heresies were the storm centers,

the political “ oppositions” of the day, and they swept into their path of action

whatever elements of discord , disaffection and revolutionwere lying around unor

ganized. The emperors were driven to and fro between the unbending orthodoxy

of theChurch and the implacable obstinacy of great bodies of heretics, who were

often dissatisfied with the remote and absolutist central government, and secretly

gave ear to velleities of national or racial freedom . As the prestige of conquest

waned and the fiction of an invincible state, the value of religious unity stood out

more clearly , and its preservation became a very obsession of the emperor. Hence

impossible treaties, promises shattered on the ledgeof principle, temporary com
binations and makeshifts . Hence the alternate pursuit of Athanasius and Am

brose, the exiles of Nestorius, and the Eutychians, the hunting of Donatists and the

tortures of Priscillianists. Hence a gradual encroachment, for the sake of present

gain or iinmediate relief, on the independence of the Church, and the gradual awaken

ing of the latter to the dangers that lay in this intimate alliance of two powers, each

claiming the whole man , even if under widely different aspects ? The sorrows of

Vigilius and the sufferings of Martin are the outcome of the policy that banished

in turn an Arius and an Athanasius, forgetful of its own original and noble policy
as outlined in the edict of Milan .

Christian missions spread the faith in this period through Persia , Armenia,

Georgia, Abyssinia, even in China, Southern Arabia, and the East ; among the

Visigoths and Ostrogoths in the West, though under the form of Arian heresy,

and among other Teutonic tribes , notably the Burgundians and Vandals. The con

version of Ireland opened the way to Christianity among the Keltic peoples .

Within the Church itself new offices appear, archpriest, archdeacon; the diocese

is divided into parishes ; the ecclesiastical celibacy is strictly enforced in the West,

while the East retains the more ancient liberty; new patriarchates arise, like Con
stantinople and Jerusalem . Above all , the primacy of the Roman See is more

steadily asserted and accepted , as a rule, by all the churches. In all the great

Christological and anthropological controversies Rome stands well to the front on

the side of orthodoxy , and deals with the emperors as a power apart and vicarious

for the whole Church. The conciliar institution reaches now its fullest growth ; a
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written and fixed liturgy, an ecclesiastical year with its recurrent feasts, the vener

ation of Saints and of their images, the institution of monachism, the growth of a

peculiar Christian art , notably the basilical architecture and the arts of miniature and

of working in mosaic and ivory . Above all , an independent literature , Greek and

Latin , with its echoes in Syriac , Armenian, Coptic and Ethiopic, developed in con

troversy, bearing all the marks of a time of “ Sturm und Drang,” but original

and pregnant, capable of inspiring

ten centuries to come, of furnishing

them with great ideas, and of mould

ing new vernaculars to transmit the

same. ( 1 )

Unfortunately for the hopes of

Christianity, this period of its growth

was closed by the apparition of Islam

along the line of the Eastern prov

inces of the empire. Mahomet (570

632 ) set himself up as an inspired

prophet of monotheism with an ad

mixture of Christian and Jewish

elements, the whole leavened by

Semitic fanaticism . He precipitated

multitudes of desert swordsmen on

an empire weakened in all its ex

tremities by economic exhaustion,

crystallized religious dissension, re

viving nationalisms, multitudes of

wandering exiled Jews. ( 2 ) The

overthrow by Heraclius of the Per

sian Chosroes (628) did not stay the

terrific rapidity of the propagation of

Islam . Its success , brought about

Church of St. Apollinaris, in Ravenna . Sixth Century. by a skillful or lucky combination of

fanaticism , toleration , cajolery, sen

sual concessions, positive and negative proselytism , closed the Orient to Greek

Christianity, and shut up the great heart of the empire between unelastic , unsym

pathetic polities , East and West.

6 . THE CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE | Christian life. The inner life of the Church could
not but exhibit itself in her exterior, and in mani.

CHRISTIANIZED EMPIRE.
fold shapes. All dormant forces had to be

aroused ; popesand councils vied with one another

( 1 ) The Evolution of the Church.- In this in rootingoutthe tares of evil and in planting the

time the Church has, indeed , reached the measure germs of good . From mean beginniugs sprang

of a world -power, a mighty kingdomof the Lord, the great corporations of the Orders. On a few

embracing in a higher unity both Hellene and bar, simple words ofthe New Testamentwere built up.

barian , sharing with each her higher dignity , and marvelous institutions of charity, masterpieces of

destined to outlive both the one and the other. literature, lives that acted as magnets of attrac

Equipped with few earthly helps,working through tion , as inspirations to similar perfection. Over the
weak human organs, subject to conflict at every narrow corridors and chambers of the Catacombs

step , she still wrests from unwilling hands her the splendid basilicas lifted their vast, reposeful

independence; in time she forges new weapons, lines. On all sides the supernatural suffuses with
spiritual and temporal, to protect it againstnew at. its light the natural , but without doing violence to

tacks, and to permit her unceasingly to interpene- the latter's intrinsic bent or trend . The peoplesof

trate and saturate with her spirit the popular life . Greek and Roman culture were in the eventide of

In place of the lovable but artless ingenuousness their vocation; strong and youthful races moveup

and simplicity of worship, doctrinal technology, into the foreground of history. They are the
and discipline, we have the riper charm and chosen material with which the Church is to work

witchery of the beautiful, the radiant and mature out more successfully her mission to humanity.

perfection of form , without quite sacrificing the Hergenræther, " Kirchengeschichte," Vol. I, p.

unassuming naturalness of an earlier phase of 653.
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( 2 ) Causes of Byzantine Decay. - The history

of Constantinople is little more than the record of

a despotic power. So far from presenting the

interest and advantage which must always attach

to the history of the most insignificant of free

peoples, it is hardly the history of a people at all .

It is the story of a government, not of a nation ; of

a government indeed, which, with all its faults,

for many centuries discharged its functions better

than any contemporary government in the world,

but which never called forth that warmth of

patriotic affection which gathers round the
stormiest commonwealth in which the citizen feels

that he is himself a partner, which often gathers

round the vilest despotism , if the tyrant is still felt

to be the chief of his own people . But the emperor

of the Romans never became a national sovereign

to the Egyptian or the Syrian , or even to the

Sicilian or Peloponnesian Greek - Freeman, “ His

torical and Political Essays,” Vol. III, p . 241.
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1. FROM THE FALL OF JERUSALEM TO THE MIDDLE AGES.–Roman rule, Dispersion ,

Temple defiled, Legalism , the Mishna, The Talmud , Karaites, Gershom , Maimonides.

2. FROMTHE MIDDLE AGES TO MODERN TIMES.—Persecutions and their pretexts, Expulsions,

Habitat after 1500, Traditionalism ,

Religious freedom , Mendelssohn,

Zionism .

3. DIFFUSION OF THE ECCLESIA .

ITS CONSTITUTION.-Geograph

ical description of earliest Chris

tian communities, Estimate of

number of Christians about A.D.

300, Hierarchy and Laity , Choice

and Support of Clergy, Church of
Rome.

4. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN

STATE . HERESYAND SCHISM.

-Official character of persecutions,

their numberand immediatecauses,

Decius and Diocletian , Nature of

heresy, Earliest sources and repre .

sentatives .

5. THE OVERTHROW OF GRECO

ROMAN PAGANISM.-Attitude

of Constantine toward paganism ,

Attitude of his children, of later

Emperors, The consequences, legal ,

political and social.

6. THÈ CATHOLIC CHURCH AND

THE CHRISTIANIZED EMPIRE.
Arch of Constantine in the Forum in Rome.

-Relations of the imperial and

ecclesiastical authorities, Encour

agement of missions, Development of hiearchy, of ecclesiastical institutions , The Church of

Rome, Growth of Islam , Its causes.

CO

QUESTIONS .

1. Describe the political condition of theJews under Rome. What was thetendency up to Constan

tine's time ? What was the Talmud ? What distinguished the twelfth century ?

2. Describe the political and social condition of the Jews during the Middle Ages. When was
religious freedom first granted them ? What did Mendelssohn recommend ?

3. In what landsdid primitive Christianity make its firstconverts ? What were the human causes

of its rapid spread ? What were the relations between bishop, priests and deacons ?

4. What was the keynote of the earliest imperial procedure against Christians ?, By what literary
means did Christians defend themselves ? What were the two chiefsources of the earliest heresies ?

5. What was the Edict of Milan ? What was the origin of the term “ pagans " ? Under what

emperor was paganisın finally and officially abrogated ?

6. Describe the particular services of the Christian Emperors to the new religion. What caused

their z'arying attitude in the great heresies ? What missions did the Church undertake in this period ?

What notable institutions weredeveloped ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . Thefate of men without a country.

Thefate of religion isolated from other culture -elements.

3 The developmentof the Roman Church .

4 The archæological evidences of the persecutions.

5 The influences ofNeoplatonism .

6. Theformation of theimperial Byzantine character.
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7 . CONVERSION OF BARBARIAN EUROPE.

The conversion of the Angles and Saxons in Britain , though not the first of the

national Teutonic conversions, was scarcely less momentous than the conversion of

Chlodwig and his Franks. In 596 Augustine landed in England with forty

monks, sent by Gregory I. , and eventually succeeded in establishing two ecclesiasti
cal provinces: Canterbury and York. The

Roman mission was supplemented in 633 by

the inission of Irish monks of St. Columba

from Iona, under whom the Christian discipline

was restored, and a fresh impetus given to the

conversion of the island , which was accom

plished in the reign ofCaedwalla (685-688). ( 1 )

The battle of Tolbiac (496) , which decided

the conversion to Christianity of Chlodwig

(Clovis) , King of the Franks, was also the bi

ginning of the conversion of the Alemans or

Suabians, who suffered defeat in that conflict.

A hundred years later they were still pagan ,

when the Irish monks, Gallus and Colum

banus, began their permanent conversion , which

was accomplished by 750. Their neighbors,

the Bavarians, were finally converted by Ru

precht of Worms in the latter half of the

seventh century, at which time the peoples of

Thuringia received the faith from Irish monks,

under the guidance of Kilian. Bishoprics and

monasteries were usually founded to sustain

the labors of the missionaries. For nearly fifty

years the Anglo-Saxon monk Willibrod (690

739) toiled among the Frisians in the Nether

lands after receiving episcopal consecration at

Rome (695) . All these efforts were unified and

solidified by the Anglo -Saxon Winfrid (680

754) , who received in 719 the name of Boniface

from Pope Gregory II., with the mission to

evangelize Germany. To this he devoted the

rest of his life, converting new tribes, extirpat

ing abuses, organizing both old and new com

munities, and establishing on all sides institu

tions destined to foster his work. The build

ing of monasteries of men and women , the

creation of episcopal sees, the holding of reform

The Ruthwell Cross in Scotland. Seventh Century. councils , frequent journeys to Rome, constant

correspondence, fill up the days of the great

apostle, who was eventually martyred by pagan

Frisians. At Paderborn (777-785) the Saxons at last yielded and accepted bap

tism , but not until they had exhausted the patience of the great Karl , and
brought about at Verden the cruel massacre of 4,500 of their own. From the

Saxon monastery of Corbie, Anschar went out (826) to convert Denmark, but it

was only slowly that the nation was won over from Hamburg to Aarhus (988).

Early in the eleventh century seeds of Christianity were sown in Sweden, where

they ripened slowly. From Haco the Good to Olaf Tryggvason ( 938-1000) Nor

way was the scene of Christian missionary labors. The self-exiled Northmen who
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Such Crosses were incised with Biblical scenes ,

and formed centers of devotion .
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.

harried the continent were converted in the lands they raided , as in Ireland and

Normandy. About the year 1000 Christianity was established firmly both in Ice

land and Greenland. At the same time it was making rapid strides in the Slavic

world. Croatia , Carinthia and Moravia were the first to accept the gospel, brought

to them through Roman or German missionaries, especially by way of Passau or

Salzburg. Saints Cyril and Methodius, priests of Constantinople , are, however, the

true apostles of the Slavic peoples. To Cyril the Slavs owed their (Glagoliza)

alphabet, and to Methodius the use of the vernacular tongue in the liturgy . Bohe

mia became Christian (845-875) after grave internal dissensions ; about 965, the

Bohemian wife of the Duke of Poland determined the conversion of that nation, and

the establishment of episcopal sees at Posen and Gnesen . The Wends between

theElbe and the Oder were compelled to receive the Christian faith in the latter
half of the tenth century, but as late as 1066 they were still rebellious. Servia and

Bulgaria accepted about 868 the religion of their Greek conquerors, while the follow

ing century (862-987 ) saw the conversion of those Varangian descendants of the tribe

of Russ, who had founded Russia . At the battle of Lech (955) Otto I. broke the

power of the Hungarians, who soon after became Christian , notably under King

Stephen the Pious (897-1038) , though his example and his generosity to the new

religion did not prevent a subsequent century of disorder. These gains in the

North and East of Europe were set off to some extent by losses in the Spanish

peninsula , where the battle of Xérès de la Frontera (711) established an Arab dy

nasty on the throne of the Visigoths, and opened a new chapter of alternate peace

and warfare. The battle of Poitiers ( 732) saved the rest of Europe from Islam ,

but the ninth century in particular saw several successful attempts of the Saracens

in Sicily , Italy and even in Provence.

The five centuries in which was effected the conversion of Central , Northern and

Eastern Europe offer a striking spectacle. Christian virtue was brought home to

' millions of men who had never risen above the ideal of animal courage. In the

persons of apostles and saints of both sexes a spiritual world was opened up that
gave employinent to the crushed or famished instincts of the heart. Woman, the

slave, the captive, the child, the failures even ofbarbarian society, appeared in a new
light, transfigured as brethren in Christ . A host of new ideas clamored for expres

sion in the vernaculars of semi-savage tribes . The Roman private law, so equable,

rational and cominon -human in its spirit and provisions; the canon law, so evan

gelical and other-worldly in its scope and method, perfected or modified their rude

customary usages and procedure. ( 2) A certain detritus of ancient culture was pre

served as sacred fire, which would one day quicken into mediæval literature

and art . The Church itself was now just such a society as was needed by the bar

barian tribes : motherly and compassionate, where they were rude and violent ; uni

versal, where they were splintered into infinite sections ; refined , where they were

coarse and uncouth ; related intimately to all past history , peoples and civilization ,

where they were but emerging from their forests or deserts. ( 3) · In these centuries

they learned what virtue was when practiced by the Christian : their own insti

tutions, like feudalisın , took on something of Christian mildness and mysticism.

Then was seen that rare phenomenon , an apostolic nation , in the persons of the

thousands of Irish missionaries who flooded Central Europe, while their disciples

and imitators, the Anglo-Saxons, were scarcely less active and devoted . (4) Inthe

latter half of this period bloodshed and force appear as unchristian and deplorable

elements of persuasion ,-a fanatic crusading spirit,that often saw in the baptism of

the pagan tribes the sure renunciation of old national or racial independence or

opposition. Nor could this vast work be done without some concession to the pop

ular passions or traditions, as living in pagan superstitions. They were gradually

eliminated or allowed to live on under forms that did not seriously affect Christian

principles or doctrine. That there is a certain unity in this long missionary move
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ment is owing to the direction and influence of the Roman Church , to which

mediately or immediately are referable the impulses that brought these Northern

nations into the Church .

7 . CONVERSION OF BARBARIAN the sense of human responsibility ; first learned

EUROPE. the nobleness of a ruled and disciplined life ; first

enlarged their thoughts of the uses of existence ;

( 1 ) Venerable Bede on Pope Gregory.-At first were taught the dignity and sacredness of

this time , that is , in the year of Our Lord 605 , the honest toil . These great axioms of modern life

blessed Pope Gregory , after having most gloriously passed silently from the special homes of religious

governed the Roman apostolic see thirteen years employment to those of civil ; from the cloisters

six months and ten days, died , and was translated and cells of men , who , when they were not

to the eternal see of the heavenly kingdom . Of engaged in worship, were engaged in field work

whom , in regard that he by his zeal converted our or book work - clearing the forest, extending culti

nation, the English , from the power of Satan to vation, multiplying, manuscripts to the guild of

the faith of Christ , it behooves us to discourse the craftsman, theshop of thetrader, the study of
more at large in our ecclesiastical history, for we the scholar. Religion generated and fed these

may and ought rightly to call him our apostle ; ideas of what was manly and worthy in man .

because, whereas he bore the pontifical power Once started , they were reinforced from other

over all the world, and was placed over the sources ; thought and experience enriched, cor

churches already reduced to the faith of truth , he rected , and co-ordinated them . But it was the

made our nation , till then givenup to idols, the power and sanction of a religion and a creed which

Church of Christ, so that we may be allowed thus first broke men into their yoke that now seems so

to attribute to him the character of an apostle ; easy , gradually wrought their charm over human

for though he is not an apostle to others, yet he is restlessness , and indolence, and pride, gradually

so to us ; for we are the seal of his apostleship in reconciled mankind to the ideas and the ideas to

the Lord.— " Ecclesiastical History of the English mankind, gradually impressed them on that vague

People , ” Bk. II, c. I. but yet real thing which we call the general thought

(2 ) The Elevation of Civil Authority :-The and mind of a nation.- Dean Church , “ Christian .

most august thing on earth is the royal dignity ; ity and the Teutonic Races,” p. 241.

but it is full of danger , solicitude , and fatigue . ( 4 ) Rome and the Anglo - Saxons. - Henceforth

All power comes from God, but human kings the Saxon was no longer the Red Indian of the
reign , and legislatures fix the laws . You will

classic peoples, but a member of the world -wide

therefore be obliged to give an account to God of church . Quicker than Frank or Lombard, he

the flock which is confided to you. Above all , caught the spirit of Rome, and as long as he held

observe the duties of pity , and serve the Lord the soil of England was unswervingly faithful to

your God with all your soul , and with a pure her. Through her came all his culture — the fine

heart . Maintain with firmness before the whole arts and music, and the love of letters . His books

world justice, without which no society can last , came from her libraries, and she sent him his first

and distribute to the good their proper reward, architects and masons. From her, too, he received

and to the wicked their proper punishment. Pro- with the faith the principles of Roman law and

tect the widows and orphans, the poor and the procedure . When he went abroad it was to her

weak against all oppression . Be gracious to all that he turned his footsteps, and when he wearied

who seek to approach you, mild and affable, for of life in his pleasant island home he betook him
that beseems the royal dignity . Fulfill your func self to Rome to end his days beneath the shadow

tions in life, so that men may say that you governed of St. Peter . In the long history of Christian

not in your own interest, but in that of the people, Rome she never knew a more romantic and deep

and expect the recompense of your good actions set attachment on the part of any people than

not on this earth , but in heaven.- The “ Roman that of the Angles and Saxons, who for centuries

Pontificate " on the Consecration of Kings. cast at her feet not only their faith and their

( 3 ) Civilization and the Christian Mission- hearts, but their lives , their crowns, and their

aries . — The crowd of unknown saints whose very home itself. Surely there must have been

names fill the calendars, and live , some of them , something extraordinary in the character of their

only in the titles of our churches, mainly repre- first apostle, a great well-spring of affection, a

sent the age of heroic spiritual ventures, of which happy and sympathetic estimate of the national

we see glimpses in the story of St. Boniface, the character to call forth such an outpouring of grati

apostle of Germany; of St. Columban and St. Gall tude, and such a devotion, not only to the Church

wandering from Ireland to reclaim the barbarians of Rome, but to the civilization that she repre

of the Burgundian deserts, and of the shores of sented. Today the English -speaking peoples are

the Swiss lakes. It was among men like these in the van of all human progress andculture , and

-men who were termed emphatically
“ mien of the English tongue is likely to become at no dis.

religion ” that the new first saw the tant date the chief vehicle of human thought and

example of life ruled by a great and serious pur- hope. Both these peoples and their tongues are to

pose, which yet was not one of ambition or the day great composites, whose elements it would

excitement of war ; a life of deliberate and steady not be easy to segregate. But away back at their

industry, of hard and uncomplaining labor ; a life fountain -head , where they issue from the twilight

as full of activity in peace, of stout and brave of their history , there stands a great and noble

work as a warrior's was wont to be in the camp, figure who gave them their first impetus on the

on the march , in the battle . It was in these men , path of religion and refinement, and to whom

and in the Christianity which they taught, and must always belong a large share of the credit

which inspired and governed them , that the which they enjoy.-T. J. Shahan, “ Gregory the

fathers of our modern nations first saw exemplified Great," in the Catholic World , Jan., 1895, p . 516.

races
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8. THE PAPACY AND THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE.

ans.

The splendid theory of an orderly coöperation of all the spiritual and temporal

forces of Christians under the popeand the emperor as representatives, each in his

own order, of Jesus Christ, was the basic idea of mediæval life in the West. ( 1 ) The

coronation of Charlemagne at Rome on Christmas Day, 800 , proclaimed the restora

tion of a system whose germs are traceable to a very early period of Christianity .

Nor did it always remain a theory ; even in the disorders subsequent on the death of

Charlemagne it continued to impress the individual as the desirable ideal ; it was

never abandoned by the churches, and it was strong enough,after a century of abey

ance, to awake in the Othos, and successfully hold its own for three hundred years.

In the ninth and tenth centuries no man arose in the State of the measure of Char.

lemagne to adapt the theory to the situation , and the

Roman Church produced no pope of genjus in the

same time to dominate a scene of miscellaneous

embryonic institutions and bring unity and purpose

out of a manifold but disorganized activity. The

splintering of his State by the will of Charlemagne

was a first rude blow at the fabric so laboriously

evolved out of the wreck of the Roman provincial

governments and the interim kingdoms of barbari

The growth of the imperialmissi into heredi

tary feudal lords rendered it doubly difficult to fully

realize the imperial idea , while the independence of

the French Carlovingians, of the Arab state in Spain ,

and of the British Isles, reduced the actual power to

very moderate limits. To this must be added the

fierce turbulence of the Roman nobles and people

who balanced Emperor and Pope against their own

license, and , more than any other single element,

contributed to the imperfection of the Holy Roman

Empire of the German nation. Constantinople never
forgave this empire the impertinence of its existence ;

theremnantsofItalian freedom in the North gathered Henry IV . , Emperor of Germany.

about the empire's own great vassals; the semi

bandit nobles of the Campagna closely allied to the “ militia " of the Eternal

City , dreamed of the Empire of Trajan and Hadrian; the Greeks of Southern

Italy felt the quickening pulse of blood as they looked towards the East ; the

popes were constantly obliged to resent encroachments or to enter into personal

conflict, on moral grounds, with the degenerate heirs of Charlemagne. ( 2 ) Family

dissensions long divided them ; when these seem exhausted, the Northman and

the Hun ravage the heart of the Empire until the conversion of Rollo (912) and

the battle of Lech (955 ) leave Christian Europe free from immediate fear of pagan

domination . The Saxon emperors cherish the dream of the ancient Roman state ;

they exercise considerable, but not unhealthful, pressure on the Roman Church ; the

pious, mystical, Catholic element is uppermost in these Othos and first Henrys.

So, too, the Franconian line. But in the latter half of the eleventh century the

Church, responding to influences from Cluny, began to take alarm at her gradual

enslavement, and under Henry IV . and Gregory VII . broke out the famous quarrel

concerning the investiture of the bishops, whether by crozier and ring or by the

royal sceptre. Many of them , especially in Germany, had long been great feudata

ries ; as such, their offices were equivalent to the highest charges in the State . Hence

their election, by abuse, had gradually fallen into the hands of the emperors, and

thereby the reform of the clergy in the matters of simony and incontinency inade
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impossible. Whatever the wisdom of individual steps or the political shortcomings

of individual popes , each felt that in this long struggle he was holding out for an

essential condition of Christian truth and life . (3 ) Under the Hohenstaufen the

struggle reached its acme. Frederick Barbarossa and Frederick II . waged an almost

unrelenting war against the papacy . The latter, in the persons ofAlexander III .

(1159-1181 ) and Gregory IX. ( 1227-1241 ) , was not unequal to the task , and by şpir

itual and temporal weapons, including deposition of the Emperor, came out

victorious. In 1268 the last of the Hohenstaufen, the little Conradin, perished by

a cruel death ; the Empire was broken, masterless ; a sad inheritance of suspicion,

vendetta , and irreligiosity was stored up for the nearfuture; the theory of the pope and

the emperor was made obsolete by the new power of kings, and the incipient states of

modern Europe. The failure of the mediæval political ideal is not traceable to its im

possible sublimity, nor to the intractability of the popes. The sense of growth and

power, the decay of earnest faith through wealth and scandal and delayed reform , the

example of Constantinople and her subservient clergy, the subtler influences of

Islam , the increase and union of scattered anti-ecclesiastical forces, the antithesis of

imperial and peninsular interests, the evil influences of the study of the absolutist

Roman law, were among the influences that worked on the Hohenstaufen emperors
and their counsellors.

8. THE PAPACY AND THE HOLY RO- ruler is bound to the other by the closest ties. The

MAN EMPIRE.
Cæsar is the Advocate of the Roman Church,

bound to defend her by the temporal arm against

( 1 ) Theory of the Mediæval Empire. — It is all temporal enemies. "The Pontiff, on the other

that of an universal Christian monarchy . The hand , though the Cæsar holds his rank not of him ,

Roman Empire and the Catholic Church are two but by an independent divine commission, has the

aspects of one society, asocietyordained by the lofty privilege of admitting the Lord of the World
divine will to spread itself over 'tie whole world . to his high office,of hallowing the Lord's Anointed,

Of this society Rome is marked out by divine de- and of making him in some sort a partaker in the

cree as the predestined capital , the chief seat alike mysterious privileges of the priesthood.- Free

man , “ The Holy Roman Empire," Essays (I) P.
138.

(2 ) The Papacy and Royal Divorces. — The

popes never rendered greater service to humanity

than when they repressed in the person of princes

the excesses of that passion which is terrible even

in mild men , but which is beyond description in

the case of violent natures, and which will forever

laugh at the holiest laws ofmarriage, once it knows

no fear. The holiness of marriage, that

basis of the publicweal, is of the highest impor

tance in royal families where certain disorders have

an unsuspected and incalculable effect. Unless

the popeswere in a condition to control the great

passions of the chiefs of the northern nations,

these princes would have gone from one abuse,

from one caprice toanother, and endedby legaliz.

ing divorce and perhaps polygamy. Theirexam.

ple would surely find imitators in every class of

society . What eye could fathom the limits of such

a relaxation of law and order ? -De Maistre, " Du

Pope," Bk . II, c. VII .

( 3 ) The Mediæval Popes and Public Order.

During the Middle Ages, when there was no social

order, the Papacy, alone perhaps, saved Europe

from total barbarism . It created bonds of connec
Bishops of the Eleventh Century .

tion between the most distant nations; it was a

commoncenter, a rallying point for isolated States.

of spiritual'and of temporal rule. At the head of It was a supreme tribunal , established in

this society, in its temporal character as an Empire, the midst of universal anarchy, and its decrees

stands the temporal chief of Roman Christendom , were sometimes as respectable as they were re

the Roman Cæsar. At its head, in its spiritual spected . It prevented and arrested the despotism

character as a Church , stands the spiritual chief of of the Emperors, compensated for the want of

Christendom , the Roman Pontiff. Cæsar and equilibrium and diminished the inconveniences

Pontiff alike rule by divine right, each as God's of the feudal system . - Ancillon , “ Tableau des

immediate Vicar within his own sphere. Each Revolutions, Etc.,” I, pp. 79 , 106.
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9. THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE MIDDLE AGES ,.

The government of the Mediaval Church presents a varied development, the

outcome of a multitude of circumstances that differ according to age and nation .

In the early part we liave the mixed or national synods and the canonical or com

mon life for the clergy, the tithes, the advocates or protectors of the churches. The

latter enjoy a growing independence of jurisdiction, civil and general , over their

clergy , immunities of many kinds, certain sovereign rights. On the other hand,

the care of the poor, the sick , and strangers fall on them . The cathedrals and

abbeys are the chief centres of mediæval life, and grow constantly in wealth , which

brings about royal or lay interference in their elections, and grave disorders in their

administration . In time the election of the bishop falls in theory to the cathedral

chapter or canons; the arch

deacon gives way to the

vicar general, more depend

ent on the bishop; auxili

ary bishops are multiplied .

The pope is frequently ap

pealed to for justice in both

orders. Since the pseudo

Isidoran decretals, his recog

nized power is more fre

quently applied, especially

in the cases of bishops,

henceforth less subject to

the provincial council . Ac

cording as the nations are

unified , the reins of church

government are drawn clos

er, aud new details of it fall

under the immediate author

ity of the pope. The elec

tion ofthe pope is gradually

confined to the cardinals,

who take on a new importance with the increase of the prerogatives of the Roman

See. The canon law, the outcome chiefly of Scripture, ancient custom , decrees

of councils and decisions of popes, is logically formulated in the twelfth and codified

in the thirteenth century.

The worship of the Church is marked in the West by the almost general adoption

of the Roman liturgy, the development of the church -song, Gregorian and figured ,

and the introduction of the organ . The Eucharist is received under the one species

of bread ; its elevation remains as a protest against the heresy of Berengarius. The

churches gradually give up the Romanesqueto adopt the freer and moreambitious

Gothic. Sculpture especially flourishes , and miniature, while much skill is shown

in all the minor arts, encouraged especially by church plate and church furniture.

The feasts multiply, both general and local , until they consume a great part of the

year. The penitential discipline is variously modified; censures of many kinds,

interdicts , and excommunications are frequent, often invoked in the interest of the

oppressed, or to curb absolutism . Pilgrimages to Rome, Jerusalem , or Compostello

are frequent. In the increasing veneration of saints, their canonization passes from

the bishops to the pope. The monastic life in Europe soon counts more clerics than

laymen , -hence the care of souls, missionary work. ( 1 ) The Benedictine order

overruns Europe, and brings the soil into cultivation , ( 2) instructs the peasantry,

keeps alive the arts of reading and writing, a love of literature and of science. In

The Cloister of Lindisfarne in Northumbria .
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time its great wealth, the intrusion of lay abbots, the familiarity of the great, bring
about disorders and decay. The reforms of Cluny (910-1048 ) Citeaux , the Char

treuse , and similar attempts, restore it to esteem ; but the democratic spirit of the

thirteenth century, and the opposition to luxury and to excessive wealth, bring forth

the Mendicant Orders, in which not only the individual but the corporation is con

sidered as poor. What the monasteries had slowly gained by a gradual exemption

from the bishops was gained from the beginning by the Mendicant Orders through

direct subjection to the pope. The ecclesiastical celibacy, constantly insisted on

as the rule by councils and popes, was not always strictly observed ; but this abuse

was vigorously opposed by Gregory VII. , who succeeded, with some exceptions,

in compelling its observance throughout Europe.

The ancient paganism did not die out too rapidly. The “ judgments of

God," ordeals , duels, etc. , lived on among the Teutonic Christians, but were formally

disavowed by Innocent III . The Word of God was assiduously preached , as a

rule. ( 3) The “Peace ofGod ” did inuch to diminish private warfare, that bane of

the Middle Ages. The typical examples of countless holy lives, of such men as St.

Bernard , St. Dunstan, St. Bruno, St. Malachy, did much to counteract the passions

and lawlessness of the time. The charitable establishments were exceedingly

numerous ; the highest charity , that of education ,becamein time the most common

form of beneficence, as seen in the monastery and grammar schools and the univer
sities. In the early Middle Ages the education of the rural clergy was very inferior,

both in the East and West. Men like Bede and Alcuin, or Sedulius Scotus and

Photius, were very rare . But the monastic and episcopal schools were never closed . ( 4)

From them issued the corporations of students that made the universities; from them

came the first scholastics, the great mystical writers, and later on the great theo

logians of the thirteenth century.

.

9. THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE MID

DLE AGES.

( 1 ) Idea of the Monastic Life.— The impulse

which led men to join it was in the desire to over

come the world , and to make themselves ready for

immortal experiences. Their daily life kept before

them the eternity for which they were preparing.

The earth was to perish , and the things of the

earth to be burned and to vanish . . A cen .

tury hence , what would it matter to any man

whether he had to spend a few years in a palace

or in a hut; had eaten dainties and slept in state,

or had eaten coarse food and slept onthe hard

pallet of the monk ? -Storrs, “ Life of St.Bernard ,"

P. 236.

( 2 ) The Benedictines and the Soil of Europe.

The extraordinary benefit which they conferred on

society by colonizing waste places - places chosen

because they were waste and solitary, and such as

could he reclaimed only by the incessant labors of

those who were willing to work hard and live hard

- lands often given because they were not worth

keeping - lands, which , for a long while, left their

cultivators half starved , and dependent on the

charity of those who admired what we must too

often call a fanatical ( !) zeal - even the extraordin

ary benefit, I say , which they conferred on man

kind by thus clearing and cultivating, was small

in comparison with the advantages derived from

them by society, after they had become large pro

prietors, landlords with more benevolence, and

farmers with more intelligence and capital, than

any others. - Maitland, " The Dark Ages," P. 131 .

( 3) The Church as Teacher of Religion . — The

Primers which were in the hands of every educated

man and woman in the fourteenth or fifteenth

century, answerell to no small extent to our pres

ent book ofCommon Prayer. They contained the

offices said daily in the Church , the seven peniten

tial psalms, the fifteen gradual psalms, the litany ,

and the offices for the departed , as well as the

Lord's Prayer , the Creed, the ten commandments,

and the seven deadly sins. Thus the Church, in

the Middle Ages, teaching her children either or.

ally or by book , put theni in possession of the seed

plot from which might grow the fairest forms of

devotional life . By the creeds she taught them

the faith. In Holy Scripture she pointed them to

the true basis of all meditation. By the command .

ments and the list of the seven deadly sins, she led

them to self-examination and penitence . By her

public offices she taught them due harmony of

praise , of intercession, and of prayer . Finally , in

the daily Eucharist she brought ihem to renewed

self-consecration in the fulness of corporate wor

ship . Mediæval religion , with all its faults , set

before every man a definite scheme of Christian

life and duty ,and showed him how he miglit accom

plish it . -- l’akeman , “ An Introduction to the His

tory of the Church of England ” ( 1897) , p . 184 .

( 4 ) The Function of Mediæval Latin.- Just

think now what this common familiarity with

mediæval Latin implies. It implies almost as

ready a hold on all the great works of antiquity

as the power of reading English at the present day

implies with respect to our national classics.

This facility of learning was limited only by the

scarcity of books; a very fatal limitation , but not

half so fatal as the common fault of these days

when there are so many more books than there are

readers with a will to read them. - Bishop Stubbs,

Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Mediæcal

and Modern History," p. 176.

1
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10. THE GREEK SCHISM AND THE RENAISSANCE.

The roots of the Greek Schism are old , and spring partly from the character of
Greeks and Latins, partly from historical events. The chief reason was the

ambition of the bishops of Constantinople and the pride of the clergy of the New

Rome, haughty and powerful inen, who looked down on the Latin West as wanting

in culture and refinement. The jealousy of the emperors, often helpless before the

Roman bishops, the growing affection of the Italian people for the atter, theabsence

of all expansion for the Greek, with the narrow , hostile anti -Latin spirit that this

brought on , the reminiscences of the barbarian blood in the Western nations, the

survival of pure Roman imperialism , the Iconoclastic struggles, were so many pre

disposing causes to a separation of the

churches. It came between 857 and

1054. In the former year began the

long series of events which brought

about the first formal conflict between

the two churches . The rightful pa

triarch of Constantinople, Ignatius,

was deposed by the Emperor, and

Photius, a learned but ambitious and

wily layman, put in his place. Rome

sustained Ignatius , deposition and

counter-deposition took place. The

eighth ecumenical council (869-870)

was lield at Constantinople against

Photius, but its action was reversed

ten years later. In the end Ignatius

died as patriarch , but Photius was

unanimously agreed on as his succes

Both parties were inimical to the

West in the matter of the Bulgarians,

whose incorporation in the patriarch

ate of Constantinople was strongly

opposed by Rome. Photius furnished

the literary and theological weapons,

and formulated the various objections

since urged by the Schismatic Greeks

—the insertion of the Filioque in the Metal Book -Cover of a Lexicon , Thirteenth Century.

creed , the use of unleavened bread

for the Eucharist , the celibacy of the clergy, the fasting on Saturday, the rejection

of the Greek confirmation by priests, the belief in purgatory. Photius died in

912, but the temporary reconciliation was only on the surface. ( 1 ) The peace

was broken by harsh controversies in the middle of the eleventh century, which

ended in the excommunication by Leo IX. of the patriarch of Constantinople,

Michael Caerularius ( 1054) . The crusades did not help the later attempts at

union, especially the fourth crusade, which ended in the capture of Constantinople

and the establishment of a temporary Latin empire on the Bosphorus (1204

1270). The fear of the Ottoman and the hope of Western help brought about

a temporary submission of the Greeks at Florence ( 1439), but this formal act

never met with the acceptance of the ignorant and embittered clergy and people.

Long before the fall of Constantinople ( 1453) it was a dead letter. Since that

event the schism has been final and complete. ( 2) The pope did well in trying

to close the Greek schism , for the first rent of another was already visible. The

passionate cultivation of the Greek and Latin classics in the fifteenth century, aided
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by many discoveries, by the influx into Italy of exiled Greeks, the art of printing,

a general awakening of the mind, and extraordinary commercial prosperity ,

turned men gradually to the false but specious philosophy of paganism , to scepti

cism , and epicureanism . In vain did the Christian humanists try to stem the tide . ( 3 )

The unhappy conflict of the two great powers had shattered the imperial ideal , and

left the Church greatly in need of a thorough reform . Familiarity with sacred

things, the long absence of the pope from Rome and the consequent decay of its

symbolic influence, the bitter internal feuds, the degeneration of theological train

ing and style, had left the ecclesiastical forces unequal to the responsibilities thrust

upon them . The fine arts claimed the attention of all that was noble, wealthy and

cultured ; on all sides the senses were allowed a satisfaction that the severer Middle

Ages abliorred as the gate .of sin . Scripture, painting, architecture, music, flour

ished for the first time, independent and grandiose, with all the ineffable grace of

antiquity, but with a something romantic and individual , in which a secular expe

rience betrayed itself. The control of the old, stiff conventionalism in art was gone .
New worlds of thought and matter were swinging within the ken of mankind . The

European man had long been a member of two great ideal societies ; he would now

be himself the measure of all his capacities, the scope of all his energies. He little

suspected that when he had closed thisnew orbit of activity, he would still be face

to face with the mighty verities, the adamantine principles of Christianity, no less

than his Catholic brethren of the Middle Ages.

10 . THE GREEK SCHISM AND THE

RENAISSANCE.

( 1 ) The Share of Photius in the Greek

Schism . - The influence of Photius has never

ceased to make itself felt. Since his days dis

cipline , theology, and ecclesiastical life among the

Greeks have moved in ever deepening antithesis

to the Latins. The work of Photius entered into

the very marrow of the Greek Church . He was

the first to affix the stigma of heresy to the Latins;

his doctrine on the procession of the Holy Spirit

was quietly landed down during the tenth century;

his polemical circular borrowed a new life from
the use made of it by Caerularius, who enriched it

with new causes of complaint. In the twelfth

century his writings became still more popular ; he

is cited as an authority ; the points of difference

are multiplied ; the primacyof Rome attacked

with increasing bitterness, and an ever-deepening

hate is roused against the heretical West

Henceforth few attempted to defend the cause of

union , and even these did so with many restric
tions. The crusades and their consequences , the

Latin empire of Constantinople, the violence of
Western princes, deepened still more the chasm ,

and fed the savage fanaticism of the clergy , the

monks, and the people. In vain did the imperial

policy attempt to set a limit to this movement.

The intellectual author of the schism

canonized, deified . The doctrines and system of

Photius won so great an influence that no human

might and strength sufficed to check them . - Car

dinal Hergenenræther, “ Photius, " Vol. III, p .

876.

the frequent publication of solemn invitations of

bulls , encyclicals, etc. , the invitation to Oriental

prelates to take part in the general councils, the

occasional incorporation into the Roman Church

of Oriental communities, special epistles to the

Oriental clergy , the publication of suitable lit.

erature, the establishment at Rome of special

commissions for Oriental religious matters, the

acknowledgment of the Oriental rite whenever

the pope celebrates a pontifical mass as Head of

the Church, the habit of naming a patriarch of

Constantinople, and the similar one of naming

bishops for the patriarchates of Alexandria , An

tioch , and Jerusalem.- Pitzipios, “ L’Église Ori.
entale ," Bk . IV, p. 85.

( 3 ) The Religious German Humanism .-The

period of German Reform which began in the

middle of the fifteenth century , produced the most

splendid results. It was a timewhen culture pene.

trated to all classes of society , spreading its rami.

fications deep and wide, a time of extraordinary

activity in art and learning. By catechetical teach

ing, by sermons, by the translations of the Holy

Scriptures, by instructional and devotional publi.

cation of all sorts , religious knowledge was zeal.

ously diffused , and the development of religious

life abundantly fostered . In thelower elementary

schools and the advanced middle schools, a sound

basis of popular education was established; the

universities attained a height of excellence and

distinction undreamt of before, and becanie the

burning centers of all intellectual activity. And

more even than learning, art was seen to blossom

and develop on the soil of national and religious

life, beautifying all departments of life, public and

private , secular and ecclesiastical, in the worthi

est manner, while in its mary grand and com

prehensive works, inspired by thethen prevailing

sense of Christian brotherhood, it manifested the

real core of the German genius and character.

Janssen , “ History of the German People at the

Close of the Middle Ages," Vol. I, p . 283 (English

translation ).

was

( 2 ) Rome and the Oriental Churches.-Among

the many means by which the popes have endeav

ored to heal this great schism , or to prevent a pre

scription, may be enumerated the following: the

preservation of Oriental rites intact , the sending of
missionaries to invite the schismatics to return ,
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11. THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION .

Martin Luther.

The series of events by which the Western Church was definitively rent in twain

is well known. In 1517, apropos of the preaching of indulgences by Tetzel, Luther

opposed to him ninety -five theses. As a result of the discussion that followed Luther

was excommunicated in the spring of 1520 by the Bull “ Exsurge Domine,” to which

he replied by burning the bull and the books of the

canon law at Wittenberg. A series of violent pamphlets

from his pen roused all Germany. ( 1 ) Some earnest re

formers, many humanists, and all the numerous enemies

of Rome, with idle and dissolute monks, gathered about

this new force. The imperial power was too weak to

carry out the directions of Rome; the diets were divided ;

passion , self-interest, a long-seething hatred of Rome

and jealousy of the empire, won to Luther several princes,

prominent among whom were Frederick, the elector of

Saxony, and Philip, landgrave of Hesse. They were

the nucleus of a league of princes and cities, whose ad

herents received the nameof Protestants at the diet of

· Spiers in 1529. War with France, and the threatening.

attitude of the Turk , made these princes necessary to

the emperor, and the league of Smalkald in 1531 bound

them definitely to the defense of Luther and his teach

ings. Conferences, diets and colloquia were held in great number, but the principles

at stake and the immediate gains were too serious tobe given up except at the point

of the sword. The battle of Mühlberg(1547) was a momentary ray of hope in that

direction, but the external occupations of

the emperor forbade any utilization of vic

tory. The treaty of Passau ( 1552 ) and the

peace of Augsburg ( 1555 ) , nine years after

the death of Luther ( 1546), consecrated tem

porarily the new religious situation, in Ger

many at least , until the Thirty Years' war and

the Treaty of Westphalia ( 1618-1648) , when

it was finally adopted , despite the protest of

Pope Urban VIII. While the Reformation

was, in principle, one and the same in all the

lands of Europe—the rejection of the central

authority - its immediate motives and meth

ods differed much in every country. No

doubt there were here and there ardent and

noble, but misled , men , who saw in it the

restoration of Christian freedom ; they were

usually the dupes of worldly and ambitious

persons, who saw preferment, power and wealth

in the new movement. ( 2 ) Few, if any, of

the princes of Germany were moved by re

ligious principle—all were led by avarice or

Henry VIII . of England . love of dominion. Without their aid the

Reformation would have been stifled in the

bud. In England it was brought about by the lust of Henry VIII . and the

unprincipled servility of men like Cranmer. (3 ) In France and Italy , Spain ,

Ireland, and a large part of the Netherlands, it made little or no headway, if

we except the Huguenot movement. Nor was it popular in the Northern king
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form without dismemberment of the

Roman Catholic Church .

doms—the people were in reality robbed of their faith before they quite knew what

had happened, and the regalist principles nurtured by the reformers precluded any

possibility of resistance ; for safety's sake they enslaved the once free Church to the

state, a fact that alone explains the rapid spread of Protestantism , by which the

hardly-won independence of the Church was lost in a generation , and even ortho

dox Catholicism driven into unsatisfactory relations and conditions that yet hamper

its action. Other causes of the rapid spread of Pro

testantism were the immense spiritual discontent that

everywhere prevailed , and made itself felt in national ,

conciliar and individual complaints and protests.

Every one recognized the need of a reformation in

the head and in the members,'' i . e. , at Rome and

throughout Christendom ; but in fact the ancient

abuses were preserved, until not a reformation but a

revolution broke out that left scarcely a vestige of the

past. The great offices in the Church were given to

nobles ; the monasteries were largely exempt from the

bishops' jurisdiction; venality, corruption and simony

prevailed in very high places; a few great Italian fam

ilies exercised an undue influence over the papacy;

Erasmus , a Dutch scholar, who favored re- despair of any positive efficient action was setting in ,

that the delay of the Council of Trent and the ster

ility of earlier councils confirmed . Between the Church

and the governments there was dislike or suspicion, partly the result of the long

quarrel with the empire. The love of novelty was in the air, and the new catch

words were attractive-liberty of thought, freedom of the Christian man , a general

priesthood. The prince or city was, unconsciously perhaps, drawn by avarice. The

immoral priest or monk was content to cast away his obligations. The severe yoke

of fasting, confession , etc. , was no longer to be borne. Alms deeds and other good

works could be abandoned for the simple act of faith by which alone man was

made just and his redemption certain . A worldly careless episcopate , a clergy often

degenerate or ignorant, were incapable ofresisting ; especially when popular preach

ers, reckless of truth or moderation, playing on every weakness of

the people, backed up by the local authorities, appeared in great

numbers. The people were flattered by communion under both

species, by the use of the vernacular in the liturgy, and by the

indiscriminate Bible reading,-a new fetich as bad as any de

nounced by the reformers. To this must be added the jealous

opposition of France against the Hapsburgs, and the unjust vio

lence used against Catholics by the princes and municipalities

that adopted the new religion . Philip Melancthon, a

For a while it seemed as if all the bonds of social order were
German scholar, and

collaborator with Luther.

broken ; the reformers themselves stood aghast at the seething flood

they had let loose. Typical in every way was the experience of the noble city of

Muenster in Westphalia , where the Peasants' War, and the subsequent atrocities of

the Anabaptists, opened men's eyes to the possibilities of certain of Luther's

doctrines that he now repudiated, leaving the wretched peasants to their fate. The

volumes of Dællinger and Janssen abound with the detail evidence of the decay of

social and academic life that was the first fruits of the Reformation. The internal

divisions of the German people had now another and deeper fountain, and they did

not cease to grow for a hundred years until , in the Thirty Years' War, the people

reaped the dread harvest that had been sown a century before, and found them

selves the bond -slaves of little absolutistic dynasties, where once they had enjoyed

the sturdy, healthy freedom of Catholic mediæval life , out of which had come their
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wonderful architecture and all the masterpieces of their art. In England the disso

lution of the monasteries inaugurated a social revolution , by precipitating on the

state the problem of modern pauperism . (4)

11. THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION. Thus indeed , this reign of reformation was one of

plunder, wretchedness and disgrace. Three times

( 1 ) The Personalities of Luther.—The man. the form of the new worship was changed : and yet

ner in which he treats the persons of his enemies those who adhered to the old worship or went

is positively unexampled. We never meet in him beyond the new were punished with the utmost

that sorrowing lovewhich hates only the error severity . The nation became every day more and

and tries to win over the erring person ; on the more despised abroad, and more and more dis

contrary, his weapons are contemptuous scorn , tracted and miserable at home.

violence, mockery and an overwhelming rush of The Church , “ as by law established ,” arose,

invective ,of personally offensive epithets-at times, and was enforced under two protectors or minis

even , of the most vile and common character. ters , both of whom deservedly suffered death as

They flow from his pen as a stream from some in- traitors . Its principal author (Cranmer) was a

exhaustible spring. It is thoroughly false that in man who had sent both Protestants and Catholics

these mattersLuther was no worse than his time. to the stake , who had burned people for adhering

Whoever is acquainted with the contemporary and to the pope, others for not believing in Transub

the immediately earlier literature knows that the stantiation, others for believing in it, and who now

contrary is true. Indeed , Luther's writings caused burned others for disbelieving in it for reasons dif.

a universal astonishment by their intense personal. ferent from his own. A man who openly pro

ism . Those who were not his immediate follow- fessed to disbelieve in that, for not believing in

ers expressed their surprise, reproved him sharply , which he had burned many of his fellow creatures,

or called attention to the dangerous consequences and who after this most solemnly declared that

of these uncontrolled attacks. But his disciples his own beliefwas that of those very persons! As

consoled themselves by speaking of the “ heroic this church “ by the law esta blished " advanced ,

spirit ” of theman , to which no one dared to pre- all the remains of Christian charity vanished

scribe either limit or measure . before it. The indigent, whom the Catholic

They often claimed for him a sort of an inspira- Church had so tenderly gathered under her wing,

tion , and freedom from the observance of the ordi. were now, merely for asking for alms, branded

nary laws of morality, saying that what would be with red -hot irons , though no provision was made

immoral and reproachable in others was permissi- to prevent them from perishing with hunger and

ble in him.-Dællinger, “ Luther,” p . 59. cold. And England, so long famed as the land of

Of Luther, the reformer Ulrich Zasius said : hospitality, generosity, ease, plenty and security

Luther has shamelessly turned the entire Scrip- to personsand property, became under a Protest

ture of the Old and New Testament, from the first ant church the scene of repulsive selfishness , of

chapterof Genesisto the very last words , into a pack -house toil , of pinching want , of rapacity,

series of threats and maledictions against the pope , plunder, tyranny, that made the very nameof law

bishops and priests, as though through all these and justice a mockery.- Cobbett, « The History

long centuries God had no other business on hand of the Protestant Reformation in England and

except to thunder against priests. This conduct Ireland .” 1896, p. 179.

of Luther has begotten enmity, quarrels, factions, ( 4 ) Decay of Schools after the Reformation.

sects , hatefulness and murder. - Janssen , “ His
Under the popes not a child could escape the

tory of the German People,” Vol. II, p . 135. devil's broad nets, barring a rare wonder , so many

( 2 ) The Reformers and Ecclesiastical Prop- monasteries and schools were there, but now that

erty . - Luther drew up for the use of those who the priests are gone good studies are packed off
coveted their neighbors' goods a code consisting with them . When I was a child there was a

of eight articles , in which legal theft became a com- proverb that it was no less an evil to neglect a

mandment of God . student than to mislead a virgin . This was

The princes were not mentioned in this plan of said to frighten the teachers. - Martin Luther in

division; but , as Luther in his Argyrophylax said 1524, “ Complete Works, ” . ( Frankfort) XXII, pp.

to them , “ In a short while you will see what tons 172-195, cited in Janssen (1. c. ) VII, p . 11.

of gold are concealed in the monasteries,” threat. The devil hasmisled the people into the belief

ening the vengeance of heaven if they did not that schooling is useless since the exit of the

seize on them , the princes considered themselves monks, nuns and priests. . . . As long as the

authorized to regulate the partition of the people were caught in the abominations of the

booty. papacy , every purse was open for churches and

They thoroughly comprehended the lion's share; schools, and the doors of these latter were wide

from compassion they gave to the obstinate monks spread for the free reception of children who could

some clothing that they might beg on the high- almost be forced to receive the expensive training

way-a little money to those that had been obedi- given within their walls. - Luther in a Sermon of

ent to Luther, and by singular generosity the 1530 ( Ibid .)

sacred vessels of the secular monasteries to the In the “ darkness of the papacy," wrote Conrad

curate of the parish , if he consented to embrace Porta of Eisleben , toward the end of the sixteenth

Lutheranism ; all the rest went to their mistresses century, “ every one from the highest to the low

and courtiers ; and when they were as greedy as est , even servants and day -laborers, contributed to

the landgrave of Hesse they kept to themselves churches and schools ; but now , in the clear light

the sacerdotal robes, tapestries and vessels of the of the gospel , even the rich grow impatient, if

sanctuary. - Audin , “ Life of Luther,” Vol. II, ever so little be asked, even for the repairing and

P. 189. maintenance of those on hand. ” — Jannsen (1. c. , p.

( 3 ) Variations of the English Reformers. 73.
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12. THE COUNTER-REFORMATION.
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later a prelate , and ( 1541 ) first

The lifetime of Luther was the darkest hour in the history of the Roman Church .

It seemed as if faith , authority, discipline, the entire Catholic system of life and

thought, consecrated by a thousand years of universal affectionate acceptance, had

gone down in one great storm . Naturally men looked at once to the historic

remedy , a general council . After much disagreement as

to what it should first treat - reforın or doctrine, and

where it should be held — in Germany or Italy, and who

should be invited , it met at Trent in 1542. Interrupted

frequently, transferred for a while to Bologna, it held ,

through four pontificates twenty -five sessions, and closed

in 1563 its memorable and stormy career. It did not

accomplish all that pope, emperor, and the people ex

pected of it ; war, passion, numberless interests and

jealousies stood in the way — yet it saved Catholicism .

It settled formally for the Catholic conscience all that

Luther had denied or doubted — the sources and the cri

teria of faith, the office of the Church in the interpreta

tion of Scripture, the nature of original sin and justifica

tion , the sacerdotal and sacramental systems, the author

ity of the Roman Church . It was a tangible proof that
Ignatius Loyola, a Spanish soldier,

Christ lived and governed ; that the organism of its
general of the Society of

Jesus, or Jesuits. society, though rudely shaken , was still functioning. (1)

A severer line of popes came on the scene-Pius V. ,

Gregory XIII., Sixtus V. , Clement VIII. Henceforth bishops reside in their

dioceses, attend to the education of their clergy, hold annual synods, visit Rome

regularly, and report in detail as to Catholiclife and sentiment. There are yet

human weaknesses in the central government, nepotism for instance, but they yield

to publicity and criticism - good and great popes are the
rule . There is not in all history such a spectacle of sus

tained wisdom and morality as the papacy of the last three

centuries. The monastic life is thoroughly reformed

St. Maur and La Trappe make up for much decay and re

laxation in the Benedictines. The Jesuits enter upon the

scene — an army of preachers, teachers, missionaries, the

apostles of that doctrine whose rejection was the only

principle of Protestant unity—the papalsupremacy. The
education of the clergy, the formation of Christian youth ,

the care of the sick , the ministry of the pest and the bat

tle - field have each canonized saints at the head of their

annals. The Holy Spirit quickened every force in the

vast system of Catholicism ; while yet its existence seemed

in doubt, new millions were being won as the raw ma

terial for another conquest of faith . India, Japan , China,

the islands of the sea, a new world across the Atlantic,
St. Francis Xavier, a Spanish Jesuit

made up the losses of Germany and England , that yet the

old Church never ceased to mourn, and to call back to

former unity ; nor did her call go unechoed, even in the darkest days. Through

annual synods and provincial councils the episcopal action was again felt in every

parish ; the letter and the spirit of the decrees of Trent were made operative.

Bishops like St. Francis of Sales, Otto von Truchsess and Julius von Mespellbrunn

were not uncommon . The Roman Church again chose for cardinals the most

and missionary , called " the

Apostle to the Indies."
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use.

learned and experienced men ; many of them were models of laborious Christian

life. The example of St. Charles Borromeo roused the clergy of all Catholic Europe

and inaugurated practical reforms and improvements that are yet working in Cathol

icism . The remaining wealth of the Church was used for better purposes. Popes

no longer squandered revenue on Greek manu

scripts and rare coins; colleges, academies, semi
naries, universities, attracted ecclesiastical wealth .

The necessities of polemics created an incredible

development and realignment of the ecclesiastical

sciences; one after the other,dogma, moral, canon
law, history, assert each its distinctive value and

The original authorities are collected, the

fathers are reprinted with critical care, the weak

spots of Catholic apology noted and strengthened ,

the lives of the saints collected, sifted , studied

critically . The old books of the Church service

are re-examined and set in better order, the bre

viary, the missal, and the martyrology. The law

books of the Church are corrected and adjusted to

actual needs ; Roman habit does not permit a quasi

impious abolition of ancient law, but rescript and

constitution , committee -decisions, and the like,

create such remedial legislation as is needed, ac

cording to time and country. The poets of Cathol

cism sing again in Italy and Spain ; the solemn

music of the ancient Church comes back, trans
Jacques Bossuet , 1627-1704 .

figured , from the soul of Palestrina . An archi

tecture, somewhat over-laden , but adapted to a religion in which sacrifice, preach

ing and pomp are essentially public and popular, is created , chiefly by the new

institutes and congregations. Preaching and catechetical instruction are again an

essential item in the daily life of the priest ; admirable manuals, like the Cate

chism of the Council of Trent and the Catechism of Blessed Peter Canisius, are in

every cleric's hand ; his stock of learning is larger and of

better quality than before the Reformation. Controversies

that would once have led to heresy or schism could now

rage almost unchecked, owing to the work of the Council

of Trent and the development of a critico -historical spirit

among theologians. At Rome, Louvain , Douai, Paris, in

the schools of Belgium , Spain and Germany, arose a mul

titude of learned men in every branch of ecclesiastical

science, whose works are yet the scientific foundation of

modern Catholicism,- Baronius, Bellarmine, Petavius,

Suarez, Antonio Agostino, Bollandus, Papebroch, Lessius,

Richard Simon , Stapleton, Du Perron, the theologians of

Pope Leo XIII . Salamanca and Alcalà. Bossuet reviewed with judicial

calm and philosophic method the mighty revolution that

rent Europe. (2) The immense mass of detail administration of the universal

Church was apportioned among permanent commissions, known as the Roman

Congregations ; the bishops again resumed responsible control over the monastic

and religious houses by delegation of the Holy See ; the scandals connected with

benefices were extinguished ; the appeals to Rome in first instance forbidden . In

the common danger the depths of the Catholic heart were touched, and after the

Council of Trent all Catholic forces rallied round the sign and bond of unity, the

Roman Church. (3) Religious persecution bred a kindlier feeling, that the political
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and dynastic wars of the time did not destroy. An army of saints was the practi

cal answer to the Reformation, and among them some of the rarest flowers of Catholic

mysticism , like St. Theresa and St. Rose of Lima. If there had been gross neglect
and criminal obstinacy in the matter of reform before the revolution of Luther,

there has been since then a marvelous awakening of the Catholic conscience. If

before that event the spiritual and political interests were fatally ingrown with

one another, since then the Church has developed a keen and accurate sense of her

essential adaptability to all forms of government, and of the sublime spiritual char
acter of her vocation in human society.

12. THE COUNTER-REFORMATION . ness to thepope . - Von Ranke, “ A History of the

Popes, their Church and State ,in the Sixteenth and

( 1 ) Von Ranke on the Council of Trent. The Seventeenth Centuries, ” Bk . III, p. 91.

council that had been so vehemently demanded,

and so long evaded , that had been twice dis- (2 ) Bossuet as a Historian of Protestantism .

solved , had been shaken by so many polit. -From this separate internal analysis the “ His

ical storms, and whose third convocation had tory of the Variations of Protestantism ” is seen

even been beset with danger, closed amid the gen. to be the result of extensive reading of the original

eral harmony of the Catholic world . It may be authorities, and of exact research , a labor that

readily understood how the prelates, as theymet may easily have consumed four years. Whoever will

together for the last time on the 4th of December, place himself in the same circumstances, with the

1563, were all emotion and joy. Even those who intention of doing what Bossuet did , will at once

had hitherto been antagonists congratulated each see that the latter has collected almost all availa

bleinformation and hasjudiciously sifted his mate.

rials, among which are certain pieces more rare

and usefulthan one would have suspected . As to

his method, there is in it a severity , a prudence, a

minute and scrupulous carefulness which no one

would , at first blush , attribute to an oratorical and

synthetic character. In formulating his conclu

sions he dares at tinies to differ from the views

commonly held in his day ; modern science, with

its wider range and its surer method , has sustained

him. — Rebellian, “ Bossuet Historien du Protest

antisme " ( 1897 ), p . 520 .

( 3 ) The Unity and Organization of Catholi .

cism.-As the Catholics in zeal and union had a

great advantage over the Protestants , so they had

also an infinitely superior organization . In truth,

Protestantism , for aggressive purposes, had no

organization at all . The Reformed Churches were

mere national churches. The Church of England

existed for England alone. It was an institution

as purely localas the Court of Common Pleas, and

was utterly without any machinery for foreign

operation . The Church of Scotland, in the same

manner, existed for Scotland alone. The opera

Cardinal James Gibbons.
tions ofthe Catholic Church, on the contrary,took

in the whole world . Nobody at Lambeth or at

Edinburgh troubled himself about what was doing

other , and tears were seen to start into the eyes of in Poland or Bavaria. But Cracow and Munich

many of those aged men . The faithful were at Rome objects of as much interest as the

were again subjected to the uncompromising dis- purlieus of St. John Lateran. Our island , at the

cipline ofthe Church , and in urgent cases to the head of the Protestant interest , did not send out a
sword of excommunication . Seminaries were single missionary or a single instructor to the

founded where young ecclesiastics were carefully scene of the great spiritual war. Not a single sem

brought up under strict discipline and in the fear inary was established here for the purpose of fur
of God . The parishes wereregulated anew , the nishing such a supply to foreign countries. On
administration of the sacraments and preaching the other hand, Germany, Hungary, and Poland
subjected to fixed ordinances,and the co -operation were filled with able and active Catholic emissa

of the regular clergy subjected to determined laws. ries of Spanish or Italian birth ; and colleges for
The bishops were held rigidly to the duties of their the instruction of the northern youth were founded

office, especially to the superintendence of the at Rome. The spiritual force of Protestantism
clergy , according to their various grades of conse- was a mere local militia, which might be useful in
cration . It was a regulation attended with case of an invasion , but could not be sent abroad

weighty results, that the bishops solemnly bound and could therefore make no conquests. Rome
themselves by a special confession of faith, signed had such a local militia, but she had also a force

and sworn to by them , to observance of the de disposable at a moment's notice for foreign service,
crees of the Council of Trent, and to submissive- however dangerous and disagreeable. If it was
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thought at headquarters that a Jesuit at Palermo

was qualified by his talents and his character to

withstand the Reformers in Lithuania , the order

was instantly given and instantly obeyed. In a

month , the faithful servant of the Church was

preaching, catechising , confessing beyond the

Niemen . -Macaulay, " Essay on Von Ranke's His.

tory of the Popes,'' Vol. II, p . 486.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW.

7. CONVERSION OF BARBARIAN EUROPE.-Franks, Burgundians, Anglo-Saxons, Saxons,

Danes, Swedes and Northmen . The Slav world , Moravia, Bohemia, Poland , Russia . Irish and

Anglo -Saxon missionsto themainland ofEurope . Social results. Source of missionary unity.

8. THE PAPACY AND THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE.-Notion of the Holy Roman Empire,

Causes of its weakness, Causes of Conflict with the See of Rome, Position of Italian and Roman

nobles, Attitude of Constantinople .

9. THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE MIDDLE AGES. -Diversified character of religious develop
ment, Centers of mediæval religious life , the bishop, the abbey, the cardinal, the pope, the

canon law , the Roman liturgy and language, the Benedictines, Celibacy of clergy, personal
example, Charity, Education .

10. GREEK SCHISM AND THE RENAISSANCE.-Causes of the Greek Schism , When consum

mated , Efforts to close it , Chief characteristic of the Renaissance, The eve of the Reformation .

II . THE PROTESTANT REFORMATION . – The revolt of Martin Luther , the League of Smalkald ,

The Peace of Augsburg: Central principle of the Reformation , Causes of its success , The rapid

decay of social and academic life .

12. THECOUNTER -REFORMATION . — The Council of Trent, Its doctrinal and disciplinarymeas

ures, It stems the Reformation , Awakens dormant energies, A “ New Life " in the Roman

Catholic Church, Survival of the Counter-Reformation .

QUESTIONS .

7. Who were the principal missionaries among the Northern barbarians ? Among the Oriental ?

What were the results of the battles of Xeres de laFrontera and Poitiers ? Relate some workings of

Christianity on private character of converts, on public life. What was the office of the Church ? Give

some shadowsof the later missionary activities ?

8. What did the coronation of Charlemagne mean ? Why did his successor fail to live up to his
ideal ? Describe some causes of the imperial weakness. What did the battle of Lech mean ? What was

Cluny ? What was at stake in the conflict concerning investitures ? What causes brought about the decay

ofthe Holy Roman Empire ?

9. Around what institutions did the religious life of the Middle Ages develop ? What was the

Canon law, the Roman Liturgy ?, Describethe influence of the Benedictines ? Whatremnants ofancient

paganism survived , and why ? Who maintained a literature and a system of education ?
10. What causes divided the Greek and Latin Churches ? Who was Photius ? What was his share

in the work ? Michael Caerularius ? What was done at the Council of Florence ? What was the

Renaissance ? Describe its relations to the Reformation .

II . What were the religious circumstances of the Reformation ? The political ? What was the

battle of Mühlberg ? The peace of Augsburg ? Whatwasthe internal condition ofRoman Catholicism ?
What resultsfollowed the Reformation ? Its economic consequences in England ?

12 . Whywasthe Council ofTrent assembled ? What delayed it ? What were its consequences ?
What was the missionary activity of the Roman Church in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

What was the development of ecclesiastical science, law , art, music ? What was the increase of

homileticand catechetical aciivity ? Whatsignal evidence is there of a general awakening ofthe Catholic
conscience and spirit ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. The share of Irish and Anglo-Saxon missionaries in the literary renaissance under Charlc
magne.

2 . The polemical literature of theconflict concerning investitures.

3. Episcopal elections in the Middle Ages.

4. The character of Niccolo Macchiavelli.

5. Luther's principle of justification byfaith alone .

6. The livesof Charles and Frederic Borromeo.
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HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN

CHURCH .

BY

RT. REV. JOHN F. HURST , LL.D. , Chancellor of The American University , Washington, D.C

13. THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH , A.D. 30-101 .

The visible Church consists of the organized believers in Christ and the follow

ers of his life . In secular history the spiritual forces lie largely in the background,

but in the life of the Church they havecome out boldly into the foreground.

Christ immediately before his ascension commanded his disciples to remain in

Jerusalem until they should be endued with power from on high. Without the

descent of the Spirit at Pentecost there would have been no impulsive power in

Christianity. The organization of the Church took place immediately after the

remarkable scenes at Pentecost. Orders of ministers and lay members were estab

lished for the preaching of the gospel, the care of the needy, and the building up of

the body of believers. The most simple arrangements were made for government,

as the believers were as yet but few and confined to a narrow territory. The more

elaborate polity was left for the future needs of the Church.

The practical life of the Christians was at once simple and beautiful. It was a

type of all the essential qualities which Christ had taught as requisite for pure living

and final salvation. Simplicity of faith and intense brotherly love had their prac

tical demonstration in the equal distribution of temporal possessions. The com

munity of goods did not arise from a divine command, but was merely the natural

effect of that broad charity which sprang from the love of Christ and the possession

of the Spirit. The real majesty of the early Church lay in its spontaneous quality,

To crown all , there was a boundless fervor in communicating the gospel. The

whole world seemed small . What the apostles had felt and known was now their

sole passion. Both the apostle and the unlettered believer, each in his own best

way, preached the new life in Christ, that all men might share its sacrifice here and

its holy joy hereafter. ( 1 )

In the Acts of the Apostles we have the chief source of information concerning

the fields of work of the different apostles. The Epistles of Paul and his associates

supply missing links in that more formal history. To these may be added the

somewhat vague statements of writers from the second century to the fourth, many

of which rest on the oral traditions of the early Church .

Peter represented the Jewish type of Christianity. He was slow to learn that
604
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Christianity was designed for all men . He made an evangelistic tour through por

tions of Asia Minor. At the time of writing his first Epistle he was in Babylon,

where there was a large Jewish population. He confined his labors principally to

the East.

Paul towers far above all the apostles in the majesty of his character, the scope

of his genius, the depth of his learning and the sublime quality of his labors. His

call was to the Gentiles . He made three great missionary tours through Asia Minor

and Southeastern Europe. ( 2 )

John represented the mediating element between Judaism and paganism . The

scenes of his labor seem to have been , for the first twenty years after Pentecost ,

chiefly in Palestine ; later in the valley of the Tigris and Euphrates ; then at Jeru

salem , whence on the capture of that city by Titus he fled to Ephesus. His residence

here was intermitted by his exile to the island of Patios. He died in Ephesus

about A.D. 98, when about one hundred years old.

The labors of the other apostles were widely bestowed. James the Elder suffered

martyrdom in Jerusalem about A.D. 44. James, our Lord's brother, preached in

Jerusalem , and finally died there a martyr. It was believed that Philip labored in

Phrygia; Simon Zelotes, in Egypt and the neighboring African coast; Thomas,

in India ; Andrew, in Scythia , Asia Minor, Thrace and Greece ; Matthias, in Ethi

opia ; Judas, called Lebbæus or Thaddeus, in Persia : and Bartholomew, in Lycaonia,
Armenia and India.

13. THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH . given by the Roman Bishop Clemens, and the

statements of Justin Martyr, that this was not
( 1 ) The Propagation of Christianity . - The universally, the case . In niany districts country

great highways by which the knowledge of the
churches were formed very early; and Origen says

gospelwas tobe spread abroad had already been expressly that many considered it their duty to

opened by the intercourse of nations. The easy visit not only the cities , but also the country towys
means of intercommunication within the vast

and villas ; and that this was the case seems

Roman empire; the close relation which the Jews evident, moreover, from the great number of

dispersed throughout all lands kept up with those country bishops in particular districts.

at Jerusalem ; the way in which all the Roman In the New Testament we find accounts of the

dominions had their common centre in the great dissemination of Christianity in Syria; in Cilicia ;

capital of the world ; the connection of the pro- probably also in the Parthian errpire, which at

vinces with their metropolitan towns, and of the that time was very extensive ; in Arabia ; in Lesser

larger portions of the empire with the more con- Asia, and the countries adjacent ; in Greece and

siderable cities, were all circumstances favorable
the neighboring countries as far as Illyricum ;

to this end. Such cities as Alexandria, Antioch, and also in Italy. But authentic accounts on this

Ephesus , Corinth were the centres of a wide com subject are greatly deficient; for later traditions,
mercial, political and literary correspondence; and growing out of the desire to trace each national

on this account became also the principal seats for church to an immediately apostolic origin , deserve

the propagation of the gospel , and the ones in no consideration . Neander, “General Church

which the first preachers tarried longest. That History, " Vol. I, pp. 108-10.
commercial intercourse which from the earliest

times had served, not merely for the barter of (2) The Spread of Christianity in Europe.

worldly goods , but also for the exchange of the Passing over to Europe , we have in Rome the

nobler treasures of mind, was now to be used as a chief but not the only seat of the propagation of

channel for the diffusion of the highest spiritual Christianity. Flourishing communities, at Lug
blessings. dunum (Lyons) and Vienne, become known during

As a general rule, Christianity first gained a bloody persecution in 177. The great number of

ground in the cities ; for, as it was needful above Christians from Asia Minor whom we find here,

all to obtain fixed seats for the propagation of the and the close connection of these communities with

gospel , its first preachers , passing rapidly over the those of that country, lead to the conjecture that

country, published the glad tidings first of all in the commercial intercourse between these districts

the cities, from which it mightafterwards be easily of France and Asia Minor, an original seat of the

diffused through the country by native teachers. Christian Church, had led to the planting of a

On the other hand , in the country they were likely Christian colony in Gaul. In the other parts of

to encounter greater obstacles owing to the entire Gaul the pagan superstition long withstood the

rudeness, the blind superstition, and the heathen further spread of Christianity. Even as late as

fanaticism of the people, as well as from their the middle of the third century , few Christian

own ignorance in some cases of the old provin- communities were to be found there. According

cial dialects; while in the towns, for the most to the French historian , Gregory of Tours, seven

part, they could make themselves sufficiently well missionaries came, at that time, to Gaul from

understood by using the Greek or the Latin Rome, and founded churches in seven cities, over

language. Yet we know from Pliny's report to the which they became bishops.- Neander's " Church

Emperor Trajan , no less than from the account History," Vol. I , p . 116.
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14. THE PATRISTIC CHURCH, A.D. 101-313 .

When Christianity came forward with its strange claims upon the confidence of

men there was but little in its exterior which could awaken sympathy. The most

despised land had produced it. Its Founder had suffered death on the shameful cross.

Its first apostles were of humble origin, and , with the exception of Paul , not one had
drunk at the classic fountains. That a new faith , with such multiform disadvan

tages, should venture upon such a hostile field, where the literature and traditions

of many centuries held firm ground, seemed a hopeless task . But the heroism of the

first preachers of Christianity was not disturbed by the number or strength of the

enemy. The promise of their Founder was the basis of their faith. They wrought

on and expected triumph over every foe.

The path of the Greek to mastery had been through all fields of intellectual

development. Out of the old Pelasgic cradle he had grown to the full grandeur of

Attic manhood. The blood of many tribes flowed through his veins, and he had

absorbed the strongest and best elements of all .

The growth of their philosophical systems was contemporaneous with their

national prosperity. The dealing with the fundamental questions of human exist

ence and destiny by Socrates and Plato reveals a deep moral purpose. The most

spiritual of the entire circle of Greek philosophers was Plato. In many departments

of his philosophy, such as the unity and spirituality of God and the immortality of

the soul , he made, though unconsciously, very near approaches to the truths of rev

elation . Eusebius said : “ Plato alone, of all the Greeks, reached the vestibule of

truth and stood upon its threshold . ”'

When Christianity began its contest for the world's possession , the Roman rule

was universal. Law was the Roman habit and to govern was the Roman passion.

The hold of the old mythology was broken , and a general skepticism as to all beliefs

prevailed . But the emperors regarded the preservation of the ancestral faith as the

great bulwark of the throne. Political government and fidelity to the prevailing

mythology were held to be inseparable. Hence Christianity was bitterly opposed,

so soon as its antagonism was discovered. It was seen to be hostile to the elaborate

temple service.

The more clearly Christianity came into view, the more stringent became the

measures for its suppression . The Christians made no concealments . They absented

themselves from the temples, threw off all faith in the ruling mythology, and openly

declared their hostility to it .

The Twelve Tables of the Roman law forbade the existence of foreign faiths

within the dominions, but the usage had been to conciliate the conquered provinces

by toleration of the existing religions. The appearance of the Christians, however,

was the signal for the revival of the old prohibition. The bonds uniting the Chris

tians were close. Their separate services were declared an act of hostility to the

country. They were accused of disobedience to the laws and of a spirit ripe at

any moment for insurrection . They were charged with immoral practices at

their services. ( 1 ) All public calamities, such as earthquakes, inundations, pesti

elence, and defeat in war, were attributed to them . A popular proverb ran thus:

“ Deus non pluit - duc ad Christianos ! ” — “ It does not rain-lead against the Chris

tians !" ( 2 )

From A.D. 64 to 313 , when Constantine granted an edict of toleration to the

Christians, persecutions prevailed about seventy years . All forms of torture and

violent death were inflicted. There was no security at home. The exiles were
numerous, but the Christians carried their faith and life with them to their new

places of abode, where they built up societies , which in turn became centers for the

wider dissemination of the gospel . Christianity had conquered in the realm of

political life. ( 3 )
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14. THE PATRISTIC CHURCH. public misfortunes were thus attributed to the

wrath of the gods against the Christians, who

( 1 ) The Moral and Religious Life of the Early treated them with contempt. Non pluit Deus,

Christians . - Those who were lately the slaves of duc ad Christianos ! The heathen priests also,

sensual passion, as was the case with myself, have the temple servants and the image makers were

now no ambition other than to lead pure and holy always ready in their own common interests to

lives ; those who but yesterday were given to the stir, up the suspicions of the people. Under

practices of sorcery and the art of magic, are today such circumstances it is not to be wondered at that

consecrated to the service of the eternal and unbe- the fire of persecution on the part of the heathen

gotten God ; those who as pagans prized wealth people andtheheathen state continued to rage for

above everything else , as Christians distribute all centuries. Kurtz , “ Church History ,'' Vol. I,

they have to the poor ; those who formerly de- pp . 75-6 .

spised persons of any other nationality but their Though the idea was not sharply and clearly
own , ridiculed their customs, and would hold no

defined , there was yet a widespreadand profound
intercourse with them , live, since the birth of convictiou that theLord's Supper was a supremely
Christ in their souls, in peace with their enemies,

holy mystery , spiritual food indispensable to
and offer prayers and do other kind offices for those

eternal life, that the body and blood of theLord
who hate and persecute them.-Justin Martyr, entered into some mystical connection with the
“ Apology," I., c. 14 . You find fault with us

bread and wine, and placed the believing partaker
because we love, and you hate, each other; because

of them in true and essential fellowship with Christ.
we are ready to die for one another, while you are

It was in consequence of the adoption of such
always on the point of destroying each other ; modes of expression that the pagan calumnies
because the spirit of fraternal love leads among us about Thyestian feasts first gained currency .

to a community of goods , while among you it is Ignatius calls the Lord's Supper a pápuakov aBavarias,

precisely such earthly possessions that are the the cup 4 ποτήριον είς ένωσιν τουαίματος Χριστού,and pro
cause of your enmities. " You think it incredible

fesses ευχαριστίαν σάρκα είναι του σωτήρος .-Ibid , pp.

that we , possessing everything else in common, 204.5 .

should except our wives, while among you these

constitute the only community of goods.— Tertul- (3 ) Causes of the Spread of Christianity.

lian “ Apology Against the Pagans,'' ch . 39 . Christianity met and fully satisfied every religious

( 2 ) Causes of Persecution . The Law of the craving of the human soul, thus accomplishing a

Twelve Tables had already forbidden the exercise work in which both the philosophies of the time

of foreign modes of worship within the Roman and the religious superstitions of the East had

empire ( Religiones peregrina,Collegia illicita ), for failed. It gave rest to the troubled soul and peace

religion was exclusively an affair of the state and to the heart , dispelled the perplexity of doubt,

entered most intimately into all civil and munici- and brought comfort to the sinner and pardon to

pal relations, and on thisaccount whatever endan- the guilty. It recommended itself to the Jews

gered the national religion was regarded as who had laid aside their prejudice , as well as to

necessarily imperiling the state itself . Political Heathens, as a divine religion , adequate to the

considerations, however, led to the granting to work of salvation ; held out to the poor the hope

conquered nations the free use of their own forms of everlasting joys and cheered the desponding;

of worship. This concession did not materially | inspired in the slave a feeling of true liberty and

help Christianity after it had ceased , in the time manly dignity , and forced the master to recognize

of Nero, to be regularly confounded by the Roman and respect the inalienable rights of man .

authorities with Judaism ,as had been the case in Besides all these, there were many other instru

the time of Claudius, and Judaism , after the de- ments of power and influence placed within the

struction of Jerusalem , had been sharply distin- reach of the Christian missionary. He could con

guished from it . It publicly proclaimed its fidently appeal to the fact that both theJewish and

intention to completely dislodge all other re- the Sibylline prophecies had been fulfilled inthe

ligions, and the rapidity with which it spread person of Christ, and point to the holy and irre

showed how energetically its intentions were car- proachable lives of the Christians as an undeniable

ried out. The close fellowship and brotherliness result of their religion. Again , the contempt of

that prevailed among Christians, as well as their the Christians for the goods of this world, the

exclusive , and during times of persecution even purity of their morals, their sympathetic charity,

secret assemblies, aroused the suspicion that they their numerous acts of kindness and beneficence ,

had political tendencies . Their withdrawal from their patience under injuries, and above all , their

civil and military serviceson account of the pagan enduring fortitude and heroic courage in bearing

ceremonies connected with them , especially their up under themost violent persecution , were such

refusal to burnincense before the statues of the as to excite the astonishment of all and elicit the

emperor , also the steadfastness of their faith , admiration of the Pagans themselves. “ The

which was proof against all violence and persua- Christians," says the Pagan Cæcilius, in the work

sion alike , their retiredness from the world , etc. , of Minutius Felix, known as the Octavius, " love

wereregarded as evidence of their indifference or each other before they become acquainted.” And

hostility to the general well-being of the state , as Tertullian says that even the enemies of the

invincible stiff-neckedness, as contumacy, sedition, Christians were forced to cry out in wonder,

and high treason . The heathen populace saw in “ Behold how they love and are ready to die for

the Christians the sacrilegious enemies and de- one another."

spisers of their gods ; and the Christian religion , But , if there was one thing above another that

which was without temples, altars and sacrifices , drew the attention of all upon the Christians and

seemedto them pure atheism . The most horrible inspired feelings of admiration for them in the

calumnies, that in their assemblies ( Agapır ) the breasts of others, it was the heroic fortitude and

vilestimmoralities were practised (Concubitus joy which so many evinced in laying down their

Edipodei). children slain and human flesh eaten lives for their faith . - J. Alzog , “ Universal Church

(Epulve Thyesteæ ,) were readily believed . All History ,” Vol. I, pp.254-5.
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The Labarum ,

Cf. p. 379.

15. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE , A.D. 313-768.

Constantine declared himselfa Christian in sympathy, early in his reign . Before
the ecisive battle of the Rubra Saxa with Maxentius he claimed to see in the sky

the sign of the cross , with the words, En touto nika— " By this conquer." He

accepted the token as an argument in favor of Christianity , gained

the battle for the crown of the Roman empire, and henceforth avowed

his belief in Christianity. His vision, though in the line of his sym

P pathies, was probably only a shrewd method to attract the Christians

to his support. He carried the labarum, a standard inscribed with

the cross , in all his subsequent wars. His policy was at first to make

all Christians favor his rule, and by granting concessions to heal

the alienation from the empire which the repressive policy of his

predecessors had produced.

The edict tolerating Christianity as one of the legal religions of

the empire was published in A.D. 313. But in 323 he enlarged the

scope of his favor and made Christianity the established faith of all

his dominions. Among the chief special acts of Constantine in

favor of the Church were: his order for the civil observance of Sun

day, his confiscation in the East of pagan temples for Christian

churches, his emancipation of slaves, his exemption of the clergy

from military and municipal duty, and his ardent promotion of

Christian education among his subjects.

It was a happy day when the Christians could walk abroad with

out fear of persecution . But Constantine claimed the right to supervise religion, as

the emperor had always done in

the case of paganism . He ac

counted himself still the great

high priest , or Pontifex Maxi

mus, and assumed the preroga

tive to coinpose differences, de

cide questions of religious pol

icy, call ecclesiastical councils ,

and appoint the leading officers.

He had no faith in paganism , but

would not suppress it. His line

of conduct was to allow it to go

on as he found it, and yet to help

the Christians to conquer it. He

was, of all successful rulers, the

most successful trimmer. ( 1 )

Hitherto the Church had been

a grand moral unity, held togeth

er by ties of love and doctrine.

But now it was absorbed by the

State. Its framework was lost

in the body politic. Freeman

says : “ The Church conquered

the State. " This is a great error.
The First Christian Church in Eng.Constantine's adoption of Chris- St. Martin's Church at Canterbury

tianity as the State religion was

the conquest of the Church by the State. All the moral forces of the Church were

now impaired. The bondage of the Church to the State, thus early begun , pro

duced the great evils of the following twelve centuries - superstition, the purchase

.

land , used by Bertha, Queen of Ethelbert, 565-616 A.D.
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of office, the angry controversy about theological trifles, the moral corruption of the

clergy and the ignorance of the masses.

When Julian cameto the throne in 355 , for a time he was silent as to his attitude

toward the Christians, but he soon exhibited a spirit of refined opposition to all

Christian institutions and doctrines. He issued no formal edict against Christianity,

but raised barriers on every hand . He was the last ruler on the Roman throne who

was hostile to Christianity . He passed into history as Julian the Apostate. The

epithet is probably a misnomer, as it is not likely that Julian was ever a real disciple

of Christ. ( 2 )

The march of the Roman bishop towards priority throughout the Christian

world was steady . Bishop Leo I. (440-461 ) was a man of strong intellect, and he

did much to clothe himself with power and prestige. But the most eminent

incumbent of the Roman episcopate was Gregory, whowas called the Great, and
ruled A.D. 590-604. Under him every department of the priesthood and the

episcopacy advanced in strength.

Roinan centralization became constantly greater. Church offices multiplied

rapidly, and the close of the early period wasthe signal for larger measures for

Roman primacy. The Bishops of Romewere the real rulers of Southern Europe
from the Constantinian dynasty to the reign of Charles the Great.

15. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN occasion with reproach and shame, and by these

means he actually induced many to apostatize. In
EMPIRE.

order to discredit Christ's prophecy in Matt. xxiv.

2, he resolved on the restoration of the Jewish

( 1 ) Constantine and His Sons.-Constantine's temple at Jerusalem , but after having been begun

profession of Christianity was not wholly the re- it was destroyed by an earthquake. He excluded

sult of political craft, though his use of the name all Christian teachers from the public schools,and

Pontifex Maximus, and inthis capacity the con- also forbade them in their own schools from

tinued exercise of certain pagan practices, gave explaining the classical writers who were objected

some color to such an opinion . His three to and contested by them only as godless; so that

sons divided the Empire among them. Constan . Christian boys and youths could obtain a higher

tius ( A.D. 337-361) retained the East, and became, classical education only in the pagan schools. By

after the death of Constantine II . in A.D. 340 and petty artifices he endeavored to get Christian

of Constans in A.D. 350, sole ruler . All the three soldiers to take part , if only even seemingly, in the

sought to put down paganism by force. Constan. heathen sacrifices. Indeed at a later period in Anti
tius closed the heathen temples and forbade all och he was not ashamed to stoop to the mean artifice

sacrifices on pain of death . Multitudes of heathens of Galerian ( 22 , 6 ) of sprinkling with sacrificial
went over to Christianity, few probably from con. water the necessaries of life exposed in the public
viction . Among the nobler pagans there was thus market , etc. On the other hand , he strove in

awakened a strong aversion to Christianity . every way to elevate and enpoble paganism .

Patriotism and manly spirit came to be identified From Christianity he borrowed Benevolent Insti
with the maintenance of the old religion . — Kurtz, tutions, Church Discipline, Preaching, Public
“ Church History ," Vol. I, p. 237. Service of Song, etc .; he gave many distinctions

to the heathen priesthood , but required of them a

(2 ) Julian . – Acknowledged now as emperor strict discipline. He himself sacrificed and

throughout the whole empire without any opposi preached as Pontifex Maximus, and led a strictly
tion , Julian proceeded with zeal , enthusiasm and ascetic, almost a cynically simple life. The ineffec

vigor to accomplish his long-cherished wish , the tiveness of his attempts and the daring, often even

restoring of the glory of the old national religion . contemptuous, resistance of many Christian zealots

He used no violent measures for the subversion embittered him more and more, so that there was

and overthrow of Christianity , nor did he punish now danger of bloody persecution when, after a

Christian obstinacy with death, except where it reign of twenty months, he was killed from a

seemed to him the maintenance of his supremacy javelin blow in a battle against the Persians in

required it . But he demanded that temples which A.D. 363. Shortly before in answer to the scornful

had been converted into churches should be question of a heathen , “ What is your Carpenter's

restored to the heathen worship, those destroyed Son doing now ? " it had been apswered , “ He is

should be restored at the cost of the church making a coffin for your emperor.” At a later

exchequer, and the money for the state that had period the story became current that Julian him

been applied to ecclesiastical purposes had to be self, when hereceived the deadly stroke, exclaimed ,

repaid . He scornfully referred the clergy thus Tandem vicisti Galilæe ! His military talents and

robbed of their revenues to the blessedness of military virtues had shed a glory around the throne

evangelical poverty. He also fomented as much of the Cæsars such as it had not known since the

as possible dissension in the church , favored all days of Marcus Aurelius, and yet his whole life's

sectaries and heretics , excluded Christians from all struggle was and remained utterly fruitless and

the higher, and afterwards from all the lower, civil vain .-Kurtz , “ Church History," Vol. I, pp . 238,

and military offices, and loaded them on every 239.
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16. THE MEDIÆVAL CHURCH. (A.D. 768-1517. )

ISTON

The significance of the Middle Ages lies in their transitional character. It was

the far-reaching mission of this remarkable period to test the power of Christianity

for meeting the wants of new

nations ; to withstand the shock

of all philosophical schools ; to

sift and preserve the best that

remained of the ancient world
Ava

and pass it safely down for

modern use ; and , above all ,

to prove the ultimate power of

Christianity to rise above the

infirmities of those who pro

fessed it , and to lay the fouil

dations of a new spiritual life

by a return to the pureapos

tolic example . The office of

the Mediæval Church was to

conduct man from the narrow

limits of the pagan to the Prot.

estant world .

The first period of the Me.

diaeval Church extends from

Charles the Great to the papacy

of Gregory VII.-A.D. 768

HEN
This was the time of

TENSE
1073

the full appropriation and uni

fication of the Germanic and

other northern elements . Mo

hammedanism , lying at the

border-line between the ancient

Carved Ivory Book - cover, Ninth Century . and the mediæval time , arose

as a counterforce to Christi.

anity . Papal supremacy in Church and State culminated. Looked upon in retro

spect, there is almost no intellectual or political treasure of the nineteenth century

whose precious seeds were not cast into the ready soil be

tween the ninth and sixteenth centuries.

'The process of centralization north of the Alps began

with Charles the Great - Charlemagne. His rule was the

signal of death to the tottering Roman empire. It was

also the first prophecy of the ascendency of the new Gothic

nations of the North and of their firm place in the later

life of Europe. In him the old classic conditions disap
peared and the new political life began its career. Charles

the Great ascended the throne on the death of his father ,

Pepin , in 768. He divided with his brother, Carloman ,

the Frankish empire. Carloman died in 771 , and Charles

the Great united his own empire with that of the rest of

the family and claimed rule over all , without regard to

the rights of his brother's family . The soil was now pre
Charlemagne, King of the Franks and

Emperor of the Romans, 747-814 A.D.

pared for the new European life-the Church and the State

working hand in hand for universal doininion . Charles the Great regarded him

self as a theocratic lord . His notion of himself was not that he was a mere suc
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cessor of Constantine or Augustus Cæsar, but of David or Solomon-the head of a

vast theocracy. To the pope, Leo III. , he made this declaration of their mutual

relations : “ It is my bounden duty, by the help of the divine compassion, every

where to defend outwardly by arms the holy Church of Christ against every attack

of the heathen and every devastation caused by unbelievers; and inwardly to

defend it by the recognition of the general faith. But it is your duty, Holy

Father, to raise your hands to God , as Moses did , and to support my military service

by your prayers. Leo III. accepted this declaration with the utmost complaisance.

Charles the Great surrounded himself with learned men . Alcuin of England

was his advisor in all literary and educational matters. Guizot calls Alcuin the

" intellectual prime-minister of Charlesthe Great. ”

The final and complete cementing of papal and imperial interests took place

under Charles the Great. In the midst of the magnificent Christmas festivities of

the year 800 in the city of Rome, Leo III. advanced towards Charles and placed

upon his head a golden crown with these words: “ Life and victory to Charles

Augustus, crowned by God the great and pacific emperor ! ” As compensation for

this important papal service Charles enlarged the papal territory which had been

first given by his father Pepin , and placed the papacy itself, as a temporal sover

eignta', on a plan entirely new to history.

Charles' successors were a group of steadily dissolving lights. The extinction of

the Carolingians in 987 was simultaneous with the complete ascendency of the

papacy. ( 1 ) By the time the last descendants of the great Charles were spending

their closing days as mere weak functionaries in the palace of Laon, the Church had

become proprietor of more than all its old prerogatives, and was holding its new ter

ritory witha grasp which relaxed only when its arm was stretched for more.

16. THE MEDIAEVAL CHURCH. Pepin the Short , in A.D. 752, assumed the royal

title with the royal power which he had long pos

( 1 ) The Beginnings of the Temporal Power sessed. The Longobard Aistulf had in

of the Papacy:-From bequests and presents of A.D. 751 conquered Ravenna and the cities con
ancient times the Roman chair succeeded to an nected with it. Pope Stephen II . sought help

immense landed property , Patrimonium S. Petri, anew of the Frankish king and supported his

which afforded it the means of greatly assuaging petition by forwarding an autograph letter of the
the distress of the inhabitants of Italy duringthe Apostle Peter, in which he exhorted the king of

disturbances of the migrations of the peoples. the Franks as his adopted son under peril of all

There was naturally then no word of the exercise the pains of hell to save Rome and the Roman

of sovereign rights . From the time of the restora. church . He himself at Pepin's invitation went to

76,7 ) France. At Ponthion , where, in A.D. 754 , the

the political importance of the pope grew im
mensely ; its continued existence was often depen. restore to Rome her former possessions and to

dent on the good will of the pope for whom give protection against further inroads of the

generally indeed the idea of becoming the court Longobards ; while the pope imparted to the king

patriarch of a Longobard -Roman emperor was not and his two sons Charles and Carloman the kingly

an enticing one. But the pope could not prevent anointing in the church of St. Dionysius or Denis

the Longobard power from gaining ground in in Paris . At Quiersy then Pepin took counsel

the north as well as in thesouth of the peninsula. with his sons and the nobles of his kingdom about

An important increase of influence , power and the fulfilling of his promise , bound the Longobard

prestige was brought to the papal chair under king by oath in the year following after a success

Gregory II . , A.D. 715-731 , through the rebellions ful campaign to surrender the cities, properties

in northern and central Italy occasioned by the and privileges claimed by the pope , and assigned

Byzantine iconoclastic disputes. Rome was in this these in A.D. 755 as a present to St. Peter as their

way raised to a kind ofpolitical suzerainty not possessor from that time forth . But scarcely had
only over the Roman duchy but also over the rest he retired with his army when Aistulf not only

of the exarchate in the north-Ravenna and the refused all and any surrender, but broke in anew

neighboring cities together with Venice ( $ 66 , 1 ) . upon Roman territory, robbing and laying waste

Gregory III. , A.D. 731-741, hard pressed by Luit- on everyside. By a second campaign, however,
prand the Longobard , thrice (A.D. 739, 740 ) in A.D. 756 , Pepin compelled him actually to

applied for help to the Frank Charles Martel, deliver over the required cities in theprovinces of

who, closely bound in friendship with Luitprand, Rome and Ravenna the key ofwhich he deposited

his ally against the Saracens , sent some clerics to with a deed of gift, no longer extant , on the grave

Italy to secure a peaceful arrangement. Gregory's of St. Peter ; while the pope , transferring to Pepin

successor Zacharias, A.D. 741-752, sanctioned by the honorary title of Exarch of Ravenna, decor
his apostolic judgment the setting aside of the ated him with the insignia of a Roman patrician.

Merovingian sham king Childeric III., whereupon -Kurtz , “ Church History,” Vol. I, pp . 484, 485 .
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17. THE CRUSADES A.D. 1096-1270.

The origin of the Crusades is to be found in the occupation of Palestine by its
Mohammedan conquerors. The pilgrims from Europe cherished the warmest

attachment to the sacred places . The Mohammedans not only occupied them , but

persecuted the pilgrims . The sanctuaries were profaned, and the venerated patri

archs were thrown into prison .

Christian merchants from Pisa,

Amalfi , Genoa and other rich

Italian ports were fortunate if

they escaped with their lives.

The evil reports came back to

Europe, and then began a series

of military expeditions against

the Mohammedans. These were

called Crusades because of the

cross (crux ) worn by the warriors.

Pope Gregory VII. was the

first, it is believed, who conceived

the idea of sending from Europe

an armed expedition , not only to
Church of the Holy Sepulchre, Jerusalem .

punish the Mohammedan rulers,

but to occupy and rule the coun

try. His successors, Victor VIII. and Urban II. , indulged the same strong hope.

All that was wanting were popular leaders who would fire the heart of Christian

Europe. These appeared in Walter the Penniless and Peter the Hermit. The

latter had been a soldier under the counts of Boulogne, but forsook his military

career, made a journey to Palestine , and saw the indignities suffered by the pilgrims.

He returned to Europe, traveled through Italy and France, and aroused the

people to a frenzy of indignation against the Moslems. He was a dwarf, wore

neither shoes nor hat, and rode an ass. His appeals were irresistible. Multi

tudes regarded him as the representative of a holy cause, and through him 40,000

men joined the first Crusade.

The varied fortunes of the Crusaders furnish a striking picture . The best blood

of Europe was boiling in sympathy with Christians intheir aspirations to kneel
beside the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem and rule over the land in which Jesus had

lived . Six different armies constituted the first Crusade. They numbered six

hundred thousand people, who were led by Godfrey, Hugh the Great, Tancred ,

Raymond of Toulouse,and Robert of Normandy. This Crusade, begun in 1096,

resulted in the capture of Jerusalem within two years, and in making Godfrey of

Bouillon king of the sacred city .

In the next Crusade St. Bernard was the Apostle. Louis VII. of France and

Conrad III. of Germany led one million two hundred thousand men against the

Saracens. The great object was to reduce Damascus, as a support to the kingdom

of Jerusalem. It was a failure, and only the mere fragments of the armies reached

Europe again . Saladin, the great Mohammedan chief, conquered Jerusalem in

1187, and this was the signal for the third Crusade to rescue the Holy City and the

entire country. Germany under Frederic Barbarossa, France under Philip Augus

tus, and England under Richard Cæur de Lion united their forces. Through

division among the leaders this also failed.

The fourth Crusade led by the Knights of St. John , and the fifth inspired by the

authority of Pope Innocent III . and the fervor of Fulk of Neuilly, but afterward

diverted by the Venetian doge Dandolo to the conquest of Zara and the establish

ment of the Latin empire of Constantinople, also ended in disaster.
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The sixth Crusade ( 1228) under the direction and through the diplomacy of
Frederick II . of Germany proved a success . Palestine was ceded to the emperor,

and became a Christian land ; but was lost during the seventh , which followed in

1248, under the leadership of Louis IX . of France. The eighth and last Crusade

(1270) was also under the guidance of Louis IX . of France . It proved the final

failure of the series. Europe was exhausted and the cause was lost.

The Crusades seem to have saved France, Central Germany, Scandinavia and

even Britain from the hand of the Saracen. All of Central and Western Europe

had been torn up by a feudal and predatory system . The Crusades broke up this

system and bound the people together by a common law. (1) When the last

Crusader came home from Palestine he found himself a member of a broad common

wealth and not the head of a clan. The cruelty of rulers was arrested . The voice

of the people was heard for the first time, and kings learned that there was a limit

to their authority . Commerce took larger and freer shape. The far Eastern

countries were brought into close relationship with the Western.

17. THE CRUSADES. citizens of the great towns ; that this alliance

broke up the feudal system , gradually abolished
( 1 ) The Sequel of the Religious Wars. The serfdom , and substituted the authority of a com

crusades had come to an end. The embers smoul
mon law for the arbitrary will of chiefs who for

dered on ; but it was to the last degree unlikely real or supposed affronts rush to the arbitrament

that they would be rekindled . The great military of private war. Worthless in themselves, and

orders withdrew to seek a field for their energies wholly useless as means for founding any per

elsewhere ; the Teutonic knights to the dreary manent dominion in Palestine or elsewhere, these

regions of Lithuania and Poland - the knights of enterprises have affected the commonwealths of

the Hospital first to Cyprus, then to Rhodes Europe in ways of which the promoters never

where, after many a hard fight with Greeks and

Saracens, they achieved the conquest of the whole

island and settled down to repose in their earthly

paradise. The dream of returning to Palestine

still haunted the mind of Edward I., who by his

will left 30,0001. for the equipment and mainte

nance of the knights who were to bear his heart

to the Holy Land ; but probablythe last reflection

of the old fire is seen in the words by which Henry

V. in his dying moments asserted the bounden

duty of princes to build the walls of Jerusalem ,

and declared that, had he been spared for a longer

life, or had he lived in quieter times, he would

have undertaken this task of restoration . Even

now , perhaps, the task was one of no insuperable

difficulty. Itspracticability had been shown more

than once by its accomplishment; but it was one

which must be taken in hand in the spirit of that

wise and tolerant statesmanship which seeks to

further the interests of the subject population , and

to make one people of the conquerorsand the con

quered . This idea was, as we have seen , deliber
ately rejected by the first crusaders, and , with the

single exception of the emperor Henry at Con.

stantinople , by all who followed them . There is

no reason to suppose that the English Henry V.

would have been animated by a wiser spirit and

a larger charity than the companions of Godfrey
and Tancred.

But as the motives which led to the crusades

were complex , so their results were complex also.
Strasbourg Cathedral , 11-15th Century.

The Picture must not be presented only in its

darker aspects. We have seen the effect which dreamed. They left a wider gulf between the

they produced on the growth of the temporal Greek and the Latin churches, between the sub

power of the popes. We must not forget that by jects of the Eastern empire and the nations of

rolling back the tide of Mahommedan conquest Western Europe ; but by the mere fact of throw

from Constantinople for upwards of four centuries ing East and West together they led gradually to

they probably saved Europe from horrors , the re- that interchange ofthought and thatawakening

cital of which might even now make onr ears of the human intellect to which we ove all that

tingle ; that by weakening the resources and the distinguishes our modern civilization from the re

power of the barons they strengthened the ligious and political systems of the middle ages.-

authority of the kings acting in alliance with the G. W. Cox , “ The Crusades, ” pp. 219-24.
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18. THE EASTERN AND THE WESTERN CHURCH.

org

Many things early contributed to give pre-eminence to the bishop of Rome.

The Church at Roine was firm in the midst of many heresies. After the overthrow

of Jerusalem it was believed to be the oldest apostolic Church . In the giving of

alms, in missionary zeal and in devotional purity, the Roman Christians hadno

superiors. The certain residence of Paul in Rome, and the already growing

impression of Peter's sojourn there, were important apostolical associations which

clothed the Roman society with great sanctity. By the middle of the second

century there was frequent mention of the primacy of Rome. So soon as this

intimation was expressed strong words were spoken against it.

The resisting force lay in the Eastern Church, where Antioch was leader. But

there was little cohesion in the East. It was regarded as provincial, while in

spiritual affairs Rome came constantly into more prominent leadership. The pro

tests from the East after a time

received little or no attention .

When Firmilian , the bishop of

Cappadocian Cæsarea, dared to

charge Stephen of Rome with

boasting of episcopal superiority

he was laughed at in the West

ern metropolis.

WhenConstantine made the

obscure Byzantium, thereafter

called Constantinople) which

had been subordinate to Her

aclea, the capital of Thrace, his

vast capital and the center of

Constantinople from the Tower of Galata. imperial authority, much ad

vantage to the Church was ex

pected. But when he passed away, there was little purity left. The palace became

a nest of intrigue and revolution . But the Roman Church life had the equipoise of

power. It had neither the wish nor the talent for theological invention .

The divisions of the Eastern empire, the decline of moral life, the universal

spread of controversy, and particularly the pre-eminent ability of several of the

bishops of Rome, were calculated to advance the claims of that patriarchate above

all others. Gregory the Great devoted himself to the purification of the life of the

Church and the enforcement of monastic discipline. He was especially active in

his encouragement of missions. Under him the authority of the Roman bishop

advanced far beyond its former dimensions. He created the papacy of history. He

preserved amicable relations with the emperor, and yet held firmly to his ecclesias

tical independence.

From the middle of the eleventh century to the thirteenth the papacy grew into

enormous proportions. There never floated before the mind of Julius Cæsar or Tra

jan a larger empire than that to which Gregory VII. (Hildebrand) and other occu
pants of the Roman see aspired .

The doctrinal divergence between the East and the West was first perceptible in

the different teaching on the divinity of the Holy Ghost. The Council of Con

stantinople decided in 381 that the Holy Ghost is equal in essence with the Son ,

and that both are consubstantial with the Father. The Western teaching, guided

chiefly through the clear and logical intellect of Augustine, held that the Holy

Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son . In 589 the Toledo Council, in

accordance with this view, added to the symbol of Constantinople the term Filioque

— " and from the Son ."
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The Eastern Church held that the patriarch of Constantinople was equal in rank

to the Roman bishop. At Rome this claim was indignantly rejected.

The complete schism took place in 1054. Constantine Monachus, the Byzan

tine emperor, having in view a war, applied to the Roman pope for friendly support.

This overture awakened the wrath of Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Constanti

nople, and of Leo of Achrida, metropolitan of Bulgaria. They wrote a letter to the

bishops of the Latin Church, charging it with grave doctrinal errors and urging it
to renounce them . This letter reached Pope Leo IX. He was intensely excited,

and bitter letters passed between Rome and Constantinople. The pope sent three
delegates to the latter city. But only a fiercer animosity ensued . The signal of

an open and final rupture wasgiven by the issuing of a public excommunication of

the patriarch by the legates, in the Church of St. Sophia, and their withdrawal to
Rome. ( 1 )

During the Crusades, which united all Christendom in their chief purpose, and

until the middle of the fifteenth century, strong but futile attempts were made

to restore the unity of the East and the West. But when the Byzantine empire

went down in 1453 all serious and general efforts for union ceased.

18. THE EASTERN AND THE WESTERN

CHURCH.

(1) The Causes of Separation . — Church

history, like the world's history, moves with the

sun from East to West. In the first six centuries

the Eastern or Greek church represented the main
current of life and progress. In the middle ages

the Latin church chiefly assumed the task of

christianizing and civilizing the new races which
came upon the stage. TheGreek church has had

po Middle Ages in the usual sense, and therefore

no Reformation. She planted Christianity among

the Slavonic races, but they were isolated from the

progress of European history, and have not mate

rially affected either the doctrive or polity or

cultus of the church . Their conversion was an

external expansion, not an internal development .

The principal sees of the East were directly

founded by the apostles - with the exception of

Constantinople-and had even a clearer 'title to

apostolic succession and inheritance than Rome.

The Greek church took the lead in theology down

to the sixth or seventh century , and the Latin

gratefully learned from her. All the cecumenical
Councils were held on the soil of the Byzantine

empire in ornear Constantinople, and carried on

in the Greek language. The great doctrinal con

troversies on the holy Trinity and Christology

were fought out in the East , yet not without the

powerful aid of the more steady and practical
West.

And here we approach the secret of the ulti

mate separation and incurable antagonism of the

churches. It is due chiefly to three causes : The

first cause is the politico -ecclesiastical rivalry of

the patriarch of Constantinople backed by the
Byzantine empire , and the bishop of Rome in con

nection with the new Germanempire. The second

cause is the growing centralization and overbear

ing conduct of the Latin church in and through

the papacy. The third cause is the stationary

characterof the Greek and the progressive char.

acter of the Latin church during the middle ages .

The Greek church boasts of theimaginary perfec

tion of her creed. She still produced considerable

scholars and divines, as Maximus, John of Damas

cus , Photius, Ecumenius, and Theophylact, but

they mostly confined themselves to the work of

epitomizing and systematizing the traditional the

ology of the Greek fathers, and produced no new

ideas, as if all wisdom began and ended with the old

æcumenical Councils . She took no interest in the

important anthropological and soteriological con

troversies which agitated the Latin church in the

age of St. Augustin, and she continued to occupy

the indefinite position of the first centuries on the

doctrines of sin and grace . On the other hand she

was much distracted and weakened by barren

metaphysical controversies on the abstrusest ques.

tions of theology and christology ; and these quar

rels facilitated the rapid progress of Islâm , which

conquered the lands of the Bible and pressed hard

on Constantinople . When the Greek church be

came stationary, the Latin church began to develop

her greatest energy ; she became the fruitful

mother of new and vigorous nations of the North

and West of Europe, produced scholastic and

mystic theology and a new order of civilization ,

built magnificent cathedrals, discovered a new

Continent, invented the art of printing, and with

the revival of learning prepared theway for a new

era in the history of the world . Thus the Latin

daughter outgrew the Greek mother, and is

numerically twice as strong , without counting the
Protestant secession . At the same time the

Eastern church still may look forward to a new

future among the Slavonic races which she has

christianized. What she needs is a revival of the

spirit and power of primitive Christianity .

When once the two churches were alienated in

spirit and engaged in an unchristian race for su

premacy, all the little doctrinal and ritualistic dif

ferences which had existed long before, assumed

an undue weight , and were branded as heresies

and crimes. The bishop of Rome sees in the Patri

arch of Constantinople an ecclesiastical upstart

who owed his power to political influence, not to

apostolic origin . The Eastern patriarchs look

upon the Pope as an anti -christian usurper and as

the first Protestant. They stigmatize the papal

supremacy as “ the chief heresy ofthe latter days,

which flourishes now as its predecessor, Arianism ,

flourished in former days , and which like it , will

in like manner be cast down and vanish away .” —

Schaff, “ History of the Christian Church," Vol.

IV , pp. 309-12.
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. THE APOSTOLIC CHURCH.—Organization , Practical life, Missionary movement, Peter , Paul ,

John, James.

14. THE PATRISTIC CHURCH . - Greek , Socrates, Plato , Romans, Persecutions.

15. CHRISTIANITY AND THE ROMAN EMPIRE . - Constantine, The labarum , Edict of toleration ,

Pontifex Maximus, Bondage, Julian , Roman centralization .

16. THE MEDIÆVAL CHURCH . — Transition , New nations, Classical culture , Self -purification,

Papal supremacy , Charlemagne and Leo III . , Papal territory.

17. THECRUSADES . - Cause, Gregory VII., Peter the Hermit,Godfrey of Bouillon , Damascus and

Saladin , Richard the Lionhearted, The doge Dandolo, Sixth, seventh and eighth crusades,

Results in politics and other forms of culture .

18. THE EASTERN AND THE WESTERN CHURCH . — The merits of the church at Rome, Antioch

and Constantinople, Gregory the Great , Hildebrand , Filioque, Patriarch and Pope.
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Miracle Play at Coventry.

QUESTIONS.

13. Describe the organization of the Church. What distinguished the practical life of the early

Christians ? Whateffortwasmade for others ? Characterize the apostles Peter, Paul, and John.
14. Describe the religious philosophy of the Greeks. What was the religious condition of Rome ?

How did Roman Law regard Christianity . What was the result ?
15: Describe the conversion of Constantine. Name his special acts in favor of the Church . What

churchly functions did Constantine assume ? What resulted from the union of Church and State ? Whal

part did Gregory the Great play ?
16. What was the office ofthe Mediæval Church ? How did Charlemagne regard himself ? What

happened 800 A.D. in Rome ?

17 . What caused the crusades ? Sketch their varying fortunes. State the results in politics, com

merce , and learning.

18. Name the sources of Rome'ssuperiority. State why Antioch and Constantinople failed to equal

Rome. What did Gregory the Great accomplish ? Explain the doctrinal divergence of the Eastern

from the Western Church . When was the schism completed ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Causes of the spread of Christianity.

2. Early Christian martyrs.

3. The mutual influences of Church and State.

4. The effect upon the Roman Church of territorial possessions.

5. The influence of warfare upon other culture- forms.
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19. MEDIÆVAL MISSIONS IN EUROPE.

The spread of Christianity continued steadily. Columban and Gallus from

Britain were the pioneers in evangelizing the Germans, and were followed by Willi

brod the Anglo -Saxon and Winfried of Rome. Winfried, or as he is better known

under his Latin name Boniface, was the great apostle of Germany, where he organ

ized the Church about the middle of the eighth century. He was martyred among

the Frisians.

From the centers in Germany and France, from Ireland, the “ Holy Isle," and

from England , missionaries coöperated in founding missions among the heathen

dwelling in the remoter parts of Europe. The monasteries kept up a close brother

Monks went out from them , threaded the forests and climbed the mountains

of rude and barbarous peoples, and spent their lives amid all possible dangers, in

their endeavor to extend Christianity. Many of them fell by violent hands. Some

times the rulers were the first to accept the gospel , but often it ascended from the

poor and the lowly, step by step, until the

throne was reached and Christianity was

publicly proclaimed as the faith of the

State, ( 1 )

Harold, King of Jutland, was aided to

the throne of his fathers against his com

petitors by the Carolingian emperor, Louis

le Débonnaire. Harold and his queen were

then baptized in the cathedral of Mentz in

826, and ever afterwards befriended the

gospel. Anskar, a monk of Corbey, accom

panied them back to Denmark, with a view

to organize the Church in that country.

A rebellion was excited against Harold,

and lie was obliged to flee from the country.

Anskar was also driven out , but rather
Augustinian Convent at Wittenberg.

than give up his missionary work he

turned his eyes toward the still more savage Sweden and determined to plant mis

sions there.

In 831 Anskar, with Witmar, his brother monk , proceeded to Sweden with gifts

for the king of the country , While on their voyagethey were attacked by pirates,

lost all their possessions and barely escaped with their lives. They reached Birka

on the Malar Lake; the king welcomed them , and in a short time his counsellor,

Herigar, became a Christian convert.

Anskar went to Rome, was consecrated an archbishop, and departed to preach

the gospel to the northern nations. He made a second visit to Sweden in 855. He

died in 865, but before his death saw Christianity taking firm hold throughout

Scandinavia. He was one of the most beautiful characters of the whole mediæval

period.

The first positive accounts we have of the introduction of the gospel into Norway

is that it was carried thither by some seafaring youth. Olaf the Thick, king of

Norway, called St. Olaf, was the first to organize the Church on a permanent basis

in 1019.

The gospel reached Iceland from Norway, and during the tenth century was

fully established there by Olaf Trygvesen . From Iceland the gospel was carried to

Greenland. Even from these remote regions Rome was strenuous to gather gifts for

her treasury. The Greenland Christians paid their tithes to Rome in walrus teeth .

Cyril and Methodius, two Greek monks, were the first to introduce the gospel

among the Bulgarians and also among the Moravians. Cyril was a theologian and
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Methodius a painter, and the latter's picture of the Day of Judgment had as much

to do with the conversion of the people as the arguments of the former. They

made a Slavonic version of portions ofthe Scriptures. During this formative period

the Bulgarian Church had its relations with Rome.

The Russian princess Olga embraced Christianity in 955. Her son Swiatoslav

was proof against all her importunities to follow her example. Her grandson

Vladimir, however, accepted Christianity and caused churches to be organized and

the people to be instructed in the use of the Slavonic Scriptures and liturgy.

Poland received the gospel through Christian refugees from Moravia , when that

kingdom was broken up. Hungary first became acquainted with Christianity

through the instrumentality of certain of her princes while visiting Constantinople .

The wild tribes of the Wends between the Saale and the Oder, after an unsuccessful

attemptby Gottschalk in 1047 , were brought over to the Christian faith in 1168

when Absalon, bishop of Roeskilde , burned the last Wendic idol .

19. MEDIÆVAL MISSIONS IN EUROPE

Owes

( 1) The Character of Mediæval Missions.

The conversion of the new and savage races which

enter the theatre of history at the threshold of the

middle ages, was the great work of the Christian

church from the sixth to the tenth century. Al

ready in the second or third century , Christianity

was carried to the Gauls , the Britons and theGer

mans on the borders of the Rhine . But these were

sporadic efforts with transient results. The work

did not begin in earnest till the sixth century , and

thenit went vigorously forward to the tenth and

twelfth , though with many checks and tempo

rary relapses caused by civil wars and foreign in .

vasions.

The Christianization of the Kelts, Teutons, and

Slavonians was at the same time a process of civil

ization , and differed in this respect entirely from

the conversion of the Jews, Greeks, and Romans

in the preceding age . Christian missionaries laid

the foundation for the alphabet, literature , agricul.

ture , laws, and arts of the nations of Northern and

Western Europe, as they now do among the

heathen nations in Asia and Africa . “ The science

of language, says , a competent judge,

more than its first impulse to Christianity. The

pioneers of our science were those very apostles

who were commanded to go into all the world and

preach the gospel to every creature ; and their true

successors, themissionaries of the whole Christian

church . " The same may be said of every branch

of knowledge and art of peace. The missionaries,

in aiming at piety and the salvation of souls, inci

dentally promoted mental culture and temporal

prosperity. The feeling of brotherhood inspired

by Christianity broke down the partition walls
between race and race , and createda brotherhood

of nations.

The mediæval Christianization was a wholesale

conversion , or a conversion of nations under the

command oftheir leaders. It was carried on not only

by missionaries and by spiritual means, but also by

political influence ,alliances ofheathen princes with
Christian wives, and in some cases ( as the baptism

of the Saxons under Charlemagne) by military

force. It was a conversion not to the primary Chris

tianity of inspired apostles, as laid down in the New

Testament, but to the secondary Christianity of ec

clesiastical tradition , as taught by the fathers,

monks and popes. It was a baptism by water,

rather than by fire and the Holy Spirit. The pre

ceding instruction amounted to little or nothing;
even the baptismal formula, mechanically recited in

Latin , was scarcely understood. The rude barba

rians , owing to the weakness of their heathen re

ligion , readily submitted to the new religion; but

some tribes yielded only to the sword of the

conqueror.

This superficial, wholesale conversion to a nom

inal Christianity must be regarded in the light of

a national infant-baptism . It furnished the basis

for a long process of Christian education. The

barbarianswere children in knowledge, and had

to be treated like children . Christianity assumed

the form of a new law leading them , as a school

master, to the manhood of Christ.

The missionaries of the middle ages were nearly

all monks. They were generally men of limited

education and narrow views, but devoted zeal and

heroic self -denial . Accustomed to primitive sim

plicity of life, detached from all earthly ties,

trained to all sorts of privations, ready for any

amount of labor, and commanding attention and

veneration by their unusual habits, their celibacy,

fastings and constantdevotions, they were upon

the whole the best pioneers of Christianity and
civilization among the savage racaces of Northern

and Western Europe. The lives of these mission.

aries are surrounded by their biographers with

such a halo of legends and miracles,that it is al .

most impossible to sift fact from fiction. Many of

these miracles no doubt were products of fancyor

fraud ; but it would be rash to deny them all . The

samereason which made miracles necessary in the

first introduction of Christianity, may have de
manded them among barbarians before they were

capable ofappreciatingthe higher moral evidences.

-Schaff, " History of the Christian Church ," Vol.

IV ., pp. 17-19.

But the missionaries of the dark ages had to

visit wild woods and untilled fields, to teach rude

nations the alphabet , and to lay the foundation

for society , literature and art . Hence Christianity

assumed the character of a strong disciplinary

institution , a training school for nations in their

infancy, which had to be treated as children

Hence the legalistic , hierarchical , ritualistic and

romantic character of mediæval Catholicism . Yet

in proportion as the nations were trained in the

school of the church , they began to assert their

independence of the hierarchy and to develop a

national literature in their own language. - Ibid,

pp . 11-12 .
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20. THE REFORMATION. MARTIN LUTHER (A.D. 1517-1545) .

!

From the eighth century to the middle of the eleventh , the German people

became evangelized and gave full promise of their future large place in universal

Christian thought and life .

At the end of the Middle

Ages the Saxon and the

Latin Church confronted

each other. The Latin rep

resented the past ; the Saxon ,

the future and the perma

nent. The force which de

stroyed the old and strong

Roman conditions was ti

tanic. The Saxon hammer

was irresistible. The Ger

mans of the North were

kinsmen to the Saxons and

Angles of Britain . Wiclif

and Luther were from a com

mon cradle of Teutonic hon

esty and liberty .

Protestantism was an oak

of young and vigorous

growth in the first quarter

of the sixteenth century,

but its roots lay deep in the

soil of the twelfth and
Execution of Savonarola in Florence , 1498 .

the intervening centuries.

Among those whose work directly contributed to the Reformation are, in France :

Hugo ( 1097-1141) and Richard (died 1173) , both of St. Victor, Peter d' Ailly

( 1350-1425 ), John Charlier Gerson (1363-1429) and Nicholas Clémanges (1360

1440) ; in Germany, Master Eckart (died about 1328),

John Tauler ( 1290-1361) , and Henry Suso ( 1295-1365) ;

in the Netherlands, John Ruysbroek ( 1293-1381 ) and

John of Goch ( 1401-1475) ; in Bohemia, John Hus (1373

1415) and Jerome of Prague (died 1416 ); in England ,

John Wiclif (born about 1315) ; and, in Italy, Jerome

Savonarola (died 1498).

The Reformation had two characteristics — one na

tional , with all the individuality of race and land that

inight be expected ; the other cosmopolitan , having gen

eral fibre and color, always the same, whatever the

country or people, from Norway to the Alps, and from

Transylvania to the Bay of Biscay. The Reformation

has proved to be the chief turning-point in modern his

tory . It is that great religious and intellectual revolu

tion which marksthe boundary line between the Middle

Ages and the Modern Period .

The call for regeneration was deep and loud. Super

stition had become interwoven with the pure doctrine of the gospel . The morals

of the clergy, from the papacy down to the humblest monks, had become corrupt.

The highest ecclesiastical offices were reached by vicious means. The common

people were purposely kept in ignorance.

Martin Luther .
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Against these evils , ruinous at once to intellect and soul , the Reformers inade

their bold protest , and called upon the people to rally to their standard . Their aim

was, at first, a purification of the Church within itself and by its own servants . This

proved a total failure. The next step was to withdraw from the fold and establish

an independent confession and a separate ecclesiastical structure. This succeeded ;

and the result is that vast and aggressive sisterhood of Protestant Churches which

exists today in all the advanced countries of the world.

All the Teutonic nations had been ripening for the great ecclesiastical revolt, and

Central Germany now became the theatre for the Reformation . The popular

mind was so fully ready that the only great need now was a man of sufficient

courage, ability and singleness of purpose to become the representative of his genera

tion . Luther responded to the universal aspiration for a leader to guide surely and

safely into the new paths.

Martin Luther was born in Eisleben, Saxony, November 12 , 1483, and died in

the same place February 18 , 1546. His father was a miner of humble tastes and

scanty means. His mother used to carry on her back the wood necessary for the

comfort of the humble home. In this son were the calm judgment, the solid sense,

and the sturdy valor of the colder blood of the North . But with these was blended

the current of a gentle , cheerful and tuneful nature, a sympathetic and social feeling,

which stood him in good stead in his later struggles.

He was educated at Magdeburg, Eisenach , ( 1) and the University of Erfurt, and

in 1508 he entered upon his great career as a professor in the University of Witten

berg. On October 31, 1517, he nailed his Theses to the door of the Schlosskirche

of Wittenberg, and then began the storm which lasted until the day of his death . ( 2 )

MARTIN20. THETHE REFORMATION .

LUTHER.

( 1 ) Luther's Education.- Destined for the legal

profession, he pursued, at the University of Er

furt, the Nominalist logic and the classics , and

made a beginning in the study of Aristotle . He

was twenty years old and had taken the Bachelor's

degree when it happened that, while he was look

ing one dayat the books in the Erfurt library, he

casually took up a copy of the Latin Bible. It

was the first time in his life that he had ever taken

the sacred volume in his hands. Struck with sur

prise at the richness of its contents , compared

with the extracts which he had been wont to hear

in the Church services, he read it with eagerness

and intense delight. This hour was an epoch in

his existence. Deep religious anxieties that had

haunted him from childhood, moved him , two

years later , against the will of his father, to for

sake the legal profession and enter the Augustinian

convent , where he became a monkand a priest.

Fisher, “ The Reformation,” pp. 88-9.

( 2 ) Luther's Personality .-- Of Luther's appear

ance in 1519, when he met in disputation with Eck

at Leipzig , Mosellanus says : He was of medium

height. His face and whole body were as thin as

a skeleton, caused by long study and much care .

His voice wasclear. His address bore every mark

of great learning and acquaintance with the Bible.

His bearing was friendly and attractive. He was

full of vitality , and calm and joyous amid the

threats ofhis enemies, as one would be who under

takes great things with God's help. In contro

versy he was defiant and incisive , as a theologian

ought to be . " )

Luther's Greatness . - Concerning Luther's de

fense before the Diet of Worms in 1521 and his im

mortal words: “ Here I stand ; I cannot do other

wise. God help me! Amen !" Carlyle says: “ It

was the greatestmoment in the modern history of

meni. English Puritanism , England and its par

liaments , America's vast work these two centuries;

French Revolution , Europe and its work every ;

where at present: the germ of it all lay there ; had

Luther in that moment done otherwise, it had all

been otherwise !"

Luther's Prayer. – The wrestling prayers of

Luther breathe thevery spirit of faith, as in this

one offered just before he went into the presence

of this famous Diei : " Almighty, everlasting God ,

how terrible this world is ! How it would open

its jawsto devour me ! And how weak is my trust

in thee! O thou my God , help me against all the

wisdom of this world ! Do thou the work ; it is

thine, not mine. I have nothing to bring me here,

I have no controversy to maintain—not I- with

the great ones of the earth . I , too , would fain that

my days should glide along, happy and calm . But

the cause is thine . It is righteous; it is eternal.

O Lord , help me ! Thou that art faithful, thou

that art unchangeable ! It is not in any man I

trust. O God , my God , dost thou not hear me ?

Art thou dead ? No, thou art hiding thyself. O

Lord , my God , where art thou ? Come, come !

Thou hast chosen me for this work . I know it . 0 ,

then , arise and work ! Be thou on my side, for

the sake of thy beloved Son, Jesus Christ , who is

my defense, my shield , and my fortress . I am

ready - ready to forsake life for thy truth - patient

as a lamb. Though the world should be full of

demons; though mybody should be stretched on

the rack , cut into pieces, consumed to ashes, the

soul is thine. For this I have the assurance of thy

Word . Amen . O God , help thou me ! Amen."

(And then, as if in soliloquy) “ Amen , Amen

that means, Yes, Yes, this shall be done !"

6 .
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21 . THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND. (A.D. 1509-1603 .)

To England belongs the honor of having discovered the need of a universal

religious regeneration in Europe. The beginnings of reform centered in Wiclif, a

student and afterwards a professor in Oxford . His first position of hostility to the

prevailing doctrines was his denunciation of the mendicant monks, who went up

and down the land , extorting money from the people, and preaching against learn

ing and progress in every forin.forin. He became master of Canterbury Hall, the Christ

College of a later day. The pope issued a bill in 1370 to eject Wiclif, who replied

in a ringing tract . Edward III., the king, took up the cause of Wiclif, who was

appointed a royal chaplain and rec

tor of Lutterworth . Wiclif gained

a clearer view of the corruptions of

the Church and preached boldly

against them . Twice he was tried

and escaped, yet not without being

forbidden to preach and write. But

he continued to liurl anathemas

against willful pope and deluded

priests. He died a natural death

.at Lutterworth .

Wiclif's greatest service to the

Reformation was his translation of

the Bible into English.

While the people were fully

ready for religious revolt , the first

organized rupture with Rome caine

from the king, Henry VIII . Many

learned Protestants from the Con

tinent settled in Oxford and Cam

bridge, and conducted discussions

in favor of the Reformation . Among

them were Ochino, Peter Martyr,

Martin Bucer, Paul Fagius, and

Tremellius. But greatest of all the

men from abroad was Erasmus,

whose Greek New Testament found

a ready entrance into England .

Henry's grievance against Rome

was purely personal. He resolved

on a divorce from Catharine of Aragon and to marry Anne Boleyn. To this the

pope refused his consent . This brought the question to a crisis, and Henry broke

the ties which had hitherto bound him to the papacy.

John Colet(1466-1519)and Sir Thomas More (1480-1535)were of great influence

in bringing about the revolution in the popular mind. Thos. Cranmer, despite his

time-serving pliancy, was of all men of his time the most powerful in hastening the

English reform , and the publication of the Bible in the language of the people

was the most powerful single agency in the spreading the leaven through the

nation .

The young Edward , who succeeded Henry, was a Protestant, but he died early,

and was succeeded by Mary , a rigid Roman Catholic . Cranmer, Latimer and

Ridley were thrown into the Tower . Cranmer, in a moment of weakness, signed a

recantation , but soon withdrew it . He, with Latimer and Ridley, was burned at

the stake in 1556. A low estimate of the number of persons burned , places the

John Wiclit.
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martyrdoms at two hundred. The number would have been much greater had not

many leading Reformers fled to the Continent.

Elizabeth succeeded Mary in 1558. She at once recognized Protestantism as the

national faith, and Protestants were placed in charge of all the churches. Among

the exiles who now returned were the Puritanswho looked upon the elaborate cere

monial , the episcopacy, the use of robes, and the mild observance of the Sabbath as

wretched remnants of the evil times. They refused to observe the new order and

would establish one of their own in harmony with the example of the Genevan

Church. ( 1 ) Elizabeth took strong ground against the Puritans ; but despite all its

divisions English Protestantism became strong and permanent under Elizabeth .

Robert Brown , born about 1550, was a student at Cambridge. While there he

adopted and advocated Puritan views. His followers were alike firm in their hostil

ity to the Chrrch of England and the Church of Rome. They also opposed the

synodal and presbyterial government of the Presbyterians and were for that reason

called separatists or Independents. The Brownists were persecuted by ecclesias
tical courts. Unable to circulate their writings or hold public services, they filed

from England and organized a church in Amsterdam , and afterwards in Leyden.

In the latter place John Robinson was their pastor. They resolved on leaving

Holland and set sail for the New World. They landed at Plymouth, Massachusetts,

in 1620, and became the chief factor in the civil and religious development of the

colonies and the United States.

21. THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND .

( 1 ) Churchman and Puritan . - As we look back

to the beginnings of the Puritan controversy in the

reign of Edward and at the accession of Elizabeth ,

it seems plain that the questions were those on

which good andwise men among the Protestants

might differ. Half of the nation was Catholic .

The clergy were of such a character that out of ten

thousand not more than a few hundred chose to

leave their places rather than conform to the Prot

estant system of Edward. A great part of them

were extremely ignorant, and an equal number

preferred the Roman Catholic system to any other.

How can the people ever be won from popery, the

Puritans demanded, if no very perceptible change

is madein the modes of worship and in the apparel

of the ministry ? If the distinctive emblems and

badges of popery are left, how shall the people be

brought out of that system , and be led to give up

the whole theory of priestly mediation ? But the

state of things that moved one party to adopt this

conclusion, had an opposite effect upon the judg

ment of their opponents . Protestantism may fail

altogether, they argued, if it breaks too abruptly
with the traditional customs to which a great part

of the nation are attached . Better to retain what

ever is anywise compatible with the essentials of

Protestantism , and wean the people from their old

superstitions by a gentler process. Hold on to the

apparel and the ceremonies, but carefully instruct

the people as to their real significance. Thus the

true doctrine will be saved ; and, moreover, the re

ligious life of the nation will preserve, in a degree,

its continuity and connection with the past. The
tract of Lord Bacon on the “ Pacification of the

Church, ” which was written in the reign of the suc

cessor of Elizabeth , is a calm and moderate review

of the Puritan controversy , in which both parties

come in for about an equal share of censure. He

complains of the Puritans, among other things, for

insisting that there is one prescribed form of dis

cipline for all churches and for all time. He

asserts that there are “ the general rules ofgovern

ment: but for rites and ceremonies, and for the

particular hierarchies, policies, and disciplines of
churches, they be left at large.” Hecomplains of

" the partial affectation and imitation ,” by the

Puritans , " of the foreign churches." But in re

spect to many of the evils against which the Puri.

tans protested, such as non -residence, pluralities,

and the ignorance of the clergy , he is in sympathy

with them . He thinks that liberty should have

been granted in various things which were allowed

by the ruling party to be indifferent. He would

give up the required use of the ring in marriage;

would give liberty in respect to the surplice ; and

he would not exact subscriptions for rites and

cerenionies, as for articles of doctrine. At the

time when Bacon wrote, the opponents of the

Puritans were beginning to look with favor on a

theory which had not been held by them before

that the episcopal polity is necessary to the exist.

ence of a church . Thusthe Episcopalians, as well

as the Presbyterians, contended alike for the ex

clusive lawfulness of their respective systems.

The controversy of Churchman and Puritan is

not extinct; but, however opinions may differ in

regard to the English Reformation and the merits

of the principal actors in it , every one at the pres

ent day must rejoice that no tempest of icono

clasm ever swept over England . Whoever looks

on those

- " * Swelling hills and spacious plains,

Besprent from shore to shore with steeple -towers,"

can partake of a brilliant French writer's admira.

tion for “ that practical good sepse which has

effected revolutions without committing ravages;

which , while reforming in all directions, has de.

stroyed nothing; which haspreserved both its trees

and its constitution, which has lopped off the dead

branches without leveling the trunk ; which alone,

in our days, among all nations , is in the enjoymeut

not only of the present but the past . " - Fisher,

“ The Reformation ,” PP. 348-351.
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22. RESULTS OF THE REFORMATION.

The good fruits of the Reformation are many and widespread. ( 1 ) Hitherto but

little liberty had been granted to the common people. All the political convulsions

brought small return to them . The effect of the Reformation was to create in the

people a thirst for liberty and for a higher and purer citizenship.

Wherever the Reformation extended it made the masses more self-asserting.

Social respect and order were introduced and subjected to firm regulation. Nations

were taught a higher regard for each other's rights, and kings learned that their

subjects were no longer inere playthings or serfs. In some countries the aspiration

for independence took organized shape. The Reformation became the mother of

republics .

The Dutch Republic was born of the efforts of the Protestants of the Nether

lands to secure liberty of conscience. No thought of civil independence animated

the Dutch at the outset . They fought

simply for liberty of doctrine andworship.

But once in the current they were carried

on. They builded more wisely than they

knew, and so founded a nation whose com

merce covered every sea, whose discov

eries reached the antipodes, and whose

universities became the pride and won

der of Europe.

The American Union owes a large

measure of its genesis to the European vebuygouing Deus perecedeyeusod veas

struggle for reform . The Germans who atgod zgodnjasdemondyis mesmyebigo

hwng at god alle yings useau maa) hbörn :
came with Penn to this country were and unwoudeu höravasmaad noping petmig

strongly attached to the doctrines of Pat 19 as maedmaböm bashit ano pełykwas

Luther, and immediately began to build
perust ofwery, andist fiboner in derkyelho -cond

churches and establish schools in that
dezkaelis ayophenderpotat

interest . The Dutch who settled in New

York and the adjacent country brought

with them a fervent love of Protestantism, which had been the creative force

of their nation at home, and which their fathers had bought at the price of their

treasure and blood. The Swedes of New Jersey and Delaware were animated

by the same ardent spirit which had burned in their hearts in their ancestral

home. The Huguenots, who settled in many places along the coast from Massa

chusetts down to Georgia, found that safe asylum which was denied them at

home because of their fidelity to conscience. The Pilgrims, who came over in the

Mayflower and became the strongest nucleus in the development of our Northern

colonies, were fugitives from oppression in their native England. All these ele

ments, the finest wheat from the trampled harvest- fields of Europe, combined on

these shores and became a unit in this Western planting ofevangelical Christianity .

The promotion of learning was not the least benefit conferred upon the world by

the Reformation. Cultured men were its first advocates. The universities were

the cradles of Protestantism . The translation of the Scriptures had the effect to

formulate and solidify the languages as no other literary movement had been able

to do it. Wiclif's Bible preserved the Saxon tongue, and our Authorized Version ,

or King James' Bible , shows its constant dependence upon his translation . Luther

found German a mere conglomeration of rude and coarse dialects . In his transla

tion of the Bible he grouped the best and purest idioms and for the first time made

the German language a unit.

Universities took on new life and were multiplied as an immediate fruit of the

Reformation . The University of Leyden was the first creation of the new nation

Fac-simile of Text of Wiclif's Bible .
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wliich was born after the siege of that city was raised and the Spanish troops

left the land. During the centuries since the Reformation more than twenty

universities, three -fourths of which are Protestant, have been

founded in Germany alone. Holland has built

up in addition to the Univesity of Leyden five

other universities, all of which are the direct re

sults of her Protestantism . Not until now , and

only as a fruit of the Reformation, was the

gospel generally preached in the popular lang

uage. When the Reformation was once in pro

Zwingli , cofounder with gress the printing press was free. The study of

all the languages becamea new fascination which
Hugh Latimer , burned at

no edict could destroy. Public schools, though Oxford, 1555.

crude at first, were introduced in Germany, directly through

Luther's labors. The intermediate schools, between the primary and highest educa

tion , were soon established. The Gerinan gymnasium of our times owes its Teal

originto the period of the Reformation. Wherever the Reformation triumphed and

became a permanent force, the cause of education , good morals, and political liberty

advanced securely and rapidly .

Calvin of the Reformed

Church .

22. RESULTS OF THE REFORMATION. even when misdirected, have justly entitled them

to be called a great people. But this apparent er.

( 1 ) Fruits of the Reformation . What this im- ception, when examined , will be foundto confirm

pression is , maybe stated in the language of two the rule ; for in no country that is called Roman

modern English historians , who at least are warped Catholic has the Roman Catholic Church during

by no partisan attachment to the dogmatic system several generations, possessed so little authority as

of the Protestant churches. Macaulay, while con- in France.” Carlyle, in his quaint and vivid

ceding that the Church of Rome conferred great manner, thus writes of the peoples who threw off

benefitson society in the Middle Ages , by instruct. their allegiance to Rome,in contrast with those

ing the ignorant,by curbingthe passions of tyran- which rejected the Reformation : ... “ Austria was

nical civil rulers, and by affording protection to once full ofProtestants, but the hide-bound Flem

their subjects, places in strong contrast the influ . ish-Spanish Kaiser-element presiding over it , ob

ence of the Church of Rome during the last three stinately for two centuries, kept saying, 'No; we,

centuries, when she has been struggling to per. with our dull , obstinate, Cimburgis under-lip, and

petuate a sway which the developed intelligence lazy eyes, with our ponderous Austrian depth
of mankind had outgrown . “ The loveliest and of Habituality, and indolence of Intellect, we pre

most fertile provinces of Europe have, under her fer steady darkness to uncertain new Light ! ' and

rule , been sunk in poverty, in political servitude, all men may see where Austria now is. Spain

and in intellectual torpor, while Protestant coun- still more; poor Spain going about at this time,

tries , once proverbial for sterility and barbarism , making its pronunciamentos.' ” “ Italy too had

have been turned by skill and industry into gar- its Protestants ; but Italy killed them —managed to

dens, and can boast of a long list of heroesand extinguish Protestantism . Italy put up with prac.

statesmen , philosophers and poets. Whoever, tical lies of all kinds, and, shrugging its shoulders,

knowing what Italy and Scotland naturally are, preferred going into Dilettantism and the Fine

and what, four hundred years ago, they actually Arts. TheItalians, instead of the sacred service

were, shall now comparethe country round Rome of Fact andPerformance, did Music , Painting, and

with the country round Edinburgh,will be able to the like, till eventhat has become impossible for

form some judgment as to the tendency of Papal them ; and no noble nation , sunk from virtue to

domination. The descent of Spain , once the first virtù, ever offered such a spectacle before.” “ But

among monarchies, to the lowest depths of degra. sharpest-cut example is France, to which we con

dation ; the elevation of Holland , in spite of many stantly return for illustration . France, with its

natural disadvantages, to a position such as no keen intellect , saw the truth, and saw the falsity ,

commonwealth so small has ever reached , teach in those Protestant times, and , with its ardor of

the same lesson. Whoever passes in Germany generous impulse, was prone enough to adopt the

from a RomanCatholic to aProtestant principal- former. France was within a hair's -breadth ofbe.

ity , in Switzerland from a Roman Catholic to a coming actually Protestant ; but France saw good

Protestant canton , in Ireland from a Roman Catho- to massacre Protestantism , and end it in the night

lic to a Protestant county , finds that he has passed of St. Bartholomew , 1572." " The Genius of Fact

from a lower to ahigher grade ofcivilization . On and Veracity accordingly withdrew , was staved off,

the other side of the Atlantic the same law pre- got ept away for two hundred years. But the

vails . The Protestants of the United States have Writ of Summonshad been served ; Heaven's mes.

left far behind them the Roman Catholics of Mex. senger could not stay away forever; no, he returned

ico , Peru , and Brazil. The Roman Catholics of duly , with accounts run up, on compound in.

Lower Canada remain inert , while the whole con- terest , to the actual hour, in 1792 ; and then , at

tinent round them is in a ferment with Protestant last , there had to be a ' Protestantism ,' and we

activity and enterprise . The French have doubt. know of what kind that was. ” — Fisher, “ The

less shown an energy and an intelligence which , Reformation," pp . 510-513 .
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23. THE AMERICAN CHURCH--COLONIAL PERIOD (1492-1783).

Europe in the sixteenth century was in convulsion . The reformatory movements

reacted on the political life of all the central nations . Every land was divided into

factions. One class, receiving its inspiration from Rome, wished to continue the

old order, with the pope as practical sovereign . Another class, craving liberty and

an accommodation to the new order, was willing to break loose from the Roman see,

but desired to retain many of the Roman usages . A third class saw nothing but

antichrist in Rome, and found hope only in casting off every reminder of papal doc

trine and custom.

The transfer of the conflicts of Europe to America marked the new era. When

ever a colony came to America, it no sooner settled in its new habitat than it

revived, under broader conditions, the struggle

in which it had been engaged in the mother

country. The Cavalier of the Virginia Colony

surrendered none of his old attachment to the

Church of England. The Plymouth Pilgrim

( 1 ) was even more intense in his revolt against

both Romanisin and Protestant Episcopacy than

he had been when a Brownist at Scrooby , a par

ishioner of Robinson at Leyden , or a Pilgrim on

the Mayflower. In the New World were fought

out by contestants fewer in number and more

widely scattered the issues which had driven the

colonists to the Western wilds .

The religious motive was supreme in the

inind of all the best colonists. (2 ) To enjoy the

free exercise of conscience was the Pilgrim's

one passion , whose bright flame no distance from

native land , nor stormy seas, nor rigor of cliinate,

nor danger of death by savage hands, could

quench. Our first settlers came as Christians,

lived as Christians, and planted the religious

principle as the richest inheritance for their posterity. They brought the best aspi

rations of the Old World and determined to realize them in the New. (3 ) The hour

of American colonization was the fittest one in all modern times for the New World

to receive the best which the Old had to give.

The territorial distribution of the colonists was not less providential. The acqui

sitions of the Spanish knights and Jesuit fathers who accompanied them were con

fined to a doubtful settlement in Florida, to the great province of New Spain (Mexico ),

and to a strip of the Pacific coast . The French Roman Catholic explorers and the

Jesuit fathers were limited to Indian evangelization and an uncertain territory along

the St. Lawrence, the northern chain of lakes, and the Mississippi valley . The

great field of English colonization lay between these two. It is the temperate belt

of North America — the region which nature had fitted for the most aggressive mis

sion in Western civilization .

Spain now holds no foot of land on the North American continent. Louisiana

passed from her hands into French possession, and in 1803 the French sold it to the

United States. The French bade fair to own all Canada. The ownership was at

last reduced to the fortunes of one battle—that of Quebec.. The pivotal hour of all

American Church history was that in which the brave Montcalm met his fate at

the hands of the victorious but dying Wolfe, on the plains of Abraham , September

13, 1759.

This culmination of a long and bitter series of wars between France and Eng

Jonathan Edwards .
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The war

land made the English the possessors of that immense tract lying between the United

States and the polar seas and extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific .

with Mexico, closing in 1848, gave the United States the great State of Texas, with

its vast area of two hundred and seventy -five thousand square miles.

The fourth decade of the eighteenth century was marked by the “ Great Awak

ening " which began under the preaching of Jonathan Edwards at Northampton, (4)

and swept through all the colonies. A general spiritual decline marked the religious

life of the Colonial Church from about 1765 until the end of the century . The

absorbing topic was the struggle for national independence. All spiritual interests

languished . At no time in the history of the American Church was the condition

so serious.
It was a question, How would Christian people act with the boon of a

nation in their hands ? Until the beginning of the nineteenth century it was doubt.

ful whether the national independence would prove a spiritual blessing or a curse.

armor.

23. THE AMERICAN CHURCH - COL- in the valleys , and the grass was made to grow

upon the mountains. -Storrs, R.S., “ The Early
ONIAL PERIOD 1492-1783 . American Spirit,” p . 22.

( 1 ) The Plymouth: Pilgrim .-Had New Eng- (3 ) Greatness of the Pilgrims.-No fleets of

land been colonized immediately ou the discovery galleons brought them over. They came in coarse

of the American continent, the old English insti. clothing, not in raiment of velvet , or gilded

tutions would have been planted under the power They attracted little attention at the

ful influence of the Roman Catholic religion ; had time. They only seemed to themselves to be

the settlement been made under Elizabeth , it would doing a work which somehow had fallen to their

have been before activity of the popular mind in lot, and which must be done ; and that the century

religion had conducted to a corresponding activity which they represented would be more illustrious

of mind in politics . The Pilgrims were English- | by reason of their action , was certainly a thought

men , Protestants, exiles for religion , men disci- which never occurred to them . But they shared

plined by niisfortune, cultivated by opportunities of its life, if not its renown : they brought its vigor,

extensive observation, equal in rank as in rights, if not its wealth . Their small stockades, at James

and bound by no code, but that of religion or the town and Plymouth, at New Amsterdam and Fort

public will.-G. Bancroft, History of United Orange , were the points on our coast where that

States" ( Bost., 1856 ), Vol. I, p . 308. energetic and sovereign century, then passing

over Europe, set up itsbanners.-Ibid, p. 37.
(2) The Plymouth Colony .-The Plymouth

Colony was exceptional in its character. To a ( 4 ) The Great Awakening.–The crucial test

large extent, the later and wealthier Massachu. of the divineness of the workwas given when the

setts Colony was animated by sovereign religious people presented themselves before the Lord with

considerations; and so were those of Rhode Island à solemn act of thanksgiving for his great good .

and Connecticut. But they are certainly right who ness and his gracious presence in the town of

affirm that even these men , or many of them , Northampton , with publicly recorded vows to

showed a tough and persistent secular enterprise renounce their evil ways and put away their abomi

combining with their religious zeal . It was indeed nations from before his eyes . They solemnly

an indispensable element to the soundness of their promise thenceforth, in all dealings with their

character. It kept them from wide fanatical neighbor, to be governed by the rules of honesty,

It made them hardy, sagacious, inde- justice , and uprightness; not to overreach or

fatigable, inflexible in their hold on the fields and defraud him , noranywise to injure him , whether
thefreedoms which they had won . willfully or through want of care ; to regard oot

As compared with our more recent pioneers, only their own interest, but his ; particularly, to

who have peopled the territories, subdued the be faithful in the payment of just debts ; in the

mountains , and opened toward Asia the Golden case of past wrongs against any , never to rest till

Gate, the religious element was certainly more they have made full reparation; to refrain from

prominent in those who earliest came to this evil speaking, and from everything that feeds a

country. But even they were far from being blind spirit of bitterness ; to do nothing in a spirit of

to material advantages , and far enough from revenge ; nor to be led by private or partisan

being willing to live as idle enthusiasts . “ Give interest into any course hurtful to the interests of

me neither poverty nor riches, ” was their constant Christ's kingdom ; particularly , in public affairs,

prayer; with an emphasis upon “ poverty ." They not to allowambition or partizanship to lead them

meant to worship God according to their consci- counter to the interest of true religion. Those
ences; and woe be to him who should forbid ! who are young promise to allow themselves in no

But they meant, also, to get what of comfort and diversions that would hinder a devout spirit, and

enjoyment they could, and of physical possession , to avoid everything that tends to lasciviousness,

from the world in which they worshiped; and and which will not be approved by the infinitely

they felt themselves co -workers with God, when pure and holy eye of God. Finally, they conse

the orchard was planted , and the wild vine tamed; crate themselves watchfully to perform therelative

when the English fruits had been domesticated, duties of parents and children, husbands and

under the shadow of savage forests, and the maize wives, brothers and sisters , masters, mistresses ,

lifted its shining ranks upon the fields that had and servants.- Bacon, Leonard, “ Å History of

been barren ; when the wheat and rye were rooted American Christianity,” op. 158-159.

excesses,
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24. THE AMERICAN CHURGH--NATIONAL PERIOD. 1783-1898.

The Church had been a part of the colonial system. The citizen had been taxed

for the support of the Church, When the Revolution severed the civil bonds with

England, astrong tendency at once set in towards the separation of the Church from

all political government. The people began to insist on placing thesupport of the

Church, in all its departments, upon the voluntary judgment of its adherents. This

assertion of the voluntary principle in ecclesiastical support and government was

one of the most original of all the great phenomena of this initial stage of our
national life.

Virginia was the sceneof the first great movement to carry into practical effect

the voluntary principle. To the Baptists belongs the honor of being the herald .

Thomas Jefferson, who in religious matters was to all intents and purposes a French

man , has the honor of being one of the earliest

and most consistent advocates of religious free

dom.

The close connection of the colonies with

France during the Revolutionary War favored

the importation of the infidelity then rampant

in that country. ( 1 ) The churches were demor

alized and could offer no sufficient opposition.

The new infidelity spread like wildfire . Edition

after edition of the infidel publications of the
Old World were sold in America. French

thought became fashionable. Many public

men were smitten by the contagion .

The young men of the colleges were pecu

liarly susceptible to the baleful influence of the

rising star of unbelief. The man who did

more than any other, perhaps, to stay this tide

and bring the people back to saner thoughts

was Timothy Dwight, president of Yale College

from 1795 to his death, in 1817. From the day

that the young president faced his students, in Timothy Dwight.

fidelity has been a vanishing force in the his.

tory of the American people. This overthrow was mightily helped by the great

revival which visited the country at that critical time .

This revival of 1797-1803 had several important centers of operation. The

movement began almost simultaneously in widely separated regions and spread until

the intervening spaces were covered by its effects.

The colleges shared largely in its benefits. The reclaiming of the colleges from

infidelity to Christianity had an immense significance. Never since has religion

been at so low an ebb in these centers of intellectual life; and from these college

revivals have come some of the most earnest and successful Christian workers the

Church has ever known.

This revival also imparted a great impulse towards evangelization, especially in

the West, where the results are still appearing to the presenttime. ( 2) Other advan

tages to the Church grew out of that wonderful work of grace. The remnants of

the Half-way Covenant were swept away . Missions among the neglected at home,

the Indians and negroes, were revived and organized anew. The founding of Sun

day-school unions, Bible and Tract societies, and other benevolent institutions, sprang

out of the warm inspiration of this great spiritual ingathering.

The Roman Catholic preoccupation of the West and South gave abundant

promise of a permanent population of adherents to that communion . From the
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headwaters of the Mississippi down to the Gulf, and along the tributary rivers,

there had been settlements of the Jesuits, which preserved the Roman Catholic

spirit after the most of the missions had been broken up. The population was in

large part French, with a Spanish admixture, and the Roinan Catholic faith predom

inated everywhere.

The Protestant current westward did not take the shape of a religious movement.

It was simply the expansion of the solid and permanent population east of the Alle

ghenies. The great religious currents moved along the parallels of latitude west

ward with a steadiness and persistency which belong to the rarer spiritual phenomena
of modern times.

The moral significance of the Western and Southwestern occupation by the

Protestants of the United States is vast . We are too near the scene, and the time is

too recent, to comprehend the grandeur of the achievement. Centuries must elapse

before the transformation can be seen in all its meaning and proportions . Our

religious literature , the pulpit , our denominational treasuries, have all been enriched

beyond calculation by the contributions which the West has made with liberal hand

and sublime faith .

24. THE AMERICAN CHURCH .-NA- founding of churches and in maintaining the work

TIONAL PERIOD. of the gospel .

In the year 1803 the most important political

( 1 ) The Westward Movement. The two event since the adoption of the Constitution, the

decades from the close of the War of Independence purchase of Louisiana by President Jefferson,

include the period of the lowest ebb-tide of vitality
opened to the American church a new and im.

in the history of American Christianity. The spirit mense field for missionary activity. This vast ter

of half-belief or unbelief that prevailed on the ritory, stretching from the Mississippi westward

other side of the sea , both in the church and out of to the summits of the Rocky Mountains and nearly

it , was manifest also here . Happily the tide doubling the domain of the United States, was the

of foreign immigration at this time was stayed, last remainder of the great projected French

and the church had opportunity to gather strength Catholic empire that had fallen in 1763. Passed

for the immense task that was presently to be back and forth with the vicissitudes of European

devolved upon it. But thewestward movement of politics between French and Spanishmasters, it

our own population was now beginning to pour had made small progress in either civilization or

down the western slope of the Alleghanies into the Christianity. But the immense possibilities of it

great Mississippi basin . It was observed by the to the kingdoms of this world and to the kingdom

Methodist preachers that the members of their of heaven wereobvious to every intelligent mind.

societies who had , through fear, necessity, or -Bacon, “ A History of American Christianity,"

choice , moved into the back settlements and into pp . 219-221 .

new parts of the country , as soon as peace was ( 2 ) Value of the Revivals. — The widespread

settled and the way was open , solicited the preach- revivals of the first decade of the nineteenth cen.

ers to come among them, and so the work followed tury saved the church of Christ in America from

them to the west . In the years 1791-1810 occurred its low estate and girded it for stupendous tasks

the great movement of population from Virginia that were about to bedevolved on it. In the glow

to Kentucky and from Carolina to Tennessee. It of this renewed fervor, the churches of New Eng

was reckoned that one fourth of the Baptists of land successfully made the difficult transition

Virginia had removed to Kentucky, and yet they from establishment to self-support and to the costly

hardly leavened the lump of early frontier barbar- enterprises of aggressive evangelization into

ism . The Presbyterian Church, working in its which , in company with other churches to the

favorite methods, devised campaigns of home South and West, they were about to enter. The

missionary enterprise in its presbyteries and Christianity of the country was prepared and

synods, detailing pastors from their parishes for equipped to attend with equal pace the prodigious

temporary mission service in following the move- rush of population across the breadth of the Great

ment of the Scotch -Irish migration into the hill- Valley , and to give welcome to the invading host

country in which it seemed to find its congenial of immigrants which before the end of a half

habitat, and from which its powerful influences century was to effect its entrance into our territory

were to flow in all directions. The Congregation- at the rate of a thousand a day. It was to accom.

alists of New England in like manner followed modate itself to changing social conditions, as the

with Christian teaching and pastoral care their once agriculturalpopulation began to concentrate

sons moving westward to occupy the rich lands of itself in factory villages and commercial towns . It

western New York and of Ohio . The General was to carry on systematic campaigns of warfare

Association of the pastors of Connecticut , solicitous against instituted social wrong, such as the drink.

that the work of missions to the frontier should be ing usages of society , the savage code of dueling,

carried forward without loss of power through the public sanction of slavery. And it was to

division of forces, entered , in 1801, into the com- enter the “ effectual door ” which from the begin.

pact with the General Assembly of the Presby. ning of the century opened wider and wider to

terians known as the “ Plan of Union , " by which admit the gospel and the church to every nation

Christians of both polities might coöperate in the under heaven . - Bacon , Ibid , p. 244-45 .
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW.

19. MEDIÆVAL MISSIONS IN EUROPE . — Missions, Anskar, Denmark, Sweden , Norway, Iceland ,

Bulgaria, Moravia, Russia , Poland, Hungary.

20. THE REFORMATION. MARTIN LUTHER .

-Saxons and Latins, Turning point, Licen

tiousness, Ve'nality, Ignorance, Purification ,

Secession , Luther .

21. THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND. - Wy

cliffe; The Bible, Henry VIII . , Martyrdonis,

Puritans, Pilgrims to America.

22. RESULTS OF THE REFORMATION.

Mother of republics, The Germans, Dutch,

Swedes, Huguenots, and Pilgrims in America ,

Influence on literature ,education and preach

ing.

23. THE AMERICAN CHURCH COLONIAL

PERIOD.- Transfer of European conflicts to

America , The religious motive, Territorial

distribution, Political changes, The great

awakening .

24. THE AMERICAN CHURCH – NATIONAL

PERIOD. — Voluntarism , French infidelity,

Timothy Dwight, Revival , Missions, The

Westward movement.

QUESTIONS.

19. How were the remoter parts of Europe

evangelized ? Sketch the life of Anskar. How did

Methodius work ? How late were the Wends con
verted ?

20. What was the racial basis of the Reforma- Thomas Wolsey, Archbishop, Cardinal, and Prime Minister

tion ? Name some contributors to the Reformation. for Henry V. , of England .

What importance for history had the Reformation ?

What need forit was there ? Whatpartdid Luther play in it ?

21. Describe the work of Wyclif. What was his greatest service ? How did Erasmus contribute

to the Reformation ? What part did Henry VIII. play ? How did Cranmer influence reform ? What

three bishops were burned ? How many Protestants in
all were burned ? What did the Puritans desire ? How

did Elizabeth regard them ? Who were thc Brownists ?
Whither did they emigrate?

22. What influence upon politics had the Refor.

mation ? Sketch the rise of the Dutch Republic ? What

part did religion play in the colonization of America ?

How were languageand education influenced ? How

was the gospel now preached ? How was the press

affected ?

23. What conflicts marked religious life in Amer.
ica ? What was the supreme motive in colonization ?

What other motive must be recognized ? Describe the ter

ritorial distribution of Spaniards, French and English.

What influence upon subsequent history did this distribu

tion exercise ? Describe the revival and subsequent de

cline of the eighteenth century. How did its moral effects

appear in Northampton ?

24. Relate the rise of voluntarism . What State,

what denomination, and what person inaugurated the
movement ? Whence did infidelity spring ? How per

vasivedid it become? Who led the reactionfrom it? How

were the colleges influenced ? Name some results of the

revival. Discuss the Westward movement. How did

the Churches act ?

JEAN CALVIN
SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Mediæval Missions and their lessons for Modern

Missions.

John Calvin , Protestant Reformer, 1509-1564 . 2. The fate of the Latin peoples since the Reforma.
tion .

3. Influence ofthe Bible in the vernacular.

4. The relation ofProtestantism to education .

5. The rhythm of religious life .

6. The present condition of America.
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tion bis zum Beginn des, dreissigjährigen

Kriegs." 8 vols. Freiburg, 1887-1894.

Kurth , " LesOrigines de la Civilisation Moderne,"

2 vols . Paris, 1886 .

Lecoy de la Marche ; “ La France du IV. au VI.

Siècle ." Paris, 1893 .

Niehues, " Kaiserthum und Papsthum im Mittel

alter ," 2 vols. Münster, 1877-1877 .
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ation in England and Ireland,” A new edition , Smith and Wace, “ Dictionary of Christian Biog.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY .

FROM VARIOUS VIEW - POINTS.

While the modern conception of history demands fromwriters, among other things, adherence to

truth in preference to support of a principleor party, and while all the writers in this list respond to

that demand, one dare not suppose that they have entirely escaped the influence of their respective

religious view -points, which are therefore added in every case.

Creighton, (M.) “ History of the Papacy During Kurtz , (J. H. ) “ Church History." 3 vols. Last

the Period of the Reformation.” 5 vols . 1892. edition 1894. (Lutheran . )

( Anglican .) McGiffert, (A. C.) “ The Apostolic Age.” 1 vol.

Fisher, (G.P.) “ History of the Christian Church .” 1897. (Presbyterian.)

Last edition 1895. (Congregationalist . ) Robertson , ( J. C.) “History of the Christian

“ History of Christian Doctrine.” 1 vol . 1896 . Church . " 8 vols . 1876. (Anglican .)

Graetz, ( H. ) “ History of the Jews.” 5 vols . 1892. Schaff, ( P.) “ History of the Christian Church .”

(Jewish . ) 6 vols. Sec . ed . revised, 1892. (Presbyterian .)
Harnack, (A. ) “ Outlines of the History of Dogma." " The Creedsof Christendom. ' 3 vols. 1878.

1 vol . 1893. ( Lutheran . ) Sheldon, (H. C.) “ History of the Christian
“ History of Dogma.” Now appearing in Eng- Church ,” 5 vols. 1894. ( Methodist Episco

lish translation in several volumes. pal . )

Hurst , ( J. F. ) “ History of theChristian Church .” Zenas, (A.C. ) “Compendium of Church History."

2 vols . 1897. ( Methodist Episcopal . ) 1 vol. 1896. ( Presbyterian.)
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JAMES OTIS - By John CLARK RIDPATH , Author of " Ridpath's History of the
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SAMUEL ADAMS - By SAMUEL Fallows, D. D. , LL. D. , Ex-Supt. of

Instruction of Wis . , Ex - Pres . Ill. Wesleyan University.
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HENRY CLAY - By H. W. CALDWELL, A. M. , Ph . B. , Professor of American

History, University of Nebraska .

ABRAHAM LINCOLN — By Robert DICKINSON SHEPPARD, D. D. , Professor of

American and English Hist'y, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill .
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Etc. The Third Year to Ameri an Discoverers and Inventors, embracing Daniel Boone, David Crockett , Goorge

Rogers Clark , John C. Fremont, Robert Fulton , Eli Whitney , Samuel F. B. Morse, Cyrus Field, Thomas A.

Edison, Etc.

These courses are designed for Home Study; for Supplementary Reading in Schools ; for Reading Circles

and for Centers organized for historical and literary culture .

The Special Aim of this unique and interesting series of Character Studies is to foster among our

people , young and old , a deeper love of Country : to arouse and sustain a spirit of true patriotism ; to awaken

an enthusiastic interest in the field of American History and thus help them in the discharge of the import

ant duties of American citizenship .

It will be readily seen that while this series of Character Studies will be useful in the highest degree to

the young , it will be none the less attractive and beneficial to those of adult years .

Each number will be written in a popular style and will be supplemented by Anecdotes, Incidents and

and Personal Experiences, which will tend to show the character of the subject portrayed . At the end of each

number will be a complete Chronological Table of the events in which the subject took part. There will also

be an extensive list of questions for a Monthly Review , and Topics for Special Study.

This series of American Character Studies will be handsomely printed and fully illustrated . Each

number will contain from 80 to 128 pages. Price of the Entire Twelve Numbers of each series,

(over 1,000 pages in all) postage paid, is but $ 1.50 . The first number of the Statesmen Series,

on Thomas Jefferson , is now ready. Sample copy to any address , but Fifteen Cents. Send for copy.

Names of Authors a guarantee as to merit. Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION,

리

Association Building, CHICAGO,

O22
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Art Printers
We give Special
Attention to see

64 University Pl . , N. Y. Publishers' WorkThe Tudor Press Art Printers are

Skeen, Aitken & Co.

Printers

and

Publishers

50 Sheets of white kid - finish

ed writing paper with envelopes
to match , embossed in any color, with

any initial or two -letter monogram ,

Jike cuts, post paid .81.25 .

50 engraved visit.

ing cards with plate

for $ 1.25. Send 4 cents in stamps

for samples or postalnote with order.

Printing in all its branches. Our

embossed Programsare beautiful.

Estimates furnished free .

SCHULKINS & COMPANY,
Estimates

given on all

kinds

of work

328-334 Dearborn St.

Chicago

196 S. Clark St. , CHICADO.

'PHONE HARRISON 314.
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Walter Wellman has our boats for his Polar Expe .

dition . Just finished for him . Lieut. Sohwatka ex.

plored the Yukon with them . They are the perfect boat for

your summer outing. Light , handy and easy to pack away

for winter. No leaks like wooden boats ; stiff, fine sea

boats. Just what you want. Send stamp for Catalogue.

807 North Stroei , West , Kalamazoo, Mich.KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. ,
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No Experiment New Rugs
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from X

%
%
% 25 YEARS of Continued

Success in the

Manufacture of AT SMALL COST

Rugs
From

Old Carpets

Proves their Popularity with the

We make old carpet into handsome

American, Moorish , Reversible Rugs.

The newest and neatest thing in Floor

Covering.

USEFUL

DECORATIVEX

CHEAP

They will last a lifetime. Write for

particulars . Form clubs and save

freight charges.

Metropolitan Rug Works

155 S. WESTERN AVE ., * CHICAGO

Thousands of People Using Them

We have no Agents.

Write for particulars to the

Originators and Manufacturers ,

Olson Rug Co.,

375 W. Lake Street, CHICAGO .
N.B. - Special attention given if you mention

" PROGRESS ."
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COLUMBIAN DENTAL COLLEGE.
N. W. Corner State and Quincy Streets .

~ FACULTY .

Geo. T. Carpenter, M.D. , D.D. S. , Dean, Professor of Oscar Dodd , M.D. , Professor of Pathology and Anæs.

Oral Surgery and Stomatology . thesia.

Edgar J.Ward,D.D.S. , Secretary, Professor of Ortho- Frank N. Brown , D. D. S. , Professor of Prosthetic

dontia . Denistry.

Albert E. Morey , Ph.B. , D.D.S. , Professor of Operative J. A. McKinley , M. D., Professor of Anatomy and

Dentistry. Physiology.
S. Allen Wilson, A. M. , D.D.S .. Professor of Hygiene, John B Palmer, D.D.S. , Professor of Clinical Pros

Embryology and Care of Children's Teeth . thetic Denistry and Porcelain Dental Art.

Geo. W. Mills . Ph.G., D.D.S. , Professor of Chemistry G. S. Scheiber,n D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
and Metallurgy. and Director of Chemical Laboratory .

Elmer De Witt Brothers, B. S. , L. L.B. , Counsel, Pro- H. M. Merrell, Ph . O., M.D, Professor of Materia

fessor of Dental Jurisprudence. Medica and Therapeutic.

Wm . L. Ballenger, M. D., Professor of Histology and Frank H. Stafford , D.D.S., Professor of Oporative
Bacteriology. Technics.

DEMONSTRATORS .

C. M.Wesner, D.D.S ....Dem . Operative Dentistry. Charles Lund . Assistant Demonstrator,

J. C. Franka, D.D.S. Assistant Demonstrator. Frank M. Kindig , M.D .. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

C. M. Roberts, D.D.S .... Dem. Prosthetic Denistry . 0. Walter Gray ,D.D.S...Asst. to Chair of Orthodontia .

CLINICAL INSTRUCTORS .

John H. Young, D. D.S. , EdgarJ. Ward , D.D.S., Price Cheaney, M.D., D.D.S.,

J. Mary Metzger, D. D. S., c.n .Welch -Hoffman ,D.D.S., Joho B Palmer , D.D. S.,

Geo. T. Carpenter, M. D. , 1. A. Freeman , D.D.S., Rush Crissman , D.D.S.,

Frank H. Stafford , D.D. S., J. P. Upson , D. D. S. Dr. A. B. Clark.

PRELIMINARY COURSE : For one month prior to the regular opening of the College, a preliminary

course willbe held . This course is recommended to all who expect to attend

the regular session ; especially thosewho have had no regular experience in dentistry will find this course

greatly to their advantage. A fee of $ 20.00 will be charged for this course, which will be deducted from the

regular college fees for the ensuing year. Those who cannot take the entire preliminary course should come in
as early as possible.

REGULAR SESSION will commence September 28th and continue until April 5th , which will be immo
diately followed by a

PRACTITIONERS' COURSE , which willcontirue for 12 weeks (or till June 19th ) . A Practitioners'
Course is also given during the monih of September.

Women are admitted into this College on the same termswhich govern the admission of men .

For further information , address

DR. GEO. T. CARPENTER, Dean , 103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

KM
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DESIGNING ..FOR EVERY PURPOSE .

ENGRAVING ..BY EVERY PROCESS .

TEACHERS' SUMMER COURSE

OBTAINABLE

FREE !

By special arrangement made with one

of the foremost State Normal Colleges,

the publishers of

The Arena
Fra

nkl
in

ENGRAVING

AND ELECTROTYPING

341 to 351

Dearborn St.

CHICAGO

OUR facilities are the largest and

we are prepared to execute all

orders promptly and satisfactorily.

are enabled to offer, absolutely free a

Three Months ' Summer Course by Corres

ponáence , or a Special Preparatory Course

for Examinations , to any Teacher secur

ing Six Subscribers for The Arena. A

splendid opportunity for Teachers pre

paring for Fall Examinations. No new

text.books required , and no expense

whatever .

For full particulars and assistance see

current number of The Arena or write to

THE ARENA COMPANY,
**

Samples and Estimates Cheerfully Given . Boston, Mass.
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Three Cents a Day

WILL SECURE TO ANY TEACHER A

Professional Library , Our Business

which will be delivered now, and may be paid for is to furnish , in addition to our own 400 valuable

during the next eighteen months. The small saving books for teachers,

of Three Cents a day will nearly pay for our splendid
Teachers' Library ofSeventeen Volumes . Wehave Every Book on Education

just completed these five valuable Librarios : that is published . Many teachers send directly to

us when in need of any help for their work , as they

Kellogg's Teachers ' Library, 17 vol. know we can supply what thoy want.

Our large Descriptive Catalogue is invaluable
Reading Circle Library , 16 vol.

It is sent free .

Teachers ' Professional Library , 13 vol.

Teachers ' Manual Library , 25 vol.

School Entertainment Library , 17 vol, SEPTEMBER POSITIONS.

KELLOGG'S BUREAU has supplied hundreds
There is scarcely a teacher who cannot own one

of Teachers with good positions.
of these valuable libraries under the terms we offer .

All interested are invited to write us for details. Do you want a better position ? KEL

LOGG'S BUREAU will recommend you . Positions

Special. filled at $ 4,000 , down. Places for September,

We want an experienced agent for every county and 1898, coming in daily. H. S. KELLOGG , Mgr.

city in the United States. Write at once. 61 East 9th St., N. Y.

E. L. KELLOGG & CO ., Educational Publishers,

01 East Ninth Stroot, New York.
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5 Cents.-CLASSICS.-5 Cents.
The Children ought to bless the spirit that prompted the getting up of such books.

MASON S. STONE, State Supt. of Education , Vt.

1ST READER GRADE .
No. No.

No. 43. Story of Cooper. 41. Evangeline. ( Longfellow .)

2. Æsop's Fables .-1 . 44. Story of Fulton , 47. Rab and His Friends.

3. Æsop's Fables.--2. 45. Story of the Pilgrims. 50. Christmas Eve, Etc. ( Irving .)

11. Selections from Æsop . - 1. 46. Story of the Boston Tea Party. 4TH READER GRADE.

12. Selections from Æsop . - 2. 48. Story of Eli Whitney.

73. Story of the Buds. 60. Story of Edison .
5. Story of Macbeth.

74. What Annie Saw. 61. Story of Hawthorne. 19. The Deserted Village .(Goldsmith .)

62. Story of S. F. B. Morse.
37. Othello, Ete . (Lamb. )

2ND READER GRADE . 63. Story of Louisa M.Alcott 38. The Tempest, Etc. (Lamb.)

1. Grimm's Fairy Tales .-1. 64. Story of James Watt. 39. We Are Seven , Etc. (Wadsworth .)

4. Grimm's Fairy Tales . - 2. 68. Story of the Norsemen .
40. Ancient Mariner. ( Coleridge.)

7. Little Red Riding Hood . 69. Puss in Boots. 54. Pied Piper ofHamelin .( Browning)

8. Jack and the Beanstalk . 70. Story of Stevenson ,
55. John Gilpin , Etc. ( Cowper .)

9. Story of Bryant. 71. Story of Irving.
56. The Elegy, Etc. (Gray.)

13. Selections from Grimm . - 1 . 72. Story of Pocahontas. 65. Sir Roger De Coverley.

14. Selections from Grimm .-2. 66. Declaration of Independence.

20. Stories from Gardenand Field . I. SRD READER GRADE . 67. Thanatopsis and Other Poems.

21. Stories from Garden and Field.II. (Bryant. )

25. Story of Columbus. 15. Legend of Sleepy Hollow .( Irving.)
GTH READER GRADE .

26. Story of Israel Putnam . 16. Rip Van Winkle,Etc.(Irving:) 6. Lays of Ancient Rome.-1.

27. Story of William Penn . 17. Philip of Pokapoket, Etc.( Irving.) 10. Enoch Arden. (Tennyson .).
28. Story of Washington. 18. The Voyage, Etc. ( Irving .) 49. L'Allegro & Other Poems.(Milton .)

29, Story of Franklin. 22. Hawthorne'sGolden Touch . 51. As You Like It. . ( Shakespeare.)

30. Story of Webster. 23. Hawthorne'sThreeGoldenApples. 52. MerchantofVenice .( Shakespeare.)
31. Story of Lincoln . 24. Hawthorne's Miraculous Pitcher. 53. Henry the Eighth . ( Shakespeare.)
35. Story of Lowell. 32. King oftheGolden River. (Ruskiu .) 57. Lady of the Lake. ' Canto

36. Story of Tennyson . 33. The Chimæra. ( Hawthorne.) 58. Lady of the Lake. Canto II .

42. Story of Whittier. 34. Paradise ofChildren. (Hawthorne) 59. Lady of the Lake. Canto III.

Be Order by number. Each number contains about 32 pages of Choice Ilustrated Literature , bound in

strong manilla covers. Price 5 cents a copy : 60 cents a dozen , postpaid . On orders amounting to 50 cents or

less,please remit in one-cent stamps. Address Dept. B,

EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
69 FIFTH AVENUE , NEW YORK,

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS KINDLY MENTION " PROGRESS."
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...THIRD COURSE...

Political Economy, Political Science and Sociology.
SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS .

1 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Industrial Society. What is Society ! Evolation of Indastrial Society, The
Industrial Revolution , National Economy and World Economy, Porsonal Freedom ,. Competition and
Bargaining , Division of Labor and Exchange, Machinery and Industrial Evolution , Combinations of Capital

and Labor, etc. By RICHARD T. ELI ,Ph . D., LL, D., Prof. of Political Economy,and Director of the Scbool

of Economics, Political Science and History ,University of Wisconsin , Madison , Wis.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Relation of Political Scienceto History, Sociology and Political EconomyiThe

StateandtheNation, Meaning of the Word Nation , Family and State, Stato and Church ,Stateand Law ,

Power of Rulers, etc. By JEBBE MACY, M. A., LL .D.Prof. of Political Science , IowaColloge, Grinpoll, Iowa.

SOCIOLOGY - Origin and Growth of Sociology, SocialSciences and Social Interests,
Relationship of the

Sciences, Sociology and Ethics, Social Reform , etc. ByH. H. POWERS,Ph . D., Prof.Economic and sociolog .
Leland Stanford Jr. University, California .

COLLEGE SETTLEMENTSBY GRAHAM TAILOR , Ph. D., Prof. of Sociology, Chicago Theological

Seminary , Chicago , Ill.

$ POLITICAL ECONOMY - The Individual and Society, Economics and its Recent Origin Scope, Rolation
to Allied Scioncos, Production, Exchange, Prosent Views on Mothods, Economic Lawa, Utility of Economics,

etc.By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph. D., LL . D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - The ModernDemocratio Stato , The People, The Individual versustho State,

Forms of Democracycontrasted in the U.S., Switzerland,England ,etc. By JESBE MACY, ,A.,LL. D.

SOCIOLOUY - Social Evolution and Evolution inGeneral,CosmioEvolution, Competition and Combination.
By H. H. POWERS ,Ph.D.

COMMITTEELEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES - By L. G. MCCONACHIS, Ph . D.,
Author of " Congressional Committoes," oto ,

8 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Production, Wealth Produced , What is Wealthy Factors in Production , Land,

Labor, Capital, Monopolyin Production, etc.ByRICHARD T.ELY, Ph.D., LL. D.

POLITICALSCIENCE - Tho Despotic State and its Placo in History,Foundedon Force , Illustrations in
Germany,Russia , Turkey, etc. By JEBBE MACI, M. A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Natureand Functions of Association ,Association the Formation of Societies, Collective and

SocialMaterial,Progressive Organisation, Dissolution of Societies, oto . By H.H. POWERB ,Ph.D.

WOMEN'S WORK AND WAGES - ByKATHARINK COMAN,Prof. of History and Economics, Wellesley
College, Massachusetts .

4 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Production Continued, Kinds of Monopolies, Trasts , Transfers of Economie

Goods and Instruments of Exchango, Bupply and Demand, Money,NationalBimetallism and Universal

Money, etc. ByRICHARDT. Ely, Ph.D., LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Moral Basis of the State, TheFamily and Kinsfolk , The Tribe , Great National

Works . Industrial Co-operation , Religion, etc. By JESSB Macy M.A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - TheVital Function of Association, Individual Efficiency,Advantage of Organisation , Collective
Powers , Unity, etc. By H.H. POWERB , Ph. D.

WORKINGMEN'S INSURANCE - By WILLIAN F. WILLOUGHBY, Dopartment of Labor, Washington, D.C.

8 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Gold Monomotallism , Credit, Banks. Cloaring. Honses, Objects of Trade,

International Trade Protectionism , Reciprocity, Free Trado, Distribution of Wealth , etc. By RICHARD T.
ELY.Ph . D., LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Education in the DespoticState, Appeal toFear, Magic, Modicine, Superstition
Teachingby Authority, Erect upon Rulersandthe People , etc. By JESSEMACY ,Y. A.,LL .D.

BOCIOLOGY - Weaknessand Dangers of Association , etc. By H. H. POWERS, Ph . D.

STATISTICS - By E D. JONEA,Ph .D.,Prot, in Schoolof Economics, UniversityofWisconsin .

• POLITICAL ECONOMY - Distribution of Wealth , Fundamental Institutions, Private Property , Vested

Interests, Monopoly, Public Authority , Rent of Land, Interest,etc. ByRICHARD T. El),Ph.D.,LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Education suited to Free States, Greeks, Hebrews, The Reformation , The
Christian Church , etc. By JESSEMACI, U. A. LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association, General External Factors ,etc. By H.H. POWRR8, Ph. D.

Co., St. Louis , Mo.

7 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Distribution of Wealth , Salaries, Wages and Wages System , Labor Contracts,

Proits, Gain and Monopoly, IndividualFortunes , The Division of Products, Why Wagos should Constitute

a First Chargo, etc. By RICHARD T.ELY, Ph. D., LL. D.

POLITICALSCIENCR - ModernDemocracy an outgrowth of the New Education, The Appeal to Naton

against Authority , Self-Government and Self-Help in School and Stato, etc.ByJEBBEMACY, M.A., LL . D.

socioLOGY - Factors in Association , General Internal Factory, etc. ByH. H. POWERS,Ph. D.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNWENT - By John R. COMMONS, A.B.,A.M., Prof. of Sociology, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y.

8 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Consumption, Consumption and Capital, Formation, Consumption of Future
Products, Prodigality ,Avarico ,Luxury , Social Control,Possible Controlthrough Consumer, Public Finance,
Its Relation to Othor Branches of Knowledge,Governments, etc. ByRICHARDT. ELY, Ph.D.,LL.D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Jurisprudenco, AncientCodos, RomanLaw ,Civil Law , Common Law , Law of
Natives, etc. By JEBBE MACY, N. A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association, Religion as a Social Factor, etc. By H.H. POWERS, Ph. D.

DEMOCRACY INAUSTRALASIA - ByHon .W. P. REEVES, M.P.,Ex-Minister of Edncation , Ez -Min

istor of Labor ofNowZealand ;DowAgent-General of New Zealand at London , Eng.

» POLITICAL ECONOMY - Public Finance Continued, Public Economy, Public Expenditures, Economy of

Parsimony in Public Expenditures, Fees and Assessments, Taxes, etc.By RICHARD T. Ely , Ph.D.,LL.D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Relation of Law toLiberty , Courts as Agents of Tyranny, Corporations and

Courts, Peculiar Powers ofU.8. Courts, eto . ByJEBBEWACY ,M. A., LL.D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association ,Educationas a SocialFactor,etc..By H. H.POWERS ,Ph.D.
THEDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH - By CHARLES B.SPAHR ,Editor, " The Outlook , "New York.

10 POLITICAL ECONOMY_Public Revenues Continued, General Property Tax, Taxation of Railwaysand

Corporations, Income Tas, TaxationsofBeguestsand Inheritances, Single Tax,RevendeSystem of the U. 8.,

Tax Reform , Financial Machinery ofthe U. B.,etc. By RICHARD T.ELY,Ph. D., LL . D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - The Unity of Law , Last Words of Herbert Spencer, TheUniverse Bzista for

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association , Industry as a social Factor,VariousPhases,etc. By H.H. POWERS, Ph. D.

DIRECT LEGISLATION - By ELTWEED POWEROY, Editor, " Direct Legislation Record , " and Pres

National D. L. League, Newark, N, J.

11 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Evolation of Economio Ideas, Christianity MiddleAges,The Mercantilists,

Physiocrats, AdamSmith, John Stuart Mill, Optimists, TheGerman School, Austrian School, Economics in
England and the U. 8.,etc. By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph. D., LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Literature on the State , Bible, Plato , Aristotlo, Roman Law , Machiavelli, Locke,
Mill, Spencer, etc. By JEBBE MACY, M.A., LL.D.

SOCIOLOGY -- Social Control and Soll- Preservation , Social Control, etc. By A, H. POWERB, Ph. D.

THE ECONOMICS OF BARGAINING - By JOHN A. HOBSON , Locturer in Economics, Ozford

University, England ; Author of "The Physcology of Industry, " " Problems of Poverty , " etc.

1% POLITICAL ECONOMY - Outlookof Economics, Some Current Problems, Problems of the Farmer, of the

Wago Earner , Attempted Solutions, Labor Organizations, Profit Sharing and Co-operation, Factory Legie
lation , Socialism , Anarchy,Functions of the State, Insurance, etc. By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph.D.,LL . D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Sphere of the State . AdministrationofJustice, Education and Roligion. The
State as anIndustrialAgency, TheTrue State Aims at Universality, etc. By JESSE MACY, M. A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Social Control and Self-Preservation , The Unsocial Man, etc.ByH. H. POWERS, Ph. D.
ECONOMICS OF TRADES -UNIONISM - By F. S.BALDWIN , Ph . D. , R. P. D. , Prof. of Political Economy

and Social Science, Boston University, Boston , Mass.



Important Announcement to Members.

We take pleasure in announcing to members that the Third Years Course of

the regular series is now in preparation, This course , which promises to surpass in

interest those already published , will cover the subjects of

Political Science, Political Economy and Sociology

o
g

There never was a time in the history of our country when its laws, government

and institutions were of such vital interest to all classes , as the present . The war

with Spain has placed the United States in the front rank of the nations of the World .

It has proven the patriotism of the American people . Its results will mean progression

in all lines . It is the duty of every patriotic

citizen to assist in making our Government the

best under the sun . All should be familiar with

our laws, both National and Municipal and

should study social questions . There are still

many problems to be solved and many evils to be

corrected. We are entering upon a new age in

the World's history . Citizens who would act

wisely must examine the problems of the day

fromthe standpoint of the three sciences pre

sented in this new course of study. This is not

the opinion of extremists, but it is some

thing which the most thoughtful men of all lands

feel profoundly. The future is full of immense

and startling possibilities both of good and of

evil , and whether it brings new blessings or the

overthrow of the precious treasures of civiliza

tion gathered together with so much toil and

suffering, must depend upon the character of

the citizenship of the Twentieth Century . It

would be difficult to name a practical problem

of the day which does not have its economic,

political and sociological bearing .

Political Science , Political Economyand

Sociology are live subjects and so closely

related that the idea of treating them in three

parallel courses seems almost an inspiration.

While following the same general plan of arrangement as heretofore, each number

of " Progress " will be divided into three departments. The department of Economics,

has heen prepared by Prof. Richard T. Ely, Ph . D. , LL. D. , Director of the School of

Economics, Political Science and History in the University of Wisconsin. Prof. Ely

is recognized as one of the leading authorities of the United States and is the author

of many books on political and economic questions . He has personally directed the

preparation of the entire course and selected all of its contributors.

The department of Political Science has been prepared by Prof. Jesse Macy, LL.D. ,

of Iowa College , one of the most distinguished writers on this subject of our day.

The department of Sociology has been contributed by Prof. H. H. Powers, Ph . D. ,

of the Leland Stanford Jr. University , who is widely known as a brilliant sociologist

of the younger generation .

There will also be a large number of separate articles on Special Subjects, such as

" Municipal Government,” "Women's Work and Wages, ” College Settlements , "

etc. , each by a recognized authority (see full list on preceding page) .

This course will contain over 1,000 pages and will be fully illustrated . Price to

all old members, same as before . Members are requested to forward their fee at

once to avoid break in subscription . Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION,

Association Building , CHICAGO.

Richard J. Ely
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First Year's Course - Universal history..

1. Ancient Eastern Nations - Covering the History of Egypt, Chaldea, Media, Babylon, Assyria,

Etc.-- Samuel Fallows, D.D, LL.D., EDMUND BUCKLEY, A. M. , Ph. D., University of

of Chicago, and W. EDGAR TAYLOR, A. M. , M. S.

2. The Greek Period - Covering the History of the Greek Nation.-JOHN R. FICKLEN , B. Let.,

Professor of History and Economics, Tulane University of Louisiana.

3. The Roman Period - Covering the History of theRoman Empire—THOMAS Nixon CARVER,

A.B. , Ph D., Professor of History and Economics, Oberlin College, Ohio .

4. First Half Middle Ages - From the Fall of the Western Empire to the Norman Conquest

WILLIAM CRAIG Wilcox ; A. M. , Professor of History , University ofIowa.

5. Second Half Middle Ages - Covering the History of the World from the Year One Thousand

to the Close of the Fifteenth Century-GEORGE WELLS KNIGHT, Ph.D. , Professor of

History , University of Ohio.

6. Sixteenth Century -GEORGE EMORY FELLOWS, Ph.D. , Ex-Professor of European History
University of Indiana.

7. Seventeenth Century-EVARTS B. GREENE, Ph.D. , Professor of History , University of

Illinois .

8. Eighteenth Century - FREDERICK C. Hicks , Ph . D. , Professor of History and Economics,

University of Missouri .

9. Nineteenth Century in Europe - RICHARD HEATH DABNEY, A. M. , Ph.D. , Professor of His

tory , University of Virginia .

10. American History Prior to 1815 – KEMP P. BATTLE, LL.D. , Professor of History, and

President University of North Carolina.

u . United States History from 1815 to the Civil War-H. W. CALDWELL, A. M. , Ph.B. , Pro

fessor of American History, University of Nebraska.

12. United States History from the Civil War to the Present Time-W. E. TAYLOR , A. M. ,

MS. The History of the Norsemen and Their Claimsto the Discovery of America ,

CARL A. SWENSSON , Ph.D. , President Bethany College .

Assistant Editor : W. EDGAR TAYLOR, A.M., M.S., Monmouth College, III.
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Second Year's Course Wniversal Literature.

1. Egyptian Literature --ByGEORGE Ebers, Ph.D., Professor of Egyptology , University of Leipsic . Author of
" Uarda, " " An Egyptian Princess, " " Picturesque Egypt," etc.

Babylonian and Assyrian Literature - By Theophilus G.PINCHES, M.R. A. S. of the British Museum , London ,

Persian Literature --By A.V. WILLIAMS JACKSON, A. M. , Ph.D., Professor of Indo - Iranian Languages, Columbia
University , New York City .

The NewArchæology - By W. M. FLINDERS Petrie, D. C. L. , LL.D. , Professor of Egyptology, University

College, London .

2. Mongolian Litorature -By EDMUND BUCKLEY, A. M., Ph.D., Docent of Comparative Religions, University of
Chicago.

Hindu Literature - By ELIZABETH A. Reed , A , M., Author of " Hindu Literature ," Persian Literature," etc.

3. Hebrew Literature-By F. K. SANDERS, A M. , Ph.D., Professor of Biblical Literature, Yale University , New

Haven , Conn .; J. C. QUINN, Ph.D., D.D., Associate Member of Victoria Institute, and author of " Progress

ive Development of Ťruth in the old Testament," etc., MasonCity, Iowa.

Greek Literature - By, E.C. HUNTINGTON, B. A. , M. A., Professor of GreekLanguage and Literature, University
of Nashville, Nashville, Tenn .

4. Latin Literature - By Amos N. CURRIER , LL.D., Professor of Literature, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Ia.

3. Romance Literature- ( Italian , French , Spanish, etc.) By FRED'K M. WARREN, Ph.D., Professor of Romance

Languages, Adelbert College, and Lecturer French Literature, Johns Hopkins University.

6. German Literature - By C.VON KLENZE, M. A. , Ph.D.,Assistant Professor of German , University of Chicago.

Scandinavian Literature - By Carl A. Swensson , Ph.D., President Bethany College, Lindsborg , Kans.

7. Russian Literature - By PRINCE Serge WOLKONSKY, Delegate from the Ministry of Public Instruction, Russia ,

to the World's Columbian Exposition .

English Literature -EARLY ENGLISH WRITERS TO TAB CONQUEST. - By WM. M. BASKERVILL ,A. M., Ph.D., Prof.

of English Language and Literature, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.

From the Conquest to Elizabeth - By Isaac N. DEMMON, A. M. , Professor of English and Rhetoric,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

8. English Literature- ( Continued ). Thx ELIZABETAAN PERIOD, by Isaac N. Demnon, A, M., Professor of Eng.
lish and Rhetoric, University of Michigan , Ann Arbor,

9. English Literature - (Continued). FROM THE DEATH OF ELIZABETH TO THE RESTORATION OF THE HOUSE OF

STUART - ByC. W. Pearson , A.M., Professor of English Literature, Northwestern University, Evanston. I11.

From 1739 to 1830 -- By L. Du Pont Syle,Å .M., Assistant Professor of English Literature,Uni.
versity of California , Berkeley , Cal .

10. English Literature- (Continued ). 1830 to 18 % , By Samuel WILLARD , M. D., Professor of English History, West

Division High School, Chicago.

11. American Literature-( First Half) By J.C. FREBNAN, A. M. , LL.D. , Professor of English Literature, University

of Wisconsin ; WILLIAM E. HUNTINGTON, A. M., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Aris, Boston
University .

12. American Literature- (Second Half) By J. C.FREEMAN, A.M., LL.D., .Professor of English Literature,Uni
versity of Wisconsin ; Mrs.E. TALIAFERRO, Principal North Mississippi Presbyterian College, Bolls
Springs, Miss .

Religious Poets and Poetry - By The Rt. Rev. F.D. HUNTINGTON , S.T.D., L. H.D.,LL.D., Bishop of Central

New York , formerly Professor in Harvard University,

Eminent Catholic Writers -MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN, A.M., LL.D. , Professor of English Literature, Catholic
Uuiversity of America , Washington , D.C.

Associate Editor : ELIZABETH A REED , A M.

CIRCULARS AND SAMPLE COPY OF EITHER COURSE MAILED ON APPLICATION.



The University Association

And World's Congress Ertension

Its Plans, Purpose and Cost to Members

Origin . This Educational movement is the outgrowth of the famous World's Congresses, held a

Chicago during the World's Columbian Exposition. These Congresses were attended by

the leaders ofthought from ninety - seven Countries. Thousands of lectures, essays, etc.,

were prepared by representative educators of the Nineteenth century, bearing upon every

department of human thought and progress.

It is thepurpose of this Association to give the public an opportunity to participate in :

series of intellectual entertainments founded upon the results of the World's Congresses.

These valuable papers will be edited and presented to the members of the University Asso

ciation , with their lessons.

Object. The object of the University Association is : To interest the people in the pursuit of

useful knowledge. To bring to their homes and firesides the result of the profound study and

investigation of the trained specialists in the different branches taught by them in the promi.

aent colleges and universities of the country.

To carry on the work of self-culture by individual effort,or in local centers or organiza

tions, along the lines of Normal School, University and World's Congress Extension.

To thus bring our Public Schools and the higher institutions of learning into close relation .

ship with all classes of society, and in turn stimulate the attendance of students upon them .

To aid the teachers of our Public, Private and Parochial Schools in thorough and syste

matic preparation for their important duties,

Instruction. These objects will be carried out by lessons carefully prepared, as above indicated ,

by eminent College and University professors, enriched by notes, side-lights, incidents, bioge

raphies, recent discoveries, etc. These lessons will be issued monthly in large quarto form ,

cach number containing the lessons for one month, with weekly review , aids, suggestions, etc.,

for class use , (same size and style as this issue ), beautifully printed and illustrated, and will

be mailed regularly to all members of the Association . Copious questions will accompany

cach lesson .

Where Association Centers are formed, a resident instructor will be selected by the Center,

who will meet the members at stated times, and discuss and review the subjects studied .

Quarterly examinations will be held by the local instructor.

At the close of each course of Study an examination will be held on questions furnished by

the instructors. These questions will be sent from the Central office of the University Asso

ciation to Local Deputy Examiners, who will conduct such examinations after the manner of

the London University Examiners, or after that followed by Examiners for State Teachers

Certificates. Papers will then be sent to the home office where they will be passed upon by
en Educational Committee.

bonors. Each Subscriber to the lessons of the Association will be presented with a handsome

Certificate of Membership, duly signed by the officers of The University Association.

On passing a satisfactory examination at the close of each Study, members will be entitled

80. a Diploma, setting forth the work accomplished .

The knowledge and discipline gained will result in a most desirable culture, and will be o!

invaluable service to all , and especially to the student, wishing afterwards to enter any School,

College or University.

bistory . As the knowledge of History is fundamental and thus of the highest importance, it will

be the first topic presented for study. The different periods of Universal History will be * 0

fully set forth that an intelligentview may be gained of the whole subject without the purchase

of reference books. This plan will be followed in the succeeding courses of Study. It will,

however, clearly be to the advantage of all to consult reference books, if able to do so.

øtber courses . General Literature will follow that of Universal History. Other popular sabe

jects, such as Astronomy, Geology, Civicsand Political Economy, covering the field of impor

tant knowledge will follow in due order. Each course will be taught by eminent instructor

connected with leading universities and colleges .

Erpenses. The expense is but $ 3.75 per year for " PROGRESS” containing lessons. The

object being to make the expense so nominal, that its benefits may be within reach ofall classes,

For further information, address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION ,

Association Building, Chicago, U. SA
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NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

..LAW SCHOOL..

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY WOMAN'S

333 MEDICAL SCHOOL,

South

Lincoln St CHICAGO, ILL .710 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO .

Judge Peter S. Grosscup, Dean ,

For Circulars address the Secretary

of the Law School, 710 Masonic

Temple, Chicago .

For Circulars address

JOHN RIDLON , M: D.

CHICAGO ,

Columbus Memorial Building . ILL.

BEATEN BISCUIT
Such as “ Aunt Chloe " used to make in the Old Southern

plantation kitchen are easily and quickly made by using

Demuth's Dough kneader and beaten biscuit machine mado

for family use . Agents wanted,

J. A, DEMUTH, ST, JOSEPH, MO,

Spectacles inthe hope therecan do mate
Write for New Optical Cata

F. E. BAILEY, Chicago, IL

INDIANA LAW SCHOOL,
INDIANAPOLIS ,

IND.

FACULTY: BYRONK:ELLIOTT, Pres.WILLIAM

HARRIS, CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS, JOHN R.

WILSON.

Course of two years . School year begins on Tues.

day, October4th , 1898, andendson Wednesday, May

24th , 1899. Corps of lectures numbers twenty-four.

Diploma admits to bar of UnitedStatesand State
Courts.

In a recentexamination of candidates for admis.

sion to the Illinois Bar at Chicago , conducted by a

Committee of Lawyers appointed by the Illinois

Appellate Court, therewere 49 applicants 20of whom

failed to pass. Of the 29 who were successfulMr.

Ralph Bamberger an alumus of the Indiana Law

School stood at the head of all except the former

Doan of a law school. The examination lasted two

days and among the applicants were gṣaduates of
Harvard , Ann Arbor and other law schools. For

announcement, catalogue, etc., address the Dean,

W. P. FISHBACK , Indianapolis , lod .

COLLEGE of PHYSICIANS and SURGEONS

OF CHICAGO.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, Opposite

UNIVERSITY OFILLINOIS, Cook County Hospital

Four Years' Graded Course : First two

years largely Laboratory work ; last two

years largely Clinical work . Laboratory

and Clinical facilities unsurpassed in

the United States . Six Annual Scholar

ships of the value of $ 100.00 each are

awarded to students in the College.

Students interested in medical education

are invited to investigate this College.

For information , apply to

DR. WM . ALLEN PUSEY, Secretary .

103 State Street, Chicago.

Thost Eclectic colINDIANA DENTAL COLLEGE.

Dental Department of the University
of Indianapolis.

An institution offering excellent clinical advan.

tages , and perfectly equipped for the teaching of

Scientific Dentistry in all its branches.

Winter Course begins in October and ends in April.

Summer Course ( for Juniors and Seniors ) begins in

April and ends in October. For catalogue and all

information, address

INDIANA DENTAL COLLEGE,

131 E. Ohio Street , Indianapolis, Ind.

THE BENNETT COLLEGE THIS the fore

most

OF ECLECTIC MEDICINE

KINDERGARTEN SUPPLIES

lege in the United

States. A four years'

AND SURGERY
course of 8 months

Of OHIOAGO . each is required .

The Clinical facili.

ties are unexcelled ,

and the Laboratory work thorough and practical.

Women are received on equal terms with men .

For full particulars and Catalogue, address :

N. A. GRAVES , Secretary ,

412 Fulton Street.

Or ANSON L. CLARK, A.M., M.D., Dean .

And articles for “ BusyWork "in the Home and the School Ours

is the only house in the United States devoted exclusively to these

specialties.
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Sendfor complete catalogue.
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THE BAPTISTS OF AMERICA,.

BY

ALBERT HENRY NEWMAN , D. D. , LL.D. , Professor of Church History , McMaster Univer

sity , Toronto , Canada.

A

1. THE BAPTISTS OF AMERICA.

INTECEDENTS and Principles.- Protests against infant baptism as without

Scriptural warrant and as perversive of the nature and purpose of an

ordinance of Christ were common but by no means universal among

mediæval evangelical parties. Petrobrusians and Henricians (1104-48),

Arnold of Brescia probably ( 1139-55 ) , andmany Waldenses and Bohemian

Brethren (thirteenth , fourteenth and fifteenth centuries) opposed infant baptism and

insisted upon believers' baptism . Insistence on regenerate membership, on the

imitation of Christ in his humility and self-denial , and on the practical carrying out

of the teachings of the Sermon on the Mount; the rejection of oaths, magistracy,

warfare, capital punishment, as contrary to the spirit of the gospel ; and mainte

nance of freedom of the will and faith working by love, almostinvariably accom

panied rejection of infant baptism in the mediæval time.

These principles became far more aggressive and influential in connection with

the Protestant Revolution of the sixteenth century. From 1521 onward in Germany

and from 1524 onward in Switzerland, radical reformers revolted from the partial

and compromising measures of such politico -ecclesiastical reformers as Luther and

Zwingli, and insisted on unconditional return to apostolic Christianity. Chief

stress was laid upon believers' baptism as alone fulfilling the purposes of the ordi

nance and as requisite for regenerate membership. Ideas of social reform accom

panied this radical religious propaganda. In a few years the movement had spread

throughout southern, eastern, western and central Europe, and many thousands had
been won to its support. Protestants and Catholics vied with each other in remorse

less efforts at extermination. The Moravian Anabaptists adopted a communistic

mode of organization and their membership at one time is said to have reached

seventy thousand . In the Netherlands the party reorganized by Menno Simons

about 1536, was for some years the chief representative of evangelical Christianity.

Many Anabaptists were driven by relentless persecution to take refuge in millen

narian expectations and were precipitated into the vortex of fanaticism (Münster

Kingdom). While immersion was recognized by Protestants and Anabaptists alike

as the apostolic form of baptism little stress was laid upon it by either party. A

few cases of immersion among Anabaptists are recorded , but sprinkling or pouring

seems to have been the prevailing practice. Liberty of conscience was earnestly

advocated by leading Anabaptists, at a time when nearly all Protestants and Catho

lics regarded it as entirely inadmissible.

Anabaptists from the Continent appeared in England in small groups from time

to time from 1534 onward . They were cruelly persecuted and had little opportunity

to form permanent churches or to exert any considerable influence on the native

population. It is possible that in some cases they came into relations with surviving

Lollard communities and influenced these to reject infant baptism. That some

English accepted their views in the times of Edward VI . and Elizabeth, we have

reason to believe . It is probable that the large Dutch population found in the west

( Copyright , 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION. Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second- Class Mail Matter . )
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of England in Elizabeth's reign contained many Anabaptists and, in the opinion

of leading Congregational scholars and others, exerted a decisive influence on Robert

Brown, the fatherof English Congregationalism .

In 1606 a Separatist congregation that had been formed at Gainsborough, Eng

land , under the leadership of John Smyth, a Cambridge graduate, were driven by

the persecuting measures of James I. to Amsterdam , where a church of English

dissenters had for years sojourned. Smyth and his followers (among whom were

Thomas Helwys and John Morton ), became convinced that the Separatist congrega

tions were inconsistent in withdrawing from the fellowship of the Church of England

as an apostate church, and yet accepting as valid the baptism and the ordination

received in that body, and in insisting on regenerate membership and yet baptizing

unconscious infants. Accordingly, they repudiated their baptism , ordination and

ordinances, introduced a new believer's baptism (or what they considered such, for

it is probable that immersion was not employed at this time) and reorganized on

what they considered a New Testament basis (1609). From the Mennonites and

Remonstrants they imbibed Arminian forms of doctrine.

Smyth and a majority of the church soon became dissatisfied with their intro

duction of a new baptism and sought admission into the Mennonite fellowship.

Helwys, Morton, andothers adhered to the principle on which they had acted and

returned to England in 1611 to propagate their views there. These also cultivated

the fellowship of the Mennonites and like the latter became strongly Socinian in

their views. About 1626 there were five small congregations in different parts of

England. From 1614 to 1620 they published several able pleas for liberty of con

science. It is probable that they had increased to some extent by 1640. It is not

certain that any member of this party ( afterwards to be known as General Baptists)

practiced immersion up to 1640.

In 1616 Henry Jacob, who had been pastor of an exiled congregation of English

dissenters at Middelburg, Zeeland, returned to London and organized a church at

Southwark. Out of this church, through successive withdrawals and redivisions

there arose from 1633 to 1644 seven antipedobaptist congregations that were after

wards known as Particular (Calvinistic) Baptist churches. Part of these became

convinced (about 1640) that baptism “ ought to be by dipping the body into the

water.” They were also disinclined to introduce the apostolic form independently.

So far as they knew , " none " had “ then so practiced in England to professed

believers . " Being informed of an immersionist body in Holland they sent over one

of their brethren to receive the ordinance. He returned baptized and large numbers

were immersed early in 1641 or 1642. These Baptists published a confession of faith

in 1644, which embodies the views of the great mass of modern Baptists .

The principles of Baptists may be suinmarized as follows: Supreme authority of

Scripture (this excludes froin doctrine and practice whatever is without Scriptural

warrant) ; regenerate membership ; democratic government with recognition of the

leadship of Christ and the universal priesthood of believers ; believers' baptisin

(immersion alone being regarded as true baptism) ; absolute liberty of conscience ;

separation of Church and State.

Historical Outline. — The first in America to advocate Baptist principles , so far

as we are informed, was Roger Williams. Born about 1600, educated at Cambridge

(B. A. 1627 ) , he became an ardent non -conformist and at great personal sacrifice

emigrated to New England to escape the persecuting measures of Archbishop Laud.

He was immediately invited to supply the pulpit of the Boston church , but he

declined because it was “ an unseparated church ” and he “durst not officiate to "

it . He incurred the ill will of the Massachusetts authorities at this time by denying

the right of the magistrate to punish any sort of “ breach of the first table," such

as idolatry , Sabbath -breaking, blasphemy, etc. During his pastorate at Plymouth

he spent much time among the Indians, mastering their language and seeking to
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promote their moral and spiritual welfare. As pastor of the Salem church ( 1634-35)

he became involved in local controversies and in controversies with the Massachu

setts authorities. Apart from his opposition to the Massachusetts churches as “ un

separated,” he objected to the charter, which involved recognition of the right of

kings “ to take and give away the lands of other people ;” denounced the adminis

tration of oaths to the unregenerate as involving blasphemy, and the freemen's oath

of allegiance in general as involving usurpation of divine prerogatives on the part of

the government , and at last disfellowshipped the other churches for refusing to dis

cipline their representatives in the Court for unrighteous conduct and his ownchurch

for refusing to join him in this action. As advocating opinions dangerous to the

commonwelfare he was banished in 1635. He made his way amid winter's hard

ships and perils to Narragansett Bay where he was joined by a number of Massachu

setts sympathisers andfounded a colony on the basis of soul-liberty , which with the

coöperation of John Clarke and others was developed into Rhode Island . His

defense of the principle of liberty of conscience in “ The Bloody Tenet of Persecu

tion ” and “ The Bloody Tenet Yet More Bloody " was the most elaborate and

complete that had ever been made and was epoch -making. This rinciple was

defended with equal ability by John Clarke in his “ Ill News from New England. ”

By 1639 Williams had become convinced that infant baptism was unwarranted

by Scripture and a perversion of a Christian ordinance, and with eleven others intro

duced believers' baptism , and formed at Providence the first American Baptist

church . Coddington, wlio was on Rhode Island at the time, accused Williams as

at one time insisting on immersion and as Williams remained with the Baptists only

a short time, it is natural to apply his remark to the time of the introduction of

believers' baptism . This church, after Williams' withdrawal continued for years

in an exceedingly weak state . The General Baptist type of teaching, with insist

ence on the laying on of hands as an ordinance of Christ, came to prevail by 1652 ,

and the opponents of this view withdrew to form a new congregation.

The second American Baptist church was that formed at Newport, about 1641 ,

under the leadership of John Clarke. Clarke arrived at Boston in November, 1637 ,

when persecuting measures were being inaugurated against Mrs. Anne Hutchinson and

her followers on account of their antinomian teachings. How far he sympathized

with Mrs. Hutchinson's views at this time we have nomeans of knowing. But he

cast in his lot with the persecuted party and led them in seeking a new home in unset

tled territory . Through the kindly offices of Roger Williams they secured from

the natives a title to Aquidneck Island . Here they founded a government in which

the headship of Christ was recognized and which was purely democratic in form .

This colony united with Williams's Providence colony in procuring a charter in

which civil and religious liberty was fully provided for. Clarke deserves quite as

much credit as Williams for this feature of Rhode Island polity, and his services in

England on behalf of the colony were quite as distinguished . For some time

Clarke, who was physician and theologian as well as statesman , ministered to the

entire community in religious things. About 1641 or earlier Clarke and a number

of his fellow colonists became “professed Anabaptists, ” and began to hold their

meetings apart . In what forin and under what circumstances they introduced

believers' baptism we are not informed ; but about 1644 Mark Lucar, who was

among the English separatists that were immersed in 1641 ( 1642 ) became a member

of the Newport church . If immersion was not practiced from the beginning, it was

no doubt introduced on Lucar's arrival . The Newport church was full of inission

ary zeal. Members of this body sought to form a Baptist church at Seekonk , Mas

sachusetts, in 1649, but were thwarted by the authorities. In 1651 Clarke and two

of his brethren suffered severe treatment at the hands of the Massachusetts authori

ties for conducting religious services at Lynn. Clarke narrates these sufferings and

denounces Massachusetts intolerance in “ Ill News from New England ” ( 1652 ).
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2. THE BAPTISTS OF AMERICA (Continued) .

As already indicated , the Massachusetts government pursued a policy of exter

mination toward Baptists and no permanent organization of Baptist life was

allowed until late in the century. Henry Dunster, the first president of Harvard

College ( 1640-55) , was obliged, under circumstances of great hardship , to relin

quish his position because of his persistence in opposing the baptism of infants. In

1663 John Myles, a Welsh Baptist pastor, emigrated to Massachusetts with his

church, secured a grant of land near the Rhode Island frontier, and established

a settlement and church , which they named Swansea. Here they enjoyed a con
siderable measure of freedom . The First Baptist Church of Boston was organized

in 1665 and for years suffered grievously at the hands of the authorities. In 1682 a

small band of Baptists, several of whom had been meinbers of the Boston church,
formed an organization at Kittery , Maine. Driven from Maine soon afterward they

settled in South Carolina , and formed the Charleston church about 1684. In the

Quaker colonies, New Jersey and Pennsylvania, Baptists appeared about 1682 , and by

1707 at least six churches had been organized. They were largely Welsh , but

included a considerable number from New England. The Philadelphia Association

was formed in 1707 and became a chiefmeans of extending and conserving Baptist

influence. As late as 1729 there were in New England only three Calvinistic Bap

tist churches, while there were two Sabbatarian and thirteen General Baptist
churches. The latter had for some time held annual associational meetings. The

Charleston church had also come under Arminian influence and had been almost
wrecked by internal strife. It is not probable that the entire Baptist membership

in America much exceeded 500 at the beginning of the Great Awakening

( 1733) .

With few exceptions, the Baptists of 1740 were not aggressive or enterprising.

They held aloof from the Great Awakening led by Edwards, Whitefield, the Ten

nents, etc. , refusing in some cases to open their churches for evangelistic services.

And yet no denomination profited more largely by the revival . The Philadelphia

Association from 1750 onward exerted a stimulating and molding influence on the

feeble Baptist churches in Virginia , North Carolina, and South Carolina, and secured

the organization of many new churches and the formation of associations for the con

servation and advancement of Baptist life.

In New England many Separate or “ New Light” Congregational churches were

formed by reason of the opposition of ministers and churches to the revival, and

many of these " New Light churches came to feel that their demand for regenerate

membership logically involved the abandonment of infant baptism and accepted the

Baptist position. In some cases whole congregations, with their pastors, became

Baptist . In other cases churches were divided. The older Baptist churches gave

little encouragement to the “ New Light” Baptists and for a long time would have

no fellowship with them . But a new vital force had come to the Baptist cause, and

in a few years the evangelistic Baptists were greatly in the majority in New England
and throughout the South.

The excessive enthusiasm of the Separate Baptists was everywhere tempered by

the conservative missionary influence that emanated from the Philadelphia Associa

tion. Highly educated men went forth in every direction from the Philadelphia body.

Hezekiah Smith as evangelist, financial agent for the college, pastor, and army

chaplain, disseminated the Philadelphia influence throughout New England and

elsewhere. The influence of this body, exerted persistently and through many

channels, broke down the middle wall of partition between Baptists of the old and

new types, and at last secured everywhere associational organization and conserva

tive but aggressive denominational life.

In Virginia Separate Baptists led in the glorious struggle for civil and religious
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liberty ( 1775-99) and secured the coöperation of the Regulars. The two parties

united in 1785. The Virginia Baptists were largely instrumental in securing religi

ous liberty for all , and at last in coinpassing the disestablishment of the Episcopal

church and the confiscation of its glebe lands, etc. To them also was due in part

the ample provision for liberty of conscience in the United States Constitution . In

New England, Separate Baptists, like Backus, coöperated with Baptists of the Phila

delphia type, like Manning, Smith, Davis and Stillman, in an equally heroic but

less successful struggle for absolute religious liberty and equality. The services of

American Baptists in tlie cause of civiland religious liberty are acknowledged by
scholars of other denominations.

By 1812 American Baptists num

bered about 172,972 , of whom 32,272

were in New England, 26, 155 in the

Middle States, and the rest in the

South . Rhode Island College (Brown

University) was still the only Baptist

institution of higher learning. Most

of the numerical increase had been

secured through the labors of illiter

ate evangelists, and the Baptist pop

ulation in the South and West, apart

from a few churches in Virginia,

the Charleston Association, some

churches in the neighborhood of

Savannah , and the Georgia Associa

tion , was strongly prejudiced against

an educated ministry and against

missionary work of any kind con

ducted by Boards and supported by

contributions from the churches.

Since the beginning of the cen

tury Baptists in Boston and vicinity , New York, Philadelpliia, Charleston and a few

other places had taken a practical interest in the inissionary work of Carey and his

associates in India . The conversion to Baptist views of Adoniram Judson and

Luther Rice , who had gone to India to open up a mission for the American Board

of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, in 1812, thrust upon the denomination the

obligation to enter upon organized, independent work in the foreign field . Local

mission societies were formed in many of the more intelligent communities, largely

through the efforts of Rice, who had returned for the purpose of providing a basis

of support for a Baptist mission ,and in 1814representatives of such societies
met in Philadelphia and formed the Triennial Convention . This meeting brought

together the leading Baptist ministers from all parts of the country. Within a few

years there grew up in connection with this national organization for foreign inis

sions, home-mission, publication and educational societies.

The more intelligent portions of the denomination were greatly stimulated by

the foreign -mission movement . State conventions were formed in nearly all the

States (1821 onward) for the promotion of missionary and evangelical work .

Denominational colleges and theological seminaries sprang up with wonderful

rapidity. Baptist newspapers arose and multiplied. Sunday- school work was

carried forward with vigor. The introduction of so many innovations alarmed

the ignorant and unprogressive elements of the denomination, and a large

proportion of the Baptists of the South and Southwest zealously antagonized

the missionary movement, with all its accessories. Yet the party of progress

triumphed.

Adoniram Judson .
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3. THE BAPTISTS OF AMERICA (Continued) .

Relation to Other Christian Denominations. - At the beginning of their modern

history as a denomination Baptists stood practically alone in their advocacy of

uncompromising adherence to Scripture precept and example in respect to doctrines

and ordinances ; in insisting upon absolute liberty of conscience and denying the

right of the civil power to interfere in matters of religious belief orworship ; and in

contending for churches made up exclusively of those baptized on a personal

profession of saving faith . It is highly gratifying to Baptists that some of the

principles that were originally distinctive have becoine the common possessionof

evangelical Christendom . Most evangelical denominations now profess to make

the Scriptures the norm of faith and practice, yet, on grounds that seem to Baptists

inadequate, they refuse to follow the

leadings of the best evangelical

scholarship of the age as regards the

subjects and mode of apostolic bap

tism.

Baptists have always been divided

on the set of doctrines that distin

guish Arminianism from Calvinism.

Every shade of view on these ques

tions could , no doubt, be found at

present in Baptist churches ; but the

great majority of Baptists hold to

what may be called moderate Cal

vinism .

Baptists have been among the

stanchest defenders of congregational

church government ; but they have

latterlymade the fullest use of coöpera

tive methods in missionary work, etc.

Associations, state conventions, mis

sionary societies, etc., are important

features of Baptist polity.

Juhn A. Broadus. Late President of the Southern Baptist The attitude of Baptists toward

Theological Seminary. ( Perhaps the greatest

man the Baptists have produced . )
Christian union is often misconceived

and adversely judged by their brethren

of other denominations. The fact is, that they most earnestly desire to enter into

the closest allowable fellowship with all true Christians, and would make any

amount of personal sacrifice to this end ; but they consider that loyalty to Christ

makes it incumbent upon them to protest against erroneous doctrine and practice

to the extent of refusing to enter into church fellowship with those that, in their

opinion , are walking disorderly. They maintain that efforts for Christian union , to

be permanently efficacious, must be along the line of a better understanding of the

Word of God and more complete loyalty thereto, rather than along the line of com

promise. They are ready at any time, through accredited representatives, to confer

with representatives of other evangelical denominations as to themeaning of Scrip

ture in relation to doctrine and practice, and they profess to be willing to abandon at

once any position that is made to appear out of harmony with apostolic precept and

example.

That the leading scholars of nearly all denominations, including Anglican,

Lutheran and Reformed, are so nearly in agreement regarding the main features of

apostolic church order, such as the nature of church organization, the character and

functions of church officers, the number and nature of the ordinances; and that the
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concensus of scholarship is so nearly in accord with the Baptist position, encourages

Baptists to believe that the development of Christian doctrine and practice will be

in the direction of greater uniformity , and that the church of the future will more

and more closely approximate the Baptist position.

Meanwhile, Baptists themselves are being influenced by the non-Baptist Christian

life and thought of the time, and are coming to appreciate more and more all that

is true and Christ-like in the teachings and the lives of other types of Christians , to

magnify the elements of agreement and to minify the elements of disagreement.

They are ready to coöperate with their brethren of other denominations in all forms

of philanthropy, and to a considerable extent in

evangelistic and other forms of Christian work.

It may be said, in closing, that the insupera

ble bar to anything like organic union, or even

federation, with most other evangelical bodies

of Christians is the practice by the latter of infant

baptism , regarded by Baptists as not only with

out Scriptural warrant but as a perversion of a

Christian ordinance, and the refusal of the latter

to conform to the mode of baptism that the

scholarship of the time declares to be apostolic.

Baptists do not consider these points mere mat

ters of ritual , but rather they regard believers'

baptism as an important ordinance of Christ

and a valuable means of securing regenerate

church membership, which also seems to them

to be a fundamental requirement of the gospel .

That members of different denominations should

thoroughly understand each others' position and

history is indispensable to correct judgment and University of Chicago.

intelligent charity.

The Regular Baptists of the United States, according to the latest statistical

report, number 4,055, 806, and are divided into three great sections : the Northern,

the Southern, and the Colored. These divisions affect only the home and foreign

mission work of the denomination . The Southern Baptists organized separately in

1845 on account of the anti-slavery agitation . They have their missionary and

Sunday-school organizations. The Northern Baptists unite in the work of the

American Baptist Missionary Union and the American Baptist Home Mission

Society. The American Baptist Publication Society seeks to serve all parts of the
denomination . The Baptist Young People's Union takes in North and South alike.

So does the American Baptist Education Society. The denomination has six great

theological schools (Newton , Rochester, Hamilton, Crozer, Chicago and Louisville),

colleges and universities too numerous to name, including Brown University, the

University of Chicago, Vassar College, Colgate, Rochester, Colby, Wake Forest,

Denison, Franklin , Richmond, Furman, Mercer, Howard, Georgetown, Kalamazoo,

Bethel, Des Moines, Central , South -Western, Baylor and William Jewell. It has

periodicals multitudinous. It has produced a literature , religious and general, that

in quantity and quality compares favorably with that of theother leading denomi
nations. That it is active and aggressive is evident from the fact that the increase

in membership during the past year amounts to 231,768.

FRAME

William R. Harper, Ph.D., LL.D , President of the
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In 1843

4. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

HE Reverend Mary Baker G. Eddy, Discoverer and Founder of Christian

Science . — The discoverer and founder of Christian Science and author

of its only text-book (Science and Health, with Key to the Scriptures),

Rev. Mary Baker G. Eddy, was born in Bow, near Concord, New Hamp

shire. Her parents, of Scotch and English extraction , were Mark and

Abigail Baker. Among her more distinguished ancestors were Sir John Macneil ,

of Scotland, Gen. John Macneil , the New Hampshire general who won distinc

tion in the War of 1812 , and Gen. Henry Knox, of Revolutionary fame. Mrs.

Eddy was educated at Ipswichi Seminary, Sanbornton Bridge Academy, and

by private tutelage of Prof. Sanborn , author of Sanborn's Grammar, and her brother,

Hon. Albert Baker, an alumnus of Dartmouth College. Her chief studies beyond

the rudimentary were natural philosophy, chemistry, astronomy , Watts' “ On the

Mind," Blair's Rhetoric, Whatley's Logic, moral science, Locke's Metaphysics, and

an irregular course of Latin, Greek, Hebrew and French . She united with the

Congregational Trinitarian Church at about the age of twelve years, continuing in

this communion until she established the First Church of Christ, Scientist , in Boston,

Mass., in 1879.

Mrs. Eddy began writing for the press at sixteen , and wrote many years under

various noms de plume for leading magazines in the North and South.

she married Col. George W. Glover, of Charleston, S. C. After his death she

married Dr. Asa G. Eddy, of Lynn, Mass.

Mrs. Eddy became early engaged in various works of a religious, philanthropic

and patriotic character, being connected by membership with many societies, among

which may be mentioned the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,

Boston ; the Society for Suppression of Vice, New York City ; the Victoria Institute,

London, England ; and the Daughters of the Revolution, having been made a life

member of the two latter.

Prior to the discovery of Christian Science, and before any woman had been

admitted to the Medical Society, Mrs. Eddy studied Homeopathy, but did not

receive a diploma, her refined and sympathetic nature preventing her from entering

the dissecting- room . Mrs. Eddy never was, as some have erroneously asserted, a

student of the magnetic doctor, the late P. P. Quimby, but on the contrary has

disapproved his methods of practice , as her works show. Her discovery of Christian

Science was some time after his death .

Mrs. Eddy, however, continued her study and experiments in homeopathy for

several years before discovering Christian Science , or metaphysical healing. She

began teaching Christian Science in 1867. In 1881 she opened and was president

of the Massachusetts Metaphysical College in Boston. In 1876 she also founded

and became president of the first Christian Scientist Association. For a number of

years in the early history of the movement Mrs. Eddy was the publisher of her own

works and editor and proprietor of the Christian Science Journal.

Mrs. Eddy now resides in Concord , N. H. , where in the seclusion of a suburban

home, she conducts the religious movement of which she is the head. Her character

is an exalted one, her life consecrated to God and humanity. With tireless devotion

she labors to re-establish the primitive Christianity of Jesus of Nazareth and make

practical his teachings in healing the sick and overcoming sin .
638
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The Movement Inaugurated by Mrs. Eddy.— The origin of Christian Science is

traceable to the year 1866, when Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy began a systematic

investigation of the Scriptures , with a view to their higher and more spiritual

understanding. By permission of the author (the book being copyrighted ), we here

quote from her work called “ Retrospection and Introspection " : " The discovery

came to pass in this way . During twenty years prior to my discovery I had been

trying to trace all physical effects to a mental cause ; and in the latter part of 1866

I gained the scientific certainty that all causation was Mind , and every effect a

mental phenomenon.

“ My immediate recovery from the effects of an injury caused by an accident

an injury that neither medicine nor surgery could reach - was the falling apple that

led me to the discovery how to be well myself and how to make others so . Even

to the homeopathic physican who at

tended me and rejoiced in my recovery I

could not then explain the modus of my

relief. I could only assure him that the

Divine Spirit had wrought the miracle

a miracle which later I found to be in

perfect Scientific accord with divine law .

I then withdrew from society about three

years — to ponder my mission, to search

the Scriptures, to find the Science of

Mind, that should take the things of God

and show them to the creature and reveal

the great curative Principle , Deity.
“ The Bible was my text-book . It

answered my questions as to how I was

healed ; but the Scriptures had to me a

new meaning, a new tongue. The spirit

ual signification thereof appeared, and I
apprehended for the first time, in their

spiritual meaning, Jesus' teaching and

demonstration and the Principle and rule

of spiritual Science and Metaphysical

Healing — in a word, Christian Science. I named it Christian, because it is com

passionate, helpful and spiritual. God I called Immortal Mind. That which sins ,

suffers and dies I named mortal mind . The physical sense or sensuous nature I

called error and shadow . Soul I denominated substance, because Soul alone is truly

substantial . God I characterized as individual entity , but His corporeality I denied .

The real I claimed as the spiritual and eternal ; hence matter, its antipodes, or

temporal, must be the unreal.

The Theology of Christian Science . — The foregoing illustrates in fair epitomethe

basic principles of Christian Science. From this standpoint Mrs. Eddy prepared

her text-book, “ Science and Health , with Key to the Scriptures," wherein is fully
set forth the entire system of theological therapeutics which she teaches. It is,

perhaps, unnecessary to say that nothing short of a thorough and comprehensive

study of this text-book will enable the student or investigator to get other than a

superficial grasp of this subject . The text-book is a systematized presentation of

the author's spiritual interpretation of the Scriptures ; hence it is apparent that

only a study and comparison of this text-book with the Scriptures will convey a

correct or adequate conception of the scope and intent of the system .

The first inquiry of Christian Science is : What is God ? To the answer to this

question the greater part of the text-book is directed , for in this question are

included the correlative questions : What is man ?What is man ? What is the universe ?

Mary Baker G. Eddy
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5. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (Continued ) .

From page 578 of the text-book , “ Science and Health , with Key to the Scrip

tures, ' we copy the following glossarial definition of God :

“ The great I AM ; the all-knowing, all-seeing, all-acting, all-wise, all -loving

and eternal ; Principle ; Mind ; Soul; Spirit ; Life ; Truth ; Love ; Substance;

Intelligence." *

All through this book God's omniscience, omnipresence and omnipotence, as
well as His absolute supremacy, are elaborated and insistently dwelt upon. Does

this imply an impersonal God ? Only in the sense of a limited corporeal, or
anthropomorphic God. The personality of Infinity , Life, Truth, Love, Intelligence,

is most strongly emphasized.

In what sense is God, as Principle, understood to be personal ? Principle is one

of the synonyms used to designate God . To illustrate : God is the Soul of the

universe and man . God is the Life of the universe and man . God is the Love of

the universe and man. God is the Principle of the universe and man - of all that

really is. He is creative Principle .

In this we geta different conception from that which charges upon Christian

Science a lack of belief in God because He is held to be “ a principle ” rather than a

person, The Christian Science teaching is not that He is “ a principle” merely,
but Divine Principle in the highest and broadest sense of the term. It is this that

gives Him His oneness, His supremacy, His all-presence and all-power. It is by

bringing ourselves into intelligent communion with this all-existent , all-present,

all- active Divine Principle— “ the same yesterday, to-day and forever”-that we are

enabled to heal sickness and overcome sin . The prayer of the Christian Scientist is

not so much a supplication to God that He will respond to the human need , as a

realization that, by virtue of His all - ness He has already provided the remedy, and it

remains only for mento bring themselves intosuch spiritual relationship to Him that

His ever-existing law becomesoperative in the human consciousness, and the practical

results follow , as in the case of compliance with any law or condition. In this sense

Christian Science teaches that healing disease and removing or overcomingthe sinis

of the flesh are rather divinely natural than supernatural. In otlier words, these

results are accomplished under universal law and order rather than by an overruling

or suspension thereof.

It was his understanding of this all -ness of the Father that enabled Jesus of

Nazareth to heal sickness and destroy sin . It was in this sense that he and the
Father were one . His oneness with the Father consisted in his being “about his

Father's business '' —doing the Father's will . In the measure that he reflected the

Father's nature and character he was one with Him . He was, according to his

own declarations, at once the Son of God and the Son of Man .

The primal teaching of the Christian Science text-book is that mortals can be

saved from sickness and sin only by the most implicit obedience to the teaching,

example and practice of Christ Jesus ; that there is no other way of salvation.

How is he to be followed ? Not by worshiping his personality or deifying his

humanity, but by being “about the Father's business," as hewas about the Father's

business, so far as his teaching and practice are understood. To take up the cross

and follow him , means doing the works he did and taught should be done. What

were these works :

“ And as ye go, preach , saying, the kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal the

sick , cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils : freely ye have received ,

freely give."

“Go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all nations ; and lo, I am

with you alway, even unto the end of the world . He that believeth on me, the

* By permission—this book being copyrighted .
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works that I do shall he do also ; and greater works shall he do ; because I go

unto iny Father. These signs shall follow them that believe : in my name

shall they cast out devils ; they shall speak with new tongues ; they shall take up

serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall in nowise hurt them ; they

shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover.”

Were these commands addressed to and intended only for his immediate disci

ples ? Evidently not . He said : “ These signs shall follow them that believe."

Equivalent to saying all that believe. Jesus' personal disciples did not understand

his teaching to be limited to the few , for they healed the sick and raised the dead . And

so likewise ,according to the writings of the Ante -Nicene Fathers, or the early Chris

tian Apologists, did their disciples, down to the end of the third century. There is ,

therefore, no warrant for the assumption that the teaching ofJesus was intended only

for his immediate followers. Rather were they for all peoples and all times. It is

observable also that Jesus prophesied the doing of greaterworks than he had done,

because he would go to the Father. It is evident that none of his disciples did

greater works, or as great works, as he did.

Have those greater works yet been accomplished ? We have no record thereof.

Then , either these greater works must be in futuro or the Master's prophecy was a

failure. Is it not more consistent with Jesus' teaching and prophecy to rest on the

assurance that the Divine Principle of healing will yet be so well understood and

so fully demonstrated that indeed greater works will be made manifest ? This is the

Christian Science premise, and even a casual study of Scripture in the light of this

premise, leaves no doubt of the Scriptural warrant therefor.

The Healing Work .-- Wecannot, of course , go into detail here on the subject of

healing and what Christian Science has thus far accomplished.

It will be sufficient to say that for inore than thirty years the work of healing

the sick has been in progress. For many years it was almost unknown, but within

the past ten years it has spread with great rapidity until now there are few places in

this country where its healing results are not known. It has also reached many

parts of Europe and the East .

There is scarcely a form of human illness that has not been cured through its

method . Cases innumerable, pronounced incurable by the medical profession , have

been completely healed . These cases are now easy of ascertainment and proof. The

time for questioning them has long since gone by. The cases of healing from sin, as

theterm is commonly understood , are also numerous. The drinking and smoking and

tobacco -chewing habits have been radically cured in many hundreds of cases , while

reformation from deeper forms of vice have been frequent and most satisfactory.

Organization of the Church. In the spring of 1879, a little band of earnest

seekers after truth went into deliberations over forming a church without creeds,

called the “ Church of Christ, Scientist." Being members of evangelical churches

and students under Mary Baker Eddy in metaphysics or Christian Science and its

application to the treatment of disease, they were known as “ Christian Scientists . ”'

At a meeting of the “ Christian Scientists' Association ,” April 19th , 1879, on

motion of Mrs. Eddy, it was unanimously voted : To organize a Church to com

inemorate the word and works of our Master, which should reinstate primitive

· Christianity with its lost element of healing. Mrs. Eddy was appointed onthe com

mittee to draft the Tenets of the Church - the chief corner -stone whereof is the fact

that Divine Science, as taught and demonstrated by our Master, casts out error, heals

the sick, and will restore the lost Israel .

The charter for the Church was obtained June, 1879, and the same month the

members, twenty -six in number, extended a call to Mary Baker Eddy to become their

pastor. She accepted the call , and was ordained A.D. 1881. This Christian Science

Church, organized in Boston, is the first of its denomination known to the

world .
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6. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (Continued ).

The Church Edifice, and Branch Churches . - In 1894 there was erected in Boston

a beautiful and costly church edifice designated as the “ Mother Church ” and offi

cially called The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston , Mass. It is a sub

stantial structure built almost entirely of granite and iron . The valuable lot of

ground on which it stands was, several years ago, donated for church purposes by

Mrs. Eddy. The total present value of the property is estimated to be $250,000.

There are about four hundred branch churches in this country, Canada, and Europe ,

these being auxiliary to the Mother Church , which stands as the Vine or parent

church. Upwards of thirty church edifices have thus far been erected , while many

more are in process of construction or projection . Some of these are costly and

commodious buildings, notably those of Chicago, Detroit, Minneapolis, and others.

In 1898 the Mother Church, The First Church of Christ, Scientist, has a

membership of nearly twelve thousand, and is growing with great rapidity. The

total present membership, including the branches, is nearly fifty thousand. There

are certain conditions attaching to admission to the Mother Church which cause delay

in the reception of members from the branches,

The Church Services.-A unique feature of the service is this , that there is no

personal preacher or personal preaching. Early in 1895 Rev. Mary Baker G. Eddy

was elected pastor emeritus of the Mother Church , and at this time she ordained

the Bible and “ Science and Health ,with Key to the Scriptures ” as the “ impersonal

pastor " of this Church and all its branches. That is to say , the sermon or discourse

is selected from these books alone. The services are conducted in other respects

much as in the churches of other denominations, but in lieu of the usual sermon, a

" lesson - sermon ” is made up of alternate selections from the Bible and the Christian

Science text-book- " Science and Health, with Key to the Scriptures " —such selec

tions being in corroboration and elucidation of the lesson-text constituting the

ground -work of the lesson - sermon . This lesson-text-with the exception of an

occasional lesson prepared for special service—is that selected by the committee

preparing the International Bible -Lesson Series. These lesson -sermons are prepared

by a committee of Christian Scientists appointed for that purpose. This order has

recently been changed in this, that the lesson -serinon for the morning service dis

penses with the lesson-text, and substitutes therefor a selection of Scripture for

responsive reading, while the passages selected from the Bible and “ Science and

Health, with Key to the Scriptures,” are in elucidation of a subject proposed as the

basis of each lesson -sermon, such, for instance, as God , Life , Truth , Love, and

Substance. In the Mother Church , and most of the branches, the selections are read

by a male and female reader . Thus it occurs that the same discourse is rendered in

the Mother Church and all of her branches each Sabbath .

The Church Tenets. Following are the Tenets of the Mother Church. They

obtain also in all the branches :

Church Tenets and Rules of the First Church of Christ, Scientist. To be signed

by those uniting with The First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, Mass.

As adherents of Truth, we take the Scriptures for our guide to eternal Life.

We acknowledge and adore one Supreme God. We acknowledge His Son ,

and the Holy Ghost, and man as the Divine image and likeness.

3 . We acknowledge God's forgiveness of sin in the destruction of sin , and that

sin and suffering are not eternal.

4 . We acknowledge the atonement as the efficacy, and evidence of divine Love,

of man's unity with God, and the great merits of the Way-shower.

5 . We acknowledge the way of Salvation demonstrated by Jesus, to be the

power of Truth over all error, sin, sickness , and death ; and the resurrection of

I.

2 .
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human faith and understanding to seize the great possibilities and living energies
of divine Life .

6. We solemnly promise to strive , watch and pray for that Mind to be in us

which was also in Christ Jesus, to love one another, and to be meek , merciful , just,

and pure. Rev. MARY BAKER EDDY.

Growth and Numbers. The growth of the Christian Science movement has

been almost without precedent, especially during the past three years . There are

at hand no reliable statistics from which the actual present number of adherents

may be accurately ascertained . But in 1898 a rough estimate fixes the total following

at a half million in this country, Canada and Europe. By this is meant, those who

believe in this system of healing and religion more than in any other, although

many of them have not yet taken an open stand.

Copyright used by permission of Reverend Mary Baker Eddy, the author . Christian Science Board
of Directors of The First Church of Christ , Scientist , in Boston , Mass .
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missionarywork ,Rapid growth .

3. THE BAPTISTS OF AMERICA (Continued).—Three traits of Baptist belief, Influence on other

Churches, Arminianism and Calvinism , Polity , Attitude to Christian union , Bar to federation,

Grounds therefor .Membership , Societies , Education .

4. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE .-Mrs. Èddy's education and experience , The new significance of the
Bible , Definitions.

5. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (Continued ).--God, Prayer, Law, Jesus' power, Sickness and sin , The

sign ofhealing, Healing both of sickness and sin still in progress, Church edifices.

6. CHRISTIAN SCIENCE (Continued ).— The impersonal pastor, The weekly service, Six tenets,

Growth , Present statistics.

QUESTIONS.

I. When did protestsagainst infant baptism begin ? When did they increase ? Into what did per .

secution drive many Anabaptists ? How was liberty of conscience treated ? How were Anabaptists

treated in England ? Name some early leaders. Whenwas immersion adopted ?

2. Sketch the life of Roger Williams. What books defended liberty of conscience ? Who formed
the first American Baptist Church ? Who the second ? Sketch the career of John Clarke. When was

immersion introduced ? What was the entire Baptist membership in 1733 ? How did Baptists act
towards the Great Awakening ? Whence did many accessions come ? Ivhat influence was e.rerted by

these ? Howwas religious liberty promoted ? State the membershlp in 1812. Describe its condition in
the South and West? What influence had missionary activity ? What opposed, and with what success ?

3 Wherein did Baptists originally stand alone ? How far have these traits become common ?

What set of doctrinesdominates ? What polity ispractised ? Discuss the attitude of Baptists to other
churches. Whatforms the bar to federation ? State the present membership.

4. Sketch the early life of M. B. G. Eddy. What occasioned the discovery of metaphysical healing ?

In what book was the explanation sought and found ? Define God, man , sensé , soul, and the real.

What is God ? What does communion with him confer? How is prayer properly understood ?

How did Jesus heal sickness and sin ? How can we? What evidence of this doctrine has been giren ?

6. State the distinctive featuresofthe service . Slate the six church tenets. Give the presentstatistics.

5 .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . History and value of liberty ofconscience.
2 .

The close of religious persecution in America with that of the Baptists.

3 . Are the obstacles to Christian federation insuperable. ( This topic can be dealt with only piece
meal, as the various denominational sketches are perused.)

4. The dependence of theory upon experience.

5. The various theories of prayer.

6. Read and estimate Science and Health , with Key to the Scriptures."
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7. THE CHRISTIANS OF AMERICA.

MONG the minor denominations in the United States and Canada, there

is a people rejecting all names but Christian . Their real attitude

toward the religious world is such that some of their own ministers con

tend that they are not a denomination, except in the sense of being

named. Speaking as one of them , the writer states their general posi

tion as follows : “ The Bible is our only rule of faith and practice, to the exclusion

of human statements, creeds or confessions ; Jesus Christ is our only leader ; we

accept no name but Christian ; Christian character is our only test of fellowship;

individual interpretation of the Scriptures is allowed to everyone; and we seek the

union of the followers of Jesus." This last purpose has been expressed more promi

nently within a few late years than before. In the beginning, the assertion was

rather of liberty .

On November 1 , 1792 , a General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church

was held at Baltimore. During the session Rev. James O'Kelly, a presiding elder,

offered a resolution providing that ministers dissatisfied with the charges to which

they were assigned might appeal to the conference, and if the appeal were sustained,

the bishop should make another assignment. The resolution was lost, after ani.

mated debate. The next day O'Kelly and about thirty other ministers resigned

from the conference. The next year, Christmas day, they met at Manakin , N. C. ,

and organized a body known as Republican Methodists," not intending fully to

cut themselves off from the Methodist Church . But within a year, at Lebanon

Church , Surry county, Virginia , at the suggestion of Rev. Rice Haggard, they

voted to bear only the naine “ Christian," to take the Bible as their only creed,

and to allow each church to govern itself.

In the year 1801 , Rev. Abner Jones, trained among the Baptists, organized the

first Christian church in New England, at Lyndon, Vt. In 1801 and 1802 , occurred

the great Caneridge revival , in Kentucky, following which Barton W. Stone, David

Purviance, and others of the Presbyterian Church , came out on the ground virtually

occupied by the brethren of the east and south already spoken of. These west

ern ministers were largely influenced by the conduct of many young converts

of the revival , who, when solicited to unite with the churches, hesitated ; express

ing the wish to remain simply Christians, to take Christ for their only leader, and

the Bible for their only creed , and to have equal fellowship for all Christians.

These three bodies of people, in their several districts, were ignorant of the

springing up of a people in any other locality teaching the same doctrines. A

few years later, when learning of each other, they recognized their oneness,

and organized somewhat loosely . There was thus what was practically a

simultaneous revolt against the three great American churches ; against the

Methodists in North Carolina and Virginia, against the Baptists in New England,

and against the Presbyterians in Kentucky and Ohio. We are the manifestation

of an important religious movement that is wholly American . Yet the common

phrase, “ the Bible our only creed , ” ever drives us for inspiration , for law, and for

doctrine, to Palestine. Though we sprang up in the wilderness, we refer to chap

ters xi., xii. and xiii of Revelation for explanation of that fact. Yet though our

origin has been largely rural, our history has shown a spirit of leadership not merely

in early home missionary activities , but a pioneership in subjects of public thought.

We established the first religious newspaper; we established the first college

( Antioch ) giving fully equal rights and lionors to both sexes, etc.
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8. THE CONGREGATI
ONALISTS

OF AMERICA.

HAT are known as the Congregational Churches of America and of Great

Britain are not the only churches which are congregational by organiza

tion . The Baptists, the Christians, the Unitarians, and several other

religious bodies, have substantially the same polity , so that nearly

thirty-eight per cent of all assemblies for public worship in the

United States are of this type of government. But the group of churches known

by the title of " Congregational ” are so one in history, faith, character, worship,

missionary activities and responsible mutual relationship that

they constitute as distinct a denomination as any in America .

American Congregationalismhadits origin in England in

the reign of Elizabeth . Many English Protestants felt that

the Reformation , as introduced under that great queen , had

not gone far enough toward the realization of what they

believed that the Bible taught that a Christian church should

be. These seekers for a more perfect Reformation were of

two classes, —the Puritans, a large party who believed in the

possibility of a reformed National Church , and the Separat

ists, a comparatively small and radical party , who agreed in

general with the Puritans as to the direction in which

churchly reforms should be sought, but held that Christians should separate from

the National Church and organize local congregations composed exclusively of per

sons of professed Christian experience.

The first to proclaim theseSeparatistviews successfully was Rev. Robert Browne,

a graduate of Cambridge University. In 1580 he formed a Congregational Church

in Norwich . A similar church completed its organization atLondon in 1592, and

another came into being at Scrooby, one hundred and fifty miles north of London,

in 1605 or 1606. The latter had Richard Clyfton , John Robinson, William Brewster

and William Bradford among its members. Persecution compelled all these churches

to fly from England to Holland. That formed at Scrooby settled at Leyden in 1609,

and a considerable portion of its membership, under the lead of Brewster and Brad

ford, crossed the Atlantic in the “ Mayflower," and founded the first permanent set

tlement in New England at Plymouth in 1620.

Not long after Congregationalism was thus brought by Separatists to America,

political and ecclesiastical tyranny in England induced many prominent Puritans to

emigrate to New England. Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Hampshire were

settled by Puritans, and beginning with the formation of a Congregational Church

substantially like that of Plymouth at Salem in 1629, Congregational Churches were

spread by Puritan settlers over the New England colonies. By 1637, when they

held their first synod , or general council, they numbered 22 ; by 1646, when the

Cambridge Synod formulated their polity, they had grown to 53 . In 1760, there

were 530 CongregationalChurches in New England. By 1816, they had multiplied
645
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to 1,000 ; and at the present time the churches of the denomination in the United

States number 5,625; their ministers about 5,500, and their communicants 630,000.

As late as 1820, four - fifths of the Congregational Churches were in New England.

Now nearly three- fourths are in other parts of the United States .

Some few of the way-marks of this long history have been , Eliot's efforts for

the conversion of the Indians, from 1646 onward ; the “ Great Awakening " under

George Whitefield and other evangelists, 1740-41; Jonathan Edwards and the New

England theology ; home missions organized, 1798 ; the first theological seminary

opened (Andover), 1808 ; the American Board of Foreign Missions formed , 1810 ;

the Triennial National Council instituted, 1871 ; the Christian Endeavor Society

inaugurated, 1881 ; the International Congregational Council , 1891 .

Congregationalism has always believed in popular education . Its first school

(Boston ) was opened in 1635. The first of a long series of colleges (Harvard ) was

founded in 1636; and the list of such institutions of higher learning essentially

related to Congregationalism now embraces forty-one, besides seven theological

seminaries.

The founders of Congregationalism believed that the New Testament contains a

minute and authoritative pattern of what a church should be in organization and

government. Few of their present successors would make so sweeping a claim ; but

Congregationalists generally hold that the Scriptures set forth certain broad princi

ples of Christian life and practice which should dominate the government and

worship of a church as truly as the conduct of an individual believer . While Congre

gationalists freely recognize that all Christians, throughout the world, are spirit

ually, but not governmentally, one — the Church universal — they have held from

the beginning that the proper organized form of the Church is not national, synod

ical or diocesan, but in self-governing congregations — hence the name, Congrega

tionalist. Each of these congregations- or, more properly, churches — is to be

composed exclusively of members of professed Christian faith andexperience, united

one to another, and to their Lord , by a covenant, assent to which is required on

admission to the church . ( 1 , for which of. p. 648.) Of each congregation Christ is

the immediate Head , hence no superior human authority can interfere with its

control of its own concerns. It chooses its own officers, regulates its own worship,

formulates its creed and covenant in words of its own selection , and conducts all its

business by the votes of its membership, either directly or through committees.

Hence Congregational Church government is spiritual democracy.

The officers of a Congregational Church were originally a “ pastor, ” a “ teacher,"

one or two " ruling elders," and several “ deacons. " In theory, and in practice in

one instance of early Congregational history , “ widows ” or deaconesseswere to be

added to the officers named, all being thought to be required by the New Testament.

But these officers were speedily felt to be too numerous, and the official equipment

of a Congregational Church usual for more than two centuries past has been a pas

tor and deacons. Besides the deacons, from two to eight in number customarily,

churches of size have a “ prudential ” committee to aid the pastor in administra

tion ; but no act is final unless approved by the church itself. Congregationalists

have always felt that religious knowledge was no monopoly of a few ,but the privi

lege of all ; hence they have emphasized learning in the pews as well as in the pul

pit. Their churches liave been characteristically of a missionary spirit ; and their

worship has been , and is still essentially , of a non -liturgical character.

But while each Congregational Church is independent and self-governing, it is

not alone. Since Christ is the immediate head of each church, these churches are

equal, they are like brothers and sisters in one family. As members of a Christian

household, they owe one to another counsel in perplexity, advice in important deci

sions, aid in poverty, and admonition when in error. Hence arises the Congrega

tional thought of responsibility, as well as local independence.
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9. THE CONGREGATIONALISTS OF AMERICA (Continued) .

This responsibility finds expression in “ advisory councils ” ; i.e., in allmatters of

importance, like organizing a church, settling a pastor, or healing a quarrel within

the church , Congregationalists believe that the advice of the representatives of other

Congregational Churches, assembled by invitation , should be sought. Besides these

occasional councils, which are summoned only to advise on the particular question

under consideration and are not permanent bodies, Congregational fellowship finds

expression in local “ conferences ' and “ associations, often embracingthechurches
of one county ; in state conferences; and in the Triennial National Council. In

these permanent bodies the churches are represented by delegates. None of these

bodies are judicial; but though merely advisory their counsel has great weight.

While each Congregational Church can express its conception of Christian truth

in words of its own choosing, Congregationalists, gathered in their public conven

tions, have never hesitated to give testimony to their faith . Thus, in 1648, the

Cambridge Synod approved the doctrinal sections of the Westminster Confession;

in 1680, a council representative of the churches of Massachusetts approved the

modification of the same Confession made by the English Congregationalists in 1658.

Similar action was taken by the churches of Connecticut in 1708. The National

Council in 1865 adopted a statement of belief, and a creed was put forth, in 1883,

by a commission appointed by the National Council in 1880, which was further

approved for publication in its model “ Manual ” for a Congregational Church by

the same body in 1895. No Congregational Church is required to subscribe to this

creed , but many have adopted it as their expression of faith , and it represents as

fairly as any statement could the position to -day of the great majority of Congrega
tional Churches and ministers. ( 2 )

The missionary work of these churches is mainly conducted through six societies,

viz.: the " American Board ” ; (3 ) the " American Missionary Association " ' ; (4 ) the

" Congregational Home Missionary Society " ; (5) the “ Congregational Church Build

ing Society " ; the “ Congregational Education Society " ; and the “ Congregational

Sunday -School and Publishing Society. " The total gifts to objects other than the

home expenses of the contributing churches, in 1896, were $2,129,456.

Congregationalists believe this system to be peculiarly illustrativeof the frater

nal spirit of the Gospel ; they regard it also as admirably adapted to the intelligent,

self-governing communities of democratic America, to the development of whose

characteristic institutions it has contributed much in the past. But the Congrega

tional Churches of America have never claimed to be the only true churches; and

they stand ready to unite in federal cooperation, as far as opportunity may offer,

with churches of the Protestant type of faith commonly known as “ evangelical.”' (6)

.

9. THE CONGREGATIONALISTS OF tee appointed by the National Council to prepare

AMERICA.
Manual ” is as follows:

Acknowledging Jesus Christ to be our Saviour

( 1 ) Various Early Church Covenants . The and Lord , and accepting the Holy Scriptures as

' Cambridge Platform " thus declares : our rule of faith and practice,and recognizing the

" A Congregational-church is : ... a part of privilege and duty of uniting ourselves for Chris
the militant-visible-church , consisting of a com- tian fellowship , the enjoyment of Christian
pany of Saints by calling ( i.e. , actual disciples of ordinances, the public worship of God , and the ad

Christ ), united into one body by a holy covenant, vancement of his kingdom in the world, we do

for the publick worship of God , & the mutuall now , in the sight of God and invoking his bless

edification one of another, in the Fellowship of the ing , solemnly covenant and agree with each other
Lord Jesus.” to associate ourselves to be a Church of the Lord

Most of the early covenants were very simple. Jesus Christ , as warranted by the Word of God .

That at Salem in 1629 was : “ We covenant with We agree to maintain the institutions of the gos

the Lord and one with another, and doe bynd our pel, to submit ourselves to the orderly administra

selves in the presence of God, to walke together tion of the affairs of the Church , and to walk

in all his waies, according as he is pleased to reveal together in brotherly love. And this wedo depend.
hiniself upto us in his blessed word of truth ." ing upon the aid of our heavenly Father, who so

The form recommended ( in 1896) by the commit. loved the world that he gave his only begotten
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Son for our salvation, and of Jesus Christ who holy life is the fruit and evidence of saving faith;

hath redeemed us with his blood, and of the Holy and that the believer's hope of continuance in such

Spirit, our Comforter and Guide." a life is in thepreserving grace of God .

IX . We believe that Jesus Christ came to estab

(2) The Creed of the “ Council Manual . "-AS lish amongmen the kingdom of God, the reign of

printed in the “ Council Manual ” ( 1896 ) this creed truth and love , righteousness and peace ; that to

is as follows: Jesus Christ, the Head of this kingdom , Christians

" I. We believe in one God, the Father Almighty, are directly responsible in faith and conduct ; and

Maker of heaven and earth , and of all things visi. that to Him all have immediate access without

ble and invisible, mediatorial or priestly intervention .

And in Jesus Christ , His only Son , our Lord, X. We believe that the Church of Christ , invisi

who is ofone substance with the Father ; by whom ble and spiritual , comprises all true believers,

all things were made; whose duty it is to associate themselves in churches

And in the Holy Spirit , the Lord and Giver of for the maintenance of worship, for the promotion

Life, who is sent from the Fathet and Son , and of spiritual growth and fellowship , and for the

who together with the Father and Son is wor. conversion of men ; that these churches, under the

shiped and glorified . guidance of the Holy Scriptures and in fellowship

II. We believe that the providence of God, by with one another, may determine- each for itself

which He executes His eternal purposes in the —their organization , statements of belief, and

government of the world , is in and over all events, forms of worship; may appoint and set apart their

yet so that the freedom and responsibility of man own ministers , and should coöperate in the work

are not impaired , and sin is the act of the crea- which Christ has committed to them for the fur.

ture alone . therance of the Gospel throughout the world .

III. We believe that man was made in the image XI . We believe in the observance of the Lord's

of God; that he might know , love, and obey God, Day , as a dayof holy rest and worship; in the min .

and enjoy Him forever; that our first parents by istry of the Word; and in the two sacraments

disobedience fell under the righteous condemna- whích Christ has appointed for His church : Bap

tion of God ; and that all men are so alienated tism , to be administered as the sign of cleansing

from God that there is no salvation from the from sin , of union to Christ , and of the imparta

guilt and power of sin except through God's re- tion of the Holy Spirit; and the Lord's Supper, as

deeming grace a symbol of His atoning death , a seal of its effi

IV . We believe that God would have all men ciency, and a means whereby he confirms and

return to Him ; that to this end Hehas made Him- strengthens the spiritual union and communion of

self known not only through the works of nature , believers with himself .

the course of Hisprovidence, and the consciences of XII . We believe in the ultimate prevalence of

men , but also through supernatural revelations the kingdom of Christ over all the earth ; in the

made especially to a chosen people , and above all , glorious appearing of the great God and our

when the fulness of time was come, through Jesus Saviour Jesus Christ; in the resurrection of the

Christ, His Son . dead ; and in a final judgment, the issues of which

V. We believe that the Scriptures of the Old are everlasting punishnient and everlasting life."

and New Testaments are the record of God's reve.

lation of Himself in the work of redemption ; that ( 3 ) Foreign Missions. - Foreign missions, in

they were written by men under the specialguid . many lands ; the most conspicuous being Turkey,

ance of the Holy Spirit ; that they are able to make India, China, and Japan. In 1897 the Society had

wise unto salvation; and that they constitute the
543 missionaries and 2,956 native helpers in ser.

authoritative standard by which religious teach
vice . Its income for 1897 was $ 642,781 .

ing and human conduct are to be regulated and
( 4 ) American Missions. - Labors chiefly among

judged .

VI . We believe that the love of God to sinful
the negroes,Indians, Chinese, Eskimos, and the

Mountain Whites of the South , supports 116
men has found its highest expression in the re

demptive work of His Son ; who became man ,
schools, employs about 650 teachers and mission.

uniting His divine nature with our human nature in
aries ; income ( 1897 ) was $401,371 .

one person; who was tenipted like other men , yet ( 5 ) Home Missions.-In nearly eyery State and

without sin ; who by His humiliation, His holy Territory , Aids in the support of over 2,000 pas

obedience , His sufferings, His death on the cross , tors , and maintains preaching in 3,800 places . In

and His resurrection , became a perfect Redeemer; come in 1897 was $ 588,318.

whose sacrifice of Himself for the sins of the

world declares the righteousness of God, and is (6 ) Fellowship with Other Churches. – The

the sole and sufficient ground of forgiveness and National Council of 1865 incorporated this

reconciliation with them . declaration in its statement of faith :

VII . We believe that Jesus Christ , after He had “ We rejoice that through the influence of our

risen from the dead, ascended into heaven, where, free system of apostolic order, we can hold fellow .

as the one meditator between God and man, He ship with all who acknowledge Christ, and act

carries forward His work of saving men ; .that He efficiently in the work of restoring unity to the

sends the Holy Spirit to convict them of sin, and divided Church, ayd of bringing back harmony

to lead them to repentance and faith , and that and peace among all who love our Lord Jesus

those who through renewing grace turn to right- Christ in sincerity.”

eousness , and trust in Jesus Christ as their Re- Thus recognizing the unity of the Church of

deemer, receive for His sake the forgiveness of their Christ in all the world , and knowing that we are

sins , and are made the children of God . but one branch of Christ's people, while adhering

VIII . We believe that those who are thus regen . to our peculiar faith and order, we extend to all

erated and justified , grow in sanctified character believers the hand of Christian fellowship upon

through fellowship with Christ, the indwelling of the basis of those great fundamental truths in

the Holy Spirit , and obedience to the truth ; that a which all Christians should agree ."
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10. THE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH .

RIGIN.— The Cumberland Presbyterian Church originated in the reinark

able revival of religion, which began in 1797 to develop itself in

Kentucky, under the labors of James McGready, a minister of the Pres

byterian Church. It has long been known as the revival of 1800."

It rapidly grew to such proportions as to create a demand for Presbyterian

ministers of the gospel beyond the ability of that church to supply. This circum

stance caused the Cumberland Presbytery, of the Presbyterian Church, to ordain

certain men who could not quite meet the doctrinal and educational requirements

of the Confession of Faith and Form of Government to which the Presbytery was

amenable. The doctrine to which particular exception was taken was that contained

in the famous third chapter of the Westminster Confession , relative to " the eternal

decree " and “ preterition .” The correlated doctrine of “ a limited atonement was

also involved, of course. This action of the Cumberland Presbytery produced dis

cussion in the Synod of Kentucky, of which it was a member. In 1806 the Cum

berland Presbytery was dissolved by the Synod , some of its members having been

placed already under prohibition to preach theGospel and administer its ordinances.

The Presbytery had also taken the ground that this proscribing act was unconstitu

tional andvoid. These proscribed ministers waited patiently and loyally for some

years, hoping that the Synod would at last redress their grievances. As a last

resort and in order to save what they had represented to the General Assembly as

“ every respectable congregation ” in that part of the country , three of these ministers,

Finis Ewing, Samuel King, and Samuel McAdow met and reorganized the Cum

berland Presbytery, or more properly speaking, perhaps, organized themselves into

a Presbytery bearing the name of the one which had been dissolved . This event

occurred in what is now called Dickson County , Tennessee, February, 1810.

Hence the name “ Cumberland Presbyterian Church. ” This action of the pro

scribed ministers was apparently a hazardous one, but it was taken after long and

patient waiting and much prayer, and the step seems to have been abundantly justi

fied by subsequent events.

Statistics.— The new church began its life hopefully. Local churches here and

there enrolled themselves under its standard. In due course of time other persons

were ordained to the ministry. The evangelical activity of both old and young was

great. New local churches were rapidly multiplied. Other Presbyteries were

organized. The first Synod, known as the Cumberland Synod, was organized in

1813 and the General Assembly in 1829. The Form of Government to which these

early ministers had been accustomed, viz . , the Presbyterian , was retained .

present there are 129 Presbyteries, 15 Synods, 2915 churches (reported) , 1571

ministers (reported ), and 175,642 communicants, 293churches making no report.

The Cumberland Presbyterian Church extends from Pennsylvania to California,

Oregon and Washington, and from the Lakes to the Gulf States. It is strongest in

Tennessee, Texas, Missouri, Kentucky, and Illinois. Its principal schools and

colleges are Cumberland University, Lebanon , Tennessee ; Waynesburg College,

Pennsylvania ; Lincoln University, Illinois ; Trinity University, Texas ; Missouri

Valley College , Marshall, Missouri; and the Theological Seminary, Lebanon, Ten

nessee.
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Doctrines.- TheCumberland Presbyterian Church at the very outset of its history

set forth a synopsis of its theological systein , which “ for substance of doctrine,"

has continued the same to this day.

1. It was thought that the Westminster syinbols implied the doctrine of eternal

reprobation, whereas the Cumberland Presbyterians explicitly repudiated this.

2. The Westminster system teaches that although the atonement of Christ is

“ sufficient” for all men, it is prevented by an eternal decree from being “ efficient

in the case of all men ; the Cumberland Presbyterians agreed that the atonement

would not be efficient in the place of all men , but they denied that the cause lay in

the unconditional, eternal decree, at least in the sense in which they understood the

word unconditional.

3. The Westminster implied that some infants dying in infancy were lost - or all

as to that, so far as the logic of the system gave any right to affirm the contrary. The

Cumberland Presbyterians did not like this, and , in harmony with their rejection

of the doctrines of “ preterition ” and “ the limited atonement," consistently

affirmed that all infants dying in infancy are saved.

4. The Westminster taught that the reason why the Holy Spirit does not on the

basis of the atonement, bring saving grace to the heart of every sinner is the fact of

the restriction placed on his work by the “ eternal decree ” ; whereas, the Cumber

land Presbyterians denied this, and affirmed that the reason lies in the fact that

every sinner does not make a right use of the “ common grace which is

bestowed upon all .

As to the relation of these Cumberland Presbyterian principles both to the

ecclesiastical and the general public, there is , of course, no doubt, that they are

acceptable thereto. The Westminster symbols as modified by the Cumberland Pres

byterian Church constitute the only type of Presbyterian doctrine which one could

wisely promulgate from the pulpit; and on this type of doctrine the Cumberland

Presbyterian Church would, no doubt, cheerfully agree to become organically one

with the other Presbyterian Churches of America, thus constituting one great Con

tinental Presbyterian Church of America . This ought to be the objective point of

all Presbyterian movements in our country , but no arguinent is needed to show that

if this point is reached , it will be on the basis of some such modification of the West

minster as that held by Cumberland Presbyterians. ( 1 )

10. THE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN

CHURCH.

( ! ) Presbyterians and Cumberland Presby

terians. -But times change, and men and churches

change with them . It is no secret that for years

Presbyterian pulpits have either been drifting or

consciously moving toward Cumberland Presby.

terianism . Thousands of them are already in the

same harbor. Statements that were once bitterly

denounced , and for the making of which the

Cumberland Presbyterians were excluded by the

Presbyterian leaders from sitting at the same

Lord's table, are now on everybody's tongue.

Monuments in memory of the slain prophets are

being erected by those whose fathers slew them .

Cumberland Presbyterians have never denied that

God is just. That the just Judge of all the earth

will do right, is indeed one of their cardinal

principles. But both in their Confession and in

their pulpits they bring into bold relief that other

aspect of the same truth wherein it is said that

" God is love." And in reply to the question,

How is it , in view of manifold teachings of his

Word interpreted in the light of that idea of eter.

nal right with which he himself has endowed us,

how is it that God could create some men and

angels for no other purpose than to damn them

for his own good pleasure ? it has never been re
garded as sufficient to say , “ It is a part of the

plan . ” No church can stand more reverently in

the presence of holy and inscrutable mysteries

than can the Cumberland Presbyterian ; but it

creates no mysteries, and for the most part it

stands silently, the only mystery which it parades ,

either in its books or in its pulpit , being the

mystery of God's redeeming wisdom and love.
The distinction between the preterition , or repro

bation , of adults and of infants is one that can

exist only in words ; for if one was eternally rep

robated , he was of course eternally reprobated in

infancy and all the other stages of his life, regard.
less of the time when he should die . Shall we

think of God reprobating, or as even negatively

passing over, any human being simply on condi
tion that that human being did not die in infancy ?

That is what it amounts to. But the Presbyterian

pulpit and the Presbyterian theological schools

and press now abound in vigorous rejection ofthe

severe elements of Calvinism which the Cumber

land Presbyterian Church disowned long ago . –

“ American Church History ," Vol. XI ., PP. 306,

307.



THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.

BY

REV. B. B. TYLER , D.D. , Vincennes, Ind .

11. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.

HE religious people who are generally known as Disciples of Christ, or

Christians , represent a movement in the church in the interest of unity,

peace and union, by a return in faith and in life to the Christianity
described in the New Testament. The inspiration of this movement is

found in the words of our Lord recorded in John xvii. 20-21 , as follows:

• Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall believe on me

through their word ; that they may be one as thou, Father, art in me, and I in

thee, that they also may be one in us: that the world may believe that thou hast

sent me.”

This movement began in the early part of the present century in different parts

of the country.

In 1891 the General Convention of the Disciples of Christ met in Allegliany, Pa.

In that convention the standing committee on Christian union made a report which

was adopted without a dissenting vote. This report suggested as a basis of union

1. the primitive creed ; 2. the primitive ordinances; 3. the primitive life.

The primitive creed is this : I believe in my heart that Jesus is the Christ the Son

of the living God . The primitive ordinances are two - baptisin and the supper of
the Lord .

A movement which has for its object the union of Christians ouglit to occupy a

position out of the region of controversy. The Disciples occupy such a position .

In answer to the question , what is baptism? their reply is : “ Baptism is the immer

sion in water of a penitent believer in the name of the Lord Jesus, and into the

name of the Father, and of the Son , and of the Holy Spirit.” That this is baptism

is denied by no one. Some do indeed say that there are other ways of being bap

tized , but no one says that the penitent believer who has been immersed in water,

in the name of the Lord Jesus, and into the naine of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Spirit, has not been baptized . Persons who have been thus bap

tized are received into the fellowship of all the churches. No person is denied

membership in any church , as above explained, on the ground that he has not been

baptized . The Disciples, then, so far as baptism is concerned , occupy undisputed

and indisputable ground. The baptisin of infants, of unbelievers , is a subject of

controversy ; but not the baptisın of penitent believers . Sprinkling, as a mode of

baptism , is in debate; immersion is not.

The supper of the Lord is a feast of love for such as are disciples of Jesus. This

is clear from the testimony of Holy Scripture, “ And as they were eating Jesus took

bread, and blessed it , and brake it, and gave it to the disciples,and said, “ Take,

eat ; this is my body. ' And he took the cup and gave thanks, and gave it to them ,

saying, ' Drink ye all of it ; for this is my blood of the New Testament, which is

shed for many for the remission of sins. ' ” ( Matthew xxvi . 26-28 . )

The primitive life is the life that takes the man Christ Jesus as the model. The

Christian life is not a life of rules and regulations, saying, “ thou shalt not,” and

“ thou shalt. ” It is a life inspired by devotion , a devotion inspired by faith and

love to the Sinless One. The real Christian tries to be and to do in all things, in

all places, and at all times, whatever the Lord Jesus would like him to be and do.

That life is most truly Christian which is most like the life lived by the Son of

God in the flesh and when he was among the sons of men .
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12. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST (Continued) .

This, in brief, is the origin, the position , the aim of the people who are known

as Disciples of Christ. The movement evidently was inspired by God . It was not

planned by any man , nor by any company of men . The above facts clearly

demonstrate the absolute accuracy of this statement.

The movement is remarkably popular among the people. They have responded

to its call with great rapidity. Thenumber of names together is now , according to

the last report of the statistical secretary, made to the General Convention in

Indianapolis, in October, 1897 , more than one million.

Their organizations for aggressive evangelistic or missionary work are as follows:

“ The American Christian Missionary Society , ” “ The Christian Woman's Board of

Missions,” and “ The Foreign Christian Missionary Society."

The Disciples of Christ in the United States raised last year $444,337.53 for

mission work at home and abroad. The report of the statistical secretary shows

that there are 10,029 churches, 1,051,079 communicants, and 5,780 ministers of

the gospel among the Disciples of Christ. They gained last year 422 churches,

47,407 members and 420 preachers, The number of scholars and teachers in their

Sunday-schools is 676,949. The value of their church property is $ 16,586,677 , a

gain during the last year of $781,230.

12. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST (Con- sufficient designation of all who believe in Jesus

tinued ) .
to the saving of the soul.

In 1807 the Rev. Thomas Campbell came from

Three Independent Movements. - In 1792 Ireland to the United States. He was a minister

the Rev. James O'Kelley , dissatisfied with the au- in the Seceder branch of the Presbyterian Church ,

thority of the Bishops in the Methodist Episcopal In his owncountry , before his removal to America,

Church, of which he was a member, withdrew and he labored to bringabout a unity and union be

organized a body known as “ Republican Metho. tween the various branches of the Presbyterian

dists." This name, however, was not satisfactory. denomination . His efforts were in vain . In his

After a time the movement was called the “ Inde . field of labor in the United States, which was the

pendent Christian Baptist Church .” At a later region of Washington , Pa. , he attempted to pro

period, its members agreeing to take theBible, and mote unity among Christian people by the organi
the Bible alone, as a book of authority , called zation of the “ Christian Association . " This

themselves " Christians.” This movement pre- organization was for the purpose of preaching the

vailed chiefly in Virginia and North Carolina. gospel to the neglected , and the distribution of the

Dr. Abner Jones was , in 1800, a member of the Bible among the poor. The basis of this united

regular Baptist Church in Hartland , Vt. During evangelistic effort was to be the accepted facts,

the last few years of the last century he is said to truths, principles, precepts, promises and warn

have “ had a peculiar travail of mind in regard to ings of the Gospel.

sectarian names and human creeds." In the year Meanwhile the work inaugurated by Stone in

above named, as a result , he gathered a church of Kentucky prospered . About twenty thousand

twenty -five members in Lyndon, Vt. In 1802 he persons had enlisted in his Christian Union move.

gathered another in Bradford, Vt. , and in March , ment. He and the Campbells and their friends

1803, another in Pierpoint, N. H. These churches became acquainted. TheCanıpbells had invaded

took the Bible alone as their guide in faith and Kentucky with their plea for union . A protracted

practice and the name Christian as a sufficient correspondence between Alexander Campbell and

designation. Barton W. Stone revealed the fact thatthey were

The third movement in the direction of the laboring for the same result -- the union ofChristians

position and aims of the Disciples of Christ had --for the same purpose-the successful evangeliza

its origin among the Presbyterians in Kentucky tion of men — and that their plan was substantially
and Tennessee during the years 1800-4. In the the same. The result was a formal union in Lex.

midst of an extraordinary interest in religion that ington , Ky., in 1832. Some of those who had been

prevailed , B. W. Stone and other mioisters of the taught and influenced by Mr. Stone declined to

Presbyterian denomination preached the doctrine come into the union . The descendants of these

of a free salvation . Charges of heresy were pre- constitute what is now known as “ the Christians,"

ferred against Mr. Stone and four or five other in some places “ the Christiau Church ," and some

ministers. They, when they saw that they were times “ the Christian Denomination ,” or “ the

about to be condemned, withdrew and organized Christian Connection." The Century Dictionary
the Springfield Presbytery . But this existed for speaks ofthem as “ l'nitarian Baptists." Belcher,

only a year. At the first annual meeting the in his History of Religious Denominations, a book

Presbytery was dissolved, and Mr. Stone, in the published more than thirty years ago, speaks of

month of June , in the year 1804, organized a them in the same way. They are not the same as

church at Cane Ridge, in Bourbon county, Ky . , the Disciples of Christ, nor are they to be identified

accepting the Bible alone as possessing authority with the people generally known as the Christian

in the religious life and the name Christian as a Church .
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Church Societies.- " The American Christian

Missionary Society' is the national homemission

ary organization of the Disciples of Christ. It has

organized more than two thousand one hundred

churches. It had in its employ last year more

than seventy agents or evaugelists. More than

thirty thousand persons have by its evangelists

been baptized into Christ. It has been instru

mental in collecting anddisbursing between two

and three millions of dollars to make the people

of the United States and Canada morally and spir

itually better. The time for the annual collection

is the first Lord's day in May .

“ The Board of Church Extension " is the crea

tion of “ The American Christian Missionary So

ciety.” It was organized in 1888. It now has on

hand a fund of one hundred and fifty -two thousand

dollars. Its secretary, G. W. Muckley , Kansas

City , Mo,, says that there must be aquarter of a

million of dollars in the treasury of this board by

the year 1900. Why not ? The time for the an .

nualcollection for " The Board of Church Exten

sion ," is the first Lord's day in September. The

money contributed to “ The Board of Church

Extension" is loaned to poor churches , to weak

congregations, to recently organized bodies of

Disciples, to enable them to secure houses of wor.

ship, at four per cent. interest per annum and for

aterm of five years. Three hundred and seventy

churches have in this way been assisted in secur

ing homes . The money, moreover, has been so

wisely handled that not one dollar has been lost.

" The Board of Ministerial Relief ” is another

board in connection with “ The American Chris.

tian Missionary Society ." A. M. Atkinson, Wa
bash , Ind ., is the secretary. All days are sacred

to this sweet service. “ The Board of Ministerial

Relief ” ministers to the necessities of aged and

disabled ministers and their families.

The Christian Woman's Board of Missions was

organized in 1874. Their society has the distinc

tion of being the first organization of women for

world-wide evangelistic and educational work en

tirely independent of men . Since its organization

the Christian Woman's Board of Missions has col

lected and disbursed in the prosecution of its

beneficent work six hundred and three thousand

nine hundred and two dollars and fifty -nine cents.

It carries on educational, medical and gospel or

evangelizing work at home and in foreign lands.

Indianapolis , Ind., is the headquarters of this

board, and Miss Lois A. White is the correspond .

ing secretary. The first Sunday in July is the

time for theannual offering,

The Foreign Christian Missionary Society was

organized in 1875. Its purpose is to make disciples

of all the nations. As its name implies, it works

in foreign lands . Its income last year was one

hundred and six thousand two hundred and twenty

two dollars and ten cents. There are now in

its employ one hundred and sixty-two mission .

aries .

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. THE CHRISTIANS OF AMERICA . - Christians only , Methodist, Baptist and Presbyterian con

tributions, Religious Journalism , Coeducation.

8. THE CONGREGATIONALISTS OF AMERICA . - Definition, Puritaps and Separatists, Robert

Browne, The Mayflower, Statistics, Eliot , Whitefield, Jonathan Edwards, The American Board

of Foreign Missions (the first in America ), the Christian Endeavor Society , Education .

9. THE CONGREGATIONALISTSOFAMERICA (Continued ).- Spiritual Democracy, Conferences ,

Associations, Triennial Council, Various Confessions, Societies, Federation .

10. THE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH . - Doctrinal and Educational Differences ,

Proscription and Secession, Statistics, Doctrines, Trend towards the Cumberland position .

11. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST.-Motive , Origin , Basis of Union , Primitive Creed , Baptism , Lord's

Supper.

12. THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST (Continued).- Primitive Life, Popularity , Societies, Statistics .

QUESTIONS.

7. Why was the title Christian adopted ? State the three sources of the movement. What innova.

tions have been made ?

8. Distinguish Separatists from Puritans. What effect had persecution ? State some first- class

achievements of Congregationalism . Relation to education ?

9. How is local independence harmonized with general assemblies ? And with a common doctrine?

Howis Congregationalism specially adapted to America ?

10. In what circumstances did the Cumberland Presbyterian Church arise ? What is the present

membership ? State its four distinctive doctrines. How has Presbyterian opinion changed since the
secession ?

11. What forms the inspiration of this movement ? Of what elements was it composed ? State its

doctrine of baptism . State that of the Lord'sSupper.

12. State its doctrine of the primitive life. What is the present membership ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY .

1. Where does just ground for the existence ofa sect cease ?

2. The growth of the missionary impulse since its inception in 1810.

3. Thetypical American church.
4. Secessions as an indication of nascent general belief.

5. Reformations of all sects to meet changed conditions.

6. The modern emphasis on life.
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(Dunkers) .

BY

GRANT MAHAN , Mount Morris , 111 .

13. THE GERMAN BAPTIST BRETHREN ( Dunkers).

N 1708 a small company - eight persons-, met on the bank of the Eder

at Schwarzenau, Germany, and were baptized. This was the beginning

of a new religious sect . A desire to follow more closely in the footsteps

of the Master, and the conviction that this was impossible in any of the

religious bodies of the time, led this company to take this step. Alex

ander Mack, one of the eight, was the first minister chosen by this band. The

church increased rapidly in numbers ; but even in Witgenstein , where so many had

found refuge from persecution, they were not allowed to dwell in peace. Mack

and Hochman traveled and preached in manyparts of Germany. Later they went

to Holland, and while there they met William Penn. He was then greatly

interested in his colony in the new world , and invited the Dunkers to settle in it.

The desire to escape persecution led them to accept the offer, and in 1719 they

began to emigrate to America. December 25 , 1723, the first Brethren church was

organized inAmerica, the first members were received by baptism , and the first

love feast was celebrated . This was at Germantown , Pa. Peter Becker was the

first elder of the church in America. In 1729 Alexander Mack came. Divine ser

vices were held in private houses until 1770, when the members built themselves a

house of worship in Germantown. This building is still standing. Since then the

Brethren have built churches in nearly every State and territory of the Union .

They also have missions in Denmark and Sweden, in Asia Minor and in India .

During the century and three -quarters which has passed since their organization

at Germantown there has been no change in their creed . The New Testament is

their only creed, and as that does not change they do not change. They hold that

faith , repentance and baptisin are essential to salvation. They believe that trine im

mersion is the apostolic method of baptism , and receive none as members without

baptizing them in this way. The agape, or feast of love, as instituted by Christ and

practiced by the early church , they restored in 1708. Just before partaking of this

meal they engage in the ordinance of feet washing, the brethren washing the feet
of brethren andthe sisters those of sisters. In connection with the feast of love

they receive the communion of bread and wine. After the supper, and while still

seated at the tables, the right hand of fellowship and the kiss of charity are extended,

by the brethren to the brethren and by the sisters to the sisters.

The Brethren teach and practice plain dressing. The wearing of gold for orna
ment is forbidden . The Brethren never go to law with each other; and they are

not allowed to go to law with others without the consent of their congregations.

They do not go to war, for their Master is the Prince of Peace and broughtto this

world a gospel of peace. Obeying the command of Jesus and James, they "swear

not at all." When called upon to give testimony, they affirm , but never under

oath. No member of the church is allowed to belong to any secret society. They

believe that the marriage tie can be broken by death alone . Following the com

mand of James, they anoint the sick with oil . They keep their own poor. More

than a hundred years ago they forbade any member of the Brethren church to man

ufacture or sell intoxicants . They forbid the use of alcoholic or malt liquors as a

beverage . They are opposed to the use of tobacco. In 1782 they called the slave

trade unchristian, and decided that no member could purchase or hold slaves.
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BY

REV. S. P. SPRENG, Editor of the Evangelical Messenger, Cleveland, Ohio.

14. THE EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

TISTORY.- Jacob Albright, who was born in Lancaster county, Pennsyl

vania, May 1 , 1759, and born again , in 1790, was the human instru

mentality through which, in the providence of God , that branch of the

Church of Jesus Christ, known as the Evangelical Association , was called

into being. Mr. Albrightgrew to manhood surrounded by a deplorable

religious decline . In fact, chaos reigned among the hundreds of thousands of

Germans who were then filling the forests of William Penn's great reservation,

driven thither by religious intolerance on the continent of Europe. These Germans

had a form of godliness but denied the power thereof. Though church communi

cants, but few of them possessed vital religion. As the pulse of the religious life

ran low, their morals naturally sank also. Corruption was spreading and there

was no salt to check it. The light was dim , the darkness profound.

No sooner, however, had Mr. Albright, at the age of thirty years, experienced

the saving grace of Godby true repentance and a living faith in JesusChrist, than

he began to feel deeply the need of spreading the light among his fellow - country

men, for whom practically nothing was being done, the great awakenings of the

time occurring mostly among the English-speaking people. In 1796 Jacob Albright

began to preach the gospel to his brethren in eastern Pennsylvania with marked

effect. Conversions occurred. In 1800 the first local organizations were made. In

1803 the first General Council was held ; in 1807 the first Annual Conference was

organized. Jacob Albright died in 1808, but the work went on. In 1816 the first

General Conference was held .

In the course of years the work spread beyond the bounds of Pennsylvania into

Ohio, New York, Canada, and on westward to the Pacific Coast. In 1850 mission

ary work was begun in Europe, the purpose being to revive vital godliness among

the dead formalists of the Fatherland. In 1875 the first mission was established

among the heathen in Japan.

In 1891the Church had 150,000 communicants. Through a rupture caused by

administrative differences, some 40,000 members were lost , though the property and

all the general institutions of the Church , as well as all the foreign work, remained

intact . The dispute was settled in the civil courts, which established forever, in

their decisions. the right of ecclesiastical self-government.

Polity . — The Evangelical Association has adopted the Episcopal form of govern

ment and the connectional form of organization . Her polity is neither hierarchical

nor congregational. By a graded system of church officers, with regularly assigned

territorial and ecclesiastical spheres of jurisdiction the great number of local organi

zations are formed into a solidarity . The church at large, which is represented

quadriennially by the general conference composed of delegates and general church

officers, and which is the supreme court of law in the Church, is divided for admin

istrative purposes into Aunual Conference composed of ministers. These are divided

into districts presided over and superintended by a Presiding Elder, elected and

assigned by the Annual Conference. These districts are subdivided into charges, or

stations, circuits and missions, presided over by a preacher in charge, or pastor, who

is assigned to the charge by the bishop presiding, for one year, at the Annual Confer

ence session . But a pastor may serve four consecutive years on one charge. The

charges again are often composed of several local congregations, which once more
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may be subdivided in classes, presided over by a class leader elected by the class

itself, with the approval of the preacher-in -charge. The business of a charge is in

the hands of the Quarterly Conference, which meets four times a year, is composed

of lay officials, and the pastor, and is presided over by the Presiding Elder.

The bishops are elected by the General Conference for a term of four years, and

may always be re-elected. They superintend the entire Church, and are highest in

authority . They preside at the Annual Conferences, which are assigned to them in

rotation , and in the General Conference they have a voice and vote, when not in

the chair. TheEpiscopacy is not an administrative office, not a prelatical order ; it

is itinerant not diocesan.

Doctrine. — In doctrine, the Evangelical Association is Arminian, with the Wes

leyan modification. The Apostles' Creed is the confession of faith of this Church.

This practically expresses the whole fact. This Church holds no peculiar views,

but aims to lay special emphasis upon the essential truths of experimental religion;

true, practical repentance, personal faith in Jesus Christ, which results in conscious

justification and conscious regeneration by the power of the Holy Ghost, and this

work of grace is completed, sooner or later, in the grace of entire sanctification.

Webelievein sound , thorough conversion, spiritual worship and holy living.

Institutions.—1 . The Publishing House of the Evangelical Association, located

at Cleveland , Ohio, was established in 1816, and possesses property valued at $ 600 ,

000 . It issues twenty -two different periodicals, among which the “ Evangelical

Messenger,” and “ Christliche Botschafter," are the official organs of the Church,

published weekly, the former in English , the latter in German. There is also a

German literary monthly, “ The Evangelical Magazine, " and an English holiness

monthly “ The Living Epistle," besides young people's papers and an entire com

pleinent of Suuday-school publications.

2. The Missionary Society . -The bishops in a message to a recent General

Conference declared this society to be " the heart of the Church .” It operates both

in the home and foreign field . Its annual income is nearly $ 150,000. It keeps

above 600 missionaries in the field . The average contribution per member for mis

sions is $1.45 per annum . The Society is managed by a General Board representing

all parts of the Church .

3. The Ebenezer Orphan Home at Flat Rock, Ohio, where 150 orphans are
maintained, trained and educated.

4. The Young People's Alliance, organized in 1891 , with a membership of

nearly 33,000.

6. The Woman's Missionary Society, organized in 1883, and highly prosperous.

7. North Western College and Union Biblical Institute at Naperville, Ill . ,

Schuylkill Seminary, Fredericksburgh, Pa. , The Evangelical Preacher's Seminary,

Reutlingen , Germany, and The Evangelical Training School, Tokio, Japan. Also

the Evangelical Correspondence College, located at Reading, Pa.

Worship .- In worship we are nonritualistic, simple, spiritual. We believe in

the universal priesthood of believers , and expect our members to pray, speak, and

sing in public services , yet with the motto “ Let all things be done decently and

in order " always in mind. In the churches of the Evangelical Association, all the

pews are absolutely free, being so written in the organic law of the Church. It

thus becomes emphatically a people's Church.

Moral Reform . - On all questions of public morals this denomination has always

taken the highest ground. As early as 1809, the principle of prohibition in refer

ence to intoxicating liquor was incorporated in the Discipline, and to this day no

habitual drunkard , much less a saloon -keeper has ever been continued in Church

membership. On the question of human slavery the Church has been equally

pronounced. No slaveholder was ever received or tolerated as a member of the

Evangelical Association .
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BY

PROFESSOR ALLEN C. THOMAS , Haverford College, Haverford, Pa .

15. THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.

HE Society of Friends arose in England about the middle of the seven

teenth century. Though none of its doctrines can be called original,

some of them had been almost lost sight of, some had been practically

rejected by many branches of the Christian Church, and they had not

been proclaimed as a whole, since apostolic days, until George Fox set

them forth. He is therefore rightly called the Founder of the Society .

The early Friends accepted the fundamental doctrines as held by the great body

of Christians, but dwelt, far more than others, on the Priesthood of all Believers; on

the Direct Communication of the Will of God to the individual ; and on the Imme

diate Guidance ofthe Holy Spirit. It is upon

these doctrines that most of the distinctive

features of the Society depend. Fox placed

the whole life upon one plane — the loftiest

aspirations and the humblest duties to be

alike governed by the same divine law.

The Society has at different times issued

“ Declarations of Faith ," but has never

adopted a creed.

The Friends hold that spiritual baptism

and spiritual communion are alone essential,

and that no rites were instituted by Christ;

that true worship is of the spirit, and that no

ritual can take the place of the reality ; that

by meeting in silence for the purpose of wor

ship, the Spirit has opportunity to speak

directly to the heart without human media

tion, and to call upon whom He will to

speak, or to pray vocally. Ministers are George Fox, 1624-90 .

called and qualified of God irrespective of

sex, and theexercise of their gifts should be independent of education or special

training, though the former is not to be undervalued in itself. A minister is

“ recorded ” as having, in the judgment of the Church, “ received a gift in the min

istry," but there is no ordination or necessary relinquishment of other occupations.

There may be, therefore, more than one minister in a congregation .

The Friends believe that oaths of any kind are contrary to the direct command

of Christ , and that war is wholly opposed to the spirit of the Gospel . Simplicity in

dress, and strict truthfulness in language, are deemed religious duties. Uniformity

in dress, not thought of by the early Friends, was the product of a later age, and is

now practically abandoned.

The organization is democratic; there is no division into clergy and laity. The

executive body is the “ Monthly Meeting " ; several of these forin a “ Quarterly

Meeting,” and several of these latter constitute a "Yearly Meeting, ” which is the

legislative body, from which there is no appeal . The bounds of a “ Yearly Meet

are generally determined by geographical considerations. “ Yearly Meet

ings ” are independent, though there is at present (1898) a movement looking

towards some sort of a union with limited legislative powers. There are also in

many places some modifications in the manner of holding meetings for worship.

The early Friends were full of missionary zeal , and Europe, Asia, Africa , and

ing "
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America were visited by them , George Fox himself coming to America in 1672 .

The first recorded visit to America was that of Ann Austin and Mary Fisher, who

came from Barbadoes to Boston in 1656. The Puritans treated these women shame

fully, imprisoned them for five weeks, and sent them back. In spite of persecution

and the death of four on the scaffold, on Boston Common, Friends kept coming to

Massachusetts, until their endurance and persistent faithfulness to what they believed

to be their duty, won, not only in Massachusetts, but elsewhere in America, religious

liberty for themselves and for all others. Of all the colonies, except the Jerseys

and Pennsylvania, which were settled by William Penn and other Friends, Rhode

Island alone at all times offered them a safe place of residence. Besides in New

England, communities sprang up in Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, and New

York.

When persecution ceased, the ardor of the Society somewhat cooled. Attention

was paid more to the enforcement of church discipline , and to work within the

meinbership than to evangelistic labor ;

and the Society soon began to decline in

numbers. During the past thirty years

or more, with renewed activity in mis

sionary and evangelistic work, the Soci

ety has grown steadily in membership.

The Friends were among the very

first to urge prison reforın . It was the

first denomination as a whole to see the

iniquity of slavery, and before the end

of the eighteenth century, not a Friend

in America owned a slave. The Friends

became the most earnest advocates of the

general abolition of slavery, and, owing

to this , three -fourths of their membership

in the southern states emigrated to the

then western states of Ohio and Indiana .

Two-thirds of the entire membership to

Penn was an English Friend , and day are west of the Alleghanies. A lamen
became a preacher to the Friends in 1668, being several times

table division on doctrinal grounds took
Pennsylvania in 1681 , and in 1682 came in person to America,

founded Philadelphia, and made his famous treaty with the place in 1827-28 ; much the larger part
Indians. Hereturned to England in 1684, and revisited Penn

held to evangelical views, though eachsylvania during 1699-1701.

body claims the name of Friends.

The existence of the Society for over two hundred and fifty years is the strong

est proof of the vitality and practicability of its principles. It is true that all

which the early Friends hoped for has not been realized, but much of what was first

reaffirmed or proclaimed by them has become common property ; as, for instance,

the privilege of affirmation in the place of judicial oaths; the equality of woman in

the church ; religious liberty, not simply toleration ; a practical belief in the imme

diate guidance of the Holy Spirit.

Friends have from their very constitution been unable to unite with others, except

on the broadest grounds. It is difficult to see how a federal union with other bodies

could be made, except upon a basis which would allow Baptism and the Supper to

be reckoned as non -essential; which would recognize the “ recording ” of ministers

(both men and women ) as equivalent to ordination; and which would dispense with

a formal creed.

William Penn, 1644-1718 .

arrested under the Conventicle Act . He received the grant of
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BY

REV. F. MAYER, Ph. D. , Detroit , Mich .

16. THE GERMAN EVANGELICAL SYNOD.

HE German Evangelical Synod of North America is based on the union

between the two great branches of Protestantism — the Lutheran and the

Reformed Church, as the same was effected since 1817 in the different

German states. The founders of the Evangelical Synod were mission

aries, sent during the third decade of our century to America by the

Mission Houses of Basel and Barinen. These two institutions are supported alike

by Lutherans and Reformed Congregations in Germany and Switzerland, and both

denominations are also represented in the Board of Directors. It was therefore only

natural for the pupils of these schools to organize a church here in America as

similar as possible to their mother church in Germany. On October 15 , 1840,

seven of these missionaries assembled at Gravois Settlement, near St. Louis, Mo.,

and organized as an association , which has become known as The German Evangel

ical Synod of North America.

Doctrine.—'The following declaration of faith was adopted by the founders and

still serves as its confessional basis : “ The German Evangelical Synod of North

America means by the term Evangelical Church that church community which

acknowledges the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament as the Word

of God, and as the only true aud infallible standard of Christian doctrines and

precepts ( 1 ) and accepts as its confession that interpretation of the Holy Scriptures

which is laid down in the symbolic books of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches,

among which the Augsburg Confession , Luther's Minor and Major Catechism , and

the Heidelberg Catechism are the principal ones, so far as they agree; but in points

of difference the German Evangelical Synod adheres solely to the passages of Holy

Scriptures alluding to them , observing that liberty of conscience existing in the

Evangelical Church ."

According to these articles of faith the German Evangelical Synod accepts as its

doctrine the consensus fidei of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches. We confess,

in entire harmony with the Church of the Reformation , God as the Alınighty

Creator of heaven and earth ; his omnipresent providence in the guidance of men ;

the doctrine of the fall of man, of original sin , of redemption through the aton

ing blood of Christ ; and the Christology, as the same was formed by the ecumenical

councils of the first centuries. We confess that sanctification is not our work , but

is initiated by the agency of the Holy Spirit , by means of the divine word and the

sacraments, and is a process that reaches its end only with the close of life. This

declaration expresses the union of the Lutheran and Reformed branches of Protes

tantism . As is well known, both have always agreed in all fundamental doctrines

of Christian life and faith , and on all subjects and facts clearly expressed and stated

in the Holy Scriptures, and on all articles of faith pertaining to our salvation. The

controversy between the two German denominations centers around the doctrine of

the Lord's Supper. ( 2 ) Our position on this question is the following: The German

Evangelical Synod believes and confesses, that in the Holy Supper the faithful and

penitent communicant receives in the bread and wine the body and the precious

blood of Christ and therewith forgiveness of sins, life and salvation ; but the unbe
659
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liever and unworthy receives damnation . The other question : How is this done?

how is it possible? how is this miracle performed ? the Synod leaves unanswered,

since the Scripture gives us no explanation. But we believe in the fact, in the actu

ality of the iniracle ; we believe that bread and wine in the Holy Supper is the body

and the blood of Christ, for Christ plainly said so .

Polity . Every congregation binds itself voluntarily to the doctrine and precepts

as laid down in the statutes of the Gerinan Evangelical Synod , when it joins that body.

Our relation toward other churches has ever been governed by the so-called

Augustine motto : “ In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus charitas. "

Weshow friendly interest in all undertakings for a confederation of different denom

inations such asthe International Evangelical Alliance, and prior to that organiza

tion the " Evanglischer Kirchentag '' in Germany. We support international Bible

associations and like work in different directions.

Let us say a few words on the management of our Church . Every congregation

is independent in its local affairs; the Synod acts more in the character of a coun

sellor or advisor . Anumber of congregations within certain geographical boun

daries constitute a " district," whose ministers and lay delegates meet annually in

a district conference. All the districts meet together in the “General Synod ,'

which is composed of one out ofevery nine ininisters, and one lay delegate out of every

nine congregations, elected at district conferences. It convenes every three
years.

Institutions. The Synod owns a theological seminary founded 1850 at

Marthasville, Mo. , removed to St. Louis , Mo., 1883 , which has three professors

and about seventy - five students. The preparatory college for students proposing to

enter the theological seminary, is at Elmhurst, ill . It was founded 1871 and has

130 students and seven professors. In connection with the college is the seminary

for the education of teachers for our parochial schools.

The German Evangelical Synod has its own mission field in the Central

Province of India . There are seven missionaries and fifty native preachers. The

annual expense is about $ 10,000, while a much larger sum is expended for

home missions. A harbor mission in Baltimore, Md., for the benefit of emigrants,

has been during the last ten years a blessing to many. There are orphanages at

Detroit, Mich ., at Chicago, Bensenville, and Hazleton, Ill . , at St. Louis., Mo., and

at Lincoln , Neb. , also deaconess-homes in seven of the States . Eden Publish

ing House is at St. Louis, Mo., and publishes all kinds of church papers and books

of worship. The official organ is the " Friedensboten ,'' with a circulation of 25,000,

besides which are seven other papers.

Statistics in 1897.—Districts , 17 ; ministers, 878 ; congregations, 1,130 ; com
municants, 194,618. Value of church property, $6,000,000. President of Gen

eral Synod, the Rev. J. Zimmermann, West Burlington, Iowa.

16. THE GERMAN EVANGELICAL and enlarges the Church . To this living Church

SYNOD .
belong the Lutheran and the Reformed alike . The

experience of centuries teaches that the best and

( 1 ) Tradition is Rejected.-Rev . E. L. Nablau , most pious Christians are always ready to live in

one of the founders, speaking on the articles of brotherly love and act as peacemakers. Christians,

faith , said : The only true word of God is the whose opinions about the Holy Supper do not

foundation on which our congregations build and exactly agree, may at the same time go together

to which the menibers of our society cleave through to the same table and receive the Holy Supper.

the grace of God. Not “ tradition ” is our salva- This is proven by the example of Luther and Me

tion . The eternal word of the truth shall be freely lancthon.Though the latterhad changed the Augs

confessed , and the centre of this word is the begin- burg Confessionand made concession towards the

ning, middle and end of our church , namely , the reformed party , against Luther's wish, they both

Lord Jesus Christ, the incarnated Son of God, in lived in the bonds of union of heart and love.

whom alone is salvation for the singers and the And we rejoice over the union of these two great

Church . mien in the kingdom of Christ. Both men acted in

( 2 ) Exact Agreement in Theology not Neces- an entirely Biblical and evangelical way . We fol
sary . - General President J. Zimmermann writes : low their example, remembering: " We are all one
The Holy Spirit by means of the Gospel vivifies in Christ Jesus. ' '
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and Editor of “ The Jewish Messenger."

17. THE JEWISH SYNAGOGUE.

HE history of Judaism in America is a record of growth and development,

of successive changes in custom and ritual, of large advance in educational

and benevolent activity , as the Jewish settlers chiefly of Spanish origin

coming in scattered numbers previousto the War of Independence were

strengthened by immigration from Germany, Poland , Roumania and

Russia until at the end of 1896 the Jewish population of the United States reached

fully a million.

Doctrine. — The customs and doctrines of Judaism which have never been reduced

to ironclad dogmas for all Israel , despite occasional codification , have always

admitted of greater or less variation in different lands , according to clime and

circumstance. (1 ) The same conditions were to be experienced in America with

similar results. The earlier immigrants of Sephardic stock who settled in the

North American colonies after harsh treatment in South America and varying for

tunes in the West Indies , were conservative after the fashion of their fathers, all

the memory of martyrdom giving halo and beauty to olden traditions. Many of

their descendants two centuries later are no less strict observants of the Spanish and

Portuguese ritual and practice. The English and earlier Polish settlers of a subse

quent generation have hardly as yet entirely lost their British and Polish conserva

tive associations. The German immigrants of the decade of 1848 who were reared

in the school of German liberation were inclined to be less scrupulous of old

fashions, and adapted forms and customs to the newer-day environment. Their

children have naturally developed along the same progressive lines. The still more

recent Jewish landslide from Europe is Russian and Galician in its conception of

Jewish doctrine and rite, including a contingent of pronounced radical views.

While, therefore, American Judaism suffers from this stratification , due to

successive immigrations of different nationalities, it has never had its authoritative

council or synod to promulgate opinion , to ratify or to abolish . There have been

associations among rabbis and laymen, but these have not been ecclesiastical in

character. Their views have been simply individual, of interest , of course , as

evidencing the trend of thought but of no binding force. While Jewish congrega

tions may unite and cooperate for education and charity, the antonomy of each is

strictly maintained and every pulpit is purely its own spokesman. Hence there are

all shades of sentiment in American Israel , all varieties of interpretations, the two

forces of stability and movement being steadily at work and developing phases of

conservatism and progress. Considering, however, the essential principles of repre

sentative Jewish leaders in pulpit and press, which are practically the same, even if

they differ as to observances and the authority of the rabbinical ceremonial code,

these may broadly be stated as embracing the unity of God (2 ) and the unity ofman

kind. (3) The religious ceremonials in home and synagogue, held more or less

strictly , the righteous life impelling to breadth of view, brotherly love to all , and

the realization of the highest ideals of American citizenship ;—such are the

corollaries of American Jewish principles.

The Future.—The heterogeneous nature of the American Jew and the lack as

yet of a distinctly homogeneous class, due to his composite character, in which trait

he resembles the American in general, makes it difficult to realize Jewish ideals.

The great mass are still foreign, with the atmosphere of Europe andGhetto condi
tions; and their Americanization is a slow process, for the parents perhaps

impossible. On the other hand, there is a large body of American-born Israelites,
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apathetic and without sympathy for the synagogue. Yet there are hopeful signs,

particularily in educational movements, a more conservative tendency among our

representative men , and the awakening of the American Jewess to her duty and

opportunity. With coöperation , unselfish effort, and intelligent direction, American
Judaism can expect to attain a high degree of usefulness and to realize under

providence some of its ideals that will bless and elevate humanity.

Relation to Christianity .-As to the question of federal union with other

churches, that is impossible so long as church remains church and synagogue syna

gogue. The Jew is no propagandist and has no desire to Judaize. He rejoices that

the best elements in the church aim to translate into life the ideals of the Jewish

prophet. While religious federation is wholly impracticable, church and synagogue

do unite for civic purposes, for general educational and charitable progress. In

many cities Jew and non -Jew unite on Thanksgiving Day. The Jewish pulpit is

freely open to the non -Jewish preacher. Young Men's Hebrew Associations have

often called Christian clergymen to their platform . Synagogues have been freely

placed at the disposal of Christian congregations whose churches were destroyed by

fire and the courtesy has been reciprocated. These indications of mutual esteem

and good will cannot but spread more and more, particularly as national movements

for education, charity, civic reform , and congresses of religion increase and rally the

broad and thoughtful of all creeds on the same platform. But the most advanced

and liberal Jew will not consent to federation , if it means extinction and absorption,

and surely the more conservative will be least inclined for such a step. The inission

and message of Judaism arenot superfluous even in our end-of-the -century, but not
end -of-the -world era. So long as swords are not turned to ploughshares, and

idolatries are still worshiped, while the nations and creeds are competitors, not

partners, the Jew must be sentinel on the watch - tower, however lonely the post, and

wait for the dawn. He has survived two thousand years of crucifixion. The Arch

of Titus preserves the story of what is termed his nation's fall. But Judaism

awoke when the Temple vanished; and the Jew in losing Palestine , las secured the

world for the law and the prophet.

17 . THE JEWISH SYNAGOGUE.

( 1 ) No Jewish Creed . - Jewish theology, being

dependent on knowledge, and being as progressive

as the mind, cannot be cast into fixed molds.

Many have tried to formulate a Jewish creed and

failed . Even the notable efforts of Maimondes

gave no universal satisfaction. His thirteen arti

cles of faith have for us merely a historical value,

showing one particular stage in the development

of Jewish theology. It is of constant interest to

know that his articles specified belief in God as

creator, His unity, spirituality, eternity , the wor
ship of Him alone, the authenticity of prophecy

the distinction of Moses from the other prophets,

the law of Mosaic origin, the immutability of the

law . God's omniscience, reward and punishment,

the Messiah - resurrection and future life. Some

Jewish philosophers increased the number of these

articles , while others reduced them to as low a

number as three. But there was never agreement

as to whether these tlıree doctriues were revela

tion , reward and punishment or creation, omnis

cience and Providence, or God , revelation and

immortality. Some deny reward, others revela

tion , and still others the immutability of God's

law . There is no agreement as to a fixed creed in

Judaism.- Rev. Dr. Jos. Silverman, in “ Sermons

by American Rabbis ."

( 2 ) Unity of God . - Our faith in the unity of

God, the chief cornerstone of Judaisir , is now

conceived of far more in its conclusive than in its

exclusive bearing. Faith in the One Father in

heaven imposes upon us the obligation to seek the

brotherhood of man on earth . The fear of losing

our identity and , with it, our faith, by the free

intercourse with our neighbors haunts us no

longer. Our allies count by the millions , and

science is on ourside. But even if the danger still

existed , we could not , for that reason , recede from

the position we have taken toward our fellow

citizens. If the unity of God does not lead to the

brotherhood of man, perhaps the brotherhood of

man will lead to the unity of God . But whether

or not - what but good can come from the cultiva

tion of kindly feelings between a man and his

neighbor, and from the acknowledgment of the

equal rights of all men in the High Court of

Eternal Justice.- Dr. Gustav Gottheil, in " Sun

and Shield ."

(3 ) Unity of Mankind . - Between Judaism and

philosophical Hellenism , as between Judaism and

Christianity weakened to Unitarianism and Uni

versalism , there yawns a deep chasm. We believe

in only one God , a Divine Providence, ruling the

world, in whose sight all men are equal. We

cannot add anything to this belief, as, for ju

stance, ascribing divine qualities to a human

being, nor can we give upany part of it as, for

instance, endowing our God with human accidents.

- Rev. Liebman Adler, in “ Sabbath Hours."
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N

18. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH.

AME . — In the Great Reformation of the sixteenth century , the adherents

of Luther were nick -named “ Lutherans ” by the Romanist, Dr. Eck,

after the Leipzic Disputation in 1519, and so spoken of by Pope Hadrian
VI. in 1522. They were first termed “ Protestants " at the Diet of

Spire in 1529. Luther strongly protested , and disapproved that his

name should be borne by his fellow -confessors : in Europe they were and are called

“ The Evangelical Church ” ; in this country they are commonly known as “ The

Evangelical Lutheran Church .”

Sources and Growth : Seventeenth Century.—The first Lutherans who made

permanent homes in America came among the colonists from Holland, who settled

( 1612-1622) for traffic with the Indians on Manhattan Island and the Hudson River.

Though brought by the spirit of trade, they were the first in this country to suffer

persecution on account of their faith . England's supremacy in 1664 gave them

religious liberty . Whilst there are no Dutch Lutheran congregations in the United

States to-day , there are a number of Dutch origin , mostly along the Hudson .

Gustavus Adolphus, the King of Sweden, had projected a colony to America,

both for the religious welfare of the natives and for the glory of his realm . The

glorious victory at Luetzen in 1622 , immortalized “ The Lion of the North,” and

left to his Great Premier, Oxenstiern, the furthering ofthe colony. In 1638 two ship

loads from the Lutheran land of Sweden purchased lands of the Indians and estab

lished themselves on the banks of the Delaware. Others followed and all prospered.

They built churches ; their pastor, Campanius, translated Luther's catechism

into the Delaware dialect , and also gave religious instruction to the Indians. For

over forty years previous to the arrival of William Penn they had lived and labored

among them in the greatest peace and prosperity, and by their good name and

offices greatly promoted the success of Penn's famous Treaty with the Indians under

the Great Elm at Philadelphia in 1683. By the close of the following century, through

political changes, but mainly from lack of English -speaking Lutheran pastors,

these people with their church edifices came into the hands of the Episcopalians.

Eighteenth Century . - Not being a sea-going people, previous to the eighteenth

century few Germans came to America . During this century, being compelled by

persecution and suffering, or encouraged by the plans and prospects of Penn's colony,

many thousand German Lutherans sought homes in the New World.

Impoverished by the Thirty Years' War, and in constant dread of invasion,

many of the wretched inhabitants of the Rhenish Palatinate sought refuge in

England, whence aided by the Government and Queen Anne, they came as colonists

to New York , Pennsylvania and North Carolina ( 1707-1712 ).

Forced into exile in mid -winter, 30,000 men , women and children from the

Austrian Archbishopric of Salzburg went to Prussia, Holland, Sweden and En

land. The English , by parliamentary aid and public contributions, assisted many

of the fellow believers of those who bound themselves in the “ covenant of salt

to found the Lutheran colony at Ebenezer, Georgia, under the devoted pastors ,

Bolzaus and Gronau ( 1731-1734 ).
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THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW.

13. THE GERMAN BAPTIST BRETHREN (DUNKERS).— Mack, Penn , Germantown, Expan.

sion, Missions, Trine Immersion , The Agape, Feet-washing, Kiss of Charity , Dressing, Law,

War, Oaths, Divorce, The sick , The poor,Drinking and smoking,Slavery .
14. THEEVANGÉLICALASSOCIATION .-- Religious decay, Jacob Albright, Government, Organ

ization, Arminianism , Experimental religion , Missions, Worship , Morals.

15. THE SOCIETY OF FRIENDS.-Origin , Distinctive doctrines, Creed, Distinctive practices,

Fox, Austin , Fisher, Persecution , Decline, Slavery, Division , Mission, Federation.

16. THE GERMAN EVANGELICAL SYNOD . – Basis, Introduction to America, Creeds, Particular

doctrines, especially thaton theHoly Supper, Give the statistics.

17. THE JEWISH SYNAGOGUE.- Doctrine, Spanish and Portuguese, British and Polish, Ger.

manic and Russian, Unity of God , Unity of man, Corollaries, The future, No federation,
Swords and Idolatries.

18. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH .–Name, Colonists from Holland and Sweden,

from Germany and Austria .

QUESTIONS.

13. How did the Dunkers arise ? Why did they immigrate into America ? State the distinctive

beliefs ofthe Dunkers. State the distinctive ceremonies oftheDunkers. State their judgmenton certain
national moral issues .

14. Describe the conditionsunder

which the Evangelical Association
arose . What did Albright do? On

what is special emphasis laid? What
is the “ heart of the Church ” ? What

position is taken towards moral re

form ?

15. Who founded the Society of

Friends ? Hasit a creed ? Relate the

distinctive doctrines of the Friends.

What practices were required ? De
scribe the early experiences of the
Friends in America. What moral re

form were Friends thefirstto promote?

What service has the Society done to

religion ? How could federation be

made ?

On what was the German

Evangelical Synod founded ? What

creeds does it confess ? State its view

of the Lord's Supper. Describe its

polity . State its present statistics.

17. How has Jewish doctrine

varied ? What immigrants alone were
progressive in religion ? Discuss the

First Church of the Brethren (Dunkers) in America. ( Built by the Members at prospects ofthe Jews. How are Jews
Germantown, Pa., in 1770.) related to Christians. What is the

mission of Judaism ?

18. E.xplain the originofthe term Lutheran. What title is usedin Germany ? Who were the first

Lutherans in America ? What first led Swedes to America ? How did they influence Penn's treaty with

the Indians ? What impelled many Germans to emigrate to America ?

16 .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Discuss the pros and cons of the Dunker position , as expressed by Alfred Tennyson :

“ And so the Word had breath and wrought

With human hands the creed of creeds,

In loveliness of perfectdeeds,

Excelling all poetic thought.

2. Discuss as number 1 , viz .: Can experimental religion dispense with doctrine or with culture ?

3. Discuss as numbers 1 and 2 .

4. The prospects of organic union of Christian Churches, as based on the experience ofthe German

Evangelical Synod.

5. The influence of various national cultures upon a religion.
6. The influence of migration upon the spreadof religion.
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19. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (Continued ) .

Unscrupulous agents traversed Germany in the interests of shipping companies,

and by fabulous tales of plenty, wealth, honor and titles so easily secured in the

New World, lured the simple-minded people from their homes. Pennsylvania was

the paradise generally sought. In the summer of 1749, 12,000 German immigrants

landed at Philadelphia, many of them Lutherans, and for years the tide continued .

Many died on the long voyages in the poorly -supplied and overcrowded vessels.

On landing the captain advertised the arrival of those too poor to pay the passage

charges, and at auction sold men, women and children for three , six, ten or more

years, who were taken for service to New England , Pennsylvania and other colonies.

Families were separated never again to meet. Whilst character and industry often

elevated these servants to the place of masters, and maids betimes married their

purchasers, yet, despite the laws for their protection , it was only to protracted
slavery , with its wretchedness and abominations, that many of the “ redemptorists ''

were doomed during their enforced labor.

From Waldoboro, Maine, to Ebenezer, Georgia, in 1735 there were but eight

pastors for the whole Lutheran population. The people generally were poor, their

speech alien, themselves strangers in a strange land . Some made use of devotional

books brought from the Fatherland. Here and there an earnest layman assembled

his countrymen and read a sermon. Churches were few ; barns, mills and stable

lofts, carpenter shops, or their rude cabins, were the usual places for worship ; the

services and ministrations of the Church were seldom enjoyed. Clerical impostors,

base men , devastated and deceived the congregations . The religious training of the

young was sadly neglected . Distressing in the extreme was the general spiritual

condition.

“ The Patriarch of the Lutheran Church in America,” a graduate of the Univer

sity of Goettingen and sent from Halle, the Rev. Henry Melchoir Muhlenberg, in

1742 , reached Philadelphia, Pa. His apostolic life; his faithful, untiring and

blessed labors, his piety, ability, tact and sagacity, inspirited the people, reduced

chaos to order and laid solid foundations for the future of the Church . In 1748,

Muhlenberg with five other pastors and lay representatives from twenty pastoral

districts , organized the Ministerium or Synod of Pennsylvania and adjacent States.

In 1786, the second Synod, that of New York, was organized.

The French and Indian wars, and the War of the Revolution, destroyed

churches, devastated communities and scattered congregations. Infidelity, deism

and rationalism poisoned by their evil influences. Throughout the Colonies religion

reached a very low ebb. The German Lutheran population greatly suffered in the

general spiritual degeneration and destitution . At the close of the century the New

York Synod had decreased in its pastoral roll nearly one half; in the Carolinas six

pastors remained ; there were less than seventy in all the United States.

Nineteenth century . — Though diminished by our own Civil War and the wars

of Europe a flood -tide of immigration brought multitudes to the United States during

the nineteenth century , and a large proportion of the mighty host were Lutherans

in their religious faith .

To secure homes and material good brought many ; others came to enjoy reli

gious liberty. In Germany the plan of King Frederick William III. to bring by law

the Lutheran and the Reformed into a “ United Church ,” 1817-1830, worked pro

test and division . In 1839, under Pastor Grabau, one thousand “ Separatists''

settled at Buffalo, N. Y. , and in 1845 organized the “ Synod of Exiles from the

Lutheran Church of Prussia ," or the Buffalo Synod. Five shiploads of Saxon

“ Separatists” sailed in 1838. Nothing was ever heard of the “ Amalia;'' but in

1839, the others located at St. Louis, Mo. Amid perils and poverty unspeakable,

in a log cabin they at once established a classical school for the training ofministers
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and in 1847 organized at Chicago, Ill . , the “ German Evangelical Lutheran Synod

of Missouri, Ohio, and other States. " Prof. Carl F. W. Walther, D.D. , was the

first President and Father of the Missouri Synod. In 1854, at St. Sebald, Iowa, the

“ German Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Iowa and other States, " was founded. A

school was instituted, and the ingathering of immigrant Germans and missions among

the Indians begun . Other German Synods ; the Texas, Wisconsin , Minnesota,

Michigan, Wartburg, Augsburg, Nebraska and Immanuel have since been organized .

For nearly two centuries few Swedes found their way to America. Several

families came in 1841 ; in 1850, the Rev. Lars Paul Esbjörn, “ the Founder of the

Swedish Church , " with ten members organized the first regular Swedish Lutheran

congregation . Over a million of Swedes are in the United States. The Swedish

Lutheran Augustana Synod was founded in 1860. In 1834 a little band of Nor

wegians came to Rochester, N. Y. , finally settling in La Salle Co. , Ill . Though not

so numerous as the Swedes, Norwegian Lutheran churches have been established

from Maine to Oregon, from Manitoba to Texas. Five Synods have been organized ;

in 1890 three of them joined in forming the “ United Norwegian Church ,” to which

the Hauge Synod is friendly ; the Norwegian inclining toward the Missouri German

Synod . In the United States there are more than five score thousand Danes, 10,000

Icelanders, 80, 000 Finlanders, and several thousand Slavonian, Hungarian , French,

Scottish , Wendt and Bohemian Lutherans. The Danes have two Synods, the Ice

landers and the Finns one each ; the others whilst having congregations, are not in

Synodical organizations of their own tongue.

Lutheran pioneers are usually blessed with goodly families. Inured to the hard

ships and inheriting the spirit of their fathers, as the home hive filled up, the hardy

sons and daughters swarmed and sought new abodes. Southward and westward they

spread. This migration beginning in the eighteenth, grew with the growth of the

country in the present century ; each successive wave passing beyond its predecessors.

Into the rich valleys of Virginia, into the Carolinas and Tennessee ; beyond the

Alleghanies in Pennsylvania, into Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa and to the West,

descendants of German Lutherans made their way. Pioneer traveling missionaries,

self-sustained or sent by the Pennsylvania and other Synods, sought to keep these

children of the Church supplied with the Word and Sacraments.

Preaching circuits were opened , missions founded , congregations organized ,

churches built, Synods formed, and schools, colleges and theological seminaries

established ; the forefathers at the East and the children in the West coöperated in

the work . The Synod of New York grew to four Synods; Pennsylvania has eight;

Maryland, one ; Virginia, two ; each of the Carolinas, one ; Tennessee, two ; Missi

sippi and Georgia, each one; in Ohio there are five; in Indiana, two; in Illinois,

four; and one each in Iowa, Wisconsin , Kansas, Nebraska, Colorada and California.

English is the usual language for worship and in the transactions of these Synods,

except in two, though in these it is much used . The largest share of the member

ship in nearly all these Synods are descendants of German Lutheran immigrants.

They have fifteen or more colleges , ten theological seminaries, and many acad

emies, schools and charitable institutions under their care. They number 2,391

pastors, 3,408 congregations, 355 parochial schools, 517,101 communicant members.

Polity and Organization. In its government the Lutheran Church in the

United States is not episcopalian , congregational , presbyterian or methodist, though

it has certain terms and usages which are akin to some existing in these ecclesias

tical organizations. It is somewhat like the government of the United States.

Jesus Christ is the Supreme Head of the Church. A congregation, consisting of

the pastor and his people, joined in organization, constitute the unit. From the

Supreme Head the congregation has power to inaintain and administer in their

purity the Word of Christ and His Sacraments. With the advice and counsel of

the Synod, when requested or needed, it manages its own affairs.
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20. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (Continued) .

Synods are organizations made up of congregations, within the limits prescribed

by their constitutions, as agreed upon and subscribed, for the furtherance of the

duties and good of the church at large, such as education , the training of

pastors, missions, home and foreign, providing books for worship, etc. In the

Synod, the congregation is entitled , in addition to its pastor, to at least one lay

representative from each parish ; in all synodical transactions these laymen have a

parity and equal rights and privileges with the pastors. The Synods plan, manage

and promotewhat the single congregation is unable to do, the educational, eleemos

ynary, mission and general activities of their churches ; advise and counsel with

them , as constitutionally agreed upon, in some Synods, as with the Swiss referen

dum , the resolutions of the Synod being in force only when approved by the votes

of their congregations. Of the sixty -two Synods in this country, seventeen are

independent ; the others have united in general bodies . Their relation to the

Synods and churches, and their powers, are defined and determined by the constitu

tions agreed to and under which they are established .

Made up of several nationalities, accustomed to various and differing usages in

worship and otherwise as Lutherans are , their languages, cults and questions largely

of practice have brought about and shaped the union of Synods into these general

bodies, as the status also of these bodies toward each other, and also that of the inde

pendent Synods and congregations toward each other and to the larger organizations.

All agree, however, in accepting the church's historical Augsburg Confession; and

there is no just ground for the contention that the church in this country is made up of

seventeen different and distinct kinds of Lutherans. Difference in the faith , not in

language, cult or practice, makes and marks the separate church .

Doctrine and Life. — The Lutheran as an historical Church accepts the Oecumen

ical creeds, and her own Unaltered Augsburg Confession ; and declares the “Apology

of the Augsburg Confession , the Smalcald Articles, the Catechisms of Luther and

the Formula ofConcord, with the Unaltered Augsburg Confession, to be in the per
fect harmony of one and the same Scriptural faith ." The Canonical books of the

Old and of the New Testament she receives as the Word of God, and the only and

all -sufficient standard and rule of doctrine and duty. For all men she insists upon

and claims the right and obligation to possess, to read and to study this Word.

The Lutheran Church believes in the Trinity ; Father, Son and Holy Ghost,

three Persons, one God ; and in the divine and the human nature forever united in

the person of Jesus, the Christ. She teaches, with utmost emphasis, that in Him

men are justified by faith alone ; and demands good works as fruit of true obedience.

The Lutheran Church receives the Sacrament of the Holy Supper and the Sacra

ment of Baptism ; and believes that, in a way not defined , in the Holy Supper the

Lord Jesus gives His true Body and His true Blood to the communicant; and that

ordinarily Baptism is necessary to salvation and that by Baptism grace is offered.". '

She confines the rite of Baptism to no one form , and gladly admits infants to this

“ washing of regeneration and renewing of the Holy Ghost.''

The Lutheran Church holds that the Holy Spirit ordinarily reaches and acts

upon the souls of men through the Truth , and mediately, through the Word of God

and the Holy Sacraments as the only and appointed means of grace. She believes

in the spiritual priesthood of all true Christians ; but insists that only they who have

been rightly called shall teach in her pulpits and minister at her altars. The

Lutheran Church in her worship is liturgical; but accords freedom , and does not

teach that the unity of the Church depends upon a uniform ritual and service. The

Lutheran Church teaches that through the Fall man's nature is changed and

debused ; that because of sin , mankind is under the sentence of Divine condemnation

and spiritually dead ; that only through the means of grace, the Word and the Sacra
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ments, by the gracious help of the Holy Spirit , is it possible for man to know and

accept God's offered mercy, receive spiritual life, perform acceptable service , and

attain the glorious resurrection of the body and eternal salvation .

The passing “ isms” of the day but little affect Lutheran pastors and people ;

steadily and quietly they prosecute the practical duties of a living, loving Chris

tianity, as enjoined and illustrated in the teachings and life of her adorable and
exalted Saviour and Head . She has prosperous missions among the natives of

America and in foreign lands. Her work in these fields has been retarded and

weakened by the vasthome mission labors forced upon her, in order somewhat to

meet the overwhelining demands and necessities of her own immense hosts of spirit

ual sons and daughters, who by immigration and migration seek homes in the wide

bordersof the United States. She leads in home-missionary activity ; she initiated

among the Protestants of America, and successfully promotes deaconess institutions

and hospitals, orphanages, homes for the aged, epileptics, etc.

By a few , the Lutheran people of this country have been aided and prayed for;

by many they have been assailed and preyed upon. Notwithstanding the humble

place which her children took on first reaching these shores, and the extreme diffi

culties against which they had to contend, the Lutheran Church in the United

States has a strong hold upon her people , and secures their hearty support. She

makes fair provision and zealous effort for their ingathering and spiritual welfare.

She has grown with the years greatly in numbers and good works, so that the

Lutheran Church ranks among the foremost in the land; by her conservative posi

tions, by her Scriptural foundation and by her conformity in government and wor

ship to the trend and habit of thought in free America, she has exerted by God's

favor and will exert an increasingly powerfulinfluence for good in and among the

Christian forces of this land , whether within the fainily, the community, or the

State. By reason of her several nationalities and different tongues, her various cults

and diverse customs, the Lutheran Church has within her own wide borders matters

of grave measure and greatest moment for the best thought and wisest counsels of

hermost sagacious, learned and godly leaders . She prays and hopes for, and in

God's own good time will realize, full unification in her own household of faith .

The Lutheran Church has sought no alliance with Christians of another name.

She holds that not by tolerating or by ignoring positive differences and divergences

in faith and practice, but only in and through the Truth can the real unity of the

holy Christian Church be found; she assures herself also, that when realized , this

blessed unity will have been attained only by the inost earnest, devout and prayer

ful study of the Divine Word , and the honest acceptance of its sacred teachings,

through the gracious aid and guidance of the Holy Spirit of God.
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21. THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH .

MALL, indeed , the beginnings, but steady the growth and inighty the

present stature of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Figures gathered

nearly two years ago ( the latest accessible) make the total ministry and

lay membership of the church at that time 2,842,928. Allowing simply

for the usual increase, the present strength of the denomination would

be just about three million communicants. The same authority (Methodist Year

Book, 1897 , ) makes the total value of church and parsonage property $ 126,521,608,

or in round numbers, at the present time , $ 130,000,000 for these two items alone.
Introduction to America.- This is certainly a sizable tree . From what sort of a

seed did it spring, and howdid it get rooted ? A young Irish carpenter, Philip

Embury, is believed to have delivered what may be fairly called the first Methodist

sermon in America, to a congregation of five persons in his own humble house in

New York. He had been licensed as a local preacheramong the followers of Wesley

in Ireland, but had made no move religiously during the six years of his residence

in the New World , until stirred thereto in 1766 by the strong exhortations of a

fellow immigrant, Mrs. Barbara Heck. The start proved to be timely, and in the

order of God. The numbers soon increased , a more commodious room was hired ,

and the excitement rapidly spread . Early in 1767 another Wesleyan local preacher,

Capt. Thomas Webb, of the British army, recently appointed barrackmaster at

Albany, hearing of the struggling society at New York , hastened to its aid . A

stone chapel , the first Methodist meeting -house in America, was dedicated October

30, 1768, and soon crowded with hearers. Thus the movement grew.

Francis Asbury . – And now most naturally the eyes of the little company looked

for aid to their great father over thesea. Wesley being appealed to sent a couple

of preachers, October, 1769, and eight more came in the five years following, but

none of them stayed long or were very successful except Francis Asbury. His

name is the greatest in the history of Methodism on this side of the water. Dr.

Leonard Woolsey Bacon , writing “ A History of American Christianity" this

year, says of him : “ It may reasonably be doubted whether any one man from the

founding of the church (meaning of the church of Christ ) in America until now has

achieved so much in the visible and traceable results of his work . " Though only

a peasant boy, without education , he proved to be a general of consummate ability,

invincible energy and wide-reaching plans. He kept the preachers on the march,

and wonderfully aroused the people. Under his wise guidance Methodism passed

through the troubled years of the Revolutionary War without a check to its progress,

and in 1784 there were 15,000 members, 84 itinerant preachers and probably not less

than 200,000 attendants on worship .

Independence Gained .—The Methodist Episcopal Church, strictly speaking, in

its distinctive organized form as an American institution, began in the closing week

of the year 1784. Up to that time the Methodists here had been an offshoot of British

Methodism , more or less subject to the control of its founder, John Wesley, and the

societies which had been established were in no proper sense a church. This

inchoate and unsatisfactory condition of things had been endured with exemplary

patience, though not without agitation , until the securement of the independence

of the republic. This brought matters to a crisis. Wesley took the right steps.

He clearly discerned the signs of the times and believed he had the guidance of the

669
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Spirit. He dispatched his right-hand man, Dr. Thomas Coke-having first, in con

nection with two other presbyters, ordained or set him apart as general superintendent

or bishop—to arrange matters. The American Methodist ministers assembled in

conference at Baltimore, proceeded , in accordance with the counsel of Wesley, to

form themselves into an episcopal church , with superintendentsorbishops, elders or

presbyters, and deacons, the episcopal office being elective and the elected bishops

being amenable to the body of ministers. Coke and Asbury were unanimously
elected first incumbents of the officc. General rules were adopted, twenty -five

Articles of Religion,

abridged by Mr.

Wesley from the

thirty -nine of the

Church of England,

were accepted , a

variety of minor

regulations were

passed and the shap

ing of the new eccle
siastical edifice was,

for the time, fin

ished , with remark

able oneness ofspirit

and great practical

wisdom.

The Doctrines.

The doctrines of the

new church cannot,

of course, be stated

here with any full

ness, yet since they

have been one of the

main elements, if

not chief of all , in

its growth, a para

graph must be de

voted to them . Cal

vanism was vigor

ously repudiated

from the start. The

doctrines of election ,

predestination,
limited atonement,

irresistible grace,
Francis Asbury .

and final persever

ance of the Saints as set forth by those who accounted themselves the only ortho

dox, were stoutly opposed in every Methodist pulpit , and the common-sense of the

people soon ranged itself with them . On the positive side Methodism gave emphasis

in its preaching to the doctrines having closest connection with the spiritual life,

and this also powerfully appealed to the people , ineeting their needs and capturing
their assent. It promoted revivals by preaching strongly the lost condition of

humanity without Christ, the freedom of His grace to all who seek and the assur

ance of present salvation by simple faith in the Saviour. It secured thoroughness

of religious experience in vast numbers of cases by urging its converts on to com

plete consecration , which they were taught would be accompanied by a correspond
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cry of ti

ing purification from sin . A bright, joyous, active type of religion was thus

produced, very attractive to the multitudes and very effective as a means of church
advanceinent. A free, a full, and a present salvation, which was the early rallying

Methodist hosts, proved amazingly productive of extensive as well

as permanent results. A reasonable religion , being joined with a very earnest

religion, swept the country. The freedom of the human will was empha

sized rather than the absolute sovereignty of God . God's love was dwelt upon

rather than His justice, though by no means to the exclusion of the latter.

The depravity of man was not regarded as being total in any ordinary sense of that

word , since God's spirit works in all and gracious ability to accept the offers of

mercy is freely supplied to all . Methodism isnot sacramentative or sacerdotal, but
takes a moderate view of the ordinances. It believes that the baptism of infants

should be retained in the church, and it offers in theory to all its converts who

have not been baptized in infancy their choice as to sprinkling, pouring or dipping:

butin practice nearly all are sprinkled.

The Polity.-Another large element in the growth of Methodism has been its

form of church government. This, therefore, must be briefly sketched. It has a

marvelous system of conferences and a complete set of officials carefully graded, all

interlocking in a way to secure close supervision and great efficiency of movement,

without seriously or needlessly infringing personal liberty. The General Confer

ence, which has supreme jurisdiction over theentire denomination , and is the only

legislative body in it, meets on the first Wednesday of May in every fourth year
and continues in session about a month. Since 1812 it has been a delegated body,

at first wholly of ministers, but since 1872 a part of the delegates have been laymen .

It makes such laws, rules and regulations as the interests of the church seem to

require, elects the Bishops and other general officers, such as publishing agents,

editors and secretaries, supervises all the connectional societies and maintains fra

ternal relations with other churches. Its powers are somewhat restricted by a con

stitution , but in most matters it has a free hand. The annual conferences , meeting

once a year, are next in order of importance. Including mission conferences and

missions, they number now one hundred and forty -five, and are in alınost all parts of

the world . They are composed entirely of traveling preachers,have only administrative

functions, and are presided over by the Bishops. In each Annual Conference there

are several District Conferences, held by the Presiding Elders and composed of the

preachers and lay officials of all churches in the districts . Finally, each church or

pastoral charge (where several small churches are under one man ) has its own Quar

terly Conference (consisting of local preachers, exhorters, class leaders, stewards,

trustees, Sunday-school superintendents and presidents of Epworthi Leagues ), which

supervises the interests of the charge. The duties of these various lay officers

cannot be here specified ; but since the most distinctive characteristic of the Metho

dist economy is the itinerancy of its ministers, a word should be said as to this

feature . It sprang up providentially through the necessities of the early days, but it

has proved a marvelous labor -saving arrangement. At first the preachers were

moved , as a rule yearly, in some instances every six months, though there was no

law against their indefinite reappointment to the same place. Then (in 1804) a rule

was made that no preacher should be allowed to remain in one station more than

two years successively ; in 1864 it was changed to three years and in 1888 to five

years, the present limit. The Bishop presiding at the conference is authorized to

fix the appointments, but he is aided in this arduous duty by information furnished

him from both churches and ministers, chiefly through the Presiding Elders, whose

business it is to travel all the year, having general oversight, each one of a District

comprising from twenty to seventy churches. This system distributes evenly, with

very little friction, the talents of the ministry, and supplies every church with a

preacher and every preacher with a church all the time.
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22. THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Continued) .

Growth . — After being fully organized, as described , the church proceeded on its

widening way , not without difficulties, perplexities and occasional dissensions , but

on the whole with marvelous success. In 1789 Methodism , under the leadership of

Jesse Lee, was introduced into New England , it having previously been confined to

John Wesley, the Founder of Methodism . 1703-91.

the Middle and Southern States . It pushed westward with great vigor, by means

of its itinerant , circuit-riding preachers with their headquarters in the saddle, who

kept pace with the advancing tide of emigration. It was the first religious body to

congratulate Washington on his inauguration to the presidency in 1789. It was

the first to establish , develop and recognize the vast importance of Sunday -schools.

It very early laid great emphasis on camp-meetings, and has been more largely

identified with this useful means of grace than any other church . Its first literary

institution , Cokesbury College , in Maryland, opened 1787 , was burned down in

1795. It was some tiine before the church, in its poverty, rallied from this blow,
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.

but after a while attention was turned anew in this direction, colleges and academies

began to be founded, and in the last fifty years (especially the last twenty -five years)

great strides have been made. There are now not far from one hundred and fifty

high-class institutions in this country under the various names of university, college,

institute, seminary, academy, together with about eighty more of diverse grades in

the foreign mission fields. The total value of grounds, buildings and endowments

is put in the last reports at $29,538,931 , with 44,393 students in attendance. Chief

among these institutions are the American University at Washingtrn, the North

western University at Chicago, the Boston University at Boston, the Wesleyan

University at Middletown, Conn., the Syracuse University at Syracuse, N. Y. , the

Ohio Wesleyan University at Delaware, Ohio, De Pauw University at Greencastle,

Ind . , and Dickinson College at Carlisle, Pa. A general Board of Education,

chartered in 1869, looks after this interest .

Missions. — The Methodist-Episcopal Church has been thoroughly missionary

from the start so far as the evangelization of this country is concerned , and has

expended immensesums on the frontiers, in the cities, among the colored people of

the South , the Indians of the West, and the various foreign races that have come

to our shores. Its Missionary Society was not regularly organized till 1819, and its

first foreign mission, that to Liberia, was not entered upon till 1833. Next it went

to South America, 1836, to China in 1847 , to Germany in 1849, to India in 1856.

It is working now in many parts of Europe (including Sweden , Norway, Finland,

Denmark, Russia, Bulgaria, Italy, Switzerland , Germany) in East Africa and Central

Africa, as well as Liberia ; in Peru , Chili , Paraguay, Uruguay, Brazil and Argen

tine ; in Mexico, Japan , Korea, Malaysia ; besides five missions in China and five in

India. And in these various fields it has about one hundred and seventy - five thou

sand communicants, besides nearly as many adherents. Nearly a million and a

quarter of dollars(sometimes more) have been for a few years past annually raised

by this Society, which covers both foreign and domestic missions. There is in addi

tion a Women's Foreign Mission Society, begun in 1869, which raises over $ 300,

000 a year, and a Woman's Home Missionary Society, organized in 1880. The

total missionary disbursements of the Methodist Episcopal Church through these

three societies are about a million and three- quarters a year, and another quarter of

a million is expended by the City Missionary Societies .

The Book Concern.—The publishing agency of the Church ( technically called

the “ Book Concern ' ' ) was set in motion as early as 1789, and has wonderfully pros

pered until now it has magnificent headquarters in New York and Cincinnati, with

agencies or depositories of large importance at Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,

Detroit, Pittsburg and Boston . It publishes a large number of periodicals and

papers, makes annual sales of two million dollars, and has a capital of nearly three

and a half millions. It has passed all financial panics without the slightest inter

ruption or danger; has cleared profits of six million dollars in the last fifty years

and has paid out half of this for various church objects.

Societies. - Other organizations dear to the Church and employed by it as instru

mentalities of wide usefulness are the Sunday School Union (begun in 1827) , the

Tract Society (organized in 1852), the Board of Church Extension (incorporated in

in 1865), the Freedmen's Aid and Southern Education Society (started in 1866),

and the Epworth League (formed in 1889 by the junction of several young people's

societies). This latter has at the present time eighteen thousand senior chapters and

nearly six thousand junior chapters, or about one million six hundred and fifty

thousand members. The Freedmen's Aid Society has expended nearly four and

half million dollars in the South since the war. The Church Extension Board has,

during the last twelve years, aided in building nearly twelve thousand new churches,

and has a Loan Fund of about a million dollars. The Hospital and Deaconess work

has greatiy extended during the past few years .
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23. THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Continued) .

Secessions . - Such are a few of the results which exhibit themselves after some

thing more than a hundred years of effort. The detailed history cannot be given

here. As already intimated, it has not been entirely peaceful. This would be too

much to expect considering the frailty of human nature. There have been a variety

of secessions, none of them, it is worthy of notice, arising from strife over doctrines,

but all springing out of differences of opinion over administration. James O'Kelley,

a flaming Irishman of great ability and extensive influence in Virginia, led off a small

following in 1792, because the Conference refused to restrict the power of the

bishops in the appointment of the ministers. In 1816 the colored members of

Philadelphia andvicinity withdrew and organized the African Methodist Episcopal

Church, and a secession from it in 1820 formed the African Methodist Episcopal

Zion Church . In 1830 the Methodist Protestant Church was organized by those

who were restive under the power of the bishops, presiding elders and ministers, and

had been defeated in their strenuous demand for the incorporation of the lay

element in the General Conference. In 1843 , many preachers and meinbers, who

were dissatisfied with what they deemed the too favorable attitude of the Church

toward slavery, withdrew and constituted the American Wesleyan Church . And

in 1845 there was organized at Louisville, Ky. , the Methodist Episcopal Church

South, embracing nearly all theministersand members in the slave-holding States

(about five hundred thousand) who were dissatisfied with the hostile attitude toward

slavery exhibited by the General Conference of 1844. These are all the departures

of any consequence . For the last fifty years matters have moved on smoothly.

There has been agitation looking towardsvarious changes in polity, some of it suc

cessful, some unsuccessful, but there has been no further split , and is not likely to

be. The most recent conflicts have been for the purpose of changing the composition

of the General Conference so that the laymen shallbe as numerousas the ministers,

and women delegates may be admitted as well as men . It is probable that both

changes will be secured in the near future, as a large majority favor both .

The Last Half Century . — The progress in the last half century has been uniform

and great. In 1848 there were but six hundred and forty -two thousand nine hundred

and twenty -seven communicants lay and ministerial. There are now, as before

said, just about three million . And the encouraging feature about it is that the

latest years have shown the most rapid advance. In 1883 , fifteen years ago, we

had eighteen thousand seven hundred and forty-one churches; there are now about

twenty -seven thousand. In 1883 our total membership was one million seven hun

dred and sixty -nine thousand five hundred and thirty-four ; we had in our foreign

missions forty -three thousand one hundred communicants; the total value of church

and parsonage property was $ 79,238,085. It will be seen from these figures com

pared with those given before for the present that the Church seems to be just begin

ning to grow .

Nor do we find on examination that this outward prosperity has been won by any

sacrifice of spiritual life or any criminal conformity to worldly folly. Outward

methods and habits are different but the heart is in no less sound and true. Revivals

are still of constant occurrence, and there is very deep interest on all subjects per

taining to the higher Christian life. There has been no lowering of the rigid

standard of morals for which from the start Methodism has been nobly conspicuous.

It still occupies the foremost position on the the temperance question, it still pro

nounces strongly against demoralizing worldly amusements. Dr. Buckley, oue of

the latest historians of the Church, asking at the close of his volume, “ Has Metho

dism lost to a dangerous degree its original vital impulse? " finds himself able to

answer it in the negative. He says, “ The flames ofpure devotion burn upon many

an altar, accessions by conversion are numerous, many preachers deliver truth in
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the power of the Holy Ghost, and every society contains those who cry continually,

Wilt thou not revive us again , that Thy people may rejoice in Thee. ' " He

thinks that the many institutions which have been superadded to the simpler

methods and forms of the fathers are being made tributary to the great work for

which Methodism was established . We are quite certain that this is the case, and

that the original purposes of the Methodist Episcopal Church are still being carried
out under changed conditions. It started in the language of the Discipline, to

evangelize the continent and spread Scriptural holiness over these lands." It is

still doing this, and is likely to continue it with unabated efficiency. Its sources of

strength, under God , are in itself, its record has been every way creditable, and its

future seems bright. Its progress has not been due to any government aid, nor to

members received from emigration, nor to prestige on account of great wealth,

social position or superior educational facilities. All these things havebeen against

it . It has been the church of the masses . Its growth has beendue to its reasonable

doctrines, its earnest piety, its military form of church government. It has been,

and still is , a church thoroughly missionary in its organization and well adapted to

avail itself promptly of all favorable openings, filled with reverent fire and burning

with a zeal to bring men to God , brotherly and social in its spirit, identifying itself

with all classes and making them feel at home within its walls, liberal in its opinions

yet high-toned in its spiritual life, and admirably adapted every way to the wants

of thenew nation in which Providence placed it. How could it , being thus, do any.

thing else but thrive as Church never throve before.

Dr. J. M. Buckley says , “ The most potent forces which account for the numer

ical increase of Methodism, the mutual labors of pastors and people in the local

societies , are incapable of historic description . Yet without them the visible fabric

of Methodism would be as the log-hut in which the fathers preached compared with

the elaborate ecclesiastical structures which prosperity has made possible.”

Bishop Charles H. Fowler says, “ What does Methodism mean ? It has the

fecundity of the acorn. It shall wave on the mountains like the forests of Lebanon .

It shall whiten all seas and all worlds with the sails of its spiritual commerce. It

has the enlightening power of the school; it shall shine into every dark corner,

driving all superstitions and all goblins from the earth's surface . It has the vigi

lance of the invisible police; it shall expose with the glare of its searchlight every

stealthy criminal . It has the compact organization of an army, it shall march with

its swing of conquest through every known valley and plain , and plant the cross of

the Redeemer on every hilltop and mountain peak.”

Dr. Abel Stevens, the principal historian of Methodism in this country, at the

close of the last of the fourvolumes in which he narrates the rise and development

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, says , “ This lowly Methodistic story is but the

reproduction in substance, of the apostolic history , and presents, in full vitality , that

original , that only example of evangelical propagandism , which, when all dogmatic

conflicts and hierarchical pretensions, with their wasted passions and pomps, are

recorded as historical failures, will bear forward to universal triumph the ensign of

the cross by a Catholic, living, working church of the cominon people.”



THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL

CHURCH , SOUTH .

BY

M. B. CHAPMAN , D.D. , Pastor of Walnut Street Methodist Church, Louisville, Kentucky.

24 . THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH , SOUTH,

HE movement called Methodism originated one hundred and fifty years

ago in England, when the Wesleys and Whitfield began their evan

gelical preaching to the masses. “ The field-preaching of Wesley and

Whitfield, in 1739," says Isaac Taylor, “ was the event whence the
religious epoch , now current, must date its commencement." The

The first Methodist Conference was held in the Foundry , London , beginning June

25th , 1744. In 1760, Robert Strawbridge came to America and settled at Sam's

Creek, Maryland. Soon after he built the first Methodist Church in the United

States. In 1766, Philp Embury , a local preacher, organized a Methodist society in

New York , being assisted by Barbara Heck. From these beginnings Methodism

contined to grow until 1773, when the first annual conference in America was held

in the city of Philadelphia. In December, 1784, in Baltimore, at Lonely Lane

Chapel , the Methodist Episcopal Church was organized, and Thomas Coke and

Francis Asbury were elected and ordained bishops. The Methodist Episcopal

Church prospered and grew until 1844, when the agitation on the subject of slavery,

which had been going on for some years, culminated in the divisionof the church.

A short time previous to the General Conference of 1844, Bishop James O. Andrew,

of Georgia , had married a lady possessed of slaves. Soon after their marriage, in

order to free himself from any ownership in these slaves, he had secured them to

her by a deed of trust. But the sentiment against his position was so strong among

the delegates from the Northern Conferences that when the General Conference

met, by a vote of one hundred and ten to sixty -eight, they passed a resolution that :

“ It is the sense of this General Conference that he ( Bishop Andrew) desist from the

exercise of this office so long as this impediment remains." The result was a pro

test from the southern delegates, followed by a long discussion, which resulted in

the adoption of a “ Plan of Separation." Under the provisions of this plan, the

delegates from the Southern Conferences met in Louisville, Kentucky, in May,

1845, and organized the Methodist Episcopal Church, South . Since that time this

church has gone forward with its work , being faithful to the traditions and principles

of Methodism , until now it numbers nearly a million and a half cominunicants, and

six thousand traveling preachers.

While Methodism accepts the great cardinal doctrines of Christianity, snch as

are crystallized in the Apostles' creed , there are several distinctive features in her

. Perhaps the most noticeable thing in Methodisın is the broad

condition of its membership, including all those who desire to flee from the wrath

to coine. This is the only condition required for admission into the M. E. Church,

South, the pastor being authorized to receive them as soon as he is satisfied of their

sincerity.

676
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Methodism places emphasis on a personal experience and teaches that it is the

privilege of every Christian to have a conscious knowledge of the pardon of sin.

This doctrine of a conscious conversion, and of a direct witness of the Spirit testify

ing to the heart of the believer that he is a child of God is, as has been said, “ the

true key " to Methodist theology.

The doctrines of universal redemption and of the freedom of the human will are

cardinal principles in Methodism . The M. E. Church , South, in common with all

other branches of Methodism , teaches that the sacrifice of Christ derived infinite

value from the divinity of his person , and is therefore intrinsically sufficient to expi

ate the sins of the whole human race ; that He “ died for all men, ” and that salva

tion does not depend on an arbitrary decree, but upon the willingness or unwilling

ness of each man to complywith the gospel conditions of salvation. A natural in

ference from this is the absolute freedom of the human will. Methodists believe in

justification by faith . “ Justification is the divine judicial act which applies to the

sinner believing in Christ the benefit of the atonemnent, delivering him from the

condemnation of his sin, introducing him into a state of favor, and treating him as

a righteous person .” It is a judicial act, something donefor the sinner because of

his faith , as regeneration is something done in him , the two being part of the one

work of conversion. The originating cause of justification is the love of God ; the

meritorious cause is the atonement of Christ; the instrumental cause is the personal

faith of the believer.

Regeneration is an important Methodist doctrine, and is the new birth , a change

of heart. All Methodists teach that “ Except a man be born again, he cannot see

the Kingdom of God." It is the work of the Holy Spirit and is a conscious change

in the heart and life .

Methodism teaches that there are but two sacraments — baptism and the Lord's

supper. The Methodist Church holds that the three modes of baptism - pouring,

sprinkling, or immersion—are equally valid, but that the vast preponderance of

evidence is in favor of pouring or sprinkling. Methodism also teaches the baptism

of infants.

The chief feature of Methodist polity is the itinerant system . Every itinerant

Methodist preacher is a member of some annual conference, and the bishop presid

ing over each conference appoints every preacher to some pastoral charge for one

year. No preacher can be appointed to the same pastoral charge for more than four

consecutive years in the M. E. Church , South . From fifteen to twenty pastoral

charges constitute a district, over which a presiding elder is appointed whose duty

it is “ To travel through his appointed District, in order to preach and to oversee the

spiritual and temporal affairs of the Church. " No presiding elder can be appointed

for more than four years to the same district. In every pastoral charge, a quarterly

conference, composed of the official board and local preachers, is held every three

months ; a conference of all the members of a church may be held monthly; a Dis

trict Conference, composed of the preachers and delegated laymen of a District, is

held annually ; an Annual Conference, composed of all the preachers and lay

delegates in the bounds of that Conference, is held once a year ; and a General

Conference, composed of one preacher and one layman for every forty -eight clerical

members of an Annual Conference is held every four years. The business of the

General Conference is : 1. The election of Bishops when deemed necessary.
create and re-adjust the boundaries of the Annual Conferences. 3. To revise the

laws and rules of the Discipline. 4. To superintend the interests of Foreign Mis
sions. 5. To elect the various connectional officers of the Church .

The principles and polity of Methodism have borne the test of one hundred and

fifty years, and no branch of Methodism has grown more rapidly than the M. E.

Church , South. She stands to -day for a pure and aggressive Christianity , and claims

that her mission is to " Spread scriptural holiness over this land. "

2. To
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

19. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (CONTINUED ).- Immigration, Auction, Religious

condition, Muhlenberg, Religion at low ebb, Flood of immigration from Europe, Growth ,

Present statistics, Government, Congregation .

20. THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH (CONTINUED ) . — Synod , Differences, Unity,

Creeds, Doctrine , The means of Grace , The liturgy , Man , Salvation , Isms,” Home missions,

General condition ,Unification , Alliance .

21. THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH . - Present membership , F Asbury , T. Coke , Inde
pendence , Certain doctrines opposed , Revivals , Consecration, God's love .

22. THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH (CONTINUED ).- General annual and quarterly

conferences, Bishops, Presiding elders , Preachers, Itinerancy, Growth , Sunday -schools, Camp

meetings, Education , Missions, The Book Concern , Societies,

23. THE METHODISTEPISCOPAL CHURCH (CONTINUED ).- Secessions, Recent conflicts, The

last half century, Preservation of ideals, Sources of progress, Church of the people.

24. METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH , SOUTH . - Slavery, Division, Conscious conversion ,

Universal redemption , Freedom , Itine rancy, The presiding elder, Conferences.

QUESTIONS.

19. Explain the auction of many Germans. Describe the religious condition of Lutheran set.
tlers. Who becaine “ Patriarch of the Lutheran Church ” ? Describe religious conditions at the close

of the eighteenth century. What brought many Lutherans in the nineteenth century ? From what

peoplesdid they come ? Describe the westward movement. Give the present statistics.

20. Define the congregation and the synod. In what respects do Lutherans differ ? In what

respect do they agree ? _ Whalcreeds does the Lutheran Church accept ? What do Lutherans believe con

cerning the Trinity, Faith, the Lord's Supper, and Baptism ? What does the Lutheran Church hold

concerning grace, man and conversion ?, How does it regard current movements in theology ? What
has retarded her foreign missions? What internal problem confronts her ?

21. How was Methodison introduced ? What contribution did Francis Asbury make ? When

and how was independence gained ? Define the office of bishop. What doctrines has Methodism

opposed ? What doctrines has it supported ? How does it view the ordinances ?

22. Describe the various conferences. Namethe lay officers . How hasthe term of the itinerancy

varied ? What is the advantage of the system ? What means of growth has it used ? Enumerate its

chief educational centres. What funds are contributed to its missions ? How are the profits of the

“ Book Concern " used ? Name the various societies of the church .

23. On what grounds have the various secessions been made ? How is the composition of the

General Conference likely to be changed? What has been the progress in the last halfcentury ? What

has, nevertheless, been preserved intact ? How does the Discipline define the purpose of Methodism ?
To what three traits has its progress been due ?

24. For what reason did the Southern Conferences separate from the Northern ? What is the

“ true key ” to Methodist theology ? What are cardinal doctrines in it ? Describe the distinctive trait

in Methodist polity.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1 . The ebb andflow of religons.

2 . The relative indifference for progress of church polities.

3. Isolation of a church from contemporaneousmovements in theology.

4. Reaction from doctrines when carried to their logical extreme.

5 . The relative merits of itinerancy and incumbency.

6. Elements of a popular church .

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

It will suffice in this connection to refer the studentto an every-way admirable series entitled “ The

American Church History Series , ” and consisting of thirteen volumes, published from 1893 onwards.
The series is divided as follows :

Vol . I.— " The Religious Forces of the United Vol . X. – The Unitarians and the Universalists.

States.” This indispensable work Vol . XI .—The Methodists South , the United

was based on the U.S. census for Presbyterians, the Cumberland

1890, and written by H. K. Carroll . Presbyterians, and the Presby.

Vol . II. - The Baptists. terians South .

Vol . III. - The Congregationalists. Vol. XII. — The Disciples, the Friends,the l'nited

Vol . IV . - The Lutherans. Brethren , and the Evangelical As

Vol . V. - The Methodists . sociation .

Vol VI. — The Presbyterians. Vol . XIII. — " A History of American Christian.

Vol . VII. – The Protestant Episcopalians. ity. ” This last providesa summary

Vol . VIII.–The Dutch Reformed , the German Re and interpretation of the combined

former, and the Moravians. denominational histories , from the

Vol . IX .-The Roman Catholics. pen of Leopard W. Bacon , 1897.

N. B.–For the use of the beautiful and rare portraits of Francis Asbury and John Wesley in the les

sons ou Methodism , the University Association is indebted to the courtesy of the “ Northwestern
Christian Advocate ," of Chicago , Ill .
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COLUMBIAN DENTAL COLLEGE,
N. W. Corner State and Quincy Streets .

FACULTY . 4
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NEWYORK UNIVERSITY
HENRY M. McCRACKEN , LL:D. , Chancellor.

University College, University Heights.

The college maintains a standard for the Bachelor's Degree equal to that

of the foremost colleges of America . The department Physical Training

has a well equipped Gymnasium, a superb Athletic Field and Track, and

fine Tennis Court at its command. New and commodious Residence

Halls are now open. The last year of the college work may be fairly

joined with work in one of the professional schools :
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Ualversity School of Engineering, University Heights:

This school gives its emphasis to Civil Engineering. The four years

course leads to degree ofBachelor of Sciences. Apost collegiate year

leads to degree of Civil Engineer.

University Law School, Washington Square, N. Y. City.

Day Classes (LL.B. after two years) , 12 hours required work and 6 hours

optional per week. Daily recitations from 3:30 to 6 p. m.

Evening Classes (LL.B. after thece years), 10 hours required work and 4

hours optional per week. Daily recitations from 8 to 10 p . m.

Graduate Classes — A choice of 12 courses. 5 courses necessary for the

degree of LL.B. May be taken in one year.
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New York University Medical College, E. 26th St. , N. Y. City.

Composed of New York University Medical College and Loomis Labora

tory. A four years graded course. Recent changes in the medical col

lege afford greatly increased facilities for clinical and laboratory work .

New York University Graduate School, Washington Square, N. Y. City .

This school includes all examinations and courses of instruction offered by

theUniversity to candidates for the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of

Philosophy, Master of Science, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

Science. A choice of 97 courses. Three courses are necessary for the

Master's degree. Six courses and a thesis necessary for the Doctor's degree.
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New York University School of Pedagogy , Washington Square , N. Y. City.

The aim of this school is to furnish thorough and complete professional

training for teachers. It unifles all knowledge that bears upon pedagogy

from education, psychology, medicine , ethics, philosophy, aesthetics, soci.

ology, etc. , into a body of pedagogical doctrine, and points out its appli

cation to the practical work of the educator. A choice of 13 courses is

offered. The degrees of Master of Pedagogy and Doctor of Pedagogy are

granted upon the successful completion of 4 and 10 courses respectively.

Por circulars giving tull

Information , address L. J. TOMPKINS, Registrar, Washington Sq. , N.Y.
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... THIRD COURSE...

Political Economy, Political Science and Sociology.
SUBJECTS AND INSTRUCTORS .

I POLITICAL ECONOMY - Industrial Society . What is Societyl Evolation of Industrial Society , The

Industrial Rovolution, National Economy and World Economy, Personal Freedom , Competition and
Bargaining, Division of Labor and Exchange,Machinery and Industrial Evolution , Combinations of Capital

and Labor, etc. By RICHARD T. ELY , Ph.D.,LL.D., Prof. of Political Economy, and Director of the School

of Economics, PoliticalScienceand History,University of Wisconsin , Madison ,Wis .
POLITICAL SCIENCE - Relation of Political Scienceto History , Sociology and Political Economy, The

StateandtheNation, Meaning of the WordNation, Family and state , ştato and Church, State and Law ,
Powor of Rulers , etc. ByJESSEMACY, M.A., LL. D. Prof.of PoliticalScience , Iowa College, Grindell, lowa.

SOCIOLOGY - Origin and Growth of Sociology, Social Sciences and Social Interests, Relationshipof the
Sciences , Sociology and Ethics , Social Reform , etc. By H. H. POWERS, Ph. D., Prof. Economics and Sociology,
Leland Stanford Jr. University, California.

COLLEGE SETTLEMENTS - By GRAHAM TAYLOR , Ph. D., Prof. of Sociology , Chicago Theological

Seminary , Chicago , Di.

# POLITICAL ECONOMY - The Individual and Society, Economics and its Recent Origin , Scopo, Relation

to AlliedSciences, Production, Exchange, ProsentViews on Methods,EconomicLaws , Utilityof Economics,
etc.By RICHARDT.ELY, Ph. D., LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE-The Modern Democratic Stato, The People, The Individual versus the State,

Forms of Democracycontrasted in the U. S., $witzerland , England , etc. By JESSE MACY, M, A., LL . D.

SOCIOLOGY - Social Evolution and Evolution in General, Cosmio Evolution , Competition and Combination.

By H. H. POWERS, Ph. D.

COMMITTEE LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED STATES - By L. G. MCCONACHIE , Ph . D.,

Author of " Congressional Committees," etc.

8 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Production , Wealth Produced , What is Wealth ! Factors in Production , Land,

Labor, Capital, Monopoly in Production , etc. By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph. D., LL . D.

POLITICALSCIENCE - Tho Despotic State and its Place in History,Founded on Force, Ilustrations in

Germany , Russia , Turkey , etc. By JESSE MAOY, M.A., LL.D.
SOCIOLOGY - Nature and Functions of Association ,Association the Formation of Societies, Collective and

Social Material, Progressive Organization, Dissolution of Societies, oto. By H.H. POWERS ,Ph. D.
WOMEN'S WORK AND WAGES - By KATHABINE COMAN ,Prof. of History and Economics, Wellesley

Collogo, Massachusetts.

4 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Production Continged, Kinds of Monopolies, Trusts , Transfers of Economic

Goods and Instruments of Exchango, Supply and Demand, Money,NationalBimetallism and Universal
Money , etc. By RICHARD T. Ely, Ph . D., LL . Ď.

POLITICAL SCIENCE -Moral BasisoftheState, TheFamily and Kinsfolk , The Tribe, Great National

Works,Industrial Co-operation, Religion , etc. By JESSE Macy M.A., LL . D.
SOCIOLOGY - The Vital Function of Association , Individual Efficiency,Advantage of Organization, Collective

Powers , Unity, etc. By H.H. POWERS, Ph. D.

WORKINGMEN'S INSURANCE - ByWILLIAM F. WILLOUGHBY, Dopartment of Labor, Washington , D.O.

6 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Gold Monometallism , Credit, Banks. . Clearing, Houses, Objects of Trade,

InternationalTrade, Protectionism , Reciprocity, Free Trade, Distribution of Wealth , etc. By RICHARD T.
Ely. Ph. D., LL.D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE -Education in the Despotic State,Appeal toFear, Magic, Medicine , Superstition.
Teachingby Authority, Efect upon Rulers and the People , etc. By JESSE MACY, M.A.,LL .D.

SOCIOLOGY - Weaknessand Dangers of Association , etc. By H. H. POWERS, Ph . D.

STATISTICS - By E. D. JONES. Ph. D., Prof, in School of Economics , Oniversity of Wisconsin .

& POLITICALECONOMY - Distribution of Wealth, Fundamental Institutions, Private Property , Vested
Interests, Monopoly, Public Authority, Rent of Land, Interest,etc. By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph . D., LL. D.

POLITICAL sCIENCE - Education suited to FreeStates, Greeks, Hebrews, The'Reformation ,The
Christian Church , etc. By JEASE MACY, M. A., LL . D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association , General External Factors,etc. By H.H. POWERS, Ph. D.

PROFIT -SHARING AND CO -OPERATION - ByMr.N. O.NELSON, President, Nelson Manufacturing
Co. , St. Louis, Mo.

7 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Distribution of Wealth , Salarios, Wages and Wages System , Labor Contracts,
Profits, GainandMonopoly, IndividualFortunes, The Division of Products, Why Wagesshould Constituto

a First Charge, etc. By RICHARD T.ELY, Ph . D., LL. D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Modern Democracy an outgrowth of the New Education, The Appeal to Nature

againstAuthority, Self-Government and Self-Help in School and State , etc. ByJESSE Macy, M. A., LL . D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association , General Internal Factors,etc. ByH. H. POWERB, Ph . D.

MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT - By JOHNR. COMMONS, A. B., A.M. , Prof.ofSociology, Syracuse University ,
Syracuse, N. Y.

8 POLITICAL ECONOMY -Consumption, Consumption and Capital, Formation, Consumption of Future

Products , Prodigality, Avarico, Luxury , Social Control,Possible Control through Consumer, Public Finance ,

Its Relation to Other Branches of Knowledge,Governments , etc. ByRICHARDT. ELY, Ph.D., LL.D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE- Jurisprudence, Ancient Codes, Roman Law , Civil Law , Common Law , Law of

Natives, etc. By JESSE MACY, M.A., LL, D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association, Religion as a Social Factor , etc. By H.H. POWERS, Ph . D.

DEMOCRACY IN AUSTRALASIA - By Hon . W. P. REEVES, M. P., Ex -Minister of Education, Ex -Min

ister of Labor of New Zealand ; now Agent-General of New Zealand at London, Eng.

POLITICALECONOMY - Public Finance Continued ,PublicEconomy, Public Expenditures, Economyof
Parsimony in Public Expendituros, Fees and Assessments, Taxes, etc. By RICHARD T. Ely, Ph. D., LL.D.

POLITICALSCIENCE - Relation of Law to Liberty , Courts as Agents of Tyranny, Corporations and
Courts, Peculiar Powers of U.S. Courts , etc. By JESSE MACY ,M. A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association , Educationasa Social Factor, etc. By H. H.POWERS, Ph . D.

THEDISTRIBUTION OFWEALTH - By CHARLES B. SPAAR ,Editor, " The Outlook ,"NewYork.

10 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Public Revenues Continued,General Property Tax,Taxation of Railways_and

Corporations,Incomo Tax, Taxations of Bequests and Inheritances,Single Tax, Revenue System of the U.S.

Tax Reform , Financial Machinery of the U. S. , etc. By RICHARDT. ELY, Ph. D., LL . D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - TheUnity of Law , Last Words of Herbert Spencer,TheUniverse Exists for
Moral Ends, One Law Giver, One All-inclusive Law , etc. By JESSEMAOY, M.A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Factors in Association , Industry as a Social Factor, Various Phases,etc. ByH. H. POWERS, Ph. D.

DIRECT LEGISLATION - By ELTWEED POMEROY, Editor, " Direct Legislation Record , " and Pres .
National D. L. League, Newark , N. J.

1 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Evolution of Economic Ideas, Christianity Middle Ages, The Mercantilists,

Physiocrats ,AdamSmith , John Stuart Mill, Optimists, TheGermanSchool, Austrian School, Economics in

Englandand the U. S.,etc. By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph . D.,LL .D.

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Literature on the State , Bible, Plato , Aristotle , Roman Law, Machiavelli, Locke ,

Mill, Spencer, etc. By JESSE MACY, M. A. , LL .D.

SOCIOLOGY - Social Control and Self-Preservation , Social Control, etc. By H. H. POWERS, Ph . D.

THEECONOMICS OF BARGAINING - ByJOHN A. HOBSON , Lecturer in Economics, Oxford
University , England ; Author of " The Physcology of Industry ," " Problems of Poverty, " etc.

12 POLITICAL ECONOMY - Outlook of Economics, Some CurrentProblems, Problems of the Farmor, of the

Wage Earner, Attempted Solutions, Labor Organizations, Profit Sharing and Co-operation, Factory Legis

lation , Socialism , Anarchy,Functions of the State , Insurance, eto . By RICHARD T. ELY, Ph.D., LLD,

POLITICAL SCIENCE - Sphere of theState. Administration of Justice ,Education andReligion ,Tha

Stateas an Industrial Agency,TheTrue State Aims at Universality, etc. By JESSE MAGY,M. A., LL. D.

SOCIOLOGY - Social Control and Self-Preservation , TheUnsocialMan, eto. By H. H. POWERS, Ph . D.

ECONOMICS OF TRADES -UNIONISM - By F. S. BALDWIN , Ph . D., R. P. D., Prof.of PoliticalEconomy

and SocialScience ,BostonUniversity, Boston, Mass.



Important Announcement to Members.

We take pleasure in announcing to members that the Third Years Course of

the regular series is now in preparation , This course , which promises to surpass in

interest those already published , will cover the subjects of

Political Science, Political Economy and Sociology
There never was a time in the history of our country when its laws, government

and institutions were of such vital interest to all classes, as the present . The war

with Spain has placed the United States in the front rank of the nations of the World .

It has proven the patriotism of the American people . Its results will mean progression

in all lines . It is the duty of every patriotic

citizen to assist in making our Government the

best under the sun . All should be familiar with

our laws , both National and Municipal and

should study social questions . There are still

many problems to be solved and many evils to be

corrected. We are entering upon a new age in

the World's history . Citizens who would act

wisely must examine the problems of the day

from the standpoint of the three sciences pre

sented in this new course of study . This is not

the opinion of extremists, but it is some

thing which the most thoughtful men of all lands

feel profoundly. The future is full of immense

and startling possibilities both of good and of

evil , and whether it brings new blessings or the

overthrow of the precious treasures of civiliza

tion gathered together with so much toil and

suffering, must depend upon the character of

the citizenship of the Twentieth Century. It

would be difficult to name a practical problem oce

of the day which does not have its economic,

political and sociological bearing.

Political Science, Political Economyand

Sociology are live subjects and so closely

related that the idea of treating them in three

parallel courses seems almost an inspiration .

While following the same general plan of arrangement as heretofore , each number

of Progress" will be divided into three departments. The department of Economics,

has heen prepared by Prof. Richard T. Ely, Ph . D. , LL. D. , Director of the School of

Economics, Political Science and History in the University of Wisconsin . Prof. Ely

is recognized as one of the leading authorities of the United States and is the author

of many books on political and economic questions . He has personally directed the

preparation of the entire course and selected all of its contributors.

The department of Political Science has been prepared by Prof. Jesse Macy, LL.D. ,

of Iowa College, one of the most distinguished writers on this subject of ourday.

The department of Sociology has been contributed by Prof. H. H. Powers , Ph . D. ,

of the Leland Stanford Jr. University , who is widely known as a brilliant sociologist

of the younger generation ,

There will also be a large number of separate articles on Special Subjects, such as

“ Municipal Government,” “ Women's Work and Wages,” “ College Settlements,"

etc. , each by a recognized authority (see full list on preceding page ).

This course will contain over 1,000 pages and will be fully illustrated . Price to

all old members, same as before. Members are requested to forward their fee at

once to avoid break in subscription . Address

THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION,

Association Building, CHICAGO.

chard J. Ely
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HENRY M. MACCRACKEN , LL.D. , CHANCELLOR

NIVERSITY COLLEGE maintains a standard for the Bachelor's degree equal to

that of the foremost colleges of America. The department of Physical Training

has a well equipped Gymnasium , a superb Athletic Field and Track, and fine

Tennis Courts at its command. New and commodious Residence Halls are now open.

The last year of the college work may be fairly joined with work in one of the following

professional schools :

School of Engineering, School of Law ( Day and Evening Classes ) ,

Medical College , School of Pedagogy , Graduate Scrool .

For Catalogues, address L. J. TOMPKINS, REGISTRAR,

1,313 Students WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y. City 142 Instructors
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H. S. PERKINS, Director.
ciations, Abbreviations, etc. , etc. This book

contains the English Language as it is to- day . It is

incomparably the newest and best Dictionary in

existence for theevery day use of English speaking

people .

" No one can conceive the wealth of

CHICAGO PIANO COLLEGE
information , the convenience for refer

ence , the elimination of non - essentials

which make this book worth much more

CHARLES B. WATT, Director .
than the price to anystudent, teacher,

Saite 47, 243 Wabash Ave. , or writer . " - Boston Journal of Education ,

KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO.
8vo. cloth , leather back , $2.50;

We teach Piano in all its branches , from founda sheep, $4.00.

tional technic to finished concert performance.

To insure Broad Musicianship for our graduates,

Indexed , 50 cents additional.
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under direction of
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21st Year.
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THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES.

BY

J. TAYLOR HAMILTON , Professor in the Moravian Theological Seminary, Bethlehem ,

Pa . , and Editor of the “ Moravian . ”

1. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES.

HIS Church was known as The United Brethren before the term

Moravian Church came into vogue. The latter appellation is derived

from the land in which the church in question was formerly the chief

representative of the evangelical faith , and from which refugees came to

Saxony in 1722 , to accomplish its resuscitation after it had been alınost

extirpated by persecution. Evangelical loyalty to the essentials of the Christian

faith , combined with an unwillingness to bind men's consciences to the exact

phraseology of a humanly construcied creed in reference to mysteries of the truth ,
and an exaltation of the value of devout Christian life above professed adherence

to symbols apprehended by the intellect, have been characteristic of the Moravian

Church from the first, and , since 1732 , it has realized that its special calling is to
carry the gospel to the neglected heathen , whilst in home lands its members frater

nize with all who love theLord Jesus in sincerity ( 1 )

In accordance with these characteristics and purposes the Moravian Church

has consistently shunned every effort at proselytism in Christian lands, though it

has freely expended men and means to foster vital religion within State churches in

Europe, without seeking to withdraw members from fellowship in those churches.

Founded by spiritual descendants of John Hus in Bohemia in 1457 , the Moravian

Church was almost extirpated in consequence of the Thirty Years' War, although it

had previously spread widely throughout Bohemia, Moravia, Poland and Prussia. (2 )

Providentially resuscitated in Saxony during the years from 1722 to 1727 by

refugees who were harbored on the estates of Count Zinzendorf, himself destined to

become identified with it as a future bishop, (3) its attention was turned to America by

two causes . Persecutions at home suggested the wisdom of securing an asylum where

religious liberty might be enjoyed ; the possibility of inaugurating missionsamongst

theIndians and the negro slaves became a call of duty . “ From the trustees of

Georgia Count Zinzendorf obtained a grant of five hundred acres of land, on the

OgeecheRiver, and Spangenberg another of fifty acres, forming part of the present

site of Savannah. In the spring of 1735, the latter began a settlement, on his

tract with a number of Moravians.” (Moravian Manual, pp. 38, 39. ) This settle

ment proved a failure, largely owing to the war between England and Spain. The

remnant of the Moravian colonists in Georgia, in 1740, came to Philadelphia as passen

gers in George Whitefield's sloop. “ At the invitation of Whitefield they proceeded

in May to the Forks of the Delaware, the present Northampton County, where he

had purchased a domain of five thousand acres, embracing what is now Upper

Nazareth Township, and began to build a large house destined to be a school for

negro children. Ere long, however, doctrinal differences, fostered by the inhabi

tants of the Scotch - Irish settlements, produced an open rupture between the

Moravians and Whitefield , who ordered them to leave his land forthwith . In this

extremity Bishop Nitschmann caine from Europe commissioned to begin a settle

ment in Pennsylvania. Ten miles to the south of Whitefield's domain, he pur

chased an extensive tract , on the Lehigh River." (Moravian Manual, p. 40.)

The settlement founded here was named Bethlehem . " It was originally intended

( Copyright, 1898, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second - Class Mail Matter. )
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as a center for the Indian Mission " -begun in 1740 at Shekomeko near the Stissik

Mountains, between New York and Connecticut. (4) “ But other immigrants having

arrived from Germany, a church -settlement was organized, June 25, 1742, strictly

on the plan of those established by Zinzendorf in his native land , with all their appli

ances of exclusivism .” (Moravian Manual,p . 40. ) In addition to maintaining an

Indian mission, which spread in New York , Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and later

in Ohio, an extensive itineracy was undertaken amongst white settlers - Germans,

Swedes and English , as well as amongst the negro slaves; but no effort was made

to extend the Moravian Church as such amongst those who had not been identified

with it in Europe. Rather were applicants for admission to fellowship discouraged,

it being the aim of the Moravian evangelists to promote vital Christianity and not

to build up a sect. Just here the Moravians failed to recognize the difference between

the religious characteristics of this land free from the trammels of a State church,

and their old conditions of operation in Europe; and this failure largely accounts

for the numerical weakness of the Moravian Church in America to -day . Between

the years 1742 and 1748 the Moravians in Pennsylvania devoted themselves, aside

from their missions amongst the Indians, to an effort to bring about an organic union

amongst the German -speaking Christians of the colony, no German denomination

having as yet effected actual organization. But this laudable effort failed .( 5)

Accordingly, the MoravianChurch in America was compelled to recognize the
leadings of Providence and assume definite denominational form . Its leaders chose

to bring the groups of affiliated persons in seven of the original thirteen states into as

close an affinity as possible withthe German congregationsof the Church in Europe ,

and to model their life after the pattern ofthe exclusive settlements of the Unity there,

so as to constitute the Moravian villages spiritual retreats cut off from the rest of

the world , where pious souls might cultivate their own Christian life and be mutu

ally helpful in promoting growth in grace. In 1753 a tract was purchased in North

Carolina, and here too the life in Pennsylvania was duplicated, the chief centers now

being Bethlehem , Nazareth and Lititz in Pennsylvania, and after 1766 Salem in

North Carolina.

1. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES .

( 1 ) Cf. Results of the General Synod of 1889,

pp . 1 to 7 and 9 to 12.

( 2 ) Cf. Moravian Manual, pp . 14 to 30, and

The History of the Church K’nown as the Unitas

Fratrum , by Edmund de Schweinitz, S. T. D. ,

pp . 693.

(3 ) Cf. Moravian Manual, pp. 30 to 38, and

History of the Protestant Church of the United

Brethren ,by the Rev. John Holmes, Vol . I. , pp.
159 to 279.

( 4 ) See Moravians in New York and Connecti

cut, by Wm . C. Reichel.

( 5 ) See Moravian Manual, pp . 41 and 42, and

Reichel's Early History, pp. 96 to 112 , 158 to 162,

200 to 2:26 .

( 6 )Resolutions on Union.

WHEREAS , Our Brethren of the Protestant Epis.

copal Church have invited us and all sister Protes

tant Churches in America to unite with them in

a conference to be held with a view to promote

godly union and concord among all who love the

Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity and truth ; and
WHEREAS, The Fathers and founders of the

Unitas Fratrum , in the Century before the Protes

tant Reformation of the Sixteenth Century , did ,

in the interests of what they accepted as the Faith

of Christ and His Apostles, secure for themselves

the Historic Episcopate; and

WHEREAS, From the beginning our Moravian

Church has, in all the centuries of its existence

and activity in all portions of the Christian and

heathen world maintainer a position of most

cordial recognition of and fellowship with the

Brethren of the various Churches of Christ, in

these parts, of varied name and constitution .

3. Resolved, that we hail with joy any effort

put forth , in good faith , to secure closer fellowship
and communion between the Churches of Christ in

our country .

4. Resolved, That to this end a Committee , con

sisting of the five Bishops of the Northern District

of the American Province, andof three ministerial

and two lay Brethren in the District , be appointed

to confer with similar Committees of Conference

at such time and place as may be agreed upon .

5. Resolved, that we invoke upon the Churches

in our land, the blessing of Him who hath said :

“ One is your Master, even Christ; and all ye are

Brethren ."

6. Resolved , That this Preamble and these Reso

lutions with the names of the Committees of Con

ference be communicated to the Secretary of the

Commission by the Secretary of Synod.

-" Journal of the Provincial Synod of 1888."

pp. 88, 11. A Moravian committeewasappointed,

but thus far no results have followed from this

reaching forth towards union .
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2. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued) .

The following were the characteristics of the Moravian villages : “ None but

members were allowed to hold real estate, although others might lease houses. In

each settlement there was a public inn and one or more mercantile establishments

or trades, belonging to the Church, the profits of which went towards its support.

This arrangement did not exclude private enterprise and trades , of which there

were many. The settlements were governed by a council called the “ Board of

Overseers, " elected by the adult male members of the Church. At the head of a

council stood a Deacon, who bore the title of Warden ,' and was its executive

officer. On business of importance a general meeting of the adult male members

was convened. The purpose of this exclusive system was to keep out of the congre

gation, as much as possible, the follies and sins of the world , and to promote sober,

righteous and holy living. By the blessing of God this was accomplished in a great

degree. The peculiar institutions belonging to a settlement were the Brethren's,

Sisters' and Widows' Houses. In a Brethren's House unmarried men lived

together, and carried on various trades and professions , the profits of which were

applied to the support of the establishment and of the Church in general . A

Sisters' House was inhabited by unmarried women who engaged in different kinds of

work . In each House there was a common refectory, dormitory and prayer-hall.

Daily religious services were held. There was nothing monastic in the principles

underlying these establishments, or in the regulations by which they were governed .

The inmates were almost invariably such as had no other homes, and stayed in

them at their own option, gaining an honest and decent livelihood, and enjoying

the advantage of regular religious instructions . In many instances they were train

ing schools for missionaries. A Widows' House was a home for indigent or other

widows, supplying the inmates with all the comforts which they needed at moder

charges, and enabling the poorest to live in a respectable manner. Each house had

a spiritual and temporal superintendent — females in the case of Sisters' and
Widows' Houses. " (Moravian Manual, 55 and 56. )

Up to the middle of the present century, when this whole system was abolished ,

the Moravian Church in America practically formed merely an outpost of the

Moravian Church in Germany. Constitutional changes were effected in 1857.

Since then the American province of the Church is independent so far as its

own internal administration is concerned, and has pursued a natural policy

of church extension . It now has congregations in Pennsylvania, New York,

New Jersey , Maryland, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois , Iowa, Missouri, Kansas,

Wisconsin , Minnesota, North Dakota, North Carolina, Virginia, Indian Territory,

and Alberta Territory , Canada. The entire membership in America numbers 22,345.

There are two provincial synods in America, which elect “ provincial elders "

the executive boards, having headquarters at Bethlehem , Pa., and Salem , N. C.

But the American Moravian Church forms an organic whole in union with the

Moravian bodies in Great Britain and on the continent of Europe. The highest

legislative body is the General Synod, meeting once in ten years, and constituted

of representatives of the three provinces and of the missions among the heathen

which constitute the joint enterprise of the entire Moravian Church . The general

Synod reviews the life, regulates the statements of doctrine, orders the ritual

liturgical in form , elects bishops, receives a report of the entire management of the

missions, and elects the mission board , which has its headquarters at Berthelsdorf.

The inissions amongst the heathen, with an entire membership of about ninety

five thousand, are divided into the fellowing missionary provinces: Greenland,

Labrador, the Indian mission in North America, Alaska, Jamaica, the eastern

islands of the West Indies, Nicaragua, Demerara, Surinam , Cape Colony, Kaffraria ,

German East Africa, Victoria , North Queensland, the Western Himalayan, and the
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Leper Hospital in Jerusalem . More than four hundred missionaries, foreign and

native, are employed. Last year the cost was four hundred and four thousand two

hundred and eighty -two dollars and fifty cents. In addition a work of evangeliza

tion is carried on in Bohemia and Moravia, in which all the “ provinces "

participate.

The doctrinal standpoint of the Moravian Church is thus set forth by the General

Synod . ( 1 )

That the American Moravian Church will in the near future unite organically

with any other American church is very unlikely. She cannot do so without detri

ment to her chief form of usefulness, which she shares with the European divisions
of the Moravian Church - the work of evangelization amongst the heathen. At the

same time she is ready to fellowship with evangelical believers of every name. In

testimony of this her Provincial Synod held at Bethlehem , Pa . , in 1888, passed the

following resolutions. ( 2 )

2. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE be made like unto His brethren , yet without

UNITED STATES (Continued) .
sin. ( John i , 1-3 ; i . , 14; xvii ., 5. Phil. ii . ,

6,7. Heb. ii . , 14 , 17 ; iv , 15. Čol. i , 17-19 .

( 1 ) The Doctrines of the Moravian Church.
I John V. , 20.)

1. We esteem every truth revealed to us by God
(d) The doctrine of our Reconciliation unto Cod

and our justification before Him through the
as a precious treasure , and heartily believe that

such a treasure dare not be let go , even though we
Sacrifice of Jesus Christ: i -e ., that Christ was

could thereby save our body or our life ( Luke ix .,
delivered up for our trespasses, and was raised

24 ) . But most especially do we affirm this of that
for our justification ,” and that alone by faith

in Him “ wehave through His blood forgive.
one doctrine which the Renewed Brethren's

ness of sin ,"
Church has from the beginning regarded as her

peace with God," and freedom

from the service of sin . (Rom . iii. , 24, 25 ;
chief doctrine, and over which she has hitherto,

V. , I. I Cor . i . , 30. Heb. ii , 17; ix ., 12.

by God's grace, kept guard as a priceless jewel : I Peter i . , 18, 19 . i John i. , 9. 2 Cor. o .

That Jesus Christ is the propitiation for our sins,
18, 19. )

and not for ours only , but also for the whole

world .” ( 1 John ii . , 2.) For “ Him who knew no
(e) The doctrine of the Holy Ghost and the opera

tions of His Grace ; ic ., that without Him
sin , God made to be sin on our behalf; that we we are unable to know the truth ; that it is

might become the righteousness of God in Him ”

(2 Cor. v , 21 ) ; or as we sing in one of our hymns
He who leads us to Christ, by working in us

the knowledge of sin and faith in Jesus , and

Whosever believeth in Christ's redemption ,
that He “ beareth witness with our spirit that

Will find free grace and a complete exemption we are children of God .” ( John xvi., 8-11,

From serving sin !
13. 14 . i Cor. xii., 3. Rom . viii., 16.)

c) The doctrine of Good Works as the fruit of

2. With this our leading doctrine, the following the Spirit; i e., that in them faith manifests

facts and truths, clearly attested by Holy Scrip- itself as a living acting power, which induces

ture , are linked in essential connection , and there.
us, out oflove and gratitude to him who died

fore constitute , with that leading doctrine , the for us, willingly to follow the commandments

most prominent and main features of our under- of God ( John xiv ., 15. Rom . vi ., 11• 14 .

standing and our proclamation of the way of I Cor. vi., 20. Gal. v. , 6. 22-24 . 1 John i'. ,

Salvation :
3-5 . Eph. ii . , 8-10 . Jas. ii. , 17. )

( a ) The doctrine of the total depravity of our
( 8 ) The doctrine of the fellowship of believers

human nature ; i.e. , that since the Fall there is one with another; i.e., that they are all one in

no health in man , and that he has no powers Christ Jesus, the Head of His body, and are all

left by which to save himself. John iii ., 6 .
members one of another. ( John xvii., 21.

Rom . iii. , 23 ; vii . , 18 ; i . , 18-32 ; iii . , 9-18.
Matt. xxiii., 8. Eph. iv ., 4 )

Eph . ii . , 8-13 .)
(h ) The doctrine of the Second Coming of the

(6 ) The doctrine of the love of God, the Father,
Lord in Glory, and of the Resurrectionof the

to the fallen human race, according to which
dead , unto life or unto judgment. (Ads i.,

He “ chose us in Christ, before the foundation
11. John vi., 40 ; xi. , 25, 26; iii. , 36; V. ,

of the world , ”' and , .so loved the world , that
25-29. 1 Thess. iv ., 14-17.)

He gave His only begotton Son , that whoso .
3 Whilst we do not draw up and set forth these

everbelieveth in Him should not perish ,but
truths and our acceptance of them in a strictly

have eternal life ." ( Eph. i . , 3 , 4; ii . , 4. John formulated creed, our apprehension of the chief

iii . , 16. ( 1 John iv. , 9. )
substance of Christian doctrine has found in a

(c) The doctrine of the real Godhead and the
special way its expression in what has been sol

einly declared by our church year by year, for
real Humanity of Jesus Christ; i.e. , that the

more than one hundred years past, in our Litany,
only begotten Son of God, He by whom all

things in heaven and earth were created , for
on Easter morning.- " Results of the General

sook the glory which He had with the Father
Synod of the Brethren's Unity, 1889,” Pp. 13-15.

before the world was, and took upon Him our ( 2 ) Resolutions on Union.- This note is trans

flesh and blood , that in all things He might | ferred to Lesson 1 , note 6 .



THE MORMON CHURCH .

BY

ELDER FRANKLIN D. RICHARDS , Salt Lake City , Utah .

3. THE MORMON CHURCH .

HE Church of Jesus Christ of Latter -day Saints, commonly called the

“ Mormon " Church, was organized April 6th , 1830, at Fayette, Seneca

County , New York , Joseph Smith, Junior, being accepted as the First

Elder and Oliver Cowdery as the Second Elder of the Church . The

members composing the body of the Church were believers in God the

Father, in Jesus Christ His Sonand in the Holy Ghost. They had repented of their

sins and had been baptised by immersion in water for the remission of sins and were

confirmed meinbers of the Church by the laying on of the hands of the Elders, who

sealed upon them the gift of the Holy Ghost,

with the privilege of receiving and enjoying

all the gifts and powers which came from the

possession of that spirit in olden times. This

was done by revelation and cominandment of

the Most High God, who, with Jesus Christ

His Son , had appeared to Joseph Smith in

heavenly vision . An Angel of God had also

appeared to the youthful Prophet and dis

closed to him the spot where records of the

original inhabitants of the American Conti

nent were hidden , which, after repeated

visits and instructions from the Angel, were

delivered into his hands. They consisted of

a number of metallic plates having the ap

pearance of gold, on which were inscribed

on both sides hieroglyphics narrating the

history, travels, rise and fall of a colony

brought upon this continent at the scattering

of people from the tower of Babel , and of a

latter migration, of Israelites from Jerusalem ,
when Zedekiah was king of Judea. The

religion of those peoplewas described and
Joseph Smith , 1805-1844.

particulars were given of the establishment

of the Church of Christ among them , by his appearance in person after his resurrec

tion and ascension . With the plates was the Urim and Thummim , by means of

which and the gift and power of God, Joseph Smith translated a portion of the

record which had been abridged and compiled by a Prophet among those ancient

people named Mormon . The book thus translated is therefore called the Book of

Mormon, and it has been published in several languages.

Previous to the organization of the Church , Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery

had been visited by John the Baptist, who conferred upon them the Aaronic Priest

hood , with the authority to baptize for the remission of sins; and also at a later date

by Peter, James and John , who ordained them Apostles of Jesus Christ, with

authority to confer the Holy Ghost upon baptized, repentant believers, by the laying

on of hands ; also to organize and establish the Church of Christ in all its fullness

preparatory to the second advent of the Savior. Guided by the spirit of revelation ,

the Prophet, Seer and Revelator Joseph Smith proceeded to fulfill his mission . The

Gospel was preached, the Holy Ghost was poured out upon converts and was mani

fested in healings, miracles , tongues, interpretations , prophecy, visions , and all the
683
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gifts enjoyed in the primitive Christian Church . Men were called by revelation to

fill the various offices of the Church , including Apostles, Seventies, Elders, Priests,

Teachers and Deacons, Bishops , Evangelists, etc. , and missionaries were sent out

into the world to preach the Gospel without “ purse or scrip.” People who received

their testimony that the Gospel and Church of Christ had been restored to earth ,

obtained a witness from God, personally , of the truth of these things, and, as

the elect of God, gathered from all parts of the earth to the bosom of the Church in

America.

Persecution raged against the Church from the beginning. All kinds of mis

representation were resorted to by its enemies. The Saints were driven from their

possessions in Missouri and afterwards in Illinois ; many of them were slaughtered

by mobs, their property was confiscated , and in 1844 , on June 27th, the Prophet

Joseph Smith and his brother Hyrum were shot to death by mobocrats with

blackened faces, at Carthage, Illinois. Subsequently the body of the Saints were

driven from the City of Nauvoo, which they had built on the banks of the Missis

sippi, and under the leadership of Brigham

Young, who was the President of the Twelve

Apostles, the persecuted Saints made their

way to winter quarters, on the banks of the

Missouri River, near where Council Bluffs

now stands. It was there that the Mormon

Battalion of five hundred able bodied men

were enlisted, at the call of the President of

the United States, to aid their country in the

war with Mexico . They were the strength

of the body of the Church , but were parted

with in the true spirit of patriotism . They

made an unparalleled march across the deserts

to their destination, leaving their families to

struggle for existence in that then unsettled

region . In 1847 the famous journey from the

Missouri River across the plains and moun

tains was accomplished by Brigham Young

and the Pioneers, numbering one hundred

and forty -three men, three women and two

children . They reached the spot where Salt

Lake City now stands, July 24th of that year.
Brigham Young , 1801-1877 .

The great Temple, costing more than three

million dollars , rears its towers on the spot

where Brigham Young declared at that time, " Here we will build the Temple of
our God . "

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints has now its branches in all the

civilized nations and upon many islands of the sea. It has sixteen hundred Elders

in the mission field , laboring without pay. Its membership numbers about three

hundred thousand . It has four magnificent Temples, in which are administered

ordinances for the living and the dead. It is presided over by Lorenzo Snow,

George Q. Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, Apostles of Jesus Christ holding the keys

of the Kingdom of Heaven , with the binding and loosing power which Christ con

ferred upon Peter, James and John , and which they restored to earth . It has Twelve

Apostles to open the door of the Kingdom in all nations and set in order the affairs

of the Church . It has all the orders of the Christian ministry and Priesthood which

were in the Church during the first century of the Christian era. It administers the

same ordinances and enjoys the same unity, power, spiritual gifts and divine com

munications as were then bestowed .
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4. THE MORMON CHURCH (Continued) .

Mormonism affirms the personality of God and the universal diffusion of His

Spirit as the life and light of all things. It teaches that the spirit of man is the off

spring of God and existed as a living entity before the incorporation in a mortal

body ; that it will not only continue after death, but will be clothed upon with a

resurrected body in such degree of glory and progress as it shall be fitted for by the

deeds done in the flesh ; that all mankind will be raised from the dead, and be

judged according to their works ; that in order to gain the celestial or highest degree

of glory, men and women inust be born of water, by baptism , and of the Spirit, by

the gift of the Holy Ghost, obtained through the laying on of hands, and must then

“live by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God ” ; that punishment

will be awarded to the wicked according to their demerits ; that while God's punish

ment is eternal, because he is the eternal lawgiver,sinners receive of that punishment

in degree and for the necessary time to bring them to repentance and reformation ;

that the Gospel preached to men in the flesh is and will be preached to those in the

spirit who have departed from the body without the opportunity of receiving the

pure truth as revealed from heaven ; that the living Saints may officiate in sacred

places in behalf of their dead ancestors and relatives in the ordinances necessary for

salvation ; that the coming of the Savior to reign as King of Kings is near at hand ,

and that this Gospel of the Kingdom is to be preached to all nations as a witness of

His advent; that the kingdoms of this world will become the Kingdom ofGod and

his Christ; that Satan will be bound, the earth be cleansed from corruption and the

glory of God will cover it as the waters cover the deep ; and that eventually all

mankind, with the exception of the sons of perdition who sin against the Holy

Ghost after having received it , will be saved in some degree of happiness, usefulness

and glory .

Marriage among the Latter - day Saints is a sacrament. It is solemnized for time

and for all eternity. It is sealed on earth by one having divine authority , and is

therefore sealed in heaven. Death may part the pair for a time, but the bond being
eternal, cannot be sundered by death or by any power that is not divine. This

union of the sexes is essential to perfect exaltation in the celestial world. The

marriage does not take place in or after the resurrection , but in this life, where the

parties are tested in their probation. Those persons who arrive at no higher condi

tion than that of angels, are ministering spirits unto the sons and daughters of God,

who obtain “ a far more and eternal and exceeding weightof glory.” The redeemed

and sanctified and crowned heirs of God and joint heirs with Jesus Christ dwell in

the presence of the Father and the Son , and, at the head of their own posterity

" inherit all things ” and reign as kings and priests unto God in everlasting glory,
majesty and dominion.

ARTICLES OF FAITH .

The Prophet Joseph Smith, when asked for an epitome of the faith of the

Latter-day Saints, gave it in the following form :

1. We believe in God, the Eternal Father, and in His Son , Jesus Christ, and in

the Holy Ghost.

2. We believe that men will be punished for their own sins and not for Adam's

transgressions.

3. We believe that, through the atonement of Christ, all mankind may be saved

by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the Gospel .

4. We believe that these ordinances are : First, faith in the Lord Jesus Christ ;

second, repentance ; third , baptism by immersion for the remission of sins; fourth ,

laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost.

5. We believe that a man must be called of God , by “ prophecy and by the
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II .

laying on of hands,” by those who are in authority, to preach the Gospel and

administer in the ordinances thereof .

6. We believe in the same organization that existed in the primitive church ,viz.,

apostles, prophets, pastors , teachers, evangelists, etc.

7. We believe in the gift of tongues, prophecy, revelation, visions, healings,

interpretation of tongues, etc.

8. We believe the Bible to be the word of God , as far as it is translated correctly ;

we also believe the Book of Mormon to be the word of God .

9. We believe all that God has revealed , all that he does now reveal , and we

believe that he will yet reveal many great and important things pertaining to the
kingdom of heaven .

10. We believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the restoration of the

Ten Tribes. That Zion will be built upon this continent. That Christ will reign

personally upon the earth, and that the earth will be renewed and receive its para

disic glory.

We claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God according to the

dictates of our conscience, and allow all men the same privilege, let themworship

how, where or what they may.

12. We believe in being subject to kings, presidents , rulers and magistrates, in

obeying, honoring and sustaining the law.

13.We believe in being honest, true, chaste, benevolent, virtuous, and in doing

good to all men ; indeed we may say that we follow the admonition of Paul , “ We

believe all things, we hope all things ” ; we have endured many things, and wehope

to be able to endure all things. If there is anything virtuous, lovely or of good

report or praisworthy, we seek after these things. — Joseph Smith.

As to the personality of God the Father, the Latter-day Saints refer to the

following: Gen. 1. 26 , 27; Ist. Cor. XI.7 ; Exodus XXIV. 9 , 10; Heb. 1. 3; Col. I. 15.

The omnipresence of God by His Spirit universally diffused, is thus declared:

“ This is the light of Christ, as also he is in the sun and the light of the sun

and the power by which it was made; also he is in the moon, and is the light of

the moon and the power thereof by which it was made ; as also the light of the stars

and the power thereof by which they were made ; and the earth also and the power

thereof, even the earth upon which ye stand ; and the light which now shineth,

which giveth you light, is through him which enlighteneth your eyes, which is the

same light that quickeneth your understandings, which light proceedeth forth from

the presence of God, to fill the immensity of space. The light which is in all

things , which giveth life to all things, which is the law by which all things are

governed, even the power of God who sitteth upon his throne, who is in the bosom

of eternity, who is in the midst of all things."' - Revelation to JosephSmith, Decem

ber 27 , 1832. Gen. I. 2; Job XXVI. 13 ; Psalm CIV . 30; Ezek. XXXVII. 14 ; Job

XXXII. 8 ; Joel II. 28 ; John VI. 63; I. Cor. II. 10 .

That the spirits of men are the offspring of God, is shown in the following:

“ And now verily I say unto you , I was in the beginning with the Father and

am the first-born ; and all those who are begotten through me are partakers of the
glory of the same and are the Church ofthe First Born . Ye were also in the

beginning with the Father." —Revelation to Joseph Smith , May 6, 1833. Heb.

XII. 9; John XX. 17; Heb . I. 6; Heb. II. 14-17; 1. John III. 2 ; Job XXXVII.

4-7; Eccles. XII. 7 .

The resurrection of the body, extending to the resuscitation of all who have

lived and died on earth , to be judged in the resurrected body for the deeds done in

the natural body, is a scriptural doctrine, as may be seen from these texts :

“ There isa space between death and the resurrection of the body and a state of

the soul in happiness or in misery, until the time which is appointed of God that

the dead shall come forth , and be reunited both soul and body and be brought to
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stand before God and be judged according to their works. The soulshall be restored

to the body and the body to the soul; yea, and every limb and joint shall be restored

to its body; yea, even a hair of the head shall not be lost , but all things shall be

restored to their proper and perfect frame . ” — "Book of Mormon, ” page 354.

“ Now this restoration shall come to all , both old and young, both bond and

free, both male and female, both the wicked and the righteous." — Ibid ., page 267 .

John V. 28, 29 ; Rev. XX . 12; 1. Cor. XV . 41.

That baptism of water and of the Holy Ghost is essential, the following shows :

“ Go ye into all the world, preach the Gospel to every creature, acting in the

authority which I have given you, baptizing in the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost. And he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved ,

and he that believeth not shall be damned. ... As I said to mine Apostles, I

say unto you again , that every soul that believeth on your wordsand is baptized by

water for the remission of sins , shall receive the Holy Ghost, and signs shall follow

them that believe. • Verily , verily I say unto you, they that believe not on

your words and are not baptized in water in myname for the remission of their sins,

that they may receive the Holy

Ghost, shall be damned and shall

not come into my Father's King

dom . " —Revelation to Joseph Smith,

Nov., 1831. John Ill. 5; Mark

XVI. 15, 16; Acts II. 37, 38 ; Acts

VIII. 12-18.

That this Gospel will be preached

to all people, both living and dead,

see the following: 1. Peter 111. 18

20 ; Ibid . IV . 6.

The living Saints may perform

ordinances for the repentant dead :

1. Cor. XV. 29; Obadiah 1. 21;

Heb. XI. 40 .

That the true gospel is to be
Mormon Temple, Salt Lake City.

preached to prepare the way for

Christ's coming and the end of the world, see the following: Matt. XXIV . 14;

Rev. XIV , 6, 7 .

That Satan will be bound , the earth be cleansed from corruption , the kingdoms

of this world become the kingdom of our God, and that the reign of Christ and his

triumph over error and Satan shall be complete and universal, are supported by the

following texts : Rev. XX . 1-3, 13, 14; Rev. XXI. 3 , 4 ; II. Peter III . 10-13 ;

Isaiah XXIV . 1-6, 21-23; Philippians II, 10 , 11; Daniel II. 44; Daniel VII. 13 ,

14; Isaiah LXV . 25; LXVI. 22; 1. Cor. XV. 24-28, 41-54.

As to eternal marriage and the glory and dominion of the redeemed, it will

be seen that when the first marriage was performed in Eden, the pair were immortal.
Death came by sin , but life was restored through the atonement. Adam and Eve

are therefore man and wife for eternity. Gen. II. 22, 23 ; Gen. I.Gen. II. 22 , 23 ; Gen. I. 27 , 28 ; I. Cor.

XV . 21 , 22.

“ Nevertheless, neither is the man without the woman, neither the woman with

out the man in the Lord.” I. Cor. XI. 11. See also, Rev. XX. 4-6 ; Rev. V. 9 , 10;
XXI. 3-7
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BY

REV. L. P. MERCER, Chicago, Ill .

5. THE NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

HE New Jerusalem Church originated in the doctrines of the opened Word

revealed to mankind in the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg. Emanuel

Swedenborg was the son of a Swedish Lutheran Bishop , a scholar, a

practical engineer, intrusted with a high official position, a member of

the Swedish diet , a man of science, a philosopher, a theologian, and a

seer, who lived between 1688 and 1772. This life of over fourscore years of untiring

energy divides itself upon superficial observation into two periods. The first fifty

years of it were devoted to the pursuit of natural learning and independent investi

gation in science and philosophy; the remaining years to an equally diligent

discharge of the “ holy office " to which he was called by the Lord Himself. With

a thorough academic training, he began with the cultivation of the mathematical

and physical sciences, and showed such ability in theoretical science, that he was

entrusted with a position in the college of mines that gave him practical control of

the development of the mineral wealth of Sweden. While in the faithful discharge

of his official affairs he was elaborating in private and publishing from time to time

the most sublime and extensive philosophical attemptsupon which any single mind

ever ventured . Of his philosophical writings, beginning with the Principia,

devoted to a complete natural philosophy of the elemental world , and continuing

with his works on the Animal Kingdom or the kingdom of the Anima, including a

rational physiology as the basis of a rational psychology, it is not enough to say

that he anticipated by the application of his analytic and synthetic processes, many

of the results of subsequent experimental discovery in every realm of science ; it

must rather be said that he announced philosophical doctrines, which are far more

masterful in explaining the larger field of facts awaiting explanation to -day, than

they were appreciable to his own generation.

He was during this entire period the precise type of man which this generation

delights to honor ; strong, keen, self-reliant, practical . Endowed with a hardy con

stitution, he had a calm , placid disposition; led an active , laborious , cheerful life,

traveling continually and keeping himself.posted in the developments of science

and contributing to its theoretical and practical achievements; composing his works

and conducting his literary business unaided; enjoying the confidence of his king

and fellow statesmen; discussing politics in the senate and memorializing the govern

ment on finance and other weighty matters; while he was elaborating and publishing

a system of universal philosoplıy, more complete and probably more enduring and

controlling than any which bears the name of a human author, and to which the

logic of events is compelling the attention of the learned after a century and a half

of marvelous experimental research . Such was Swedenborg the assessor. A more

penetrating and practical , and at the same time laborious and comprehensive man

of thought never lived .

At the age fifty -six, in the full maturity of his powers, he was called , as he

declares, “ to a holy office by the Lord who most graciously manifested Himself to

me in person and opened my sight to a view of the spiritual world, and granted me

the privilege of conversing with spirits and angels." “ From that day forth ,” he

says, “ I gave up all worldly learning and labored only in spiritual things according
688
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to what the Lord commanded me to write. " ' Rightly considered his whole previous
career appears to have been a preparation for this work . When he had run the

whole circuit of the sciences, he wasintroduced to a new world of facts and laws by

the opening of his spiritual senses, and thus to a spiritual science and philosophy
which could never have been discovered without these facts, and can never be

understood apart from them .

The fundamental doctrine of his theological writings is the doctrine of the

second coming of the Lord. He teaches that the end of God in the creation of

the human race is a heaven of

angels ; and He provides for

this by means of the church.

It requires three things to con

stitute a living church ; revela

tion of Divine truth adapted

to man's reception , understand

ing on man'spart of the truth

revealed , and a life in accord

ance with it. The Lord pro

vides that there shall always be

a church with man . He insti.

tutes the church by revealing

such divine truths as men need

to know and can obey in life.

When in process of time they

pervert this truth and lose the

understanding of the revelation

committed to them , the Lord

makes a new revelation and

begins a new church . There

have been four such general

churches, and a fifth is foretold

which is to be the crown of all

the churches and is to endure

forever. The first great church

which was before the flood is

called the most ancient, and in

the scriptures Adam , and its

consummation is described by

the flood. The second which

is called the ancient, and in

the scriptures Noah , was in

Asia and partly in Africa, and

was consuminated by idolatries.

The third was the Israelitish ,
EMANUEL SWEDENBORG.

which is historical. The fourth From the portrait which hung in his bed -chamber , now the property of the

is the Christian which the Lord

Academy of the New Church .

established by the Evangelists and Apostles. This church had two epochs ; one

from the timeof the Lordto the Council of Nice, and the other from that Council to

the year 1757 , when the last judgment was effected in the spiritual world, by means

of the new revelation of the interiors of the Word, by which at the same time the

Lord made His second advent and institutes a new dispensation or church , which is

meant by the New Jerusalem , the glorious hope of the apostles and the expectation

of Christians from the beginning — the “ day of the Lord ” which shall have no
end.
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6. THE NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH (Continued) .

The second coming of the Lord, therefore, is not in person as at His first advent;

for then He assumed a human nature and glorified it for reasons of redemption and

salvation, that he might become in His Humanity the visible God, and acquire to

His Humanity “ all power in heaven and in earth.” What he came to do He per

fectly accomplished and needed not to do again ; but what was needed was such a

revelation of the whole meaning of His Word, as would bring His Divine mind

spiritually present in power and glory. The Lord, who is the Word, made His

second advent by revealing the spiritual sense and genuine meaning of His

written Word, in which the Divine

truth is in its light and in which

He is continually present . This is

His coming “ in the clouds of

heaven with power and great glory ";

for the literal sense of the Word is

as a cloud , and the spiritual sense

as the glory by which the Lord as

the Son of Man is revealed in all

things of the Word . The Lord has

made this revelation by means of a

man whom He had prepared for this ,

purpose from his childhood, and

whom He filled with His spirit

to teach the doctrines of the

New Church from the Word . This

is Swedenborg's claim , and the writ

ings which contain the doctrines of

the Word revealed for the New

Church , he published between the

years 1749 and 1771. These doc

trines may be summarized as follows:

1. That Jehovah God, the creator

and preserver of the universe, is

Love itself and Wisdom itself; that

He is one both in essence and in per

son, in whom nevertheless is the

Divine Trinity of Father, Son and

Holy Spirit , which are the essential
From an oil painting in 1761. Now preserved in the Royal Academy of

divinity, the divine humanity, and

the divine proceeding, answering to

the soul , the body, and theoperative energy in man : and that the Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ is that God . The Father is in Him, and the Holy Spirit is from Him.

2. That the Lord from eternity , who is Jehovah , came into the world and took

our nature upon Him ; He endured temptations, even to the passion of the cross; He

overcame the hells and so delivered man ; He glorified His humanity, uniting it

with the divinity of which it was begotten; so He became the redeemer ofthe

world, without whom no mortal can be saved ; and they are saved who believe in

Him and keep the Commandments of His Word.

3. That the Sacred Scripture, or Word of the Lord, is divine truth itself; con

taining a spiritual sense, hitherto unknown, whence it is divinely inspired, and holy

in every syllable; as well as a literal sensewhich is the basis of the spiritual sense

and in which divine truth is in its fullness, holiness and power. The spiritual and

natural senses of the Word are united by correspondence like soul and body, every

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG .

Sciences , Sweden .

1
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natural expression and image including a spiritual and divine idea ; and thus the

Word is the medium of communication with heaven , and of conjunction with the

Lord .

4. That the Lord saves man by the operation of His spirit; but not without

inan's consent and cooperation . The Lord operates and gives to man to coöperate,

that there may be conjunction of the Lord with man and ofman with the Lord , and

thus salvation . There are two means to this conjunction: the good of love which

flows in by an internal way, and the truth of faith which is presented outwardly

by means of revelation and instruction . So far as man can be led to accept and live

according to the truths of faith as from the Lord, He by an inward and unperceived

operation of His spirit conjoins the good of love with those truths, and thus reforms,

regenerates and saves .

5. That charity , faith , and good works are unitedly necessary to man's salva

tion, since charity without faith is not spiritual but natural , and faith without charity

is not living but dead , and both charity and faith without good works are perishable,

because without use or fixedness.

6. That immediately after death , which is only a putting off of the material body,

never to be resumed , man rises again in a substantial spiritual body in the spiritual

world , in which he continues to live to eternity ; in heaven if bis ruling affections

and thence his life have have been good, and in hell if his ruling affections and life

have been evil .

These doctrines, and the whole government of divine love and wisdom in crea

tion and providence, are opened philosophically to the rational faculty from the in

teriors of the Word and from the factsand laws of the spiritual world, to the end , as

Swedenborg affirms, that the man of the church may enter intellectually into the

mysteries of faith and by living according to the light of intelligence be conjoined with

heaven and the Lord .

Although Swendenborg affirmed a New Church it was no part of his mission to

institute an external ecclesiastical body. Those of his own time who understood or

cared to read what he had written, were very few . In 1783 a society was formed

in London, England, for the study of his works. His books , which were written in

Latin, were translated and the number of believers increased more rapidly, but at

first entertained no thought of separate organization. In process of time, however,

theological controversies with their old ecclesiastical associates, and the longing for

association with those agreed in faith and life , led to the organization of a church .

The first society of this kind was formed in London in 1787 and was quickly fol

lowed by others in various parts of the kingdom . The name selected was “ The

Church upon Earth Signified in the Revelation by the New Jerusalem descending

from God out of heaven . " This cumbrous title has been shortened to " The Church

of the New Jerusalem, ” or “ The New Jerusalem Church."

The doctrines were first introduced into America in 1784, and the societies organ

ized from time to time are now grouped into State Associations and these into a

General Convention. The government is practically congregational, with a sort of

episcopal advisory supervision. The worship in this country and England, and

where the church hasa foothold in the continent of Europe, is liturgical.

The church is of the least as to actual membership ; but is acknowledged as a

formative power by virtue of the rationality and virility of the faith of its members,

and by the astonishing activity of its publishing societies in printing and distrib

uting the literature of its doctrinal teaching.
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW .

1. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. - Name, Origin , Characteristics, Proselytism , Emi

gration, Misfortunes, Becomes a denomination, Thevillage.
2. THE MORAVIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. (Continued ). — Real estate, Board of overseers,

Houses, Non-monastic , Abolition , Union with Great Britain and Europe, Missions, Church
union .

3. THE MORMONCHURCH . - Organization, Vision to J. Smith , Ancient records, Mormon, Aaronic

priesthood , Christian apostleship, Gifts as enjoyed in the Primitive Church, Persecution,

Martyrdom of Joseph Smith , Emigration, Brigham Young, Salt Lake City , Branches of the

church , Missionaries, Membership , Present practices.

4. THE MORMON CHURCH (Continued ) .-Elements of the Mormon creed , Marriage, Priority in

the future world.

5. THE NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.– Origin , Emanuel Swedenborg, Two periods, Writings,

Character, Achievements, Spiritual calling, Second coming of the Lord , The five churches,

The last judgmentand second advent.

6. THE NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH ( Continued ). — Second advent , Clouds of heaven,
Swedenborg , God, Incarnation,

Scripture , Salvation, Works, Resur

rection , Church organization, Char

acteristics.

QUESTIONS.

1. What relative values placed on

life and dogma? How is proselytism re

garded? Could this be maintained in

America ? What was the purpose of Mora

vian villages ?

2. State the traits of a Moravian vil.

lage. Is this system maintained in America ?

With what result ? With whom is organic

union maintained ? Why hinders union with

other churches ?

3. When and where was the Mormon

church founded ? What vision appeared to

Joseph Smith ? What was the origin of

the Book of Mormon ? What remarkable

phenomena attended the mission of Joseph

Smith ? How did he close his life ? How

many elders has the Mormon church in the

mission field ? What is its present member,

ship? What forms the type of its church

polity ?

What does Mormonism teach about

offices for the dead ? What about marriage?

Whatis essential to exaltation in the celes

tial world ? Show from Scripture that mar

riage is eternal.

5. How did the New Jerusalein church

originate ? State the various accomplish

ments of Swedenborg. Describe his “ Prin

Michael Schlatter, 1716-1790 . Cf. p. 717. cipia " and " Animal Kingdom .” What

type of man was he ? Describe some of his

achievements. What happened to him when

fifty-six years old ? To what did he subsequently devote himself ? What was his chief doctrine ? What

purpose does a church serve ? What happens when one grows corrupt ? How many have there already

been ? Name the two epochs of the Christian Church . What was really effected at the foundation of
the fifth church in 1757 ?

6. Why did the Lord not need to come again in person ? In what sense did he come again ?

What human medium did he choose to this end State some characteristic doctrines,especially that of

the Sacred Scripture. When and why was the New Jerusalem Church founded ? Wherein is it
distinguished ?

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Advantages of the Moravian village system .

2 . Grounds for the abolition of the village system .

3. The rise and abolition of polygamy in the Mormon Church .

4 Compare the character and experiences of Joseph Smith with those of Mohammed .
5. The influence of visions upon the foundersof religions.

6. The precise contentand actual value of this “ spiritual sense ” declared by Swedenborg.
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7. 2 PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A.

N dealing with the history of the Presbyterian Churches in America, it

will be helpful to note first, the constituent principles of the Presby

terian system of theology, worship and government, the relation of

these principles to the formation of the American Republic, and the

several Churches which are the exponents of the system.

1. The Presbyterian System .The doctrine of the divine sovereignty is the

controlling idea of the Presbyterian System. By this is meant the absolute control

of the universe, with all that it has contained , does and will contain , whether

visible things or invisible things by the one supreme, omnis

cient, omnipresent and omnipotent Spirit, for wise, just, holy

and loving ends. This sovereignty, however, doesnotmake

God “ the author of sin, neither is violence offered to the

will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of

second causes taken away, but rather established ."-West

minster Confession, Chapter III ., Section 1.

The divine sovereignty finds expression in the Presbyterian

System in the statement of certain great principles, four of

the most important of which are as follows : [a] The sover

eignty of the Word ofGod over creed and life. Neither the

human reason nor the Church have been vested with power to
James McCosh , D.D. , LL.D. ,

dictate to men either what they are to believe or how they
many philosophical works. Cf.

are to act ; this high prerogative belongs alone to God, and p. 700 .

his will in all essential matters of belief and practice is con

tained in the Holy Scriptures, and in them alone. [6] The sovereignty of God in

salvation ; salvation is not of works but of grace ; it is not through character but

by faith. Faith is the root of character,and works are the outcome of grace. “ The

principal acts of saving faith are accepting, receiving, and resting upon Christ

alone for justification, sanctification, and eternal life, by virtue of the covenant of

grace.” — Westminster Confession, Chapter XIV ., Section 2. [ c] The sovereignty

under God of the individual conscience in matters of religion, as expressed in the

historic declaration , “ God alone is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free

from the doctrines and commandments of men which are in anything contrary to

his Word , or beside it, in matters of faith or worship. — Westminster Confession,

Chapter XX., Section 2. [d] The sovereignty of Christ in His Church , “There

is no other head of the Church, but the Lord Jesus Christ." — Westminster Con

fession, Chapter XXV., Section 6. This sovereignty of Christ involves the right

of all believers to recognition as members of hisbody, and as entitled to an active

1811-1894, President of Prince

ton University , and author of
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share in all Church privileges. As a result of the principles just stated, the Pres

byterian Church has formulated what it believes to be a system of theology, church

government, ethics and worship, in full harmony with the will of God as revealed

in Holy Scripture.

2. Presbyterian Principles and the American Republic. — The predominant

influence in the history of mankind has always been that resident inideas. It is

this fact which gives to truth its supreme worth. The ideas above referred to, and

which are of the essence of the Presbyterian System , were the controlling ideas of

the Protestant Reformation , and found expression in the documents known as the

Westminster Standards. These Standards were framed by the world -famous

Westminster Assembly of Divines , at London , Great Britain , in 1647. Doctrinally ,

the system of thought found in them bears the name of Calvinism , from its chief

theologian , John Calvin , of Geneva. Politically, the system is the chief source of

modern republican government. Bancroft speaks of “ the political character of

Calvinism , which, with one consent, and withinstinctive judgment, the monarchs

of the day feared as republicanism .” The English Calvinists, commonly known as

Puritans, early found a home on American shores, and immigrants of the Protestant

faith of other nationalities, were their natural allies. The majority of the early

Colonists were Calvinists. They brought with them to the new land those doc

trinal ideas which exalt in the human mind the sovereignty of God, which bring

all lives and institutions to the test of the Holy Scriptures, which teach that the

divine being is no respecter of persons, and which lead logically to the conclusion

that “ all men are born free and equal.” Further, the early British settlers, whether

Presbyterians or Puritans, were all believers in the Westminster Confession, for

that creed was adopted by the Congregationalists in 1648, and by the Baptists,

except as to Baptist peculiarities, in 1677. The German and Dutch Calvinists in

the Colonies were also in full sympathy with its doctrines. These facts made the

principles of the Confession dominant in the formation of the American Republic.

Those who maintained them , for one thing, demanded and provided for popular

education. The first two European countries to establish free schools were Calvin

istic Scotland and Holland , and the first organizers of the public school system in

the United States were Calvinists, as they were also the founders of Harvard, Yale,

and Princeton Universities. Further, Baptists and Presbyterians , laboring together,

aided greatly in securing the absolute separation of Church and State, and that

untrammeled religious liberty which is the peculiar glory of American institutions.

Again , Presbyterians fostered and maintained popular representative govern

ment. It was the privilege of the American Presbyterian Church, through its

General Synod, to be the first body, either ecclesiastical or political, to organize on

the American continent a federal Republic. Several of the early American colonies

were substantially democracies, but they were independent each of the other.

Until the meeting of the Continental Congress in 1774, the only body which exer

cised control in the majority of the Colonies, and which was a definite American
bond of union, was the General Synod of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States of America . This Church is the oldest of American Republics, and the

federal principles which characterize its government are practically the same as

those which control the government of the United States. In brief, it can be said

with Bancroft, the historian , that “ The Revolution of 1776, so far as it was affected

by religion, was a Presbyterian measure. It was the natural outgrowth of the

principles which the Presbyterianism of the Old World planted in her sons, the

English Puritans, the Scotch Covenanters, the French Huguenots, the Dutch

Calvinists, and the Presbyterians of Ulster." This statement finds support in the

claim that of the three millions of American Colonists in 1776, nine hundred thou

sand were of Scotch or Scotch -Irish descent ; four hundred thousand were German

or Dutch Calvinists, and six hundred thousand were English Puritans.
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8. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Continued).

3. The Several Presbyterian Churches in the U. S. A.—American Presby

terianism as a whole, is as diverse in its origin, as are the peoples who have blended

to form the American nation . There are eleven important denominational Churches

in the United States, whether designated as Presbyterian or Reformed, which stand

for Presbyterian principles. Of these three are traceable to the influence of immi

gration from the Continent of Europe ; the Reformed Dutch Church, and the

Christian Reformed Church, both of which originated in Holland ; and the German

Reformed Church whose beginnings were in Switzerland and Germany. Four

Churches are directly connected with the Secession and Relief movements in the

Church of Scotland during the eighteenth century , viz. , the United Presbyterian

Church, the Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church, the General Synod of the

Reformed Presbyterian Church, and the Associate Reformed Synod of the South .

Whatever of English Presbyterianism there was in the Colonies, and in addition

the few French Protestant or Huguenot churches,

combined at an early day with Scotch and Scotch

Irish elements to form the Presbyterian Church in

the U. S. A. , the largest of the Churches. The

Cumberland Presbyterian Church and the Presby

terian Church in the United States (South ) are

branches of the Presbyterian Church in the U. S.

A. , the first separating in 1810, and the second in

1861. The youngest ofthe Presbyterian Churches,

the Welsh , originated in the Principality of Wales,

where the denomination is known as the Welsh

Calvinistic Methodist Church . However these
The Log College. The first Presbyterian institu

tion for the education of ministers.

Churches may differ in matters of practice and

worship, they are substantially one in government, and with the exception of the

Cumberland Presbyterian, maintain unmodified the principles of the Presbyterian

System, as contained either in the Canons of the Synod of Dort, the Westminster

Confession , or the Heidelberg Catechism.

The Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A. — The largest of the American

Presbyterian Churches is the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America,

and its history concisely stated , is given under the following heads :

The Period of Isolated Churches . — The earliest American Presbyterian churches

were established in New England, Maryland, Delaware and Virginia. John Robin

son , the pastor of the Plymouth Pilgrims while in Holland , has left on record

the following declaration of Church principles— " Touching the ecclesiastical

ministry, viz., of pastors for teaching, elders for ruling, deacons for distributing the

church's contributions, we do wholly and in all points agree with the French

Reformed Churches." The Virginia Puritans were driven out by persecution

between 1642 and 1649. The English Presbyterian element in Maryland and the

Colonies to the northward was strengthed by the advent, from 1660 to 1690, of a

large element of Scotch Covenanters. The earliest Presbyterians in New York

were the Dutch Calvinists, who founded a Church in 1628 ; English -speaking

Presbyterians being first found there in 1643, with the Rev. Francis Doughty as

their minister. In 1680, the Presbytery of Laggan, Ireland, in response to a letter

from Wm . Stevens, a member of the Council of the Colony of Maryland, sent to the

United States the Rev. Francis Makemie as a inissionary. His arrival in 1683 was
an epoch in the ecclesiastical history of the Colonies. Mr. Makemnie became the

apostle of American Presbyterianism , giving himself unreservedly to the work of

ecclesiastical organization, enduring persecution and daring imprisonment in behalf

of the cause which he most worthily represented , and at last succeeding in bringing

into organic unity the scattered churches in the Colonies.
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The Colonial Presbyterian Church . — The first Presbytery of the Church was

organized in the year 1705 or 1706. The exact date cannot be determined , owing

to the loss of the first pages of the records. The ministers of the judicatory were

six in number representing about twenty-two congregations, not including the

Presbyterians of Virginia, the Carolinas, and Georgia. The place of meeting was

Freehold, N. J. The growth of the country, and especially the increasing number

of immigrants from Ireland and Scotland, so added to the numbers of the churches,

that in September, 1716, the Presbytery constituted itself into a Synod , with four

Presbyteries. In 1729,this General Synod passed what is called the Adopting Act,

by which it was agreed that all the ministers under its jurisdiction should declare

“ their agreement in and approbation of the Confession of Faith, with the Larger

and Shorter Catechisms of the As

sembly of Divines at Westminster,"

and also “ adopt the said Confession

as the Confession of their faith . ” In

the same year the “Synod denied to

the civil magistrate power over the

Church ," and also the “ power to

persecute any for their religion. ” It

was the Presbyterian and not the

Congregationalist who gave definite

ecclesiastical form to the distinctively

American and true doctrine of the

independence of the Church from

control by the State . In 1745 ques

tions of policy as to revivals and

education , produced a division in

the Church . The " Log College , "

founded by the Rev. William Ten

nent, Sr. , for the training of minis

ters, was one of the causes of the

contention, and his son , the Rev.

Gilbert Tennent, with the celebrated

evangelist, the Rev. George White

field, were prominent in the contro

versy. The parties were known as

“ old Side" and " New Side," which

John Witherspoon , D.D. , LL. D. , 1722-1794 , signer of the Declaration terms are not in any manner equiva
of Independence , and President of Princeton College.

lent to the terms " Old School and

“ New School” in use a century later. In 1758 the divided bodies reunited upon the

basis of the Westminster Standards pure and simple, and at the date of reunion, the

Church consisted ofninety-eight ministers, about two hundred congregations and some

ten thousand communicants . It was during the period of this division that the "New

Side” established the institution now known as Princeton University, for the purpose

of securing an educated ministry. In1768, John Witherspoon wascalled from Scot

land and installed as President of Princeton , and also as Professor of Divinity.

This remarkable man exercised an increasing and powerful influence not only in the

Presbyterian Church, but through the Middle and Southern colonies. Though

Scotch of birth , he was American atheart , and never hesitated to do what he regarded

as his duty in political as well as religious affairs. He was one of the leaders in

the joint movement of Presbyterians and Congregationalists, effected in 1766, to

resist the establishment of the English EpiscopalChurch as the State Church of

the Colonies. He was also a member of the Continental Congress, and the only

clerical signer of the Declaration of Independence. Religiousforces were among
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the chief influences operating to secure separation from Great Britain , and the

opening of the Revolutionary struggle found the Presbyterian Churches to a man

on the side of the colonies. The General Synod called upon the churches to

“ uphold firmly the resolutions " of Congress, and let it be seen that they were

" able to bring out the whole strength of this vast country to carry them into

execution ." At the close of the war, the Synod congratulated the churches on " the

general and almost universal attachment of the Presbyterian body to the cause of

liberty and the rights of mankind.” No body of Christians has a more honorable

record in the development of American Institutions, or is more in sympathy with

them , than the Presbyterian.

The Constitution of 1788. — With the restoration of peace in 1783, the Presby
terian Church , gradually recovered from the evils wrought by war. The need of

further organization was deeply felt. The Church hadalways been independent,

having noorganic connection with European and British Churches of like faith.

The independence of the United States , however, had created new conditions for

the Christian Churches as well as for the American people. Presbyterians were no

longer nierely tolerated, they were entitled equally with Episcopalians to full civil

and religious rights. In view, therefore, of the new conditions, the Synod in May

1788, adopted a Constitution for the Church containing the WestminsterConfession

of Faith, the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, the Form of Government, the Book of

Discipline, and the Directory for Worship. Certain changes were made in the Con

fession, the Catechisms, and the Directory, concerning which it is sufficient to say

that they were in the direction of liberty,—of liberty in worship, of freedom in

prayer, and above all of the liberty of the Church from any control by the State.

The Form of Government was altogether a new instrument, and established the

General Assembly as the governing body in the Church .

The Presbyterian form of government is in all essential things similar to that of

the government of the U. S. A. Where, in civil government, Americans have the

Township Committee, the County Board, the State Legislature, and the Congress

of the United States, the Presbyterian Church has the session of the particular

church , the Presbytery, the Synod and the General Assembly. These judicatories

further, are representative in the fullest sense, their members being chosen to office
by the people. Concerning the Presbyterian Government, one of the Roman

Catholic Archbishops of New York , the Rev. John Hughes, wrote : “ that for the
purposes of popular and political government its organization is little inferior to that

of Congress itself. It acts on the principle of a radiating centre, and iswithout

equal or rival among the other denominations of the country. ” Further, this form
of government, as a system of rules, has the privilege ofpossessing in the Westminster

Confession, a statement of the principles for which the Church stands, in which it

has the advantage of the Nation , the latter possessing no such document. The

National Constitution is simply a body of regulations, the Presbyterian Constitution

contains both principles and regulations.

The Periodof the Plan of Union . — The first important movement in the Church,

after the adoption of the Constitution , was the formation of the Plan of Union with

the Congregational Associations of New England , which began with correspondence

in 1792, and reached its consummation in the agreements made from 1801 to 1810

between the General Assembly and the Associations of Connecticut and other States.

This plan allowed Congregational ministers to serve Presbyterian Churches, and

vice versa; and also permitted mixed churches and members of both denominations,

with the right of representation in Presbytery. It remained in force until 1837 , and

was useful to both Churches, in relation to the results flowing from the great revivals

of religion throughout the country from 1799 to 1802 ; and also in connection with

the cause of both Home and Foreign Missions.
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1772-1851 , first Professor of

nary .

The Period of the Plan of Union (Continued ).- What is known as the Cumber

land separation took place during this period. The Presbytery of Cumberland

ordained to the ministry persons who, in the judgment of the Synod of Kentucky, were

not qualified for the office either by learning or by sound doctrine. The controversies

between the two judicatories resulted in the dissolution of the Presbytery by the

Synod in 1806, and finally in 1810, in the initial steps in the establishment of what

is now known as the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The growth of the Church

during the period ( 1790 to 1837 ) was very decided, the membership increasing from

eighteen thousand to two hundred and twenty thousand five hundred and fifty seven.

Further, in it , the first Theological Seminary of the Church was founded at Prince

ton , N. J. , ( 1812 ) , with Archibald Alexander as first professor; the Boards of Home

Missions (1816) and of Education ( 1819) were established

and at its close the Board of Foreign Missions came into

existence.

The Period of Division.—About the year 1825, the peace

of the Church began seriously to be disturbed by contro

versy respecting the Plan of Union, and the establishment

of denominational agencies for missionary and evangelistic

work. The Pittsburgh Synod, as early as 1831, founded the

Western Foreign Missionary Society . The Foreign Mission

work of the Church had previously been accomplished mainly

Archibald Alexander,D.D.,LL.D., through the American Boardof Commissioners for Foreign

Missions, located at Boston, Mass, and much of the Home
Princeton Theological Semi

Mission work was done through the American Home Mis

sionary and the American Education Societies. The party

standing for denominational agencies and opposed to the Plan of Union, was known

as the “ Old School” and that favoring the continuance of the Plan as the “ New

School.” Questions of doctrine were also involved in the controversy , though not to

so large an extent as those of denominational policy, and led to the trial for heresy

of the celebrated Albert Barnes. The " Old School” majority in the Assembly of

1837 brought the matters at issue to a head, by abrogating the Plan of Union, by

resolutions against the interdenominational societies, by the excision of the Synods

of Utica, Geneva, Genesee and the Western Reserve, and by the establishment of

the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. When the Assembly of 1838 met, the

“ New School Commissioners protested against the exclusion ofthedelegates from

the four exscinded Synods, organized an Assembly of their own in the presence of

the sitting Assembly, and then withdrew . The controversy came before the civil

courts through a suit, on the part of the “ New School,” to determine whetherthe

persons chosen by its Assembly were the legal “ trustees of the General Assembly."

The final decision in the case was in favor of the “ Old School."

From 1838 onward, both branches of the Church grew slowly but steadily, and

both made progress in the organization of their benevolent and missionary work.

The growth of both was checked, however, by disruption. The New School

Assembly of1857 took strong ground in opposition to slavery, with the result that

several Southern Presbyteries withdrew and organized the United Synod of the

Presbyterian Church. In May , 1861 , the Old School Assembly met at Philadelphia,

Pa. , with but thirteen Commissioners present from the States which had seceded

from the Union. Dr. Gardiner Spring of New York offered in the judicatory, reso

lutions professing loyalty to the Federal Government, which were passed by a

decided majority. The minority of the Assembly, however, while to a large degree

in favor of the Union , were actuated by the feeling that an ecclesiastical judicatory

had no right to determine questions of civil allegiance. The “ Spring Resolutions '
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theologian and church -leader.

were the alleged reason for the organization of the Presbyterian Church in the Con

federate States of America, whichmet in General Assembly at Augusta, Georgia, in

December, 1861 , was enlarged by union in 1863 , with the United Synod above

referred to, and upon the cessation of hostilities in 1865 took the name of the Pres
byterian Church in the United States. Its members were increased in 1869 and

1874, by the adherence of those portions of the Synods of Kentucky and Missouri,

which protested by " declaration and testimony' ' against the action of the Old

School Assembly in the matter of the Christian character

of the ministers and members of the Presbyterian Church

South .

The Period of Reunion . The first step towards the re

union of the “ Old School” and “ New School” was taken

in 1862 by the establishment of fraternal correspondence

between the two Assemblies. A second step was the

organization by the “ New School” in 1863 of its own

Home Mission Work . In 1866, committees of conference

with a view to union, were appointed, and on Nov. 12,

1869, at Pittsburgh , Pa. , reunion was consummated on

the basis of the " Standards pure and simple.” In connec

tion with the movement, a memorial fund was raised,

which amounted to $7,883,983. From the year 1870 the
Chas . Hodge, D.D., LL.D., 1797-1878,

Church has made steady progress along all lines, and its

harmony has been seriously broken only by the contro

versy ( 1891-1894) as to the “ authority and credibility of Holy Scripture, " as a con

sequence of which Prof.Chas. A. Briggs ofUnion Theological Seminary, New York

City , and Prof. Henry P. Smith , of Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio,

were suspended from the ministry, after formal process in Presbytery and final

judgmentby the General Assembly . Despite this controversy, the Church has doubled

membership during the past thirty years, and numbers now nearly one million

communicants. Its contributions for all purposes for the year ending March 31,

1898, were $13,938, 561, of which the sum of $ 3,158,991 was contributed for mission
ary and benevolent work . The organized work of the Church is conducted through

eight Boards : Home Missions , Foreign Missions, Education, Publication and Sab

bath -school work, Ministerial Relief, Missions for Freedmen , Church Erection , and

Aid for Colleges and Academies.

The mission work was conducted in 1897 by one thousand, four hundred

and sixteen Home Missionaries, with three hundred and eight teachers ; seven

hundred and eight Foreign Missionaries, with one thousand, eight hundred and

two native helpers, located in fifteen different countries ; one hundred and

seventy - five Freedmen's missionaries, with two hundred and four teachers ; and

seventy-six Sabbath School missionaries; being a total of four thousand, four

hundred and eighty -five persons. There are also two Women's Missionary organi

zations, the one for Home, the other for Foreign missions, which have been greatly

prospered, and raise at present each year more than $ 300,000 each for evangelistic

work . There are also thirteen Theological Seminaries, located in different parts of

the country, and under the supervision of the General Assembly. The future

of the Church, judging from the past, will be one of constant progress, and of

enlargingmembership, influence, resources, and missionary activity.

The denomination stands for great and abiding theological truths, for the

rights of the people in church government, and for that true catholicity, which

cheerfully accords to others, whatever opinions they may cherish , their full rights

of conscience. It illustrates the fact that strength of conviction and true liberality

are co -ordinate, not antagonistic things; and that Calvinism is a living power in

Christendom.
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Movements toward unity with non -Presbyterian Churches.The Presbyterian

Church, as already indicated, entered at the beginning of the century into a Plan of

Union with the Congregational Churches, which endured for nearly forty years.

Such a plan would not be acceptable to either of the denominations at the present

time, for each has realized its own individuality, and its properly independent work

in the Kingdom of Christ. In 1887 the General Convention of the Protestant Epis

copal Church in the U. S. , and the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church

respectively , appointed committees with a view to possible unity. After seven years

of negotiation , the General Assembly directed its Committee to suspend further cor

respondence with the Protestant Episcopal Commission, until that Commission

should secure “ from its General Convention instructions to accept and act upon the

doctrine of mutual recognition and reciprocity.” This the Episcopal Convention

of 1895 declined to do. The Presbyterian Church recognizing as it does the

ministry of all evangelical Churches, and holding that " the universal visible

Church consists of all those throughout the world who profess the true religion ,

together with their children ," could not take any other ground than that above

indicated. As the Assembly of 1894 declared , “ mutual recognition and reciprocity

between the different bodies who profess the true religion is the first and essential

step towards practical church unity. ” Presbyterians, recognizing the spiritual

unity of the Church as an existing fact, do not regard “ organic union " with other

churches as a necessity. They emphasize the rather, fraternity and charity.

The Alliance of the Reformed Churches.—The year of the Reunion of the Old

and New School branches of the Presbyterian Church, 1870, was the year in which

the Rev. Dr. McCosh , the President of Princeton University, made the first proposi

tion looking towards what is commonly known as the Pan - Presbyterian Alliance.

This world -wide organization came into formal existence at London, England, in

1875 , and held its first General Council at Edinburgh, Scotland, July, 1877. It

includes in its membership at this date ( 1898) about ninety Presbyterian or

Reformed Churches, denominational and national, found on all the five continents.

The number of communicants and adherents of these Churches is about twenty -two

millions, constituting next to the Lutherans, the largest body of Protestants in the

world . The Alliance is not a federation , its Councils have no authority, and the

delegates thereto meet simply for a comparison of views and the creation of a true

and enduring sympathy between their respective Churches. Its motto is “ in essen

tials unity, in non -essentials, liberty, in all things charity ,” and its rule of fellow

ship is best stated by the phrase, " coöperation, without incorporation.” As a result

of the work of the Alliance, the Presbyterian and Reformed Churches throughout

the world have drawn closer together, have concentrated their Foreign Mission work

in several countries, have realized their strength, and move forward shoulder to

shoulder in support of the doctrines of grace and of civil and religious liberty.

They constitute the only body of Christians, except the Roman Catholics, having

congregations on all the continents, and in nearly every country.

The Western Section of this Alliance includes the Presbyterian and Reformed

Churches of North America, and their names and statistics of membership ( 1898)

are as follow :

The Presbyterian Church in the United The Reformed (Dutch )Church in America 110,713

States of America 975,877 The Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian

The Presbyterian Church in the United Church of North America

States.... 217,075 The Associate Reformed Synod of the

The United Presbyterian Church of N. A. 126,339 South ..... 11,090

The Cumberland Presbyterian Church .... 180,635 General Synod , Ref. Pres . Church .. 4,031

Christian Reformed Church in America ... 10,000 The Welsh Presbyterian Church 12,600

The Reformed (German ) Church in the The Presbyterian Church in Canada 205,992

United States of America ....... 226,532 Church of Scotland in Canada ..... 10,000

9,990
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11. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH , SOUTH , IN THE UNITED

STATES.

HE Presbyterian Church in the United States of Americahad, owing to

the prevalence of latitudinarian views in theology and ecclesiastical

polity , been divided , in 1838, into the Old School, and the New School

Churches. The New School Church suffered another division in 1857 ,

the Southern department, which refused to regard slaveholding as a sin ,

establishing the Synod of the South . The Old School retained its integrity and con

servative tone till 1861 . But in that year the Assembly, sitting at Philadelphia,

was overcome by the prevailing secular and war spirit. It subordinated the king

dom of the Lord Jesus Christ to political ends, and thus violated the constitution of

the Church and usurped the prerogatives of the Divine Master. It adopted the

Spring Resolutions, wherein it attempted , as Dr. Charles Hodge and his fifty -seven

fellow -protestants said , “ to decide the political question , to what governinent

the allegiance of Presbyterianism was due," and " to make that decision a condition

of membership in the Church ."

In consequence of this course , forty -seven Presbyteries in the then Confederate

States of America, each for itself, dissolved connection with the Assembly during

the summer of 1861 . On December 4, 1861 , their representatives met in Augusta,

Ga. , and formed the first General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, South.

This constituting Assembly adopted the constitution of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States of America as its own constitution ; but sloughed off the

unpresbyterian machinery with which the old church conducted its missionary and

other operations. For the cumbrous and irresponsible boards of the mother church

it substituted the Church itself, God's appointed instrumentality for evangelizing

the world, and established the necessary executive committees to carry out the will

of the Church - small bodies immediately responsible to the General Assembly.

In a letter “ to all the churches of Jesus Christ throughout the earth , ' ' this

Assembly asserted that the consequences of the proceedings on the part of the recent

Philadelphia Assembly — its opening “ the door for the worst passions of human

nature in the deliberation of church courts ” —had justified separation, as had also

the de facto existence of the Confederate States of America within whose bounds

they were. This Assembly also claimed as distinguishing features of its Church,

" Witnessing for the non-secular character of the Church and its headship of

Christ, or, in other words, for a strict adherence to the constitution ," and " the

complete organization of the Church, obviating the necessity of boards and

societies . ”

The numerical growth of the church has been very rapid. Its forty -seven pres

byteries have become seventy - seven ; its seven hundred ministers , one thousand

three hundred and ninety -three; one thousand churches, two thousand eight hundred

and sixteen ; its seventy thousand communicants, two hundred and eleven thousand

six hundred and eighty-four ; its contributions to home and foreign missions are

more than four times as large ; and it has kept pace in developing other branches of

enterprise. This advance has been made, too, in spite of the exodus of about ten

thousand colored communicants, who went, for the most part , to the Northern
Presbyterian Church .

701
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12. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH , SOUTH, IN THE UNITED

STATES (Continued ) .

This growth is explained by : 1. The Church's having taken into organic union

with itself many smaller bodies of sound Presbyterians. Thus it took in “ the

Independent Presbyterian Church ( 1863) , the United Synod of the South (1864),

the Presbytery of Patopsco ( 1867 ) , the Alabama Presbytery of the Associated

Reformed Church about the same time, the Synod of Kentucky ( 1869), the Associ

ated Reformed Presbytery of Kentucky (1870), and the Synod of Missouri (1874).

The union with these churches brought in about two hundred and eighty-two min

isters , four hundred and eighty churches, and thirty -five thousand six hundred
communicants. 2. The energetic use of the evangelistic arm of the Church's

service. Particularly , since 1866, presbyterial evangelists have been, in increasing
numbers, preaching to the weak and destitute.

In 1880 the Synod of Kentucky entered upon the pioneer enterprise of synod

ical evangelism . Not less than eight or ten synods have subsequently inaugurated

some form of synodical work. 3. Pastors and people have been generally faithful

and so preached Christ .

The development of the Church's agencies has also been gratifying. Foreign

Missions have had a large place in the heart of the Church. It has planted stations

in China, Italy, the United States of Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Greece, Japan ,

the Congo Free State, Cuba, and Corea. In its several missions it has to-day about

one hundred and fifty ordained and unordained missionaries, and can look on a total

of three thousand one hundred and fifty -six communicants and an immense effect of

a general kind predisposing heathendom to receive Christianity.

Home Missions have also had a large place . The general objects for which the

Assembly's Executive Committee has labored ; are : 1. To aid feeble churches in

support of their pastors and to secure a competency to every laboring minister;

2. To aid in the support of missionaries and evangelists; 3. To assist weak churches

in obtaining suitable edifices in which to worship ; 4. To assist laborers in getting

from one field to another when they are without the means of doing this of them

selves ; 5. To raise and disburse an invalid fund. This committee took oversight

also of the work among the negroes till 1891 when the Executive Committee of

Colored Evangelization was established .

The Church has maintained a highly educated ministry. Its plan for securing

such a ministry, styled variously as a beneficiary or eleemosynary, " or " stipendi

ary” plan, is a good scheme if faithfully carried out by the Presbyteries; but seems

to be tolerated only because of the necessity of some such scheme. The Church

has five good theological schools under its care, one being the Tuscaloosee Instititute

for negroes, a still greater number of colleges and universities, besides academies.

The Publication Committee, located atRichmond, Va. , has done a most import

ant work . A number of able journals advocate the principles and give information

concerning the work of the Church.

So much for the growth of the Church , a word now with reference to the way

in which it has stood by its principles. 5. The Church has remained true to the

Calvinism of its creed. It is, perhaps, more thoroughly Calvinistic than in 1866.

The changes in polity have been considerable. They have sprung from a more

solid conviction of jure divino Presbyterianism , and have resulted in a clearer state

ment of the ruling elder's rights and duties, and a more adequate and scriptural

exposition of the deacon's duties and relations . It has given a noble testimony to

the independence of Church and State. In all its formal and well-considered views

of the subject from 1861 to 1870, it testified to the non - secular character of the

Church and the headship of Jesus in Zion. During the war it did , indeed , falter in

its testimony to the non -secular character of the Church ; but its falterings were
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transient inconsistencies , as formal testimonies of the time show and as sorrow for

these missteps, evinced by its implicit and explicit confessions in : 866, 1870 and

1876, show . This Church still holds to an inerrant Bible, and to the approvable

ness of Bible morals, and opposes womanism in the official work of the Church .

How far these principles shall prevail in the future a prophet is needed to tell .

The principle of Church and State ought to prevail; and so, according to the com

mon judgment of our Church, every other one of its principles. Hence it does not

ask whether they shall prevail , but whether they ought to prevail . Its action

should be guided by the right rather than by the achievable.

This Church would unite with others in federal union on condition of their

receiving evidently con amore its own standards. The Assemblies of 1893 and 1894

declined to enter the Federal Union between the Reformed Churches in the United

States holding the Presbyterian system .” It has maintained fraternal correspond

ence with several ecclesiastical bodies of like faith and polity. Owing to the non

secular character of the Dutch Reformed Church , its thoroughly Calvinistic

theology and Presbyterian polity, this correspondence developed, in 1875, into a

“ plan of active coöperation ," in publication, home missions, foreign missions and

education. In 1889 the Northern Presbyterian Church entered into a similar plan

of coöperation with ours . The great body of Southern Presbyterians is profoundly

attached to its own principles ,and while unchurching no evangelical body, seeks

formal external union only on the basis of its own creed.

SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S , A.-Idea, Word of God , Salvation, Cona

science, Church , Westminster Assembly , Calvinism , The American Republic .

8. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Continued ).- Eleven Denominations,

Three Confessions, Isolation, The Colonial period, The Constitution of 1788.

9. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Continued).—The Periods of Union ,
of Division , and of Reunion.

10. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U. S. A. (Continued ).— Union with Other Churches,

ThePan - Presbyterian Alliance.

11. THE PRESBYTÉRIAN CHURCH , SOUTH , IN THE UNITED STATES.-Philadelphia Assema:

bly , Secession , Non -Secularism , Complete Organization, Growth , Its Grounds.

12. THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH , SOUTH, IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ).

Various Agencies, Principles , Attitude on Union.

QUESTIONS.

7. What is the controlling idea of the Presbyterian system ? With what limitation ? Slate four

principlesflowingfrom this idea. Whatare the Westminster standards ? Name their doctrine. Of what

politics has it proved the chief source ? Who were the Puritans ? How was education regarded ? How

religious liberty ? What was the first American federal republic ?

8. Namethecomponent parts of American Presbyterianism . Name their three historic confessions.

Sketch the period of isolation . Sketch that of the Colonial Church . What was new in the Constitution

of 1788 ?

9. Sketch the period of union , of division , and of reunion.

10. Describe the correspondence with the Protestant Episcopal Church. Describe the Pan -Presbyte
rian alliance.

11. In whatdid the Philadelphia Assembly seem to err ? What consequent action did Presbyteries
in the then Confederate States take ? What distinguishing traits are claimed ? How may the rapid

growthbe explained ?

12. What changes have been made in creed and polity ? To what does the church still hold ? On
what condition would it unite with others.?

1 .

2

3

4 .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

Relation of religion to politics.

The influence of leaders, here such as Makemie , Witherspoon and McCosh.

The controversy as to the authority and credibility of Holy Scripture.

The real hindrances to reunion of the Churches.

The complementary side to No. 1.

The conditions of religious conservatism .
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13. THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES.

[EFORE the American Revolution the organization now designated by the

above title was known as “ The Church of England in the American

Colonies.'' It is a very curious fact that the name which has come to

be official was never formally adopted by the organization itself. The

first use of the title was in 1779, in Maryland, where a law was passed

by the colonial government recognizing the identity of “ The Protestant Episcopal

Church " witi the Church of England. In 1789 a Constitution was adopted which

provided that there should be a General Convention of “ The Protestant Episcopal

Church .” The name by that time had become quite firmly fixed, although never

formally adopted . It has never been regarded by all persons as a particularly appro

priate title . It seems to suggest the idea of a sect , growing up in modern times,

whereas this Church is a branch of the historic Church . It traces its origin through

the Church of England back to the days of the Apostles.

In the Preface to the Prayer Book, adopted in 1790, it is stated that “ the

Protestant Episcopal Church is indebted, under God, for her first foundation and

long continuance of nursing care and protection to the Church of England," and

that “ this Church is far from intending to depart from the Church of England in

any essential point of doctrine, discipline or worship , or further than local circum

stances may require.” Whatever, then, is the history of the Church of England in

the preceding centuries is also a part of the history of this Church , and whatever

arguments may be cited for the Apostolicity of the Church of England may be

cited for this Church . No one knows when Christianity was introduced into Eng

land, but the Church was early established there, so early that three English Bishops

were at the Council of Arles in A.D. 314, and in A.D. 325 English Bishops attended

the Council of Nice.

This independent branch of the Catholic Church in England resisted the gradual

encroachments of the later Roman mission under Augustine, but was finally brought

into subjection to the Roman obedience. Many protests were made from time to

time against the usurpation of power over the English Church by the Roman

Bishops, but they were ineffectual until the reign of Henry the Eighth . His quar

rel with the Pope led to the overthrow of the usurped dominion which the Roman

See had exercised over the English people and their Church, and the overthrow of

this power in England facilitated the Reformation. In 1534 the Convocation of

Canterbury declared that “ the Roman bishop hath no greater jurisdiction given him

by God in this Kingdom than any other foreign bishops. ” Other like declarations

followed, and at length the Church of England emerged from the subjection and

the errors to which she had so long reluctantly yielded . No new Church was estab

lished at the time of the Reformation in England. There was simply a return to

what was historic, and so this Protestant Episcopal Church traces its origin back

through the Church of England and finds itself a branch of that Church which

began with Apostles. It is historically connected with the. Church which existed

in the very first ages of Christianity. It is impossible to understand the spirit of

the Episcopal Church and its attitude unless this much of its history is considered ,

for it places a high value upon its lineage. It regards its historic continuity as one

mark of its divine origin .

In addition to this the Episcopal Church, in its older form as the Church of
704
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England , can claim to have been the oldest religious organization in this country.

Englishmen were the discoverers of the mainland of North America, and there is

reason to believe that the Cabots had English Chaplains on their first voyages, as

the younger Cabot did on the later voyages, so that the earliest Christian services

held on this continent were after the manner of the Church of England. When the

later English explorers turned their attention to establishing colonies in this new

world they declared their purpose “ to carry God's Word into those very mighty and

vast countries. ” It is true that they failed in making lasting settlements, buttheir

struggle was not in vain, for they drove the Spaniards from our northern coast,

and opened the way for the later permanent English settlements . The first build

ings for religious services in New England and in Virginia were those of the English

Church .

In 1697 and in 1701 two societies were formed in England which had much to

do with the spread of the Gospel in this new world. The older of the two was

“ The Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge." Its aim was to supply the

colonists with Bibles , prayer books, church histories , sermons and other good books.

It still exists as the S. P. C. K. , after two hundred years of active labors. The

other, still in existence and known popularly as the S. P. G. , sent out missionaries

to different parts of the new country and paid their stipends, either wholly or in

part. At the outbreak of the American Revolution there were two hundred and

fifty Church of England clergymen in this country, of whom seventy -seven were

missionaries of the S. P. G. After one hundred and fifty years of colonial life the

parishes and missions of the English Church had extended from the chief towns and

settlements on the seaboard to many new places. Its greatest strength , however,

was in the middle and southern states, where the prejudices against it were not so

strong as in Puritan New England.

The great defect of the English Church in this country in the colonial period

was the entire lack of the Episcopate. No Bishops were sent here, although repeated

requests had been made to the mother Church to consecrate Bishops for America.

An Episcopal Church without Bishops is somewhat like an army without general

officers. The Episcopate implies leadership, consolidation and aggressive work.

There were many difficulties in the way of securing Bishops, and their l'ack here

made it necessary to send candidates for Confirmation and Ordination to England.

For two centuries no man was confirmed or ordained and no church edifice was con

secrated on these shores . Among the reasons for the failure to supply Bishops for

the colonies was the steady opposition made by many who were not Churchmen , and

the fact that , at the time, Bishops were not only officers of the Church, but also offi

cials of the State , Church and State being united. Their coming here was dreaded

by many, and opposed openly bysome, as involving political complications.

When the colonies separated from the mother country theirindependence carried

with it the independence of the Church in the Colonies . It became free from the

control of the mother Church . Movements were at once made to adapt the Church

to the new conditions brought about by the success of the Revolution. Changes

were made in the Prayer Book, a Constitution was adopted , and steps were taken to

secure the Episcopate. The first Bishop, however, was secured before any formal

responsive action was taken by the English Church . As soon as the war ended ,

Connecticut elected Dr. Samuel Seabury as Bishop and sent him to England for con

secration . Not caring to wait the slow permission of the government to authorize

the English Bishops to set him apart to this high office, he proceeded to Aberdeen in

Scotland, where, in 1784, he was consecrated by the non -juror Bishops then residing

in that country. Two years later, 1786 , a law passed the British Parliament per

mitting the consecration of Dr. White, of Pennsylvania, and Dr. Provoost, of New

York , without requiring them to take the usual oath of allegiance to the British

government.
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14. THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES (Continued) .

The American Prayer Book, being a revision of the Prayer Book of the Church

of England, was set forth in 1789, and in the same year a Constitution was adopted.

Thus with Bishops of its own, with a service book adapted to its needs, and with a

Constitution providing for the union and communion of its different parts in this

country this Church began its career as an independent organization. While it

became independent, however, it did not lose its links of connection with the Eng.

lish Church through which, as has been seen, it is connected with the Church of the

first Christian centuries.

Its history since 1789 may be divided into two parts. The first extends to 1820

and may be called The Period of Recuperation. It had to recover from the disinte

gration occasioned by the Revolution. The second part of its history runs from

1821 , when the Missionary Society was formed, down to the present. This may

well be called The Period of Growth and Development. It took a quarter of a cen

tury for the Church to recover from the calamities brought upon it by the war. Its

valuable lands in some sections had been forfeited , its buildings had fallen into

decay, numbers of its parishes had been broken up, and many of its clergy and

people were scattered . The most bitter prejudices had been excited against it

because of its English origin and because of the attitude of many of its adherents

before and during the great conflict . It is a mistake, however, to suppose that all

of its members were opposed to the Revolution, for some of the leading patriots,

and a majority of the signers of the Declaration of Independence were Churchmen.

Only gradually , however, did this Church convince the American people that it

was not un - American , and still more gradually did it establish the fact that it

was worthy of confiderce as an exponent of the simple religion of the Divine

Master.

Its successes have been won in the face of most decided opposition, but it has

grown from a condition of contempt and obscurity to one of prominence and use

fulness. Very worthy of notice is the fact that when it realized its mission to the

world outside of its hereditary membership it began to make firm strides forward .

The organization of its missionary society thus marks its determination to adapt

itself to the needs of all sorts and conditions of men and to become a helpful factor

in American life and progress.

It has not been the popular religion of the land , nor is it so to-day in many sections.

In fact it is still well-nigh unknown in some parts of the country. But with the

growing intelligence of the American people and the decay of old prejudices, and

especially with the new life pervading every part of the organization, making it

earnest and aggressive for good wherever it goes, it awakens attention and wins

favor. Our American people are beginning to see that the Episcopal Church has

been of great value to this nation , and that it possesses most important features

which demand respect and affection . Among these matters which have never been

as fully considered as they deserve are the following :

First : The Way for the American Revolution was Paved by this Church while

it was a Colonial Branch of the Church of England.— Said Bishop Meade: “ The

vestries , who were the intelligence and moral strength of the land, had been slowly

fighting the battles of the Revolution for one hundred and fifty years. They

objected to the arbitrary appointment of ministers, and those old controversies had

asmuch to do with loosening the bonds between England and the Colonies as did

the town meeting in New England." Said W. C. Rives, of Virginia: “ Without

denying to other religious bodies their full and glorious share in the early struggles

for political liberty in Virginia, the leaders and chief actors were members of the

Established Church . "
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Second : Many Churchmen were Patriots. Not all Churchmen were Tories.

Allusion has already been made to the fact that the majority of the signers of the

Declaration of Independence were members of this Church . They were represent

ative men and men of influence. Washington , the leader of our forces, was a

Churchman , and the placing the command in his hands gave a national character

to a movementwhich otherwise might have been but a sectional struggle.

Third : The Influence of Churchmen was Felt in the Moulding of the Civil Gov

ernment when the War was Over.—It is largely to the wisdom and conservative

spirit of these men that our civil government was so wisely planned, so generous

and so comprehensive. Not only inthat formative period of new national life, but

ever since much has been due to Churchmen . They have been the friends of true

refinement and education , lovers of liberty and honor, and so have vindicated the

claims of culture as opposed to money -making and the greed for place and power,

Fourth . This Church has Always Stood Firmly for a Simple Faith and a Sober

Piety . - In days when great whirlwinds of religious excitement swept over the land

it held up the truth that religion is character. The views of Christian nurture for

which itcontended have been gradually adopted by other religious bodies. Much,

too, that is now commendable in the improved conditions of religious life, can be

traced to the influence of this Church . It surely deserves credit for better styles of

architecture, for better music, for the observance of sacred seasons other than Sun

day, and for many measures of benevolent activity whereby the condition of once

neglected classes has been improved. In a word the Episcopal Church has become

a strong and wholesome influence for truth and righteousness in this land.

One unique distinction belongs to it and that is the stand it has taken in favor

of Church unity . It has always prayed in its appointed services that “ all who pro

fess and call themselves Christians may be led into the way of truth and hold the

faith in unity of spirit, in the bond of peace and in righteousness of life.” When

ever its celebrates the sacrament of Holy Communion, the prayer is offered that God

“ would inspire continually the universal Church with the spirit of truth , unity and

concord that all who profess Thy holy name may live in unity and godly love. "

One of the most important steps in the religious history of modern times was

taken in 1886, when its Bishops set forth foursimple propositions, as in their judg

ment, essential to the reunion of Christians. These are as follows :

I. The Holy Scriptures as the revealed Word ofGod.

II . The Apostles ' Creed as the Baptismal symbol, and the Nicene Creed as the

sufficient statement of the Christian Faith .

III. The Two Sacraments : Baptism and the Supper of the Lord , ministered

with the unfailing use of Christ's words of institution and of the elements

ordained by Him .

IV. The Historic Episcopate locally adapted , in the methods of its administration,

to the varying needs of the nations and peoples called of God into the

unity of His Church .

Nothing more liberal could be suggested , if anything is to be retained as essen

tial . Rites, customs, fasts, festivals, usages, however dear to Churchmen, are not

even mentioned as essential to unity. Surely this Church has earned the distinction

of being willing to ignore much that is precious to it for the sake of a united

Christendom . The setting forth of these four simple propositions has not yet

awakened the interest which might have been expected from the various Christian

bodies. In some instances there has been the hasty, almost petulant, expression of

a disinclination to consider the subject in a broad and generous way. In some

there has been the renewal of the old incredulity as to reunion . The fact is that

this whole matter of Christian Unity has not yet taken very strong hold of many

Christian people, and there is yet much educative work to be done before it will

receive the consideration it deserves .
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15. THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES (Continued) .

In the meantime the generous attitude of the Episcopal Church has drawn the

attention of many to the principles of the organization itself. As they examine it,

what do they find ?

First : They Cannot fail to see that this Church Reveres the Word of God.

-Nearly three-fifths of the Prayer Book are taken from the Bible,and two-fifths of

the worship at each service are in the words of the Scriptures. The books of the

Divine Library are not regarded as a mere mass of ancient literature, but as contain

ing a revelation from God to man of things pertaining to salvation, and especially

a revelation of the promised Deliverer, the incarnate Lord. The humblest member

of this Church may know what God has revealed for the old truths are so constantly

repeated that the teachings of the Church and the teachings of the Scriptures must

ever coincide. “Holy Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation,”

says the sixth of the thirty-nine articles, and in one of the Collects we pray that we

may read , mark, learn and inwardly digest what God has caused to be written for

our learning

Second : This Church Holds a Simple Faith . — Its position is that man is a

religious being and has needs that can be supplied only by religion . It claims that

the principles of religion have been clearly revealed through the incarnation of the

Son of God; and that by the life offaith in Christ and discipleship of Him man attains

excellence here and isprepared for highest happiness hereafter. In other words,

this Church clings to the old Creeds — the Apostles' and the Nicene. These two

are “ simple, unelaborated and unargued statements of facts." No hindrance is

put to free discussion , but the facts must be received. There is nothing in them

contrary to reason , although there is much that we, with our present powers, may

not be able to explain . We are not compelled to explain anything. We may hold

theories, but may not press them as if religion were mere theological propositions,

for after all there is something higher even than human reason. There is such a

thing as the spiritual assimilationof truth, the growth of conviction in the soul, the

inworking of the Spirit of God through Whom spiritual verities make their indel

lible impression upon the religious nature.

The Church's Faith is simple. It draws the distinction between matters

of opinion and matters which must be received as essential. Of the latter

there are but few , and they are summed up in these two Creeds. What this

Church deems to be essential to a right faith is contained within the few lines

of these old symbols of the early Church. There are other truths which the

Church teaches, but not in the same way. They are not pressed as necessary,

however desirable, to be received . The Church presses the truths in the Creeds

because they relate to the very heart of religion , and that is Christ, the revealer

of God, the friend and brother of man , the incarnate Lord .

Third : This Church Clings to and ever Honors the two Sacraments of Christ's

own Appointment. — There is no doubt that He appointed Baptism and the Lord's

Supper. Nor is there any doubt that He intended them to be continued. The

first sacrament, whatever else it does, brings the soul into the midst of spiritual

influences, and the second strengthens the spiritual life begun in the soul .

tism we become members of Christ, that is , of His body the Church, and there is

brought about that change which is called regeneration. It is not of necessity a

moral change, for that is conversion, but regeneration, in the sense in which the

word is to be understood, is the being born again into new conditions, coming into

new possibilities , being admitted toa new environment. There has been much

needless perplexity in trying to give accurate definitions of regeneration , and the

perplexity has been increased when regeneration and conversion have been con

In Bap
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founded. It is enough to think of regeneration as a change of condition , the being

called into a state of salvation . It is not a moral change of the spiritual nature,

but it makes man capable of a moral change and renders spiritual growth possible.

Baptisın is thus highly valued. It is not thought of as a meaningless ceremony,

nor as a superstitious charm , but as a Sacrament, divinely appointed as the channel

of grace and blessing.

This Church administers this Sacrament to infants. It finds no prohibition

in the Scriptures, or in the nature of the Sacrament. It knows from history

that the baptism of infants appears to have been usual in the early centuries,

and it sees many advantages in its early administration. Surely the Christian

Church was intended to be as generous as the Jewish and the latter received

children by circumcision into covenant relation with God . Surely our Lord's

receiving the little children when He was here on earth , suggests this formal conse

cration of children to Him now that He may bless them . Surely if none but adults

were to be baptized there would have been some express prohibition of children , and

some clearer and less confusing statements in Scripture than that such and such

households were baptized, for a household suggests the presence of children.

Surely a usage which began so early, and which has so extensively prevailed ,

demands something very strong and positive to indicate that it is not in accordance
with the Lord's will . We know of nothing to create even a doubt as to the pro

priety of infant baptism.

As there has been much needless perplexity over infant baptism , so there has

been much over the mode of baptism . Some claim that there is but one valid mode,

and that is by immersion. This Church adopts two methods, immersion and pour

ing, and regards each as equally valid. The symbolic relation between baptism

and burial is retained whether water is poured on the body, or the whole body is

immersed, for the symbolic burial of a dead body, with the Church's ritual, is the

scattering of earth upon the remains as the words " earth to earth ,” etc. , are
uttered. In such a case the symbolism is satisfied with less than the filling in of the

grave.

Then, too, we cannot find anything in history to show that immersion was

the only method . It may have been the method very frequently used, but some of

the oldest pictorial representations show the administrant in the act of pouring

water on the head of the candidate, even after both had gone down into the water.

Nor can the matter be settled by texts of Scripture and the meaning of Greek pre

positions, for the equivalent words for Baptism sometimes mean immersion and

sometimes pouring. And so this Church accepts any Baptism as valid if water be

used with the words of the formula given by our Lord : “ In the name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost."

The other Sacrament, which is Honored and Used , is the Holy Communion.

This Church teaches that it was " ordained for the continual remembrance of the

sacrifice of the death of Christ, and of the benefits which we receive thereby," and

that in it “ our souls are strengthened and refreshed by the Body and Blood of

Christ, as our bodies are by the Bread and Wine.” There is agreement with all

Christians in regarding this Sacrament as a means whereby Christ is remembered,

according to His own coinmand, but beside this this Church thinks of it as subserv

ing other purposes. The Communion becomes the chief means of grace whereby

spiritual nourishment isimparted to the believing soul. In this sacrament they

feed on Him by faith . Then , too, it becomes the significant appeal to God to
behold the sacrifice which His Son offered for sinful m They show the Lord's

death till He come when, with these elements, they keep this Feast , and seek mercy

and blessing in the name of the Crucified.

Finally the Communion becomes a bond of fellowship between Christ and

believing souls, and between all those who acknowledge Him as Lord . They have
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communion with Him and with all His people. This Church makes no effort to

explain the mysteries connected with this Sacrament. It rejects as unsatisfactory

the view that the Lord's Supper is solely a help to memory, and refuses on the

other hand to accept the view that there is an actual change in the elements

whereby the bread and wine become veritable flesh and blood. It believes in a

presence of the Lord, in the Sacrament, but it is spiritual and only perceptible by

the spiritual nature of those who come by faith . It believes in the sacredness of

the observance and teaches reverence and holy awe, as it bids men prepare them

selves to draw near to the Lord's Table. It encourages frequent receptions of the

Communion in that it makes provision for frequent celebrations and calls men to

the oft receiving of it while they are in health.

The ritual of this sacrament allows room for great simplicity and also for great

elaboration, and consequently we find many variations in the details , as we com

pare parish with parish. But, however it is celebrated , it becomes the Sacrament

of Blessing, and men who come to it with faith go from it with uplifted mind and

heart .

Fourth : This Church Retains the Apostolic Order of the Ministry . — That is,

its ministry consists of three ranks : Bishops, Priests and Deacons, and it declares

that these three Orders of Ministers have always existed in Christ's Church . It

further declares its unwillingness to regard any man as a lawful Bishop, Priest,

a Deacon in this Church, unless he has been Episcopally set apart. This declaration

of the Church brings before us what is often spoken of as “ The Historic Episco

pate," and draws a line of separation between it and the surrounding Protestant

bodies . It makes a distinction between the ministers of this Church and other

ministers. It asserts a difference. Its own ministers have had Episcopal ordination .

These other ministers have not had it, and therefore, whatever else they may be

elsewhere, they are not received as ministers of this Church, because this Church

follows the method of the early centuries in ordination. If thev are received they

must be Episcopally ordained .

If this position seem to be harsh , it must be remembered that no judgment

is expressed as to their right to officiate in their own denominations. Nothing

is said as to their piety and attainments. It is simply declared that not being

Episcopally ordained they are not Episcopal ministers. Admitting now that

they are not Episcopally ordained , does this invalidate their right to preach the

Gospel and to do the work of Christ ? Upon this point this Church utters no
judgment whatever. The proving of their commission is with them. This

Church simply says that it will cling to that which was Apostolic, and which has

come down to the present. In itsjudgment of what is best for the Church at

large, it proposes that all shall accept the Historic Episcopate with whatever local

and special adaptations may be possible.

When we ask for some clear definition of what is meant by the Historic Episco

pate, we find ourselves in the region of controversy. The constituted authorities

have not adopted any definition thus far, and there are diversities of view among

Episcopalians as to what is really contained in Episcopacy, what is the difference

between the being and the well-being of the Church, what is Apostolic succession

and many like points. There is, however, agreement among all in this Church

(and the view is shared by many outside of it) that as a fact in history, there have

always been the three Orders in the Christian Church . If so, there come two ques

tions : As they have always been , why should they not continue ? And is there

not some way by which non -Episcopal ministers may become united with this

Historic Episcopate ?
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16. THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE UNITED

STATES (Continued) .

Fourth : This Church Retains the Apostolic Order of the Ministry (Continued ).

This Church has virtually left this matter of the Historic Episcopate in the

shape indicated by these two questions. It has not put it into any dogmatic form .

Its own members are not yet agreed upon its definitions. Perhaps there are as

many divergent views in the Episcopal Church on some questions arising from a

consideration of the Historic Episcopate as are held outside of the Church. This

point,while it emphasizes the clear historic fact, suggests that inany of the con

nected questions need not be settled in advance of the union which it advo

cates. Inasmuch as many of its own members differ in their explanation of

the Historic Episcopate , may it not be sufficient for others outside to accept

the one fact that Episcopacy was primitive , and that it provides a bond of

union ?

There have always been these three Orders of Ministers. The Bishops have

always exercised supervisory powers in the Church . Can we not all get back to

this old way and so become one ?

It is a mistake to suppose that the Episcopal Church, in urging the acceptance

of the Historic Episcopate, is urging all bodies of Christians to become “ Episco

palians” in the sense of being absorbed in the present organization , and of adopting

everything as it now stands in that organization . Christian Unity does not mean

merely a larger Protestant Episcopal Church. Attention has already been called to

the fact that this Church has expressed itself willing to leave out of consideration

much that is precious. For example, it would not insist upon the use of vestments

or the same liturgical services. It would not make all parishes alike . It would

recognize a diversity of " uses," leaving all persons free to adopt what they thought

best, provided , of course, that the substance of the Faith be kept entire.

There would be no crystallization of the Churclı into any one form . There would

be variety, diversity, conimensurate with the different judgments of its adherents,

always, however, within the lines of loyalty to the truth . There would be no

greater attempt to secure a uniform interpretation of the Historic Episcopate than

there would be to have one definition of inspiration in accepting the Holy Scriptures

as the Word of God, or one explanation of the Sacraments, or one interpretation of

every article of the creed.

The generous character of this Church is indicated in the view which is held as

to what constitutes membership in the Christian body. It does not rebaptize them

if they have been already baptized with water in the name of the Father and of the

Son and of the Holy Ghost. It recognizes all such baptized persons as already

members of Christ's body — the Church .

Then note how it refers, in most courteous terms, to the different religious

bodies of Christians in these States as being at liberty to model and organize their

respective churches. Of course it uses the word “ Churches " here without invali

dating its own claim to be a branch of the historic Church , for later on it defines

what it believes to be essential to the integrity of this Church as a branch of the
Historic Church .

If it appears exclusive and unsympathetic because it will not permit the minis

trations of ministers who have not been Episcopally ordained, it must be remem

bered that it stands by this law to retain Episcopacy as one of the valuable features

which have been transmitted to the present from the Apostolic Age. It has no

more right to relinquish , or to undervalue Episcopacy, than it has to give up the
observance of the Lord's Day. It must transmit the office and that for which it

stands to the next generation as it has come down to this from past generations.

The disposition of this Church towards other bodies of Christians is kindly and
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sympathetic, and among no other body is there found to-day so much that is toler

ant and generous.

It is true that not all of its own members really understand the true position of

their Church towards all who profess and call themselves Christians, and it is also

true that sometimes views are expressed which seem to be arrogant and repellant,

but they are the views of individuals or of parties, not of the Church as a body.

The Difference Between Individual Opinions and what the Church Teaches.

There is always to be made a distinction between what men teach as individuals,

and what is set forth by the Church in its collective capacity. No man, no party,

no combination of men or of parties, can speak for the Church with authority.

What they deliver is simply their view of the Church's teachings. As has already

been noted , this Church holds a very simple Faith—a few facts clustering around

our Savior Christ - which it sets forth as essential . Besides this it announces a

number of truths as important to be received, but does not press them as vital like

the others. It also allows much range of interpretation of the truths it delivers.

But the Church can make no change in any essential principles of the Christian

Faith . They never become antiquated. There is no new Gospel to be delivered .

There is ever but one faith , one Lord, one Baptism, one God and Father of all .

The Church does not attempt to set forth new doctrines, for the religion of Christ is

not a discovery or an invention of man's. It is a revelation to man . Holding to

essentials men may be loyal to the Church , even though they differ as to non

essential points. They may adopt different usages, and hold even opposite opinions.

Hence there are parties and schools of thought. It is a tolerant Church. A

stranger casting his lot in with it finds in himself certain tendencies of thought and

feeling which may incline him to favor one school of thought or another, or to ally

himself with others who in some way express his present views, but his future

studies and broader experiences may bring him closer to others. It must never be

forgotten, however, that the Church itself is broader and more generous than all the

parties in it , and the Church's generous attitude is an appeal to each to cultivatea

like spirit towards all who callChrist their Lord and who seek to serve Him . It

is the fervent prayer of many that this Church may become a bond of union between

all who profess and call themselves Christians, and thus be helpful in the realiza

tion of the purpose of Christ that “ they all may be one."
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17. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA.

HE Reformed Church in America, formerly the Reformed Dutch Church ,

is the oldest religious body, having a Presbyterian form of government,

on the Western Hemisphere. It inherited its doctrinal symbols from the
Reformed Church of Holland , viz. , the Belgic Confession, in 1561 , the

Heidelberg Catechism , 1563, and the Canons of the Synod of Dort, 1619.

These are of a Calvinistic character in general. Its ministers, however, are expected

to present chiefly the features of doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism ,

which elaborates the system under the aspect of the comfort to be derived therefrom.

Its first question and answer are the key to the whole system :

“ What is thine only comfort in life and in death ? Answer : That I , with

body and soul , both in life and death, am not myown , butbelong tomy faithful

Savior, Jesus Christ, who, with his precious blood, hath fully satisfied for all my

sins, and delivered me from all the power of the devil; and so preserves me that

without the will of my Heavenly Father, not a hair can fall from my head ; yea,

that all things must be subservient to my salvation; and, therefore, by His Holy

Spirit, he assures me of eternal life, and makes me sincerely willing and ready hence

forth to live unto Him .”

The first congregation was organized in New Amsterdam in 1628 by Rev. Jonas

Michaelius. Within thirty -six years after this event, occurred the English con

quest of New York , namely in 1664 ; but in this brief period , a dozen churches had

been organized, which had been served by fourteen ministers. Only six of these

were in actual service at the time of the surrender. Excellent terms were secured

by the Dutch as to their own 'form of religion , their modes of inheritance, and some

other customs; and these terms alone saved this little body from complete annihila

tion, during the English domination. At the beginning of the Revolution this

Church had grown into a hundred congregations, with about thirty-three ministers.

At the present time (1898) it reports six hundred and thirty-four churches, six hun

dred and fifty -four ministers, and one hundred and eight thousand communicants;

with contributions, for home expenses and benevolence, approximating a million and

a half dollars, not including the income from endowments for educational purposes.

From the English conquest until American Independence, a period of one hun

dred and twelve years, the Dutch Church occupied the peculiar position of being

religiously under the care of the Church of Holland , while politically her people

were subjects of Great Britain. This gave occasion to not a little legal entangle

ment. The relations of Church and State in New York were more complicated

and gave rise to more lawsuits and judicial decisions than in any other colony. The

Dutch always had a large majority in the Civil Assembly, and this fact greatly

restrained the English government in their attempts to enforce their Secret Instruc

tions, especially in regard to religious matters. The governors almost continu

ously sought to impose the English Church Establishment upon New York, which

the Dutch as continuously and vigorously resisted . In 1626, the church in New

York City, after repeated failures for ten years, succeeded in securing a charter for

itself, which , by its terms, made that church, in religious matters, quite independent

of governmental interference. Most of the other Dutch churches, sooner or later,

secured similar charters, while these were denied to all other congregations, except

the Episcopal, until after the Revolution .
713
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18. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA (Continued) .

When civil rights were thus secured , the Church began to turn its attention

toward obtaining certain ecclesiastical rights from the Church of Holland. They

could neither educate young men for the ministry nor ordain them in America.

Candidates for this office were obliged to go to Holland for these advantages. It

was not until 1747 that partial ecclesiastical autonomy was secured. But in 1755

the Church became divided on this subject, to its own great detriment, and the divi

sion lasted until 1770, when the parties united and substantial independence was

secured . In this same year a charter was secured in New Jersey for Queen's Col

lege (now called Rutger's] , located at New Brunswick, N. J. In 1784 the Rev. Dr.

John H. Livingston was elected Professor of Theology — the first appointinent of

this kind in America. In 1810 the Theological Seminary was also permanently

located at New Brunswick, N. J. , and is now well-endowed, having large grounds,

suitable buildings, and a splendid library .

In 1846 began a new Dutch emigration from Holland, which made the state of

Michigan the chief center of its settlements and operations. The Hollanders in

New York at the English conquest were only about ten thousand. This recent im

migration to the West, during the past fifty years, must have considerably exceeded

one hundred thousand. The increase in this country has also been very large,

and has occasioned overflow into the neighboring states. Most of these immigrants,

at first, fell naturally into the fold of the old Dutch Church, and these are now rep

resented by more than one hundred congregations. But there is also another body ,

identical in faith and government, among these recent Hollanders, called The

CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH, composed also of about one hundred congrega

tions. Those connected with the Reformed Church in America have Hope College

and a Theological Seminary at Holland, Michigan, which are becoming well

endowed , and the germs of other similar institutions at Orange City , Iowa.

In the work of Foreign Missions the Reformed Church in America has been

remarkably successful. Her operations began in 1819, when the Rev. John Scud

der , M.D., went to India, as a physician , but was soon ordained by a union of

Methodist, Baptist and Congregationalist ministers in Ceylon. She has now flour

ishing missions in Arcot, India ; in Amoy, China; and in various parts of Japan ;while

a new mission has recently been started in Arabia. More than one hundred thousand

dollars are raised annually for these missionary enterprises.

This Church has always been noted for its steadfast adherence to what is known

as Evangelical Religion . This has led not a few ministers of other denominations,

when dissatisfied with certain modern tendencies, to seek admission into her fold.

About one-half of her ministry, during the present century, have been trained in

other institutions than her own ; yet no attempt has ever been made to amend her

Doctrinal Standards. Attempts to change her Liturgy have never succeeded beyond

the correction of grammatical errors , although a few additional Forms have been

added to meet new necessities; but all the Liturgical Forms, except the Sacramental,

are optional as to use . Yet the Church is far from being illiberal. She has always

been a pioneer in the movement of all the great Union Societies , and a liberal

friend in supporting them in the spread of Evangelical Truth.

Repeated efforts have been made for more than a century by this Church to effect

union or closer relations with other Churches of our land. Indeed, as early as 1743,

while the efforts above alluded to , to organize some sort of an Ecclesiastical Assem

bly for self- government, were pending, the Classis of Amsterdam sought to effect a

union of the Dutch Church with theGerman and Presbyterian Churches in Amer

ica , but the effort did not succeed. In 1764, the Coetus party in the Church invited

the German Church to unite with them and form a new and independent body; but

the Germans then felt under too great obligations to the Classis of Amsterdam to
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cast off their authority. In 1794 further suggestions of union were made ; and fre

quent allusions to the same subject occur fora half-century, but none of them devel

oped into practical form . In 1848 a complete plan of union was drawn up, and

was on the point of consummation, when certain circumstances suddenly brought
about its failure. In 1886, again , every arrangement had been made for union,

when certain technical errors in the reporting of the classical votes necessitated the

delay of the matter for a year, when it was defeated .

Efforts to unite more or less closely with the Associate Reformed (Scotch ) and the

Presbyterian Churches were begun in 1785 ; were renewed in 1800, and were on the

point of consummation in 1816, when a trivial difference of opinion on a minor

point, caused one of the parties to withdraw . In 1822 special articles of fraternity

were entered into with the Presbyterian Church, and delegates have been exchanged

almost yearly ever since. But it was in 1873 that the most comprehensive effort

for unity was made by the Dutch Reformed, the German Reformed , and the two

Presbyterian bodies, North and South . Large committees were appointed and meet

ings were held extending over two years . But again a circumstance occurred which

defeated the scheme.

The Reformed Church in America has held correspondence during the past cen

tury with more than thirty different denominations, including a few in Europe.

While decided in her attachment to Evangelical Truth , she recognizes the impor

tance of closer unity among the different branches of the Church of Christ in order

to secure the conquest of the world for Him . And we firmly believe that when the

time comes for a simpler Creed-one not forged in the furnace of polemnics and

under the shadows of a state- churchism , she will stand shoulder to shoulder with

the other Evangelical Churches of our land and of the world , in framing a Confes

sion, having for its starting point Divine LOVE, yet not ignoring the Holiness and

Justice of God. She has long been ready for some wise plan of federation , and we

trust the day is not far distant when God will raise up some genius capable of being

the successful advocate of such a scheme.
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THE REFORMED CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES.

BY

J. H. DUBBS , D.D. , LL.D. , Professor of History , Franklin and Marshall College, Lan

caster, Pa.

19. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES.

HE Reformed Church in the United States ( formerly known as the Ger

man Reformed Church ) is the American representative of the Reformed

Church of Switzerland and Germany. The latter is the earliest of the

group of national churches derived from the religious movement in the

sixteenth century, of which Zwingli and Calvin were the most distin

guished leaders . In Germany it received its distinctive form in the reign of Fred
erick III . , Elector of the Palatinate.

The Swiss Reformation , as inaugurated by Zwingli , was distinct from that of

Luther, and was from the beginning marked by decided peculiarities. Luther

refused to recognize the Swiss churches on the ground that they did not agree with

him with regard to the nature of Christ's presence in the Lord's Supper ; but it is

easy to see that in any event it would have been difficult to secure complete unity.

The German princes disliked the Swiss republicans, and the Church of Switzerland

was literally compelled to become “ the free church in the free state ."

The teachings of John Calvin differed in some respects from those of Zwingli ,

but in 1549 Calvin joined with Henry Bullinger - Zwingli's successor at Zürich

in a common Confession of Faith . In this Confession—known as the Consensus

Tigurinus --- Zwingli's doctrines were more fully elaborated, and it was found that

existing differences were not essential . In this way the German and French ele

ments in the Reformed Church were practically united. Calvin's doctrine of the

Sacraments was generally accepted ; but on the doctrine of the decrees the Germans

were not disposed to take the advanced ground which was held by the Church of

Geneva .

By this act of union the Reformed Church was greatly strengthened . In Ger

many, where it had hitherto been of little importance, it gradually made its way

until it became the leading religious organization along the whole course of the

Rhine. In 1559, Frederick III ., Elector of the Palatinate, declared his adhesion to

the Reformed Church, and his example was followed by several other German

princes. It was, however, not until 1613 that John Sigismund, Elector of Branden

burg—the ancestor of the present imperial family of Germany - accepted the

Reformed faith .

The Heidelberg Catechism was prepared at the direction of the Elector Fred

erick III . , and published in 1563. Its chief authors were Caspar Olevianus and

Zacharias Ursinus. The former was a Calvinist, and the latter had been a disciple

of Melancthon , many of whose disciples had been literally driven into the Reformed

Church by the great sacramental controversy which was then raging among the

Lutherans. The Catechism which was thus produced has ever since its appearance

been recognized as the chief confession of faith of the Reformed Churches.

For many years the Reformed Church of Germany was “ a church under the

cross," and it was not until the treaty of Westphalia, in 1648, that it was offici

ally recognized as one of the three authorized “ Confessions ” of the empire.

Though it had suffered greatly during the Thirty Years' War, its trials did not

cease with the conclusion of that terrible struggle. In 1689 the Palatinate was

devastated by a French invasion, and thousands of the people fled to other lands.
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Switzerland was overcrowded with refugees, so that the poverty of the people

became extreme. The German princes manifested neither piety nor patriotism ,

and seemed to care nothing for the sufferings of their subjects. In the Palatinate

the court changed its religion four times in as many reigns, and those of the people

who were too conscientious to imitate their rulers became the victims of perse

cution .

The defeat of the French by Marlborough and Prince Eugene at Blenheim may

be said to have concluded the period of invasions, but the misery of the fatherland

was not diminished. For several years the harvests failed, and the winter of

1708-9 was the severest that had ever been known. At the time of the greatest

suffering it was reported that Queen Anne had invited the destitute Palatines to

seek a home in her American colonies. “ Then ,” says an early writer, “ men

looked into each other's faces and said , “ Let us go to America, and if we perish

we perish . ' ”

From the great German and Swiss migration of the eighteenth century the

Reformed Church in the United States is mainly derived . There had been isolated

Germans among the Dutch and Swedes, and it is on record that Peter Minuit, the

leader of the Swedes on the Delaware, had been a deacon of the Reformed

Church in the German city of Wesel. It was not , however, until about 1710 that

efforts were made to establish German Reformed Churches in America. In that

year the Rev. John Frederick Hager began to preach to the Reformed Palatines

on the Hudson , and the Rev. Henry Hoeger performed the same office at New

Berne, N. C. In the same year the Rev. Paulus Van Vlecq, a Dutch Reformed

minister, did some missionary work , partly in the interest of the Germans, at Skip

pack and White Marsh , in Pennsylvania. A Reformed Church was erected in

Germantown in 1719. In 1720 John Philip Boehm was preaching at Falkner

Swamp, Skippack , and White Marsh ; in 1727 George Michael Weiss organized a

Reformed Church in Philadelphia. About a dozen churches appear to have been

organized between 1730 and 1735. In 1731 the whole number of Reformed people

in Pennsylvania was estimated at 15,000 .

That the people were religiously in a destitute condition cannot be doubted.

They were generally too poor to support a settled pastor, and the visit to Europe

in 1729-30 by the Rev. G. W. Weiss and an elder named Reiff, for the purpose of

soliciting aid for the destitute churches of Pennsylvania, was abundantly justified.

It was a period of great confusion, and ministers labored independently of all

ecclesiastical authority. The man who toiled most earnestly to establish order was

John Philip Boehm, to whom the church is indebted for its earliest congregational

constitution . It was also greatly due to his efforts that the Church of Holland took

charge of the German Reformed Churches of Pennsylvania, and effectually aided

them in effecting a general organization.

Michael Schlatter (1716-90) was sent to America in 1746 by the Synods of

Holland , with a commission as Missionary Superintendent. In 1747 he succeeded

in organizing an ecclesiastical body, known as the Coetus, which was like a synod ,

except that its acts were subject to revision by the Synods of Holland. Twice he

visited Europe and collected a fund of £12,000, which was invested in Holland

for the benefit of the Reformed churches of Pennsylvania. This was the origin

of the “ Holland stipend," which was for many years paid to American ministers.

Schlatter was also instrumental in the collection of a large fund for the establish

ment of “ Charity Schools in Pennsylvania, and of these schools he became the

first Superintendent.

The most advanced and promising portion of the Church soon joined the

Coetus, but some ministers remained independent. The most eminent of the

latter was the Rev. Dr. John Joachim Zubly, who labored energetically in the

South , and was in 1775-6 a member of the Continental Congress.
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20. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued).

The connection with Holland, which was at first a blessing, became in time an

intolerable burden. As every act of the Coetus had to be reported for revision ,

years sometimes passed before, in important cases, a decision was reached. The

Synods of Holland occasionally sent missionaries to America — the last two in 1786 ;

but they refused to grant to the Coetus the privilege of conferring the rite of ordina

tion . At last , in 1793, correspondence with Holland ceased and the Coetus resolved

itself into an independent Synod.

The history of the Reformed Church in the United States since the organization

of the first Synod in 1793 may be regarded as consisting of three plainly marked

periods : a, to the founding of a Theological Seminary in 1825; 6, to the Tercenten

ary Celebration and the organization of the General Synod in 1863 ; and c . to the

present time.

The condition of the Church during the first period was in many respects dis

couraging. The supply of educated ministers from Europe had almost ceased, and

there were none who were properly qualified to take the place of those who were

passing away. An attempt to found a college in junction with the Lutherans, in

1787 , had proved a failure , and it was long before the Church recovered from its

disappointment. The introduction of the English language into the services of

many churches caused disturbance, and some congregations were lost to the Church .

In 1824 the churches west of the Alleghenies, about eighty in number, organized a

separate Synod . In 1825 the communicants of the entire Church numbered 23 , 291 .

During the second period the life of the Church centred in the Theological

Seminary at Mercerburg. In that little mountain village labored such men as Drs.

Lewis Mayer, F. A. Rauch , John W. Nevin, Philip Schaff, Henry Harbaugh , and

others whose names are known in all the churches. There Rauch wrote his

“ Psychology,” Nevin published his “ Mystical Presence,” and Schaff began his

series of Church Histories. The Church was rapidly advancing in general intelli

gence and maintained a number of periodicals, including a German and an English

literary and theological review.

The Tercentenary Celebration of the Heidelberg Catechism , in 1863 , was an

important historical epoch. Two large conventions were held , besides many local

celebrations, and a splendid edition of the Catechism was published. Benevolent

contributions were largely increased, and the Church manifested extraordinary

energy in its missionary work .

The present period has continued and developed the prosperity which was thus

inaugurated. A long controversy concerning the use of a responsive Liturgy was

concluded in 1879 ; and the Church has now reached a position which may be

described as moderately liturgical, though perfect freedom in worship is allowed .

The Reformed Church now consists of one General Synod, eight district Synods,

and in round numbers 1,000 ministers and 230,000 communicants. It supports a

flourishing mission in Japan. In this country its missionaries have labored success

fully among the German and Hungarian immigrants. Three Orphan Homes are

supported. Of its eight Synods three are prevailingly German . It sustains nine

teen literary and theological institutions and publishes twenty -eight periodicals.

A chief cause for the recent prosperity of the Reformed Church must be sought

in its liberal and comprehensive character. Practically its faith is based on the

ancient creeds which are the common possession of Christendom . It holds as firmly

as did the Great Synod of Berne, in 1532 , that “ Christ is the centre of Christian

teaching, and that “ God Himself can be known only as He has revealed Himself

in Jesus Christ.” During its whole history the Reformed Church has taken the

most advanced ground on the subject of Christian union, and it is still ready to

go more than half way to meet those who seek to actualize the ideal of the Master.



THE REFORMED EPISCOPAL

CHURCH .

BY

RT. -REV. SAMUEL FALLOWS , D.D. , LL.D. , Chicago, Ill.

21. THE REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

HE Protestant Episcopal Church is the parent body of the ecclesiastical

organization known as the Reformed Episcopal Church .

The Rt.-Rev. George David Cummins, D.D. , who had been Assistant

Bishop of Kentucky in the former communion, separated from it in a

coinmunication dated November 10, 1873, to the Rt. -Rev. Dr. Smith , its

Presiding Bishop. To this step

Bishop Cummins, who was a man

of singular eloquence ,elevated purity

of character, marked organizing

ability and of unswerving devotion

to evangelical truth , was, as he

avers , most painfully but conscien

tiously led . Among the reasons

which caused him to take the step of

separation , he states the following,

in his letter to Bishop Smith :

“ I have lost all hope that this

system of error, now prevailing so

extensively in the Church of Eng

land and in the Protestant Episco

pal Church in this country, can be,

or will be eradicated by any action

of the authorities of the Church ,

legislative or executive. The only

true remedy, in my judgment, is

the judicious yet thorough revision

of the Prayer Book , eliminating

from it all that gives countenance,

directly or indirectly , to the whole

system of Sacerdotalism and Ritu
Rt. -Rev . George D. Cummins, D.D.

alism : a revision after the model of

that recommended by the commission appointed in England under royal authority

in 1689, and whose work was indorsed by the great names of Burnet, Patrick,

Tillotson and Stillingfleet, and others of the Church of England — a blessed work ,

which failed , alas ! to receive the approval of Convocation , but was taken up after

wards by the fathers of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States , and

embodied in the Prayer Book of 1785 , which they set forth and recommended for

use in this country .
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“ I propose to return to that Prayer Book , sanctioned by William White, and to

tread in the steps of that saintly man , as he acted from 1785 to 1789.

“ One other reason for my present action remains to be given. On the last day

of the late Conference of the Evangelical Alliance I participated in the celebration

of the Lord's Supper, by invitation , in the Rev. Dr. John Hall's church , in the city

of New York , and united with Dr. Hall , Dr. Wm. Arnot of Edinburgh , and Profes

sor Dorner of Berlin , in that precious feast. It was a practical manifestion of the

real unity of “ the blessed company of all faithful people whom ' God hath knit

together in one communion and fellowship , in the mystical body of his son Jesus

Christ . ' The results of that participation have been such as to prove to my mind

that such a step cannot be taken by one occupying the position I now hold , without

sadly disturbing the peace and harinony of this Church ,' and without impairing

my influence for good over a large portion of the same Church, very many of whom

are within our own diocese.

“ As I cannot surrender the right and privilege thus to meet my fellow -Christians

of other churches around the table of our dear Lord , I must take my place where I

can do so, without alienating those of my own household of faith .

“ I therefore leave the Communion in which I have labored in the sacred

ministry for over twenty -eight years, and transfer my work and office to another

sphere of labor. I have an earnest hope and confidence that a basis for the

union of all evangelical Christendom can be found in a communion which shall

retain or restore a primitive episcopacy and a pure scriptural liturgy, with a

fidelity to the doctrine of justification by faith only - Articulus stantis vel cadentis

Ecclesie . "

On the second day of December, 1873 , certain clergymen and laymen , formerly

connected with the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America,

met in New York and organized the Reformed Episcopal Church , with Bishop

Cummins as its first Presiding Bishop.

The following Declaration of Principles constituted its basis :

1. The Reformed Episcopal Church, holding the faith once delivered to the

saints , ' declares its belief in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as

the Word of God , and the sole rule of faith and practice ; in the Creed , commonly

called the Apostles' Creed ; in the Divine institution of the sacraments of Baptism

and the Lord's Supper ; and in the doctrines of grace, substantially as they are set
forth in the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion.

II . This church recognizes and adheres to Episcopacy, not as of divine right,

but as a very ancient and desirable form of church polity .

III . This church retaining a liturgy which shall not be imperative or repressive

of freedom in prayer, accepts the Book of Common Prayer, as it was revised, pro

posed, and recommended for use by the General Convention of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, A. D. 1785 , reserving full liberty to alter, abridge, enlarge, and

amend the same, as may seem most conducive to the edificationof the people,

'provided that the substance of the faith be kept entire .'

IV. This church condemns and rejects the following erroneous and strange

doctrines as contrary to God's Word :

First. That the church of Christ exists only in one order or form of ecclesiastical

polity .

Second . That Christian ministers are " priests” in another sense than that in

which all believers are a “ royal priesthood."

Third. That the Lord's table is an altar , on which the oblation of the body and

blood of Christ is offered anew to the Father.

Fourth . That the presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper is a presence in the

elements of bread and wine.

Fifth . That regeneration is inseparably connected with baptism .
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22. THE REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Continued).

In justification of the action taken, writers in the interest of the Reformed Epis

copal Church point to the prevalence of the errors and excesses of the Tractarian

school in the parent Church. They contend that the drift is increasingly in that

direction. Altars, super altars, crucifixes, candles, incense, many coloredvestments,

genuflections, prostrations, confessions and the like , abound . They assert that the

extremists have a logical ground on which to stand in the Prayer Book ; that until

it is revised Protestant-ward, it is in vain to hope to check the retrogressive tend

ency. They refer to the efforts which have been repeatedly made to procure revi

sion, but each time with a decreasing minority, until there is absolutely no hope
for success.

Doctrines and Usages. - The doctrines of the Reformed Episcopal Church may

be in general considered as those of orthodox and evangelical Protestantism . The

old Thirty -nine Articles of the Church of England and the Protestant Episcopal

Church were revised to make them more distinctive and adapted to present life and

thought. These articles have been compressed into Thirty-five. The famous Sev

enteenth Article, “ Of Election, Predestination and Free Will,” has been made the

Eighteenth , and reads as follows :

“ While theScriptures distinctly set forth the election, predestination and calling

of the people of God unto eternal life, as Christ saith : " All that the Father giveth

me shall come to me ; ' they no less positively affirm man's free agency and responsi

bility, and that salvation is freely offered to all through Christ .

This Church , accordingly , simply affirms these doctrines as the Word of God sets

them forth , and submits them to the individual judgment of its members, as taught

by the Holy Spirit ; strictly charging them that God commandeth all men every

where to repent, and that we can be saved only by faith in Jesus Christ . ”

Thus clergymen of the Calvinistic and Arminian type of thought are equally at
home in this Christian organization .

Worship. - The Reformed Episcopal Church is Liturgical in its character. Its

Prayer Book has been revised so thateverything of a sacerdotal character is elimi

nated. It is therefore claimed to be Protestant, Evangelical, and Scriptural. In

its services the people are expected always to take part. Provision is made for free

prayer, and meetings for extempore worship are encouraged.

Government. — Its government is Episcopal. Its Bishops are first among equals,

the first among Presbyters. They are Presbyters in orders, but Bishops in office.

To them belongs the conferred right to confirm , ordain , and consecrate. Their

Succession is an equally historic one with that of the Church from which they are

descended.

Relation to Other Churches :—With the congregational character of the indi

vidual parishes, in whose affairs communicants and contributors participate ; with

its freedom of extempore prayer ; with its recognition of the ministerial character

and standing of clergymen, and of the Christian character and standing of members

in other churches; with its Episcopal government and adherence to a Liturgy ; with

its broad fellowships and practical sympathies, it affords a meeting ground for a com

mon Christendom .

The Future . — Holding a unique position in the Christian world , the Reformed

Episcopal Church , with the lapse of years, will gain adherents, strength , and influ
ence. Conservative, and yet progressive, she has both the statics and the dynamics

of progress in her constitutional unfolding and development.

.



REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS

CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS.

BY

JOSEPH SMITH , Editor of the “ Herald ,” Lamoni, lowa.

23. THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER

DAY SAINTS.

HE Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints in doctrine,

practice and organization, is the successor of the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter- Day Saints, which was organized by Joseph Smith , Jr. , Oliver

Cowdery, David Whitmer, and three others, April 6, 1830, at Fayette,
Seneca county, New York, by command and direction of God.

The Church removed from New York to Ohio, in 1831 , settling at Kirtland,

then Geauga, now Lake county. Settlements were also made in Jackson county ,

Missouri , from which the members were driven by persecution to Ray, Clay and

Caldwell counties in 1833 ; and later by order of L. W. Boggs, Governor of Missouri,

from the State , in 1838, upon pain of extermination.

Joseph and Hyrum Smith , with others, were arrested and imprisoned , charged

with high crimes, kept confined for months without trial, and finally allowed to

escape in being transferred froin one county to another. Those driven from the

State in the late fall and early winter of 1838 found a refuge in Illinois , and were

joined by the leaders in the Spring of 1839, and settled at Commerce, afterward

Nauvoo, in Hancock county , Illinois.

This colony Aourished remarkably, though the Church and its leaders were still

persecuted , until there was an estimated membership of one hundred and fifty thou

sand to two hundred thousand in 1844. On June 27 of that year, Joseph and Hyrum

Smith , while in jail upon the charge of treason, with the personal pledge of Gov.

Thomas Ford guaranteeing them safety and a fair trial , were assassinated by a mob,

disguised to prevent recognition. Contention as to who should succeed to the lead

of the Church began in the fall after the assassination, the principal contestants

being Brigham Young, who claimed it for the quorum of apostles of which he was

president ; Sidney Rigdon, one of the first Presidency as Counselor to Joseph Smith,

who claimed it by virtue of such counselorship ; James Jesse Strang, who claimed

it upon an alleged appointinent by Joseph Smith in a private letter. These con

testants were active and bitter, each party against all the others. Rigdon led his

party to Pittsburg , Pa. , where, in the Cumberland valley, it went to pieces, and he

finally died at Amity, Pa. , about 1876. Strang established a colony at Voree, near

Burlington, Wis. , and founded an ecclesiastical kingdom, himself being king, on

Beaver Island , in Lake Michigan. This was broken and its members dispersed

upon the death of Straug by assassination in 1856. The larger number of those who

had gathered at Nauvoo were induced to accede to the claim of Brigham Young;

though it was not until the whole were driven from Illinois in the fall of 1846, and

a settlement in the valley of Salt Lake was determined on, that Brigham Young had

himself chosen president to succeed the fallen prophet, December, 1847. The Church

was thrown into confusion . Brigham Young, leading officer in the second quorum

of the Church, assumed the control , though this was objected to by many.

The administration of President Young was not acceptable to a great many of

the members; the doctrines taught by him , the practices and procedure in church

affairs introduced and fostered under his rule, were many of them contrary to the

constitutional laws and rules of the Church under the presidency of Joseph and

Hyrum Smith . Disaffection resulted and the protestants left the body as controlled
722
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by President Young, and either settled down to watch the trend of affairs, or joined

one of the several factions that sprang up opposed to him . Of the former class

there were members all over the northwest, notably in Southern Wisconsin , northern

Illinois and Iowa ; among whom were the family of the dead prophet, his mother, a

brother and three sisters with their families, none of whom would accept the rule

of President Young or the dogma of plural marriage.

In 1851 some of those waiting for “ the Lord tomove,” by agreement of a

few , among others, Jason W. Briggs, Zenos H. Gurley, David Powell, Wm. Aldrich ,

and John Gaylord, met and upon consideration decided that it was needful and

timely to call the scattered members together for mutual benefit. A conference

was called and held at Zarahemla, Wisconsin , June 12, 1852. The presidency of

Brigham Young and the doctrine of spiritual wifery, or plural marriage, was form

ally declared against, and the faith of the

original church publicly asserted by resolu.

tion and vote .

From this date conferences were held at

different places in Illinois, Iowa and Wis

consin, an organization was effected, and a

corps of missionaries sent out to warn the

scattered people of the work being done. In

October, 1859, at a conference held in Fox

Township, near Sandwich, Illinois, many

who were members at the death of Joseph

Smith, united with the movement ; William

Marks, Zenos H. Gurley, both members of

the Church and officers under the Smiths,

and William W. Blair, were made a Publish

ing Committee ; a paper was authorized, and

Isaac Sheen, of Cincinnati, also an old mem

ber, was appointed editor; publication of

The Saints' Herald began January , 1860.

In April , 1860, a conference was held at

Amboy, Lee county, Ill . , at which Emma,

the widow of the Prophet, and her son Joseph ,
Joseph Smith , oldest son of the Prophet, and Editor of the

oldest son of the Prophet, joined the move

ment. Joseph had been blessed by his father

to the prophetic office, and baptized by the same authority. It had been proph

esied that he would be at the conference and his coming was hailed with enthusiasm .

He was received upon his blessing and baptism, ordained to the priesthood and

chosen to preside over the Church. Under his presidency the original faith was

reaffirmed, the plural marriage doctrine and practice, with some otherdogmas taught

by the Church in Utah under President Young, were denounced as false and inno

vations upon the original faith and the appointment of Brigham Young as President

of the Church in 1847 was declared to becontrary to church law and a usurpation.

Then began an active period of propagandism . A press was established at Plano,

Illinois, in 1863 , and in 1866 Joseph Smith was given editorial charge and has

been continued up to date. An incorporation under the name of the Reorganized

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was effected. The Church now

numbers nearly fifty thousand membership, with over four hundred branches, as
congregations are called . Its principal place of business is Lamoni, Decatur

county , Iowa, where Joseph Smith, his brother Alexander H. Smith , Patriarch

and Connselor, E. L. Kelley, Bishop and Counselor, with many other officers,

reside. There are over two hundred missionaries in the field, and great progress is

being made.

Herald , Lamoni , lowa.
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24. THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER

DAY SAINTS (Continued) .

The beliefs of the Church as formulated are :

We believe in God the Eternal Father, and in His Son Jesus Christ, and in the

Holy Ghost .

We believe that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam's

transgression.

We believe that through the atonement of Christ, all men may be saved by

obedience to the laws and ordinances of the gospel .

These laws and ordinances are : Faith in God and in the Lord Jesus Christ:

Repentance: Baptism by immersion for the remission of sins : Laying on of hands

for the gift of the Holy Ghost.

We believe in the Resurrection, that the dead in Christ will rise first, and the

rest of the dead will not live again until the thousand years are expired .

We believe inthe doctrine of Eternal Judgment, which provides that men shall

be judged, rewarded , or punished , according to the degree of good or evil they have
done.

We believe that men must be called of God to be authorized to act as ministers

for Christ ; that the organization of the Church now should be the same as in the

primitive Church, viz ., Apostles, Prophets, Pastors , Teachers, Evangelists, etc.;

that the Bible contains the word of God ; that the canon of Scripture is not full,

and that God will continue to reveal His word to man until the end of time ; that

the gifts of the gospel should be manifested in the Church : faith, wisdom , discern

ing of spirits, prophecy, revelation, visions, healing, tongues, interpretation, charity,

brotherly love; that inarriage is ordained of God, and that the law of God provides

for but one companion in wedlock , for either man or woman, except where the

contract is broken by death or transgression.

We believe that a plurality and community of wives are opposed to the law of

God, as revealed in the Bible.

The voice of revelation to us is :

“ Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and hearken to the word of the Lord;

for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife, and concubines he

shall have none, for I , the Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of women . And

whoredoms are an abomination before me, saith the Lord of hosts.” — Jacob iï ., 6-9,

Book ofMormon .

“ Whoso forbiddeth to marry, is not ordained of God, for marriage is ordained of

God unto man ; wherefore it is lawful that he should have one wife, and they twain

shall be one flesh , and all this that the earth might answer the end of its crea

tion ; and that it might be filled with the measure ofman , according to his creation

before the world was made. " - Doctrine and Covenants, xlix, 3.

We believe that in all matters of controversy upon the duty of man toward God,

and in reference to preparation and fitness for the world to come, the Word of God

should be decisive and the end of dispute; and that when God directs man should

obey.

We believe that the religion of Jesus Christ , as taught in the New Testament

Scriptures, if its precepts are accepted and obeyed, will make men and women better

in the domestic circle, better citizens of town, county and State, and better fitted for

the change which cometh at death.

We believe that men should worship God in spirit and in truth; and that such
worship does not require a violation of the constitutional law of the land . We

claim the privilege of worshiping Almighty God according to the dictates of our

conscience ; and that all men should be allowed the same privilege, let them wor

ship how , where, and what they may.
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In regard to civil governments :

We believe that governments are instituted of God for the benefit of man, and

that God will hold men accountable for their acts, either in making or administer

ing laws for the good of society. That no government can exist in peace, except

such laws are framed and held inviolate as will secure to each individual the free

exercise of conscience, the control of property , and the protection of life . It is the

right and duty of all governments to enact and enforce such laws as will secure the

public interest , at the sametiine holding sacred the freedom of conscience.

In August, 1891 , a suit was begun by the Reorganized Church in the Circuit

Court of the United States for the Western District of Missouri, for the recovery of

a piece of land, called the Temple Lot, held at the time by a small body of believers

called “ The Church of Christ,” before John F. Philips, Judge. The following is

from his opinion after the trial , dated March 16 , 1894 :

“ Justice Caton in Ferraria et al., vs. Vanconcellos et al., 31 III . 54, 55 , aptly

states the rule to be, ‘ That, where a church is erected for the use of a particular

denomination , or religious persuasion, a majority of the members cannot abandon

the tenets and doctrines of the denomination and retain the right to the use of

the property ; but such secessionists forfeit all right to the property, even if but a

single member adheres to the original faith and doctrine of the church . This rule

is founded in reason and justice. Those who adhere to the original tenets

and doctrines for the promulgation of which a church has been erected , are the sole

beneficiaries designed by the donors ; and those who depart from and abandon those

tenets and doctrines cease to be beneficiaries , and forfeit all claim to the title and

use of such property.

“ No matter, therefore, if the Church at Nauvoo became a prey to schisms, after

the death of Joseph Smith , and presented as many frightful heads as did the dragon

which the Apostle John saw in his vision on the Isle of Patmos, if there was one

righteous left in Sodom , the promise of the covenant and of the law of the land is

to him .

" " A considerable number of the officers and members of the church at Nauvoo

did not ally themselves with any of the factions, and wherever they were they held

unto the faith, refused to follow Brigham Young to Utah, and ever repudiated the

doctrine of polygamy, which was the great rock of offense on which the Church split

after the death of Joseph Smith .

“ In 1852 the scattered fragments of the Church, the remnants of those who held

to the fortunes of the present Joseph Smith , son of the so-called “ Martyr,” gathered

together sufficiently for a nucleus of organization. They took the name of the

“ Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints,” and avowed their

allegiance to the teachings of the ancient Church ; and their epitome of faith

adopted, while containing difference in phraseology, in its essentials, is but a repro

duction of that of the Church as it existed from 1830 to 1844.

“ Decree will go in favor of the Complainant, establishing the trust in its favor

against Respondents, removing the cloud from the title, and enjoining Respondents

from asserting title to the property, and awarding possession tothe Complainant. »

Subsequently, on appeal to the Court of Appeals the decree was set aside as to

the possession of the property in question, upon the ground that the Complainant

Church had not begun their action to recover soon enough ; but affecting the opinion

and decree of Judge Philips in no other particular.
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FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW.

19. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES. — Zwingli, Calvin, Expansion, Per.

secution , Emigration , Dependency .

20. THE REFORMED CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Contimued ).- Independence, Dis

turbances, Mercerburg ,Prosperity.

21. THE REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH . — Bishop Cummins, Sacerdotalism , Fellowship with
other churches, Secession, Principles, Repudiations.

22. THE REFORMED EPISCOPAL CHURCH (Continued ).— Tractarian School, Revision of the

Thirty -Nine Articles, Calvinism and Armenianism, Extempore and liturgical worship, Govern .
ment , Toleration .

23. THE REORGANIZEDCHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER -DAY SAINTS . – Origin,
Persecution, TheSmiths, B. Young, Reorganization, Josept Smith .

24. THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER -DAY SAINTS (Con .

tinued ).- Orders in the Church , The Canon , Gifts in the Church , Marriage, Civil government.

QUESTIONS.

19. , Distinguish the Reformed from the Lutheran Church in doctrine and politics. Who was the
Swiss and who the German leader? What resulted from their union ? Relate the facts that led to the
emigration of Reformed Christians. Describe their early condition in America .

20. Why was independence secured ? What influence did the Mercerburg Seminary exert ? Char.

acterize the present period, and state its cause .

21. What was the Anglican Prayer Book believed to need ? What formed the immediate occasion

of Bishop Cummins'withdrawal?, When was the Reformed EpiscopalChurch organized ? On what
ground is episcopacy retained ? What doctrines are condemned ?

22. Recite the non - Protestant practices of the Protestant-Episcopal Church. What two types of

thought does the article on Election recognize? What various elements appear in the worship ? How

are bishops distinguished? What attitude istaken to other Churches?

23. Of what was the Latter - Day Saint Church the successor ? What part did Brigham Young

play? What practice was repudiated at the reorganization ? What followed ihe choice of Joseph Smith

to the presidency ?

24. State the doctrines concerning the canon ,gifts in the Church, marriage, and the constitutional

law of the land .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. The differences between the Reformed and Lutheran Churches.

2. The value ofscholarship to a Church.

3. When does secession become a duty ?

4. Which Church is most likely toform a nucleus for a united Christendom ?

5. The continued rise of sects.

6. Is the canon still open ?

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

It will suffice in this connection to refer the student to an every way admirable series, entitled

" The American Church History Series.” For titles of the several volumes compare p . 678.

N.B. - For the use of theportrait of BishopCummins theUniversity Association is indebted to

the courtesy of Dodd , Mead& Co., New York ; and for the use of those of A. Alexander and C. Hodge,
to the Presbyterian Board of Education .
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Important Announcement to Members.

We take pleasure in announcing to members that the Third Years Course of

the regular series is now in preparation, This course, which promises to surpass in

interest those already published, will cover the subjects of

Political Science, Political Economy and Sociology
There never was a time in the history of our country when its laws, government

and institutions were of such vital interest to all classes, as the present. The war

with Spain has placed the United Statesin the front rank of the nations of the World.

It has proven the patriotism of the American people. Its results will mean progression

in all lines. It is the duty of every patriotic

citizen to assist in making our Government the

best under the sun. All should be familiarwith

our laws, both National and Municipal and

should study social questions. There are still

many problems to besolved and many evils to be

corrected. We are entering upon a new age in

the World's history. Citizens who would act

wisely must examine the problems of the day

fromthe standpoint of the three sciences pre

sented in this new course of study. This is not

the opinion of extremists, but it is some

thing which the most thoughtful menof all lands

feel profoundly. The future is full of immense

and startling possibilities both of good and of

evil, and whether it brings new blessings or the

overthrow of the precious treasures of civiliza

tion gathered together with so much toil and

suffering, must depend upon the character of

the citizenship of the Twentieth Century. It

would be difficult to name a practical problem

of the day which does not have its economic,

political and sociological bearing.

Political Science, PoliticalEconomy and

Sociology are live subjects and so closely

related that the idea of treating them in three

parallel courses seems almost an inspiration.

While following the same general plan of arrangement as heretofore, eachnumber

of “ Progress" will be divided into three departments. The department of Economics,

has heen prepared by Prof. Richard T. Ely, Ph. D. , LL . D., Director of the School of

Economics, Political Science and History in the University of Wisconsin . Prof. Ely

is recognized as one of the leading authorities of the United States and is the author

of many books on political and economic questions. He has personally directed the

preparation of the entire courseand selected all of its contributors .

The department of Political Science has been prepared by Prof. JesseMacy,LL.D.,

of Iowa College, one of the most distinguished writers on this subject ofour day.

The department of Sociology has been contributed by Prof. H. H. Powers,Ph.D.,

of the Leland Stanford Jr. University, who is widely known as a brilliant sociologist

of the younger generation.

There willalso be a large number of separate articles on Special Subjects, such as

* Municipal Government,” Women's Work and Wages, " College Settlements, "

etc., each by a recognized authority ( see full list on preceding page ).

This course will contain over 1,000 pages and will be fully illustrated . Price to

all old members, same as before. Members are requested to forward their fee at

once to avoid break in subscription. Address
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1. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES.

HE history of the Catholic Church in the territory now comprised by

the states of the Union is the subject of this sketch . This history has

two periods: the Mission period, during which the Church's work was

carried on by missionaries iinported from Spain , France and England,

and holding theirjurisdiction from ecclesiastical superiors in those repec

tive countries ; and the hierarchical period , which began with the establishment of the

Episcopalsee of Baltimoreand continues down to thepresent day, duringwhich period

the Church's work was and is carried on by a clergy organized in diocesan groups and

holding jurisdiction from bishops appointed by the Holy See to govern determined
districts known as dioceses. The former period extends from the arrival of

Spanish missionaries in Florida, 1521 , to the appointment of the Rt. Rev. John

· Carroll to the see of Baltimore, 1789. There is an overlapping of this dividing line

in the case of New Mexico and California for the reason that they came into the

Union after the erection of the see of Baltimore .

Spanish missionaries evangelized Florida, Alabama, Texas, New Mexico,

Arizona, California, 1521-1848. French missionaries evangelized Maine, northern

New York, the southern coasts of the great lakes, the valleys of the Ohio and the

Mississippi, 1604-1789 . There is here an overlapping in the case of Louisiana,

which entered the Union in 1813. English missionaries evangelized the Atlantic

coast from Maine to Virginia, 1634-1789.

The Spanish Missions .—In 1521 Ponce de Leon brought with him to Florida a

certain number of missionaries; but this expedition was driven back by the natives

after a very short stay on land. Five years afterwards, 1526, with Vasquez deAyllon

sailed two Dominican Fathers and a lay brother. Ayllon reached the Chesapeake

and formed a settlement, San Miguel, not far from the spot where almost a century

later the English founded Jamestown. A temporary chapel was erected and the

services of the Church were celebrated as long as the settlement lasted. It did not

last long. Ayllon died, a severe winter set in, disease came, the settlers quarreled,

and theIndians attacked them .
cked them . When spring came, the colonists, disgusted and

despairing, set sail for Cuba. In 1527 another expedition, under Pamfilo de Narvaez,

with Franciscan and secular priests, was scattered by the natives and lost at sea.

Eleven years later, 1538, in the expedition of Hernando de Soto, most of the priests

accompanying him perished in the long weary marches from Florida to Virginia

and from the Atlantic to the Mississippi, in whose waters the ill- fated leader was

buried. Eleven years later , 1549, Luis Cancer de Barbastro, a Dominican , led to

the Floridian coast a band of his brother religious, only to meet on landing a mar

tyr's death . Ten years later, 1559, fifteen hundred soldiers, many settlers, and four

Dominican fathers, gathered in thirteen vessels , started once more for Florida under

he command of Tristan de Luna. A cyclone struck the fleet, destroying eight

vessels and scattering the others . Those that escaped the storm remained on land

for two years , were picked up by a passing fleet and brought back to Cuba. The

(Copyright, 1899, by THE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION . Entered at the Chicago P. O. as Second -Class Mail Matter.)
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government of Spain, after so many failures, decided that no more colonizing should

be attempted in Florida ; but just then France was trying to get a foothold on the

Southern Atlantic coast, and , in order to keep France out, Spain made one supreme

effort that succeeded in the permanent occupation and evangelization of Florida by

Spanish troops and missionaries. In 1565 was founded St. Augustine, the oldest

city in the United States. Before the end of seventy years the number of Christian
Indians was reckoned at twenty-five or thirty thousand, distributed among forty

four missions, under the direction of thirty -five Franciscan missionaries; while the

city of St. Augustine, in care of secular priests, was well equipped with religious

institutions and organizations. The Indian languages were reduced to grammar, and

books of instruction and prayer were written and published by the missionaries for

the use of the natives. For one hundred and fifteen years Florida was in the exclu

sive possession of the Spanish government and the Spanish missionaries. In 1680

the settling of Scotch Presbyterians at Port Royal in South Carolina was the signal

for a war of races which went on , with intervals of quiet, until the treaty of Paris,

1763 , transferred Florida to the British Crown .

Out of the wrecked expedition of Pamfilo de Narvaez to Florida , 1527 , Cabeza

de Vaca, withthree companions, was saved; and for ten years they wandered among

the Indians of the Southwest, finally making their way to Mexico with wonderful

reports of the countries they had traversed . Expeditions soon followed into those

countries that went by the name of New Mexico . Noticeable are the expeditions of

the Franciscan Mark of Nizza, 1539 ; of Coronado, 1542 , in which the Franciscan

monk, John of Padilla , fell a martyr to his zeal for the cause of religion. However,

it was only in 1599 that a permanent occupation was effected, and the city of Santa

Fe was founded by Don Juan de Onate. The missionary work was undertaken by

Franciscan friars. After the first months of hardship and discouragement the work

of evangelization went forward at a marvelous rate; most of the natives were reck

oned as being within the pale of the Church ; not less than sixty friars at once were

in the field . Fourscore years after the founding of the colony, 1680, the Indians

rose in rebellion against the Spanish government; in a few weeks no Spaniard was

left north of El Paso; Christianity and civilization were swept away at one blow.

In a few years the Spanish power, taking advantage of the anarchy and the famine

which fell upon the Indians after their rebellion, reoccupied the country and the

missionaries were brought back . The work of the Gospel did not attain thereafter

the success it had before the rebellion . The later history of Spanish Christianity in

New Mexico is a history of decline and decay; the white population increased

while the Indian dwindled. When New Mexico became part of the United States,

the number of missionaries was small, only seventeen , and the Indians were only

some twenty thousand out of a total population of eighty thousand.

New Mexico, in Spanish times, comprised a large portion of our present territory
of Arizona. Here the Franciscans labored in the conversion of the natives until

the rebellion of 1680, after which period the field passed into the hands of the

Jesuits until their suppression by the Spanish government in 1767. Their central

point was St. Francis Xavier del Bac, where still stands a noble church , and the

best known of their missionaries was Father Kino. After the suppression of the

Jesuits the missions of Arizona fell back to the Franciscans of New Mexico.

Mission work in Texas began in 1689. H. H. Bancroft ( “ North Mexican

States and Texas," vol. xv. , P. 631) sums up the condition of the Texan mis

sions about the year 1785 , naming his authorities. From this summing up it

appears that while the Spanish population , pure and mixed, was about three thou

sand the Christian Indians were only five hundred . The number of natives baptized

since 1690 was less than ten thousand, and at no one time had the neophytes

exceeded two thousand. The church buildings and decorations that are still in

existence to -day show to what efficiency in handiwork the Indians were trained .
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2. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ).

Though expeditions northward from Mexico along the coast of California were

begun as early as 1542 , yet it was only in 1769 that a permanent occupation was

effected by the Spaniards and mission work was begun by the Franciscans in the

present State of California. The founder of the California missions was the famous

Juniperro Serra. About him as a man and as a Christian there is complete agree

ment on all sides ; his name stands for what is best in religion and for what is most

romantic in Spanish annals. He segregated his Indianconverts from the military

and the Spanish colonists. The military composed the Presidio, the Spanish

colonists the Pueblo, the Indian converts the Mission. This was a wise policy,

The neighborhood of the military force was undoubtedly advantageous and

frequently necessary for the safety of a mission. The introduction of white

colonists was beneficial in putting before the Indians object lessons of agriculture

and industry. But whereas soldiers and settlers were not likely to be, at all

times, models of the religion they professed, it was prudent to keep the newly

converted Indians from too close a contact with the Spaniard. Within the

missions only Christian natives resided under the immediate spiritual and tem

poral government of the Fathers. Clustered around the mission buildings,wherein
the children were educated and trained to mechanical and industrial trades,

were the thatched huts in which lived the Indians. Forty-three years after the first

foundation there were eighteen missions and a Christian native population of fifteen

thousand five hundred . Sixty - five years after the foundation there were twenty-one

missions with a native population of thirty thousand six hundred. During the first

quarter of this century (1808-1824) took place in Mexico the rebellion against Span

ish rule and the establishment of the republic. This revolution brought on the

secularization of the missions. Secularization meant the confiscation of the mission

properties and the expulsion of the Franciscans. The total ruin of the missions and

the return of the Indians to savage life were the results of this inopportune policy. ( 1 )

2. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES (Continued ).

( 1 ) Causes of the Success and Subsequent

Ruin of the Spanish Missions .-Our survey

of the work of the Spanish church in the territory

of the United States is at an end. In time it ex

tended from 1520 to 1840, and covers , therefore,

over three hundred years. In space it extended

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, south of the

thirty- eighth degree of latitude, and covered our

present states of Florida, Alabama, Texas, New

Mexico, Arizona, and California . Over a hundred

thousand of the aborigines were brought to the

knowledge of Christianity , and introduced,if not

into the palace , at least into the antechamber of

civilization . It was a glorious work , and the re

cital of it impresses us by the vastness and success

of the toil . Yet, as we look around to -day, we

can find nothing of it that remains. Names of

saints in melodious Spanish stand out from maps

in all that section where the Spanish monk trod,

toiled and died. A few thousand Christian In

dians, descendants of those they converted and

civilized , still survive in New Mexicoand Arizona ,

and that is all . It is well worth while to inquire

what made the success , what the ruin of the Span

ish missions.

What made their success ? I answer : the blood

of martyrs ; the zeal of missionaries; the reduc

tion of the roving tribes into fixed communities ;

the industrial training imparted to the Indians ;

the patriarchal and paternal character ofthe friars'

government ; the generosity of Spain in furnishing

the temporal means of subsistence ; the military

protection given themissionaries; the separation
of the Indians from the whites even to the differ .

ence of their spiritual guardians; the whites, as a

rule , being under diocesan , the Indians under

religious priests .

What caused their ruin ? I name , as external

causes the wilder roving tribes that remained

heathen ; the English colonists of Georgia and

the Carolinas in the southeastern missions; the

revolution of Mexico, and the consequent confis

cation of funds and secularization of missions in

the Southwestern missions ; in both regions the

withdrawal of that military protection that had

been so influential in building them up . I name

as internal causes the want of gradual preparation

in thepassage of the Indian tribes from tutelage

to independent manhood , and in the transfer of

the missions from the religious orders to the dio

cesan clergy ; the tardiness in appointing bishops,

who alone could prepare for the transfer and create

the diocesan clergy that would take the place of

the early missionaries.

This one glorious truth stands prominent: the

Spaniards in the United States did not drive the

natives from their homes, or oppress them , much

less destroy them . These accusations, if made at

all , must fall on some other race.- “ History of

the Catholic Church in the United States,' by

Thomas O'Gorman , pp. 111-113 .
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3. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued) .

The French Missions. — The land reached by the Cabots in 1494 was Cape Breton

Island , “ which name, " says Parkman , " found on the oldest map, is a memorial of

very early French voyages.'' There is reason to believe that before the voyage of

Cabot French fishermen frequented the banks of Newfoundland; there is evidence

that they did so as early as the year 1504. In the year 1524 Giovanni da Verrazano,

a Florentine sailor in the service of Francis I. , touched the American coast near

Cape Fear in North Carolina and skirted it northward as far as latitude 50. In

three voyages, 1534, 1535, 1541 , Jacques Cartier ascended the St. Lawrence to a

great Indian village, back of which rose a majestic mound that Cartier named

Mount Royal; he had christened Montreal . For half a century no French expedi

tions to the Western continent took place on account of the disturbed condition of

France. In 1603 Samuel de Champlain made a voyage of exploration up the St.

Lawrence as faras Montreal . In 1605 he accompanied an expedition to Nova

Scotia as royal geographer, and surveyed our northern coasts as far south as Boston
Harbor. In 1608 he laid the foundations of Quebec, and this was the beginning of

the great French colony of Canada called New France. In 1614 four Recollects (a

branch of the Franciscan order) came out to New France to attend to the spiritual

wants of the settlers and convert the surrounding tribes. In 1625 came to Quebec

the first band of Jesuits whom the Recollects had called to their aid and to whom

they left the field a few years later.

In the days of French supremacy Canada comprisedMaine and northern New

York . From 1611 till 1760; with short intervals of absence, the Jesuits labored

among the Indians of Maine and converted most of them . In the list of their Maine

missionaries the two most conspicuous names are Druillettes and Rale ; the former

by reason of his relations with the colony of Massachusetts, the latter by reason of

his death at the hands of Massachusetts troops. In 1726 the Indians of Maine

became the subjects of England. After 1760, until early in the present century ,

they were left without missionaries, yet they did not lose the faith . Perhaps, for all

we know , priests from Canada made them stealthy visits, and the Indians frequently

visited the Canadian missions. Parents baptized and instructed their children.

Every Sunday they assembled in the chapels of their villages, and before the priest

less altars chanted Mass and Vespers, the Gregorian melodies being handed down

from generation to generation. When the War of Independence was declared the

Indians of Maine joined the army of Washington. To-day one thousand descendants

of the Neophytes of Druillettes and Rale hold the faith and sing the chants of their

Catholic forefathers in the diocese of Portland, Maine.

Northern New York was the home of the fierce Iroquois, who were ever the

determined enemies of the French and the allies of the English in the contest of

those two nations for supremacy in America. All Canada was in terror of these

savages. “ No man ," says Parkman, “ could hunt, fish , till the fields, or cut a tree

in the forest, without peril to his scalp.” “ I had as lief," writes a Jesuit , “ be

beset by goblins as by the Iroquois ; the one are about as invisible as the other ;

our people are kept in a closer confinement than ever were monks or nuns in our

smallest convents in France." These savages first came in contact with the French

missionaries, 1642 , when they captured Father Jogues on his way to the Huron coun

try , now the province of Ontario. Jogues was run through the gauntlet in every

village , was tied to the stake to be gashed and slowly burned, had his hands muti
lated and was preserved from final death only to be made a slave. He was released

by the kindness and generosity of the Dutch of Fort Orange (now Albany), was sent
down the Hudson to Manhattan, and thence made his way to Firance. The heroic

missionary returned to the Iroquois country in 1646, was again put through his

former tortures and finally brained by a tomahawk, October 18, 1646. Thescene
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of his death was the present village of Auriesville, Montgomery county, N. Y.; a

small Catholic chapel marks the spot. Fathers Bressani, 1644, and Poncet, 1653,

were likewise subjected to the cruelties of these savages, and by the shedding of

their blood prepared the Iroquois soil for the Gospel seed . It was in 1654 that inis

sions were permanently established among them ; and they were continued with

great success until 1687. During this period God's grace produced marvelous holi

ness in many a child of the forest ; warriors, proud and cruel, were turned into

humble and merciful servants of the Cross ; women and maidens were made as

chaste and virtuous as the female saints and martyrs of the first Christian centuries ;

the chapels were frequented morning and evening, and the hymns of the old Church

resounded throughout the woods of Northern New York. According to the Rela

tions of the Jesuits, between the years 1668 and 1678 there were two thousand two

hundred and twenty-one baptisms in these missions. These figures, however, give

an incomplete idea of the work done, for the reason tliat it was the policy of the

Fathers to lengthen the catechumenate of their dusky disciples so that the number

of attendants at instructions and services was far beyond that of the baptized. The

political jealousies and the almost constant wars between France and England put

an end to this work of God . To -day remnants of the Iroquois tribes , still Catholic,

are to be found in Canada to the number of about three thousand.

In the northwest , along the shoresof Lake Superior and LakeMichigan, were

numerous Algonquin tribes that were first visited by the Jesuit missionaries in 1641 .

Permanent stations were established among them some twenty years later. In 1661

Father Menard established a mission in Keweenaw Bay, and in 1665 Father Allouez

set up a mission in Ashland Bay. Thenceforth missionary work in the west was

reduced to a system and central points were chosen for mission sites . Such a point

was Sault Ste. Marie, a noted fishing place ; for then , as to-day, the rapids were full

of whitefish , and Indians from a distance came thither in crowds. Another center

was La Pointe (now Ashland ). Michili-mackinaw (now Mackinaw) and the great

Manitoulin Islands were also chosen as mission sites. There was another spot in

that western country famous for fish and game - Green Bay ; in its neighborhood

were a motley crowd of dusky inhabitants, Menominees, Pottowatomies, Winne

bagos, Sacs, Mascoutins, Miamis, Kickapoos, Outagamies. As early as 1669

Allouez founded there the mission of St. Frances Xavier. These were the early

mission posts.

The missions of the west do not record the bloody martyrdoins that marked those

of the Huron and the Iroquois nations . The absence of any cruelties inflicted on

the missionaries is evidence that already Christianity, now in contact with the tribes

for niany years, had gained their respect and was beginning to soften their fierce

natures. But here more than elsewhere the missionaries had to suffer from the

rigor of the climate, the dangers of long voyages by water and land, the absence of

the comforts of civilization as to food, dwelling, society, and from the opposition

and obstacles by which their work was impeded : opposition on the part of the

Indians - medicine-men and polygamy ; on the part of the French traders — licen

tiousness and brandy . It is no wonder the success of the missionaries was slow.

Moreover, it must be kept in mind that success is to be measured not so much by the

number of baptisms at any one period as by the silent influence of Christian teach

ing on the Indian nature. It must also be remembered that the catechumens always

outnumbered the baptized. A few statistics from the Relations of the Jesuits

gives some idea of thework done : In 1669, at La Pointe, Ashland Bay, two villages

out of five were entirely Catholic ; in 1677 there were eighteen hundred Catholics at

Mackinaw ; in 1676 there were five hundred Catholics at Green Bay ; in 1670 at

Sault Ste. Marie Bruillettes baptized one hundred and twenty children and three

hundred adults. Besides mission work the missionaries were occasionally engaged in

discovery, and thus were immortalized the names of Marquette and Hennepin.
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4. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued) .

The foundation of Detroit by Cadillac, 1701 , brought about great changes in the

mission . Cadillac's plan was to gather around this new post all the western tribes

east of the Mississippi. His intention was to prevent their trade from going north

ward to the English in the Hudson Bay country, whither it was coaxed by better

prices and cheaper brandy. The Jesuits opposed the policy of Cadillac, holding

that the less contact there was between the Indians and the whites the better for

the Christianization and civilization of the former. The missions dwindled while

Detroit grew and drew the Indians to it. The suppression of the Jesuits by the

French government and the surrender of New France to England put an end to

the glorious work which the society had carried on in the Northwest for the period

of one hundred years. To -day there are about twenty thousand Catholic Indians

in our Western States, who are descendants of the tribes evangelized by the Jesuits

during those one hundred years.

The Illinois country (Illinois and Indiana as far south as the Ohio) and Louis

iana (the territory south of the Ohio to the Gulf) were also the theater of missionary

work by the Jesuits and secular priests from Quebec during the period of French

supremacy. Little result among the Indians of Louisiana was obtained because

the missionaries were almost entirely occupied in the white settlements . In the

Illinois country much mission work was done among the Illinois and Miamis, whose

population did not exceed eighteen thousand souls. The most successful period of

the Illinois missions was from 1725 to 1750. The principal centers were Kaskaskia,

Fort St. Louis, Cahokia, Peoria, St. Joseph at the head of Lake Michigan , Fort

Chartres, Vincennes, and in later times St. Genevieve and St. Louis. From all this

country the Indians have disappeared and the French settlers at the points named

have become the nuclei of flourishing Catholic communities. To -day we find

traces of the work of the early missionaries among our present Indians, who formerly

lived in the East and the Northwest, in Florida and New Mexico ; but none among

the Indians from the lower Mississippi valley, if we except a small band of Quiapaws

from Arkansas, now living in the Indian territory. The blame must be laid to the

misunderstanding between the Jesuits and the seculars, the Jesuits and the Capuchins

of Louisiana, to the want of zeal in the government for the work of the missions, to

the suppression of the society just at the time it was entering this field, and ,

finally, to the political jealousies and wars of the European nations fighting for the

mastery of North America. It is a pity ; for the Indians whose former home was

in that section , are the most civilized , cultivated and wealthy of the two hundred

and forty -eight thousand three hundred and forty still remaining in the United

States , according to the calculations of the Indian Bureau.

Of this total it is hard to say how many are Catholics. Hoffman's Catholic

Directory of 1894 says ninety-seven thousand eight hundred and fifty ; Saddler's

Catholic Directory of 1894 says fifty -eight thousand seven hundred and fifty ;

the Independent of April 5 , 1894 , says forty -five thousand one hundred and ten ;

perhaps it will be safe for us to say fifty thousand. At any rate, this may be said

with certainty : that there was not a tribe in all the extent of the United States to

which the Gospel was not preached by Catholic missionaries from the year 1520

down to the time of our War of Independence ; and again , this, that the missiona

ries of the old church are now once more at work among the aborigines, parked in

their reservations , to preserve the fruits of the labors of their predecessors, and to

reclaim to Christianity and civilization the sad remnants of a race once the master

of this splendid domain.
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5. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued).

The English Missions. - After an unsuccessful attempt at the foundation of a colony

in Newfoundland Lord Baltimore secured from the English crown, 1632 , a grant of

land including the present States of Maryland and Delaware. He was to be the

lord proprietary ; that is to say, the viceroy of this territory with all legislative and
executive powers under the sovereignty of the crown . He could admit to his

colony, he could keep out of it whom he choosed . That he , though a Catholic,

admitted Christians of all denominations and guaranteed to them religious equality ,

is a fact that entitles him to the credit of being the originator of religious liberty on
this continent. Such was the policy of the Baltimores from the very beginning of

their colonization, and the policy was enacted into a law in 1649. The colonists of

Lord Baltimore landed from the Ark and the Dove at the mouth of the Potomac,

March 25 , 1634. With them were two Jesuits , White and Altham. The work of

the Church from Virginia to Massachusetts remained exclusively in the hands of

the Society of Jesus, from 1624 to 1790, or the space of a hundred and fifty -six

years. Their labors extended into Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York, and

were concerned mostly with the Catholic settlers from Europe. With Indians they

had very little to do, for the reason that the whites soon drove the aborigines from

those States .

In 1691 , the Protestant settlers in Maryland, having become more numerous

than the Catholic, Lord Baltimore's act of toleration was revoked , the Angli

can was made the established church , and then began for the Catholics of

Maryland a period of legal proscriptions and persecutions like those of New England

that lasted until the War of the Revolution. In the War of Independence Catholics

joined the army and the navy in numbers out of all proportion to their population .

Catholic officers from Catholic lands (Ireland , France and Poland) came to offer their

services to the cause of liberty. France and Spain were the first to recognize our

independence and send legations. Our first diplomatic circle was Catholic ; this

accounts for the solemn church services to which the Federal authorities and military

officers were invited on great national occasions. Then came to our shores French

fleets and French regiments, with their chaplainsand religious services. The spirit

of intolerance gave way gradually before these Catholicmanifestations and a new

key-note was sounded in the following words of the Continental Congress , 1774 :

“ As an opposition to the settled plan of the British administration to enslave

America will be strengthened by a union of all ranks of men within this province,

we do most earnestly recommend that all former differences about religion or politics

from henceforth cease and be forever buried in oblivion ."

The Revolutionary war broke the connection of the Catholic communities in the

colonies with the Vicar Apostolic of London . A decree making the church of the

United States a body distinct from that of England, and appointing the V. Rev.

John Carroll Prefect Apostolic of the Church in the United States , was issued by

the Propaganda, June 9, 1784. The following year Father Carroll sent to Rome a

Relation of the state of Religion in the United States : in Maryland were fifteen

thousand eight hundred Catholics, in Pennsylvania seven hundred, in Virginia two

hundred, in New York fifteen hundred, in the territory bordering on the Mississippi

an unascertainable number destitute of priests ; in Maryland there were nineteen

priests, in Pennsylvania five. In November, 1789, Father Carroll was appointed

Bishop of Baltimore. When the news reached England, Thomas Weld of Lulworth

Castle, a personal friend of Carroll , invited him to allow the ceremony of his Conse

cration to take place in the chapel of the castle . Carroll accepted the invitation and

was consecrated August 15 , 1790, by the Rt . Rev. Charles Walmesley, senior Vicar

Apostolic of England. The mission period of the Church in the United States was

closed, and the hierarchical period was opened by this event.
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6. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued).

The Hierarchical Period , 1790-1898 .

As it would take too much space to relate in detail the expansion of the Church

during this period, we present a single table showing the present condition of the

Church in the United States. (1 )

It has been stated above what was the Catholic population in the thirteen

colonies at the end of the last century. A small accession came with the annexation

of Louisiana, Florida and the French possessions on the lakes and in the basins of

the Mississippi and the Ohio . In 1830 the Catholic population was three hundred

and sixty-one thousand. Since then the annexation of New Mexico and California

have added a few thousand (say fifteen thousand ) ; but the chief sources of growth

were immigration, so abundant since 1829, and the natural increase of population ,

admittedly larger with Catholics than with Protestants. We have had some losses,

not , however, so extensive as has been claimed. Not only immigration, but

conversions also have added to the number of Catholics and have off-set, if not

completely , at least in part their past losses . On this point Leonard Woolsey

Bacon in " History of American Christianity, " vol . 13 of “ The American Church

History Series," writes : “ It has not been altogether a detriment to the Catholic

Church in America that the social status and personal composition of its congrega

tions, in its earlier years, have been such that the transition into it from any of the

Protestant Churches could be made only at the cost of a painful self-denial . The

number of accessions to it has been thereby lessened, but the quality of them has

been severely sifted."

Two memorable movements, one within and one without the Church, Trustee

ism and Know -nothingism , were dangers through which the Church passed with

some loss but with final triumph . Trusteeism began in New York as early as 1785

and ended in Buffalo in 1852. Within that period it is to be met with in New York,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Orleans and Virginia. It consists in the following

assumptions ; trustees, not content to hold and administer church property, further

more asserted that the congregation, represented by its trustees, had the right to

choose its pastor, to dismiss him at pleasure, and that the ecclesiastical superior or

Bishop had no right to interfere beyond confirming the action of the trustees. Such

principles are subversive of the constitution of the Church and were fought until

they were completely eliminated from the minds of the laity.

" One effect of the enormous immigration," writes Leonard Woolsey Bacon in the

work quoted above, “ was inevitably to impose upon this Church , according to the

popular apprehension, the character of a foreign association. It was in like manner

inevitable, from the fact that the immigrant class are preponderantly poor and of

low social rank , that it should for two or three generations be looked upon as a

Church for the illiterate and unskilled laboring class. An incident of the excessive

torrent rush of the immigration was that the Catholic Church became to a dispro

portionate extent an urban institution, making no adequate provision for the

dispersed in agricultural regions.

“ Against these and other like disadvantages the hierarchy of the Catholic Church

have struggled heroically , with some measure of success .
The steadily rising

character of the imported population in its successive generations has aided them .

If in the first generations the Churches were congregations of immigrants served by an

imported clergy, the most strenuous exertions were made for the founding of institu

tions that should secure to future congregations born upon the soil, the services of an

American -trained priesthood. One serious hindrance to the noble advances that

have nevertheless been made in this direction has been the fanatical opposition

levied against even the most beneficent enterprises of the Church by a bigoted

Native-Americanism . It is not a hopeful method of conciliating and naturalizing a
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foreign element in the community to treat them with suspicion and hostility as alien

enemies . The shameful persecution which the mob was for a brief time permitted

to inflict on Catholic churches and schools and convents had for its chief effect to

confirm the foreigner in his adherence to his Church and his antipathy to Protes

tantism ." The Know-nothing movement lasted from 1830 to 1850 and showed its

worst features in Boston, Philadelphia, New York and Louisville .

The great Civil War, that assured by an appalling sacrifice of wealth and lives,

the faltering unity of this nation , and shattered for a time the seeming unity of

many religious denominations, did but bring into clearer evidence the hierarchial

unity of the Catholic Church . Its members, it is true, divided off on political

grounds ; it was their right and, as they supposed, their duty ; but there was not

any division in organization, discipline, and faith . To both sides of the conflict the

Church sent her heroes of charity, and oftentimes ; indeed, the same heroes to both

sides ; detailed her priests from the parish and the college, her nuns from the

a
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Carmelite Convent , New Home of Contemplatives, Boston.

orphan asylum and the schoolroom , to the camp, the hospital , the prison, and the

bloody battlefield . Meanwhile her sacred edifices resounded with earnest petitions

to Heaven for peace, with solemn requiems for the fallen on the field ; and not

infrequently they were turned into hospitals for the wounded and the dying brought

in from the battle raging near by .

The chief formative forces of the Church's interior life were her legislative

assemblies. Councils are ecumenical , plenary or national , and provincial. An

assembly of all the Catholic bishops of the world, convoked by the authority of the

Pope, or at least with his consent, and presided over by him or his legates, is an

ecumenical council . An assembly of all the bishops of a country—say the United

States—convoked by the primate or other dignitary commissioned thereto by the

Pope, is a national or plenary council . An assembly of all the bishops within the

territory known as a province, convoked and presided over by the metropolitan or

archbishop, is a provincial council. An assembly of all the priests of a diocese,

convoked and presided over by the bishop, is a diocesan synod.

Ecumenical councils define doctrine and deal with matters of discipline concern

ing the Church in the whole world. Plenary and provincial councils do not define,

but at most only repeat the doctrine defined by the ecumenical councils ; their chief

purpose is to apply by explicit statutes to each country or province the universal

discipline determined by the ecumenical councils and the Holy See, or to initiate

such discipline as the peculiar circumstances of the nation or province demand.

Diocesan synods promulgate and apply more intimately to each diocese the disciplin

ary enactments of the Holy See, the ecumenical, plenary, and provincial councils,
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emphasizing those enactments which the specific conditions or abuses in each
diocese render most necessary.

Numerous diocesan synods have been held in the United States, and not a few

provincial councils, at least in the elder provinces ; and three plenary councils have

been held within this first century of the organized hierarchy. The collection of

the acts of those various assemblies is an important source of our Church history.

The most remarkable Catholic event in the last decade was the establishment of the

Apostolic Delegation in Washington. The Pope has the right to be present in the

Church of each country through a repre

sentative, if he deem it expedient. Leg .

ates represent the person of the sovereign

pontiff. They are sent to exercise his

authority so far as it is communicated to

them . They are not sent to seize or

lessen or absorb the authority of the

local bishops, no more than the papacy

itself seizes or lessensor destroys the

local episcopate. They are not aliens,

like ambassadors to a foreign country ;

they are, wherever they may be, within

the household of the supreme father who

sent them, for they are within the Church

directly subject to him , they are in the

ecclesiastical territory of their sovereign.

To the Catholic, wherever he may be,

considered from the religious point of

view as a Catholic , the Pope is not a for

eigner and his representative is not a for

eigner.

Not only is the right to send delegates

to the Churches of the world inherent in

the papacy , but it has been exercised by

the Holy See from the earliest times of

Christianity , as might be abundantly
Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, ApostolicDelegate to the

Catholic Church in the United States. proved if that question were the specific

subject matter of these pages. It is well

to know that the establishment of the Apostolic Delegation in theUnited States

is not due, as many suppose, to accidental and transitory causes , though such may

have furnished the occasion ; but that it is the natural consequence of the first

principles of our Church Constitution, and is in perfect accord with traditional

practice of past ages . It is hardly necessary to add that the delegation to the

United States is strictly ecclesiastical and not at all diplomatic. The American

delegate is accredited to the Church , not to the government of the United States.

166. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATES.

( 1 ) Present Condition of the Catholic Church

in the United States .

Archbishops

Bishops..

Religious Clergy .

Secular Clergy

Churches.

Missions

Stations and Chapels .

11

Universities ......

Secular Seminaries..

Students in the above ....

Religious Seminaries ..

Students in the above ..

Colleges for Boys ..

Academies for Girls .

Parishes with Schools .

Children in the above.

Orphan Asylums ...

Orphans....

Charitable Institutions .

Catholic Population , ..

25

2,002

72

1,871

215

614

3,636

819,575

77

2,774

8,137

5,946

3,472

5,105

245

33.039

757

9,856,622
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FIRST WEEKLY REVIEW .

1. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES . - The Mission Period , The Hierarchical

Period , The South and West, The North and Middle , The Atlantic Coast, Missions to Florida, to

New Mexico .

2. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ).- Missions to Texas, to Cali
fornia, Juniperro Serra.

3. THE CATHULIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ). -New France , Maine , The

Iroquois and Father Jaques, The Algonquins, The Hurons, The Ottawas, Privation of the Mis
sionaries.

4. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ) . – Detroit, Close of the Mis

sions , The Illinois, Louisiana.

5. THE CATHOLICCHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ).—Lord Baltimore, Work of

the Jesuits, Proscription, Support of the Revolution .

6. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH'IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued ).-Chief Sources of Growth ,

Trusteeism , Immigration , The Civil War, The Apostolic Delegation .

QUESTIONS.

1. Name thetwo periods of Catholic work in the United States. Name the regions evangelized

respectively by the Spanish, French, and English. Characterize the fortunes of missions to Florida.
How did the Spanish gov

ernment involvemissions

in New Mexico ?

2. What was done

in Texas ? What policy

did Juniperro Serra fol
low , and why ? What

finally ruined the mis

sions ?

3. What parts of

America were explored

and colonized by the

French ? Sketch the his

tory of the Maine mission .

What happened to Father

Jaques among the Iro

quois ? Name somemis

sion stations in the North

west. What checked the

progress ofmissions?

4. What ended the

Jesuit missions in the

Northwest ?

vented great result from

the mission in Louisiana ?

What now remains from

the Illinois mission ?

5. What credit is

due Lord Baltimore ?

What society ministered

to the Catholic settlers ? St. Zavier del Bac , Arizona . ( Cf. p . 728. )

How did proscription

arise ? What influence upon the Revolution did Catholics exercise ? What restored toleration ?

6. Namethe chief sources of growth. Describe Trusteeism . What brought the Catholic Church

to be considered foreign and illiterate ? What has that Church done to remove those conditions ? What

was done during the Civil War ? Define the Apostolic Delegation .

What pre Sin
Vaute

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. The fortunes and misfortunes of missions identified with a government.

2. The influence of race upon religion .

3. Further study of No. 2.

4. The small capacity of the American Indian for modern culture, whether secular or religious

5. The respective contributions to political independence and religious liberty made by the various
Christian Churches in America .

6. The relations of nationalism and education with religion.



THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE

UNITED STATES

BY

S. L. BRENGLE, Major, New York City.

7. THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE UNITED STATES.

N 1865 a man , with a heart full of the love and passion of the Man Christ

Jesus, stood on Mile End Waste, Whitechapel , London, and began a

work among the poor and unchurched masses of the great metropolis

that has since grown into the vast movement known as the Salvation

Army.

This Army is a body of converted men and women , recruited almost exclusively

from the non -church -going classes , thoroughly organized under a military form of

government, and constituting a world -wide evangelistic agency to preach the Christ

old gospel and to bring all men to affectionately submit themselves to the claims of

God as set forth in the Bible, and especially in the Person , work and teachings of
our Lord Jesus Christ.

It holds the great cardinal doctrines of evangelical Christianity, ( 1 ) believing in

the Trinity ; in the fall and the universality of sin “ through the disobedience of

one ” ; in the atonement for sin , both original and personal, through the vicarious

sufferings of the Son of God , the benefits of which are for all men , conditioned

solely upon repentance and “ faith which works by love ” ; in the love and ever

present, agency of the Holy Spirit seen in the conversion of sinners and the sancti.

fication of believers ; and in the everlasting blessedness of the righteous and the

eternal punishment of those who die impenitent, in the world to come. It accepts

the Bible as the inspired and authoritative word of God, and believes in taking the

gospel to those who will not attend the ordinary places of worship ; to this end it

shapes its methods and nomenclature to compel the attention of those whom it seeks

to reach . Its military titles , uniforms, bands, etc. , are the fruitage of this principle

of adaptation . It also believes in the ministry of woman , and has placed every

office in its ranks within her reach . It requires of its members total abstinence,

industry, separation from the fashions and follies of the world , benevolence, and

self-sacrifice for the salvation of all men , and urges its people to purity of life in

thought, word and act . ( 2 )

The founder and general of this movement, the Rev. William Booth , was born

in Nottingham , England, April 10th , 1829, and was converted among the Wesley

ans at the age of fifteen . At an early age he entered the ministry and at once took

rank as one of the most successful pastors and evangelists in his denomination,

which rank he heid until he severed his relation with the church in order to devote

his energies to the salvation of the poor in London.

This work , known at first as the Christian Mission , spread rapidly throughout

England, and soon burst forth in other countries. In 1872 in Cleveland, and in

1879 in Philadelphia work was begun by converts, who had emigrated to this

country, but not until 1880 was the work formally opened in the United States by

Commissioner George Railton and seven women officers duly commissioned by the

General Since then the Army's advance in America has been phenomenal, ir

spite of external difficulties arising from ignorance, indifference, misrepresentation

and prejudice, and internal troubles occasioned by the secession in 1884 of Major

Moore, (3 ) who succeeded Commissioner Railton in the chief command, and later in

1896 by the desertion of Commander and Mrs. Ballington Booth.
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7. THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE Believing solenınly that the Salvation Army has

UNITED STATES .
been raised up by God, and is sustained and

directed by Him , I do here declare my full deter

( 1 ) Principal Doctrines .—The following are mination, by God's help, to be a true soldier of the

the principal doctrines of the Army. We believe : Army till I die .

1. That the Scriptures were given by inspira- I am thoroughly convinced of the truth of the

tion of God, and that they contain the Divine rule Army's teaching.

of faith and practice. Therefore, I do here, and now , and forever, re

2. There is only one God , who is the Creator, nounce the world with all its sinful pleasures,

Preserver and Governor of all things, and companionships, treasures, and objects, and de

that He is the only proper object of religious clare my full determination boldly to show myself

worship . a soldier of Jesus Christ in all places and com

3. That there are three persons in the Godhead panies, no matter what I may have to suffer , do,

-the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost . or lose , by so doing .

4. That in the person of Jesus Christ , the Divine I do here and now declare that I will abstain

and human natures are united , so that He is truly from the use of all intoxicating liquors, and also

and properly God, and truly and properly man . from the habitual use of opium , laudanum , mor

5. That our first parents were created in a state phia , and all other baneful drugs, exceptwhen in ill

of innocency , but that by their disobedience they ness such drugs shall be ordered for me by a doctor .

lost their purity and happiness ; and that in con- I do here and now declare that I will abstain

sequence of their fall, all men have become siu- from the use of all low or profane language ; from

ners, totally depraved and as such are justly the taking of the name of God in vain ; and from

exposed to the wrath of God . all impurity, or from taking part in any unclean

6. That Jesus Christ has, by His sufferings and conversation , or the reading of any obscene book

death , made an atonement for the whole world , so or paper at any time, in any company , or in any

that whosoever will , may be saved . place.

7. That repentance toward God, faith in our I do here declare that I will not allow myself in

Lord Jesus Christ and conversion by the Holy any falsehood, deceit, misrepresentation, or dis

Spirit are necessary to Salvation . honesty; neither will I practise any fraudulent

8. That we are saved by grace , through faith in conduct, either in my business, myhome, or in

our Lord Jesus Christ , and that he that believeth any other relation in which I may stand to my fel.

hath the witness in himself. low men , but that I will deal truthfully, fairly ,

9. That the Scriptures teach that not only does honorably, and kindly with all those who may

continuance in the favor of God depend upon con- employ me or whom I may myself employ.

tinued faith in and obedience to Christ , but that it I do here declare that I will never treat any

is possible for those who have been truly converted woman , child , or other person , whose liſe, com

to fall away and be eternally lost. fort, orhappiness may be placed within my power ,

10. That it is the privilege of all believers to be in an oppressive, cruel, or cowardly nianner, but

“ wholly sanctified ” and that “ their whole spirit that I will protect such from evil and danger so

and soul and body" may “ be preserved blameless far as I can , and promote, to the utmost of my

unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.” That ability , their present welfare and eternal salvation.

is to say, we believe that after conversion there re- I do here declare that I will spend all the time,

main in the heart of the believer inclinations to strength , money , and influence I can in supporting

evil , or roots of bitterness , which , unless over- and carrying on this war , and that I will endeavor

powered by Divine Grace , produce actual sin ; but to lead my family, friends, neighbors, and all others

that these evil tendencies can be entirely taken whom I can influence, to do the same, believing

away by the Spirit of God , and the whole heart, that the sure and only way to remedy all the evils

thus cleansed from anythingcontrary to the will of in the world is by bringing men to submit them .

God, or entirely sanctified , will produce the fruit of selves to the government of the Lord Jesus Christ.

the Spirit only. And we believe that persons thus I do here declare that I will always obey the

entirely sanctified may, by the powerof God, be lawful orders of my officers, and that I will carry

kept unblameable and unreprovable before Him . out to the utmost of my power all the orders and

il. In the immortality of the soul; in the resur- regulations of the Army; and, further, that I will

rection of the body ; in the general judgment at be an example of faithfulness to its principles,

the end of the world ; in the eternal happiness of advance to the utmost of my ability its operations,

the righteous; and in the everlasting punishment and never allow , where I can prevent it , any in

of the wicked . - General Booth in " Orders and jury to its interests or hindrance to its success.

Regulations for Field Officers, '' PP . 151 , 152. And I do here and now call upon all present to

( 2 ) Articles of War . - In joining the Army a witness that I enter into this undertaking and

soldier is asked to sign what are known as the sign these articles of war of my own free will ,

Articles of War , which set forth the principal doc- feeling that the love of Christwho died to save me

trines that every soldier is supposed to believe, requires from me this devotion of my life to His

the main principles on which he is expected to act , service for the Salvation of the whole world , and

and a brief description of the service he will have therefore wish now to be enrolled as a soldier of

to render. the Salvation Army. ” — General Booth in “ Orders

ARTICIES OF WAR . and Regulations for Soldiers,” pp . 41, 42.

“ Having received with all my heart the Salvation ( 3 ) The Defection of Major Moore . - Rumors

offered to me by the tender mercy ofJehovah , I do of money misappropriated made it necessary for

here and now publicly acknowledge God to be my the general to send two officers to inquire into

Father and King , Jesus Christ to be my Savior, matters, and as Major Moore was unwilling to

and the Holy Spirit to be my Guide, Comforter publish a balance- sheet- which the Army rules

and Strength ; and that I will, by His help, love, strictly require – his commission was taken away

serve, worship, and obey this glorious God through from him and given to Major Frank Smith . - Mrs.

all time and ihrough all eternity . Ballington Booth in “ Beneath Two Flags,” p. 207.
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8. THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE UNITED STATES (Continued) .

These defections in this most democratic age and country have tested to the

utmost the Army's paternal or military principles of government usually assumed to

be its most vulnerable point. But instead of weakening, this testing has rather

strengthed the conviction in the minds of its people that these principles are from

above, are in harmony with the principles of the Divine government, as revealed in

the Bible, and in the constitution of the human mind , and are best adapted to

secure large and permanent results in dealing with the unchurched and undis

ciplined masses.

Commissioner Frank Smith succeeded Major Moore, while Commander and Mrs.

Ballington Booth were succeeded by Commander and Mrs Booth - Tucker, under

whose leadership very remarkable advances are being made in all departments of

the work , but especially in the development of the Army's social operations .

The Ariny's principle of adaptation of methods to the different peoples among

whom it labors , has been variously assailed, not however on philosophical grounds;

but the success attained by its methods has justified them in the eyes of most serious

minded men .

At the time of this writing (September, 1898) there are in the United States

twelve chief divisions, four divisions divided into seventeen districts, and one

hundred and seventy -four sections, embracing seven hundred and thirty-five corps,

with thirty outposts, or missions, under the oversight of a corps ; sixteen slum posts

in the larger cities ; eight out-rider circuits in the far west, and thirteen training

schools for officers . These figures represent what is known as the spiritual work of

the Army, but besides this there is a large network of social or eleemosynary insti.

tutions being established all over the country to meet the special needs of the

destitute and criminal classes .

At present there are ten Rescue Homes for the reclamation of fallen women ;

forty -one Food and Shelter Depots, seven Labor Bureaus, three farms for ex

prisoners, several Children's Homes, Hospitals and Dispensaries , a Poor Man's

Lawyer and an Inquiry Department for missing friends .

These evangelistic and social operations are under the oversight of twenty -seven

hundred and nine commanding officers who give their whole time to the work and

receive a sinall salary sufficient for simple living expense, though no salary is

guaranteed. Private soldiers receive no remuneration for any service they may give.

The Ariny publishes in this country two War Cry's weekly in English , one in

Swedish , one in German ,and one in Chinese. It also publishes The Young Soldier,

for children, and Harbor Lights, a monthly magazine. The combined circulation

of these papers, which is principally among the vicious, non -church going and more

illiterate classes, is about six million copies per annum . A large number of books,

pamphlets and tracts are also issued by its publishing houses.

" The World for God ” is the Army's motto, and such is the faith of its workers

in the power of the gospel, and such has been their success with their kaleidoscopic

methods, bottomed on changeless Scriptural and philosophic principles, that they

look forward with confidence to the day when all men shall accept Jesus Christ as

Savior and Lord and be filled with love one to another. They are in 110 sense

antagonistic to any denomination of Christian workers, but on the contrary, are

glad to coöperate with all lovers of God and man who believe in present salvation

from sin through faith in the blood of Christ and who are seeking the rescue of the

lost and the advancement of the Redeemer's Kingdoin.



THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS.

BY

ALONZO T. JONES, Editor of " Review and Herald ," Battle Creek , Mich .

S

9. THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS.

TRICTLY speaking, the denomination of Seventh -Day Adventists orig

inated in 1845. A large number who at that time, or shortly afterward ,

became Seventh-Day Adventists were formerly Adventists. They had

been actively connected with the great Advent movement of 1840-44.

The disappointment which they had suffered in the passing of the time

at which they had expected the Lord to come in 1844 , was caused by the almost

universally accepted theory that the earth was the Sanctuary which was to be

cleansed at the end of the prophetic periods of the Book of Daniel, which had been

the basis of their calculations. When they had given to the subject a more careful

study, they found that the sanctuary which was to be cleansed at the end of the

prophetic days, was “ the sanctuary and the true tabernacle” “ in heaven ,” “ which

the Lord pitched, ” and of which the sanctuary built by Israel in the Wilderness was

but a figure. Heb., viii ., 1; ix. , 11 , 23, 24; Rev. xi. , 19 .

The study of this subject led them irresistibly to the contemplation of the Ten

Commandments, which , " written with the finger of God," were deposited “ in the

ark of the testament ” in both the figure and the true. In this study they were

very strongly impressed with the conviction that the fourth commandment of the

ten requires the observance of the seventh day, or Saturday, as the Sabbath ; and

not the first day, or Sunday, as was, and is, the teaching of the churches.

In their proclamation of the soon coming of the Lord in 1840-44, the two mes

sages of Revelation, xiv. , 6-8 , “ Fear God and give glory to him , for the hour of his

judgment is come,” and “ Babylon is fallen , ' ' had been the keynotes. And now as

they reviewed their positions and more carefully studied the Scriptures they saw

that there is a third message following these two, and belonging inseparably with

them : being indeed the essential complement of theformer two. And in this third

angel's message they also read the remarkable words, “ Here are they which keep

the commandments of God and the faith of Jesus." Having, in the study of the

sanctuary, their attention already directed to the commandments, and their minds

so strongly convicted that they were not keeping the fourth commandment, this

voice of the third angel , calling upon all to “ keep the commandments of God,” as

well as the faith of Jesus, was to them the irresistible voice of God . They

could not hesitate : they at once planted themselves firmly upon the Word in the

keeping of all the commandments of God and also the faith of Jesus. From

that day forward their motto has ever been the word of the third angel of Revela

lion , xit. , “ Here are they which keep the commandments of God, and the faith

of Jesus.

Upon this leading and experience, the positive and clearly defined object , the

well-understood purpose of existence, of the Seventh -Day Adventists, has ever been

to proclaim to every nation and kindred and tongue and people upon the earth , the

three-fold message of God as written in Revelation , xiv ., 6-12.

The chief subject of this proclamation as there recorded is , in a word , " the

everlasting gospel,” emphasized by the fact that“ the hour of his judgment is come.”'

With this the law of God, the Ten Commandments, is unavoidably interwoven ; be

cause that law is the standard in the judgment. All who in that day are found justified

by the Gospel — the faith of Jesus — their justification will be witnessed by the Law ;

and all who in that day are not found justified by the Gospel will be irrevocably

condemned by the Law. Men are justified by the Gospel and judged by the Law.
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10. THE SEVENTH DAY ADVENTISTS (Continued) .

man .

This everlasting Gospel which we preach , is the whole Gospel for the whole

It is a Gospel of the salvation of the whole man , “ body, soul , and spirit.”

The body is as certainly a part of the man as is the soul or spirit. Jesus Christ died

for the whole man . He redeems the body as well as the soul . This requires that

the Christian shall care for his body as well as for his soul.

Accordingly in this Gospel, health of body is a Christian grace; and the recovery

and the preservation of health is a Christian virtue ; as it is written, “ I wish above

all things that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as thy soul prospereth ."

III. John, 2.

Purity of body, as well as of spirit , is also an essential element of this Gospel ;

because it is written, “ Having these promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse our

selves from all filthiness of the flesh and of the spirit , perfecting holiness in the fear
of God." II. Cor., vii., 1 . Consequently, tobacco in any form , or any kindred

thing, can have no place.

Perfect temperance is likewise an essential of this everlasting gospel ; for when

the great apostle was heard “ concerning the faith in Christ,'' he reasoned of “ tem

perance " as well as of “ righteousness ” and of “ judgment to come.” Acts, xxiv .,

24, 25. Wherefore, neither stimulant nor narcotic of any sort can be used by the

believer in this everlasting Gospel. Temperance is self -control. Perfect temper

ance is perfect self-control. The everlasting Gospel aims at nothing short of per

fection in all things in Christ Jesus . Therefore, in the total rejection of every

kind of stimulant or narcotic, as to the body , and absolute surrender to the Spirit of

God , as to the soul, thus being cleansed from all filthiness of the flesh and of the

spirit , the believer goes on “ perfecting holiness in the fear of God," prospering and

being in liealth even as his soul prospers ; is sanctified wholly, body, soul , and

spirit ; and so is preserved blameless unto the coming of the Lord. I. Thes. V., 23.

So much in brief for the principles of the Seventh- Day Adventists.

“ How far have these principles been found realizable ?” — To a considerable

extent, indeed : though not yet to the extent that our profession justly demands.

(a ) As for the realizing of our principles of temperance, purity and health, and

righteousness and holiness, much progress has been made: as we believe every one

will agree who understands that in a membership of above fifty thousand, gathered

from many nationalities and every condition of life , even to the lowest enslaved,

wrecked and abandoned victim of tobacco, strong drink, opium or morphine, it is

almost impossible to find one who uses tobacco , very few who use even tea or coffee,

and absolutely none who use anything stronger than tea or coffee.

(6) As for the realizing of the original and ultimate purpose of our existence as

a separate denomination , that is, the proclaiming of the message of God to every

nation, kindred, tongue, and people, considerable progress has been made in this

also . We have organized conferences in twenty - eight States of the Union, with

churches in all the other States and in the Territories ; also in New Zealand, Aus

tralia , South Africa, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Norway, England, Quebec,

and Ontario ; churches in Manitoba, Hawaiian Islands, India , Russia, Turkey,

Holland, British Guiana, Brazil , Argentina, Chili, in the islands of Trinidad,

Jamaica, Ruatan , Pitcairn , Tahiti, Norfolk Islands ; and missions in Fiji , Cook

Islands, Tonga, Society Islands, China, India, Matabeleland, and Gold Coast. We

have educational institutions - academies or colleges - in Massachusetts, Ohio, Ten

nessee , Michigan , Nebraska, Texas, California , Washington, New South Wales, Cape

Colony, Germany, and Denmark ; and schools in Hawaiian Islands , Japan, Switzerland,

Sweden, and Brazil . We have health institutions in Michigan , Illinois, Nebraska,

Colorado , California , Oregon , Mexico , Hawaiian Islands, Samoa, New South Wales,

Victoria, Cape Colony, India, and Switzerland. We have publishing houses in
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New York , Michigan , California, Australia, Cape Colony , Germany, Norway , and

England ; and froin these are issued publications in more than forty languages.

" How far can these principles be hoped to be realized in the future ?” —As for

the Christian life itself , the principles can be hoped to be realized even to the abso

lute perfecting of the individual membership in Christ Jesus. Eph. iv . , 7,14.

The power of God manifested in the everlasting Gospel is able to save a man from

sin, to keep him from sinning , to make him perfect in every good work to do the

will of God, and to present him faultless in the presence of God with exceeding

joy. This consummation we sincerly expect to see realized in thousands upon

thousands of men upon the earth , who thereby shall be prepared to meet the Lord

Jesus in peace when he comes in the clouds of heaven in all his glory.

And as for the proclamation of the message - completely to the earth's bounds

-since already our evangelical, educational, health , and publishing institutions are

all established twice clear round the earth—both north and south of the equator,

it will be easy enough for the principles to spread from these to the earth'sbounds,

when all who are connected with all the institutions shall be baptized with the

Holy Ghost as at Pentecost, for which we are constantly praying and waiting.

On what conditions would we unite federally with other churches ? ” _ " Fed

erally , " upon no condition whatever. Such unity could never be anything but

outward or formal, because wholly of human contrivance. We know what has come

of such thing ever since that grand scheme was worked in the fourth century. We

know that only confusion , tumult, tyranny , and every other evil work to both

church and state, the destruction of liberty , both religious and civil , ever did or

ever will come of it. A federal union of the churches of the United States, which

there is a dangerous probability of being accomplished, will be the creation, when

finished, of the very likeness of the hierarchical despotism of the Dark Ages. The

best security that our nation has had so far against such a despotism , has lain in the

many divisions of the churches, too many of which are onlytoo ready to bid and

cozen , and even threaten, in order to secure the support of the civil powers.

However, this is not in any sense to say that we will not unite at all with other

Christians , or even with other churches. We are not exclusive : we never expect

to be . There is a unity that is genuine, pure and true ; because it is inward and is

wholly ofGod. It is “ the unity of the Spirit. ” There is no other that is true, or

at all trustworthy . No attempt at unitycan ever succeed in which effort is made

to unite man with man, or organization with organization, or sect with sect . The

only true or lasting unity that can ever be established between man and man,

organization and organization , or sect and sect, is, not in endeavoring to have man

unite with man, but in having man to unite with God . Unity of man with God is

the only true or trustworthy basis of unity of man with man.

Jesus Christ spent no time in trying to unite federally Pharisee, Sadducee, Essene

and Herodian ; nor yet Jew and Gentile. He did spend all his time, and all his life,

even to the pouring it out upon the cruel tree, to unite all these with God .

Men, even churches, are alienated from one another because they are first alien

ated from God . But Christ is our peace, who hath made both God and men one,

andhath broken down the middle wall ofpartition between us, having abolished in

his flesh the enmity, to make in himself of two (God and man ) one new man , so

making peace . Eph. ii., 11-14. It is only when men are made one with God in Christ

throughthe sanctification of the Spirit , that they can be one with one another.

This unity of the Spirit is that which we endeavor everywhere to plant and to

keep. Wherever in the world there is a man or a church who has this, we are

already united to that man or to that church by “ the unity of the Spirit in the

bond of peace.” Wherever there is not this divine unity to begin with , there never

can be any real unity. And wherever there is this divine unityto begin with , there

is never any need nor any room for any other unity.



THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL

BROTHERHOOD.

BY

CLARK THURSTON , Fellow of the Theosophical Society.

11. THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD.

“ Hear me, my brothers. There are three truths which are absolute , and which

cannot be lost , but yet may remain silent for lack of speech.

“ The soul of man is immortal, and its future is the future of a thing whose

growth and splendor has no limit .

“ The principle which gives life dwells in us, and without us, is undying and

eternally beneficent, is not heard or seen , or smelt, but is perceived by the man

who desires perception.

“ Each man is his own absolute lawgiver, the dispenser of glory or gloom to

himself; the decreer of his life , his reward , his punislíment.

“ These truths, which are as great as life itself, are as simple as the simplest

Feed the hungry with them . " - " Idyll of the White Lotus. "

“ There is a canon of interpretation which should guide us in our examination

of any philosophical opinion.” “ The human mind has, under the necessary opera

tion of its own laws, been compelled to entertain the same fundamental ideas, and

the human heart to cherish the same feelings in all ages. ” '

The Theosophic philosophy formulates, and by analogies in every phase of

manifested life, demonstrates the three great truths regarding the Nature,Method ,

and Purpose of existence; and these great truths as applied to the human soul are

formulated in words which appeal to the simplest understanding in the quotation

heading this article from the " Idyll of the White Lotus," a work depicting The

Tragedy of the Soul in its pilgrimage through space and time. ( 1 )

To include in one short article anything approaching a comprehensive view of

the scope of the philosophy would compel a series of staccato -like statements which

would invite , if not deserve, the charge of dogmatizing ; for the entire range of

human thought and endeavor is cognized, and their diversities relegated to the

logical value of each as factors in the entire scheme. Evolution , evolution, ceaseless

evolution, is the one grand motive, and the nature, method and purpose, from ,

through , and for which it proceeds, passes before the studious mind, the aspiring

heart, like a mighty anthem , voicing man's indissoluble relation as elder brother to

the kingdoms below him in consciousness, and his dependence upon harmonious

relations with his Elder Brothers who still toil in the advance on the higher levels

of evolution . The mighty grasp of Theosophy upon the problems of evolution is

based on the three fundamental laws, viz . , The Causeless Cause, and its two

aspects , Consciousness and Substance; Periodicity of Manifestation ; Individualiza

tion of Consciousness, which at once explains “ Creation ” to be simply an out

ward manifestation of the rays of the inner Divine Root, which contains in itself

All both potentially and superconsciously and, “ At-one-ment," as the coming back

to unity ; reaching which , the cycle of labor ends ( St. John, xvii, 21 ). ( 2 )

For under the law of periodicity we have the eternity of the universe in its

ceaseless alternations from subjectivity to objectivity, and return .

It is the universality of this law of periodicity that compels the reëmbodiment,

reincarnation, or returning to objectivity, of the human ego in its evolutionary

course to the goal of full individualization of consciousness, or the union of subject

and object . Therefore, under the law of the Causeless Cause of all being, “ Each

man is his own absolute law -giver, the dispenser of glory or gloom to himself; the

decreer of his life, his reward, his punishment." (3)
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Thus the law does not admit of any “ Vicarious ” interposition between the ego

of man and his goal; for personal responsibility is the law, and none can shift the

burden to another; the law cannot be thwarted. It is only our passions, that are

vicarious sacrificial victims and the cross of flesh, upon which our immortal Ego

and its divine Root-“ Christos,” suffers in its attempt to lift the earthly man, which

is only his shadow, to the plane of immortality ; just as we would lead our straying

thoughts into harmony with others and to changeless truth . Ancient religions,

including ancient Christianity of the time of Paul, understood the dogma in this

sense ; and it is proven historically in " The Secret Doctrine." The five stigmata

of crucifixion are the five senses.

" Thus life is a journey, a march around the great cycle of experience ; this

cycle being but one step of a spiral ; composed itself of thousands of lesser and ever

lessening spirals . Each “ pilgrim ” has to pass through cycles of waking and

sleeping, of life and death, of races, of globes, of rounds, of planets, of systems, of

universes, of an ever upward climb, ever enlarging its knowledge of existence, ever

placing at greater distance the boundary mark of its finite perceptions ; so to an

eventual emerging into the pure essence of life, the font at which it had drawn its

being."

The three great laws have endless correlations that cannot be detailed here; but

the student will find in the foregoing sufficient to suggest that to these correlations are

due the infinite diversity of the phenomena of manifested life; and he cannot fail

to perceive that it is in this outer field of correlated action that our materialistic

investigators are seeking the source of things. Vain quest ; let them face about

and, proceeding from the universal postulates of the Theosophic philosophy, and

applying themto their researches, they will quickly become, as they should be, the

benefactors of the human race ; for they will discover within their own souls the

Power of knowledge and investigation , which transcends any method of vivisection .

Their enthusiasm will arise on the discovery of this, to them , new and more sympa

thetic method; and be charmed with its simple and direct processes. For, as in a

friend, we can recognize the soul , responsive to our own and make it even speak , so

in Nature can the properly attuned ear hear the forces working in unity with those

in man and cause them tospeak their knowledge. For Nature is nearer and more

similar to man than our five senses disclose; we only dream her to be a stranger,

for we and all visible things are only different aspects of the same great One

Life .

For the One Life spreads, like a shoreless ocean throughout all space, and in it

all things whatsoever are , live and move and have their being ; and without it

nothing is. Life, life, pulsating, throbbing life, as well in the granite rock as in

the viewless air ; and in it the all-pervading, One Consciousness, slumbering in the

mineral , struggling to expression in the plant, fitfully moving in the instinct of the

animal, and at last arising to semi-self-consciousness in primitive animal man, to

pass on to full consciousness of Self in the perfected human being.

We assert that in man are seven states of consciousness ; or to phrase it differ

ently , in man the one consciousness manifests itself in seven different states or condi

tions ; and the least of these is thelower or outermost, the physical body, the vehicle of

the five senses , the cross of crucifixion, and all material science knows of man . The

certitude of the presence of a definite spiritual entity back of the manifested body,

has as much reason to be denied, as that a thought may doubt its own existence,

because it is composed of details. It sometimes may lose itself in details , but it

returns to itself, as all thoughts or memories return to the Ego ; and as all Egos

return to the One Life. Analysis is only one point of view ; synthesis is another.

And it is very possible that the phenomena of the subliminal self in psychology, as

of clairvoyance, clairaudience, telepathy, and so on, are only evidences of some

higher synthesis than we have at present.
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11 . THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL Pilgrim ” is like a wink of the Eye of Self -Existence

BROTHERHOOD.
(Book of Dzyan ). “ The appearance and disappear

ance of Worlds is like a regular tidal ebb of flux

( 1 ) Sources of the Secret Doctrine . - The Se- and reflux. "

cret Doctrine was the universally diffused religion This second assertion of the Secret Doctrine is

of the aucient and prehistoric world. Proofs of the absolute universality of that law of periodicity ,

its diffusion, authentic records of its history, a of flux and reflux, ebb andflow , which physical

complete chain of documents, showing its char- science has observed and recorded in all depart.

acter and presence in every land, together with ments of nature. An alternation such as that of

the teaching of all its great adepts, exist to this Day and Night , Life and Death , Sleeping and

day in the secret crypts of libraries belonging to Waking, is a fact so common , so perfectly universal

the Occult Fraternity. and without exception , that it is easy to compre

The first installment of the esoteric doctrines is hend that in it we see one of the absolutely funda
based upon Stanzas, which are the records of a mental laws of the universe.

people unknown to ethnology ; it is claimed that Moreover, the Secret Doctrine teaches

they are written in a tongue absent from the ( c ) The fundamental identity of all Souls with

nomenclature of languages and dialects with the Universal Over-Soul , the latter being itself an

which philology is acquainted; they are said to aspect of the Unknown Root ; and the obligatory
emanate from a source (Occultism ) repudiated by pilgrimage for every Soul .

science; and , finally, they are ored through an (3 ) The Law of Rebirth . It is only the knowl

agency incessantly discredited before the world by edgeofthe constant rebirths of oneand the samein .
all those who hate unwelcome truths, or have some dividuality throughout the life cycle ; the assurance

special hobby of their own to defend. Therefore, that the same Monads - among whom are many

the rejection of these teachings may be expected, Dh an- Chohans, orthe “Gods” themselves-have

and must be accepted beforehand. No one styling to pass through the “ Circle of Necessity , " rewarded

himself a " scholar," in whatever department of or punished by such rebirth for the suffering en

exact science , will be permitted to regard these dured or crimes committed in the former life ; that

teachings seriously . They will be derided and these very Monads, which entered the empty ,

rejected a priori in this century, but only in senseless shells, or astral figures of the First Race
this one . For in the twentieth century of our emanated by the Pitris, are the same who are now

era scholars will begin to recognize that the amongst us-nay , ourselves, perchance; it is only

Secret Doctrine has neither been invented nor this doctrine , we say , that can explain to us the

exaggerated, but on the contrary , simply out. mysterious problem of Good and Evil, and recon
lined; and finally, that its teachings antedate the cile man to theterrible and apparent injustice of
Vedas. life. Nothing but such certainty can quiet our

( 2 ) Three Fundamental Propositions .- It is revolted sense of justice. For, when one unac
absolutely necessary that the reader should be quainted with the noble doctrine looks around

made acquainted with a few fundamental concep- him , and observes the inequalities of birth and

tions which underlie and pervade the entire system fortune, of intellect and capacities ; when one sees

of thought to which his attention is invited . The honor paid foolsand profligates, on whom fortune

Secret Doctrine establishes three fundamental has heaped her favors by a mereprivilege of birth.

propositions: and their nearest neighbor, with all his intellect

( a ) An Omnipresent , Eternal, Boundless, and and noble virtues — farmore deserving in every way

Immutable PRINCIPLE on which all speculation is -perishing of want and for lack of sympathy;

impossible, since it transcends the power of human when one sees all this and has to turn away , help

conception, and could be only dwarfed by any less to relieve the uudeserved suffering, one's ears

human expression or similitude. It beyond the ringing and heart aching with the cries of pain

range and reach of thought - in the words of Man- around him-that blessed knowledge of Karma

dukya, “ unthinkable and unspeakable." alone prevents him from cursing life and man, as

To render these ideas clearer to the general well as their supposed Creator.

reader, let him set out with the postulate that Intimately or rather indissolubly connected

there is one absolute Reality which antecedes with Karma, then , is the law of rebirth , or of the

all manifested , conditioned being . This Infinite reincarnation of the same spiritual individuality

and Eternal Cause - dimly formulated in the " Un- in a long, almost interminable series of person

conscious ” and “ Unknowable " of current Euro- ality . The latter are like the various costumes

pean philosophy - is the rootless root of “ all that and characters played by the same actor with each

was, is , or ever shall be." It is of course devoid of which that actor identifies himself and is identi.

of all attributes and is essentially without any re. fied by the public, for the space of a few hours.

latiou to manifested, finite Being. It is " Be-ness" The inner, or real man , who personates those char

rather than Being ( in Sanscrit Sal), and is beyond acters, knows the whole time that he is Hamlet

all thought or speculation. This “ Be-ness" is for the brief space of a few acts, which represent,

symbolized in the Secret Doctrine under two as- however, on the plane of human illusion , the

pects. On the one hand, absolute abstract Space, whole life of Hamlet. And he knows that he was,

representing bare subjectivity, the one thing which the night before, King Lear , the transformation in

no human mindcan either exclude from any con- his turn of the Othello of a still earlier night; but

ception , or conceive of by itself. On the other, the outer visible character is supposed to be igno

absolute abstract Motion representing uncondi- rant of the fact. In actual life that ignorance is

tioned Consciousness . unfortunately but too real . Nevertheless, the per

Further, the Secret Doctrine affirms manent individuality is fully aware of the fact ,

( b ) The Eternity of the Universe in toto as a though , through the atrophy of the “ spiritual "

boundless plane, periodically “ the playground of eye in the physical body, that knowledge isunable

rumberless Universes incessantly manifesting and to impress itself on the consciousnessof the false

disappearing, dalled “ the manifesting stars,” and personality .- " Secret Doctrine, ” First Edition ,

the " sparks of Eternity.” “ The Eternity of the Vol. I. , P. 303.
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12. THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD (Continued).

ܙܙ

The Entity , the Ego is there ; and under suitable conditions can and does act or

function in any one of the seven fields or states of consciousness, which may

be classified as Spiritual , Intuitional, Intellectual , Emotional , Sensational, Vital,
and Physical

Much of experimental data regarding the four lower states, the emotional , sensa

tional, vital and physical, as they appear to the senses, is already in the hands of

physical scientists, but of the three higher states, the spiritual , intuitional and intel

lectual, the true sphere and habitat of the divine Ego ip every human being, prac

tically nothing that is intelligible is as yet in their possession ; partly from thefact

of their perplexity, as to the proper means of exploration of that region , but in a
greater degree from the utter uselessness of their methods of research .

Emerson said, “ that to progress is to return to the ancients,” and in this saying

lie the clues that would lead modern science into those higher realms of conscious

ness ; for it is through and from the ancients and their records that Theophists of

this century have penetrated to these higher sources of knowledge of man's true

nature, power and purpose.

It being our purpose to suggest the broad principles, and not to elaborate here

the details that are accessible to every student of our literature, we note in passing

the importance of the relation of these states of consciousness to the Cyclic Law,

for this is the real Nemesis holdingman to the dreary round of birth to death , and

death to birth again. The rationale of this is that every or any state of conscious

ness tends to repeat itself until it becomes a fixed habit binding the Ego to the cycle

of its recurrence ; and , if on either of the four lower planes of consciousness, inevit

ably to rebirth in the sphere of this earth, to which these four lower planes are

limited and confined .

It is only the rare and exceptional men who rise above the Emotional , the highest

of the four lower planes of consciousness, to that of pure Intellect; for nearly all the

intellection of to-day has its seat in the emotional; the ratiocinating power of the

mind being wholly employed in deducing its knowledge of life, and consequent

course of action, from the observation of sense perception only.

It is a common misconception that Theosophy seeks to alienate man from these

four lower planes of consciousness by its inculcation of aspirations to the higher

planes ; far froin it, its real purpose being to hasten evolution by showing man that

he is now a Servitor to these states of consciousness, when he should and shall be

King and Ruler of them .

It is the personal man's ignorance of the true nature of these states and his

relation thereto, that is wholly responsible for the narrow, shallow and gloomy

aspect and aimlessness of modern thought and life .

The relation of Theosophy, as a philosophy, to the organization known as the

Theosophical Society, is, to this day, largely misunderstood. Probably for the

reason that the philosophy is not yet recognized as having for its basis the funda

mental laws of the universe, and a system of research , by which the correlations of

these laws may be traced into every phase of manifested life. With this claim in

some degree accepted , it would be seen that no organization of society could arro

gate to itself the exclusive exposition of this philosophy; and that, therefore, the

Theosophical Society cannot be sectarian , or exact a belief in certain teachings, as

a condition to membership, except it claim infallibility for its knowledge of the

philosophy; for omniscience alone is qualified to thus assert.

Therefore the Society has for the basis of its organization a platform broad

enough to unite all men and beliefs in a common cause; and this, its sole condition

for membership, is sympathy with , and desire to aid , in the formatie of a nucleus

of a universal brotherhood without any distinction whatever. This requirement is
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sufficient to secure for its members the widest toleration for their respective opinions

and beliefs, while they engage in studying and applying the philosophy, each

according to his own condition, station in life, and power of discernment.

That this platform was founded in wisdom , is amply attested by the widespread

growth of membership in all parts of the world ; for the society , founded by Madame

Helena Petrovna Blavatsky at New York , in 1875, has successfully resisted many

attempts, both within and without its ranks, to

commit it to some form of dogmatic teachings;

until now it has acquired a cohesion that effect

ually bars all further attempts to divert it from

its purpose, which is the enfranchisement of men's

thoughts, and the uplifting of the race to higher

ideals of common life, and its possibilities.

In the twenty-two years of the Society's life

the members have distributed a vast amount of

literature and voluntarily engaged in lecturing

and in explaining the results of their studies in

the philosophy, and its adaptability to modern

life; until a sufficient body of earnest, devoted

and cultured men and women is now prepared

H. P. Blavatsky.
to undertake the work of the International

Brotherhood League in its practical application of

Theosophic laws and methods to the needs of the less fortunate of their fellow beings.

In the light of the past twenty - two years' experience of the Theosophical move

ment, it is now clearly apparent that it would have been swept away , or rendered

powerless for the discharge of its mission , in this century as in every past century

within the Christian era, but for the heroic self-sacrifice of its founder, H. P.

Blavatsky, and the devoted loyalty of the mem

bers to the ideals she transmitted to them . Her

successor, William Quan Judge, will, some day,

be seen to have also died a martyr's death to the

ideals which were so fiercely and heartlessly assailed

through him. His successor, Mrs. Katherine A.

Tingley, the present Leader of the Theosophic

movement throughout the world, has secured the

movement upon a still firmer basis, and rendered

it more international than heretofore. On June

13 , 1896, Mrs. Tingley led what came to be called

a crusade of American Theosophists around the

world ; founding branch societies in the principle

cities of Europe, Asia and Australasia, traveling

forty thousand miles, and, returning to San Fran Wm. Q Judge .

cisco , Cal., in 1897 , founded, at Point Loma in

Southern California, the School for the Revival of the Lost Mysteries ofAntiquity,

in which will be taught man's duty to his fellow-beings, and the true philosophy of

human endeavor. In 1897 Mrs. Tingley founded the International Brotherhood

League, which has Lotus Groups throughout the world , for the training and

educating of children by entirely novel methods, as well as other activities indicated

by its formulated objects. On February 18th , 1898, at Chicago, Ill . , the society

reorganized itself as the “ Universal Brotherhood," in pursuance of the objects of

the original founder, Madam H. P. Blavatsky, with Mrs. Catherine A. Tingley as

leader, and official head throughout the world. The headquarters are at 144

Madison Avenue, New York City, where the Literary Department, known as the

" Theosophist Society in America,'' Mr. E. A. Neresheimer, President,is also located.

9
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SECOND WEEKLY REVIEW .

7. THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE U. S. — The Army, Doctrines, Adaptation , William Booth .

8. THE SALVATION ARMY IN THE U. S. (Continued).— Militarism , Social work , Publications,
Other denominations.

9. THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS . - Origin, Sanctuary, Ten Commandments, The Sabbath .

10. THE SEVENTH -DAY ADVENTISTS (Continued ).- Health of body and soul , Stimulants and

narcotics , Progress made, The future, Nofederal union.

11. THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD . - The causeless cause , Periodicity , Indi.

vidualization , Reincarnation , Crucifixion , Life's spiral.

12. THEOSOPHY AND UNIVERSAL BROTHERHOOD (Continued ).- Seven fields of conscious

ness, The Ancients, Cyclic law , The Theosophical Society , Blavatsky , Judge, Mrs. K. N.
Tingley.

QUESTIONS.

7 . When and how did the Salvation Army rise ?

Define it. Exemplify its methods of adaptation . Sketch

its extension to America.

8. Discuss its military method. Describe the spirit

ual and the social work . What is the combined circula

tion of itspapers ?

9. Sketch the rise ofSeventh - DayAdventism . State

the three commanding ideas found in Rev. XIV .

10. State the Adventist view upon the body. How

far have these principles been found realizable ? What

prospect for the future is entertained ?

II. Name three laws on which Theosophy is based.

What is atonement ? What causes reincarnation ? What

is crucifixion ? Define life .

12. Name the seven fields of consciousness. Whence

was this system learned ? Explain cyclic law . What is

the purpose of the TheosophicalSociety? Name the three
leaders of this movement.

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. The adaptation of religion to the various grades

of culture.

2 . The relation of religion tosocial morality.

3. The function of prophecy in the Christian life.

4. Contrast with this view of influence from the
General William Booth .

body that of Christian Science of influencefrom the mind .

5. Various general conceptions of life.

6. The relations of modern American Theosophy to ancient Indian Buddhism .
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BY

J. H. ALLEN , D.D. , Late Lecturer on Ecclesiastical History , Harvard University , Mass.

13. THE UNITARIAN CHURCH.

HE Church doctrine of the Trinity, which had been defined with extreme

precision in the early creeds, was much questioned or denied in the con

troversies of the Protestant Reformation. The point chiefly at issue

was the proper deityof Christ; that of the Holy Spirit appears rarely in

the discussion, and is treated with considerable variety and freedom of

opinion. The representative names of this period are those of Servetus, a Spaniard ,

( 1509-1553 : burned for heresy at Geneva), who held that Jesus, not being God, yet

represents to us all of deity that we can know ; and Socinus, an Italian (1539-1603),

who held that Jesus, not being God , may yet be worshiped as “ a god ”' (a divine

person ), since he is the appointed agent of the Almighty in effecting the work of

man's salvation .

This latter opinion was first made the central dogma of a system of theology,

about 1578. Under the personal influence of Socinus a body of something over one

hundred congregations in Poland, known as " Socinian," came to be a considerable

power, especially in the field of education : its chief college, at Racovia, is said to
have had more than a thousand students. It was mercilessly exterminated by a

decree of exile in 1660. In Transylvania, or Eastern Hungary, Unitarianism was

recognized in 1568 as one of four legal “ religions,” under a royal charter defining
certain privileges, which the Unitarian body there, including one hundred and six

congregations, enjoys to this day. Its founder was Francis David ( 1510-1579) , who

died in prison, under a malicious charge of innovation in doctrine. "

In England the Unitarian opinion appears frequently, both within and without

the Established Church , in the first half of the eighteenth century ; but was first

embodied in a religious organization in 1774 by Theophilus Lindsey (1723-1808),

who had withdrawn from the Establishment the year before. As doctrine, its earlier

expounders were Joseph Priestley ( 1733-1804) , Thomas Belsham ( 1750-1829) , and

Lant Carpenter (1780-1840 ); and it was held to be allied with the materialism ” of

Locke and Hartley. It has since been most brilliantly defended and illustrated by

James Martineau ( b . 1805) , who has associated it with a severely intellectual and

ethically noble religious philosophy, and with critical studies which exhibit the

extreme breadth of modern liberal scholarship. In the British Islands about three

hundred and fifty congregations are known as Unitarian, many of them still retain

ing, in their official title, their original names as Presbyterian, Baptist, or Congre.

gational.

The Unitarian body in the United States and Canada includes about four

hundred and fifty congregations ( in thirty -six of the States , besides two Territories

and Canada) , of which two hundred and sixty -nine are found in the northeastern

States. It was not originally constituted as a sect ; and, in general , its members

would still disclaim belonging to a sect , or holding any system ofdoctrinal opinions

by which it could be defined . The name “ Unitarian "' had come, in 1815 , to be

applied to about one hundred and twenty congregational societies of Eastern Massa

chusetts, with a few others more or less widely scattered, whose pastors had been

known as “ liberal” in the controversies of the day. It was accepted reluctantly, if

at all (except to define individual opinion ), by the best known leaders of the liberal

body, and is adopted , at this day, in the title of not much more than one-third of its

associated churches. The points of agreement among these are : 1. Denial of the

trinitarian dogma; 2. A general tendency, in religious opinion, to what is known

as " liberalism ''; 3. Refusal to be bound by any statement of doctrine as a condition
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of membership ; 4. Assertion that character and conduct, not opinion , is the true

test of Christianity. Many attempts have been made toframe a statement which

might define their position more precisely; but no such statement was ever generally

accepted among them , until a National Conference at Saratoga, N. Y. , in Septem

ber, 1896, passed the resolution that “ these churches accept the religion of Jesus,

holding, in accordance with his teaching, that practical religion is summed up in

love to God and love to man."

The two best-known leaders of American Unitarianism have been William E.

Channing ( 1780-1842) and Theodore Parker ( 1810-1860). These names represent

two widely different periods, or types, separated by the sharp and serious division of

opinion that prevailed during the discussions of 1840-1850. The nameofChanning

stands for a religion founded strictly on the superhuman authority of the New Tes

tament, devout and humane in

spirit, tending strongly to ethics

and philanthropy, wide in sympa

thy, grave and somewhat austere

in temper, attached to forms of

piety, as the true means of pro

moting purity of life. The name

of Parker stands for an equal fervor

of piety and consecration of life,

but a far bolder and more aggressive

mental independence, greater vigor

in attack on error of opinion or

wrongs in the body politic, distinct

repudiation of dogmatic or so -called

supernatural authority, and a frank

acceptance of natural science as the

true ally of religious thought. This

latter type, blending with the for

mer, almost imperceptibly at first,

but with increasing energy, has not

only avoided the breakof fellow

ship which it seemed to threaten ,

but has to a great degree supplanted

the other in the common mind.

Thus, belief in the Christian mira

cles, accepted sixty years ago with William E. Channing, D.D.

out dispute , has never been openly

disavowed by the Unitarian body as such. But no Unitarian would now use

miracles to define the fellowship or defend the truth which he calls Christian theism .

So far as can be judged at present, denominational harmony and activity , seem

to have been greatly promoted by the distinct acceptance of this position . Whether

vigor of church life, or denominational growth , will be equally promoted by it, turns

onan experiment wholly new in the religious world , of which it would be idle to

predict the issue. As to the possibility of union , or coöperating with other reli

gious bodies, it would seem that the question must be divided. The situation is

clearly favorable to individual sympathies, and mutual help in many forms of Chris

tian work. But any attempted fusion or alliance among bodies of widely different

opinions and antecedents would probably baffle and weaken such mutual help. So

far as Unitarianism has succeeded hitherto, it has been as an intellectual or ethical

movement, strong in the individual minds it has enlisted. As a form of ecclesias

tical life, or sectarian enterprise , it has been, and probably always will be, relatively

weak.



THE UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST.

BY

REV. D. BERGER , D.D. , Dayton , Ohio.

14. THE UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST.

HE Church of the United Brethren in Christ took its origin toward the

close of the eighteenth century, in eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, and

Virginia , in an evangelical movement conducted by ministers and people

of several denominations. The Church was not aproduct of schism , or

in any proper sense an offshoot from any existing denomination, but was

formed by the union of people of different churches, who found a common ground

in the advanced views of spiritual experience and life which they adopted.

The most conspicuous figure in the formation and early progress of the Church

was Philip William Otterbein , a learned German divine, who came to America as a

missionary of the German Reformed Church, in the year 1752, he being then twenty
six years of age. He served successively congregations in Lancaster and Tulpe

hocken, Pennsylvania, Frederick City ,Maryland, and York, Pennsylvania, until 1774,

when he accepted the pastorate of a newly formed independent Reformed congregation

in the city of Baltimore. Holding higher ideas of Christian experience and living

than prevailed generally among his brethren, he preached his views freely, and

usually with great acceptance to his congregations. He also instituted prayer and

experience meetings for the purpose of fostering among them a more earnest

spiritual life — forms of service which as a young pastor he had been accustomed to

hold before his coming to America . He remained in the pastorate of the Baltimore

congregation to the end of his life, a period of nearly forty years.

While residing at York , and subsequently in Baltimore, he made frequent visits

to other points , wherehis earnest insistence on the doctrine of the new birth and a

more devout type of Christian living gained many adherents to his views. It was

during one of these visits that he first met, in a country neighborhood, in Lancaster

county, Pennsylvania, in the summer of about 1768, the Rev. Martin Bæhm, a

minister in the Mennonite Church. Mr. Bæhm was preaching on the occasion to a

large congregation assembled in a country barn. Without acquaintance with Mr.

Otterbein , Mr. Bæhm had for some time been preaching with great zeal the same

earnest gospel which Otterbein proclaimed . Otterbein heard with profound interest

the warm words of life from Mr. Bæhm's lips, and when he ceased speaking, the

tall , courtly German arose , and casting his arms about the slight form of the simple

hearted and plainly attired Mennonite, exclaimed with deep feeling, Wir sind

Brueder “Weare brethren ." The incident is understood as having suggested the

name for the new denomination when it was finally organized.

The preaching of these men led to the true conversion and a better spiritual life of

many who held church membership, but whose religious life was chiefly an out

ward formalism . The converts were organized into bands or classes for Christian

fellowship and worship. Persons from among them were appointed as class leaders,

whose duty it was to conduct a weekly service and otherwise exercise a spiritual

oversight over their brethren. Someof these developed into ministers, and other

ministers also joined in the movement. Thus, in time, a considerable body of ministers

became engaged in this special work , but for a number of years they remained

without organization. Gradually it became desirable to send authorized persons to

visit the scattered bands for their spiritual edification , and thus dawned the begin

nings of the itinerant system of church supply, which the Church later adopted as

one of its permanent characteristics.
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15. THE UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST (Continued) .

It was for many years not the wish of the leaders of the movement to organize a

a separate denomination . Indeed, Mr. Otterbein retained his connection with the

German Reformed Church to the end of his life, as Mr. Wesley, the founder of

Methodism , did in the Church of England. Mr. Bæhm fared differently , his

brethren finally, with evident regret, excluding him from their fellowship on

account of what they regarded his heretical preaching. But Providence clearly

led the way, and against the wishes of these men it became necessary, in time, to

effect a formal organization. The first formal conference of ministers was held in

Mr. Otterbein's parsonage , in Balti

more, in 1789 . Of the fourteen

then recognized as associated in the

work seven were present. At this

conference a brief but comprehensive

confession of faith , from the pen of

Mr. Otterbein , was adopted ; also a

series of rules for the government of

the ministers and members. А

second conference was held in 1791 ,

the number of ministers having now

increased to twenty-two . No forinal

conference was again held until the

year 1800. This conference, held

near Frederick City , Maryland, as

sumed a position of much historic

interest. A completed organization

was now effected , a name for the

new body, “ The United Brethren in

Christ," was adopted , and bishops

were for the first time elected , the

choice falling naturally upon Mr.

Otterbein and Mr. Boehm . The

ministers now numbered thirty -two.

No statistics remain showing the

strength of their following. But

thus organized , and bearing now a

definite name, the Church took its

place as a distinct body among the

early American denominations. Up

to this time, and for a number of years after, the preaching was exclusively in the

German language. At the present time less than four per cent of the congregations

of the Church have their services in German .

In 1815 , the work of the Church having followed the lines of emigration west

ward into Ohio and other regions, a call was issued for the holding of a General

Conference. This conference was composed of delegates elected from the different

sections of the Church , and was the first of the series of similar conferences held

quadrennially, since 1817, to the present time. The conference added two articles

to the confession of faith, and amended and further defined the rules of government.

The General Conference of 1841 adopted a constitution for the Church which

remained in force in unamended form until 1889. A General Conference held in

1885 adopted measures preparatory to a revision of the confession of faith and the

amending of the constitution. A commission of twenty -seven men , including the

six bishops, was appointed charged with the duty of preparing the proposed revision .
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Their work on being submitted to a popular vote was approved, and the General

Conference of 1889 declared the instruments to be duly adopted. The revised con

fession states in compact form , in thirteen articles, the doctrines of the Church . In

theological classification it is Arminian . (See “ Discipline of the United Brethren

in Christ," pp. 12-14 .)

In general polity the United Brethren Church is classed with the Methodist

family of churches. Its ecclesiastical bodies are the general, anuual, and quarterly

conferences. The General Conference (quadrennial ) is composed of ministerial and

lay delegates,chosen by the people at large. In it is vested the law -making power

of the Church, and it is also the final court of appeals. The annual conferences,

also ministerial and lay, have the oversight of the churches within their boundaries ,

and appoint their pastors. The quarterly conference is the official body of the local

church or circuit. The bishops of the Church are elected by the General Confer

ence for quadrennial terms ; as are all its general officers. They have a general

oversight of diocesan districts, at present four in number, and preside over the

annual and general conferences . Presiding elders are elected by the annual confer

ences, and have the oversight of districts within the conferences. The method of

pastoral supply is that known as the itinerant system . Pastors are appointed

annually to their charges, but since 1893 may be reappointed to the same charges an

indefinite number of times. The presiding bishop and presiding elders are the
appointing committee, and appeal from their decision is seldom taken. Women

are eligible to ministerial orders , and to seats in all official bodies , including the

General Conference . A small number are in the pastoral service .

In educational work the Church is fairly provided for, having thirteen institu

tions of various grades, including a theological seminary, located at Dayton , Ohio.

At this city is also located the Church publishing house, from which the denomi

national publications, periodical and otherwise, are issued. It is a thoroughly

equipped house, with small liabilities, and a net valuation in excess of three

hundred thousand dollars. The Church has its Home, Frontier and Foreign Mission

ary Society, and Woman's Missionary Association , progressive institutions,with head

quarters in the publishing house. The foreign mission fields of the Church are in

Sierra Leone, West Africa, Germany, China and Japan. The denomination , accord

ing to the statistics of 1897 , has 4,249 organized churches, 1,775 itinerant and 553

local preachers, and 243,183 members. Its Sunday schools have an enrollinent of

288,348 teachers and scholars. Its Young People's Christian Union has 1,592 local

societies, with a membership of 61,824.

On questions of reform the Church has iong occupied advanced ground. Slave

holding was never tolerated among its members. On temperance, a rule prohibiting

the manufacture and sale of ardent spirits by members of the Church was adopted

by the General Conference as early as 1841 . Earlier stringent action dates back to

1833 , and even to 1814, a year before the sitting of the first General Conference.

The primary thought of the founders of the United Brethren Church was that of

promoting a more spiritual type of religious experience and life than was generally

prevalent at that time in the churches from which they came . The advocacy of

any particular dogma or creed, or forin of church government, or question of reform ,

had no place in their thoughtor purpose. Outward forms of worship and of church

government they must needs have, but these held in their view a minor relation.

In the matter of forms they exercised a wide toleration . Throughout the history of

the United Brethren Church to the present time this larger insistence upon a real

conversion of the heart and a true spiritual life has remained a dominant characteristic .

The Church is broadly Catholic in spirit. It affiliates readily with other

denominations in all ecumenical work , and would be found ready to join other

churches in any general movement looking toward a union of all Christians in

such manner and upon such conditions as a general consensus might determine.



THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

OF NORTH AMERICA.

BY

REV. A. G. WALLACE, D.D. , Sewickley , Allegheny County, Pa .

16. THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA.

HE United Presbyterian Church of North America is directly descended

from the Scotch dissenting churches, The Associate, and The Reformed .

The great immigration from Scotland and Ireland during the last

century brought many members of these churches to America in search

of personal freedom and permanent homes. They settled chiefly in

New York , Pennsylvania and the Carolinas , moving westward to the new lands as

these were opened up . They kept up their Church relations, and maintained

their spiritual life, by organizing societies for worship and the study of the Word .

For many years they were without ministers, but in every group there was a man

abundantly qualified to lead in the exercises. At length ministers were sent to them,

and on Nov. 2d , 1753 , the Associate Presbytery of Pennsylvania was organized,

and three years later the Presbytery of New York. The Reformed Presbytery was

organized May 10, 1774, near Harrisburg, Pa.

Separated from the original causes of division , living under new conditions,

intensely loyal to the cause of the Colonies, these churches soon felt themselves drawn

together. During 1780-1782 the several Presbyteries agreed upon a basis of union,

and on the first day of November,1782 , the Synod met in Philadelphia, and constituted

The Associate Reformed Church. ' After a few statements concerning the atonement,

faith , the Gospel offer and civil government in its relation to the Church , the basis of

union declared “ that both parties , when united, shall adhere to the Westminster Con

fession of Faith, the Catechisms and Propositions Concerning Church Government."

They separated themselves from the parent churches by declaring “ that they shall

claim the full exercise of discipline, withoutdependence on foreign judicatories. '

At its first meeting the Synod adopted an exhibition of principles, afterwards known

as the “ Little Constitution ,” in which , among other things, they said that they

held the Chapters of the Confession of Faith relating to the power ofthe civil magis

trate in religion and church affairs, open to consideration and amendment. In rela

tion to discipline they said that notorious violations of the law of God, and such

errors in doctrine as unhinge the Christian religion , shall be the only scandals for

which deposition and ex-communication shall be passed ; and the highest censures

of other offenders shall be dissolution of the connection between the Synod and the

offender. “ The terms of admission to fixed communion shall be soundness in the

faith as defined in the Confession of Faith and the Catechisms, submission to the

government and discipline of the Church , and a holy conversation ."

the Synod changed the Confession of Faith as to the powers of the civil magistrate,

so as to express clearly the principle of religious freedom— “ a free Church in a free

State . "

Some of the Associate Presbytery, at the last moment, refused to enter the

union, and continued the existence of the Associate Church. The large immigra

tion from the parent Church increased their number rapidly, congregations were

multiplied, and in 1801 a Synod was organized with four presbyteries. In 1804

the General Synod of the Associate Reformed Church was organized, with four

subordinate synods, and presbyteries extending from New York to the Carolinas on

the South , and to Central Ohio on the West. Both churches prospered, occupying

the same general field . Many of the congregations of the Associate Church in the

South became involved in slavery. In 1811 the Synod directed that all slaves be

In 1799
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set at liberty, or, at least , be treated as free, and in 1831 all slave-holders were

excluded from communion. This, practically , destroyed the Associate Church in

the South . Troubles arose in the Associate Reformed Church. The great distance

and the fatigue of travel made it impossible for the remote presbyteries to be fully

represented in the General Synod, which always held its meetings in the East.

Divergencies began to appear, misunderstandings arose, some cases of discipline

created dissatisfaction , and the Synod in the West and the Synod in the South

withdrew ; an attempt was made to unite the remaining synods of New York and

Pennsylvania with the Presbyterian Church , with the result of the dissolution of

the Synod of Pennsylvania — 1820-1822. Thus the Synod of New York, the Synod

of the West and the Synod of the South became independent, but coördinate synods.

The Synod of the South continues its existence until the present time. In 1841

the General Synod of the West was organized, and in 1855 the Synod of New York

and the General Synod of the West united under the name of “ The Associate Re

formed Church of North America ."

Occupying the same territory , composed of the same class of people, having

substantially the same standards, the Associate and the Associate Reformed
Churches gradually drew together, and after negotiations through inany years, they

agreed upon a basis of union, the same to be a part of the organic law of the United

Church . On the 26th of May, 1858, the union was consummated under the name

“ The United Presbyterian Church of North America .” By common consent, with

out formal action , the words of one of the moderators on the day of the union

became the motto of the Church : “ The Truthi ofGod — Forbearance in Love. "

The organization was completed by the General Assembly of the next year

appointing boards for missions at home and abroad , church building, education , and

publication ; subsequently, also for missions to the freedmen and for ministerial

relief. A general committee on home missions , composed of a delegate from each

presbytery, meets one week before the General Assembly, and makes the appropria
tions for the coming year. The contributions for all purposes average twelve

dollars and fifty -one cents per member; the average salary of pastors is one thousand

and fifty - six dollars.

At the present time there are twelve synods, sixty -five presbyteries, eight

hundred and ninety -five ministers and nine hundred and fifty congregations, with

one hundred and twenty -three thousand five hundred and forty -one members. The

foreign missions are in Egypt and the Punjab, India. They have been very success

ful , reporting sixty- five ordained ministers, of whom thirty are natives, eleven

thousand six hundred and fifteen members, and thirteen thousand six hundred and

forty -one pupils in the schools. In each mission there is a school of high grade,

and also a theological seminary. In the missions to the Freedmen there are two

colleges , in one of which there is a theological department, and ten other schools

with anenrollment of three thousand four hundred and forty -five pupils.

As early as 1794 the Associate Presbytery established a theological seminary,

now located at Xenia, Ohio ; 1804 the General Synod of the Associate Reformed

Church opened one in New York City, now located at Newburg, and used as a Sum

mer Training School, and in 1825 the Allegheny seminary was founded by the

Associate Reformed Synod of the West. Six colleges are maintained : Westminster,

at New Wilmington, Pa.; Monmouth, at Monmouth , lll.; Tarkio, at Tarkio ,Mo.;

Cooper, at Sterling, Kan.; and Knoxville, at Knoxville, Tenn., and Norfolk, at

Norfolk , Va . , for the Freedmen .

The Young People's societies are organized as The Christian Union , under a

joint committee of the General Assembly and the Annual Convention , and a secre

tary appointed by the General Assembly. The committee of management reports
annually to the General Assembly. There are nine hundred and ninety societies,

with a membership of forty thousand five hundred and twenty -eight.
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17 . THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA

(Continued ) .

The United Presbyterian Church holds conservatively the Calvinistic system of

doctrine , as exhibited in the Westminster formulas, inodified as to the civil magis

trate, and in an additional testimony , which was the basis of union. This testimony

is designed to set forth more clearly certain doctrines embodied in the Confession of

Faith ,and to express more definitely the peculiar principles of the denomination.

The articles cover the following subjects : The Plenary Inspiration of the Scriptures;

The Eternal Sonship of Christ; The Covenant of Works ; The Fall of Man and his

Present Inability; The Nature and Extent of the Atonement ; Imputed Righteous

ness; The Gospel Offer; Saving Faith ; Evangelical Repentance; The Believer's

Deliverance from the Law as a Covenant ; The Work of the Holy Spirit ; The

Headship of Christ ; The Supremacy of God's Law ; Slaveholding; Secret Societies;

Communion; Covenanting ; Psalmody. Both the antecedent Churches were opposed

to slavery, and prohibited membership to any one who held men as property.

The article on secret societies is as follows : " All associations, whether formed

for political or benevolent purposes, which impose on their members an oath of

secrecy , or an obligation to obey a code of unknown laws, are inconsistent with the

genius and spirit of Christianity, and church members should not have fellowship
with such associations."

The article on communion is : " The Church should not extend communion in

sealing ordinances to those who refuse adherence to her profession, or subjection to

her government and discipline, or who refuse to forsake a communion inconsistent

with the profession which she makes; nor should communion in any ordinance of

worship be held under such circumstances as would be inconsistent with the keeping

of these ordinances pure and entire , or so as to give countenance to any corrup

tion of the doctrines and institutions of Christ.”. The principle is “ restricted com

munion ;" that is, communion under the supervision of thesession , as against open,

or unrestricted , communion . Minutes, 1868, page 488. For good orderand edifica

tion , fellowship in the communion of the Lord's Supper is, ordinarily, extended only

to those who are members ; on the principle that privilege is bounded by jurisdic

tion ; but a certain discretionary power is held by sessions as to the admission of

members of other churches to communion in special circumstances, on their

knowledge, or evidence, of the proper Christian character.

The article on psalmody is : “ It is the will of God that the songs contained in

the Book of Psalms be sung in his worship , both public and private, to the end of

the world ; and in singing God's praise, these songs should be employed to the

exclusion of the devotional compositions of uninspired men.”

The spirit of the United Presbyterian Church is conservative as to doctrine,

fraternal as to other churches, and evangelistic as to work . The standards are for

the members as well as for the ministers, not in the spirit of sect , but to keep up

the standard of intelligent faith , and to promote a higher Christian life. The

General Assembly is in correspondence with the Associate Reformed Synod of the

South as to union, and already has a working plan of coöperation. It is represented

in the Alliance of Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian system . It has

adopted the plan of coöperation in Home Mission work prepared by the Western

section of the Executive Commission of the Alliance, and some years ago gave its

adherence to the plan for the confederation of the Presbyterian Churches on this

continent. The ministers and members are hearty supporters of the reforms of the

present time, especially in relation to the Sabbath and temperance. There has

been a great awakening of the evangelistic and missionary spirit . A number of the

synods have evangelists under regular appointment, and pastors generally make this

feature of their work more prominent.



THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH IN

AMERICA.

BY

1. M. ATWOOD , D.D., President of the Canton Theological Seminary, N. Y.

18. THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH IN AMERICA.

Principles. - Universalism is thought of by some as the dogma of the final sal

vation of all souls . By others it is conceived to be what Leibnitz named a theodicy,

or solution of the problem of evil. But it is properly apprehended when it is per

ceived to be a theory of the universe. The idea of Universalism is that the final

cause of the creation is the evolution of the moral order. That evolution involves

the attainment successively of right and good ends, and finally of the end of univer

sal right and good. It is part of the same idea that truth is naturally superior to

error, right to wrong, good to evil . The logic of the constitution of the world is,

that the human experiment must issue in a perfected and harmonious society. The

Christian equivalent of this conception is the kingdom of heaven ,-a human order
conformed to the Divine order by the transforming power of an indwelling moral
ideal .

The dogma of the final salvation of all souls is one of several corollaries result .

ing from the main proposition. The good of the whole not only involves the good

of each, but is dependent on it . There can be no perfected human society without

the perfecting of the members. And the solidarity of mankind, which is the

philosophical formula for the Christian doctrine that God is the Father of all , and all

are brethren , compels the conclusion that

“ Not one life shall be destroyed
Or cast as rubbish to the void

When God hath made the pile complete ."

Historical Sketch .It is regarded by Universalists as now well established that

Universalism was the prevalentdoctrine of the Church in the second and third cen

turies. They find a natural explanation of this fact in the teaching of the New

Testament ; and of the subsequent decline and condemnation of the doctrine (544) ,

in the causes which led the Church into so many other grave departures from the

simplicity of the Gospel.

But organized Universalism , under that distinctive name, belongs to the United

States , and dates from the preaching of the Rev. John Murray ( 1741-1815) . Mr.

Murray was a disciple of a London Universalist , the Rev. James Relly, who was in

turn a disciple of Whitfield. He came to America and preached his first sermon in

Good Luck , N. J. , in Sept. , 1770. The beginning is rendered interesting and even

romantic from the circumstance that one Thomas Potter of Good Luck , had built a

meeting -house and was waiting for the Lord to send him a minister. Mr. Murray

was borne to that shore by stress of weather and was identified by Potter as the one

for whom he was waiting.

There were other preachers of Universalism in America, some earlier and some

contemporary with Mr. Murray. They existed among the Mystics, the Dunkers,

the Moravians, the Episcopalians, the Congregationalists and the Baptists. A num

ber had been driven out from the churches on account of their Universalism and
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were proclaiming their evangel independently. It thus came to pass that not long

after Murray began to lift up his voice in the New World he found himself in com

pany with others of like precious faith .

In January, 1779, a number of persons who had been excommunicated from the

First Parish Church of Gloucester, Mass., for attending upon the ministry of the
Rev. John Murray, met and formed an association under the name of “ The Inde

pendent Church in Gloucester.” This was the first organization of Universalists in

the United States ; and the house of worship which the members erected in 1780

was the first Universalist Meeting-house built and dedicated in America.

At the beginning of the present century there were about thirty preachers of

Universal Salvation in the country and not far from the same number of societies,"

or preaching places, with somewhat loosely associated congregations. In 1803 the

representatives of these congregations held a General Convention in Winchester,

N. H. , and adopted the Winchester Profession of Belief. This has been the “ creed "

of most Universalist churches since , and in 1870 was made the creed of the denom

ination. After some years of agitation and endeavors to amend the Winchester

Profession a Declaration was adopted at the General Convention in Chicago in 1897.

This is now the basis of fellowship, though the Winchester Profession is still kept

as an historical bond and may be used by any church or association preferring it to

the later Declaration .

The Chicago Declaration . — The “ Boston Proposition," amended and adopted

by the General Convention of 1897 , at its session in Chicago, Ill . , declares the con

ditions of fellowship in the Universalist Church to be as follows:

I. The acceptance of the essential principles of the Universalist faith , to-wit :
The universal fatherhood of God.

The spiritual authority and leadership of His son , Jesus Christ.

The trustworthiness of the Bible as containing a revelation from God .

The certainty of just retribution for sin .

The final harmony of all souls with God .

The Winchester profession is commended as containing these principles, but

neither this nor any other precise form of words is required as a condition of fellow

ship, providedalways that the principles above stated be professed.

11. The acknowledgment of the authority of the Universalist General Conven

tion and assent to its laws.

Organization . -- The polity of the Universalist Church is conformed to tliat of

our civil government. The unit is the local parisli . Parishes by their delegates

constitute State Conventions. Representatives from the State Conventions form the

General Convention, which meets once in two years and is the controlling body

of the denomination. A plan of supervision under State superintendents and Dis

trict missionaries has grown up in recent years, and has culminated this year in the

appointment of a " General Superintendent," or bishop. The denomination planted

a mission in Japan in 1891 , which has expanded into many local churches, a theo

logical school , a girls' school and various other organizations. A Publishing

House is established in Boston, with a branch in Chicago. Four colleges , three

theological seminaries and five academies have been founded and are maintained by

the Church. The Chapin Home in New York , the Bethany Home in Boston , are

samples of the charities sustained in whole or in part by the Universalist body.

The aims of the Universalist organization may be said to be two- fold . (a) To

persuade the Christian world to return to the original principles of Christianity : to

convert the followers of Christ to the religion of Christ. (b) To initiate and grad

ually institute, in coöperation with other Christian bodies, a religious and moral order

on the type furnished by the teaching and the life of Jesus, in which reason shall

replace superstition and spiritual ideals shall supplant sensual and material.

The progress of the Universalist Church has not been insignificant either in
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numbers or in organized forces. Yet it must be conceded that its chief work has

been wrought beyond its own limits, in modifying the views of God, of man, of

religion , and of destiny , held by the various religious bodies and by the general

public. Other denominations have uniformly held the doctrines of Universalists to

be a valid ground of refusai to fellowship with them , and have not seldom made

them a ground of opposition and attack . Sympathy with these doctrines has, how

ever, steadily grown in all the churches, until a much more hospitable feeling pre

vails. Many signs indicate the approach of au era in which the same fraternity will

be shown towards Universalists by other Christians which Universalists have ever

been willing to accord to all the disciples of Christ of whatever name.

THIRD WEEKLY REVIEW .

13. THE UNITARIAN CHURCH . - Servetus, Socinus, Poland , Hungary, England , United States,
the Saratoga Resolution , Channing, Parker.

14. THE UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST. - Otterbein, Boehm .

15. THE UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST (Continued).- First conference , Methodist polity,
Reform , Toleration .

16. THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NORTH AME RICA .-Source , The Associate

Church , The Associate Reformed Church , New York , The West , The South , Reunion.

17. THE UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA (Continued ).- Secret

Societies, Comniunion, Psalmody, Instrumental music.

18. THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH IN AMERICA .-A theory of the universe , The Kingdom of

Heaven, Salvation of all, John Murray, Gloucester in 1779, The Chicago Declaration, Orgau

ization, Aims , Union .

QUESTIONS.

13. State the views of Servetus and Socinus. How does Unitarianism prosper in England ?

State the points ofagreementamong American Unitarians. Recite the Saratoga Resolution. How did

Theodore Parker differ from W. E. Channing ?

1 4. Characterize P. W. Olterbein . What need led to organization ?

i 5. What Church does the United Brethren approximale ? State its attitude to moral reform and
to church union .

16 . What was the source of the United Presbyterian Church State the leading traits of the

Little Constitution . How did the division in South , East and I'est come about ? How did the East and

W'est unite ?

17. What system ofdoctrine does the U. P. Church hold ? E.rplain its doctrines on secret societies,
communion , and psalmody.

18. State the central idea of Universalism . How is this related to universal salvation ? How

did the organization arise? Recite the Chicago Declaration . State the aims of the Church .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Why the Unitarian Church does not increase.

2 . The rise and growth of a religious sect.

3 . The relative proportions of dogma, ritual and character.

The effect of the Civil War upon the various denominations.

5. The gradual attrition of extreme views by contact with other systems.

6 . The varions religious conceptions of the purpose of human life, and their values.
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19. LAWS OF DEVELOPMENT.

HE reader of the various histories of religions that form the bulk of this

work is now in possession of the data that can be elaborated into laws

as the science of religion (hierology ). He should first review the

matter found on pp. 30-34, acquaintance with which will be assumed

here. The controlling notion of nineteenth century knowledge is,

that this earth , with its teeming life, including man both as animal and personal ,

reached its present condition by development.

The “ History ofCulture'' was introduced on pp. 38-57 , to show how this man

personal, that is the humanities ( industry, science, art, and conduct) did indeed con

form to the law of development. This in turn establishes a strong presumption

that religion , being also a humanity (an activity proper and peculiar to man ), also

reached its present condition by development. That this is really so , and at the

same time with what limitations of survival and revival of old traits it is so , must

have become apparent to every reader of the preceding histories. A comprehensive

statement of this fact is attempted in the following laws of development. Though

not only development but also its laws apply equally to all culture elements (all

being but variant expressions of one human mind), our task here is to verify them
on only their religious side , and as the other culturals affect religion , not v.v. For

convenience of reference a cultural schedule is prefixed to the cultural laws :

THE CULTURALS (OR HUMANITIES ) . THEIR ENVIRONMENT.

Speech and Writing. Land . Isolation

Industry .....
Agriculture and Stock Raising.

Handicrafts and Education . Water Communication .

Commerce and Warfare . Air .Climate.

Science .
Heavens ..

| Time-divisions.

Knowledge.. Philosophy . Orientation .

History Flora ... | Food and

( Architecture. Fauna | Clothing, etc.

| Sculpture .

Art ........ Painting .

Music.

Literature .

Morality.

Law or

Institutions...
| Family. Tribe.

Nation . Humanity.

Religion .........,As pluralism , dualism , or monism (monotheism ).

CAUSES OF CULTURAL -DEVELOPMENT.

Direct Causation.— The predisposing cause of the development of a cultural is

the potentiality (constitutive norm or principle) of mankind, and more particularly

of a single race, people, or man . This is heredity with variation . The exciting
cause of the same is experienced nature and man. This is environment. From

their community in these two causes there arises an analogy between all cultural

processes .

Indirect Causation. — Each cultural stands in solidarity (organic unity , the being

mutually means and end) with each other, and therefore promotes its development.

This is interaction . Whenever two or more human groups, of various heredities

and environments, meet, their mutual comparison, modification and complementa

tion promote development. This is intercourse.

TRAITS OF CULTURAL-DEVELOPMENT.

These are continuity, synthesis, differentiation with unification, and classification.

Conduct .....
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20. HEREDITY WITH VARIATION. ENVIRONMENT.

Let us now seek to verify the laws posited in the last lesson, in which process it

must be borne in mind that the fact chosen to verify a law may depend also on

another or several other laws. Man's religious nature, or more specifically in refer

ence to a race, nation , or individual his heredity with variation, has manifested

itself always and everywhere . Ethnologists now hold that no tribe of men has been

found without religion , and psychologists show that no beast can be religious.

Religion is, therefore , proper and peculiar to man . The inner growth of this man

is the ultimate cause demanded by the progress which the history of religion records,

after all other causes have been allowed due influence.

But this man religions has developed always and only in an environment of

nature and his fellowmen, both of which have mediated his idea of a God that he

never really saw , for all statements to that effect readily reduce to myth, legend, or

metaphor. As Leibniz perceived : “ There is nothing in mind that was not pre

viously in sense, except the mind itself." These two factors are inseparable, and

are precisely the direct or primary causes of development both in rise and growth,

while interaction and intercourse are indirect or derived from these , for each cultural

also depends on heredity and environment, and intercourse pre-supposes several

streams of developinent. Every explorer of the earliest religions of man admits the

presence in this sense" or " environment" of two proximate sources of religious

objects, viz . , nature and man , which form the basis respectively of nature -worship

and ancestor -worship. Every class of objects in all the wide realm of nature has

supplied some demon (inferior deity) or deity to worshiping man. Thus water-worn

stones gave him the phallos andkteis worshiped round the wide world either, as at

first, independently, or as later, in connection with a great deity . Trees gave him
the sakaki, the pipal, the oak , the peach, the birch , and the mistletoe. Water has

been divine in countless wells, springs , rivers, and seas. Fire has lacked worship

in no time or land, while sun and moon, heaven and earth , wind and storm have

generally been the source of the greatest gods. Lastly, animals, such as the fox,

monkey, cow , jackal , and serpent, received divine honors. The ground for the

worship of all these varied objects was some form or other of man's dependence upon

them , combined with the sense of his own freedom that could serve them . E. von

Hartmann has shown how the need for food probably first drove man to worship.

Peschel attributed a chief influence to man's thirst for knowledge of the causes of

this changing world . F. Max Müller has contended that man's sense for the

indefinite or infinite, suggested to him by semi-tangible (such as trees and rivers) or

wholly intangible (such as wind or sun objects, was the main avenue of his

approach to the being who is still best designated the Infinite. No doubt all these

motives contributed to impel man to the gods , and besides them the admiration for

the glorious beauty of the nature-objects did so , while their actions, when once con

ceived as personal, would involve man's moral sense.

The factor coördinate with nature-worship in the rise of religion was man -wor

ship, whether of ancestors or heroes, or sometimes even living men . To account

for his seeming temporary absence from the body in dreams, primitive man sup

posed a separable self, called variously a double, shade, image, or breath. Nothing

forbade him to explain death as a permanent absence of such spirit , and then to

maintain relations with it in which the living offered various personal requisites,

while the deceased , now possessing superhuman powers, afforded help and protec
tion . But such a relation is precisely religious , and it has flourished round the

world beside , but easily distinguishable from nature-worship. When the deceased

was famous in war, invention, learning, or holiness, his cult becomes public concern

and thus hero -worship .

Not only did the above objects of worship (creed ) , but the methods of worship
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(cult) owe their rise to nature and man. Thus among sacred seasons the sun's

course fixed festivals at the winter and summer solstices and the spring and autumn

equinoxes, besides at the suitable hours, while the moon's period of twenty-eight

days divided into a sacred fourteenth and seventh day. Individual man contributed

his life epochs: birth , puberty, and death , while the hero gave besides these the

dates of his achieveinents : enlightenment, temptation , etc.

Among sacred places, nature gave the earliest, which were just those around the

sacred tree, well, etc. , while offerings to earth gods were buried, and those to heaven

gods placed on hill tops or burned. Temples were provided only later to shelter
idols and symbols of nature-gods or deified heroes . The first sacrificer was the

father for the family, and the chief for the tribe , while their first sacrifices were

food , drink , clothing, and the like . After the god had enjoyed the essence or spirit,

or received a portion by burning or burial, the balance was consumed by his wor

shipers in what thus became a sacred meal and communion . The accompanying

prayer, singing of praise and dancing were each and all conformed equally with the

meal to human relations. That nature and society should be thus fitted to reveal

gods (and finally God) , and man be thus capaciated to discern him , constitutes God's

primitive revelation of himself to man . Tliat instead of such organic revelation

there was a mechanical one by word of angel's mouth, or the like, is a notion suit

able to the childhood alike of peoples and individuals, but impossible to the student

of hierology, who has seen how the very concept of gods and finally of God, was

actually formed, and who cannot avoid seeing that the accounts of primitive man ,

given in Genesis, are simply explanatory myths, though of a very noble type.

Such nature -worship and ancestor-worship we have seen to spring each from its
own sufficient conditions, and each is evidenced from the earliest known times. It

would therefore prove both useless and erroneous to attempt — as Mr. H. Spencer

has done - a derivation of the nature from the ancestor -worship. Nor does it seem

either needful or practicable to insist, with Mr. Tylor and Mr. Tiele, on the attribu

tion of a distinct soul to nature -objects ; for primitive man , like the child

to -day, could reason implicitly long before he analyzed himself into soul and body.

This notion and worship of a distinct soul in things, whether separable or not from

them , is the strict meaning of animism ; but since it was based on the experience

of dreams and death, it easily passes into the meaning of ancestor-worship, in which

sense it was used on page 31 . The view that fetishism was the original forin of

religion is not now held by any reputable writer. Most consider it a degeneration

from earlier forms, while Mr. Tiele considers it a secondary but progressive stage .

The supreme deity, recognized by most savages, is either a nature or ancestor deity

that has outgrown his compeers. He affords no evidence for primitive monotheism .

It is to combined heredity and environment that the distinctive traits of the

various religions must be traced. Such traits are the emphasis and elaboration of

the future life among the Egyptians; the power and inscrutability of God among

the Babylonians ; his loftiness and later his ethical holiness among the Israelites ;

the duty of transforming this world to an ideal state among the Persians ; in con

trast with this last , the neglect of the world in favor of a mystic and ascetic spirit

ualism among the Hindus ; the embodiment of religious ideals in beautiful form ,

and their ennoblement by philosophic reflection among the Greeks ; and finally the

control of religion by state needs and hierarchical orders among the Romans. Besides

these national traits, entire races may be characterized . Thus the Semites have

conceived their gods predominantly as remote, austere, and self -contained ; while

the Indo -Kelts have emphasized that other element of religion the immanent,

genial , and related. The Mongolians have approximated the Semites.

The predominant influence of environment appears in the estheticism that arose

in beautiful Greece, and the pessimism in moist and sultry India, but to heredity

must be ascribed the unrivaled attainments in philosophy of these related peoples.
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21. INTERACTION AND INTERCOURSE.

Interaction of religion with the other culturals promotes its development. Thus

in industry the invention of writing made scriptures possible , and thereby the per

manence, progress , compass, and diffusion of religious truth .

Again thegrowth of knowledge has promoted development in religion . The great

reforms of the sixth century B.C. , in which the pluralism of the spirits and gods

was either ignored or decried, and some one Power made supreme or alone , were

effected by Laotze, Kongtze, Gautama, and Zenophanes under the guidance of phil

osophy. The Revival of Greek Learning conditioned the Reformation, and the

universities cradled it . The unceasing conflict between science and religion since

that time has purified and elevated the latter. Physics and chemistry have banished

magic, medicine has displaced exorcism , and psychology exposed divination ; while

Copernicus and Newtongave vaster meaning to thatomnipresence, and Darwin and

Spencer to that eternity that are attributes to God. The new “ religion of science "

is right enough, for it is simply religion in the making, simply the interpreting new

science as new revelation . But the best service ever rendered religion by science

has been in progress during our own half of the present century in the shape of

hierology, which has disarmed both the anti-religious rationalism and anti-scientific

dogmatism of the last century by its theory of development. This reveals the

essential content of religion in its changing forms, and the correct though unim

pressive truth in its crude but vivid symbols and myths, and thus enables the

inodern to grant relative truth and value to all past and lower faiths than his own,

while le cherishes his own though it too is not yet made perfect.

The service of art to religion has been and remains simply incalculable. Idols,

symbols, and pictures to represent the gods, teinples to house them , and music,

dance, and drama to entertain them powerfully promoted that humanization of the

nature-gods in which their development precisely consisted . How this could be

true for the Greeks is evident even to us from the glorious idols - statues we name

them -- of a Zeus, Apollo, or Hermes that survive. Though the idol is for the

Christian mostly an overcome standpoint, he quite approves ideal pictures of

Christ, and these as really promote his religious spirit as did the idol that of the

barbarian .

Indispensable too has been the influence of conduct upon the development of

religion, whether as free imorality or as law. The earliest gods reflected the earliest

morality. As the latter improved, those gods who had shown cruelty or lust ( Zeus,

Krishna) became objects of criticism , and were either abandoned for a nobler type

of deity, as was done in Greece , or vindicated by elaborate apology, as in India.

Other gods with better mythical implications (Apollo, Agni, Jahve, Tien ) were

gradually transformed from the nature to the moral type, as their worshipers im

proved ; for by the sixth century B.C. the leading moral principles had been enun

ciated among each of the historic races ( pp. 128, 140 , 205, 213, 262) . To moral

progress likewise must be attributed the slow change from ceremonial to moral

purity as condition of approach to deity, as also the change from mere continued

existence after death to retribution after death . The influence of law upon religion

appears at Rome where religio consisted chiefly in the sense of a bondage to the

gods releasable on precise conditions. National growth has proved a potent source

of religious development, for the fortunes of the people were attributable to the god.

This process made the Roman Jupiter become Optimus and Maximus over his rivals

among the Latin tribes ; and the national experiences of Judah lead from monol

atry to monotheism ( pp. 191-3) .

Thus all the other culturals have promoted the growth of religion , and capabil

ity of further development through them will decide the future fate of the now

extant faiths. Religion has also of course reacted upon the other culturals and that
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for both weal and woe. The woe has arisen where religion or indeed any cultural

has dominated or excluded another, the weal when each has freely interacted with

the others. The opposite opinion arises from a false opposition of the secular to the

sacred which it was the precise virtue of the Reformation to deny, when it closed

the breach made in the Middle Ages between nature and God. All the culturals

are related in Man the image of God, “ who hath made everything beautiful in its

time.” Not even religion may be safely made a nostrum or panacea , for as the

great Laureate wrote : “ And God fulfils himself in many ways, lest one good custom

should corrupt the world . "

The combined effect of these other culturals upon religion , viz . , man's conscious

ness of relation to God via nature and man, is to develop it to ever and ever nobler

terms of personality. The trait of religion differencing it from similar personal rela

tions with men must therefore consist simply in the magnitudeof the relation , whichi

in the case of the monotheistic God amounts to infinity. Thus when we worship, i.e.,

attribute worth to God , we only do in the highest degree what in some degree we

do to men ; we simply give "glory to God in the highest." There is therefore noth

ing insane, absurd , or even occult in religion , though there is as much mysterious

asmust spring up in a finite consciousness of the Infinite. God is Infinite Person

(or Absolute Spirit) , in which pregnant terms lie every excellence mind can imag

ine. That our discovery of this Infinite Person was mediated by nature and man,

and its growth promoted by other culturals, can afford no sufficient ground for

reducing the notion of God to any of these terms. Thus, God cannot be identified

with nature, as the pantheist and materialist (D. F. Strauss) would do ; nor with

huinanity, as the positivist (August Compte) would do ; nor is religion devotion to

science , as J. R. Seeley claims; nor " the creation of the spirit ” by the same imag

ination that produces art,as Albert Lange held ; nor, finally, is it " ethics heightened,

enkindled, lit up by feeling," as Mr. Matthew Arnold taught. This last view has

been a particular favorite, owing to the anxiety of Christian advocates to prove the

value of religion ; but it is equally false with the others so far as it lacks God, or is

true only so far as it manages to construe the infinite ethical into the infinite per

sonal. No ; religion is unique, is like beauty its own excuse for being ; and may

by no means be transformedinto a superhuman conscience or anything else.

Finally intercourse of various human groups promotes development in religion.

This has been effected, in the first place , by mere comparison which afforded the su

perior religion an increased confidence in its worth . Every ethnic religion has enjoyed

this foil; for all havebelonged to migrating peoples that dispossessed aborigines, and

their scriptures afford abundant evidence that these peoples profited by the contrast.

Again , modification has followed the introduction of a universal religion among for

aign peoples. It is the liberty loving Teuton that has secured alike Republicanism

and Protestantism . Lastly, complementation arose from intercourse when , for exam

ple, the Greek religion adopted and improved deities, such as Herakles and Dionysos

from their Semitic neighbors in Asia Minor; or when Judaism during its exile in

Persia borrowed from Zarathustrianism its doctrines of a future life and of angels

and devils. Even supposing these doctrines to have developed within Judaism,

confirmation for them must have been experienced through contact with Zarathus

trianism which held them far earlier. On a broad view of it Christianity may be

regarded as the complementation of Semitic by Indo-Keltic ideas. Certain it is

that the Judaism which formed its immediate source had long been subjected to the

influence of the entire Greek culture, and that Greek doctrines and ritual can be

traced in its early formations. Now the Semitic religions were dominated by the

conception of God as an autocrat before whom man shrinks into insignificance ,

while the Indo-Keltic religions assign man a relatively important rôle with close

affinities for God ; but Christianity undoubtedly combines these various tendencies

in its familiar yet ennobled conception of God as Father.
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22. TRAITS OF DEVELOPMENT.

Let us notice in turn various traits ofdevelopment. The law of continuity means,

in the language of Wilhelm von Humboldt, that man always connects on frcin what

lies at hand. ” Each step in progress is as much a prerequisite to the next as it is

in a walk ; and nature never forgets the law , though the visionary reformer often

does. When, therefore, the scholar seeks the definition , whether of a word or

doctrine or institution, he needs simply to follow backward their forward tracks until

they vanish into the prehistoric. Continuity is so valid that even the founders of

new religions have achieved their task only by reforms of what preceded .

The law of synthesis states that wlien any mental element exceeds its proportion :

( thesis) it shall excite the rise of an opposite element (antithesis), and that perhaps of

others until the system reaches completion (synthesis ). Thus is secured a balance

of power in man , whose constitution as one indivisible person is plainly the source

of the law . Thus the inevitable tendency of monachism , whether Buddhist, Mos

lem , or Christian, is to excite license. It is for this reason that the notion of a

mean or middle has proved so general a favorite , e.g., with Kongtze, Gautama, and

the Greek author of the famous medan agan, " too much of nothing ." It is to

synthesis that the important and world -wide religious modality is owing. Here the

interacting elements correspond to the three chief mental functions, viz., volition or

action , intellection and emotion. The order given is true for all ethnic religions ;

but universal religions that begin at antithesis, as Buddhism did , or at synthesis, as

Christianity did, will produce the others in uue course . Perfection lies, of course ,

in a synthesis within the individual or sect or religion of all three elements; but

this is never more than approximately realized , though mutual criticism constantly

promotes that end, and marked cases of thesis or antithesis are consequently rare.

All existing religions contain these various modes, and toleration by each mode for

the others is a needed and safe compromise. Mysticism is probably the religious

mode par excellence, and those gifted for it are especially liable to raise doubts in

the minds of other modists as to their own religious validity. ( Cf. pp. 139 , 140) .

The following schedule presents modality in several ethnic and universal reli

gions, representing the three historic races :

ΜΕΝΤΑΙ, RELIGIOUS

FUNCTIONS . MODES . SINISM . INDISM . JUDAISM . CHRISTIANITY.

Volitiou . Moralism . Sinism . Brahmanism Bodhism , Priest . Romanism .

Legalism . as karma acc . to the Greekism .

Sacerdotalism . marga . “ Larger Suk

havati Vyuha."

Intellection . Rationalism . Kongtze. Brahmanism Buddhism . Wise. Protestantism .

Chu Hi. as jnana- Bodhism , acc.

marga . to the “ Vagr

akkhedika.

Emotion . Evangelicism . Laotze. Hinduism Bodhism , Prophet. Protestantism .

Pietism . Buddhism , as bhakti. acc . to the

Mysticisin . acc. to the marga . " Smaller Suk

“ Smaller Suk havatilyuha.”

havatiVyuha .”

Differentiation with unification of quality between religions accompanies devel

opment. Savage and barbarian religions show the little differentiation from each

other in religion that they do in the other culturals, no matter whether their low

condition depend on failure to progress or on degeneration. In the case of progres

sive peoples, differentiation has come about in two degrees. First, it has been caused by

migration to separate countries of the tribes composing the three historic races (viz. ,

Mongolians, Semites, and Indo -Kelts ), since this involved differences in each of the

causes of development specified in Lesson 19. Thus have arisen the various national

religions such as Sinism and Brahmanism , and the universal religions. Further

differentiation , but in less degree , has come about from the same causes without local

BUDDHISM .

12
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separation . Thus have arisen the numerous sects in Shintoism , Hinduism , Judaism ,

Buddhism , Islamism , and Christianity; for example Hinduism , Islamisın , and Chris

tianity have alike divided on the subject of freedom ( pp. 221 , 431 and 670 ), in

interacion with the cultural of philosophy. Later on , and owing to synthesis, there

begins a tendency to unification, which is not the original sameness, but harmony in

Thus arise " associations," " unions," " alliances, and the like.

Another trait of development is its various stages. These constitute the best

means for the classification of religions, and are thus used by all scientific writers,

who differ only as to the fittest marks of the various stages. Thus Hartmann prefers

natural and redemptive; Siebeck natural, moral, and redemptive; Reville monothie

istic and polytheistic; Tiele and Saussaye natural and ethical (more fully, ethico

spiritual revelation) , while Whitney and Menzies prefer tribal , national , and universal

( or individual) . But all these divisions are inexact, for the groups both overlap

each other and contain differences in themselves. The national or moral religions

extant are Shintoism , Confucianism , Taoism , Hinduism , Jainism , Parseeism , and

Judaism ; while the extant redemptive or universal religions are Islamism , Buddhism ,

and Christianity. The differences among the last group are especially marked.

Islamisin subordinates the present world too little to the future, while Buddhism

subordinates it altogether, but Christianity presents, in its doctrine of the Kingdom

of God , a due recognition of both earth and heaven. This inclusion is vital to a

universal and final religion ; for the world cannot satisfy, since it will never be more

than approximately redeemed from its evil, and, on the other hand , heaven can

never become more than a hope . Again, Islamism became universal only by the

power of the sword , Buddhism holds exclusive rule only over Ceylon, Burmah,

Siam , and Nepal , but Christianity sways the great Powers of the world. The chief

hindrance to the rapid conquest of the worldby Christianity is the incompleteness

of its sway over these same Powers, which often comes as a religious shock to the

minds of the heathen , including those converted heathen who visit Christian lands.

The obvious apology that the vicious of these lands mostly do not confess the Chris

tian faith can afford only partial satisfaction to either heathen or Christian . This

can be given only when Christendom and Christianity coincide. The religious

principles of Christianity are the highest, and its forces consequently the greatest

attainable, but both still await correct adjustment to man . To achieve this is the

province of science, especially of sociology, the general introduction of which into

the curriculum of our theological seminaries is the most hopeful sign of the times.

The intimations of a “ religion of the future,” that are made by many honored

scholars, call for no rejection of Christianity, but only for its more intimate interac

tion with not only science but all the culturals, and this is none other than a con

tinuation of the process which, as we have seen, has all along caused development.

This capacity for further self-criticism and self-improvement distinguishies Chris

tianity as much as does its past achievement above all other religions.

Finally, no hierologist supposes that religion will ever perish from among men .

The culturals other than religion are indispensable to man , but none the less unsat

isfying. In this case inan turns to his God and finds there one wayor other the solace

he needs. Thus religion has made man at home in the world of which God is the

Father, and thereby supplied his greatest need as a finite being. The Lord's Prayer

expresses this central idea of religion with such incomparable simplicity, purity, and

nobility, that with it this sketch may fitly close. It enshrines the best creed and the

best cult; its daily use by Christians is of supreme value; and its destiny to final ac

ceptance by mankind assured.

Our Father which art in Heaven , hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done on earth , as it is in Heaven . Give us this day our daily bread.

Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. Lead us not into temptation ,

but deliver us from evil. Amen .
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23. THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION .

No problems of the human mind are so beset with difficulties as those of the

mental process involved in religion, and the objective validity of the same. They

close and crown every system of philosophy, and therefore require familiarity with all

that proceeds ; while they concern the most comprehensive and subtlest functons of

mind. Furthermore, H. Siebeck and G. C. B. Pünjer declare even that the func

tion still needs thorough research . Under these circumstances the views of only living

or recent writers will be presented here.

First , J. McCosh , B. P. Bowne, R. Flint, O. Pfleiderer, and all explorers in the

history of religion hold that God is known by inference from his activities in nature

and man, very much as we recognize our fellow men through their activities con

formable to the personal (rational) norms. Each self kuows itself immediately and

other selves only by analogy from their manifestations. Yet, no doubt, the infer

ence is of that spontaneous and implicit kind that would easily be mistaken for

intuition . Men, children , and animals all make it , each according to its grade
of consciousness .

The soul may discover God in nature and man in the following ways correspond

ing to the five culturals : In knowing them (discovering their causes, for all laws

are laws of causality ) he finds their first cause in God. In using or adapting them

he finds their supreme, controlling, last or final cause (end or purpose) is God, or is

determined by God. In admiring them he finds God their consummate artist . In

morally judging them he finds God their ruler, judge, and savior. Finally he

finds in them , as F. Max Müller has devoted himself to showing, suggestions of the

Infinite as such, whereas the preceding four signs implied only a supreme finite. ( 1 )

All these five aspects were implicit in early man's conception of the gods as

personal. Known in modern times as " proofs of the existence of God ” (“ signs of

tle nature of God ” would be a more adequate notion ) they do but correspond to

an analysis of the personality of God into five norms or constitutive powers analo

gous to those found in man's personality. The five culturals, presuppose five forms

of potential energy in man , often called " rational intuitions,” but better “ personal

principles,” or briefly " norms,” which , under stimulus from nature and society,

create that culture to which other animals, though in the same environment, do not

attain . Each of these norms involves the three mental powers of intellect, sensi

bility and will , though in varying degree ; and each norm , as function of one and

the same person , stands in solidarity with each other, which solidarity of norms

causes that of the cuiturals, as explained on p. 761 .

Since the time of Kant the above proofs have been subjected to much criticisin and

amendment, on which account many writers , following the lead of another German,

Schleiermacher, have sought to show that religion springs from some immediate

influence of God. Thus H. Lotze considers that, besides the often inadequate evidence

afforded through the senses to reason , there are " inner states” which spring from a

divine influence, and which forin the chief basis of religion . The instances given are

the feelings of dependence, of beauty, and of morality. It seems to the present

writer, however, that these are none other than the norms of the pleasant, beautiful ,

and right, viewed under their affective phase (as feeling), and functioning, under the

influence of the religious norm , beyond the inadequate evidence derivable from
nature. Lotze subsequently refers to them as “ religious opinion, ” “ the heart,"

etc. To prove the universal negative proposition that God does not immediately

influence man's spirit, would be difficult, but the law of parsimony forbids us to

assume it until other theories fail. A few decades ago the consensus of recognized

authorities would have declared that these others did fail; but all subsequent

research has gone to prove the opposite. Religious doctrines that seemed to require

an immediate inspiration have been shown quite explicable on the basis of the factors
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specified above, acting at their full capacity in the religious genius under favorable

circumstances. The more intimately the man and his times have become known ,

the more transparently rational or ( better) personal , i.e. conformed to the personal

norms, does his message and conduct appear. This change can bring only gain to

religion , for it places the latter upon the same sure basis as that on which other

culturals stand , namely, the unalterable constitution of man and of nature , in both

of which the Infinite is ever present, though in ever varying degree.

23. THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION .

( 1 ) The Theistic Proof Complex.-In another

respect the theistic proof is exceedingly complex

and comprehensive. It takes up into itself, as it

were, the entire wealth of human nature. The

mind can only rise to the apprehension of God by

a process which involves all that is most essential

in its own constitution . Thus the will is presup

posed. Theistic inference clearly involves the

principle of causality. God can only be thought

of in the properly theistic sense as the cause of

which the universe is the effect. But to think of

God as a cause--to apprehend the universe as an

effect - we must have some immediate and direct

experience of causation . And such experience we

have only in the consciousness of volition . When

the soul wills, it knows itself as an agent , as a

cause . This is the first knowledge of causation

which the mind acquires, and the most perfect

knowledge thereof which it ever acquires. “ It is a

knowledge which sheds light over all the regions

of experience subsequently brought under the

principle of causality, which accompanies the

reason in its upward search until it rests in the

cognition of an ultimate cause .

But the principle of causality alone or by itself

is quite insufficient to lead the mind up to the ap

prehension of Deity ; and an immediate and direct

consciousness of far more within us than will is

required to make that apprehension possible.

The evidences of intelligence must be combined

with the evidences of power before we can be war.

ranted to infer more from the facts of the universe

than the existence of an ultimate force ; and no

mere force, however great or wonderful , is worthy

to be called God . God is not only the ultimate

Cause, but the Supreme Intelligence ; and as it is

only in virtue of the direct consciousness of our

volitions that we can think of God as a cause , so

is it only in virtue of the direct consciousness of

our intellectual operations that we can think of

Him as an intelligence. It is not from the mere

occurrence of a change, or the mere existence of a

derivative phenomena, that we infer the change

or phenomenon to be due to an intelligent cause,

but from the mode of the occurrence or the char.

acter of the phenonomena being such that any cause

but an intelligent one must be deemed insufficient .

The inference supposes , however, that we already

have some knowledge of what an intelligent cause

is - that we have enough of knowledge of the

nature of intelligence to convince us that it alone

can fully account for order, law , and adjustment.

Whence do we get this knowledge ? Wehave not

far to seek for it ; it is inherent in self-con

sciousness . We know ourselves intelli

gences, as beings that foresee and contrive,

that can discover and apply principles, that can

originate order and adjustment. It is only through

this knowledge of the nature of intelligence, that

we can infer our fellow -men to be intelligent

beings ; and not less is it an indispensable con

dition of our inferring God to be an intelligence.

Then, causality and design , and the will and

intelligence within us through which they are

interpreted , cannot, even when combined, enable

us to think of the Creative Reason as righteous;

although obviously, until so thought of, that

reason is by no means to be identified with God .

The greatest conceivable power and intelligence,

if united with hatred of righteousness and love of

wickedness, can yield us only the idea of a devil ;

and if separated from all moral principle and

character, good or bad , only that of a being far

lower than man , which might have reason for

worshiping man, but which man cannot worship

without degrading himself. The existence, how

ever, of a moral principle within us, of a.con

science which witnesses against sin and on behalf

of holiness, is of itself evidence that God must be

a moral being, one who hates sin and loves holi

ness ; and the light of this, “ the candle of the

Lord,” in the soul, enables us to discover many

other reasons for the same conclusion in the con

stitution of society and the course of history .

But if we had no moral perceptions on the contem

plation of our voluntary acts , we certainly would

not , and could not, invest the Divine Being with

moral perfections because of His acts.

There is still another step to be taken in order

to obtain an apprehension of God ; and it is one

where the outward universe fails us, where we are

thrown entirely, or nearly so , on our internal re

The universe, interpreted by the human

mind in the manner which has been indicated, may

warrant belief in a Being whose power is immense,

whose wisdom is inexpressibly wonderful, and

whose righteousness is to be held in profoundest

admiration and reverence , notwithstanding all the

clouds and darkness which may in part conceal it

from our view ; but not in a Being whose existence

is absolute, whose power is infinite, whose wisdom

and goodness are perfect. We cannot infer that

the author of a universe which is finite , imperfect,

and relative , and all the phenomena of which are

finite , imperfect, and relative , must be, in the true

and strict sense of the terms, infinite, perfect , and
absolute . We cannot deduce the infinite from the

finite, the perfect from theimperfect, the absolute
from the relative. And yet it is only in the recog

nition of an absolute Being of infinite power, who

works with perfect wisdom towar Is the accom

plishment of perfectly holy ends , that we reach a

true knowledge of God , or, which is much the

same thing, a knowledge of the true God. Is
there, then, any warrant in our own nature for

thinking of God as infinite,absolute, and perfect,
since there seems to be little or none in outward

nature ? Yes , there are within us necessary con

ditions of thought and feeling and ineradicable

aspirations which force on us ideas of absolute

existence, infinity , and perfection , and will neither

permit us to deny these perfections to God nor to

ascribe them to any other being.- " Theism ," by

Robert Flint, pp. 64-68.

sources .

as
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24. THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION (Concluded ).

form . '

The elaborate and systematic treatment of the mental process in religion by

Samuel Harris also fails to prove that it is intuitive. After defining consciousness

as intuitive and immediate knowledge, he proceeds to show that, “ Man is conscious

of God in a manner analogous to that in which he is conscious of the outward

world ,” and cites in illustration the cases of malarial poison and of a tree . ( 1 ) But

the effects of the former belong to the class of sensations known as organic, and these

afford us no knowledge of an external world . ( 2 ) They can be traced to it only by

use of the sensorium ( in the case of malarial fever by long and wide observation of

the varying effect of man's habitat upon him ), of which man possesses no spiritual

analogue, as Mr. Harris admits in saying that “ God does not stand out in definite

As for man's consciousness of a tree, that is indeed of the intuitive kind,

but the only parallelism pointed out by Mr. Harris between it and man's conscious

ness of God concerns action of the perceived and reaction of the percipient, which,

however, is a relation that must obtain whether such consciousness be inferential or

intuitive, mediate or immediate. That man's consciousness of God is intuitive or

immediate can be shown only by citing specific cases where it is so . But the cases

of ethnic religious consciousness, in fear and trust, cited by Mr. Harris ( pp. 42-43 of

“ The Self-Revelation of God. ' ' ) are mediated by nature, as , for example, the inter

pretation of the deities Varuna and Indra , given in the present work, pp. 181-2 ,

plainly show ; while the cases of Christian religious consciousiress (PP . 41-42. Ibid.)

reduce to religious organic sensation , in this case not spiritual malaria, but the flow

of spiritual health . These instances once served to convince the present writer of

the correctness of Mr. Harris ' view, but ceased to do so as he became acquainted

with the history and science of religion .

But if all attempt to illustrate a unique relation like that between a finite man

and the infinite God be dropped , may not the change involved in conversion and

sanctification be considered an effect of God's activity. Such is the main contention

of L. F. Stearns. (3 ) But if so, the process would be inference and not intuition

or “ inner sense . ”' In fact conversion and sanctification are spiritual organic sensa

tion , and, as Mr. Stearns claims ( p. 293 ) in opposition to Schleiermacher, Dorner,

the Quakers, and mystics generally, “ although it (our inner light) is a first hand

source of knowledge, it is not an independent source of knowledge." Such source

Mr. Stearns finds only in the Scriptures. But the hierologist can trace , by the higher

criticism , these Scriptures in turn to men of religious genius (One of transcendent

genius ), whose sense for the Infinite reacted under the stimuli of nature and man.

No one is conscious of the Spirit's presence, and the subsequent attribution to him

of what were certainly also our own deeds (Rom . 8:15 with 16 ; 1 Cor. 15:10 ;

Eph. 3 : 20 ; Phil. 2 : 12-13) is thehumble view of a faith that was originally based
on God's revelation of himself in nature and man . The immediate consciousness

of God claimed by mystics of all religions is nothing else than the functioning of

man's sense for the Infinite implicitly, with a minimum of stimulus, and chiefly as

feeling, which is the most subjective of all mental functions. Analysis of themys

tic's deliverances will always reveal the presence of those invariable exponents of

God, namely, nature and man , derived either from tradition or environment. The

claim for any direct knowledge of God tends to stultify those who cannot detect its

fallaciousness, and to convert into sceptics those that can. The skillful attempt of

Newman Smyth to prove a direct perception of God cannot dispense with the stim

ulus from nature in every example given , and finally concedes its possible necessity

to man as now constituted . (4 )

But is the evidence of nature and man for God unexceptionable ? Alas , no; for

every heart knoweth its own deep sorrow , the mystery of which must be traced

through nature or man up to God. Hence spring those theodicies, known to every
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religion, written “ to justify the ways of God to man . At this point the belief in

a good God can be maintained only by a personal choice impelled by a sense of

ideal needs. (5 and 6)

99

24. THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION scribed as the " barometer of our life - process.'

( Concluded ).
* Outlines of Psychology,” by James Sully, new
edition , 1893, P. 16.

( 1 ) The Religious Process According to S. ( 3 ) The View of L. F. Stearns. Now the

Harris.- In German philosophy consciousness is Christian, in full conformity with the laws of the

used in a broader sense to denote the intuitive, human wind, discovers in the great change of

undiscriminated knowledge of both object and regeneration its true Cause , namely, God. That

subject, the immediate knowledge in one and the Cause is revealed in and through the new life that

same act of the object known and the subject is pulsating in his soul . The renewed will, the
knowing: enlightened intellect, the quickened and purified

In the proposition that man is conscious of God
sensibility, the quieted conscience, are effects that

or that God presents himself in man's conscious disclose a divine power . These modifications of

ness, the word is used in its broader meaning. consciousness are the instrument of what may be

Thus, as through the impressions of sense we called (borrowing our terms from the sense -side of

perceive our physical environment, so through ra- our mental nature) a spiritual perception . The

tional and spiritual principles, sentiments and possibility and actuality of such spiritual knowl.

susceptibilities we perceive our spiritual environ edge cannot be fairly denied. — “ The Evidence of
ment, the universal and all-illuminating Reason , Christian Experience ," by L. F. Stearns, p . 215.

the absolute Spirit , and the system of personal
( 4 ) The View of Newman Smyth . - Cf. Newand spiritual beings related to him . Man is con

man Smyth , “ The Religious Feeling, " pp 110,
scious of God in a manner analogous to that in

112, 117
which he is conscious of the outward world .

A crude illustration is man's knowledge of
( 5 ) The View of H. Lotze. - In contrast with

malarial poison , through his conscious expe
this Pessimism , the more difficult problem is the

rience of its effects within him . He does not see firm confidence that , in spite of all that is income

it ; he cannot lay hold of it , put it in a phial and prehensible to us, the striving after a supreme end

analyze it . But he knows its presence and power
is at all events present in the world . For this

by its effects which he miserably feels in his own
confidence takes upon itself the great and ever un

body every day. The poison acts primarily on avoidable task of always making renewed at

the body, and it is in this that its presence , power
tempts to fill the gap which lies between this con

and peculiar action are experienced. But the ac
tent of our faith and our actual experiences.

tion of the Spirit of God is primarily on and in It we call every attempt of this sort iu thought

the human spiritHis presence and influence are or action “ religion," then “ religion ” is never

known in the spiritual experience, in the rousing
exactly a demonstrable theorem , but the convic

of the spiritual powers and susceptibilities to ac
tion of its truth is a deed that is to be accredited

tion, in the quickening of spiritual life , in the to character – “ Grundzüge der Religiousphiloso

transformation ofspiritualcharacter, in thegrowth phie," by Hermann Lotzé, p.81 .

of spiritual power, purity and blessedness. The (6 ) The View of W. James . - And, after all,

man in whose spirit God thus acts , does not is not this duty of neutrality where only our inner
see him ; God does not stand out in his con- interests would lead us to believe, the most ridicu

sciousness in definite form ; but the lous of commands ? Is it not sheer dogmatic folly

knows his presence , his power and the to say that our inner interests can have no real

ture of his influence by their effects which connection with the forces that the hidden world
he experiences So a naterial object, a tree may contain ? In other cases divinations based on

for example, acts on the sensorium and causes inner interests have proved prophetic enough.

sensatious; through these sensations the mind Take science itself ! Without an imperious inner

reacting perceivesthe object . But the sensations demand on our part for ideal logical and mathe

are not the tree nor an image of the tree; and it matical harmonies, we should never have attained

is only through many sensations and perceptions to proving that such harmonies lie hidden be

through the different senses that the tree is fully tween all the chinks and interstices of the crude

known. And yet the tree is continually acting on natural world . Hardly a law has been established

the sensorium , and producing effects through in science, hardly a fact ascertained , which was

which it presents itself in the consciousness of the not first sought after, often with sweat and blood ,

percipient. God who besets us behind and before to gratify an inner need . Whence such needs come

and lays his hand upon us, acts on our spiritual from we do not know ; we find them in us, and

susceptibilities; in continual spiritual influences biological psychology so far only classes them
producing varied spiritual effects he reveals him- with Darwin's “ accidental variations. " But the

self in our consciousness and we know hini.- inner need of believing that this world of nature

“ Self- Revelation of God ," by Samuel Harris, pp . is a sign of something more spiritual and eternal

30, 32 , 39, 40. than itself is just as strong and authoritative in

( 2 ) Organic Sensation . - Owing to their lack of those who feel it , as the inner need of uniform

distinctive presentative character and to the fact laws of causation ever can be in a professionally

that they are not the direct effects of the action of scientific head . The toil ofmany generations has

external objects but involve a change of condition proved the latter need prophetic Why may not

in the part affected , the common or organic sensa- ihe former one be prophetic, too ? And if needs

tions give us no knowledge of the external world . of ours outrun the visible universe , why may not

They can no doubt inform us to some extent of that be a sign that an invisible universe is there

the organisin itself , and hence they have been de- What, in short, has authority to debar us from

nian

na
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trusting our religious demands ? Science as such

assuredly has no authority , for she can only say

what is, not what is not ; and the agnostic “ thou

shalt not believe without coercive sensible evi

dence " is simply an expression ( free to any one to

make) of private personal appetite for evidence

of a certain peculiar kind.- " The Will to Believe, "

by WilliamJames, op. 55,56.

FOURTH WEEKLY REVIEW .

19. LAWS OF DEVELOPMENT.- Development. Humanities . Cultural schedule. Causes of cul

tural development. Traits of the same.

20. HEREDITY WITH VARIATION . ENVIRONMENT. - Heredity with variation . Environment

of nature . Dependence and freedom . Environment of men . Environment as to cult . Traits of

religions .

2 1. INTERACTION AND INTERCOURSE.-Industry . Knowledge . Art . Conduct . No nostrum .
Personality. Mediation . Promotion . Reduction . Intercourse.

22. TRAITS OF DEVELOPMENT. - Continuity. Synthesis. Differentiation . Classification .

23. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION .- Inference . Knowing . Using . Admiring. Judging . Norms.
Lotze .

24. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION (Concluded).-S . Harris . L. F. Stearns . N. Smyth . H. Lotze.

W. James.

QUESTIONS.

19. Name the culturals with their environinents. State the causes of cultural development. State
its traits .

20. Specify some divine objects from each class in nature. State the various grounds of such

deification . How did ancestor worship arise? Characterize some ethnic religions.

21. Specify occasions when knowledge has promoted the development of religion . Refute the pan
In what terms has religion developed ? Refute the errors of Straussand others .

22. Discuss continuity . Define synthesis and apply it to modality. Describe the two degrees of

differentiation . State some marks for classification . Discuss the differences of the three universal reli

gions. Why will religion never perish ?

23. Define the knowledge of God by inference. State the four ways in which it can be won . Το

what in Godand in man do thesesigns of the nature ofGod correspond ? Discuss the view of Lotse.
24. Discuss malaria and a tree as illustrations of the religious object. What evidence do conver

sion and sanctification afford ? Discuss mysticism . What part remains to choice ?

acea error .

SUBJECTS FOR SPECIAL STUDY.

1. Statements of development by Fiske, Ward, Rätzel, Tiele, etc.

2. The interaction of nature worship and ancestor worship .

3. Exemplify modification from the universal religions.
4. Studyeach sentence of the Lord's Prayer in the light of hierology.

5. Personality as the beginning and end of philosophy.

6. Man's concept of God the chief test of his character.
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Baalshamen
398 Egyptian Religion .. 375–389 Jehovah , Cf. Jahve .

Babylonian-Assyrian Religion . ..403-415 Ei 394 Jewish Synagogue 661-662

Bai Ilgen . 110 El - Shaddai . 452 Jews and their Religion 567-574

Baptist Church.. .631-637 Elohim . .473, 475 Jivatman .. 191

Bast 388 Elinlep 87 Jnana -marga . 196-212

Bel , Cf. Baal . 405 Erigiregers 88 Juno...
345

Belit.. 495 Erlik Kan .. 110 Jupiter . 344-346

388 Eshmun. 398

Bhagavadgita 218 Evangelical Association 655-656 Kabiri , 399

Bhakti.marga ... 212 Evangelical Lutheran Church.... 663-668 Kagura .
162

Biblical Theology 539-551
Kai - jo .

161

Bimla -Mrit 88 Faunus. 345 Kali 215-228

Bo 74 Fetishes 72-73 Kalki 218

Bodhisattva . 255, 265 Fo .... 268 Kane . 110

Bodhism .. 265 | Fravashis 286 Karma 255

Bongo 84 Freyr .. 373 Karnia -marga .. 196 , 212

Book of Secret Blessings. 146 Freyja 373 | Kar-ween
89

Bow kan 38 Katoshironushi. 156

Brahma or Brahman . Gat 88 Keltic Religion 358-374

193, 195, 201, 212 , 218 Gathas 284 Khebioso 74

Brahmanas 190 Ganesha.. 215 Khêm.. 387

Brahmanaspati .. 185 Gaunob 78 Khepra
385

Brahmanism aud Hinduism 175-229 Gautama Buddha.
.218, 249-256 Khonsu

Brihaspati.. 185 German Baptist Brethren . 654 Khratu ..

Buddha, cf. Gautama Buddha. German Evangelical Synod 659-660 Khnumu 387

Buddhism 247-283 Genius 317-318 King or Classics 116

Bundjel
89 Gibil .. 406 Kojiki .

153

Gilgamesh .. 409 Koran 422-424

Cagu . 78 Gleti
74 Kongtze 127-129 , 139, 141

Catholic Church in the U. S. 727-737 Gohei. 164 Kovap ..
88

Charvaka 199 Greece, Religion of . 311-343 Krishna . .217 , 223

Bes ....

387

773
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215, 228 Poseidon

256

385

713-115 | Tun ...

716-718
Tundun .....

161

Kronos . 312 Osiris ... ..376 , 379, 382, 387 | Susano . 151-156

Kshathra Vairya 287 | Ove 86 Sutra or Sutta ..

Kshattriyas 175-176 . 247 Surya .. . 182, 212

Kusti. 294 Pacarina. 69

Kudai 110 Paramatman 194 Tahuti .. 387

Kwannon Bosatsu . 270 Parinirvana . .260-261 | Take.Haya-Susano.. . 154-156

Kwanti. 145 Parsees 294-308 Tammuz 406 , 408 , 409

Kwanyin .
268 Parvati. 215 Tane Mahuta . 83

Pele .... 81 Tangaroa
83

I'Alo -Alo .
84 Penates 345, 347-345 fao.. 137-134

Laotze 137-141 Persephone ..312 , 326-397 Taoism ... 142-150)

lares 345 , 317-8 Persia, Religion of Ancient. 281-293 Taote Ching. 137

Lemures 350
Phallicism Tantras 213

Li Chi
143 , 154 , 215 , 32, 373, 387, 396 , 479 Tavoheri Matea .

83

Life of Christ.. 503-524 Philosophy of Religion 768-771 Tengere Kaira Kan..
110

Ligobund
87

Po .. 83 | Tenjin Sama... 161

Linga .. 312 Tenshi Sama.. 151

Lissa . 74 Pratimoksha. 261 | Theosophy and Universal Brother

Lives of the Apostles...
525-538 Prajapati 185 , 190, 201 hood

Luna
345 Presbyterian Church . 693-700 Teutonic Religion .. 358-374

Lutheran Church .
663-668 Presbyterian Church, South 701-703 Tezcatlipoca ...

Lye..
74 Prithrivi 86

181 Thangavvalu

Protestant Episcopal Church.. 70 +-712 Tharamulun .. 91

Ptah . 387 Thor ... 372

Maat.. 387
Pul-ly -byan . 87 | Ti 118-126

Mah 285
Pundjei... 87 Tiamat 406, 109

Mahabharata .. 212
Puranas . 213 Tien 118-126

Mahadeva ... 215
Puntan 86 Tishtrya.

Mahayaua, Outlines of the . 273-283
Purra . 91 Tius 373

Mahdi
433

Purusha 67. 185 , 193, 202 Tlaloc
Maitreya 265

Purushottama.. 221 Toyoukebinie 159

Mam . Pushan ... 182 Tractate of Actious and their Retri .
Manes 350

butions 145 146

Maui. 83 Trimurti...

Mantras ..

212
657-658178 Quakers ...

248

Mamu . Laws of 201-211
67 Tripitaka

Quetzalcoatl .
Tsai shin .

Mara .

145
344-345251 Quirinus..

Tsui - i -goab . 78

Maravoa . 87
Tshi.

Marpean - Kurrk 91 Ra ...
Tshuku

Mars 344-315 Raituniabalu .
86 Tsit Naphishtim .. 109

Maruduk 405-407, 409, 411 , 413 Rama . 217, 221, 224 Tsuki -Yomi ! 54
Maruts... 182 Ramnian 406 Tumatanenga .. 83

Masseba or phallos 396 Ramayana

Turko - Tartars, Religion of. 110-111
Mawu.. Reformed Church in America 355

Maya 195 , 249 Reformed Church in the U.S... 89

Mazdaism .. 284-293 Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
Tupa

Melkarth . 398 of Latter -Day Saints 7 :2-725

Methodist Episcopal Church 019-675 Reformed EpiscopalChurch 719-721 C'gro -Finns, Religion of..
108-109

Methodist Episcopal Church , South Rishis .. 178
Uji-gami...

..676-677 Roman Religion 314-33,7
Ukko.. 108

Min 387 Rua 84
Ulixo .

Minerva 315 Rudra
182, 212 United Brethren Church .

Mithra . 285
l'nitarian Church 75-751

Mito ..
208 Sabucor . 87

Mohammed 420,421 Salvation Army.

United Presbyterian Church of N. A.

738-740 755-757

Mongolian Religions. 103-174
Samgha 264 t'niversalist Church in America..158-759

Moora Moora
San Ching : 143 linkulunkulu ..

Moravian Church 679-682 Sanskaras. 205 l'padana.
257

Mormon Church .
683-687

Saturnus 345 , 349 lpa -marca
Motoori 16 :

Savitri 182 t'panishads. 193. 195

Mungan Ngaur. 89
Saxot . 373 I'shabtis... 376

Science of Religion . 761-767 C'shas..... 182

Nabu . .406 , 413 Seb .

Namtor 408 Semitic Religion 390-402 Vaishnavism ..

Navzot
293 Serapis .. .379, 380-381 | Vaisyas..

175-176

Ndengei . 86 Set .. 382, 387 ' Vankom pon

Nebo . 408, 41344 Seventh -Day Adventists
741-743 Varuna 181 , 21 %

Neilloan . 991 Shaivism 231-24 Vedas 178

Neit .. 383 Shakya Muni. 25 i Vedius.. 345

Nephthys 35 ? Shakti. 215 Venus. 345

Nergal 406, 413 Shamanism 108, 110 Vesta . .314-345 , 318

Nerthus 373 Shamash .405 Vinaya 248

New Jerusalem Church .. 688-6!, Shango . 74 | Viracocha

Nidanas. 260. Sharg - ti 118-126 Vishnu 182, 212 , 217-22 1.230-234

Ninib 406 Shiites 130-133 Visva karman 185

Ninigi. 158 Shi King 117 Vohu Manah .

Nirvana 260-261, 264 Shintoism .. 151-174 Vritra.

Nirvana 205 Shiva . 182 , 23, 25, 27, 231-244 Vui .
RS

Njikpla 71 Shraddas. 205 Vulcan.. 315

Nua . 74 Shruti.. 193, 201

Noti 74 Shu 385 Wan -Chang . 145

Nusku . 404 Shu or Books. 116 Wanjel 91

Nut . 385 Shu King 116 Woden . 372

Siddartha, Prince . Cf. Gautama World's Congress Work.. 7-16

Obarai . 161 Buddha . Wu ... 74

Obhabifish 71 Sin 405 , 411

Obbalalla 74 Sinism 118-126 Yama. 189. 20

Oceauia, Religions of . 72-88 Skanda . 215 Yasavara

Odin 372 Skandhas 257, 20 Yazatas

Okikishi.. 71 Smriti 193, 201 Yengishiki 161

Okuninushi. 156-157 Society ofFriends, 657-658 Yi-King .

Olorun . Sokar 387 Yoga. 195 , 196

Om , mani padme, Om .. 268 Sol .. 345 Yoni 915 ,

Ops 315 , 319 Soma 184 Yu Hwang Shang Ti .
Orcus 350 Sraosha 288 Yurree.. 91

Orishanlo.. 71 Sufism 433

Oro .. 84 Sunnites.. 430-433 Zeus.... 311-316 . 32

Ormazd 287 Supay. Zoroastrianism . 34-3
10
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Their Meanings.

TWELVE DICTIONARIES IN ONE - Embracing:

A DICTIONARY of 100,000 Synonyms and A DICTIONARY of Abbreviations and Con.

Antonyms. tractions used in writing and printing .

A DICTIONARY of Briticisms, Americanisms, AN ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY of

Colloquial Phrases,etc. Prefixes and Postfixes from the Greek, Latin

A DICTIONARY of the Grammatical Uses of and Saxon tongues, and of all theimportant

Prepositions. wordsderivedfrom the Hebrew , Greek and

Latin languages.
A DICTIONARY of Prepositions Discrimi.

nated . A DICTIONARY of Words distinguished by

their various uses .
A DICTIONARY of Homonyms.

A DICTIONARY of Mistakesmade in ordinary
A DICTIONARY of Homophonous Words.

conversation .

A DICTIONARY of Classical Quotations from A DICTIONARY of Contractions and of the

Ancient and Modern Languages, and of Plurals of allthe difficult words in the

Foreign Phrases .
English Language.

BySAMUEL FALLOWS, D.D.,LL.D.
Ex-Supt. of Public Instruction, of Wisconsin ; Ex-Pres. Illinois Wesleyan University, and

Chancellor THE UNIVERSITYASSOCIATION .
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Daily American , Nashville, Tenn.:
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prove a boon indeed." be greatly aided by such an adjustment. Dr.

Hon . J. Estabrook , Lansing, Mich .: Fallows'high reputationand great experienceas a

" Ihave seen no book oftheclass so well adapted writer willgive the book a deserved advantage

to practical use." among literary men ."

Col.Francis W. Parker, Principal Cook

County Normal School: Hon . J. W. Patterson , Concord , N. H.:

" A very valuable book to have at one's elbow for " It is of great value,
and must be of immenseconstant use. practicaluso to scholars . "
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